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UNITED STATES Jv dwt 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR y 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

University arboretum, | 
Madison, Wiesoonsin. 

Feb. 14, 1040 

tuted tsssosy Bhd ure i * 

Urbana, Tilinels. . 

Deer Arthur: 

Because of yanwentia Det weather here we were late in 
oS etarted with the palatability tests, consequently I have 

writing yous 

fhe inclosed sheet gives the results of the first teat. 
rd resulte of other tests now underway will be mailed ag soon ae 
ormined.s 

I am now running « e test on alice oevering an epen- ‘ 
tray sgkccmuerieas Hetek with i" pews Sem a to quelude hd . 
other grain eaters. A quail test is be made 7 pee a feeder 
under a 2" mosh over in, Sperwhy exeluding phonsants and rabbits. 
Musk alse will be used pe e troublesome at the quail stations. 
A sant proof rabbit test can be had by covering the feeder with 

ting ore for openings sereened with vertical bars placed about 
2: eres appears that musk will be the simplest way to rodent 

sant Faster es These mechanics, combined with selected 
ooations, should eliminate most ef our interspecies problems. 

7 Sineerely yours, 

We Se Feeney 

copy: Lo Bask



. | PALATABILITY TESTS «= ARBORETUM 1940 

aide Test Wellwwl ss eJane 30 to Feb. 8: 

1. White and yellow corn mixed---5 da. * 10-15 asants 
3 apheahdrseontseschecnenson owed da. empty 1s Pit 

Be Wheat ------- enn w ewww enn n ng da, " few rabbits 
as BLOG mt ee te ee tc ee oo Gas Ly) qte gone mice 

5. Buckwheat-----<----9-----ee nnn dae ip qt. no squirrels 
66 Bar loyon-- eee oe moe e en mmm nnn oma da. 2 Oo gt. ; 

7s Orange sor ceneeenmmnmnmnneny dae 1 0/0 qt (Feeding irregular) 
Be White gor UBT 0 re rt nt a in) das i 3} a qte 

*Yellow corn gone in 3 days. 

Test Co-lew-Jan. 30 to Feb. 14; 

le Mixed corne---<-<-9-----wnnnne 5 da. empty 10-30 pheasants 
Za Soybeansen--- <n e ewe ne n-ne weld da. no Peau 

Se Wheat <9 ---- --- we ee nnn] § das " no rabbits? 

4. Buckwheat (mostly thrown owt)-15 da. 1/16 qt. several mice 
5. Barleyonenon enn -e ene wwe ne menn] § da. i 2 qte Kio squirrels 

6. Orange sorghum --<+-<--- ene n nn] § das A 3 4 qt. 

be RECO em ree ee ee co ere re tr or ee a a gn ee das lL s/f Qt. 

Be White BOP GhuM<-- neem e nn ne mene 5 da.« : /8 qt. 

fhe order was as originally planned; rice; wheat; barley; mixed corn; 
buckwheat; white sorghum; orange sorghum; soybeans. 

A& both stations the yellow corn was consumed in a few days, the 
white corn being thrown on the ground as the yellow was sorted out. The 
balanese of the white corn disappeared in a few days more. 

There was indication that a considerable amount of the white corn was 
eaten by mice. 

In the above tests the grain wasted cannot be separated from the 
amount eaten. 

Too nety variables prevent an accurate diagnosis. In future tests 
measures will be taken to isolate each species. 

An experience here with cats demonstrates almost certainly that 
housecat urine smeared about a feeder will repel rabbits and ere, 
miee and squirrels also» Musks from mink, weasel or dog would probably 
do the same trick. 

We S+ Feeney 
University of Wisconsin Arboretum



: STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 
Theodore H. Frison, Chief 

Urbana, Illinois 

February 10, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Wildlife Management Division 
University of Wisconsin _ 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold; , 

Thanks for your letter of February 8, regarding the 
feeding experiments in Wisconsin. Two tests have been com- 
pleted at the Mt. Zion, Heman, and Atwood stations. For each 
test the order of the grains in the trough has been changed. 
This was thought advisable because the end compartments appear 
to have an advantage, perhaps because we are feeding more 
rabbits than anything else. The arrangement of the grains in 
the hoppers and results of these trials are given below: 

Results Results 
Trial 1 Sta.l Sta.2 Sta.3* Trial 2 Sta.1 “Sta.2 Sta.3 

1. Rice eo 2 2 Barley q a 
2. Wheat 5 3 3 White cane 5 7 
5. Barley 7 7 8 Wheat 3 5 2 
4. Yellow corn 4 a 4 Rice 7 8 
5. Buckwheat 6 6 5 Soybeans 2 2 3 
6. White cane 8 8 6 Yellow corn 6 5 a 
7- Orange cane 5 5 7 Orange cane 8 6 
8. Soybeans . 1 1 Buckwheat a 1 a 

#Ratings for station 3 are subject to slight changes because I do 
not have the exact figures at hand. 

The third trial will be ‘finished by the time you get 
. this letter. The order for trials 3 and 4 follow; 

Trial 3 Trial 4 
White cane Yellow corn 
Yellow corn Rice 
Rice Buckwheat 
Soybeans Barley 
Wheat Soybeans 
Buckwheat White cane 
Barley Orange cane 
Orange cane Wheat 

Trial 5 will be arranged the same as trial 1.



. Page 2, Professor Leopold February 10, 1940 

In trial 3, soybeans, buckwheat, corn and wheat are 
running a close race, and the outcome is uncertain. The other 
four grains are definitely inferior in palatability at the present 
time. Why rice ran so high at first is a mystery which may be 
solved when it is again placed on the end. 

I do not have the exact order taken for the Urbana 
Township or Cook County setups. Urbana Township results have been 
very similar to those obtained near Decatur, however. 

Because of comparatively mild weather and lack of snow 
covering over food supplies in the fields, I have hesitated to 
rabbit proof the stations, fearing that all feeding at the hop- 
pers would stop. 

Sincerely yours, 

Arthur S. Hawkins 
ASH;:UB Game Technician



as 4a University Fara Place 
February $, 1940 

Mr. A. 5, Hawkins 
State Natural Mistery Survey 
Urbana, Tllincis 

Dear Arthur: 

We were delayed in starting our tests by the killing weather 
in Jamary. They have been running only about ten days. 

Ted Black's preliminary report is attached. 

Veoney will write you shortly. I looked at his tests yesterday. 
The yellow corn, white corn, and wheat seen to lead. ‘tho rice has hardly 
been touched, even though it was in the end compartment. The buckwheat 
Oap S008 ap © See Teens Seek ae Mn ee All the grains of low 
palatability are now being scattered oe eee are 
without being eaten, and Foeney ia afraid that they will be in 
itd Sigpd «any thay cn Bes yg Meg Agcy peg ag ma 
Yeeney hae gotten away from squirrels, tut both te and mice are bad. 

Bruce Stellberg has gotten some excellent rate of consumption 
teste at Riley. In three separate runs he had 40 pheasants feeding as a 
pure population on ear corn, mostly during the cold weather. Thay con- 
sumed half an ear per bird per day. I think we might well try to get 
rates of consumption for addition to whatever paper is gotten out on this 
sudject. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ce Feeney Professor of Wildlife Managanent 

Stollberg



Lake Mills, Wisconsin 

| February 6, 1940 

_ Professor Aldo Leopola 

424 University Farm Place 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Enclosed is a preliminary report on feeding 

tests at Faville Grove to date. Trapping has not 

gone well, but will be pushed as rapidly as circum- 

stances permit. Net results to date: 1 pheasant, 

1 Hungarian partridge. Rabbits in the Ragweed 

‘ - Pateh, although present in fair numbers as evidenced | 

“by iad continue to be elusive. Het) rhoul te to 

. . date: 6 rabbits, one trapped twice (December and 

February). Rabbit trapoing will continue as long as 

snow remains on the ground. ‘ 3 

Forrest Theodore Black was born at 4 ame, 

February 5th, in the St. Mary's Hospital at Watertown, 

, weight 6 pounds, 144 ounces. All went well, arid 

) baby, mother, and father are in good condition. ; 

Sincerely yours, 

o. Ft eee 
, 6. T. Blaek 

(



; 1940 Palatability Tests--Faville Grove , 

Tests Completed: | 

GP-1: 1. White & yellow corn mixed 10-12 pheasants 

2. Split soybeans 5-10 rabbits 

3. Wheat ; 

Oy BiOisiscace: ABoa8. Note: good test; will be 
6. Barlagessees 172 ats repeated with rabbit-proof 
6. Brown cane.. 3/4 qt. fence. 
7. White cane..1 1/2 qt. 
8. Buckwheat...1 3/4 qt. 

FI-1: 1. White & yellow corn mixed 5-15 pheasants . 

Z 2 « Wi AG iA oie wise 1/4 qt. 5-10 rabbits 

3. Split soybeans.1 1/2 qt. 
Ae RE Oe bee cbenesd 3/7% Gbe Note: after corn disappeared 
5. Barley ) pheasants gradually deserted 

Buckwheat )_ _ _scarcely station; order of palatability 

White cane) touched following corn may be rabbit; 

Brown cane) experiment discontinued when 

number of pheasants continued 
low; heavy baiting with corn | 

. has brought pheasants back & — 
new experiment with rabbit- _ 

: proof fence will commence | 
shortly. 

Remarks; ‘ 4 

Other tests will be commenced or are in progress. Main new 

feature will be rabbit-proof fence. The new order in hopper suggested 

a ey Hawkins as of January 24 report will be tried after one rabbit-proof 

test has been made at each station. Pure rabbit and quail tests will 

also be attempted, using open trough feeders and one-quart samples. 

| ae yt. Black, Manager ' 

Faville Grove Wildlife Area 

February 6, 1940 3 

| | 

a hr Loe t a Ot aM



~ DEPARTMENT OF BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION AND CONSERVATION 

JOHN J. HALLIHAN, DIRECTOR JOHN J. HALLIHAN, CHAIRMAN 

il eddie Hiversuuagee 
HENRY HORNER, GOVERNOR PRESIDENT ARTHUR C. WILLARD 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 
THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF 

URBANA 

January 16, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I have just received shipment of three bushels of 
Early Prolific rice, and trust that you have the two bushels 
Hartz-Thorell claims in a letter of January 9 to have 

shipped to you. If not, please let me know at once. 

Since the company has shipped Early Prolific rice, 

after advising me that they could not fill present orders for 

either this or Jap rice, I suppose we will have to rearrange 

slightly the feeding tests. It now seems that it will be 

necessary to feed only the Early Prolific variety, which 

should not interfere greatly with the basic purpose of the 

experiment. May I suggest that you retain three or four gal- 

lons of the Early Prolific grain in a cool, dry place and 

feed the remainder? When I receive the shipment of Jap rice 

next March or April, I will send you a half-bushel or so for 

planting purposes. I would be very glad to have both 
varieties planted in your locality. 

I hope that this is a satisfactory arrangement. It 

is really about the best I can do. 

With best wishes. 

Sincerely yours, 

VA cage! 

LeeNE. Yeager 
Forester 

LEY /GCJ



42h University Farm Place 
Jamary 11, 1.940 

My. Arthur 5. Hawkins 
Illinois Natural History Survey 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Arthurs 

When we got into the wheat sack we found that the 

bottom was mostly yellow corn. W, were able to screen out enough 

wheat to get started, but we will probably run out before the 

tests are completed. . 

If you think it sufficiently important, can you send 

us a small quantity of additional wheat from the same source of 

supply? If you think it would do to use local wheat, let us 

know and we will do so. | 

fhe rice has not yet arrived, but we have received 

the bill of lading and it will doubtless be here today. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 

cc Feeney Professor of Wildlife Management 

Black



January 9, 1940 

PALATABILITY TESTS, 1940 
Illinois Natural History Survey and University of Wisconsin, cooperating 

Palatability tests previously made by Hawkins during different winters 

at Faville Grove did not yield a consistent order of palatability. Later tests 

made by Hawkins in Illinois revealed further discrepancies. The question was 

whether these discrepancies reflected a difference in the preferences of the birds 

or whether they possibly reflected differences in quality within a given kind of 

grain. In order to remove the latter varieble, a homogeneous lot of each of 

eight grains was purchased by the Natural History Survey in Illinois and will 

be fed simltaneously in Illinois and at Faville Grove and on the Arboretum 

this winter. 

Equipment. Tests will be made using the 8=compartment hoppers already in 

stock at Faville Grove. Three are at Faville Grove and three are on the 

Arboretum. 

Feeds. The following feeds are being tested and will be placed in the 

compartments in the order named, running from left to right: 

1. Rice Furnished by Lee Yeager, I.N.H.S. 

2. Wheat From A.A.A.testing laboratory, 
Springfield, I1l. 

5. Barley, var. Purchased: from Funk Seed Co., 
Bloomington, I11l. 

4, White corn and White from Punk Seed Co. 
yellow corn Yellow from A.A.A. testing laboratory 

Colors to be mixed 50-50 

5. Buckwheat Funk Seed Co. 

6. White sorghum var. Funk Seed Co. 
Atlas 

7. Orange sorghum var. Funk Seed Co. 
Honeydew 

$. Soybeans var. Illini Funk Seed Co.



- De 

The rice may be late in delivery. If the tests start before the rice 

arrives, the yellow corn may be put separately in the rice compartment. 

Standard Test. The standard test will start with two quarts of each 

grain per compartment. The test will run until three compartments are empty, 

after which the five residues will be extracted and measured to the nearest 

1/4 quart. 

Where the tests cannot be visited daily, the dosage per compartment may 

be four quarts instead of three quarts. All dosage will be measured by quart 

Mason jars. 

Rodent Proofing. For pheasant experiments an attempt will be made to 

select squirrel-less locations or to fence out rabbits by surrounding the hopper 

with woven wire about 12 inches high. Hawkins will attempt to include in the 

Illinois hoppers one location at which rabbits only are present in order to get 

a palatability order for rabbits. . 

Records. Each observer should record the number of days necessary to 

empty each of the three first compartments and on the day when the third one 

is empty, should measure the residues in the remaining five to the nearest 1/4 

quart. Notes should, of course, also be kept on other species intruding them- 

selves on the experiment and, if possible, the number of pheasants using the 

hopper should be roughly determined. 

Samples of these particular grains are being preserved in the food collection 

at Wisconsin. Illinois will keep a pint sample of each in the event it may 

later be desirable to make chemical analyses. 

Follow-up Experiment. If these grains become exhausted before the end of 

the winter, each of the cooperating parties will attempt to make further tests 

using local grains to see whether the same sequence of consumption is attained. 

Aldo Leopold 
cc Hawkins 

Feeney 
Black
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Jane 9, 1940 

Copy 

State Natural History Survey Division
 

Urbana, Illinois.
 

Gentleme
n: 

In reply to your letter of the 6th with reference to 
shipment

 
of your order of seed rice. 

We which to advise that we have shipped today two bu. 
Early Prolific

 
rice to Prof. Aldo Leopold, Madison 

Wisconsin
, 

and three bu. Early Prolific rice to you 
at Urbana. This will leave your order showing five 
bu. of Jap Seed Rice to be delivere

d 
later, 

Attached you will find the original bill of lading 

and the invoice to cover the amount of your account, 

Thanking
 

you for this order and sorry that we have 

not been in the position
 

to make earlier shipment,
 

we remain, 

' Yours truly, 

; _ Hartz Thorell Supply Co. 

JHjr. :



' 150M-12-37 Form 3128 wie : ; Ces eS : 

(Uniform Dor . ic Straight Bill of Lading, adopted by Carriers in Official, Southern, Western and Illinois Classification Territories, 1st Sheet ne 
March 15, 1922, as amended, August 1, 1930.) 

; : Shipper’s: No. ON ORIGINAL— | (GWG) UNIFORM STRAIGHT BILL OF LADING or necoriase agents No 
BERRYMAN HENWOOD, TRUSTEE ; \ 

RZ ST. LOUIS SOUTHWESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY, Debt ' ; or 
RECEIVED, subject to the classifications and tariffs in effect on the date of the issue of this Bill of Lading. e 

At____ Stuttgart, Ark, Jan, 9 ,' 40193"  From—HARTZ THORELL SUPPLY 66. 
the property deserlbed below, in apparent good order, except as noted (contents and condition of contents of packages unknown), marked, consigned, and destined as indicated below, which sald company (the word 
ye being understood throughout this contract as meaning any person or corperneon in possession of the property under the contract) on to carry to its usual place of delivery at said destination, if on its own 

road or its own water line, otherwise to deliver to anothef carrier on the route to said destination. It is mutually agreed, as to each carrier of all or any of said property over all or any portion of said route to destination; 
and as to each party at.any time interested in all or any of said property, that every service to be performed hereunder shall be subject to all the conditions not prohibited by law, whether printed or written, herein © 
contained, including the conditions on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to by the shipper and assented for himself and his assigns. 

pe ee See ae See Sea Oe eee ay a MA a | 

Consigned tc rrol, Aldo Beopold, 424 University Perm Pleee 0 

Destination University Of Wisconsin , State of 3 Medison, WiseonsiGeunty ofp ——W__ 

RO eee eee eee 

DoelivertnsGarrlop. 220 oe ee aap nT abe a a ear NO nee 
San a a 

No. Pkgs. DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLES, SPECIAL MARKS, AND EXCEPTIONS *Weight (Subject to Correction) Class or Rate| Check Col. Subject to Section 7 of conditions, if this 
ey as Te Ee ee RL ee [ee cane ebipinen tis £0 De, deuvecod) baetnaroons eye mam 

without recourse on the consignor, the con- 
signor shall sign the following statement: 

y . The carrier shall not make delivery of 
this shipment without payment of freight and 

$ all other lawful charges. 

1 Bag Rice 145 LE eR ee 
$ (Signature of Consignor) 

~ “If charges are to be prepaid, write or 
Se ee Ta eta Ay a oe ET ee ENT eI Ry SRC) FT ef a 17 HO ne eave Prepatd.” 

ce ee es ee hi, I ee a a ee a re 

eee ee ee re ee ee ee ee Reselvod $c ee 
‘ to apply in prepayment of the charges on 

! f : the property described hereon. 

/ oa f 4 ? A * / a 4 E ——— | 

we : es a ae : Cr Agentior Onahieryira, ene 

ee ee er ne ignature hi knowledges only : e signature here acknowledges 07 
the amount prepaid.) 

ll Spear anemenaenisenetoyogaeiayeoaeoeeneeipaocaestgpeon-andeesnebeoadpaeipaaamnsieaeaaaieaaaiaaie 

*If the shipment moves between two ort by a carrier by water, the law yp that the bill of lading shall state whether it is “carrier’s or shipper’s welght.”’ Charges Advanced: _~ 
NOTE—Where the rate is dependent on value, shippers are required to state specifically in writing the agreed or declared value of the property. me 

The agreed or declared value of the property is hereby specifically stated by the shipper tobe motexceeding. 00.0... . ieee cece eee eee DO ec cece change ceeeceuneetseceeenenee Ba 
Wi e f o A Pi ; y 

E 
/ y f . eo” if 

HARTZ Shipper. aay Lt Agent. 
ng ti Pot: WONG BOrPte dre sk Bor Ss 

im 
et 

Permanent Post-Office Address of Shipper CON. P. CURRAN PRINTING CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.
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CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
as peels ” The carrier or party in possession of any of the property herein described shall be liable as at common law for any loss thereof or damage thereto, except as herein- 

after pro’ 5 ; 
i (b) No carrier or party in possession of/all or any of the property herein described shall be liable for any loss thereof or damage thereto or delay caused by the act of God, the 

public enemy, the authority of law, or the act or default of the shipper or owner, or for natural shrinkage. The carrier’s liability shall be that of warehouseman, only, for loss, dar.- 
age, or delay caused by fire occurring after the expiration of the free time allowed by tariffs lawfully on file (such free time to be computed as therein provided) after notice of tho 
arrival of the property at destination or at the port of export (if intended for export) has been duly sent or given, and after placement of the property for delivery at destination, 
or tender of delivery of the property to the party entitled to receive it, has been made. Except in case of negligence of the carrier or party in possession (and the burden to prove 
freedom from such negligence shall be on the carrier or party in possession), the carrier or party in possession shall not be liable for loss, damage, or delay occurring while the prop- 

\\ erty is stopped and held in transit upon the request of the shipper, owner,or party entitled to make such request, or resulting from a defect or vice in the property, or for country 
| damage to cotton, or from riots or strikes. 
} (c) In case of quarantine the property may be discharged at risk and expense of owners into quarantine depot or elsewhere, as required by quarantine regulations or authorities, 
© or for the carrier’s dispatch at nearest available point in carrier’s judgment, and in any such case carrier’s responsibility shall cease when property is so discharged, or property may 
« be returned by carrier at owner’s expense to shipping point, earning freight both ways. Quarantine expenses of whatever nature or kind upon or in respect to property shall be borne 
\ by the owners of the property or be a lien thereon. The carrier shall not be liable for loss or damage occasioned by fumigation or disinfection or other acts required or done by quar- 
* atine regulations or authorities even though the same may have been done by carrier's officers, agents, or employees, nor for detention, loss, or damage of any kind occasioned by. 

» ,uarantine or the enforcement théreof. No carrier shall be liable, except in case of negligence, for any mistake or inaccuracy in any information furnished by the carrier, its agents, 
. or officers, as to quarantine laws or regulations, The shipper shall hold the carriers harmless from any expense they may incur, or damages they may be required to pay, by reason 

of the introduction of the property covered by this contract into any place against the quarantine laws or regulations in effect at such place, 
Sec. 2. (a) No carrier is bound to transport said property by any particular train or vessel, or in time for any particular market or otherwise than with reasonable dispatch. 

Every carrier shall have the right in case of physical necessity to forward said property by any carrier or route between the point of shipment and the point of destination. In all 
eases not prohibited by law, where a lower value than actual value has been represented,im writing by the shipper or has been agreed upon in writing as the released value of the 
property as determined by the classification or tariffs upon which the rate is based, such lower value plus freight charges if paid shall be the maximum amount to be recovered, 

f whether or not such loss, or damagé occurs from negligence. : 
(b) As a condition precedent to recoyery, claims must be filed in writing with the receiving or delivering carrier, or carrier issuing this bill of lading, or carrier on whose line the 

loss, damage, injury or delay occurred, within nine months after delivery of the property (or, in case of export traffic, within nine months after delivery at port of export) or, in 
case of failure to make delivery, then within nine months after a reasonable time for delivery has elapsed; and suits shall be instituted against any carrier only within two years and 
one day from the day when notice in writing is given by the carrier to the claimant that the carrier has disallowed the claim or any part or parts thereof specified in the notice. 
Where claims are not filed or suits are not instituted thereon in accordance with the foregoing provisions, no carrier hereunder shall be liable, and such claims will not be paid. 

s (c) Any carrier or party liable on account of loss of or damage to any of said property shall have the full benefit of any insurance ot may have been effected upon or on account 
of said property, so far as this shall not avoid the policies or contracts of insurance: Provided, That the carrier reimburse the claimant for the premium paid thereon. 

Sec. 3. Except where such service is required as the result of carrier’s negligence, all property shall be subject to necessary cooperage and baling at owner's cost. Hach carrier 
over whose route cotton or cotton linters is to be transported hereunder shall have the privilege, at its own cost and risk, of compressing the same for greater convenience in handling 
or forwarding, and shall not be held responsible for deviation or unavoidable delays in procuring such compression. Grain in bulk consigned to a point where there is a railroad, 
public or licensed elevator, may (unless otherwise expressly noted herein, and then if it is not promptly unloaded) be there delivered and placed vith other grain of the same kind 
and grade without respect to ownership (and prompt notice thereof shall be given to the consignor), and if so delivered shall be subject to a lien for elevator charges in addition to 
all other charges hereunder. 7 5 

: Sec. 4. (a) Property not removed by the party entitled to receive it within the free time allowed by tariffs, lawfully on file (such free time to be computed as therein provided), 
after notice of the arrival of the property at destination or at the port of export (if intended for export) has been duly sent or given, and after placement of the property for delivery 
at destination has been made, may be kept in vessel, car, depot, warehouse or place of delivery of the carrier, subject to the tariff charge for storage and to carrier’s responsibility 
as warehouseman, only, or at. the option of the carrier, may be removed to and stored in a public or licensed warehouse at the place of delivery or other available place, at the cost 
of the owner, and there held without liability on the part of the carrier, and subject to ah n for all freight and other lawiul charges, including a reasonable charge for storage. 

(b) Where nonperishable property which has been transported to’ destination hereunder 1s refused by consignee or the party entitled to receive it, or said consignee or party en- 
titled to receive it ou to receive it within 15 days after notice of arrival shall have been duly sent or given, the carrier may sell the same at public auction to the highest bidder, 
at such place as may be designated. by the carrier: Provided, That the carrier shall have first mailed, sent, or given to the consignor notice that the property has been refused or 
remains unclaimed, as the case may be, and that it will be subject to sale under the terms of the bill of lading if disposition be not arranged for, and shall have published notice con- 
taining a description of the property, the name of the party to whom consigned, or, if shipped order notify, the name of the party to be notified, and the time and place of sale, 
once a week for two successive weeks, in a newspaper of general circulation at the place of sale or nearest place where such newspaper is published: Provided, That 30 days shall 

' have elapsed before publication of notice of sale after said notice that the property was refused or remains unclaimed was mailed, sent, or given. 
(c) Where perishable property which has been transported hereunder to destination is refused by consignee or party entitled to receive it, or said consignee or party entitled to 

receive it shall fail to receive it promptly, the carrier may, in its discretion, to prevent deterioration or further deterioration, sell the same to the best advantage at private or public 
~ gale; Provided, That if time serves for notification to the consignor or owner of the refusal of the property or the failure to receive it and request for disposition of the property, 

such notification shall be given, in such manner as the exercise of due diligence requires, before the property is sold. 
fi a Where the procedure provided for in the two paragraphs last preceding is not possible, it is agreed that nothing contained in said paragraphs shall be construed to abridge 

the right of the carrier at its option to sell the property under such circumstances and in such manner as may be authorized by law. 
(e) The proceeds of any sale made under this section shall be applied by the carrier to the payment of freight, demurrage, storage, and any other lawful charges and the expense 

. of notice, advertisement, sale, and other necessary expense and of caring for and maintaining the property, if proper care of the same requires special expense, and should there be a 
balance it shall be paid to the owner of the property sold hereunder. 

* (f) Property destined to or taken from a station, wharf, or landing at which there is no regularly appointed freight agent shall be entirely at risk of owner after unloaded from 
cars or vessels or until loaded into cars or vessels, and, except in case of carrier’s negligence, when received from or delivered to such stations, wharves, or landings shall be at owner’s 
risk until the cars are attached to and after they are detached from locomotive or train or until loaded into and after unloaded from vessels. 

Sec. 5. No carrier hereunder will carry or be liable in any way for any documents, specie, or for any articles of extraordinary value not specifically rated in the published classi- 
fications or tariffs unless a special agreement to do so and a stipulated value of the articles are indorsed hereon. & 

Sec. 6. Every party, whether principal or agent, shipping explosives or dangerous goods, without previous full written disclosure to the carrier of their nature, shall be liable for 
and indemnify the carrier against all loss or damage caused by such goods, and such goods may be warehoused at owner’s risk and expense or destroyed without compensation, 

Sec. 7. The owner or consignee shall pay the freight and average, if any, and all other lawful charges accruing on said property;-but, except in those instances where it may law- 
fully be authorized: to a3 80, no carrier by railroad shall deliver or relinquish possession at destination of the property covered by this bill of lading until all tariff rates and charges 
thereon have been paid. ‘The consignor shall be liable for the freight and all other lawful charges, except that if the consignor stipulates, by signature, in the space provided for 
that purpose on the face of this bill of lading that the carrier shall not make delivery without requiring payment of such charges and the carrier, contrary to such stipulation, shall 
make delivery without requiring such payment, the consignor (except as hereinafter provided) shall not be liable for such charges. Provided, that, where the carrier has been in- 
structed by the shipper or consignor to deliver said property to a consignee other than the shipper or consignor, such consignee shall not be legally liable for transportation charges 
in respect’ of the transportation of said property (beyond ve billed against him at the time of delivery for which he is otherwise liable) which may be found to be due after the 

* property has been delivered to him, if the consignee (a) is an agent only and has no beneficial title in said property, and (b) prior to delivery of said property has notified the de- 
* livering carrier in writing of the fact of such agency and absence of beneficial title, and, in the case of a shipment reconsigned or diverted to a point other than that specified in 

the original bill of lading, has also notified the ev eane carrier in writing of the name and address of the beneficial owner of said property; and, in such cases the shipper or con- 
signor, or, in the case of a shipment so reconsigned or, diverted, the beneficial owner, shall be liable for such additional charges. If the consignee has given to the carrier erroneous 
information as to who the beneficial owner is, such consignee shall himself be liable for pas additional charges, Nothing herein shall limit the right of the carrier to require at time 

7 of shipment the prepayment or guarantee of the charges. If upon inspection it is ascertainéd that the articles shipped are not those described in this bill of lading, the freight charges 
must be paid upon the articles actually shipped. 

Sec. 8. If this bill of lading is issued on the order of the shipper, or his agent, in exchange or in substitution for another bill of lading, the shipper’s signature to the prior bill 
of lading as to the statement of value or otherwise, or election of common law or bill of lading liability, in or in connection with such prior bill of lading, shall be considered a part 
of this bill of lading as fully as if the same were written or made in or in connection with this bill of lading. 

Sec. 9. (a) If all or any part of said property is carried by water over any part of said route, such water carriage shall be performed subject to all the terms and provisions of, 
and all the exemptions from liability contained in, the Act of the Congress of the United States, approved on February 13, 1893, and entitled ‘‘An act relating to the navigation of 

_ vessels, etc.,” and of other statutes of the United States according carriers by water the protection of limited liability, and to the conditions contained in this bill of lading not incon- 
{| sistent therewith or with-this section. t \ . 

ut (b) No such carrier by water shall be liable for any loss or damage resulting from any fire happening to or on board the vessel, or from explosion, bursting of boilers or breakage 
|, of shafts, unless caused by the design or neglect of such carrier, : 1 

XK (c) If the owner shall have exercised due diligence in making the vessel in all respects seaworthy and properly manned, equipped, and fupplied, no such carrier shall be liable for 
any loss or damage resulting from the perils of the lakes, seas, or other waters, or from latent defects in hull, machinery, or appurtenances whether existing prior to, at the time of, 

Nes after sailing, or from collision, stranding, or other accidents of navigation, or from prolongation of the voyage. And, when for any reason it is necessary, any vessel carrying any 
\lor all of the property herein described shall be at liberty to call at any port or ports, in or out of the customary route, to tow and be towed, to transfer, trans-ship, or lighter, to 
load and discharge goods at any time, to assist vessels in distress, to deviate for the purpose of saving life or property, and for docking and repairs. Except in case of negligence such 

Z carrier shall not be responsible for any loss or damage to property if it be necessary or is usual to carry the same upon deck. . 
(d) General Average shall be payable according to the York-Antwerp Rules of 1924, Sections 1 to 15, inclusive, and Sections 17 to 22, inclusive, and as to matters not covered 

i thereby according to the laws and usages of the Port of New York. If the owners shall have exercised due diligence to make the vessel in all respects seaworthy and properly manned, 
equipped and supplied, it is hereby agreed that in case of danger, damage or disaster resulting from faults or errors in navigation, or in the management of the vessel, or from any 
latent or other defects in the vessel, her machinery or appurtenances, or from unseaworthiness, whether existing at the time of shipment or at the beginning of the voyage (pro- 

i vided the latent or other defects or the unseaworthiness was not discoverable by the exercise of due diligence), the shippers, consignees and/or owners of the cargo shall nevertheless 
pay salvage and any special charges incurred in respect of the cargo, and shall contribute with the shipowner in general average to the payment of any sacrifices, losses or expenses 
of a general average nature that may be made or incurred for the common benefit or to relieve the adventure from any common peril, m 

{e) If the property is being carried under a tariff which provides that any carrier or carriers party thereto shall be liable for loss from perils of the sea, then as to such carrier or 
carriers the provisions of this section shall be modified in accordance with the tariff provisions, which shall be regarded as incorporated into the conditions of this bill of lading. 

i (f) The term ‘‘water earriage’’ in this section shall not be construed as including lighterage in or across rivers, harbors, or lakes, when performed by or on behalf of rail carriers, 
‘ Sec. 19. Any alteration, addition, or erasure in this bill of lading which shall be made without the special notation hereon of the agent of the carrier issuing this bill of lading, 

shall be without effect, and this bill of lading shall be enforceable according to its original tenor, : . (Revised August 1, 1930) 
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hol mere ee Place 
Jamary 6, 1 

Dr. Lee B. Yoager 
Hatural History Survey Division 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Yeager: 

The rice planting tests will be made on the | 
Arboretum by W. 5. Feeney, and the feeding teste at Faville 
Grove by C. 7. Black and at the Arboretum by Feeney. 1 will 
distribute the grain on its arrival and appreciate the 
opportunity toe try it out. 

Presumably you have some bulletins or other pre~ 
pared instructions for growing the rice. If se, can you 
supply us with them, or tell us where we can get then? 

With dest regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopolé | 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

cc Feeney 
Black 

|
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STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 
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URBANA 

January 3, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold; 

Have talked with Art about the rice study, and your 
plan for feeding is perfectly satisfactory. My main interest in 
feeding rice is in determining whether or not upland game species 
will take it and, of course, some idea as to its palatability, 
rank, etc. We are going to feed it locally, as you know. 

As a part of the rice investigation, our office has ap- 
proved the purchase and shipment to you of one bushel of each of 
the two northern-growing varieties. Seed will be shipped direct 
from Stuttgart, Arkansas, and should be received at your campus 
address several days before January 15, the approximate date the 
feeding tests are to begin. This quantity will give you about 
one and one-half bushels for feeding purposes, since I understand 
your planting area is limited and rice is usually planted at the 
rate of about one bushel per acre. If at all possible, I would 
be glad to have you try both varieties in both feeding and plant- 
ing tests. Later on, I plan to send out the best planting in- 
structions I have. 

As mentioned before, I have considerable doubt that rice 
will mature as far north as Madison, though it may be useful in 
the dough stage. Also, because of total unfamiliarity to upland 
game and other factors, it may prove of low value as a feed. It 
will be an interesting test, and I am looking forward to the 
results. 

Very sincerely yours, 

fis) 

KG G eager’ 
Lee E. Yeager 

LEY; UB Forester
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ENGINEERING . LOUIS R. HOWSON 
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a a Stil 
STATE OF ILLINOIS 

HENRY HORNER, GOVERNOR O 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION , 
THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF \ 

URBANA 

January 6, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

The enclosed copy of my letter to Hartze 
Thorell is self-explanatory, the necessity for which 
I regret. 

Shipment of rice as per letter appears to 
be the best, and indeed the only solution at this 
time. I hope that the possible substitution of rice 
varieties will be satisfactory with you, and that it 
will in no way interfere with the feeding tests. 

I shall do my best to get to you ample seed 
of the Jap and Early Prolific varieties for planting 
next spring. 

A 

very Wx y yours, 

Foréster 
LEY: gy 
Encl.



January 6, 1940 

. Hartz-Thorell Supply Co,, Inc. z 
Stuttgart 

: Arkansas g 

Gentlemen: i 

Your letter of January 2 has just been received and I 
am somewhat dismayed concerning your inability to shép either 
Jap or Early Prolific rice for several weeks. As stated in my 
letter of December 26, we wish to begin some feeding experiments 
with game birds not later than January 15, and irrigated rice 
wes one of the grains we were very eanxioue to include. . 

Your letter todey indicates that you mey have stored 
a supply of other varieties of irrigated rice, and if so I feel 
that we can meet the situation satisfactorily. For feeding 
experiments I believe any variety of irrigated rice would 
serve our basic needs, especially if this were a closely related 
variety. I think Blue Rose end, Furtuna or any similar rice 
would serve. 

This letter is‘ to authorize, and request, immediat 
shipment of ong variety of irrigated rice, as follows: To Seer. i 
Aldo Leopold, 424 University Farm Place, University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin, two bushels; to myself, Urbana, Illinois, 
three bushels. Please advise us as to what variety shipped. ‘ 

; This change will cut our original order exactly in : 
half. When you come to fill this second half of our order please 
send us three bushels of Early Prolific rice, and two bushels of 
Jap rice. Send the entire shipment to me, and I can distribute 
it to our planting sites. Since this second half of our order 
is for planting purposes, it is imperitive that,use the above, 
hardy varieties, which are your selections to meet our conditions 

last yeare 

Please send bills for both shipments directly to our 
_office. They should be made in triplicate. 5 

Trusting that you can fill our revised order and that we 
can receive the substituted rice not later than January 15, I am 

ac : Very sincerely yours, 

LEY: gy 4 Lee ore 
: i - Forester é
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f kK . Ge iy 

Professor Aldo Leopold Cr Whe ; 
424 University Farm Place i 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold; 

At the St. Paul meeting I had hoped to talk with you 
about a possible arrangement for feeding and planting irrigated 
rice. Some time ago, Art Hawkins said that he had mentioned this 
to you and that he thought you would be willing to give it a trial. 

In such event I think I could supply a quantity of seed 
sufficient for at least preliminary tests on both feeding and 
planting. So far as I know, seed rice has never been used in gal- 
linaceous bird work. We hope to try it here on pheasants and quail. 
As to maturity, at least 120 days are required, a condition making 
ripe seed barely possible in your locality. Perhaps ducks would 
use it "in the dough"; I know muskrats do. My present knowledge 
of rice culture is very limited, but,if you care to make the test, 
I could at least tell you how we planted it in Illinois. 

Last year I found that two varieties of rice, "Jap" and 
"Early Prolific," did very well under certain conditions in cen- 
tral Illinois. This was irrigated rice; upland rice, one of the 
grains tried this year at Crystal Lake and elsewhere, was a com- 
plete flop, even as a cover plant. 

I am rather anxious to determine the northern limit of 
irrigated rice and also to secure your opinion as to its wildlife 
utility. On receipt of an affirmative reply, I will at once have 
a bushel of the two varieties shipped to your office, which should 
be in time for some feeding tests during the winter. 

I shall certainly appreciate your help. 

Very truly yours, 

Lee E. Yeage | 
LEY: UB Forester



heph, 

42h University Farm Place 
Decaber 16, 1939 

Dr. Lee i. Yoager 
State Natural History Survey Division 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Yeager: 

Feeney and I would be glad to try some rice on 
the Arboretum if you think that marl or peat soils would 

i do. We have no other marsh soils except where valuable 
native vegetation would preclude this experiment. 

I take it for granted that there is no danger 
of the rice running wild. 

I would also be glad to test rice in the course 
of the palatability experiments which Art Hawkins and I 
are putting on this winter. I suggest you see Arthur 
before making any shipment, for he and I have talked out 
‘the details. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

! 
]
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ade me awe ene =~ OU Grouse—Cock or Hen? >» 
EON. working thru a stand 

£3) Bin ene of small saplings. He By RICHARD GERSTELL 

ee ge F: hesitates. A few steps 
ae es forward and he freezes With the ruffed grouse sex determination one-half inches in length and lying close 

. 4a —a perfect point. by any means other than anatomical dissec- against the backbone, one on each side of 
| IGOR Stealthily you ap- tion is a problem even for the expert. Cer- the midline. They are present and similar 
| proach. Your gun is tain of the persons who constantly handle in both male and female, as shown in Fig- 

| up. Your eyes are straining to decipher live grouse in captivity can determine the ures 2 and 3. 

. from among the myriad mass of fallen sex of the birds at certain periods of the The testes of the male and the ovaries 

. leaves at which the faithful setter stares, year with particular accuracy, but it is very of the female are the organs by which the 

the shapely form of your hard-sought quarry doubtful whether or not any person can sex of the grouse may be established. If, 

—the lordly grouse. Suddenly there is di- with any appreciable degree of accuracy sex as you look at the bird lying on its back, 

rectly behind you the thrilling whirr of fast without dissection ruffed grouse taken in the there are lying one on the anterior end of 

beating wings. You turn. The bird ducks field during the gunning season. each kidney, two small oval bodies, usually 

sharply around a small hemlock. You fire. It appears that in grouse of the same dark in color and approximately one-quarter 

As the echoing shot rolls across the sur- «age, raised under similar conditions, the fe- of an inch in length, the bird is a male 
rounding hills, your eager eye catches from male will tend to be somewhat smaller, (Figure 2). The organs just noted are the 

its corner a fleeting glimpse of a fast flying, slightly duller in color and with shorter estes. Close examination will reveal that 
brown bird disappearing in an eyergreen  ruffs and tail than the male. The fact that from each testes there runs posteriorly a 
clump across the draw. Missed! negligibly few grouse killed in the field are ymall duct which connects the testes with 

You place another shell in your gun and of the same age or raised under similar con- the cloaca, or lower intestine. 

head on up the valley. A few hundred yards ditions, however, renders the factors just On the other hand, if you note lying chiefly 

and the dog points once more. Again you mentioned almost useless. To make a posi- on the anterior end of the left kidney (on 

carefully approach. When a few yards from tive determination of sex, dissection must your right as the bird lies) an elongate body 

the dog a grouse bursts from a small clump be resorted to. of globular construction about one-half inch 

of brush. Fast it rises swinging to the left. Having once learned for what features to jn length and light in color, the bird is a 

Just as it reaches the tops of the saplings look, sex determination in birds is not So female. The organ noted in this case is 

and levels off, you shoot. A small puff of complicated a procedure as is commonly sup- the ovary. Leading posteriorly from it and 

feathers is followed by a dull thud on the posed. Accordingly, there will be found in entering the cloaca will be found a small 

dry leaves. The world’s gamest bird is the following paragraphs directions for mak- tyhe known as the oviduct. 
yours! ing the anatomical dissection necessary for The fact that birds possess but one ovary, 

Shortly the dog brings the limp, brown proper sex determination of grouse and nije other of the higher vertebrates have 

form to you and drops it at your feet. It other species. two is a point of interest as it is an ex- 
is a beautiful bird, weighing from one and Place the bird on its back and remove the  ¢gjjent example of the extreme specializa- 
one-quarter to one and three-quarter pounds. feathers from the belly below the breast tion found in bird family as a whole. In 
The irridescent greenish black feathers on region. Next, carefully tear or cut the skin tp, embryo, birds possess two ovaries, but 
the neck ruffs shine in the late autumn sun. as shown in Figure I. After the skin has ,. development proceeds the right ovary 
It may be that you have killed a “silver- been opened, lift out with care the mass degenerates and about the time the egg 

tip,” that is, a bird with grey tips on the of coiled intestines and the large, solid giz- hatches, completely disappears. ‘This phe- 

tail feathers. As you spread the broad zard which have been exposed. With the jo omenon represents an extreme flight adap- 

wings and continue to admire your prize, gizzard and intestines removed, the kidneys tation. If the adult bird possessed two ova- 

you are struck by the question, “Is this a at once become visible. These are dark red, 

eock or hen?’ three lobed bodies approximately one and (Continued on page 19) 

Wing leg Testes Overy 

Ss ; 

LZR FO 
f \\ y 

I VA (HI 
pate { ty (| if . ‘ } 4 toe. VK ( I CA MA 

Km a IK 

Cut Anus Kidneys Anus Kidneys Anus 

Figure 1. Figure @. Figure @. 

: Grouse after plucking. Dotted Male grouse with intestines Female grouse with intestines 
line shows location of cut to removed to expose testes, kidneys, removed to expose Ovary , kidneys, 

be made for sex determination, etc. lying close against ‘backbone. ete. lying close against pack eedey
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YOUR GROUSE—COCK OR HEN? structions given will enable anyone genu- | 
(Continued from page 18) inely interested to accurately determine dur- 

: ing any season of the year the sex of birds | 

ries and two oviducts, there would often be with similar plumage. So may numerous © 
times during the breeding season when the arguments definitely be settled. 
two oviducts would contain unequal num- es ae a 

bers of eggs. As the eggs of birds are rela- 

tively large and heavy, such a condition 

would produce a state of unbalance which 

would seriously hamper, or even make im- 

possible, the power of flight. Possessing but 

one ovary and one centrally located oviduct, 

however, the presence of eggs in the duct 

does not appreciably hinder the bird in 

flying. 

The description and illustrations pre- 

sented herewith pertain to grouse killed 

during the fall, but as the sexual organs 

are greatly enlarged and even more easily 

identified during and immediately following 

the breeding season, it is felt that the in- |
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Uber den Farbensinn der Tagvdgel und die Zapfenélkugeln. 

Hehn, Erna wwe 

Wake on ina Zo0logie 116(1):1-42, 1916. 

5. Summary 
1. Color sense of hens is similar to normal color vision in humans. 

A lack in the ability to perceive blue, the ‘relative blue blindness" 

of Hess could not be found. What is more, the results of Hess can be 

traced back to troublesome physical reasons. Unnatural conditions, 

especially of blue foods (which, generally do not occur in nature) af- 

fect feeding experiments on the behavior of animals toward blue seeds. 

so much that it appears as if blue rays have no color value for diurnal 

birds. Actually, however, by graduelly accustoming hens to blue foods 

as well as to arrangements with blue and gray seeds, it can be shown 

that the short wave rays of the spectrum operete through their bright- 

ness 28 well es through their color value. The presence of blue per- 

ception is even more clearly brought out if feeding experiments are so 

arranged that the hene test uncolored seeds against a blue background. 

In this way it 1s possible to show through accustoming the animals to 

blue that blue ae well as other colors, such as all the gray shades 

between bleck and white, are perceived. 

. In proving color perception in shy birds or in these living on 

definite kinds of food (Ara, Ménchsittiche, Schmetterlingsfinke and 

others), feeding experiments are unsuited, since with these it is 

much more difficult than with domesticated birds to rule out the 

troublesome contributing factors (unfamiliar surroundings, blues, 

new foods) from those which really concern sight. The original ob- 

ject of the whole investigation, nemely, to get an experimental basis 

for the adornment color theory by means of comparative color sense
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investigations with hens and lively, bright, especially blue, colored 

birds could not be carried out on account of the conditions mentioned. 

With the less comesticated birds heaving bright coloration, other 

methods will have to be developed in the future. 

3. If the colored 011 spheres of the retina cones are compared in 

the different groups of birds, it can be observed that closely related 

diurnal birds exhibit an aggeement in the colors and distribution. 

So, for instance, in the predatory birds which I examined I found only 

three different kinds of o11 spheres; while in hens, five kinds could 

be differentiated. I have not been able to observe age and sex dif- 

ferences in mature animals. 

4. An undivided explanation of the function of the oi] spheres has 

not yet been given. While not yet conclusive, the experiments--given 

; on p. Si--seem to show them to be closely connected with color per- 

ception of the birds. 

6. In chickén embryos I was able to make out faintly green oil 

Spheres et the beginning of the tenth day of incubation, while MB. 

Schulte was first able to identify them from the 17th to the 16th 

day. The differentiation of these green cone spheres into different 

colors began in my preparations on the 17th day, on which o1l spheres 

of bright and dark brown colors developed, from which on the following 

(18th) day red, orange, yellowish green, green and colorless spheres 

developed so that all five kinds of o11 spheres which are present in 

adult animels are already developed in the embryo at the start of the 

18th day. Schulte, on the other hand, first observed ruby red spheres 

on the 18th day, and on the 19th the occurrence of yellow cone spheres 

between the red ones, an observation which was not in egreement with 

my results.
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6. By comparing the corresponding incubation stages of hens of 

the Italian and Wyandotte races, undigputable differences of slight 

degree in the time of color differentiation in the o11 spheres can 

be observed. With further, more exact investigations these sould 

perhaps be determined as constant racial differences, possibly in 

correlation with the body pigmentation. 

franslated by 

B. W. Hosley, 

1937
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Professor Aldo Leopold 

120 Old Entomology Building 

Dear Aldo: 

I have been thinking over your problem further and it seems to me these 
points become clearer: First, such sudden deaths as you describe are 
almost certainly cardiac deaths. Second, cardiac deaths might be expected 
to occur more frequently in animals in poor condition, either because of 
some parasitic infestation or because of deficiencies in vitamin Bl, etc. 
Third, heart examinations should be made in field at once to determine 
the condition of the heart, i.e. unilateral or bilateral ventricular spasm, 
an oricular spasm, etc. It might pay to cut specimens of the heart right 
away in the field and drop into fixing solution like Zencker's fluid, for 
microscopic study, The same might apply to the liver to determine whether 
there is evidence of liver damage preceding the shock. For example, an 
abnormally high fat content indicating low glycogen storage. 

I have talked a little about the problem with Dr. Tatum. He has had a 
lot of experience with canaries and pigeons. He tells me there is an 
organism in birds' blood somewhat analogous to malaria and requiring 

special search to find. Such an infection itself might account for the 
frequency of cardiac deaths, and the low population points as well. I 
think it would be a good plan to talk to Dr. Tatum, as he is interested 

in your problem, He is inclined to discount vitamin deficiencies so 
early in the season, although he thinks it is possible that there may 
be a temporary deficiency as the birds change their feed material, per= 
haps before they have got adapted to the lower level of Bl. He thinks 
blood sugar levels would be interesting as a clue to the amount of emotional 
disturbance and epinephrine secretion. Epinephrine he considers a cardiac 
poison which again would fit into the picture of the sudden deaths. If 
anything more turns up, I will pass it on. 

Cordially yours, 

H. C. Bradley 

HCB: vd
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Extract from letter from William H. Elder, Dent. of Zoology, University of ee 
Columbia, Missouri to Professor Leopold, 11/16/47: 

Remembering yours and McCabe's recent interest in the possible effect of natural 

herbs on fertility, I thought of you when the following story was told me. In 

the Ozarks natives believe that when the ogk mast is short and "pine nuts" are 

abundant squirrels shift their diet to the latter and the result is a short crop 
of squirrels the next spring. The feeling seemed to be that it was not a 

nutritional deficiency but a truly toxic effect.
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el Heating Shefute for Gone Demnatrstions = 20% — i. 

| | Orter  Fayille Grove Riley Meatowrale © University Farms Hales Corners 
Nursery Orders 

White sprace 1500 600 600 100 100 "100 

5 Gener 200 5 5 6 20 5 

Juniper 200 60 % 30 25 - 
orape 100 B 5 10 10 10 

Vivarmm lantane 100 % ho 10 10 

Hy Granberry 100 to ho 10 10 

“Rosa setigera 200 6 B 2 20 10 

chil berry 3 30 10 10 10 

Red Dogwood 430 350 100 200 1007 

Royal Willow 150 260 5 B 50? 

Pressy Willow 50 

Sendbar Willow 340 100 

wila Phun 85 

Wild Rose 100 

Hazel 100 
Amelanchier 507 

aw . i 

crab 

* Also 20 local Horsey Spruce furnished by cooperator.



May 1, 1934 
Planting Schedule for Game Demonstrations - 1934 

Order Faville Grove Riley Meadowvale University Farms Hales Corners 
Nursery Orders 

White Spruce 1500 600 600 100 100 *100 

Cedar 200 15 15 3. 10 5 

. Juniper 200 60 5 30 25 10 

Grape 100 35 35 10 10 10 

Viburnum lantana 100 ho ho 10 . 10 4 

H. Cranberry 100 ho 4o 10 0 

Rosa setigera 200 ii) 15 20 20 10 

Mulberry _100 30 30 10 10 10 

2500 
Local Stock 

Red Dogwood 430 350 100 200 100? 

Royal Willow 150 260 25 6 50? 

Pressy Willow 50? 

Sendbar Willow 340 100 

Wild Plum 85 

Wild Rose 100 

Hazel 100 

Amelanchier 50? 

Haw 

Crab . 

* Also 20 local Norway Spruce furnished by cooperator.
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GAME DEMONSTRATION AREAS 

1934 Cover Plantings 

Faville Riley *“eadowwale Univer, Hales Total 
Grove Farm Farm Corners 

County .+.+see+-(Jefferson) ...(Dane).....(Iowa).,..0( Dane)... (Waukesha) 

Foreman ....,...++ Conway....+ Henika ..,.Henika ..,.Henika.,, Leopold 

Nursery Stock 
White Spruce, 2-17 .....4 +600. seveeee [00 see nse velO0seeveee L00ssegeeveseceeeee ek 500 

White Beruce, 10". sssccee WOscdeene B25 Kebswagsenden exp sdee ewessesdeoeenssee COO 

Norway Spruce, 10" overs BcarasseelOOenagnpees2eaveedoys20accee (50) ssey9 200 

Rod Gedar, 10” ssenmvsastald eaepsapal® wxegggg, 2Teveganed, LEwvesaeas LO wxnse 200 

Greeping Juniper, 8" 4400060 cesersasb2ecnespensIO0eceeseny slBeenseees, 10se0904 200 
Wild Grape (Beta) ..seseoe 4Teseecees UT a specerncrcccercssessOnvecscrectasceres 100 

Highivawh Cranberry eescsse Wressenresnanoeres QOpeepnnng sl Ovens sees onecaseenl00 

Vititoon Lantana ccseecas YO ssesees ascovanage lareonessellacesvasaesesasees 100 

Rosa setigera pescccceece Wesserecce [Coeseence Wesesecve LSesecesvessseesees 200 

Budsiian Mulberry ,2°3' 46.0 SOveccecen GOararestvel0senancead MeseveresalOpegsaeet00 

1,102 land 229 229 "eo  Beeco 

Local Stock 
BGG, DOBHOOd sa iee ss esac end 0es neared Oe cenonesesr soveners200ergeae sel Obegentg 1 

Royal Willow Oe i i i 825 

Sandbar Willows sscaccsereD 0 voccvesaeseqasdesseerconswonseeneeeeceennereasaseg 900 

Wild ROSE eogecccceceses LOO srcscccccecvcasececreseeencseseecesecesssgovsceces 100 

Hazel einecetensgceessnees S0ccsonscceqeagyeseteeeverssecssssevedeccseseevegesions 50 

AOL ONCE sss cdidsccasss Dewar ereaeeedeseeenensedeeeecdrocseesesentesedyeeene OO s 

1,275 0" “100 250 2002, 75 

MAL BWAtle ons ooccnnngveedy STI ee cache Oierserne IFeccess WPeccacnad C00eenn Se57S 

* In addition, 2,000 Norway Pine and 1,000 Scotch Pine were planted by the omer 

for forestry purposes, 

**Stock furnished by omer,
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Allotment of Planting Stock - Universit 6 s- 1 

4000 1000 1000 °g00 *200 
2-2 2=2 2-2 2-4 wild dug 

Norway Norway White White & Red Cedar 
Pine Spruce Spruce Nor. Spruce & Juniper 

University Farms 200 100 50 50 
Orville Lee 

Faville Grove 
Arthur Hawkins 700 200? 350 375 200 

Riley 2900 600 450 350 
Ellwood Moore 

; 

Elkhorn 
Douglas Wade 200 100 100 25 

“Wooo 1000 1000 800 200 

Yellow Willow: Hawkins 50, Lee 50, Moore 25 

Dogwood “rootstocks": Hawkins 100, Lee 100, Leopold 50 

°At Milford Meadows and Sam Kisow Farms, Faville Grove Area 
“To be dug by Albert Gastrow, Prairie du Sac
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Nursery Order for 1938 

Student Wh.Pine Norway Pine Red Cedar* Red Oak Jack Pine 

Area in charge 2-2 2-2 2 1-0 2-1 Total 

(Wis. Rapids) (Wis. Rapids (licKay) (Wis. Rap.) (Nepeo) 

Elkhorn** Wade 1,900 1,000 

125 
Riley Hochbaum 2,000 -200 2,200 

: Faville ivg Qs 
Grove Buss 950 200 1,150 

University ac 

Farms Smith 50 56 100 

Leopold 155 Af 

Farn*** Leopold 1,000 500 50 2 500 500 2,550 

TT 

; aud 
1,000 4,500 500 500 500 7,000 

a a ce clic a 

*In charge Lyle Sowls 
**To be paid for by E. H. Fabrice 
***T. be paid for by Aldo Leopold 
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NURSERIES AND f ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

SHIPPING STATION Not an Invoice 
WATERLOO, WIS. * McKAY NURSERY COMPANY 

Wisconsin’s Greatest Nursery 

' Prof. Ado Leopold is. B/18/8 Shipped to __ Swe, eNe TeR ' Se hipped © ---Gag@ WaRAgeneHt TIV., Old matewology adgs 
i Se | Stn we OO 

Sold to... Mai¥e of Bison | When ____ 90 mee ebout. 6/16 ah eo Ur. Lyle K, Sowls, Gaxw Bewt. Div. oy 
a. i Sree. Rematiccvonsenican cork Wi Sarah ate 

TERMS: Net Cash. 
All shipments travel at the tisk and cost of the purchaser, COST OF BOXING OR BALING TO BE ADDED. fen as 

dae eae jane ee ee . oe fou fr eee ae arcuate ee uearaable causes. We give no warranty, expressed or implied, as to description, 

300 Red Cedar (Juniper Virginiens) | 2 yr. (once trép.) 
56" 208 $ 18.00 

The above is an exact copy of your order as we have entered it. If incorrect in any detail kindly advise at once. We appreciate 
your business and shall try to give you our very best stock and service. 

Yours very truly, 
' McKAY NURSERY COMPANY.



1532 University Aveme 
Mareh 17, 1938 

Mr. W. &. MeKay 
MeKay Nursery Company 
9ll University Avenue . 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. MeKay: 

In confirmation of my telephone conversation 
with you today, I wish to place an order for the following 
stock: 

300 red cedar 2-1 transplants @ $5 per 100......$15.00 

This stock is to be delivered April 16 to Prof. 
Aldo Leopold, Game Management Division, Old Entomology 
Building, Madison. . 

A requisition for the amount is being sent through 
the university business office. 

Yours very truly, 

lyle K. Sowls 
Game Management Division 

\ j
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H. W. MACKENZIE--DIRECTOR & OF Wisco ERNEST SWIFT--DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

FOREsTs a/rARna-c) U) KAnniWaTON <a AE Ds. GAME MANReEMENT/W, Fy onibER CO-OPERATIVE FORESTRY--F. G. WILSON S ESN 4, LAW ENFORCEMENT--BARNEY DEVINE FOREST PROTECTION--E. J. VANDERWALI. (A Nf | BEN ‘2 FINANCE+-C. A, BONTLY 

BIOLOGY--DR. EDW. SCHNEBERGER ize SEs tote cae N. HEIN mecca CONSERVATION Rca 7 DEPARTMENT «Sacro 
REO 

Central State Nursery 
Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin 

Novanter ie, 1939 FILE REFERENCE: 

. N-Stock 
Application 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

i Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am in receipt of your letter of November 13 
regarding the red cedar. 

I see no reason why you could not exchange 2=2 
pines received from us for red cedar from another nurserye 
Your plantings are not ornamental, but apparently are made 
for a définite forestry and game cover programe 

I understand that the Soil Conservation Service 
nursery located at Winona, Minnesote grow a considerable quant- 
ity of red cedar every yeare 

If the red cedar is valuable from a fence post and 
geme cover standpoint, I believe Mr. Harrington will approve its 
production here in our nurseryo 

I recently talked with Professor Riker of the Pathology 
division, and he mentioned a rather destructive disease that 
was becoming rather prominent on the red cedar. 

The species handles rather nicely in the nursery. If 
fall seeded it usually germinates satisfactorye I believe it 
should no doubt be grown to a 4 year old transplant. 

ii Ve yours, 

We "Rs Brener 

‘ursery Manager
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November 18, 1939. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Prof. Leopold; 

We have your favor of the 13th and enclose herewith 
order acknowledgment for 350 to 400 Juniper Virginiana Seed— 
lings 12-24" at .08 cents. We will give you all that are in 
the beds that the writer showed you while at our Nursery. 

I think that you would find the Juniper Transplants 
that the writer showed you at the Nursery to be very good 
values at $25.00 per hundred. If you remember, they are well 
developed little trees. 

Thanking you for the business given us, we are, 

Very truly yours, 

MC KAY NURSERY COMPANY, 

Min 
P dent. 

WGM:K



NURSERIES AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
SHIPPING STATION Not an Invoice 
WATERLOO, WIS. McKAY NURSERY COMPANY 

Wisconsin’s Greatest Nursery 

Shipped to-.. Sip ip MM ee Madison, Wis,._Safdefaa 

BAO des Is eae ea SU Ran UN ral a AN ee has tia ta eee ee 
, Ge F, Mack 
Prot, aldo Leooaid uwte ae es Sold to _Samem pias _ _-...------------._ | When__Bawly April, Gor, 1080 _ ° goa University Paws Plage ek ae 

i a ce I I ice) ee ae, Remarks Gs 3s Miaok, student __ 
TERMS: Net Cash. Wilt e238 for tron, 

All shipments travel at the risk and cost of the purchaser, COST OF BOXING OR BALING TO BE ADDED. Mus 
All Agreements and Contracts are made subject to loss of crop by drought or other unavoidable causes. We give no warranty, expressed or implied, as to description, 

quality, productiveness or any other matter of any nursery stock, seeds, bulbs or plants we sell. 

r ‘ Bae | 

360 0/400 dJunicer Mxrginians atoms” speneeckh Area +08 

The above is an exact copy of your order as we have entered it. If incorrect in any detail kindly advise at once. We appreciate 
your business and shall try to give you our very best stock and service. 

Yours very truly, 

McKAY NURSERY COMPANY.



4ah University Farm Place 
November 13, 1939 

Diviston of Wildlife Management 

Mr. W. G. MoKay 
McKay Nursery Company 
9ll University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. McKay: 

I would like to order the remnant of several hundred red 
cedar seedlings, 12%~24", which you quoted me at $8.00 per hundred. 

The remaining lots on which you quoted me are beyond my 
means and we had better call 1% off. I appreciate that for land- 
scaping purposes your prices are reasonable, and I appretiate the 
pains that you took in showing me what you have. 

The 8¢ stock will be used at Faville Grove and will be 
ealled for by GC. T. Black,my student now in charge of the area. We 

: would like to get it as early in April as they can be lifted. 

Sincerely yours, 

Q Aldo Leopold 
; Professor of Wildlife Management 

, Dear Ted: 

a The above order will furnish about 400 trees. I will be glad to 
furnish these trees for the Faville Farm demonstration if Mr. Tillotson 
can prepare the ground, preferably this fall, and if he is willing to 

f cultivate the trees for about two years. I think the site on Faville 
f Grove Farm will be more favorable than the site on Milford Meadows, 

i because we are sure that the former can be plowed and the latter might 
é prove to be too rocky. These trees are seedlings, and I am not sure 

they would do well unless cultivated, ond of course they cannot be 
cultivated except on plowed land. ‘ 

A AL.



ORDER SHEET 

MADISON, WISCONSIN WATERLOO, WISCONSIN 

a ih ec > 

Name of es nur t= ALS Eo Seta eee 7 
2 fe a 

f AA Fie] Address_----- none hte oes - et seh 

Win sic on ta eee See Shipping Dates sag: ae 

TERMS oc os UST OF PACKING 70 BE-ADDED) 
SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE AT THE OFFICE OF THE McKAY NURSERY CO. 

All agreements and contracts are made subject to loss of crop by drought or other unavoidable causes. We give no 
warranty expressed or implied as to description, quality, productiveness or any other matter of any nursery stock, 
seeds, bulbs or plants we sell. 

Quantity | Variety Grade Price Amount a 
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4ah University Farm Place 
November 21, 1939 

Mr. Arthur S. Hawkins 
Illinois Natural History Survey 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Arthur: 

I would like to install on the University game 
areas, several demonstration plantations of red cedar, 
made for the combined purpose of wildlife cover and fence 
posts. 

No cedar is available at our Wisconsin state 
nurseries. If you have any cedar, would you consider a 
trade? I would be glad to furnish 2=2 pines, which I can 
get at our mrsery at $7.00 per M. 

The quantity I need is 3,000, and the time next 
April. I could use small stock, since I would expect to 
give clean cultivation for the first two years. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

Same letter to Arthur L. Clark, Missouri 
Iowa Conservation Department 

\ 
} \



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

4650 North Port Washington Road 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

December 13, 1939 ; 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

During a discussion we had in your office in November you 
asked about the amount of red cedar being used by the Soil Conser- 
vation Service in planning for the improvement of wildlife environ- 
ments, and at that time I indicated that I would send you some in- 
formation on the amount of red cedar we plan to use, 

We have at the present time the following amounts in the 
three nurseries administered by the Soil Conservation Service in 
the Upper Mississippi Valley Region: 

Winona, Minnesota 

Juniperus communis 3,565 
Juniperus virginiana 272, 8h) 

Ames, Iowa 

Juniperus scopulorum 64,30 
Juniperus virginiana 146,780 

Elsberry, Missouri 

Juniperus asheii 15,291 
Juniperus scopulorum 1,500 

Juniperus virginiana 66,000 

So far we haven't a report as to the amount that will be 
used in the Region as planting plans are still being made and will 
be made for several months before we have a final report on them. 

General plantings of Juniperus are made on the drier sites 
" for woodland as well as wildlife plentings and are now being used



= 

on contour fences. Because of the decay in ordinary red oak posts, 
especially those used in fences protecting woodland areas, we are 
adopting a practice of using trees as posts and planting cedar along 
the fence line to be used in the future as a living post. We find 
that woodland areas are likely not to be protected from livestock at 
the end of about five to ten years when the average red and white 
oak posts are gone, 

It is our plan that red cedar will be used to some extent 
in all of our work areas, and I see no reason why severel thousand 

plantings can not be arranged for planting near Mt. Horeb where they 
will be available for your students and yourself to observe them at 
any time in the future. I shall follow through on this with the 
hopes of discussing it with you at a later date, making this arrenge- 
ment as effective as possible, 

You will be interested to know that Mr. Laidlaw, Mr. Anderson 
and I had an opportunity to show Mr. Grimmer some of the work at 

Coon Valley and Independence that you saw a year ago last September, 
I was very sorry to hear from Mr. Schweers thet you could not go with 
US. 

Sincerely yours, 

flora Hit 
Chief, Regional Biology Division



hol University Farm Place 
Desembor 6, 1939 

Mr. Arthur L. Glark, Chief 
Division of Fish, Game & Forests 
Missouri Conservation Commission 
Jefferson City, Missouri 

Dear Arthar: 

Thanks very much for your courtesy in regard to the red 
cedars. 

Since writing you I have learned from mrsery operators | 
that cedars show a good deal of climatic variation; that is, 
southern trees are sometimes not hardy farther north. If I can get 
some stock from a more northerly location it would probably be wisest 
to use it. May I therefore keep your offer “on the shelf" for a 
little while? 

As far as quantity is concerned, the 2,700 would meet my 
needs very nicely. 

As far as time is concerned, I have no good means of winter i 
storage and would rather get them too early in the spring than at 
this time. I will stand ready to ship you the pines at any time you 
ean use them and will see to it that they are our best. 

We missed you at St. Paul. 

An extra copy of this is enclosed for Mr. White's information. 

Youre sincerely, 

Aldo Leopéld 
enel Professor of Wildlife Management



E, SYDNEY STEPHENS, CHAIRMAN—COLUMBIA, MISSOURI 
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fee) G, E, STONER, MEMBER—312 E. OLIVE ST., SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI 
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ECs STRATE OF MISSOURI 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 

TELEPHONE 874 

November 28, 1939 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, Professor 
Department of Wildlife Management 

College of Agriculture 

University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

In reply to your letter of November 21, regarding red cedar, I have dis- 
eussed the matter with Mr. George 0. White, our State Forester, and I am glad 
to advise that we will be able and very willing to furnish approximately three 

thousand red cedar needed for your test and demonstration plantations to be 

made for the combined purpose of wildlife cover and fence posts. 

It happens that we have two thousand seven hundred red cedar 1-0 stock 

at one of our nurseries, It would be more convenient to ship from that nursery 

than from another one, which might have some complication because the use of 

federal funds is involved. However, if two thousand seven hundred will not be 
enough and you need exactly three thousand, we can arrange for that also. 

If you have facilities for handling the stock at this time, we would be 
glad to ship them at once. It would seem better to ship them now, if possible, 

since our spring growing season is much earlier than in Wisconsin. 

The usual procedure in such cases is to offer the stock on the basis of 

exchange. However, at this time, we do not need any pines or other stock and 

prefer to make the shipment on the basis of a reserved right to request some 

planting stock as may be needed at some future time. 

Please advise me of your wishes regarding shipping. 

Very truly yours, 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
I. T. BODE, DIRECTOR 

X x Ae - 

BY: ae 
Arthur L. Clark, Chief 

ALC:LB Division of Fish, Game & Forests 

ce: Leopold 
White
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1 Bp iA state OF MISSOURI 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 

TELEPHONE 874 

8 December 16, 1939 

Planting 

Applications for Stock 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mre Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of December 6. 

We will hold the red cedar planting stock pending word from you as 

to whether you will want them. 

Our planting here will start in the southern part of the State about 

February 15 and so if you can let us know by that time it will be satise 

factory although sooner would be preferable. 

Very truly yours, 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
I. T. BODE, DIRECTOR 

BY 
ORGY O. WHITE 

GOW sVOC ‘ATE \\FORESTER



4oh University Farm Place 
Jamary 4, 1940 

Prof. G. B. MacDonald 
Department of Forestry 
Towa State College 
Ames, Towa 

Dear Mac: 

Thanks very much for your letter about the cedars. 
I appreciate your situation and your generosity in offering 
to share your small supply. I will try to provide for my 
needs without calling on you, but if I should want a few 
additional trees I will call on you later. Your accommodation 

is very much appreciated. 

Sincerely yours, 

Alde Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

Department of Forestry 
December 18, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold; 

Your letter of November 21 addressed to the Conserva- 
tion Department has been referred to me for attention. 

I have delayed replying until we had our nursery 
inventories available and I find that we are not listing 
any red cedars for distribution during the coming spring. 
For a number of years we have been troubled with a cedar 
blight of some kind and have not found a satisfactory method 
of controlling this. 

Even though we do not have the cedars listed for general 
distribution there is a probability that we may have a few 
trees for special purposes such as yours. However, I doubt 
if we have as many as 3,000 red cedars of all grades in both 
of our state nurseries. For this reason I doubt if it would 
be best for you to depend on us for your supply of cedar trees 
this coming spring. However, if we can send a few which would 
assist you I will be very glad to provide these for your demon- 
stration work without expense except for transportation costs. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Jt Rita. Qo 02D 

Ge Be MacDonald 
Professor of Forestry 

GBM: LDW



424 University Farm Place 
February 28, 1910 

Mr. ©. L. Harrington 
State Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Harrington: 

You kindly phoned me last fall, suggesting that you might 
be able to get me some red cedar by gathering wild-pulled stock some- 
where in western Wisconsin. 

I have now stumbled upon a differant and, I think, an easier 
way to get this material 4f you will act for me. The Soil Conservation 
Service has excess red cedar at the Winona nursery. It will shortly 
be declared as excess and distrituted to other 5.0.9. districts or to 
Cooperating agencies, mt after last year's flurry there is a taboo 
against distributing it to "outside" agencies. For some reason or other, 
the University is "outside." 

If you would ask for some of this surplus and then turn it 
over to we, it would meet the 8.6.5. requirements. 

Just to refresh your memory, I want thie stock for demonstration 
fence post plantings on farms at Riley, Faville Grove, and the other 
university experimental areas. I would greatly appreciate your coopera- 
tion in getting 3,000 cedars. If that many are not available, I could 
get along with as little as one or two thousand. 

With kind regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

: Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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March 15, 1940 

FILE REFERENCE: 

: Mr. Aldo Leopold Distribution 
Professor of Wildlife Management Nursery Stock 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Illness has kept me away from the office for a number 
of days; otherwise, I would have replied to your recent 
letter concerning the red cedars prior to this time. 

The conservation department apparently is not entitled 
to any short cut route to get surplus §.C.S. nursery stock. 
I discussed this matter Wednesday with William Brener at 
the Wisconsin Rapids nursery, wondering whether some 
arrangement could be made to get direct action on obtain- 
ing these trees, but he knew of no way that it could be 
done. 

I also discussed this with Marvin Schweers, the federal 
coordinator for the §.C.S8., who has always done everything 
he possibly could to assist the conservation department 
in matters of this kind, and he states that he knows of 
no way other than the drawing up of a regular agreement, 
which in turn has to go to Washington for the approval 
of the secretary. He did indicate, however, that there 
might be some arrangement that could be worked out through 
one of the 8.C.S. camps, but all of the information he 
would need in connection with a better understanding of 
this avenue of procedure was not known to me. 

I have concluded that the best arrangement to be made 
now would be for you to contact Mr. Schweers direct. In 
the event that this does not prove successful, the only 
remaining chance I can see is to get some of the wild 
stock from the bluff lands along the Mississippi in the 
neighborhood of Fountain City, and if you come to -this 
finally, we shall expect to hear from you again because 
if there is any practical way that we can cooperate with 
you in this connection, we will be glad to do so. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

aS ae OLEH: LHS C a . 
Cc. L. Harrington 
Supt. of Forests & Parks



424 University Farm Place 
March 22, 1940 

Mr. @. L. Harrington 
Supt. of Forests & Parks 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconusia 

Dear Harrington: : 

: I did not know I was going to put you to so much 

trouble when I asked about the cedars. ‘Thanks very mech for 

figuring it out for me. I am in touch with lir. Schweers, and 

: if wa can wade through all the proceedings involved, wo may 

yet get the trees. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Menagement



GOP YY 

4ok University Farm Place 
March 9, 1940 

Mr. George 0. White 
State Forester 
Missouri Conservation Commission 
Jefferson City, Missouri 

Dear Mr. White: : : 

I am late in letting you know about the cedars 
which you kindly offered me in your letter of December 16. 

I have now found that I can get the quantity 
I need from Minnesota and therefore it will not be 
necessary to take advantage of your kind offer. I appreciate 
very much your being willing to part with your slender 
supplies. 

I am sending a copy of this to Arthur Clark for 

his information. 

Thanking you for your cooperative attitude. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

16 W. Gorham Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 
March 22, 190 

) 

mehr | 
Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

This will acknowledge your letter of March 
16 in which you request information as to the possi- 
bility of securing 3,000 red cedars from the Soil 
Conservation Service, to be used in demonstration 

plantings on the University experimental areas, 

As mentioned in my telephone conversation with 

your secretary, I wrote Mr, A, D. Slavin, Chief of our 
Regional Nursery Division, informing him of your request, 
and I am attaching a copy of his reply. 

I am sorry that we are unable to be of service 
to you at this time. 

Yours very truly, 

Me. F. Schweers 
Atte State Coordinator



Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Mareh 20, 19),0 

Mre Me F. Schweers 

State Coordinator 
8041 Conservation Service 
Madison, “iseonsin 

Dear kr, Sohweers: 

I bave a copy of your letter of Maroh 19, addressed to Mr. 
Chase, with attached letter from Professor Leopold concerning 
nursery steck for use on the University experimental areas. 

I regret to inform you that although this species was surplus 
several weeks ago, & cooperative agreement has been arranged with the 
Towa Conservation Commission whereby all of this stock will be turned 
over to that agency. Had we been advised of Prof. Leopold's ree 
quest at an earlier date it would have been a simple matter to in- 
Glude it in the Wisconsin Conservation Department's egreements; as 

the matter now stands, however, even if we had not given the stock 
to the Iowa Commission, I feel it would be almost too late for the 
Washington office to accept any proposed agreement. 

TI am very sorry that we were not acquainted with this request 
at an earlier date. I trust thet you will explain the situation to 
Prof. Leopold. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ae De Slavin 
Chief, Regional Nursery Division 

|
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Mareh 27, 1940 

Cc. fT. Black 
Bruce Stollberg 

My attempt to get red cedar in quantity has finally failed, but 
I have gotten 400 from McKay by exchange. 

Unless you modify the distribution by agreement among yourselves, 
the planting schedule will be: 

Stock Source Riley E.G. Total 

Red Cedar 12"=2)" McKay x 400 400 

Norway Pine 2=1 Wis.Rapids 7oo 300 1000 

White Spruce 2-1 Wis. Rapids 500 x we 
x 

We had just as well put all the cedar into a single fencepost 
demonstration on Faville Grove Farm, plus a few for fences around remises. 
Black should call for these when he wants them. 

The White Spruce will go mostly into the mursery at Paulson's, 
to be used for windbreaks and other special plantings where rabbit- 
protection exists by reason of lack of cover, or by wire cylinders. 
Faville Grove can have spruce if desired. 

The Spruce and Norway Pine will be shipped to me at Madison. 
I have asked for shipment by April 13, weather permitting. 

Please see me about your organization as to tools, crews, new 
fencing, repair of old fences, heeling in space, clay for puddling, 
storage of protective wire during summer, preparation of soil, etc. 

Aldo Leopold



42h University Farm Place 
April 5, 1940 

Mr. W. H. Brener 
State Forest Nursery 
Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Brener: 

I sent in my order for 1,000 Norway and 
500 white spruce transplants to be shipped for arrival 
on April 13. 

May I now change this date and ask that you 

ship for arrival on April 16? My students will be out 
of town until the 16th, end I would like to avoid 
having the trees lie in storage. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

207 King Hall 

April 30, 1940 

Mr. Charles A. Scott 
Prairie Gardens Nursery Company, Inc. 
McPherson, Kansas 

Dear Mr. Scott: 

Still another question in connection with 
the red cedars. Would you have lining out stock in 

another year which you would wish to sell, and if so 

what would be the rates on that? 

Our spring is quite slow as well as fairly 
dry for Wisconsin. A nice rain fell yesterday which 
ought to give things a good start. With kindest 

regards, I an, 

if “4 

Hite \-QA yor Very truly yours, 

j \ ; GSM 

a P. 5. McNall 
PEM: MMA 
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42h University Farm Place 
May 14, 1940 

Mr. Roberts Mann 
Forest Preserve District of Gook County 
Cummings Square 
River Forest, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Mann: : 

I am delighted that there is a possibility 
of your raising tamaracks. You can count on us for 
needing at least 25,000, and if Longenecker thinks we 
need more I am asking him to let you kmow. We don't have 
@ash in the bank to back this liability, but I am sure 
we could find it if and when the time comes to do so. 

The woodcock picture is excellent. I am having 
a slide made and am glad to add it to my collection. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



COMMISSIONERS GENERAL HEADQUARTERS 

ik eri CUMMINGS SQUARE 
CUAMIONS FeseM ny 

RIVER FOREST, 

ILLINOIS 
Ee tee FOREST PRESERVE DISTRICT aE PeROMES 
H. WALLACE CALDWELL COLUMBUS 8400-FOREST 4470 
MRS, ELIZABETH A. CONKEY OF COOK COUNTY 
WILLIAM N. ERICKSON 
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Ae nee COUNTY BUILDING 

ae ee wee 
DANIEL RYAN TELEPHONE 
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JOHN E. TRAEGER 

CHARLES G. SAUERS, GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT 

River Forest, I1l., 

May 8, 1940. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I think it entirely feasible that we collect Tamarack seed 
and propagate a sufficient quantity in our nursery to supply your 

needs as well as ours. 

Thank you for the information about Dr. Sperry. I have al- 

ready had a letter from Mr. Gallistel, Chairman of the Arboretum Com- 
mittee, asking for detailed information regarding our "Cheesebox Fire- 

places". 

I enclose a very good picture of a nesting woodcock, which 

Gordon Pearsall, Curator of our Trailside Museum, obtained at the 
Nature Study Symposium at Starved Rock. He has some other pictures 

of the nest and eggs. In case you would like any of these, or like 

them enlarged, please let me know. 

Very truly yours, 

ee 

O lobrhertn—— / 

berts Mann, 

upt. of Maintenance. 

FM/j jd



koh University Farm Place 
May 6, 1940 

Mr. Roberts Mann 
Cook County Forest Preserve District 
Cummings Square 
River Forest; Illinois 

Dear Mr. Mann: 

Tamarack seeds mature in fall and the nursery culture is the same 
as for pine and spruce. I am pleased to hear that you will attempt the 
artificial creation of a tamarack beg, and for this purpose would advise 
collecting your seed from some bog at the south border od the range. There 

are mumerous large bogs, for example, in Ozaukee County just above Milwaukee. 
It occurs to me that you might have to get in touch with a seed collector. 
In such event I recommend Frank Graass, Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin. 

In anticipation of our own need for tamaracks on the Arboretum, we 

have tried to get the Conservation Department nursery to raise some. They 
have started, but it may prove to be difficult to get them going on a suf 
ficient seale. If you should find the requisite enthusiasm in one of your 
nurserios, I am wondering if we could pool our operations and get you to 
Yalse somo tamaracks for us at cost. It might cheapen the operation for both. 
Should this later prove feasible,I would be gled to talk over details. 

Tho letter about Sperry does not indicate any lack of enthusiasm 
on our part, but rather only our own peal season in spring. I am sending 
your letter of May 1 to Longenecker to see if he can squeese in a short loan 
before your July 1 deadline. Sperry's name is Dr. Theodore M. Sperry, 
National Park Service, University Park, Madison, Wisconsin. 

I am mich ploased that you met ay sister Marie. 

Don't be surprised 1f you are flooded with requests for copies of 
your Ann Arbor speech. The Arboretum Committee at a meeting Friday was 
quite keyed up about it. They are men who seldom vay any attention to either 
Speeches or papers. 

Sincerely yours, 

| 

| 
Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Wildlife Management
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River Forest, I11., 

April 30, 1940. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I attended the spring nature tour at Starved Rock State 
Park on Sunday, Avril 28th, where, incidentally, I had the pleesure 

of meeting your sister and niece. The Leopold family appears to be 

all cut from the seme rare pattern of cloth. 

I talked to Arthur Hawkins end Yeager. Yeager is extremely 

anxious to have your bring into being a tamarack bog. I think we have 

an excellent place for it, but neither he nor any one else can tell me 

when the seeds of the tamareck mture. I an wniering if you could 
find out and let me know. With that information I will have our nursery- 

man and foresters collect seed for propogation in our nursery. 

Last week we had a very successful regional conference on 

nature education and recreation. I attach a program. Apparently we 

are soing to get something done toward injecting conservation education 

into the schools of the Chicago region. The nub of the problem, of 

course, is teacher training. 

Sincerely, 

0s oberts joe 
Supt. of Maintemnce. 

RM/jja 

Your note of the 29th just received. I'm proud that you liked my Ann 

Arbor paper. You had previously thanked me for the photographs and slides.
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siege CONFERENCE 
On 

NATURE RECREATION AND EDUCATION 

Wednesday - April 24, 1940 

Youth Week 

HOTEL SHERMAN 

| 10:00 A.M. Grand Ballroom 
; 
es 12:00 Noon Luncheon in Bal Tabarin 

2:00 P.M, * Grand Ballroom 

This Conference is designed to bring together the 

{ organizations and agencies in the Chicago Area 

concerned with the leisure activities and informal 
education of the people. This includes education- 

al, recreation, camping, youth, and park organiza- 
tions, together with institutions devoted to teach- 
ing.the natural sciences. It is hoped that from 

this inventory of our cultural resources, and this 
ES study of the means and methods for develop ing nature 
“ appreciation, there will develop a council which 

will combine and utilize effectively all our com- 
eo ok munity forces, fusing them intoabetter intograted 

& and cooperating unity. 

This is an open mecting to which all interested 

persons are invited. 

There is no registration fee. Luncheon: $1.00 

Chicago Park District Cooperating
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10:00 A.M. GRAND BALLROOM 

Presiding: Vv. K. BROWN : 

Director of Recreation, Chicago Park District 

Keynote speech: "NEW HORIZONS" 

"OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED IN NATURE EDUCATION" 

ROBERT SMART 
Director, Jackson Park Bird Sanctuary, 

Chicago Park District. 
| 

DR. HOWARD K. GLOYD, 4 
Director, Chicago Academy of Sciences. i 

GORDON PEARSALL, \ 
Curator, Trailside Museum, 

Forest Preserve District of Cook County. “7 

C. E, GODSHALK, : 
: Director, Morton Arboretum. q 

ROBERTS MANN, 
Superintendent of Maintenance, | 

Forest Preserve District of Cook County. 5 
: 

MRS, LEOTA THOMAS Member of { 

The Raymond Foundation of the Field Museum i 

%* & * & ; 

12:00 LUNCHEON Bal Tabarin, Hotel Sherman 4 

Presiding: DR, PHILIP L, SEMAN q 
Chairman, Chicago Recreation Commission : 

4 
"NATURE PROGRAM IN THE JOLIET SCHOOLS" 3 

DR. GUY HUFFORD, i 
Superintendent of Schools, Joliet, Illinois — 

"NATURE SCHOOLS" ' 
DR, O. D. FRANK, i 

University High School, University of 

Chicago. 
KEE RHE ‘ 

XHHRRX i 
HH 4 | 
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4 200 PUM, GRAND BALLROOM 

Presiding: MRS. FLORENCE J. BYERRUM 1 
State Conservation Chairman, 

Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs 

"NATURE PROGRAM IN THE NATIONAL PARKS" 
DR. CARL P. RUSSELL, (Invited) 

Supervisor of Research and Information, 

: National Park Service. 
| 

"COMMUNITY NATURE SCHOOLS" 
MRS. THERON COLTON, 

_ Past. Conservation Chairman, 
| Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs. 

"WILDFLOWERS" 
MRS. ROBERT WORK, : 

President, Wildflower Preservation Society. 

"A SCHOOL WILDFLOWER SANCTUARY" 

MR. K. V. HOWE, 
Glencoe Central School, 
Glencoe, Illinois 

| "[HE ESSENTIALS OF A NATURE STUDY PROGRAM" 
MRS. RAYMOND WATTS, 

Instructor, Morton Aboretum. 

"THE ADLER PLANETARIUM" 

| MISS MAUD BENNOT 
| Director, Adler Planetarium 

| "THE TECHNIQUE OF NATURE EDUCATION" 
Dr. Thomas E. Benner 

| Dean, College of Education 
| University of Illinois. 

: ‘ . 
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SPONSORED BY: 

The Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs 

CO-SPONSORS : 

Catholic Youth Organization 
Chicago Academy of Sciences ° 

Chicago Board of Education 
Chicago Park District 

Chicago Recreation Commission 
Council of Social Agencies 

‘ Field Museum 
Forest Preserve District of Cook County 

Garden Club of Illinois 
Illinois Congress of Parents & Teachers 

Izaak Walton League : 
Midwest Institute of Park Executives 

Morton Aboretum 
National Park Service 

National Recreation Association 
Progressive Education Association 

Wildflower Preservation Society 

Will County Conservation Council 
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Exhibits on Mezzanine Floor
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" UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL. CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Baraboo, Wisconsin 

June 5, 19,0 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Prof. of Wildlife Management 
Cpllege of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

During our field trip to the Mt. Horeb camp area last winter, 
I recall your mentioning an interest in the location of red cedar 
plantings made by that cap. 

Mr. Ke B. Grant, Junior Biologist at the Mt. Horeb camp, has 
just sent me maps of 1 farms on which red cedar plantings were made 
this spring. Approximately 3,000 red cedar were planted by the camp 
during the spring of 190. We hope that these maps will indicate the 
location of these plantings clearly enough so that you or your students 
will have no difficulty in following their progress. 

If you should desire any further assistance on our part, please 
let us mow. We will be more than glad to help. 

Very truly yours 

W. Le Anderson 
Area Biologist
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, August 27, 1940 

Dr. 5. A. Wilde 

Soils Department 

Dear Dr. Wilde: 

On August 11 I measured the 1940 growth on 9 pairs of white 
pines and 20 pairs of red pines, one of each pair being fertilized and 
the other unfertilized. 

/ The fertilizer consisted of 3 small briquettes per tree dropped 
down crowbar holes to a depth of 6" on April 16, 1940. 

The fertilized trees were marked by small stakes. The pairs 

were selected for equal age, size, vigor, maintenance, and site, and the 
trees of each pair were less than 10 feet apart. Most of the pairs had 
been hoed since planting in 193 and 1939. 

The 9 pairs of white pine had grown an average of 5.8" fertilized 
and 5.5% unfertilized. The 20 pairs of red pine had grown 11.5" fertilized, 
12.1" unfertilized. 

. fwo pairs of jack pine hed grown 11.5" fertilized, 9" unfertilized; 
one pair of white birch 36" fertilised, 23" unfertilized. These numbers 
are, however, too small to mean anything. 

My conclusion is that in white and red pine fertilizer had no 
effect the first year. 

I will, of course, re-measure the second year (1941). At that 
time I will also measure the trees treated with large briquettes (1 each) 
on July 21, 1940. These were set out in 1939 (white pine) and 1940 (white 
and red). 

I appreciate very much your supplying me with the fertilizer. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Wildlife Plantings on University Farms 

An inspection of the old wildlife cover plantings on the West Hill 
Farm was made on August 29, 1940, in company with Orville Lee, who was in 
charge of the area in 1936-37. 

Hog Lot. The Norway pine and white spruce plantings and hardwood 
shrub plantings in this area are almost an entire failure. Half a dozen 
spruces and half a dozen pines persist. It is uncertain whether the trees 
died before the area was used as a lumber yard or afterward. It is 
notable that this enclosure was formerly free of noxious weed and is now 
so full of thistle and burdock as to require mowing. The weeds very clearly 
came in with the disturbances caused by hauling and trampling. 

Pothole. In contrast with the hog lot, this area has not been dis- 
turbed, and most of the Norway pines have overtopped the grass and will 
probably grow from now on. There are no weeds. The small spruces have 
all succumbed to rabbits. The large spruces planted by Brrington about 
1929 are doing well. 

Woodlot. The spruces and white pines planted by MeNeel about 1932 
show a complete loss of the spruce due to rabbit damage, and perhaps a . 
10 per cent survival of the white pines. The growth and color, however, 
are very poor. 

The small spruces planted by Lee in 1937 have mostly been lost due to 
rabbits. 

The large Douglas firs planted by Errington have made unsatisfactory 
growth. The large white pines planted by Hrrington have made poor growth. 
The large spruce plantings by Errington are doing well. 

General Conclusions. Spruces are inhibited by rabbits except when 
large stock not reachable by rabbits is used. 

Norway pine, if undisturbed, will eventually top out above the 
extremely heavy sod found on the Hill Farm, wat growth is delayed about 
five years by the struggle with grass. Even Norway pines are damaged by 
rabbits if in or near cover. 

White pine is unsuitable for the Hill Farm soils and Douglas fir 
even more 80. 

Heavy sod following severe trampling by livestock excludes hardwood 
reproduction even after a decade of protection. Only where such sod is 
overtopped by goldenrod and other forbs do hardwoods come in. 

ALL.



4ah University Farm Place 
November 7, 1940 

Dr. 5S. A. Wilde 
202 New Boils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Wilde: 

Thanks for letting me know about the red cedars. If I can't 
get 3,000, I would be glad for 1,000. 

With best regards, : 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management



UNIveRSitTy oF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF SOILS November 4, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Econ. Ent. House. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am quoting the portion of Mr. 
Kilp's letter related to red cedar planting 
stock: 

"T doubt very much whether we can 
furnish Professor Leopold with 3,000 Red 
Cedar. We have a limited amount and there 
is a possibility we might manage to furnish 
him with somewhere in the neighborhood of 
1,000 to 1,200, but I will not know definite- 
ly until some time during the first of the 
year as we have made certain commitments 

which must be respected." 

Very truly yours, 

ee (CO 

S. A. Wilde, 
SAW: MJS Assoc. Prof. of Soils
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A Cortical cells of the stem and branches reinforced by spiral 

fibril-bands,. (INCPHICEA.) h 
BChloronhyl-cells of the branch-leaves ent rely included, or 

exnosed about equally on both surfaces. 
¢ Chlorophyl-cells of the branch-leaves shcrt-elliptic in 

section, central and usually entirely included. 1. S. magellanicum, 
Cc Chlorophyl-cells of the branch-leaves cxposed about a 

’ equally on both surfaces with a central lumen. 
_D Chlorophyl-cells of the branch-leaves usually 

truncately cllintic in section; nanillae present. 2. S. papillosum. 
—DDChiorophyl-cells of the branch-leaves narrowly rec- 7 

tangular to lenticular in scction: panillac 
lacking. 3. Se erythrocalyx. 

2BBChlorophyl-cells of the branch-leaves usuelly triangular in ~ 
section, with the base exnosed on the inner surface of 
the leaf. 

C Chlorophyl-cells of the branch-lcaves usually isosccles- 
triangular in section. 

2D Inner walls of the hyaline cells of the branch-leaves 
where overlying chloronhyll-cclis, smooth. Ly S. palustre. 

2D Inner walls of the hyaline cells of the branch-leaves 

where overlying chlorophyl-cclis, beset with an 
irrerular network of ridges. Sia Ss henryense. 

CC Chlorophyvl-cells of the branch-leaves equilateral- ae 
trianrular in section, 

2D cCortica¥ cells of the branc!:cs with their bases 
plane or nearly so. 6. S. imbricatun. 

DDCortical celis of the branches each commrnicating ai 
by a saceate to funncl-shane? oxtension with the 
next cell beneath. 7. S. portoricense. 

AACortical celle of the stem and branchcs without fibril-bands. a 

(LITOPHLCEA.) 
-Bcortical cells of the branches uniform, cach with a perc at 

the upper end. (italacosphagnum.) 

¢ Chlorophyl-cells of the branch-leaves included. 8. S.« compactum. 
€C Chlorophyl-cells of the brancli-leaves exposed on the 

outer surface. 9. S. strictum. 

B&Acortical cells of the branches of two kinds, the larger 
retort-cells with a neck and a nore in the °- 
axils of the leaves; or, if uniform, with- 
out vores (Acisphagmun.) ‘ 

¢ Branches in fascicles of 6-12 10. S. Wulfianum. 
C¢ Branches never more than 6, rarely more than 5 to a a 

fascicle. 
Dctem-leaves with the membrane of the hyaline cells 

mostly resorbed on the onter surface, on the 
inner with membrane-gaps only in the apical 
cells. ,
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£ Chlorophyl-cells of the branch-lcaves truncately ~ 

elliptic in section, exnosed equally on both : ‘ 

surfaces. 11. S. Angstromii 

4éChlorophyl-cells of the branch-leaves triangular - 

to trapezoidal in section, with broader 
exposure on the outer surface. 

f Plant large; branch-leaves ovate-hastate, mostly 
squarrose. 12. S. squarrosum. 

7£Plant smaller: branch-leaves ovate-lanccolate, i 
usually imbricate,. 13. S. teres. 

-DDStem-leaves with the membrane of the hyaline cells 
usually not greatly resorbed on the outer 
surface, or if so, resorbed on both surfaces, aa 
producing a very lacerate leaf-apex. 7 \ 

£Chlorophyl-cells of the branch-leaves exposed 
exclusively or more broadly on the outer 
surface; or, if with central lumen and 
approximately equal exposure, the pigment 
brown. 

f Stem-leaves very lacerate at the broad apex; 
cortical cells of the stem larve, thin-walled. 1). S. Lindbergii. 

/fStem-=leaves usually not lacerate at the apex; in ~ 
case of a single rent or slight laceration, 
the cortical cells of the stem small, thick- 
walled. 

¢ Stem-leaves with a singlc deep rent in the 

middle of the apex. 15. S. rinarium. 
¢gG Stem-leaves entire or nearly so. - 

4 Cortical cells of the stem small, thick- 
walled. 

JZ Hyaline cells of the branch-leaves 
showing on the inner surface only 
a few small enc-pores; when stained 

showing numerous small round mem= 
brane-thinnings, expecially on the 
outer surface in the lower side- 
regions. 16. S. obtusum. 

Z7yaline cells of the branch-leaves 2 
showing on the inner surface more 
numerous larger round porcs in the 
ends and corners of cells; membrane- 
thinnings not apparent on staining. 

J Stem-leaves triangular to triangular- 

lingulate, their hyaline cells 
normally without fibrils. 

A Chlorophyl-cells of the branch-leaves 
isosc>les-triangular in section, the 
apex of the triangle reaching the 
inner surface of the leaf. 17. Se recurvum.
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AK€Chlorophyl-cells of the branch- 
leaves equilateral-trianpular in 
section, the apex of the triangle 
not reaching the inner surface of 
the leaf, 18. Ss pulchrun, 

77 Stem-leaves oval to lingulate, their 
hyaline cells more or less fibrillose 
in the upper part of the leaf, 19. S. balticum. 

A Cortical cells of the stem larger, thin-walled, 
in 1-3 layers. 

z Chlorophyl-cells of the branch-leaves 
broadly triangular in section ex~ 
posed only on the outer surface. 20, S. tenellum. 

ZZ Chlorophyl-cells of the branch-leaves 
mostly exposed on beth surfaces; if 
@xnoscd only on the outer surface, 
fiarrowly triangular in section. 

J Chlorophyl-cells of the branche 
leaves triangular to rhom- 
boidal in section, with 
broader exposure on the outer 

surface, the lumen triangular. 

& Branch-leaves with fow small pores 

on the outer surface, 2-5 per cell, 
< Branch-leaves long-lanceolate to lin- 

ear=lanccolate. 21. 5. cuspidatums 
£Z Franch-lcaves short-ovate to eblong 

or nearly quadrate,. 22. S. Fitzgeraldi. 
AxPBranch=loaves with numerous pores 

on the outer surface, 5-20 per 
cells if fewer, large 

£ Pores very large, midway between 
the commissurecs,. 23. 5. Dusenii. 

££ Pores small, along the 
comnissurcs. 2h. S.» mendocinum. 

~ZJChlorophyl-cells of the branch-leaves 
truncately elliptic or rectang- 
ular to trapezoidal in section, 
with equal exposure on both 
surfaces or slightly broader on 
the inner surface; or if with 
broader exposure on the outer 
surface, the lumen lenticular 
and central or nearly so. 

# Hyaline cells of the branch-leaves 
fibrillose. 

£Chlorophyl-cclls of the branch= 

leaves exposed cqually on both 
surfaces or more broadly on the 

; outer one. 25. Se subsecundum,
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Z£Chlorophyl-cclls of the branch 

leaves usually cxnoesed a little 
inore broadly on the inner surface, 

77 Pores on the outcr surface of the 
branch-leaves if pvresent, never 
more than 2 per cell. 26. S. Pylaesii. 

/v/7Pores on the outer surface I 
of the branch-or stem-leaves 
always more than 2 - 

per cell. 27. Se cyclophyllum. 
A€¥yaline cells of the branch-leaves 

without fibrils. 28. S. macrophyllum, 
££Chlorophyl-cells of the branch-leaves exposed 

exclusively or more broadly on the inner surface; 
or, if with central lunen and approximately equal 
exposure, the pigment red. 

F Stem-leaves fimbriate-lacerate in the apical part. 
Laceratec both at sides and apex. 29. S. fimbriatum. 
Lacerate only across the broad truncate apex 30. S. Girgensohnii. 

Ff Stem=-leaves not notably lacerate in the apical 
part. 

¢ Outer walls of the cortical cells of the stom 
perosc, mostly 1 nore per cell. 31. S. robustum. 

9¢ Outer walls of the cortical cclls cf the stem 
not normally nerose. 

A Hyaline cclis of the branch-leaves smaller, 
their frec convexity cn the onter srrface 
mostly less than ons half their dianctar. 

Z Pigment brown, 32. Si. fuscum, 

ZZ Pigment red. 

v7 Branch-leaves gradually involute-pointed 
to the apex. 

A Outer surfoce of the branch-leaves with 
very small round strongly ringed pores 
in the anical part. 33. S. Warnstorfi. 

AkOuter surface cf the branch-leaves with 
mach larger elliptic pores. 

~ Stem-leaves large, lingulate to lingu- 
late-evste, cne and one-half or more 
times as long 1s wide. 34. S. capillaceum. 

£L Stgne hooves smaller, triangular aa ie, ce 
o lingulate~trisngular, mostly 5s 

as wide as long. 35. S- quniqucefariun, ¥ Ww 
JJ Branch-leaves abruptly involute-pointed to.” 

the apex. 36. S. meridense. 
AAyaline cells of the branch-leaves large in section, 

their free convexity on the outer surface 

usually mere than one h-lf their diameter. 
zZ Pigment brown,somctines passing to ae 

purplish. 37. S- plumulosun. 
ZZ Pigment red. i 

JZ Margin of the branch-lcaves cntire. 33. S. trncrum. 

JJ Margin cf the branch-leavcs 
denticulate, 39. S. tabulare.
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INTRODUCTION. 

Lead poisoning in various species of wild ducks and other water- 
fowl has recently attracted attention among persons interested in 
game birds in the United States. Though for a number of years this 
disease has been reported in periodicals devoted to sport, and from 

Pp other sources, it is little recognized and understood, and few sports- 
men have knowledge of it. Already it has caused the loss of a con. 
siderable number of waterfowl each year, and there is no doubt that 

as time goes on it will assume greater importance. Lead poisoning 
in waterfowl has its origin in the large quantity of expended shot 
that from year to year is deposited in the mud about shooting points 
and blinds in marshes, shallow bays, and lakes. Many birds find and 

" swallow these leaden pellets while searching for food, and become 
seriously affected by the poison thus taken. Present knowledge indi- 
cates that the mallard, canvas-back, and pintail ducks and whistling 
swans have suffered most, but a number of other species will probably 
be included in the list when the matter is more fully investigated. 

Frequent opportunities have come to the writer to handle and 
: examine ducks and other birds suffering from lead poisoning, and 

he has had occasion to carry on experiments to ascertain the cause 
and manner of the affection. The results are outlined in the following 
pages. During the course of this work the Bureau of Chemistry has 
cooperated in making analyses to determine the presence of lead in 
portions of the viscera of affected birds. 

NorTE.—This bulletin is a report on studies made of a serious malady among ducks and other waterfowl 

in the United States, It is for the information of sportsmen, naturalists, and others interested in game 

ao feeds ais
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HISTORY. 

At various times during past years there has been discussion in 
sporting magazines regarding the presence of shot in the stomachs of 
wild ducks. Dr. George Bird Grinnell, among the first to write on 
this matter, in addition to early notes in Forest and Stream, in 1901 
gave an excellent account of the trouble in his book on ducks and 
duck shooting,' in which he described the symptoms of lead poisoning 
and its effect as observed in ducks, geese, and swans on Currituck 
Sound. He noted also the occurrence of ducks sick from this afflic- 
tion at Stephenson Lake and Lake Surprise, not far from Galveston, 
Tex. More recently, in 1908, attention was called to lead poisoning 
in ducks by J. H. Bowles.2, On the Nisqually Flats, a large marsh 
area in the Puget Sound district, Washington, a number of mallards 
had been found sick or dead. Examination of three of these revealed 
a quantity of shot still held in the gizzard. The Nisqually Flats 
have been famous ducking grounds since early settlement in the 
State, so that it may be supposed that shot are present in the mud in 

abundance. 
Lead poisoning was reported again in 1908, among canvas-back 

ducks on Lake Surprise, Tex., in an account published by W. L. . 

McAtee, of the Biological Survey.* Lead poisoning in this locality 

apparently had been known for some time. It was stated that 
canvas-backs resorted to Lake Surprise in November each year, 

: and affected birds appeared in the rushes along shore about the first 
of January; as the season advanced these sick birds died and disap- 
peared. From all accounts, no other species of ducks were affected 
in this locality. 

Examination of several whistling swans from Back Bay, Va., 

sent to the Biological Survey during January, 1915, showed that 
these birds were suffering from lead poisoning, as from 22 to 45 shot 
pellets were found in the gizzard of each. Sick swans were found 
here in January every year, and it was reported that the trouble 
among them continued until March. The malady was said to affect 
canvas-backs and other ducks and geese as well as swans, as had 

been recounted by Dr. Grinnell. ; 

During the summers of 1915 and 1916, while working in the marshes 
formed in the Bear River delta at the northern end of Great Salt 
Lake, Utah, the writer handled many ducks suffering from lead ! 
poisoning. Here the species affected were mallards and pintails, the 

{ majority being males. Birds sick from poisoning were found from 
June to September, and the total number that died was considerable, 

though insignificant when compared with the numbers destroyed 

here by other diseases. 

{ American Duck Shooting, New York, pp. 508-603, 1901, ie 
2 Auk, vol. 25, pp. 312-313, 1908. 

8 Idem, p. 472,
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The presence of shot in the stomachs of rails has been a matter 
of frequent comment among hunters in the marshes in or near the 
District of Columbia, and from reports there is no doubt that sora 
rails are frequent victims of lead poisoning, though from the nature 
of their haunts these birds are seldom noticed when sick or helpless. 

Investigation of a report of sick ducks near Mount Vernon, Ind., 
in February, 1922, revealed mallards and pintails with lead poisoning. 
In March, 1922, C. H: M. Barret secured a pintail and a black duck 
with lead poisoning in the marshes of the Eastern Branch of the 
Potomac within the limits of the District of Columbia, and F. C. 

Lincoln reported a number of mallards with lead poisoning on the 
shooting grounds of the Sanganois Club, near Browning, III. 

Reports of sick ducks in other localities in the United States have 
seemed to indicate lead poisoning as the causative agent, but material 
has not as yet been available to substantiate this. It is believed 
that the trouble is generally prevalent throughout the country. 

SPECIES OF BIRDS AFFECTED. 

The list of species of birds at present known to have been poisoned 
by eating shot is small, but it will be increased when the facts are 

better known. In the following brief list of those definitely known 
to be affected all but one species (the canvas-back) are included from 
personal observations of the writer: Mallard, black duck, pintail, 
canvas-back, whistling swan, and marbled godwit. 

Lead poisoning is a common affection in all these except the 
marbled godwit. Only one specimen of this bird that had died from 
eating shot has been examined and in this species and in other shore- 
birds lead poisoning is probably rare. Geese and several species of 
ducks in addition to those listed above are said to have been affected 
in various localities, in particular on Back Bay, Va., and Currituck 

Sound, N.C. 
As has been stated, the shot secured are taken while feeding. Pin- 

tails and mallards delight in working in shallow water, where they 
dig away the mud to a depth of 6 to 18 inches, in search of succulent 
roots and tubers. In this manner they work over extensive areas, 
forming ‘‘duck holes” from 1 to 15 feet or more in diameter. Swans 
feed in much the same manner, but, with their long necks, are en- 

abled to work in deeper water. The canvas-back is a diving species 
that digs constantly in the bottom mud and frequently feeds at a 
considerable depth. With all these birds certain quantities of gravel 
or grit of some kind are necessary for the proper grinding, or trit- 
uration, of food in the gizzard to put it in proper form for the ex- 
traction of nutriment. In the mud of marshes and lowland lakes 
little gravel is present, and to secure this needed element the birds 
in feeding develop a tendency to swallow any small, hard object
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they encounter. In this way the shot that have accumulated about 
shooting points are swallowed one by one. A bird may be several 
days or even longer in securing a fatal dose or it may pick up a large 
number of pellets at one time. In either case the shot are held in the 
gizzard to be slowly ground away, only small particles of lead passing 
on into the intestine. 

SYMPTOMS OF LEAD POISONING. 

The symptoms of lead poisoning as observed in waterfowl are 
similar in many ways to those found in mammals. A prominent 
indication of this malady is a paralysis of important muscles, which 
increases steadily as the ailment progresses. This paralysis seems 
first to affect the nerves supplying the great muscles of the breast, 
and in a very short time the birds are unable to fly. (PI. I, figs. 1 
and 2.) Following this the wings begin to droop from the sides. In 
many cases the extensor muscles supporting the wing tip, that 
portion of the fore limb homologous with the hand, are seriously 
affected, and the wing hangs from the carpal joint, a symptom 

i strikingly like the ‘‘wrist drop” found in many cases of lead poison- 
; inginman. The wings float loosely on the surface when the affected 

birds are in the water, and in severe cases the tips of the primaries 
may drag as the bird walks about on the ground. Other muscles are 
affected as well. When the bird is standing, the breast is depressed 
and the tail droops. (PI. I, fig: 2.) 

After a few days birds often experience difficulty in walking and 
may fall as they attempt to turn around. This paralysis of the legs 
grows until the body can no longer be supported, and in moving 
about the birds slide along on the breast. (PI. I, figs. 1 and 2.) 
Loss of function in the muscles is not always symmetrical; in several 
cases muscles on the left side were more severely affected than on 
the right. This was especially noted in the leg muscles. In many 
of the living birds studied the poisoning due to ingested shot was : 
acute, and death came in a few days. In others the condition be- 
came chronic, and the birds, much emaciated, lived from two to five 

weeks. Often an adult mallard would waste away until the large | 
muscle masses of the breast were reduced to slender fascie that were 
barely sufficient to cover the sternum. 

The feces of affected birds are thin and watery and stained green. 
This color is a well-marked symptom. When fecal matter comes 
largely from the rectum the green is very dark, but when mixed with 
renal matter in the cloaca it becomes paler. In this case the green 
color, though lighter, is remarkable for its brightness. The body 
temperature of affected birds is normal, unless the individual is 

anaemic, when it is subnormal.
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Fic. |.—MALLARD WITH LEAD POISONING. 

‘The carpal joint of the wing is affected, simulating “wrist drop,” and the bird has difficulty 
in walking. 
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Fic. 2.—PINTAIL WITH LEAD POISONING. 

Paralysis of the legs renders the bird unable to stand.
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Fic. 1.—~STOMACH OF MALLARD THAT DIED FROM LEAD POISONING. 

Abnormal distension of lower cesophagus and proventriculus with food produces a mass larger 
than the gizzard. 
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Fic. 2.—-MALLARDS WITH LEAD POISONING. 

The breast is depressed and the tail droops when the bird is standing. In health the carriage 
is more erect.
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In weak birds the eye was usually very bright and the muscle con- 
trolling the nictitating membrane not affected. During field work in 

| Utah this point was used as a ready means of distinguishing these 
birds from individuals helpless from poisoning due to alkalies.‘ 

The heart of a bird suffering from lead poisoning is affected, and 
, the bird may die suddenly after fright or exertion. Captives under 

observation were liable to spasms after they had become much weak- 
ened, during which they fell on the breast with head and wings ex- 

> tended, and were agitated by slight but rapid tremors. In some 
cases this caused the lower mandible to rattle against the upper. 
These spasms were followed by periods of weakness, when for a time 
the birds lay motionless, but later were able again to walk about. The 
heart seemed to be affected seriously, and the pulse in many cases was 
rapid and very strong. In one instance, the heartbeat of a male mal- 
lard under observation in the laboratory was distinctly audible at a 
distance of 10 feet, but this was unusual. It was found that birds 
thus affected were liable to die after any fright or exertion that 

stimulated the heart action strongly. In one instance a mallard in 
the water dived to escape capture, and remained beneath the surface 
for 30 seconds. It came up, and attempted to dive again, but sud- 
denly relaxed, and was dead. In other instances birds kept in 
experiment pens died while being handled. Death frequently came 
during the spasms described above. 

Birds with lead poisoning always had good appetites, and ate 
eagerly. Often when they were so weak as to be unable to stand, the 
gullet and upper portion of the stomach were found to be crammed 
with food. These birds drank copiously and at short intervals. 
When disturbed they often regurgitated quantities of greenish fluid, 
a watery discharge that stained the mouth cavity and the tongue. No 
solids came with this. Birds of the groups affected are, in so far as 

| the writer’s experience is concerned, unable to return solids that have 
been swallowed. 

; POST-MORTEM APPEARANCE. 
The flesh of birds dead from lead poisoning is in nearly all cases 

} pale. This pallor was well marked in ducks that had been sick for 
, some time, and occurred before a wasting of the muscles began. In 

J chronic cases in which emaciation was extreme there was a marked 
i pallidness of the larger muscle masses, and even of the viscera. The 

blood was slow to coagulate, so that it frequently remained fluid for 10 
or 12 hours after death. Studies made of blood taken from living 
birds indicated a decrease in the number of red corpuscles, but as the 
apparatus used in making blood counts was imperfect, results from 
these 6xaminations were far from satisfactory. At that time perfect 

#Cf. Wetmore, Alexander. The Duck Sickness in Utah: Bull. 672, U. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 1-25, 1918.
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counting chambers for the usual grades of hemacytometers were not 
available on the market, so that conclusive studies of the effect of lead 

poisoning on the blood are yet to be made. 
Examination of blood smears has failed as yet to show the presence 

of granules that have been noted in the case of lead poisoning in 

mammals. The heart generally was in systole. In case the bird ‘ 
examined had become weakened while in the water, so that actual 

death came through drowning, the ventricles were in diastole, as is | 
usual in birds that have drowned, but this was an abnormal condi- ; 
tion. , In chronic cases of a week or more in duration the pericardium 
was usually distended with a watery lymph, slightly tinged with 

brownish orange. 
During prolonged cases of lead poisoning, the alimentary tract 

exhibits several changes that are characteristic of the trouble. In 

normal birds the ventriculus, or gizzard, and the crop may be 
crammed with food, but the proventriculus, or glandular portion of 
the stomach, is empty. In cases of lead poisoning from eating shot 
the appetite for food is greatly increased, while the gizzard seems 
slow in action, and observations indicate that the great muscles in 
its walls are more or less paralyzed. In these birds the proven- 
triculus and the lower portion of the oesophagus are greatly dis- 
tended with food, so that they form a mass larger than the gizzard 

itself and have their walls stretched to the utmost. (PI. II, fig. 1.) ; 

The pads lining the inside of the gizzard often appear more or less 

corroded and slough easily, while gravel may work up into the lower 

portion of the proventriculus, a condition that is unknown in the 

healthy animal. The contents of the gizzard usually are stained 
green. Occasionally this color extends through the food contained 
in the lower part of the proventriculus. 

Generally the shot were found on washing out the matter con- 

tained in the gizzard, though a few were located in the lower end 

of the proventriculus. The usual number of shot in one stomach 

was 15 to 40. The largest number of pellets taken from one bird was 

150, found in the gizzard of a black duck secured near Washington, 

D.C.,in the Potomac. In September, 1916, during routine laboratory 

work, 28 mallards and 10 pintails that had died from lead poisoning 

were examined. From the stomachs of these 38 birds 939 shot were : 

recovered, an average of a fraction less than 25 each. Where shot 

have been in the gizzard for a considerable time they are much 

worn, and in many cases are ground down to flattened disks by the 

action of the stomach muscles and trituration with gravel. 

The intestine may be irritated, or may be nearly free from dis- 

tended capillaries. Observations on this point are uncertain, as 

most of the birds examined were from regions where the waters fre- 

quented contain irritant salts, usually in quantities sufficient to
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bring about a certain amount of congestion in the capillaries of the 

intestinal walls. Where many shot are in the stomach the walls 

of the small intestine may be discolored, and in nearly every case 

there is a deposit of lead on the inner walls of the ceca. This de- 

posit is most pronounced in the distal third of these blind guts, but 

) may extend for their entire length. The cecum appears lead colored 

from without, but when slit and examined its inner walls are found 

to be blackish. The gall bladder is always full and may be much 

i distended. In one individual examined the gall bladder measured 

30 mm. long by 12 mm. in diameter. The bile is very dark green, 

and after death this color may spread slowly until it has stained the 

entire liver. This was noticed in particular in examining several 
whistling swans received at the Washington laboratory from Back 

Bay, Va. 
RESULT OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK. 

During the field seasons of 1915 and 1916 a series of experiments 
dealing with lead poisoning in ducks was made at a field laboratory 
near the mouth of Bear River, Utah. Though shot had been found 
in many instances in the stomachs of birds, their presence had not 
been determined absolutely as the causative factors of the disease 
apparent in such individuals. The stomachs of a large number of 

ducks have been examined in the laboratories of the Biological Sur- 
vey to determine the food habits of the species. These stomachs 

were from birds apparently healthy when killed. It is not unusual 
to find from one to half a dozen or more shot pellets in such stom- 
achs, and in birds from certain localities pellets were almost always 

found. These facts cast some doubt on the supposition that ducks 
were affected unfavorably by eating shot, and it was necessary to test 
the matter by actual experiment. 

For this purpose small pens 3 feet wide, 3 feet high, and 5 or 6 
feet long were used. Each pen was placed on a platform a foot 
above the ground with a hole cut in one end to hold a water pan, and 
the boards were covered with earth. Ducks were taken from large 
stock pens and placed in these smaller pens as needed, while control 

{ birds were confined under similar conditions in separate pens. All 
birds were fed morning and evening on mixed grain containing wheat 

} and barley in equal quantity. 
Wild mallards, captured when young and reared to maturity, were 

used in the main experiments, so that there was no possibility of 
their having obtained shot before they were placed under close obser- 
vation. Shot and lead were given to these birds through a small 
glass funnel. The lower end of the funnel was placed well down the 
duck’s throat and after the shot were given a small quantity of water ° 
was poured down to insure that the pellets or particles should not
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lodge in the oesophagus. After treatment birds were watched closely 
for several minutes to make certain that none of the lead was cast 
out through the mouth. It was found that six pellets of No. 6 shot 

| constituted an amount of lead that was always fatal. Two or three | 
shot were sufficient to cause death in several instances, and as the 

number was increased the resistance of individual birds decreased. 
In one experiment two mallards were each given one No. 6 shot. One 
died 9 days later, while the other was able to throw off the effects of 

the lead and recover. Pintails and redheads were similarly affected. 
One male pintail was given four pellets of No. 6 shot and another six. 
Both died, the former in 11, and the latter in 13 days. One redhead 

was killed when given six No. 6 shot. Another was given four pellets | 
of shot and was sick for some time, but finally recovered. Experi- | 
ments were not tried with other species. 

The symptoms in these birds were invariably the same, and it was 
proved beyond question that lead poisoning from ingested shot is a 
dangerous and usually fatal malady. In from 10 to 24 hours the 
feces of birds to which shot had been given were stained with green 
and were loose and watery in consistence. This green tinge increased 
until the fecal matter was very dark. Birds thus affected drank con- 
stantly, and frequently when disturbed regurgitated small quantities 
of more or less greenish water. As the malady progressed the affected ~ 
ducks spent more and more time in the water pans and drank con- 
stantly. The excrement in 12 hours often was sufficient in quantity 
to color strongly 10 quarts of water. 

Other symptoms and post-mortem appearances were similar to 
those described in previous paragraphs. Birds were affected more 

( rapidly by soft shot than by chilled or hardened shot, but in either 
case the result was the same. Birds that had the stomach well filled 
with gravel or that had access to an abundance of gravel were weak- 
ened more quickly than those that had been confined for some time 
where they could not secure grit. Apparently the rapidity with 
which they became affected was dependent upon the speed with which 
trituration in the ventriculus ground away particles of lead and passed 
them into the intestine. It has been mentioned that in post-mortem 
examinations the blackened lining of the ceca was found to be a 
prominent symptom of lead poisoning. It was supposed that this y 
blackening was due to the presence of lead sulphide formed by the i 
action of hydrogen sulphide upon lead particles present in the intes- 
tine. Analyses made in the Bureau of Chemistry proved that this 
was not true in the majority of cases, as only a trace of lead sulphide 
was detected in one sample in six submitted for examination. The 
quantity of lead present in the ceca seemed somewhat correlated 
with the number of shot in the stomach. Table I gives the results 

of the six analyses.
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TaBLE I,—Relation between number of shot in stomachs of waterfowl and quantity of lead 
un ceca, 

> Quantity) | Number | Quantity 
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After experiments had fully established that shot were capable 
, of poisoning waterfowl, the question as to whether the diseased con- 

| dition was caused by lead or by some other substance present in the 
_ shot remained to be settled. Arsenic is a common impurity in com- 

| mercial lead, and in the manufacture of shot a certain quantity is 
* | usually added. This is said to be necessary to make the lead pellets 

| spherical when dropped and also to harden them. As arsenic and 
_ lead in combination are used to form poisonous compounds for kill- 

| ing insects and for other purposes, it might be supposed that these 
| compounds were active in cases of poisoning from shot eaten and held 
| in gizzards of waterfowl. In several experiments, therefore, ducks 

were given quantities of granulated lead equal in weight to the number 
of shot that in other cases were found to be fatal. The granulated 

| lead had the same effect as the shot in each instance, proving that 
| lead was the active agent in the poisoning. Birds seemed to die 

| more quickly from the effects of the granulated lead, as the particles 
were numerous and so small that they were readily ground up and 
passed into the intestine to be absorbed. 

PREVALENCE OF SHOT IN MARSH AREAS. 

Many marshes, lakes, and bays in the United States are noted as 
resorts for waterfowl, and are visited each year during the hunting 
season by sportsmen in pursuit of game. Owing to the configura- 
tion of the land and water areas and the habits of the birds pursued, 

there are points or islands in these places that afford good shooting 
each season, and in many cases blinds to conceal the hunters are lo- 
cated on or near the same spot year after year. In time a great mass 

} of waste shot pellets gathers about these points. The action of the 
water, especially where it is more or less saline or alkaline, tends to 

corrode these shot somewhat, but this process is in most cases very 
slow, so slow, indeed, as to be hardly appreciable. As corrosion takes 
place, there forms over the surface of the shot a scale, which, as it ~ 

| thickens, protects the lead more and more from further chemical 

| action. There can be no question that shot pellets may last for many 
| years.
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To ascertain the presence of quantities of expended shot in marsh 
areas the writer in 1916 with an assistant examined the mud near 
two locations for blinds in the shooting grounds at the mouth of Bear 
River, Utah, from each of which several thousand shells are fired each 

season. 

For the first experiment a small island known as Bayless Island 
was selected, on which a blind had been placed each season for about 

20 years. In searching for shot an ordinary sieve with a mesh small 
enough to hold No. 7 shot was used. Mud was shoveled into this 
and washed through the wire. The mud here was soft for a depth 
of 5 inches; below this was a hardened clay. Sifting was begun at 
a point 30 yards from the blind and was continued at 20-yard inter- 
vals in a straight line out from the shore to a distance of 210 yards 
from the island. About 10 quarts of silt were examined from each ; 

| spot. Shot first appeared at a point 70 yards out and were found at 
each station to the place where sifting was stopped. The pellets were 
most abundant at a distance of 130 yards, where from 1 to 12 were 

' recovered in each sieve filled with mud. 
On another day sifting was tried near Bigelow’s Point, a locality 

about 2 miles west of Bayless Island. Here a blind had been located 
on a small island for at least 20 years, and another island 200 yards 
south had been used as a shooting stand for the same period. In 
addition, many temporary boat blinds had been built in the open 
bay offshore. Sifting was carried on here in the same manner as at 
Bayless Island in a line that included ground within shotgun range 
of both blinds. The first mud was examined at a distance of 30 
yards from Bigelow’s Point, and sifting was continued at 20-yard 
intervals for a distance of 230 yards. Shot were secured from each 
sifting for the entire distance and from 1 to 13 pellets were found at 
each station. At stations more than 150 yards from the blind, from 

20 to 22 shot were recovered from each of three lots of mud taken at 
one point. The surface mud here was very soft for a depth of 12 
inches, below which was a hardened clay. The great mass of shot 
had penetrated through the soft surface layer of mud and lay at a 
depth of 10 to 12 inches. 

On this entire marsh 75,000 or more shotgun shells are used each 
season. As each shell contains approximately an ounce of shot, the 
great accumulation of the lead pellets about blinds that are favor- 
ably located may be imagined. The majority of the shot that were 

.  Tecovered by sifting were soft; only a small part were chilled. This 
may serve to indicate that a large part are comparatively old, as at 
present many chilled shot loads are used. The soft shot in question 
were all more or less battered and scarred from muzzle compression 
as they left the gun or from other causes. All were dulled in color, 
indicating slight surface oxidation, but none showed any distinct
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corrosion, though the clay below the softer mud was often strongly 
saline. 

These facts point to a steadily increasing body of shot pellets in 
the mud of these marshes, as undoubtedly in other marshes on which 
shooting is extensive. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

From his own observations and from others the writer has learned 
that lead poisoning due to eating shot is of common occurrence 
among waterfowl, and from the manner in which the shot are se- 
cured it seems reasonable to suppose that this disease will continue 
and will increase as time goes on. It seems probable that cases of 
lead poisoning may be found in this country among upland game 
birds, as pheasants thus affected have been known for many years on 

| extensive shooting preserves in England.’ Diseased birds were 
usually found on such estates a short time after the close of the 
hunting season, and from 1 to 3 shot pellets were taken from the 
gizzards of sick pheasants examined. 

A point that may develop greater importance than the direct kill- 
ing of individual birds by lead is the effect that lead may have upon 
the constitution and bodily functions of birds that do not actually 
succumb to its poisonous properties. It is well known that lead acts 

i as an abortifacient in females of mammals. No information on its 
action in female birds during the breeding season is at hand. In ex- 
periments performed by L. J. Cole, at the Wisconsin Experiment 
Station, it was found that lead administered to male domestic fowls 
had a powerful effect upon their virility.’ This was indicated by in- 
fertility of many eggs and a high percentage of deaths in embryos 
and in young chicks soon after hatching. Lead poisoning in the male 
in these cases distinctly affected the vitality of the offspring. If it 
should be found that lead poisoning affects males of wild ducks and 
other waterfowl in similar manner, this may prove to be a factor 
of importance in diminishing the number of these birds. In such 
cases the poison will be of detriment even in those birds that seem 
tolerant of its effects. 

! At the present time all that can be done in regard to lead poisoning 
is to call attention to its prevalence and to describe its cause and 
symptoms, that they may be understood by persons finding birds thus 
affected. No suggestions of a practical nature can now be made to 
alleviate this danger to our waterfowl. The writer has been able to 
effect a cure in a few individuals by treating them with magnesic 
sulphate. Wild birds that were brought into the laboratory with lead 
poisoning were confined in small pens, where they were supplied with 
a solution containing 60 grams of magnesic sulphate in 10 quarts of 

* Cf. The Field (London), vol. 47, pp. 189, 267, 1876; and vol. 58, p. 232, 1882. F 

€ Wisconsin Exp. Sta., Bull. 250, pp. 44-45, 1915.
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water. This was renewed daily. As magnesic sulphate forms an in- 

soluble compound with lead, this solution tended to neutralize the 

lead particles as they were given off into the intestine. The color of 
the feces in birds treated changed at once from bright green to olive 
brown. This treatment was tried on a small number of ducks, and 

about 50 per cent recovered. The method is of interest as an experi- 

ment but has little or no practical value, as the time required for 

treatment was prolonged and the result was somewhat uncertain. 

Various suggestions have been made to combat this trouble but 

none is at all efficacious. Some persons, supposing that the birds 

swallowed the shot because of a lack of gravel on their feeding ground, 

have proposed supplying grit and sand in the marshes in the belief 

that the birds would use this and not eat the shot. As has been said 

before, ducks in feeding seem to swallow any small, hard objects that 

they encounter, so that such supplies of gravel would be of no aid in 

- preventing lead poisoning. It has also been suggested that the mud 

flats be harrowed in some way to cause the shot to sink beyond reach. 

This, however, would be of no avail, as ducks in feeding often dig in 

soft mud to a depth of 12 to 16 inches. 

Statistics on the number and species of birds affected by lead 

poisoning from eating pellets of shot will be of interest, and it is 

hoped that sportsmen and others will report cases that come to their 

attention. There can be no doubt that the trouble is found in many 

extensive marsh areas throughout the United States in addition to 

those mentioned in this report. 
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’ 
| THE EFFECT OF POISONS USED IN RODENT CONTROL 

a ON GROUSE, PHEASANTS, AND QUAIL 

The control of injurious rodents in the Western States 
by the use of poisons has at times caused considerable 
apprehension for the safety of grouse, pheasants, and quail on 
the part of persons interested in the conservation of tnese 
birds. As the functions of the Biological Survey have to do with 
both the conservation of game and all useful or harmless forms 
of wild life, as well as with the control of economically injur- 

ious species, it is evident that the Bureau would not recommend 

the general use of those poisons for rodent control that would 
be detrimental to game birds. There are some rodent poisons 
that may have ill effects on grouse, pheasants, and quail, but 
this is not the case with strychnine when it is employed in ac- 

cordance with recommendations made by the Survey, and as a gen- 

eral rule the strychnine baits recommended by the Bureau are 

at present the ones used by farmers for the control of rodents. 

The misleading statements circulated by some writers re- 

garding the allesed fearful mortality among these birds from eat- 
ing strychnine baits for rodent control have been disproved both 

by extensive field observations and by laboratory and field ex- 

periments in feeding strychnine~poisoned grain to the birds. Re- 

¥ ports are attached on such investigations made by the Chief Game 

! Guardian of the Providence of Saskatchewan, Canada, and in this 

i country by the Associated Ssortsmen's Clubs of California and by 

the Biological Survey. Obdservations and carefully conducted ex- 

periments have proved that gallinaceous birds, which include the 
various species of grouse, pheasants, and quail, as well as domes- 
tic chickeur, possess a relative immunity from strychnine poison- 
ing and that these birds are not likely to be harmed by eating 

rodent poison in which strychnine is used as the toxic agent in 
the nroportion recommended by the Biclogical Survey and commonly 

used in the United States. 

Ute ldeuglls 
Paul G. Redingfon. 

J 
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RECORDS OF POISON EXPURIMMNTS IN DETERMINING THE EFFECTS OF GROUND 

SQUIRREL POISONS ON CALIFORNIA VALLEY QUAIL AS CONDUCTED BY THE 

ASSOCIATED SPORTSMEN'S CLUBS OF CALIFORNIA IN COOPERATION WITH 

THE UNITED STATES BIOLOGICAL SURVEY AND THE CALIFORNIA FISH 

AND GAME COMMISSION : ete 

September, 1925 : 

For some time complaints have been made to those in the Western 

States conducting operations with poisoned grain against ground squir- 

rels and other field rodents to the effect that quail are being greatly 

reduced in nuaber through the distribution of this grain. Several 

tests had been made by the Biological Survey in different States showing 

that cats and barley poisoned with strychnine in accordance with its 

standard formulas would not kill quail, pheasants, or grouse. The United 

States Public Health Service has made similar tests and reached the same 

conclusion. Other poisons, such as phosphorus or arsenic, however, 

which are used to a limited extent in some commercial poisons and by 

individual ranchers, had not been tested. Investigations had been made 

and phosphorus placed under suspicion. 

The Associated Sportsmen's Clubs of California became interested 

in the problem of the reduction in the number of quail and arranged to 

secure the quail for use in experiments with poisons through the State 

Fish and Game Commission, inviting the Commission and the Biological 

Survey to cooperate with them in conducting the tests. We were. glad 

to take advantage of this opportunity to make the much desired tests. 

Representatives of the three organizations were present to observe the 

results. The members of the Associated Sportsmen's Clubs of California 

are specially to be commended for the faithful manner in which they have 

kept some member present to watch the pens both day and night, many 

sacrificing valuable time and business to keep their watch. 

Representatives of the Survey were present during the day to at- 

tend to the feeding of the poisons and to watch and record results. A 

) representative of the Fish and Game Commission was present, as sisting with 

suggestions and noting results. 

Dr. Frank Koles, a member of the Associated Sportsmen's Clubs, 

tested tic poiscned grains used and made examinations of the birds that 

died. George F. Gray, in charge of the Chemical Division of the State 

Departmert of Agriculture, cooperated by determining the quantity of 

poison carried by 100 kernels of the various poisoned grain mixtures 

used in the tests. , ; 
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- 2 eta + * locality of -Fxpeximents se 

“J. PscCuenin nd ER. Kaufman, representatives of the Associated 
Sportsmen's Clubs, arranged with John McLaren, superintendent of the 

Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, for space on the park grounds, and 
had seven pens built for the birds. Four of these were subdivided into 

four compartments each for individual birds. The larger pens were for 
reserve birds. For a few days after arrival the birds, which were brought 
in from the Sacramento Valley, suffered from the cooler temperature, some 
dying as a result. The weather soon became warmer and the birds were in 
good condition most of the time covered by the experiments. A few 
bad days occurred at -the start and a few also at the end of the ex- ( 

periments. : : ; 

i j Grains Used_in Poisoning Squirrels 

The grain recommended by the United States Biological Survey 

for use against the California "digger" ground squirrel is whole re- 
cleaned barley, and for use against the Oregon ground squirrel in the 

northeastern part of the State is whole oats. These grains have been 

generally used by those in charge of rodent control operations in the dif- 
ferent counties. In a few cases wheat and hulled barley are used. In 

other States oats or rolled oats are chiefly used against field rodent 
‘pests. 

Poisons Used_in Rodent Control 

The poison recommended and generally used in operations against 
field rodents is strychnine alkaloid. Strychnine sulphate is now rarely 

used. To a limited extent phosphorus, arsenic, and cyanide have been 
and are used for this purpose. 

Distribution of Poisoned Grain . 

Poisoned grain bait used in controlling ground squirrels is 
usually well scattered about the burrows of the animals, each bait averag— “ 

ing about 9 tablespoonful, With grains of average quality, :in a table- 
spoonful of wheat there would be about 400 kernels, of hulled be >ley about 

the same number, of whole barley about 250, of oat grouts about 680 and of 
whole oats about 300. It was found that the squirrels usually cleaned up 

most of these baits within two. days and where infestatiqm is heavy, within 
a few hours, : F 

Feeding Capacity of Quail and Choice of Grains | 

Whgle Barley,—-Four quail kept in separate compartments were given 
50, 100, 150, and 200 kernels of whole barley, respectively, without other 
feed, during a period of 24 hours. The bird given the 100 kernels ate 38 

of them, but the others did not take a single kernel. 

Other birds had whole barley together with other feed before them 
for several days and did not eat any. 
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Hulled Barley.--Two quail kept in separate compartments were 
given 50 and 100 kernels of hulled barley, respectively, during a period 
of 24 hours. The one fed the 50 kernels ate all of them, a few at a time, 
within 3 hours, but the other did not touch any of the grain given to it. 
They did not appear to relish the hulled barley, though they apparently 

preferred it to the whole barley. 

Whole Oats.--One quail was fed 50 whole dry oat kernels, and 

during a period of 24 hours hulled and ate 15 of whem. Oats soaked in 
water for a few minutes and then fed along with dry oats were eaten more 
readily than the dry oats. This was tried on several quail. Rolled oats 
were eaten more readily than the whole oats. 

Hulled Oats, or Oat Groats.--Hulled oats were greedily eaten by 
the quail. A capacity test run showed that 250 kernels constituted the 

maximum’ quantity taken in 24 hours; 200 comprised the average daily feed. 

Wheat.--Wheat was readily eaten by the quail. Cdpacity tests 
made with several of the birds showed that 150 kernels constituted 
about the maximum for a perfod of 24 hours. The average feed at any 
one time was 50 kernels of ‘avsrage size wheat, although considerably 
more grain might be placé& before them. . : oc ee : 

When the quail were givén.a mixture containing all these grains | 
it was observed that they would at once pick ott the oat groats and 
wheat, not touching the other grain as long as these two grains were 
present. When these were consumed they would.take the others in the 

following order; Hulled barley, oats, and whole barley. They had to 
be starved into eating the latter grains. In order to get,a real test 
of the quantity of strychnine a quail could take we. had to use poisoned : 
wheat, : Bees ae 

Record of Poison Tests on Quail* : 

Pen No. 1 

Cor-artment No. 1.—-Two young birds, male and female, were fed, 
at 10 asm. on the 13th of the month, 50 kernels of poisoned whole »ar~ 
ley of Standard 1-16 (1 ounce of strychnine to 16 quarts of grain) . 

carrying 0.93 grain strychnine. By 10:30 a.m. on the 14th they had 

taken 22 keinels, and by 4 pem. of the same day the remainder, They 
Were then given s9 clean wheat, which they immediateiy ate. On the 

i5th they wore again given clean grain. At 4:20 pm. on the 16th, 
200 kernel:: of poisoned whole barley, 1 to 8, carrying 0.56 grain 
strychnine were fed. Very little of it was eaten until the fore- 

noon of the 17th, when hunger forced the birds to eat it a little 
at a time. By 5 p.m. all of the grain had been eaten. When released on 
the 25th the birds showed no ill effects from the poison. 

* In addition to the grains fed, all birds were given some lettuce 

and fresh water daily. 
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Compartment No. 8.--A young male and.a female, the latter 
droopy with ruffled feathers indicating that it was sick with a cold, 

at 10 a.m. on the 13th were given 50: kernels of poisoned whole barley, 
‘(1 to 8), carrying 0.14 grain strychnine... On the 14th at 10:30 a.m., : 

37. kernels had been eaten, and by 3 p.m. all.were consumed. The fe- 
male gradually grew worse during the day and died in the night. Doc- 
tor Kolos, who examined the bird, reported death was due to cold. The 
male showed.no ill effects from the poison. 

Compartment No..3.--An adult female was fed at 10 a.m. on the 
14th, 100 kernels of commercial poisoned. wheat (1 to 12), carrying 

0.158 grain of strychnine. By 5 p.m. about half was consumed, and 
by 9 a.m. on the following morning all had been taken, at which time 
the bird was given a little clean wheat, At. 10 a.m. on the 18th, she 
Was again given 100 kernels of the same grain which were all eaten by 

-2:30 pem., after which she was given clean grain, and showed no ill 
effects by the 25th, 

Compartment No. 4.-~One bird was fed clean grains as a check 
until the 25th, when it was taken to Berkeley and fed for three days, 
beginning on the 27th, at 8 2.., and again at 4 p.m., 10 kernels 
of a county poisoned wheat (1 to 12) and 40 kernels of clean wheat, 
and then for two more days, at the same hours, 15 kernels of the 

poisoned wheat and 50 kernels of clean wheat. The bird showed no 

ill effects from the poison. 

Pen No. 4 ; 

Compartment No. 1.~-An adult male and a female were fed on the 
13th at 2 pom. a commercial poisoned mixture (1 to 12), consisting of 
50 kernels of whole bariey, 50 kernels of wheat, and 5 raisins and 
carrying 0.16 grain of strychnine, The female was observed to eat 28 
kernels of wheat during the first half hour, and at the end of an hour 
both of them had eaten the wheat, but no barley or raising were touched 
that day. At 10:30 a.m. on the following day 19 kernels of barley and 
two raisins were taken. The male bird was then removed to another com- p 
partment, and the female was given 100 kernels of wheat from the same 
commercial poison, which she had all eaten at 3 p.m. On the next Jay 
she was given 150 kernels of wheat of the same poison, which she ate 
during the day. On the 16th and thereafter she was fed cleangrain, 

and showed no i11 effects by the 25th, In the three days she had taken 
about 1/2 giain of strychnine, a quantity sufficient tc kill 20 squirrels. 

Compartment Now 3.--Bird fed clean grain only. 

Compartment No. 3.--An adult male was fed on the 15th at 10:30 
, aem. 150 kernels of a county poisoned wheat carrying .0.192 grain of 

strychnine, no-otner feed being present. By 10 a.m. on tne 16th it 
had eaten only two kernels; when 50 kernels of clean wheat were given 
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the bird it readily consumed them, indicating a marked discrimination 
against the poisoned grain. By 4 p.m. thé bird hHad-eaten 68 more 
kernels of the poisoned wheat. The next day’ it ate.70 more, and by 
the 18th had eaten all of it, being forced by hunger to do so. It ex- 

perienced no apparent ill effects by the 25th. .-.. Se 

Compartment No. 4.—-An adult male- was fed on the 16th at’ 10 : 
aem., 150 kernels of the same poisoned. wheat that. was given to the bird 
in compartments No. 3. This bird did not delay solong in eating the © 

grain, having taken all of it by 5 pam. On the next and subsequent 
days to the 25th it was fed clean grain and showed no ill effects of . 

the poison. 1 Si : . 

‘ Pen No. 3 , : 

Compartment No. 1.~-An adult male on the 16th at 3 p.m. was 

fed 25 kernels of oats and 5 kernels of wheat, carrying 0.2 grain of 
phosphorus. It hesitated somewhat about eating the oats, but being 

hungry finally ate all including the hulls. By 3:45 p.m. it began to 

show symptoms of sickness; at 4:20 it became drowsy, opening and closing 
eyes, appearing less and less active until 5 p.m. when it turned a 
somersault forward. It‘lay quiet for three minutes, then had a severe 

convulsion and died a minute later at 5:04 p.m.; 0.20 grain of phos- 

phorus killed the bird in about 1-1/2 hours from the time it atethe 
oatso. . . 

Compartment No. 2.--An adult female on the 16th at 3 p.m. was 
fed 25 kernels of wheat carrying 0.144 grain of phosphorus. The 
bird picked up and dropped the kernels many times before swallowing 

a kernel. By 4 p.m. it had eaten only 8 kernels; and no more had 

been taken by 5 p.m., when the remaining 17 were removed. It began : 
to show effects of the ‘poison at 4345 p.m., and gradually grew quieter 
and sleepier until 6 p.m., when it had a convulsion and died at 6:05 

pem.3 0.046 grain of phosphorus thus killed the bird in about eo 1/ 

hours. ; 

Comartment No. 3.—-An adult male on the 17th, at 10:15 a.m, 
was fed 5 kernels of oats, carrying 0.04 grain of phosphorus. It fin- 
ished eating them by 11 a.m., and became sick at noon. The first light 

convulsion occurred at 1:30 o.m., and was followed by several others. 
The bird kent stretching its neck and twisting its head from side to 
side, anc died at 2:15 p.m.; 0.04 grain of phosphorus killed the quail 

in about 2.1/2 hours. 

On the 18th another quail, an adult female, was put in this con 
partment and was given 100 kernels of oat groats carrying about 0.025 
grain of Swartze's white arsenic. All the grain. was eaten in a few min- 

utes, The bird began to show drowsiness. at about 12 :.m., which gradu- 
ally increased until 1:30 p.m., when it sat down. It remained in this 

position until 2:20 .m., when it fell over on its side and twisted its 
head about similar to the birds given phosphorus. It died at 2:36 p.m. 
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0.25 grain of arsenic killed it in about 4+1/2 hours.: Arsenic is thus 
seen to be not so toxic to quail as is phospnoruss:*,.' oe 

Compartment No. 4.--An adult male on the 16th, at 3:30 p.mey 9% 
was fed 50 kernels of wheat and 50 kernels of barley from a poisoned 
grain manufactured commercially. It was,old material, and ‘the. active 
poison is not known. At 3:30 pim. on the following day with no other. , 
grain present the bird had not eaten any of it. This, was then’ removed:' 

and 50 kernels of the wheat with some clean wheat was feds The cleah « 

grain was eaten on the 18th and 19th, but very little of the poisoned ~ ‘ 

Wheat was taken. On the 20th at 3 ».m., 150 kernels of wheat from a 
fresh supply of this same commercial poison, which was labeled strychnine 
as the active poison, was given with no clean grain presents Avout half 
of these were consumed by 4 psm.y and the remainder by 2 p.m. on the 
following day. The bird:shows no ill effecta . . 

: : Pen No. 2 8 

Compartment Nos 1.--A young female on the 13th at 9:45 a.m. was 
fed 25 kernels of hulled baricy, carrying about 0.02: grain of thallium 
sulphate. No other grain was present. By 11 a.m..on.the following day 
only one kernel was taken. This-grain was then removed and the bird 
given clean grain. On the 15th at 4:20 p.m. the bird.was given 50 
kernels of oat groats, carrying 0.138 grain of thallium which it ate 
at once. It was fed clean grain on the 16th and 17th. By 3 p.m. on 
the 18th it showed no ill effects so it was given 100 kernels more of 
the same poison, which it had eaten by 5 p.m. On the following morn- 
ing at 6 a.m. the bird was active but was extending its neck and gasping 

for breath at fairly regular intervals--the usual symptom of thallium 
poisoning, It did not.eat during the day and gradually grew weaker 
without any apparent pain, and died at -3:25 p.m. ; 

Compartment No. 2.--A young male, refused to eat the poisoned. . 
hulled barley fed to it similar to the bird in Compartment 1. On the 
16th, at 3:45 p.m, it was given 75 kernels of the oat groats prepara- 
tion, carrying 0.207 grain of thallium sulphate,. which it ate within 
45 minutes, On the 18th and 19th the bird was drowsy and did not eat 
normally, but on the 20th it began to improve. and was normal on the 
following cay, and remained so until the 29th. On the 20th a best 
Was begun to detezmine the accumulative action of thallium sulphate. 
The bird was given 25 kernels of the oat groats carrying 0.069 grain: of 
thallium sulphate and 75 kernels of clean oat groats.at 8 a.m. and like 
quantities repeated at 4 p.m. of the same day and at 8 a.m. on October l. 
It died on October 1 during the night. . 

Compartment No. 3.--A young female on the 14th at’ 10:15 a.m. was 
fed 100 kernels of oat groats, carrying 0.277 grain of thallium sulphate. 
It had eaten half of the,oats by noon and all. by 3.p.m.; and was given 
a little clean grain in the evening, which it ate. -Bird-was lively at 
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midnight but quite sick at 6 asm. It died at 10:30 a.m., about 24 

hours from the time it began eating the poison, 

Compartment No. 4.—The test given the bird in Compartment No. % 
was repeated with an adult female on the 17th at 4 p.m. The bird ate the 

poisoned grain at once. It Was normal on the 18th. Fed clean grain on 
the 19th it ate the grain but was less active and not quite normal. At 
8 a.m. on the 20th the bird was very sick, dying an hour lator. The same 
quantity of poison as that given the young female in Compartment No, 3 
killed this adult female in §5 hours. 

Compartment No. 1.-—-A new bird, an adult male, was out 
in this compartment and fed 10 kernels of a commercial wheat prepar- 
ation, carrying 0.02 grain of phosphorus, on the 22nd at 3 p.m. 
It ate the grain at once, and had a convulsion at 7:45 pom, dying 
at 8:15 p.m 

These tests corroborate previous experiments made with strych- 
nine on quail, The nine different birds fed poisoned grain ate from 
2 to 150 kernels of wheat a day, and as much as 300 kernels during 
three consecutive days with and without clean grain and were not af- 
fected; also birds fed 50 kernels of wheat morning and evening, 10 
of which were poisoned, for 5 consecutive days showed no ill effects. 

The experiments have left no doubt avout vhosphorus, since only 
five kernels killed a quail in 4-1/2 hours. There is great danger 
to game birds in poisoning operations even if whole barloy is used, 
for though the tests showed they do not take barley or whole oats read- 

ily, they are likely to pick wo from 5 to 20 kernels of the grain in 
many localities, which would be fatal. Phosphorus is very toxic to 
quail, and its use should be pronibdited. 

Arsenic and thallium sulphate are less toxic than phosphorus, 

but as they may have to be used on hulled grain or rolled grain to ob- 
tain the most efficient results against ground squirrels, there would 
be consideradle danger to game birds in the distribution of such 
grains for squirrels or other field rodents. It is believed that 
Phosphorus, arsenic, and thallium snould not be used in poisoning 
operations in which baits would be exoosed to any animal other than 
those against which the control operations are directed. They could 
be used in vat and field-mouse control where the distribution is con 
fined, 
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Tae experiments snow also that young quail are not affected 
any more by strychnine than adults. There is some indication, how- 

ever, that thallium sulpnate may kill the young more. quickly than the 
adults.. More tests will have to be made in order to determine defin-. 

itely this latter point, ‘ i : 

. . : Respectfully suomitted, ? { 

.F, EB, GARLOUGH 
Assistant Biologist. \ 

. - ale JOSEPH KEYES = 
: Sen es hee Leader Rodent Control. 
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AN EXPERIMENT TO DETERMINE THY MEPCr (If aN) O 
FEEDING STRYCHNINE POISONED GRAIN TO GROUSE 

danuary, 1922. 

Tuesday, January 9, 1923.--Four grouse were received from Powder 
River County from a rancher near Ashland, Mont., on a tributary of the 

Tongue River, There he caught these birds with a figure-4 trap. He 
shipped thom on January 6 and thoy arrived here January 9 at noon. 
In the crate were sugplied corn and wheat. At 4:30 p.m., while being 
transferred to a larger coop, one bird escaped and flew into a glass 
door, breaking the glass and continuing its flight into the country, 

apparently unharmed, The birds appeared to be sharp-tailed grouse 

(Pediocetes phasianellus campestris) and were in good condition. They 
were fed wheat and oats and given water and left for the night in a 
pen 6 by 3 feet in size. ae 

Wednesday, January 10.--The pen was divided into three sections 
with a bird in each section. Bird No. 1, apparently a cock and seeming- 
ly older than the other two, was Used as the "check", -This bird was by 
far the most restless and fought the screen a good share of the time. 

No. 2 was somewhat restless, while No. 3 wag quite content and did not 
fight the screen. All food was removed in tne morning. At 2 o.m. each 
bird was given 50 kernels of clean wheat and oats and & kernels of corn. 
The corn and wheat were eaten at once. They did not relish the oats. {t 
4 pom. Nos. 2 and 3 had eaten all the oats. The birds seemed to de 
quite tame. They were not fed again until next day. 

Thursday, January 11.--The birds were not given any feed in the 
Morning. No. 1 had oats left. At 4 pom. No. 1 was fed 150 grains of 
clean oats. No. 2 was fed 150 grains of Richardson's ground squirrel 
bait and No. 3 was given 300 grains of prairie-dog bait. These quan- 

{ tities are equal to the quantities of bait recommended for these ro- 
dents and are equivalent to a teaspoonful and a tablespoonful respec— 
tively. : i 

Bird No. 2 ate the 150 oats at once, readily. Given 150 additional 
kernels, it ate them at intervals. At 4:10 most of these kernels were 
eaten and 150 more were given. By 4:30 the oats were all eaten (450 
kernels). ; : 

Bird No. 3 did not attack the oats so greedily and ate about one— 
half of the 300 kernels at first. It ate the last half at intervals, 
apparently not relishing them. At 4:20 p.m. No. 3 had 65 grains left. 
At 5 pem., all birds seemed to be normal, and if the poisoned grain fed 
them had any harmful effect it was not apparent. 

On ,



Friday, January 12.--No. 1, the check bird, was fed 200 
clean oats in addition to some remaining-from the day before. This 
bird did not seem to care for oats and spent most of its time fight- 
ing the screen in attempts to get out. 

, ; { 
No. 2 was given 150 more of ‘poisoned erain-at: 8:30 asme o 

At 1:30 p.m, the bird had éaten oily 14 of ‘these. The’ remainder : 
was thrown out, and a fresh bait: of150 kérneélg’ Was given. { 

| No. 3 still ha@ the 65: remaining oats, Thesé were thrown out 
and a fresh bait of 300 poisoned:oats given’ at 8:30 a.m. By 1:50 

Pem. No. 3 had eaten 35. grains; the: rest: of the bait was thrown : 

out and a new bait of 300 fed.isv': iv ee : , 

‘The birds seemed to be hungry but did not liké the oats. They 
were all active and showed no ill effects of eating poison. ' 

Saturday, January 13,-—At-9 a.m.-Nos.1 still had oats and ate 
few or none. No. 2-had 60-cats heft and was riot fed a new bait; by 
5 pem. it had eaten thesé and was.given 36 more. At 9 a.m. No. 3 had 
220 left. These were thrown out and a new baitof 100 grains given; 
at 5 pem. it had 30. of the 100 left’ and was:‘siven 35 more. 

., the birds were left for the day. ‘They were apparently unaf- 
‘fected by eating the poisoned oats. EE 

Sunday, January 14.--All: birds are active and“humety at 8:30 
aem. The check bird had 150 oats left. No. 2 had 22,left. No. % had 
65 grains left and had therefore:saten none since ‘the “day bdofore. 

It was decided that the birds ‘could Hot be ‘¥ilkea by being 
fed poisoned oats, they having had practically all they wanted. since “1 it 
the experiment started. The oats wers all removed and each given 
3 tablespocntuls of clean wheat's, Lhe. wheat runs 550 grains to the 
spoonful, They started eating the wheat greedily. 

No. 1 ate the least. Now 2 ate more’and No. % the’ most, about 
one-third of it. Their appetites seemed to be satisfied with these 
quantities. Although No.1, the check bird, was the most restless, 
it would taxe grain out of the hand. No. 2 ate grain readily out of 
the hand. 

ne Mon?sy, Jamiary 15.—-At 8:30 a.m. No. 1 had eaten three-fourths 
of the wheat. and by 11 a,a. had only a teaspoonful left. No. 2 had — 
40 “kernels of wheat left, which,were eaten within a few'minutes. No. 3 
had 200 kornols left, which it-cleaned up by 11 a.m. The above was all 
clean wheat. 

It was believed that the grouse did not relish oats, so in order 
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to get them to take more poison it was decided to try them on some : 

strychnine poisoned wheat, which was prepared at about the same 

strength as for prairie-dog poison. ‘ / 

At 2 p.m. No. 2 was given one-half tablespoonful of poisoned 
Wheat, which it ate greedily, most of it out of the hand. It was. 
given the other half at once and ate about one-half of it rapidly 

and then seemed satisfied and rested contentedly. ae 

No. 3 was fed one-half tablespoonful of the same wheat. It 
ate one-half of it but not greedily. Seemed satisfie” and contented. 
The wheat runs 550 grains per tablespoonful. The birds showed no 

symptoms of poisoning and were left for the day. 

Tuesday, January 16.--At 9 a.m. No. 1 was fed a tablespoonful 

of clean wheat, which it ate greedily at once. At noon it ate another 
spoonful rapidly, at 3:30 another, and at 4:30 another, making 4 

tablespoonfulg in all, or about 2;200 kernels. 

At noon the 150 kernels of wheat remaining from the previous 
day's feed were removed from bird No. 2 and another tablespoonful of 
poisoned wheat was given. 

No. 2 had eaten all of the previous day's bait by noon and was 
fed another tablespoonful. : 

Wednesday, January 17.—At 9 a.m. No. 1 was given a tabdlespoon- 
ful of clean wheat, which it ate at once. It was given a few clean 
oats but did not eat them. Another tabdlespoonful of clean wheat was 
given. No. 2 had one-half of the last bait left. This was thrown out 

and one-half tablespoonful of new poisoned wheat given. The bird did 
not care for this. 

Noe 2 had two-thirds of the last bait left. This was thrown out 
and another one-half spoonful given. The birds seemed to get "tired" 
of the poisoned wheat, while the check bird consumed large quantities 
of clean wheat. 

Thurzday, January 18.—-At 9 a.m. No. 1 bird had no wheat left. 
It was give. a tad'espoonful of poisoned wheat of which he ate about 
one-half and then started "playing!" with the remainder, picking up 
the kernels and casting them aside. The poisoned wheat was removed 
and replaced with a tablespoonful of clean wheat. This he went at 
greedily, eating all of it at once. Another tablespoonful was given. 
By 3:30 p.m. it nad eaten most of this feed and was given the third 
tablespoonful of clean wheat. It ate most of this in a short time 

and was given a fourth tablespoonful of which it ate but very little 
up to 4 o'clock. 

=e



Bird No. 2 had practically all of the previous day's last bait 
left at 2a.m. This was thrown out and the bird was given a new 

feed of a tablespoonful of poisoned whsat. It probably ate a few 
kernels but picked up and ejected quite a mmber. “The poiséned = 
wheat was removed, and the bird was fed a tabdlespoonful of’ clean wheat. 
This was eaten greedily. Another tablespoonful was given Which‘ was 

gone by 3:30. It ate all of a third tablespoonful and was given a 
fourth, most of which was eaten by 5 o'clock, ~ ° - et- te ( 

Bird No. % at 9 o'clock had 50 kernels of yesterday's last” 
feed left. This was thrown out and it was given a fresh tablespoon- 

ful of poisoned wheat just as was done with Nos. 1 and 2. It ate 
but a few kernels, All poisoned grain was removed and a tablespoon- 
ful of clean wheat given. This was eaten at once followed by a second 
and then a third tablespoonful at 3:30. The second and most of the 
third spoonfuls were eaten readily and a fourth tadlespoonful was fed 

of which she ate but little. 

It will be noted that all three of these birds were fed exactly 
alike. The way they reacted toward the poisoned wheat as-compared 
with the clean wheat indicates that there is something objectionable 
to the former. Although the poisoned wheat is dull and rather musty 
looking, on account of treatment, it is believed that the bitter taste . 

of the strychnine is the cause for objection shown by the birds. 

Friday, January 19.—At 9 a.m. bird No. 1 had one-half teaspoon— 
ful of wheat left, bird No. 2 had eaten all, and bird No. 3 had one- 
half teaspoonful left. The experiment being completed, the birds, ap- 
parently in the best of condition, ware removed to a large outdoor in- 

closure containing some Chinese pheasants and-doves. They. were under 
the care of the poultry department, and were fed ordinary: mixed grain 

along with the pheasants and doves. : . : 

Mr. Otto Stephl, Junior Biplogist, was in charge of this experiment. 
. \ 

(Signed) A. EB. OMAN 
Biological: Assistant 

oo ; ; District Leader. 
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EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE EFFECT OF POISONED GRAIN ON:.; .:.: 

: . . . CHINESE PHEASANTS ee 

J : ‘' January, 1922 : : 

With a view to determining the effect on the introduced Chinese 
pheasant of poisoned grain distributed for ground squirrels, a number 
of tests were made with birds secured from the King County game farm, 

at Snoqualmie, Wash. Clean, whole costs treated with poisoned flour 
paste were used throughout the exosriments. Ths grain was prepared 
according to the formula and directions followed in mixing poisoned 
bait for the Columbia ground squirrel, which contains one ounce of 

strychnine alkaloid to every 12 quarts of oats. 

The pheasants were undergrown birds about five or six months 
old. On arrival .t the Experiment Station they were confined in a 
netting inclosure and fed on a mixture of grains such 23 ig used for 
scratch fooi in the poultry department. Hach bird, in turn, Was 
transferred to a smaller coop for trial with the poisoned grain. Fresh 
water was accessible to them at all times. Results of the experiments 
follows 

Pheasant No. 1, a cock, was fed 15 grains of the poisoned oats in 
the forenoon of the first day, 25 grains in the afternoon, ad 60 grains 
on the morning of the next day. Ali of this it ate readily, Although 

it showed no effect whatsoever of the poisoning, at the time cr later, 
it nevertheless refused to eat the oats on the third day and continued 

to reject it when mixed with the regular scratch food. 

Pheasant No. 2, a hen, ate 50 grains of the poisoned oats in 
the forenoon without noticeable effect. In the afternoon the bird was 
fed 75 grains more. At first it ate none of this but later consumed 

{ about three-fourths of its. No other food was given her during the 
day. The next morning the bird was released, apparently in the best 
of physical condition, 

Pheasant No. 3, a cock, was confined for 24 hours in the ex- 
perimental pen without any food. At 11 a.m. it was given 100 grains 
of the poisened oats. This it ate quickly. There were no noticeable 

injurious effects. 

Pheasant No. 4, a cock, was given as a morning feed 150 grains 
. of ooisoned oats, all of which it ate readily and did not appear to 
suffer in the least from the effects of the strychnine. 

From these experiments it would appear that this valuaole 

aloe



game bird is not likely to be much reduced in number, if at all, 

as a result of the poisoning campaigns conducted against the Col- 
unbia ground squirrels of eastern Washington. There should be less 
likelihood of Chinese pheasants being affected by poisoning opera- 

J tions in the "sage-rat" districts of, central Washington, since in 
these operations there is less strychnine used per given quantity 
of oats than in the formula for Columbia ground squirrel baits. \ 

: THEO. H. SCHEFFER { 
: 4 Assistant Biologist. 
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MEMORANDUM REGARDING DANGER OF QUAIL DESTRUCTION 
IN POISONING OPERATIONS AGAENST ‘RODENTS 

July 15, 1919 

Gallinaceous birds as a group had been known to possess 
a certain immunity to strychnine noisoning, but little definite 
information regarding its effect on quail in particular was-avail- 
able until within the last few years. Experiments conducted by a 

representative of the Biological Survey in California in 1918 

established definitely the fact that barley poisoned according to 
. the Survey's standard ground-squirrel formula in use there had no 

material effect on the abundance of the valley quail under natural 
conditions. Quail were plentiful and remained so in areas that 
were heavily poisoned and in which the poisoned grain was renewed 
every two or three days as it disappeared. Ground squirrels were 

exterminated but not a single dead quail was founds neither were 

any observed that manifested symptoms of strychnine poisoning. 
Specimens subsequently shot showed that quail had been eating the 

barley, though to a limited extent. 

Experiments with captive birds fed on the standard ground- 
squirrel bait (1 to 16) showed that valley quail might eat it exten- 
sively with no deleterious effects. One adult valley quail consumed 

125 kernels of poisoned barley in a period of 24 hours with no trace 
of ill effects. Thus, without injury to itself, this bird had eaten 

enough strychnine to kill 12 ground squirrels, each three or more 
times greater in bulk than the bird, When it is considered that 

. ordinarily strychnine is toxic in inverse ratio to the bulk of the 

animals taking it, the comparative immunity of the valley quail 
becomes apparent. A limited number of similar experiments with 

{ mountain quail and a bobwhite gave like results. 

In this connection it will be well to call attention to 
( experiments conducted by the Chief Game Guardian, Saskatchewan, 

Ganada, where it was demonstrated that .a prairie chicken ate a 
quantity of poisoned grain sufficient to kill 100 ground squirrels 
without experiencing any ill effects. . 

(Signed) E. W. NELSON 
: Chisf of Bureau. 
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EXTRACT FROM-THE REPORT OF THE GHIDF. GAMB GUARDIAN 
PROVINCE OF ‘SASKATCHEWAN, CANADA, 1918. | 

The Effect Of Gopher Poison Qn Prairie Chickens 

During the past two or three years the Game Branch has been { 
conducting investigations with a view to obtaining information relative 

to the scarcity of prairie chickens. A simmary of these investigations 
may be found in the annual reports of the Game Branch for 1915 and 1916, 

copies of which may bo secured: upon request. ia ‘ 

In conducting these investigations it was found that tho 
; majority of correspondents were of the opinion that the indiscriminate 

distribution of poisoned grain for the destruction of gophers was largely 

responsible for the scarcity of prairie chickens. This opinion was also 
shared by nearly all sportsmen, and newspaper articles offering this as 
an explanation for the scarcity were quite common. 

In the light of actual facts the department could not accept 
this as the principal cause for the remarkable change in the orairie 
chicken situation, but in justice to those who held this view, it was 

' decided to probe the matter further. ‘Consequently, arrangements were 
made with R, H. Carter, of Fort Qu'Appelle, to secure a mmber of live 
prairie chickens. Mr. Carter employed a half-breed to do this work, and 
after considerable difficulty eight birds were caught. On arrival at 
Regina two of the birds were dead,and two more died the following day. 
The four remaining birds were placed in separate cages and fed good, 
clean grain for the first two days. Drinking water was placed before 
them all the time. In the meantime arrangements were made with Doctor 
Charleton, Provincial Bacteriologist, to have one of his staff orepare A 
poisoned grain exactly as recommended by the Government for the destruc- 
tion of gophers. eR IOK : 

Before feeding the poisoned grain, a prominent medical man, 
who had been informed of the nature of the experiment, ventured the opinion 
that five grains of the poisoned wheat would be sufficient to kill each 
Chicken, Basing our actions on this opinion it was deemed advisable to 
feed the birds rather sparingly at the start. Three birds were used in 
the experiment, the fourth being kept in reserve in case of accident. 
Birds Nos, 1 and 2 were fed almost equal quantities of poisoned grain, 
while Bird No. 3, after the first morning, was fed nothing but good grain 
and held in reserve with Bird No. 4. 

The following table is a record of the poisoned grain fed 
‘ to Bird No. 1, and to all intents and purposes is similar to that of 

Bird No. 2. 
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{ ‘ No. of grains ; 
Date | Time -: of poisoned : Result 

i : wheat 

a 

i May 1 15:30 pms ciate ‘All food removed, cage cleaned, 
| : : ; fresh water and gravel supplied. 

May 2 19:45 amd 5 ‘All grain consumed. 
2 i 1:30 peme 25 ‘ 
2 : 2:10 peme 45 i No’bad effect. 
2 ‘2:45 p.m 350 ' 
3 | eesceeee: All it would eat i No bad effects. 
4 ' 9:00 asme 350 ‘ All grain consumed. No bad effects. 
4 ' 1:00 pemé 350 ' 
& : 3300 pemé 350 (forced) | Stoyped feeding last portion on ac- 
4 ‘ 3330 pemy 150 (forced) ! count of bird showing signs of 

: ; collapse due to fright caused by 
: : | forcing feed and handling. Recover~ 

i ! ed almost immediately when placed 
' : : back in cage. 

May 5 leeesesee) All it would eat !WNo bad effects. 

The result of this experiment would indicate that prairie 
chickens have some power of resisting the poisonous effect of strychnine, 
and we are forced to the conclusion that poisoned grain as used by farmers 

for the destruction of gophers does not under prevailing conditions cause 
the death of prairie chickens, 

To make doubly sure that the poison used in this experiment was 
of standard strength, I secured three live gophers and fed the mixture to 
them, giving 15 grains to gopher No. 1, 20 grains to gopher No. 2, and 

' 25 grains to No. 3 After placing the grain in the cages I had occasion 
to leave the room for a short time, and upon my return gophers Nos. 2 and 

3 were dead and No. 1 died shortly after. Therefore, while it took but 

f 15 grains to kill a gopher, prairie chicken: No. 1 consumed in one day 
sufficiont poisoned grain to kill 100 gophers, and did not show the slight- 

est effect of poisoning, After the experiment, I gave the prairie chickens 
to a local poultry fancier, and they remained in good health for several 
Weeks but eventually they died. Strange to relate the prairie chicken which 

consumed the largest amount of poisoned grain was the last bird to die. 
I am of the opinion that all birds of the gallinaceous order, which includes 
prairie chickens, grouse, pheasants and the domestic hen, have some power of 

resisting the effects of poison, but what that power is, I must leave for 

the man of science to determine. 
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seeing a covey of these beautiful little game birds scurrying for cover, 
will actively and harmoniously cooperate with the farmers and land- 
owners in the quail sanctuary and game refuge campaign, I feel con- 
fident that within three years the supply of our native quail will have 
been sufficiently reestablished to not only insure future quail hunting, 
but also a place to hunt and shoot, not only on the lands of the farmer 
and landowner, but also on every acre of suitable quail habitat con- 
tained in the twenty million acres of national forest reserves located 
within the State, and upon which at the present time the people are 
allowed to hunt. 

STUDIES ON THALLIUM POISONING IN 

GAME BIRDS 

By PauLt A. SHAW 

r [ YHE USE of thallium as an active ingredient in California rodent 
control work has raised many questions in the minds of deputies, 
sportsmen, and others in regard to its effect on game birds. 

That serious losses have occurred among birds, fur bearing and domes- 
tic animals is realized by a majority of those who come in contact 
with the work, and has recently been forcefully brought to the atten- 
tion of the public through the comprehensive articles of Dr. Linsdale 
(1), and Dr. Hall (2). The technical side of the question dealing 
with the pharmacology of thallium and its use in rodent control has 
also been published recently in a technical bulletin by Dr. Munch (3). 
A fourth publication by the English authors Lynch and Scovell (4) 
cites and discusses a number of human cases of thallium poisoning 
following oral administration for the purpose of producing ‘alopecia’ 
(loss of hair). These papers should be of value to all those interested 
in the thallium problem. 

A series of studies has now been completed at the Fish and Game 
Laboratory at the Hooper Foundation for Medical Research of the 
University of California dealing with the effect of thallium on game 
birds and analyses to determine the probability of secondary poison- 
ing to humans through consumption of thallium poisoned flesh. The 
detail of this work is also to be published in a technical journal. We 
feel, however, that an article giving general information in regard to 
thallium, together with a summary of our own experiments, will be of 
interest to many readers of CanirorNiA Fist) AND GAME to whom the 

other publications are not available. 

History, Occurrence, Properties and Uses of Thallium 

The metal thallium was discovered by Crookes, in 1861, while 
investigating, by means of the spectroscope, certain residues from 
a sulphuric acid plant in England. The characteristic green colora- 
tion produced by the thallium flame is responsible for its name 
which is derived from the Latin thallus, meaning a young shoot or 
green twig.
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In many physical and chemical properties thallium is similar to 
lead. It is a heavy metal (density 11.8), soft, bluish white, and 
forms a series of crystalline salts when treated with different acids, 
the common ones such as the nitrate, acetate, and sulphate being 
white and water soluble. The iodide is an insoluble yellow com- 
pound, which characteristic forms the basis for one method of 
detection and estimation. 

Small quantities of thallium occur in pyrites ore from many 
parts of the world; higher concentrations of thallium are found in 
combination with other elements in certain ores from Sweden and 
Macedonia. While the distribution of thallium is rather wide the 
total amount available is quite small and the cost is correspondingly 
high. As a rodent poison the sulphate of thallium is ordinarily used; 
in medicine the acetate is used to cause loss of hair during the treat- 
ment of ringworm of the scalp in children. It is also used in certain 
optical glass requiring a high refractive index, and is of value else- 
where due to its photo-chemical and electrical properties. 

Toxic Action of Thallium 

Soon after the discovery of thallium it was found to have toxie 
properties. Lamy, while working on this element in France about 
1863, developed general lassitude and weakness of the lower limbs. 
Suspecting that thallium was the cause, he conducted a series of 
animal feeding experiments that definitely indicated its lethal power. 
Many investigations relating to the action of thallium were con- 
dueted during the following years. In 1909 an excellent article was 

published by Swain and Bateman of Stanford University, in which 
the lethal dose and toxie symptoms were determined for several 
species of laboratory animals. As previously stated the most recent 
and complete contribution of a technical character is that by Dr. 
Munch, consulting pharmacologist for the U. S. Biological Survey. 

Thallium is a cumulative poison, several small doses being as 
effective as one larger dose unless the interval between doses has 
been several weeks. The poison is climinated very slowly and has 
been detected in practically every body tissue. The poison may be 
absorbed following application to the skin and produce toxie symp- 
toms in this manner as well as when administered by mouth. The 
action is slow but definite; paralysis, respiratory distress, lack of appe- 
tite, and diarrhea usually develop in three or four days. It requires 
a dose several times the lethal dose to produce symptoms in one day, 
and with just a sufficient dose to kill the symptoms will not be delayed 
greatly although the subject may remain in a paralyzed condition for 
a longer time before death in this case. The immediate cause of death 

is respiratory paralysis. Autopsies do not reveal a sufficiently char- 
acteristic condition to warrant diagnosis by this means. 

The lethal dose is reported as approximately 25 milligrams per 
kilogram of body weight or 1 unit weight of poison to 40,000 unit 
weights per subject. In some instances a much smaller dose has proved 
fatal. For a human adult, irrespective of weight, it is considered
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unsafe to ingest more than 300 milligrams; this is the equivalent of 5 
grains, the weight of the ordinary aspirin tablet. However, as thallium 
salts have a high specific gravity a quantity larger than one-seventh 
the size of such a tablet would be dangerous. In children under ten 
years of age 5 to 8 milligrams of the acetate, per kilogram of body 
weight has been extensively used to remove hair in treatment of ring- 
worm of the scalp. This treatment successfully removes hair in 2 to 3 
weeks, followed by a heavier regrowth. Fatal cases following this 
treatment have usually occurred in older children or through inaccura- 
cies in computing the dosage. Thallium ranks close to arsenic in tox- 
icity, its salts give no warning from taste or odor, and, unless the 
stomach pump or a vomiting agent is used prior to absorption, there is 
no known antidote. 

Introduction as a Rodent Poison 

Thallium was first introduced as the active ingredient of a rat 

poison by a German company about 1920. Samples were obtained by 
U. S. Government men for study in 1925, and by 1926 plans were on 
foot for its use in California. Since its use has been approved it has 
been rapidly introduced and extensively used in many California 
counties, principally those south of the Sacramento River and west of 
the Sierra. The tenth annual report of the California Department of 
Agriculture states that 558,000 pounds of grain treated with thallium 
were used in California during the year ending June 30, 1929. Based 

on a concentration of 0.8 per cent metallic thallium and a minimum 
lethal dose of 25 mg/kg this is sufficient to kill 176,000,000 pounds of 
living matter. 

Poisoning of Geese at Lake Yosemite Near Merced 

Early in December, 1930, I received word that many dead and 
dying geese were to be found at Lake Yosemite near Merced. In com- 
pany with Deputy R. C. O’Connor and Dr. M. Hobmaier I visited this 
area on December 10th. We counted approximately 60 dead and 
dying geese along one mile of shore line and 35 specimens were brought 

to the laboratory for investigation. Additional data from this area 
indicates that the total fatality was not less than 300 geese. Informa- 
tion from another source indicates that part of this fatality was due to 
phosphorus grain spread during the period from December 10th to 19th. 

Preliminary qualitative tests conducted by placing portions of the 
intestinal contents on a platinum wire, heating in a bunsen flame, and 

observing through a spectroscope showed the characteristic green line 
of thallium on 32 of the specimens. Autopsies performed by Dr. 
Hobmaier showed pathological changes of the same type that were later 
observed in birds experimentally poisoned with thallium. I have noted 
statements to the effect that thallium poisoned eareasses can be identi- 
fied by observing the green coloration produced by holding a portion of 
the flesh or stomach contents in a gas flame. From my own work I do 
uot believe that such an identification ean be made, as the yellow flame 
that is produced by sodium salts contained in the organic matter will 
obseure the green produced by a small quantity of thallium. For
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positive identification a portion of the flesh such as the gizzard, thigh 
or breast should be destroyed by acids and the thallium separated by 
chemical reagents. A confirming test in the flame or spectroscope can 

then be made on the purified salt. 

Analytical and Experimental Work 

The question has been raised many times regarding the possibility 
of secondary poisoning to humans following the ingestion of thallium * 
poisoned flesh from game birds. The flesh on hand from thallium 
poisoned geese offered excellent material for a partial answer to this 
question. 

Twenty samples from the breast, thigh, and skin of 17 of the geese 
were analyzed quantitatively for thallium. The amounts found ranged 
from 4 to 57 milligrams per kilogram of flesh with an average of 29 
mg/kg; the figures indicating that higher concentrations were probably 
deposited in the thigh than the breast. On the basis of the average 
value, and considering 320 milligrams (5 mg/kg for 150 pound person) 
as the highest dose that could be safely ingested by a human adult, it 
would require 11 kilograms or 24 pounds of poisoned flesh to supply 
this amount. The probability of killing birds, following ingestion of 
thallium grain and previous to development of toxic symptoms that 
would cause suspicion, and of eating such flesh in the quantity above 
indicated would appear very remote. The experimental work discussed 
later also bears out this point. However, to establish more definitely 
the quantities of residual thallium remaining in the tissues of birds 
poisoned in the field, it is planned to analyze those specimens available 
during the next few months. 

In any event, the following precautions by sportsmen should 
eliminate any danger: 

1. Do not shoot or keep any bird that appears sluggish or partially 
paralyzed. 

2. Refrain from shooting on or near an area that you know has 
been recently treated with thallium. An inquiry or two in the neigh- 

borhood should establish this fact. 
3. In case you do eat material of which you are suspicious, refrain 

from eating the gizzard or drumstick which will contain the higher con- 
centrations if any thallium is present. 

Experimental data on the toxicity of thallium in quail, ducks, and 
geese has been obtained by feeding both poisoned grain and pure 
thallium sulphate. While tests have not been made on a_ sufficient 
number of birds to determine the absolute lethal dose, the following 
values are believed to be approximately correct. 

Lethal dose of metallic thallium 
Bird milligrams per kg. 

ONE eee ee ee 12 ‘ 
Geese —_---- aaa =- ---- = = 15 

Ducks — cn = = a = 30 

Believing that these figures will be of more value when expressed 
in terms of poisoned grain and birds of definite weight, the following 
table has been computed.
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Weight Minimum lethal dose of grain* 
Species Grams Pounds Grams No. of kernels** 

(Qua tly eee ee ee ee een 100 0.22 0.2 5 
Quant) 227 ee 200 0.44 0.4 10 
Ducks -_-------------------- 500 Ll 2.0 50 
Duches) Sooner ee 7900 Be 40 100 
Ducks fossa sees See eee ese eee 1500 3.3 6.0 150 
Geepe sos see «100 3.3 3.0 15 
Geese Geel ae ae > 2000 44 40 100 
Geese ___--_-------__- is 3000 6.6 6.0 150 
(Geese =s==s=— 2a «4000 8.8 8.0 200 

* Thallium treated barley as now prepared according to the Biological Survey 
formula contains one pound of thallium sulphate per 100 pounds barley, or about 
0.8 per cent metallic thallium. 

** These values are based on an average of 25 kernels per gram of treated grain. 

In general terms we may state that for geese and quail 0.2 per 
cent of the body weight in poisoned grain will contain a lethal dose, 
and for ducks 0.4 per cent of the body weight in poisoned grain will 
be a lethal dose. Munch in his work on rats found that 0.5 to 1.0 per 
cent of the body weight of food was consumed in less than an hour. 
On this basis it is easily seen that the quantity of grain required for a 
lethal dose might be greatly exceeded at one feeding. 

With just the lethal dose a goose died in 14 days; by increasing the 
dosage to 2 or 3 times the lethal dose, deaths occurred in 2 to 3 days. 
Quail apparently were not as resistant, deaths usually occurring in 1 
to 2 days; in the smallest dosage given death occurred in 7 days. 
Ducks are more resistant than geese and may not die for 2 to 3 weeks 
following the minimum lethal dose; larger doses may kill in 1 to 3 
days. Tests conducted on ducks indicate that the poison acts more 
rapidly and in smaller amount when given in solid form by capsule 
than when given in solution by means of a pipette. 

The quantity of thallium absorbed by the edible tissues was studied 
on ducks and geese. In both species it was found that the breast meat 
absorbs an amount parallel with its proportional part of the dose; the 
ratio decreasing, however, with excessive doses and decreasing time to 

death. A bird dying in 15 days still retained an appreciable amount of 
thallium in the breast. The thigh and gizzard were found to contain 
considerably higher concentrations than the breast, while the liver 
contained less. The following table will be of interest from the stand- 
point of probable secondary poisoning. The dosage has been expressed 
in terms of kernels of grain rather than the pure thallium sulphate 
which was given. The birds were mallard ducks weighing approxi- 
mately 2.2 pounds each. 

Dosage— Percentage Maximum pounds 
kernels of of thallium safe to ingest 

grain Days todeath im breast by human adult 
1 0 eee ee a 15 0.0015 46 
100 ee eee eee eee 24 0.0036 20 
D2 ee ae eee ae ee 2 0.0075 9 
26 Bee eee ee eee eeS 1 0.0069 10 
BG) 2s ee ee i- 0.0090 8 
Oe ees 1- 0.0049 14 

From this table it will be seen that the greatest danger is from 
birds dying in 1 to 2 days; this fact, however, is offset by the unlikeli- 
hood of securing such birds before suspicious symptoms have developed. 
Where the symptoms have been delayed by a smaller dosage the 
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amounts of flesh required for secondary poisoning have been increased 
far beyond the probability of consumption by one individual. 

Summary 

Game birds, such as quail, geese, and ducks, are killed by the oral 
administration of 12 to 30 milligrams of thallium per kilogram of body 
weight. The poison is largely retained and distributed throughout the 
body, being deposited and concentrated somewhat in the thigh and © 
gizzard. 

Secondary poisoning to humans would occur only after the inges- 
tion of relatively large amounts of poisoned flesh and the probability 
of such poisoning is slight. 

Poisoned grain as prepared by the Biological Survey is of sufficient 
strength to carry a lethal dose in less than a single feeding. 

A summary has been given of the history, uses, toxie action, and 
introduction of thallium as a rodent poison. 
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AN OUTLINE OF THE HABITS OF THE STRIPED 

SKUNK AND LITTLE SPOTTED SKUNK WITH 

SOME DIRECTIONS FOR TRAPPING 

By E. L. SuMNeER, JR. 

1. Relationship of Skunks 

KUNKS belong to that great group of weasels and weasel-like 
animals, the family Mustelidae, although one might not suspect 
such a relationship at first glance. As a matter of fact, skunks 

have long ago departed from the main line of evolution followed by 
their more lithe and energetic relatives and have struck out upon a 
separate path of their own. Probably the most important single 
factor which has determined the direction in which they have evolved 
has been the enormous development of the anal scent glands for defense 
purposes. These glands are present in all the members of the weasel 
group but are nowhere else so prominently developed as in the skunks. 
With the acquisition of such a potent armament, the skunks have not 
found it necessary to preserve the agility or the quickness of reaction 
which is so characteristic of the majority of the weasel family. So, too, 
with this slowing up of life’s activities and general dulling of the 
senses we find a corresponding restriction of the diet to small and 
easily captured creatures such as mice and insects, which is humbler 
food than that of most of the weasels.
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DIRECTIONS FOR USING POISON IN CHIPMUNK CONTROL 

Poisoned grain is one of the most effective agents for controlling 

chipmunks’ which often become troublesome pests by digging up newly planted 
garden seeds. The poison mixture should consist of the following ingredients: 

Dry gloss starch. ....... +... 1 heaping tablespoon 

Strychnine (alkaloid), powdered .. . 1 ounce 
Baking soda 436 «= 56+. « « « 2 ounce 

Gorny strap ceere ¢) sc) ie es nelermeen ly pint 
Glycerine ...... «+64 « » « « Lt tablespoon 
Gacclarin. « «ses + + sls «er 6 + 1 e1Onounce 
Clean Gates «ss es s sw we ee ew 1G Ceres 

Dissolve the dry gloss starch in a little cold water and add to 3/4 
pint of hot water. Boil, stirring constantly, until a thin clear paste is 
formed. Mix together the powdered strychnine (alkaloid) and baking soda, 
sift into the hot starch paste, and stir to a smooth creamy mass. Add the 

corn sirup, glycerine, and saccharin and stir thoroughly. Pour this mixture 

over the oats and mix so that each grain is evenly coated. It is important 
that only the best grade of clean oats, free of weed seeds, be used, as 

chaff absorbs and wastes mch valuable strychnine, and use of poisoned weed 

seeds imperils valuable bird life and aids in the spread of weeds. 

Strychnine in any form other than powdered strychmine (alkaloid) is 

not effective in the above formla. A bait almost as effective may be pre- 

pared by using strychnine sulphate, as follows: 

Dissolve 1 ounce of strychnine sulphate in 1-1/2 pints of boiling 
water. After the strychnine has dissolved, make the starch paste as directed 

above, using this hot, poisoned water for the purpose. Then stir in 1 ounce 
of baking soda, add sirup, glycerine, and saccharin and proceed as in the 

above directions. 

The baits should be scattered in teaspoon quantities, about the en- 

trance of burrows or near runways used by chipmunks. The grain should not 

be placed in piles, but should be scattered lightly, preferably on hard clean 

ground. It should not be placed on loose or dirty ground or in the holes. 

When properly distributed there is very little danger of poisoning livestock. 

The bait should not be exposed, however, where hogs or poultry are likely to 

pick it up. 

CAUTION 

All utensils used in the preparation of poisons and all poison con- 
tainers should be kept plainly labeled and out of reach of children, irrespon- 

sible persons, and livestock.



: Poison 

CROSS REFERENCE 

See pamphlet, "The Effect of Arsenic, as Used in Poisoning Grasshoppers, 

Upon Birds," by F, E. Whitehead, Oklahoma Agr. & Mech. College, June, 1934, 

Filed in Food & Cover Box,
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EN INVESTIGATION OF THE ARSENIC CONTENT OF VARIOUS BODY PORTIONS OF FOWLS FED ON 

POISON BAIT USED FOR GRASSHOPPER CONTROL 

Purpose of Project: 

1. To determine to what extent persons may be endangered by eating dressed poultry 

thet had been fed poison vyat used for grasshopperse 

2. Also, to determine if arsenic taken into the stomach of chickens may pass 
into the eggs in sufficient amounts to poison man or animals. 

Location: 

All feeding tests and analyses of samples will be done at Madison. Grasshopper 

material will probably have to be secured somewhere in the northern part of 
the State. 

Organization: 

This project is to be cooperative between the Departments of Economic Entomology, 

Poultry Husbandry, Game Management, and Veterinary Science in the University, and 
the State Departments of Agriculture and Markets and Conservation Commission. 

Staff Personnel: 

Professors Wilson, Halpin, Leopold, and Hadley. 

Mr, Grimmer, of the Conservation Commission, will furnish pheasants and prairie 
chickens. 

Mr, Chambers, State Entomologist, will arrange for the arsenic determinations 

in the semples. 

Method of Procedure: 

The problem will be divided into two phases - 

1. Chickens, pheasants, and prairie chickens will be fed standard, poison 
bran-arsenic bait. Measured amounts of material will be used. 

The birds will be autopsied for lesions and chemical analyses made of 
the following organs - 

1. Breast with bones 

2. Legs with bones 
3. Heart 

4. Kidneys 

5. Liver 

6. Gizzard 
7. Crop 
8 Eges



«2+ 

2. The development of the second phase will depend to a large extent 
upon the results obtained from the first phase. 

Should we find that the fowls used are poisonéd by relatively small 

amounts of bait feeding, we propose to carry on a similar series of 

tests, using poisoned grasshoppers. 

Date of Initiation of Experiment: 

April 1, 1935, 1f possible, and not later than July 1, 1935. 

Estimated Date of Completion: 

November 1, 1935. 

Estimated Cost: 

$ 300.00 

Publications to be Issued: 

It probably would be advisable to publish the data secured in one of 
the technical journals. 

(February, 1935)
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acreage in cotton. In recent years, with the advent of the county 
agricultural agent there has come a speeding up of the “clean culti- 
vation program.” ‘Today we face a change in land usage that pre- 
sages we know not what for game. . ale uf 

Facing these facts, conservationists are turning with increasing 
interest to the possibilities of increasing the game supply, particularly 
with reference to bobwhite quail, through the improvement of environ- 
ment, especially of that on the farm, bobwhites’ favorite rendezvous. 

Speaking for Florida, we see a brightening spot on the horizon in 
the increase during the past 5 years in the number of farms in the 
State, as shown by comparison of the 1930 and the 1935 census. Five 
years ago there were 58,968 farms in Florida. The 1935 census showed 
72,857 farms, an increase of 23 percent. The increase in acreage has 
been from 5,026,617 acres to 6,048,406. Farm ownership has increased 
during the period to more than 62 percent. On the other hand, 
through the rehabilitation program, the Federal Government is reach- 
ing for vast areas for forests in Florida. 
We have no figures from other States bearing upon farm ownership 

and operation, but, assuming that they are comparable with those of 
Florida, do they not point to a large opportunity open to forward- 
looking game conservationists in the possibility for demonstrating to 
farmers of the new day the value of game to the farm, and of allying 
farm leaders in a constructive program for game management on the 
farm whereby, without detriment to other farm interests, favorable 
environment for bobwhite quail shall be provided throughout the 
South? I leave the question with you, a constant challenge in this 
new day of farming and of changing usages for land areas that must 
be affirmatively answered in the South, bobwhites’ true domain, if 
this premier bird is to exist in anything like the abundance of former 
years. 

Tue Prevention or Leap Porsontne 1x Warerrown py THE Use oF 
Disinrecraste Leap Sor 

(R. G. Green, Medical School, University of Minnesota, and R. L. Dowpet1, 
School of Mines and Metallurgy, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis) 

Lead shot eaten by ducks is retained in the gizzard with natural 
grit and is slowly ground away. It is the continuous passage of 
lead through the intestine that results in sufficient absorption OF lead 
. Veins the fatal poisoning now so commonly observed in water- 
owl. 
The accumulation of lead shot in natural waters is gradually 

increasing, and this deposition is, to a certain extent, permanent 
because the high stability of lead enables it to withstand corrosion. 
While significant losses from lead poisoning are already occurring, 
the real seriousness of this problem is principally its future proba- 
bilities. When lead has accumulated to an extent that it produces 
serious limitations on the number of ducks, the very magnitude of 
the problem may put it beyond practical solution. Tt appears that 
lead poisoning in ducks is a problem that must be anticipated and not 
be allowed to develop to critical proportions.
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The problem of lead poisoning in waterfowl could, of course, be 
solved by using a nontoxic metal, such as copper or iron, for shot 

> pellets. The eis of these metals are far below that of lead. 
The use of either copper or iron would so change ballistics and de- 
crease shooting ranges that it is doubtful that shot made from these 

2 metals would be acceptable. It therefore appears that the problem 
must be solved by some modification in the use of lead. 

There appear to be three methods by which lead poisoning in ducks 
might possibly be prevented: First, the development and use of a 
nonpoisonous lead compound or alloy in which the nontoxic feature 
is due to chemical nature or physical combination; second, a lead 
alloy which would have a highly corrosible surface, so that lead shot 
in the gizzard would be ground away so rapidly that sufficient absorp- 
tion for poisoning would not occur; third, an alloy of lead which 
would disintegrate in natural waters and either be not available to 
feeding ducks or disintegrate rapidly in the gizzard, if eaten, and 
pass out so quickly that poisoning could not occur. 

It may be doubtful that the first method described can be realized, 
as the lead must be in metallic form to have the desired weight. The 
second method has the inherent weakness that, as the surface of par- 
ticles is ground off, the exposed new surface becomes smaller and the 
grinding and elimination process consequently slows down. It has 
seemed to us that the third method is the most logical point of 
attack, although further investigations might show that a high surface 
erosion may be developed to a satisfactory degree. 

° We have studied the mechanics of gizzard action in ducks by the 
use of lead powder and X-ray pictures, and have determined that 
the gizzard will usually completely eliminate finely divided lead in 

% 2 or 3 days. Passage of finely divided lead through the intestine 
was found to be very rapid, the time required for lead to pass from 
the gizzard to the cloaca being only a few hours. Elimination of 
lead powder from the gizzard through the gastrointestinal tract was 
found not to be a continuous process but to be controlled, apparently, 
by gizzard activity. It appears that after a period of grinding the 
gizzard contracts, forcing ground material into the intestine. Sorne. 
times the contractures are so great as to force all grit up into the 
proventriculus and even into the lower esophagus. Occasionally 
upon relaxation of the gizzard, some of the grit and lead shot passes 
out into the intestine. 7 
We have found that a combination of lead with a small amount 

of magnesium produces an alloy which, within certain limits, will 
disintegrate in the presence of water. The rate of disintegration 
can be varied by the percentage of magnesium present. X-rays show 
that pieces of this alloy will disintegrate in the gizzard of ducks 
without causing the bird inconvenience, and that the alloy will begin 
passing from the gizzard as fine particles at once. Within 24 hours 
most of the alloy will have been eliminated, and usually all traces of 

i lead will have disappeared from the duck within 3 days. 
} In the lantern slides shown with this paper is depicted the dis- 

integration of magnesium-lead alloy in the gizzard of mallard ducks. 
\ These slides were prepared from 5 ee taken after feeding pieces 

: of alloy by the use of a tube. The first series shows a rapid dis- 
integration of alloy no. 9, containing 96 percent lead and 4 percent
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magnesium. ‘This series illustrates the great rapidity with which 
an alloy of such composition disintegrates. The first picture reveals 
a large piece of alloy in the lower esophagus. In the second picture, . 
taken 13 minutes later, the alloy is situated at the entrance of the 
proventriculus and is already considerably disintegrated. A fairly 
large fragment of alloy is clearly separated from the main mass and 6 
several small granules of lead are also free. The next picture, taken 
58 minutes after feeding, exhibits thé entire mass of lead alloy dis- 
integrated into small granules scattered throughout the gizzard. 
Small grains of alloy are plainly visible in two lobes of the intestine, 
al that the alloy is being eliminated within 1 hour after 

eeding. 
The next two sets of lantern slides depict the complete disintegra- 

tion and elimination of alloy no. 17. The first picture, taken 1 hour 
after feeding, discloses the several large pieces of lead alloy still 
entire in the gizzard. In X-rays taken 24 hours later, complete dis- 
appearance of the original masses of alloy is evident. A very small 
amount of disintegrated lead is visible in the gizzard, but all the 
lead that has passed into the intestine has been completely eliminated 
from the birds. The third X-ray, taken after 3 days, shows no trace 
of lead anywhere in the duck. 

There are two ways in which the magnesium-lead alloy could pos- 
sibly be used as a basis for bird shot that will not cause lead poison- 
ing in waterfowl. Since shot made of this allow and used without 
any surface treatment would disintegrate rapidly in water, the 
residue mixing with the mud would not be eaten by waterfowl. The - 
rate at which the shot would disintegrate in natural waters can 
easily be regulated by the amount of magnesium present. If the 
rate were made rather slow, some shot would at times be eaten. ‘ 
The ingestion of such shot would be entirely harmless because the 
grinding action of the gizzard on the highly disintegrable alloy 
would quickly eliminate the poisonous lead. It is possible to balance 
the ingredients of this shot so that it will slowly disintegrate in 
water and remain hard in flesh. It has not yet been possible to 
prevent the alloy from becoming granular in flesh during cooking 
and therefore less easily removable from cooked flesh than the pres- 
ent lead shot. It cannot be stated without more experience in utiliz- 
ing perfectly round shot whether or not this character is seriously 
objectionable. 

A second method of utilizing magnesium-lead alloy for bird shot, 
which might be considered even more satisfactory, has also been 
devised. This method requires putting an outer shell of such metal 
as copper over the surface of a core of magnesium-lead alloy. Shot 

constructed in this manner would act in all respects like shot now 
in use, except that it would not produce lead poisoning when eaten 
by waterfowl. Such shot would not disintegrate in water, but would 
accumulate as do present shot. They would remain perfectly hard 
in cooked flesh, as do present shot. Grinding off of the surface J 
coating by the gizzard would be entirely harmless. As soon as the ‘ 

surface coating was worn through in any one place, the interior of 

the shot would immediately become soft. Gizzard action would then { 
quickly pulverize the shot and the lead would pass from the gizzard : 

as in the case of uncoated shot. The only objection, apparently, to 

the practical use of coated shot is that technical operations in its
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manufacture would lead to increased costs. Just how much the 
cost of ammunition would have to be increased by the use of coated 

} shot of this type can be determined only by further experimental 
work under conditions of commercial manufacture. 

Sufficient progress has been made by these investigations to assure 
f a solution of the lead poisoning problem, if sufficient study and 

effort are expended. As yet no information is available as to the 
qualities of magnesium-lead alloy that determine it shotting proper- 
erties for commercial manufacture. Such tests, of course, will soon 

: be undertaken. At this time it appears that the most desirable shot 
made from this alloy would be a simple uncoated product which 
will disintegrate slowly in marsh waters and prevent accumulation. 
On the other hand, further studies and field tests may indicate that 
a copper covered shot would be more desirable. Answer to these 
questions must await further experimentation and actual field tests. 

(Dr. Green showed slides illustrating the action of lead in the 
intestinal tract of ducks.) 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. C. H. Newcomne (Philadelphia). How many bullets did you 
find in the ducks which you tested. We have found as high as 278, 
pe fo some instances, 380. Will they gradually assimilate chilled 
shot ? 

Dr. Green. We have several times found more than 100 shot in a 
single gizzard. Usually there are from one to seven or eight, when 

s any are present. Chilled shot are ground down in the gizzard and 
produce lead poisoning just as does drop-shot. 7 

| Question (name not given). What will be the effect of shot made 
. from this alloy on the gun barrel? 

Dr. Gruen. Its effect, so far as we can see, will be the same as 
that of ordinary chilled shot. 

| Mr. LeComprs (Maryland). Have you received any cooperation 
from the manufacturers in the use of this alloy? 

Dr. Green. Just before coming to this conference I laid the matter 
before one of the ammunition manufacturers, but as yet have re- 
ceived no comment. We, of course, do not yet know what to recom- 
mend. We must have large-amounts of shot made from this alloy 
for field tests before we will have any definite ideas as to practical 
application of the alloy to the manufacture of shot. 

Mr. Lauoyp. We have had a great deal of trouble with trumpeter 
| swans. Most of them are wintering in Canada. We have lots of 

trouble with the lead poisoning. On one occasion not very long 
| ago seven or eight swans were frozen out of the ground where they 
| were wintering. They went to a duck swamp and got lead poisoning 

from duck shot. The problem is to prevent the birds from getting 
the old shot. 

Mr. Katmpacn, Biological Survey. I was glad to learn of the 
A progress shown by Dr. Green's experiments. It will have a great 

. future providing we can overcome metallurgical difficulties that 
occur. It has an important bearing on waterfowl mortality. I 

) have in mind lead shot already in the marsh to which reference has 
already been made. It has been my experience and that has been 
corroborated by others that very frequently lead poisoning appears 
in an acute form in areas where there is a deficiency of grit. I
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have encountered lead poisoning on the gulf coastal area. Ofte 
only a fraction of a gram of grit was found in the digestive tracts * 
of birds found dead of lead poisoning on the Delta area. It has . ~ 
occurred at the mouth of the Ecloraa and some along the Atlantic 
seaboard. It has appeared in virulent form where there is a defici " 
ency of grit. I believe there is a certain correlation. A duck seek é 
ite lead shot may be seeking it for grit. If the lead shot is the 
only hard material on the water the duck will take it. On an ares 
well supplied with grit, as on a gravel beach, there is little likelihoo« 
that the duck would take the shot. When a bird is present in : 
grit-deficient environment, it has the ability to retain the grit in it 
gizzard. f 

Recionat Tyres or Response or Witpuire ro rHe Sunsror Cyc 

(By Ratpx BE. DeLury and Joun L. O'Connor, Dominion Observatory, D 
partment of the Interior, Ottawa, Canada) i 

Fluctuations in the weather in response to the 11-year cycle in t 
numbers of sunspots vary with the nature of the geographical regio 
In general, temperatures are higher when sunspots are scarcest tha 
when they are most numerous, with the range during the mean 11-ye 
cycle depending on the region; near bodies of water it is usual 
smaller than at inland positions, reaching as high as 4° F., fo 
example, in Alberta. In precipitation, however, a complete revers 
of phase occurs. At oceanic points, such as Madras, Batavia, and 
John’s, Newfoundland, about 20 percent greater rainfall occurs | i 
sunspot maximum than at minimum in the mean cycle; while inlar 
points, such as Montreal, Quebec, and Edmonston, Alberta, show, 1 ‘i 
spectively, 16 percent and over 50 percent greater precipitation — 5 
sunspot minimum than at maximum. Other places, such as the Br. 
ish Isles and Anticosti Island, show two pulses on the mean 11-ye_ 
cycle, while still other regions, such as Halifax, Nova Scotia, show 1 
tle variation in the cycle when the yearly precipitation is considerc 
but in this case 6 months of the year are similar to the oceanic effe 
and the other 6 months resemble the inland-region type. Thund« 
storms, a frequent cause of forest fires, with attendant destruction | 
wildlife, are in general more frequent at sunspot minimum than | 
maximum, the range in numbers depending on regional temperati 
and other factors. a 

It is to be expected that such regional weather types of respor 
to the sunspot cycle would be accompanied by fluctuations of simi 
types in various forms of wildlife. The annual ae rings of tr 
reveal these types in striking fashion : For example, maximum gro 
at sunspot maximum in trees at New Westminster, British Colum| 
maximum growth at minimum of sunspots in trees from Pentec 
River, Ghicbec, and a double pulse in the mean cycle for trees f 
Matamek River resembling the precipitation cycle at Antico 
nearby. Unfortunately numerical records of animals, birds, ¢ { 
insects are too scarce to permit as thorough a test as the trees affc 
but such as are available show similar regional types. Thus in ‘ 
records kept by the late Norman Criddle at Aweme, Manitoba, 18) 
1929, we have found the inland type—that is, maximum numbers 
or near times of sunspot minimum—in grasshoppers, sharp-ta 
grouse, ruffed grouse, and rabbits. In the British Isles the do
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MINNESOTA WILDLIFE DISEASE INVESTIGATION, JANUARY, 1936* ewer 

A. Report: to A. C; Hanson, Director, Division of Game and Fish, 

Department of Conservation of Minnesota 

By DR. R. G. GREEN, Department of Bacteriology and Immunology, Univer- 

sity of Minnesota, and DR. J. EB. SHILLINGER, In Charge of Disease Con- 

trol, Bureau of Biological Survey, U. S. Department of Agriculture. 

Lead Poisoning in Waterfowl 

Lead poisoning from eating lead pellets in marsh areas has 
now become a rather common cause of mortality amongst waterfowl. Any- 

one interested in wildlife mortalities frequently examines waterfowl 

dying of this condition. Ingested lead shot become trapped in the 

gizzard and are ground away with the grit. Absorption of the lead as 

it passes through the intestine in a finely divided state gives rise 

to symptoms which are very characteristic and which include wing paral- 

ysis as one of the first major symptoms. The feces are stained green 

early and this is of diagnostic importance. 

i The most complete description of the condition has been made 

by Wetmore of the Bureau of Biological Survey in Bulletin No. 793, is- 

sued in 1919. The disease has been recognized since about 1900. Wet- 

more carried out considerable experimental work and. showed that 6 pel- 
lets of No. 6 shot constituted an amount of lead which was always fatal. 
Two or 3 such shot were sufficient to cause death in many ducks. Wet- 

more demonstrated that ‘birds having an abundance of grit succumbed more 

rapidly than those which were grit-deficient, showing the importance of 

\ gizzard action in grinding off lead while in an absorbable condition. 

We have, in our investigations, observed numerous cases of lead poi- 

soning in ducks in Minnesota. A few of the specimens collected are of 

special importance in that they have assisted materially in under- 

standing the disease more completely. 

A bluebill duck which appeared unusually tame was seen on 

Lake Alexander about the first of May, 1933. This bird inhabited the 

same locality for a period of about 10 days, during which time it was 

observed frequently. At first it was able to fly a considerable dis- 

tance, but after a few days its flights became very short and when ap- 
proached the bird resorted to diving. Some days later it was unable 

*Monthly report on investigations conducted by the University of Minne- 

sota and the Bureau of Biological Survey in cooperation with the Minne- 

sota Department of Conservation. 
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to execute a successful dive and could swim only slowly. It remained 

close to shore and was observed on the sandy beach several times. Then 
finally taken, it showed very marked weakness, inability to stand on 

its feet, and drooping of the wings. An x-ray of this: duck revealed the 

presence of two pellets ground tc flat disks, five pellets irregularly 

ground and two pellets showing no erosion whatscever. From this it ‘ 
would appear that the duck had picked up lead shot on several occasions. 

A bluebill- duck received from the Upper Mississippi River ’ i 
Wildlife and Fish Refuge in the spring of 1935 also gave evidence of 
having eaten shot on more than one occasion. This bird was found dead 

on the 29th of May, 1935, and had been wounded by shooting out of sea- 
son. X-ray, however, showed a marked case of lead poisoning, paralysis 

of the gizzard being evident from a tremendously expanded proventriculus, 

a finding typical of chronic lead poisoning. There were five partially 
eroded pellets of lead shot in the gizzard and two pellets in the ex- 
panded proventriculus, showing that this bird had eaten the latter shot 

after lead poisoning had been well developed. 

Some further information on the mechanics of lead poisoning 

was afforded by studies carried out on a white-fronted goose dropping 

down in Minnesota on the northward flight, unable to continue. This 

bird was picked up on Lake Andrew in Kandiyohi County, on the 25th of 

April, 1933. When found, it was sitting on shore, and when reccived at 

the laboratory it was able to hold its head up only occasionally and 

with great effort. The bird was fed soft oatmeal gruel by tube and was 

given small amounts of potassium iodide, which aids in the elimination 

of lead stored in tissues. Under this treatment the goose rapidly re- 

covered from symptoms of the disease and in three weeks appeared quite 

normal. Putting the gizzard at rest with a soft diet eliminated any 

further absorption of lead even though lead shot were still present in 

the gizzard. X-rays of this bird showed the presence of two lead pel- 

lets almost completely ground away and three slightly eroded, with a 

total of fifteen pellets present in the gizzard. Obviously this bird 

‘had fed on lead pellets on at least two occasions. An attempt to re- 

move the shot by passing a heavy pyrex glass tube into the gizzard met { 

with failure. The bird died several days after an unsuccessful attempt 

to remove the shot by surgical operation. The recovery of this bird 

from grave symptoms of lead poisoning while lead pellets were still in 

the gizzard shows thot the intestinal absorption from fifteen lead par- 

ticles ground off in the gizzard was the immediate cause of the poi- 

soning. 

Special Report on the Production of Lead Alloys for the Prevention 

of Lead Poisoning in Ducks 

by 

Dr. Robert G. Green, Medical School, University of Minnesota, and 

Prof. Ralph L. Dowdell, School of idines, University of Minnesota 

In the fall of 1935, Dr. J. E. Shillinger of the Bureau of Bi- 

ological Survey suggested that work be undertaken at the University of 
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Minnesota, in Connection with the Minnesota Wildlife Discase Investigatio 

pertaining to the development of nontoxic shot which might be utilized 

commercially for the prevention of lead poisoning in waterfowl. Ar- 
rangements were made for cooperative studics between Professor Ralph L. 
Dowdell of the School of Mines and Dr. Robert G. Green of the School of 
Medicine. After preliminary consultation, experiments were undertaken 
on the toxicity of various metals which might be used in an alloy and 
the fate of such metals within the gizzard and gastrointestinal tract 
of waterfowl. The first cxperiments undertaken were the feeding of 

copper shot prepared by Professor Dowdell and x-ray studies of ducks 

fed this copper shot. After several menths' investigations, it was de- 

cided to attempt to combine lead with magnesium. This combinaticn re- 

sulted in an alloy capable of disintegration. in the presence of water 
and of rapid elimination from the gizzard following ingestion. Because 

of the very desirable characteristics of the alloy and the possibility 
of applying it to an actual solution of the lead poisoning problem, 
this report is concerned largely with studies carried out on the mag- 
nesium-lead alloy. . 

At the outset of our work it was considered that a solution 
of the lead poisoning problem would have to depend upon the utilization 

for bird shot of an alloy composed chiefly of lead, because of the high 
density of this metal. The most logical substitute for lead would, of 

course, be copper which is approximately 25 percent lighter than lead. 

Accordingly, our main efforts heve been expended on alloys composed 

largely of lead. 

It has seemed to us that there are three possible ways in 

vhich it might be conceived that a lead alloy could be rendered innoc- 

uous when used for shot. The first vould be a combination of lead in 
some way that would render it nontoxic as the result of a chemical or 

physical combination. A second method would be the development of an 

alloy which had such high surface erodibility that it would be ground 

away and eliminated before severe intoxication could be produced. The 

third possibility appeared to be an alloy which would disintegrate in 
vater, or, if ingested by birds, would disintegrate rapidly in the giz- 

zard and be climinated through the gastrointestinal tract. The third 

method. appeared to us to offer the best possibilities anda combination °- 
of magnesium and lend has been found to offer a very definite line of 

attack. 

Critical informnation on the possibilities of developing a 

shot which would be nontoxic was obtained early in this work by x-ray 

studics of gizzard movements and lead elimination. While information 

along this line has been gathered from observations on the feeding of 

all alloys ingested, the following series of observations laid the 

basis for subsequent work. 

Elimination of Lead Powder from the Gizzard and Intestinal Tract of 

Ducks 

Since it was necessary to know the rate at which disintegrated 

lead would be eliminated, a mallard duck, A-5766, was fed by tube two 

grams of lead powder suspended in water. Following this feeding the 
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duck was x-rayed at frequent. intervals and observations etc made as to the 

movement of lead in the gastrointestinal tract according to the fol- 
lowing x-ray description: 

ist x-ray, 2 minutes after feeding. Showed the lead suspension filling 
the esophagus, proventriculus and upper part of the gizzard, 

with a large loop of bowel already filled. 

2nd x-ray, 11/4 hours after feeding. Showed the gizzard filled with lead, 

some remaining in the proventriculus and a small amount in 
the intestine, ; : 

3rd x-ray, 2-1/4 hours after feeding. A large amount of lead now, present 
-in the intestine. 

4th x-ray, 3 1/2 hours after fecding. Gizzard entirely opaque with lead. 

Mach lead passing through the intestines. 

5th x-ray, 4 1/2 hours after feeding. A large amount of lead present in 

the intestine. Gizzard still entirely filled with lead. 

6th x-ray, 5 1/2 hours after feeding. Lead principally in the gizzard and 

cloaca. 

7th x-ray, 7 1/4 hours after feeding. No lead passing through the intes- 

tines. Large mass of lead in the cloaca. 

8th x-ray, 9 1/4 hours after feeding. A large amount of lead throughout 

the intestines. Gizzard still entirely opaque. 

9th x-ray, 12 hours after feeding. A large amount of lead passing 
through the intestines. Hight or 10 inches of intestine vis- 

ible. <A large mass of lead in the cloaca. Gizzard now only 

partially filled with lead. 

10th x-ray, 15 hours after feeding. Intestines appeared to be almost 

entirely filled with lead. Gizzard partially empty. No lead 
in cloaca. : 

llth x-ray, 23 hours after feeding. Very little lead left in the giz- 
; zard. Much lead throughout the intestine with a large amount 

in the cloaca. 

leth x-ray,. 30 hours after feeding. A few particles of lead present in 

the gizzard. Intestines and cloaca entirely free. 

13th x-ray, 48 hours after feeding. A few fine particles of lead in the 

gizzard. 

14th x-ray, 4 days after feeding. No lead present anywhere in the gas- 

trointestinal tract. 

Three subsequent x-rays revealed the same situation. Following 

this series of observations, the duck remained well. 
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From these observntions it is evident that lend powder mixed 
with the grit and other gizzard contents requires some little time for 
complete elimination, for the gizzard does not completely empty itself 
as does the stomach. The passage of the lead from the gizzard is a 
comparatively slow process dependent upon the gradual washing-out of 

finely divided material from the larger particles of grit. It was seen 

that the lead powder passed from the gizzard periodically and not con- 
tinuously and apparently depended upon special emptying contractures of 

the gizzard. The passage of the lead powder through the intestine 

after leaving the gizzard was seen to be a relatively rapid process. 

By a comparison of the fifth and sixth x-rays, it is seen that the in- 

testine empties itself almost within an hour after material enters it 

from the gizzard. All lcad was eliminated during a period of four days. 

While this period elapsed before the elimination of lead was completed, 
it becomes evident that the duck was not exposed to lead absorption 

throughout the entire period. Passage of lead powder through the in- 

testine is a rather rapid process and occurs only after expulsion of 

lead from the gizzard. No absorption of any consequence occurs from 
the gizzard, so that lead remaining there is practically inert. It is 

only during the periods of intestinal passage that absorption of lead 

actually occurs. : 

Disintegration of Lead-Magnesium Alloy in the Gizzard of Ducks 

Along with this study observations were carried out on the 

actual disintegration of magnesium-lead alloy within the gizzard of a 
duck. A feeding test was carried out with alloy no. 9, containing 4 

percent magnesium and 96 percent lead. Rapid disintégration of the 

alloy within the bird was then observed by x-ray photographs. A sin- 

gle piece of alloy weighing 0.29 grams was pushed into the esophagus 

of mallard duck no. A-3532 at ll a.m. Subsequent findings were as 

follows: 

lst x-ray, 2 minutes after feeding. A piece of alloy was observed in 

the esophagus about half way between the clavicle and the 
gizzard. The gizzard was easily identifiable because of the 

presence of gravel. 

2nd x-ray, 15 minutes after feeding. The mass of alloy is now in the 

proventriculus. A large corner has now fallen off the piece 

of alloy and the outline generally is very irregular, showing 

that considerable disintegration has already taken place. 

The outlines of the proventriculus are visible, indicating 

that this organ is distended with gas produced by the disinte- 

gration, - 

3rd x-ray, 1 hour after feeding. The mass of alloy is almost com- 

pletely broken up, with only 1 large fragment remaining. 

Many small particles are scattered throughout the gizzard, 

and other pieces are plainly visible in two loops of the in- 

testine, showing that considerable alloy is being eliminated 

within one hour. 
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4th x-ray, 21/4 hours after feeding. Alloy well broken up in the gizzard 

except for two small fragments. Several inches of small in- 
testine are visible because of the content of lead. 

Sth x-ray, 3.1/4 hours after feeding. No extensive change from previous 

; : observation. : 

6th x-ray, 4 1/2 hours after feeding. Lead now almost entirely confined to { 

, gizzard. A few small pieces throughout the intestine. One 

: small piece in the cloaca. = fy : 

7th x-ray, 5 1/2 hours after feeding. Loops of intestine again visible 

, with passage of lead. A small amount of lead appears in the 
: proventribulus and lower esophagus apparently as a result of 

contracture of the gizzard. , 

8th x-ray, 6 1/2 hours after feeding. Still many fine shadows of lead in 

- the gizzard, with scattered particles of lead showing up 

. throughout the intestine. 

9th x-ray, 8 1/4 hours after feeding. A new passage of lead through the 

intestines occurring, visualizing a section of intestine about 

3 inches long. : 

10th x-ray, 10 1/4 hours after feeding. Contracture of the gizzard has 

forced considerable lead and gravel up into the proventriculus 

and lower esophagus. A section of the intestine still filled 
with lead. 

llth x-ray, 13 hours after feeding. Lead again confined to the gizzard 

and one loop of the intestine. 

leth x-ray, 16 hours after feeding. The gizzard now conteins but a small 

. amount of lead. Finely divided lead generally seen through- 

out the intestine. i 

13th x-ray, 24 hours after feeding. A small amount of lead still pres- ‘ 

ent in the gizzard. Intestines nlmost entirely free. 

14th x-ray, 30 1/2 hours after feeding. No change from previous observation. 

15th x-ray, 48 hours after feeding. A few frngments of lead still left 

in the gizzard. 

16th x-ray, 4 days after feeding. A few fine particles of lead still 

present in the gizzard mixed with gravel. 

17th x-ray, 7 days after feeding. Lead no longer present anywhere in the 

gastrointestinal tract. 

Subsequent to these observations, this duck remained well and 

at no time showed any symptoms of lead poisoning. 
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BIRD MORTALITY IN THE 1936 NEBRASKA GRASSHOPPER 
POISONING CAMPAIGN 

Recently several articles appeared in various Nebraska newspapers, 
alleging that game and song birds had extensively been destroyed by the 
poisoned bran bait that had been spread to destroy grasshoppers. About 
2,450 tons (49,000 sacks) of dry bran were mixed with sodium arsenite 
and water and used by over 30,000 Nebraska farmers. At the close of the 
campaign, each Nebraska county agent was asked to report on any com- 
plaints from actual farmers who had used the bait of any observed loss of 
domestic animals, including poultry, or of game or song birds. In these 
reports the agents of 33 counties make no mention of any poisoning, and 
it fairly may be inferred that there were no such reports. From 21 addi- 
tional counties comes the positive statement that there were none. In 
other words, in 54 of 93 Nebraska counties there apparently were no 
reports whatever of poisoning of vertebrate animals of any sort. In 12 
counties there were some cases of stock poisoning, due to confessed care- 
less handling of the bait, but no loss of bird life. In the remaining 27 
counties there were rumors of bird poisoning. In 12 of these the rumors 
were vague, and could not be definitely located or verified, probably 
representing unsubstantiated apprehensions. All of which reduces the 
poisoning reports with a possible basis to 15 counties. In 3 of these there 
was no loss except where bait had been improperly used regardless of the 
instructions given. In one a domestic pigeon was thought to have been 
killed through feeding on bait, and in another several domestic geese 
were reported to have been similarly killed. Two instances of supposed 
poisoning of wild birds were reported from one county, a few cases each 
from two other counties, and several cases from a third county. A few 
dead birds were reported found in four counties, about a dozen in another 
county and an indefinite larger number in a sixth county. But in no case 
was it definitely shown that birds died of poisoning, and not of heat and 
thirst. The complete record is given in the following table: 

Agent Reporting Sacks Approx. No. Report Concerning loss of 
County or Responsible Bait Farmers Bird Life 

Used Supplied 
Knox James N. Warner 880 unrecorded No report. 
Cedar M. L. White 960 unrecorded No bird loss reported. 
Dixon Greth M. Dunn 50 unrecorded No report. 
Dakota Walter E. White 625 263 No poisoning reports. 
Antelope Herman M. Staley 550 283 No report. 
Pierce R. N. Johnston 400 49 Two instances reported. 
Wayne Walter L. Moller 500 425 Several cases reported. 
Thurston Dale E. Bush 800 312 Few dead birds found. 
Madison J. H. Williams 800 457 No poisoning reports. 
Stanton Walter Chace 100 unrecorded No report. 
Cuming J. R. Watson 900 786 No bird loss reported. 
Burt E. A. Danielson 950 450 No bird loss reported. 
Boone V. H. Petersen 400 400 No poisoning reports. 
Nance R. E. Weir 400 338 No report. 
Merrick R. A. Stewart 400 238 No poisoning reports. 
Platte C. C. Gelwick 400 721 No report. 
Colfax Irving McKinley 125 700 No report. 
Dodge M. C. Townsend 800 400 No poisoning reports. 
Washington E. D. Fahrney 1068 1000 No poisoning verified. 
Douglas G. E. Scheidt 900 400 No poisoning verified. 
Sarpy P. H. Hornby 400 328 Some dead birds found. 
Polk F. B. Kelly 400 246 No report. 
Butler James W. Reed 400 unrecorded No report. 
Saunders R. N. Houser 800 800 Few unverified reports. 

Hall Irvin S. Ulrich 400 479 No poisoning verified. 
Hamilton H. Paul Cook 847 683 No poisoning verified. 
York P. B. McMullen 400 822 No poisoning reports. 
Seward K. C. Fouts 500 374 Few cases reported. 
Lancaster J. F. Purbaugh 980 668 No report.
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Cass D. D. Wainscott 800 unrecorded No poisoning reports. 
Adams W. E. Huff 900 551 No poisoning reports. 
Clay C. F. Bayles 800 unrecorded No report. 
Fillmore Paige L. Hall 483 unrecorded No report. 
Saline E. J. Polnicky 400 800 Pigeon thought poisoned. 
Webster Harold M. Adams 600 564 No report. | 
Nuckolls J. M. Quackenbush 525 475 Few pheasants killed. 
Thayer W. R. Wicks 800 564 No poisoning verified. 
Jefferson Victor M. Rediger 800 239 No report. 
Gage H. C. Besack 520 408 Correctly spread no loss. 

Otoe A. H. DeLong 800 532 No bird loss reported. 
Johnson Lewis F. Boyden 19 322 No poisoning verified. 
Nemaha Fred E. Siefer 420 220 No poisoning reports. 
Pawnee Loyal J. Miller 500 unrecorded No bird loss reported. 
Richardson J. F. Hendricks 800 270 No poisoning reports. 
Keya Paha J. F. Decker No bird loss reported. 
Brown J. F. Decker 20 unrecorded No bird loss reported. 
Rock J. F. Decker No bird loss reported. 
Boyd Willis R. Thurber 250 75 No poisoning reports. 

Holt F. M. Reece few unrecorded No report. 
Thomas George H. Adams No report. 
Blaine George H. Adams 50 unrecorded No report. 
Loup Homer A. Farrar 9 5 No report. 
Garfield Homer A. Farrar 54 29 No report. 
Wheeler Homer A. Farrar No report. 
McPherson W. F. Crozier No report. 

Logan W. F. Crozier 264 74 Dozen dead birds found. 
Lincoln G. H. Kellogg 800 768 No report. 
Custer Ray A. Murray 800 400 Few unverified reports. 
Dawson James C. Adams 1110 unrecorded No bird loss reported. 

Valley C. C. Dale 27 22 No poisoning reports. 
Sherman W. J. Steven 240 181 No report. 

Buffalo Leonard Wenzl 800 700 No bird loss reported. 
Greeley Cletus Reinmiller few unrecorded No report. 
Howard A. W. Krueger 200 170 Few unverified reports. 
Frontier W. C. Mackey 660 823 Correctly spread no loss. 
Gosper J. V. Cain 800 400 No poisoning reports. 
Phelps A. H. Maunder 400 408 No poisoning reports. 
Kearney Elliott R. Davis 200 unrecorded No report. 
Red Willow F. N. Jordan 650 308 No report. 

Furnas Everett Beachler 600 800 Few birds reported killed. 
Harlan B. C. Danly 690 669 A few birds killed. 
Franklin Willard H. Waldo 1300 1000 Correctly spread no loss. 
Sioux Harry Kuska 400 273 No report. 
Dawes J. Russell Batie 1800 268 No poisoning reports. 
Box Butte Nat Tolman 260 171 No report. 
Sheridan E. M. Huckfeldt 1027 unrecorded No poisoning reports. 
Cherry C. M. Mead 100 40 No report. 
Scotts Bluff C. W. Nibler 1200 400 Number of birds poisoned. 
Banner L. H. Reiher 440 unrecorded No poisoning reports. 
Kimball J. C. Rosse 460 unrecorded No poisoning reports. 
Morrill E. C. Nelson 400 300 No poisoning reports. 
Cheyenne J.C. Swinbank 520 332 Several geese poisoned. 
Garden Leo Barnell 442 unrecorded No poisoning verified. 
Deuel C. D. Bechtolt 460 250 No poisoning reports. 
Grant George H. Adams No report. 
Hooker George H. Adams 50 unrecorded No report. 

Arthur W. F. Crozier No report. 
Keith Jay W. Hepperly 565 316 No bird loss reported. 
Perkins T. H. Alexander 400 3875 No poisoning reports. 
Chase E. J. Fruhling 500 unrecorded No poisoning verified. 
Dundy Clyde Noyes 480 340 Few unverified reports. 
Hayes S. E. Lingo 950 441 Correctly spread no loss. 
Hitchcock F. J. Scrivner 700 unrecorded No report. 

Myron H. SWENK
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Grassh Poi d Wildlife rasshopper Poison an ildlife 
Properly Used the Effects of Such Control Methods Are Not Injurious 

By WATSON E. BEED? 

Agricultural Experiment Station, and Division of Industrial Science, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa* 

c SHE control of one particular group and still mature normally. Poisoned the lesser migratory locust (M. meai- 

of animals by poisoning almost in- grasshoppers may be somewhat injurious canus). Later these species damaged much 

variably brings up the question as to nestling birds, although the evidence is corn, oats and barley. The differential 

to what effeets the recommended poison incomplete. There is very little danger, grasshopper (M. differentialis) was re- 
has on other species. Considerable re- if any, to adult wild birds.” sponsible for much damage to corn dur- 
search has been done to check the effects The same investigator found that chick- ing July and August. The lesser migra- 

of poison bran on domestic animals and ens did not eat enough food when fed tory locust and the red-legged grasshop- 

certain species of wildlife under con- only on poisoned grasshoppers or poi- per (M. femur-rubrum) caused much 

trolled conditions. soned bran in pens to cause death, though early damage to oats and when those oats 

Notable among those researches was the the poisoned bran was spread at a rate were harvested the pests invaded nearby 

as high as 100 pounds to the acre. More — cornfields. 
—~ recently, Wilson and Holmes (1936), in To many insect eating birds heavy 

* i their conclusions wrote, “Chickens given populations of grasshoppers furnished a 

their normal ration under farm condi-  yast available summer food supply for 

a tions are not likely to eat more than a both the young and the adults. But to 

; or very little poisoned bait—certainly not birds that winter in Towa, a heavy grass- 
x ee enough to injure them.” hopper population brought great suffer- 

ae Early in June, 1936, it became appar- ing. The plants of many cultivated fields, 

5 gains ent that Towa was going to suffer severe farm groves, orchards, thickets and weed 

Oe a losses to Se by grasshoppers. To patches were stripped of leaves by the 

Z 7% q tes counter the possible damage a grasshop- grasshopper. Such ravaged plants were 
| ed ) } 4; > per poisoning campaign was initiated and } 

fo aE =o eat oy carried out in the infested counties. Dr. 

‘be | / mare fe z a C. J. Drake, the State Entomologist, spon- 7 

aN as a fer i Res sored the idea that a thorough field check A s 
Ware “A ih { = Arie be made to determine the effects of grass- in " ee 

4 Pa: igo eee hopper poison on wildlife under field con- ited ‘ha 

, pet a Sy NS ang ae ee ditions where farmers supplied with de- os Ad 4 
i i es ae re ee tailed directions spread the poison bran. eS i oy . — 

. x PA Seoya cesar The data collected and presented in this * ee » A = nhs oe 
are eS Se ea paper were obtained by the writer from Hie EOS , vn oe - es 

ey De y June 16 to August 22, 1936. The work ery sf ad ty 
Photo by Dr. C. J. Drake was done under the direct supervision of an ae Pel ar) 4 we 

Fencerow growths of ragweed and foxtail [y, (George O. Hendrickson, Assistant * alll ae me 2 yaar yo 

destroyed by grasshoppers. Professor in Wildlife Management, Iowa im Put ee vo Fon “el 
State College, and Dr. Logan J. Bennett, 7 ae de y he . 

report by Whitehead (1934) who in his Associate Biologist, U. S. Bureau of > Soe 6 “om. a - 

summary and conclusions made the fol- Biological Survey. . Se lr oP BS oa “et P 
lowing statements concerning the effects The portion of Towa covered during ee ee ee nie Sitges <A 

of poison bran on wild birds that were this investigation began with a DeOw Ee ah ms 1 ea 
foreed to feed on poisoned bran and on ‘tip of land along the Big Sioux River kg nF | ass + el ! 
grasshoppers that had died of poisoning: 1 Lyon County in the extreme north- ee Oe. ae - PS 

“Even if quail were to eat the maximum western part of the state, and extended kate ean oS, anne 
number of grasshoppers they have ever southward and eastward into Sioux, Ply- ae Se Py ~ fp PD 

been recorded as having eaten, they will mouth, W oodbury, Ida, Monona, Craw- Sega aan ey . i, os, 
not be noticeably injured though each of oath Harrison, Shelby and Audubon Aisa ase " Re 

the grasshoppers was killed by feeding on Counties. Because of lack of time the re- ‘ “Spiess? gi ee Esse ay 
poisoned bran. Quail eating the number search was not extended farther south and Ro Fa Sein oe ere ae 

of grasshoppers normally eaten probably east of Ee one a - A stalk of corn in the last stages of de- 
receive only from 1 to 7 per cent of a At least five species of grasshoppers ciucitanebeeracshoppers|| Note absence 

toxie dose. Nestling robins, and presum- Were Numerous enough to do serious dam- of game food-bearing weeds. 

ably other species of a similar size can ®8¢ to field crops and other vegetation 
consume as many as 134 poisoned grass- during the summer. In extreme western | _ : — 

hoppers containing 39.986 mgs. of As.Os Towa some permanent pastures were dam- left without fruit and seed. ip and pains 

SE aged by a slant-faced grasshopper (Age- birds such as the ringnecked pheasant 

‘Journal Paper No. J-476 of the Iowa Agricul: meotettix deorum deorum) and several  (Phasianus colchicus torquatus), the 

Now with U.S. Biological Survey, Waubay, other range-feeding grasshoppers. Early European partridge (Perdix perdix per- 
South Dakota. _. . damage to sweet clover and roadside dix), the eastern bobwhite (Colinus vir- 

®Towa State College, Towa Conservation Com- 3 i ae ag . 
mission and the United States Bureau of Biolozi- weeds were committed by the two-lined — ginianus virginianus) and some song birds 
fie Be oneeone withythenamericat: Null: grasshopper (Melanoplus bivittatus) and (Continued on page 61)
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Grasshopper Poison birds could have reduced the numbers of — hoppers were the only food found. The 
Spats ‘ ie grasshoppers materially. Because no con- large jumping legs had been removed (Continued from page 53) : es iB te if a 

centrations of birds were observed at any from all individuals, even nymphs, before 
were unable to secure their customary time in the grasshopper infested area it the young birds ate them. 
food in corn, small grain fields, weed would be futile to speculate on the effect On three distinct occasions the red- 
patches and roadside thickets. The shel- of large flocks of birds on the grasshop- headed woodpecker was observed to catch 
tering cover needed by wild birds was per populations. grasshoppers and place them in eracks of 
greatly reduced. Many birds and mammals were collect- fence posts. On examination, one of 

these posts revealed 14 adult grasshop- 
Table I. INSECTS IN STOMACHS OF BIRDS TAKEN DURING THE INVESTIGATION pers; whether or not these grasshoppers 

Ss cL). J he aoa were eaten later is not known. 
Number of food of food Among the mammals often observed to 

SERIES meee easly efi zied Se eg Dem tected eraltbop rors eat grasshoppers were the thirteen-striped 
2) Piniscnuiel ecke (oes name | 128 50 ground squirrel and the Franklin’s ground 

"2 Enter Sestach owl (Onis ante nase eeu 108 SO stele uaces Nice gee Yeon | ie 4 Northern flicker (Colaptes auratus lutens) ......0.c0s.sssesssseescvecsecnenn 90 20 and brood sows, were often observed to 
6 ee) ae 2° catch and eat grasshoppers. This. prac- 
Al | Ueeaevedi pense ieanoroany | ee aes Fo) oS vee ollen reported to) then waisen Dy 5 Northern blue jay (Cyanocita cristata cristata) voessccssssessesessieons 100 90 farmers. On several oceasions domestic 

Gren tg Cie ee ee 35 cats were observed to eat grasshoppers 
"2 Wantern ‘mendowlark (Sturnclie neglect cnn ccm 38 Sei eote caer Ona oe Lemerg dug we 2 Baltimore oriole (fcterus galbula) ....scs-sccescssssscssssscssscessssssessissssssssees 100 25 observed to catch and eat grasshoppers. 
2 ecrerslicre eee Choe oe ao traces One morning shortly after sunrise a red 

ttt fox (Vulpes regalis) was observed busily 
With mammals the evaluation of the ed in the grasshopper infested areas for catching and eating grasshoppers by the 

effects of heavy grasshopper infestations stomach examination in the fields. A ve- roadside. The fox was so engrossed in 
offers more difficulties. For example, port of the stomachs examined is given the activity that the writer was able to 
skunks (Mephitis mesomelas and Spilogule below (Tables I and IL): stop the car and observe it for at least 
imterrupta), well-known _ insect-feeders, The bird most often observed to eat two minutes before the animal was aware 
perhaps profited from large numbers of 
the locusts whereas woodchucks (Mar- \ J ie ee . ‘i 
mota monaa) utilizing much plant food t x Pe \ ie Ty . 
experienced some difficulty in finding sum- 1 Whey PoE Re hohe 7 / 3 
mer food. Both skunks and woodchueks TS OSS. Om Ae Kos) Wf Toy eX ed Me a 
depending on burrows for their homes in Leah, LY ey 4 3 Pee aL * a Ee it Leah: Ash 
winter hibernation did not miss the re- WAV. AN AP NAN AG oy WN KGa Fees NLD Moy yi Ls Lepage 9, 9 
duced plant cover, Ground squirrels (Ci- a ti ak ¥. * aN aNd NS i, 434 1 2, 4 eA NAN wae’ | ey ¥ 
tellus spp.) perhaps took more grasshop- — X$.4ig) Aas /H.. xy ae hy SAY qty j pe ie ud Bd Po Le Ly, 
pers and less plant food. The fox squir- meas 2S 1G ‘ Ah ah 1" iid Ny Fs ge SiN iT ae iy ie ig ee 
rel (Sciurus niger rufiventer) was hard AL He fs hs; a (; AOE Copies} Napa ¥ TEE rue Hat i “Tl Z 
pressed for a food supply. The cotton- PRA ae iA ae tN Ra Aik Napee ears At. bps wk 
tail (Sylvilagus floridanus mearnsi), the De WR Aha ta ea Pea Athy? Asan VES) PAT be $7 Peg, 
jack rabbit (Lepus townsendii campan- AR nie EN Mag! He i ay uy Wed es VD OY Se aay 
ius), the meadow mice (Microtus spp.) bey Bar ier | As ee vn mM oi free as aNd ie a fee iy i 
and the white-footed mice (Peromyscus ye ALi Wf ee Pe age Ay OE hi Wy Eh ds Ai { JERE sce. 
spp.) experienced shortage of food and aNd yi? ris i pala aon: i oO Te Hg ie Ne a} J 
cover through the summer and the fol- ai reins | Pas HP op BGG a fe Aap Phas eu id is PY 
lowing winter. ‘ eh ij AG mei ce La eR ei : ae Betty Tf one attempts to evaluate the effects eS EINES 203 | x ei tee peed as aye ey oe eens E of wildlife on grasshopper populations it Pak en Miers eo): AG Baie ri ot eh a wis 9 6 Rees Sag a8 
is necessary to bear in mind that verte- Bes We tie Leak taal He Fe Le ae i la aaa 
brates do not increase so rapidly as the ate BEER Diced bal ie abies sik i uy ey. ie a gi eka es 
grasshoppers. The reproductive powers P Fa eceeheeee 

of grasshoppers are very high and when A plum thicket defoliated and severely injured by grasshoppers in mid July. 
favorable biotic conditions prevail a great 
inerease in their numbers may he expect- 
ed. Hence, at times insect populations grasshoppers was the English sparrow, a of the watcher. Often the fox snapped 

may easily outstrip the numbers of their close second was the red-headed woodpeck- at the grasshoppers as they jumped and 
vertebrate predators. If great concen- er and third place goes to the kinghird. at times caught them under his paws. 

trations of birds had oceurred in the In all eases where the stomachs of nestling During the investigation 633 farms 
grasshopper infested areas no doubt these English sparrows were examined, grass- were visited. Of these farms visited 426 

had used poison bran. The amounts of 
Table I, INSECTS IN STOMACHS OF MAMMALS TAKEN DURING THE INVESTIGATION bran used on a farm varied from a few 

SSS nnn nn nT STDC CHUN DoS CHOCO COO mpounds mm comenlarcostarimnsenad 
Number of : ottood of food. used very little poison bran whereas some mammals Species of Mammal inseets grasshoppers : 2 Striped skunk (Mephitis mesomelas avia)sss0sssssssssae 100 75  80-acre farms had used the highest 

1 Spotted skunk (Spilogale interrupta) s..c0ccscss-ssseseeessnseieeneeeseensvine 50 40 amounts, 
2 House mouse (Mus musculus [taken in field] ) scsi 0 ° ‘ : 
1 Harvest mouse (Reithrodentomys sp.) -scssssssssssssessesssesseessesssesecsesnes 95 80 Of the many farmers interviewed only 

1 a ee ee ‘“o" five reported wild birds and mammals as | 
1 Fox squirrel (Seiurus niger rufiventer) vss 3 traces killed by poison bait. One reported find- 

10 Ground squirrel (Citellus tridecemlineatus) sooesessssersereniiniinne 33 30 | 
6 Ground squirrel (Citellus franklini) ........cccccscesceseeseesersereeseesersensereeeee 50 45 (Concluded on page 64)



Grasshopper Poison A Sportsman’s Library role re wssrson | published byaD Ape 
(Continued from page 61) “Fishing for Salmon and Trout” and Cot enn New Xork:: 400) veees tlustzated: 

ang pend pine oobed mice and four re- Pete ee ae Adventures in Bird Protection is the 
ported dead wild birds. The report on Beene uae Ce oe CCS OF et oonanha: of bons Gilber . 
he white-footed mice was perhaps a true 2Uthoritative volumes on hunting and 2°" eee OE eee Deny Pear- 

t a P Dele Mecho a COnT duced Teens .. son, president emeritus of the National 
case because the poison bran) (despite di 49,8: LO RE Proc rete eee oe eee A gsobi i € Audut ee ee i ee ee vision’ of Gol, Theodore Roosevelt by. ssociation of Audubon Societies. It is 
rections to the contrary, was thickly sown y also the story of wildlife eonservati Fi 

around a straw stack in a_ cornfield. Doubleday, Doran and Co. These books ie saa oe noes “ i oe m 
White-footed mice, for the most part are designed to provide accurate infor- . y, almost trom the beginning. 

grain and seed eaters, may have picked mation on game fish and approved meth- ’ This book tells the story of a youthful 

up enough of the windrow of poison bran ods of taking game fish at a cost well ideal that became the driving force in 
to cause death. No specimens of dead within the reach of the “one-gallus” the career of a man. Alarmed at the 

mice were found when the investigator sportsman. . : ruthless slaughter of wild birds he wit- 
visited that farm and none of the speci- The first of these books is edited by nessed during his early youth Dr. Pear- 
iene Wad been saved. Ray Schrenkheisen and the various chap- son has spent over thirty-five years in 

Among the cases of dead wild birds, ters have been written by such well the front line advance on the exploitation 
one killing was definitely attributed to a known authorities as Harold C. Hollis, of natural resources. He led the fight to 

domestic cat. In two cases no poisoned Wallace W. Gallaher, . Ernest Poole, prohibit the sale and importation of the 

bait was found in the digestive organs of Richard R. Daugherty, Wm. J. Shaldach, plumage of birds for millinery and other 

the birds under question, although the Robert Page Lincoln, H. UL. Betten, purposes. 

causes of death could not be definitely de- pare c Comp, "Axthun J Neu, Bunton He dedicated his life to the more ade- 
termined. Because the birds were im- |. Spiller, and Edward Colahan. These quate protection and conservation 0‘ 
mature one may consider several causes ore ean RS DOr ster Ne yee ovens Ou er ildifa and attained an enviable record 
other than poison. Many of the available their knowledge and experience in all 4p penievement in thie held, Helwas a 

watering places for wild birds dried up oper nots of ice Sn raog Chepedsficas founder of the National Association of 
during the last half of July and the writer tion of others that they may enjoy bet- Audubon Societies and it was mainly 

has positive evidence that some young er fishing. Habits and habitats vol on through his effort that this organization 
birds died from thirst, unable to find wa- many game pales, pod tien Deron attained the prominence and reputation 
ter after having been left to shift for and susceptibilities have all been elven it Has enjoyed. 

themselves by the parent birds. In the careful coverage in these volumes. Ways 1 = | i 
fourth instance the poisoning of game and means of attaining the ultimate in While he yas primarily concerned with 

birds was reported; five pheasants and sport from the taking of these gamesters the wildlife of his own country, Dr. Pear- 
two quail were reported found dead in a have been set forth in attractive style. L son was able to expand his activities into 

cornfield where poison bran had been Acquired as issued, the costs of this the international field. Te organized 
spread. Upon investigation the reported set will tax few sportsmen beyond their committees for bird protection in twenty 

number was reduced to one pheasant hen ™eans, and will be a constant souree of eight countries. W hile he has been re- 

and the farmer also stated that no poison pleasure and enjoyment. lieved of responsibility as the active 

bran had been used in the field where the president and head of the National Asso- 
indiawas found: mleous oumpooR Dann) Be Pinas ciation of Audubon Societies his bound- 

; f y Funk and Wagnalls, New ie ak 
On not a single farm where the poison York; 406 pages, illustrated by 24 pen and less ener ey has prohibited him from ac- 

bait had been used according to directions, a ceerines mac ose index ck 23 apa c: tually retiring. Tle is the world head of 

Towa Agricultural Extension Cireular 182 For over ten years Iviquois Dahl has the international movement for bird pro 

(Drake and Decker, 1936), wasadomestic been answering outdoor questions in tection and now devotes himself to the 

or wild animal found poisoned. In a Field and Stream magazine. Yielding to work of the International Committee for 

more recent article the same authors popular demand many of these have been Bird Protection. 

(Drake and Decker, 1937) have summar- finally placed between the covers of a This book is especially recommended 
ized the success of the grasshopper con- hook carefully cross-indexed so that any- to those conservationists who are fre- 

trol for 1936 in Towa. one may find an answer to most any out- quently discouraged by the apparent slow 

ea door question. pace of wildlife restoration. A brief 
seme nae Gk on ee These questions and answers run the space spent in retrospect with Dr. Pear- 

Iowa Grasshoppers. Iowa Ext. Cire. 182, 1936, gamut of outdoor life, from the most son in the pages of this book will be well 

10 Pe Bee ther Gracchiopper Sita: technical of natural history to the most worth the while. Conservation progress 

bontin Lowes TO cone ral ae es practical of “what to do and how to do has been slow but many salients have 

Used in Poisoning Grasshoppers, upon Birds. it” in the out-of-doors. This is an inter- already been won and the advance is 
CRshone rout Experiment Station Bulle- acting and delightful book for serious definite. A review of this progress will 
Wison, H. F., and E. Hormes Crayon, Ef- study as well as for a few moments light be encouraging and will offer inspiration 

Fe aon, Bat. %or10084 a ce reading. for a continuance of the good fight. 
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L d M i All h i 
ead-Magnesium oys For the Prevention 

F Lead Poisoning in Waterfowl 

EAD POISONING as a result of By R. L. Dowdell and R. G. Green 
eating lead pellets deposited in Respectively, School of Mines and 
marsh areas is a cause of high Medical School, University of Minne- 7 

mortality among ducks, geese, and — sota; Professor Dowdell is a Member, 
other waterfowl.! Ingested lead shot A.|.M.E. q 

become trapped in the gizzard with 4 ee 

gravel and are slowly ae away by ness and death ensues. A white-fronted tLe 3s” 4 a . 2 as r + oe . . * the gril. Absorption of ead as it goose is shown in Fig. 1 with the typi- » 
passes through the intestine in a finely (3) wine paralysis of lead poisoning sf be 

eae 5 ee ad = 5 divided stale produces severe lead and, below, the X ray of this bird : 

poisoning which is usually fatal. shows fourteen shot in the gizzard. A . i 
Ducks and geese with lead poisoning bluebill duck shown in Fig. 2 exhibits A 

develop first = typical Breen diarrhea. the Jate paralysis of legs and wings. r 3 Later, paralysis of the wing muscles ., that it is entirely helpless. The a 
prevents flight. As the poisoning con- ¥ ray of this bird reveals a number of H 
linues us mere grinding of the shot shot in the gizzard. a 
rapped in the elzzard, increasing, Lead poisoning in waterfowl has " 
paralysis reduces the bird to helpless- been recognized since about 1900 and ey x 

Fipavcial aminiance in the development was described fully by Wetmore.” of i. } of the lead-magnesium alloy and the de- ae rR; car een, % —- velopment of procedures for the mechanical the Bureau of Biological Survey, in > . production of shot has been furnished by 1919, Wetmore showed that six pellets 
the Graduate School, University of Minne- - cee 
sota. Funds for the detailed study of lead of No. 6 shot was alwavs fatal. Kalm- : poisoning in waterfowl and the testing of , : lead alloys have been furnished by the bach® has recently shown, and we also Bureau of Biological Survey, U.S. De- Z : 
partment of Agriculture, the Minnesota have observed, that even a single lead 
Department of Conservation, and the ei a : . e 7 Medical School, University of Minnesota. pellet will sometimes cause death from X ray shows shot in the gizzard. 

Reprinted from Mining and Metallurgy, October, 193%



use, which contain appreciable lead to be approximately 0.85 per cent 
amounts of both antimony and arsenic. at the eutectic temperature of 250°C. 
Iron-base alloys are not sufficiently The eutectic composition is approxi- 

a dense, as iron has a density of only 7.8 mately 2.97 per cent magnesium. A 
gm. per c.c., compared with lead, lead alloy of 2 per cent magnesium 

= which has a density of 11.34 gm. per has a microstructure containing pri- 
- aaslasicaal ; a (es mary x surrounded by a eutectic of « 

bile r 4 The lead side of the lead-magnesium and PbMg, (Fig. 4), whereas a 4 per 
‘ ae < system,” as shown in Fig. 3, is a rela- cent magnesium alloy has primary 

? " Sr tively simple one. Our research has dendrites of PbMe» surrounded by a 
& E shown the solubility of magnesium in eutectic of z and PbMg» (Fig. 5). 

Fig. 2. Bluebill duck. Late stage of The compound PbMg: contains ap- 
natural lead poisoning. proximately 19 per cent magnesium by 

y ee" e weight and resembles silicon in ap- 
: a ; pearance on a fresh fracture, but when 

lead poisoning in ducks. We have pre-  fP\ = s , : exposed to air turns black rapidly and 
viously reported studies! in progress Le ee ‘ slacks to a black powder. The com- 

on the nature of lead poisoning in ae \ rs pound is exceedingly brittle and 
ducks and have devised a lead-mag- ieee : ; ¢ scratches glass easily. Its _crystal- 
nesium alloy which will not produce 4 : 7 lographie structure is reported® to be 
lead poisoning when eaten by water- j ‘4 i cubic (Cal, type) with a lattice 
fowl. Further studies have now been : parameter of 6.75 angstrom units 
carried out in which shot have been ig 3 (10-8 cm.) with four molecules in the 

produced experimentally from a lead- 4 unit cell, 
magnesium alloy and studied in rela- x ; Table 1 shows the mechanical prop- 
tion to lead poisoning. 3 5 erties of a series of lead-magnesium al- 

The idea of investigating the lead- " ‘ 3a loys in the form of chill-cast plates 

magnesium alloy was evolved from the a : ag 0.025 in. thick cut to tensile test pieces. 
fact that lead-sodium alloys are known 4 me ee one F At present it is not possible to pro- 
to oxidize badly at the surface when aS aoe al = s duce lead-magnesium shot by the usual 
exposed to air. In preliminary experi- ie nit ae G3 shot-tower method because magnesium 
ments all of the alkali and alkaline ee re interferes with the rounding process, 
earth metals were combined with ee ae ee producing shapes resembling round- 
lead to discover an alloy with a high Shot in gizzard shown in X ray, headed tacks instead of spheres. Addi- 
rate of decomposition in water. A rate 
of disintegration sufficiently high to 
prevent lead poisoning was found only zs 
in the lead-magnesium group of alloys. J ! | y Hl i | 

Studies on mallard ducks that had Uae te OO eA OTA Sha | FE ) 
been fed lead powder showed that the i 5 ee ee ee : en Cae Te dappans ae Peele Wee iF ep a eet 
gizzard would usually empty itself of  } J j LEAD - MAGNESIUM | / ! jl i 
such finely divided material in 48 [Migachd [iia os Fae rats Rage sees aa a Taree 
hours and that material leaving the ] | f y i | j | ea i 
gizzard would pass through the intes- ue SR ata | Ce sarep aes a priate Cea EEA Shae BPs ck ee | 2 an 
tines quickly. A series of lead-mag- 327t—~o Ne Ue eed |» Ec a 
nesium alloys was prepared with the ney ame ie =e Smee eae Boke Bf Aon tot lees 
magnesium content ranging from 0.25 rm Paar wget l i j T9D oe 
to 4 per cent. Tests carried out by i (Bes eat Pro ; ; J I fad n i 
feeding pieces of such alloys to mal- AN Kee Ba Ger Ts ce ee eee i i co RNR aN ee | 
lard ducks have shown that disintegra- BS FY jl | i j ; i ! i | 
tion occurs in a duck’s gizzard at a suf- Ney, we. ie eee slpig de es Sl nel = aie seh el 
ficient rate to prevent death from lead rm : ! Pe Fa Ee i | ] | 
poisoning when the magnesium content NM awe i } : i | : 
of the alloy is about 2 per cent. If the 'S eee es eae Bekele ups ape al oe i ees ate ae 
magnesium content is raised, the rate fal i d i ! | | { 
of decomposition is hastened but the &< CU - ae ae Saag pee ieee aioe Weel 
cost of the alloy is increased and a N | l tia | } i 
lower density is obtained. The high i Song a oa fi Ribas ioe B ie eee i se Rady Tae gy a! eile et pees 
density of alloys consisting almost en- ff ] i I : } H / f j 
tirely of lead is the basic consideration ° | l : i D | 
in designing any new shot. Lead-mag- f oe y; ; a , 3 j 2 Bares 
nesium alloy containing less than 2 JJ | ; i . a ee i j i 
per cent magnesium has a density com- . 
parable with that of shot at present in Fig. 3. Lead-magnesium constitution diagram,



ARE BO ee Fes 13 ea Epes M3 ‘€ seme 4 i jane large amount of shot-tower equipment 
ae ; oR ey Ee, ee fees me ates ae operated at a low cost, more effort 

Ore hs eae 55 ee eae aye Boy ag. B must be made to utilize present equip- 
Coase yaa pire ac Bf ahs shee Ps eee ae vi of @¢ ment. Fig. 6 shows rolled shot magni- : 
Se Re iy b ee Ee ee aie 8 P73 >. Peay fied seven times. 
Fe! EA a f fier | 2 per i oe ie °y ; pie © When the 2 per cent magnesium al- 

Nee ho Rae a BaF oe AO wc Be! os Op tg atte loy is exposed to ordinary tap water 
ex at Bae tiie es Rig eed ee fen a aginas he or distilled water for only 24 hours 
Sa Brees a GP ae er as ents a it will react with the Ce ae dis- 
Ce Ss ae : ees ah ee es aaa pe) integrate by intergranular corrosion 
> SN Si Sa Fs eae Bi Rag Oe ie age with the result that it cracks and falls 

pee eEh Fc Wea SS age ce rae ee bi 8o2@) apart, as shown in Fig. 7. In the field, 
ER ne es Pi igvaath cbe Mk vongn ae eae Race: considerable variation in acidity and 

abe ead ca See Cot ele OE aes Sires eo eRe alkalinity of natural waters, together 
Mi wa ya PE fee tee ae ee re PaO with wave action, will act on the 2 per 

Fig. 4, Microstructure of 2 per cont mag. Fig. 5. Microstructure of 4 per cent mag. Cent magnesium alloy shot so that it 
Esti GW Lead: eae eee Toate will not long be available for inges- 

tion by fowl; but if ingested imme- 
= ©6diately after the shot have been fired, 

Taste 1—Mechanical Properties of Lead-Magnesium Alloys. they will be eliminated from the in- 

Vickers testinal tract in about 48 hours. 
Diamond Percentage Pieces of alloy and mechanically 

Composition Brinell Tensile Elongation rolled shot from the same material 
Per Cent by Weight Hardness Strength, Per Cent for Calculated kave been found to disintegrate in the 
Pb* Met 2kaload Bs es a 1 in. Gauge on gizzards of ducks without causing any 
Ny = BO a Bae oan ti apparent inconvenience. Fracture of 
0.75 025 13.3 4.950 14.0 Hal the shot by contact with moisture, com- 
99.50 0.50 15.5 5.940 10.0 11.07 bined with the mechanical action of 
99.25 0.75 17.1 6.920 11.0 10.91 the gizzard, serve to reduce these shot 
99.00 1.00 18.5 7,045 10.0 10.75 to a fine powder which is eliminated 98.00 2.00 18.6 7.950 8.0 10.23 from the gizzard in a relatively sh 97.25 2.50 18.9 11,340 12.6 10.0 . o y short 
97.00 3.00 19.0 9.75 time, as is shown in Figs. 8, 9, and 10. 
95.00 5.00 24.0 9,290 1.2 8.97 An X ray taken of a mallard duck im- 

* Southeast Missouri desilverized common lead. mediately after feeding it the alloy 
# Magnesium of nominal purity, 99.9 per cent. Be a . . ‘ 

ee ae = ae —=SCWith 2 per cent magnesium, Fig. 8. 
shows the pieces of alloy present in the 

. . oo . gizzard. Almost complete disintegra- 
tions of arsenic and sodium, used for by fast solidification in the air in shol- 
ordinary drop shot, will not aid in dropping. The mechanical method can 
spheroidizing the new shot as it leaves be used for shot production but al 
the shot pan. Shot-dropping experi- present the cost of shot would be 
ments, however, are still being carried slightly greater than if produced by 
on. In the attempts to produce lead- the use of shot towers. As there is a 
magnesium shot by dropping we have 
had the fullest cooperation of F. L. 
Reynolds. metallurgist. of the Dow ; 
Chemical Co., and FE. C. Hadley, man- P 

ager of the Remington Arms Co., Inc. as . 
We are grateful, also, to C. H. Abbott, " ; 

president of the Hartford Steel Ball ~ a 
Co., who has produced shot from wire a 3 

of 0.088 in. diameter, which was rolled i 
in our laboratory at 100° C. from 14%4- 
in. square ingots to wire bar 1 in. 
square and cold-drawn to wire. The 

wire was sheared and rolled to spheres ee i 
from cylinders in a rolling machine fs oe (a 
for steel balls with the result that the ; . fs : 
size tolerance and roundness are closer J = A 
than may be obtained with ordinary ; 
drop shot. Because of the annealing 
effect, the Vickers Diamond Brinell 
hardness of the rolled shot averages Fis? Lead. fain shot ghow: 
14, the same as ordinary shot, which is Fig. 6. Lead-magnesium shot, X7, produced tures “developed in 24 our ee 
considerably less than can be obtained by mechanical rolling. in water.



tion, and possibly substantial elimina- aah 
tion of the alloy is depicted in Fig. 9, i 

taken 24 hours later. Still more com- 
plete elimination of lead from the giz- 
zard and gastrointestinal tract in 48 
hours is shown by the X ray in Fig. 10. a 4 

These investigations show that it is ‘ 5 \ 

possible to construct shot composed by \ 

almost entirely of lead which have the 
same general ballistic properties as 
commercial shot but which will not 

cause lead poisoning. Practical appli- 

cation of these findings to the commer- aay 

cial manufacture of satisfactory shot RM. 

will require further investigation. An 
entirely satisfactory shot must have Fig. 8. Lead-magnesium alloy in gizzard of duck immediately after feeding 

ballistic properties close to those of 

present commercial shot and must dis- 
integrate sufficiently by exposure to 
marsh waters so that it will soon be 

entirely corroded or, if eaten, disin- i . 

tegrate quickly in the gizzard and pass al eee 
on through the gastrointestinal tract. ee he ¢ poe 

In addition, a satisfactory shot would a a en 

have to maintain sufficient structure 4 —_— m at 

when imbedded in flesh so that it could - if ae ms 

be removed before or after cooking, a of 2 . ae Mae 
as is done at present. It appears that s a NRE: . ee ae Be 

careful adjustment of the magnesium a coe ae Bie: i 

content of a lead-magnesium alloy can SS ee aa : od a m 

be made so as to fulfill these require- - eae ; : 
ments closely. Experiments in prog: Fig. 9. Alloy in gizzard after 24 hours. Only a few particles remain, 

ress involve water disintegration tests. 
actual shooting tests, and investiga- 
tions on shot imbedded in tissue under ne 

conditions of storage and cooking. e ee ja 
These investigations tend to establish 4 i 
that a fine adjustment of the mag- en: lies I 3 
nesium content will fulfill require- peteee ie 5: : 

ments for a satisfactory shot and that sl sam sae 7 E Eee 

the most suitable magnesium content : ee a2 = 
would be about 1.5 per cent. Md Br 

Commercial manufacture of lead- 29 = PY Au A 

magnesium shot may require the de- ae i "eae ede a >: 
: velopment of manufacturing methods en - —": : Ae 

entirely different from the shot-tower res = $3 : 

process now in use. In producing |. . . . . 
round shot of lead-magnesium alloys Fig. 10. X ray of same gizzard hier 48 ours: Substantially all lead magnesium 

for experimentation we have developed Ninn 

a simple continuous rolling machine 
which offers definite possibility for 

commercial manufacture. The alloy is the gizzard but disintegrate and pass can Wildlife Conference. 1937. (In press). 
fed into this machine as wire, which is rapidly through the gastrointestinal 2 Wetmore, Alexander. “Lead Poisoning 

easily produced from these alloys. The tract. ‘Lead-magnesium alloys will not An Waterloy & Cena 
rolling machine cuts off, rolls. and form spherical shot by the dropping ee R. U. S. Dept. Agri 
ejects shot pellets at a speed of 1150 process. but their general properties Bureau of Biological Survey, unpublished 
per minute within a size tolerance of indicate that a satisfactory nontoxic report. 

+ 0.002 in. shot can be formed from this alloy ,, "Green, R. C.. end) Pordo La aegis 

Summarizing, alloys composed of series by a process of mechanical Reeenon of ee ean a eee 
lead and magnesium disintegrate rap- rolling. Proceedings of the North American Wildlife 
idly when in contact with water. Shot References Conference. 1936. P. 486-489. 
prepared from these alloys do not pro- ‘Cottam, Clarence. 2 ahs : “International Critical Tables.” Vol. II. 

duce lead poisoning when eaten by “The earn: Tar ss KE paienaels: ' Tees Sera j " ‘ Le oisoning in Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,” 
waterfowl, as the shot are not held in  Waterfowl,”Proceedings of the North Ameri- 2st ed., 1936-37, p. 1502.
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(j) Proposed Toonumbar National Park.—Action on this pro- 
posal has not yet been concluded. The area—in the North Coast 
district of New South Wales—is to be personally inspected by the 
Minister for Forests in New South Wales and the Forestry Com- 

) missioner before further action can be taken. 

| 3. GENERAL PRESERVATION. ) 

(a) Grasshopper Poison and Bird Life.—Certain districts of 
Queensland and New South Wales have recently experienced one 
of the worst visitations of Plague Locusts or Grasshoppers ever 
recorded in this country. Among the various means used for des- 
truction of the hordes of the menacing insects, poisoned bran is 

, regarded with the most favour by the officials of the Department 
of Agriculture, and is considered by them to be the most valuable 
of those which it is economical to use. Even so, the cost is very 
great indeed to both Government and individual landholders; while, 

at best, it can only prove a palliative—though producing a 100 
per cent. kill in parts of the many millions of acres of land affected. 

Bird lovers and naturalists generally have been much exercised 
as to the potential destruction of native birds throughout the coun- 
try affected—totalling several thousands of square miles—and the 
matter has been brought up at several meetings of the Council of 
this organisation, while also forming the subject of correspondence. 
Evidence, as placed before us, and as appearing in the daily Press 
of Australia, has been highly conflicting here. There have been 
several claims that large numbers of birds had been destroyed (a) 
through eating the poisoned bran itself; and, (b) through the eating 
of the poisoned Grasshoppers. 

Several members of the Graziers’ Association of New South 
Wales have reported and have given specific instances of the 
destruction of bird life through the use of this bran bait. Mr. 
W. G. Howard, of the Gilgandra district, is reported as saying 
that, after he had laid out poisoned bran in accordance with Depart- 

' mental instructions to poison Grasshoppers, he found at least 12 
birds, known as blue larks, dead in a small paddock. The country 

was timbered and grassed, and hundreds of birds could have been 
dead without being seen. 

Mr. Howard’s “Blue Larks” would, no doubt, be the so-called 

Wood Swallows, Artamus, also known as Blue Martin. Mr. W. D. 
Milgate, of Curban, wrote as follows— 

“I have used poison bait for Grasshoppers, according to the 
formula recommended by the Department, and I can definitely 
state that, after using the bait, I saw quite a number of Wood 
Swallows dead, and as many as 10 under one tree. I never saw 
any dead birds previous to laying the poison. I am definitely against 
the use of the poison, as I am satisfied that it destroys the birds 
that are the Grasshoppers’ worst enemy. 
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“I can get quite a number of landowners in this district who 
have had similar experience, and will not, under any consideration, 
use the bait for the same reason,” Mr. Milgate added. 

Mr. W. S. Irwin, of Wallaroy, Tooraweenah, stated that he 
saw two Blue Larks dead close to a site where poison had been 
laid for Grasshoppers. The Grasshoppers were not very thick. 
He thought the birds ate the dead “Hoppers. 

In December, 1936, the Association decided to ask the Minis- 
ter for Agriculture to have a thorough investigation made and to 
obtain the co-operation of the Commonwealth Council for Scientific 
and Industrial Research. An important suggestion also was that 
attention should be directed to the effects of the poison upon useful 
insect life. Mr. W. W. Killen, a well-known pastoralist bird 
student, has also claimed to have evidence of bird destruction by { 
this poison—the birds destroyed, as he says, being themselves ‘ 
extremely useful Grasshopper killers, Still another well-known 
landholder, also a competent bird student, Dr. E. C. Chisholm, of 
Barellan, has written in support of Mr. Killen’s contentions. Several 
others also could be quoted, omitting altogether many undoubted 
bird lovers familiar with country problems who have made only 
general expressions of their convictions in the matter. 

If this poisoned bran is as dangerous as some think, then there 
would seem to be very little hope for some of the bird species; 
for, in this last Grasshopper visitation—up till November, 1937— 
enormous quantities of poison baits have been distributed. For 
instance, in the Moree Pastures Protection District of New South 
Wales, the Secretary to the local Board stated that up till the first 
week of October only, no less than 650,000 lb. of poisoned bran 
had been distributed—‘with excellent results,” as he reports. 

But we are obliged to present another side to the argument. 
The Government Entomologist of New South Wales, Mr. W. B. 
Gurney, who has been known to us as a friend of the birds for 
many years past, has stated definitely that so far there has been 
no evidence of any poisoning of the birds, although this matter was 
being closely examined. It is possible that mortality has occurred 
when the poisoned bran has been distributed in pellets, and not 
in the flake form which has been uniformly recommended, he says. 

It is worthy of mention here, also, that a few weeks ago, when 
the Queensland Minister for Agriculture was introducing emer- 
gency legislation to deal with the Grasshopper plague, he was 
asked in Parliament whether the baiting would further reduce bird 
life. He replied, “No. Twenty officers of my Department have 
been watching for any indication of bird destruction, and we have 
seen no sign of it.” 

It may be remembered that we dealt with the possibilities of 
the poisoning of birds in our short discussion on the subject in 
our Twenty-fifth Annual Report (“Australian Wild Life,” Vol. 1, 
No. 2, p. 7, 1935), following the heavy infestation in Queensland 
and New South Wales of 1934. The authorities then promised us 
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that every care would be taken and the incidence of the poison. 
would be carefully watched. At the same time we were assured , 

| that the weight of evidence and the official experiences of South 
Africa, Canada and the United States of America were all against 
there being danger to bird life. And finally comes the evidence of 
Mr. J. R. Kinghorn, Ornithologist of the Australian Museum, who 
has reported that he has fed poisoned Grasshoppers to native birds 
and fowls for some time, but none has died. A search of country 

that has been extensively baited with great success did not yield 
one bird that could be said to have died from eating Grasshoppers. 

Many of our native birds are great Grasshopper eaters, both 
J‘ in the larval and flying stages of the plague. Ibis, Bustards (Plain 

Turkeys), Wood Swallows, Magpies, and others, all play a part; 
but, under the very best of circumstances, they cannot prevent the 

; development of the mighty swarms of Plague Locusts, which have 
been but just one of the difficulties met with in the opening up 
of vast stretches of pastoral and agricultural country. But, if 
helped by rigorous protection, they are able to play a very important 
part throughout normal years in restricting the development of 
the pest. 

(b) Wallaby Protection in Bilpin District (N.S.W.).—Our 
past Reports have given many instances in which attempts have 
been made to have local or State-wide protection lifted from native 
animals, either to allow alleged “sports” to satisfy their craving 
to kill, or because the price of skins happened to be favourable. 
The reasons mentioned were the real ones, of course, but not those 
submitted to the authorities. Sometimes it is made to appear that 
certain marsupials are over-running the country, when but few are 
present; or, it would appear that orchards are being destroyed, 
where none exist; or, the “natural feed” is being destroyed, when 
the real culprit is the rabbit or the area is overstocked. There 
have been bona fide cases of invasions by certain marsupials at 
times, but we are not dealing with this type of problem here. 

In May of this year, a valued member at Kurrajong brought 
ic under our notice a determined effort which was being made to have 

j the protection lifted from the few Scrub Wallabies remaining in 
, the Bilpin-Kurrajong district. From the information supplied by 
t him, we take the following extract:— 

From my own knowledge of The Jungle country, I know that 
the country is not overrun with Wallabies. There are a few there. 
But damage to a garden at The Jungle did not come from the Wal- 
labies, but from the Rabbits. I would say that the comparative 
amount of damage would be in this district, about a thousand to one 
in favor of the rodent as compared with the marsupial. I have reason 
to believe that numbers of skins of native animals have been secretly 
sent from this district. They have been destroyed and are being de- 
stroyed where there is no restraining hand, and to lift the ban 
entirely would be nothing short of criminal, and hurtful to all who 
love our native animals and birds. 

Our representative also sent us the report of another prominent 
resident who had been in the district for fifteen years, and who 
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stated that the damage done by Wallabies was infinitesimal, -and 
_ that the “real motive” was “to let those with guns have a free 

hand to shoot the few Wallabies left.” He said, further, “If the 
shooters would confine their attention to the real pest, the rabbits, 
some good would be done.” 

The Council sent along a strong protest to the Chief Secretary 
of New South Wales, who, after having made enquiries, refused 
the requests for an open season, the applicants being informed 
that, if it could be proved “that the animals were proving destruc- 
tive on any particular holding, the position could be met by the 
issue of a license to destroy a limited number on that holding during 
a specified period.” A 

This case is presented in this Annual Report as a further 
example of the need for constant watchfulness in many directions g 
and in almost every department of our work, if our fauna is to 5 
survive. 

(c) Mutton Bird Plumage.—In mid-November, 1936, we re- 
ceived from Captain MacCunn, London—acting on behalf of the 
Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals in Eng- 
land—an urgent cablegram informing us that “the Trade” was 
trying to add the skins of the Australian Shearwater or Mutton 
Bird to the list of birds allowed to be imported into Great Britain 
under the Importation of Plumage (Prohibition) Act, 1921. The 
Society asked for our support to their opposition to the proposal. 
In reply thereto, we sent the following telegram:— 

“Wild Life Preservation Society of Australia strongly 
opposes admission of Shearwater, or other Petrels’, plumage, 
and urgently requests the authorities to refuse applications 
in the interests of bird conservation.” 

In their following letter, of 31/12/36, the London R.S.P.C.A. 
said, inter alia, “Every exemption, of course, from an Act, weakens 
its effectiveness; every addition makes the Customs Authorities’ 

work more tiresome and difficult, and smuggling easier.” The 
application was made to the Board of Trade Advisory Committee. ‘ 

In due course, by letter dated 14/1/37, we were very glad to 
learn that the application had been refused, and so one more pos- 4 
sible avenue for the encouragement of trade in our native fauna ; 
was closed. In the RSPCA letter, we were informed that the 
application had been rejected by six votes to three. The letter con- 
tinued: Your Organisation’s splendid support on behalf of this bird, 
and in maintaining the integritv of the Act. contributed to this 
success.” And, further, “The fact of your Organisation being Aus- 
tralian carried great weight, and its views are held to be highly 
important.” 

"We are sure it will be realised that had we not been success 
ful, not only would a new market, intended to stabilise an increased 
destruction of this bird, have been created, but the resultant sales 
in England would have greatly undermined the British Act. 
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GRASSHOPPER POISON P room fords, 

Much has been printed on the subject of grasshopper poison and its 
effect on wildlife. Recently Dr. Carl J. Drake, State Entomologist, 
prepared a reply to an inquiry on the subject which sets out in brief 
the answers to numerous questions regarding the use of poison to kill 
grasshoppers and the results of studies made on its effect on wildlife. 

"Grasshopper bait has been used very extensively in Iowa and other 
States for many years," explains Dr. Drake in his reply. "If scattered 
according to instructions there is absolutely no danger of poisoning 
farm animals, wild animals or human beings. In order to gain positive 
information concerning the effect on wildlife of poison bran, Mr. W. E. 
Beed of the U. S. Biological Survey spent the summer of 1936 in western 
Iowa where heavy poisoning was being done. Beed, in cooperation with 
some of the State Conservation Officers and the farmers concerned, 
checked the grasshopper work in 461 farms. The farmers kept a daily 
watch of the wild birds and mammals on each farm to see whether or not 
they could find any dead ones. During the entire period not a single 
bird, mammal or farm animal was destroyed by the bait, yet several 
thousands of tons of bait were distributed in western Iowa." 

Similar studies have been conducted by other States and the United 
States Department of Agriculture. 

"When farm animals, human beings or wildlife are poisoned by grass- 
hopper bait," continues Drake, "it is due to gross carelessness on the 
part of the individual farmer." : 

The studies indicate that the winter food and cover for wildlife 
destroyed by grasshoppers causes a greater loss to wildlife than grass- 
hopper poison. 
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HOMES FOR WILDLIFE 

Iowa game authorities explain that the average Iowa farm automati- 
cally provides some food and cover for upland game. Many people think 
game cover must be planted. Fortunately this is seldom necessary in
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THE EPPECTS OF RODENT AND INSECT POISONING CAMPAIGNS yr “a 
UPON WILD LIFE, PARTICULARLY UPLAND GAME BIRDS qe NS 

vy ae a 
Fred R. Zimmerman, Game Management Division ~~ at 

fhe control of injurious rodents and insects with the pe of 

poisons has caused much concern for the safety of many forme of 

wildlife; namely the gallinaceous birds such as grouse, pheasants, 

and quail. 

The Bureau of Biological Survey carried out numerous experi- 

mental tests and observations which proved that gallinaceous birds, 

which also includes the domestic chicken, are rdatively immune 

from strychnine poisoning when the directions for use are closely 

followed, In September, 1925, the biological survey, in oonjune- 

tion with the associated sportesmen's clubs of California and the 

California Fish and Game Commission, carried out a series of 

experiments on California Valley Quail to determine the effects 

of poisons intended for ground squirrels. Tests were made on nine 

quail, using strychnine, arsenic, phosphorus; end thallium . 

sulphate. Whole and hulled barley, whole and hulled oats, and 

wheat were fed as both poisoned and unpeieqned grain to the birds. 

These birds ate from 2 to 160 kernels of poisoned wheat a day and 

as many as 300 kernels during three consecutive days with and 

without clean grain and were not affected, For five consecutive 

daye the birds were also fed 50 kernels of wheat morning and 

evening, 10 of which were poisoned. These birds were unaffected 

olde By Shae sehen, ae use of phosphorus showed entirely different 

results, because/kernels killed a quail in 4$ hours. This 

definitely proved that phosphorus« is very toxie te queil and its
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use should be prohibited, Using this poison in grain would prove 

fatel if only 6 to 20 kernels were picked up by the birds. 

Arsenic and thealliua sulphate proved less toxic then phosphorus; 

we however, it is believed they should not be used, It is necessary 

to administer these drugs on hulled or rolled grain to obtain 

good reaulte against ground squirrels, and vaaing method it has 

been proven that game birds are affected, The experiments also 

proved thet young quell are not affeoted any more by strychnine 

then are the adult birds, There were some indications that 

thallium sulphate was more fatal on young quail than adult quail, 

but more tests will heve to be made to prove this point. 

Another experiment wae carried out in Montana in January, 

1923, to determine the effect of feeding strychnine to sharp- 

talled grouse, Three grouse were used in thie experiment, One 

hundred fifty grains of Richardson's ground squirrel bait was 

given one of the birds; another was given 500 graine of prairie 

dog bait; and the third bird was used as « shesk, feeding 1t 

unpoigoned whest, oats, ond corn, During the course of the day, 

the 480 Kernels were eaten and by evening the birds appeared 

normal; and if the poisoned grain had any 111 effect, 1t was not 

apparent, hia wae carried on over a period of nine days, using 

Various smounte of poisoned kernels, afid at the end of that 

period these birds showed no 111 effects whatsoever from eating 

grains poisoned with strychnine. They did show an objection to 

eating the grain very readily which was in all probability due 

7 to the bitter taste of the poison. 

. During January, 1922, experiments were made in giving 

7 poisonea grain to five or six months old Chinese pheasants near
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| Snoqualmie, Washington. dSeratch feeds were fed the birds the 

| first day and then they were transferred to pens for triel with 

| the poisoned grain, Fresh water was accessible at sll tines to 
i the birds, These experiments showed the birds not to be affected 

vv by polsoned grains and it is not likely that they will be much 

| wedueeé in numbers in localities where rodent control campaigns 

| are being held, 

In Saskatchewan during the spring of 1916 the Chief Game 

Guardian demonstrated very well that poisoning campaigns on 

ground squirrels have no effeet upon the prairie chicken in that 

region. Four prairie ehickens were given enough poisoned grain 

to kill 100 ground squirrels, but suffered no 111 effects, 

Experiments which have been carried out to date relative to 

whether uplend game birds suffer heavy losses in rodent poisoning 

campaigns showed definitely that; 

1. Gallineeeous birds, such as the grouse, quail, and 

domestic chicken, show a certain lmaunity to strychnine 

poisoning. Areas in Washington, Oregon, California, 

Wontena, and Saskatchewan, in which rodent poisoning 

campaigns were held, gave good results in reducing the 

numbers of rodents doing damage but no i111] effects were 

notioed in the game birds present. 

2. Birds that were shot for stomach examinations in areag 

where rodents were being poisoned showed that the birds 

did not eat the poisoned grain in eny great quantity. 

3. Young birds are not affected @ny more by strychhine 

than the adult birds, Tests with thallium sulphate, 

however, seem to show that thie poison kills the young
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more readily than it does adult birds, 

Prost made a study of the effeet thet gipsy moth eprays have 

on wildlife in New York State, Using 6 pounds of lead arsenate 

to 150 gellons of water, both the ground cover and forest canopy 

Was sprayed with seven machines over ¢ two months' period. In 

studying sample sections, Frost found birds totaling 164 

infiividuals on the unspreayed plots and but 16 individual birds upm 

the sprayed plote, Frost aleo found a ¢ese where 4 young chestnut- 

sided warblers were found dead in the nest, probably due to de- 

sertion by the parent birds. Frost cencluded that insectiverous 

birds probably do not receive a lethal dose of arsenie where epray- 

ing operations are carried on, but are driven from the sprayed 

eres which is far from desirable. One dead woodehuck was alse 

found and even snakes were observed to leave the sprayed for the 

ungprayed areas, Frost euggests that the removal of reptile foods 

by spraying probably caused this migration. At any rate, with the 

exception of nestlings, no direct mortality was noted among adult 

birds. Spraying did, however, drive some of our most beneficial 

inseetiverous birds from their natural habitats. Some of the 

birds included the black end white werbler, red-eyed vireo, black+ 

sapped chickadees, oven-bird, yellow-throated vireo, northern 

yellow-throst, black-throated blue warbler, and many other species 

of egonomic importance, 

The most serious queetion thet hes srisen reletive to the 

effeete of poisoning campaigns on wildlife has to do with peison- 

ing grasshoppers and ite effeet upon geme birds. It seeme that 

ever gince poison bran magh has been used in gresshopper control 

work, it has been thought by meny people thet ite use hes been a
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menace to domestic fowl and wild birds. Professor Whitehead, 

working at the Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Stetion, was one 

of the first investigstors to go inte this problem very 

thoroughly. ome of the questions he sought to answer were; 

1. Do birds become injured from pleking up poisoned brant 

2, Bo they suffer 111 effecte from eating poisoned grass- 

hoppers? 

3. Is there any real denger to humans or other animals from 

@ating chickens that have fed on poisoned grasshoppers? 

Prefessor Whitehead used domestic fowls and quail in his 

experiment, They were confined in pens and left without food 

i “Yor 24 Bours, “Poisoned bran was then scattered in pens at the 
| pate of 100 pounts per sore and the birds were left for 24 hours 

with no other food. No indications of any poisoning appeared, 

|“ Prom this it wae eoneluded that birds suffer no toxie effects 

\ from picking up poisoned bren, Further studies were made using 

| (146 bids, Ancluding chickens, turkeys, Guoks, quail, ani the 
\ nestlings of various species of song birds. They were fed 

| approximately 17,000 poisoned and unpoisoned grasshoppers, the 

| experiments being carried over a period of 10 to 66 deys, The 

| following conclusions resulted for domestic fowls: 
\ 1. ‘hey readily recognize thet poisoned grasshoppers are 

| not ac desirsble food os are unpoisoned grasshoppers. 
\ 2, They ate lege than one-half the number of voisoned 

\ grasshoppers than they did the unpolsoned grasshoppers. 

\ 3, The amount of arsento consumed in feeding upon poisoned 

“—— ‘@Paadhoppere averaged much lesy than one-half of a toxie 

dose,
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4, Even though no other food waa available for a period of 

ten days, the fowls 4id not eat « sufficient number of 

grasshoppers to obtain a toxic dose.* 

S. The arsenic obteined through eating the poisoned grass- 

hoppers did not have a cumulative effect even though 

the fowls were fed for a period of 66 days. 

6. Feeding on poison@d grasshoppers did not materially 

effect the weight or grewth of fowls. 

Professor Whitehesd's results concerning wild birds were as 

follows: 

1. Westling robins end presumably other species of a 

sash similar size oan consume as many as 154 poisoned graaa- 

hoppers containing 39.986 mgs. of As,0, and still mature 

normally. 

2, Poisoned grasshopprs may be somewhat injurious to nest- 

ling birds, although the evidence is incomplete, 

3. There ie little danger, if any, to adult birds. 

4, It must be further shown that the parent birds pick up 

dead grasshoppers and feed them to nestlings before 

any danger to nestling birds oan be claimed. The few 

observations made do not indicate that such is the case. 

Tabulations made from Professor Whitehead's studies showed 

definitely that at no time did the ohickens consume enough 

argenie to meke it a dengerous dose to human beings. He also 

PAE An) OTT) CRRERE IRN: OM Hor P HONS NEN. GENIN Dee NE | 

* Professor Whitehead found that force feeding chickens poison 

Mimatiy tanks decs for s at cued chicken. is Eel! over 
Sinkes that 3.563 age. per ounee of bird weight constituted 
& slightly toxie dose.
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made chemical analyses of the bodice of chickens which had eaten 

large numbers of poisoned grasshoppers. The results obtained 

from these snalyses showed definitely that there was no danger 

of human beings being poisoned by cating chickens that have 

@aten poisoned grasshoppers. 

Working in Wisconsin, Wilson and Clayton experimented with 

the effects argenic in gragshopper bait had upon chickens, Under 

Sage conditions the chickens did not feed on poleoned bait made 

up aceording to the Wisconsin formula (100 gms, sawdust, 1 os, 

whey, and 4 gms. of arseni¢ trioxide), In picking corn out of 

the poisoned sawdust, they did not pick up enough of the poisoned 

bait to produse any 111 effects. Using bran with the above 

mixture the birds invariably tried to pick out the bran from the 

mixture and there was no evidence of poisoning noted, In using 

straight bran in the polson ration, 3 out of 24 chickens were 

killed, Thus it was eongluded that care should be taken to keep 

chickens away from grasshopper bait made with arsenite trioxide, 

It was also ooneluded thet chickens will not eet any quantity of 

poisoned bait wmless no other food is available. Domestic fowl 

given » normal ration on farms will not very likely eat such 

polsoa bait; not enough, at any rate, to injure them, He danger 

was recorded in eating argenic-fed ehickens and their eggs. 

A very important study was made by Beed of the effeote of 

grasshupper poison upen wildlife in Iowa, During tae month of 

June, 1956, an intensive grasshopper polsening campaign was 

undertaken in Iowa. Along with this study, « thorough cheek was 

made on wheat effecte this poisoning campaign had upon wildlife, 

Meany species of grasshoppers were reeoréed as doing quite « 

little damage in Iowa that summer and, worse than that, thease
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ingest peste 414 se much damage to fruit and seed-beering plants 

thet resident gese birds in Iowa found theaselves short of food 

the winter of 1956-87, In looking at the mammal population, 

Beed found thet the skunk, feeding Largely upon insects, profited 

by the large numbers of insects wherees woodehuaks, those diet 

consists largely of vegetation, actually found « scareity of 

aummer food, Beed further points out that fox squirrels, ground 

squirrels, cottontalls, jack rebbits, meadow mies, and white- 

footed mice eleo o11 experienced a shortage of food during the 

gummer snd winter months due to grasshopper raveges, Inasmuch as 

grasshoppers increase much more repidly than do their vertebrate 

predators, they were not controlled by these predators in any 

numbers in the infested areas studied, 

Stomachs of nestling English sparrows were found te contain 

nothing but hoppers and Beed alee liste the red~headed woodpecker 

and the King bird as consistent hopper esters, 

Among the manumals eating grasshoppers, the harvest mouse, 

striped skunk, ground squirrel, and red fox feed extensively 

‘ ‘pen these insects, 

Beed visited 6335 forms during his investigation, Of this 

number vieited, 426 had used poison bran for combating grasi- 

hoppers, The number of pounds of bran used per form renged from 

a few pounds to 1,200 pounds, Larger farme used little volson 

bron, wheress some farms of cignty acres used large amounts. 

Only five of the farmers visited reported wild birds and 

; mammals as having been killed by poison bran, One reported 

finding dead white-footed mice and four reported deed wild birds. 

Ag none of the dead speoimens of mice had been saved, « stomach 

analysis could not be made to determine the cause of death,
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However, Beed says thet it ia entirely possible that these mioe 

ate enough of the polsen bran to cause death inasmuch as these 

rodents are grain and seed eaters for the most part and they may 

have gotten a lethal dose of poiaen, 

Among the wild birds killed, Seed definitely showed thet one 

killing was done by ao domestic cat. In two cases no poisendd bait 

was found in the digestive organs of the birds examined although 

the cause of death wae undetermined, Beed further etetes that the 

birds were luneture and other causes could have very well been re+ 

sponsible for their death. Many birds died of thirat because many 

watering places dried up completely the last half of July and 

young birds especially were caught in the drought, being left to 

ahift for theuselves, 

The other cesualties were five pheasants reported found dwad 

im w cornfield supposedly where poison bran had been spread for 

hoppers. Investigation showed that only one phenesnt setusily was 

found dead, « hen, ané the farmer stated that no poison bran had 

been spread on that portion of the farm where it hed been found, 

although thie in itself wae not conclusive proof thet death was not 

due to poison, 

Where soieon balt for grasshoppers was used aceording te 

directions given out by the lowa Agricultural Experiment Station, 

no domestic or wild animale were found veisoned. 

An experiment was cerried out om a three thousand acre farm 

neay Dewaon in Kidder county, North Dakota, last year showing 

conolusively thet pheesants are rather “choosy" about what they 

eat. The experiment gives further proof thet pheesants do not eat 

enough grasshopper poison balt to receive  lethnl dose, 

Working with the state fish and game department, six pheas- 

ants weve confined in separate pena and fed different rations
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including straight grasshopper poison bait, one part bait to one 

| part laying mash, poisoned oats fr gopher contrel, straight 

e poisoned cats, one part poisoned oate to one part good barley, 

/ end, lastly, umpoisoned barley as « cheek, 

/ The baits were made available in large amounts and daily 

observations were made on the birds, In nine days one bird died, 

but a postmortem examination showed no poison in the digestive 

orgens, the crop was empty, and the emaciated condition of the 

\ | body conclusively showed thet the bird died of starvation, 

\ fhe birds ate little if any of the poison bait offered them 

Den and the conclusions érewn were that pheasante under normal con- 

wT ditions will not eat the polsen baits recommended for the eontrel 

of grasshoppers and gophers, 

Swenk made ean important and interesting study of the effects 

of the 1936 Nebraska grasshopper poisoning campaign upon aninal 

. life, Approximately 2,450 tons (49,000 sacks) of poisen bait, 

using bren, sodium arsenite and water, was distributed by more 

than 50,000 farmers in 93 counties, County agents sent reports 

dircetly to Swenk,from their respective counties, on complaints 

or actual deaths of domestic animals, including poultry, or of 

game or song birds. 

Final tabulation of the reports showed that in 53 sounties 

no mention of any poisoning of animala was recorded, and 21 

additional counties positively reported no poisoning of vriid 

animals of any kind, In brief, of Nebraska's 98 counties, 54 

reported no poisoning of animale of any species, Of the remain- 

ing 39 counties, 12 reported oases of livestock poisoning due to 

confessed caresleseness in hendling the bait. The remaining 27
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counties reported rumors ef bird peisening, In 12 of these 

counties the rumors were vague and could not be substantiated, 

leaving 15 counties with possible relisble reports of poisoning. 

In 3 of these counties there was no loss exeept where the 

poisoned bait was not properly used, the inatructions that were 

given having been disregarded. One case involved a domestic 

pigeon, another several domestic geese, The other reports con- 

sisted of further rumors that wild birds were found dead, In no 

instsnce was it shown that the birds died of poisoning and not 

of thirst and hest, 

In conclusion, es shown by the accumulated data, there doesn't 

geen to be any fear warranted for the safety of game birds and 

nameais where redent and grasshopper poisoning campaign are 

properly managed, If anyone should find eny dead game bird or 

memmal thet is not too badly decomposed, he should send the same 

packed in damp mess or sawdust end ice, express collect, to 

br, Theogore T. Chaddock, Pathologist, Uxperimental Game and Fur 

arm, Poynette, Wisconsin, We have instructed our field persoanel 

ef the above and the county agents are also cooperating with the 

Gepertment in making reports of the situstion end in sending 

specimers to the department pathologist, The field work wili be 

supplemented with investigstive work at the game farm, using 

varlous species of animals, It is only through scientific research 

that we will be able to answer questions such ay the one above, 

FR 
5-15-58
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POISON EFFECT ON WILDLIFE 

By Frep R. ZIMMERMAN 

Game Management Division 

The control of injurious rodents and insects with the use of poisons 

has caused much concern for the safety of many forms of wildlife; 

namely the gallinaceous birds such as grouse, pheasants, and quail. 

The Bureau of Biological Survey carried out numerous experimen- 

tal tests and observations which proved that gallinaceous birds, which 

also includes the domestic chicken, are relatively immune from strych- 

nine poisoning when the directions for use are closely followed. In 

September, 1925, the biological survey, in conjunction with the asso- 

ciated sportsmen’s clubs of .California and the California Fish and 

Game commission, carried out a series of experiments on California 

Valley quail to determine the effects of poisons intended for ground 

squirrels. Tests were made on nine quail, using strychnine, arsenic, 

phosphorus and thallium sulphate. Whole and hulled barley, whole 

and hulled oats, and wheat were fed as both poisoned and unpoisoned 

grain to the birds. These birds ate from 2 to 150 kernels of poi- 

soned wheat a day and as many as 300 kernels during three consecu- 

tive days with and without clean grain and were not affected. For 

five consecutive days the birds were also fed 50 kernels of wheat 

morning and evening, 10 of which were poisoned. These birds were 

unaffected by this poison. The use of phosphorus showed entirely 

different results, because five kernels killed a quail in 4% hours. 

This definitely proved that phosphorus is very toxic to quail and its 

use should be prohibited. Using this poison in grain would prove 

fatal if only 5 to 20 kernels were picked up by the birds. Arsenic 

and thallium sulphate proved less toxic than phosphorus; however, it 

is believed they should not be used. It is necessary to administer 

these drugs on hulled or rolled grain to obtain good results against 

ground squirrels, and in using this method it has been proven that 

game birds are affected. The experiments also proved that young 
quail are not affected any more by strychnine than are the adult 

birds. There were some indications that thallium sulphate was more 

fatal on young quail than adult quail, but more tests will have to be 

made to prove this point. 

Montana's Study 

Another experiment was carried out in Montana in January, 1923, 

to determine the effect of feeding strychnine to sharp-tailed grouse. 

Three grouse were used in this experiment. One hundred fifty grains 

of Richardson’s ground squirrel bait was given one of the birds; 

another was given 300 grains of prairie dog bait; and the third bird 

was used as a check, feeding it unpoisoned wheat, oats, and corn. 

During the course of the day, the 450 kernels were eaten and by even- 

ing the birds appeared normal; and if the poisoned grain had any ill 

effect, it was not apparent. This was carried on over a period of
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nine days, using various amounts of poisoned kernels, and at the end 

of that period these birds showed no ill effects whatsoever from eating 

grains poisoned with strychnine. They did show an objection to eat- 

ing the grain very readily which was in all probability due to the 

bitter taste of the poison. 

During January, 1922, experiments were made in giving poisoned 

grain to five or six months old Chinese pheasants near Snoqualmie, 

Washington. Scratch feeds were fed the birds the first day and then 

they were transferred to pens for trial with the poisoned grain. 
Fresh water was accessible at all times to the birds. These experi- 

ments showed the birds not to be affected by poisoned grains and it 

is not likely that they will be much reduced in numbers in localities 

where rodent control campaigns are being held. 

In Saskatchewan during the spring of 1918 the chief game guardian 

demonstrated very well that poisoning campaigns on ground squirrels 

have no effect upon the prairie chicken in that region. Four prairie 

chickens were given enough poisoned grain to kill 100 ground squirrels, 

but suffered no ill effects. 

Experiments which have been carried out to date relative to whether 
upland game birds suffer heavy losses in rodent poisoning campaigns 

showed definitely that: 

1. Gallinaceous birds, such as the grouse, quail, and domestic 
chicken, show a certain immunity to strychnine poisoning. 

Areas in Washington, Oregon, California, Montana, and 

Saskatchewan, in which rodent poisoning campaigns were 

held, gave good results in reducing the numbers of rodents 

doing damage but no ill effects were noticed in the game 

birds present. 

2. Birds that were shot for stomach examinations in areas where 

rodents were being poisoned showed that the birds did not 

eat the poisoned grain in any great quantity. 

3. Young birds are not affected any more by strychnine than the 

adult birds. Tests with thallium sulphate, however, seem 

to show that this poison kills the young more readily than it 

does adult birds. 

Desert Sprayed Area 

Frost made a study of the effect that gipsy moth sprays have on 

wildlife in New York state. Using six pounds of lead arsenate to 

150 gallons of water, both the ground cover and forest canopy was 

sprayed with seven machines over a two months’ period. In studying 
sample sections, Frost found birds totaling 154 individuals on the 

unsprayed plots and but 18 individual birds upon the sprayed plots. 
Frost also found a case where four young chestnut-sided warblers 

were found dead in the nest, probably due to desertion by the parent 

birds. Frost concluded that insectivorous birds probably do not re- 

ceive a lethal dose of arsenic where spraying operations are carried 

on, but are driven from the sprayed area which is far from desirable. 

One dead woodchuck was also found and even snakes were observed
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to leave the sprayed for the unsprayed areas. Frost suggests that 

the removal of reptile foods by spraying probably caused this migra- 

tion. At any rate, with the exception of nestlings, no direct mor- 
tality was noted among adult birds. Spraying did, however, drive 

some of our most beneficial insectivorous birds from their natural 

habitats. Some of the birds included the black and white warbler, 

red-eyed vireo, black-capped chickadee, oven-bird, yellow-throated 

vireo, northern yellow-throat, black-throated blue warbler, and many 

other species of economic importance. 

The most serious question that has arisen relative to the effects of 

poisoning campaigns on wildlife has to do with poisoning grasshoppers 

and its effect upon game birds. It seems that ever since poison bran 
mash has been used in grasshopper control work, it has been thought 

by many people that its use has been a menace to domestic fowl and 

wild birds. Professor Whitehead, working at the Oklahoma Agricul- 

tural Experiment station, was one of the first investigators to go into 

this problem very thoroughly. Some of the questions he sought to 

answer were: 

1. Do birds become injured from picking up poisoned bran? 

2. Do they suffer ill effects from eating poisoned grasshoppers? 

8. Is there any real danger to humans or other animals from 

eating chickens that have fed on poisoned grasshoppers? 

Professor Whitehead used domestic fowls and quail in his experi- 

ment. They were confined in pens and left without food for 24 hours. 

Poisoned bran was then scattered in pens at the rate of 100 pounds 
per acre and the birds were left for 24 hours with no other food. 

No indications of any poisoning appeared. From this is was con- 
cluded that birds suffer no toxic effects from picking up poisoned 

bran. Further studies were made using 144 birds, including chickens, 

turkeys, ducks, quail, and the nestlings of various species of song 

birds. They were fed approximately 17,000 poisoned and unpoisoned 

grasshoppers, the experiments being carried over a period of 10 to 

66 days. The following conclusions resulted for domestic fowls: 

1. They readily recognize that poisoned grasshoppers are not as 

desirable food as are unpoisoned grasshoppers. 

2. They ate less than one-half the number of poisoned grass- 

hoppers than they did the unpoisoned grasshoppers. 

3. The amount of arsenic consumed in feeding upon poisoned 

grasshoppers averaged much less than one-half of a toxic 
dose. 

4. Even though no other food was available for a period of ten 

days, the fowls did not eat a sufficient number of grass- 
hoppers to obtain a toxic dose. 

5. The arsenic obtained through eating the poisoned grasshoppers 

did not have a cumulative effect even though the fowls were 

fed for a period of 66 days. 

6, Feeding on poisoned grasshoppers did not materially affect the 
weight or growth of fowls.
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Tabulate Findings 

Professor Whitehead’s results concerning wild birds were as follows: 

1. Nestling robins and presumably other species of a similar size 

can consume as many as 134 poisoned grasshoppers contain- 

ing 39.986 mgs. of As.O; and still mature normally. 
2. Poisoned grasshoppers may be somewhat injurious to nestling 

birds, although the evidence is incomplete. 

38. There is little danger, if any, to adult birds. 

4, It must be further shown that the parent birds pick up dead 

grasshoppers and feed them to nestlings before any danger 

to nestling birds can be claimed. The few observations 

made do not indicate that such is the case. 

Tabulations made from Professor Whitehead’s studies showed defi- 

nitely that at no time did the chickens consume enough arsenic to 

make it a dangerous dose to human beings. He also made chemical 

analyses of the bodies of chickens which had eaten large numbers of 

poisoned grasshoppers. The results obtained from these analyses 

showed definitely that there was no danger of human beings being 

poisoned by eating chickens that have eaten poisoned grasshoppers. 

Working in Wisconsin, Wilson and Clayton experimented with the 

effects arsenic in grasshopper bait had upon chickens. Under cage 

conditions the chickens did not feed on poisoned bait made up accord- 

ing to the Wisconsin formula (100 gms. sawdust, 1 0z. whey, and 4 

gms. of arsenic trioxide). In picking corn out of the poisoned saw- 
dust, they did not pick up enough of the poisoned bait to produce any 

ill effects. Using bran with the above mixture the birds invariably 

tried to pick out the bran from the mixture and there was no evidence 

of poisoning noted. In using straight bran in the poison ration, three 

out of 24 chickens were killed. Thus it was concluded that care 
should be taken to keep chickens away from grasshopper bait made 

with arsenic trioxide. It was also concluded that chickens will not 

eat any quantity of poisoned bait unless no other food is available. 

Domestic fowl given a normal ration on farms will not very likely eat 

much poison bait; not enough, at any rate, to injure them. No danger 

was recorded in eating arsenic-fed chickens and their eggs. 

A very important study was made by Beed of the effects of grass- 

hopper poison upon wildlife in Iowa. During the month of June, 

1936, an intensive grasshopper poisoning campaign was undertaken in 

Iowa. Along with this study, a thorough check was made on what 

effects this poisoning campaign had upon wildlife. Many species of 

grasshoppers wére recorded as doing quite a little damage in Iowa 

that summer and, worse than that, these insect pests did so much 
damage to fruit and seed-bearing plants that resident game birds in 

Iowa found themselves short of food the winter of 1936-37. In look- 

ing at the mammal population, Beed found that the skunk, feeding 

largely upon insects, profited by the large numbers of insects where- 

as woodchucks, whose diet consists largely of vegetation, actually 
found a scarcity of summer food. Beed further points out that fox
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squirrels, ground squirrels, cottontails, jack rabbits, meadow mice, and 

white-footed mice also all experienced a shortage of food during the 

stmmer and winter months due to grasshopper ravages. Inasmuch 

as grasshoppers increase much more rapidly than do their vertebrate 

predators, they were not controlled by these predators in any num- 

bers in the infested areas studied. 

Stomachs Studied 

Stomachs of nestling English sparrows were found to contain noth- 

| ing but hoppers and Beed also lists the red-headed woodpecker and 

the king bird as consistent hopper eaters. 

Among the mammals eating grasshoppers, the harvest mouse, 

striped skunk, ground squirrel, and red fox feed extensively upon 
these insects. 

Beed visited 633 farms during his investigation. Of this number 

visited, 426 had used poison bran for combating grasshoppers. The 

number of pounds of bran vsed per farm ranged from a few pounds 

to 1,200 pounds. Larger farms used little poison bran, whereas some 
farms of eighty acres used large amounts. 

Only five of the farmers visited reported wild birds and mammals 

as having been killed by poison bran. One reported finding dead 

white-footed mice and four reported dead wild birds. As none of the 

dead specimens of mice had been saved, a stomach analysis could not 

be made to determine the cause of death. However, Beed says that it 

is entirely possible that these mice ate enough of the poison bran to 
cause death inasmuch as these rodents are grain and seed eaters for 
the most part and they may have gotten a lethal dose of poison. 
Among the wild birds killed, Beed definitely showed that one killing 

was done by a domestic cat. In two cases no poisoned bait was found 
in the digestive organs of the birds examined although the cause of 
death was undetermined. Beed further states that the birds were 
immature and other causes could have very well been responsible for 
their death. Many birds died of thirst because many watering places 
dried up completely the last half of July and young birds especially 
were cavght in the drought, being left to shift for themselves. 

The other casualties were five pheasants reported found dead in a 
cornfield supposedly where poison bran had been spread for hoppers. 
Investigation showed that only one pheasant actually was found dead, 
a hen, and the farmer stated that no poison bran had been spread on 
that portion of the farm where it had been found, although this in 
itself was not conclusive proof that death was not due to poison. 

Where poison bait for grasshoppers was used according to direc- 
tions given out by the Iowa Agricultural Experiment station, no 
domestic or wild animals were found poisoned. 

An experiment was carried out on a three thousand acre farm near 
Dawson in Kidder county, North Dakota, last year showing conclu- 
sively that pheasants are rather “choosy” about what they eat. The 
experiment gives further proof that pheasants do not eat enough 
grasshopper poison bait to receive a lethal dose.
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Working with the state fish and game department, six pheasants 

were confined in separate pens and fed different rations including 

straight grasshopper poison bait, one part bait to one part laying 

mash, poisoned oats for gopher control, straight poisoned oats, one 

part poisoned vats to one part good barley, and, lastly, unpoisoned 

barley as a check. 
The baits were made available in large amounts and daily observa- 

tions were made on the birds. In nine days one bird died, but a 

post-mortem examination showed no poison in the digestive organs, 

the crop was empty, and the emaciated condition of the body conclu- 

sively showed that the bird died of starvation. 

Poison Shunned 

The birds ate little if any of the poison bait offered them and the 

conclusions drawn were that pheasants under normal conditions will 

not eat the poison baits recommended for the control of grasshoppers 

and gophers. 
Swenk made an important and interesting study of the effects of 

the 1936 Nebraska grasshopper poisoning campaign upon animal life. 

Approximately 2,450 tons (49,000 sacks) of poison bait, using bran, 

sodium arsenite and water, was distributed by more than 30,000 

farmers in 93 counties. County agents sent reports directly to Swenk, 

from their respective counties, on complaints or actual deaths of 

domestic animals, including poultry, or of game or song birds. 
Final tabulation of the reports showed that in 33 counties no men- 

tion of any poisoning of animals was recorded, and 21 additional 

counties positively reported no poisoning of wild animals of any kind. 

In brief, of Nebraska’s 93 counties, 54 reported no poisoning of ani- 
mals of any species. Of the remaining 89 counties, 12 reported cases 

of livestock poisoning due to confessed carelessness in handling the 

bait. The remaining 27 counties reported rumors of bird poisoning. 

In 12 of these counties the rumors were vague and could not be sub- 

stantiated, leaving 15 counties with possible reliable reports of poi- 

soning. In 3 of these counties there was no loss except where the 

poisoned bait was not properly used, the instructions that were given 

having been disregarded. One case involved a domestic pigeon, an- 

other several domestic geese. The other reports consisted of further 
rumors that wild birds were found dead. In no instance was it shown 

that the birds died of poisoning and not of thirst and heat. 

In conclusion, as shown by the .accumulated data, there doesn’t 

seem to be any fear warranted for the safety of game birds and 

mammals where rodent and grasshopper poisoning campaigns are 

properly managed. If anyone should find any dead game bird or 

mammal that is not too badly decomposed, he should send the same 

packed in damp moss or sawdust and ice, express collect, to Dr. 

Theodore T. Chaddock, Pathologist, Experimental Game and Fur 

Farm, Poynette, Wisconsin. We have instructed our field personnel 

of the above and the county agents are also cooperating with the de- 

partment in making reports of the situation and in sending speci-
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mens to the department pathologist. The field work will be supple- 

mented with investigative work at the game farm, using various 

species of animals. It is only through scientific research that we will 

be able to answer questions such as the one above. 

LAST RECORDS OF DEER IN WALWORTH COUNTY 

(Taken from an article by the late N. Hollister, recently of the Biologi- 
cal Survey, published previously in the Bulletin of the Wisconsin Natural 
History Society, Vol. 6, Nos. 3-4, in 1910.) 

Authentic accounts of any of the larger mammals in central or 

southern Wisconsin are of great value and must be collected soon if 

they are to be preserved with accuracy as to dates and circumstances. 

Many species are already gone from the entire state and of some of 

these there is not a local specimen in existence nor a specific record 

in literature. Even in the extreme northern counties conspicuous 
species are now rapidly disappearing and each record of the occur- 

rence or capture is worthy of note. 

Wild deer were exterminated in southeastern Wisconsin nearly 60 

years ago. During various visits at home in the past few years I 

have been collecting from some of the old residents data relating to 

their occurrence in the vicinity of Delavan, Walworth county, and be- 

lieve that the information thus gathered will prove of interest. 

Deer were formerly abundant in Walworth county and in the early 

forties plenty still remained. The late Silas Bowker of Delavan told 

me of often seeing numbers of them between Delavan lake and Geneva 

lake, which locality he claimed was the best deer country in Wal- 

worth county. Others tell of many in the northwestern part of the 

county, and it seems probable that though deer were generally dis- 

tributed throughout the county, the vicinities of Delavan lake and 

Richmond were their favorite resorts. I. P. Larnard, of Delavan, 

tells me that Wm. Hollister, deceased, saw about 50 in one herd on 

the edge of the Big Marsh, between Delavan and Whitewater, in 1842. 

After this date the deer rapidly decreased. In 1846, Mr. Larnard 

shot one from a bunch of five or six in what is now Isham’s grove, 

on the outskirts of Delavan. After killing this one he rapidly loaded 

his rifle and snapped three caps in an endeavor to shoot a fine buck 

which came out and stood in plain sight during the whole perform- 

ance but trotted off, to his great disgust, before he could find a cap 
which would explode. This, Mr. Larnard believes, was the last deer 

killed in the vicinity of Delavan, though a few were seen from time 

to time during the next few years. Mr. Larnard was a keen sports- 
man in those days and probably kept better account of such matters 

in that region than any man now living. 

In 1849 or 1850, my father, K. N. Hollister, and his brother, U. S. 
Hollister, saw three deer in the Big Woods, five miles west of Delavan, 

and a year or two later saw two more crossing Rock prairie and tak- 

ing to the woods near the same place. A. B. Hore, of Delavan, last 

saw deer at Lake Nine, Richmond, as nearly as he can figure, in 1852;
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and Jas. H. Camp, also of Delavan, says that two deer were seen in 
the park at Elkhorn one morning in 1852 by a Mr. Bradley, who was 

then postmaster at that place and is still living. The park was much 

larger then and, of course, in a wilder state. 

From all accounts, then, 1846 may be taken as the date for the last 

deer killed and 1852 for the last deer seen in the vicinity of Delavan. 

EpiTor’s Note: As suggested by Mr. Hollister in this article, we 

would appreciate information of any authentic records of deer, elk, 

beaver, otter, wild cat, lynx, timber wolf or wild turkey found in 

southern Wisconsin. Definite records will help piece together the 

story of these animals in Wisconsin, so send any record to the Editor, 

Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, Madison. 

GROUSE FATALITIES 

Conservation Warden Arthur Baie, Marinette, forwarded two car- 

casses of dead grouse to Dr. T. T. Chaddock at the laboratory of the 

conservation department’s experimental game and fur farm, Poy- 

nette, and Dr. Chaddock made the following report as to the condition 

of the birds: 

One, a male, had small injuries on breast, neck and legs; breastbone 

entirely broken from keelbone on both sides. Crop contents 40 per- 

cent acorns and 60 percent tips of branches and buds. Gizzard con- 

tents 30 percent acorns, 20 percent unidentified seeds, 20 percent rose- 

bush seeds, 30 percent green tips. Many small nematodes present in 

the pectoral muscles of the breast and the muscle was very soft and 

mushlike. Sarcosporidia were also present in the muscles. 

The second bird, a male, had a badly bruised head, sarcosporidia 

present in breast muscles; hemorrhages in pectoral muscle of breast. 

Muscle of breast badly degenerated. Crop contents 80 percent acorns, 

10 percent water cress and 10 percent rose seeds. Gizzard contents, 

80 percent acorns and 20 percent water cress. Roundworm ova pres- 

ent in feces. 

“T am convinced that these birds could never have been able to fly as 

I was able to count as many as 12 to 15 sarcosporidia cysts present 

per square inch in the muscles of the breast,” Dr. Chaddock says. 

W. F. Grimmer, superintendent of game management, says: “Mr. 

Baie reports that no additional dead birds have been found. Appar- 

ently this condition is localized.” 

Kewaunee—The Enterprise editor says it’s a good thing that he 

sometimes does not mention names. Last winter he described how 

comfortably a chap fished from an automobile and now he finds the 

practice is illegal.
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ital, contains considerable ma- river near Billings. At that 
terial for serious thought: time, it will be remembered, 

“Serious thinkers are arriv- traces of arsenic were found in 
ing at the conclusion that North the samples of river water taken 
Dakotans are flirting with dan- for normalcy tests. This arsenic 
ger through the continued use was washed from the fields 
of poison bait for grasshoppers. by the rains. If rain wash can 

“The question is raised wheth- cause an appreciable trace to 
er the dangers incurred will be found in a stream the size 
not be greater than the actual of the Missouri, what will it do 
benefits experienced this one to the smaller streams, especi- 
season. That there may be ally those that have dams 
dangers in the future arises thrown up for the purpose of 
from the fact that the arsenic water storage? 
trioxide, the basic ingredient of “There also have been numer- 
*hopper bait, is an insoluble, in- ous remarks relative to the 
destructible substance that will scarcity of song birds in our 
stay with the soil indefinitely. farm regions this year. Wheth- 

“When it is considered that er the song birds are missing 
tons and tons of poison have because of poison cannot be 
literally been dumped on North said because there has been no 
Dakota fields, we have a ser- discovery of bodies in great 
ious condition to consider. numbers. All that can be noted 

“A field that has been heavily is that our country song birds 
laden with poison bait may are gone, where to, no one 
never be safe again for use as_ knows. 
pasture or grazing. Even “Senator Nye last week urged 
though plowed up many times, the importation of birds, gulls
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and the like, that feed heavily 
on ’hoppers as a means of fight- LAKE WALTON 
ing “hoppers. There are many 
who agree with the senator in 
his belief that the best remedy [faze 
for “hoppers is the natural one. [Regs : ants 
With our bird population inad- re ai 4 
vertently finished off, as the ee ee 
case may be, what will there | bo ee Saree 
be next year to check the insect t Pea ei 
pests? } pe 

“One begins to ask if our ee ae 
*hopper poisoning program may 
not have a back slap to it just numerous mantmade recreation spots. 
as oS Pie draining pro- 
jects of twenty years ago are rhe weacconiane in ich 
now regretted today.” farnianed’) Pe een eer y Warden L. C. Bris- 

eRe osu cin Eo tol, shows the first artificial 
Plans are under way to re- : i 

store Wall lake eleven miles e. pee a an A *h 
west of Sioux Falls. An effort a ye 
wil be. ade, 1 winds BU cert nian oh ice 
project to finance the program, the Pidtel tute ot the 
which includes the construction [, w, L. A - i 
of a 700 foot wall to prevent ©“. | |... 
the seepage which has robbed Completed in 1926, the lake 
the lake of much of its water Covers 35 acres and has an 
in past years. Preliminary @Verage depth of 6 feet, with 
plans also call for the diversion @ Maximum of 19 feet at the 
of additional drainage waters “am. Lake Walton was stocked 
into the lake. with bullheads in 1928 and bass 

and crappies in 1929 and has 

South Dakota’s 4-H Club week been open to fishing continu- 
will be held at Brookings Oct. OUsly since 1930. Green sun- 
16 to 20. The theme of the ‘Sh were planted in the waters 
meeting will be “Making the 1934 and have furnished ex- 

Most of Our Opportunities at agai for “the kids” the 
Home.” Members of the State Orseasonse 
college faculty and others in- Spring water from the lig- 
vited in for the occasion will nite coal mines keeps the water 
appear on the daily programs. a throughout the year but 
Be e flow is not enough to raise 

Trapper wardens have been the water level, sikhough it 
moving beaver from streams in takes up some of the evapora- 
the vicinity of Nemo to waters tion. With the exception of 
in the Black Hills national for- two years the lake has over- 
est. flowed annually.
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There is really no native headed in one direction .. . the 
American pheasant, although others, such as starlings, were 
the ruffed grouse is often re- flying around in circles ... 
ferred to in many parts of the greatly confused because the 
country as a “pheasant.” This land was blotted out. 
‘native pheasant” is the same na ee 

bird that is sometimes known 4 sees pd ee on the 
as a “partridge” in most of the Geer Dems studied by scientists 
Morthari etatea! of The American Wildlife Insti- 

Our native, birdeohicnase- tute at the cooperative wildlife 
Ramble then ¢ tl research, demonstration and 

pheasant are mostly management unit at The Ala- 
grouse. Only members of the }ama Polytechnic Institute. A 
ringneck variety of pheasants, one-strand electric fence was 
of ee. sa are about 17 placed around a field containing 

scien have, been, introduced cotton, com, peanuts, peas and 
SN GEEER y y potatoes, in an attempt to pro- 
SS tect the crops from deer. 

According to Sir Harry John- The ‘deer just Sd eile nie 
Pena vee sate eee cere lo ieirne the wire, although it. was only 

suon 7 the pal as. p vt about 24 inches from the 
mune to poison... a living ground! 
specimen of the noctule, a Brit- . = es 

ish specimen, had a drop of The current underworld term 

prussic acid placed on its tongue “stool pigeon,” applied to an 
... and was some time dying informer, originated with the 
...in the meantime, its para- market hunters that slaughtered 

sites, with which all bats are the now extinct passenger 
much afflicted, dropped off ... pigeon... the market hunters’ 

dead from the poisoned blood. stool pigeons were just that... 

eee tied on a stool or box, by an 

In studying the problem of ingenious arrangement of cords 

penetration of fog by means of was made to flap its wings at 

various forms of light, a U. S. intervals . . . thus attracting 

Army Officer, Lieut. Colonel H. other pigeons into nets with 

C. Davidson of the Army Air which they were trapped by the 

Corps, had a first-hand glimpse millions for the market .. . in- 

of bird flight habits... ascend- cidentally, no females were ever 

ing in a captive balloon over caught by the netters in the 

London with a British officer, morning and evening... during 

Col. Davidson found that hun- the forenoon no males... as 

dreds of birds were flying the birds were at that time sit- 

around over the fog, which was ting on their nests . . . and no 

only 1,500 feet thick ... bird would leave the nest until 

strangely enough, those birds the incoming mate nearly 

skilled in navigation, such as touched its tail . . . thus one 

sea gulls, all seemed to know would slide out just in time to 

where they were going and make room for the other sitter.
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Professor Aldo Leopold 
Old Entomology Building 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am enclosing a copy of my manuscript entitled, "Effect of 
Arsenic as used in Poisoning Grasshoppers upon Pheasants". This is 
an extra copy which you may retain if you wish. After you have had 
an opportunity to read it, I would appreciate having a discussion with 
you on this work. 

This paper was presented at the A.A.A.S. meetings at Columbus, 
Ohio, in December and will, I believe, be printed in the Journal of 
Economic Entomology during the next few months. Mr. W. F. Grimmer has 
seen this manuscript and wishes to republish the major portion of it in 
the conservation bulletin. 

Very truly Wes 

H. Lilly 
Instructor 
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Alloy Shot May Eliminate Lead From Duck Diet 
Old Style Pellets Just as Likely to Kill Feeding Fow! as Hunter’s Guns; New Stuff Disintegrates in Water 

When a hunter raises his gun and can be made into a shot of proper ona special machine designed for the 

lets go at a flock of wild ducks or weight and ballistic properties for use rolling of balls. 

geese, and they all fly away, he is in present types of shells, and that This resulted in a very satisfactory 

likely to mutter a few well-chosen these shot will crack on the surface shot as far as shape and uniformity 

words and assume that the birds all and start to break up within 24 hours were concerned, but at a higher cost 

escaped harm. after they fall into water or onto wet than the shot-tower method affords. 

Yet some of them may die long after- ground. Find Simple Method 

ward, victims of shot that never touch- Experiments covered lead-magnes- Singa thare is 4 erent deal’Ge air 

ed them. ium alloys running from one-quarter of : 
: : é ‘ a tower equipment now in efficient use, 

The nimrod gains nothing from this, 1 per cent to 4 per cent magnesium. p,, Bice and Greek veonenacd 

On OU BA DUA 6 RUSE SOD eee eee gic: Brearary che: amount of he mee: that future experiments should include 

pr any anlent, if, the auc ig) koie, io “xiesium! inthe alloy:the hardenawas:the variations in the shot-tower technique 
die next week in a faraway marsh. resultant metal, and the quicker its i, pone of finding a way to use existin, 
Conservation authorities aren’t happy disintegraton. wre Fal H ee a 3 emene 

about the situation. If ducks under- Weight Is Problem equipment in making alloy shot. 

stood it, they wouldn’t be so well H irereasine th uf After many hundreds of experiments 

pleased either. Rid ae eet eS Rae the metallurgists have found a simple 
con o muc! reduc : 

Birdshot falls i marshes where (7 ht ant thas made. the need uc method for making drop shot in shot- 
waterfowl feed and are swallowed ea s a made the shot un- towers and it is likely that by the fall 

along with their food. The result, as Sune Present shells and shooting season in 1940 that “duck- 
the lead pellets are slowing pulverized Ordinarily idea ehoe “are varopped alloy” will be used exclusively. 

by the eo in the bird’s gizzard, is pais iGGet CAs wislind Gaba: Wek It means a chance to save the lives 

lead poisoning which soon proves fatal. collects into spheres as it falls and of thousands of waterfowl every year. 

Studied for Years cools. To the sportsman, it offers the 

This situation, although unrecogniz; Many attempts to make alloy shot in cheering assurance that the only ducks 

ed by laymen, has been studied by this manner resulted, not in the fa- which will die from his shots are the 
scientists for years. miliar sphere, but in something that : 

The U. S. Bureau of Biological Sur- yesembleq roundheaded tacks. ones he brings down and takes home 

q with him. 
et sprihigcr eee a re tee. Alloy shot were made by extending Th, ill It be eit 

Sey etme ee tee shot prove ‘the metal into wire and then cutting fe rept: will dive to be shot nt Ane 

e se ue Abe ee That anede the wire automatically into short other day. 
vertently swallows them. : ; 7 : 

jieces and rolling then t heres NEA 

Boi feromalied for De. 8. LuDawaell - Rot eS ee 
and Dr. R. Green of the University of 

Minnesota to do something about it. ? 

In a report to the American Society for lama sportsman—are YOU? 

Metals they reveal an extended re- I hunt and fish in this area—do YOU? 

search into the effect of shot made of 

various alloys. I obey Conservation Laws—do YOU? 
Object was to develop shot that 

\ would be fully efficient if it scored a I expect others to do the same—do YOU? 
hit, but which would not remain a ° < . 

Beat OU eM ny ct duynat chica sei ere I will report all violations to the nearest Warden— 

wildlife feeds. ? 

Alloy Disintegrates WILL YOU . 

Drs. Dowdell and Green finally de- < $ A 

cided that alloys of lead and magnes- Our furry, finny, feathered friends will increase— 
jum offered the necessary qualities, 

chief among which was quick disinte- IF YOU DO! 

gration of shot after it comes in con- 

tact with moisture. 

Their report, accompanied by plenti- Big Game hunters in the Black Hills no doubt were agreeably surprised 

ful charts and X-ray pictures of shot to find the above “Sportsmanship” message tacked on trees in remote places. 

of various sorts in the digestive tracts This fall hundreds of these cards were posted by the Black Hills Rod & Gun 

of ducks, shows that an alloy contain- Club and they no doubt conveyed their pertinent message to many a solitary 

ing from 1 to 2 per cent of magnesium deer hunter. Such cooperation with the game department is to be commended.
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Rodent Poi ird Li odent Poison and Bird Life 
JUSTUS C. WARD 

Wildlife Research Laboratory, Fish and Wildlife Service, Denver, Colorado 

TRYCHNINE is the poison used have reached this laboratory, how- 
S in operations directed by the U. ever, that these birds have been killed 

S. Fish and Wildlife Service by eating rodent poison, and these 

against the ground burrowing field studies were designed to get at the 
rodents of Wyoming. This poison is truth of the matter. 
a very toxic one for these small mam- In the first place, we were not able 
mais, so the question may be logical- to induce sage grouse to take either 
ly raised as to how it might affect clean or poisoned oats. Of course, 
birds. there were no symptoms of injury in 

Many studies have been conducted the birds which refused the rodent 

in this direction. Under the direct poison. 
supervision of observers from the Birds were force-fed from 125 to 
former Bureau of Biological Survey 245 kernels of the grain (1/7 to 
(now the Fish and Wildlife Service) 1/3 ounces) without injury. 270 ker- 
experiments have been carried out nels were then force-fed to one small 
with various game birds in Califor- grouse, which killed it, although 332 
nia, Montana, North and South Da- kernels failed to cause any symptoms 
kota, Colorado and Wyoming. Inde- in another one. 
pendent studies have been conducted It is safe to assume that distribu- 
by State and other interested agencies tion of strychnine rodent poison will 
in Kansas, Oklahoma and Canada. not endanger sage grouse for the dual 
Valley, bobwhite, and mountain quail, reason that those birds will not eat 
ring-necked pheasants, Hungarian grain readily and that tney are rela- 
partridges, sharp-tailed grouse tively resistant to the action of 
prairie chickens, and sage grouse strychnine even when force-fed. 
have been tested in these widespread The story of bird susceptibility is 
experiments. All observers are agreed not complete, however, without men- 
in the first place that strychnine- tion of the other upland species which 
poisoned grain as used was not at- are more easily killed. seas these 
tractive to these game birds, and, in are found the desert horn: lark, 
the second place, that when the birds meadow lark, magpie, mourning dove, 
were either force-fed or starved until and other seed-eating birds. When 
they ate large amounts of the bait, such birds are present in numbers 
it would not kill them. All reached the and strychnine poisoned grain is 
same conclusion: Strychnine-poisoned available, danger exists, since they 
grain as distributed for rodent con- are all susceptible and since a very 
trol, provided no hazard to the game few kernels is enough to kill. Con- 
birds listed. sequently, modifications of regular 

An experiment, completed October, rodent control procedures are recom- 
1940 at Farson, Wyoming, gave de- mended where such a hazard to bene- 
tailed information on sage grouse. ficial birds is present. Among these 
This was made possible through co- changes is the placing of bait inside 
operation between the Wyoming the opening of rodent burrows, out 
Game and Fish Commission, the Wyo- of the reach of the birds. Another 
ming Pittman-Robertson Sage Grouse is the use of poison gases, instead of 
Study project and the Wildlife Re- grain. Still another is the delaying 
search Laboratory of the Fish and of poisoning operations until the birds 
Wildlife Service in Denver. Eighteen have moved out of the area. 
birds, most of which were immature It is indeed fortunate that ground- 
females, were trapped for the experi- nesting gallinaceous game birds such 
ments. as the ring-necked pheasant, Hungar- 

Stomach examination records on ian partridge, sharp-tailed grouse, 
file in the Food Habits Laboratories prairie chicken, valley quail, bobwhite 
in Denver and Washington, D. C., or mountain quail, and sage grouse 
show that sage grouse eat grain very are so resistant to the action of 
rarely, and in small quantity. Claims [Continued on page 20
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: . 
Questions to the Editor 
a 
Send questions concerning Wyoming wild life to the 
Wyoming Game and Fish Commission, Cheyenne, Wyoming 

Q. When is the trapping season in affidavit to the office of the Wyoming 

Wyoming ?—S. T., Lander. Game and Fish Commission, from 

Aotthe Weomiie (Came landarion whence the license then is mailed. 

Commission has prohibited trapping pees Brocedure (is -according) toy Secs 
mink, fisher, marten, fox, and otter ae igen my couoes camo LAW: 
Pore thewi career eitrepeineicesson: is well to record the number of 

your license when purchased, in order 
Predators as named by the Game t 

. © speed issuance of a duplicate in 
Law, such as lion, wolf, bobcat, Gadetot ions. 

coyote, lynx, skunk, badger, civet cat 

(spotted skunk and ringtailed cat) ae 

weasel, porcupine, jackrabbit, rac- ’ 

coon, and stray cat, may be trapped Q. How may, & person eligible to 
without a license except on the Na- receive a pioneer license secure a 

tional Forests. To trap on the Na- eenewal or snow: Heenset NE 

tional Forests approval must be ob- Sheridan. 
tained from the local deputy game A. All people who have reached 

warden and Forest Supervisor. The the age of 65 years and have lived 

fee is $1 for resident permit. Musk- continuously in the state for 20 years 

rats may be trapped by landowners or more are eligible to receive a free 

only when doing damage. pioneer hunting and fishing license. 

ae ee It is necessary that they execute an 

affidavit stating that they qualify un- 

Q. When hunting or fishing license der this law. When this affidavit 

is lost, how does one secure a dup- reaches the office of the Game and 

licate?—S. C., Torrington. Fish Department a card is made and 

A. A license holder who loses his : is ee dni a ee ene . 0 make an idavit each year un- 
license should apply for replacement less called for. He need only signify 
to the agent where the license was by letter or post card that he is de- 

eet fe id fo ae sirous of receiving a new license, and 
should write to the Game an s the same will be sent to him. 
Department at Cheyenne, giving the . 

name of the agent who sold him the 

license. A lost license affidavit is RODENT POISON— 

sent to the license purchaser which (Continued from page 15) 

he should execute and file with the bee Pica riceeenare 
= n f 

slic basi eis Debar nen te cue! an canoe eavantaes in the use of 
% perdicss OF neytype sore lls strychnine in rodent control. Insofar 

cense lost, in order to obtain a dup- as gallinaceous game birds are con- 

licate it is necessary to send $1 fee cerned, this poison carries with it an 
with the affidavit. A duplicate license planets aes base SROuED SPEUe 
is then issued. The selling agent does tines alsrecard ihe definite oreeate 
not issue the duplicate, but mails the tionary instructions.
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THE SUSCEPTIBILITY OF SAGE GROUSE 

TO STRYCHNINE 

Justus C. Ward, Malcolm Martin, and Warren Allred 

Conservationists are often concerned no acceptance was obtained in the 36 

about hazards to beneficial birds or ani- hours of observation, although no other 

mals possibly occasioned by extensive food was provided (Table 1). 
rodent control activities. The question Test No. 2. Toxicity of Poisoned Grain 

has been raised specifically as to what When Force Fed.—Six young females 
danger such campaigns involve for sage and one young male were used in this 

grouse, when strychnine is used as the experiment. The first two birds treated 
poison. Our experiments were designed died from what seemed to be a com- 

to answer this query. bination of fright and possible suffoca- 
Altogether eighteen birds were used tion due-to the lodging of the kernels of 

in these tests. This was hardly an ade- oats in the trachea and the nares. The 

Tasie 1 

ACCEPTANCE OF POISONED GRAIN! 

«Bird —st—=<“‘«é‘YS*st*=i<‘ité‘drYS*:*C mnt of grain fered = | 
| ee re ‘ ptance 

Number| Sex and age inigrams' | Grams | Kernels eaters 

2 Female Immature 1,048 100 3,000 303 None 
3 ¢ e 908 50 1,500 15} None 

1A special whole oat mixture containing 5 milligrams of strychnine per gram of bait, 
which was almost identical with the standard cual squirrel poison, containing one ounce 
of strychnine alkaloid to 12 pounds of grain. 

quate number, but the indications birds seemed completely unable to 
gained from the studies seem depend- swallow grain placed on the front of the 
able and are accordingly presented asa tongue. Upon changing our technique 

contribution to knowledge. to that of placing the poisoned grain 

Our major problem was to determine into the throat past the tracheal open- 
the hazard to sage grouse from exposure ing, using a pair of forceps, and han- 

of oats poisoned with strychnine for the dling one or two kernels at a time, we 

control of the small mammals that in- lost no more birds by accident. Doses of 
habit the areas utilized by these birds. 25, 30, 35, 40, and 50 mg/kg! were ad- 

ministered without causing symptoms. 

Tae ExeErisints It is obvious that the minimum lethal 
Test No. 1. Acceptance of Poisoned dose of strychnine in the form of 

Grain by Sage Grouse.-—Two young fe- poisoned grain, when force fed to sage 

males were offered weighed quantities of 1 mg/kg means milligrams of the poison 
special ground squirrel bait. Absolutely per kilogram of the bird’s body weight. 

55
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grouse, is more than 50 mg/kg. The other (wt. 905 gm.) 4.50 grams before 

conclusion seems clear from these two refusing further bait. This indicated 

tests that there is slight danger of sage that under starvation sage grouse might 

grouse being killed with the strychnine- take dangerous quantities of fresh al- 
poisoned grain now being used in falfa that has been poisoned with 
ground squirrel control operations strychnine for jack rabbit control. The 

(Table 2). bait used in these experiments con- 

TABLE 2 

TOXICITY OF POISONED GRAIN' WHEN FORCE FED 

Bird Amount of grain offered 

vo Volume i Result 
ts Sex and age ieaine Grams Kemels (teaspoon Ps a 

3 Female Immature 960 9.00 270 22 46.2 Died 
4 S - 850 3.50 105 1 20.6 Died—possibly 

from fright 
and suffoca- 
tion 

16 G a 1,105 | 11.05 | 332 3} | 50.0 | No symptoms 
6 “ io 1,020 8.16 245 23 40.0 do. 
7 « ‘ 1,048 | 7.34 | 220 2i | 35.0 do. 
8 Male & 1,132 6.80 204 2 30.0 do. 
i Female = 830 4.15 125 1} 25.0 do. 

1 See footnote to Table 1. 

Test No. 3. Acceptance of Poisoned tained 1 oz. of strychnine to 10 lbs. of 

Alfalfa Leaves.—Our next problem was fresh alfalfa leaves. Caution should be 
to determine the danger to the birds recommended in the distribution of 

from strychnine on poisoned alfalfa such bait in sage grouse habitat. 

leaves, as employed in jack-rabbit con- This recommendation is made, how- 

trol. Four young females were used in ever, merely to be on the safe side, for 
this experiment. The first of these was _ the birds we had under observation did 
offered unpoisoned leaves as a check, not show any symptoms of strychnine 

and this bird (wt. 1,105 gm.) ate 14.57 poisoning during the 48 hours they were 

grams overnight. The second bird (wt. under observation. 

1,190 gm.) given poisoned alfalfa leaves Following the tests with strychnine 

ate only 2.13 grams in the same time. in the form of the only two baits em- 

Thus there was a decided difference in ployed to any extent in Wyoming, in 
acceptance between the unpoisoned and — sage grouse country at least, we used a 

poisoned foods. These birds had not few of the birds for experiments of 

been fasted. scientific interest. 
The other two birds were held with- Test No. 4. Toxicity of Strychnine 

out food for 24 hours and were then Sulphate in Solution When Given to Sage 
offered poisoned alfalfa leaves. One Grouse by Stomach Tube.—Three young 
(wt. 1,048 gm.) ate 2.70 grams and the and one adult females and one young
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TABLE 3 
TOXICITY OF STRYCHNINE! BY STOMACH TUBE 

ee Weight Smmoauy @ecueOon elven Dose Resul 
in esult, 

ei Sex and age grams c.c. (mg/kg) 

13 | Female Adult 1,220 12.20 100 Died 23-23 hrs. 
9 & Immature | 1,076 5.38 50 Died 2-2} hrs. 

10 s £ 1,132 3.96 35 Survived 
11 “ i 1,132 2.83 25 do. 
12 | Male a 1,190 1.78 15 do. 

1 A solution containing 1% strychnine was used. 

male were employed in these experi- tolerated quantities so large that it is 
ments. The following summary (Table believed that the exposure of strychnine 
3) gives the results obtained. in this form is no hazard for these birds. 

Test No. 6. Toxicity of Strychnine 2. Under normal conditions the 

Sulphate When Injected into Sage Grouse grouse ate small quantities of alfalfa 

Intraperitoneally—Two young females leaves treated with strychnine, and the 

and one young and one adult males were amounts eaten were increased when the 
used in this experiment. The tabulation birds were starved. This bait, therefore, 

(Table 4) is self-explanatory. should be used with caution. 

TABLE 4 

TOXICITY OF STRYCHNINE BY INTRAPERITONEAL INJECTION 

Bird Weight Amount 1% solution injected a 

in Result 
| Sex and Age grams C.c. (mg/kg) 

1 | Female Immature | 708 3.54 50 | Died in 2 min. 
17 | Male yh 1,700 4.25 25 Died in 6 min. 
18 Se Adult 1,815 1.82 10 Died in 7 min. 
12 « Immature | 1,910 0.60 5 Survived 

Four of the birds were used twice. 3. Sage grouse were killed by a 50 

Two were those that completely refused mg/kg dose of strychnine sulphate in 

poisoned grain in the acceptance test; solution administered by stomach tube. 

one was the bird receiving the smallest 4. Sage grouse were killed by a 10 

(15 mg/kg) dose of the stomach tube mg/kg dose of strychnine sulphate solu- 

series, and the other the survivor of the _ tion injected intraperitoneally. 
smallest (25 mg/kg) dose in the forced- Justus C, Ward / 
feeding experiment. Tiel and Waite Service 

Mal i 
SUMMARY Sen ee and Fish Commission 

1. The sage grouse experimented eee i voming 
with did not voluntarily eat poisoned Woctulag Came and Fish Commission 
grain, and when it was force-fed they Cheyenne, Weomlng
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John Chatillon & Sons \) wr 
85 to 93 Cliff Street ¢ Se 

New York 

May 11, 1943 

Department of Forestry 

Syracuse University 
Syracuse, New York 

Gentlemen: 

The following is an excerpt from "A Rose Odyssey" by J.H. Nicolas: 

"Northern Germany and especially Holstein is overstocked 
with a small deer of the Plesiometacarpalia group (the 
American deer belongs to the Telemetacarpalia group) not 

much larger than a good-sized goat. ‘These animals are so 

plentiful as to be a real danger to agriculture, so the 
hunting season is open the year around for bucks of im- 

. perfect antlers and opens in late July for all bucks, does 
and fawns. The deer remain hidden in daytime but come in 

droves at night. I noticed five- or six-foot stakes about 
fifteen or eighteen feet apart all around Korde's rose 
fields and other grainfields. At the top of each stake 
was hanging a small bag. ‘This bag was filled with a chem- 

ical product inodorous to the human nose but extremely 
repellent to the deer, which will never cross the line 
however appetizing rosebuds may be. One may observe in 

the morning fresh tracks of the deer around the line of 
pickets but never inside." 

‘ I am very much interested in this subject, and any information which 
you may be able to give me regarding the chemical product mentioned 

in the paragraph quoted above will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(signed) George HE. Chatillon 
President 
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eres wae ae 
Rpt 18,1 945" 

re 
Mr. Walter Bubbert, Editor 
Wisconsin Archeologist 

“Bourt House, Room 2 
Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Bubbert: 

Thanks very mech for the notes on Kalmia, Latifolia, 
and their possible effect in poisoning game birds. 
Undoubtedly the word "pheasants", as applied to 
America, means ruffed grouse, and I have heard before 
of alleged toxicity of grouse for human consumption. 

I am filing your notes in my poison file, and thank 

you very much for your cooperation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
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Rid Victory Gardens of Wild Rabbits Horticultural News Vol.1ll- 
No. § August, 1945 

A Lawrence (Mich.) resident has discovered a means of 
keeping wild rabbits away from Victory Gardens that doos 
not injure or destroy the rabbits. 

A method is simple: a quantity of hydrated lime is placed 
in burlap and dusted on plants, preferably while they are 
dew-covered. Several applications may be necessary, while 
the plants are in the tender stage when they are most 
Likely to attract rabbits. 

The method is offered to the conservation department as a 
substitute for the system of issuing permits to kill 
rabbits, thereby destroying a potential mest supply. 

i
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FOREST PRESERVE DISTRICT OF COOK COUNTY 

Nature Bulletin No. 32 ~ 1945 
September 15 

We learn that in some schools last year, these weekly nature bulletins did 

not reach the science or biology teachers; in some they were not posted on any 

bulletin board, thus defeating their purpose. 

Four copies are sent to each elementary school in Chicago, and six copies 

to each high school. We earnestly request that one or more copies be posted 

for one week on the appropriate bulletin boards, after which they be transmitted 

to the science or biology teachers for their use. 

POISON IVY 

Bulletin No. 26, dated August 4, stated that some protection against poison 

ivy could be obtained by rubbing the legs, arms, face and hands with a pasty 

lather of strong, brown laundry soap, allowed to dry on the skin, And that, 

as soon as possible after contact, the exposed skin should be washed with the 

same soap. 

We were wrong. The authority from whom we got the recommendation was 

wrong. We have received a bulletin "Poisonivy and Poisonsumac" by William M, 

Harlow, published by the New York State College of Forestry at Syracuse Univer- 

sity. Dr. Harlow's bulletin should be in the library of every public school, 

and particularly every boteny teacher. 

The latest experiments show that, becauso of the absorbent nature of the 

human skin, all measures to get rid of the poison must be taken immediately 

; after contact, or within a few minutes. And that the best solution appears to 

be a 10 percent weter solution of potassium permanganate. Oily cintments 

should be avoided in the initiel stages of poison ivy dermatitis, since they f 

tend to dissolve and further spread the poison. Any suspected ivy poisoning 

over 

|



Page 2. 

Nature Bulletin Ne. 32 

involving an appreciable area of the skin should be immediately referred to a 

physician. Of the 250 different "remedies", the few that are really effective 

should be used only under the direction of a physician. 

One large drug-manufacturing firm advertises a poison ivy extract to be 

injected beneeth the skin. It is claimed that such injections will prevent 

poison ivy dermatitis in persons known to be susceptible, or will effect a 

quick cure on persons who have acquired it. We have requested Dr. Harlow's 

opinion of this extract as a preventative and as a remedy, : 

CLAYTON F. SMITH ROBERTS MANN 
President Superintendent of Conservation
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Mir, 0. G, Kimball ae 
Work Unit Conservationist < 
Monroe, Wisconsin ¥ 

Dear Mr. Kimbells ' mh 

The toxics ty of £,4 dichlorophenoxyacetic ecid has not ie 
-been determined, to my knowledge, on any species of fish. Because : 
its poisonous properties are not known, permits to use 1t in a aed 
stream containing fish would have to be procured from the Board : 

; of Health, oo of Rene eey Engineering, Committee on Chemical ; 
Treatment of Lakes and Streems, Lb. F, Warrick, Chairman, ; 

Yours truly, ; 

ee Arthur D. Hasler 
‘ , Assoc. Prof, of Zoology ; 

ec. Aldo Leopold ; 
L. Warrick : 

, 
: 
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2,4 A ichlive phenoxy acetie ee 

COPY 

December 1, 1945 | 

Mr. O. G. Kimball | 
Work Unit Conservationist 
Monroe, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Kimball: 

I am not enough of a chemist to be sure of the 
| toxic effect of 2, 4D on fish so I am forward- 7 

ing your letter to Professor Arthur Hasler. He | 
' may be able to tell you. 

Before your farmer friend poisons out his water | 
eress it might interest him to kmow that many | 
farmers are asking me how to plant it. I happen 
to know that a flock of ducks will keep it cleanéd ' 
out in winter and spring which is the time during 

which he experiences flood troubles. The cress 
on the Arboretum is literally eaten up by ducks 
and does not grow again until summer. 

Sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold . 

V6 Hasler : |



Monroe, “iisconsin 
November 27, 19h)5 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Mgf. 
102 Old Entomology 
2222 Van Hise Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

A farmer in Green County asked what to do to control 
the growth of watercress in a small creek on his place as 
it obstructs the flow of Flood water from rains, I made 
inquiry concerning possible methods of eradication and 
2, L-D was recommended, I have not passed the recommen- 

dation on tB him because it seemed possible that the fish 
might be poisoned further down as the creek flows into 
the Sugar River. 

If you have any information on this chemical as to 
its effect on fish in the stream, will you please let 

me know, 

Sincerely yours, 

| 

|
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September 30, 1946 

Dr. A. J. Riker 4 
Department of Plant Pathology 
Horticulture Building 
a 

Dear Dr. Riker: 

Professor Leopold has referred to me your letter 
of September 13, requesting information on ANTU ret 
poison as @ possible agent for rabbit control. 

A recent paper in the Proceedings of the Society 

for Experimental Biology end Medicine 6g: 22-25 (1946) 
by S. H. Dteke and C. P. Riehter gives the LD 50 of 
ANTU for the laboratory rabbit as "above 400 mg./kg. 
body weight;" for Norway rets it is 6.9 40.5 mg./kgs 
I expect theta similarly low texicity would apply in 
the case of our native wild rabbit. 

ANTU hes been tested in the field on verious 
species of rodent pests by the U.S. Fish end Wildlife 
Service. Hesults show it to be somewhat effective 
against meadow mice, but of little value against other Hi 

species. It appears to be essentially a specific 
poison for the Norway rat. 

I would be glad to confer with you concerning its 
use locally should you-wish to undertake any rat control 

work. 

/ Very Sincdrely, 

John T,. Emlen 
Assoc. Prof. of Zoology 

JTEirs 

c.c. Dr. Aldo Leopold



Agricultural News Letter (Du Pont) 
Vol. 14 No. 4 July-August, 1946 

ANTU IS EFFECTIVE NEW RODENTICIDE FOR NORWAY (BROWN) RATS 

| 

: Practically all of the research to date with alpha-naphthyl thio- : | 

: urea (ANTU) as the active ingredient in rat poisons has been re- : 

: stricted to the laboratory and to city districts. However, results : 

: indicate that proprietary rodenticides containing Du Pont's Rodent- : 

: deide-AN (ANTU), properly used, can be of great help in ridding farm : | 

: properties of NORWAY or brown rat infestations. For that reason, : / 

: and because of the tremendous damage and loss caused by these rats . 

: on farms, estimated at $200,000,000 annually, investigation of the : { 

: efficacy and best methods of application of ANTU-containing rodent- : | 

: icides on farms is now underway. $ | 

» The Du Pont Company wishes to make it clear that its ANTU product, : 

: Rodenticide-AN, is sold only to qualified rodenticide manufacturers, : 

: and not direct to the consumer by Du Pont. ) : 

) 

"A new rat poison, alpha-naphthyl thiourea (abbreviated ANTU) has 

been discovered which compares very favorably with other rodenticides at } 

present available as to cost, toxicity, and voluntary acceptance by rats." 

So says Dr. Curt P. Richter of the Psychobiological Laboratory, Phipps 

Psychiatric Clinic, the Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, in "The Journal } 

of the American Medical Association," Vol. 129, No. 14. | 

Dr. Richter points out that ANTU, now manufactured commercially by | 

the Grasselli Chemicals Department of the Du Pont Company for sale only { 

to manufacturers of proprietary rodenticides, is a relatively specific | 

poison for Norway rats, being less toxic to other species tested. | 
* | 

The Johns Hopkins scientist points out that ANTU kills by its action / 

on the capillaries of the lungs, producing pulmonary edema which causes { 

death by virtual drowning. It cannot be emphasized too strongly that much / 

is still to be learned about this matter of toxicity. While Dr. Richter's J 
work indicated that ANTU could be considered an effective poison only for 
Norway rats, rodenticides containing this product should be considered 

sufficiently toxic to man and all forms of animal life to justify taking | 

precautions to prevent accidental poisoning of children, pets, and all 

farm animals. 

eee | 
- "No antidote is yet available, but the great insolubility of alpha- / 

naphthyl thiourea makes prompt stomach lavage a useful countermeasure," 
Dr. Richter states. "Should pulmonary edema develop following accidental 

Continued on next page 
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human poisoning, oxygen should be administered but no fluids should be 

given either by mouth or intravaneously." 

How Interest In ANTU As Rodenticide Arose 

Dr. Richter says that interest in ANTU arose directly from studies 

on the self-selection of diets, which showed that rats are capable of 

choosing nutritive substances and avoiding harmful ones. This ability to 

make beneficial dietary selections was found to be lost when taste nerves 

were completely severed. It was, therefore, concluded that some connec- 

tion exists between the taste of substances and their nutritional or 

toxic values. 

"To test this theory, the toxicity of various bitter substances was 

determined," he says. “One very bitter substance which was considered 

non-toxic was phenyl thiourea, also known as phenyl thiocarbamide. Since 

the observation of Fox in 1931 that, while this compound tasted very bitter 

to most people there were some who could not taste it at all, phenyl 
thiourea has been widely used for research in the fields of genetics and 

sensory perception." 

Dr. Richter says that following the usual method of testing taste 

ability in human beings with phenyl thiourea, he and his associates placed 

a few crystals on the tongues of six rats. To their surprise, all six were 

found dead the next morning. 

Wartime Shortages of Staple Rat Poisons Accelerate Research 

"Shortly before the entry of this country into the war it was real- 

ized that we were in a very vulnerable position with respect to the con- 

trol of rats and rat-borne epidemics," he explains. "Red squill, the 

staple rat poison, was no longer available in adequate amounts because 
the Axis powers held the sources of supply along the Mediterranean sea- 

poard. Other possible poisons were eliminated by critical requirements 

or potential hazards in use. 

"The wide and prolonged use of phenyl thiourea for taste and inher- 

itance tests without any accidents indicated that it probably does not 

have any toxic action on man, This probability, coupled with its high 

toxicity to rats, make it seem an excellent candidate as a substitute for 

red squill. Through the interest of Colonel Perrin Long, at that time 

chairman of the Committee on Chemotherapeutic and Other Agents of the 

Division of Medical Sciences of the National Research Council, a grant was 

given this laboratory to test phenyl thiourea as a rat poison and also to 

determine which baits would serve most effectively in its use. The work 

was begun January, 1942." 

Du Pont Supplies Over 200 Compounds for Evaluation 

In his paper, Dr. Richter outlines the successive steps in the 

‘ Continued on next page 
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investigations which subsequently resulted in a search for a thiourea 

derivative that would have the same high toxicity as phenyl thiourea 

without its bitter taste. . 

"A request to the E. I. du Pont de Nemours Company for thioureas and 

related compounds which might possess the desired characteristics brought 

a prompt and helpful response," he says. First and last, over 200 samples 

were sent to Dr. Richter. 

These were evaluated and nine compounds were found to possess toxic 

values comparable to phenyl thiourea. The most promising appeared to be ( 

ANTU, which gave a good kill when used as a field rodenticide. 

"The thoroughness of distribution, the use of several alternate baits, 

and the preliminary clean-up were all considered to have contributed \ 
materially to the success of the campaign," Dr. Richter states. Subse- } 

quent tests verified the preliminary results, and further research is now 

being conducted throughout the country. ( 

In his discussion, Dr. Richter states there is doubtless still much 
to be learned on the effective use of ANTU as a rodenticide, but "pro- 

cedures have been developed by which in an emergency the rat population 
of a city could be brought under control in a very short time." | 

PHT 
| 

NEWLY PURCHASED CATTLE SHOULD BE ISOLATED FROM HOME HERD FOR CAREFUL ( 

OBSERVATION AND TREATMENT OF WOUNDS TO PREVENT SCREWWORM INFESTATION 

Intermingling of home-grown cattle and animals newly bought from 

stockyards or from other states is frowned upon by Dr. I. S. McAdory, 

Alabama state veterinarian. 

"Animals to be added to local herds should not be allowed to mingle 

with home stock until they have been proved free of screwworms," Dr. { 

McAdory advises. "All carcasses of animals that die should be burned, j 
Animals having wounds should be isolated in a small lot or pasture where | 
they can be watched and receive necessary treatment." / 

j 
The Alabama veterinarian recommends daily inspection of herds, and 

treatment of animals with wounds. He says operations such as dehorning, | 
castration, shearing, and docking should be done in cool weather, if 

possible, 

| 
"An excellent treatment, recently developed by the U. S. Department { 

of Agriculture, is Formula or Smear 62, containing benzol, the best / 

material for killing the worms in wounds, and diphenylamine, a powdered 
chemical good for protection against infestation," Dr. McAdory says. j 

PATTE 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF PLANT PATHOLOGY September 13, 1946 

Dear Aldo: 

' I am wondering whether this rat poison might be valuable against 
rabbits and other rodents. It is described in the attached Newsletter. 

At 

J. Riker 
iA 
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PRESIDENT, ELLIOTT C. DILL MCs fF — get ona Cc. STEWART COMEAUX 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

343 LEXINGTON AVENUE t per oe 

NEW YORK 16, N. Y. Cue 

August 20, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold Our File: 
The University of Wisconsin Technical 
424 University Farm Place G-5 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Lead Poisoning in Waterfowl 

In due time, General Dill sent me 
your letter of June 10th, addressed to him, in the 
matter of furnishing Professor Elder the data on the 
work done by the Industry in the development of non- 
toxic shot. 

It so happened that the INSTITUTE 
had no record of the actual work that had been done 
by the ammunition companies, and our Technical Com- 
mittee was therefore asked to summarize the work done 

by them. 

In view of the above, I am today 
able to give a rather complete story on the subject 
to Professor Elder and enclose copy for your informa- 

tion Q@us ar 

Trusting this finds you well, and 
with kind regards, I am 

yn very truly, 

CSC: FGW Secretary 
Enc. 

Wud apprecr'col an. dowerkur, t Ain Se 
Atay Ode as 4 Hua Cot" - 

b S.



SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

343 LEXINGTON AVENUE 

NEW YORK 16, N. Y. 

August 20, 1947 

Professor William H. Elder Our File: 
Delta Duck Station Technical 

G5 

Dear Dr. Elder: 

Lead poisoning in waterfowl 

Some time ago, our mutual friend 
Aldo Leopold advised that you were spending the summer at | 
Delta Duck Station with Albert Hochbaum for the purpose of 
doing some additional research on lead poisoning in | 
waterfowl. Dr; Leopold further stated that your work is | 
physiological in character but thet you would like to know, | 
simply as background for your own work, the ultimate findings 
of the work done some years ago for the Industry by Green 
and Sehillinger on non-toxic shot. 4 

This material was never prepared in 
the form of « published report. However, I have discussed 
the matter with members of our Technical Committee in an 
effort te a statement on the work done by the small 
armas am tion manufacturers in trying to produce none : 
poisonous shot on a commercial seale. As @ result, I am 
able to submit the following record in connection with these 
activities which have covered many wars and have included 
the ideas of several well-known metallurgists outside the 
Industry. 

Active interest has been — all 
the companies = shot shells. These comprise Remington 
Arms Company, Inc., (Remington and Peters brands), Olin 
Industries, Inc., (Western and Winchester brands} and Federal 
Cartridge Gor poration. These manufacturers have spent much 
time and money on the problem, F 

Shot dropping pay ig heve been 
carried on at the Winchester sleet in Haven, Connecticut, 
and at the Remington plant at Bridgeport, Connecticut. | 

The following tabulation indicates 
patent number and year of issue, neme of inventor, indication 
of the major materials used, in alloys, and the approximate 
period when work was started in an ammunition plant. |



Professor William H. Elder ; Page 2 

PATENT YEAR OF EXPERIMENTAL 

NUMBER —~tSSuE. TAVENT OR EXPE OF ALLOY = WORK STARTED 

1,900,182 1933 Jackson (Columbie lead~phosphor-tin §§ 1930- 
University) / 

2,119,876 1938 Corson zine-aluminum 1936= | 

2,193,664 1940 Balder-Curren zine~sodiun 1936~ 

H. V. White lead=sodium- 1937= 
(Virginia = magnesium 
technic Institute) 

2,167,828 1939 Dowdell (Univer~ lead-magne sium 1936-1940 
sity of Minnesota) 

1. Would the use of such shot prevent the lead poisoning 
of ducks? . e 

2e Can such shot be made on a comuercial scale? And at 
a reasonable price?. By dropping in shot tower? : 
Mechanically? 

3. Would such shot have the ballistic peers (density 
and rountiness) necessary for duck shooting? 

i 4. Would such shot when made withstand disintegration in 
storage? - and in loaded shells, whieh are frequently 
stored for a long time? ~ end also often under unfavorable 
conditions? , ‘ 

5. Would such shot pellets be unobjectionable in cooked flesh? 

Even though great talent, much time, 
and many dollars have been spent to date, no shot has so far 

been developed which approaches meeting the major requiremants 
tabulated above. : 

The Industry would welcome any practical 
suggestions pointing to a solution of this problem. 

- Yours very truly, = 

csc: Faw Secretary . 

cc: Professor Aldo Leopold ee —
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dagust 25, 1947 

iy. Stewart Comeaux | 

Sperfing Arms & Ammunition 
Memifacturers' Institute 4 | 
345 Lexington Aveme 
Rew York 16, New York . 

"Dear Stewarts | 

Thank you very mdh izidead for the report sent to | 
Bill Rider by your technics] committees. I am very 

Sat ei italy stray, Sli To i on 
poisoning and when he does { am setitling this | 

4 veninder to furnish you with a copy. 

With personal regards and best wishes, | 

Yours as aver, : 

ALaPu : Aldo Leopold 

; 

Tl ae
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sor ve , i 

ju 
; September 14, 1947 

Mr, Stewart Comeaux 
Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers! Institute 
5435 Lexington Avenue 
New York 16, New York 

Dear Mr. Comeaux: 

: This is to acknowledge with sincere appreciation your 
letter of August 20 concerning lead pofisoning in waterfowl. 
I am grateful to you for pointing out to me the essential 
requirements for non-poisonous shot. Although my bent is 
physiology, not metallurgy, I can see that the requirements ‘ 
would be difficult to meet. Undoubtedly much unpublished 
work has gone on in this field; therefore, I would be very ; 
appreciative if some member of your technical committee 
would be so good as to point out to me in what way the lead- 
magnesium alloy fails to mest the requirements. I recall 
reading a brief popular paper some years ago which indicated 
that this alloy seemed to fill the bill, or at least held : | 
promise, ; 

Since lead poisoning may be an important decimating 
factor for waterfowl I can understand the Industry's concern 
in the matter. Can you tell me whether they are now con- 
ducting or subsidizing research which may lead to the solu- 
tion of the problem -- or has it been given up because of ‘ 
technical difficulites? 

Very sincerely yours, 

Wm. H. Elder 
: Associate Professor of Zoology 

WHE ;n |



: : ga ‘ ee age é se es ae oa 

: Berehandise Wart - : Oa o 4 a 

_ Pound to talk lead poisoning. It was a very informative vieit. Ee 

; You undoubtedly have learned of Or. areen*s death. It . eee 
-. g@surred the night before I arrived. Consequentiy I veat to see eae 

Dire Dowdell and found him both cordial and intensely saterssting. 2 
Ba db pag peng ae Ange Apidae nt Riv gabe pe whole story, = 

«A de clear that a ane gene auch fur with his cide of the a 
EES problem than we biologists have with ours. SS a i ae 

ere _.. ‘3 Ae now very apparent why you are making an offort to get. 
fae  & measure of tne teportanee of Lene potzo.inge, more ie a me sae 
pee, battle to be — I eee your oetrat ogy of ewan pig ng ae 

+... @¥idence can be agcembled. From Pink's reaction ta report. 
sss BS BotSinesy T can alee see chat we are up.againgty 6 

ee ‘The pygnent eriais in duck populations gives ue a strategie 
ee advantage in epringing the evidence. This, you. undoubtedly say- Zeng 

. ‘hem you told me at A antonio that the akan abeala be aakheres:: ee 
Cs within the yeor; Fa ae ea 

9-2) 4.5 ifhe,pursoee of thie letter 19 to discuss with you come of 
"2°. Sib engi we fa8le8 to get Se in our lunebecn talk ot Rateiness, se 4 

: things which must be deolded soon if we are to soke progrese on 

: Three big problems face us and it 4s your advice coneorning => 
: - pkgeedure in exch that I am seeking, — ge se ee 

| 4) The fnctdenee of ted potsoning in the continent's water- | 
<a OD i es WTS OS a 

_-\'* 3) fhe effeets of -1ead upon the fertility of birds surviving = 

s O a 4 ee : oN iN a ; & Sa " 5 ey ie oe se 

: Se ot awe he es ¢ ieee: » aa ° : corte : aes Ss ea ae sae are



ae 7 know you planned to take care of at Patuxent. _ ce 
: ‘Ie this working out? Are you going to get an adequate sample, = = = = 

2 ' . fom enough states? If not wé have little time to get organized = == 
: before shooting begins in the northern zone. i e 

. In discussing the lead analyeis problem with the technician 7 
Seite, Seememeerennse analysis at Washington University Medical = . 
School I leanmed that they could be done qualitatively in 30 a 

e minutes each -- after the bone was in solution and the dilution ee 
: gtendardized. This implies that a half time fellowship would : oe 

_ produce epproximately 1,000 analysis in a school year. Chemical a 
analysis would be faster and more quantitative, i : ae 

oa, Egint ime hinges on the sort of wenn Gieex {your atudent? ) Bee 
m= , aid. Can we “ee on a empling méthod «- size of screen, gumber ae 

pans ' - @f samples ne per water area, number of areas to be sampled- == 
gna per state ~- and get help from the Units, Conservation Departments, . 
“" -. BeRe men ete.? And can it start now? fase eat Ba Bes biog 

‘ Your experience with the quéstion puts you in the 
position to write the opeckiictttone for a gendinaive test. How — ‘ 
many euee would be ne in each of the four mating groups you BS : 

eo used before, and need there be as many drakes as hens? Were you ny 
a sufficiently convinced by the evidence from Cheatum and Benson . 

; ; to do no more on the question of male foresees Have youa 
Ba place in mind for thie experiment or should I try to arrange it = = 
a ie here? If the ducks were leaded in November it should simulate | 

am average date for acquisition of lead im the wild. And do you” : 
agree that my sumner's evidence indicates that all the ducks =~. 
should be young of the year? It also occurs to me that we should : 

_ follow the F,, for the effect might be in the fertility of the | eae 
' young rather than directly in the fertility of the bird that. 

-\ dnjested the lead. | : ree 

Hy This problem is so big and touchy that we have gof to move = 8 =—i(itstits 
} ' fast to nec @geential anewere by next fall. I await your decision 

. 88 to which parts you ean get help on and which you want me toe ; sie 
, organize. I think the money could be had from seversl sources: So 

; _ University Fesearch Council, Missouri Conservation agree’ goin | i= 
ee rey or the National Research Council. But I will make no application 

until I know your plans and strategy. ae = 

Oe : Most gineerely, — : So a 
, ; ei aie Bo ¢ noe = 

: d We. H, Elder ete he 
s Be a oe ee s Associate Profeesor of Zoology es 

< WHE os : : .
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Prof. BR. L. Dowdell 

University of Minnesota 
Inetitute of Technology 
Minneapolis 14, Minnesota 

Dear Professor Dowdell: | 

Thank you very much for your cordial letter and 
especially for your remembrance of Bob Green's 
speaking of me. Wow that he has left us I look 
back with warm appreciation at our many contacts 
throughothe past years. I still rate his srticle 
on the snowshoe hare as setting a standard of . 
quality which professional game managers might 
well emilate. 

You can count on Bill Wider and me to Back up : 
whatever move you decide to mike. I don't 
imow whether you realise how extraordinary it 
seems to me for an engineer to ba endewed with | 
ethical principles on matters of wildlife con~ 
servation. I hope there are more engineers of 
your iind. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALtPH Aldo Leopold —



j 
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| University of Minnesota 
Institute of Technology 
Minneapolis 14, Minnesota 

| 
September 18, 1947 | 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wildlife Management 

College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I am very glad to know that you are behind us on the lead poisoning 

problem and appreciate very much your offer of cooperation together with 
Bill Elder. 

At present I am working on the problem with Halvorson and Slayter of 
‘Bob's department, and it is likely that we will collect the meterial we have 

to date and publish most of it shortly. 

If you biologists can then keep feeding in more and more research, as 

it comes along, I believe we can resotre our ducks after a reasonable 

time. 

Dr. Green has mentioned your name many times, and in a way it seems 

% that I already imow you. General Dill gave me a copy of your book 
some years ago, and it is one of my prize possessiéns. I hope you will 
stop in when you are in this vicinity so we will have a chance to meet 
and talk things over. Both Bill Hyder and Paul Springer are fine fellows 

and really have their heart and soul in wildlife, and it was very stim- 

ulating for me to have them call especially at the critical time. Please 
extend to them my best wishes. 

From general considerations it apoears that all of you folks in animal 
biology agree on the fundamental facts of all wildlife restoration, 
but somehow politics and money seem to run our @ffairs. All we need do 
in the future is make more noise and eventually 211 conservation problems 
will be in better shape. 

Thanking you again for this favor and hoping to meet you soon, I am, 

Sincerely, 

R. L. Dowdell, Head 
RLD: J Dept. of Metallurgy
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What the Biological S is Doing to C 
Wild Life in New Mexi 

By A. E. GRAY, U. S. Biological Survey. 

Since ancient times all forms of wild life have ap- jack rabbit—must likewise be considered important factors 
pealed to mankind. Down through the ages game has in the conservation of game, for in competition with stock, 
held an important role in the advance of civilization. Even aided by droughts, they destroy the natural food of both 
in these modern and prosaic times thousands of people stock and game, ground cover for birds and for water 
show a keen interest and laudable activity in the work of sheds that form reservoirs from which our streams are fed. 
conserving for future generations the remnant of the great Amply watered streams insure crops by irrigation, and 
numbers of game animals and birds that once existed also a permanent supply of fish. Recent investigations 
within our domain. tend to show that rodents are also responsible for the de- 

The gradual vanishing of this store of public wealth struction of the eggs and young of many ground-nesting 

has stimulated a strong movement on the part of the pub- _ birds. 
lic to conserve and increase it. This sentiment is expressed The cooperative agreement between the State of New 
through various organizations, such as Game Protective Mexico and the Biological Survey provides funds for the 
Associations, the Izaak Walton League, and well-organ- maintenance of a permanent force of approximately thirty- 
ized and properly administered game departments, aided five men who may be termed specialists in the various 
by the Biological Survey with its corps of trained investi- phases of the work of controlling predatory animals and 
gators, and many skilled workers. While not organized injurious rodents. 

for the express purpose of conserving wild life, the Divi- There are highly trained and well equipped men who 
sion of Economic Investigations of this organization in its devote their entire time to hunting mountain lions. Dur- 
work in the control of predatory animals and injurious jing the fiscal year ending June 30, 1927, these hunters 
rodent pests for the protection of flocks and herds, as well took 61 of these game and stock destroyers. In a like 

as for the conservation of range and crops, plays an im- period another group of men especially equipped to take 
portant part in the conservation of all wild life. wolves accounted for 21 of these animals. Men specializ- 

The predatory animals, such as the coyote, wolf, ing in the destruction of coyotes and bobcats took 1,862 
mountain lion, and bobcat, which are persistently destroyed coyotes and 202 bobcats during the fiscal year by actual 
to protect livestock, make no distinction between stock and count, and probably an equal number that were not found. 
game when their hunger is to be appeased. The grass and A force of men trained to organize and direct field 
seed-eating rodents—the prairie dog, kangaroo rat, and work for the control of injurious rodents in one year 
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treated 508,056 acres of rodent infested land with 106,785 

pounds of poisoned grain and 2,971 pounds of carbon BIRD BANDING 
bisulphide. is Feaaaerc $) 

Just how destructive predatory animals are to game By enor 
can be understood after a study is made of the hunters’ MG i 2 , : 
monthly reports, in which the stomach contents of the The wanderings and migrations of birds have long 
animals taken is given. A study of these reports shows been looked upon as a great mystery. No so very long 
that of the 202 coyotes taken in the Upper Gila drainage @§0 many people believed that when the swallows left in 

31 had been feeding on deer meat. These figures do not the fall, instead of traveling south, they dropped to the 
prove that all coyotes taken killed the deer from which bottom of some pond or lake and stayed there until spring 

they feasted, but we believe that in the mountainous sec- @g@in opened up. Such superstitions of course had to go 
tions of the state the coyote is destroying more of these When education became general and travel easy. 
animals than the mountain lion, which has always been About forty years ago a Danish school teacher cap- 
considered the most persistent destroyer of deer. Some tured several birds, which he marked with a metal band 

fastened around the leg. These bands were inscribed with 
e CAAT ST 5 > his name and address. At rare intervals these marked 

i, hh ie Be: “4 pae se ib i] birds were found dead, or were killed and the bands re- 
ke. a Che ais OS eo turned to the owner. If my memory serves me, he re- 
Sh a FE Fs “wee Se | @aea| ceived one from Asia Minor and another from Sudan. 

eee | i. baer Pas a fe A few years ago the American Government started an 
5 | : . ae | investigation along these lines and now have a number of 

i 5. H ie people, who have some interest in nature and are willing 
e } ie to give a little of their time, trapping and banding birds. 
. | { " The government furnishes bands of different sizes suit- 

3 Fi a able for all species of birds and each marked with a num- 
: 4 F ie ber and “Biological Survey, Washington, D. C.” 

i 3 | 2 During the last few years many thousands of birds 

i es j : . have in this way been marked, liberated, and a record kept 
a , é , | of the date of banding. Often one of these banded birds 

: Ae : will return to the trap the same day it was banded or may- 
oa 3 ’ i ae be a few days or a few months later. This we speak of 

- as i ia - } F were) 252 “Repeat”. If a bird returns after several months or 
5 , ; Dk a Tae) «2s year we call it a “Return”. During the past six years 

‘ hae . . i er the writer has been interested in this work and has banded 
ada YO ce = sy! Re ee about 2500 birds of some 35 species. Most of these were 

ae ay hoy Be BAe. a ’ never seen again, while many would repeat the next day 
a a ky ye or after a few days, and a few would return the next year 

: iii gee 92 B .. and the next. 

. nea ae ie aes: One of the very first birds I banded, No. 30376, an 
SNS Intermediate Junco, came in the fall of 1922, down from 

: be Washington State or British Columbia and was captured 
, ‘ . November 19th. It was again taken January 20th, 1923. 

vn In the spring it went north to its summer home and prob- 
a f : ably raised a family. In the fall of 1923 it again arrived 

Lion Hunter in the Jemes Mountains in Santa Fe and was taken in the same trap December 
a ; 11th, and a couple of times more during the winter. In 
idea of the number of deer destroyed by lions can he the spring it again went north and the following fall it 
gained from the fact that hunters detailed to hunt them  yeturned to Santa Fe, and I took it December 7th, 1924. 

reported finding the remains of 18 deer killed by lions in Jt was taken three times more before Christmas, and the 
January of this year. last I saw of the bird was on the 23rd of December. 

It is a well-established fact that the bobcat is the arch No. 28721, also an Intermediate Junco, was taken 
destroyer of all game, and this animal together with the December 1, 1922, repeated February 14th, February 22nd 

coyote may be responsible for the small fawn crop $€N- and March 15th. Then it went north. It was again taken 
erally noticeable throughout the state. The gray wolf is December 13th, 1923, December 7th, 1924, and February 
so nearly ee New Mexico that it now plays little 17th, 1926. This bird made at least three round trips 
or no part in the destruction of game or stock. between Santa Fe and British Columbia and must be four 

Beane animals — eta recognized by all : or more years old. 
an important factor to be considered in any program o Lae 
game a this is probably due to the fact that .. No. 34820 Ngee) taken alee ae a 

this destruction is something tangible and apparent to ali au not show up in 192. but was taken December 8th, 19- 

who are interested in the movement. There is, however, 24 and again December ee NO: eo first 
another factor not so apparent—the control of the grass captured Blast 20th, 1322. took i Sault} ae 
destroying rodents. To anyone familiar with range prob- i anit sth, 1923; Then I did Bo ce foe oo Pee 
lems in our state it is a well-known fact that there is a 31st, 1926, after an absence of more than three years and 
steady decline in the stock-carrying capacity of the range S€Ye" months. ; ; gee 

(Continued on Page 27) The above mentioned are all winter birds in New



i UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

a BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO March 8, 1929. 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

EI-P 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We have your letter of March 1, and have noted the 

interesting comments you make on your manuscript on “Deer 
Management in New Mexico and Arizona." 

We have also noted the request for information which 

you feel I am in position to give you, so that you might arrive 

at the cost per square mile of predatory animal work in the deer 

areas of Arizona and New Mexico. Unfortunately we are not in po- 
sition to figute this out and supply you with the information 

you desire. We have, however, done the best we could under the 

circumstances. 

Inclosed you will find an exact duplicate of the table 

you submitted which has been filled out relative to the numbers 

of predatory animals taken in the two States for the past nine 

years. It has been impossible to segregate the areas in the 
two States from when the animals were taken. The sum total as 
shown is State-wide and we have no way of determining how many 
lions, wolves or bobcats were taken specifically from deer ranges. 

The predatory animals listed are those actually turned in 

to us in the form of a skin or a scalp and do not represent any 

estimate as to additional predatory animals taken by the use of 

poison and not found. Unquestionably on coyotes the sum total 

would run considerably higher than the actual total shown if we were 

to use estimation. 

I have no hesitancy in saying, in regard to these tables, 

that all of the wolves and all of the mountain lions taken out 

of the two States in the time shown have come from deer ranges, 

but we have no way of segregating the cost of these operations 

in the time specified.



’ "2 

It has always been our contention that coyotes, as a 
species, are more destructive to deer than any other predatory 
animal. Individually, however, the mountain lion kills more 

than the coyoteg on a yearly basis. 

The cost per head on predatory animals is sometimes rather 

high. The Bureau has often been criticized for this apparently 

high cost. In some instances it has cost us between $600 and $700, 

or more, to take one individual wolf or one individual lion, but 
that is considerably overbalanced by comparing {with the cost of 
the damage done by that animal during its lifetime. It is there- 

fore hard to arrive at what should be the cost per head of any 

animal, figured on the head basis, because there are so many ramifi- 
cations.which enter into the operations and time often necessary 

to bring to a close the depredations of a particular species of 

predatory animal. 

I fear that the information we are sending you will not be 

of much help to you, but we gladly send it along for what it may 
be worth. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ke, 
ten: Pi rang 

: I 
. Economic Investigations. 

Inclosure - 5619. 

3/14/29. Thanked him for data.
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‘ See Journal of Memmalogy, August 1930, p. 325, for Symposium 

on Predatory Animal Control, Meeting of the American Society of Manmalogists, | 

May 21-2, 1930. Addresses by E. A. Goldman, W. C- Henderson, EB. Raymond Hall.



, September 2, 1930. 

v . m ~~ 

. Deer Mr. Henderson: : é 

; As you probably know, OUTDOOR LIFE has 
devoted some space in recent months to a discussion : 
of the Biolegical Survey’s predatory animal 
poisoning atmpeigns. Most of the material we heve ! 
printed Hes been opposed to the Survey's policy, : 
and nothing printeble has been subaitted to ms in 
support of this policy. A 

ss i ‘ On the other hand, we want to be as fair : 

8 personal limitations will allow in any such 
question, which is ef intense interest to hundreds 4 N 

‘ of thousands of sportemen. 1 should be happy to ‘ 
have the Survey present the facts in support of ‘ 

‘ its pragramn te the readers of OUTDOOR LITE, and to 
: shat end it seems to me we wight In fairness and : Rie Ry 

- advantageously to all sonecerned reprint your 2 : 

avéicle eatitled “The Control of the Coyote’, which % 
; appeirs in the August issue of The Journal of 

Nacmalogy. : a; 

We should appreciets an aix mail reply ‘ i 
from you in order that I cnn make arrangements . e 
for running your article in our November issue in 

ease you acquissae. ; 

Thanking you in advance for your ‘ 
@btention, I an 

Sincerely yours, __ oon 

: + - 

Harry MeoGuire, 
Sditore A 

y Mr. W. OC. Henderson, 
_ Biological Survey, 

Dept. of Agriculture, , 
: Washington, 0. .
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JOHN A. McGUIRE DENVER, COLO. HARRY McGUIRE 

PUBLISHER EDITOR 
September 8, 1930. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of September 4, and appreciate very much your 

interest in our attitude toward the poisoning question. I would presume 

offhand, from the fact that you are sending a copy of your letter to Dr. 

Pettit, that Dr. Pettit has been corresponding with you on the question 

somewhat as he has been corresponding with me. I am publishing Dr. 

Pettit's letter defending poisoning in our November issue. 

In that same issue I am announcing that we will publish the other 

side of the question, as represented by a paper by W. C. Henderson of 

the Biological Survey. This will be run in our December issue, in all 

likelihood. 

I am attaching copy of letter I wrote to Mr. Henderson about a 

week ago, when I decided to solicit material on the Survey's side of 

the question. As I point out in that letter, nothing complete on the 

other side had up to that time come to my attention. The Survey had 
made no endeavor to answer the arguments of its opponents through our 

columns. 

It happened that some Biological Survey men were in Denver at the 

time the letter was written, and one of them was in my office the day 

it was dictated. I did not know Henderson was in town. The member of 

the Survey who was in my office carried information regarding my 

letter to Mr. Henderson, and the next morning he showed up. We spent 

the whole morning in conversations that were instructive to me, even 

if not always convincing. 5 

My personal opinion is that there is enough justified opposition 

to the Biological Survey's ten year program in poisoning to warrant the 

more thorough stomach analysis that the American Society of Mammalogists 

demands, and meanwhile the cessation of propaganda in favor of the ten 

year program. The greatest hindrance to a matured judgment regarding 

the question seems to be a lack of cooperation between the Survey and 

its critics. If the Survey officials would unbend a bit and in cases 

of controversy sit down across the table with their critics as well as 

with their back-patters, such questions could be saved from bitterness 
and something close to a solution arrived at. One of the serious 

hindrances to such cooperation seems to be the bureaucratic mind of normal 

government officials, who are always glad to listen to those who agree 

with them, but not always to those who disagree. z 

You suggest that we "leave out personalities". Would it surprise 
you to hear that the two Biological Survey men I have talked to recently 

upon the question, insisted on dismissing utterly all the beliefs of 

aivaatl Dr. Howell, and of Dr. Hall of California, solely on the grounds that 

Qurcutarighs



A. Le ~2e0 Sept. 8, 1930, 

"they knew these men personally" and did not trust their judgment? We 
ere not impugning the good faith of men in charge of the Survey, we are 

raising a question as to their good judgment. I hope we can raise 

that question without being accused of being prejudiced, particularly 

when we show ourselves willing to publish material on the other side of 

such questions when such material is made available to us. 

As to whether or not you continue to serve on our Advisory Board, 

I should be sorry if you felt you had to withdraw, as my father has 

always cherished your friendship for OUTDOOR LIFH, and as I hold your 
judgment as a scientist in considerable respect. On the other hand 

we could not ask you to continue to serve on our Advisory Board if you 

disagree with our general editorial attitude. 

“Ue 

vo McGuire, 

Editor. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 ChemistryyBldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

HilcG/ RAO “ 
Enc. 2 

, cc Dr. Pettit
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Thirty-Third Year JULY, 1930 Vol. LXVI, No. 1 

(Editorial) 

By Harry McGuire 

In February of this year the news associations carried the Almost all newspapers will print sensational bear stories 
following dispatch from Alaska: because of the “human interest’’ in them, and without a 

P K B B K I 2 too scrupulous investigation of the yarns’ truth. But few 
a Meee in ee See nD dare campaign openly against bear protection, An ex- 

TRilap Boars on alana ception is The Seward Gateway, of Seward, Alaska. For 
Seward, February 3.—Sid Olds and F. A. Henton, veteran guides of this | reasons best known to the proprietors, this little paper has 

section, are laying plans to wage a decisive battle on the brown bear over for a long time been publishing scare articles and editorials 

eee. eke are alleged to have done so much damage to urging the extermination of the brown bear. Un- 
i The hunters intend to put on a drive with the aid of a party of stockmen fortunately for their cause, investigation of their 

as soon as the snow melts. Their plan is to rid the most desir- stories shows them to be the usual fabrication of the 
able area of ies ani- sheepmen. For ex- 
mals. This first ex- ae 
pedition will be in the ample, this paper 

nature of the opening Pe) some time ago 

battle which eventually Fay published an ar- 
oH ae ane ‘ a HRA i ticle claiming that 
Bee aS SBI Cie Ge. ae the San Juan Fish 

hisvenase: the a i a Company had lost 
first gun in a ma- ee Q a large number of 

jor campaign to EY - sheep in bear dep- 

exterminate all of Bs ~ 1) i redations. Inquiry 
the big brownies bs La. at i ne directed to the fish & ‘ J 
of Alaska. For a on 3 >), b¢ company itself 
couple of years I / Ay \ brought the fol- 
had been receiving Sa Ne 7 3 Tee i lowing denial: 
confidential re- i a ay yf , } 

mg oe (ay Se ee, 5 
ports to the effect ths te ee — } We have your letter 
that a small mi- sen it a by Alb a. a of September 16, in- 
nority of Alaska ey NN i] | Bas, "Sd Gow closing editorial from 
ranchers were yg Foe «ee 5 SiS Bs SG oe Se eae 

: 4 % E- in NER ONE: reference ir losii spreading the sort : RE Fae Pe some sheep by the bear 
of unverified prop- a p (ie RES * at Kodiak Island. We 
aganda against 4 . ee VV 47 are at a loss to know 
bears which has Nhe SO — om C where they got this in- 
previously charac- a YS ak as formation. 
terized sheep and ie Re BSS 3 ye. 2 
cattle interests in yt . 2. 2 ome wget: SY 7 2) “aN Riera er oA 
the western part — Ln} ha A Te Fr 4 ARS the cannery, and it is 
of the United , te oh aN 4 4 SF “A true we lost a few by 
States. YE. gage eae Va od P\ Ee | 5 Sey Kodiak bear, but, as 

4 d ay ge arp: go OQ AG fy aN 7AM we were unable to send 
Investigating a i ee | me | yay mae SN ON AS any dogs up until later the so-called =! man 4) (pene) : Sr intthe auntie, we 

veteran guides : dee Fg m Ris Fok \ rather expected we 
of this propaganda ef Q it?) ef =“ CS) might lose a few. How- 
story, we found hae a LA i 7 y f ever, since we have 
that Alaska resi- eS oe | ee | Ce a gotten dogs there, do 

dents were not fd aa iN L S\N fige Hale ae Baye eae 
aware that Hen s Bde 2 fo ape is bothered any. 

Ea of . es 
ton had ever guid- ] 4 a We have no desire to 
ed anyone. Olds Sha | 4 kill off the bear on 

too, though | li- wr Fl em Kodiak Island, as we 
censed as a guide, A = A e i eee ae 
had only been em- dee Beal : a Alaska are a big reve- | 
ployed as a packer ef as 4 2 nue to the territory. | 

by the Alaska ih 
Guides, Inc. One And take the | 

sentence from a The last stand of the Alaska Bear - - - case of H. S. Al- 
prominent  Alas- bert of the town 
kan summed up of Kodiak. He is 
the situation: “The entire matter is a case of sheepmen a sheep rancher who has been claiming the largest losses 
trying to get free grazing lands, and the bear is doomed.’ from bear, and raising the usual agitation in favor of 

The cheap sheepman’s trail again! Like the villain of killing off everything that his sheep don’t like. The 
an old melodrama, the sheepman’s trail is found wherever following affidavit has some bearing, not alone on Mr, 
there are lurid and unverified stories aimed to break down Albert's case, but on the usual bromides issued by sheep- 
bear protection. men:



© 

———— ar cele CREE Asiana Ge | 

ee am ie Mey. Careers Pealageae Nae rakoriletare eat interests, both in and out of Alaska. It aims at the eventual 

aontsol Sul pe pe the lavenes dav of Anil. 1929, Personally extermination of the great brown bear in all areas where 
oath deposes and says: “I am a school-teacher and reside at Chief's Point, | the ranchers think they might grab off a little more grazing 
Uyak Bay, Alaska.” | Deponent further co a ye and age territory. The bear must be exterminated because a 

Mio, HS beg in the cown of Kouk apd during the course of cur Gn- dozen or so ranchers can clean up a few thousand dollars! — 
bear which had been killed near their sheep pasture and had found no evidence or think maybe they can (because we must remember that 
of mutton, but did find evidence of a vegetarian diet.’ Deponent further jt has not even been proved beyond the word of such men 

sayeth not. OU Se ML NES COmeH Ts as Olds and Henton that the land they want to grab has 
Dated, April 11, 1929, Juneau, Alaska. any unusual farming or ranching possibilities). 
HoMER W. JEweELL, The bear has lived on these lands for countless ages. 

Notary Public in and for the Territory of Alaska. But now Messrs. Olds and Henton want to live on the land 
My commission expires September 28, 1931, instead of the bear. So make it legal for Messrs. Olds 
Anyone but a blind man can see what is behind the anti- and Henton to slaughter the bears and take the land. 

bear agitation. It is simply the very occasional losses of _ Shades of the Izaak Walton League!—and we talk about 
sheep, and a few almost negligible killings of cattle. In conservation! Mr, Smith of Denver may want to swim 
this country we cope with occasional killer bears by em- in the Platte River, but he doesn’t fancy bathing in the 
ploying Government hunters to destroy them when real same water with trout. So the Colorado Game Commis- 
evidence of their depredations is produced. Even here, sioner gives Mr. Smith permission to dynamite all the 
too many bears are slaughtered on insufficient evidence of trout out of the Platte. So then Mr, Smith can swim in 
their badness. But what is the situation in Alaska? peace. What good are trout anyway? 
Why, according to the new regulations due to go into Yes, there are 590,884 square miles of land in the Terri- 
effect July 1, a tory of -Alaska. 
resident may kill But Messrs. Olds 
any number of and Henton and 
bears at any time of (ame their friends don’t 
of the year if the pally *< N Eee fancy any of those 
resident himself DME aN i Pies waste miles except 
judges the bears re i 1. oN 5 the little island 
to be dangerous « “Se 4 4 0 wy that has been the 
to life or property. >. | , ) sacred home of the 
Let me ask, as >. t ‘ ads) be pak oe greatest “‘carnivo- 
mildly as I can: , f Crete rous” animal on 
Do you think that x Va e oe Lig earth. So in our 
these sheepmen ie = ye La.) oe blindness we give 
will ever judge that = io | @e these men the is- 
a bear is not dan- Bes é land and lose the 
gerous to himself i 3 Re great brown bear 
or his property? Ya (). Fe to all posterity. 
A fine lot of pro- abo Se Let us for a mo- 
tection the new a Ma DN % ment glance at the 
regulations allow. Oo 3 A i C) Alaska Game 
And yet the pro- J) VP 4 / » d orm Commission's 
gressive chief of marta » i ee cS reason for letting 
our forward-look- ) a, ayy A f*. A down the bars on 
ing U. S. Biolog- ae ae ioe 1] aN. bears. To quote 
ical Survey, as eyes oN | ? . ;. the Associated 
usual playing safe 4 alee iS » a \' NS Press, it is “Be- 
on the side of the 2 \ A OW, a iu a cause of the in- 
commercial inter- on eS » \ r¥ “i a > juries inflicted on 
ests, has (just “A — SY fa eR man by brown and 
issued a_ bulletin Vz S er Vi grizzly bears.”' 
with the headline, We ee 1h eee ee 7. / vl This was the justi- an : ; 4 oe . 
Alaska Bears ENG ee . ee Beat wend FY \\ fication meant for 

Still Have Legal . a ; ie Wa 1} \ 2 the world, given 
Protection.” Mr. ’ A) TY SD j OR Rana a to the Associated 
Redington should C\. NY 7 fc Press not long 
be commended on Lye) GN |. - gm after the Thayer 

. A we 54] vin A se ae ate * 
the admirable lip “aa BS a7 ~ Ltée killing, which has 
service he renders eee | ff Aa I £- been discussed be- 
the cause of bear ’ a SN iy Ae _ fore in OUTDOOR 
conservation at en i d H/ VFA af LIFE, and which Ae py a) ge y . 
the very moment 7 a > OS” F ro I will mention 
that he approves Nts sy net yo again shortly. The 
regulations aimed ey WY Fats thing I wish to 

‘ at the Alaska i = Bee point out here is 
bear's extermina- , : ) Keeaag that the Associ- 
tion! Let me quote eee = ated Press dis- 
from a letter just a — patch quoted the 
received from Alaska Commis- 
Stewart seaward - - - Unless YOU come to his rescue sion as giving no 
White: reason for the new 

The Biological Survey, since this article appeared [his bear protection regulations except “the injuries inflicted on man by brown 
gels in The Seurdey Fee ee ee Ena, is Derlared and grizzly bears.’ In short, the outside world was sup- to Exist—" it will be sent free ‘0 readers requesting it], ‘i a 
has sent out a misleading eihecerante attempting to make a thowiba thee posed to believe that Alaska bears have grown so ferocious, 
the bear are still protected except in a few negligible spots. You will note S© Mman-killing, that their existence can no longer be 
that no protection at all except against outside sportsmen is given these tolerated. 
bears on Admiralty, Chichagoff, Baranoff, or Kodiak. The few places in Old-timers in Alaska don’t swallow such guff. So, for 
Alaska where the natives are limited too, and to an open season, are com- _ the benefit of the ranchers up there, the Game Commission 
paratively negligible when taken in contrast with the areas thrown wide (which incidentally has our sympathy because of the 
open. Even in the few areas where residents are restricted to a season, il lobbyi. te hich it hi Bi * 
they can kill bear at any time when in their opinion they are dangerous to Merciless lobbying to which it has been subjected by 
property! moneyed interests) issued a statement, published in The 

These new regulations have been-brought to the attention Alaska Empire and other papers, which revealed the real 
of OUTDOOR LIFE readers in our June issue. The sub- Teason. The statement begins with the clause, ‘In order 
stance of them is that they allow a resident of Alaska to not to stand in the way of an increasing industrial develop- 
kill any number of bears if and when he judges said bears | ment in many parts of Alaska....." ‘In short, money or 
to be dangerous to persons or property. This regulation the hope of it is behind the new regulations. Dr. Chase, 
is the result of years of lobbying on the part of ranching chairman of the Alaska Game Com- (Continued on page 00)
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mission, has resisted these influences gal- Alaska, who because of his position does eauinped with high-powered rifles to cope with the 
lantly in the past, and deserves the sports- not wish his name disclosed. Co Und 
man’s gratitude, even though he has at I answered his letter in part as fol- h omment | is Ee . lis eg 
last succumbed to the organized minority. lows: tee Heenan ae, ariran ieee 

The history) of the “Thayer killing res /Surely novone can deny that the eotet ten cibledace that money ie Sear ar con- Is two things: First, it has been widely iS dangerous when wounded, On the other hand, Ti y Vere 2 ieee do you really believe that this magnificent species tinue to talk as long as the sportsmen of publicized by the ranching interests and should be utterly exterminated because of the this country sleep imi bli - rs : ey ase : ‘y sleep in ignorant bliss. used as a blackjack to create public slight commercial possibilities on. Kodiak Island? E ie ihe Ss eat opinion in favor of bear extermination, Surely for the sake of preserving this species, ven in the States, money is talking, o * we can set apart one little island, especially one and the bear is just one of our wild life Second, the fact that Thayer was a U.S. which is not eminently fitted—-as Kodiak does not that loan b FE t Si . 1 re dut fo bi f ides a hi resources at we are allowing to. e orest Service employe on active duty seem to be—for widespread ranching. sacrificed on the altar of the dollar sign. has been used to obscure the sad fact There are many animals that are dangerous. 7 - Does that mean that we should exterminate them Read this recent report from a Butte, that Thayer was improperly armed (he utterly? » Mont. newspaper : i; A 
had an old Newton .30-06 and the old 4. 4 result he investigated the situation Government hard-point ammunition with further and then sent me the following War Decrarep on Bears or Forest i 
ae pale noe he ee ent letter. Remember that it is from an en- Government Hunter Yh atte estate Cone Ms en if eles ec been au di ie lightened and well-informed man who, nee Pa hals Silt tiask Ste ear, if he had not been immediately only a month before he wrote this, was _ An official Government hunter of predatory wounded by Thayer’s hasty and ill-timed : . animals and his troupe of “killer” dogs will arrive 
shot, probably would have made off, ™ the other side of the fence: in Butte about July 1 to halt the depredations Th: 2 fi ied iy Ered I hasten to set myself straight. of bears in the Boulder River Valley, responsible VET) WHO Was) accompatied by Ure When I wrote you opposing Ourpoor Lire’s for the death of some 150 sheep in ‘that section Herring, came upon the bear unexpect- opposition to killing brownies on Kodiak Island, the past year. This was the announcement of edly. Evidently the bear had been asleep 1 was under the impression that Kodiak only was John B. Taylor, forest supervisor of the Deer i th m on it. The bear ope” but now I am informed that almost the en- Lodge area yesterday, following receipt of in- eS ee cameo ar : tire territory is to be opened for an indiscriminate formation from R. E. Batemen, state head of raised on its haunches and Thayer fired, slaughter of these animals. It is nothing but a predatory animal control, 
slightly wounding the animal. Wounded, crime, and I’m heart and soul against it. There More than 1 per cent of the 24,000 sheep and : é are thousands and thousands of square miles of lambs grazed on the forest areas in the Boulder and now enraged instead of frightened, 2 

; Alaska that never will be much of anything but River drainage basin were devoured by the influx the bear charged, and so mauled and hunting country, or at least not for many years, of killer heres during the past few seasons, Mr. mutilated Thayer that he died in a short an it is. ae oe folly to slaughter the Taylor said. Ben Vogler, one of the Govern- ‘i ‘ rownies in these districts. ment’s most expert trappers and hunters, will vy 4 Herring, pile ye ner For many years the “Interests” in Alaska have be assigned the job of exterminating the bears, climbed a tree and escape € attack. been plundering the salmon fisheries of every who have cost stockmen more than $1,000 during This was the first casualty on record in sey salmon their Boge traps ae ae £0 the grazing season. i ice i 1 . the utter ruination of the native Indians and the + the history of the dorestservice 10 Alaska. eau gic oe Chitin cee es.) So any number of ‘beaks will have to In comment, we quote from the chair- fish traps, but money talks in Alaska, Hungry be sacrificed because the combined stock- 
man of the Alaska Commission himself: Lienert oa Cgstinaie, put men claim to have lost as much as $1,000 

People who are not familiar with the habits salmon are coming later every year, the season is vere of mutton in a season. “Why, each and character of the brown and grizzly bears shorter, and the catch is short increasingly often. Of those bears is worth almost $1,000 just should never shoot at these animals unless they Now to hear these “Lords of the Fish Traps and as a sporting asset to draw tourists and are absolutely sure they have the nerve to stand Canneries” tell it, they have had nothing to do big game hunters into that country. But up under the charge of a wounded animal. with the fish shortage, but the eagles are to blame M 1 2 il thi Adis These bears are extremely dangerous. when and they must go, forever, that these barons of Mammon, false in all things, is even wounded, should they decide to charge the hunter. greed may continue to fill their bloated purses penny wise and pound foolish. The peo- But in nearly all cases they will escape if possible. until the last salmon is in the land reserved for ple of Montana have a capital more Tt is to be regretted that people have been in- the passenger pigeon and the great auk. They recious than a f h Th f jured and killed by bear. But investigations have know their propaganda is false, but they want to P ° A 2CW. SReeD: oY ane eas proven beyond doubt that in the great majority erect a smoke screen that will enable them to vored above almost all other American of Ue eS the victim has been the aggressor. peer ye ue aercuress oe ae country bare states in the numbers of bear which have (Italics ours. they are finally discovered. ey care nothing ; . I can not believe the people of Alaska would for the future. Their motto is, “Get it while the SUtVived. They have a drawing card to tolerate any movement to exterminate the great getting is good.” I may be radical, but to me attract sportsmen and tourists from all brown bear, It is a most valuable asset as well that explains the sudden animosity’ toward the over. Will they destroy this asset for as the last of the large -carnivora existent upon brown bear. ; the sake of $1,000 worth of mutton— 
the earth today. But the plundering hordes go on. They for the sake of the good will of sheep r Let me close the Alaska situation by respect no part of our wild life unless it capitalists who leave little in the state 
quoting an interesting bit of corre- has the dollar sign on it. _Here is a re- except close-cropped grazing lands, rav- spondence. When in our April issue we port of March 3 from Kodiak, Alaska: aged and laid bare for the benefit of the oP * 1D . “ * issued a warning to sportsmen to get Two large tracts of grazing land, comprising “Lords of the Chicago Stockyards”? 
wise to what was about to happen in faye Bee une te ae Be peenen pete Sportsmen, choose! As for me, the 
Alaska, we had a letter of protest from pian to stock the land with large herds of cattie more I see of sheepmen, the better I like a U. S. Government official residing in and sheep next spring. Herdsmen will be bears.
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Reprinted from June, 1930, issue Outdoor Life 

The Urgent Need for Bear Protection ' 
By J. A. McGuire 

Editorial Note:—J. A. McGuire, publisher of inches of snow on the ground, but the and every grizzly $1,000. And yet trap- 
ounegs ae pare eaketuene eued ea tracks were too old for the dogs to fol- pers and poachers and summer tourists 
totes Gaeilge salads . protective low, so we left. A few days later we kill off these magnificent animals merely 
measures of any kind on their books—Pennsyl- Were in the same vicinity, when I sug- for the fun of it or to derive a paltry 
vania and Louisiana. Now nearly twenty states gested we go over and see the doe car- $25 for a hid that is worth at least $500 
carry laws protecting the bear. Many yearsago cass. A bear had visited the scene since to any sportsman killing it. The worst 
he drew a bear bill wentch hee been the inspira- our last appearance there, and had eaten of it is that many of the western states 
mn ior Pa epee Ward sie eee have been losing this bear hunting pat- 

+4 : a ecemmermmmmmemuemmemmennen vonage for many years because our pen and closed seasons for black and grizzly © 9 > SO  ——— . bears, forbide the uve of the Stet trap in the —_— rears have ‘been so badly thinned out 
pursuit, limits the number that may be taken — FF _ =—rss y s lent 1n- 
in a season, and forbids the killing of cubs — a vee . ~~ ducement to wealthy eastern sportsmen 
eee Seah: ela uae ie hog — 23 4 =  » ~~ ‘tocome here and hunt them. Every such 

ie late Emerson Hough was a friend of the =f ge i e 
bear, and, while outdoor editor of the Saturday oe he a he hea wands ee indies = / Evening Post, wrote for and printed in that = he doll e d a ens 

publication tthe Follgvrinsg: “Tt has been buta TD foto ont a a e eae and feels lucky 
very short time that any man has raised a ee te ear. 
yoice on the side of the grizzly bear. I think es _- — Sf We should certainly save our bears, 
the first man to do that was John A. McGuire — ee . ~=—S—™té‘<ié~S clothing them with the same protection 
of Denver, who for some time has been doing es »  ~~—~___ we give our antlered game, and yet killing 

cesnestablished for the erizsiy bear ocwell = J = --—«oof stock killing bears whenever we find 
“Fair play is a jewel. Even the giant inthe = We want the valuable hide that adorns prize ring has fair play among sportsmen. wf 24 _ this majestic creature to be taken in the 

Why should not the grizzly bear have fair play ee | —.~S right way—by powder and-shot-in a pre- 
Somat nope oF eG i aL aa) ae oo [_. ~ Ce scribed open season, just like our other 
enough to show himself a gentleman unafrai 7 (, oe | : i : 
Why should we not have laws today protecting = me game animals are taken—not in a steel 
the grizzly and black bear absolutely during =e trap producing pain and causing the vic- 
part of the year, and at least partially ducing T_an.)hCUe — ie dangisl in agony for days and 
the restricted portions of the year e aC Cd /~~=«=even weeks at a time. 
fa: eee een fo ye a aries onguree: -_ f sé . i We want the hide of each bear that is 

is idea has good sportsmanship back of it. I. /S | killed in the United States to bring a 

ie array ae ean ern svemmnougt a OS / revenue to the state of not less than $500 
Fe Wa oS (for bears on the average are not hunted 

3 ff ee : | and killed for less than that), instead of 
DOUBT very much if the intrinsic 4 ro ¢ ed | the odious price of $25 to $30, which is 
damage fone iby Dears feck year - & | . about the erase Hea netted by trap- 
equals that which is done by the -—.—rC—CO OZ , _ pers now for bearskins. 

members of the antlered game family. a i‘ s a -__. We want to either stop the use of dogs 
And we don’t hear much fuss about the Sy . | _in the pursuit of bears or else cut down 
depredations of our deer, elk, moose, -— _ > ae the number allowed to such a figure that 
etc. They (the antlered animals) have - ye | _ the-bear will stand some show for his 
killed men on rare occasions, as have oe - 4 ’ 7 | ___ life, and other game will not be harassed. 
bears on rare occasions, and they have =e ey We want to encourage, rather than dis- 
also been detrimental to haystacks and 7! 4 _ courage, bear life in the game fields. 
to crops of the farmer and ranchman. =~. ff @ a 4 7 We want that atrocious torturer, the 
But. when a bear has been caught in a | ggae” Pa pee bear Wa to be forever removed 
red-handed act—well, everyone knows ‘9 ) © «aaa a rom our wilderness. 
about it, and probably to a greater extent Le es oy {3 is is ea i ‘ 
than the facts warrant. _ “y 2 . W E WANT to see bears killed by 

The bear on many occasions is blamed fo =Demen only during an open 
for the acts of that eternal pirate, the ih cera mien en im season, this season to be regulated by the 
mountain lion, as well as for the lesser THe Pane ieee STAND! e various states in accordance with cli- 
crimes of the coyote, wolf, and bobcat. ee iil ease ahs Wiiolcuise matic and other sane conditions—but 
Why, I have seen.a yearling deer in bronze group to the city of Denver. under no consideration during the months 
Colorado that was killed by the measly ere oF Peete ere oy pane of July and August, when their fur is 
little bobcat (an animal weighing around the Denver City Park. The unveiling no good. y 
20 to 30 pounds), and in Wyoming I will be in June We want to see bears taken only in 
once came across the carcass of a doe sensible numbers—two blacks and one 
eect te Bat heen teed bya mountain up everything except the heavier bones. a in a year are plenty for any 

On, But Wi 18] ve Deen SUD) His tracks showed he had made two or SPortsman. ee : 
to be killed by a bear. In this case I three visits to the carcass. Now, my We are approaching a critical time for 
was hunting with Johnny Goff (with Ned point is this: Most any traveler un- the bear. The grizzly is extinct now in 
Frost and Fred Richards as assistant acquainted with game conditions (and California. In Colorado—once his play- 

guides). On the occasion referred to we many that were) would have blamed the ground—he is surely slipping, nearly 
were hunting bears, and came upon the pear for the killing. gone; in Wyoming (the grizzly breeding 
doe carcass. The jugular had been sey- It so very often happens that bruin is ground of the nation), he shows a grad- 
ered and the animal disemboweled, pjamed for inroads on sheep, calves, and wal weakening; while in other states, 
showing two tiny fawns that would have other stock, where members of the cat or Such as Idaho, Montana, etc., his days 

i been born in a week or two. No part of wolf family committed the depredations. até numbered unless some bear protec- 
the deer had been eaten, Tracks all . tive wisdom is soon pounded into the 
around proclaimed the murderer to be [oe™ that as a sporting asset to any heads of the sportsmen and the solons of 
a mountain lion. There were about 4 state every black bear is worth $500 those states. 
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Sept. 12,1930 

Mr. Harry MeGuire, Editor 
Outdoor Life 
182% Curtis Street 
Denver, Colorado 

Dear Mr. MeGuiret 

However much I may disagree with some of your editorial 
actions, I always appreciate your willingness to come back in a friendly 
discussion of my miszivings. : 

No, I had not been corresponding with Dr. Pettit and did not 
know that he was publishing a paper. I will of course watch for it with 
much interest. I simply sent him a copy becouse he ms an old friend 
and with me on the advisory board. 

' Naturally I do not exvect you to depart from any course of 
action which seems right to you simply because it does not seem quite 
right to me. I will simply watch what happens, and should my position on 
the board become untenable, I will let you know. i 

I have been by no means claiming that the other side of the 
controversy have either followed exactly the right policy or taken the ; 
right attitude now that that policy is unter fire. ‘The point is, hovever, 
that I am not on any advisory board for the other side and hence am not 
in any sense responsible for what seem to me errors. 

; : Your opening your colums to the other side of the ease is to 
my mind a move in the right direction. : 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
; In Charge, Game Survey
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, FACTS ABOUT HAWKS ~ By Jack Miner, Kingsville, Ontario, Canada 
Mr. Editor: For release at once. 

As a boy living in the open 365 days in the year and—please let me go back still further—as a child down 
in Ohio, hanging on to mother’s hand, strolling through a little jungle near our humble buckeye home, visiting 
as high as nine Brown Thrashers’ occupied nests in practically that many minutes, and then both Spring and Fall 
back in the Seventies, watching the passenger pigeons, not by the thousands, but by the clouds; then in the first 
year of my teens we moved here to the sunny side of Canada where the woods and the few cleared fields were - 
simply all aglow with birds. I am absolutely sure I have seen as high as twenty-five Scarlet Tanagers, I called 
them red birds, in sight at once and when the red bird storm came, as we called it, along about the 20th of May, 
I wish every naturalist of today could have followed me a few hours in the woods and he would have seen more 
warblers in an hour than I can find in a week right now, and the long poverty hours of no boy’s life could be 
made shorter and richer than all these God-given cretaures did mine. In fact I forgot all about my appearance— 
long red hair and freckles—and every Sunday in the summer would find me in my little hiding places allowing 
these creatures to come closer to me than I could get to them, but of course I did not know the scientific and 
Latin name for them. For illustration, I called the Goshawk and Cooper’s Hawks “Bullet Hawks.” The Sharp 
Shinned Hawk my brothers and I called the “Quail Hawk,” and the Nut-Hatch I called the “Tree Creeper,” 
and the Wood Thrush I called the “Brown Linent.”” Yes, I knew them and their habits but not their college- 
given names, and I am persuaded that today there are many with their university degrees, who know their names 
but not their habits. 2 

Let me give you the natural methods of our wickedest hawks’ hunting system in their natural home, name¢t\ 
the virgin forest. He darts through the woods at a height of about six or eight feet from the ground, then noise- 
lessly he shoots up at about a one o’clock angle where he will perch on a limb as motionless as a statue about 
fifty feet from the ground, then in about five or ten minutes he will come darting down at a five o’clock angle 
creating speed and making no more noise than a dart, and if any bird moves in front of him he is on it like light- 
ning. When in the open field he travels high and I have seen a Goshawk come down out of the air like a 
miniature aeroplane, and the Bobolinks and Meadow Larks dart and hide in the tall grass, and so swift is this 
hawk coming from this elevated position I have seen him pick an adult forked-tail Barn Swallow right out of 
the air and go on. As for game birds here in Canada at that time, very true, there were no Mourning D>-es 
worthy of mention, but I have seen over one hundred and fifty Bob-White Quail fly to the surrounding woods o* 
of one settler’s partly cleared farm, and_Ruffed Grouse, they were in the woods by the hundreds; in fact I am 
absolutely certain that taking all classes of song, insectivorous and game birds into consideration, there wer= 
ninety-five per cent. more than there are today. Of course, this includes the Passenger pigeons that were here in 
the early Seventies, but as far as the hawks and owls are concerned, according to my observations, they are as 
plentiful now as they ever were, and before any of you contradict this statement let me ask you what has 
decreased them? Have the hunters gone out to kill them? No, but we have gone out by the millions, and 
combined our force with them and shot the game birds right and left. I do not know when the Passenger 
pigeon started dying but in 1878 I do know they were dying by the hundreds and in 1885 they were practically 
extinct. 

The great complaint about killing the hawk is, you are “Interfering with nature,” or ‘“Upsetting nature’s 
balance,” as they killed the weak and the delicate one, which I firmly believe they did, and the great Provider 
put them here for that purpose. And now with the ninety-five per cent. of their food birds gone, which 
includes the Passenger pigeons, the hawks are left here hungry, and the only way to restore nature, or bring 
nature back to her own, is to reduce them to the same extent that other bird life has been reduced; for remem- 
ber, while a hawk will take a weak, delicate bird first, he can and does catch any he wants to, all except the 
larger variety of hawks, which include the Red-Tail, Red-Shoulder and Broad-Winged Hawks. Personally, I do 
not shoot these big, clumsy varieties, for while they will take rabbits and a few domestic fowl and so on, that 
does not bother me so much, but to find the feathers of our cheerful Cardinals and dozens of places where Mourn- 
ing Doves have been killed and eaten by such varieties as Cooper’s, Sharp Shinned and Marsh Hawks, just 
says to me, Jack Miner you are not humane and do not love and know the value of our song and insectivorous 
birds if you will stand for it. Readers, one Cardinal singing good cheer near my home brings me more enjoy- 
ment than to see a hundred hawks and hear the terrorized cries of other valuable birds getting away from them. 

As far as interfering with nature is concerned the same may be said of the sheep dog. Are you going to 
allow him to continue unchecked in your community or are you going to control him? 

The same can be said of the wolves in Ontario, that have been allowed to multiply and have decreased our 
deer alarmingly the last twenty years and will continue to do so until they are controlled by man. 

The same could apply to our field mice or rabbits in our young orchards. If man goes and kills them, 
you, according to some men’s arguments would be interfering with nature. I say this is nonsense, go and kill 
them and save your orchard that it may bear fruit for the rising generations. 

The same argument, re interfering with nature, applies when you kill the typhoid fly. God created it, 
but he created man to control it. 

So I say, as far as this argument is concerned, it is up to men to control the hawks. Why bless your 
life, He has even given us power to control Niagara Falls. 

It is true the Sparrow Hawk’s chief living in the Fall of the year is crickets and grasshoppers and I might 
say he is a good little mouse catcher, but years ago when I raised pheasants and quail in captivity, the first two 
or three weeks of these baby game birds’ life, the Sparrow Hawk was one of my worst enemies. In fact one 
Sparrow Hawk carried away ten little baby pheasants in three hours. 

Yes, a great deal is said about the mouse-destroying ability of the hawks and owls and, in reply to this, 
the little weasel is the biggest mouse destroyer we have in America, yet I knew one weasel to kill and carry 
away thirty-three baby pheasants in one night and pile them up under mullein leaves, etc. Next to the weasel 
there is nothing to equal the house cat, for both the weasel and the house cat are natural mouse killers, but the 
quicker they are buried side by side the better for the song, insectivorous and game birds; but remember, the 
hawks are natural bird killers.
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The most plentiful I have ever seen hawks was at Point Pelee; yet in this same locality we had three men 
in one week owning young apple orchards, come to my home and enquire how to poison mice. Here at my 
bird sanctuary where I am condemned for killing hawks there are practically no mice at all. 

Great how some men can give advice on running a bird sanctuary to raise birds and control them, and 
possibly they had the blind down nearly the whole year to keep the sun from dazzling their eyes. Mother 
always said, “‘An old maid could give you more free advice on how to raise a family than ten successful mothers.” 

If you have a hatching of several hundred pure bred choice chickens and put them out, and hawks start 
reducing your flock, are you supposed to go in the house and read some Government bulletin or other literature 
to find out whether this is a valuable hawk nine days out of ten. I say right here, take ex-President 
Calvin Coolidge’s advice when he said, “Let every man do the duty closest to him,” or in other words, take 
the gun and control him because when your chickens are gone he will only start at your neighbors. 

Knowing the depredations of the middle size and smaller hawks as I do, and have known all my life, I 
am completely bewildered to know why intelligent men will advocate the stocking of a country with song, 
insectivorous and game birds and make stringent laws to punish even a child for molesting one of them, and at 
the same time frame laws protecting hawks that eat these useful birds up alive. 

One great excuse is that these hawks and owls kill mice. Let me ask you this question Are mice the 
farmers’ great dread in America? No; the multiplying of weed seeds that the majority of song and insectiv- 
orous birds live on throughout the width and breadth of America is what is bothering us, and I never was 
prouder of our own Iccal Game Protective Association than I was at our last mecting, when they stood up 
unanimously in favor of putting the quail on the song bird list. The Bob-White Quail and the Mourning Dove 
are the two most valuable birds we have on the North American continent, and if any person tells you that each 
bird will destroy as many, and more, than ten thousand weed seeds in one day you believe it, and if we want 
these birds to increase we have got to reduce the hawks in the same proportion as other birds have been 
reduced the last fifty years. Remember, one Sharp Shinned Hawk will kill hundreds of birds in a year. 4 

It is not humanity and the boys of our land that are keeping our song and insectivorous birds down; educa- 
tion has stopped that. It is the birds’ natural enemies that are all out of proportion. 

One evening last Fall four miles from my home when the Marsh hawks were migrating there were fourteen 
in sight at once and yet men are telling me “They are on the decrease,” they must have poor eye-sight or 
the sun dazzles their eyes. Talk about hawks being scarce, I shot seventeen hawks in less than three hours. 
Do not forget readers these various hawks follow our valuable birds to the South and back again. 

Several of my most particular friends who do not see eye to eye with me on the hawk question, but who 
are among my best friends just the same, are coming from as far as three hundred miles to tag young Mourning 
doves around my little thirty-acre plantation, where the doves nest by the hundreds. And this same class of 
men will take me in their parks near their homes and wonder why the Mourning doves, Cardinals and Robins 
are not as plentiful in their parks, and in the same breath call my attention to a mother Crow on her nest, and 
possibly to what they call a beautiful hawk sitting on a dead limb clear across the golf course, and these two 
birds dominating the whole situation, Why do not these men go to these places to tag Mourning doves and 
Robins instead of coming here, where we control the hawks and other natural enemies? And, by the way, 
right here let me say to the men of the world, because we do not see eye to eye along the line of any study, do 
not let that make us enemies, because there is nothing that will help a friend more than real friendly construc- 
tive criticism. An Indian once said, “Everybody think like me, every body want my squaw.” 

So many people write in and say they like actions of hawks. All I can say is, how can a man be humane 
and watch a hawk come down out of the air and catch and eat a song, insectivorous, weed seed eating bird, eat 
it practically alive? To me, it is more cruel than a Spanish bull fight I read about, which means either life or 
death to the bull or the fighter, because the innocent bird has no fighting chance. 

To read some letters that are darted at me, one would believe I did not know an eagle from a gnat, 
but nevertheless where is the man in America, who has watched and killed more hawks and owls than I have 
the last fifty-five years, and know for myself from all standpoints their relations and their depredations among 
all other birds; and if some of the men who have written criticising letters to me would go out in the fields and 
woods and investigate for themselves, I have this much confidence in them, that they would write letters of 
apology. : 

T have been opening hawks crops all my life and have always known what they lived on, but so many men 

claimed the sanctuary attracted the hawks, that last September when hawks were migrating I went a quarter of 

a mile east of my sanctuary, built a blind in a fence corner and used a cage eight feet square with twenty-five 

to fifty Bronze Grackle (Crow Black Birds) and Cow birds for decoys and in the Fall as the hawks in this 

locality migrate from East to the West, I got the hawks fully a quarter of a mile before they got to the sanctuary. 

Each night as the weather was warm I would pack them in common salt and express them to the Biological 

Department of the Ontario Royal Museum at Toronto, Qjntario. The accompanying report sent back to me 
speaks for itself. They were all killed by myself. The owls I shot at night around the sanctuary. All I wish 

to say is, during September, kill this many hawks yourself and do not take mine or the other fellow’s word for 

it. The facts are, I am giving the balance of my life to the study of conservation, and I know I have struck 

a plan to test out the good and bad hawks, and if you men who are constantly writing offensive letters to me 

because of my stand against the hawks and Crows, are not satisfied with this Black Bird decoy proposition, 

next year I will use Bob-White quail and Mourning doves for decoys. I do not expect to shoot the three big, 

clumsy variety of hawks, for as I have said before, while they will kill a few rabbits, snakes, etc., I know they are 

not destructive to our small and loveable birds. Moreover, | know Mr. Redtail will kill Crows and I know 
that the death of one Crow means more live songsters. 

EXAMINATION OF HAWKS AT ROYAL MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY 
Bloor St. and Avenue Road, Toronto 5, Ontario 

1930 Species Contents 

August 20.—Marsh Hawk—Remains of a young Mourning Dove.



September 5.—Sharp Shinned—Part of remains of House Wren. 
= 5— “ “««  —Part of remains of a Song Sparrow. 
i 8.— “ “« —Nearly entire remains of an English Sparrow. Fragments from a Sparrow 

taken at an earlier feeding. Few oat grains from Sparrow crop. 
. 8.— “ “© —Remains of English Sparrow and also part of feet of another English Sparrow 

taken at an earlier feeding. Several oat grains from Sparrow crop and a few 
dry grass blades. 

‘* s—— * “« —Feathers and a few bones of a young Robin. 
re 8— “ “«  —Remains of English Sparrow, fresh, and part of feet of another from an 

earlier feeding. Four oat grains from Sparrow crop. 
if 8— “ «« —Part of the remains of an English Sparrow. Oats from the crop of a Sparrow. 
Ms 8s— “ «« —Stomach empty. 
" s— * “« —Stomach empty. 

The following were taken latter part of September and October: 
Marsh Hawk—Contained part of remains of Olive Backed Thrush. 

‘“ « __Empty. 

ee “« __Feathers and bones of House Sparrow and Thrush. 
es ‘“« __Feathers and bones of Mourning Dove and feet of a White Breasted Nut Hatch. 
ee “© —Feathers and bones of House Sparrow and of small native Sparrow. 
ss “ —Part of remains of a young (pinfeathers) Plymouth Rock chicken. 

Cooper’s Hawk—Remains of at least one Mourning Dove. 
oF “« —Trace of bird feathers. 
ne ‘« —Remains of House Sparrow. 
“ “  __Empty. 

“ “« —Feathers of Grackle. 
= “ __Remains of domestic fowl. Two leaves, probably taken accidentally. 
“ “ __Empty. 

Sharp Shinned—Empty. 
- “ _—A few unidentified feathers of birds. 
i «« —Feathers of a Thrush. 
“ “«  —Trace of feathers only. 
re “« —Feathers of a Maryland Yellow Throat. 
# ‘* __Feathers and remains of House Sparrow. 
ie “« —Feathers of Thrush. 

Me ‘« __Feathers and remains of House Sparrow and a Warbler. 
uy “« —Feathers of a Black Bird. 
“ “Empty. 

% ‘¢ —Remains of a Chicadee. 
Y ‘« —Remains of a Chicadee. 
ue “ —Parts of remains of a Chicadee. 
ee “Feathers of a Nut Hatch; parts of small bird foot. 
+ « —Feathers of a Blackbird. 
* «« —Few remains of native Sparrow. 
“ “  __Empty. 

. «« —Few feathers of small bird, perhaps a Warbler. 
“c “  __Empty. 

“ We) eI 

“ 0) ia ieee 

yh “« __Part of remains of a White Breasted Nut Hatch, 
" “«  —Empty. 
es «  —Empty. 
ie «Feathers of a House Sparrow. 
# “_—Feathers of a Thrush. 

Short Eared Owl—Remains of at least two Sapsuckers, one almost entire. 
Great Horned Owl—Part of the remains of a young Riag-Necked Pheasant. 
Great Horned Owl—Part of the remains of a young Ring-Necked Pheasant. 
Broadwinged Hawk—Empty. 

i “ __A few insect remains. 
Ke ‘ __Remains of forty-four Crickets. 

Pigeon Hawk—Remains of a Warbler. 
Sparrow Hawk—Remains of a Dragon Fly; partial remains of nine Crickets. 
Cooper’s Hawk—Some rodent hair, apparently Rat. 
Red Tailed Hawk—A young Blowing Adder. 
Sparrow Hawk—Insects, mostly Grasshoppers, Crickets and Dragon Flies. 

Red Tailed Hawk—Entire remains of a Bronzed Grackle, gizzard of another bird (from former feeding) which 
was of the same size as Grackle, two gravels and some coarse grain chaff. } 

Sparrow Hawk—Remains of fourteen Crickets. 
Sparrow Hawk—Remains of eighteen Crickets, one Moth, one Grasshopper, several feathers of a small bird, 

apparently an English Sparrow. 
Long Eared Owl—Traces of hair. 
Screech Owl—Six feathers of a small bird.
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—. A Reply to W. C. Henderson’s Defense of 
h L the Biological Survey in the December 

so Issue of OUTDOOR Lire 

a aN By 
2 Ge... E. Raymond Hall 

UU < ._ Assistant Professor of Vertebrate Zoology, University 

eee seieoen nnn onnneesnccaneatenaemnsseee finding facts and combining these into an accurate pic- 
OL Sa LTC ee Rizaan nai; Tis Yourgtie ture of the whole, regardless of the direction in which 
ment hunter's list of sheep-destroying predators the conclusions may point. This difference of viewpoint 
feiedaia Saad Sei een te an Sau aoe should be emphasized because the problem concerned is 

Photo by J. Dixon a biological one, not a legal one. 
The adroitness of the plea is illustrated by the opening 

Part I sentences: “As man has advanced in civilization, other 
aye] MAJOR North American wild life problem is traits have developed . . . including that of mercy, with 

bee eH the destruction of fur-bearing mammals which abhorrence of cruelty and a desire to avoid the needless 
py 4 "4 accompanies the methods at present employed taking of wild life.’ These are fine words, admirably 
ZAM in the killing of coyotes, chiefly by workers of one calculated to obscure the issue. 
division of the Bureau of Biological Survey. The execu- 
tive officers of the Bureau who favor a continuation and "THERE is genuine spellbinding, too, in the way in 
extension of this work, over the protests of practically which he creates out of thin air a certain aura of 
all biologists, including, I have reason to believe, a ma- authority, hints expansively of investigations that never 
jority of those within the Biological Survey itself, are took place, and makes impressive play with the names 
making every effort to more than double their appropria- of his own colleagues of the Survey bloc, until our be- 
tions for killing animals. The article, “The Other Side mused senses finally awake to the fact ‘that, outside the 
of the Poison Case,” by my good friend, W. C. Hender- single coyote stomach count mentioned later, not a docu- 
son, Associate Chief of the Bureau, which appeared in ment has been cited or appears to be citable, not a fact 
December Ovtpoor Lire, is another defensive effort to substantiated. And the circumstance that the recent 
reduce the growing volume of criticism against bills S. history of the subject is of an avalanche of protest over 
3483 and H. R. 9599. These the signature of almost 
bills, which at first, by their maa every naturalist of standing * 2 he . . eas very audacity and the huge- Ce ee, in North America is ig- 
ness of the amounts  in- Ct De nored with a coolness which 
volved, gave promise of be- ba i is genuinely magnanimous. 
ing passed, would authorize A - -~ — In the trial of the predators 
the ten-year program and - + re the Biological Survey seems 
thereby leave the way open ae r oo to be not only prosecuting 
to devote more than $13, 4 ll ) 8 . attorney, but plaintiff as 
000,000 to the killing of wild, . y — well. Surely the burden of 
animals. a we ‘ — proof lies with them, and 

As a clever brief and able om \ . the proof must be highly 
defense of perhaps the ve re he concrete which asks $13,- 
largest organized attempt . - (ga po ee \ is 000,000 damages. 
at destruction of wild life eo an if ae x eee Now to the evidence itself. 
ever undertaken anywhere, “Es Se ee Such an outright misstate- 
“The Other Side of the ee 6 - ment as, for example, that 
Poison Case” arouses my i ge Age oe in which Mr. Henderson 
unbounded admiration. As Callie. eae eens Fue ses speaks of coyotes having 
a correct statement of ac- is the skunk. Photo of skunk kitten transmitted rabies to thou- 
tual practice in the wild hy Geo. Tompkins sands of human beings, while 
life destruction division of tremendously appealing to 
the Survey, as a sound statement of economic biology, the layman, emphasizes a lack of biological knowledge 
or as an accurate statement of fact aiming to provide a and leads one seriously to consider whether or not other 
basis for economy and soundness in legislation, it is bad— of the statements which the reader has no way of check- 
very bad! ing are of similar nature. 

That this article perturbs me, and not Mr. Henderson, Indeed, some are similar. For instance, the observa- 
probably is explained, I am willing to admit, by a dif- tion that “if a few baits are overlooked, they present no 
ference in our training. Mr. Henderson’s training in law danger as potential poisons for killing fur bearers and 
has encouraged, and his success with varied legal prob- _ otl.er forms of animal life” is truly startling to those with 
lems of the Survey has required, the well-known legal field experience. A quotation of some field notes made 
procedure of emphasizing the favorable, suppressing the at. the time of observation in company with a Govern- 
unfavorable, and magnifying trivialities to obscure the ment trapper friend of mine in August, 1930, seems justi- 
main issues if this be helpful i1. the defense of his client. fied here. 
The writer’s training in science has encouraged, and sub- “At one set of steel traps which contained a coyote 
sequent biological experience in research, economic ap- pup, another pup lay dead, about 35 feet away. Inves- 
plication, and teaching have required, the process of tigation disclosed that this second one had been killed
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xy poison. The set was made near a poison station 
vhich had been put out by this Biological Survey mee 
rapper last November (1929), or ten months ago. oe. 
[his station had been destroyed the next spring by & 4 i 
yurning the poisoned carcass which served as a lure Ba 

0 carnivorous animals. However, some of the suet A 
subes, thirty or forty of which the trapper said he had A> 4 —o 

A : Coa scattered in a circle 20 to 40 feet away from the car- Py 
ass, had remained, and the young coyote, which . q _ 
srobably had been waiting around for his companion _. (ov) 
‘caught in the trap) to come on, had found and eaten aa \ 2 
ne or more of the suet cubes. I could see where the | \ee 
rapper had burned the poisoned carcass. To my re- at. : a. 
mark, ‘It looks like you missed one of the poisoned - a 2 
suet cubes. The higher Biological Survey officials 7 ? f? 
say that they are all picked up and burned,’ he in sub- oi a 4 
‘tance replied that he would like to see anybody find A - eee iF 
ll the little cubes after they had lain around on the oo 7 ’ 

zround where they could be covered by gravel, dirt, a SS _ 
ticks, leaves, etc. ‘If I find any, in looking around, I * x et. 
hrow them into the fire’ ‘But you don’t know how 4 ae | 
nany have been eaten by animals or carried away; so er , fe ie 

you can’t tell whether you get them or not.’ ‘I'd like A SW ae r a. 
0 see any Government trapper that could find them, wy [ ej 
xr that would waste much time looking for them. I Fo . 

nut out 35,000 poisoned baits that the Government . 4 oe 

sent me last year, and I would like to see anybody ee ; 
ind them. I didn’t want to put them out, but I  _. i td 
vouldn’t do like some trappers, who say they put them a a a ot 

put and then don’t. This fall I have about made up f=. hl ae 
ny mind to quit before I will put out any more poison. 2 a : — é | 

‘ ae I knew times would be good enough to get a aah ee ee %e ee i “4 | 
job next spring, I would quit this month, and in oe : ee CM. 

he next two months make as much, if furs are a fair oo « ee Se ae oe 
rj ac , y roc 7 Pajc in’: Or oe es ee De Se Secor Moye a 2 Be 

price, as my whole winter’s salary. Poison ain’t worth Pe ee 2 es eee ee ee at Stage 

nuch except to kill pups, even if they do say it is good. A grand old sport which is not holding its own where the Poison 
have gone after the old stock killers, both wolves Brigade is at work 

ind coyotes, with traps when I was a private trap- 
der, to get them where the Government trappers couldn’t sheep before they are caught in the fall by some private 
zet them with poison and sometimes with traps too. trapper.’” Here you have one man’s idea of his work. 
“Tt sure is a shame the way fur is ruined by sum- Incidentally, this hunter is regarded by the state leader 

ner catches. Some of the stockmen think they get as one of his very best men. I think he is, too. For 
some benefit out of it, but, if we didn’t catch these now one thing he reports all of the fur bearers killed. None 
‘pointing to his sack of scalps), plenty of poor devils of my other Government trapper friends do this. This 
would this fall, and they need the money. There are hunter says he can afford to report them because the 

four or five different private trappers who trap over my smaller fur bearers were so thoroughly killed off in his 

ine, and if the stuff wasn’t caught out so much in sum- region, when poison was first put out several years ago, 

mer, there would be more private trappers. With the that he doesn’t take much except coyotes now! 

price of fur what it has been the last few years, there Another Government hunter, one of the high catch 

wouldn’t. be any more coyotes than there are now if men in his state, told me recently that his experience 

hey left it to the private trappers! These pups that you showed that: “After these fat baits lie on the ground 

make such a big showing on are not going to catch any for a couple of weeks, they become rancid and, although 
the older coyotes will not eat them, every skunk 
that comes along will eat them, and the young 

ee — <—<—<— | foxes and young coyotes do likewise.” 
Ff 7 OO oo — Implication that the relatively few smaller fur 

Ff x{< _ bearers which are poisoned die where they can 
4 x» | . < 2 be found more readily than the coyotes is not 
- ,. : . -. Ce borne out by my experience or that of Government 
ce a = — hunters of my acquaintance. In using poisoned 

. _ _ oF — baits a relatively larger number of coyotes than of 
Ae 7 fT . .. other carnivores will be found, even by a person 

eo ee lc mhUhLhCF oe. lm | who wants to find them all. For one thing the 
74 — a oe coyote is so much bigger than the others that he 

ae ae eis 8  * we Ss /~_ is more easily seen. Secondly, the coyotes in win- 
—~ on i Lae oe 2, ter generally do not live in burrows as do the fur 
a wien er - ee | a bearers. When sick or dying from poisoned baits, 

oo oe 7. soon se ue - ag r. many of the fur bearers disappear in their burrows, 
. ~~ = — eta. s 4 whereas the coyotes more often die in the open. 

ig be Cw? . - s oe, pp Naturally, therefore, a larger proportion of coyotes 
2 3  — i “FF than fur bearers are found in most cases. 

4 é 3 a Dee so, thirty-two skunks and kit foxes were 

4 ue > le . found above ground in one place where poison 
ee oj _ fi | was put out under a Biological Survey killer’s direc- 
2 2 Pw a a 10 tion, as against eight coyotes; just four times as 

er oe al - fa = many other carnivores as coyotes, not allowing for 

Close.up view éf'a qiale mountain coyote captured atthe footot the fur bearers which escaped into their burrows to 
Yosemite Falls, Yosemite See mes ee ae prgrete die. Subsequent investigation in the area where this 
Ee ee hy C. Ai Holliger occurred indicates that (Continued on page 82)
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about six times before I could regain a ment of this magazine, consequently Carl’s executive officials of the Survey, that 
hold, much to my consternation. Some abasement was not unexpected, although there is no significant evidence of destruc- 
monster, while invading those shallows, at first it was like trying to coax a puppy tion of fur bearers, concerns one of the 
had attempted unknowingly to break my dog away from a box of chocolates. fundamental parts of the present problem. 
fingers. He then tried to drag me to the Our original intention was to arise at To meet these contentions I’ may cite the 
center of the pool. At intervals he would daybreak and fish all day Sunday, but following case which lately came under 
sulk along, then impetuously, and with the under the existing conditions such a thought my personal observation, 
speed of a greyhound, he’d run back and did not appeal so strongly, and we slept One Biological Survey predatory animal 
forth across the edge of the riffles, dragging until nearly noon. When I awoke, the catcher, near whom I did vertebrate 
my 9-pound line across the rocks in a hot sun was beating down on our little tent, zoological field study in a yalley some 15 
teasing manner that nearly proved dis- and Carl was snoring away lustily. I im- miles wide and 70 miles long in extreme 
astrous. His actions immediately disclosed mediately thought of a certain pike about eastern Nevada during May and June, 
his identity as a pike, for, after such a as long as my leg. It can’t be true, I 1929, took, by trapping, on an average, one 
terrific strike, if he were a bass he would pondered, with a vexatious challenge to reportable carnivore per day. Reportable 
probably have broken water or given that optimism, yet there was my rod, my creel, carnivora, according to him, were coyotes 
sharp, incessant head-shaking feeling, pe- and net—everything just where I left it— and bobcats which were killed for the as- 
culiar to the small-mouth. After quelling then suddenly in my desultory retrospection sumed benefit of the sheep ranchers of the 
several of his mad rushes, I was able to I remembered the big, glassy eyes in the region, About one-fifth of this total num- 
lead him to the more torpid waters between water. Springing out of bed, I ran to the ber of sixty (and he averaged about 365 
the riffles and the shallow, rock-studded car, half-wild with delightful anticipation, 
shore line. I knew I would never land and opened the fish refrigerator. There - ate eT 
him in the riffles single-handed. My land- they were—beauties! ‘ oa p * : 
ing net was built for only average fresh “Carl!” I yelled. “Come out here. and 

water fish anyway—not for sea monsters! take a look at these fish!” 

During one of his quieter moments, I No answer, but the snoring ceaseu. 
pulled out my flash light and, gripping it “Hey, ya big stiff! Come out here an’ 
in my teeth, I searched the river bottom see what you caught last night!” I shouted, 
for a favorable landing place. When at oO 1 2 : at the top of my lungs. _— 
ength I a We nee fae in that oe re ee a 

round circle of light, I was so amaze i ge — 
nearly swallowed the flash light—he sur- A ste font flaps pgwly parted, and there i YS oe 
passed all my expectations! Then came Ria, @ oats OEE mie ala oe” 
that pleasant but dreaded moment of pre- OPEN) Hair mussed, BNtce ies meal ae 
senting the net. I found with this pike, as “What's the idea of wakin’ eae upe 
with all future pike, that the first attempt , “What's the idea gettin’ me out of bed 
almost invariably resulted in a savage rush in the middle of the night to catch a min- 
to one side, regardless of how thoroughly 0w like this?” I returned, as I held up the 
IT had played him. It seemed like an hour big pike, an ironical smile gathering on Se 
before I had him back where I started, al- ™Y. features. He returned the smile mod- po ae 

though it was perhaps only a couple of estly, but said nothing. “Tl get the camera Badger, trapped, killed and left by Gov- 

minutes. Something seemed to tell me md the scales, and we'll do the dirty work, ernment hunter. ‘For a full account : : : 1 adast, of the destruction of this badger and 
that this attack would either spell victory ed. r other useful wild life see Journal of 
or defeat, and if I was ever careful about “Seven pounds and a quarter!” I chirped Mammalogy, 1930, p. 373. Photo by 
anything like this in my life I was careful gleefully, as the little needle came to rest. EE 
then. The net slipped over his big head “Where do you get that stuff—6 pounds?” ‘ Ze Z 5 
and halfway up his body, and I firmly lifted “Something’s probably wrong with the per year in the particular valley in which 
him up and splashed my way through the scales,” he said. “Anyway let’s weigh my he worked) were bobcats, and the re- 
ankle-deep shallows to dry land. bass now!” mainder were coyotes. However, during 

“There won't be anything wrong with these same two months he also took more 

A I knelt there on the rocks, examining them this time, I’! bet!” I retaliated, reach- than sixty badgers, five or six gray foxes, 
my prize, I was startled by a familiar ing for Carl's big bass. two golden eagles, and a “few” turkey 

voice from the head of the riffles. “Four pounds on the nose!” he an- vultures. This hunter, like most others in 
“Well, if you aren’t the luckiest devil in nounced. “I guess the scales are all right the Great Basin region, despised the 

ten hellsl? atter all” badgers in particular, because oe ea 

Here was Car, He fad ben surveying “Wer selected trace of smal ones fori ca 0 Ss mare rndly than the whole thing from the rear, and in my our dinner, and packed the big ones away ed inet fekiag a 
excitement I had never suspected his pres- in the fish box to take home. Carl then DIevee | UE ee ee ae : coyotes as he otherwise would take. This 

ence. assumed the role of chief cook, and I stood iin took pride in hi ; 
le 9 : a pride in his record, which was 
‘Lucky, your Aunt Fanny!” I retorted by for station announcements from his jyblished monthly and distributed to the 

loudly. “Just sheer good management on excellency, the chief cook. Said an- ae vat y i ; 2 a Biological Survey predatory animal catch- 
the part of a good fisherman! nouncements, you may be sure, tended ors in the state. As a result, he worked 
“ “Says you,” he grumbled disgustedly. towards future nocturnal fishing trips ex- industriously in an effort to. stand well 
Let’s get fishin’ again; come on, there's, CLUSiN ely: toward the top of the list of some thirty- 

no time to waste now! Z odd hunters. The fact that his work was 
“How much do you think this baby’ll disapproved of by the majority of the in- 

weigh?” I cut in, holding him up in the The Poisoner Again “\ habitants of the valley, because it depleted 
light. oy : the fur supply, did not deter him in his 

“Oh, 6 pounds maybe,” he estimated. ~ (Continued from page 27) efforts. He said that he seldom reported 
“Six pounds, my eye! He'll weigh 8 another poison campaign conducted there taking anything but coyotes, cats, and lions, 

pounds if he weighs an ounce!” And with would take fur bearers only in about equal since the others didn’t count in his favor. 
that I stuffed the hyaline-eyed sea monster numbers with coyotes; because, of course, “Although some trappers report badgers 
into the pocket of my hunting coat, my as in so many other parts of the West, the and other things, I generally don’t, ’cause 
creel being out of the question for the fur bearers were so thoroughly killed off it’s too much bother and they don’t count 
aforesaid monster. “Six pounds,” I mut- during the first or initial campaign. much in a fellow’s record” were his words. 

tered to myself, “the idea!” No one with knowledge of field practice ‘ sue 
We finished up a glorious night with can believe that the 2,875 fur bearers other ip man confined his activities to the 

four more pike, ranging between 3 and 5 than coyotes, reported by Biological Survey floor of the desert valley, where he 

pounds, and a trio of night-roving small- poisoners and trappers during the last fiscal could, by auto, visit each of his approxi- 
mouths, which alone were worth staying up year, is the actual number. That this is m™ately 300 traps at least once a week. He 
until 3 o'clock to catch. I was tickled put a small fraction of the total number made his headquarters at the various sheep 

pink; it was the best night of fishing I had taken either by poison or by traps as they ranches in the valley, although during the 
experienced in years. Around 2:30 or 3 now are distributed is certain, the state- particular time of year I was there the 
I persuaded Carl to quit upon the terrible ment that “The aggregate number, how- sheep were in the two mountain ranges on 
suggestion that unless we did we'd be in ever, of these smaller animals thus de- each side of the valley. The sheepmen 
danger of having our pictures of the catch stroyed has never been large and .... whom I talked about this particular 
adorning the “Hero’s Corner.” It was a the numbers so taken have had no ap- work were cordial, but at the same time 
trying predicament for Carl, but he yielded preciable effect upon the abundance of the said they relied on their herders with the 
at this awful thought. We jointly harbored species” (italics mine) to the contrary, sheep to kill any coyotes which might get 
the same opinion of exorbitant catches, as notwithstanding. the lamb or sheep-killing habit. They rec- 
exemplified by the above-mentioned depart- This oft-repeated statement of the ognized the fact that this hunter could not
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work in the rough mountains near the 
sheep, for, as the hunter himself said, “By 
working on the valley floor I can get over . 
more territory and make a better record.” - | ee TU G K yo U R S E L F 

Also, this trapper had the wisdom to point a A 
out. that “by trapping just in the valley rs IN LIKE A CHILD 
there will always be plenty left to catch of 4 : = 
those that come down from the mountains | gerne h d E 
to feed on the ground squirrels.” SE ‘j Se =>— wherever dus 

On the actual ground in this particular OO LEE OO 
valley where the coyotes and badgers were rs Les Ae pase ——/ overtakes you 
being killed as they came to prey on the gu | ee whe 
ground squirrels so abundant there, six or oT | eae Ze Ao 
seven dry farmers were scheduled to start htm Mh ee e 
homes within the year. Now the damage ak sae Ss | Spies 3 
these uncontrolled ground squirrels and “ 0 RP acc bie a rs 
rodents would do to their crops can ony SS eee 
be estimated, but it would be large, and A eo. A 
the Federal funds spent in killing the H*" the fun of the outdoors is missing if you must head for camp 
ground squirrels would be no small amount. each afternoon, or plan your trips to include a cabin each night. § 

As it es ins Broun scurry, wah Camp on the trail, wherever you choose! The Down-Right-Comfort 
were so abundant, in part because thei Ai * 
Wattial enemies werclucduced aaenumber, is a bed on your back. And in its sturdy, weatherproof pack bag is rolled 

had done great actual damage to the up the best night's sleep in the world. 

1Oee on much of the best grazing land Comfort in any weather—a blanket alone on Indian Summer nights, 
q e eae powoniie inthe winter (this a blanket and two down robes for mountain tops or January’s blizzards. 

s e Ww: 5 % 2 as a 
trapper had much to tell us. For one thing This versatile bag matches the temperature — without even getting up. 

the badgers were a “nuisance” then, too. Lightest for its size and warmth, the Down-Right-Comfort rolls into a 
fe es see ree ett ee pack 9 inches by 28 and weighs but 12 pounds. Its inside flannel blanket 
bearers nd der destroyers, were 101 a . 

much of a problem, since there were not alone touches the body and is instantly removable for cleaning. 
many to begin with in his particular A Down-Right-Comfort will make any trip more pleasurable. Don't 
region, and he thought that he had poisone! start out without yours. 
all there were in the valley during his < : 4 
first winter’s work, when he took several. At your dealer's or write direct to— 
In this region skunks were rare, and those 
he took were found mostly in the vicinity Down-RicHT-ComFrort HIL W. HAN NA 
of poison stations made in winter. SLEEPING—BAG 9 CAMP EQUIPMENT 

pets man destroyed a_ tremendous ee ~. ‘ = . i Deot.0, 19 S. La Salle Street 
amount of valuable fur. I am reliably \ A i Flees Chi STi ede 

informed that badgers from that particular | : a eS ey BE 8'g:07 
region early last winter averaged around 4 ‘ - | », 
$18 per skin. In that case I figure that <s a ee Te 
he threw away about $1,080 worth of Neen eT eee ae _ 
potential badger fur in the two months I or" 
was there. In winter, when the furs were - Woe = = 2 AN y 
marketable, he saved as many of the pelts - ory SS KG). A 
as he could. His operations then were GL Nee 7 
carried on mainly by poison, and he W NT it Takes a —, ‘tn 
thought that he did not find more than | Q, PyL < (al HS 
one-third of the animals poisoned, at least | SBA SPE mvt Sie) 
until the following spring. eG ERFECE GU Ip ] Bull Moose b eae se 

On this, basis, in this valley which pro- | apy ne P| Iga 
duces good fur by reason of its cold winter aaa 9 
climate, around $7,700 worth of fur, = TIDE To Sport Antlers! 
prices then obtaining, seems to have been * a 
destroyed, after deducting the value of As important to have E wears the best in the 
one-third of the fur taken in winter which along as your ammunition world. And if he wore 
the trapper believed he saved. Counting iS id . clothes... you just bet 

ED ees a Ns, [ow arOee Red ee Bee TEN 2 they would be genuine tice ‘OS ys OTS: 1S! Is C ys le : Duxbaks. 

the kit foxes and skunks destroyed, the _ betters the aim. Lat ee: oe rida (eats Oh sae 
figure is around $10,000. To offset this 00 out. Write for Sportsmen’s 
debit it is netessary to assume that the up eS Style Book—FREE 
work saved around 1,000 sheep valued at | pypyfop's uP . FN Utica-Duxbak Corp. 
$10 per head, which the sheepmen and Tours Cotages Ome yA Lo 4.Noyes St. Utica, NY. 
the predatory animal men tell me is a ™. Sizes ee ‘Duxbale- 4 cop _Style 
liberal price. My investigation, the testi- aut boatenes i id ee Tt eath.gets) gy) MS AL 7e 
mony of the sheepmen, and the testimony | All Materials Ll Peco oa i ! F Ye 
of the predatory animal hunter each in- | Read#= Cut ee er ces Style 02 IS. \iZ 4 
dicated that it was very unlikely that this | We Pay Freight "Sa thie Danny SV &< &\ VE Ge 
work saved anywhere near 1,000 sheep The ALADDINCo ] Mail this Coupon! S ND \ 4 i, 
per year. [Barcity, ict, (Address nearest otic) Portland, Gre. | [My XA Be NRe 
We have here in a desert region un- Sonne cateeted Gree Macnee [Me 7/3 PBA Lg) 

tempered destruction of a valuable fur- : | Pie. 4 ZA \ x \ ig FN if 
bearing animal, namely the badger, where | N. f it i gg iN * ete | 
it is agreed that few valuable fur-bearing | ne ne eee ee pi i rts a SA 
animals except coyotes and bobcats are | street | Pa GY ‘y a4 i, Asi 
taken. This is entirely aside from the ci nee ii 7 7 ee V7jE4) 
great value of the badger as a destroyer | L@&———————S' tee i —— 17 Sie 
of rodents and even numerous insects ig, La Aa sc A 
injurious to crops and to forage on range (43 Faster wie ens es iy Sey ‘Jal i 
lands. Ing; Shoes, Boow, Blanes, NO BS ey i 

It seems clear that in this case, as in el cane ane Co GE ee 02a 

ug Sone Heat about, on the score of rs Mechanics, Tourist. Write for copy. 
fur value alone a heavy loss to the general 5 

; F § . af AR OA sie is public resulted. If the value of the six Hy , {me NAVY SUPPIY C AN) | When Writing Advertisers 
specics of fur bearers as destroyers of | \€“ao10 tester St.. Richmond, Va. 2 Please Mention Outdoor Life es
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rodents injurious to agriculture be added, region) pay more taxes than all those ment to my left front. Then something 
the loss becomes tremendous. ninety put together.” No attention was black showed through the brush about 200 

The claim is made by those in charge of paid to it, either. yards away. “Moose,” flashed through my 
this animal destruction that the case just Letters on file in California institutions brain. Then, “Horse maybe.” Many of 
cited is merely a bad spot, such as is likely which have to do with the study of wild the islands had loose horses on them, 
to occur in any large ‘organization. life set forth several hundreds of addi- which were left to graze through the sum- 

As concrete evidence to the contrary tional cases in that one state alone. mer and be gathered up by the owners in 
may I mention, without at this time elabor- The fact that the work of each of the the fall. 
ating the details, a second case which came several Survey hunters with whose activi- 
to my attention: A poison campaign con- ties I am familiar is similar when he enters I LOST sight of it for a little, then here 
ducted in the San Joaquin Valley, where a new territory, and the fact that others it came, on the run, galloping like a 
actual counts of dead animals indicated know of similar cases, strongly indicates horse, but not big enough. I looked through 
that more skunks, kit foxes, and fur bear- that these are not mere, isolated cases, but my telescope sight at it and, gosh all 
ers than coyotes were destroyed. In- that they are rather general, or, to put it mighty! here loomed up a big black bear 
cidentally, a serious outbreak of rodents very mildly, at least much more common running directly toward me. 
occurred subsequently in this very region, than the particular Biological Survey of- I could see him look over his shoulder 
and it cost more money to combat than ficials who are in direct charge of this at about every jump he made; could hear 
was originally spent in killing the car- work admit. him grunt every time he hit the ground. 
nivores that had acted-as a check on these sant i He was swearing to himself something 
rodents. as IS maintained also by the executive 

A third case, in western California, officials that their trappers do report all . sees 
where I personally made counts of dead (I think they must mean nearly all) fu- § |... . 
animals taken by a Federal trapper, in- bearing mammals killed. In the case just tC LC 

dicated that the striped skunk, California’s cited, of destruction of badgers in Nevada, Se 
most valuable fur-bearing mammal, was only nine badgers were reported. Seven OO 
destroyed in far larger numbers than bob- of these were purposely taken and re- —. rr—i—Ci‘RSS 
cats and coyotes combined. Although this ported for a legitimate scientific use and FF me 
was in winter, only the coyotes had been are not included in the sixty-odd taken in § MR 
skinned. the two months Here, then, tye bade is — «4 <n 

A fourth case in the same general re- Out of about sixty were reported. ther se . © pe 

gion had an even worse aspect with respect similar cases are known to me. The water was rough! 
to destruction of fur bearers. Here, in en anon ee sae enatal - 

ni nyon alone, 270-odd striped skunks Port tor the whole of Colorado shows on’ wh, Wee oe ri cea awe ayoles, It is One skunk taken there last year by the Fed. a I thought I could distinguish the 

worth noting that the most valuable fur ¢ral trappers and poisoners. Of course it is "Ur Bee ae fe Boe the eee 
bearer, in the total for California, is the Tidiculous to maintain that this number i Se Cnn pat goll darn 
striped skunk. In California, not 'a good is correct. If a Federal hunter or poison- aha trm-m-m-ph !—can’t _let—Urrm- 
fur state in many respects, the return to ¢f does report the numerous fur bearers ™-™-Dhi—a eG eg are tee i 
trappers on the catch of wild fur bearers taken, one of two things happens—if any- See caee EE gt” ice ae 
amounts to over a million dollars a year, thing at all is done. The trapper may be Urtrm-m-m-ph!—yelling and barking 
and perhaps to two or three times that discharged—and I have never known one ound—Urrm-m-m-ph !—Urrm-m-m-ph !— 

figure. to be discharged for this—or he is asked disturbing folks—Urrm-m-m-ph !—spoiling 
not to take so many fur bearers. Now breakfast—Urrm-m-m-ph!—damn ’em!” 

VN FIFTH case of last winter, involving What will the trapper, or any other who He was getting bigger all the time as I 
my own back yard, had to do with the hears about the matter, do thereafter? Of Watched him through that scope, as big as 

persistent efforts of a Federal predatory Course he does just what every Survey @ large black horse apparently. I could 
animal trapper to operate on a cattle range hunter with whom I have talked says he see the foam on his lips, as he snarled, and 
where he was not wanted by the cattle- ‘oes, namely, “not report most of the other swore about and at the dog and fellows 
men. When run off the land of the ranch- things (fur bearers) ’cause it don’t pay.” that disturbed him. 
ers, the hunter went along the roads and One varied this a bit by saying with a He was right on top of me, would have 
slipped traps under the fence, for, as he tin, “I just don’t see ’em.” almost run over me, when at last I thought 
is reported to have said when caught at (Next Issue—Part II) 2 Pee ae ee Sais ihe grt ie 
this, “I have to have some place to work.” stopped dead in his tracks, and then tool 
‘The caitlemen realized thethdie large Cali- : about three backward somersaults, to finally 
fornia ground squirrel, so numerous there, A Surprise Hunt i an in a heap about 40 feet from where 
was seriously damaging the range. They (Continted:cthom stood. Bs 
wanted the coyote to breed up again so it ; ‘ eB reseye e . I did not move, as I could see that he 
could act ae check (not necessarily a 1M one boat, while Bill, Ernie, Missouri was done for, and, anyway, a buck might 
control) on the ground squirrels. This ant Ui wege in another; the third was left ve coats. ay aa ai ee say! If I 
increase of ground squirrels was in spite er é ad spit careless like, et I would have 
of itenipled Paderal ay state rodent aa Charlie owned a little pet dog who was spit my heart out. It was sure right up in 
trol work. The carnivores had been trapped VeTY fond of riding in the bow of the boat, my mouth. I had been so interested watch- 
and poisoned here previously by Federal and he jumped into our boat just as we ing and listening to that old chap that I had 
killers. Other people in the country started. It was too much bother to go let him get within 15 feet of me before 
wanted the coyotes, and especially the back and put him ashore. He was a little pulling the trigger. If that bullet had hit 
smaller ‘carnivores, left to serve as checks old codger with graying whiskers, about him anywhere but where it did—right in 
on the ground squirrels because here the foot square, and we decided to let him the neck—I might have been considerably 
squirrels were, and still are, infected with 8° along and have his boat ride. clawed up before getting in another shot. 
babar plague. A very large number of | Aioun guided ae beat tt large pen- . 
people, ignorant of the above-mentioned insula containing about 1, acres of ‘HEN the luck of it! There hadn't 
considerations, wanted the carnivores left heavy timber and brush, and connected to Te any bears seen in the neighborhood 
on account of their fur value in winter. the mainland by a narrow neck, just a few for two or three years to amount to any- 
When I mentioned this case to the preda- rods wide. Bill was stationed on a run- thing, and for this fellow to get scared 
tory animal control official in charge of way watching a crossing, and I was placed at the racket and come right up to me!! 
the work in that state, he remarked that on the neck to guard that, while Ernie and In a little while I heard the boys talk- 
I overlooked the fact that they had had Missouri took the boat to the other end of ing, and then the little dog came trotting 
almost no. complaints from sheepmen there the peninsula to make the drive. along, nosing around here and there, look- 
about coyote damage, which showed the I noticed a pretty good runway crossing ing for chipmunks, All at once he stopped. 
effectiveness of their predatory animal to the mainland, and stationed myself with He did not see me, but he smelled some- 
killing. I then was able to enlighten him my back to a big tree, about 10 feet to one thing! The hair on his neck and back rose 
to the effect that all the sheep had been side of te and “Got tito position! “Th straight up. He took a few cautious steps 
removed from this particular region three abouboe fat ites lieheatd thn forward, just the tips of his toes touching 
years before! Frat Mca ey UTES card te YP; the ground. He sniffed the air, took a few 

In still an additional case I saw a petition yan) fe the us ol dog, who had started more cautious steps. He looked over his 
signed by ninety residents of a given re- 2 TAbbit near the boat, and a little later ioulder to see if the boys were coming 
gion, asking that the destruction there of the “Whoopie” of Ernie as they started or were close enough to be of help in an 
fur bearers by a Federal hunter be stopped. their drive. Then all was quiet. Occasion- emergency. A few more steps, and then 
The official in charge of the killing said; ally, I would hear the boys yell. They he saw Mr. Bear lying there. "He froze 
“We oe pay any . ve  veriea yee ene avey off to my right and ip hie tracks, whined a little. The bear 
cause these three men. (indicating letters toward, Bill's. stand. id not move. He took a few more ste; 
from three sheep owners of the same All at once I caught sight of a move- and then tore forward at a run, and lit into



} Digest of Coutisf ~ 
H = Predator Control on Saline Game Preserve eee 

L (From Waller's Tabulation) 

20,000 acres (31 sq. Mi.) in Saline(?) Ce,Kansas 

_ Aver, : 
Aver. Fer Total 1929 

Class 1g24 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 Total Per Yr. Sq.Mi. Bounties Rate 

Falcons or 164 600 742 1219 16 1222 5363 694 28.8 $2681.50 -50¢ ‘ 
Darters | : Soe 

_ Haves 782 °1810 1746 2302 3025 3298 12,963 216 7 $3041.75 25¢ 

Owls 8] 7100-472] 58M. 335-2259 1257 209 6&7 $188.55 15¢ 
\ 

Rotal Hes (1033) (2510) (2660) ( 3845) (4776) (4759) (19, 583) (3264) (105. 3) 
Owls 

Rats 325 323 2856 1799 (discontinued)5303 1326 42.8 $530.30 lo¢ 

Rattle or 328 277 490 4sh 5u6 4e3 2608 435 «14 $391.20 “156 | 
f Bullsnakes . : : : 

Common 1412. «677.«1229 «1102 1077 1248 6745 1124 36.2 $674.50 lo¢ 
Snakes ; : : : 

_Soyotes ~ 295 26 250 30 108 122 330 55’ 1,84 -$590,00 11.00. 7 

Total 3113 3793 7286 7260 6507 6611 34,569 
Head . = 

Total _ $528 $915 $1366 $1426 $1612 $1790 $7837 $1306. $42.1 & 
_ Bounty ~ : 6 

me 3 
: Kansas : 3 ; 

: Hawks & Owls folder Fife : ¢ 
Coyotes folder . ° - 
Desk Book (Digests). : eee 
North Central Report § e z 
Text on Game Management ~~ : ‘ 

; Copy to Major Waller c 

Big Table in Predator Control Box.



Excerpt ee General Notes, The Auk, Vol. XLVITI, No. 3, July, 1931, 
p- . 

"By taking the number of individuals of a species and dividing 
by the mumber of field trips a quotient is obtained which can be used 
in comparing the years 1925-1927 with the years 1928-1930 to determine 
the relative decline or inerease in the various species. In general 
the decrease has been in direct proportion to the size of the bird. ‘the 
most important conclusion, however, is that while most of the Buteos 
and larger species have shown a decrease, the more harmful of the 
Aceipiters and Falcons have shown a gain in contrast. Our present 
method of educating (7?) hunters and gamekeepers has resulted in dimin- 
ishing the species that should be protected ani in increasing relatively 
the more harmful ones which perhaps should be controlled. Yor the sake 
of simplicity I have shown certain of the comparative species together. 
Considering these as a whole the frequency (number of species per field 
trip) has fallen 25% and the number of individuals 33%. 

Marsh and Rough-legged Hawks decrease 544. 
Buteos ~ Red-tail, Red-shoulder and Broad-wing decrease 34. 
Sparrow-hawk decrease 25%. 
Cooper's, Sharp-shin, Pigeon and Duck Hawks gain 14%. * 

--Warren F. Haton, 63 NormalAveme, 
Upper Montelair, WN. J. 

File: Hawks and Owls 
: New Jersey 

Predator Control,” 
Errington
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FOOD HABITS OF FISH-~BATING BIRDS 

Fish-eating birds, like most other birds, feedon what is com on and 
easy to get. Their choice of food is so largely governed by aveilaoility. that 
in most waters they will get only a small proportion of game or commercial’ 
fishes, as it is in snell. proportions that these. fishes occur. Not only are 
the more valuable fishes rare as compared with the noncommercial species, but 
they also usually inhabit decper water and are ‘swifter. ‘Herce they.are harder 

. to catch than many of the so-called coarge fishes. In some trout streais - 
trere may be a preponderance-of .trout over. other. fishes, but even in these 
stremis the birds often find ond capture water insects, crustaccras,: frogs, 
snokes, and other creatures nore easily than they do the elusive trout. 

Wondering what becomes.of the immense munbers of trout fry that are 
planted in streams, anglors naturally attrivute their disappearance to the 
enemies that are most obvious, and they are particularly likely to blane the 
larger fisheeating birds, such as the herons. Studies of trout streams by 
the Biological Board of Canada, however, show that the greatest losses in trout 
fry are caused by enemy and competitor fishes. Few people realize what serious 
destroyers of spawn there are among the fishes themselves-—such species, for 
instance, as sticklebacks, sculpins, suckers, and minnows. 

‘ After hatching, the little fishes are decimated by cannibalistic attacis, 
of which none are worse than those of the trout and other geme Tishes them. 
selves. Besides the fish enemies of fishes the streams teem with insect and 
other enemies, such as the larvae of the predad cus diving beetles, or "water 
tigers," nymphs of dragon flies, giant water bugs, and crawfisheg. All such 
cnciies in turn are preyed upon by birds, and it is probable, excopt at fish 
hotchories, that in most cases fi sheeating birds more than mace up for the 
harm they do in eating valuable fishes by their destruction of neturel enemies 
of the whole fish tribe. 

Illustrating the food habits of fisheeating birds by those of the great 
blue heron, which is one of the largest and most conspicuous of the group, it 
May be reported that in 150 stomachs examined, cormercial or game fishes oce 
curred only a few times, as follows; Hel, onc; grunt, once; pickerel, twice; 
trout, 9 times; sunfishes, 10; yellow porch, 15; and catfish, 17 tincs. A : 
nere ccnsideration of these nuribers would give an impression adverse to the 
bird, were it not for the fact that sunfishes are not of great value either 
for food or sport,and catfishes are notorious spam eaters. That the great 
blue heron undoubtedly eats scores of the enany ond competitor fishes for 
every trout that it consumes is shown by the fact that among such fishes the 
following occurred in the stomachs mentioned: Suckers in 29, minnows in 23, 
sticklebacks in 14, darters and carp in 7 each, ii1llifish in 5, ond sculpins, 
gors, ond nadtoms in snaller murtbers.



The diet of great‘ blue herons is by no means restricted to fishes, and 

in it are several arthropod enemies of fishes, as dragon-fly larvae in 37 
stomachs, crawfishes in 33, giant waterlmgs in 9, and predacious diving 
beetles in 7. Some of the other miscellaneous items found in the food were 

snakes, frogs, salamanders, including the tmd puppy, and leeches. The 

salamanders, leeches, and water snakes also are Classed as enemics of fishes. 

The great blue heron takes a considerable number of small mammals 
also, especially meadow mice. Meadow mice were found in 8, other mice in 4, 

and shrews in 5 of the 150 stomachs reported upon. Many observers in 

Western States have commented on the destruction of harmful rodents by great 

blue herons, and in 1889 a law was passed in California protecting the bird 
on account of its feeding on pocket gophers and ground squirrels. 

The great blue heron is known, however, to be destructive about fish 
hatcheries, and the Department of Agriculture has issued on order permitting 
the control of this'‘ond other fish-eating birds at such places. On the 

other hand, in localities away from hatcheries, it is certain thot the bird 
ordinarily consumés a mich larger number of fishes not utilized by mon then 

it does of those that are. Among these, as has been noted, are mimorous 
soown-Cating fishes, which if allowed to live, probably would do more harm 

to game and comercial fishes than does the heron. If one considers thus 
the other fish enemies destroyed by the heron, there ig little doubt that 

under natural conditions the bird does more good than harm, 

This account of the great blue heron is ij tustrative; the story of 

fish-enting birds in general is the same. It is not necessary to discuss in 

detail the food habits of group after group of these birds, as oll of then 
take what is most common and easy to get. This results as a rule in the birds 

preying lorgely not upon game fishes but upon the enemy and competitor species, 
which constitute the greatest obstacle to restocking operations.



Eagle folder . 
: Predation folder i 

From Notes on the Food Habits of the Golden Eagle by Leo T, and Z. B, Murray, 
Dept. :of Zoology, McGraw Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, N, Y, ‘The Auk, 
Vol. LI, July 1934, p. 371. 

"Parts of animal carcasses brought in as food for the young were usually 

found on the rim of the nest. During one week one cotton-tail rabbit, one prairie 

5 dog, and three Sparrow Hawks, were noted, The prairie dog mst have been carried 

at least two miles but the other items could have been obtained in the immediate . 

x vicinity of the nest," i ;



: Canada Goose y 
Predation folder ~~ 

CROSS REFERENCE ; 

See "Ring-billed Gull Killed by a Canada Goose," The Condor, 

Vol. XXXVII, No. 2, March-April, 1935, p. 79.



| File: Owl folder 
Crow folder 
Predation folder —~ 

Extract from Notes and Observations, Canadian Meld-Naturalist, 
Vol. XLIX, April, 1935, p. 77: 

Snowy_Ovi_Cepbares a Grou, When motoring on April 25th, 1931, in 
the vicinity o sser, Manitoba, some twenty five miles northwest 
of Winni; the odd sight of a Snowy Owl (Nyctea nyctesa) carrying 
off a Crow (Somnus b. heguabarenracaas) was witnessed by M, ©. L. 
Broley and the ter. the kindness of Mr, ey, I had 
been out to see an enormous assemblage of Blue Geese eam 
which had been feeding, since their arrival from the south, in 
grain fields near Rosser, When returning to Winnipeg in the afternoon, 
traveling south along an old treil, a Snowy Owl, carrying in its talons 
a Crow, appeared suddenly from behind the car and crossed the trail 

in front of us. ‘The weight of the crow seemed to hamper the owl in its 
flight as it was losing altitude rapidly, and it alighted in a pasture 
field a few hundred feet to our right. No sooner had the Owl taken up 
its position to partake of the catch, than a scattered company of about 

thirty Crows, flocked in from our rear’ and formed a circle, surrounding the 
Owl. With loud angry cawincs and out-stretched necks, the whole scene 
presented s real misical (7?) comedy. This exhibition of mmbers on 
the part of the Crows did not in the least perturb the Owl and it 
calmly proceeded to devour its victim, In a very short time it was 
evident the Crows decided nothing could be done to help their comrade, 
and in small bands they dispersed in the seme direction when they came,~~ 
Frank L, Farley, Camrose, Alberta.
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Bounty Value Questioned 
There Is Evidence That Money Spent for the 
Destruction of Predatory Animals Is Wasted 

The National Association of Audubon Societies an- 
nounces, as the conclusion derived from a detailed study, 
that the practice in Pennsylvania and some other states of 
offering bounties for the destruction of predatory animals 
“igs more likely to result in reduction of state or local 
government funds than in reduction in the number of un- 
wanted animals.” 

It says the bounty system is an incentive to fraud. Penn- 
sylvania’s experience bears witness to that, for during the 
past two years 28 cases of attemped bounty fraud were 
prosecuted in this state, and 38 other attempts frustrated 
by the authorities. 

Sometimes, the National Association of Audubon Socie- 
ties reports, weasel bounties have been paid for squirrels, 
wildcat bounties for dead tabbies, and hawk bounties for 
the heads of fowls collected at slaughter houses. 

Another evil of the bounty system, the association says, 
is that it leads to the killing of beneficial creatures by per- 
sons who mistake them for harmful ones. The Pennsylvania 
bounty on goshawks is specifically cited in this connection; 
it has led to the killing of other kinds of hawks by mistake, 
among them hawks protected by law in other states. 

Notwithstanding the vigorous campaign that has been 
carried on in Pennsylvania for many years for the destruc- 
tion of predatory animals, the sums of money paid out by 
the state in the form of bounties have been increasing. The 
amount disbursed in the fiscal year 1931-1932 was $75,347; 
in the fiscal year 1932-1933 it was $119,709; and in the fis- 
eal year 1933-1934 it was $128,981. 

According to the National Association of Audubon Socie- 
ties, the United States Biological Survey and most of the 
state conservation departments throughout the nation 
have gone on record against the bounty system, but it is 
supported “by small but highly vocal minorities whose 
members see easy money in it.” 

The report places advocates of the continuance of the 
bounty system in Pennsylvania on the defensive. 

Reprinted from PITTSBURGH (PA.) SUN-TELEGRAPH, May 1, 1035



File: Coyote 
Mt, Lion ; 
Predation ~~ 

Prom General Notes, Jour, Mammalogy, Vol. 16, No. 3, August, 1935, p. 229: 

Cougar and Coyote 

My friend, Pyeart Hulse, whose ranch is on Canyon Creek, Middle Fork 

of the Gila River, New Mexico, writes me about an experience of his father 

in December while on his trap line. I will tell the story in Pyeart's 

words: "My Dad had a strange experience with a lion last month. He was 

out on Canyon Creek Mountain setting some traps when he came right on to a 

lion and a kitten, and was within a few feet of them before either saw the 

other, ‘The lion made away at once and jumped into the thick brush, pre- 

venting a shot. The lion had killed a deer and on looking it over Dad 

found a dead coyote a few feet from the kill. The ground was soft from a 

rain of the previous day and the tracks easy to trace. On looking closely 

he saw where the coyote had come up to the kill, and there it was that the 

lion made for the coyote and caught it in a couple of bounds. the coyote's 

head was badly crushed and showed where the tusks had gone through the 

skull into the brain, killing the beast at once. Dad set some traps at the 

deer carcass but the lion did not return, He skinned the coyote,” 

Bvidently these predators were not on such friendly terms as it is 

supposed they sometimes are.--Charles A, Gianini, Poland, New York, 

|
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The Rough-leg, arch-enemy of meadow mice. 

N 1928 the city of Reading acquired a meadows were naturally covered with a 
tract of about 3500 acres along the luxurious growth of grass and supported 
course of the Maiden Creek in Berks the usual large population of meadow mice. 

County, as a site for an impounding dam. Today, between the infant pines, the for- 
In this area, during the next few years, mer meadows have developed into weedy 
about 2,500,000 seedling Red and Scotch tangles that form ideal retreats for all sorts 
Pines were planted, so that now a promis- of small creatures of the neighborhood, 
ing young forest surrounds the recently and in addition to the mice, support a large 
completed lake which furnishes Reading population of rabbits, ringneck pheasants, 
with its water supply. sieunlis (around cg, and weasels. These 

“f in turn have attracted a following, particu- 
Much of this land was formerly devoted larly during the colder half of the year, of 

to agricultural purposes, perhaps the the Birds of Prey that find the broad land- 
greater area having been given over to the scape, now nearly denuded of older trees, 
raising of grain or to grazing. The former a productive hunting ground.



The fact that hundreds of pheasants and their way into the museum’s collection 
probably thousands of rabbits have been before the matter came to my attention, 
captured in this territory and distributed and on checking over the stomach con- 
to sportsmen throughout the country, isan tents I found that every one contained 
interesting illustration of what may happen meadow mice exclusively. 
to game in a restricted region in which A short time before this the city forester 
hunting is not permitted, and nature is brought a number of girdled pines to me 
allowed to maintain its own balance. and sought information as to the cause of 

From October until late April, anyone this high mortality rate among the young 
standing in some favorable spot on this trees. I accompanied him to the watershed, 
watershed could certainly see with the aid and noticed that an appalling number of 
of binoculars here and there on the few the infant trees had been girdled by mea- 
taller trees that remain in the area, or dow mice—most of the work having evi- 
coursing over the young plantation at least dently been done under the cover of snow. 
half a dozen of the various species of In some areas where there was an 
Hawks that have found the watershed a abundance of ground cover, the proportion 
haven of refuge and bountiful source of of loss must have been upwards of 40 per 
their favorite food supply—the common cent, and in certain spots practically every 
meadow mouse—Microtus pennsylvanicus. tree over a radius of 100 feet had been 

At night the Owls take over the self-im- completely girdled close to the ground and 
posed task of the Hawks, and sweep over consequently killed. . 
the meadows throughout the hours of After a survey of these conditions, it 
darkness. Often during the day I have was not difficult to convince the head of 
flushed flocks, up to sixteen in number, of the water bureau that what was needed 
the increasingly scarce Short-eared Owls, on the area was not less Hawks, but more 
as they rested in some patch of weeds, and Hawks, and orders were given that no 
still oftener have I come upon the pellets more shooting of Birds of Prey was to be 
cast up by these nocturnal hunters. Being permitted. 
interested in mammalogy, and having The writer is not a fanatic on the Hawk 
learned by experience that these winged question. Well does he realize that the 
nimrods have a way of occasionally turn- long-tailed accipiters, the Cooper and 
ing up rare and little known species of Sharp-shinned Hawks, and the Goshawks 
small mammals, I have always made a prey on bird life, but he is firmly of the be- Practice of collecting the pellets regurgita- _jief that sportsmen, farmers, foresters and 
ted by these Owls, and by the Barn Owls conservationists can get together on a 
which hunt over the same meadows. middle ground and see the complicated 

In the course of years I should judge problem of wildlife relationships as it is. 
that I have examined well into the thous- Blind partisanship and such statements as 
ands of these pellets, and have always “The only good Hawk is a dead Hawk,” 
found the skulls and fur of Microtus to achieve nothing. 
form at least 95% of their bulk. As to the There have been sufficient data gathered 
Hawks, an interesting opportunity to esti- by the Department of Agriculture and the 
mate their function in an area of this sort yarious State investigations, such as ours 
came in the winter of 1934-35, when one in Pennsylvania, to make the actual feed- 
of the local deputies who happened to be ing habits of the Hawks and Owls no 
trapping pheasants on the area for distri- jonger a matter of conjecture; but of actual bution, took it upon himself to shoot as knowledge. 
many Hawks as possible. These were later The fact that ringneck pheasants and 
turned over to, or acquired by the Reading rabbits are more abundant on the area 
Museum, and the stomach contents exam- Which I have described, than in any equal 
ined. area with which I am familiar, amply 

The winter in question was remarkable demonstrates that the six species of Hawks 
for the comparative abundance of Rough- and Owls most abundant on the area, 
legged Hawks, which had previously be- namely, the Red-tailed, Red-shouldered, 
come quite rare in this part of the country. Rough-legged, Marsh and Sparrow Hawks, 
As these large Hawks come from the far and the Barn and Shorteared Owls, will 
north, where they have few opportunities pay little attention to anything else, so 
to come in contact with humans, they are long as their natural food; the meadow 
usually unsuspicious, and form tempting mouse, is abundant and easily obtained. 
targets, so that a number of them found —Eart L. Pootz. 

Note: Mr. Poole, Curator of the Reading Pub- traveled in many parts of the world and his lic Museum, has made a life study of the studies of mammalogy and ornithology have habits of birds and mammals, and has beau- been widely recognized. 
tifully and characteristically portrayed them 
in his fine etchings and line drawings. He has (Reprinted from Pennsylvania Game News.)
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is often said, the mice become more vul- dow mouse population of the summer, are 
nerable to predation, and as a result the then able to carry the entire remaining 
number taken exceeds the number raised population through the winter and none 
and the population level tends to be re- are forced to the eating of bark, which 
duced. On the other hand, nature has ways _ they resort to largely as a means of avoid- 
of looking out for all her wild animals and ing starvation. 

should the meadow mouse population be As Mr. Poole’s account has shown, these 
lower than normal they will be more diffi- migrating Hawks will interrupt their mi- 
cult to find and catch, causing some pre- gration and stay on an area that has an 
dators to eat fewer and causing many to excessive mouse population, until they 
move to other regions where the food have reduced that population to the point 
supply is better. ene ae estan et pao e aa 

ste z readily obtainable food supply than the 
___ rhe ability to move about is a character- surtoundine territory. When this point is 
istic of most animals. Among the species 1 
that prey on others it reaches its highest BeeC nee ot CCR meat ee Orc 00 development asean ‘cdapetion tavauctias further south, unless winter is over by that 
tions in available food, In this way, they time, in which case they return north to 

save themselves from death if their normal Breed i 
food becomes difficult to obtain in a cer- Herbert Stoddard of Thomasville, 
tain area, as it may from time to time, as Georgia, the Quail expert, has similarly 
a result of many possible causes. found that Marsh Hawks tend to concen- 

trate in the winters on areas in the south 
The extent to which animals move varies where cotton rats are found in large num- 

greatly, but birds as a group represent the bers, and eat them almost exclusively, to 
maximum of mobility and because of their the great benefit of the Quail, as in the 
ability to shift rapidly over long distances, spring the cotton rat is a destroyer of 
they are outstandingly effective as controls Quail nests, being fond of eggs. 
on plant eating species that tend at times The story of the meadow mouse and the 
to assume the proportions of a plague. way its presence affects all other living 
Certain examples of this sort are famous. things, plant and animal, that occur in the 
The appearance of the tremendous flocks same surroundings with it, is just a typi- 
of Franklin’s Gulls that saved the crops cal example of the complicated interrela- 
of the early Mormon Settlers in Utah from tionships that exist in the world of nature. 
grasshoppers, is now commemorated by a These are gradually being unraveled by 
monument. The appearance of great num- men known as ecologists, whose interest 
bers of not only Hawks and Owls, but jis in knowing how each living thing is 
Crows, Herons, Jays and Shrikes, has in- affected by and affects the einronndings 
variably been noted at times of mouse or jn which it lives, and the other living things 
vole plagues both in America and Europe. ia ioraet Bice surroundings with it. 

Less well appreciated are the effects of tadually these ecologists are learning 
the large concentrations of birds that regu- that every native species fits into the great fart aueal pattern of life. Each occupies a vital niche ly occur during the spring and fall {| (Fi * 
migrations. The hordes of small Warblers 1 d e structure that supported the varied reaching us from the south in the spring, 2% abundant wild life that once inhabited 
just as the leaves are coming out on the this Continent. Unquestionably, this wild 

cope life would be more abundant today if man trees, and the leaf-eating insects are ap- 1 1 > 
pearing, aid greatly in reducing these in- .0¥! id only understand nature's mecha- 
sects to a point where there are not enough thean and iekead of needlessly upsetting 
to do any serious damage to the tree dur- them, turn them to his own uses by allow- 
ing the summer. The movement in the fall 1% them to continue to maintain those of northern Hawks to their wintering natural checks and balances that we are 
grounds, means that over most of the area finding so necessary to the healthy adjust- where the danger of winter damage by ment of the relative abundance of all 
meow. mice is greatest, these mice are SP&CleS of living — HP, 
normally subject to a heavy drain by Red- —RICHARD Hi. PoucH. 
tails, Rough-legs, Red-shouldered, Broad- National Association of Audubon Societies 
winged and Marsh Hawks, just before the (For additional copies of this leaflet apply snows of panes a Following this de- aoe gee en ae vounen noes 
struction in numbers, the stores of winter rrooadway, New York, N. Y. Also “Hawks 
food that are set aside by the larger mea- Sass Gturcocezane 61) Colored (plates at 
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My, Williem 0. Adams, Direotor, 
Division of Fish & Game, 
Yonservation Department, 
Albany, N.Y. 

Dear Mr. Adame: 

On Mey 12th last you wrote me a letter asking this Asso- 
Ciation to encourage its member clubs on Long Island to t 
participate in e Snapping Turbhe control ene: ae 
enclosing a copy of a letter of Mr. Osborne's to 

: sportsmen's clubs on Long Bland, 

I hope you will not throw up your nente, and swear when I 
sey that this Association does not believe-in the ade 
visability of such ommpaigns as your Department now 
recommends in the case of the Snepping Turtle on Long 
Island. We take issue with the premise ian Mr, Osborne's 
letter “Is is basic in game sianagemeat that the more we 
ean froe o lesirable species from its natural. enehies, > 
the more we will increase the supply". : oe 

It hardly seems necessary to stress this Association's 
intevest in the preservation of our waterfowl, preferene 
tial treatuent of which is offered by your Department as 
justification for the Turtle control campaign, 

Let's go back into the history of game administration 
and record the development of ideas: 

Control of Hunting 

The earliest wovenent toward gaue control was in the foxm 
of limitations of the time of killing and the ar: : 
allied regulation of the amount and methods of the kill. 

Refuges and Senctuaries 

The second phase of attempts to inerease the game supply 
took the form of establishnent of sanctuaries, 

Predator Control 

As game continued to dwindle, in spite of control of hunt- 
ing enh the ovsebiiannes) oF recuee oat ene the 
practice of predator control was the next phase, This 
was en attempt to transfer the normal naturel kill to the 
hunter's bag.



Mr. William ©. Adams - 3: 

During the period of development of these ideas, the se 
was fairly genereliy socepted that gese vould eventually 
disappear before the i nite growth of human popula = 
mene of he Bee Oe Oe ee Se 
inerease tends to flatten out produced the phase 
which might be called “Augmentation of the Crop", 

Artificial Propagation 

Attempts to augment the crop began with artificial geen. 
ie tae not proved satisfactory, and has resulted tn i 

development of the fifth phase known as 

Environmental Gcntrol 

It has been shown that there are two sets of factors operating 
in game species; one set we may call decimating factors, such 
as nine predation, starvation, disease and accidents, Op- 
posed to these are welfare factors such as tolerance, food, 
cover, water and many special requirements, such as o* salt, 
vitamins, dust baths end sunningplaces, hot all po ential 
inerease in game is killed; much of it is never born as the 
result of nonebreeding anmilreduced vigor, etc. 

Mentpulation of the environmental factors to “yom the erop : 
is today called Cm pee We do not believe that the 
inauguration of a € control campaign is in keeping with 
modern game management practice. 

It would bably be correct to say that it was basic in 
game Keeping to consider the gane population as automatically 

e @ predator population. The present trend of 
research, however, not only challenges this fundamental as- 
sunaption, but in certain cases at least it has been quite 
definitely established thet the assumption is not correct. 

As one instence in which such a challenge has been made, I 
would refer you to the foblowing: “Vulnerability of Bob-White 

SS to Predation", by Paul L. Errington, Beology, ; 
fol. a Wo. 2, April, 1934. It is our opinion that the old 
a on. is aow quite thoroughly discredited among all 
t cal wildlife managers. 

We would therefore eee the Gonservation Department of 
the State of New York to discontinue the present Snapping 
furtle control campaign on Long Island. 

Sincerely yours, 

: “ : 

Executive Director,



May 8, 1936. 

TO LOCAL SPORTSMEN'S CLUBS ON LONG ISLAND 

Gentlemen:— 

We assume that one of the groups of game birds of particular 
interest to all the sportsmen on Long Island is our waterfowl — 
especially the black duck, which breeds annually in substan— 
tial numbers on the Island. 

"It is basic in game management that the more we can free a | 
desirable species from its natural enemies, the more we will 
increase the supply". It is generally recognized that the 
hard shell turtle liies known as the snapping turtle) kills P 
many small ducklings during each breeding season — to say no- 
thing of its inroads on fish life. 

Several methods of turtle control can be used, but we are of 
the opinion the use of traps is most effective. There are 
several manufactured traps on the market. 

However, we have designed a simple inexpensive trap that can 
be home made, and enclose a sketch of it. 

Mr. Newbold L. Herrick, 25 Cedar Street, New York City, whose 
interest in waterfowl is well known throughout the country, 
has suggested we ingugurate a hard shell turtle control cam 
paign. To make a practical test, we are presenting the fore- 
going to you in the hope that your organization will take hold 
of the plan locally and, either through the purchase of several 
traps or by the construction of the same, will undertake such 

s turtle control, particularly in the waters in your district 
that are known to be breeding grounds for waterfowl. There is 
no closed season on these turtles. But in your operations be 
cerfain to avoid destroying any box or painted turtles, which 
are harmless. 

There is a market for such turtles, as in many quarters their 
meat is highly esteemed as food, 

The turtles will shortly be on the move, traveling to sandy 
beaches, where their eggs are deposited in June. But they can 
be successfully trapped at any time between now and when they 
become dormant late in the fall. The traps should be placed 
in ponds and sluggish streams. The size of the mesh should 
prevent any fish from being taken. 

We would like to have a careful record kept of the numbers and 
weights of the turtles that you can give us on November lst next 
a complete record of your cath thet we can compile the same for 
publication. 

This appeal is being made to all the organized sportsmen's clubs 
and bird clubs, as well as private shooting clubs, on Long Island, 
to the Chamber of Commerce and to the public at large through the 
local and metropolitan papers.



It is distinctly in line with good game management, and 
offers an attractive activity to build up and sustain the 
interest of your members. 

Very sincerely yours, 

(Lithgow Osborne) 

Commissioner,
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Boys! Girls! | oys! Iris ¢ 
How would you like to own a 

Brand-New .22 RIFLE FREE ? 

Here’s your chance to get one— 

e 

A Bird Pest Contest 
Open Today, Saturday, May 8 

All you have to do is kill magpies, crows 
and hawks, and the boy or girl who turns 
in the highest score by the night of 

TUESDAY, JUNE 15 
when the contest closes, will receive a 
choice of a brand-new 

Model 41 Remington .22 Rifle 
ora 

Model G671R Winchester .22 Rifle 
Both are single-shot rifles that shoot .22 shorts, .22 longs, 

.22 long rifles. Birds will be scored as follows: Magpies, 
5 points; Hawks, 10 points; Crows, 15 points. Bring in 
the heads only, anytime, and we’ll record the count and 
keep the record up to date. 

All Heads Must Be Counted at Our Store. 

Buy Western Super-X Cartridges 
Either hollow point or shot cartridges for all kinds 
of .22 rifle shooting. 

Super-X .22 Short Shot Cartridges 
are just the thing for this contest—loaded with 
smokeless powder and bullets coated with Lubaloy 
by a new process, 

This Ammunition Will Get the Birds! 

Everything for Outdoor Recreation 

e 

Fallon Mercantile 
Company 

Hardware Houseware Farm Implements 
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DICTIONARY definition of vermin Cee ETE ae ie 5 

A is “Any noxious or disgusting animal Pe if AV ie ii ja ee ae 

such as rats, mice, weasels, lice, bed- iP d fe oP Un F i = | : rN 

bugs, etc.” Such a definition was without _ — ’ ta ik apy! oy rep. Gl é 

doubt made to apply to those animals which ke iy aN. } so ah fe ty ‘we “S0S: a 

were directly “noxious and disgusting” to H a N } Vey 2 e <4 W a ¥ a) 

man at a time when such animals were much we as i * why late. ed ell 

more of a problem in and around the habi- | = i” , Ae ‘ap raat PSH is 

tations of man than they are now. i = M: ’ i. PS 2G = 

Since the time in our history when the ) Sa 7 4g +) A Lan , 

sportsman first imposed bag limits on them- ee. A we we we ee 

selves, a somewhat different idea of “vermin” on 1 , & ede m we sdk 
= eS ee * bi me 

has come into common use. This may be : ee 1 rs 2 & 

expressed with reasonable accuracy as “any 3 pnee: ay ae ¥ ‘ os AG i wd , 

animal that preys upon other animals of _ Ne i ae 7 i . , ue : 

greater worth to man.” In the northeastern y VW sed) j ie. <r” 

United States this definition has come to f ( ee > eae i i} ce , Mee 

include the birds of prey, fish eating birds, See Fa ada vi , RS. 

rats, mice, skunks, weasels, opossums, rac- € id 4 o : Fi oe PX 

coons, wildcats, foxes, groundhogs, all the : .— ” Oss: ‘ : F re }s ‘Ba ‘ 

snakes and a few fish such as the carp, gar- eos to Dae Sol Y F j args 

pike and sometimes the common sucker. aH ee 5 aa ‘ 4 Len os ie “Gy . ¥ foe ~ 

Skunks, opposums, raccoons and foxes Fe mn 9 ; ba ee ae rare 7k | ae > 3 

have in some states been removed from the BINS | ORS os ree 3 «ee See a i 

vermin list since their direct value to man wn eae Wes oes ee gia ee ee ‘ Fi pi RB 

as fur-bearers and for sport greatly exceeds oP ta neh it ee pi he 2 ee eee hale 

the harm they are supposed to do. Sportsmen ye Se Sas cag ee ‘eines a 

and farmers alike have made the lives of the oh EE SM a SR aT 

“vermin” animals a perilous adventure from Wildeats are decreasing noticeably and The wholesale slaughter of hawks should 
beginning to end. should be given protection, be discouraged. Too many beneficial 

: species are killed. 
After long continued study by zoologists 

the conclusion is becoming very evident that the net results of this area, or when their prey becomes scarce, these predators move to 

persecution is slowly accomplishing exactly the opposite of that a new area. This natural balance is broken however in the case 

which it is intended to accomplish. Nature has been found to be of those predators such as the house cat and barn rat which feed 

exceedingly complex and the more it is studied the more the most of the time on the food supplied by man and make raids 

student respects the complexities and the less he is inclined to into the field occasionally. These predators are heartily con- 

tamper with them, It is to the field naturalist with his biological demned by all naturalists and our wildlife would be better off if 

training as a background and his great experience in the observa- they were entirely exterminated. 

tion of wildlife that we should look for a comprehensive, reason- But, our native predators seldom become too numerous in any 

able and up-to-date wildlife policy. area, Did anyone ever find a half starved predator? The fact that 

Apparently without exception field naturalists and zoologists in almost without exception they are sleek and well fed is very good 

general state very definitely that vermin extermination is being evidence that there are not too many of them. Any over-abundance 

carried altogether too far. Once and for all, anyone who has moves out of the area or is weakened and very soon killed by 

anything at all to do with our outdoors should learn that the fact other predators. 

that an animal eats a game bird, songbird, bird’s egg or a toad Our native predators without exception destroy a large number 

or fish does not necessarily condemn that animal. of animals considered harmful from the viewpoint of man along 

The question should immediately be asked “What else does it with the beneficial. Thus none of them are all bad. Reliable studies 

eat and in what percentages?” The answer to this question, of of the percentages of different kinds of foods taken have been 

course, does not determine the status of a species but it is a start made for only a few of them. We know fairly well what the 

which few hunters have made. The blissful ignorance of the real different kinds of birds of prey eat. We know very little about the 

meaning of “balance of nature” and the widespread slaughter food habits of the rest of our predatory animals. Also food habits 

of predatory animals that is going on now is bound to have of a species may vary widely in different localities. The common 

serious repercussions in the game population, agriculture and crow is a beneficial bird in well wooded regions. He never becomes 

forestry, and on wildlife in general. too abundant in such regions and being a native species fits per- 

Let us examine some of the conclusions of our field zoologists. fectly into his environment. It is only where man has stripped 

In the first place the population of predators in a natural set up off the forest and given the crow a big advantage that he really 

is very definitely regulated by the population of the animals on becomes a pest, 

which they prey. When predators become too numerous in any We have in the eastern United States a large and varied fauna
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a Wie eer UFC : ef Ry abounds in it and the trees are riddled with 

Ns fo ‘ — 2 7 eS ? — ‘ oe $07 io A » borers and the leaves in tatters from leaf 

ny) of ie EY - eS MN Wi ie eaters. Scarcely a tree that does not have 

¥ —H ¢> bad } ts 4 As ‘a 4 a display of galls and other pathological 

« qi rf : iy Be ¥ uy: Je growths, 

ye < : rh - alk, — It is easy to explain the sorry plight of 

* sal Fe ve . ae the trees but the cause of the superabun- 

4 kg _ ° 2 dance of destructive insects is not so ap- 

, a i> a i parent. For my own part I am very inclined 

pf f a Nis 4 i to think that it is the lack of rattlesnakes, 

@ 4 ae FO csv y strange as it may seem. This region used to 

"he ee: eg oS esd harbor literally thousands of rattlers. I have 
a ‘We aS Biv sn kept rattlers in captivity for years and have 

a. Ci. ¥ pe non wait found them to be rodent eaters supreme. I 

a nd i oe we ae have never had a rattler eat anything else 

, aca Fy > a except rats, mice, young rabbits and squir- 

Pe Eee u a rels. There are still rattlers in this region 

* eee = eo but their numbers are nothing as compared 

4 é eee Po peg to twenty or even ten years ago. This 

c “ a 2 ae eee must mean a great increase in rodents and 

. 4 Bian oe | : ay 3 = a consequent decrease in bird life, although 
eee a Earuaon® it is not to be taken as a proven truth. It 
=] § SS En Pe will have to remain a reasonable but un 

ae RS ee proven thesis until someone does some rea’ 
; epee .e Sees scientific work on the subject. 

es a as ie RB sce ~=y There is another relation between pred- 
Pit ~ ators and the animals on which they prey 

which is usually overlooked. The reason why 

SN ee meee fe SN fete ine ha eit nacaripce, ahead pons prtanat, day same birds are he Fade 
wild house cat? exterminated. flying, wise creatures they are is because 

their ancestors for hundreds of thousands 
of small, native mammals, the various species of wood and field of years back had to be wise and fast flying or be killed by the 

mice, wood rats, shrews, chipmunks, red squirrels, and others. predators of their time. All the weaklings were weeded out. 
These are the most prolific of our warm blooded animals. Where We now know very definitely that in any species of plant or 
there is still a reasonable balance of nature left these small mam- animal hereditary weaknesses crop out from time to time. In nature 

mals do not do any great harm. But once the predator check is these weaknesses always disappear since any individual harboring 
removed their increase will be very detrimental to agriculture, them is killed by some predator and thereby its line of descent 

forestry and especially bird life. At the present time the State of cut off. This is an unchangeable law of nature just as old as life 
Michigan is considering the importation of predators to control itself. Man has nothing to put in place of it. 
the red squirrel. Several hawks, weasels, foxes, wildcats and the The extermination of predators means the slow but sure degra- 

larger snakes prey upon red squirrels. Red squirrels are very dation of the species on which they prey. Sportsmen in their 
destructive to bird life. The proper control of forest insects depends hunting accomplished quite the opposite of this law. Where is the 
upon birds. Due to the ignorant killing of predators, a series of man that is not proud of getting the biggest buck or cock pheas- 
changes have occurred which has upset the balance of nature in ant or the biggest fish? Really, every gunner who believes in 
the Michigan forests much to the disadvantage of the forests. The killing predators should spend his hunting hours killing runts so 

growing of healthy trees and the shooting of hawks seems quite as to partially take the place of the vermin he kills. 

unrelated but they are very definitely related as is all the rest of Contagious diseases (caused by microorganisms) are controlled 
nature. in the same way in nature, Any animal that catches some disease 

Recently I stumbled onto what seems to be a similar case in soon becomes weakened and falls easy prey to a predator. One of 

our own Pike County, I was talking about the Pike County wild- the best examples of this is the disease called tularaemia among 
life with a keenly observant fire warden, a man who has spent rabbits. It is one of the most highly contagious diseases known. 

nearly all of his long and vigorous life in the Pike County forests. Apparently it is always fatal among rabbits. Man is susceptible 
In discussing his work he made the statement that with all our to the disease and it is about 17% fatal in humans. Since it is so 
improved methods of forestry, fire control etc. his strip of forest highly contagious it would seem that most of our rabbits would 
is going backward every year. be wiped out by it in a short time. Doubtless they would be if it 

The statement seemed to have a great deal of significance and were not for hawks, owls, foxes, etc. ready at any time to do away 
I went back through that forest to see just what he meant. He is with any weakened individual and thereby stop farther spread of 
very definitely right. It is a sorry looking forest. Insect life (Continued on Page 23)
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the disease. In 1924 some 22,000 deer had to ing), are very definitely such animals. (They te 

be killed in California to prevent farther are very much out of place. They do not ip Sh Se TNR 

spread of the foot and mouth disease. This even belong in this country.) ee = ys eX 

would not have been necessary if a normal Grows may be conmidered outs place ’ Pe A 5 LA ls "/\\ \ 

pooganen of wolves, coyotes and mountain 1, they are present in hundreds of thous- 1 PA | RAS EN 

Hons had been present in the region inhab- ands as they are in some areas. A ground- f WE ASN Ne WAZ S 

ited by that deer herd. hog that lives in the middle of a well cared Aa AK SH IS Kae 
We have one predator in the United States for hayfield may be considered out of place EE Vag N LAs . Y SN a 

which now causes a direct, annual, economic but not the groundhog that lives in a ravine eee aN | eo /\ TNT 
loss to man of two hundred million dol- in the woods. A heron or kingfisher is out of 2: 4 Ni ne WY, \' IZ — 

dars. This is the barn rat and it is on the place at a trout hatchery but he is not out aoa al . i VP ow? ie 

increase. Until the present this unmitigated of place along a lake shore or a woodland So | Sg ee Wa (in X Se. 

pest has been confined mainly to cities and Stream. The control of such animals should 0 ee BOSSE ee — 
towns and around farm buildings. The rea- be confined to the places where they ser- “| eB ee eee 2 Y “Sh; 

son he has not invaded our woods and fields iously conflict with the works of man and “sex -¥ alae a gies) 

is not because he cannot adapt himself to then the control should be limited and never Font Dysart ebone. 4 AS 

such conditions; next to man he is the most equal extermination. 

adaptable animal in the world. The only Without any doubt our so-called vermin Service. Remember that suckers and min- 

thing which has kept our woods and fields oontrol campaigns have done an enormous OWS do eat spawn of game fish, and fish- 

comparatively free from rats is the popula ST ountlor damage to wildlife in general. img in a body of water can be ruined by 

tion of native predators. If the rat ever does Very few of the participants know the 2” overabundance of these. The killing of 

invade our open country due to the leckrof | Thames ofmore than halt ef the) animals = yeeusre meteanser, duck: because it cats 
these predators, we will wish the sky to be they kill to say nothing of their food habits. fish would be ridiculous if it were not 50 

full of hawks and owls and a weasel or fox Enormous numbers of beneficial hawks and ead Ne re a pet bas proedeee cies Oe 

to be behind every bush. He is omnivorous. gw{s, small mammals and snakes are killed sorte buat Mi Ma aa ‘ie A 

He can live almost anywhere between the needlessly, much to the detriment of’ the eae Hs a ody of water helps fishing 

Arctic and Antarctic on the ground, under sportsman, farmer, forester and the species A i 
the ground, in trees, or can take to the themselves. I have yet to see one good Our snakes without any doubt have taken 

water and become fully as aquatic as 4  cientific report of any benefits to game the worst beating of all. For some strange 

muskrat. He is one of the most prolific of having occurred from a vermin campaign. eason it is considered quite a feat for a 

all mammals. His cunning often is astound- y 150 pound man to beat a 3 pound black- 

ing. Whole shelves of books have been At one time farmers used to shoot any gnake into a bloody mess with a 4 foot 

written about him as a carrier of pestilence. hawk or owl that became too fond of the ciub. And there is certainly no reason for 

Just what protection would our small game taste of chicken. He did not pay much this persecution. We know too little about 

have against such an animal if it were not attention to the others. Now each year their food habits to form any conclusions 

for our so-called vermin? Would it not be thousands of hawks are slaughtered by pump at present, We only know that the larger 

better to play safe and leave a normal popu- SUNS. along their migration routes. This species eat some birds’ eggs and young 
lation of predators where they belong? The Practice is particularly vicious since the birds and a large number of rodents. They 

barn rat is one of the reasons for the actual great majority of hawks shot are of the eat birds’ eggs only during the nesting sea- 

breeding of owls in captivity and then turn- distinctly beneficial species. The fast flying son but they eat rodents all summer long. 

ing them loose in Germany. bird-killing hawks are much more difficult There is another strong reason for using 

targets than the slow rodent killing species.  |ittle discretion in our killing. There - 
Such are some of the reasons why natural- From bird censuses taken along migration 700,000 hunters in the United States and 

ists are very much opposed to our present routes it becomes clearly evident what is very. likely twice that number of people 
ideas of vermin control. It is time for a happening. The cooper’s hawk and sharp- who simply like to go out and see their 
new definition of vermin, a definition which shin are holding their own in numbers animals alive. These people do not wish to 
will give the idea of a vermin animal as an and all the others are decreasing alarm- see just warblers and sparrows, and chip- 
animal out of place, about the same as a ingly, These two are the only really de- munks. They also want to see a big red- 
weed among plants. Such animals are the structive hawks which we have in any num-_ tailed hawk, a hoot owl, a mountain black- 
only ones that merit any great persecution. bers in Pennsylvania. The goshawk is, of snake or even a wildcat. Do we, as sports- 
The barn rat, and even the half starved, half course, the game killer par excellence but ™en, have the right to deprive these nature 

wild house cat (English sparrow and starl- jt is never common enough in Pennsyl- lovers of the chance to catch a glimpse 

vania to bother much. It is of interest to Of one of the few remaining wildcats in 

BG aK eo _etnt one of the velo of the North out woos I woul thet ttt 
SN it ama ERS -4 pane can acer Unch a aceU nero uncca ue cat at any time. (here are too tex left, 
os SEN MM ZY pil Zee grouse also has the greatest supply of 7 : > 
fea : Ly Of NF goshawks, This region is Nova Scotia. The Every sportsman should read an article 

Meee BHA Ns Loy epee ee two seem to get along very well together. entitled “Diversification of Wildlife’ by 

ee eek SC Rs ta (A ff The other two bird killing hawks, the duck W. wee, Taylor in the Oct. 16, 1936, issue 

Se Kies.’ "iy al! y ay 7} hawk and falcon, are becoming very rare Of pa Mr. ae has summed up 
9 = CO a: ns 4 | Y Ale and the few that remain should be pro- i @ § ort, clear article t! e ideal which all 

R/S a a i ony] tected by all means. conservationists should strive for. If we 
7) ies aN A re vA yh Wess turn our energies from destruction to con- 

aN. ae bed 4 \ Mj Fish eating animals have taken a great struction, results are bound to follow. We 
TNs ‘ Ne eS | amount of persecution and in general they still have enough of our wildlife heritage 

LX 1) ie ve bi (hfe, 8 are a very inoffensive lot. They do eat left so that we can bring back natural con- 
\ y Beene Se. fish but the most of them are such fish as_ ditions, bits of the old American wilderness 

ee suckers and minnows. Since man is remov- scattered here and there which will be a 
iz “i = ee a ing game fish all the time this is probably source of unending delight to all sportsmen 

gts Gi ee ae a service to better fishing rather than a dis- and nature lovers.
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of how mutual benefit can arise in a basically hostile relationship." cay 
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| LEGAL STATUS OF THE BIRDS OF PREY - HAWKS, EAGLES AND VULTURES = 
in the 48 STATES as of JANUARY 26, 1958 ye 

Qu : AQ ja 

IDEAL PROTECTION: . 

The states protecting all birds of prey, except the 3 bird-eating 
species of Hawks, that is the Goshawk, Sharp-shinned and Cooper's 
Hawks, are - 

Florida Missouri Ohio 
Indiana Nebraska Pennsylvania 
Iowa Néw Jersey South Dakota 
Kentucky No. Carolina Wisconsin 
Massachusetts No. Dakota -—_— Total - 14 

ALMOST PERFECT PROTEQTION: 

The following states make a few additional exceptions as noted, 
indicating a failure as yet to recognize that all Falcons are becom- 
ing rare, that the Vultures are useful and that the Eagles are badly 

in need of protection, the Bald Eagle (our National Emblem) especially 

Alabama Te dab 
California Duck Hawk) 
Golorado (Golden & Bald Eagle, & Duck Hawk) 
Illinois (Pigeon & Duok Hawke} 
Kansas (Golden & Bald Eagle) 
Louisiana (Duck Hawk & Vultures) 
Mississippi (Duck Hawk) 
Oregon (Duck Hawk & Prairie Falcon) 
South Carolina (Duck Hawk & Vultures) 
Tennessee (Vultures) : 
Texas (Duck Hawk and Vultures) 
Utah (Prairie Falcon) 
Washington (Pigeon & Duck Hawks, & Prairie Falcon) 
Wyoming (Golden Eagle & Duck Hawk) 

Total - 14 
SO THAT THE 
STATES. NOW_AFFORDING FULL PROTECTION TO ALL THE RODENT-EATING HAWKS =e 

; TOTAL - 28 

ee ee 

PARTIAL PROTECTION: 

States going through the process of transferring the rodent- 
eating and very rare species to the protected list with some now 
being protected (as indicated) - 

New York (Duck, Red-shouldered, Bronad-winged, Rough-legged & 
Sparrow Hawks, Osprey, Bald & Golden Engle, & 
Vultures) Total - a 

EAGLE, OSPREY AND VULTURE PROTECTION ONLY: 

The states that to date protect only the Eagles, Vultures and 
the Osprey are - 

Connecticut Delaware (Eagles & OSprey only) Rhode Island : 
Total - 5 

EAGLE AND VULTURE PROTECTION ONLY: 

The stat @ that to date protect only the Eagles and Vultures are- 

Arizona Michigan New Hampshire 
Arkansas Minnesota Oklshoma (Eagles only) 
Idaho Montema (Vultures oily) Vermont 
Maine Nevada W. Virginia (Vultures only) 

Total -<- 2 

NO HAWK PROTECTION: 

The following are the most backward states in bird of prey pro- 
tection, no species being pretegted by their present laws ~- 

Georgia New Mexico 

Maryland Virginia 
Total - 5
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STATE OF WISCONSIN 

Rountiee CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

MADISON 

February 2, 1938 

SUBJECT: For reference of county board 

TOs County clerks 

A recent survey by the conservation department has revealed 

the fact that nine Wisconsin counties offer bounties on hawks and 

owls or on either of these birds, ranging from five to fifty cents. 

As numerous complaints regarding such bounties have been received 

by this office, it is our desire to explain the problem regarding 

bounties on these birds. 

It has been proven and is a recognized fact that many of our 

hawks and owls are valuable to the farmer for the good they do in 

controlling rats, mice, and small rodents. For this reason, the | 

state protects nineteen different hawks and owls and allows the 

killing of only five, three hawks and two owls. As it is often 

difficult for even an expert ornithologist to identify these birds 

in the field, a farmer or a layman cannot be expected to know the 

protected from the unprotected bird. This is especially true of 

our hawks. 

What happens is simply this--a bounty is offered by a county 

on hawks, This, of course, means that a bounty will be paid on 

those which are unprotected by state law, However, these three 

unprotected birds, the Cooper's hawk, sharp-shinned hawk, and 

goshawk, are very swift-flying birds and very difficult to shoot. 

The result of the hawk bounty, therefore, is a subsequent kill of 

many protected hawks which are largely of the slow-flying soaring 

varieties which are more easily shot. Whether only unprotected 

hawks are bountied is another question which should not need to 

be mentioned. For the benefit of our valuable hawks we suggest 

that no bounty be offered on any hawk whatsoever. 

The problem on owls is essentially the same except that as 

the two unprotected owls, the great-horned and the snowy; are 

quite easily identified, a bounty on either of them would not be 

objectionable. But no bounty should be offered on just "owls" 

as the resulting wholesale slaughter of valuable birds would be 

unwarranted. In fact, a bounty on only the great-horned owl can 

be justifiable where necessary. 

We hope the various county board members will read the 
enclosed material and consider this matter carefully. Should your 

county offer bounties on either of these birds, we hove vour county



County Clerks - February 2, 1958 2. 

board of supervisors will investigate their bounty arrangements 

and make any necessary improvements. If we can be of any 

service in this regard, please contact us immediately. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
ser - ‘ a 

wee Aue lee a 

W, Fo er 
Supt. of-Game Management 

Ene. 

|
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_ A E O E CONTROLLING they can be caught—animals so 
RE W V. R- sick as to be dangerous potential 

sources of infection. 
Not only do they get rid of the 

sick, but they usually kill off ani- 
mals that are getting past the prime 

e of life and a little feeble and there- 
fore more likely to serve as a focal 
point for the start and spread of 

A G Edi : 1 b Ri h d P h an epidemic. Furthermore, as 
uest itoria ye 1icnar oug. most predators are also scavengers, 

they remove the bodies of those 
. ° . oye animals that occasionally die of 

National Association of Audubon Societies ave bere ties un (lied te 
predators by consuming them 

‘ oy 5 somewhere else as long as there are any of promptly and thoroughly, accomplishing the 
Ou She read the species left in existence. This means same thing as we do by prompt and careful 
aera ae that today the predator controllers are going burial. ‘ 

_ ae ont _, into wild areas where domestic livestock One of the precautions we humans fre- 
sa ee = Sete : is no longer involved; the control work quently take in times of epidemic is to 

tn ee being justified solely on the grounds that avoid crowds. Another is to move out of, 
i en - the predators are preying on wild game or fumigate, the room of a person who has 
a a yf BP, species. It is this sort of control that gives had a contagious disease. In nature we find 

e er 86 (3 # rise to the ever growing protest by practical _ predators accomplishing much the same end 
a eo LY “ men who know wildlife and its problems, through their tendency to attack concen- 

peor, age ee al who say that we are today in many areas trations of animals and scatter them and 
-———rr— eT aut _ } _ oyer-controlling predators. keep herds or flocks on the move from one 

5 ow s a Before we can appraise the full effects feeding ground to another, thus getting 
x oe oe wa ee i 4 of the complete or partial removal of any them away from areas that may have be- 
a “e ( . of these species of predators from an area, come highly contaminated by sick members 
“i p/ me we must understand what role they played _ of the herd before these were killed or died. 

ee Ys ~\ Va [4 ™ in the primitive animal community that Business men are not the only ones who 
a if % me te existed on it. Only in this way can we see have to worry about competitors. The aver- 
oo ‘ Pe : if we are better or worse off without them, age wild animal is up against the same 

ae. ce PY ha ws and apswer the question of whether we are thing. The large grazing species of the 
3 2 { 4 bs today over-controlling them. grassland areas are competing directly with 

a — b Said One important role that any predator a group of smaller animals such as the 
i A a aa plays is that of counteracting the regular jack rabbit, prairie dog, and ground squir- 
‘Ss cag PY f ; annual increase that occurs in any species rel. Furthermore, all the animals are com- 

“<a oy Aes a result of normal reproduction. It is  peting against still smaller competitors—the 
=a Sa os eee = apparent that there are definite limits to insects. 
, 1 ; Rowibad the ability of any area to produce vegeta- 

1’s an old saying that no matter how ba tion to support animals dependent on plants on bors it stop there because the precious 
a man is some good can always be found for food, so if this is the case there must N fi iH It hel 
in him. Can’t the same probably be said je g top limit to the total number of those ae es ae Bae rte 

for even the most maligned of our native pjant-eating, or as we call them, herbivorous compeH tots. (90, in tie form of Sere) LES : : ; a > > grasseaters as a group can’t be too hard on predatory animals? At least it won’t hurt animals, that any one area can carry. Any hee i ‘ll 9 

to look into their lives and the role cach annual net increase in the total population, the grasses or they will pass out of the pic- 
laved dnunaturels scheme of things before A ture and their place will be taken by plants 

play! c eo gs no matter how small, would if allowed to that animals cannot eat because th 
man had any part in such matters, to see continue long enough, cause the population a a ae because they are 

if such is not the case. There is always the of these animals to exceed the carrying ee OF es Z A situation somewhat 
possibility that if they once had value in ity of the area. When this occurs SO OEOUS aa oe BOver neat that taxes y ae ong capacity of © a legitimate business so heavily that it folds 
nature's eyes, and legitimate functions to starvation will ultimately reduce the popu- fellowi High is place 4 be 
perform, that they may still, at certain times ation if nothing else does, because of the tei OES rf its place is taken by 
and places, and under certain circumstances,  oyer-grazing and resultant killing out of URE ees . the government can- 

have a value to man. valuable food plants, that marks the last peer Se eae 
Among the predators that appear to come struggle of the dying animals to ward off Like many smaller competitors, the ro- 

in sharpest conflict with man are those that gtarvation, dents and the insects are more versatile than 
obtain all or part of their food supply by the larger grazing animals. The | insects 
preying on large, grazing animals. Under NoTHER Jop that predators have to per- take the grass that they want during the 

primitive conditions these animals were such A form is the one of selecting those indi. 8'OWing stage, and so long as the supply 
species as deer, elk, buffalo, and antelope. vidual animals that will perpetuate the lasts until they lay their eggs in the late 
Later, as most of the grazing land was species. This culling of the weaklings and Summer, they have no worries as a new 
taken over by cattle and sheep and the abnormal individuals from each generation 88S crop will be well up by the time they 
wild grazing animals eliminated, these is something predators do quite auto- hatch. The rodents have their way of play- 
predators turned to domestic species for at matically, because misfits invariably are ing the same game, although they don’t 
least part of their food. Foremost among _ easier to kill than the finest, sturdiest, and do it quite the Same Or as successfully,— 
the predators in this group are the wolf, healthiest of the race who are the ones rodents being active and in need of food for 
coyote, mountain lion, bobcat, and grizzly that are best suited to make up the breeding 4 considerably longer period of the year 
bear: stock, than the insects. However, they do have 

As the result of this killing of domestic Among animals, as among humans, cer- their dodge for avoiding the really tough 
livestock, there was and still is, pressure for _ tain individuals are always catching diseases months when nature isn’t producing any 
government hunters to completely extermi- of one sort or another, and also among "¢W food supplies: it is going into hiberna- 
nate them. Everyone’ will agree that in animals, becoming heavily parasitized by tion. Either the insects or the rodents, or 
many areas some of these species simply worms, ticks, etc. Among humans these the two together, could if their populations 
had to go. diseased individuals are quarantined tempo- Were not held down, squeeze out the large 

Control, however, is like anything else, rarily until we can cure them, or perma- 8 azers who are absolutely dependent on a 
once started it gathers momentum and is nently if we cannot, as in the case of year around supply of grass and would 
hard to stop. After a species has been con- leprosy. In nature’s communities the job Starve during the winter period if the forage 
trolled to the vanishing point in certain of checking the spread of such diseases and Supply was exhausted sooner by competitors. 
areas where it has been really undesirable, parasites falls to the predators. Predators An exhaustion that would not bother either 
the tendency is to continue the control work __ eliminating—because of the ease with which (Continued on page 37) 
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PREDATORS Pa a ie armed 

(Continued from page 13) ecw ° FOR THOSE WHO WANT ig ney ; : 

the rodents or the insects as they are inac- . - Ss Cd 

tive and not in need of any food during : 

the winter period. » nl 

These smaller competitors have, however, |} iggeess : amma 

under conditions as they normally exist, in | Hiya. = : 

primitive areas, one real handicap, which is Pl ‘ ee a 

their small size, a thing which makes them ; a ‘ “ 

vulnerable to a great many more predators | § : ‘ . ond en 

than_ the bigger species. Thus, the large se inn ke SS es gli ees, eee 

grazing animals benefit considerably from 2a rc ely zd a ll 

having plenty of predators that will feed ae a oe 4 : 

on their small competitors and make things y 5 ————— ew 
e : : a : ——— Ps a 

tough for them. The story being not unlike ee me IS <a 

that of the wealthy, well entrenched corpo- | jig. a = etn: Fa ees : ee 

ration that doesn’t at all mind tough times aes wee weenie 

now and then,.that will starve out some : anil THE LAST WoRD _ a ‘ 
of their smaller competitors who are not oat ——~ ~ The le 

in a position to weather through as well.  %  , su i St Word in thy: 
: a Perb sm "9 perf, thrill. 

Thus we see that the functions of preda- bones Ey; othn Orman 
2 es : ‘ a Y a Vinrug, ess wip 7). ce an, 

tors in a primitive animal community are = — wuDE) PL; © Offers 3. With lighs Wes d 
many, and only insofar as we can take over | = yy ry Shtfou, . it in this Glories 

and perform these functions in their stead , - [ _ light “+ SMooth ae rious new 
are we wise in eliminating them from any . eo 2 a os a Twi an eight 
aiea \ me mead) in, and 

When domestic grazing animals are com- | The = .n a” 

pletely substituted for wild ones we can—| 11G@HTFOUR | (am ae r ; i 4 

although we don’t always—do a fair job | Weight only 63 ! pm The last word... ake IL know af the Gite eo flick 

of carrying out most of these important Ibs., 9.7 N.O.A. ¥ open the throttle of this beautifu y light and com- 
Aeon a We ‘control populiione fotos certified brake . pact “four”. Smooth as an eight in a fine motor car! 

re etn fe ae oe k al oe ae pee Rugged power for driving big and beamy fishing boats... 

vent over-grazing by shipping the annua grip speed con- | slashing speed that gets you “from-dock-to-fish” in half the 

crop to market, and we carefully select the | trol.” Simplex | , time! And all within the weight and price range of a"twin’! 
ae siocle fae HEXULWE: ale tarter as shown, | fie ; a | cn A i br eeding stock for ‘next year before making qioeran Shea iy i ‘The Lightfour’s perfection in every detail typifies the advance- 

such shipments. We isolate and cure or kill ard model: —— ments offered in each of 9 great Evin- ti 

diseased and heavily parasitized animals. $17750 6 rudes ... famed Evinrude starting ease , = 

We invariably include in the market ship- (fe. = . . . trouble-proof centrifugal pump cael 

ments animals that are getting old and past é t cooling . . . Hooded Power . . . con- Saar al 

their prime. If an animal dies of some AN acer) » OF venient finger-tip controls . , . Co-Pilot _ ile 

disease such as hog cholera, we burn or — aA — steering and quiet, efficient underwater silenc- i f \\ Ses 

bury it at once. We commonly keep species My fee ani” ae, es aay Euinrude oflers then ae PAS 
> 40 aA tee as Bs is 9 ee your Evinrude dealer—his name is listed under 
especially subject to disease such as turkeys Mun aan "4 i SOL euied Watat Gn your clawined lephensval i | 

in small separate flocks, and what game now Shy J rectory. Time payments available. Write today for |}Bi MATE 

RavecitiGhctt know the dansers (GennDe en free catalogs. . . Boat Directory .. handy Boatand- |i | 
arm 't_know the dang ac Motor Selector! Address, EVINRUDE MOTORS, I s3q50 
moving the raising ground for young pheas- yf | py «4060 N. 27th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. il 
ants each year. Finally, we Sent tee Se ea © ary Evinrude Motors of Canada, Peterboro, Canada. ey 

though not too successfully, to combat on " en pro Aes 4 

behalf of our cattle and sheep their rodent eS 4 E V I N R U D E s 4 
and insect competitors for the life-giving z ting yews 

grass. ~ 9 GREAT EVINRUDES TO CHOOSE FROM 4 
oy 

Now let us see how many of these func- pase Werk Oe lope eet eee aod hg te) -\ Ls) YY 
ns we are in a position to take over on $$ 

wild areas, where we still seek to perpetuate ld A fo} 3 5 5 3 is) A ’ Za > 

wild grazing animals? If we interfere with speed wheels, weedless, service wheels, , 2) 
nature’s methods of solving these problems perfect trolling wheels and all-purpose ////M agua Sa 
: propellers that get you more speed /'[/| * 
in advance of definite plans as to how we from any motor. Send postcard for out- Cx) BOATS FOR EVERY PURPOSE 
are $ 1 } ie : he board propeller “bible”; contains specifi- _‘\\\\ ea SS are going to solve them ourselves in the cations for every motor built since 1926 NW Ss 50 Models—canvas or all wood. Sailboats, Outboards, 
absence of predators, we do so at great risk a -| | Rowboats, Small Inboards and sensationally new Weld- 

ic y Coe ak RECs = FOR YOUR INBOARD, INVESTIGATE =~“SSSS= wood Skiffs. Priced from $36.00 up. Write. 

to the health and stability of the whole THE NEW “AQUA-MASTER™ The sensation at all WAGEMAKER COMPANY 

animal community of the area. The pres- motor boat showsand races. Also complete line of inboard propellers. Dent. A, Grand Rapids, Michigan 

ent condition of deer and elk populations in MICHIGAN WHEEL CORPORATION 

a number of areas where predators have peer ar ae a ee ee 

been largely eliminated, is an “indication | A 
that in many cases we haven’t even solved | AGE Hee v 
the first and simplest of these problems— LY ae B e 

the regulation of population levels. Look, eee 
for instance, at the conditions that existed ES Scientia = 

this very winter among the deer herds in | Ras 2) = permemccoem ‘The Penn Yan CAR TOP BOAT now makes it practical for EVERYONE to have 
Michigan, Pennsylvania, and New York, to a \ — : his own outboard motorboat and rowboat. A watercraft which is as personal as 
facnth ly a fe 2 2 i Po Poe | your fiy rod or gun. The only rigid, solid planked Genuine Boat that is light 

ention only a lew. De | id ee a enough for the average man and woman to put on top of an automobile. Soft 

7 2 ee : Tameece| catty pads eliminate possibility of damage to car. Be free from cost and uncer- 
The answer to the question of whether 2 Oem Y tainty of rentals - from the discomfort of heavy, leaky “tubs”- from work, upkeep 

predators are today being over-controlled q : 12 ft. LONG care and risk of loss. Get afloat on any water, anywhere, anytime, in a big, safe, 
on any particular area can best be obtained oF : 7° leakless and comfortable boat. Keep it, between times, overhead in your garage. 
by ineuia i : an 45 in. WIDE ‘The boat you have dreamed of, except that it exceeds your expectations, in its 
by inquiring as to whether there are still . ° rugged strength, ampleness of dimension and beauty of line. Completely de- 
enough predators left to perform those of 16 in DEEP scribed in FREE 40 page catalog of outboards, rowboats, canoes and sailboats, 

their important natural functions that man = Write to Penn Yan Boats, 19 th Street, Penn Yan, N, Y. 

cannot perform, on the areas in question. Lt 57 POUNDS PEN WN. VA N. BOA TS 
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Ducks : 

Predation 

Abstract in Bird-Banding, Vol. X, No. 3, duly, 1939, p- 129: 

14. Social Behavior of Eider Ducks.--(Die Brutv8gel der Hismeerinsel 
Heindsaaret.) Paul Ruthke. 1939. Beitra&ge Fortpflanzungsbiologie der Végel, 
15:41-50. Somateria m. mollissima is very abundent on the Finnish island 
sanctuary Heindsearet. After the young hatch, families join forces and all sorts of 
combinations from three females with eighteen young, two with six young, six with 
five young, thirteen with six young up to twenty leading females are seen. Some- : 
times a few males join such companies. The adults defend the young from the Great 
Black-backed Gulls (Larus marinus) by coming close together, hissing, kicking up 
the water and biting at the Gulls. It is only when young are with a single mother 
that the Gulls are able to capture any. ;
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MILWAUKEE BIRD CLUB qr we’ 

Cooperating with the Milwaukee Public Museum ‘ 

WHY WE SHOULD PROTECT HAWKS AND OWLS 

Tests have shown that a mouse will eat 23 pounds of _ s food ina 
year. Fields containing 100 mice to the acre are not uncommon in Wisconsin and 

: losses of a ton of green crops or a half-ton of dry hay per acre are suffered 
every year by many farmers. The U. S. Department of Agriculture estimates that 
a minimum of 3,000,000 tons of hay are lost anmally on the hayfields of the 
United States through mouse depredations., Added to this are millions of dol- 
lars' damage to orchards and landscaping (to say nothing of damage to forest 
trees), and a damage to grain and food crops that wo cannot estimate. 

Because of their incredible breeding rate mice will always remain a po- 
tential danger to the farm. If a pair of mice were provided with an abundance 
of food end ideal living conditions they would be.able to produce, within a year, 
17 litters of 2 to 9 young, the average being 5. At the age of 25 days the 
young are ready to breed. At this rate it is possible for one pair of mice to 
produce more than 1,000,000 mico in a single yoar, 

Only one thing stands between the farmer and a plague of mice. Those 
aro the predators that destroy mico as fast as they can roproduce. Among all 
tho onemies of mice hawks and owls are the most effective. They are oxccoding- 
ly mobilo, boing able to shift rapidly over long distances to infested spots 
and check mico plaguos bofore they start. Their abilities to fly and soar, and 
their keen oyosight allows thom to patrol largo areas with oxtrome officioncy. 
With hawks abroad during the day and owls at night, tho farmor gots protection 

24 hours a day. 

That hawks and owls are an effective control over mice has been demon- 
strated time and again. In the Milwaukee Public Museum there is an interesting 
display on the food habits of the Long-eared Owl. The museum scientists found 
that the Long-eared Owls of a tamarack swamp near Waukesha would return each 
morning to favorite roosting places. During the day these owls would digest 
their meal of the night before and then regurgitate the indigestible portions 
of their food in a pellet of fur and bones, By contimally collecting the pel- 
lets from these roosting places during one fall and winter and examining the 
contents of the pellots, the mseum scientists found that these owls had eaten 

805 mico. No bird remains wore found in the pellets except the bones of two 
small sparrows. There can be no doubt that the owls of that tamarack swamp 
were acting as an effective control over the mice of the region. 

Because a few hawks and owls occasionally steal poultry and destroy 
game many farmers and hunters go out of their way to destroy every hawk and owl 
they see. Yet here are the actual facts. In Wisconsin there are 33 different 
species of hawks and owls. Of these only 5 can be considered harmful to the in- 
terests of man, Of the 5 harmful hawks and owls only 2 are at all common in the 
agricultural regions of Wisconsin. To get ono hawk and one owl responsible for 
damage farmers and hunters are often ready to destroy 28 valuable species of 
hawks and owls. 

The 28 valuable species of hawks and owls found in Wisconsin are now 
protected by state law. Tho law in itsolf, however, is not onough to protect 
these valuable allios of the farmer until people generally will recognize thoir 
valuo to man. It is timo that tho farmor wakes up to tho fact that ovory time ho 
allows tho indistriminato et a | of hawks and owls on his land ho weakons his 
defense against mico and rodont damago. 

ay
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December 5, 1959 

Dr. Richard M, Bond 
pegs ena eee | 
Soil Gonservation Service 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Dr. Bond: 

Professor seers has sent me your letter to him of 
November 17 and a copy of his reply of November 25. 

oe I have never encountered in nature a situation that 

could be validly compared with the hypothetical one 7< have outlined 
in your second paragraph, it by no means follows that such do not 
exist. If you ever succeed in getting a sufficiently complete se- 
quence of Gata to trace Sk like this et you should 
eee veces but £ would advise = publication of the 
idea without an adequate groundwork of data. Mot only have T found 
in my own studies of predation and population that pencil and paper 
calculations that involve assuwptions usually go badly astray but 
I am also pretty sure that Chapman (who was known ag one of the fore- 
most of population students) shared most of my views on this pointe 
Indeed, a few days before his ow I had a cers with 
him in which he re Te tendency « of mathematic to advance 
ae merely or almost cahirely on the basis of their figur- 

i" 

MeAtee's thesis of proportional predation was intended only 
as a generalization ‘nenhing in effect: that the more abundant a prey 

caine is the more heavily it tends to’be preyed upon, end, as a 

generalization, this seems as close to the truth as we are capable 
of coming. He has often stated, however = at least in quite volum= 
4nous correspondence with me = that he did not expect specific 

instances to conform so much to the thesis. I migre add further 
that my own researches have brought out many modifications and I 
would ee ee erie. cane or less departures in higher ver- 

tebrates, which s vafying degrees of territorialiem or other 

kinds of intolerant behavior that may significantly affect their 
relative vulnerab ility to predation at different population levels 

and under different envirormental circumstances.



Dr. Richard Me. Bond Page 2 

In the case of your 1 coyote = 1000 Microtus + 10 harvest 
mice situation, I would expect that the harvest mice would be essen~ 
tially cut of contact with the predator unless the habitat were un- 
suitable (or downright lethal) for them. Kalabuchov and Raewski, 
whose work has been cited by Ge F. Gause (Struggle for existence, 
Williams and Wilkins, 1934), found thresholds of security for a 
mouse populations in the Caucasus, and the evidence is accumulating 
that large numbers of species may ee enjoy greatly increased 
relief from predation as thelr numberg drop below certain levels. 
Comparatively secure residua in the cage of the bobewhite may rep- 
resent nearly the whole "normal" wintering populations; in other 
forms, the ratios between general populations and secure fractions 
thereof mpy vary but there seem to be natural mechanisms that effec- 
tually safeguard established wild species in habitable environment 
{rom overexploitation by their usual panty ee than 
modern man. For some animals, a certain part immunity may appar~ 
ently be conferred by the mere fact of scarcity; in others, it may 
be linked with many things, including behavior patterns, character- 
istics of the habitat, etc. 

My “prospective work on predation" referred to in monpela's 
letter is a comprehensive treatise on predation and population that 
I am planning to start writing in about fifteen years, when the 
quotable literature on the subject as well as my own maturity 
should be much greater. While I expect to continue for the rest 
of my life studies of the sort in which I have been engaged for the past 
eleven years, the complexities of the field are such as to call for 
many studies on a vast nunber of fronts, and what any man can do 
alone is of course limited. Hence, I have followed your own work 
with pleasure and interest and hope that one of these days we can 

get together for a good talk. I also hope that your official dubies 
will permit you to continue your inquiries in predation. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul le Errington 
Research Associate Professor 

PLE sJH 
cog ieopele 
GCe Hol
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UNITED STATES 4 WO ne 
vail pu a DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE “’ Qu et, a 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE , { poe ee 
A> 

Berkeley, California 
November 17, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold . 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I have just reread your Chapter X on Predator Control, in 
"Geme Management", and have been especially interested in your re- 
marks on bufferse There is a theoretically possible relationship 
between game, buffers and predators which you only suggest under 

buffers so numerous as to attract predatorse This relationship 
would also make the "buffer" a detriment to the game. 

To set up my suggestion in the simplest terms, let us sup= 

pose we have a 100 acre stubble field containing 1 coyote, 1000 
Microtus (buffer) and 10 harvest mice (game), and no other food. 
Let us further suppose that the coyote, in hunting over an acre, 
bums up energy equivalent to 1 mouse. If he gets less than one 
mouse per acre he starvese With the harvest mice only present, 
the coyote would starve in short order, probably without killing 
all the micee Under the conditions set up, however, he might live 

till he had reduced the mouse population to 100 Microtus and (by 
proportion) 1 harvest mouse which would no longer be able to breede 

The above is an absurd simplification, but I have often 
wondered if, under certain conditions, a predator population might 
not be maintained by species of secondary interest to us long 
enough to eliminate, or dangerously reduce a rare or otherwise im- 
portent species of prey, simply by living up to McAtee's observations 
that predation tends to be in proportion to populations 

While this obviouslywould not apply where the escape mech- 
anisms of the various prey species were so different as to make 
numbers no index of availability, it has occurred to me that it 
might help explain the great difficulty certain species have in 
recovering after having been reduced below a certain population level. 

This is all strictly arm-chair biology, and I have been 
rather doubtful about writing a brief note about it for the Journal 
of Wildlife Management. At least before doing so I would very much 
like to get your ideas as to whether the thought has any biological 
merit, whether it deserves publication, and whether or not it is



: = lalie ; 

originale Ido not recollect having run across the idea in print 
but it may easily have escaped my noticee 

Sincerely, 

sei et 

Richard Me Bond 
Regional Biologist 

CC Mr. E..Ge Holt 

Chief, Biology Division 

Soil Conservation Service 
Washington, D. Ce.



42h University Farm Place 
November 23, 1939 

Mr. Richard M. Bond 
Regional Biologist 
Soil Conservation Service 
Berkeley, Celifornia 

Dear Bonds 

It interests mo greatly that you should be probing the various 
theories on predation and bffers, and trying to reconcile their econtra- 
Gictions. This job certainly needs doing and I would welcome your con- 
tribution. 

My chapter on predator control was written before I was in con- 
tact with many workers in this field. I knew Brrington's work, Steddard's 
work, and, to a lesser degree, MeAtee's. At that time Allee and Darling 
hed not published. 

There iv certainly a contradiction between the predation mechanism 
described in Darling's "Bird Flocks," page 70, and that described in 
Errington's publications. I think beth kinds exist. ‘The essential character- 
istic of Darling's gulls is their defonsolessness. lrrington's prey populations, 
both of buffers ond of game, have very definite defense reactions which con- 
dition the rate of predation, especially at low density levels. 

I would like to see somebody try to bring all these fragments 
together into one coherent hypothesis. 14 could not be done in a brief note, 
aoe. brief notes could —— additional useful fragments. I have been 

¢ that Errington would perform this synthesise in his ective work 
on peelattans I doubt my own ability to do it, woth in point of abliity and 
in point of time. MeAtee would certainly be able to do if if he had time. 
I think, though, that the younger generation, including yourself, has the 
best opportunity for constructive eynthesla. 

4n intelligent rodent control policy cannot be written until this 
synthesis of predation theory is written. : 

This is a very imperfect discussion and is intented to convey only 
my moral support for your efforts. I am taking the liberty of sending your 
letter and a copy of this reply to Errington. You may hear from hin 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopola 
ee Holt Professor of Wildlife Management 

Errington
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WILLIAM L. FINLEY 
Route 10 

Portland, Oregon 

December 13, 1941 

Mr. Victor H. Cahalane, Chairman 
A.0.U. Committee on Bird Protection j 

National Park Service 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Vic: 

Regarding the use of pole-traps, I have just got a record of a bunch that 

I think have been used for many years at Dune Lake Gun Club near Arroyo Grande, 

San Iuis Obispo County, California. They have pole~traps, and the birds that 
are killed on these are thrown on the ground nearby. The following is the 
record that was checked by an ornithologist: 

Near pole-trap No. 1 were one each of the following birds: 

Flicker California Shrike 
Thrasher Brewer's Blackbird 
Sparrow Hawk 2 Cooper's Hawks 
Barn Owl 3 Meadowlarks 
Great Horned Owl 

Near pole-trap No. 2 there were one each of the following: 

Burrowing Owl 2 Great Horned Owls 
Sparrow Hawk 17 Barn Owls 
Cooper's Hawk 

Near pole-trap No. 3 were 2 each of: : 

Sparrow Hawk 3 Cooper's Hawks 
Red-tailed Hawk 7 Barn Owls 

Near pole-trap No. 4 were one Red-tailed Hawk and 3 Barn Owls. 

The other six pole-traps were not examined. The Keeper said he was taking 
about 40 hawks per month, but he called the barn owls quail hawks. This club 
owned 1700 acres and also leased some additional property. 

This is a violation of both state and federal laws, and it should be corrected. 
I wish you would forward this letter to the other members of our committee. 

Sincerely yours, 

(Signed) WILLIAM L. FINLEY



Hist. European Game Man, 
/ Predator Control —~ 

From Heske, F., “Beschreibung...Wittingau." Bohmschen Forst verein, 1909, p. 98: 

"In the winter of 1542 wolves appeared in packs of 12-13 animals and 
preyed upon sheep, on account of which drives were organized in which the peasants 

of Wittingau willingly participated. These drives had to be often repeated because 
in 1554 the peasants again complained against a light infestation." 

"In 1663 cee « all but the forest personnel were prohibited from going 
around the fields, and these were directed to exterminate wolves, foxes, martens, 

otters and beaver, ‘he bounty for wolves was raised to 4 florins."
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“IS THE POOR BIRD DEMENTED?” 

ANOTHER CASE OF “SHADOW BOXING.” 

BY WM. E. RITTER AND SETH B. BENSON.
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“IS THE POOR BIRD DEMENTED?” 
ANOTHER CASE OF “SHADOW BOXING.” 

BY WM. E. RITTER AND SETH B. BENSON. 

7 WE have a triple interest in adding another to the growing 

| number of authenticated reports of birds’ fighting their own 

j images reflected from mirrors. 4 

' First. Thanks to the situation in which both bird and observers 

found themselves, we are able to present the record with unusual 
fullness of detail. 

Second. Owing partly to recognition of the favorable oppor- 
tunity for studying the case, and partly to the feeling that more 

effort to interpret such performances than seems to have been made, 

might be profitable, the observations had, in part, this end in view. 

A serious attempt has been made to correlate the observed activi- 

ties and their almost certain motivation, in this instance, with the 

general structure (especially as to the brain) of birds, and with 

the accepted views of avian-evolution. This portion of the study 

has proved too elaborate and extensive to be included in this paper. 

It is expected to be published elsewhere. Only the concluding 

summary of the study is here presented. This takes the form of 

our answer to the question used as the main title to this paper: 

“No, the poor bird is not de-mented. It was never mented to meet 

such a situation as it found itself in here.” This answer has its 
justification in the structure of the bird, more than anything else 

in the fact that the cerebral cortex (the chief seat of legislation, 
judgment, and guidance of action, in vertebrate animals) is ex- 

ceedingly poorly developed relatively to the other parts of the brain, 

in the whole Avian Class. 
Third. We desire to utilize the case for emphasizing the unique 

value of birds in a comparative study of man’s status as a member 

1 of the great vertebrate division of the animal world. According 

| to the customary view birds are so strikingly an off-side branch 

| of the main vertebrate stem that they are of quite secondary 

} importance for interpreting men and mammals generally, especially 

when the most specialized, most definitive activities are concerned.
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We would point out that this extreme off-sideness of the class 
makes it specially useful in some respects for comparative studies 

as indicated. This is so from the fact that although birds and men 

are so extremely different in almost everything pertaining to their 

ordinary lives they are nevertheless both uncompromisingly true 

to type as vertebrates. 

Subjected to thorough analysis these truths are found to contain 

items that seem genuinely contributory to the interpretation of 

human life and conduct. 

But this part of the study would also be out of place in this 

paper. It is virtually inseparable from that listed as second, and 

hence must go with that in publication. 
* * * 

During the week previous to May 1, 1932, we had noticed 

Towhees (Pipilo fuscus petulans) on the window ledge of our ad- 

joining studies eating seeds scattered from the cage of a captive 

Finch, and more seeds were placed on the ledge especially for them. 

We were rewarded by an increased frequency in their visits. On 

several occasions the birds entered the room looking for food, and 

once one alighted on a chair a few feet from its occupant. Interest 

became more acute when one of the birds began to fight with its 

reflection in the window-panes. On May 1 we placed a small 

mirror in the window to see whether or not the bird would fight 

its image in it. The fight continued here as there. This simple 

experiment led to others and to the attempt to trap and mark the 

Towhees coming to the window. We thought that the fighting 

bore some relation to the reproductive cycle and to the defense of 

territory, and by marking the birds we could more readily find 

their nests. 
The trapping soon revealed that at least four birds, members of 

three pairs, visited the windows from time to time, but only three, 

two males and one female, visited habitually. Only one of the 

birds ever fought its reflection in the window-pane. We were able 

to recognize this bird at sight by an aluminum band on one leg, 

by its dark color, and by the worn feathers on the top of its head. 

We found out later that the bird had been trapped and banded on 
February 28, 1931, by E. S. Sumner, Sr., near the Life Sciences 

Building of the University of California. The other birds were
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marked with colored celluloid bands and with paint so that they 
were easily recognizable. This individual probably was a male, | 

for its mate had well developed brood patches during the nesting | 

season. We found that only one member of a pair develops brood 

patches, and it is likely that this is the female. 

The windows of our rooms in the Life Sciences Building face the 

7 south and are about twenty feet from the ground. Each is five 

feet wide. In front of each is a ledge a foot in depth. The window 

is composed of a stationary central section and two lateral case- 
° ments. The window-pane forms a mirror which is most effective 

when it bears a film of dust and when the room behind is dark. 

The Towhee, standing on the ledge, would face the window and 

assume a threatening attitude by lowering its head, fluffing out 

its feathers, and drooping its wings. It would then leap up at the 

window, striking it with its feet, or with the feet and the beak at a 

height of about ten inches. It would then fall back and immedi- 

ately leap up to strike again. Sometimes it varied the procedure 

by continuing up the pane, clawing at its image as it rose. 

The vigor and duration of the attacks varied. On some occa- 

sions the bird would be content with assuming a threatening 
attitude or with making two or three perfunctory blows at the pane 
with its feet, but at other times it would strike the pane a resound- 

ing blow with its beak at every leap and these leaps were repeated 

as fast as the bird could make them for periods as long as fifteen 

minutes. It was during these most vigorous attacks that it some- 

times would continue to rise and claw at the image after striking 

the first blow. At the end of the most vigorous bouts the bird 

would be patently tired out. 

That the bird was attempting to fight its image was apparent 

to anyone who watched the bird for any length of time. Yet the 

act puzzled some people when they saw it for the first time. One 

person came to inform us that a bird was locked out of its cage 

and attempting to get back into it. Another came to remonstrate 

from thinking we had taken its offspring which it was attempting 

i to reach through the window. It was a visitor to one of the rooms 

when the bird was performing that gave us a title: “Is the poor 

| bird demented?” 

But it was the image the bird was interested in for it would
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fight its reflection in mirrors or it would fight the central section 
of the window when the open casements offered easy access to the 

room. 
Although the bird fought its reflection in the mirrors it appeared 

to prefer the dimmer image in the window-pane. The probable 

reason was that the mirrors used were too small to suit the Towhee’s 

preferences as to the style of fighting. The leap upward would 

carry the bird over the mirror. Indeed, on several occasions the 

bird overshot the mirror and entered the room. After several 

similar attempts the bird transferred his attacks to the window 

pane. 
An image of some sort was necessary or the bird would not 

fight. On one occasion the bird’s access to the central section was. 

blocked off. The lateral casement at which the bird had been 

fighting was shoved out at right angles to its usual position. Here 

it did not form a mirror for the amount of light falling on each side 

of the pane was the same. When the Towhee arrived it approached 

the pane, the while assuming a belligerent attitude. It made two 

or three half-hearted blows at the pane and then stood peering 

into it as if attempting to find its rival. Then it came around to 

the other side and immediately faced the pane, again with a 
threatening attitude. It stood peering again, but soon relaxed, 

turned away to eat and then moved over to the next room to 

fight the window there. It appeared that the bird sought an image 

first on one side of the pane and then the other, but finding none 

gave up the attempt. 

The bird apparently never displayed any curiosity concerning 

the image. All it appeared to need was an image which would 

seem to fight back in a satisfactory manner. However, the bird’s 

reaction to the image was not purely automatic. It sometimes 

gave the impression that it regarded the activity at the window as 

exercise for often it would interrupt its fighting to eat a few seeds 

and then return to the attack, or when more busily engaged in 

eating would step to the window long enough to deal it several 

blows and then return to eat. Also the Towhee was seen to leave 
the lawn where it was gathering insects for its young, fly up to the 
nearest window, fight the image, and then return to the task of 

gathering food. In the latter instance, the Towhee was not
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stimulated by the sight of its image before it left the lawn, nor was 

it attracted by food on the window ledge for it was fed only at one 

window on the other side of the building. It appeared that the 

Towhee knew there always was a rival in the windows and would 

fly up to fight it from time to time. 

After May 1 the bird fought the window every day until July 4. 

Its last visit for the summer was July 14, but it appeared again 

on September 23 and fought occasionally for some weeks. The 

amount of fighting was not constant during this period. Beginning 

April 28 the bird increased its fighting activity until May 15. 

During this period it confined its efforts to the windows of our 
rooms. By May 20 the attacks had fallen off a great deal and the 

bird had expanded the zone of its operations to include the west- 

facing windows of the main room of the Museum. By May 25 the 

attacks had nearly ceased, but after this date they increased again 

at our windows until on June 24 they were about as vigorous as 

ever. Subsequently they dwindled again to cease finally after 

July 14. On September 23, and for a few days subsequent to it 

more attacks occurred. 
An explanation of the variation in the amount of activity was 

easy to discover. During the first period of increasing activity 

the fighting bird always accompanied its mate to the window. 
Their appearance at the window ledge was always heralded by a 

medley of mewing and squeaking notes from the oak tree outside 

the window. While the female fed busily the male would fight the 
window. The birds would usually fly into the oak tree where the 

female would sometimes preen awhile, but in a short time the 

female would fly to the west and disappear among the trees border- 

ing Strawberry Creek. The male always closely accompanied the 

female. In a short time the male would return to the window 

to fight. The actions of the pair, and the presence of brood patches 

on the female, led to the belief that the female was incubating, but 

it appeared that the male was taking little if any part in the incu- 
bation other than guarding the female. Unfortunately we could 

not find the nest during the time available for searching for it. 

After May 20 when the attacks had fallen off and when they had 

begun to be made on the west-facing windows, we found that the 

Towhees were now foraging on the lawn for insects and were mak-
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ing frequent trips down to the bay trees growing beside the creek 

next to the grove of eucalyptus trees west of the building. The 

reason for the diminution was obvious. The birds were now carry- 
ing food to their young and the male did not find much time to 

fight. 

Although we searched for the nest several times it was not found . 

until May 31. At this time it contained only one full-fledged 

young nearly ready to leave the nest. This was what we had 

expected to find for we had thought that the period between May 

1 and 15 was the incubation period and the subsequent time was 

the time the young were in the nest. Several days later the young 

one had left the nest and was not seen again. 

On June 4 the birds came to the window together. Their visits 

and the attacks of the male at the window were similar to those 

which occurred during their first period of activity. On June 24 

the female was captured again and the brood patches were again 

large and fresh appearing. This fact, together with the actions of 

the birds indicated that they were attempting to raise a second 
brood. But no nest was found. After June 24 the attacks again 
fell off. 

The male of another pair came to the window from time to time 
but never fought its reflection. Its mate never came to the window 

to our knowledge, but once met her mate in the oak tree after he 

had been captured and banded. This Towhee always went toward 

the south after leaving the window. On May 29 this pair of 
Towhees was noticed foraging for insects on the lawn near the 

creek south from the window. Going to the place toward which 
they had been flying we found a nest containing three small young, 

apparently only a few days old. 

Both the male and the female fed the young, but the male was 

never found brooding them. On June 28, several weeks after the 
young had left the nest, the male was seen feeding pieces from a 

crust of bread to a begging young bird. The female was not in 

evidence at this time. 

Another male was caught twice at the window, but was not seen 

at any other time. Its territory probably was not close. That it 
was an intruder was shown by the fact that the other Towhees 

drove it away after both its visits.
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That the Towhees tended to remain within definite territories 

was apparent. We could always find the birds whose nests had 

been found within a short distance of their nests. Our windows 

were equidistant from the two nests and were used by both pairs 

although only one pair used them at a time. That they resented 

the presence of other Towhees on their territories was shown by the 

fights which occurred when members of both pairs came near the 

window at once, or when a strange Towhee visited the window. 

The Towhee which fought its reflection was most belligerent. On 
several occasions he chased Hutton’s Vireos and Bush-Tits that 

happened to come close to the nest. 

The image fighting is, then, partially explained by the habits of 

the birds. Our observations indicate that Brown Towhees main- 

tain definite territories in which they allow no other Towhees, that 

the females do all the work of incubating, during which time the 
male bird drives off enemies and intruders, but both males and 

females feed the young. It is likely that Brown Towhees, in this 
vicinity at least, attempt to raise two broods a season. Our pug- 

nacious bird was perhaps one which had more belligerency than 
most and his great expenditure of energy at our windows was in 

defense of his territory against a bird which would not be driven 

away. The image fighting in the fall is probably likewise linked 

with defense of territory, for Towhees apparently hold their terri- 

tory throughout the year. In this respect it is significant that 

hostile activities between Towhees have been noted in the late 

summer (Dawson, ‘Birds of California,’ Vol. 1, p. 407). 

Being interested from previous observations and reflections in 

the quantitative aspect of animal activity and seeing here an ex- 

ceptional chance to get data of this sort, we proceeded to take notes, 

With a record sheet close at hand, we could without serious inter- 

ference with other employment jot down the time of arrival and 
of departure of the bird on his successive visits. We could also 

count now and then the whacks against the glass in a unit of time. 

Without pretense of great accuracy such a record might be sig- 
nificant—especially in case the performance should be kept up for 

a considerable period. But some of the lacks of accuracy should 

be noted: Since routine work did not bring us to our rooms every 

day, never in the morning until about eight o’clock, and usually
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did not keep both of us there much later than mid-afternoon, it 
is certain that many visits were not recorded. 

Ordinarily the time of arrival was noted but unless the visit 
lasted at least a full minute the time of departure was not recorded. 

Again, although the repetition of the thrusts was quite regular, 

especially if the bird was in real earnest, there was too much devia- 

tion from regularity to make calculation on the basis of a few 
counts anything more than approximations. 

But despite their rough-and-ready character the data are cer- 

tainly significant, especially in view of the conditions under which, 

and the duration of which, as previously described, the perfor- 

mance went on. 

This record began on May 2. The last visit recorded was on 
July 11. How near the 70 days thus involved coincides with the 

breeding period of the bird the account given above duly considers. 
To print this part of the record in full would seem a useless 

expenditure of time and energy for both writers and readers. A 
general summary and analysis will suffice. 

Total number of visits, May 2 to July 11.......... 116 
Greatest number of visits on any one day, May 16.. 15 
Longest single period of a visit, May4............. 15 min. 

Number of visits lasting one minute or more....... 55 
Greatest number of thrusts counted in one minute.. 53 
Least number of thrusts counted in one minute..... 12 

Total number of visit-minutes recorded.......... 221 (3 hr. 41 m.) 

The average thrusts per minute, taking 53 as the highest and 12 

as the lowest, gives 32.5. This makes a total of 7182 thrusts for 
the 221 recorded minutes. How many visits and thrusts should be 

added for the time of our absence from the rooms (many full days 

and some of every morning and every afternoon) there is nothing in 

this record on which to base an estimate. 
But besides the activity at one window only, where surely much 

went on in our absence, three other windows were victimized 

sufficiently to give them considerable of the smudging that this one 
received. To specify 10,000 as the number of thrusts against all 

the windows by this one bird in 70 days is certainly to specify less 

than the actual number. How many he has made since, we have 

no other clue to than the fact that at the present writing (Oct. 2,
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‘ 1933) six windows of the building are extensively marked by his 
operations. 

Nor will it do to pass lightly over the character of the action. 

Almost every whack was delivered with about all the energy that 

could be put into it for the short distance between the foot-hold 
on the window ledge and the point struck on the glass. Both wings 
and legs-and-feet seemed to be always utilized in both making the 
dash and in striking the window. The actual hit against the glass 

was made as already stated, by feet and beak practically simul- 

taneously. This was clearly registered in the smudging of the glass. 

The feet marks were confined to a zone the upper edge of which was 
about five inches above the window ledge. About two inches 
higher up came the lower edge of the zone of markings by the beak. 

The beak markings, much more distinct than the feet markings, 

sometimes contained what appeared to be bits of blood. These 
latter were particularly in evidence after visits in which the thrusts 
were specially vigorous—furious one might say. Such marks were 
particularly noticed on the day, May 4, when the visit lasted 

fifteen minutes. The time was near noon and the day particularly 

warm, the sunshine making it really hot at the south window 
where the performance was going on. The bird’s fatigue was man- 
ifested particularly by his open beak as he rested a few seconds 

between thrusts. The thrusts during this one visit were estimated 

with considerable accuracy to be about 700. 
It is desirable to consider briefly what is known about this same 

performance by other birds. 

The species here concerned has quite a history in this respect 

although we know only one publication on the subject.! But this 

author narrates that he had seen “at least three different cases 
since 1911” at a cottage in Ojai, California, and other cases at his 

garage in Pasadena. Furthermore, he refers at some length to the 

experiences of an acquaintance with a case that would seem to 

have been as persistent as this of ours. And word-of-mouth reports 

of other cases by other persons have come to us. Thus in a meeting 

of the Cooper Ornithological Club at which our case was reported, 

a member gave her observations of a case that was particularly 

1D. R. Dickey. The shadow-boxing of Pipilo. ‘The Condor’ Vol. XVIII., 
No. 3, May-June, 1916, pp. 93-99.
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interesting in that it was, like ours, definitely connected with the 

nesting of the bird. 

Nor is the performance by any means restricted to the Towhee. 
Mr. Dickey, for instance, mentions that two cases of it have been 

observed in the California Linnet, and one in the Western Mocking- 

bird (Mimus p. leucopterus). From our notes the Robin (Turdus 

migratorius) and Cardinal (Richmondena cardinalis) are mentioned 

as species in which the phenomenon has been observed. A case 

reported by C. B. Moffat in “The Irish Naturalist,’ for 1903, of a 
Blackbird (7urdus merula) thudding against a window all forenoon, 

day after day, “as monotonously as clockwork,” makes specially 
interesting reading because of what our Towhee has familiarized 

us with. This report of Moffat’s is the more instructive from the 

fact that a Chaffinch (Fringilla coelebs) also comes into the picture. 

“So all through the spring of 1899,” we read, “we had two battles 

going on. And in the third spring, the spring of 1900, it was exactly 

the same, the “crazy Blackbird’’—as he was called—fighting him- 

self at one side of the house, and an equally infatuated Chaffinch 

doing the same thing at the other.” 
Nor is there any doubt that many of the cursory reports that 

appear in the newspapers or are made verbally from personal obser- 

vations have a basis of fact. 
The supposition that the case we here report comes under the 

head of “defence of territory” the first part of this record furnishes 

evidence that seems conclusive. But for the benefit of readers not 
familiar with the subject, a few words may be said on the idea of 

“territory” in the bird world. 

Anybody who has observed at all attentively the nesting habits 
of common wild birds, knows that with a few notable exceptions 

the nest of each pair is situated at some distance from that of any 
other pair and that while the breeding operations are going on the 
parents have a foraging ground in the vicinity of the nest, for their 
own food and that of their young. 

It is, of course, to be expected that special students of birds 

would learn more about these phenomena than common observa- 

tion could. Out of these specialized studies has come the idea of 
bird territories. Publications of the English ornithologist Howard! 

the Study of Bird Behavior,’ 1929.
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seem to have been among the first and most important to put the 
idea on a solid basis. So the conception is now taken as a secure 
and highly useful generalization by most, if not all, competent 

students of birds in the state of nature. 
A rather imposing list of publications dealing, directly or indi- 

rectly, with the subject has been drawn up by T. T. McCabe of 

the Museum Vertebrate Zoology of the University of California. 
While this cannot be published here, mention of it will indicate the 

standing of the idea. 
It may be incidentally added that in the extensive studies by 

one of us (Ritter) on the California Woodpecker, hardly any aspect 

of the life of this species comes out more strikingly than does that 
of its home and home area, or territory. 

We quote briefly from Howard. After a few general remarks on 

his proposal to “use the word ‘territory’ in connection with the 

sexual life of birds,” we read: “There cannot be territories without 

boundaries of some description; there cannot well be boundaries 
. without disputes arising as to those boundaries; nor, one would 

imagine, can there be disputes without consciousness as a factor 
entering into the situation; and so on, until by a simple mental 

process we conceive of a state in bird life analagous to that which 

we know to be customary among ourselves. Now, although the 
term ‘breeding territory,’ when applied to the sexual life of birds, 
is not altogether a happy one, it is difficult to know how otherwise 
to give expression to the facts.” And farther along: “Success in 

the attainment of reproduction is rightly considered to be the goal 
towards which many processes in nature are tending.” (2 (a) p. 1). 

With modification for recognizing that the concept of territory 
should not be quite so rigidly restricted to the sexual life of birds as 

here indicated, this definition should meet the requirements of any 

interpretative discussion of bird activities that might be under- 
taken. It is now certain that several species of resident birds here 
in California keep, and defend to some extent, their territories 

throughout the year and for several years. 

Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 
University of California, 

Berkeley, California.
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Vo fohctor, 
Reprinted from Tux Aux, Vol, LII, January, 1935. 

Some Observations on the Behavior of Starlings and Grackles in Relation 
to Light.—From the middle of September to October 17, 1934, large numbers of 

Bronzed Grackles (Quiscalus quiscula aeneus) and Starlings (Sturnus v. vulgaris) 

roosted in the shade trees of a residential district of Columbus, Ohio, a half mile from 
our home; an acquaintance informs us that this is the first time that this has happened 
in the fifteen years he has lived in this district. 

On nine mornings and five evenings, between October 6 and 15, I watched the 

flights of these birds from our lawn, noting the time and also the light as measured 

by a Weston photometer lent me by Dr. W. M. Barrows of the Zoology Department 
of Ohio State University. This instrument received full zenithal light. In the 

morning I faced the roost, so could easily see the first flock that rose. Many flocks 

consisted of one species only, while others were mixed. The roar from the roost was
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é plainly audible to me, starting two or three minutes before Civil Twilight (28 minutes 

before sunrise) at light of .2 foot-candles. 

The light at official sunrise on nine mornings that I called clear ranged from 27.5 
to 44 foot-candles, the median being 36.5; on two cloudy mornings it was 19.5 and 22. 

The light at sunset on two clear evenings was 33 and 35.5 foot-candles; on two 

slightly cloudy evenings 28 and 29, and on one really cloudy evening 22. 
The first flight of Starlings on seven clear mornings left the roost 10 to 14 minutes 

before sunrise, the median being 11 minutes; light values ranged from 7 to 9.9 foot- 

candles, median 7.5. On the one cloudy morning they left 5 minutes before sunrise 
at 9.9 foot-candles. The date on which they left 14 minutes before sunrise was the 

exceptionally clear morning of October 12, when the light at sunrise amounted to 44 

foot-candles. From the 8th to the 13th (except for the cloudy morning of the 10th) 
the first flight took place at from 7.0 to 7.6 foot-candles, but on October 14 and 15 

the light values were 9.9 and 8.2 foot-candles; these mornings were markedly cooler 

than the others. 
The largest flocks left on clear mornings from 10 to 4 minutes before sunrise at 

light values of 12 to 25 foot-candles, and on the cloudy morning one minute after 

sunrise at 22 foot-candles, the majority of the birds leaving between 20 and 25 foot- 
candles. The last flocks left from one to eleven minutes after sunrise at light values 

ranging from 44 to 85 foot-candles. 
As to the Grackles on seven clear mornings their first flights left from 7 to 9 minutes 

before sunrise at light values of 13 to 16 foot-candles (median 14); on one cloudy 

morning they left 3 minutes before sunrise at a light value of 13.5 foot-candles. On 
the very clear morning of October 12 the first birds left exceptionally early—13 

minutes before sunrise at a light value of only 8.5 foot-candles. 

Curiously enough one or two Grackles that roosted alone not far from our house 
made their first flights very much earlier: on clear mornings from 15 to 21 minutes 
before sunrise at light values of 1.2 to 4.8 foot-candles, and on the cloudy morning 11 

minutes before sunrise at 3.8 foot-candles. Since there was a deafening din from the 
roost for a full half hour before sunrise, it is clear that the birds are awake for some 

time before they fly. It is interesting how the solitary individuals started out so 
much carlier than the sociable members of the species. 

The largest flocks of Grackles left at light values of 20.5 to 29 foot-candles, the 

median being 22; on clear mornings they left from two to seven minutes before sun- 
rise, on the cloudy day one minute after sunrise. The last flocks were recorded at 

about the same times as the Starlings. 

In the evenings the first flocks of both species were seen about one-half hour be- 
fore sunset. The largest flocks passed over from 14 to 9 minutes before sunset on 

clear evenings and from 16 to 5 minutes before on more or less cloudy evenings. 

Light values ranged from 114 to 40 foot-candles, but the height usually occurred 
between 65 and 52 foot-candles. The flight ended just about sunset—from one 

minute before to three after. 

This study covered a period of ten days only; observations on Starlings should be 
made throughout the year, as V. C. Wynne-Edwards (British Birds, 1931, 24, pp. 

346-353) found a decided seasonal difference in the time of leaving the roost in 
southern England, the birds flying very early on December mornings and late in 

February and March. 

My observations have shown that the first Starlings left the roost at lower light 
values than did the Grackles; that the flocks of Grackles were much later than single 

birds of this species; and that leaving the roost and returning to it were very closely 

correlated in both species with light —Manrcarrt M. Nicr, Columbus, Ohio.
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ANALYTICAL STUDIES OF GROUP BEHAVIOR IN BIRDS* 

BY W. C. ALLEE 

The bird flock as a social organization is again receiving a part 
of the attention it deserves. With increase in facility in marking in- 
dividuals, there has come new and valuable information regarding 
some aspects of the intimate social structure of bird groups. Some 

of the earlier work was reviewed by Allee (1931, 1934); the most 

spectacular of the modern trends was initiated by Schjelderup-Ebbe 
who has recently summarized his own studies (1935). In this latest 

summary, Schjelderup-Ebbe says (p. 949), “One of the points which 

the recognition of each individual bird in the flock of the same species 

makes it possible to observe is that there exists among birds a definite 
order of precedence or social distinctions.? The precedence in rank 
proved to be founded upon certain conditions of despotism. Between 
any two birds of each species, in a large number of species examined, 

one individual invariably had precedence over the other . . .” Schjel- 
derup-Ebbe records that he has observed such despotism in over fifty 
species of birds including the common chicken, a common sparrow, 
various ducks, geese, pheasants, cockatoos, parrots, various. tits, and 

the common caged canary. 
Stimulated by Schjelderup-Ebbe’s early observations, for several 

years at Chicago, we have been accumulating data concerning the 
social hierarchy in some few species of birds. Our experience with 

the common chicken (Masure and Allee, 1934a) is similar to that of 

Schjelderup-Ebbe, Murchison, and other observers. With the other 
birds, our observations differ significantly. 

Masure and I found first with pigeons that the position in the 
social order is not so firmly fixed that one bird of a given contact 
pair always is dominant and the.other always gives way. Rather we 
found that individual relationsnips in the flocks of pigeons which we 

1This report is a review of studies published or to be published in detail 
elsewhere. 

2All italics as in the original,
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studied were give and take affairs. To be sure one bird of any two 
usually dominated more than it retreated. In a flock of seven male 
pigeons, in only two of the twenty-one possible pairs did the same 

bird win all the observed contact reactions. In the other nineteen 

pairs, the loser, on the average, won twenty-three and lost forty of the 

observed pair contacts. 
In the similar group of sex segregated female pigeons, no single 

bird dominated any other individual in all their observed pair con- 

tacts; rather the loser won an average of twenty-five and lost an aver- 
age of forty-five such encounters. One bird, RY, stood at the bottom 
of the social order at first and came to dominate the whole female 

flock in the end. Even in the twenty-eight days during which we 

studied her while she occupied the dominant position, she lost fifty- 

eight contact reactions while winning 329. All the other members of 
the flock, except one, won over her during her period of dominance; 

one of them as many as twenty-two times that we witnessed. 

There is also a place factor in the dominant-subordinate relation- 

ship. Among these female pigeons, at one time, BB dominated at the 
entrance to the roost, while BY won the majority of all her contacts 

on the ground. 
With shell parrakeets, Masure and I (1934b) found a similar 

sort of flock organization except that among the female flock of seven, 

during our somewhat brief period of observations, there were six of 

the twenty-one contact pairs in which one female had been regularly 

submissive or had engaged in “no decision” contacts; among the males 
there were four such cases again out of twenty-one possible pairs. Of 

the others, the loser among the females on the average, won five and 

lost twenty-nine of the observed decisive contacts. The corresponding 

figures among the sex segregated flock of males are six and twenty- 

seven, respectively. 
Since these data were published, Miss Mary Bennett has observed 

the same win-and-lose sort of organization among ring doves, and Mr. 

Hurst Shoemaker has made extensive observations with canaries and 

more incidental ones with a flock composed of five White-throated and 
one White-crowned Sparrow. Among the canaries, he finds the give- 
and-take relationship; with the sparrows, there is apparently a greater 
fixity, but even with them a reversal has been observed in the same 

_ hour’s observation and without an unusually violent struggle. 

In all these birds in which this now-one-wins-now-the-other reac- 

tion takes place, there is no evidence that the reversals are unusual 

reactions as they undoubtedly are among chickens. In the same hour.
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one canary or pigeon or ring dove may dominate in a given contact 
and the other of that particular contact pair may dominate at their 

very next meeting. 

The picture that emerges is one of a flock organized into a social 

hierarchy which, however, is not necessarily so hard and fast as that 
of chickens. In the long run in such groups, one becomes fairly sure 

which of two given individuals will dominate in the larger number 
of their contacts, but the result of any one meeting is not predictable 
with certainty. 

Putting the matter somewhat facetiously, all of Schjelderup-Ebbe’s 

birds and American chickens as well appear to have the sort of “line 
organization”, which is characteristic of a military system or of a 

Fascist or Nazi state while the birds we have studied, chickens ex- 

cepted, have a more democratic organization. The sort of hierarchy 

found among chickens may be characterized as being based on an 

almost absolute peck-right while that we have seen in pigeons, ring 

doves, canaries, and perhaps in sparrows, is based on what may be 

called a peck-dominance. 

With many birds there is a definite social prestige related to sex. 
The usual report is that the more showy or larger sex is dominant. 

With the shell parrakeets which we have tested, the females are dis- 
tinctly dominant except during the breeding season when the domi- 

nance shifts to the other sex. In shell parrakeets the two sexes are 
closely similar in coloration and size. The males tend to be less shy 

in the presence of an observer but in a mixed flock they are clearly 

dominated much of the year by the females. Even the low ranking 

birds in a homosexual flock dominated the high ranking males when 
placed with them. 

It has been reported by others (Katz and Toll, 1923) that in 
chickens there is a positive correlation between ability to learn and 
social position; with the parrakeets, Masure and I found no such 

correlation. This is one of the points that Mr. Shoemaker is now 
testing with canaries. 

Masure and Allee (1934b) suggested that high rank in the social 
order could easily have survival value during times of food shortage, 
a suggestion which needs to be tested by exact observation. Murchison 
(1935d) subjected a flock of chickens to mild starvation and found 
that the dominant roosters lost more weight than those lower in the 

social scale and that, in fact, loss of weight was directly proportional | 
to social position. This is explicable in terms of the behavior differ- 
ences he found to be associated with social position, a matter which 

will be examined shortly.
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It would be extremely interesting and important to make further 
analyses of the underlying physiology of the social hierarchy. Such 

experiments might well proceed along two different lines. In the first 

place, using a white breed, such as the white leghorn chicken, one 

could alter coloration of birds with known social status and ascertain 

whether color is an important recognition mark in these social hier- 
archies. Such experiments would have immediate significance in rela- 
tion to the whole question of recognition color markings. Along the 

same line of experimentation, contour lines could also be modified by 

plucking or cutting feathers, e. g., or by some other method, and test 

thereby the importance of this factor in social recognition. 

h More significant investigation would endeavor to alter experi- 
| mentally the physiological state of selected birds of known status in 
| the social group. The injection of sex hormones, e. g., and many of 

the other devices of the students of sex physiology, would give an ex- 

| cellent chance for testing the social effects of these active physiological 

| agents. The possibilities of experimental work along this line are 

| almost as varied as the probable results are important and fascinating. 
Preliminary experiments indicate that positive results may be expected. 

Another aspect of this problem has been somewhat investigated 

already. This is concerned with the effect, direct social order contacts 
aside, of the presence of other individuals on the behavior of any given 

member of the flock. With chickens, Murchison has recently reported 

a series of studies covering certain phases of these reactions. When 

released from behind glass doors into a narrow runway, cocks will 

run toward each other; the one higher in the social order will run the 
greater distance (1935a). When two cocks from the same flock are 

confined in wire cages some six feet apart, and a third member of the 
flock is released into the enclosure containing the cages under the 
conditions of the experiment, the free bird, if a male, goes toward the 

caged cock that is lower in the social hierarchy; if a female, it goes 

toward the cock that is higher in the hierarchy (1935b). 
Three of the six cocks in the one flock Murchison studied did not 

exhibit primary sexual behavior; of the other three, the number of 

treadings, other conditions being similar, were in order of the relative 
dominance of the cock, with the most dominant bird treading pullets 
most frequently. Also the dominant female was most trod of the pul- 
lets and the number of treadings of the other females was in direct 
relation to their position in the social scale; the pullet lowest in the 
social hierarchy received the least sexual attention (1935c). These 

last observations are in accordance with the findings of Masure and
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Allee that birds high in the social scale have more contact reactions 
per unit of time than do those low in the social order in the same flock. 

Another type of interaction between individual birds has been 

tested by Allee and Masure (1936). The fact that shell parrakeets 
are closely flocking species led us to an extended study of the rate 

of learning of these birds in a simple two-alley “problem” box when 
isolated and when paired. From observations on other animals it 
seemed likely that the parrakeets might learn more rapidly if paired, 
but this expectation was not realized. 

Both isolated and paired parrakeets showed rapid improvement in 
speed of reaction and in reduction of errors with repeated trials in the 
simple “problem” box which was used. Under both conditions, the 
period of most rapid learning lasted from ten to twelve days, after 
which there was a long, slow improvement for weeks until, in the 

majority of cases, the animals came to run rapidly and surely through 

the maze. The standard criterion of excellence set for the birds was 

the running of five trials per day for two successive days without er- 
rors. Often the birds would run through the maze in a mean time of 

five seconds or even less, per trial when on their first performance, 

they would take on the order of 200 secgnds or more. 

Throughout these tests, the paired birds showed significantly 

slower reaction times and tended to make more errors than isolated 
birds of the same stock and with similar treatment. Although paired 
parrakeets can become as well trained as their isolated fellows, the 

training period usually takes longer and final performance tends to 

be more erratic. 

Parrakeets caged in pairs and trained alone show learning curves 

very similar to those given by others caged as well as trained singly. 
When paired and isolated birds which had become well trained to go 
toward green rather than toward red light had their grouping re- 

versed, the newly isolated birds showed less disturbance than the 

newly paired individuals. When birds so trained to respond to the 
green of the green-red signal were rearranged with the paired birds 
isolated and the formerly isolated birds paired, and then trained to 
go toward blue in a blue-yellow signal, the change in signal appeared 

to be more disturbing than the change in social relationship. 
Incidentally, some of these parrakeets retained marked effects of 

their training for a period of from six to eight months during which 

time they had passed through a breeding season in an outdoor aviary. 

No attempt was made to determine the relative retention by paired 

and by isolated birds.
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The two lots of parrakeets whose training was continued into the 
spring season exhibited an unexplained disturbance in their maze per- 
formance probably associated with a foreshadowing of the breeding 
period. Both isolated and paired birds showed the disturbance; the 
paired birds more than the isolated ones. Throughout the work, how- 

ever, there was no evidence that the heterosexual pairs behaved differ- 

ently in the maze, from the homosexual pairs. 

There was a decided tendency for birds of a pair to give similar 
reaction times and to make the same errors in any one run through 

the maze. The presence of the second individual was often a dis- 
turbing factor; apparently it introduced a sort of distraction such as 
has usually been found in similar experiments with other animals. 

SumMARY 

1. The social order among chickens and perhaps in the observed 
sparrows is of the relatively firmly fixed, despotic sort originally de- 
scribed by Schjelderup-Ebbe. 

2. In pigeons, shell parrakeets, ring doves, and canaries, the 

social order, while distinctly recognizable, is less firmly fixed; sub- 
ordinate individuals normally “win” a minority of their pair contacts. 

3. Promising lines of investigation of intra-flock relationships 
are suggested. 

4. Within the flock, individual members react on others in ways 
not directly concerned with the establishing and maintaining of a 
social hierarchy. These reactions include differential behavior to the 

various individuals in the flock, as analyzed by Murchison for chick- 
ens, and the distracting effects that result from the presence of a sec- 
ond shell parrakeet during training in running a simple maze. 
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Copies to Stoddard, McAtee, Gabrielson, Dalke, Clark, Bode, Sterker, Hamerstr m, 

Errington, Students \ 

1532 University Avenue 

duly 17, 1937 

Dr. John C. Phillips 
Wenham 
Massachusetts 

Dear John: i 

You and I seem unable to forget the apparent recessive vigor 
of pheasants in New England. You remember I corresponded with Bode, 
Arthur Clark, and Delke about it after you gave me your impressions about 
it. Of course the thing has always bewildered me, but I have now stumbled 
upon e ray of light which gives rise to a possible new theory: 

Lorenz, Konrad 2. The Companion in the Bird's World. 
The Auk, Vol. 54, No. 3, July, 1937, pp. 245-273. 

I quote a few extracts: 

p. 264: "The period during which the young partridge gets its reaction of 
following the parent birds....lasts literally but a few hours." 

p. 265: "In many cases it is the object of the bird's begging reactions, 
or the following reactions, that irreversibly determines the 
conditions which, more than a year later, will release the 
copulating reactions in the mature bird." My 

"It is the chief biological task of imprinting to establish ; 
sort of consciousness of species in the young bird." ee 

% 
To really follow Lorenz's argument, it is necessary to read the 

paper. I am left with the strong suspicion that his studies may point 
toward the actual mechanism of a progressive retrogression of instincts, 
including reproduction, incident to foster mothers, or--still worse-- 
mechanical brooding. 

; Of course, many of us have suspected just that, but until Lorenz 
provided some tangible evidence of just how and when instinctive actions 
are developed and released, it was merely an abstract idea, and hardly worth 
making mich noise about. 

What a pity that some definite experimentation in the psychology 
of game birds can't be undertaken! I take the liberty of sending copies 
of this letter to McAtee, Gabrielson, and Stoddard, for possible consider- 
ation as an enterprise of the Biological Survey or the Institute. 

Yours sincerely, : 

' Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION ut yp 

SHERWOOD PLANTATION Q r\ 

THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA 

July 23, 1937 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Ave., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo; 

Thank you for the copy of your letter to Dr. John C.Phillips in regard to 

the article in the Auk (Lorenz,Konrad Z. The Companion in the Bird's World.) 

I had just given that article a critical reading and then reviewed what 

information we had on quail to see whether we had been overlooking any bets 

along the lines we discussed.Was rather relieved to find that as far as I can see 

none of the striking things he pointed out seem to apply to this species with 

sufficient force to affect the success of artificially propagated birds. 

For instance we have sufficient information to state positively that quail 

reared by all the usual systems, no mtter how highly artificial,mate readily 

(we usually have less that 5% that do not accept mates even under arbitrary mating) 
and produce large numbers of fertile eggs (up to an average of ninety per pair 

from quail reared in brooders on wire). Young reared by these highly artificial 

systems,where there are neither parents or foster parents even) take to natural 

feed in the wild likes “ducks to water" at any age released, roost normally 

and show the usual tendency to develop the usual covey unit (though there my be 

a slight tendency to "pack® on first release, just as the Gray Partridge is said to 

do). Birds reared by these artificial systems have been taken in the wild up to 

three years after release and are now to breed normally in the wild, On the 

other hand, they are known to be more subject to predation for a few weeks 

following release, and we are apt to suffer rather high losses unless this factor 

is taken into consideration. These things I have mentioned seem to hold whether | 

the quail are reared by bantam, or by artificial brooders,in large or in small 

groups. Young birds of any of the early ages are readily adopted by quail 

foster parents, either wild or themselves artificially reared. On the other hand, 

I am not in a position to state whether artificially started young respond as 

readily to alarm notes of quail foster parents as those hatched in the wild, which 

respond at once to warning notes of the adults, But as the artificially reared 

birds instinctively “freeze* at alarming sounds, as the call notes of hawks,1 believe thi 

their reaction to various sounds are instictive to a large degree. 

Tf other Gallinaceous species behave in these respects as well as quail,I do 

not think we have much to worry about, though it is well to check up all around . 

I have a suspicion that his work and results might prove of value especially to breeder 

of waterfowl,especially the geese. 

Cettainly the paper contains a great deal of interest,and recalls mmy 
personal experiences with birds which have probably been misinterpreted.I am 

sending a copy of this letter to McAtee and Dr. Phillips,and will be greatly 

interested in their reactions to the paper in question if they correspond about it. © 

Sincerely yours, 

Zoos 1 eeduauset



1532 University Aveme 

August 2, 1937 

Dr, W. L, MeAtee 
Biological Survey 
U. 5. Department of Agriculture 
Washington, Do 

Dear MeAtee: - 

I think your skepticism about Ierenz is probably the dash 
of cold water which enthusiasts like myself perfodically need. 
Forthermore, I have myself learned {n several recent conversations 
that perhaps half of his findings will go by the board when subjected 
to more critical scrutiny, 

The particular speculation about New England pheasants which 
I advanced has probably 2 simpler explanation in the mere shift from 
the Chinese to the Mongolian subspecies. However, I think you have 
not refuted the proposition which stands aa basic in my mind: that 
lorenz has opened up a new field which may some day oxplain the nature 

( of a lot of hitherto inexplicable bird behaviors, and that these 
explanations my have important bearings on management techniques, 

Take, for example, the differences between wild and “wild* 
turkeys now being shown up in such experimental work as Long's at 
Michigan. In general, Long has shown that experimental work in 
physiology and psychology is capable of shedding light on the nature 
of behaviors which we have had to deal with but have never been able 

; to analyse. This in itself strikes me as a fundamental advance in 
both ornithology and management, Thanks, however, for sending me 
your expression of opinion, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



HOME ADDRESS: OFFICE ADDRESS: 

3200 TWENTY-SECOND ST. N., BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
ARLINGTON, VA. B U. S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

July 28, 1937. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. F ; 

Dear Leopold: 

: Until Stoddard's letter came along I had no intention of 
writing with regard to Lorenz's speculations. I have considered so ' 
much biological theorizing with invariably disappointing results 
that my mind automatically repels the teachings of such an article. 
as that of Lorenz. I have, however, read it again and find it, 
as he confesses, a study of the abnomal. Just as in attempts 
to study the food habits of birds by observation on captive specimensy 
the results are controlled by the conditions of the experiment,, and 
what application they have to nature is a question. Of course the 
incubator and brooder method of rearing game birds is not natural 
but its success can best be learned by observation as to the fate of 
the birds released, that is by field work and plenty of it rather 
than judged by theoretical considerations. 

Without going into any extensive critique of lorenz's thesis, 
I may point out that,like most theories, it is subject to important 
exceptions, It does not account for the development of specific 
instincts in the megapodes, the eggs of which are hatched in heaps 
of ground and decaying vegetation, or in such parasitic forms as 
the cuckoos and cowbirds, the young of which have no contact with 
their parents. 

Sincerely yours, 

wk: cetex



Wenham, Mass, 
July 30, 1937 \ 

| 
Professor Aldo Leopold Jat we 

New Soils Building cw 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin { 

Dear Aldo: 

I beligve I did answer your July 17 
letter, but sincter have read Lorenz! article 
after tremendous Struggles with the first 
two or three pages, : ; 

I think it is a very interesting ar- 
ticle. Nevertheless, I think it is pretty 
theoretical and based mostly on purely obser- 
vational evidence, with few experimental 
checks. I don't believe for a minute that all 
those reactions which he lists are as specific 
and fixed as he makes out. I think you will 
have to have a lot of experiments with proper 
controls before coming to final conclusions. 
I note, for instance, in one place that he 
speaks i the impossibility of reising young 
wood under a mallard hen, owing to the 
fact that the young did not make a proper re- 
sponse to the call 6 the female. Now, I dare- 
say that this may be true in a general way, but 
nevertheless I disproved it myself when we al- 
lowed a female call duck to hatch a clutch of 
wood duck eggs,and if I remember correctly, she 
raised to maturity thirteen out of thirteen! 

However, this is no argument against 
Lawrernge's general conclusions and I think. very 
tikelp that you may be able to explain the lew 
of reproductive instincts in some such way. :



Have you followed the gradual de- 
generation of fertility or productivity in 
hatchery trout? The fact is that when you 
begin to stock, it becomes more and more a 
question of putting in and taking out, with 
little reliance on natural reproduction. 
Such a condition may not of course be due to 
an actual loss of breeding instincts. It may 
be partly due to a lack of adaptation to en- 
vironment, lessened ability to find food in 
the wild, etc. Nevertheless, it does seem to 
me that this may be a parallel case to your 
electric brooder pheasants. 

' IT understand that in New York state, 
where they have been bragging heavily about 
their pheasants for a good many years and 
rather laughing about our situation in New 

England, they had a terrific slump last season, 
There is no apparent increase in the stock here. 

I searcely ever hear one calling in this county 
any more and do not believe I have seen over 
one bird this year, and he looked to me as if 
he had been put out recently by the state. 

I note Stoddard's reply to your let- 
ter and it may well be that quail may not be 
much affected by artificial methods, seeing as 

how they have a much higher developped social 

life than pheasants or ruffed grouse. WNever- 

theless I believe that the stocking of this 
state with brooder raised quail has been a com- 
plete flop, partly no doubt due to the fact- 
that the stock was not acclimated to the rigor- 
ous conditions which exist on the northern 
poundary of the Bob Whites natural habitat. I 
raised a great many quail under bantams, but 
have never experimented with them from brooders.



Dr. Leopold -2- July 30, 1937 

The trouble is with all this game 
work, worth while conclusions are really im- 
possible to arrive at without experiments on 
a huge scale over a long period of years, In 
other words, it boils down to very expensive 
experiments which can seldom, if ever, be car- 
ried out as we would like to have them, 

Sincerely yours, 

3 CPt. 

P.S, Would you mind telling Stoddard that I 
was very much interested in his letter and, if 
you think it worth while, send him a copy of 
mine, 
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COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION : oe vl 

SHERWOOD PLANTATION NA { 

THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA ese " 

August 23, 1937 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wise 

Dear Aldo; 

I found Dr, Phillips letter with your enclosure on mother matter upon my 
return here Friday night after my most pleasant vacation with you and other friends 
in Wisconsin, Surely thank you and Mrs. Leopold for making it so very pleasant for 
me there. But regret exceedingly that lack of previous sleep and general 
*"raggedness" made it impossible for me to offer any competition with the bow and arrows 
Hope I will do better with the archery sometime. Am sorry that we did not get into 
a general discussion of Lorenz' article and the very interesting letters about it 

while we were together. a 

Was greatly interested in Dr. Phillip's letter and appreciate your sending it 
to me. Am returning it enclosed<Was especially interested in his comments on 
trout reared in hatcheries; Also his comments on the New York pheasant and 
the northern quail programs, As to the northern quail programs, I am not surprised. 
If the northern hatcheries had some of the old New England stock to work with the 
results might well be all that could be expected. I will not soon forget the 
length of feathering on some of those birds in the Thayer Museum, Propagating 
for northern release from southern stock is probably comparable to trying to winter 
in New England in a bathing suit. 

I think likely that Dr. Phillips is right in regard to the quails social 
organization as compared to pheasants and ruffed grouse. But we think we note 

a lot of difference in quail as to just how they are reared,hardened before 
release, and especially the age of release. Hight to ten week old birds, reared 
for the last three or four weeks before release in movable ground pens with plenty 
of cover seem quite comparable to the wild birds in all obvious respects,as we 
have determined from the returns of literally hundreds of banded birds. Such birds 
behave in all respects before the dog like wild reared birds, and lifelong and 
most discriminating sportsmen are unable to tell the difference until the banded 
birds are in hand. But as to salmon, trout,and the other game birds I have litile 
opinion. Artificially reared wild turkey become almost too tame for release unless 
great care is used in rearing. They are a bird I believe should be built up in the 
wild by good management practice and trapped in the wild for restocking,an easy and 
practical plan with all of our upland game of sedentary nature, but one almost 

unused at the present time. 

In any case I believe Lorenz’ article will have served a good purpose, as 
a lot of us will be on the lookout for the type of behavior he described, when 
otherwise we might not be on the lookout for such things. Thanking you for 
sending on Dr. Phillips letter and with best wishes, I am, 

Coe yours, 

Am sending a copy of this letter to Dr. Phillips, Daft
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Dec. 17, 1934 

Tobe, Slefan (abeist 90 v ews) (10" snow) 

(ih -\ QUATE, TALLY (BUS) 
t+ eles Tally every mimte, Coon Valley to Madison 

(Tally for 1/4 mile radius on 1 side) 

‘ Food 

or fal | fs aetna ae corn shocks |weeds yard _ jon fields|stubble| None Total 

ser ct bn : a eer ay 

ungrazed brush 

eo as ee 
ae o ra ea le el _ 

== fel fel of [ fe 

| 

Pe a ee 

o eee) Oe . 

Total 3 (3) 13 (19) 6 (1ay1(32) | 2 (10); (20)} (50) | 15 (146)



Rulesfor Meking Game Tally 

1, Tally station consists of 1/4 mile radius (cruising radius of a bird) 

from position of vehicle when second-hand passes zero mark. (At 40-mile 

speed this is 2 = 2/3 mile apart so each station is on a separate farm.) 

2. Size up food ae cover and tally in appropriate square. If judged habitable, 

i tally black. If not habitable, tally red (parenthesis). 

3. If a bank obscures view, tally opposite side of road, 

4. If in a village or other abnormal range, sicip a tally. 

5. If paralleling a river valley or ridge for a long distance, discard the tally, 

6. Do not count the cover inside the right-of-way of the road you are travelling, 

but count the cover on transverse roads. (Theory is to make a transect.) 

Discussion? Adapt the columns to the species of game and nature of country. : 

Thus in Iowa "Corn stubble" would be "Standing corn." 

The radius of the station is the cruising radius of the bird being tallied. 

; Tallies cannot be made till after frost or after spring plowing starts. 
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4 File: Pheasant 
; Dane Co. 

Roek Go. 
/ Range Tallies 

Habitability Tally for Pheasant 

Aldo Leopold 

Medison, Wis., to Harvard, Ill, C. &@ W.W.R.R. - March 26, 1939 

(Stations 1 minute apart--3/4 mile--80 acres each. ‘Tallied cover only, 
and tallied for best cover within the 80-scre sample. ) 

Habitable | Non-habitable Total Per Cent 

Brushy marsh 2 2 u 6 . 

Grass marsh 3 12 15 22 

VWoodlot 2 14 16 23 

Other cover (fencerows, 
weeds, etc.) ° 34 34 ) 

hi 3 “ee “oS Too 

Per cent 10 90 100



IOWA STATE COLLEGE Y 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS ow” 

AMES, IOWA wet a yaa 

Ni ‘ 

March 18, 1937 la gp" ) 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY Ng 

Prof. Aldo Leopold yh”. le 
1532 University Ave. ( eo Aw 
Madison, Wisconsin ae \ 

Dear Aldo: qur't 

I am having sent under separate cover a raptor tether made of a 
section of one of the side chains of an old tire chain, wire, a 
commercial swivel, and an anklet made of a piece of a worn out 
boot. f 

In making this show up to the best advantage on your slide, I 
would suggest that you actually fasten the tether to the tarso- 
metatarsus of a horned owl museum specimen and photograph on the 
leg of the bird. You may keep the tether for demonstration 
purposes, also, if you wish. 

This tether has been used on marsh hawks, but I have adjusted the 
loop to accommodate horned owls, as well. I think it would be best 
to use the horned owl as an example and to encourage tethering of 
horned owls for a number of reasons, among which the chief are (1) 
less likelihood of the tethered birds injuring themselves, (2) 
greater scientific need of continued work with horned owls in 
connection with population studies (the horned owl being about the 
best indicator of general vulnerability of prey), (3) longer period 
over which studies of tethered birds may profitably be carried on 
with a minimum of actual visits. 

The tether may still be adjusted to marsh hawks, however, and I 
have deepened the notches to show you where the leather should 
be matched up. I have only partly wired the anklet, just enough 
to show how it is done. The small openings in the anklet between 
notches are very important, and one strand of wire should be run 
through the proper ones the first thing before wiring the anklet 

| completely and tightly. This, of course, is to prevent slipping 
| in case the leather becomes wet or pulled out of shape. The 

| leather anklet on the sample is not of ideal shape but it is the 
only one I have cut at present; the anklet where it comes in 
contact with the raptor's leg should be wide, soft, strong, and 
loose-fitting enough not to chafe excessively or to shut off 
circulation. .



Prof. Aldo Leopold -2- 3-18-37 

' If your picture turns out well, I would appreciate having a copy. 

I hope that you and Mr. Pough have a pleasant and profitable day 
in the field at Prairie du Sac. In my opinion the following 
territories (see map, ppe 394-395, of Bulletin #201) show the 

Gyr* gemrost promise for "proofing": #13 (the little piece of the #5 and 
g #13 combination that lies north of the road on which Gastrow's 

wv farm house is situated), #14 (the lethal), #20, #29, and possibly 
\ #11 and certain parts of the combinations of #6, 12, #15, #16, and 

#54 and #4, #17, #18, and #19. 

I doubt if you would find it very profitable to question Gastrow 
closely on suggested improvements. For an unlettered man, I feel 
that he knows a great deal but I feel also that his chief strength 
lies in knowing where everything is, his ability to made good 
counts, and his loyalty and interest. He would probably become 
hopelessly swamped in any discussion of population vulnerability 
or any other ecological complexity. In fact, until I had sent 
him a copy of Bulletin #201 last summer, I deliberately aimed to 
keep him in the dark on that subject; I wanted to take no un- 
necessary chances on the reliability of his census figures being 
lessened by any unconscious desire on his part to “prove" any- 
thing. 

Mr. Pough spent a day with me enroute to Pierre. I am very much 
encouraged by what the Audubon Society is undertaking and think 
that their program is one of real promise. 

Sincerely, 

- PLE*XBB Paul L. 7 vou 
Res. Asst. Professor
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The early-day sea otter hunters lived in baraboras, made of 
By C. L. Andrews earth. The sea otter became the most shy and rare of animals. 

ROM the deck of a ship beneath otter furs on the little boat they built sea otter had no fear of men and were 

the shadow of the rugged cliffs from the wreck of the old St. Peter. killed with clubs and knives. After 
of the Aleutian Islands one At that time the pelts were valued many had been killed, however, the 

summer day, I saw the round at about thirty rubles each in Kam- survivors became very shy. 
head of an animal rise out of chatka. The silver ruble was counted The animals are frolicsome and 

the green depths. It stared at me fora equal to about four shillings sterling, play together like children. The fe- 

moment, then dived and swam away or nearly a dollar. The cargo repre- male is fond of her offspring, fondles 
with powerful strokes under water. sented a snug little fortune to the and kisses it, tosses it in the air, and 
It was a sea otter, most harrassed of shipwrecked mariners, thankful just plays with it. When separated from it 
all fur-bearers, now one of the to escape from the barren island with she mourns and weeps over its loss. 

rarest... their lives. Steller says, “I once carried off two 
This large animal had every reason little ones alive. The mothers fol- 

to be afraid of me. Men had driven its ane sea otter is a strongly built, lowed me at a distance like dogs, call- 
kind from their once happy play- web-footed animal, with a beauti- ing to their little ones with a voice 
ground all along the shores from ful pelt covering its stocky body. A like the wailing of an infant. When 
Lower California to the far Aleutians large one measures about five feet in the young ones heard their mother’s 
and forced it, at last, to seek the kelp length. Its fur is about one and one- voice they wailed, too. After eight 

F beds in the North Pacific for rest. half inches long, very soft, thickly days I returned to the same place and 
Hundreds of thousands of its fore- set, jet black, and glossy. When the found the females at the spot where I 
bears had been slaughtered until pelt is stretched, or cased, as it is had taken the young, bowed down 
nearly all were destroyed. usually prepared, it sometimes reaches With the deepest sorrow. Their skin 

The first sea otter known to civil- a length of six or seven feet. hung loose and they had grown so thin 
ized man were taken off the coast of Steller, the naturalist of Bering’s that in one week there was nothing 
Kamchatka. But their skins first real- Expedition, was the first to study the left but skin and bones.” 
ly became known to the world and habits of the animal and to make 
highly prized when Vitus Bering’s known his observations, which he did ale trade name for the grown male 
shipwrecked crew returned to Ok- in his “Beasts of the Sea.’’ When the was “Bobry” among the Russians. 
hotsk, Siberia, in the summer of 1742. crew landed on Bering Island, it was The female was ‘‘Matka,” mother. 
They had about nine hundred sea uninhabited by man. The foxes and The cubs, of which but one is born at 
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: | 

a birth were “Medvyedki,” or “little ~~ os = : 
bears,” because their pelts resemble 

that of a young bear. 

When the little ones are about five : 
months old, they become covered with 3 

a soft, downy fur and are called rp. oe re | a : - 
“Koshloki.” In the fur records the 5,4 #5 aa Sorsgrom ee | < is ya . 
skins are known as “morskikh bob-  _ x es Gini © * Loe nat dat cg og se 
rov,” or sea beaver in distinction from ~ > “a. -  » => ET yes | 
the “ryechnoi bobrov” or river bea- EYE a eee ace i waggle sige sepiioeis ce. ee fe 
ver. The most prized skins were taken ae td wre SS ee 
in March, April and May. ee ee rn i T= 

The market for the fur was chiefly (gee 1 eC = 
in China during the Russian occupa- $9) gf Sige oe ee — Ae Be ee ie 7 
tion. The skins were taken overland | | a Ds : eo oe ase ae oie 
by caravan, through the treaty portof 9 9) MMe | ee Se. oie 
Kiachta, until the Round-the-World =~ = 7 os i oe ae 
ships began carrying the fur by seain = seis a et a oe ee 
1806. After this many were shipped RE . S et og _ — 
direct to Canton by sea. The market we ee a ae fib 
varied according to the supply and wl ~ : 
demand, as it does on all furs. me ; cee 

The sea otter loved to live both in "=== 
the water and on land, and was found mb Cto hs Cie para 
in droves on Bering Island. The steady Kodiak was once the center of the sea otter hunting activities of the Russians. | 

pursuit of the hunters soon drove it to | 

sea, where it found an existence, fre- them, sank them; yet others came. cluded in the cargo which totaled ) 
quenting barren rocks and kelp-beds Enough carried rich cargoes back to 98,340 rubles in value. 

at sea, coming rarely to shore, and Okhotsk to induce others to take the The richest cargo brought to port 
feeding on marine crustaceans, mol- place of those who failed. was that of the Fish, in 1757, valued . 

lusks, and small fishes. As they plundered an island of its at 354,000 rubles. The cargoes of 79 

fur, they went on to the next, still on ships are recorded with a total value 
ERGEANT BASOF, one of Bering’s 2nd on to the eastward. The sea otter of 6,957,176 rubles, perhaps six mil- 

S crew on the fateful voyage, was Was the coveted prize, although any lions of dollars. There were 96,067 sea 
the first to outfit a ship for the hunt- ind of fur; seal, white or red fox otter, 417,758 fur seals, 41,129 gray, 
ing grounds. In 1746 he returned with Was taken. Beaver were trapped or black, and red foxes. Of blue and 
a cargo of 1760 sea otter, 1990 fur shot after the mainland was reached. white fox there were 62,361. These 
seals and 2240 blue and white fox The kind of fur taken indicated were all taken by the independent 
skins, the whole valued at 112,220 where the cargo was procured. The hunters and traders, before the Rus- 
rubles, and all procured in a year on White and blue foxes came from the sian American Company, the great ri- 
the Commander group of islands. Commander group, the gray and black val of the Hudson’s Bay Company of 

The news of Basof’s success spread {0x from the Lissevski and the Fox Canada, secured control under their 
over Siberia. Down to Okhotsk on the Islands, the beaver from the continent, charter from the Imperial Russian 
Sea of Kamchatka came hundreds of the sea otter from the whole Aleutian Government, in 1799. 
Promyshleniks, the fur gatherers and Chain and protected waters of Cook 
traders of the country, eager to em- Inlet and Prince William Sound. | ADDITION to this, the Shelikot 
bark on any kind of craft for the and Golikof Company, between 1786 
wonderful islands that yielded the TH otter was worth $30 in Kam- and 1797, exported to Siberia 15,647 
harvest of furs. chatka; in China at times sixty or sea otter, 39,266 fur seals, 3,360 land 

For forty years they kept coming. more. The fur seal brought about 144 otter, 15,551 gray, black and red fox, 
Out on the sea went the crazily built | rubles. The Pribilof Islands were not and 600 white and red fox. Their ship- 
ships, poorly constructed, worse rig- discovered until 1786, but before that | ments were valued at 1,479,600 rubles. 
ged with cordage brought across thou- time one ship had taken 39,500 fur The methods pursued by the hunt- 
sands of miles of Siberian wilderness. seals, mostly from the Commander ers were destructive. The Russians 
Some of the boats had timbers sewn Islands. This was fortune making for clubbed, stabbed or shot the animals. 
with withes. These were called shi- the adventurers, especially when there The natives practiced the surround 
ti-ka or sewed boats. Storms beat were 310 sea otter and 990 foxes in- by a chain of bidarkas at sea, from 

which the game was secured by arrow 

Few otters were lost or escaped when the “surround” method was used by the ©! Sbear. Neither spared sex or age. 
Aleuts. By this plan the men in the center bidarka mark the wake of a sea Later, when the animals became 
otter at the moment of its sounding while the others wait to harpoon him. qnOre scarce and shy, the Russian 

Drawing from “Our Arctie Province” by H. W. Elliott. cue newt ee ee 

pes into a big native house, a barabora, 
ait y, 5 MI : _ held them nominally as hostages for Se a OOM Dia fF ee, See He conduct of the men whom they 

5 Ss = ae em ee ey Cy ‘urnished with kleptzi—cruel toothed - Cee oat ce Rear) traps—and sent out to gather the fur. eee ees nae Tae ee eel A ; 
= 64 te SSS ME ere In the spring the Russians took the fe ——— a ae ea = ee furs, gave the women a few beads, as = ——— 3 es ee = =! many yards of calicoes or prints as 
FS SS =e Se ee | they saw fit, then sailed back to Ok- 
Ca ee SS ee — em hotsk to spend their proceeds in riot- 
=f. @ SS SS ee SS eee ous debauchery in the dives of that 
as =a oe oe SSS ee eee ae disreputable emporium. 
SS ge 1S See See a a All kinds of fur along: the islands 
gas ee —— - = ge eee ee a pd grew scarce. One ship was gone from 
a —— — Se C—O || Okhotsk for seven years to gather a 
ee See eee Se ee ee cargo, under Sturman Zaikof, and the 

— eS Sa So | __ results of the voyage were valued at 
ar = = eee —Please turn to page 27 Be ee fe Sas is fee sca cae a = 
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said, “but I think any woman who _ return to the land where furs were so 
goes into that country is entitled to cheap and plentiful. 
anything she can get away with.” When Cook reached England the M MAH 

I told him confidentially that there news of the riches to be obtained in Cc 

was a woman on board who had a_ trading for furs in America spread 

sealskin coat worth about four hun- abroad. Companies were formed and Spoons 
dred dollars. She left it at Whitehorse ships outfitted to sail to the new 

with some friends and she surely lands. Meares with the Nootka and Unequalled For 

would like to get it. the Sea Otter and Captain Barclay on 
“All right,” he replied. “Keep this the Imperial Eagle were among the 

under your hat or I lose my job.” first in 1786. SA LMON 
I then introduced him to the lady. The Prince of Wales, the Iphigenia 

He took her name and address and and a fleet of other “King George” TROLLING 
said he would see that she got it. ships, sailed up and down the channels 

We arrived in Seattle a few days of the coast. The Frenchman, La QO 
later. There we all separated and took Perouse, took a thousand skins on his U 

our departure for our respective exploring voyage at the time he en- D2 Pl 

homes. I had been gone just four tered Lituya Bay. The ships of the le us 
months. “Boston Men,” Gray, Ingraham, Cleve- ed The 

Said Service: “There’s a land, oh, it land and others were also searching Cd 
beckons and beckons, and I want to for the fur of the sea otter. 

go back—and I will.” All this was irksome to the Rus- McMahon 
Next time it will not be a “scow  sians, especially to Baranof who was . 

ride” but a “sky ride” with the best there to make the business pay for " Swivel 

pilot in the land! his company, and these “intruders” Havidat 

were depleting the supply of furs at Ls 
. a discouraging rate. He organized a L F 

Chae ot the = corps of hunters, more than a thou- is e 
(Continued trom)ipage: 2) sand Aleuts. In their skin bidarkas iv 

238,700 rubles. In 1779 the Promish- they literally combed the seas. If “Srp 
leniks reached the mouth of the those hunters got their eye on a sea yy 
Copper River, on the mainland. For otter its skin was almost inevitably h Tests 
fifteen hundred miles along the is- gathered into the warehouses of the to 
lands and the shores of the Alaska Company. 
Peninsula the waters were nearly de- Baranof moved his chief factory to | 450 pounds 
nuded of the fur. Kodiak, to get closer to the best hunt- 

Gregory Ivanovich Shelekof was a ing grounds. He went to Cook Inlet 
merchant of Siberia who had been and to Prince William Sound to sur- 
sending trading ships along the is- vey the resources of those regions. 
lands for years. He saw the declining The otter was declining even in those 
state of the business, and the neces- favored spots. Delarof, in his first O ns on 
sity to find new hunting waters. In year, took 3000 skins in Cook Inlet. 
1787 he fitted out three ships for the Baranof got but 800 in his first year’s neem 
purpose of establishing a permanent hunt. Later the catch dropped to 100. Outboard Motors 
trading post. For 1938 

Shelekof landed at a bay on Kodiak Bae sent his brigade east- 
Island, built a post, a factory from ward to Yakutat to sweep those Pl 
which to work, and named both the Waters, and the hunters took more unger Pump 
settlement and the bay after one of than a thousand skins on the venture. Underwater Exhaust 
his ships, the Three Saints. Then he The next season the brigade was sent 
returned to Siberia to carry out his as far as Sitka, and in 1797 took two — 
plans for a combination of all the thousand skins. In some of the bays 
companies in one big organization. He Sree the sea otter were so plen- DeLuxe Models 
was the Rockefeller of the Russian  tiful as to resemble a flock of birds ‘ 
Fur Trade and he wanted no opposi- on the surface of the water. On one Streamlined and Hooded 
tion. He left the Greek trader Delarof ship he sent to Okhotsk 17,000 sea Sab) 
in charge of the factory. otter skins. 
When Shelekof reached Siberia he The Kolosh, as the Russians called 

sent a shrewd, experienced trader the Thlingets, saw their fur animals sae Vour AlaskarDesler 
named Alexander Baranof to the Col- diminishing. They were not able to 
ony as manager. Then he proceeded compete with the Aleuts, with their 
with his plan of centralizing the fur Perfect organization and their effec- jae 
trade on the whole of the Northwest tive methods. They were enraged. a 
Coast of America, even projecting They burned the post at Sitka and Ne }) 
posts as far south as California, which murdered the garrison. They destroy- Oe Nie 
was then occupied by only a few ¢d a fleet of ninety bidarkas, with \ We ga bal 
priests at the missions. nearly all of the crews, in Chatham aN OS ee, 

Strait. A detachment of 170 bidarkas, . Se: 
CoPtaAn COOK on his third voyage each carrying two Aleut hunters, was © 4 << aS 

round the world, in 1778 visited engulfed in the sea between Yakutat Sse em eg 
Prince William Sound on his way to and Prince William Sound. The out- 9 ee Ses 
the Arctic. His crew traded trinkets look for the industry was discourag- IOHNSON Peer eye 
and iron for sea otter skins. One man, _ ing. + SEA HORSE >> SLegaine 
for a handful of iron nails, got a skin Baranof redoubled his efforts. He Se Sieene 
that he afterward sold in China for collected his forces, recaptured Sitka 

sixty dollars. Cook estimates the sale and rebuilt the fort. He brought more ge _ 

of the skins on board his ship when he ships with which to convoy and pro- Pacific Marine Supply Co. 
reached Canton the next year at not tect his bidarka men from the sav- Seattle 
less than two thousand pounds ster- age Thlingets. Then he sought new 
ling. There was almost a mutiny be- hunting fields. Northwest Distributors 

cause of the desire of the sailors to O’Keen, a “Boston” skipper, came | 
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. into port with his ship. He said that posed. The take had been but 928 
The Magnum Hifle he had found where the sea otter fre- annually from 1842 to 1862. 

quented on the California coast, and The United States received the 

he asked for bidarkas and Aleuts to benefit of the conservation of the fur 
or Pars hunt them, proposing to divide the by the Russian American Company 
sr catch with the Russian fur company. for a quarter of a century. The sea i A. He got 25 bidarkas and fifty Aleuts otter had almost reached their former 

. be] = 7 under the supervision of a trusted plenty. The seal herd on the Pribilof 
‘ | 3 ( — | Russian overseer. Islands had been restored to an esti- 

ad ff The share of the Russian company mated five million animals. 
ie s | on the venture was 1100 skins. Con- Did the United States learn from 
[ae tracts were made with other Yankee the experience of the past? It had re- 

/ se shipmasters till the catch amounted ceived a treasure-house of raw ma- 
Fa ee oa - to 23,528 skins and the Russian com- terial, but its real value was not 

y Sa pa ec pany profited by a share of twelve understood, except in the item of furs, 
ee a *~~ | thousand. which was well known to the traders 
i , Vid Shee in peltry. 
f FEM ai oh le Russian company then placed Under the Russian system nearly 

if F i a post at the Russian River in Cali- every skin was saved. No firearms 
ae o Os =. 4 @ | fornia, in 1812, called Ross. From this were allowed to be used. The Natives 

d ee Vie Po tsy BS E~, | they could more closely hunt the coast hunted by the surround, using spears 
a / a anes . and take the remaining otter as well and arrows. The great waste was in Pat tey Ea is Sensis | as to gather the remainder of the fur the killing of females and young ani- 

Z seals on the Farallon Islands, where mals. A wounded animal seldom es- 
¢ WINCHESTER they placed a detachment of Aleut caped. The weapon encumbered it. It 

i Model 70 hunters. was pursued, surrounded, harrassed 
bos Shown hereiedliber Between 1812 and 1824 the Russian _ till, gasping for breath, it was forced 
4] AN -300 H & H Magnum. | hunters effectively took allof the otter to come to the surface of the water. 

‘, \\, Also comes in 375 H| north of San Francisco Bay. They Then it was killed and the skin taken. 
LS &H Magnum, Other | were forbidden by the Spanish to The new system rejected the care- 

“ suitable calibers. enter the bay to hunt, but finally ful regulation of the weapons used. 
a i were able to make an agreement with Firearms were allowed. Wounded ani- 

9 Up to AB% them to hunt on shares and under mals escaped to die later and be lost. 
, this arrangement the waters of San Many of the killed sank and disap- 

gi MORE Francisco Bay were stripped of the peared. There was no cessation in the 
q PD coveted animals, with the exception pursuit to allow for recuperation. The 

a of a small colony at the home of Gen- _ price of skins in the market raised. A 
ug POWER eral Vallejo who protected them until fine skin is said to have brought 95 

1847, when poachers removed the last pounds sterling—nearly a thousand 
Than .30 Gov't.’06 | of them. Then there were no more in dollars—in London in 1880. 

California. Fleets of schooners scoured the sea. 
ley eee eet ye the The riflemen aboard shot the animals 

Vinchester Model 70 rifle in N TA. faa in the water. Bidarkas, with men to ore haenuntacd pe Hee | yee eee cen ee man them, were on the decks ready to 
cme aTesder in bolt setion Fifes | O™Ing of Baron Von Wrangel ase slipped into the water at the first 
for hunting Alaskan brown and | Chief Manager of the Company. In — 8limpse of = Oneus Head on a ots grizzly bears. Its big increase in | 1806, Rezanof, on his visit to the Col- 20n. Men with long range rifles pa- long range power, coupled with | onies, urged a rest for the furbearers. trolled the beaches, watching to see a 
remarkably fine accuracy, brought | Rezanof was the son-in-law of Shele- head offshore, trusting to find the . # great improvement to bear stalk- | kof and it was he who finally accom- body if it washed ashore. 

In mikes Magnum caliber mentioned, plished the organization of the Rus- e = Winchester Model 70 has all the mod. | S142 American Company. The Com- ee Government tried to restrict 
ern superiorities which distinguish the | PANY was deaf to the distant entreaty. the hunting to the Natives. Their 
Model 70 in its seven other calibers— The Directors were seeking present subsistence mainly depended on it. 
except magazine holds four shots in- | profit, so his warnings were unheeded. Then white men married Aleut wom- 

stead of five. Winchester Proof-Steel barrel, | The Promishleniks said, “The sea ot- en to claim the right to hunt as a 
receiver and major parts—world’s strongest | ter will all be gone when the cod fish Native. 
firearms steel. In .375 caliber has extra weight | are all caught at Archangel.” To ex- A report to the Government in 1884 
barrel, recoil pad. Winchester Speed lock. plain the scarcity, they said, “The ot- states, “White hunters, tempted by 

ai ter have migrated.” The harried ani- the great value of otter skins, come 
i@ ae ee mals had sought no new home. They here and marry the simple girls, force 

"5 al ees were rapidly being destroyed. them to accompany them on their 
ei RCs In 1830, when Wrangel assumed hunting trips, to do their cooking for 

_ eres charge, he at once demanded a change them and to work for them. They 
we - : of policy in the killing. He had enough bring two or three children into the 

= = ces influence to secure his desires. He world, then leave the families to get 
1 pounded a modicum of sense into the their living as best they can, while 

I Model 1 Lever Action 348 Chief Management. Under his orders they return to enjoy the earnings with in lever action, Winchester Model 71 as thoroughly : . esta ee eas dominates its class, for all big game. Very popular | the kill of both the sea otter and the other wives in civilization. 
in Alaska and consistently successful in taking large | seal was reduced. He caused islands In the eighties mankind ran riot ears. With its two .348 Winchester Cartridges— ; 
150-grain and 200-grain—is exceptionally well | from which the foxes had been en- among the sea otter, the seal, the 
peeps ioral i Muzzle velocities, respec- | tirely destroyed to be restocked. He whale and the walrus in the northern 
"Ack your dealer to show you his Winchester | instituted a rotation in hunting the — seas. It called from Kipling the dec- 

Rifles. And whatever your choice is, get for your | otter; no district to be hunted on two laration, “No law of God or Man, rifle Winchester Staynless Non-Mercuric Cartridges, eet 4 : 5 for maximum velocity, energy and dependability, | Consecutive seasons. runs north of Fifty-three. For illustrated ACs Fe extensive details of Wrangel’s policy was continued for It was not a pursuit for a weakling. 
Shesere bees Stiles micade acid scat Dent: 172C more than twenty years, and until the The North Pacific and the Bering Sea 
NEL i peas FEATING EMS C9. | transfer to the United States in 1867. are not calm waters. Fighting Bob 

- ae The replenishing of the waters was Evans said of it in “A Sailor’s Log,” 
WINCHESTER evident in the later years and an in- “I am willing to admit that Bering 

ies crease in the number taken was pro- —Please turn to page 31 
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, the raspberry and blackberry, salm- 7a) 
é () , onberry and thimble-berry. But, in- | pp ssm soos Genuine 

»f 9 Y iar Xe h, stead of woody canes, the real stem is ey "Alask M id 
¢ ity EEN, G4 an underground (or more usually : @ | aska Made 

cs Ye ERAN under-moss) soft herbaceous creeping|, gga. 7) 
AA as f Pa? WER, { stem that sends up branches from the] Be 3 ~ T oO T E M 

FA ess J ai joints which form the plant as we] | 
a know it. These bear from one to three Pp oO L E s§ 

- leaves and often a snowy white flower en 
© a nearly an inch in diameter. The stems || rae: 

h = are three to ten inches tall and the b> 
v leaves are roundish or kidney-shaped |): .. 50c to $5.00 

A | ; 3 with five to nine shallow lobes. Ee. | Postpaid 
ae 1 fae i = If you take a summer walk across a] + a | 

bog where the berry is growing pro-| * oa 

e fusely you will notice that many flow- : ..| Alaska Retail Dealers— 

J. P. ANDERSON, Editor ers fail to form fruit. This is because *.| Write for particulars 
the species is what is known as dioe-| oe 

RUBUS CHAMAEMORUS cious. That is, some of the plants ra 
produce flowers with stamens or the] — =| ALASKAN CURIO 

OF illustration this month is of male organs only, while other plants] |j 5) SUPPLY 

another circumpolar species of produce flowers with pistils or the|}; =| : 
plants. It is known to botanists as ~female organs only. Naturally, it is} 22% 4) Ketchikan, Alaska 
Rubus chamaemorus and goes by the the plants producing the pistillate} ——————_____—__ 
common names of cloudberry and flowers that bear fruit. In most spe- RRP ania Sard A 

Powerful A 

, | : fa | LOCen | ? 2h, 4 a. 

: 5 iy , he IRS 
& & ae eees| \ 3 ee) 
ie ” pie. eX, 

Sa Sep y roe : 4 é ! ff i / ats — ee ie : al 

Weal as a a 8 F = fi ~ 

pA di, G ne = Coleman 
t 3 F F 

am “ Light it and 
a ie Rd a LANTERNS go!..Your 

» Coleman Lantern will light 
Photo by Maxcine Williams. y your way anywhere—through 

The fruit of the cloudberry, also known as the baked-apple berry, is prized by )) rain, snow, sleet. Its high 
Indians and Eskimos. The plant grows in sphagnum bogs and other wet places. candlepower brilliance pierces 

the darkness all around—stays 
i «, sob”? i 

baked-apple berry. It gets the latter cies of plants flowers bear both kinds riehopon the job” in any 
name because the color of the berry is of organs. : The C le is steed 

almost exactly that of a baked apple While the distribution of Rubus] Mage D to Cake ieneken Theening - 
which it also resembles to a certain chamaemorus is so widespread it is tough. Pyrex glass globe ae 
extent in flavor. interesting to note that a species of] tects mantles. Lights instantly. Be sure 

The plant grows in sphagnum bogs _ similar habit whose fruit is prized by] to get one for your next trip. Bi 
and other wet places. It is found in many Alaskans, Rubus stellatus—the cs os 
Northern Europe and Asia and in nagoon or lagoon-berry—is found COLEMAN fi ree a \, 
North America from Greenland to only in Alaska, Yukon and the eastern Self-H eating ( oe) 
Alaska and south to Maine, New coast of Asia from Kamchatka to IRON \ ]A_A 
Hampshire and British Columbia. East Cape. At first glance it looks like 1 esse 

The fruit, which consists of com- the cloudberry except for its magenta Use It Anywhere! CR ES cs Sie a 
paratively few rather large druplets, blossom. Many people have thought} At home, in cot f __._ 3 
is prized by the native races. It be- the cloudberry, when in bloom, only Eee ee Sini 7 eh : : 
longs to the same genus of plants as an albino lagoon-berry. iro cusleidr tubes; makes ond burce teow: 

from regular gasoline, Instant lighting. Costs about 
—_—_—<_<—————————— aaa |) Ff an hour to operate. The evenly heated double. 

pointed base irons garments with fewer strokes. 

Children of the Sea and 1890, the take was an average of| FREE FOLDERS Scarpa ter 
: about five thousand a year. line of Coleman Lanterns and Self-Heating Irons. 

sion dedeire mipaue 22m From 1867 to 1910, which was the] THE COLEMAN LAMP AND STOVE Co. 
Sea is the worst patch of water it has last year the pursuit was allowed,! Dept. as-1s0 Wichita, Kans.;Los Angeles, Calif.; 
ever been my lot to tackle, and I sin- 107,155 skins were taken. | Portland, Ore. (7180) 
cerely hope that I may never have it The Alaska Commercial Company, | —————______—_—_————__ 

to do again.” which received the greater share of 

The Walter Earle, a British Colum- the profits, bought, during that time, PAY’N TAKIT 
bia sealing schooner, turned turtle in 39,663 skins. By 1897 the catch had so GEORGE BROS. 

a storm and drowned nineteen hunt- diminished that they began to close Wholesela’ Bod. Hebei Desiows in 
ers. stations where they had traded for Groceries — Meats — Liquors 

The story of the havoc among the them—at Belkofsky, Akutan and else- “Where Cash Is King” 
furry denizens of the North is told in where. Juneau Z Alaska. 
the records of the kill. Between 1881 The last year that the hunting was! 

July, 1938. 31



permitted, in 1910, there were thirty- general contour and appearance of the 
* 4 Pa SEATTLE one schooners scouring the waters and landscape around us. 

Sie $ * THIS FAMOUS HOTEL is | the catch was but thirty skins. This The hill upon which we were seated 
¥: * close to the theatres and |shows how nearly the animal was to overlooked a large, pellucid lake 

ee stores, with magnificent view | extinction. On the beach at Kodiak which had one or two tiny islands 
Fsseale Splendid food, perfect com- |for many years lay the wreck of a dotting its windswept surface as if 

: Bae fort, Pat bey Pa schooner, one of the last of the sea they were giant tines holding the 

Alaska Travel Information | otter hunting fleet. glowing gem in its setting. The purple 
ROBSE. re arf Since the treaty between Russia, mountains surrounding the lake were 
ALL WITH Japan, Great Britain and the United biting into the hushed glaze of the in- 

oath Atel States protecting sea otter and fur  candescent sun as it slowly immersed 
NEW WAS HINGTON seal, a few skins are smuggled into itself behind the gray rock-slabs 

ee CCSC‘CSCC_C the cities by poachers, but as the pos- which constituted the upper rims of a 
session itself is an offense, most of bowl-like formation. 

hi a > aie} gi | 7 them are caught and the pelt is con- Suddenly, I was aroused by a furi- 
ha\ 1 iy || = \ | fiscated by the Government. It is a_ ous ripple cutting the lake far below 

Gl a a Nee | eee | dangerous kind of contraband to me. Murray had seen it also, for as I 
N| May fs Waban deal in. turned to look at him, he was madly 

f & \ In a few places the beautiful ani- gesticulating for me to stay down. 

We SS mals are again playing with their Crawling on my hands and knees, I 

if GLARE-BAN young as they did in Steller’s day, finally reached a more _ protected 
SUN GLASSES and around the Sannak Reefs, their cranny, and from this hiding place I 

Optically correct lenses for fisherman, boatman, | last stronghold and the longest held, had an unobstructed view of my ob- 
Pisiar, Sapper, Dice nectoe, aorta ane nee they. are beginning to frequent their jective. I saw what I had been want- 
signals, eliminates glare from snow and water. | old feeding grounds. Tt will be amother © WY 

The Hines “Sun-Clawes Her “Manuiectared. | decade or more before the increase 
refunded. $8.50 postpaid. will be of commercial importance. To- 

J. N. KALISH, Inc., Opticians day, a prime skin in London or New s 7 
385 Peachtree Street, Atlanta, Ga. Worle ie eeal would peceeeiy brite Bind Your Copies 

over a thousand dollars. 
OLDFAST FOLDING ANCHOR OF 

H Coieals suisdy, ureciical A pice When the waters of the coast, from 
for every boat. No. 6 size holding Washington State to Attu Island are 

MIGLEANER FISH NING again restocked, will the Government The 
TOOLS—Fish Holder, Skinning Pli- take measures to protect them from 

ce Ne ie commercial greed, or will it consien | Alaska Sportsman 
Sun pees Be them, for the third time, to extinction, 

i Foliage Pan jee sie » || as the sea cow on the water, and the An attractive Binder, with 

Becless wntetor special |__4zge] | Durialo, on the land, have gone in the | Imitation leather cover and 
MIANUS SALES CO. gold lettering, holding ae is- 

11 Commercial Wharf Boston, Mass. i sues of the magazine is 

| otand Country, Big Game available. 
Close- Out Sale — Imported Firearms (Continued from page 13) : 

Ss Sent postpaid 
a a ANCL : $8 75 xiety, the Nanny lay down on the on receipt of “ 

a ——————— Pez 204 ee ?°- ground and the kid jumped on her 
See EE) back. Rising to her feet again, the 
fodel 66: tents Th 
Swing-out cylin. G==—e S| ame 4 ss mother went on up the mountain in e 

der, hand ejector, Se ON graceful leaps, giving her kid a “pig- 
specialfrontlatch; wy : gy-back” ride. I quickly passed the Alaska Sportsman 6 shot ; double action. Stur- “Cy “a . é 
dy construction ; fine blued HN glasses to Dad, and he admitted that 7 
steel ; in 82-32/20 and 38 cal. 34" it was the first time he had ever seen escheat alas 

ee en tape Pa EST Seeeea) | or heard of such an exhibition. 
Model 41_Same as jBbove,, with underlugg and Shortly thereafter another nice 
looked glinder (similar to Colts) $11.99. | ,_| Billy appeared and I got it, too. 
$8.95. Holsters: Automatics—75e; Revolver—95e.| The wrangler went back down the ing, waiting, and wishing to see ever Shoulder—$1.75. * ng, 2 : 
Winchester Model 92; Deer Rifle 44 cal. 20” Car- mountain for _the horses while Dad _ since we had started from home. 

pine ee frp ane Geer nine: Davao ard 32 finished skinning out the goats. I sur- A magnificent grizzly was playfully 
Special calibers, Our price $27.95. ‘ Y vered be ey a oe longer, and tossing salmon on the shore as, the 
Ammunition: 32 cal. auto 75e box; revolver cart- | when the Indian returned, we packed sun-tinted ripples of the lake lapped ridges—32 cal. $1.00; 32/20 and 38 Spl.—$1.50 = : a 
ee Sent eMe Oe We age ship COD. 30] our kill on the horses and went back peacefully at his feet. Even with the 
Poe Se eee to camp, the first phase of the hunt distorted effect one gets with the 

Telescopes, Police goods, Badges, etc. Send 3c| finished... . glasses as compared with real vision, 
stamp! LEE SALES CO. I could see the dark, glossy coat and 
Dept. AS "35 West 32nd St., N. Y. City Eves of the trail followed until I powerful, chunky body as it ducked 
a ee ee eee got my second big thrill, which playfully about in the water. It was a 

was, in fact, the grandest experience sight not to be soon forgotten. 
of my whole trip. Deep down in my The big problem confronting us 

. heart I had always wanted to bag a now was how we were going to stalk 
Talkeetna Mountains grizzly. I was aware of the fact that, him. The five hundred yards between 

owing to their scarcity, they are one us and a decent shot were an amazing 

Hunt Sheep, Caribou, Grizzly Bear || of the most prized trophies of North mass of dead and down timber. Things 

and Timber Wolves in some of the || America. were greatly complicated by the rap- 
finest hunting grounds in Alaska It was a cold, blustery fall after- idly deepening twilight. The only 

with noon when we arrived at the foot of practical course was that along the 

Tahltan Lake, and while Dad and the lake shore. We set off to get the bear, 

O.H VOGEL cock were pitching camp, Murray, the not knowing what the outcome would 

err’ wrangler, and I climbed to the sum-__ be, and hoping against hope that we 

Care of Crescent Hotel mit of a nearby hill for a general in- would get back to camp that night 
Anchorage Alaska || spection of the surrounding country. with a happy tale to tell. 

As I scanned the horizon for some We had no idea what it would be 
tell-tale movement, I took note of the like until we got started, and when 

32 The Alaska Sportsman
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Eiloo Leopold Rare and Vanishing Species of North American Birds ) Pare Speci 
Louis A. Fried ise caaas 

The rapid decrease in the numbers of certain species of game and non-game | 
birds has resulted in an ever increasing interest to save threatened birds from ex- | 
tirpation and total extinction. Many birds which were thought to join the Passenger 
pigeon, Labrador duck, the Great auk, and Heath hen as things of the past, have made | 
a sufficient recovery in numbers that they are safe for at least another generation. 

There have been mony agencies that have done much to create public interest § 
in this matter of our bird life, but no group has taken a more active part in saving 4 

our air fauna than the National Association of Audubon Societies. This organization & 
has from its earliest beginnings taken an active interest in restoring our fast dis- @% 
appearing bird life. It has given liberally of its time, money and advice. g 

» 

a 

Through the establishment of sanctuaries, refuges, and preserves and the é& 
maintenance of an efficient warden service to patrol these areas, this organization oat 

has been able to restcre to "safe" numbers, species of birds which were seriously q 
threatened with extinction. At the present time it maintains over 35 bird sanctuar- §& 
ies, refuges and preserves which are found chiefly in the Gulf States. a 

The National Association of Audubon Societies has been instrumental in the a 
introduction and passage of legislation affecting bird life. Such laws as the e 
"Audubon Law," "Lacey Act," "Tariff Acts of 1913 and 1922," the "Migratory Bird Law" sige 
and the "Migratory Bird Treaties" with Canada and Mexico have all been the result of BR 
direct or indirect efforts by members of this organization. a 

Os 
Nou 

More recently, (Oct. 1936) it has established a Fellowship Research Plan in o 2 
cooperation with sclected universities, by which it hopes to conduct ecological and aia 
life history studies into such seriously threatened species as the Ivory-billed wood- 9&4 

, pecker, the California Condor, the four species of Kites, the “hooping crane, the gk 
| Glossy ibis and the Sage grouse. The Plan will also include the study of such van- i: 
: ishing mammalian species as the desert mountain sheep, Which is already under way, an 

the grizzly bear and the mountain lion. ng 

Among the Federal agencies interested in this phase of conserving wildlife, 9 
none has been more active than the Biological Survey, the National Park Service and g 
more recently the Forest Service. = 

The National Association of Audubon Societies has for many vears kept a a 
close watch on the status of vanishing birds and has therefore maintained careful = 
records. The following lists are therefore made up from their card files and are re- q 
garded as official. <i 

Oo 

Birds Currently in Danger of Complete Extinction ie 
1. Carolina Paroqiet 7. Great White Heron 
2. Ivory-billed Woodvecker 8, Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow 
3. California Condor 9. Kirtland's Warbler 
4, Whooping Crane 10. Bachman's Warbler 
5. Trumpeter Swan 11. Red-bellied Hawk 
6, Eskimo Curlew 12. Ranier white-tailed Ptarnigan
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13. Hudson Godwit 18, Swallow-tailed Kite 

14. Florida Crane 19. Caspian Tern 
15. Masked Bob-white 20. White Pelican 
16. Attwater's Prairie Chicken 21. Florida Burrowing Owl f 
17. Mt. Pinos Grouse 22. Southern Bald Eagle 

Birds Currently in Danger of Extirpation in the United States 

1. Everglade Kite 9. Cabot's Tern 
2. Short-tailed Hawk 10. Harris Hawk 

a Aleutian Tern 11, Roseate Tern 
. White-tailed Kite 12. American Oyster-catcher 

5. Aplomado Falcon 13. Roseate Spoonbill 
6. Gull-billed Tern 14, Glossy Ibis 
7. Audubon's Caracara 15. White-crowned Pigeon 
8. Sennet's White-tailed Hawk 16. Reddish Egret 

Since I am limited in the amount of material which I can write, I am necessarily 

confining myself to a more or less detailed account of six species of birds. Those 
that may be interested in reading about the past, present and future status of birds 
not discussed here will find ready sources of such material in the bibliography at 

the end of this paper. 

The Carolina Paroquet was once very abundant and formerly ranged from Florida 
and Alabama north to Maryland. It was found casually in Pennsylvania and New York. 
A western race, slightly duller in color, the Louisiana paroquet, was found from i 
Louisiana and Mississippi to Ohio, Wisconsin, Nebraska, lowa and Colorado. This 
species, however, has steadily decreased in numbers, until now it is nearly extinct. 

Early explorers of the southeastern and central United States noted its bril- 
liant colors and flocking habits and made frequent mention of "parrots" in their 
writings. Their gregarious habits made them easy victims for the market hunter and 
thousands were killed to supply the markets of the eastern cities. 

Although there was sufficient natural food such as seeds of cypress, pine and 
thistle, they were attracted to grein fields and orchards. As a result they became 
destructive to crops and thousands were killed by farmers. Paroquets were said to be 
especially bad in apple orchards, since they were seen to cut up the fruit to get the 
seeds, sometimes stripping the trees completely. In Florida, hundreds were trapped 
to become cage birds and thousands more were killed. Under these conditions, the 

birds rapidly dimintyed, 

This decrease began early for in 1832, Audubon noted fewer numbers; and by 1900 
few remained in Florida. Two small flocks were seen by Dr. F. M. Chapman in April, 
1904, in the vicinity of Lake Okeechobee, and casual reports of them came from resi- 

dents in that area until 1920, : 

Since then, the bird has been considered extinct, but there have been persistent 

reports that few remain in certain remote swamps in South Carolina. The number left 
is not known but there is hope that this interesting species may not be lost as a 
living bird. In the light of what is known, the existence of this species is indeed 
a@ question. 

The Ivory-billed woodpecker is the largest of our woodpeckers and is today con- 

sidered the rarest bird in America. It is nearly extinct for the names of all living 
ornithologists who have seen one could be counted on the fingers of two hands. 

Its range was formerly confined to the Southern states and extended from south- 
ern Illinois and eastern North Carolina southward to eastern Texas and Florida. 

at he
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Wild, wary, non-adaptible, this superb woodpecker has retreated with the 

advent of the trapper and axman. In habits and temperament, this bird seemed to re+ 

quire primeval conditions and haunts of e restricted character. 

Audubon in the early 1800's found the Ivory~bill common everywhere on the 
Mississippi ond according to Lawrence, they were quite abundant near Charleston, 
South Carolina until about 1850. 

In 1887, the Ivory-bill was rarely seen in Florida except in the most re- 
mote places. Eleven were seen at one time near Tarpon Springs, Florida in 1889, and 
in 1890, Frank M, Chapman saw his first and only Ivory—bill near the Suwanee River in 
Florida. 

Today, the species is found in two small remnants, one in northeastern 
Louisiana and the other in Florida. The totel number of the existing birds is esti- 
mated to be about 40. 

Audubon in his early writings commented on the fact that they were very 
wild and that entire belts of Indian chiefs were ornamented with the tuft and bill. 
Add to this the advent of the trapper and the axman and you have the 3 probable 
causes of its disappearance from most of its range. 

Concerted efforts are being meade to save the Ivory-bill. Since 1926, the 
state of Louisiana has maintained a warden. service ever the $1,000 acre tract where 
these birds are still found. The land is privately owned but the Conservation De- 
partment has been able to control it and eventually hopes to make it into a permanent 
sanctuary. 

The problem of saving it is complicated by the fact that so little is known 
about its habits and requirements. It is with the purpose of learning requisite 
facts upon which to build a conservation program that the Audubon Society Fellowships 
have been established. On January 6, 1937, the first research project was initiated 
and because the ivory-billed woodpecker was felt to be in a critically dangerous 

situation, it, therefore, received first attention. This study, at the present time, 
is being carried on under the direction of Dr, A, A. Allen. 

What the future status of this gorgeous bird will be, is a question that is 
still to be answered. 

The Eskino curlev is the smallest of the North American curlews and was 
formerly one of the most abundant birds in North America. It breeds or formerly bred 
on the Barren Grounds of Northwest Canada chiefly in northern Mackenzie and northwest 
to Norton Scund, Alaska. Its wintering range is on the plains of South America, 
chiefly in Argentina and Patagonia. 

It visited Labrador and New Frundland in "clouds" that darkened the sky. 
Audubon, Dr. Elliot Cones, and Dr, A. S. Packard tell of immense flights. In the 
prairie states they were called "prairie pigeons" because their numbers resenbled the 
great flights of the passenger pigeon. Swenk says that the birds were so thick that 
a single flock covered 40 or 50 acres of ground end was 1/4 to 1/2 mile long and 
about 100 yards vide. 

In August they migrated scutheastward from their breeding grounds to Labra~ 
dor and New Foundland, fed there on "curlew" berries and snails, end waxing fat star- 
ted out across the sea for South America. 

In the spring, huge flocks arrived first in Toxas in March and then passed 
up the western Mississippi and Missouri Valley region to their breeding grounds. The 
destruction of the Eskimo curlew followed that of the passenger pigeon whose place it 
took in the markets of the country,
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Excessive shorting of this curlew on its migrations and in its winter home 

in South Anerice. was doubtless one of the chief causes of its destruction. In the 
spring migration, in the prairie states, it was slaughtered by the wagon loads with 
the side boards up. Market hunters followed the birds from state to state during the 
migrations. On the Atlantic ccast the birds met a similar reception and in the winter 
they were hunted in South America. 

Thus the bird was harassed at all times and under these conditions, nothing 
could have survived for long. 

From 1870 to 1880 they began to decrease. Between 1886 and 1892 they dimin- 
ished rapidly and after that were never seen in numbers on the Atlantic Coast. In 

the prairie states they were never seen in any large flocks after 1875. Since 1890, 
records show that conparatively few birds were killed in any part of their range. 
The last specimen known in New England was taken in 1913, while the last taken in the 
West was in Nebraska in 1926. The Nebraska record is apparently the lest for the 
country. Five or six birds were seen in Argentina in 1925 and in 1936 a few birds 
were reported seen in the Hudson Bay vicinity. In recent years, the bird has been 
frequently confused with its larger relative, the Hudsenian curlew. 

One need not leok far to find the cause of its destruction. On its breed= 

ing grounds in the far North, it was undisturbed by man. But from the time it left 
its breeding grounds in August until the time it returned to then in April, this bird 
ran the gauntlet all along the way. 

Forbush (1925) rays! "The Eskimo curlew was considered 2 grent delicacy, 
and although a very useful bird in the prairie states where it fed on such destruc— 

tive insect pests as the Rocky Mcuntain locust, it was rapidly and completely de- 

stroyed for the price it brought on the market." 

In Minnesota, the Eskimo curlew formerly passed northward in great nunbers 
in the spring through the western part of the Mississippi valley. There are no 
Minnesota specimens. 

The trunpeter swan is one of the largest living native birds of North Amer- 
ica and is now found in only two distinct localities. It is the only species of swan 
that ever bred in the northern United States and seuthern Canada. It bred formerly 
from British Columbia, Alberta, and the North central United States, north to Alaska, 
northern Mackenzie, and James Bay. Now it is found in the United States only in the 
Yellowstone region where, under the protection of the National Park Service and Bio- 
logical Survey, it is slowly increasing in numbers. A 1931 census revealed 20 adult 
birds and 15 cygnets; in 1934, they had increased to 46 adults and 27 young and the 
most recent census showed from 75 to 100 birds. 

The main strenghold of the trumpeter swan is now found in northern British 
Columbia where possibly 500 birds ere found scattered through the rugged region in 
summer. Concentrations of more than 200 birds have been counted recently in places 
Where unfrozen water was available in the interior and there are several cther peints 
in the country where smaller mumbers are present. 

It is quite apparent that it may be possible to save the trunpeter from 
extinction. 

The California Condor together with its near relative the South American 
Condor is the largest living hawklike bird in North America. It is a harmless car-= 
Tion feeder and has the largest wing spread of any Nerth American bird, measuring 
from § 1/2 to 11 feet in wingspread. 

Formerly abundant, it ranged in histcric times from the Columbia River scuth 
along the Western slones of the Sierra Nevada, and from Humbolt County, California
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hrough the Coast Ranges in northern Baja California, extending casually into Oregon, 

ashington, and southeastern California. Its bones have been found in caves in Tems, 
evada and New Mexico and in Ice Age deposits in California and Florida. 

It is now confined to the Coast Ranges in northern Ventura County, south= 

estern Kern County, and Southeastern Santa Barbara County, ranging casually outside 
this area when attracted by carrion, and to the San Pedro Martir Range of northern 
aja California. 

It has been wantonly destroyed because it presented a conspicuous target 

for the irresponsible gunner who is ready to assume that any large bird is a hawk and 

‘|therefore a legitimate target. Many were killed by miners who used the primary quills 

‘jas containers for gold dust. Many more were killed by eating poisoned carcasses set 
“jout for prelatory mammals and others were trapped by "penning." 

% In days past, the California condor ranged into open valleys, and other 

“|regions where it was easily accessible, but to see it now, it is usually necessary to 

“}penetrate the wildest and most difficult mountain sections. 

In 1936, it was estimeted that possibly 20 individuals still existed in 
California. The most recent inventory, however, financed by the National Association 
of Audubon Societies and several interested Californians disclosed about 45 birds in 

‘Ja moch restricted habitat. 

. In April 1937, the Farest Service announced that special efforts were being 
made to protect the remaining few birds which are centered chiefly in the Los Padres 

‘P National Forest. 

A complete ecological and life-history study is also projected at the Uni- 
versity of California. This awaits only the raising of sufficient funds by the Na= 
tional Association of Audubon Societies to underwrite it and get it under way. 

The whooping crane, now on the verge of extinction, is the tallest of our 
birds. It bred formerly from the Mackenzie River and Hudson Bay south to Nebraska 
and Iowa, and wintered from the Gulf States to Central Mexico. Now it is very rare : 
and mainly restricted to southern Mackenzie and ncrthern Saskatchewan, going south to 
Texas and Louisiana for the winter. 

Reliable sight records on the breeding grounds and wintering grounds seen 
to indicate that a few of the birds still remain and that there is a possibility that 
they may have increased in numbers in recent years. 
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SOUTH DAKOTA CONSERVATION DIGEST |x. on ef. 1989 

ONLY 148 REMAIN increase justifies. The 46 adults 
IN UNITED STATES in the Red Rock Lakes produc- 
——_ ed 51 young last season. 

Symbol of the vanished glor- The only bird that rivals 
ies of American wildlife, is the the trumpeter is the whistling 

trumpeter swan. ; swan, a truly magnificent 
There are, in the United creature, almost like its cousin, 

States, 148 trumpeter swans, except that it is barely more 
remnants of the mighty hosts than half its size! The whis- 
that once bred from northern tling swan was saved by the 
Missouri far up toward the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 
arctic circle in the Canadian 1918, and a number of thous- 

northwest. ands are seen annually on the 
Before the days of settle- Great Lakes and, in winter, 

ment, trumpeters nested as on the Atlantic Coast from the 
far east as Wisconsin and In- Delaware river southward. 
diana. They nested in Iowa as ‘The trumpeter has abandoned 
late as 1871, in Idaho in 1877, its original migratory habits, 
in Minnesota in 1886, in North and stays close to its breeding 
Dakota a few years later. grounds all the year around. 

By far the largest and most There is open water in the Red 
spectacular of migratory water- Rock Lakes at all times, and the 
fowl, a full grown trumpeter British Columbia flocks travel 
weighs 35 pounds. Its voice is between costal flats and wilder- 
like a French horn. Cleaving ness lakes of the interior. 

the air at a great height, a The swan perished over most 
battalion of trumpeters, sent of its range, dwindling to a rem- 
down ‘a resonant chorus of nant so small that complete ex- 
deep-throated bugling, drowning tinction may still be its fate, 
the voices of lesser fowl. chiefly because it is big and 

Now the United States Bu- beautiful. “Swansdown” was in 
reau of Biological Survey is able great demand for ladies’ wear 
to keep an accurate count year in the early Victorian era, and 
after year of all the young and the fur traders purchased great 
old birds, surviving in the numbers of skins, most of them 
United States. The Red Rock from adult birds in breeding 
Lakes, in Montana, have been season. The ‘last swan skins 
especially set aside as a trumpe- on the market were a single 
ter refuge. There are a few pair, in 1890. 
in Yellowstone Park. In British Hunting is permitted in the 
Columbia there are about 500. Red Rock Lakes area, and the 

Mated pairs will be released trumpeters are so conspicuous 
in other areas as rapidly as the and well known that any gunner
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who molested one would be in In a sense the antelope is its 
danger of being mobbed by own worst enemy, because of its 
sportsmen. The swans congre- curiosity. The antelope simply 
gate in grounds set aside for cannot stand the presence of 
them while other waterfowl are anything strange without in- 
being shot, and do not seem to vestigating. Hunters, taking 
be disturbed. advantage of this fact, have 

lured thousands within range 
by lying low and waving a 

The Alaska brown bear, of the bandana on a ram-rod or simply 
Alaska peninsula, is the world’s by throwing themselves prone 
largest carnivorous animal... and raising their feet in the 

= members of his species have ir at rhythmic intervals. The 
been known to exceed 1,600 a@ntelopes must investigate—and 
pounds in weight... the Griz- come too close to the business 

zly is perhaps better known ¢nd of the hunter’s gun. 
than the Big Brown because of ea eee 
his wider native range .. . next The muskrat is one of the 
to the black bear, the Grizzly few North American mammals 
was once more widely distrib- which has been successfully in- 
uted than any other member troduced into Europe... . In 
of the family. some places in Europe musk- 

rats have mutiplied so rapidly 
ooo that a districts — been 
: ae quarantined against them... 

outdoor editors on the populari- outside of their coats contain 

ty standing of fish resulted in US pavnlen ane mat acciotenhs 
an easy victory for the large- ee pave abe oBEOviGe yee 
mouth bass. The large-mouth ‘ure with water-proof garments 
likes shallow, weedy lakes, not which any manufacturer would 
too cold. fix Florida, where’ be proud to imitate. 

ass feed voraciously all winter, 
specimens weighing as much as_ . MPG ieee lied 40 ways 
20 pounds have been caught, i the dictionaries—are no- 
The large-mouth is almost as where very plentiful, and it is a 
greedy as members of the pike good thing, because they gobble 
fanny anything that they can enclose 

in their huge jaws, including 

seen ete oe een secant carta 

, 7 7 EG age 
bh 7 £4 
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IN merc Rectan TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 
‘ CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

t UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON 

January 10, 1940. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The National Park Service, the Bureau of Biological Survey 
and the Bureau of Fisheries are collaborating on a book on rare 
and endangered species of wildlife. It is to be a semi-popular 
publication aimed at building up an interest and a concern for those 
animals that are at the present time seriously close to extinction. 
Since many of the species are non-game forms, the need for a restor— 
ation program affecting them has not been widely recognized. We 
hope to contribute to the conservation of such species by familiar-— 
izing the general public with life histories, former abundance, 
factors causing decline, and possible restoration programs. The 

book will tell the general public what species have been extermin- 
ated, which are now endangered, and what can be done to save then, 
- facts perhaps already known to the professional biologist but 
needing wider dissemination if they are to be made effective. 

As you know, the most conspicuous forms of wildlife aré usually 
the first to go. Capitalizing upon that fact, Mr. Walter A. Weber 
is making paintings of the species that are to receive special em— 
phasis in the publication. A list is attached. Each animal will 
be featured with a color plate and a chapter in Part One of the 
book. In compiling this list it has been extremely difficult to 

; keep the number of species within reasonable limits. While we all 
agree that the ivory-billed woodpecker, California condor, fisher, 
wolverine, and a few others should be included, there are a number 
of "borderline cases" such as the cougar, swallow-tailed kite and 
Florida crane. Some arbitrary decisions have been necessary. Weight 
was given,in such cases, to the educational implications involved. 
For instance, the Everglade Kite was included, although the United 
States is the northern boundary of its range, because its decrease 
can be mainly attributed to unwise and short-sighted drainage oper— 
ations. The Kirtland warbler, which has always been relatively rare, 
is not included. The Cape Sable seaside sparrow was not included 
because it is of very local scientific interest. It will probably 

! 
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be mentioned in a regional discussion in Part Two of the book. 
Most of the borderline cases are excluded from Part One, in order 
to permit there en added. emphasis of a few outstanding examples by 
treating each one in an individual chapter. 

Part Two of the book will be divided into chapters on the basis 
of geographical regions, rather than by species, thus presenting an 
opportunity to discuss the "borderline cases" and those that, be- 
cause of peculiar conditions in a certain section of the country, 
are in need of some attention. We wish to invite you, as an auth— 
ority upon the Northern Great Lakes region, to write up the chapter 
of Part Two that deals with the area shown on the attached map. 

Enclosed is an example of the outline that might be used to 
work up a chapter on New England. While it is unnecessary for you 
to hew to an exact formula, it is believed that the chapter should 
contain data on exterminated and extirpated species as well as in- 
formation upon those that are now endangered, with emphasis on birds 
and mammals. The lessons of the past are important indications of the 
future. We would like a frank discussion of conservation effort in 
the region, trends, accomplishments, and what the future does or 
might hold for the species that are discussed in the chapter. The 
latter should be from three thousand to four thousand words in length. 

We have invited you to work up the chapter on the Northern Great 
Lakes region because we believe that you can present the story in a 
way that will interest the reader and inspire support for work of 
conservation in the region, Please let us know soon if you will under- 
take this job. If there are any points that you wish to have clari- 
fied, we will be glad to write you upon it. You will, of course, re- 
ceive full credit. We expect to go to press early next spring, and 
hence would appreciate having all material in by the middle of February. 

Sincerely yours, 

Victor H. Cahalane 
, Chief, Section on 

National Park Wildlife, 

Division of Wildlife 
Enc. 2111289. Research.



PART ONB 

RARE AND SNDANGSRED SPECTzZS 

(A chapter will be devoted to each spesies, which will be illustrated 
with a color plate). 

Mammals 

1.. Bighorn---treated generically. Color plate will be of the ‘ 

Rocky Mountain bighorn, but discussion will mention all 
forms, their past and present status, eto. The bighorn 
is an example of a big game animal that has not responded 
to mere protection (suck as elk, deer, bison, ete.) but 
whose restoration involves many complex factors that are 
just beginning to be understood. 

2- Woodland Caribou---again, including Newfoundland Caribou and 
others of the group. While it never renged very far in- 
to the United States, it has now been conpletely extir- 
pated except in Minnesota and probably fashington, and , 
is going down in Canada. It is an example of a species 
of big game that has been unable to withstand hunting and, 
because of certain habits is difficult to restore through- 
out most of former range. 

3+ Grissly---egain general, but with picture of a griazly and cubs 
in Yellowstone Park area. This is a species that is in a 
precarious condition throughout most of its range in the 
United States. While mention will be made of the Alaskan 
forms, emphasis is on the grizzly of the Rocky Mountains. 

he Menatee---badly depleted in Florida waters where it was once 
relatively common. Its decrease is lamentable because the 
animals in no way interfere with man. ; 

5+ Wolf---again we use the general term, but the color plate will 
show wolves on the western prairie. The wolf is an example 
of a vanishing form thet man hag found it impossible to 
maintain in certain areas without destruction to his (man's) i 
labor. 

6. Gougar-+-The cougar has been extirpated from most of its eastern 
range and greatly depleted in some parts of its western range. 
Like the wolf, it is often a competitor with man. 

7- Marten, Pisher, and Wolverine---all furbearers that are suffering 
in the United States, Canada, and to some extent in Alaska. 
The furbesrer problem is of current importance and discussion 
of these species will bring it before the public.



8. Sea $tter---The southern sea otter will be featured by color 
plete and discussion, but the northern sea otter problems 
and conservation will receive ample space. 

Birds 

l. Prairie Chicken---Instead of treating the Attwater's, Lesser and 
Greater prairie chickens separately, they have been grouped 
together into one chapter under a general heading. while 
there hag been some evidence of local recovery in prairie 
ohicken populations, the general downward trend in popula- 
tion, especially in the case of the Attwater’s, qualifies 
the birds for inclusion in this book. 

_ @e WNene or Hawaiian Goose---This species is a good example of what 
‘ has happened to native Hawaiian birds because of shooting, 

introduction of exotic mammals, forest destruction, ete. 
The nene is now found in the wild only on the Isbend of 
Hawaii where a few dozen birds have been able to survive. 

3- Hudsonian Godwite--generally depleted and needing immediate at- 
tention. This is the only shorebird on the list and gives 
an opportunity to disouss the shorebird situation in general. 

ke. California Condor---with less then forty individuals now surviving, 
the condor is near extinction. 

5. White-tailed Kite---The range of this species has been greatly re- 
duced due to shooting, ese collecting, etc. 

6. Swallow-teiled Kite--Although there seems to be a tendency for this 
species to feGin reocoupation of areas where it was extir- 
pated, it is still rare or absent throughout its once wide 
range. 

7. Porto Rican Parrot---Like the nene of Hawaii, the Porto Rican par- 
rot is an eutstending example of the destruction of insular 
bird life in an area under the jurisdiction of the United 
States. 

8. Roseate Spoonbill---The color plate for this species shows some 
spoonbille at Bottlepoint Key in Florida Bay which is their 
last nesting place in Florida. S8mphesis will be upon the 
Plorids situation, although the spoonbills of Texas will 
also be discussed. 

9. Trumpeter Swan---#hile the populstion in the United States shows 
improvement, the trumpeter swan ig still a very rare species. 
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10. Ivory-billed Yoodpecker---Of abl the birds in North America, 
this species probably is at the lowest ebb. 

11. whooping orane---Very few individuels have been recorded in 
late years and there are only rare records of young birds. 
(Some in juvenile plumage recently observed). 

12. Florida Crane---Few sanctuaries protect this species and 1+ 
is at all times vulnerable to complete destruction in the 
State of Florida. 

13. Sverglade Kite---This species was once well scattered through- 
out the Everglades region of Florida and nearby areas. 
Now it has been apparently extirpated from everywhere ex- 
cept in the inmediate vicinity of Lake Okeechobee where a 
very few individuals exist. 

Reptiles 

American Crocodile---fhis species wes never sbundant in Flor- 
ida waters, but is now on the point of complete extirpa- 
tion and found only in o small section of Florida Bay. 

Green Turtle---The spesies was not uncommon along part of the 
Atlantic Const, Gulf of Mexico waters and the California 
coast until the middle of the nineteenth century when 
turtie hunters began to decimate the population. Now it 
is very rare in United States waters. 

Fish 

' Atlantic Salmon---The species once ranged in waters from and 
including Connecticut northward. Wow it is found only in 
a few Maine streems and in Canada. It has lost its value 
a8 a commercial fish in the United States and every effort 
is being made to bring it back again. 

Whitefish---The plight of the Greet Lakes fisheries is well 
worth emphasis. While the sturgeon is in worse shape than 
the whitefish, 1% is believed that the latter species, being 
of more commercial value, should serve as an example. The 
aturgeon will, of course, be discussed in the chapter along 
with other fish becoming rare in the Great Lakes. 

Invertebrates 

Lobster---The lobster of the Atlantic coast is s vanishing form 
that the Bureau of Fisheries is making every effort to save. 
It is not generally known that lobsters are getting scarce, 
so this one invertebrate is included to emphasize the plight 
of the lobster and try to win public oueete for a restora- 
+ion progrem for the Crustaceans and invertebrate forms. 
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SAMPLE OUTLING OF CHAPTSRS, PART TWO 

RARB AND ENDANGERED SPECISS 

: New ingland 

I. Introduction 

Ae Wildlife conservation in New Bnglend 
B. Primitive faunal conditions 
C. The effects of white man's civilization 

Il. Sxterminated species 

Ae Memnels 

1. Giant Sea Mink 
2. SBastern Cougar 
3- astern Timber Wolf 

B. Birds : 
1. Great Auk 
2- Laborador Duck 
3- Heath Hen 

he Passenger Pigeon 

III. Species that have become extirpated from New Gngland. 

Ae Mammnele 

1. Woodland Garibou -- as this species is dis- 
cussed in Part One of publication, it can 

‘ be treated very briefly here 
- @e Common wolverine -~ same 

3- American Marten -- same 

B. Birds 
; i. wild Turkey 

; 2. Sskimo Curlew 

CG. Reptiles and anphibians 

Iv. Rare and Sndengered Species 

A. Mommels 

1. American Moose 
2+ Sperm Whale 
36 Fisher 4 

he Canada Lynx 
5+ Atlantic Harbor Seal 
6- American Black Bear



Be Birds 

1. Southern bald eagle 
2- Northern Raven 
3+ Duck Hawk 
4. Black Skimmer 
5+ Greater Snow Goose 
6. Bobolink 
7 Purple Martin 

Cc. Amphibians, Reptiles, Fish | 

| 

Note | 
The greater part of the discussion should be devoted to the | 

Introduction; II, ITI, and IV can be handled as an annotated list. 
It is to be noted that such species as the bleok skimmer, bobolink, 
and dickeissel sare not uncommon elsewhere, but they have become 
rare where Once abundant in New Gngland. The Northern raven is a 
"borderline case" that might have been treated in Part One of the 
publication.
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4oh University Farn Place 
Jamoery 19, 1940 

Mr. Victor H. Cahalane 
c/o National Park Service 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Vics 

I need hardly tell you that I would like nothing better 
than to help out on the volume on rare species, but to do so by 
February would be quite impossible. I happen to be in the worst 
jem ever, and with such » deadline I fear you had better pass the 
job on to someone else. I think Gus Swanson could do it creditably. 

Let me congratulate you on this undertaking. I was sur~ 
prised, but not displeased, at the fusion with the Biological Survey. 4 
I think 4t will be good for the Survey, for one thing. I am delighted ¥ 
that you are heading up the new set-up. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

, 
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i COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION ap yw 

- SHERWOOD PLANTATION Wo i | 

' THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA N | 

January 15, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of January 11th regarding limpkins in Georgia 

has just been received. ; 

As far as I have been able to determine the only accepted 

records of limpkins in Georgia consist of one seen by Francis Harper 

in the Okeefenokee Swamp several years ago and an early record of 

Bartram for limpkins on the Altamaha River, where conditions are no 

longer suitable for them. Recently it has been reported that their 

calls have been heard, and I think also the birds seen in flight, on 

a small creek that runs into the St. Mary's River between Folkston 

and Kingsland. As far as I know there are no other records for Geor- i 

gia, though the bird oceurs in abundance on the Wakulla River, Wakul- 

la County, Florida, no more than thirty miles below the State line. 

It also oceurs on the Wacissa River, and to my knowledge in one lo- 

cation in Western Florida not over fifteen miles--probably less--be- 

low the Alabama line. Probably more intensive work may show the 

species in a few spots in South Georgia. 

Yes, Gerstell sent his turkey bulletin to me some time ago 

for examination and comment and later I have received another copy and 

also Long's bulletin on metabolism. The turkey work was interesting 

in that it showed by means of instruments and measures what has been 

common knowledge to propagators of the wild turkey; and all such sub- 

stantiating data seems to me to be well worth while; and the instru- 

ments used might furnish new, rather than substantiating, data on 

the species that have been little studied during the period of in- 

fancy. I read Long's report, as it was incorporated in the turkey 

bulletin, but so far have not read the new bulletin on metabolisme 

Thank you for calling these to our attention. 

$0 far I haven't received the new bow but expect to shortly. 

I will write you what I think of it later. 

All going on very nicely here. We are having a season with 

much colder weather than average and a few days ago it turned hot and 

gave us a series of torrential downpours, coupled with thunder and 

lightning and spots of tornado. Shooting has been unusually good 

since we had enough moisture to improve the dog work. : 

With kind regards, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

HIS:rp PLLA. |
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CORNELL UNIVERSITY 

LABORATORY OF ORNITHOLOGY 

FERNOW HALL, ITHACA, N. Y. 

January 19, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
eetiersce of Wildlife Management 
hel University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Professor Leopold: 

In response to your letter of January 11, en- 
closing the map, I have asked Mr. Tanner to 
enter upon it the only known area where the — 
Ivory—bill is at present to be found. 

There is no question in my mind but that 
you should have this information yourself, 
but I do question the advisability of dis- 
seminating it amongst even interested stu- 
dents; and, since we have an agreement with 
the National Association of Audubon Societies 
not to make public any information about the 
whereabouts of the few remaining birds, I am 
sending your letter, with the map, to Mr. 
Baker, so that he can send it to you with 
any further advices that may seem proper to 
hin. 

It rather looks as though the Ivory—bill were 
doomed unless we can preserve some part of 
the Singer tract in its virgin state. Mr. 
Baker is working on the project in the hope of 
getting it set aside as a Federal refuge, but 
I am afraid he is not too encouraged over the 
prospect. 

With kind regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

cE AAT 

Arthur A. Allen, 
AAA:NB Professor of Ornithology 
cc: Mr.J.H.Baker



4oh University Farm Place 
Jamary 22, 1940 

Dr. A. A. Allen 
Fernow Hall 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 

Dear Dr. Allen: 

Since you and John Baker are abstaining from 
the use of any ivory-bill locations even in class, I wish to 
withdraw my plan as far as any class use is concerned. Should 
you wish to give me the information at all, it will be kept 
entirely in my library and not made into slides, maps, or other 
documents which wight be copied. | 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ec Baker Professor of Wildlife Management 

{ 
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National Association of Audubon Societies 
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For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals \ poe 
¥ pe r : 

1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. Ww a pe” 
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January 30, 1940 unl x har 

\ 

a Professor Aldo Leopold , 

LOR] 424 University Farm Place 
\ ey University of Wisconsin 

zzz College of Agriculture 

aE an Sz Madison, Wisconsin 

VN cost 
cere. Dear Aldo: 

eas 6 lt With apologies for delay---we have 

i \ been considerably handicapped with illness of 

stenographie staff, etc.----I hasten to send you 

enclosed herein the Texas map with the location 

of the various sanctuary islands indicated thereon. 

This in response to your letter of 

January 8, I do not see any reason to be secre- 

Py hy tive about the location of the nesting birds of 

ee these sanctuaries, no matter how rare any of them 

Se may be. As a matter of fact, I would say that none 

-~ S22 of them are actually rare as far as occurrence in 

SSE Texas is concerned. 

ta I hope that some day soon you might 

Patt = have an opportunity to visit our sanctuaries in 

the coastal lagoons of Texas, probably in May or 

June which is the height of the breeding season 

of the colonial nesting birds there. They furnish 

an impressive and beautiful sight. | 

—-- John H. Baker ; 

a JHB:C Executive Director 

Encl.
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National Association of Audubon Societies : ras 
yp 

For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals YQ 
\ 

1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 

February 9, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

5 College of Agriculture 
EE University of Wisconsin 

Sey Madison, Wis. 

gis ove Dear Aldo: 

ANG? Here is the outline map forwarded me by Dr. Arthur 
5 Ho A. Allen,. and on which you will find the one remain- 
h/ = ing location of Ivory-—billed Woodpeckers indicated 

2 a in Madison Parish in the northeastern part of the 
state. 

You sent me a copy of your letter of January 22nd to 
Dr. Allen in which you commented that you would not 

\ make class use of this information. I do not see any 
, harm in speaking to your students of the limited range 

of this bird. The fact that it continues to exist 
J oe..\\ in very limited numbers in that one place is pretty well 
{eee oe known. If we were to find some of them elsewhere, then 
ae I think that Dr. Allen's staff and ourselves should care- 

. EN fully avoid giving out the information, but as regards 
i SN the Singer tract in Louisiana, I do not see much point 

ane 6 aes in such hush-hush stuff, although I believe it would be 
is Fi well to avoid stimulating other persons going down 

a» wr there to study and perhaps disturb them. 

We expext to have James Tanner's report within a month 
and I will see that the original or a copy is forwarded 
to you for your perusal. 

My 
() 

a Le f 

= 
eo John H. Baker 

2 Executive Director 
JHB: SM
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February 10, 1941. 

Dr. James P. Chapin, ; 
American Museum of Natural History, 

Central Park West at 79th Street, 
New York, New York. 

Dear Dr. Chapin: 

After receiving your letter of January 29, I talked over the Tensas 
Swamp proposition with several people here in the National Park Service. The 
Service and the Committee on Bird Protection greatly appreciate your offer to € 
do what youcan to aid in establishing a sanctuary for the ivory-billed “RA 

woodpecker, : 

The following suggestions may be helpful to you. A new bill has been eS 
introduced by Senator Ellender. This is S. 329, entitled "A Bill to provide ‘ 
for the establishment of the Tensas Swamp National Park, Louisiana, and for 
other purposes", It will be handled by the Senate Committee on Public Lands 
and Surveys (Alva B. Adams of Colorado, Chairman); by the House Public Lands 
Committee (J. W. Robinson of Utah, Chairman). Could perhaps Mr. Kiernan (or 
is it Padiman?) of Information Please and the Conning Tower in the New York 
Herald-Tribune be of any assistance? Since the citizens of Louisiana would 
be most influential in this connection, could Mr. MeIlhnenny of Avery Island 
be of help? I have heard that he has been dragged into the Long mess and 
charged with misappropriation of public funds or something of the sort, so I 
don't know how effectively he could work. I assume he would be most enthu- 
siastic for such a project. 

The original bill to establish the Tensas National Park, which expired 
with the last Congress, was introduced by former Congressman René L. DeRouen. 
Mr. DeRouen is an honest gentleman, but had had the support of the Long outfit. 
Realizing the extent of the new broom-sweeping, he did not even run for re- 
election. He was really interested in the subject of his bill, and we are 
sure he maintains this interest. He may be addressed at Ville Plette, Loulsiana. 

5 A letter from you to him would at least be appreciated as acknowledgment of his 
past efforts, and probably would encourage DeRouen to keep working among his 
neighbors. His influence would still be helpful as he has never been suspected 
of any complicity in the Long doings. 

Mr, Ben Thompson, National Park Service, contributes the following infor~ 
mation that may be helpful to you. It is an excerpt from the statement 
justifying National Park status for the area, but for the present at least 
you might treat this as factual data dug up by the Committee on Bird Protection. 

"The area which would be established as a national park under 
provisions of this bill is an extensive swamp of the now rare bottom 

land hardwood type which once covered the Louisiana-Ilississippi low 
country, This swampland is of great seenic and scientific interest



* 1 

Af 

ih and no area of the national park system now contains scenery and 
a natural conditions of this kind. 

"The area is a primeval swamp ranging in elevation between 50 
to 85 feet. This is an important factor in maintaining the natural 
ecology since the area is subject to periodic flooding. The forest 
contains a large and diversified wildlife population and bird life, 
including a number of species which have become practically extinct 
elsewhere. It is famous as the habitat of the ivory-billed woodpecker, 
which a few years ago was generally considered as having totally 
disappeared. 

"The reason for the persistence of this teeming bird and animal 
' dife lies in the fact that the original forest is still extensive. 

Among the trees is the highly scenic southern cypress. Very few 
cypress areas of appreciable size remain in the Nation. Within the 
proposed park area are nasgrous groves of this tree bordering the 
many lakes and bayous. particularly important trees found in 
the proposed area are red gum, overcup oak, willow oak and water 
hickory. The combination is one of particularly outstanding scenic 
importance, typical of this southern region of the country at its 
native best. 

"The land within the proposed national park is all privately 
owned. Through an agreement entered into with the owners the State 
Department of Conservation in Louisiana has designated the area as 

ie a wildlife refuge and is cooperating in its protection. That arrange- 
ment has been successful in preserving and increasing the wildlife 
within tracts not subject to logging. 

"However, the forest faces the possibility of being all logged 
: im the near future. The State of Louisiana is not in a position to 

forestall this activity and interested citizens are dependent upon 
the Federal Government to save the area. It is reported that since 
1937, the largest owner of lands adjacent to and within the proposed 
national park area has reduced its holdings through sales and logging 

contracts from 81,000 to 35,000 acres. A standard gauge spur rail- 
t road is now being extended into the virgin forest and has reduced 

the acreage suitable for national park purposes. At the present rate 

of progress, it will be a relatively short period before the forest 

\~ is destroyed, with the consequent drying up of the lakes, and the 

disappearance of the scenic and scientific interests, including the 

important wildlife forms now present." 

Sincerely yours, 

yer Victor H. Cahalane, 
" Chairman. 

ec: Dr. Clarence Cottam. 
Te. Aldo Leopold. Use of the facts is OK, but please 

Dr. Wm. L. Finley. don't quote directly, 
Mr. Hoyes Lloyd. VHC ;



Aleta te. op he fa $s He Va Frtugl Se 

IN REPLY REFER TO Sos %e I ADDRESS ONLY THE 

t . 2 . DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Pic UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR yee 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE Dy0 : 
d 

: : WASHINGTON 
ee 

a 

October 30, 1941 , te 
yee 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

College of Agriculture 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In accordance with your request of October 23, we are enclosing 

herewith a breakdown of the trumpeter swan populetion from 1934 

through September 1941, as reported from the field. 

We hope this information will be of value to you end shall look 

wy forward to receiving a copy of your analysis which promises to pro- 

w vide further information on the rare species problem. 

Sincerely yours 

yy 
vas 

f 

(ac inser 7 
Acting; Chief / 

Division of/ Wildlife Refuges 

Enclosure No. 2570597



\ 

424 University Farm Place 
February 13, 1942 

Mr. A. C. Elmer, Acting Chief i 
Division of Wildlife Refuges 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Elmer: 

Under date of October 30 you kindly sent me some additional : 
trumpeter swan data and asked me to send you an attempted 
analysis. 

The attached drawing shows at least one deduction made | 
possible by the data: 3 out of 4 highs and lows in the | 
adult population follow exactly two years after highs and | 
lows in the cygnet population. This might be interpreted 
to confirm the supposition that this species breeds at the | 
age of two years. 

Thank you very much for your cooperation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Mgmnt. 

|
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a Oe | us? 
Extracts from weekly report of Warden qu | 
Chandler and recent letters of Warden pee! 

; Karcher. : per we 

Ow» 
Warden Chandler reports as of November 14th as follows: “Found two Everglade Kites 
killed at Horse Island, one male and one female bird." 

In a recent letter from Warden Karcher he says that Warden Chandler, on hearing 
from someons who had come by his house that several Bverglade Kite nests had been 
found in the marsh south of Clewiston, went down there the next morning, Sunday, 
November 16th and “on arriving there found the marsh full of hunters and State Warden : 
Wenty had just arrested a ninet@en year old boy with a dead Kite. The boy's father 
was with him and said he had taught the boy to kill all hawks. One hunter in the 
crowd spoke up and said he had killed three hawks the day before. Several made 
remarks about its being too bad to have to be arrested for killing a damn hawk. 
Chandler and I went to Clewiston later and put our boat in and started out to find 
the reported neste but after several hours of looking we did not even see one Kite, 
so I am just afraid that all of these birds have been killed. To date we have found 
six dead Kites, so you can see what a job we are up against."



Rare Species folder 

\ 

From review of NORTH AMBRICAN BIG GAME (Scribner's, 1939), by Stanley P. Young. 
Jour. Mammalogy, Vol. 21, No. 1, February 1940, pp. 96-98: 

p. 98: "The statement anal the giant condor of California has been a victim 

of poisoned baits put out for coyote control has to date never been proved, 

even after at least two exhaustive field investigations on the part of 

Federal and California agencies. These studies did reveal, however, some a 

traffic in the eggs of the condor, in one instance the eggs being quoted a 

at $50 each. State and Federal conservation agents have been alert to break | 

up this illegal practice. The decrease in the population of the condor 

to its present small numbers may be attributed chiefly to the reduction in 

the birds' food supply. Records show that its food normally consists to a 

large extent of the carcasses of antelopes, deer, and other wild animals 

that die from natural causes or are victims of predators."



wed A 

Digest of 
Robinson, Cyril S.: Notes on the California 
Condor Collected on Los Padres National Forest, 
U.S.Forest Service (mimeog.), May 15, 1940 

p- 2-3. Census data. End of 1934, est..........60 
End of ree: ae 
End of 1936.............. -45+50 

pe T- Food Habits. Shrinkage of cattle industry reduced food. 

p- 8. " " . Ate deer killed by lion. (Possible that lion 
control has reduced available food.) 

p-8-9. Food Habits. Auto kills of jackrabbits and dogs may have increased 
food. gets 

p- 9,10. Water. Needed daily. Bathe. 

p. 10. Predation. Coyotes, bobcats, and cougars may kill condors at carcasses. 

p- il. Accidents. 2 known kills by hailstorm: "The loss of two of the small 
remaining colony of the largest birds that fly over America, is 
definitely laid at the door of a hailstorm. The mountain tragedy was 
discovered by Sam Kosub, Forest Service foreman, at Sunset Valley 
Camp, when he was sent into the Peach Tree country with several CCC 
boys to look for lightning fires. They came across the carcass of 
a horse and nearby a dead condor, while a second bird lay some distance 
away. <A third condor, apparently badly injured, flew away. Hail still 
lay piled in surrounding gullies to a depth of from two to three feet, 
some of the hailstones as large as walmts. Post mortem by Mr. Rett 
showed that the backs of both birds were broken." 

p- 11. Accidents. Killed by oil at waste pools. 

p- 12. Poisoning. Not likely to be important because of ease of regurgitation 

end deterioration of strychnine in carcasses. (Other patanaas? 

p- 12. Sex display. Strut like turkeys. 

ce Rare Species folder 
California 
Accident folder 
Digests 
Water
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A ne 
Records of North American ,~ (™ 

. Big Game We oer 
SN et eee A PUBLICATION OF Z eee aie Beas 

HAROLD E, ANTHONY THE BOONE AND CROCKETT CLUB New ie a 

R. R. M. CARPENTER IN CARE OF 

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 

COLUMBUS AVENUE AND 77TH STREET 

June 29th, 1936 
co 

ooh” ~~ 

a. 
Dear Sir: 

The first edition of "Records of North American Big Game" with 
which you are no doubt familiar, was published in 1932 under the auspices 
of the National Museum of Heads and Horns of the New York Zoological Soci- 
ety. It was the first work of its kind to be published in this country. 

After the publication of this book Mr. Prentiss N. Gray, who 
edited it, commenced gathering material for a second edition. Unfortu- 
nately he was killed in an untimely accident. A committee has been ap- 
pointed to carry on where Mr. Gray left off and to complete the gathering 
of material and publish a second edition, 

The committee desires to receive data on specimens measuring 
up to or better than the standards specified on the enclosed sheet. 

Will you not cooperate with us by advising us whether you your- | 
self have heads, not already recorded with Mr. Gray or this committee, 
which meet the requirements above referred to and by sending us the names 
and addresses of owners of other heads which you believe will qualify. 

The standards of measurement that will qualify heads for in- 
clusion in the second edition will depend largely upon the number and 
size of heads registered with the committee, 

| 
The work is sponsored by sportsmen in the interest of sports- 

men and science and is in no sense a commercial publication. 

If you desire further information please do not hesitate to 
call upon us and accept in advance our appreciation of your cooperation. 

Very truly yours, 

: |



STANDARDS OF MEASUREMENT 

Alaskan Moose Spread 60" 

Canadian Moose " 55" 

Mule Deer Length 25" i 

Whitetail Deer e 22" 

Columbian Blacktail Deer © 16" 

Arizona Whitetail Deer * 10" 

Wapiti : 50" 

Barren Ground Caribou " 50" 

Mountain Caribou * 47" 

Woodland Caribou " 30" | 

Bighorn Sheep . 38" 

Desert Sheep ° 28" 

White Sheep : oT? 

Stone Sheep e 37e | 

Goat a 10" 

Bison x 14" 

Pronghorn Antelope » 15" 

Barren Ground Musk Ox x 20" 

Greenland Musk Ox " 20" 

Brown Bear Length Skull 16" 

Grizzly Bear . * 12" 

Black Bear : * 12" 

Polar Bear . “ 12" 

Jaguar . : 9" 

Mt. Lion " " 8" 

Pacific Walrus Total Length Tusk 268 

Atlantic Walrus . 4 . 18" 

| 
|



July 7, 1936 

Mr, Alfred Dy 
c/o American Musewn of Natural History 
Columbus Avemae and 77th Street 
Hew York, MN, Y, 

Dear Mr, My: 

I have nothing I can contribute to the second 
edition of “Records of North American Big Game," except 
that I have encountered a mmber of itens of German 

f literature on standards of meagurement used in Germany, 
No doubt you already have these, but if not I will be 
glad to dig them out for you, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ia ; Professor of Game Management



1532 University Aveme 
April 3, 1937 

Dr. Alfred Bly yoy 
American Museum of Natural History w 
Columbus Avenue and 77th Street wy 
New York, ¥. T, Gyan 
Dear Dr, Bly: 

IT have your letter of April 1 and have consulted Professor 
George Wagner of the Zoology Department. Between us we think we can 
furnish a qualified graduate student to measure the Wisconsin heads 
during the Zaster vacation, April 17-24, The costs would be approxi- 
mately as follows: 

Meals and lodging, weelc 00 
useage; 1000°mt. at ly Pe 

om 

' It is barely possible that a less expensive execution of the 
task could be obtained if the student were to make these measurements 
in the course of other field work, but this would drag out over perhaps 
a year's time and, I take it, would be unsetisfactory to you. 

Please wire me whether the sume of $95,00 can be set up so ; 
that I can attempt to close the negotiations with the student. The most 
probsble candidate for this job is Mr, Bruce B, Douglass, who is doing 
graduate work in mammalogy with Professor Wagner and whom we both endorse 

, as thoroughly competent and conscientious, He would also be an excellent 
contact man to keep smooth relations with the owners ef the heads. 

Another way to reduce expense would be to cover only the nearby 
heads, tius cutting the mileage in half. lven the three scattered heads, 
however, lie at the opposite corners of a large triangle and would require 
at least 500 miles of travel. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management
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ALFRED ELY, CHAIRMAN OF HEADS AND HORNS 
A PUBLICATION OF OF THE 

HAROLD E, ANTHONY THE BOONE AND CROCKETT CLUB New YoRK ZooLocicat 
R. R. M. CARPENTER IN CARE OF 

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 

COLUMBUS AVENUE AND 77TH STREET 

NEW YORK, N, Y. 

July 20, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisemsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I want to thank you for your letter 

of July 7th. 

: We appreciate your interest in this 
undertaking and when we begin active work on 
the formulae may be interested in having the 
items which you mention. Are they by chance 
items on the Nadler System for scoring heads? 
This is the only German system we have a 
record of. 

Very tryly yours, 

Chairman



duly 29, 1936 | 

My, Alfred Bly, Chairmen | 
Records of North American Big Game 
4merican Musewa of Natural History 
Columbus Avenue and 77th Street 
New York, W, Y. i 

Dear Mr, Bly: 

the principal ferman reference on scoring 
heads is the following: 

wie For LA, B BT SK LV ST Vu) sit Ore: 

lagdtrophien, by Yorstmeister M, Bieger, d 
. ‘lin, 02% ‘ 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
* Professor of Game Management



1532 University Ave, 
April 15, 1937 

My. Alfred Ely 
: American Museum of Natural History : 

Colunbus Avene and 77th Street 
New York, ¥. ¥, | 

Dear Mr, Bly: 

William Bilder is going ahead on Plan A and will 

submit his report through me by the end of the month. He 

will also submit his expense account which is not to exceed 

$60.00. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management
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; 1532 University Aveme 
April 9, 1937 

Dy.Alfred Bly | 
American Museum of Netural History | 

Columbus Aveme and 77th Street | 
New York, N, Y. 

Dear Dr, Bly: 

I have your letter of April 6, and I am now able to propose a 
definite arrangement, as follows: 

William Blder, a thoroughly competent assistant instructor in the 
Zoology Devartment, has mapped out the heads and finds that he can cover the 
three starred heads plus five others in a trip of 750 miles, for which he re- 
quests a flat reinbursement of $60 to cover stipend and expenses. 

By slightly increasing the length of the trip he can cover the three 
starred heads plus nine others for a total cost of $70. This would require 
one extra night in the field, hence the increase in expense. 

Let us call the first alternative Plen A and the second Plan B, 
Will you kindly wire me on receipt of this letter which, if either, of the 
two plans you want Mr, Elder to proceed with? The wire is necessary becouse 
his only available time is during spring vacation, which starts April 17, and 
he desires to know as soon as possible whether or no to utilize his vacation 
in this manner. 

We have done our best to cut down the expense, but it was difficult 
to find a competent man who had his own ear and who did not have other plans 
for the holidays. You should, of course, feel perfectly free to reject both 
propositions if they are beyond your available means. If you are unable to 
afford any special trip, I will be glad to cover what I can incident to other 
travel, but I have no men at this time who are touring the whole state and 
it might be a year before I could deliver as mech as Mr. Bilder offers to do. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
wh Professor of Game Management



Records of North American 
COMMITTEE Big Game UNDER oe ences 

a THE NATIONAL MUSEUM 
ALFRED ELY, CHAIRMAN A PUBLICATION OF OF HEADS AND HORNS 

HAROLD E. ANTHONY THE BOONE AND CROCKETT CLUB New Vouk Zootosicat 
R. R. M. CARPENTER roe SOCIETY 

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 

COLUMBUS AVENUE AND 77TH STREET 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 

April 6, 1937 

A yy ud m4 < ts )v ns pdm) 

on es wl 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : 

We have your letter of April 3rd with 
reference to measuring the game heads in 
Wisconsin. 

As: we are working on a limited budget 
to cover the North American continent, it will 
be impossible for us to pay as much as the 
budget outlined in your letter. We do want the 
more important specimens measured and will try 
to economize on the others. 

Our suggestion is that only the starred 
heads, that is, the heads in Medford, West Bend 
and LaCrosse, be measured. If any of the other ; 
heads are in towns which will be passed through 
en route to these places measurements could be 
taken of them. In this way, we hope that a 
substantial reduction in the expenses may be made. 

We very much appreciate your interest 
and cooperation in this work and regret that our 
budget is not sufficiently large to enable us to 
have all of the heads in Wisconsin measured. 

Very truly yours, 

a Chairman lego.



i 7 ! : 
| } 
| | 

OWNER ADDRESS HEADS TO BE MEASURED 
* Alvin Rudolph Broadway 1 Whitetail deer — 

Medford, Wis. 

* Philip Schlegel 346 - 4th Ave., 2 Bison “ 
West Bend, Wis. 4 Whitetail deer 

* Batavian Nat'l. Bank LaCrosse, Wis. 1 Canadian moose — 

Earl Holt Greenwood, Wis. 1 Whitetail deer — 

T.E. Garrity Hartland, Wis. 1 Whitetail deer 

Bdgar F. Hillstead Hersey, Wis. 1 Whitetail deer 

Joe Postel Minong, Wis. 1 Whitetail deer 

E.B. Swenson Washburn, Wis. 1 Whitetail deer : 

G.0O. Schubring 1408 Seventh St., 1 Grizzly bear + 
Wausau, Wis. 

Allen Boury Winter, Wis. 1 Whitetail deer 

H.C. Hussner 911 N. Rankin St., 1 Whitetail deer 
Appleton, Wis. 

: a ee



STANDARDS OF MEASUREMENTS 

Alaskan Moose Spread 60" 

Canadian Moose z 55" 

Mule Deer Length 25" 

Whitetail Deer " eo" 

Columbian Blacktail Deer 16" 

Arizona Whitetail Deer " 20% 

Wapiti 50" 

Barren Ground Caribou 2 50" 

Mountain Caribou Hn aye 

Woodland Caribou v 3o" 

Bighorn Sheep e 38" 

Desert Sheep " 28" 

White Sheep " a7" 

Stone Sheep « a7” 

Goat " 0” 

Bison " 14" 

Pronghorn Antelope a" 16" 

Barren Ground Musk Ox " 20" 

Greenland Musk Ox " 20" 

Brown Bear Length Skull 16" 

Grizzly Bear iW " Lg" 

Black Bear * y age 

Polar Bear 2 " 12" 

Jaguar " " gu oo 

Mt. Lion . . 8" 

Pacific Walrus Total Length Tusk R6é" 

Atlantic Walrus 2 m . ig"
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ALFRED ELY, CHAIRMAN A PUBLICATION OF oF HEADS tn HORNS | 
HAROLD E. ANTHONY THE BOONE AND CROCKETT CLUB NEW YoRK ZOOLOGICAL 
R. R. M. CARPENTER sails Soe SociETY 

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 

COLUMBUS AVENUE AND 77TH STREET 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 

April’ 1; 2987 g 

Prof ido L 1d viele — “e rof. Aldo Leopold al 
Old &Bntomology Bldg., pacts b Ody ud suo | 
1532 University Ave., rag rove © Jas | 
Madison, Wis. © aa 

it eee H4 5 | 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

This committee has been appointed to gather 
material and publish the second edition of "Records 
of North American Big Game" along the lines of the 
first edition» which you will recall was edited by ‘ 
the late Prentiss N. Gray. | 

We have gathered material for the second 
edition and have now reached the stage where we must | 
have a certain number of heads officially measured. | 
I believe most of these heads are in territory easily | 
accessible to Madison and that it might be possible | 
for you or some of your staff to undertake this work | 
for us. Of course, the committee will be glad to | 
pay the travelling expenses of whoever does this work | 
and a modest honorarium for the time expended. As ~- | 
the publication of the book is a labor of love and | 
will cost more than the proceeds from the sale of the | 
book the committee can not pay as much as we would 
like for these services. 

I enclose herewith a list of heads which we 
would like to have measured and a chart for each head 
showing the owner's measurements recorded in pencil. 
We would like these measurements verified and any miss- 
ing measurements entered in ink. W hen this is done it 
should be signed by whomever makes the measurements and 
returned to us. 

All of the heads in the first edition were 
measured officially. There will be so many more heads 
in the second edition, however, that we are planning. now 
to publish as officially measured only the top 2@ heads 
and publish the measurements of the remainder as owner's 
measurements. However, we would like to have all the 
heads officially measured because at some future date it 
may be important that we have official measurements of 
them. On the list enclosed you will note that some of 

the heads are starred. These heads will come within the



Prof. Leopold -2- 

top 20 heads and, of course, are the most important 
ones to be measured. However, we would like to have 
the others measured too if they are within the area 
that can be worked over from Madison. If any of these 
heads are outside this area and not easily accessible 
to Madison I would anpreciate a suggestion from you as 
to who can officially measure them. 

Are you in a position to assist us in procur- 
ing these official measurements? We would, of course, 
like to have you do it but if you cannot is there anyone 
of your staff or in the University competent to do the 
work to whom you can turn it over. I would very much 
appreciate a word from you on this and as to the terms 
upon which the work can be done. We are very anxious 
to have all official measurements completed by the end 
of May if possible but not any later than the end of 
June as this edition must go to press by that time. ; 

Should you or whoever measures these heads 
run across other outstanding heads of which we have no 
record we would appreciate your notifying us so that 
we may send you blank charts upon which to record the 
measurements. I enclose a sheet of the tentative 
minimum measurements adopted for the second edition which 
may be used as a guide in selecting heads to be measured 
and recorded. 

Thanking you again for the reference you sent 
us sometime ago on the scoring of heads and for any 
assistance or suggestions that you can give us in 
connection with the official measurements of the heads, 
I am 

Very sincgrely yours, 

ca i ( 

AE?3CS
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1532 University Aveme 
April 9, 1937 

Dr.Alfred Bly 
American Museum of Natural History 
Columbus Avemme and 77th Street 
New York, N. Y. 

Dear Dr. Ely: 

I have your letter of April 6, and I am now able to propose a 
definite arrangement, as follows: 

William Blder, a thoroughly competent assistant instructor in the 
Zoology Department, has mapped out the heads and finds that he can cover the 
three starred heads plus five others in a trip of 750 miles, for which he re- 
quests a flat reimbursement of $60 to cover stipend and expenses. 

By slightly increasing the length of the trip he can cover the three 
starred heads plus nine others for a total cost of $70. This would require 
one extra night in the field, hence the increase in expense. 

Let us call the first alternative Plan A and the second Plan B, 
Will you kindly wire me on receipt of this letter which, if either, of the 
two plans you want Mr. Hider to proceed with? The wire is necessary because 
his only available time is during spring vecation, which starts April 17, and 
he desires to know ag soon as possible whether or no to utilize his vacation 
in this manner. d 

We have done our best to cut down the expense, but it was difficult 
to find a competent man who had his own car and who 4id not have other plans 
for the holidays. You should, of course, feel perfectly free to reject both 
propositions if they are beyond your available means. If you are unable te 
afford any special trip, I will be glad to cover what I dan incident to other 
travel, but I have no men at this time who are touring the whole state and 
it might be a year before I could deliver as mech as Mr. Elder offers to do. 

Yours sincerely, | 

\ 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

|



Records of North American 
onus Big Game UNDER THE AUSPICES 

—- THE NATIONAL MUSEUM 
ALFRED ELY, CHAIRMAN A PUBLICATION OF OF HEADS AND HORNS 

HAROLD E. ANTHONY THE BOONE AND CROCKETT CLUB New Voutisoovocica: 
R. R. M. CARPENTER i oaneiae. SOCIETY 

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 

COLUMBUS AVENUE AND 77TH STREET 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 

April 25, 19387 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We have your letter of April 15th in 
which you say that Mr. Elder will proceed with 
Plan A, as set forth in your letter of April 9th, 
the expense of which will not exceed $60. We 
greatly appreciate your willingness to cooperate 
with us in arranging this work. 

You also state in your letter of 
April 9th that you will be glad to cover what 
you can, without cost, incident to other travel. 
Therefore, we are going to ask you if you will 
keep the partially filled-in charts which are 
not authenticated and which are not checked on 
by Mr. Elder, and certify them at any time that 
you may be in the communities where the various 
heads are located. We realize that this may not 
be done for some time, but, in due time, we hope 
to file all of our charts as"officially measured." 

Thanking you again for your assistance, 
I am 

. hy, 

Chairman



1532 University Ave, 
April 15, 1937 

Mr. Alfred Ely 
American Museum of Natural History 
Columbus Aveme and 77th Street 
New York, w. % 

Dear Mr, Bly: 

William Bilder is going ahead on Plan A and will 

submit his report through me by the end of the month. He 

will also submit his expense account which is not to exceed 

$60.00. | 

Yours sincerely, | 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



1532 University Ave, 
April 27, 1937 

Mr. Alfred Bly 
American Museum of Natural History \ 
Columbus Aveme and 77th Street ‘ 
New York, a. TY, i 

Dear Mr. Bly: 

I attach charts for the following heads measured by Mr. 
William H. Blder of the Zoology Department under my direction: 6 starred 
heads, 3 unstarred heads picked up en route, 3 other heads previously not 
of record, total 14 heads. 

The pencil measurements on each chart are the unofficial 
measurements previously of record with you. The ink measurements are Dlder's 
revisions. 

The three new heads include one wapiti and two Columbian blacktails 
noticed by Elder during his travels and measured as of possible interest to 
you, 

In accordance with your letter of April 23, I am keeping the 
following charts for measurement by myself or students are opportunity offers: 

Quer Address Head to be measured 

H. C, Rassner 911 N. Rankin St. 1 Whitetail Deer 
Appleton, Wis. 

Allen Boury Winter, Wis. 1 Whitetail Deer 

B, B. Swenson Washburn, Wis. 1 Whitetail Deer 

Joe Postel Minong, Wis, 1 Whitetail Deer 

| ‘agar P, Hilistead Hersey, Wis. 1 Whitetail Deer 

Blder's expense account in the amount agreed upon, $60.00, is 
attached, Since he advanced his own funds for the trip, it will be appre- 
ciated if you can remit his combined check for honorarium and expenses in 
the sum of $60 to William H, Elder, Biology Building, University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin, Mr. Elder executed this job with intelligence and 
enthusiasm, and I an much pleased that we were able to cooperate in filling 
your needs, 

Yours sincerely, 

vh 
enel
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Promised to measure 

these heads if | 

opportunity offered.
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ALFRED ey, eee THE BOONE pee orogens CLUB OF HEADS ano HORN 

OLD E. ANTHONY mono, camera nung tem So ceTunh Azer wean 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 

Die Bek 

MEASUREMENTS RicuT Lerr 

§/ 3 
Length on outside curve A ae. aie Aa 

Cy 5 
Circumference of main beam B ee a's * ae ela ME 

poly - 

Circumference of burr C CNW Oy 8 Ot 

Number of points on antler OUR) SO eRe 
4, 

Greatest spread: Des Re iets hose elena, a 

Exact locality where iia... Vie, big a 

Tateniiiled eae eleovics au nl Signal Rea aL cae 

By whom jdfied. HC usenerm ee 

Ownerieetan. i VANC AUSeNe CS aU ake mae 

Address one GIN... Canin. St, Appleton. jalis 
= t : 

Remarks: ne aateal rad..0ble laf tah ed cozedette 

Photographs: Front view.................-Profile............----- 
(Please place V mark to indicate photographs furnished.) 

We hereby certify that we have measured the above described trophy 

ON yh eee eons Salou eeeeeeet gS | eandnthat these measurements are 

correct and made in accordance with the directions overleaf.
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MAIN BEAM MEASUREMENT MAIN BEAM MEASUREMENT 
FOR WHITE TAIL FOR MULE AND BLACKTAIL 

Method of Measuring 

All measurements must be made with a steel tape 

A Length on outside curve: Measured along the main beam from the base 
of the burr to the end of the most distant point. 

B Circumference of main beam: Taken midway between the basal snag and 
the first fork. 

C Circumference of burr. 

D Greatest spread: Measured between perpendiculars at extreme width of 
horns at right angles to the center line of the skull. 

Points: No point shall be counted unless it protrudes at least one inch. 

Remarks: State whether the trophy has any characteristics which depart 
from the normal for this species. 

Please provide photographs showing front view and profile.
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Length on outside curve A Ee Ps en 
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Circumference of main beam B aN lb cle” ee, een 

YX, 
Circumference of burr C Be SESE 0g WMS cc iemt 

Number of points on antler eat ese Aaa 

Greatest spread: De ee aetna sh os 

Exact locality where killed... hea. Alin te re Vel ise 

Dobe Merl eee tale se Vl cence ea pee | 4k acre ine 

By whom faa i a nt 

Owner NOT i erin te ate 

Address whale lal nchempe el ba... sn at ies ike a 

GR erin BGS 5 ecco oer neces see tee Y ode case cacee tee os cacenena anrenete sae 

Photographs: Front view...........-.-----Profile........----+----- 
(Please place V mark to indicate photographs furnished. ) 

We hereby certify that we have measured the above described trophy 

GHA ee ee) ee eee OS! yuand tnabathese measurements ate 

correct and made in accordance with the directions overleaf.
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Circumference of main beam B dae Pasa i Sl el IU 

@ Circumference of burr C pga tec lce Pat adie al Gc ee Nt 

Number of points on antler eG a eee eternal 

Greatest spread: Be ite I 

Exact locality where Killed. pte teed dade 

Raby (cca ello maerreul Ute enue e le PAU N Oe eee eee ei eee: 2 

By whom killed. ea (SOS agen sote ee 

Owners UES Swiensan ue pee 7 

Address bee Serdar als ba bats pe ol al 3 Mr th ane 

PRG rna ries 5 ead nel ra alas Se i ee Eel oe eat cle 

Photographs: Front view.............-----Profile......-...--+0--- 
(Please place V mark to indicate photographs furnished. ) 

We hereby certify that we have measured the above described trophy 

OD space oostcnorcectaroncnscaseectvintosssereteaeieasnaseevee el @S) and that these measurements are 

correct and made in accordance with the directions overleaf.
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Number of points on antler A UHRE Tre 

Greatest spreat eMac oc Games Bee ieee Mee ES eee 

Exact locality where killed... MAIS 0 een 

Date iled mwwiOp yee IG Sa eis eee 

By whom filled... 2 se nescte, SOIR OE etic ee 
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Photopraphs; Hront yiew:2.21:-- Profle). 

(Please place V mark to indicate photographs furnished.) 

We hereby certify that we have measured the above described trophy 

Oe inl cee end Os) rand ithat these measurements arc 

correct and made in accordance with the directions overleaf.
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Photographs: Front views....0...0.. Profle... ccs 
(Please place V mark to indicate photographs furnished. ) 

We hereby certify that we have measured the above described trophy 
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correct and made in accordance with the directions overleaf.
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NEW YORK CITY 

Measurements of the following heads which you have registered with the com- 
mittee gathering material for the second edition of “Records of North American Big 
Game” are being considered for inclusion in the book: 

Oa recep ape cle Me ee ee ee 

OF ae cesecesneeeeneeesnenneeeeeeeennetteseesenitteeneennittsessstnsesny @ Fepresentative of our committee, will 

call upon you to make official measurements. Will you please check the attached 
card and return it to him. pigor O, 

Chairman.
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NEW YORK CITY 

Measurements of the following heads which you have registered with the com- 
mittee gathering material for the second edition of ‘Records of North American Big 
Game” are being considered for inclusion in the book: 

peSiis Veee  Wee ea atin Were ak ea on 

Ooi etsip omit ee eneay) &’ representative of our committee, will 
call upon you to make official measurements. Will you please check the attached 
card and return it to him. 

Migr 
tx, 

Chairman.
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NEW YORK CITY 
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mittee gathering material for the second edition of “Records of North American Big 
Game” are being considered for inclusion in the book: 
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OF 2 anes @ representative of our committee; will 

call upon you to make official measurements. Will you please check the attached 

ae Migprw—€x, 

Chairman.
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RECORDS OF NORTH AMERICAN BIG GAME 
IN CARE OF 

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 

COLUMBUS AVENUE anv 771th STREET 

NEW YORK CITY 

Measurements of the following heads which you have registered with the com- 
mittee gathering material for the second edition of ‘Records of North American Big . 
Game” are being considered for inclusion in the book: 

Of ee aneeeecneeeeecceseeceeeeseneeesenmsetsteenessetttenntustseneeseeey @ Fepresentative of our committee, will 

call upon you to make official measurements. Will you please check the attached 
card and return it to him. Mypaa—te, 

Chairman.
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; 1532 University Aveme i 
January 28, 1938 ' 

Dr. Alfred Ely | 
American Museum of Natural History | 
Columbus Avenue and 77th Street : 
New York, B. ¥. } 

Dear Dr. Bly: 

First of all, as a general reference, I will mention the 
official catalogue of the Internationale Jegdausstellung, Berlin, 1937. 
This gives an enormous amount of scoring of heads, but as far as I have 
been able to ascertain does not treat of technique of scoring. | 

I am sending you from my library the following by Bieger: 
Die Formelusssige Beivertung unferer Jagitrophden, Berlin, 1933. | 

I suspect that there are some references hitting your nail 
directly on the head in the peeepiatter Sadat cakes ‘ 
22: Berlin, Ahornstrasse 21. s ta hon s ats complete | 

$ you might get a satisfactory reply by telling them your needs and | 
asking what they have. q 

I have a number of items in my library on age determination, | 
but I assume this is not directly in your line of inquiry since they \ 
deal mainly with dentition rather than antlers. ' 

This is a meagre reply to your inquiry and I am certain 
there is much additional material, tut I do not have it. I can, h 

however, give you the name of a friend of mine who is thoroughly at : 
home in Zaglish and to whom you might address further inquiry: 

: Dr. Adalbert Ebner, Ismaningerstra. 122, Minchen 27, Germany. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

|
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IN CARE OF 

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 

COLUMBUS AVENUE AND 77TH STREET 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 

January 21, 1958 

Mr. Aldo Deopold 
Old Entomology Bldg., 
1532 University Ave., 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: ' 

We are giving the matter of methods of scoring and 
measuring heads more careful study. 

I/find that you referred in your letters of July 7th 

and July 29th to,items of German reading on standards of 

measurement used in Germany and that you referred particularly 

to an article by Forstmeister M. Bieger, Berlin, 1965. I 

would very much appreciate your letting us have references to 

any other articles on this subject that you may have and, if 

agreeable. to you, the loan of such of them as you may have in 

your files in order that ve may have complete material for 

the files of this committee. If you prefer not to send us 

your file copies of these articles would you be so kind as to 

have them photostated at our expense and send us the photostats. 

We would be glad to reimburse you for the cost thereof. 

Thanking you for your cooperation, I am 

Very sincerely yours, 

AE:CS { 

t



Record Heads 

See article, "Record Horn Formation", Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, 

December-Jamary, 1937-38, pp. Y4-l5. 

|
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In Two Parts.—Part I. 

Editorial Note: We are glad to present herewith, for the first time in this country, 
officially measured record heads (ten of each species) of all important American big game. 
‘They are taken from “Records of North American Big Game,” edited by Prentiss N. Gray, 
under the auspices of the National Collection of Heads and Horns, New York Zoological 

Society. These will be completed in our next issue. 
' 

af 
So MULE DEER 

* “% Qdocoileus hemionus hemionus and related subspecies 
Length of Circum. Number of 
Outside of Main Greatest Points on Locality Date Killed By Whom Killed Owner 
Curve Beam Spread Each Horn 

34 5 37% 19-18 Wyoming 1885 Coll. by J, G, Millais Mrs. J. G. Millais 
3334 5 3654 45 Montana Prior 1907 don. Frank Hart Nat. Coll. Heads and Horns 
3254 5 3854 5-5 Sonora, Mexico 1922 Ben Tinker Ben Tinker 

32 434 4214 5-5 Colorado Prior 1912 B. A. Lockwood 
3034 5a 4244 13-13 Dr, Henry M, Beck 

3054 5K 47 11-10 Morgan Co., Utah 1930 James Kilfoyle Gilbert Francis 
30 556 40 10- 8 Colorado 1888 H. A. James H. A, James 
30 6 444 16-12 British Columbia Prior 1916 Mr. J. H. Whiting Provincial Govt., B. C. 
30 5 39 8 Alberta Prior 1892 Stoney Indian Fear Brothers 
2934 6 3216 8 Alberta 1928 Robt. B. Treman Robert E. Treman 

WHITETAIL DEER 
Odocoileus virgianus virginianus and related subspecies 

Length of Circum. Number of 
Outside of Main Greatest Points on Locality Date Killed By Whom Killed Owner 

Curve Beam Spread Each Horn 

3034 434 33% 12-14 Elk River, B.C. 1905 James G. Brewster James G. Brewster 
3014 5 23% 18-19 Michigan Prior 1851 Purchased Dr. Henry M. Beck 

30 534 2834 0 9 1878 Sir E. G. Loder, Bart. Sir Edm. G, Loder Coll. 
30 5s 2234 15-15 Minnesota 1890 Indian John C. Phillips 
204 5 2454 7-6 Maine 1910 Fred E: Parks John C. Phillips 

2954 5 21% 8 5 ‘Andover, Maine 1923 John D. Smith John D. Smith 
29 16 4% 2254 10- 8 Cranbrook, B.C. 1908 ©. B, D. Garrett ©.B. D. Garrett 

29 5M 2554 6-7 Maine 1913 Purchased John C, Phillips 
2834 5% 2636 TA Minnesota Prior 1914 Purchased Natl. Coll. Heads and Horns 
2834 44 2634 14-17 Maine Prior 1911 don. H. A. Caesar Natl. Coll. Heads and Horns 

COLUMBIAN BLACKTAIL DEER 
Odocoileus columbianus columbianus and related subspecies 

Length of | Circum. Number of 
Outside of Main Greatest Points on Locality Date Killed By Whom Killed Owner 
Curve Beam Spread Each Horn 

3014 5 234 3-8 Tehama Co., Calif. 1927 Gus Nordquist Gus Nordquist 
27 4 5-5 1910 R. H. Venables Kyrke R. H. Venables Kyrke 
27 4 28 5-5 Trinity Co., Calif, 1926 F, B, Heider F. B. Heider 
25% 44 2914 45 Tehama Co., Calii. 1924 William Glines Gus Nordquist 
254 434 31 7-6 Shasta Co., Calif. 1931 J. W. Williams Robert Merrill 

25 4 274 5-6 Siskiyou Go., Calif. 1930 J. A. Domaniwerth Gus Nordquist 
2434 434 2334 6- 9 Lane Co., Oregon 1922 G. V. Campbell E. C. Eckhart 
2414 5x6 2754 2-2 Lane Go., Oregon 1927 Jas, Smithson E. C. Bekhart 
2454 5 2434 44 Mendocino Co., Calif. 1930 Bugene Van Houtte Bugene Van Houtte 

2354 4% 30 4-4 Tehama Co., Calif. 1927 Gus Nordquist Gus Nordquist 

ARIZONA WHITETAIL DEER. 
Odocoileus couesi 

Length of Cireum. Number of 
Outside of Main Greatest Points on Locality Date Killed By. Whom Killed Owner 

Curve Beam Spread Each Horn > 

1536 234 1434 3-3 Guadalajara, Mex. Prior 1906 don. C. Wm. Beebe Natl. Coll. Heads and Horns 
15 4 14% 4-4 Chihuahua, Mex. 1930 Ben Tinker Ben Tinker 
15 3 144 45 Sonora, Mex. don. W: T. Hornaday Natl. Coll. Heads and Horns 
13% 3% 12% 44 Hidalgo, Mex. don. W. T. Hornaday Natl. Coll: Heads and Horns 
1354 33% 13% 3-3 Sonora, Mex. British Museum 
12% 25% 144 43 Sonoyta, Mex. 1906 don. Dr. W: T. Hornaday —Natl, Coll. Heads and Horns 
12yY 3 11% 3-3 Costa Rica Purchased Sir Edm. G. Loder Coll. 
11% 3 6 $-10 3-3 Gosta Rica Purchased Sir Edm, G: Loder Goll. 

1054 3 12 1 88 Western Colima 1914 Ben Tinker Ben Tinker 
10 234 9% 3-3 Guadalajara, Mex. 1903 don. C. Wm. Beebe Natl. Coll. Heads and Horns 

WAPITI 
Cervus canadensis canadensis and related subspecies 

Length of Cireum. 
Outside Midway Greatest Number of Locality Date Killed By Whom Killed Owner 
Curve Bez. & Trez. Spread Points - 

6434 8 52 7-6 Wyoming Prior 1899 Purchased Sir Edm, G, Loder Coll. 
6354 7 6334 6-6 Wyoming Prior 1910 Goll. by 8, N; Leek John C. Phillips 
6314 8 5614 7 Wyoming 1308 H. A. C. Dariey H. A. G, Darley 
6244 8 5534 7 Wyoming 1886 Purchased Mrs. J.G., Millais 

6244 8 5834 7-9 Colorado 1881 A. F. T. Cooper Major R. F, Cooper 
62 71% 5056 7 Golorado 1883 Ernest Farquhar Mrs. Ernest Farquhar 
61% 1% 57i4 1-7 Wyoming 1384 Ernest Farquhar Oxf. and Cambr. Club, Ldn. 

61 TH 61 738 Chelan Co., Wash. 1927 Frank Reed 
61 8 53 76 6-6 Wyoming 1883 Sir Henry Seton-Karr Sir Henry Seton-Karr 
61 7% 43 6- 6 New Mexico 1881 C. H. Fitch U. 8. Nat. Mus.—Biol. Surv. 

ALASKAN MOOSE 
Alees gigas 

Greatest Length of Circum. Breadth Number of 
Spread Horn above Burr of Palm Points , Locality Date Killed By Whom Killed Owner 2 
7654 42 9 13 16-16 Kenai Pen., Alaska 1901 Coll. by Andrew Anderson Field Museum Nat. History 
76 49 8% 21% 13-15 Kenai Pen., Alaska ‘Prior 1911 don, Clarence Mackay Natl. Coll. Heads and Horns 
75 414 8% 17% 21-19 Kenai Pen., Alaska 1900 A. 8. Reed Natl. Coll: Heads and Horns 
74% 46 8% 17 19-13 Kenai Pen., Alaska ‘Prior 1911 don, Clarence Mackay Natl. Coll, Heads and Horns 
744 36 12 13% 15-13 Kenai Pen., Alaska 1905 Emile Berg Maj. ©. R. B. Radelyfie 
744 37% 8% 13% 15-10 Kenai Pen., Alaska Prior 1910 Andrew Berg Harvard Mus. Comp. Zool. 
74% 4254 8% 17% 18-16 Kenai Pen., Alaska 1906 Paul Niedieck Paul Niedieck 
724 42 8% 15 15-17 Cook Inlet, Alaska 1928 Butler Greer Butler Greer 

72 4434 934 164 20-17 Yukon River, Alaska Prior 1899 Purchased : Duke of Westminster 
1% 4254 8% 12% 14-11 Kenai Pen., Alaska 1903 A. J. Stone ‘Amer. Mus. Nat. History
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CANADIAN MOOSE 
Alces americana americana 

Circum. Breadth 
Greatest Length of Above of Number of Locality Date Killed By Whom Killed Owner 
Spread Horn Burr Palm Points 

73 37% 84 12% 15-14 Peace River, Alberta , 1922 Can. Bk. of Com., Edmonton 
1% 38 8 3-16 16 20-20 Eastern Canada Prior 1887 Purchased Sir. Edm. G. Loder Coll. 
69 75 2834 z 10 1l- 9 New Brunswick 1916 Lazare Russell Angus McLean. 
69's 41 8% 13% 12-11 Ontario 1910 M. A. Kennedy Royal Ontario Museum 
68 41 8% 11% 13-14 Deux Rivers, pucbee 1906, Lewis Mills Gibb Mrs. Lewis M. Gibb 
6734 434 1K 14% 15-17 New Brunswick Prior 1910 Purchased G. D. F. Leith 
6636 397-16 8 13% 12-14 Tobique River, N. B. 1897 Stephen Decatur Stephen Decatur 
654 346 7% 17% 14-12 New Brunswick Prior 1916 Benj. D. Hyde Algonquin Club 
65 42 9 12 14-14 Cassiar, B. C. 1923 G. L, Pop G. L. Pop 
6434 39 734 ALY 9-13 New Brunswick 1898 Frank H. Cook Leominster Club, Mass. 

BARREN GROUND CARIBOU 

Rangifer arcticus, Rangifer caboti, Rangifer pearyi, Rangifer groenlandicus, Rangifer stonei, Rangifer granti 

Length of  Circum. Length Points 
Outside Midway Brow Greatest on Bach Locality Date Killed By Whom Killed Owner 

Curve Bez. & Trez. Antlers Spread Horn 

67 56 im R22 L17% 484 15-23 Hudson's Bay, Canada 1903 Purchased Mrs. J. G. Millais 
62% 6 R20% 114% 434 18-16, White Riv., Yukon Ter. 1912 F.C. Havemeyer Natl. Coll. Heads and Horns 
62 5% R17% = 122 54 17-21 Hudson’s Bay, Can. Purchased Sir Edmund G. Loder Coll. 
62 5% R4% L17 50 9-12 Alaskan Peninsula 1901 A. 8. Reed Natl. Coll. Heads and Horns 
60 6% R15% = L 634 434 19-14 Alaskan Peninsula 1901 A. 8. Reed Natl. Coll. Heads and Horns 
58% 534 R21% 1213, 45 19-16 Alaska, 1931 J. BE. Dougherty J. E. Dougherty 
58% 6 R17 11734 46% 14-14 Unimak Isl., Alaska 1910 F. A. Williams F. A. Williams 
5834 634 R13% 121 394 16-24 Kenai Pen., Alaska 1904 don. W. T. Hornaday Natl. Coll. Heads and Horns 
58 + R23% L17 37 22-14 Alaska Range, Alaska Prior 1925 Lee Considine Harvard Mus. Comp. Zool. 

58 54 R1034 Lis A734 14-20 Nain, Labrador 1910 don. H. Hesketh-Pritchard Lady Elizabeth Motion 

MOUNTAIN CARIBOU 

Rangifer montanus, Rangifer osborni, Rangifer meguirei 

Length of — Circum. Length Numberof 
Outside Midway of Brow Greatest Points on Locality Date Killed By Whom Killed Owner 
Curve Bez. & Trez. Antlers Spread Each Horn 

656 1% R274 =1L243% 544 23-15, Cassiar, B. C, 1923 D. W. Bell D. W. Bell 
59 1% R19 L18 46 22-24 — Cassiar, B. C. 1923 G. L. Pop G. L. Pop 
59 6% R1834 L22 41% 1i- 9 Macmillan R., Yukon Ter. 1907 Lord Egerton Lord Egerton 
58 6 Ri4% L224 4234 11-12 Cassiar, B. C. 1904 R. Hayne R. Hayne 
57% 534 L16% 4034 18-10. Macmillan R., Yukon Ter. 1901 F. C. Selous British Museum 
57 7 R19 L16% 40% 25-29 Cassiar, B. C. 1929 James F. Clark James F. Clark 
551% 534 R1934 L20% 42346 20-19 Cassiar, B. C. 1919 Dr. Thomas 8. Arbuthnot Dr. Thomas S. Arbuthnot 
5534 6% 23-15, Cassiar, B. C. 1910 Col. L. Bote Col. L. Parry 
5534, 534 R17% ~=L18% 4216 13-14 Cassiar, B. C. 1922 Chas. Arbuthnot, Jr. Chas. Arbuthnot, Jr. 
55% 6% Ril L18% 3658 12-25 British Columbia. Prior 1917 don. Mrs. J. Hyland Natl. Coll. Heads and Horns 

WOODLAND CARIBOU 
Rangifer terranovae, Rangifer caribou 

Length of — Circum. Length Number of. 
Outside Midway of Brow Greatest: — ;Points,on +... Locality Date Killed By Whom Killed Owner 

Curve Bez. & Trez. Antlers Spread Each Horn 

50 6% R16 L1736 4436 19-18 Newfoundland Prior 1910 don. C.deRham Natl. Coll. Heads and Horns 

50 5 Ri4% LOM 44ig 16-10 Newfoundland Prior 1910 don. C, deRham Natl. Coll. Heads and Horns 

4935 55-16 RI5% L144 43% 12-13 Newfoundland 1881 Frederick Brooks Harvard Mus. Comp. Zovl. 

48% 6% Riu4% 112" 391-16 27-16 Newfoundland 1904 Wilson Potter Wilson Potter 

48 5% R18 114% 43 12-16 Newfoundland 1907 St. George Littledale British Museum 

46% 6%  — R1I9%4 11934 3034 «= «25-24. Newfoundland About 1399 Purchased John C. Phillips 
46% 5% Rib5% 11534 43% 20-16 Newfoundland 1910 Col. G. H. A. Ing Col. G. H. A. tae 

4614 4% 11-8 Newfoundland Prior 1910 J. T. Lewis 

4634 5% R124 Li4% 2934 15-14 Newfoundland 1902 Henry Charrington Mrs. Henry Charrington 

464 5% RO L10% 42% 13-10 Newfoundland 1907 T. P. Miller T. P. Miller 

BIGHORN SHEEP 
Ovis canadensis canadensis 

Fre Circum. Greatest Locality Date Killed By Whom Killed Owner 

Curve at Base Spread 

49% 164 2376 British Columbia 1920 James sinpers De ent M. Beck 

4634 15% 23 Michel, B. C. 1918 Kerquits Taiher Natl. Coll. Heads and Horns 

4675 16% 2234 Bull River Range, B. C. 1930 C. B. D. Garrett C. B. D. Garrett 

46 17% 24% Oyster Creek, Alberta 1924 Martin K. Bovey a Martin K. Bovey 

4514 16 22% Banff, Alberta Prior 1922 Indian Harvard Mus. Comp. Zool. 

4514 15 21% Alberta 1930 Winter killed N. K. Luxton 

444 16, 2534 Sun River, Montana Prior 1911 Purchased Lee M. Ford 

4414 14% 22% Panther River, Alberta 1904 James G. Brewster James G. Brewster 

44 1534 22 Alberta, 1926 Jack W. Brewster Jack W. Brewster 

4334 1434 2376 Wilcox Pass, Alberta 1905 James G. Brewster James G. Brewster 

DESERT SHEEP 
Ovis canadensis nelsoni 

Length of 
Front Cireum. Greatest Locality Date Killed By Whom Killed Owner 

Curve at Base Spread 

44 17 2378 Lower California Prior 1892 Purchased Dr. Henry M. Beck 

42% 15% 2534 Lower California 1894 George H. Gould Natl. Coll. Heads and Horas 

4134 14% 2736 Lower California 1912 Earl A. Garrettson Earl A. Garrettson 

40 15% 25% Lower California. 1911 E. W. Funcke John C. Phillips 
3934 1456 28 Golorado River, Nevada 1914 E. A. Goldman U. 8. Natl. Mus.—Biol. Surv. 
39% 14% *22 Lower California 1905 Col. R. O. Crewe-Read Col. R. O. Crewe-Read 

39% 16 #26 3 Lower California. 1926 H. C. Nelson H. C. Nelson 

39 1-16 16 3-16 26 Lower California 1908 Wilson Potter Wilson Potter 

39 16% 2014 Lower California 1907 Henry Sampson, Jr. Henry Sampson, Jr. 

39 15% 2034 Sonora, Mexico 1919 Ben Tinker Ben Tinker 

*Tip to Tip, 44. 

WHITE SHEEP 

Ovis dalli dalli 

Length of 
Front Circum. Greatest 

Curve at Base Spread ~ Locality Date Killed By Whom Killed Owner 

47% 13 26 Yukon Territory 1927 Patsey Henderson. e Dr. Henry M. Beck 

46 3-16 13 54 28 Muddy Lake, Yukon Ter. 1907 Rear-Adm, R. C. Dalglish Rear-Adm. R. C. Dalglish 

44% 14% 26 56 Knik River, Alaska 1930 Matthew Lahti Matthew Lahti 

44% 14% 276 Kenai Peninsula 1907 C. R. Cross, Jr. Harvard Club, Boston 

4334 1554 26 Alaska ; His Majesty the King 
43 5-16 14 5-16 3456 White River, Yukon Ter. 1910 Wilson Potter Wilson Potter 

4314 1434 *2734 Alaska Prior 1922 H. B. Alexander 

43 14 1-16 3034 Talkeetna Mts., Alaska 1928 George C. Graves 2nd George C. Graves 2nd 

43 14 28 Chickaloon, Alaska 1928 Wm. H. Miller Wm. H. Miller 

43 13% 27 Rainy Pass, Alaska 1926, Wm. N. Beach Wm. N. Beach 

*Tip to Tip.
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MEASUREMENTS RicHt Lert 

Length on outside curve A 2 IEE RSL A 0S) Sasa 

Circumference of main beam B Scop asecagh ee crekecsases | Conese eames 

Circumference of burr C separ tiled beeen ld a |e 

Number of points on antler Pi iaietsreselea tans; SSPRREN RA Maia she 

retest iirc © cca aceasta accede ree ect eet 

Breet ocality where Bile ci Nc lh costes closet certs ddlbentneedddbensateesscenatedionoed 

TD cea beg MGCL 8 es svescanescecaegesccta cee esetearecaty cacabascecote eres Sic cunk terete eee va ueeuece Sa ccoyhcemea Neue 

Bey a acerca tk coi apepscsceceasenpreenctcpreeccn ta tan ante ena geh meee eaeagy aoe 

HO) Vy ST Yaak ee cee res ccnce tela acne cet ceca ecm ceee re ranee eae ue epee See 

PNG CHER SUPE EIN cel cickscte cle Weccscereeha tice aac pI SRR ae Aer eB ASR Se 

Rare rei eh aly et ee aos Pete! elie ie te Ue ed ae aR aE alia ee ea 

Photographs: Front view................--Profile..........--+- 
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f inter on map: / 

Mule Deer Study - California - James Moffitt 

Iungworm in Mt. Sheep - University of Wyoming, Laramie - 

Dr. John W. Scott 

Sagehen Study - Daniel, Wyoming - Geo. L. Girard 

Game School - (after Jan. 1935) - Utah State College, 
Logan - D, Irvin Rasmussen, Teaching 

game man, & aquatic zool. in Forestry School. 

Goat Study(part-time) - University of Washington - 
BE, Dick Churchill 

Ruffed Grouse (full-time) - J, Paul Miller, 
: Box 51, Mills Village, New Hampshire 

Deer Study - R, Darrow (under G. Bump) - New York



Food Habits of Pheasants - L. L, Rudrudd, State 
Game Dept., Bismarck, N, Dakota. (Had article 
in Nat. Waltonian) 

Mt, Lion - Frank Hibben - Univ. of N. Mexico in 
cooperation with Game Dept. &U.S.B.S. Full 
time for 1 yr.
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Game Research Projects 

; Washington 
Wash. Agr. College Hun, Partridge? ? Pullman 

Oregon 
U.S. Biol. Survey Dack Disease B, R, Kalnibach Klamath 

California 
Univ. of Calif. Predators Joseph Grinnell Berkeley Financed by Game Commission 

Univ, of Calif. Dack Disease ' Pewl Shaw # ba ® * ® 

Univ, of Galif. Nat'l Park Game Joseph Dixon * Nat'l Park Service 

Univ. of Calif. Valley Quail B, L, Samer ? 

Montana 
Spotted Fever lab. Grouse Diseases R. R, Parker Hamilton : 

Wyoming : 

Nat'l Park Service? Elk Wa. Rush Missoula 

Arizona : 

Univ. of Arizona Gembel Quail David M. Gorsach Tucson 

: Mew Mexico 
Univ. of New Mexico Sealed Quail Paul Russell Albuquerque Discontimed 

U.S. Forest Service Mule Deer — My Musgrave ? S.W. Forest Exp. Station 

Minnesota 5 

Univ. of Minnesota Disease of game R, G. Green Medical School, Minnespolie 

Univ. of Minnesota Ruffed Grouse Ralph T. King Univ, Farm, St. Paul 

Univ. of Minnesota Snowshoe Rabbits Cc, Ms. Aldous * . °.* U.S.Biol. Survey 

Towa; 
Towa State College Bobwhite, Pheasants, Paul lL. Errington Ames 

Hungarians 

Ducks Logan Bennett Anes 

€ Missouri 
Univ. of Missouri Bobwhite Quail W, 0. Nagel Columbia : 

Univ. of Missouri Wild Torkey Rudolf Bennitt * Financed by Conservation Dept.
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State, Institution Subject Research Worker Place Remarics 

Wisconsin 
Univ. of Wisconsin Pr, Chicken F. J, ¥, Schmidt Madison Financed by Wis, Alumni 

Research Foundation 
Univ. of Wisconsin Cycle Wallace Grange Ephrain 
Univ. of Wisconsin Marsh Beology A, L, Prolik Madison e/o Prof. lL. F. Graber, 

Agronomy Dept, 

Michigan 
Univ. of Michigan Pheasants HE. M. Wight, P.F.Emglish Ann Arbor 
Univ. of Michigan Cottontails R, 3B, Trippensee 4un Arbor 
Univ. of Michigan Hungarians R, EB. Yeatter 4m Arbor Discontimed 
Mich, State College Ducks Miles D, Pirnie Lansing : 

Chie 
: Baldwin Bird Research Physiology S, Prentiss Baldwin, Gates Mills 

Laboratory S. Charles Kendeigh 
Game & Fish Dept. Fheas., Hungarians, 

Bobwhite Lawrence Hicks Colunbus 

Pennsylvania 
State College Mechanical Iccu~ E. W, Callenbach State College Completed? 

bation 
U.S, Biol, Survey Waitetail Deer Vernon Bailey Disecontimed 

New York 
Cornell University Ruffed Grouse A, A, Allen Ithaca 
Conservation Dept. Ruffed Grouse Gardiner Bump Albany 

Roosevelt Wild Life 
Exp, Station Deer ? Completed? 

Maine 
Bowdoin College Raffed Grouse 4, 0. Gross Brunswick 

Virginia 
U.S.Biel. Survey Rearing & Diseases 

of Bobwhite Schillinger 

North Carolina Deer? ? c/o U.S,Forest Service, Wash. 

Georgia : Bobwhite ER. L, Stoddard Thomasville



Game Research Projects 

State, Institution Subject Research Yorker Hace Remarks 

Washington 
Wash. Agr. College Hon, Partridge? ? Pallman : 

Oregon 
_ U.S. Biol. Survey Duck Disease 3B, R. Kalmbach Klamath 

California : 
Univ. of Calif, Predators Joseph Grinnell Berkeley Pinanced by Game Commission 
Univ, of Calif. Dack Disease Paul Shaw * « « « * 
Univ. of Calif. Bat'l Park Game Joseph Dixon . Nat'l Park Service : 

Univ. of Calif. Valley Quail E, L, Summer ? 

Montana 
Spotted Fever Ieb. Grouse Diseases R. BR. Parker Hamilton 

Wyoming 
Nat'l Park Service? Elk Wa, Rush Missoula 

Arizona 
Univ. of Arizona Gambel Quail David HM, Gorsuch Tucson 

New Mexico 
Univ. of New Mexico Sealed Quail Paul Russell Albuquerque Discontimed 
U.S. Forest Service Mule Deer M. Musgrave ? S.¥, Forest Exp. Station 

Minnesota : 

: Univ. of Minnesota Disease of game R, G. Green Medical School, Minneapolis 
Univ. of Minnesota Ruffed Grouse Ralph T. King Univ. Fam, St. Paul 
Univ. of Minnesota Snowshoe Rabbits Cc. M. Aldous * = - 3 U.S.Biol. Survey 

Town = 
Towa State College Bobwhite, Pheasants, Paul lL, Errington Ames 

Hungarians 
Dudiza logan Bennett Anes 

Missour£ 
Univ. of Missouri Bobwhite Quail ¥, 0. Bagel Columbia 
Univ. of Missouri Wild Turkey Rudolf Bennitt * Financed by Conservation Dept,
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State, Institution Sabiect Research Worker Elace Remarks 

Wisconsin 

Univ. of Wisconsin Pr. Chicken P. J, W, Schmidt — Madison Financed by Wis, Alumi 
Research Foundation 

Univ. of Wisconsin Cycle Wallace Grange Ephrain 
Univ. of Wisconsin Marsh Eeology A, Lb, FProlik Madison e/o Prof. 1. PF. Graber, 

Agronomy Dept. 

Michigan 
Univ. of Michigan Pheasants HE. M. Wight, P.¥.English Ann Arbor 
Univ. of Michigan Cottontails R, EB, Trippensee fan Arbor 
Univ. of Michigan Hungarians R, E. Yeatter fon Arbor Discontimed 
Mich, State College Ducks Miles D, Pirnie Lansing 

Chie 
Baldwin Bird Research Physiology S. Prentiss Baldwin, Gates Mills 

Laboratory S$. Charles Kendeigh : 
Game & Fish Dept. Pheas., Hungarians, 

Bobuhite Lawrence Hicks Columbus 

Pennsylvania 
State College Mechanical Incu- E. W, Callenbach State College Completed? 

, bation 
U.S, Biel, Survey Whitetail Peer Vernon- Bailey Diseontimed . 

New York ; 
. Gornell University Ruffed Grouse A, A, Allen Tthaca 

Conservation Dept. Puffed Grouse Gardiner Bump Albany 
Roosevelt Wild Iife 

Exp, Station Deer : ? Completed? 

Maine 
Bowdoin College Rnffed Grouse A, 0, Gross Branewidk 

Virginia 
U.S.Biel. Survey Rearing & Diseases 

: of Bobwhite Schillinger 

North Carolina Deer? ? c/o U.S.Porest Service, Wash. 

Georgia Bobwhite H. L. Stoddard Thomasville
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€ THE STATUS OF WILDLIFE RESEARCH; 1937. | 

By W. L. McAtee, Technical Adviser and Research Specialist 

: : Office of the Chief 5 
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- ~ The layman seems often to think of research as. a, mysterious proceeding: 

a8 with which he personally has nothing to do, and.possibly also.as a 
i "highbrow" activity of little or no practical application. These traditional 

m conceptions to some extent are passing, because we are now literally sur-— 
rounded by the results of research in the fields.of electricity,. aviation, 

radio, and other utilities of modern life. Still the term research by | 
itself seems rather forbidding, end with modifiers suchas "scientific" or 
"ure." Gntirely 66... x: 4 J d 

Nevertheless ‘research, meaning careful or diligent search, is some- 
thing every man must do to assure success of his.undertekings. He must search . 

diligently if he is to achieve satisfaction in the choice of a home, or of a 

doctor, or a lawyer...He:must himself learn about the lews that affect his 
business, he must use discrimination as to the quality of materials he may 

handle, investigate the dependability of sources of supply, ascertain: the 

financial responsibility of those with whom he deals, and so on, All of this: 

is research, and every man does it. Bae 

Research may: well be defined as fact-finding. The dictionary gives a. 
good many definitions of the word "fact", but to the "man-in+the»street" and 

to the scientist as well, it means dependable information, Perhaps the



scientist would prefer to say vérified information, and it is in the process : 

of verification, if anywhere, that his research differs from that of the 
layman, Scientific fact-finding, at its best, is guided by the most careful 

methods that can be used, and verification often takes the form of repeating 
observations over and over until an average result is attained that is far 
more dependable than any one, or any few, instances. This is something that 
may take considerable time, especially in wildlife research, where opportuni- 

ties to make observations on a particular phase of a creature's life history - 

may come only at yearly intervals. # 

The necessity of repeating observations and the length of time this = 
often requires may make the layman think that scientific research is puttering, 

but then is the time to recall that "art is long and time is fleeting." 
Particularly in this era of phenomenal extension of wildlife management should 
it be borne in mind that sound structures are not built ine hurry. While we 

must go ahead the best we can with the facts available, we should elso seek 

earnestly to increase both our store of information and its reliability. This 

requires not only ample time, but also first-class facilities for investiga~ 

tors, and last, but not least,the security of employment and adequate remunera- 

tion that alone can give the peace of mind essential to concentration by the 
worker on his job. It is believed that these truths about research are being 
increasingly recognized by those in charge of wildlife administration who so 

greatly need the aid of more and more efficient fact-finding investigations. 

Further comment suggested by the present inquiry is that programs tend 
to be too extensive. Considering the time-consuming character of research, 
it is evident in some cases that programs are outlined as well under way that 

cannot be completed in the lifetime of all of the workers available for them. 

Another fault is classing as research, activities that are of demonstrational 
or even administrative nature. Calling a thing experiment or research does not 
make it so. There should be little difficulty, however, in deciding what is 

research and what is not; it requires only distinguishing between what is 
primarily fact-finding and what is predominantly fact-using. 

This review is restricted to recently completed, presently active, and 
imminently pending research on birds and mammals in nature and to studies of 

their environment and factors thereof that have a bearing on management in 
the wild. 

Where to begin inventory of the abundant and diverse material is a 
problem, By long association, if for no other reason, the writer is inclined 

to think first of the research activities of the Biological Survey, and analysis 

of the reports assembled as a basis for this account shows that the Survey 

leads in the number of going research projects, both of its own and of those 

carried on in collaboration, and that the Bureau is also the most sought 

cooperator for joint undertakings in this field. 

RESEARCH BY THE BURZAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

It is not the purpose of this article to recall the history of wildlife 

research but to cite only the more important definite projects in illustration 
of the trends of the period. In its oldest branch of wildlife research--study 
of food habits--newer investigations of the Biological Survey include those on 

the food of the mourning dove and coot; continued from previous years are those 
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of the bobcat, red fox, armedilio, white-necket reven, and tepterial virds; 
and recently reported upon are those of the coyote, -fish~eating birds, and 

the scaled quail. In connection with the laboratory work on food habits, 

studies to facilitate identification of hair and seeds have been made. 

Field investigations of injurious species are headed by important 

studies of crow-waterfowl' relationships in nesting areas.. In 1934 and 1935 
the work was carried on in Saskatchewan and Alberte and revealed destruction 

£ by crows of 31 percent of the 572 duck nests studied. In 1936 the investi. 
a gation was transferred to the Lower Souris Migratory Waterfowl Refuge in 

c- North Dakota, where crows were implicated in only 1.7 percent of the nest 
° destruction and skunks in 30.6 percent..: In 1937 studies continued at the 

same place showed foxes to be the chief predators. The diversity of these 

findings clearly indicates the fallacy of generalizing about-predation and 
proves ‘the necessity of local’and timely investigations as a basis for 

rational management procedure, * 

. The accusation of destruction of quail eggs by armadillos in Texas, 

which has cost the lives of so many of these highly insectivorous mammals, was 
_ thoroughly studied and proved to be largely unfounded. Baltimore orioles 

were reported destructive to cherries, grapes, and other fruits in New York, 

and investigation showed the need of control. Recent research led to the 

publication of leaflets entitled "Suggestions for Combating Starling Roosts!", 

"Protecting Crops from Damage by Horned Larks in California! and "Excluding 
Birds from Reservoirs and Fishponds", all of which emphasize the use of 

preventive methods involving no destruction of birds. Studies for the 

improvement of control procedure reported upon this year by the Control 

Methods Research Laboratory at Denver, Colo., relate to the meadow mouse, 
pocket gopher, and coyote, and to the development of selective poisons. 

In this report on wildlife research, it will be necessary to mention, 
in addition to work with animals themselves, various studies of environmental 

factors, better understanding of which is essential to satisfactory manage- 
ment, “Among such investigations now being carried on by the Biological Survey 
are experimental propagation and transplanting, and control of competitors, 

a of ‘food and cover plants important to migratory waterfowl; this is a newly 

. organized project that is being carried on in the vicinity of Washington, 

aa D. C., in the Mississippi Delta, La., ‘and in the Bear River Marshes, Utah. 

i Study of the depletion of eelgrass on the Atlantic coast and its effects on 
waterfowl is? being continued, as well as experiments in transplanting uninfected 
strains from the Pacific to the Atlantic coast. Reports on wild-fowl food 

plants await publication, a check-list of marsh and aquatic plants has been 

issued, and the results of years of.study of fruits attractive to birds and of 

plants valuable for wildlife utilization as cover, browse, herbage, mast, fruit, 
and seed have recently been published. 

\ Field study and experimental work on the effect.upon birds of arseni- 
cal poisons used in insect control has been inaugurated to throw light on a 
problem that has so far been the subject of mostly uninformed comment. The 

‘relation of grazing to upland game is being studied on the Wichita Mountains 
Wildlife Refuge, Okle., and to waterfdwh’ on the Bear River Migratory Water- 
fowl Refuge, Uteh. At the latter reservation comparative tests are being 
made of methods of taking censuses of waterfowl, and research is in progress 
also on.crippling losses, the nesting adaptability of wild fowl, and the sex 
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ratio in wild ducks end muskrets. The life history of the mskrat, its ee 
season of primeness, and management methods have been studied locally in: - 
Marylend and elsewhere. This investigation and-another on the sexual cycle, 

gestation period, and embryology of the coyote have already been reported : 
on in manuscript. d : 

Field investigations (other than cooperative) in diseases of wildlife 
telate to the extent of lead poisoning of waterfowl and to the search for ~ 

methods of controlling outbreaks of botulism among these birds. 

The waterfowl are also the subject.of range and migration studies, of <7 
observations on prospective refuges on their breeding grounds and in their winter+—\ 
homes, @s well as of annual numerical surveys, so that adequate information will - 
be eavaileble to guide the drafting of the Federal mmting regulations; banding of 

birds in general js being contimed as. part of the migration and distribution 
studies. 

Along the lines of its time-honored. faunal investigations, the 
Biological Survey has recently published on the mammals end life zones of 
Oregon, the resulting 400-page book being, the 55th in the famed North American 
Fauna series, Surveys aimed toward similar results for Arizona, Florida, 

Georgia, and Wisconsin are in progress. In a study of the biology of the 
Aleutian Chain, special attention has been given to the sea-bird colonies 
and their depredators, especially the Arctic fox. Among texonomic investiga~ 
tions, revision of the clapper rails has just been published, one on the 
spermophiles is in press, and others on tree squirrels, pumas, and wolves are 
in preparetion. 

RESEARCH BY THE BIOLOGICAL SURVEY AND COOPERATORS 

. Federal Bureaus 

The researeh projects thus far listed include the most important, at a 
least, of those in which the Biological Survey is independently engaged. Its 
cooperative undertakings are even more diverse and widespread. It seems 

naturel first to review cooperative arrangements with other Federal bureaus. Z 
For convenience those in the Department of Agriculture will be taken up a, 
alphabetically, except that relating to the Forest Service, the longer account 
of which will be briefly deferred. = 

Bureeu of Asricultural Economics.-+ A very important undertaking in 
cooperation with the Bureau of Agricultural Heonomics, .now in its second year, 
is a-natiomwide study of the possibilities of wildlife as a supplementary 

‘farm enterprise. ‘Tentative conclusions as drawn to date are as follows: 

"The study thus far indicates that wildlife, to be perpetuated, must 
be produced by natural reproduction on farm lands as well as on. land publicly 

owned. State or Federal Iands alone cannot: supply sufficient wildlife or 
adequate facilities for its use and enjoyment by. the public. Artificial ; 
propagetion and restocking have proved to be unduly expensive as a direct ; 
means of providing huiting; and uncontrolled public shooting, especially on 
private farmland, ‘has proved destructive both to wildlife and to farm 

‘ property. Due respect for property rights is fundamental to success in. 
_  Sncouraging private landowners. to produce wildlife. The monetary considera~ 
' tion, particularly on lands of high value that are intensively used for : 

agriculture, is of minor importance, and under present conditions it is not 
offering an adequate incentive for wildlife production on farms." 
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Bureau. of Animal Industry.-- At the request of the Bureau of Animal 
Industry a study wes made in Florida of the susceptibility of deer to 
tick “fever and their importance as a reservoir of the disease, which is 

transmitted from animal to animal. The deer were found clearly to be involved, 

and plans were made by the Florida State Livestock Sanitary Board for sleughter 
of a large number of them. Protest by sportsmen of the State, however, brought 

about indefinite postponement of this project. 

a Bureau _of Entomolozy and Plant Quarantine.-- In collaboration with the 
at Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarentine, and to some exteat with other Federal 

cy and State agencies, the Biological Survey is thoroughly investigating the 
a effects of mosquito-control operations on wildlife. Search is being made for 

control methods that.will not be deleterious. In comection with this project, 

investigations are made of proposed drainage activities, of which those coming 
under the Works Progress Administration must have Biological Survey. approval 

before being adopted. 

Farm Security Administration.—~+The Biological Survey has assisted the 

Farm Security (formerly Resettlement) Administration by inspections and advice 

in connection with studies in food and cover manipulation for quail (Maryland), 

nursery tests of food-producing trees and shrubs (Maryland), and farm-—game 
development (New York and New England), and the Administration has helped the 

Survey in studies of the ruffed grouse, woodcock, and deer (Meine). 

The Soil Conservation Service desires specific information on the local 
utilization by wildlife of food supplies provided by the natural and planted 
vegetation on erosion-control projects, end collects small numbers of stomachs, 
analysis of the contents of which, made in the laboratory of the Biological 

Survey, will give the desired information. On its own account the Soil Conser-— 

vation Service hes made comparative studies of feed-patch seed mixtures, and 

the men in its Wildlife Division make censuses of geme and collect informa~ 

tion on the value to wildlife in various ways of the vegetative cover with 

which they constantly work. : 

Forest Service.-~ Required to deal with wildlife on national forests for 
e many years, the Forest Service has found it necessary to undertake certain stud- 

ies for the purpose of improving management. In earlier years these were 
independent and some of them still are, but in more recent times numbers of 

‘ these research projects have been conducted in cooperation with the Biological 

Survey, and by agreement between the two Bureaus 211 of them eventually will 

be so conducted. Projects thet have so far come to the compiler's attention 
are here noted in geographic sequence, beginning with the West. 

in Washington State, management studies of the Olympic elk have been 
'- necessitated, and surveys of winter range on the Chelan Netional Forest have 

been attempted. In California nationel forests, studies of deer range and of 

the comparative palatability of plants browsed by mle deer heve received mach 
attention. There is a definite cooperative project in this State also on the 

relation of wildlife to the regeneration of pine forests end to the production 
of range forage. In Region I, with headquarters at Missoula, Mont., partially 

reported food-habit studies of deer, elk, and other big game, both by stomach 
analyses and by field browse palatability ratings, are being carried on in 17 
national forests. In Utah, cooperative research on summer and winter deer 

range is in progress on the Fish Lake National Forest. Definite cooperation 

with the Lake States Forest Experiment Station at St. Paul, Minn., involves 

regional investigation of rabbits end rodents in relation to forest planting, 
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and food and management of the white-tailed deer end beaver. Similar work on 
the deer on the Clark Notional Forest in Missouri has recently béen reported 

upon by the Forest Service, sad a cooperative agreemeat with the Biological 

eae Survey provides for life history end management studies of the wild turkey in 8 
national forests in the Ozark region. A mimeographed progress report entitled 

' The Wild -Turkey on the Missouri Ozark Henge" has been issued. 

In New Hempshire there.is a winter deer range study on the White Mountain 
Nationel Forest, and.in Pennsylvemia on the Allegheny Forest there are a number 

of pieces of reseerch covering weights, measurements, and winter range of deer, £ 
management of beever, consus methods for wildlife, end egg and brood survival s 

of ruffed grouse. The grouse is also an object of research on the ‘Monongahela ro 

National Forest in-sadjoining West Virginia. Cooperative investigations of the 5 

food hebits of the ruffed.grouse, wild turkey, foxes, and bear are being made 

on the George Washington Nationel Forest in Virginia. A study of tne food of 
the white-tailed deer carried on for some years on the Pisgeh National Forest, 
North Caroline, has been aided by enalysis of stomach contents by the 

Biological Survey. Generel game food studies are being made on national 
forests in Plorida and a definite cooperative undertaking on the Harrison 
Experimental Forest in Mississippi deals with birds and rodents in relation 

to tree reproduction, particularly of the longleaf pine. Bumper crops of seeds 
attract meny birds end other goed consumers, but where local seed production 

is low end wildlife populations normal, plantings are fairly safe. 

Public Health Service.-- A Federal agency outside the Department of 
Agriculture with which the Biclogicel Survey cooperatés. is the Public Health 

Service, for which animals are collected for investigation as carriers of human 
diseases. 

. Lend-grent Collezes : 

Under the designation Cooperative Research in Wildlife Management, falls 
a most important group of cooperative research undertekings of the Biological 

Survey. Mede possible in 1935 by pledge of funds from the American Wildlife 
Institute end by Congressional appropriation, nine of the-projects were organized 
in cooperation with lend-grant colleges and State conservation departments, and 
begun early in 1936. Efforts were made to appoint the best available leaders, » 

and the average fitness of those selected is high. Besides research, each 
project includes education and demonstration in wildlife management. In each 

case @ major research problem has been assigned and in addition one or more .~ £ 

minors. 3 

Alabama.— Taking up the units by States in alphabetical order, in 
Alabama the principal project is a life-history end management investigation of 

‘the mourning dove. The minors include a study of bobwhite, as a local 

supplement to the Cooperative Quail Investigation of 1924-29, which was carried 

on in adjoining States; an ecological research on lumbering in relation to the 
white-tailed deer; studies of the food of foxes; and investigations of wild 
turkeys es affected by the spring shooting of gobblers. 

In Connecticut the leading activity is a thorough study of the cotton- 
tail and its management. Here also tests ere being made to learn what strains 

of crop plants are best adapted for use in feed patches. The possibilities - 

of analyzing cover and food vegetationel types and of correlating with them 
the occurrence and abundance of wildlife are being explored. Statistical 
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studies have been completed for the purpose of devising e standard method of 

estimating and predicting the populations of geme species as an aid to admin- 

istration. 

The Iowa unit has completed a report on "The Hcology end Menegement 
of the Blue-winged Teal" and hes undertaken similer work on the coot, mourning 
dove, cottontail, muskrat, raccoon, and two species of skunks. Studies of 

quail. and pheasants, combined with the’ farmer-sportsman relationships involved 

in the harvesting of these birds, also are proceeding. Other items in the 

“program concern'the parasites and discases of wildlife, especially common 
geme species, and distribution and ecology of plants in the waterfowl breeding 

, areas of Iowa. 

Maine.~. Appropriate to the Maine situation is an investigation of logging 
and silviculturel operations in relation to the welfare and distribution of 

ruffed grouse and deer, Other studies have been instituted to learn what is 
practicable in woodcock management, to throw light on the relations of fish- 

eating birds to fish parasites, and to determine the cause of heavy losses 
of moose late in winter end in spring. 

In Ohio demonstrational and educational activities heve been prominent, 
but research is in progress on life histories of squirrels, deer, and ruffed 

grouse, and on diseases of the introduced pheasent and partridge. 3 ‘ 

Qregon.—--A general smail—game investigation was undertaken in Oregon to 
reveal limiting factors end the possibilities of modifying them; studies of the 

life history and management of the antelope and of the birth rate and sex ratio 
of deer also are under way. 

The Texas unit has es its major project a survey of the wildlife 

resources of Welker County, but hes carried on researca on tne life history 
of gray and fox squirrels and the bobwhite, and of Attweter's prairie chicken, 

with a special view to measures necessary to preserve this threatened sub- 

species. The Texas legislature has responded by providing a 5-year close 

season on the bird. 

os In Utah, life history and management of the Rocky Mountain mule deer : 
is the principal study, but special attention is being given also to the beaver 
in relation to stream flow and the welfere of game fishes, to the Columbian 

7 sharp-tailed grouse and the sege grouse, and to factors governing the distribu- 
tion of waterfowl food plants. It has been found that livestock competition 
is the mein obstacle to the reestablishment of the sage grouse. 

Virginia.—~ Forest-geme studies prédominate in Virginia and relate 

principally to the wild turkey, ruffed grouse, and white-tailed deer. Other 
investigetions pertain to the food habits of foxes and to factors controlling 

survival of the bobwhite,. 

Other State Institutions 

Minnesota.—-In addition to colleborating in this unified series of 
research projects, the Biological Survey cooperates with other States and State 
institutions individually. The most important instence is the Minnesota Disease 
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Investigation with the State University, tpon which several people are employed. 

The regeerch coicernuing eninals.in the wild relates to the. diseases and parasites 

of small birds énd mammals, of moose and deer, and of cyclic species, parti- 
cularly the snowshoe hare and the ruffed grouse; and to development of a 

nontoxic alloy for use in the manufacture of shot for duck hunting, which if 

substituted for thet now employed would eventually. do away with the menace to 

waterfowl of léad poisoning. A promising lead magnesium alloy has been. found, 
but the investigation will be contimed. It is believed that the disease 
responsiole for the periodic die-off of the snowshoe hares has been identified. 

Its effect is to reduce blood sugar to a fatal level; from.symptoms it has been : 
named shock disease. | : : 

. 

In Nebraska, study of duck sickness on the alkaline lakes of the “ 

Sandhill Section boy representatives of the Biological Survey has been facili- 

tated through collection of ailing birds by the State Geme Commission. 

( _ , Okklehoma.—- Life-history and menagement investigetions of the lesser 
prairie chicken end bobwhite in cooperation with the Stete Game end Fish 
Commission of Oklahoma were briefly reported on in 1936. 

New EHempshire.-- A State forest is the site of investigations in New 

: Hampshire of coveri manipulation as affecting the ruffed grouse and other wild- 
life. These are intended to develop methods that can be applied where desired in 
the ever-increasing area reverting to woodlend in New England. 

Bureau. cooperation.-- The Biological Survey hes always cooperated with 

the States in making the food analyses so readily done in its laboratories but 
so difficult where similar equipment end collections are not available. Among 

the more extensive recent investigations of this character have been examinations 

of material illustrating food hebits of the ruffed grouse and foxes, for. the 
New York Conservation Depertment; of the American merganser and otter, for the 

Michigen Department: of Conservation; of a general collection of predators, for the 
Kellogg Bird Sanctuary, now attached to the Stete College of Michigan; and of 

hawks killed for bounty, for the Pennsylvania Board of Game Commissioners. 

RESEARCH BY.FEDERAL BURHAUS OTHER THAN THE BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
? 

: Department of Agriculture 

Including certain organizations previously mentioned in connection with 8 

cooperative work are some bureaus that carry on also independent research 

bearing upon wildlife. : 

Bureau of Animal Industry.-- Of those in the Department of Agriculture, 

the Bureau of Animal Industry indexes the world literature, and has assembled 

an outstanding collection, of parasites, which it studies for one purpose, 
among others, of lesrninzg about transfers of parasites from wild to domestic 

animals or the reverse. Its taxonomic investigetions have dealt with groups 

parasitic in ruminants and in such important game birds as grouse end quail. In 
this field of work the Bureau of Animal Industry deals largely with internal 

worm parasites. 

The Bureau of Entomolo and Plent Quarantine.-- Investigates chiefly 
Solera Sreneeeel (incest aut cll ea) pereettcs, eacaren tes laid the avound 
work for control of these orgenisms whenever it shall be found necessary. ‘The 
destruction of quail in the egg by fire ants is being studied in an attempt 
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to develop a point of attack in reducing it. In connection with the cooperative : 

work on mosquito control previously referred to, the Burveu of Entomology has ' 

aided in the development of a pyrethrum larvicide that is harmless to wildlife 

and plants. Investigations have been made in.a few cases of destruction by insects 
of plants valueble as food for wildlife, with a view to controlling the damago, 

The Ferm Security Administration, though concerned mostly with the develop-— 
ment of the projects with which it hes been essociated, has found it necessary 

to solve problems besic to such development, so it has done, and is doing, con-~ 

siderable research. Aside from thet.already mentioned as cooperation between 

8 Federal bureaus, the Farm Security Administration in collaboration with the New 
York State Conservation Department is investigating the effects of slashings in 
relation to the food end cover requirements of ruffed grouse end of deer. Study 

of the food and ranging habits of quail in relation to restocking has been made 

in Delaware, Marylend, and South Carolina; and of the wild turkey in Kentucky. 

Search for effective methods of reestablishing food and.vover plants on areas 
where they have been destroyed by fire. or other agents also has been prosecuted 

in the Southeast. The Farm Security Administration's Region 2 (lake States) has 
been the scene of more wildlife research than any of the others, as in planning 

and executing development of projects in that area it was confronted with the 

necessity of obtaining information on the numbers, population trends, and 

environmental needs of the more important species, Among those being studied are 
the woodland caribou, moose, snowshoe hare, sandhill crene, prairie chicken, and 
sharp-tailed grouse. Numbrous~special investigations of more limited scope, most 

of them relating to phases of management, also are in progress, 

Qther Departments 

Leaving now for the first time the circle of Department of Agriculture 
bureaus end their cooperators, the wildlife programs of a few other Federal 

organizations may be noted. 3 

The National Park Service, whose work is almost exclusively conservation 
in nature, also participates in wildlife research. Among important projects at 

‘e this time are a study of bighorn sickness and reasons for the decline in the 
population of these animals in Glacier National Park, Mont.; food habits of the 
coyote and the ecological status of the species in natural areas, Calif.; range 

: studies as bearing on wildlife problems, with special reference to elk and 
bighorn, Grand Canyon, Rocky Mountain, and Yellowstone National Parks; nesting 
studies of the trumpeter swan, Yellowstone Netional Perk; the utility of 
artificial lekes to wildlife, Virginia; atid effects on wildlife of spraying forests 
with arsenicels, New York. ae. : : 

The Public Health Service studies native animals to reveal their importance 
as reservoirs of diseases transmissible to man, At present this work relates to 
various mammals in the South, particularly rodents, to determine the prevalence 
of typhus; to- rodents in the West, with reference to plague; and to rodents and 
birds generally, as part of the investigation of tularemia. 

The Tennessee Valley Authority has embarked upon comprehensive research on 
the physical, chemical, and biological aspects of impounded waters in relation to 
their management and upon factors affecting the biotic potential and interrelations 
of numerous animals es a guide to game management. Among details of these studies 
may be mentioned the testing of scattered game-food plantings, to determine their 
value end practicability for use on a large scele; study of the effects of malaria 
control measures on animal and plant life of the project area; and investigation 
of the food of quail in northern Alabama. More than 40 manuscript reports have 
been made on local biological studies, ; ee 2 oa



ws. RESEARCH BY STATE, CONSERVATION DEPARTMENTS .... lies 

Federal agencies, it is evident, are doing a great dcal, and a great 
i variety, of research bearing ‘both directly and indirectly upon wildlife. 

- What of the States?’ Nine of them have already. been mentioned as cooperating 

in research with the Biological Survey. Some of these had previously sup- 

ported research and some are still carrying on scientific investigations 
indepéndently of the cooperativo arrangement.. as = 

All of the State conservation departments.were, addressed and six 
(Arizona, Colorado; New Mexico, North Carolina, South .Carolina, and Rhode a 
Island) reply that ‘they: have no present wildlife .resoarch;.15.in addition - 

to. those’ in the: Federal-State cooperative chain: report research to varying 

extents; and 18, not heard from, certainly include several that now are sup- 

‘porting,. or recently have supported, some research. Certainly more than half 

the States are ‘contributing independently..or-cooperatively to the advance- 

ment of wildlife :rescarch, which only can'give an.adoquate basis of reliable 
information forthe iguidarice. df-their administrative, regulatory, and manage- 
ment activities.s-sli> Te ts tags ae 4 i : 

Outlines of :grcatly varying adequacy. of -the wildlife-research activitics 

of ‘States, aside from-the Federal-State, cooperative program, follow. : 

‘ Illinois.--The State Natural History Survey Division has the responsi- 

bility of developing the: wildlife-research program. Projects of the Section 
of Game Management include life-history and management studies of the bob- 
white, the pheasant, and particulavly of prairie chickens in an isolated 

colony in the south-contral part of the State, where there has been no serious 

loss of range in recent .years.:.The research program involves-also study of 

the behavior of quail populations in a: good hunting area; work on the food 
habits of bobwhite and pheasant, and a study of the correlation of bird and. ~ 

insect populations in a variety of types of cnvironment; investigation of the 

parasites and diséasés of a number of species, including fur animals, water- 

fowl, prairie chicken, ring-necked pheasant, and bobwhite; tests of the com- 

parative value of cultivated grains for use in fecd patches in various . 
sections of the State and on. different soils; and analysis of reports of 
trappers to determine aréas of abundance or scarcity, and changes in number 

of fur animals as well as the monetary return from the sales of skins. . 

Indiana.--Studies are boing made on two game-management areas to deter- 
nine the miniazi improvement necessary to maintain a desirable abundance of up- 

land game on the average farm. 5 

Maine.--An investigation apparently. independent of the Federal coopera- 

tive program is an evaluation, by graduate students of the State University, of 

all known ruffed grouse census methods to learn what is best suited to Maine 

conditions. A prospective investigation is of. the’ life history of the raccoon, 
with special attention to limiting factors and the possibility of modifying 

then.. : me, : ae 

: ‘ Maryland.--In cooperation with the Farm Security Administration the 

State Conscrvation Department supported rescarch on the winter foods of the 

bobwhite and the cottontail as a guide to environmental improvement by the use 

of both fecd patches and more permanent plantings. 
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Michigan.--The Game Division of the Department of Conservation, with 
a staff of 15 or more investigators, is making progress on an extensive 

research progrenm. In a Stato where farmer-sportsman relationships have 
already reecived much attontion, the Gane Division is making a special point 

of studying farm-game management and the effects thereon of cooperative 

hunting clubs. Methods of regulating hunting pressure on small game and the 
effects of controlled hunting also are being investigated. Life history 

“ studies of the cottontail, fox squirrel, skunk, and ‘beaver are in progress, 

but for a variety of othor forms, attention to specific problems or ccologi- 
cal requirements is preferred. For instance,with the moose, the overpopula- 

£ tion on Isle Royale and mcthods of rclicving it are the principel objectives 
of research; with deer, accurate inventory of the population and studics of 

food and cover management lead; such specialized investigations have been 

begun also in. the case of the ruffed grouse, prairie chicken, sharp-tailed 

grouse, and waterfowl, Ecological studies of predators to determine popula- 

tions, their mobility, and food habits are in progress. Disease investigations 

cover the wildlife ficld in general, with special reference to fluctuations 
in populations (including studies of cycles on a long-time basis), and to 

life histories of important parasites. . The Game Division plans a Wildlife 
Experiment Station on land provided by the Farm Security Administration, 

where many of its rescarchos will be facilitated. 

Minnesota.--In this State wildlife research is not only bileteral 
between the Department of Conservation and the State University, but trilateral 
(Biological Survey added), or even quadrilateral. (including also the Forest 
Service). Theso 3- and 4-party cooperative researches have already been dis- 

cussed, Those between strictly State agencics include (a) completed studics, 
distribution of fur and gamc specics, and food habits of the phoasant; (b) 
current research, pheasant grit requirements, pheasant repellents, deer 
population and mobility, and management of beavers and other fur animals; and 
(c) a contemplated. study of the distribution, habits, and economic relations 
of the gray fox. : 

Mississippi.--Survey of the distribution, abundance, and cconomic 
~ importance of wildlife, and of food and cover conditions. 

Missouri.--At the request, and with the support, of the Conservation 
Commission, the State University has undertaken a 5-year research program 
to determine the adaptability of the chukar partridge to conditions in the 
State, Arrangements wero under way at the close of the year for tho establish- 

ment of a three-party rescarch station at Columbia, involving the University, 
the Commission, and the Biological Survoy. 

Nebraska.--During 1936-37 the Game Commission in cooperation with the 
State Agricultural College has been carrying on an investigation of diseases 
of the prairie chicken and the sharp-tailed grouse. An attempt is being made 
to test the claim that bobwhites deteriorate through inbreeding. The method-- 
introducing new birds into established coveys in an attempt to increase the 

population—-hardly scems to moet the demands of rigorous experiment. 

New Jersey.--Studies under the Board of Fish and Game Commissioners in 
this State are restricted to evaluation of managemont practices, such as the 
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best composition of feed-patch mixtures,, the adaptability of various species 
of Lespedeza to game feeding, and the trends of wildlife populations on game- 

management areas and public shooting grounds. i 

New York.--The ruffed grouse investigation, now in its seventh year, 

is being continued; it has resulted in the amassing of vast data that are being 

carefully analyzed; efforts at artificial propagation have been rewarded by 
the rearing to maturity of 1,200 birds.. Research has. been directed toward 

the development of more cconomical methods of artificial propagation and dis~ " 
tribution of ring-nockod pheasants and toward the significance and allcvia— 
tion of winter starvation in this species. The efficiency of stocking 
procedure with both the quail and the mallard has been tested. Attempt is < 

being made to develop a black duck-Flanders duck hybrid that will combine 
the wildness of the former with the fecundity of the latter. A comprehensive 

study of the white-tailed deer, now six years in length, gives spocial 

attention to limiting factors and to deer populations as affected by 

environment and by hunting. For six years, the pathology of wildlife and of 
game species reared in captivity has been a subject of research. 

Ohio.--Ohio is one of the States in the Federal-State cooperative 
chain that hag long carried on wildlife research independently. The personnel 

doing work on birds and mammals having been absorbed by the cooperative unit, 
rescarch by the State Conservation Division scoms now largely restrictcod to 
fish problems. Investigations of the. other. groups reported upon in recent 

years include surveys of the wildlife. resources of Dhio, life history studies 
of squirrels, the groundhog, and the cottontail, and food habits of upland 

game birds (bobwhite, Hungarian partridge, pheasant). ‘ 

Pennsylvania.—-The Board of Game Commissioners has commendably provided 

for the banding of all game birds (except wild turkeys) that it releases in 
restocking operations and also for the tagging of a limited number of wild- 
trapped birds and mammals, including deer and bear. Study is being made of 

wild turkeys on natural range, with the particular object of facilitating 

restocking. Research of a physiological nature on breeding and nutrition of 
deer is another going project. Plans call for a detailed analysis of the rs 

stomach contents of all hawks and owls submitted with claims for bounty, and 

study of the physiology of game species.in relation to climatic conditions. 

Utah.--In addition to research mentioned in the account of Federal- 

State cooperative units, the Utah Department of Fish and Game is gathering 

information on ranging habits, food preferences, sex ratios, and limiting 

factors, including diseases and parasites of the elk; on crop damage by 

pheasants; and on the status of bird rookeries of Great Salt Lake. 

Vermont.--The Fish and Game Service of the State, in cooperation with 

the National Park Service, has supported an environmental study of deer in 
Windham County, with special attention to range selection and crop damage by 

the animals and the effect of hunting on their population. Inquiry has been 
made also into the status of the pheasant as a basis for the stocking policy; 

a statistical investigation of fur production has recently been completed; 
and the State ornithologist has been commissioned to report on the condition 

of ruffed grouse and on the bird populations of certain refuges. 
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West Virginia.--The recent establishment of a Division of Game 
Management under the Conservation Commission assures future prosecution of 

research, although up to that time little had been attempted. Studies under 
way include determination of the breeding season and fecundity and environ- 
mental limitations of the white-tailed deer, breeding periods and migrations 
of the gray squirrel, relations of beaver to fishing streams, and the effects 

of refuges on game populations. 

2 Wisconsin.--The Conservation Department bands all game birds released 
on licensed shooting preserves and carries on a grouse-banding project in 

cooperation with the State University. Experiments in stocking a number of 
‘ previously untested species of game birds is part of the work of the State 

Game and Fur Farm. 

Wyoming.e--The Game and Fish Administrative Law, passed by the State 

Legislature in February 1937, for the first time authorized the Game and Fish 

Commission to undertake research. The program has only begun, but includes 
two items pertinent to this summary: Study and selection of the best site 
for refuge areas for the sage grouse; and a range study of elk in coopera~ 
tion with the Forest Service in the Washakie National Forest, as a basis for 

management. 

RESEARCH BY COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 

Land-grant colleges were involved in each of the nine research units 

of the Federal-State cooperative chain, and universities in other States have 
been mentioned as cooporating with State conservation departments in wildlife 

research. Numerous institutions, no doubt, are participating in wildlife 
work, particularly since the recent great arousal of interest in game manage-— 

ment. The scope of this program is by no means all known, but such information 

as is available is here outlined according to the names of sehools in alpha- 

betic order, and of the State, where it is part of the authorized designation. 

Arizona, University of (Tucson).--Well known is experimental establish-— 

ment at the University of Arizona of palatability ratings of native food 
plants of the Rocky Mountain mule deer and the Arizona white-tailed deer; the 

physiology, especially the glandular activities, of these species also is 

: being studied. Ecological investigation of factors influencing the distribu- 
tion of the whitetail is another going project. 

Bowdoin College. (Brunswick, Me.).--York on the life history of the 

ruffed grouse is being continued, and similar research on the eider duck, 
black guillemot, and black-backed gull is well under way. Research on the 
herring gull thus far has primarily concerned its migrations, diseases, and 

parasites. 

California, College of Agriculture (Davis)--Studies the biology of 
valley quail on both farm and range lands, with special reference, to possible 
limiting factors peculiar to these environments, as the effects of cultivation 

and other farm practices, and of competition from rodents and from livestock. 
In cooperation with the Forest Service, criteria for estimating the age of 
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California deer are being investigated; and with that of the State Board of 

Public Health and the Hooper Foundation for Medical Research, the biology of 

rodents and fleas in relation to plague. Reports have recently been made on 

the behavior of the muskrat as an alien both in California and in Europe, 

its economic status, and the success of control measures; and on birds as 

depredators upon almonds. ; ; 

Carleton College (Northfield, Minn.).--Life histories and intra~ s 
specific relationships of Arctic terns and Atlantic puffins on Machias Seal 

Island, Maines . 

- Cornell University (Ithaca, N. Y.).--Research upon native birds and : 
mammals is engaged in by several departments at Cornell to such an extent 
that in all likelihood this resume is defective. Studies of the mating cycle 

of the ruffed grouse as. bearing upon artificial propagation, carried on for 

some time, are being supplemented by similar work on other birds, particularly 
the canvasback and other diving ducks. Life histories published include 

those of the double-crested cormorant, woodcock, horned, lark, and tree 

sparrow; one completed but not published concerns the horned owl; and those 

in progress relate to the black duck, turkey buzzard, screech owl, ivory- 

billed woodpecker, phoebe, blue jay, redstart, robin, wood thrush, and 

English sparrow. Investigations of the juvenal plumages of Fringillidae, of 
birds of Oklahoma and Texas, and of the taxonomy of red-tailed hawks and 
blue jays also are under way. The well-movn research on methods of record- 
ing bird song also. must not be forgotten. 

The work on mammals at Cornell has included valuable nutritional 

studies, one of which, "Food Preferences and Requirements of the White-tailed 

Deer in New York State!",has been published. A long series of papers on the 

. food habits and economic relations of mammals produced in Cornell form the 
backbone of our body of information on these subjects, and further work along 
this line is being done, notably a study of the food of the bobcat in Vermont 
(in collaboration with the Fish and Game Service of that State). Research on 
fluctuations in mammalian populations has resulted in published papers on 
the meadow mouse and is being extended to other small mammals... An investi- 

gation of the fur resources of New York, their biology, economics, and con- 

servation has been continued since 1926 and should be completed in a year or 

two. 

A report not bearing directly on wildlife but of value in connection 

with the propagation of important wild-fowl food plants was issued in 1936 

under the title, "Storage and Germination of Seeds of Aquatic Plants.!! 

Certainly Cornell is, and long has been, doing its full share of wildlife 

research. : 

Duke University (Durham, N. C.).--Biological effects of the denudation 
of forest floor both by removal and by burning of duff; food and parasites 
of rodents. ‘ : 

Idaho, University of (Moscow).--Research subjects include the limiting 
factors on the Hungarian partridge and ring-necked pheasant and the role of 
these birds in destroying or distributing weed seeds. Big-game studies being 
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carried on jointly with the Forest Service include winter censuses and 
experiments in improving the winter range of elk and deer;'as well as 

observations on differential browsing by deer on plots variously fertilized. 

Illinois, University of (Urbana).--Comparative censuses of birds in 

a variety of habitats; vertebrates of a strip-mine pond; biology and 
economic status of the crow; community relations of birds ‘and mammals in 

an oak-maple forest; the mechanism of gonad stimulation by increasing period 
. of light; fluctuations of lemming populations in the tundra; worm parasites 

of prairie chickens, wild ducks, and small mammals. , 

: Louisiana State University (Baton Rouge).--Studies of the classifica 
tion and distribution of the fauna’of the State; populations of the catton 
rat and rice rat; movements of chimney swifts by the banding method; and a 

quail investigation embracing extension of the findings of the Cooperative 

Quail Investigation of Georgia and Florida to Louisiana; limiting factors; 

artificial propagation; and physiological experimentation. 

Massachusetts State College (Amherst).--A long-time investigation of 
the relation of forestry to wildlife. The purpose is to determine on a 
sample area the best combination of forestry procedures, including silvicul- 

ture and timber utilization, for optimum production of both timber and wild- ji 

life. The primary motive is not to produce a maximum of either but the 

greatest total value of both. This means that both timber and wildlife 

production may be somowhat curtailed but that the total results will be more 

valuable and more satisfying, as judged by human needs, than the maximum 
production of cither. 

Michigan State College of Agriculture and Applied Science (East Lan- 
sing) .--Banding of small birds has been carried on for years, the numbers 

totaling about 14,000; in-the:course of this work many weisht and tempera— 

ture records were taken and these are being summarized for publication. 

The W..K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary, near Battle Creek, a field station of the 

College, has been the scene of recent research of tho vertebrate ccology of 

this combined farm, forest, and bird refuge, with special emphasis on rabbits, 

. skunks, and upland birds. The trematode parasites of waterfowl also have been 

studied there, and the migration, nesting, and food habits of waterfowl in- 
vestigated. 

Michigan, University of (Ann Arbor).--In the past this University has 

been very productive of wildlife research and at present a marvelous program 

of such investigation is in progress. Here as everywhere the importance of 

inventories is recognized, illustrative studies boing an inventory of the 

wildlife resources of Washtenaw County; a mothod of evaluating a forest 
wildlife environment quantitatively; a quantitative study of the effects 
of wildlife management on song birds; a. method of evaluating waterfowl 

environment; wildlife population studies, emphasizing the use of mathe- : 

matics; population studies on fur-bearing animals; and experiments on 
methods of taking censuses of small mammals. : 

Other work on mammals includes a study of the life history of the fox 
squirrel; the normal and pathological histology of the white-tailed deer; 

livestock-poisoning plants in relation to deer; the carrying capacity of deer 

yards; the homes, home ranges, and individual wanderings, rate of multiplica- 
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tion, population densities, and metabolism of small mammals; and in addition, 
such general studies as the relation of geographic races and local varieties 

to environmental conditions, inherited. variations in wild rodents, and 

fertility relations of races and species. 

Bird ivivéstigations deal with factors controlling past and present 

distribution and abundance of the wild turkey and the ruffed grouse, the 
life history of the mourning dove, conservation of birds of prey,, and with 

the physiology of game birds, including.a-comparative study of the metabolism - 

of different strains of wild. turkeys,in cooperation with the Pennsylvania 
Board of Game Commissioners. ; 

Including work of its museum-as an integral part of the University of 
Michigan's wildlife research program, there must be added among bird studies, 
life histories of the spotted sandpiper, cedarbird, Kirtland's warbler, and 
yellow-headed blackbird; a revision of flycatchers of the genus Empidonax; 

a bird population study on the Edwin S. George Reserve in Michigan; and 
general avifaunal investigations in Idaho, Wyoming, Michigan, and in the 
Davis Mountains, Texas. : ; 

Research on the diseases and parasites of wildlife, long prominent at 

the- University of Michigan, is being. carried on in great diversity. Sampl¢ 

: subjects are the life histories of the giant kidney worm of mink and of lung- 
worms in deer, fate of the large liver fluke in a herd of deer in a fenced 
enclosure, Leuchloridium parasites of marsh birds,’ and progressive loss of 

the protozoan parasite of ducks (Leucocytozoon) with recovery of the host- 

Studies not easily classifiable in previous groupings relate to. the 
overlapping of interests of wildlife and domestic animals, the effect of .., 

certain forestry practices on wildlife (in cooperation with the U. S. Forest 

Service on the Huron National Forest), the correlation of wildlife management 

and othor land uses, recovery of Scotch ‘pine following rabbit damage (a study 

now in its seventh year), and development of keys for identifying feathers, 
hair, and fur. ; 

Montana State College (Bozeman).--Studies here, other than an investi- * 
gation of the food of the ring-necked pheasant, concern animal diseases: 

Bang's discase in bison and clk; pneumonia in the Rocky Mountain bighorn 

sheep; and transmission of sheep scab and cattle scab to elk. 5‘ 

- Montana State University (Missoula).--Distribution and habits of 
birds and mammals of the State; ecological relationships of important 
species and, cooperatively with the Forest Service, of factors involved in 
overpopulations of elk. 

Nebraska, University of (Lincoln).--Field ecology of animals, includ~ 
ing seasonal and stratal populations and their fluctuations in relation to 

climatic and biotic factors. s ; 

New Hampshire, University of (Durham).--Possibilities of increasing 

the bird population in woodland; food of deer; experimental wildlife manage- 

ment. 
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Pennsylvania State College (State College) .--Silvicultural practices 

affecting deer foods as revealed by sample plots on a State forest and on 
"the barrens", an area frequently burned over. ‘The major objectives at 
present are to obtain a list of the foods that deer prefer, and to learn 

their relative palatability. 

Purdue Univérsity (Lafayette, Ind.).--Comparative studies of farm 
. game.environments; survival and growth of aquatic plants in waterfowl refuges; 

utilization of Lespedeza sericea as winter food for game. 

> Trinity College (Hartford, Conn. ).--Research here relates mainly to 

sexual photoperiodicity of vertebrates and its modification by changed -- 
lighting. 

Wisconsin, University of (Madison).-~Life history investigations are 
being made of the Hungarian partridge and prairie chicken. A pheasant move- 
ment study, and researches to learn the relative values of feed-patch plants 

and of supplies for winter feeding stations have recently been reported upon. 
Among present studies are those of horned owl predation on game birds, a 

history of local wildlife as affected by ecological conditions and agricul- 

tural practices, and life history and management of beggarweeds~~important 

wildlife food plants. 

j RESEARCH BY MUSEUMS s 

The activities of museums are largely expeditions to collect material, 

and taxonomic studies to work it up, but there are exceptions later noted. 

American Museum of Natural History (New York, N. Y.).--This institu- 

tion reports 1937 expeditions to Wyoming, the Grand Canyon, Rainbow Bridge 
and Monument Valley, Southeastern Alaska, the Nahanni Mountains, Yukon Terri- 

tory, and central British Columbia, Canada. 

California Academy of Sciences (San Francisco).--Banding of crown 
> sparrows; distribution and ecology of birds of the Lake Tahoe, Tomales Bay, 

and other areas of the State; life histories and populations of wild geese; 

taxonomy of Canada geese; systematic and biologic studies of grouse of the 

5 genus Dendragapus; distribution ard ecology of mammals of the Lake Tahoe 

region, life history and especially food habits of the coast black-tailed 

deer; systematics and natural history of the rabbits of California; censuses 
of mountain sheep; and statistical studies of game populations. 

Charles R. Conner Museum (Pullman, Wash.).--Life histories of rodents 
and other small mammals. 

Field Museum of Natural History (Chicago, Ill. ).--This museum is en- 

gaged for the most part with exotic faunas, but always has given much attentio 

to the biology of the Chicago area, where recently it has supported a study 

of the populations of breeding birds as a guide to song-bird management. 

: Museum of Vertebrate Zoology (Berkeley, Calif.).--The work of this 

museum has always had ecological bearings and much of it has departed from 

the field of ordinary museum activities. Work published upon within two years. 
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: awaiting publication, or now nearing the completed stage, may be summarized 

i as follows: ; ee By . 

: : Anatomical studies with dynamic bearing: Feather tracts of birds of 
prey; morphology of the pocket gopher (Thomomys); structural modifications 
in thrashers (Mimidae). wesase 

Systematic studies of variable groups: Brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus); 
mustelid mammals of the Americas; juncos; deer of the Pacific coastal region z 

of North America; wood rats (Neotoma fuscipes); horned larks (Otocoris); 

pocket mice (Perognathus); pocket gophers ie California rabbits and 
hares; moles (Scapanus) of California. - 

Natural history of species or groups: Microtus californicus; Californie 
quail; mule deer in California; wren-tit; California jay; magpies, California 
woodpecker. oe 

Faunal treatments, of restricted or general natural history bearing: 

Vertebrates of Navajo Mountain, Utah; birds and mammals of Mount McKinley 

National Park; mammals of Death Valley; birds of Nevada; the fur-bearing 

: mammals of California; the birds of California; the vertebrate animals of 

Point Lobos Reserve; vertebrates of Toyabe Mountains, Nev.; mammals of 

: Idaho. : : 

Natural History Museum (San Diego, Calif.).--Expeditions in Arizona, 
2 California, and Mexico; distributional, life-history, and taxonomic investi- 

gations. 

New York State Museum (Albany).--Ecology of salt marshes to determine 
among other things the effect of mosauito-control ditching upon bird 

habitats; studies of bank and cliff swallows by the banding method; avifauna 
? of Alleghany State Park; mammals of Rensselaer County. 

United States National Museum (Washington, D. C.).--Continuation of the 
series of bulletins on life histories of North American birds and on classifi- 

: cation of the birds of North and Middle America is an active project; local r 

studies are made to fill gaps in knowledge of the distribution of birds and 

mammals of the eastern United States, recently worked States being West 

Virginia anc Tennessee; a second edition of the list of North American recent * 

mammals is being prepared; the effect of light on life is under investigation 

in connection with studies of sun phenomena that have bearing on climatic 
cycles. 

: RESEARCH BY MISCELLANEOUS ESTABLISHMENTS 

‘ Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory (Gates Mills, Ohio).--Although the 
work of this institution in the past has dealt largely with the house wren, 

a it is now being extended to other passerine birds that are regarded as very 

sensitive in their reactions to environmental factors. Wren studies are 
being continued especially as to fluctuations in breeding and non-breeding, 

‘ adult .and immature populations, territoriality, sex ratio, matings, nortality,; 
: and response to environment. Cycles in abundance are indicated. Investiga~ 

: tions planned to deal with a wide range of species include time, manner, and 
natural temperatures of incubation, periods on and off the eggs, quantity of 
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food ahd frequency of feeding of the young. With the cooperation of the 

Cleveland Bird Club and of the Biological Laboratory of Western Reserve 
University, attempts are being made to record and analyze the yearly varia- 

tions in numbers of all local species. The ecology of birds in a beech- 
maple community has recently been published upon; a similor study relates 
to-pine-hemlock forest; and another to the 'relation to birds of. ecological 

“succession in marsh and bog. ‘Special studies made of the numbers and need 
for protection. of hawks, owls, and the bobwhite in Ohio were fundamental to 

“ a campaign to assure better public policy toward these species. 

Cooperative Quail Study Association (Thomasville, Ga.).--Food and 

$s cover plant investigations include correlation of agricultural and forestry 

‘practices with upland game management; the value of summer and winter cover 

crops to game; utility of controlled burning; value of volunteer vegetations; 

search. for new and desirable game and wildlife feeds, especially early spring 

seeders; and experiments to determine the best fertilization of feed-patch 

plants for practical use. Predator studies include the life history of the 
fox, with special emphasis on diet during the breeding seasons of upland game; 

food habits of the opossum, skunk, and raccoon; life history of the cotten rat 

Population phenomena of this and other rodents also are a subject of investi- 

gation.. Means of keeping deer out of areas where not desired have been 
studied;electrified fence having been found highly effective. Comparative 
studies of game-management practices in different localities and on different 

soils are constantly in progress. ; 

Harvard Forest (Petersham, Mass.).--Present investigations include 
wildlife food production of various forest types in the Harvard Forest; the 
identity and value of woody plants used by wildlife in the Northeastern States 
biology of the red fox in Harvard Forest; and winter relations of the ruffed 

grouse to the forest in Petersham, Mass. 

National Association of Audubon Societies (New York, N. Y.).-«There arc 
now two research fellowships supported by the Association for the benefit of 
species the existence of which appears to be threatened; one established at 

Cornell University has as its object the ivory-billed woodpecker, and the 
, other at the University of Arizona the desert bighorn. A study of the her- 

ring gull by the aid of colored bands is being carried on cooperatively by 
this Association, the Linnaean Society of New York, the Northeastern Bird 

2 Banding Association, the Bureau of Biological Survey, and the National Parks 
Bureau of Canada. 

Roosevelt Wildlife Forest Experiment Station (Syracuse, N. Y.).~« 
Recently pu.iisneds "Reconnaissance of the Land Vertebrates of the Huntingto: 

Wildlife Forest Station"; "Effect of Deer Browsing on Certain Western Adironda 

Forest Types." Awaiting publication are reports on the ecology of birds of 

the northern boundary of New York State, and on birds of the Catskill 
Mountains. <A continuing project covers ecologiceal and population studies of 

; small mammals, a progress report upon which was published in 1935. Plans 
provide for intensive investigation on the Huntington Forest of the distribu- 
tion, populations, ranges, food and cover preferences, and seasonal activitie: 

of forest wildlife and its response to forest and wildlife management, in ex- 
ploration of the feasibility of forest management that takes into account all 

forest products. 
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— CANADIAN WILDLIFE RESEARCH f 

5 ' §o far as known most of the wildlife research in Canada is official. 
The Biological Board engaged chiefly in fisheries research has cooperated 
with the National Parks Bureau in studying the economic importance of fish- 
eating birds. The status of the American merganser in British Columbia has 

recently been repofted upon and that of the goldeneye ducks is being invosti- 
gated. The National Parks Bureau has produced recently published reports 

also on a waterfowl reconnaissance of Wood Buffalo Fark, Northwest Territories, , 

and on the migrations of the American brant. Presently active projects in- 
clude investigations of population cycles of the varying hare (this in co- 
operation with the Bureau of Animal Populations, Oxford, England); experimental * 

transplanting of eelgrass from the Pacific to the Atlantic Coast of Canada; 
determination of the reproductive rate of the American eider on the north 
shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence; and collaboration in the Linnaean Society 

of New York's cooperative field study of the herring gull by means of colored 

bands. : 

The National Museum of Canada, to which we are indebted for useful 
books on the birds of that country, is continuing ornithological surveys by 

the method of traverses that will develop the zonal distribution of birds. 
A line that has been worked recently runs from Churchill on Hudson Bay to 
the southern boundary of Manitoba. The most active taxonomic study is that 

of great horned owls. 

Field expeditions of the Museum, in search of bird, mammal, and other 

material, in the last three years explored the coast of British Columbia, 

Thelon Game Sanctuary, and the eastern Arstic, and parts of Manitoba, Ontario, 

Quebec, and Nova Scotia. A report on the mammals and birds of the western 

Arctic District Northwest Territories, has recently been published, and a 

report on the life zones and a check-list of the mammals of Canada are planned 

The Royal Ontario Museum of Zoology in conjunction with the University 
of Toronto has published on studies of vopulation fluctuations of the ruffed 
grouse, and on incursions of the sharp-tailed grouse and ptarmigan, and a 

study on the periodic fluctuations of the varying hare is ready for printing. e 

Changes in the wolf and coyote populations of Ontario and their relation to 

the number of deer also heave been treated in recent publications. The Museum 
is especially interested in cyclic phenomena and sends out an annual question- = 

naire to trappers, sportsmen, and naturalists in an cffort to keep as accuratc 

a@ record as possible of the changes in number of a wide variety of mammals, 

birds, and other animals. With the support of a private donor the Museum is 
conducting a survey of conditions affecting wildlife in King Township, as a 
guide to a demonstration project in wildlife management. 

COST OF WILDLIFE RESBARCH 

No estimate can be given of the present total cost of wildlife research 
but illuminating sample budgets are available. 

‘ One of the units in the series for Federal-State Cooperative Research 
in Wildlife Management, namely, Iowa State Colloge, reports a total wildlife 
budget for this year of $30,620, of which $22,820 is specifically allotted 
to research. 
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4 Amounts allocated by the Bureau of Biological Survey for research in the 
present fiscal year total $439,857, distributed as follows: 

Salaries and Expenses, Bureav of Biological Survey: 
Pood Habits of Bivda ang Animale . <0 s,ses « Sh6e, 140 
Fur Resources Investigations - . s+ ++ ee ees 1/ 66,000 

Biological Investigations 4 << ss 4a 6s « ay B/171,149 

Control of Predatory Animals. and Injurious Rodents 35, 500 
Protection of Migratory Birds «+ + ++ ssse 51,000 : 

: Migratory Bird Conservation Refuges ++» -+ +. 1/ 20,868 
Migratory Bird Conservation Fund . 1 «ees eae 15,000 

A, : Bankhead-Jones Research Fund «sees 5 2 0 © se 12,200 

$439, 857 

i Nearly half a million dollars thus is accounted for by the budgets of 
one Federal bureau and one State college; it must be surmised that the total 
figure runs into several millions. 

NUMBER OF PROJECTS : : : 

A basic difficulty in the preparation of this report is one that is con- 
fronted in elmost every direction--that of deciding where to draw lines. What 
research activities are important enough to take into consideration? Which 
should be classed as distinct projects? Is 9, piece of cooperative research to 
be reckoned as a single undertaking or given multiple standing corresponding 
to the number of cooperators? These and other queries have required answers 
in each case as raw material. was being incorporated into the report, and on 
those individual decisions depends the validity of any numerical summaries 
that may be mide. In any event accurscy is not claimed; suggestion value is 
about all thas can de expected. F 

For the Biological Survey, 54 research projects are recorded and 43 
additional for the Survey in collaboration with seven other Federal agencies. 
The Cooperative Research in Wildlife Management involving nine States is 
credited with 47 projects, and cooperation with six other States with 15. The 

: total for the Biological Survey and cooperators is 159. 

Six Federal organizations are engaged in 35 research undertakings in” 
F addition to those included in Survey cooperation, three of the offices, with 

20 projects, being credited to the Department of Agriculture, and three, with 
15 projects, to other Departments. ; . 

Research problems undertaken by 18.State conservation departments, ‘ 
including supplementary studies by three States in the Federal-State coopera- 

tive chain, number 90. Those for 19 colleges and universities total 144; for 
eight museums, 66; for five miscellaneous establishments, 34; and for*five 
Canadian institutions, 26. : 

1/ Allotments for disease investigations are made from these appropria- 

tions in the following amounts, respectively, $16,270; $1,750; and $14,900. --- 

2/ Of this amount, $60,000 was eppropriated for the cooperative research 

stations. Ten or more stations will be in operation during 1938. 
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: The total is some 550; the average of independent projects of Federal 

bureaus other than the Biological Survey, for States whether in the coopera- 
tive agreement or not, and for Canadian institutions, is about 5; for the 
colleges, universities, and miscellaneous establishments, about 7; and for the 
museums, about 8, each. 

: pe NUMBER AND SYNOPSIS OF SUBJECTS 

The figures given inthe synopsis at the end of this section do not . 
agree with those of the previous sections because some research projects deal. ~ 
with more than one subject. For example, life history studies often put sor. 

much emphasis upon food habits that there is a question as to the main .trend-~~ ~ > 
a doubt often resolved by crediting them to both branches of research. Dupli- 
cate classification occurs also in other cases, but reduction from the project 

basis also affects this analysis of objectives, as when two or more institu- 
tions in the same State are investigating the same subject. State and other 
regional designations in the following outline usually indicate the site of 
the research, but often also they refer to the headquarters from which it is 

being conducted. 

; Biological Surveys and Distributional Studies 

Avifauna of-- = Biological expeditions--Contimed. 

Alleghany State Park (N.Y.) California (Calif. ) 
California (Calif.) Fastern Arctic (Canada) : 
Chicago region (I11.) Manitoba (Canada) : 5 
Idaho (Mich. ) Mexico (Calif.) a 
Lake Tahoe region (Calif.) Nova Scotia (Canada) 
Michigan (Mich.) Ontario (Canada) 
Nevada (Calif.) Quebec (Canada) : : 

: New York (N.Y.) Thelon Game Sanctuary (Canada) aa 
Oklahoma (N.Y.-) : Utah (N. Y.) s 
Tennessee (D. C6.) : 

‘+ Texas (Mich., N. Y.) Birds and mammals of-~ 3 
Tomales Bay (Calif.) Louisiana (La.) : 

ee West Virginia (D. C.) Montana (Mont.) 3 ¢ 
Wyoming (Mich.) Mount McKinley National Park (Calif,) 

Western Arctic District, N. W. T. 
Banding of-- . (Canada) * 

Birds in general (D. C.) ? 
Chimney swift (La.) Bird-refuge populations (Vt.) oe 
Crown sparrows (Calif.) ~ : = 
Herring gull (D. 6., Mass., N. Y., Bird rookeries of Great Salt Lake (Utah) 

Canada) 
ee birds and mammals Fur animals (Calif., I11.) 

(Be. 
Planted game birds (Pa., Wis.) Fur and game species (Minn.) 
Ruffed grouse (Wis.) 

: Small birds (Mich.) Far resources (N. Y.) 
Swallows (N. Y.) A 

Incursion of—- : 
Biological expeditions-- Ptarmigan (Canada) ’ 

ipsa (0. 05, Ne: Ye) Sharp-tailed grouse (Canada) 
Arizona (Galif., N. Y.) 
British Columbia (N. Y.) ; 
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Life zones--: Migration— ‘ 
Bpigona (De 6.) = Amcrican brant (Canada) 
Canada (Canada) Generel (D.- C.) 

<=. Florida- (Ds: ¢.) : Waterfowl (D. C., Mich.) 
Georgia (D. C.) 
Oregon (D. C.) Vertebrates of-- 
Wisconsin (D. C.) British Columbia coast (Canada) 

‘ Huntington Wildlife Forest Station 

: Mammals of-- Ses CS). : 
Arizona (D. C.) Navajo Mountain (Calif.) ; 
Canada, (Canada) Point Lobos Reserve (Calif.) 

‘ Death Valley (Calif.) Toyabe Mountains, Nevada (Calif.) 
es Florida (D. C.) ; 

Georgia (D. C.) Waterfowl, general (D. C.) 
Idaho (Calif.) 
Lake Tahoe region (Calif..) Waterfowl of Wood Buffalo Park, 

Oregon (D. C.) N, W. T. (Canada) 
Rensselaer County (N. Y.) 
Tennessee (D. C.) Wildlife of economic importance (Miss.) 

West Virginia (D. C.) 
Wisconsin (D. 6.) Wildlife resources (Mich., Ohio, Tex.) 

Zonal @istribution of birds (Canada) 

Control, 
Coyote (Colo.) Pheasant ropellents (Minn.) 

. Decor repellents (Ga.) Pocket gophors (Colo.) 

Meadow mice (Colo.) Solective poisons (Colo.) 

Muskrat (Calif.) 

: Diseases and Parasites 
y 

Bang's disease in bison and elk (Mont.) Botulism (D. C., Nebr.) 

? Birds-- Fish-cating birds as carriers of fish 

Bobwhite (I11.) : perasites (Maine) 
Ducks (I1l., Mich.) 
Grouse (D. C.) Fluctuations in wildlife populations 

Hungarian partridge (Ohio) as affected by diseases and para- 

Marsh birds (Mich.) sites (Mich., Minn.) 

Pheasant (I11., Ohio) 
Prairie chicken (I1l., Nebr.) General (D. C., Iowa) 
Quail (D. C.) 
Ruffed grouse (Minn.) ‘Kidney worm in minks (Mich.) 
Sharp-tailed grouse (Nebr.) 

os Waterfowl (I11.) Leuchloridium in marsh birds (Mich.) 
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Leucocytozoon in ducks (Mich.) Plague in rodents, Western States : 

(Celie DC.) : 

Liver fluke in deer (Mich. ) ; 
se Pnoumonia in bighorn shcep: (Mont.) 

Lung worm in‘ decr (Mich.) : 
; : Scabios, transmission to elk (Mont.) 

Mammals—- 

Bishorn (Mont.) — Tick fover in docr, Florida 
Deer (Mich., Minn.) Cpe) 
Elk (Utah) : 
Fur animals (111.) Tromatodes of waterfowl (Mich.) . 
Mink (Mich.) . 
Moose (Minn. ) Tularomia in birds and rodents (D. C.) 
Rodents (N. C.) : 
Small mammals :(I11.) Typhus in rodents, Southcastern States 

Snowshoe hare (Minn.) One 

Parasites common to wildlife and ° Wildlife as reservoirs of diseases 

domestic animals (D. C., Mich.) affcetbine mean .(Calit.,=D..0.,) 

Pathological histology of whitce- Wildlife in gonéral (Minn., MN. Y.) 
tailed deer-(Mich.) ; 

Ecological Problems 

Artificial lakes, utility to wildlife Correlation of cover types and wildlife 

(Tenns,. Vas) distribution (Conn.) 

Beavers in relation to stream flow and Coyote in natural environment (Calif.) 
fishes (Utah, W. Va.) 

Cycles in wildlife as related to those 

Birds of-- ; in climate ().-6,) 
Beech-maple forest (Ohio) 
Pine-hemlock forest (Ohio) Denudation of forest floor in relation 

to wildlife (N. C.) 
Carrying capacity of deer yards (Mich) f 

Ecology of birds of northern New York 

Census methods (Maine, Mich., Pa., (i ¥.) 
Utah) : 

Estimating age of deor (Calif.) 
Community relations— 

In oak-maple forest (I11.) Evaluation of-- : 

Of the W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctu- Forest environment (Mich.) 
ary (Mich.) Waterfowl environment (Mich.) 

Comparative censuses of birds in dif- Fertility relations of races and 

ferent habitats (111.) species (Mich.) 

Comparative studics of farm game Fluctuations in-- 
environments (Ind.) Animal populations (Mich., Minn., 

Nebr.) : 
Conditions affecting wildlife in King Lemming (I11.) 

Township, Ontario (Canada) Ruffed grouse (Minn. Canada) 
Varying hare (Minn, Canada) 
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Food production of forest types (Mass.) Population studies--Continued. 

Geose (Calif.) : 
Forest rogencration as affected by wild- House wren (Ohio) 7 

life (Cslif., Mass.) Rico rat (La.) 

: Small mammals (Ga., Mich., N. Y.) 
Local races in relation to environ- Statistical (Calif.) 

mental conditions (Mich.) wee 
Range productivity.as affected by ; 

¥ Mosquito-control operations in rela- wildlife (Calif:) ee 5 

tion to wildlife (D..0., Nw ¥.,0 tam.) 
Range study of-- ue 

$ Numbers of watorfowl (D. C.) Bighorn (Ariz., Colo., Wyo.) 
Elk (Ariz., Colo., Wyo.) 

Overpopulation of elk, factors Ex 
involved (Mont.) Rodent competition with valley quail 

(Calif.) 
Pheasant movements (Wis.) : 

Song birds, effects of management on 
Photoperiodism (Conn., Ill.) (Mich. ) 

Physiology of game species in relation Status of threatened species (Ariz., 

to climatic conditions (Mich., Pa.) N.Y, Ohio) 

Plants of waterfowl breeding grounds Succession in bogs and marshes as 

(Iowa, Utah) affecting birds (Ohio) 

Population studies—- Summer range of déer (Calif., Utah) 
Aided by mathematics (Mich. ) s : 
Bird and insect populations, cor- Winter range of deer (Calif., N. H., 

relation of (I11,) Pa., Utah, Wash.) ; 
Birds in general (Mich., Ohio) 
Cotton rat (Ga., La.) Winter relations of ruffed grouse to 
Deer (Idaho, Mich., Minn.) the forest (Mass.) 
Elk (Idaho) 

Fur animals (Mich.) 
aq 

Food Habits 

Birds-- Birds -- Continued 

Almond-eating birds (Calif.) Owls (Pa.) 
American merganser (Mich. B.C.) Pheasant (Ill., Minn., Mont., Ohio, 
Bobwhite (Ala., Del., Ill., Md., Utah) 

Ohio, S.C.) Raptorial birds (D. C.) 

Coot (Da 65) . Ruffed grouse (N. Y., Va.) 
Crow (I11.) Scaled quail (D.-C.) 
Fish-eating birds (D. C., B. C.) Waterfowl (Mich.) 
Game birds in relation to weed White-necked raven (Colo.) 

seeds (Idaho) Wild turkey (Ky., Va.) 
Goldeneye ducks (B. C.) 
Hawks (Pa.) Mammals-- 
Hungarian partridge (D. ¢., Ohio) Armadillo (Colo.) 
Mourning dove (D. 6.) Black bear (Va.) 
Orioles destroying fruit in New Bobcat (ie-0s, Vt.) 

York (D.-C.) Coast black-tailed deer (Calif.) 
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Mammals--Continued. . -Mammals--Continued. 
Cottontail (Md.) Rabbit damage to Scotch pine (Mich.) 
Coyote (Calif., Colo.) Raccoon (Ga.) s 
Deer (Mont., Vt.) ; Rea fox (D. C.) 
Deer browsing in relation. to-- Rodents (N. C.) 

Differential fertilization (Idaho) Rodents in relation to forest plant- 

Forest types (N. Y.) ing (Minn. ) : 
Elk (Mont.) Skunk (Ga., Iowa) 
Box (Ala., Gas, No. Yous Va.) White-tailed dcer (Minn., Mo., N. H., ; 
Mule decr, palatability ratings of : N. C.) 

food (Ariz., Calif.) : ; 
Opossum (Ga. ) White-tailed deer-- : ’ 
Otter (Mich. ) Palatability ratings of food 
Predators (Mich. ) Chisel Ye Pas) 
Rabbits, in relation to forest Nutritional requirements (N. Y.) 

planting (Minn.) 

Life Histories 

Birds-- : Birds--Continued. ~ 
Arctic tern (Maine) Phoebe (HN. Y.) 
Atlantic puffin (Maine) 4 Prairie chicken (11l., Lake States, 

Black guillemot (Maine) flex., Wis.) 
Black-backed gull (Mainc) Redstart (N. Y.) 
Blue jay (N. Y.) Robin (N. Y.) 
Blue-winged teal (Iowa) Ruffed grouse (Maine, N. Y., Ohio, 

‘ Bobwhite (Ala., Del., Ill., Iowa, Po., W. Va.) 
Las, Md., Okla, Se Cs, Tex.) Ruffed grouse, mating cycle (Maine, 

California jay (Calif.) Nie) 
California quail (Calif.) Sage grouse (Utah) 
California woodpecker (Calif.) — Sandhill crane (Lake States) 
Canvasback, mating cycle (N. Y.) Screech owl (N. Y.) 
Cedarbird (Mich.) Sharp-tailed grouse (Lake States, 
Crow (I11.) Utah) 
Double-crested cormorant (N. Y.) Small birds, temperatures and 
Hider duck (Maine) weights (Mich.) £ 
Eider duck, reproductive rate Songs of birds (N. ¥.) 

(Canada) Spotted sandpiper (Mich.) 
English sparrow (N. Y.) Tree sparrow (N. Y.) p 
Herring gull (Maine) Tarkey buzzard (N, Y.) 
Geese (Calif.) : Upland game birds (Mich.) 
Grouse of the genus Dendraganus Valley quail (Calif.) 

(GoeweingS}) Waterfowl-- 
Horned lark (N. Y.) Migration (D. C., Mich.) 
Horned owl (N. Y.) Nesting (Mich. ) : 
House wren (Ohio) Ranges (D. C., Mich.) 
Hungarian partridge (Wis.) Wild ducks, sex ratio (Utah) 
Ivory-billed woodpecker (N. Y.)-- Wild turkey (Ky., Mo., Pa.) 
Kirtland's warbler (Mich.) Woodcock (Maine, N. Y.) 
Lesser prairie chicken (Okla.) ; Wren-tit (Calif.) 
Magpies (Calif.) Yellow-headed blackbird (Mich.) . 
Mourning dove (Ala., Iowa, Mich.) : 
Pheasant (I1l., Iowa, Wis.) 
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Mammals-- Mammals--Continued - Rae 
Antelope (Oreg.) Muskrat (Calif., Iowa, Md.) 
Beaver (Mich.) Muskrat, sex ratio (Utah) 

Caribou (Lake States) Rabbits (Calif.) 
Coast black-tailed deer (Calif.) Raccoon Iowa, Maine) : 

Cotton rat (Ga.) Red fox (Mass.) 
Cottontail (Conn., Iowa., Mich., Rodents, inheritance studies (Mich.) 

Ohio) Skunks (Iowa, Mich.)  _ : 
Coyote (Colo.) Small mammals (Mich,, Wash.) 

5 Elk (Utah) Squirrels (Mich., Ohio, Tex., W. Va.) 
Fur animals of California (Calif.) Varying hare (Lake, States) 

; Gray fox (Ga., Minn.) White-tailed deer (Ariz., Maine, N. Y., 
Ground hog (Ohio) Ohio, Pa., W. Va.) 
Meadow mice (Calif.) . ' White-tailed deer, birth rate sex 

Moose (Lake States) ratio (Oreg.) 
Mule deer (Ariz., Calif., Utah) 

Limiting Factors 
Affecting-- Hunting, on-- 

Bobwhite (La., Va.) Bobwhite (I1l.) 
Hungarian partridge (Idaho) Deer (N. ¥., Vt.) 
Pheasant (Idaho) Game species (Ni. J.) 
Raccoon (Maine) Wild turkey (Ala.) 
Ruffed grouse (Mich. ) 
Small. game (Oreg.) Inbreeding in bobwhite (Nebr.) 
Valley quail (Calif.) 
White-tailed deer (Ariz., N. Y.) Insecticides in relation to-~ 
Wild turkey (Mich.) Birds (D. C.) 

Wildlife (D. C.) 
Causes of winter and spring losses 

of moose (Maine) Lead poisoning of waterfowl (D. Ce) 

Crippling losses (Utah) Mosquito-control operations (D. C., 

Nev, tenn, ) 

Depletion of eelgrass, Atlantic 

ss coast of the United States and Stock-poisoning plants in relation to 

Canada (D. C., Canada) : deer (Mich.) _ é 

: Grazing in relation to-- 
Upland game (Calif., Okla., Utah) 
Waterfowl (Utah) : 

Management 

Agriculture in relation to wildlife Birds--Continued. — 

management (Ga., Wis.) Mourning dove (Iowa) 
Pheasant (Iowa, Vt.) 

Aquatic plants, survival on refuges Prairie chicken (Mich.) 

(Ind. ) Ruffed grouse (Mich., N. H., Vt., Va.) 
Sharp-tailed grouse (Mich.) 

Beggarweeds, life history and value Songbird (Ill., N. H.) — 

of (Wis.) Waterfowl (Mich.) 
Wild turkey (Ala., Mo., Va.) 

Birds—- Wood cock (Maine) 
Bluc-winged-teal (Iowa) i 
Bobwhite (Ala., Towa, Ma.) as :



Comparative studies of game management Mammals-- 
practices (Ga.) fos Antelope (Oreg.) 

: pace Beaver (Minn., Pa.) 
Controlled burning (Ga.) Cottontail (Conn., Iowa, Md.) 

; Fur animals (Minn.) 
Controlled hunting (Mich., N.J., Ohio) Moose. (Mich.) 

: Mule deer (Utah) 
Correlation of wildlife management and Muskrat (Iowa, Md..) 

other land uses (Ga., Mass., Mich., Olympic elk (Wash. ) 
Ne) Raccoon (Iowa) 

Re re S ; Skunk (Iowa) 
Cover crops in relation to game (Ga.) ae deer (Mich., Mo., Vt., 

: Nas : 
Development of-- : : 3 

Non-toxic shot (Minn.)  - : Minimum of improvement desirable (Ind.) 
Mosquito larvicide harmless to ; i : 

wildlife (D. C.) Plantings, value to wildlife (Md., Tenn.) 

Estimating game populations (Conn.) Plants valuable for wildlife utilization 

(D202) 
Experimental wildlife manegoment (N,H.) 

i Propagotion, artificial-- 
Farm game (N. Y.) Black duck (1. ¥3) - 

Bobwhite (La., N. Y.) 
Farmer-sportsman relationship (Iowa, Pheasant (N. Y.) 

Mich.) Ruffed grouse (N. Y,) 
Propagation of food-producing trees 

Feed-patch plants, relative values of and shrubs (Md. ) 2 
(IN se: vide.) : g 

Propagation, transplanting, and control 
Feed-patch seed mixtures (Conn., Md., of aquatic vegetation (D. C.) 

W. J.) 
. Protection of plants valuable to wild- 

Fertilization of feed patchés (Ga.) life from inscct pests (D. C.) 

Forest management in relation to Range improvement, doer and elk (Idaho) 
wildlife management (Ala., Ga., Maine, 
Mass., Mich., N. H., Nu Y., Pa.) Refuge areas, offect on game populations 

(We Va.) 4 f 
Fruits attractive to birds (D. C.) . 

Refuges for sage grouse (Wyo.) : 
Herd regulation, moose (Mich.) 

Revegetation of logged and burned areas 
Inventory of-- in the Southeastern States (D. ¢.) 

Deer population (Mich) 
Fur production (Vt.) Silviculture in relation to-- 
Mountain sheep (Calif.) Deer (Maine, N. Y., Pa.) 

Ruffed grouse (Maine, N. H., N. Y.) 
Lespedeza, value of (Ind., N. J.) Wildlife (Mass., Mich.) 

Lumbering in: relation to-- Spring seed bearers (Ga.) 
Deer (Ala., Maine) a 
Ruffed grouse (Maine) : Stocking-- 
Wildlife (Mass.) Bobwhite (N. Y.) 

: Chukar partridge (Mo.) 
Mallard (N. Y.) 
Pheasant (N. Y.) 

ae Various extralimital species (Wis.)



Storage and germination of seeds of Wildlife as a supplementary farm 

aquatic plants (N. Y.) enterprise (D. C.) 

Transplanting eelgrass, Pacific to ‘~ Winterfeeding, relative value of 

Atlantic coast (D. C., Canada) “grains for: (Wis.)_ 

Volunteer vegetation, value for Woody plants, their value to wildlife 

wildlife (Ga.) (Mass .') 

“ : Predation : : 

Armadillo-quail relationship (Tex.) Fire-ants versus bobwhites (D. C., Ga.) 
A ; 

Crow-waterfowl relationship (N. Dak.,. Horned owl on game birds (Wis. ). 
Alberta, Sask.) aa : 

Population problems (Mich, ) 

Taxonomic and Related Studies 

Birds-- Mammals-- 5 

Birds of Middle America (D. C.) Brown bat (Calif.) 
Birds of North America (D. 6.) Deer of the Pacific coast (Calif.') 
Birds of prey, feather tracts of Mammals of Canada (Canada) : 

(Oates )2e- Mammals of North America (D. 6.) 
Blue jay (N. Y.) Moles (Calif.) 
Canada goose (Calif.) Pocket gopher (Calif.) 
Clapper rail (D. C.) Pocket mice (Calif.) 
Finches and sparrows, juvenal Puma (D. C.) 

plumage (N. Y.) Rabbits (Calif...) 
Flycatchers of the genus Spermophiles (D. C.) ; 

Empidonax (Mich.) Tree squirrels (D. C.) 
Grouse of the genus Dendragapus Wolves (D. C.) 

(Calif. ) Wood rats (Calif.) 
Horned lark (Calif.) 
Red-tailed hawk (N. Y.) Development of keys for identifying hair 
Thrashers, structure of (Calif.) and fur (D. C., Mich.) 

. 

Development of keys for identifying Other-- 

feathers (Mich.) Check-list of marsh and aquatic plants 

‘ (D.. C.) 
es Preparation of a manual for identific 

cation of seeds (D. C.) 

Number of Subjects 

Totaling the numbers of researches distributed in the preceding synopsis 

there are on-- 

Biological Surveys and distributional studies. . . 88 
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Some of these groups may be further commented upon to advantage. The 

79 ecological investigations embrace 56 subjects, of which the most popular 
are range studies of deer, 7 in number; of other big-game ruminants, bighorn 

and elk together, 6; and comparative studies of census methods, 4. 

It is of interest: that despite carlier emphasis on studies of the food 
habits of birds, there are now more dietary investigations of mammals, 38 as 

compared with 34. The favorite species in the bird group is the bobwhite, 

with 6 studies under way; and among the mammals, foxes and the white-tailed > 
deer, with 4 each. 

Life-history researches are divided, 45 for mammals and 81 for birds. e 
The mammalian studics relate to 24,mostly specific groups, of which 11 are 
geme, 8 fur, and 5 of other classification. The white-tailed deer is. well 
in the lead'as an objective, with 7 investigations in as many States. The 
bird life histories concern 22, mostly specific groups of game, and 28 
similar groups of nongame birds. It is a satisfaction that wildlife research 
is preserving its breadth of scope and has not become merely an adjunct to 
game managoment. The favored species among the game birds is the bobwhite 
with 9 studies in progress; the nongame projécts are distributed, almost 
entirely, one to a species, ‘ 

5 Among limiting factors other than disease ‘and predators, grazing in 
relation to game birds with 4 studies, and mosquito-control operations as 
affecting wildlife with 3, are in the lead. 

The researches on management items, totaling 121, relate to 78 subjects, 
of which 11 are studies of the management of definite groups of birds and an 
equal number of mammals. The ruffed grouse is the favored bird species with 
4 projects devoted to it, and the white-tailed docr tho most frequently 
selected mammal, with thé same number, The ‘ubject from the entire list of 
management researches that is receiving most attention is forestry in rela~ 
tion to wildlife management, with 8 going projects. 

: CONCLUSION 

e 
In conclusion it is evident that there is greater appreciation of the l 

value of wildlife research than evor before and that there is more of it 
being done than in any previous period. Granted reasonable prosperity in ’ 
the Nation, these tronds will doubtless continue. ix 
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University or MINNESOTA yw ¢ : 

DeparTMENT or AGRICULTURE fo - at aw 

Unrvensiry Farm, St. Pavi & py 

ye 
DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL BIOCHEMISTRY 0 ct ob er ou 1939 Ru 

e 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Division of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am afraid that I can offer very little helpful advice 

based on our laboratory experience with rodents which would help 

explain the rodent population on western range lands. So many 

factors can affect the reproductive power and, therefore, the 
population level of laboratory rodents, that it would indeed be 
very difficult to propose even a rational theory to explain 
natural variations in population in the wild. If one excluded 
all other possible factors except those connected with food and 
nutrition, I would not be willing to hazard a theory based on 

the deficiency of a single nutrient. I think it has been es- 

tablished beyond much doubt that seeds undergo much less varia- 

tions in chemical composition and, therefore, in general nutri- 

tive value than do the stems and leaves of plants. Therefore, 
one might better suppose that simple abundance of nutrition is 

a more likely explanation than abundance of phosphorus under 

the conditions which you mention, provided there is an inverse 
ratio between abundance of edible seed-bearing plants and 

grasses as intimated in your letter. 

I am sorry I cannot be more specific but the situation 

does not lend itself to a specific answer as I have indicated. 

Sincerely yours, 

L. S. Palmer 
LSP: 1 Professor of Agricultural Biochemistry 
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42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Managenent one 

Dr. L.S. Palmer 
Department of Blochemistry 
University of Minnesota 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Dr. Palmers 

Dr. R. H. Chapman gave me your name in response to ny 
inquiry as to where I could get advice as toe the effect of foods on 
reproductive power and population level of rodents. 

On western range lands heavy rodent populations seam to 
be associated in some way with overegraged ranges. At the New 
Mexice Agricultural College I heard a theory that most range grasses 
are deficient in phosphorus but that phosphorus is more abundant in 
the weeds which spring up when over-gragzing thins out the range grass. 
The theory is that abundance of phosphorus furnished by weeds 
stimilates reproduction and hence raises populations. My chemistry 
is insufficient to check either the alleged differential between 
grass and weeds or the alleged effect on rodent levels. Is there | 

anything in your experience which would enable you to shed light on 
this or any similar theory of rodent populations? 

Dr. Chapman told me that you had worked only with laboratery 
rodents, but I imagine no one has done enough work with wild species 
to know anything about then. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Chapman 
Hott



IN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 
CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

UNITED STATES . 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON 

October 20, 1939. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

On my return to the office I find a note from Mr. Henderson 
regarding your visit here, from which the following is a quota- 
tion: 

"He has just been making a field trip for the 
Soil Conservation Service in the southwestern and 
southeastern parts of the country. On this trip 
he observed that in many places the Soil Conserva— 
tion work, in his judgment, was incomplete and in- 
effective unless the rodent populations were reduced. 
On the other hand, some of the land on which Soil 
Conservation is working is so low in price that 
expenditures mst be kept to a minimum. Consequently 
it occurred to Leopold that if some method of eco- 
logical control of rodents, as he called it, could be 
devised we might be able to get Nature to reduce the 
rodent population without having to expend money for 
poison baits and their application." 

I am very mach interested in your point of view as it checks very 
closely with my own. I think Soil Conservation work unless rodent 
populations are reduced is a waste of money in some of the areas in 
question. I fully appreciate the low value of the land and the 
necessity for keeping expenditures down. 

We have had the Denver laboratory working on ecological fac- 
tors in an effort to find some way to control rodents or to control 
the damage they cause without the necessity of poisoning or killing 
the animals. They have made some progress in some fields but nothing 
that can yet be applied to southwestern conditions. 

I appreciate your comments and wonder if you would have any ob- 
jection to my mentioning them in discussions of this problem with the 
Soil Conservation Service. 

Very sincerely oe 

Ira N. Gane 

Chief.



424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management ee te 

Dr. Ira N. Gabrielson, Chief 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
U. &. Department of Interior 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Gabrielson: 

I am glad you are interested in the rodent management 
proposal. I certainly have no objection to your quoting me on 
it. You might be interested in the attached excerpt from the 
report that I made to Dr. Bennett upon the conclusion of my trip. 

My principal anxiety is for you and the 5.0.5. people 
to reach a better understanding of each other's viewpoints. I 
think I detect a tendency in the U.5.3.S. to regard their attitude 
as academic and impracticable, and conversely,i detect a tendency 
in the 5.0.8. to regard the U.5.B.8. attitude as unecological 
and unduly influenced by rodent control appropriations. Such a 
Situation is potentially dangerous for both organimtions and for 
conservation. I think this new approach might be made the means 
eof bringing the two organizations together. 

I would like to talk this over with you at the next 
opportunity. 

With best regards, ; 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Wildlife Management 

cc E.G.Holt



4a University Farm Place 
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Dr. Jean M. Linsdale : 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

e Dear Dr. Linsdale: 

I am doing some consulting work for the Seil Conservation 
Service, and one of the big problems is, of course, rodent control. 

T am trying to interest the $.¢.5. and also the BMological 
Survey in the possibilities of rodent management (that is, management 
downward by environmental control) as a substitute for poisoning, 
fo this end i am preparing digest of pertinent literature. Some 
samples are attached. 

When I started to review your Point Lobos experiments, I 
found that the only report in my library was the "Vertebrate Animals 
of Point Lobos Reserve, 1934-35" by Dr. Grinnell and yourself. Has 
there been any subsequent publication of your Point Lobos findings 
with respect to ground squirrels? If so, will you kindly tell me 
where to look for it? If not, I would appreciate 1% if you could 
give me,for class use only, your ground squirrel censuses for 1936 
te the present. 

I have verbal reports of a natural falling off in population 
level since 1935, and if these reports are correct the project, of 
course, has great significance for my present purposes. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
{| enel Professor of Wildlife Management 

if 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

MUSEUM OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY . 

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA November 10,1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
: Division of Wildlife Management, 

College of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Your, letter of November 3, to Linsdale comes when 
he is away in the Middlewest. According to the itinerary 
he left with us he will be at Route 1, Baldwin, Kansas, un- 

til November 11 and will go to Madison, Wisconsin, November 
14. Perheps—he—means-by—that—that He will arrive at Madison 
on November 14. He is going there primarily to see you. I 
am sending on your letter to him at baldwin by air mail in 
the hopes of catching him. 

I have not the counts made of squirrels and other 

vertebrates on the Pte Lobos Reserve since the publication 
by Grinnell and Linsdale of their report. I understand from 
Linsdale that there has been a decrease in the number of squir- 
rels, as the native vegetation has started to reestablish it=- 
self on the Reserve. 

May I offer my own personal nnd eeeiiien for 
your having injected into the rodent control problem this ques- 
tion of environment control. Of course, those who wish to main< 

tain something approaching a natural balance of organisms, what- 
ever that may be, might not wish to see the rodents reduced be- 
yond a certain level. Someone who wished to harvest a crop of 
fur, for example, might have an interest in seeing the rodent 

population present in a degree that would support the fur- 
bearers in which he was interested. Then too, as you are well 
aware, of course, the numbers of rodents as regards many species 
depends upon the life zone where one is working. In general, 
rodents are subject to wide fluctuations in numbers. These 
are almost periodic in the Arctic Life Zones Whereas the same 
genus of rodent, if it occurs as far south as the Tropical 
Zone, apparently does not undergo these fluctuations in numbers Haag. 
The Transition Life Zone, in between,has fluctuations, but they 
are of irregular occurrence as to time and degree. To be more 
specific, black-tailed jackrabbits in eastern Washington are 
well-known to fluctuate in numbers over periods of years; where- 
as, according to Taylor and Voorhies, the same species in Ari- 
zona does not display variations of this kind or, at least, 

(two pages)



Professor Aldo Leopold. eZ November 10, 1939 

not of this magnitude.- I have often felt that this important 
general biological principle was not taken into account by 
rodent control officers as fully as it should be. I have 
felt that this was the case, especially here, in California, 
where conditions in the Canadian Zone at one end of +e coun- 
tfy were cited as illustrative of what was to be expected for 
a related species of rodents which occurred in the Lower Sonoran 
Zone at the other end of the countf#ye Comparisons and conclu- 
sions made on any such basis as that are almost certain to be 
wrongs 

I trust you will pardon this exposition on my part 
of a biological principle which I feel all too frequently has been 
over-looked by the agents,up to now. concerning themselves with 
the regulation of the number of wild animals in general and 
rodents in particular. 

Very truly yours, 

ERE: hg Edad



4oh University Farm Place 
November 18, 1939 

Mr, Leo K. Couch 

Division of Wildlife Research 
Buresu of Blological Survey 
Washington, D. G. 

Dear Leo: 

I have read your letter with much interest, and of course 
agree that we cannot come to grips with this problem by correspondence. 

T admit that Horn's work 1s trending in the direction I would 
like to see you go, but it is infinitesimal compared with your rodent 
appropriation. 

T also agree that the state departments would probably be 
reluctant to support rodent research, but that does not change the fact 
that 1t is a wildlife management problem of outstanding important, and 
Pittman-Robertson as well as the Units purpose to cover the wildlife 
management field. The U.S.B.S. cannot afford to accept these aceldental 
and psychological delimitations in shaping its long-time policy, nor 
doss it change the fact that the U.5.B3.S. is under attack by ecological 
groups, and this idea of rodent management is its logical defense. It 
will take a decade to build this defense, and the building has barely 
started. 

I will be glad to talk this over with Dr. Bell et St. Pau} 
and I am please to know that he will be there. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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QO 
Work UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON 

November 9, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 

Division of Wildlife Manazement, 

424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr- Leopold: 

Your letter of October 10 has been held for study by various 
Divisions affected in the Bureau. Zs 

I am in agreement with your viewpoint that much of our cooperative 
research program is not based on as long-time research as necessary to 
round out all the facts needed for basing a game management program. 

However, at all of the Units, the very nature of their primary projects 
indicates a long-time approach; for exemple, the life history, ecology, 
and management of the Rocky Mountain mule deer is of necessity a long- 
time programe For convenience, this is broken up into 30 or 40 phases, 
to which graduate students' work can be devoted. When all of these 
phases are brought together, the logical assumption is that we will 
have a fairly good picture of the status, limiting factors, and require- 
ments of this speciese I could list 25 or 30 other long-time projects 
of similar nature. 

Your comments on the need for studying the ecology of rodents is 
of interest, but I feel that research on this would hardly come within 
the realm of cooperative wildlife manezement research work. In the 

first place, I doubt if we could convince the State game and conserva- 
tion commissions that such an expenditure of their funds would be justi- 
fied. However, we have included this program under our general project 
of forest and range-wildlife relationships, in which a great deal of 
work is being done in California, Oregon, Washington, Minnesota, New 
England, and the Southe Some of this work has been going on for more 
than 25 years, which evidence is found in publications put out by the 
Bureau and its cooperators. 

The intensive work done by E- E- Horn at the San Joaquin Experi- 
mental Range and Experiment Station is set up to answer many of the ques- 
tions thet you have raised. This work has been under way for about three 
yearse It is our hope that this will prove to be a guide in determining 
at what points rodents become destructive to range and under what condi- 
tions they tend to accelerate erosion- We believe it is possible to set



up on the basis of populations, points at which control of rodents 
is econémically justified for each of the various types of western 
rangese This will require an expension of the California projects 
to at least eight or nine other vegetative types of the western 
rangee In Eastern Oregon, we have expsrimental plots set up for 
pocket gopher studies that have been under observation for ten years. 

It does not seem appropriate for the States to utilize their 
Pittman-Robertson funds in the study of rodent-range relationships. 
It apparently does nct come within the scope of this Act It is doubt- 
ful, also, that the State game and conservation depertments would be 

interested in undertaking such a programe Therefore, such work will 
perhaps of necessity have to be done by State and private institutions, 
and Federal agencies.s Through cooperative agreements, the Biological 
Survey is given the responsibility of conducting this research on areas 
in which the Forest Service and Soil Conservation Service are interested. 
We will expand the research to meet their administrative problems. 

I would appreciate your discussing this with Dre Bell on the occa- 
sion of his visit to Saint Paul for the Midwest conference. If it 
could be arranged, I would be glad to have you visit with me the San 
Joaquin Station in California, and see the work being done by Mr. Horn. 
I think you would also be interested in the predator-prey studies which 
have been under way for over three years on the Los Padres National 
Forest in Californiae I consider field trips much more satisfactory 
than trying to explain and discuss problems of this nature by corres- 
pondencee 

Sincerely yours, 

Leo Ke Couch, Assistant Chief, 
Division of Wildlife Researche



42h University Farm Place 
November 29, 1939 

Mr. Joseph F. Arnold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Arizona 
fucsoa, Arizona 

Dear Mr. Arnold: 

I am much pleased to hear from you and to 
be reassured that the mutritional experiments with 
jackrabbits are going shead this winter. I can under- 
atand the difficulties under which you sre vorting, 
but the attempt is important. 

My judgment on when to publish would not be ; 
any good, because I do not know enough of the deteile. 
T hope, though, that you will keep me posted. I am now 
more interested than ever, for during the summer I did 
Some consulting work for the Soil Conservation Service 
aimed principally at rodent poliey. In order to give 
you the generaléirection of this work, I am asking 
Mr. Ernest @. Holt to send you a copy of my report, 
whieh I understand he has had mimeographed. 

Yours sincerely, 

‘Ido Leopolé 
ee Mr, Holt Professor of Wildlife Management



University of Arizona 
TUCSON 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

AND 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

November 25, ,1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

After many delays, your letter of Oct..25 
finally reached me here at the University of Nebraska... I most 
sincerely appreciated hearing of your interest in our experis= 
mental investigations on the nutritional values of various 
jack rabbit foods. As you may know, an experiment of this 
type, when conducted by a University on a Forest Service Exper- 
iment Station, isn't completely free of the suspicions of the 
Biological Survey. The jack rabbit experiment has suffered 
somewhat from this outside influence. Under: these conditions 
I have found your letter most encouraginge 

Having adopted a new trial-plot system this year,, we plan 
to continue the investigations through another year before we 
attempt to publish any of the results. I have been consider- 
ing whether it would be worth while writing a short illustrated 
paper on the methods we employed in obtaining the young animals: 
and rearing them to maturity. Although, this was a separate 
preliminary procedure, it involved many difficulties and was 
very important to the experiment itself. In any event, I will 
be happy to keep you posted on the progress of the work, and 
may find occassion to consult you concerning the various phases. 

I am looking forward to my return to Tucson in February, 
when I can again resume working on the records collected to date. 
I feel that it is particularly unfortunate that I am not the 
same Arnold you knew some years ago. 

Sincerely yours, 

Joseph F. Arnold 

tl bhi we jen. 3] 
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University of Wisconsin 
Aldo Leopold 

Rodent Menagement: U.S.B.S. Research on Food Habits 

Kelso, Leon H. FOOD HABITS OF PRAIRIE DOGS. U.S. Dept. Agr. Circ. 529, 
June, 1939, 15 pp. 

Premises and Procedure 

"Mach of the published information (is)...based on field observations 

(which)...does not tell the whole story. This circular presents...545 
stomachs of 3...species." 

"Prairie dogs are the direct. competitors of sheep and cattle for forage... 

In 1919 they occupied 100,000,000 acres. Merriam (1902), referring to these 

rodents as one of the most pernicious enemies to agriculture, estimated that... 

32 prairie dogs equal...1 sheep and...256...equal 1 cow." 

Findings 

Blacktail prairie dog (249 stomachs, F states). E-rbege of more or 

less value to stock, 76%; unimportant as forage, 22%; animal matter (including 

grasshoppers and cutworms), 1.4%, Loco, lupine, and nightshade (poisonous 

to cattle) are eaten in spring; rabbit brush (unpalatable to stock) is 
eaten. Chenopodium is so palatable to dogs that it is lacking near burrows 

(except those occupied by burrowing owls). 
of 

Whitetail prairie dog (169 stomachs, 2 states). Horbage jvalue to stock, 
84%; unimportant, 15%; animal matter (including beetles and young chicks), 
0.9%. Saltbushes (Atriplex) heavily caten. 

Gunnison prairie dog (127 stomachs, 3 states). Valuable herbage, 15%; 
unimportant, ooh. Eats more grain than the others. 

: Criticism of Findings 

The habitat is conceived as competition between dogs and stock. Plant 

succession is not mentioned. That stock plus dogs may create the habitat 
favorable for more dogs is not stated or implied, although it is clearly 

deduciblo from the data. That dog removal without stock reduction is futile 

is not mentioned, although clearly deducible from the data, and clearly 

important as advice to the lay reader. 
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: University of Wisconsin 

Aldo Leopold 

Rodent Management: Analogy with Insects : 

Treherne, R. C. and EH. R. Buckell. GRASSHOPPURS OF BPITIS.2 CCLUMBIA. 
Canada Dept. Agr. Bul. 39 (new series), Ottawa, 1924, 47 vp. 

Grasshopper outbreaks have occurred since 1890 at intervals of 7 years. 

Overgrazing has occurred during the same period. ‘Unquestionably the two are 

- intimately related." How? 

Plant Succession 

1. Climax stage: perennial bunch grasses. With grazing pressure this reverts <0: 

2. Secondary grasses. Mostly perennial. "A more general-purpose grazing area... 

than bunch grass." Upon further pressure this reverts to: 

3. Annual weeds. "Of little use except to sheep." 

"In many sections even these secondary grasses are being destroyed for 
want of an opportunity to grow unchecked." Grasshoppers are associated with the 
reversion to stages 2 and 3. 

The Mechanism of Outbreak 

There are 15 species of grasshoppers differing mainly in the degree of dry- 

ness of optimum habitat. The dry-site species are the most dangerous. Overgrazing: 

(1) Increases the proportion of dry open sites. 
(2) Retards grass growth so that green succulent shoots are available 

when the egzs hatch. This is not normal, for inside an exclosure 

"the grass had completed its growth and had set its sceds before 
the grasshoppers had all emerged." The exclosuro was finally invaded 
but no permanent damage resulted, and the hoppers did not select the 
exclosure as egg-laying ground, but chose the barren ground outside, 

(3) "A hot dry season favors grasshopper multiplication and checks the 
growth of the native grasses. The host is forced to migrate (but) 

parasites and predators...can only accompany their host in small 

numbers." 

Conclusions 

1. Grasshoppers are normally held in check by tho small area of favorable 
. (dry open)habitat. 

2. Overgrazing plus drouth expand such habitat by retrograding plant succession 

and upsetting phenology (egg-hatching precedes seed-setting; should follow 46)! 

3. Overpopulation results, migration follows. In migration, grasshoppers outrun 

their parasites. By devegetation they expand the area favorable for egg- 

laying. 

4. It was experimentally demonstrated that rosting the range reduces the risk 

of outbreaks. 

¢ 
Questions 

The ecology of grasshopper reproduction and predation is adequately explained. 

The ecology of foods is hazy. Are the lower stages of succession possibly sup- 
erior in food value?



University of Wisconsin 

Aldo Leopold 

Rodent Management: Effect of Rodents on Soils 

Greene, R. A., Charles Reynard, and Guy H. Murphy. THE INFLUENCE OF TWO 
BURROWING RODENTS...KANGAROO RAT AND...PACK RAT ON DESERT SOILS IN ARIZONA. 
Ecology, Vol. XIII, No. 1, January, 1972, pp. 73-80; Ecology, Vol. XIII, No.4, 

October, 1932, pp. 359-363. 

Premises and Procedure 

Earthworms, ants, and invertebrates have important effects on soil 
which have been measured. The effects of higher animals have been speculated 
upon but not measured. This paper compares analyses of soil samples taken 
at various depths in and under the mounds of these two rodents with check 

samples taken nearby. Locality: Santa Rita Range Reserve. 

Results 

The soil in the mounds contained, as compared with the checks: 

1. More total soluble salts 
a. More nitrates (from urine, feces, and nest materials). 

In active dens concentration would te toxic to plants, 

but in old dens leaching would reduce this to beneficial 

levels. Value of nitrates in 2,000,000 dens on Santa 
Rita estimated at $81,500. : 

bs More bicarbonates (from carbon dioxide of respiration). 
: c. More available phosphorus (made available by carbon 

dioxide of respiration). 
2. More clay at the surface, less below surface; more moisture- 

holding capacity at surface. This mixing is beneficial if 
subsoils are heavy. 

Total area thus affected by 100,000 dens each with 1 kangaroo rat: 

184 acres out of 50,000, 

Author's Conclusions 

"In the long run, the beneficial effects would overshadow the ill effects." 

"The relation of the amount of vegetation consumed by these animals to 
the increase (in vegetation) they cause through increased soil fertility has 

not been determined. It is probable that their consumption of forage is of : 
little economic importance except on overgrazed ranges and in dry seasons." 

Criticism of Conclusions 

These rodents collect plant energy from the range and concentrate it at 

the den. The superior fertility of the den soils is not necessarily a net 

addition te the fertility of the range, unless the whole process (i.e., energy 

circuit) induces superior nitrogen fixation, superior soil aeration, superior 
rainfall absorption, or in some other way augments the efficiency of plants 

in their production of animal food. This hiatus in reasoning needs to be 
bridged. i
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4 Rodent Management: A Critique of Poisoning 

4 Premises 
“—— 

eeegeen nee 

zs Poisoning is inherently unsound because it is: 

3 1. Non-selective (beneficial or harmless animals are killed; . 

a (7 vodent predators are killed). 4 
es — aaa ' 

< ~2—Viokeni. 2 rrr sa : 7 
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3 3. Temporazy (reduction in a ee 1 to 5 years). 

ote 4. Costly (best evidence is the almost universal absence of cost 

0 ¢ data from the pro-poison literature). 
AR 

&- 3 Poisoning may be unavoidable as a localized or temporary expedient: 

G93 a. On high-value agricultural lands (already so artificialized 

I<. as to preclude ecological controls). 

3 a enntt, 
S$ bd. Near costly erosion-control structures (such as early dams). 

eS ofrtled fevine 
<- c. For control of dangerous diseases (rabies, bubonic plague, etc.). 

ae d. To protect investments only temporarily vulnerable (such as 
3 i forest plantations). : 

3 * The objection is not to poisoning per se, but to poisoning as a universal 
<s‘y and permanent public policy for land-use. 

3s 
= Instances of Unsound Practice 

S 2 
s (A) Range lands worth $2 per acre are often poisoned at a cost of 10-20¢. 

{ The reduced rodent levels may last as short a time as 2 years. In such a 

| case the capital investment, already too high, is doubled in a decade without 

permanent relief. (Authority: Aldo Leopold, general observation in Southwest, 
1939. Figures are uncertain; no one has any figures. The use of "free" relief 
labor further beclouds the shaky economics of such work. ) 

(B) In\1928, 7 million acres of land in California for ground squirrels 

with 2 millign pounds/of poison grain, one-querter of which was thallium. 
At loast 60 species of wildlife other than ground squirrels are known to have 
i killed. thority: J. M. Linsdale, Condor, May, 1931, pp- 92-106) 

hurr 
yer Ww ily (C) In 1938, 29 million acres of land were treated in the U.S. for 
r ph rodents; in 1937, 34 million. The California eround squirrel figures are 
wn not available. The indication is, however, that rodent poisoning as now 

, y Vos practiced is a continuing or even an expanding public policy, and offers no 

: [ym ; fore for its own ultimate elimination. 

We a 
er 0 Alternatives to Rodent Poisoning 
} AY 

v 
ie.) Those which have never been tried by public conservation agencies!
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1. Managing raptors and carnivores upward by environmental controls. 
Examples: Planting owl coverts to create now territories for owls. 
Protecting coyotes on ranges, dry farms, or other areas where 

they are no menace to agriculture. Shifting coyote and cougar control 
to a sport and fur basis (from a paid hunter basis). Making govern- 
ment cooperation in rodent poisoning contingent on predator protection. 

2. Managing rodents downward by environmental controls. 

Examples: H. L. Stoddard in Georgia controls cotton rat levels, without 
separate cost, by reducing the density of broom-sedge cover. The 
reduction is accomplished by controlled burning. 

Those which have seldom or only recently been tried by public conservation 
agencies: 

3. Correcting overgrazing. Range damage by rodents is serious usually 
because the range is already depleted, and hence (a) is favorable to 

rodents as a habitat, and (2) has no margin of safety against drouth 

or other contingencies. All public cooperation in rodent control 

should be contingent upon the creation of a margin of safety in 

livestock. Unéer Such a policy pekeemiee might ultimately, toa f 

large extent, eliminate the need for poisonings-~ 4 oye LAME + 
¢ 

4, Trapping. Poisoning is not always superior to trappiag as a means of ~ 

‘rodent control. In his controversy over the snowshoe rabbit, Grange 

demonstrated that trapping or hunting (and selling the rabbits) was, 
in some pee hes, Super t Gy in both economy and thoroughness. 

(A)Qadadineag 

Those which are being successfully used by public conservation agencies: 

5. Non-vulnerabdle erosion structures. The Soil Conservation Service is 

largely using "weepers" or "waterspreaders" in place of the former 
solid contour furrows and check-dams. These new structures are not 

vulnerable to rodents. Where earth dams must be used, a.core is a7 see 

, often inserted to make them non-vulncrableat fryed bik ens fall ¢ ( 
Marien ~ dbre atime ane pref. Nee be fut du : 

6. Non-vulnerable sites for plantings. rabbit demage to forost plantings, 

even where severe, is usually confined spots with brush cover. \ 2 
e By planting in the open, damage 4 @d. (However, some species, 

2 such as white pine, demand the nurse-cover effect of brush. For ‘such : 
: cases the damage question remains unanswered. ) 

7. Non-vulnerable species for plantings. At Faville Grove, Wisconsin, 

Siegler (1937) showed that red cedar, creeping juniper, the poplars, 
elder, hazelnut, the various dogwoods, swamp birch, Virginia creeper, 
frost grape, and honeysuckle are substantially immune to winter damage 

by cottontails and mice. 
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UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 
November 22, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
42h University Farm Place 
College of Agriculture 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mre Leopold: 

Your tentative outline of material on rodent management has 
been studied with interest. We tried to comply with your request 
for specific examples but this is not easy. As you mentioned, the 
facts are not available. 

Following are a few items which may be of use: 

(1) Unsound practice 

Rodent control to protect small earth structures 
has been conducted in many portions of the South- 
weste In one area 489 small earth water retention 

crescents were constructed on 400 acres in New Mexico 

at a cost of $3.00 per acre. ‘Two years later rodent 
control was requested in order to protect these 
crescents. A study showed rodent burrows in 15.5% 

of the structures and that 1% of the structures had 
washed out apparently due to rodent activity. Since 
the structures cost $3.00 per acre and only 1% were 
washed out the cost of repair would be 3¢ per acre 
as against sO ae ae per agre iy rodent 
controle ( fugulle putt Oe, 

- Y 
(2) Alternatives to rodent poisoning 

(A) Gassing 

(B) Broad base instead of narrow base structures to 
reduce rodent damage (now practiced by SCS). 

(C) Use wire screen to protect the contact between 
earth fills and concrete dams or concrete drop 

structures. Cracks form between the earth and 
the conerete and are inviting to rodentse
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(D) Use repellents to reduce rabbit damage. 

(Z) Farmers can reduce rodent populations by en- 
couraging their children to earn pin money 
through trapping rodents or shooting rabbits. 

(F) Mechanical protection for young trees (screen 
or paper). 

You might also include methods which should be studied, although 
we now have little evidence on which to recommend the practice. I think 
of such practices as (1) buffer strips of favored food such as asparagus 
to reduce rabbit damage to woody plants, (2) use of row crops such as 
corn or beans rather than perennial heavy rooted crops such as alfalfa 
near arroyos, streambanks or dikes where pocket gophers are common, 
(3) time of planting; (a) spring instead of fall planting of nursery 
stock, (b) late spring planting (after succulent vegetation is avail- 

. able) in areas where rabbits are a problem, (c) in erosion control or 
wildlife planting use species which sprout readily even though cut off 
or girdled by rabbits or meadow mice, (d) use bushy plants, the removal 
of a few branches will not kill the plant as is the case in a single 
stem plant which does not sprout readily. 

I think your idea is a good one and we will be pleased to have 
copies when you get the outline in final form. 

Sincerely yours, 

ez, y 

“he Be Borell 
Chief, Regional Biology Division



424 University Farm Place 
November 23, 1939 

Mr. Richard M. Bond : 
Regional Biologist 
Soil Conservation Service 
Berkeley, Gslifornia 

Dear Bond: 

It interests me grestly that you should be probing the various 
theories on predation and buffers, and trying to reconcile their contra~ 
dictions. This job certrinly needs doing and I would welcome your eon- 
tribution. 

My chapter on predator control was written before I was in con= 
tect with many workers in this field. I knew Brrington's work, Stoddard's 
work, end, to a lesser degree, MeAtee's. At that time Allee snd Darling 
had not published. 

There is certainly a contradiction between the predation mechanism 
@escribed in Derling's "Bird Flocks," psge 70, and that described in 
Errington's publications. I think beth kinds exist. The essential character- 
istic of Darling's gulls ie their defenselessness. rrington's prey populations, 
both of buffers and of game, have very definite defense reactions which con- 
dition the rate of predation, especially at low density levels. 

I would like to see somebody try to bring 011 these fragments 
together into one coherent hypothesis. It could not be done in a brief note, 
although brief notes could present additional useful fragments. I have been 
hoping that Srrington would perform this synthesis in his prospective work 
on predation. I doubt my own ability to do it, both in point of ability and 
in point of time. MeAtee would certainly be able to do if if he had time. 
I think, though, that the younger generation, including yourself, has the 
best opportunity for constructive synthesis. 

An intelligent rodent control policy cannot be written until this 
Synthesis of predation theory is written. 

This is a very imperfect discussion and is intended to convey only 
my moral support for your efforts. I am taking the liberty of sending your 
letter and a copy of this reply to Errington. You may hear from hin. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold ; 
ee Holt Professor of Wildlife Management 

Errington



42h University Farm Place 
December 5, 1939 

Dr. Albert M. Day 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Dr. Days 

: I was all ears when you mentioned several times in 
the cycle conference that rodent populations which had been high 
and cyclic previous to poisoning had subsided to a low level and 
become non-cyclic subsequent to poisoning. 

I would appreciate it very mich if you would pick out 
the best instance of this ani give me a brief description of it 
for the blank Item D of the attached analysis. 

Naturally I would also welcome your criticism of any 
other part of the analysis. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Parm Place 
December 5, 1939 

Dr. Jean M. Linsdale 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Dr. Linsdale: 

I wrote you during your recent trip and Raymond Hall said 
you were on your way here. I am sorry you didn't make it, but am 
glad you got to see Errington. 

I have now revised the "Critique of Poisoning.” Copy is 
enclosed. Do you happen to be able to give me, under Paragraph B, 
a 1938 figure (or some other recent year) to parallel your 1928 
figures as quoted above? If se, I will appreciate it. 

I would, of course, welcome your oriticiam of any other 
part of the paper. I might explain that this is for class use and 
not necessarily sufficiently exhaustive to warrant any other use. 

I would be interested to have your reply to the inquiry 
already sent you about up-to-date figures for the Point Lobos Reserve. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
enol Professor of Wildlife Management



University of Wisconsin 
: Aldo Leopold 

Rodent Management: A Critique of Poisoning 

Eremises 

Poisoning is inherently unsound because it is usually: 

Won-selective (beneficial or harmless animals are killed; 
rodent predators are killed). 

Temporary (reduction may last only 1 to 5 years) 

Gostly (best evidence is the rarity of cost data in the 
pro=poison literature). 

Poisoning may be unsvoidable as a localized or temporary expedient: 

On high-value agricultural lands (already so artificialized 
as to preclude ecological controls). 

Near costly erosion-control structures (such as earth dams). 

For control of dangerous diseases (spotted fever, bubonic 
plague, ote.) 

To protect investments only temporarily vulnerable (such as 
forest plantations). 

To induce stocknen to stert the process of reducing grazing 
pressure. 

Poisoning may be ecologically sound in some cases, such as: 

Where stock pressure has already been lifted, but range is 
kept favorable for rodents by redent pressure alone, and 
needa only temporary relief to start recovery. 

The objection is not to poisoning per se, but to poisoning as a 
universal and permanent public policy for land use. 

Instances of Unsound Preetice 

(A) Range land worth $2 per acre is poisoned at a cost of 104. : 
The reduced rodent levels last 2 years. In such a case the capital invest- 
nent, already too high, is increased 50% in a decade without permanent relicf. 

(B) In 1928, 7 million acres were treated in California for ground 
squirrels with 2 million pounds of poison grain, one-quarter of which was 
thallium. At least 60 species of wildlife other than ground squirrels are 

known to have been killed.
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In 1938, ____ million acres were treated in California for ground 
squirrels with million pounds of poison grain. The indication is 
thet rodent poisoning as now practiced is a contiming or even an 
expanding public policy, and offers no hope fer its own ultimate elimin- 
ation, even on range lands. (The proportion of range lands in the above 
comparison is not known, and it is admitted that considerations of public . 
health have entered the picture during the decade. The purpose is to 
show the prevailing impermanence of relief.) 

(C) Om 400 acres in New Mexico, 489 earth “erescents" were built for 
water retention. The cost was $3 per acre. ‘Two years later rodent poison- 
ing was requested to protect these crescents. A study showed rodent burrows 
in 15% of them end failure (washing out) in 1%. Since the crescents cost 
wee whereas poisoning would have 
cost ° 

instances of Sound Practice 

(D) 

Alternatives to Rodent Poisoning 

Those which have never been tried by public conservation agencies: 

1. Seen PE & etre conte. 
oe ee eoverts create new territories for owls. 

Protecting coyotes on steer ranges, dry farms, or other areas 
where they are no menace to agriculture. Shifting coyote and cougar 
control te a sport and fur basis (from a paid hunter basis). Making 
government cooperation in rodent poisoning contingent on predator 
protection. 

2. cele by environmental controls. 
puaie ° pT arin conteane cotton rat levels, 
without separate cost, by reducing the density of broom-seige cover. 
The reduction is accomplished by controlled burning. 

Those which have seldom or only recently been tried by public conservetion 
agencies! 

3. . Range damage by rodents is serious usually 
Secmnts the Tange ts cirety deplated, anf hanee (a) in fororbie 
to rodents as a habitat, and (2) has no margin of safety against 
drouth or other contingencies. All public cooperation in redent 
control should be contingent the creation of a margin of safety 
in livestock. Walar Seek & patiey pebseetag alghh wateeahely, toa 
large extent, eliminate the need for poisoning on range lands.
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4, see Poisoning is not always easier than trapping as a 
means of rodent control. ‘The Forest Service now uses snares 
in preference to poison to protect forest plantations in the 
Lake States. 

Those which are being successfully used by public conservation agencies: 

5. ae is more selective than poison, and is applicable te burrowing 
Species. 

6. eo The Soil Conservation Service 
Prelngae scysicn 28 or terspreaders" in place of the 
former solid contour furrows and checi~dans. These new structures 
are not vulnerable to rodents. In earth dams, a core is often 
inserted to make them non-vulnerable, and transverse wire screens 
are inserted to protect the joint between earth and conerete. 
Broadening the base of earth structures makes them less vulnerable. 

T- Hoecyplaatabe ae BE eda: Rabbit damage to forest 
ngs, eVen where severe, is usually confined to spote with 

brush cover. By planting in the open, damage is reduced. (However, 
some species, such as white pins, demand the nurse-cover effect of 
brush. For such species see (4) above.) 

&. At Faville Grove, Wisconsin 
MEGS Seatiet for elpatines- creeping juniper, the peplars, 

elder, hagelnut, the various dogwoods, swamp birch, Virginia creeper, 
frost grape, and honeysuckle are substantially immune to winter 
damage by eottontails and mice.
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424 University Parm Place 
December 16, 1939 

Dr. Jean M. Linsdale 
Hastings Natural History Reservation 
Jamesburg Route 
Monterey, California 

Dear Dr. Linsdales 

Thanks for your letter. I did not clearly 
differentiate between the Point Lobos Reserve and your 
new station. I hope that on ocither one or the other you 
will be able to follow up the question of what happens 
to ground squirrel populations when the range is protected. 

I am glad to put you om our mailing list. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Manegement



kok werent nee Place 
Jameary 4, 1: 

Mr. Albert M. Day 
Bureau of Blolegical Syrvey 
Washington, D. G. 

Dear Albert: 

I agree with you that my grasp of the recent work 
in rodent control is imperfect. I am distinetly in the attitude 
of wishing to learn. 

On the other hand, I detect a strong tendency toward 
"thinking in grooves" on both sides of this question. I can see 
this already, even with my fragmentary background. 

Nothing would please me more than to get some first-hand 
contact with your going field men. 

Yes--I shall hold off on any public pronouncements of any 
detailed character. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



IN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

FA-Research 

UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON 

December 14, 19398 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsine g 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

My remarks about the fluctuation in rodent populations were 
based largely on my own experience and comments of other workers 
in the rodent field with whom I have discussed this matter. I, 
personally, do not have a great deal in the way of notes on the 
subject but we have written Mre Garlough, in charge of our Control 
Methods Research Laboratory at Denver, to see whether he can supply 
more accurate records than I could give you off=-hande At any rate, 
if you are not in too greet a hurry for this information, we will 
give you the best we have at a little later date. 

I was very much interested in your analysis of rodent controle 
I feel that the implications you make in some of the statements 
will be misleading to people who are not fully informed on the 
necessity for rodent control in many placese I suspect that your 
analysis is based largely upon the impressions you received on the 
trip you took with Ernest Holt not so long agoe I will grant you 
that there are methods of doing rodent control work in some areas 
which may be less expensive and of more permanent benefit than 
poisone We are now finding ways to prevent mouse damage in or- 
chards by cleén cultivation which tends to prevent damage by mice 
without the use of poisone Of course, in those areas, we immediately 
run in conflict with the agricultural people who believe in mulching 
the ground and keeping a ground cover to prevent erosion, so the 

method is not as successful as it could be from a control standpoint 
alonee 

This entire rodent control situation is very much like the deer 
question in Michigan and Pennsylvaniae These subjects are brought 
up for lengthy discussion every time a group of game management 
technicians get togethere All agree that the need is for controlled



shooting to remove the surpluses to the point where the deer 
herd can survive without undue winter losse Everyone, however, 

: admits that the reason this cannot be done successfully is 
because of the dear public who refuse to cooperate by shooting 
the numbers that would be required to really provide a sound 

management progreme Poisoning is in much the same catagorye 
Certain things might be developed on a long-time basis which 
would circumvent the need for poisoning operations, but when 
people are losing livestock from predators and crops from rodents, 
they are bound to carry on control regardless of ecological con- 
siderationse 

A little later, I hope to submit some comments on the outline 

as you have it prepared, but in the meantime, I would like to sug- 

gest that before you goo too far in publicizing your reactions to 
this question, you take the opportunity to talk to some of our own 
research boys who have had years of experience in this particular 
linee I would like to have you spend a little time with Mre F. E. 
Garlough, in charge of the Control Methods Research Laboratory, at 
Denvere He is the most widely traveled and best informed on rodent 
control practices, both from the poisoning and from the preventative 
angles of any man in the countrye It would also be well if you 
could spend a little time with Everett Horn and Al Moore, both of 
the Wildlife Research Division, who have been carrying on studies 
of the effects of rodents in relation to livestock in California 
and Oregone I believe such contacts would be mutually helpful 
from your standpoint as well as ourse 

In fact, I would like to have you visit some of my boys in the 
field some of these days end perhaps we can work out some sort of a 
schedule where we could give you an opportunity to see some of the 
things the bureau is doing, particularly in the Western States, and 
to have you pass onto our fellows the benefits of your long exper- 
ience in the wildlife fielde In the meantime, please give me a 
little time to more carefully analyze and comment on your outline 
of rodent management. 

With kind regards, I am 
Very sincerely yours, 

Albert Me * ; 
Chief, 

Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration.



heh University Fara Place 
Jamary 4, 1940 

Dr. Jean M. Linsdale 
Hastings Natural History Reservation 
Jamesburg Route 
Monterey, California 

Dear Dr. Linsdale: 

It is clear to me by now that you have thought your way through 
many of the very problems I was wrestling with. 

There is, I think, a considerable demand for the latest ecological 
thought on the issues of rodent control and rodent poisoning. Your earlier 
papere were excellent, but under the circumstances necessarily controversial 
Father than judicial, Somebody had to throw sone caution into the poisoning 

; agencies and you, more than anyone else, did so. 

The need at present, as I see it, is for a judicial analysis of the 
whole thing. I think my outline makes a start in splitting up the subject 
into convenient categories for consideration, but I thine you, rather than I, 
are the man te write the analysis. 

I know thet you are prececupied with your research, and of course 
I am, too, but the thinking public deserves the best guidance that is available 
from ecological minds, and they do not have it. That is the Job I was driving 
at and the job I am now trying to wish on you. 

As a sample instance of ponent, aizichore is on my heels asking for 
an article on poisoning. I told them I 4 not write it until I imew more 
about it. 

In the course of my inquiries I have encountered a rather reasonable 
attitude on the part of some men in the Byologicsl Survey, particularly Albert 
Day. He and Gabrielson think that poisoning has often reduced rodent popula- 
tions which were previously dense and cyclic to low levels which were not 
cyclic. I have asked Day to cite me instances and he has promised to do so 
when he has time. Would you care to see the material when he has sent it to me? 

The disappearance of ground squirrels on Point Lobos is very striking, 

In reply to your question as to whether I have seen an area kept 
favorable for rodents by rodent pressure alone, I saw one exclosure near Las 
Gruces, New Mexico, on range protected from cattle, which showed lots of grass 
inside and practically none outside. The only difference I could see was 
rabbits. While my information on the history is second-hand, I would Say that 
this is a case where range was kept down by rodent pressure alone. I am quite 
ready to believe, however, that the usual situation may be otherwise.
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Thanks very much for looking up the interesting data on the 
volume of poisoning in California. This will serve nicely for classroom 
purposes end I am grateful for your trouble, 

: With best regards and thanking you agein for your painstaking 
replies, 

Sincerely yours, 

Ando Leopold 
Professor of W4ldlife Management
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IN REPLY REFER TO z : | ADDRESS ONLY THE 

PA. Research CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

UNITED STATES iA 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ive” 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY tw De - 

WASHINGTON 

February 12, 1940. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Aldo: 

I presume you had begun to think that I had forgotten my 
promise to give you some information on our experience with 
rodent cyclese I had written to two or three of the fellows 
in the field and have just now received the last replye 

Copies of letters received from T. Be Murray, now Regional 
Director at Portland, Oregon, but for many years in charge of 
our rodent control work in Idaho, Adolph Hamm, in charge of 
control operations in Wyoming, and James Silver, Regional Dir- 
ector, Atlanta, Georgia, are enclosed herewith for your informa- 
tione There is little I can add to the information given in these 
letters other than, as I have already told you, I have noticed 
instances of a similar leveling-off of cycles in areas where 
control operations had been carried one My own observations 

* were largely in Western Wyoming in the Star Valley and Lyman 
sectionse After thorough control operations on ground squirrels 
carried on systematically over a period of years, there seemed to 
be about the same squirrel population each year, while in the sur- 
rounding sections where the population was not reduced artifically, 
increases to high numbers and periodic decreases were noticeablee 

I am also enclosing a statement prepared by Mrs F. E. Garlough, 
in charge of our Control Methods Research Laboratory at Denver, 
Colorado, in which he comments on your outline covering rodent 
managements I hope you will find his statement interesting and 

: that the section which you particularly requested, "Instances of 
Sound Practice", will serve your purposee 

I wish to reiterate my former suggestion that you arrange, 
sometime, to spend a little time in the field with Mr. Garlough



; or some of our other workers who have been carrying on rodent 
studies for the past several yearse I am sure they would benefit 
by your ideas and they could probably. give you a better picture 
of some of the studies that have gone hand-in-hand with their 
control operations than is possible otherwisee 

Incidentally, I will probably be making a trip to Madison 
within the next ten days or two weeks and will get in touch with 
you when I arrive. 

With kind regards, I am 

Very A 

Albert Me . 
Chief, 

Enclosuree Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration. 

2
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42h University Para Place 
Yobruary 17, 1940 

Mr. Albert M. Day 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
U. 3. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. G. 

Deer Albert: 

I mech appreciate your patience, and that of Mesers. Murray, Hann, 
Silver, and Garlough, in sending me the very interesting data on rodents and 
rodent poisoning. 

You have convinced me that I do not know enough about the subject te 
“pronounce on it publicly, bat you have also convinced mo more strongly than 
ever than the 0.5.3.5. is overlooking a bet in not attempting to unravel, by 
Gareful field experiments, some of the basic laws which underlie rodent popular 
tions. Why walt for somebody else to do it, and use it eriticaliy against you? 

Yor exemplet your men repeatedly mention the probable importance of 
age-class distribution in determining rates of inerease. Couldn't you mark up 
some experimental rodent populations so as to isolate this factor and see what 
it does? I know how hard it is to actually carry out euch a thing, but you 
are working on such a big seale that you can afford to invest considerable effort. 

On page 20 of Mr. Garlough's memo he proposes follewing an undisturbed 
squirrel population. That ia exactly the kind of thing I am pleading for. 
Nobody can eriticige the U.5.3.5. fom aching. 9m practical situations which con- 
front it, even though those sitantions net understood and it has te guess on 
how to act, but the U.3.5,8. can be criticised for not launching at the same 
time the experimental work which will gradually untangle the basic laws. ; 

I shall carefully preserve this material. W411 you please send these i 
carbons as my thanks to your group? 

I am now p ng @ paper which tries to describe my approach te L 
ane Saeed ele When it ie in print I shall seni copies to you 

and to the others. I know perfectly well that the only useful thing I ean 
eontritute to this rodent problem is an appraisal. It ie too far away from 
heve for me to say what on details. 

Glad you are due here soon. By all means let me know when you get 
here. If you ean give me a few days' notice, I'd like you to talk te my students. 
They are in the field and it would take a couple of days to pull them in. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
. Professor of Wildlife Management



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
Bureau of Biological Survey 

Office of Regional Director 
404 U.S. Courthouse 
Portland, Oregon 

January 4, 1940 

Chief, Bureau of Biological Survey, 
U. S. Department of the Interior, 

Washington, D. C. 

Attention: Mr. Day. 

Dear Sirs: 

Reference is made to letter of December 22nd from Mr. Day. 
I wish to offer the following information relative to our obser= 
vations in Idaho and neighboring states with respect to the sub- 
ject of rodent and grouse cycles. 

Our experience with ground squirrels and jack rabbits bears 
out your observetions in Wyoming public land area heavily in- 
fested with ground squirrels and black=tailed jack rabbits, We 
have planned our control operations on the basis of three success~ 
ive years intensive treatments to effect practical control. Having 
reached that point we have reduced control operations to a minimum 
consisting of policing or treating focal points of infestation to 
further reduce populations, or at least prevent reinfestation or 
distribution of resident populations. 

There has been unmistakable evidence of disease in ground 
squirrels throughout Southern Idaho during the past 30 years. The 
first widespread and noticeable epidemic was reported as occurring 
in 1910 or 1911. The next general epidemic occurred on a wide- 
spread basis in 1921 and 1922. The third sporadic epidemic in 

some localized areas occurred from 1935 to 1938 on a more or less 
intermittent and localized basis. 

Die-off or plague, or whatever might have been the cause of 
epidemics, was confined very largely to areas where rodent popule- 
tions, particularly ground squirrels and jack rabbits, were com- 
paratively numerous and where they had not been materially reduced 
in numbers as a result of control operations.
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There was no evidence of plague or die-off in ground 
squirrels in the Henry Lake, Camas Prairie, Bennett Mountain, 

Mayfield, Lemhi River, and Minidokaareas and other adjacent 

sections where we had done intensive control work prior to 
1935, There was unmistakable evidence of plague or die-off 
in most of these areas in 1921 and 1922 and prior to that time 
but no noticeable effect during the die-off period from 1935 
to 1938. Since 1922 there has been no evidence of die-off or 
plague in ground squirrels on any public land areas on which 
we have done intensive control work and subsequent policing 
work to control ground squirrel numbers. 

In the case of jack rabbits there was a very severe and 
wide-spread die-off in 1921 and 1922 throughout all of Southern 
Idaho. This epidemic was most severe in the lower Snake River 
sections. There were a considerable number of areas affected 
with the die-off in 1924 and 1925 but it was not as wide~spread 
as 1921 end 1922. Rabbits pyramided in numbers at a rapid rate 
and there would have been a wide-spread die-off in 1928 and 1929 
except for the fact that weather conditions were favorable for 
control and an attractive market for jack rabbit skins stimulated 
a most intensive and extensive control campaign throughout all 
rabbit infested areas. This condition prevailed through the 
years from 1927 to 1929, end to a limited extent in 1930. There 
was evidence of die-off in some localized areas where control opera- 
tions did not reduce rabbit populations prior to the time that 
die-off reached epidemic stage. 

Since 1931, through means of emergency relief work agencies 
we have been able to do routine rabbit control work each year and 
conduct control operations on a well organized system through the 
use of bait enclosures and blanket poisoning operations. As a 
result jack rabbit populations have been held to a minimum in 
most places. This has been done in spite of the fact that weather 
conditions have been generally unfavorable for control operations. 

There should have been a complete or partial die-off of 
rabbits in 1933 and 1934 and again in 1937 and 1938, but this 
did not occur to any extent. There was some evidence of a die- 
off in the vicinity of Blackfoot and Arco in the spring of 1935 
due apparently to heavy snows and late spring and subsequent 
food shortage. This die-off was local in character and could be 
attributed to concentration of rabbits in unfavorable localities. 

We have demonstrated conclusively that if you can keep 
ground squirrel and jack rabbit populations down to a minimum 
in any given locality, you can prevent so-called cycles and cyclic 
die-offs or plagues. We have demonstrated conclusively that this
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can be accomplished in any given area with ground squirrels of 
Mollis, Oregonus, Richardson and Armatus groups. This would also 
seem to be generally true of the Columbian group of ground 
squirrels, 

It is my contention based on years of observation that you 
can produce a cycle in any of the common ground squirrels or 
black-tailed jack rabbits on a four to seven year basis. We have 
checked this on various localities through the past 20 years and 
it seems to bear out the contention that when you reduce a rodent 
population to the lowest point, you have some young and some old 
breeding: stock, most of it being older than one year. Any extra- 
ordinary death loss seems to take the real old and the youngest 
of any rodent population. The middle age class seems to survive. 
The first breeding season immediately following the low-popula- 
tion point the most of the young produced and raised to maturity 
are relatively small, generally 30% under the normal average. 

It would seem that this situation might be due to emaciation, 
disease, and malnutrition in various forms in the resident breed= 
ing stock. There would seem to be no appreciable gain in popula- 
tion numbers during the first season. By the end of the second 
breeding season, food conditions have generally improved, size 
end vigor of litter is generally better, and as we approach the 
end of the third and fourth breeding seasons on the upswing of 
the cycle, we begin to see the full effects of the increased 
productivity of all ages of breeding stock. 

If weather and food conditions are favorable, a four-year 
peak may result, particularly in the case of jack rabbits. If 
weather and food conditions are unfavorable for one or two of 
the years immediately following the low point and these condi- 
tions occur during the critical periods, which for the main for 
jack rabbits and squirrels occur during winter and spring months 
with an occasional dry, hot period in July and August, it has 
been our observation that it requires two or three more years to 
complete the upswing of the breeding cycle. I am convinced that 
it is mainly a matter of young breeding stock coupled with favor= 
able weather and food factors that combine to make for a build up 
of any cyclic occurrence of any rodent population. 

Periodic die-offs occur at the peak of the upswing of the 
breeding cycle as a result of the reduction in food supply due 
either to over-use, deep snow, dry weather, or other favorable 
factors, and to the fact that malnutrition and other subnormal 
conditions have a tendency to allow diseases of the various types 
to come into play and the so-called die-off occurs. There is very 
little evidence of any food poisoning or other factors having any 
bearing on so-called die-offs of rodents.
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It is reasonable to believe that diseases increase in 
virulence along toward the end of a so-called die-off. This 
should be expected on the basis of pathological conditions 
which would tend to build up such a condition. 

What is true of rodents is undoubtedly true of the common 
species of grouse throughout Ideho, and I believe to a greater 
or less extent throughout the continent of North America. Food, 

‘cover, and weather are the governing physical factors over which 
we can exercise some degree of control. Age, numbers, and dis- 
tribution of breeding stock are factors which determine the 
amount of use that can be made of favorable food, cover, and 

weather conditions. 

Im is my opinion, based on close observation over a period 
of 25 years, that the most important step in the management of 
grouse of any species is to aim at a supply of an abundance of 
suitable food and cover for grouse. The next step is to keep 
the resident breeding stock young and in sufficient numbers to 
insure fair sized coveys and maintain covey or community habits 
in grouse. 

When the populations of rodents or grouse fall below a 
given minimum, natural enemies play a tremendous part on com- 
munity or covey havits and the rate of increase. The safety 
for sustained yield in the case of grouse is to maintain 
reasonable numbers of young, virile breeding stock well distri- 
buted over all suitable feeding and breeding areas. I do not 
believe that it serves any useful purpose at any time, or at 
any place, to allow grouse numbers to build up beyond a reason= 
able point if we would continue to keep them on a sustained 
yield basis and if we would perpetuate distribution of grouse 
over any given area. 

It is my opinion that if we would keep the grouse populea~ 
tions on a sustained yield basis, we must keep the breeding 

} stock young, the food supply ample, and the control of natural 
| enemies at a very low point if we would avail ourselves of maxi- 

| mum production and utilization. On this basis there would not 
| occur any of the so-called cycles in grouse. I could make this 
| statement without fear of subsequent research proving it untrue. 
| There might be a semblance or a tendency in the direction of what 

might be called the so-called cycle as a result of favorable or 
unfavorable feeding, nesting, and breeding conditions, but this 
would not be and could not be termed a true cycle.
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I suggest that you take this information for what you 
think it is worth and pass it on to anyone and everyone who 
might choose to criticize it severely or otherwise. 

It is my contention thet it will bear close check up 
and will be found substantially correct on the basis of 
future operations which might tend to produce conditions 
enumerated herein. 

Very truly yours, 

/s/ T. Be Murray 

T. Be Murray, 

Acting Regional Director. 

TBMsev_ . 

ec: Dr. Hatch 
Mr. Hamm
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UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

OFFICE OF REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
GLENN BUILDING 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 
January 8, 1940 

Chief, 
Biological Survey, 

Washington, De Ce 

Dear Sir: 

Attention: Mre Day 

Reference is made to your letter of January 3. 

I am sorry that I do not have any report or pub- 
lished information on the subject of the effect of 
systematic mouse control upon mouse cyclese However, in 
my Farmers Bulletin Noe 1397, I report a loss during 
the winter 1917-18 to orchardists in Frederick County, 
Virginia of $200,000. About that time, we undertook a 
long series of demonstrations on mouse control and since 
that time, practically all orchardists in the shennadoah 
Valley practice systematic field mouse control every fall. 
As a result, the damage by field mice, although fluctua- 
tions are still noticeable, has levelled off to a remarka~ | 

‘ble extent. That is, we have some damage every year and 
no great amount of damage at any timee In 1918 and prior 
thereto, damage came in peaks, followed by no damage at 
all for several years and then by a gradual increase work- 
ing up to another climaxe 

Some of the orchardists that have been fighting 
mice for many years in the valleys of Virginia could give 
you more specific information along this line than I cane 
I would refer you primarily to Senator Byrd or to We S. 
Camfield of the Fruit Growers Association of Winchestere 
Jack Spencer is probably in position to secure this in- 
formation if you want to go into it to that extent. 

Very truly yours, 

(SIGNED) JAMES SILVER 

James Silver, 
Regional Directors
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Cheyenne, Wyoming, 
February 6, 1940. 

Mre Albert Me Day, Chief, 
Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration, 

Bureau of Biological Survey, 
Ue Se Department of the Interior, 

Washington, De Ce 

Dear Mre Day: 

Reference is made to your letter of December 22nde I regret 
to be so late in replying to your request, but other matters seemed to 
have kept me to well occupied to give your letter attention. 

It is my opinion that field observations in connection with 
rodent control do give a very definite indication that the continuous 
control of rodents in a given area has been a check upon natural disease 
eycles or fluctuations. I have not been able to learn what disease cycle 
occurred in the ground squirrels of Star Valley, previous to control opera- 
tions in 1922, but since that time there has been no disease in the Valley 
proper, that has come to my attention. We have carried on a little clean 
up work in this Valley continuously, excepting for the years of 1935 and 
1936, which made it necessary to start a rather extensive campaign again 
in 1938 and 1939, which we are expecting to continue indefinitely. Although 
there has been no epidemic observed in the Valley, if there was one it was 
so slight that it passed unnoticed, there has been a dying off of squirrels 
in areas surrounding the Valley, where no control was administered. I have 
particular reference to the area in Salt Canyon, which is immediately south 
of the Valleye This same epidemic seemed to spread throughout a good portion 
of the eastern part of the States 

Another example observed, was in the Encampment Valley in 1937. 
On Jack Creek, west of Saratoga, where no control work had been undertaken, 
and the squirrels were numerous, they were found to be in unthrifty condi- 
tion with body sorese Just east of this area, where crews had been carrying 
on control work for several years, the squirrels that were left showed no 
evidence of disease of any kinde 

| During the spring of 1936, a disease among rabbits hit its peak 
| and practically eliminated the jack rabbit from the greater portion of 

| Wyoming and western Nebraskae There are a few areas however, one being 
Goshen Hole and eastern Laramie County, where the disease was seemingly
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mild and did not reduce the rabbits to the same degree that it had in 
other placese It is interesting to know that in these areas of Goshen 
Hole and Laramie County, considerable rabbit hunting had been donee It 
is conjecture that hunting may be a factor in preventing the disease from 
becoming so virulent. 

It is also true, in Wyoming, that the sage grouse disappeared 
simultaneously with the jack rabbit,probably from the same disease. 
Generally speaking it would seem that ground squirrels, prairie dogs, jack 
rabbits, and grouse have been reduced in numbers during the same cyclic 
periods. The intensity of the disease, of course, varied in the different 
species of animalse It might, therefore, follow that where you attempt to 
maintain a fairly constant level of desirable wildlife, such as grouse, it 
would be necessary to prevent high peaks of rodent population, found on the 
grouse habitate 

Mr. Murrey has gone into great detail as to his observations and 
conclusions along this line, but my observations have not been of such a 
broad or detailed nature to be as positive in my statements. I would say, 
however, general observations would back up your theory that to prevent high 
peaks in numbers of animal life would create a healthier condition, and per- 
haps eliminate severe disease cycles. 

Very truly yours, 

(SIGNED) ADOLPH S HAMM 

Adolph S. Ham, 
District Agent



Premises 

Ie “Poisoning is inherently unsound because it is usually." 

One can not subscribe to this viewe We can not rightfully state that 

the use of the automobile is an unsound commercial practice because people 

and wild or domestic animals are killed each day in the year with ite 

To avoid this destruction of life rests with the operator of the car 

or some unexpected conditione The same is true with the use of a poisoned 

baite If a proper original bait and well selected follow-up baits or gas are 

used at the proper time, a high enough efficiency of results can be obtained 

in one to three years to reduce the population of destructive rodents so as 

to maintain economic control of them at very little cost over a period of 15 

to 20 yearse Exemples of such will be given under “Instances of Sound 

Practice". 

It is readily admitted that there are instances where such results 

are not obtained due largely to variability in the living or feeding habits 

of the rodents or predators. Under such conditions we have to repeat opera= 

tions until we do gain the desired results. With prolific animals like 

rodents and coyotes, it is necessary to obtain a percentage of efficiency 

better than 80 to 90% or the original population is restored in one or two 

yearse 

Ae Non-selectivee 

This is a charge that can be brought against almost any household 

utensil or equipment used by mane There is only the difference in degree 

to which it is so. The steak Imife is not selective as regards the piece 

of flesh it cuts. It will eut your finger as readily as a nice juicy steake 

_ I have checked behind control operation crews and the percentage of accidental 

poisonings is no higher than that of other accidental happenings considered 

in relative proportions. 
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The bait materials that are used are selected because they are not 

readily taken by other enimals. The clean bait studies are always made first 

to determine the degree of acceptance by the rodent pest and the degree of 

rejection by other enimals. Barley (whole or potted) is used as the bait 

for ground squirrel control in California because it is well accepted by 

rodents and not readily by birds. The same is true of steamed rolled oat 

groatse Tests under caged conditions and in the field on acceptance are 

always made in details 

The selectivity of a poison method: is not based entirely on the bait 

used but equally as much on the manner of exposures The rodent normally 

feeds one place and the bird another placee Only occasionally does a bird 

feed on the clean hard surface about the entrance to a ground squirrel burrowe 

Rodents readily pick up grain theres 

The meadow mice (Microtus spe) that girdle and destroy orchard trees 

do not feed in the open spacese Poison bait for them is pleced under cover 

which may be a forkful of hay, an old sack, a piece of asphalt roofing paper, 

or a boarde This protects it from other animals and is selective for meadow 

or pine mice. 

The placement of a poison station can be made very selective for the 

coyotes Its line of travel is generally along and across a ridge in such a 

way that the station can be placed out of line of reguler travel of the fox, 

skunk and other animalse 

After carefully observing in the field the natural habits of the mammals 

requiring control, certain small differences in feeding or living habits can 

be utilized which make the method of control quite selective. This observation 

is one phase of the regular research studies in devising ways end means of con= 

trolling animals. 
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In the control of coyotes, poisoning, when properly used, is more 

| selective than trappinge Our field operations regularly show this for many 

more badgers and skunks are caught in trap than poisonede 

Be Reduction of population temporary (1 to 5 years)e 

The extent to which the reduction is temporary depends upon the efficiency 

~ of the operations. Where the results are less than 80% the population remains 

about the same in a given locality. The cost of operations is about the same 

each year and the loss from depredations remains the samee With a species of 

rodent bearing an average of six young each year it would be necessary to re= 

| move six each year, or 75%, to keep down the increases We do not consider any 

gain is being made unless an efficiency of 80% or more is being obtained. 

When, however, sufficiently effective and extensive operations are 

practiced to reduce the population 98 to 100% over one to three seasons, the 

demage practically ceases and the area may remain economically free of rodents 

15 or more years with no further control work, or, at most, only a small amount 

of patrolling to keep the rodents down in a few areas where they start to re- 

turne Cases of this kind will be given under “Instances of Sound Practice", 

C. Operations are costlye 

It is expensive to reduce the population of rodents on some areas with 

poisoned bait, but the cost with poison is still less than other methodse In 

figuring such cost, however, we can't just determine the cost per acre on the 

acreage covered in the operation because the area treated may be the reservoir 

from which rodents are supplied to adjacent arease In California, on the 

western slope of the Sierras, there runs north and south a rather wide belt 

of grazing lend covered with wild oats and other grain grassese It is 

interspersed with outcroppings of rocks and dotted with oaks. This land is 
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valued at $3 to $5 per acree The belt is squirrel heaven and many have 

succeeded in getting thru the pearly gatese It has been one of the most 

difficult on which to reduce the squirrel population, costing as much as 

the land was worth in some arease But to control the populations below this 

belt and keep them off the cultivated lands valued at $200 to $500 per acre, 

it was necessary to reduce them in this belt at any cost. By removing the 

squirrels the value of the belt for grazing was increased by 25%, for they 

were destructive to the grain grassese 

It is difficult to arrive at the cost of protecting an area from rodent 

1 depredations but it is justifieble to state that those being damaged would not 

\ continue control operations if it was not a paying proposition. With a 

poisoned grain bait, the cost per acre may range from 3¢ to 25¢ per acre 

for one treatment, depending on the degree of infestation, on the topography 

of the area and on the use being made of the lande 

The number of times an individual area has to be treated to gain 98 to 

100% control of the rodents varies from one to ten times or moree Generally 

in three seasons such control can be obtained. This variation is due to 

several factorse The variable appetite of the ‘entmat under changing natural 

conditions may at times reduce effectiveness of the operations on the day of 

the treatment. Adjacent infested lands not treated either thru failure of 

cooperation of the neighboring landowners or thru lack of funds to conduct 

sufficiently extensive operations so as to completely cover a large block of 

territory in one season and thereby leaving a reservoir from which a treated 

area may be reinfested. Lack of funds preventing a proper follow-up system 

being usede All these things increase the cost of removing rodents from a 

particuler area and lengthen the time required. However, with these handicaps 

the rodents are being removed in Californie from extensive areas to the point that it may be stated economical control is reachede 
=the



II. Poisoning may be unavoidable as a localized or temporary expediente 

The points mentioned under this heading are all good and need no dis= 

cussion as they are reasons why control operations are being done in most 

locationse Tetuchien of grazing pressure in connection with pocket gopher 

control might be stressed more in control operationse 

Another reason for control of rodents on certain areas might have 

been mentioned and that is the breeding areas from which the rodents migrate 

and demage cropse The heavily infested land itself may be of low values 

III. Poisoning may be ecologically sound in some casese 

The case mentioned in the outline is a good one and worthy of being 

given more consideration than is now done by control operatorse 

The possibility of employing ecological methods is limited in its 

practical applications 

IV. "Objection not to poisoning per se but to poisoning as a universal 

public policy." 

We believe that poisoning is universally used for the reason that 

another method has not as yet been found that is as effective and less costly. 

Other methods are being used but they are more expensive to gain equally as 

good resulte The cost to employ them universally is prohibitive and the 

manner in which they have to be applied limits their use. They can only 

supplement elton. We refer to repellents, to gases, and to naturel 

or ecological methods of controle Poisoning would be quickly dropped if 

another equally effective and practical a method could be usede 
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Instances of Unsound Practice 

(A) "Range land worth $2 per acre is poisoned at a cost of 10¢, etc." < “a ee = a 

This has been discussed above under cost of operations. So often this . 2 a eae 2 : 

range land is the breeding ground and source of reinfestation of highly valu- = eels + a 

able lands. Under such circumstances it may be economically sound to pay 25¢ af ; > io = Li _ 

per acre to poison the range land. The cost per acre, however, should be a af 7 Mahe rd =i 

charged also against the acres of valuable land that have been protected. : <eeeagier = FS os 4 “g al 

tis who has carefully observed the feeding and living habits of rodents, ve ~ 2a, a= 

particularly the Californie Ground Squirrels, anathow generel their distribu- : , x 

tion in ell types of country is, sees nothing strange about the difficulty of ce - 2 7 

making relief permanent even after one to three poisonings. An illustration  wmiayt e i 

of this occurred in the Californie National Forest in 1914 to 1918. The glades i. = tom _ 

and meadows of this Forest in 1914 were heavily infested with the Douglas oe ag 

ground squirrelse The carrying capacity reduced 30%. The first and second gay - m1 E 2 bs | 

year just these open areas were poisoned and the squirrel populations in them : ; 7 a 

at the time reduced 95% to 98% but in the spring of 1916 there were many : es = 

squirrels again nee in these meadows, much to our chagrine Careful in- - ‘ 

spection revealed that these squirrels were well distributed thru the open 

timber areas and in the brushy patches. In 1916 and 1917 several crews were | 

employed to poison a solid block of the forest, comprising about 350,000 

acrese After this poisoning the few remaining squirrels gathered in the 

glades and meadows and roving crews in 1918 so reduced the populations that 

Forest Rangers have since been able to keep the squirrels under control by : 

carrying a little poisoned grain with them on their other lines of duty and 

poisoning where they see colonies starting again. This benefitted not only 

the range treated but stopped the migration to the agricultural lands below 

the foreste It cost from 5¢ to 25¢ an acre to reduce this population of 
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squirrels to the point that it could be stated they were under control. The 

forest as grazing land may not have been worth over $2.00 per acree But the 

cost of the control operetions were well justified because of the benefit to : 

the range, of the cessation of migration to adjacent lands, and of the benefit 

to the quail which the Forest Service reported increased considerably in 

numbers after the squirrels were reducede eee 

| All these benefits are mentioned to show that merely considering the 

| cost of poisoning an acre of land with a low commercial value is a very small 

part of the story, and means little in determining the value of the control 

| operations. 

(B) "In 1928, 7 million acres were treated in California for ground squirrels 
with 2 million pounds of poison grain, 1/4 of which was Thallium. At 
least 60 species of wildlife other than ground squirrels are known to 
have been killed." 

As one who was present in the field as an investigator where much of 

this work was done, I can state without hesitation that this was not an un= j 

sound practice for the reason that the control operators had learned from 

past experience that to gain control of this squirrel it was necessary to use 

effective poisons in proper rotation covering thoroly extensive areas during 

one season so as to stop reinfestation of areas treated. It was merely employ- 

ing an effective means of gaining control. If 10 million acres could have been 

treated it would have been better yet. It was just using an effective method 

to overcome the handicap of a natural trait of the animal involved - prolific 

breeding followed by migration of the young and old to new quarterse 

Having observed the findings of analyses of so many birds and animals 

that have been sent to our laboratory for toxicologicel examination that were 

thought to have been poisoned by rodent or grasshopper poisons that were 

negative, we are inclined to think it well to have an anelysis made before 

we state an animal has been poisoned. A few birds are killed and several 
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species involved but the number is negligible in comparison with those present. 

To stop controlling rodents with poison baits for this reason would be like 

Denver refusing to permit automobiles to be used in the city because 102 people 

were killed by them during 1939. We would like to see less number of people 

killed or injured, but the human race is not in danger of extinction because 

of ite As poisoning operations are being conducted at the present time, the 

forms of wildlife other than those it is desired to control are not being 

endangereds 

The second case cited under (B) should be considered with this thought 

in mind that the acreage reported as treated comprises the retreated and new 

acreage not systematically poisoned previouslye The county rodent control 

organizations are regularly patrolling the areas previously treated to pre= 

vent the population of squirrels returning and then treating as much new 

acreage as funds will permite The method of reporting acreage treated is 

misleading and should be changed to give a correct picture of the operations. 

Much of the retreat work could be avoided if, as has been previously stated, 

@ greater acreage could be covered in one season so as to avoid reinfestatione 

This, however, would take too large a sum of money for one seasone 

(C) “On 400 acres in New Mexico *** etc." 

In considering the value of poisoning these 469 earth crescents as 

well as between them it might be well to consider the protection that was 

being given to crops that were being raised or were to be raised on the arede 

We are not familiar with the casee To be fair in judgment of the case this 

would have to be considered. 
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Instences of Sound Practice 

1. In California in 1918 the average ground squirrel (Citellus 

beecheyi) population was about 10 adult squirrels per acre on much of the 

agricultural land and better grazing areas in the State (Grinnell and Dixon, 

Monthly Bulletin, California State Department of Agriculture, November- 

December, 1918, pages 632-633) before breeding season and the maximum during 

the period following this season after the young were on the surface was 50 

squirrels per acree I-personally inspected many such areas in different 

: counties in California in 1918 to 1920. 

Such a condition existed in many sections of Santa Barbara County. 

This county in 1924 under the supervision of the County Agricultural Com- 

missioner's office undertook an extensive and intensive systematic control 

campaign in which a rotation of different bait materials and toxic agents 

were used in accordance with the best seasonal application that had been 

developede These poisons were supplemented with gases and the 22 rifle for 

those individual squirrels that were not grain eaters which make up 3% to 

5% of the population. These old adult squirrels are the breeding stock that 

maintain the survival of the race on many arease 

The result of this extensive campaign was that by 1934 the squirrel ‘ 

population was so reduced in the agricultural sections of the county that 

Mre Ae M. Day and myself rode half a day over the once heavily infested areas 

and saw only two live squirrels. By carefully patrolling the dangerous areas 

each season where the squirrels are likely to return the county is able to 

keep the squirrels under economic controle : 

There are areas in many of the other counties in the State that have 

a similar historye 
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The method generally employed is to reduce the populations by use of 

a strychnine-whole barley poisoned bait applied from Jume to September and 

then the following spring follow with a thallium=-steamed rolled oat groat 

baite This is followed with the most suitable gas, carbon bisulphide, or 

methyl bromide,that same year or the following spring when the squirrels 

become activee This has proven the most effective and least expensive method 

of controle Gases alone on such areas would be too expensive because in so 

many areas location of all the burrows in which to apply the gas is not 

economically possible. Also in some types of soil the ramifications of 

burrows are such that the gases so far tested are not sufficiently effective 

to justify the cost. We may find later a more effective way in which to use 

ZaSe 

2 Cochise County, Arizona, in 1920 was heavily infested with prairie 

dogs (Cynomys 1, arizonensis) on the best grazing arease They were reducing 

the carrying capacity in different sections of the range from 25% to 80%, 

being aided by the kangaroo rats. This county by use of strychnine poisoned 

| oats was almost completely freed from prairie dogs during the years 1920 to 

| 1924. It has not been necessary to conduct any control work in the county 

} since that time. The work has thus held up for 15 years. 

3e In Delta County, Colorado, Jin 1937, there was the usual infesta- 

tion of prairie dogs (Cynomys “ee about the cultivated crops and 

on the grazing land. The infested areas varied from three to twenty nee oe 

per acree During the three seasons 1937-1939 the population of prairie dogs 

was reduced 95% to 98% at a cost of an average 3e9¢ per acres Only light 

patrolling will be necessary to keep the areas treated under economic controle 
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4 Weld County, Colorado. 

The prairie dogs (Cynomys 1. ludovicianus) were heavily distributed 

thru 59 townships in this county in 1920 and causing heavy losses to crops 

and range grassese The county organized in 1921 a rodent control division 

and appointed a rodent inspector who contracted the control work with a rodent 

operator to do the work with regular trained crews at a price of 10¢ per acree 

The attached map shows the manner in which the infested towmships were poisoned 

with a strychnine-whole oats bait which gave very good results when carefully 

and systematically distributed. The operator had his crews thoroly expose 

the poisoned grain and checked behind the crews to see that the results were 

effectivee Whenever he found dogs left he retreated the area so his results were 

almost 100% when he finished an area. 

It will be noticed on the map that in so far as possible the areas 

were treated in solid blocks in order to ates to a minimum the migration 

of new dogs on to the treated areas. As this work was done under a pest 

district lew it was not always possible to have the district established 

in consecutive orders 

It cost about $40,000 to give this original treatment which was com= 

pleted in 1924. There were about 3,800 ranches or farms involved in the 

campaign, making an average cost to the rancher of about $10.50. 

It was not necessary to conduct any control work in this county again 

until 1938 when 130,500 acres were treated in the townships adjacent to the 

adjoining county where systematic control work had not been done and there 

was a migration into the townships marked "R" and a gradual spread into those 

marked "S". This retreatment was done with WPA labor at a total cost of 6¢ 

per acres 
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5e Star Valley Unit, Lincoln County, Wyominge 

Previous to 1918 the County Agents had made surveys of the damage 

that the ground squirrels (Citellus armatus) were doing to the crops on the 

small farms and had arrived at the itaininne of 22%. The crops were alfalfa, — 

other grasses, wheat, barley, and oats. In 1918 He T. Jackson compiled the 

estimated losses from 342 ranchers in Lincoln County and computed a loss of 

17% of the cropse The loss on range and pasture lands varied from 10% to 

30% in carrying capacitye Allowing for a 5% error in gathering the data 

there would be a loss of 12% in crops and 20% on ranges 

At this time there was an average loss of $222 per farm and the aver- 

age acreage per farm was 137 acrese 

The average value of the gross production on the farm lands was about 

$2000 per acre and on pasture land 25¢ per acree The loss per acre, there- 

fore, on cultivated lands was $2.40 per acre, and on pasture land 5¢ per acree 

The cost to poison a portion of the infested valley lands the first 

year including the value of the labor supplied by the ranchers was about 20¢ 

per acre. It was high because of the heavy infestation requiring so much 

bait and time to expose ite A high percenbage kill was obtained. This still 

left a saving to the rancher of $2220 per acre. Ranchers considered the value 

of their land to have been increased from $3.00 to $5.00 per acres 

The effectiveness of this first poisoning was good so in 1922 when 

systematic poisoning operations were started 63,000 acres of private lands 

and 69,000 acres of Government lands lying in the Wyoming National Forest 

adjacent to the valley were poisoned at a cost of $25,000, including the 

labor supplied by the ranchers. 18,790 pounds of bait was used. It cost about 

19¢ per acre. This treatment reduced the original population about 78%. 
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In 1923 the Valley and Government lands were again treated. 6,000 

pounds of bait on Velley lands and 3,540 pounds on Government. 85% of the 

original population was now removed. It cost about 15¢ per acre this yeare 

In 1924 portions of the Valley still having squirrels were treated and 

the population further reduced. There still remained some few squirrels 

difficult to remove because of their feeding habits. A small percentage 

do not take grain bait, preferring other grains or green feed. Also some 

ranchers failed to poison their own ranches as agreede 

In 1925, 10,982 acres of the original 132,000 were retreated the 

third time. Steamed rolled oats instead of whole oats and some carbon bi- 

sulphide gas was used. This season's crew work was effective but too many 

ranchers failed to poisons 

In 1926 no work was dones 

In 1927 the squirrels were starting up in some areas again so 19,971 

acres were retreated at a cost of 12¢ per acreyg but the same difficulty was 

presente Too many ranchers failed to do their work and infested areas were 

left to reinfest the treated arease 3 

In 1928, the community agreed to let all the control work be done by 

regular crews using poisoned grain and gas as required. The crews covered 

the entire Valley 61,457 acres (63,000 acres was the original acreage treated) 

at a cost of 5.4¢ per acres : 

In 1929, the entire Valley was again inspected and treated where neces= 

sary at a cost of 3.6¢ per acree Poisoned grain and gas were usede 

In 1930, the entire Valley was inspected and treated as the previous 

year at a cost of lel? per acres 

ee



In 1931, 60,000 acres were again inspected and treated where neces- 

sary at a cost of Oel¢ per acree This just about cleaned up the last of the 

squirrels. If the squirrels on the National Forest land could have been as 

thoroly inspected and treated and the patrol work on private lands continued 

as was done this year at so small a cost the squirrels would have continued 

under controle 

But in the spring of 1932 the landowners wanted the work discontinued 

even though it was costing the rancher on the average size ranch (137 acres) 

only $0.137. Work was discontinued until 1938 when the squirrels had returned 

in such numbers that the damage they were doing was approaching that of 1918. 

In 1938, 124,305 acres of private and Government lands were retreated at a cost 

of 4.5¢ per acres 

In 1939, this acreage was again treated at a cost of 3.2¢ ver acree 

It is well to observe what proved to be a short=sighted policy of the 

ranchers in this case. The Bureau officials wanted them to continue the 

patrol crew system in 1932 when the squirrel population was almost completely 

gonee Just a few families of squirrels here and there on the Valley lands 

and some drift in from the adjacent Forest lande From 1932 to 1939 inclusive 

it would not have cost the rancher with the average size farm (137 acres) 

; more than 14¢ per year, or $1.12 for the 8 years with no crop or pasture losse 

g As it has been, it cost him in 1938 and 1939 $10.54 and in addition the value 

of the loss of crops and pasture he sustained from 1936 thru 1939 which was 

considerablee 

fo reduce the squirrel population to a point that they were not causing 

an economic loss twice in this Valley has cost the landowners for all treat- 

ments from 1922 thru 1939 70¢ per acree When it is considered that he would . 

have had to bear a loss of $2.40 per acre anmally if nothing had been done to 
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the squirrels the cost of 70¢ is insignificante This 70¢ could have been 

reduced further if the landowners had kept up the patrol systems 

6 Control of Orchard Micee 

Methods have recently been developed in the Eastern States which are 

bringing the meadow mouse (Microtus pe pennsylvanicus) and the pine mice 

(Pitymys pinetorum scalopsoides) effectively under controle An efficient 

poisoned bait that is cheap is being usede 

It has to be exposed so as to conform with the living and feeding habits 

of the two species of mice and when so done 100% efficiency can be obtainede 

Their habit of feeding under cover lends itself very well to the effort to make 

the control method selective. The poison used disintegrates fairly soon, 

being within a few days, so it ceases to remain a menace to other animals 

that might dig out the grain or apple bait. 

The method to use is not now the serious part of the probleme Re- 

infestation is the main difficulty because of the wide distribution of the 

F mice and their removal from lands outside of the orchards. It means careful 

[ population checks of the orchards and the removal of the mice as soon as they 

start returning. The control work in the New England States is now well 

| organized and the damage to apple trees almost stopped where the orchardist 

is progressive enough to apply the methods when and where needed. 

All of these examples of successful control illustrate certain essential 

principles underlying control operationse 

le Acceptable baits with effective toxic agents. 

2e <A systematic rotation of poisoned baits. 

3. <A follow-up with efficient gases and the riflee 

4. Careful adherence to seasonal feeding habits of the animals 

involved and the employment of the methods applicable for the 

local conditions presente 
i ake



5e Application of methods so as to make as selective as possible 

for the animal pest concerned and distribute in accordance with 

the feeding habits of the animal, 

6. Any method ineffective unless employed on an extensive scale 

covering completely large infested areas during one seasone 

7 Individual ranchers or farmers efforts unsuccessfule Trained 

crew operations are both more efficient and less expensivee 

8. After rodents are once brought under economic control, it is 

cheaper to employ a small trained crew to inspect and apply con=- 

trol methods as required each season than to stop control 

practices and let the popuhations build up againe 

9. In the control of the coyote employ control methods that are. 

effective at the right time of year at the right place to re= 

move them from the locality where they can be destructive to 

domestic stock or game animals and birds at certain periods of 

the yeare That is, have them removed before the destruction 

starts rather than wait until it does and then attempt it because 

so often the area involved is too large to remove the coyotes 

rapidly enough with the control methods now in usee This can 

be done if it is a small local case and only one to four or 

five coyotes involved. A new device is now being tested which 

may aid in removing coyotes at the time they are doing the damages 

Alternatives to Rodent Poisoning 

I. Those which have never been tried by public conservation agenciese 

Ae Managing raptores and carnivores by environmental controlse 

1. Planting owl convertse 

Owls feed on those rodents that feed at night, such as, mice, 

ie



pocket gophers, and rabbits. They help keep these populations 

down but when you figure the rate of breeding between the rodents 

and the owls and how many owls it would take to keep the rodents 

in check, or even their allotment of them, it can be readily seen 

that other methods of control would have to be used. I saw this 

tried by a farmer near Stockton, California. He had a heavy in- 

festation of pocket gophers in his alfalfa meadows and along the 

sides of these were rows of cottonwood trees in which he encouraged 

pairs of owls to livee When the owls were rearing young they would 

bring in many gopherse We enclosed a nest one night with wire 

screen thru which they could with considerable effort force the 

body of the gophers they brought. That night they tried to feed 

their young but would drop most of the gophers to the ground while 

trying to do ite The pair brought in over 100 gophers that night. 

Under normal conditions they would not have caught over six gophers 

during the night. Out of breeding season they would take less per 

night. 

In the meadow there were several thousands of gopherse Other 

natural enemies could not be encouraged too much in the locations 

5 where such meadows have to bee Hawks could not be encouraged 

sufficiently, or they would destroy too many domestic fowl and 

game birdse It all means that the rancher if he wants to save 

his alfalfa has to resort to poisoning as this one eventually dide 

Owls would have little effect on ground squirrel or prairie dog 

control because the latter are in their burrows at the feeding 

time of the owlse 
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2. Encourage carnivores on stock rangese 

Let us take the poison operations on the California National 

Forest referred to abovee No coyote control work was done in 

this Forest or the Trinity Forest to the north nor Mendocino 

and Humboldt before 1921. The coyotes were so abundant in 

these two counties that they had forced most of the sheep pro= 

ducers out of the businesse Only private trappers were at works 

Mr. Clark, who lives near Laytonville and has a ranch there, 

described the situation in the hearing before Congress several 

years agoe Yet with the coyotes as abundant as they were they 

had little or no effect on the control of the Douglas ground 

squirrel present in that areas It was necessary to use artificial 

means of controle 

Another area in California where before 1920 no control of the 

coyotes had been done is range country above and between 

Independence and Bishop in the Sierrase I checked that area 

in 1919 and there were 50 Belding ground squirrels to the acre 

in the large meadows and they were taking 40 to 50% of the range 

in what they ate and destroyed with their burrows and moundse 

Why hadn't the natural enemies kept them in check? They had 

not been disturbed up there except by private trappers. 

I am wondering if we can't find the answer in the natural rate 

of increase in population of the rodents as compared with that 

of their natural enemies. Considering the rate at which a coyote 

eats squirrels how many would it take to control ground squirrels 

in infestation of 10 to 50:per acre. At the Bison Refuge in 1933 
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we fed a coyote a fresh Columbian ground squirrel each day and 

it ate only three in a weeke The first greedily but its appetite 

rapidly tapered off. It tired of a continuous diet of squirrels 

just as we would. 

3e Private hunter vs paid hunters 

Encourage the private hunter to take as many as he°can afford 

out of an area and make a living but after he has done so in 

many of our localities where the depredations are severe the 

fur hunter will not and cannot afford to trap long enough to 

give the protection to the stockmen that is required. 

The private trapper from a business standpoint cannot remove the 

coyotes from the area to be protected at the proper time and at 

the proper place because in most of the northern states snow, 

thawing, and freezing prevents him from working when and where 

he should. 

Be. "Managing rodents downward by environmental controlse" 

This has been recommended where it is practical. It is very limited 

in its use. Orchard mice can be largely controlled by ¢lean cultiva- 

tione But scientific and efficient cultural practices as determined 

by the Agricultural Eerimental stations advocate the need of cover 

crops to give the required growth, color, and flavor to the apples. 

It is a case of cultural practice vs infestation of mice with potential 

damage to the trees. 

Rats can be removed and are in many places by keeping all foodstuffs 

out of their reach and building against theme 

There are so many unavoidable conditions that prevent the use of this 

methods It is well, however, to practice whenever a situation permits 
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IIe "Those which have seldom or only recently been tried by public conser- 

vation agencies." 

1. Correcting overgrazing. 

The infestation of an area by pocket gophers and other rodents has 

been greatly aided by overgra,ing which changed the kinds of plants 

| growing on the range and thus encouraged the rodents. This is now 

: recognized and an effort is being made to correct ite 

2e Trapping and snaringe 

These methods have been tested in the study of most mammal pests and 

where practical to use have been recommendede Our Mre He Je Spencer 

worked out the snaring method now used in the Lake States, This method, 

however, is limited to species of rabbits or other animals having living 

habits that make it possible to use snarese Wie always have to have the 

animal pest's cooperation in any method of controle 
3e Repellents. These are being studied and applied where possiblee 

III. “Those which are being successfully used by pubhic conservation agenciese" 

The four methods cited under this heading are all well to consider and 

are used where possiblee By their nature they are limited to particular 

conditionse Gassing is used in the control of rodents where it is feasible 

and economical to usee Its cost is prohibitive at times and owing to the 

character of some country it is not practical to use gaso 

IV. Effect of control operations on life cycles of ground squirrelse 

An interesting study to consider would be to leave ground squirrels 

on an area undisturbed and permit the natural life cycles to operate 

normally. Records could be made of the rate of increase, damage they do, 

degree of population at which an epidemic occurs, length of time to 

| build up to this peak, length of time for the population to reduce to the 

minimum and what is the minimum degree of populations 
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It is presumed that favorable habitats and suitable food dre the two 

essential requirements to enable these rodents to increase numbers to an 

epidemic level. When they are down to a minimum could any crop management 

be used that would fail to give them suitable food yet be practical for 

the rancher? At the present time we do not know of any such plan of 

managemente They would likely have to be allowed to continue the cyclee 

If a record was kept of the damage the ground squirrels did during 

each year of the cycle and then check this against the cost of maintaining 

them under economic control we could readily determine if control is the 

economic way of handling this rodent probleme Our present data shows 

é that it is as shown in the story of Star Valley, Wyoming, but a speciel 

study of the problem in an area where the field rodents are abundant and 

do heavy damage when at their peak would be interesting and valuable in 

that it would give us definite data. 

FEG: Hd 
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Notes on the Food of the American Toad 

: By W. J. Hamixron, Jr. 

yo considerable has been written upon the food of Bufo ameri- 
canus, most writers have dealt with mature toads only. The present 

note pertains only to immature forms, ranging in length from 8 to 12 mm. 
During June, July and early August of 1928 and June of 1929, I have 
taken and examined 400 of these small toads. However, no criteria of the 
food predilection as exercised by any animal can be accurately judged 
from a large number taken in the same place at the same time. If several 
hundred small toads are taken from the shelter of a manure pile, one 
would expect to find 90 per cent or more of the food consisting of a single 
item, i.e., manure fly larvae, Ceratopogon and Leptocera. Accordingly, not 
more than fifty individuals were taken on the same date, and these were 
taken as widely scattered as possible. 

The toads examined seldom had more than six species of animals in 
their stomachs, and more often than not, a few mites, thrips or insect 
larvae made up the total. Rarely a stomach would contain over a dozen 
different arthropods. The food is recorded in percentage by bulk, and fol- 
lows in the order of abundance. 

Diptera made up 22 per cent. of all the food taken. The larvae were 
far more abundant than the adults. Small forms are favored. Mites 
appeared next in abundance, comprising 15.5 per cent. Several genera were 
recognized, and more than 80 per cent. of the stomachs contained these 
arthropods. Several toads had more than 40 mites in their stomachs and one 
had eaten 77. Ants were taken avidly and comprised 12.8 per cent. Beetles 
and their larvae, the latter the more abundant, constituted 11.8 per cent. The 
most abundant of the Coleoptera appeared to be staphylinids. Thrips 
formed 10.1 per cent. of the food, but were found in all but a few stom- 
achs. These small insects appear to be a staple article of diet for young 
Bufo. 

Collembola comprised 6.2 per cent. of the diet. The springtails some- 
times occurred in large numbers in the stomachs examined, and together 
with thrips, appeared to be an important food of all small anurans. Insects 
and their larvae of the orders Lepidoptera and Hymenoptera (excepting 
ants), and aphids, sowbugs, spiders, worms and small snails, all in about 
equal numbers, comprised 12.1 per cent. Undetermined insect remains made 
up 4.4 per cent., while the remaining 4.6 per cent. consisted of such extra- 
neous matter as dirt, grasses, small pebbles and little pieces of wood. 

— 

DEPARTMENT OF Brotocy, Cornett University, ItHaca, N. Y.
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File: Salt, Mineral & 
Grit Req. folder 

Cd Jackrabbit folder 
“ 

Extracts from "The Life Histories and Ecology of Jack Rabbits in 
Relation to Grazing in Arizona" by C. T. Vorhies and W. P. Taylor. 
Tech. Bull. No. 49, May 31, 1933, University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz. 

p- 541: "Goldman gives reports by natives in the vicinity of Camargo, 
: Tamaulipas, Jamuary 4-29, 1902, that Lepus californicus 

merriami in that vicinity sometimes fed on the carcasses of dead 

horses. An American resident assured him that in Lafayette 
County, Texas, they were known as horse rabbits on account of 
this habit. 

"Insect remains occur infrequently in rabbit stomachs." 

"At the United States Rabbit Experiment Station, Fontana, 

California, a spool of salt and sulfur is regularly hung in the 
cages in which domestic rabbits are kept. The rabbits lick 

- or even eat this material. Rabbits have been found to consume 
more food which has been salted than food that has not. A 
rabbit consumes more salt when molting than at other times. 
It is likely that wild hares must also secure acertain amount 
of mineral matter for the maintenance of their health." 

p- 542% "¥or several years we have observed a rabbit "lick" on the 
southwest slope of one of the red hills north of Plot 14 on the 
Santa Rita Range (Plate 10,C). Rabbits, mostly alleni, are 
mumerous in this neighborhood. The animals have dug or bitten 

into the dark red earth, and fecal pellets are abundant. 
Analysis of the soil of this "lick" has not shown any salt or 
saline constituents. Many rabbit pellets found nearby are so 

coated with red earth as to resemble little red balls of md. 
Breaking the pellet shows that the red earth is a surface 
coating over the remains of vegetation normally present." 

"Gravel or sand was recorded in 26 out of 61 stomachs of 
: californicus and in 97 out of 179 of alleni. ‘The material was 

found in stomachs collected from April to October."



File: Salt, Mineral & 
Grit Req. folder: 
Jackrabbit folder’ 

Extracts from "The Life Histories and Beology of Jack Rabbits in 
Relation to Grazing in Arizona" by C. 7. Vorhies and W. P. Taylor. 
Tech. Bull. No. 49, May 31, 1933, University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz. 

p. 541: "Goldman gives reports by natives in the vicinity of Camargo, 
Tamaulipas, January 4-29, 1902, that Lepus californicus 
merriami in that vicinity sometimes fed on the carcasses of dead 
horses. An American resident assured him that in Lafayette 
County, Texas, they were known as horse rabbits on account of 
this habit. 

"Insect remains occur infrequently in rabbit stomachs." 

"At the United States Rabbit Experiment Station, Fontana, 
California, a spool of salt and sulfur is regularly hung in the 
Cages in which domestic rabbits are kept. The rabbits lick 
or even eat this material. Rabbits have been found to consume 
more food which has been salted than food that has not. A 
Yabbit consumes more salt when molting than at other times. 
It is likely that wild hares mst also secure acertain amount 
of mineral matter for the maintenance of their health.*® 

p. 542% "For several years we have observed a rabbit "lick" on the 
southwest slope of one of the red hills north of Plot 14 on the 
Santa Rita Range (Plate 10,C). Rabbits, mostly alleni, are 
numerous in this neighborhood. The animals have dug or bitten 
into the dark red earth, and fecal pellets are abundant. 
Analysis of the soil of this "lick" has not shown any salt or 
saline constituents. Many rabbit pellets found nearby are so 
coated with red earth as to resemble little red balls of md. 
Breaking the pellet shows that the red earth is a surface 

. coating over the remains of vegetation normally present." 

"Gravel or sand was recorded in 26 out of 61 stomachs of 
californicus and in 97 out of 179 of alleni. The material was 
found in stomachs collected from April to October." :



File Grit folder, 
Weasel folder 

Extract from "The Weasels of New York" by W, J. Hamilton, Jr, ‘The American 

Midland Naturalist, Vol. XIV, No. 4, July, 1933, pp. 329-330. 

"In a number of weasels, the hind gut was found to be crammed with hard- 
packed sand. ‘This was not found only in trapped animals, so cannot be 
explained as having been ingested in the animals' frantic efforts to escape. 
A large male noveboracensis that was shot by a hunter late in November 
and presented to me in an unskinned condition, had the rectum and part of the 
intestine distended with much sand. I am unable to account for this inorganic 
matter in a mmber of weasels."



- File Salt & Mineral 
Requirements 

Extract from Annual Geme Report, Yellowstone National Park, June 21, 1934, Dp. 3. 

“About twenty-five salt grounds weremaintained during the past winter 
for the game. It was found that a coarse crystal salt is preferred by most 
game animals. Elk, moose, deer, and sheep take salt very readily. In some 

cases elk have taken as much as .2 of a pound per month. The use of salt 
in controlling game movements has several possibilities which may be made use 

_ of in distributing wild animals over the range. Buffalo take more salt than 
other animals," 

(Report filed in National Park box.)



File Salt & Mineral 
- - Requirenents .— 

Extract from Anmal Game Report, Yellowstone National Park, June 21, 1934, p. 3. 

3 "About twenty-five salt grounds weremaintained during the past winter 
for the game, It was found that a coarse crystal salt is preferred by most 
game animals, Elk, moose, deer, and sheep take salt very readily, In some 

eases elk have taken as mech as .2 of a pound per month. the use of salt 
in controlling game movements has several possibilities which may be made use 
of in distributing wild animals over the range. Buffalo take more salt than 

other animals,“ 

(Report filed in National Park box.)



Crow folder : 
: Grit Requirements — 

Extract from "The Food of the American Crow in Central New York State," by 
Paul E. Hering. the dul, Vol. Li, No. 4, October 1934, pp. 470-476. 

p. 475: "Mineral matter (about 10 per cent), which, of course, is not food, 

is added here pecans its elimination would change the proportion of the food 

taken. This item was taken so freely that the stomachs without mineral matter 

were isolated cases. A certain amount of sand and gravel is essential in 

grinding up the various items of food taken, and quantities of pebbles and 

sand were consumed, The largest pebble taken was a little less than one-half 

inch in length." — : : : 

‘



Ruffed Grouse 
Grit 

Item in Pennsylvania Game News, Vol. 5, No. 10, Jamary 1935, p. 9 

GROUSE SWALLOWS MARBLE 

‘Game Protector W, B, McOlarin killed a grouse in the gizzard 
of which he found a large marble. 

Sh



Grit 

CROSS REFERENCE 

See Pamphlet No. 3, I.C.I, Game Researches: "Partridges; Winter 

Feeding, Grit, Dust and Drinking Trays." Revised Jamary, 1935, Filed in 

Hun Box, :



S Grit Sein 

Excerpt from "Blue and Snow Geese in Eastern United States in the : ; 
Winter of 193'-35--with Notes on Their Food Habits," by Clarence a5 
Cottam. The Auk, Vol. LII, No. 4, October, 1935, pp. 432-l, ee 

Table I.--Analysis of the Contents of Stomachs of 19 Snow Geese (Greater : 
and Lesser) taken in widely separated parts of the United States, mostly 

in November and December, ~ ee 

onstituents Percent 

Gravel (not food) ........- 4.74 : 
: : Vegetable food :~.).. 2.3 «100.60 i 3 

Aniees 2008. 2 7 oe ee 
Bquisetum shy. eet ee ne ee : ; 

Oryza: eatlva sss a a ELT 

Table 2. Analysis of the Contents of Stomachs of 28 Blue Geese taken 
in Louisiana during the winter months (greater variety of items than : 

in Table 1). 

: Gravel (not: food) ins swe 0D : 
Vegetable food. . .-... 6. « »'» 100.0 25, 
Sime food. a. ee bree) 
Carexiaps icc a to eto 
BGLTPUS SPy ss eo ear eee ele a 
So anericame 7.55. 2 4 6 2 OT z 
Si robabtuss. oc ee ee ; 
Eleocharis sp... so. Se OL 

: My paldetrie so. ee ee 

— 5 IONE RIES ee ea sc aaa at ee me



i{ } C YZ, Pe, Ee z Nh 
Kear A BALAN ST .G BOS 143-5 LAY” PZ a 

Yeinungsaustaufth 
Sur Salzledenfrage. In Nr. 13 diefer Beitfdhrift, Sahrgang 1935, Bereits im Jahre 1914 habe icy in bem von mir und Gebeimrat 

hat Gaujagermeijter YFreiherr von Dungern die ihm und vielen  Olt-GieBen verfaften Werte ,Die Wildfranfheiten und ihre Be- 
anderen Waidmannern gweifelhaft erfdeinende Frage des Wertes und fampfung”, Verlag von 3. Neumann, Neudamm Xm., darauf bhin- 
Unwertes von Kodjjalzleden 3ur SGpradje gebradjt, um miglidjte  gewiefen, daB nad) meiner Vermutung mande Form der gefiirdteten 
Kiarheit in Ddiefer- praftije) bedeutjamen Gade gu fdaffen. Cr  GSchalfudt des Rotwildes auf einer Sehadigung des Mineralftoff- 
deutete an, was nad) feiner Wnficht fiir und wider die giemlid) all-  wmechfels beruht. Dem haben meine f{pateren Arbeiten und aud) die 
gemein gebraudliden Anlagen {precdjen fonnte, hat aber den Stand- neuerdings gebirten Spegialjadjver|tdndigen recht gegeben. Die von 
punft vertreten, daB ein ausfdlaggebendes Urteil [ebten Endes nur Baron von Dungern aufgeworfene Frage diirfte aljo grundfablicd 
fpeaialijtijd) gefdulten Biologen 3uftehe. Infolgedeffen hat er Gut-  einigermafen geflart fein, dagegen jteht eine vollfommene Klarung 
adjten einiger uniibertrefflider Wiffen{daftler eingefordert. der praftijdjen Behandlung der Schaljudht durd) Anlage von Wildleden 

Der Waidmann, welder fidy in die GSalzlecenfrage verticfen  idealer Zujammenfehung nod aus; vielleidjt fehlen nod) die Gilifate, 
midjte, fei vorerft auf die fitrglic) in Nr. 14, 16 und 19 der auf welde Profeffor Biel aufmerffam madt, oder aud) neue biogene 
»Deut{dhen Jagd“ verdffentlidten, gemeinverjtindlidjen einfejlagigen  Mineralftoffe. Die von mir eingeleiteten einfcplagigen erjten Berjude 
facjmannifdjen Gutadten verwiejen. Danach find Galzgaben in im einer Angahl von Revieren tonnten aus wirt{daftliden Griinden 
vielen Revieren nidjt gu entbehren, und Kodhfalglecen fonnen in nicht vollfommen abgefdloffen werden. Meine bisherigen Berjuce mit 
gefundheitlider Sinfidjt faumn jemals Sdjaden anricjten. Die befragten  Cbhlornatrium, fohlenfaurem Ralf, Chlorfalzium und Pbhosphaten 
Sacperftindigen Profeffor Dr. Mangold, Direftor des Injtituts fiir haben allerdings nicht ungiinftige Crgebniffe geseitigt, sur Cntdedung 
Lierernahrungslehre der Friedridj-Wilhelm-Univerfitdt Berlin, ferner einer gegenitber der Schalfucht unbedingt wirtfamen Mineralfalgmifeung 
der Profeffor der pathologifden Phyfiologie in der medizinifden  jedod) nicht gefiihrt. Unterfudungen nad diefer Richtung hin find frei- 
Gatultat der gleidjen Univerfitat, Dr. Adolf Bicel, und der Direftor lich nicht fo leicht ausgufiihren, wie die prattifen Sager wohl an- 
des Snftituts fiir Anatomie, Phyfiologie und Hygiene der Hausfauge-  3unehmen geneigt find. Die Gchwierigteiten braudjen uns aber nicht 
tiere an der Landwirtfdaftlidjen Hoch{cule Bonn-Poppelsdorf,  abgubalten, die von mir begonnenen Arbeiten wieder aufzunehmen, 
Profeffor Dr. Kein, haben fic) dahin gedupert, dak nit ausgefprodjen  fobald die erforderlidjen Geldmittel fliffig gemacjt werden fdnnen. 
ungwedmifig. gubereitete Galgleden aus gefundpeitliden Griinden Die Probleme find jagdwirtfdaftlid) hod) widtig, nicht nur, weil es fid) 
niiglid) find. Die Frage, ob die iiblidjen Galgleden insbefondere darum Handelt, den Aufbau des begebtten Ropifdmudes unferes 
geeignet fein fdnnen, die gepisoiele SHalfucht des Rotwildes gu edelften Wildes gu fordern, jondern aud) wegen der Bejeitigung der 
unterdriiden oder aber 3u fordern, haben fie dabin beantwortet, da  Sdalfudht, einer Bfungsperverfitat der Hirfdarten, die gweifellos mit 
lebteres faum 3u befiirchten, erfteres aber theoretifd) durdjaus  Berhaltnijjen 3ufammenhdngt, weldye die neugeitlidje Bodentultur ge- 
moglic) fei. fchaffen bat. Bei den von mir eingeleiteten Mineralfal-Fiitterungs- 

Mit den angeregten Problemen habe id) mich als prattifher  verjuden wird aud) auf manderlei Wirfungen der jung gu adten 
Heger und Beterindrmediziner feit mehreren Gahren im Snijtitut fiir fein, die von den Hegern bisher unberiidjidtigt blieben, und auf die id) 
SJagdtunde befchaftigt. Sc) vermeife auf meine lebten ,,Studien iiber bei meinen vorermahnten ,,Studien” hingewiefen habe. Neuerdings hat 
Mineralftoffzufak zur Wildafung” in Nr. 53, Bd. 99, und Nr. 4, Dr. §. Culer vom Staatliden Veterindrunterjudungsamt Frankfurt 

Bd. 100, der ,,Deutfden Sager-Seitung”, ferner auf die neuejte Xuf- a. Mt. in der Berliner Lierdrgtlidjen Wodenfdrift” Nr. 13 bis 15 
, lage des von mir bearbeiteten und bei S. Neumann, Neudamm, — iiber die Bedeutung der Tierfiitterung fiir die Rrantheitsbereit{daft 

\| erfcbienenen Galgleden-Mertblattes. einen [efensmerten 2Artitel verdffentlidt, der fic) namentlidy aud) mit 
s Reinesfalls fann alfo davon die Rede fein, dah, wie vor Dungern den -Guchtausfallfhaden befaht, weldhe auf Mineralfatsmangel beruvjen. 

befiirdjtete, die waidmannifde Lehre iiber den Wert der Salgleen Die Mitteilungen von Culer harmonieren gut mit meinen ermahnten 

durd) neuere Erfahrungen der Wiffenfdhaft oder Sagdpraris eine  Darlegungen iiber Mineralfalzmangel beim Wilde. 
grundjablide Binderung erfabren haben finnte, indem angunehmen Die Herjtellung der von mir als gweddienlid), doc nod) nicht als 

je dah foldhe Cinrichtungen iiberfliijfig oder gar fehr fcadlic) waren. ganz ideal erfannten Mineraljtoffzufage gur Wildafung wurde der 
ie Wuffaffung iiber die Wildleden hat fich aber mit der Beit doc)  hemifcen Fabrif von Fad & Lehmann in Leipzig-Mocau iibertragen 

gedndert. Sc) habe fdjon in der ,Deutfden Jagd” vom 29. Suni 1934 und unter dem Namen ,,Wildjal” gefdiibt. 
auf die tedjnifcjen Méangel der friiher allgemein gebraudlidjen und Wenn ic jet wiederum die Anwendung von Chemifalien bei der 
aud) jebt nod) vielfad) angewandten Galzleden hingewiefen und eine  Berjorgung des Wildes mit MUfungsitoffen befiirworte, fo midte id) in 
andere Art von Chlornatrium-Leden empfohlen (Die neuefte Wild- diefer Hinfidht dem befannten und aud) von mir gefdabten Sagd{drift- 
lecte und ein Ungetiim aus der Zeit .des Dreifigjdhrigen Srieges”). teller Oberlander infofern wider|precjen, als diefer fic) in feinem ,.Lebhr- 
Die Behandlung fowie Vorbeuge von Krantheiten des Menfden und  pringen” 3u der Behauptung verjtiegen hatte, dak man Hirfdje, denen 
der Sjaustiere durd) Darreidhung von Mineralfatzen hat in der Neu- man durd) Salgleden und andere ,Crzeugniffe der Medizinflafdje” 
seit wejentlide Fortfdritte gemadt, und die Ausfidten, dah fic) Salz- aufgeholfen hat, nicht mehr als Wild anjpreden und bei der Erlegung 
feden bei der Gefundbheitspflege des Wildes ent{predjend niiblid) eines folden ,,Apotheferhirjhes” ein waidmannijdes Hodgefiihl nidt 
erweifen werden, find durdaus giinftig. Meiner Anficht nach beruht  empfinden fonne. (Wenn es erjt foweit mit dem edlen Waidwert 
der Sjauptwert darauf, dah die ridjtigen Mineralfalze die Rranf-  fommen follte“, jagt Oberlander, dah der Duft der Apothete den Wild- 
beitsbereitfdaft des Wildtorpers vermindern; Borbeuge ijt aber  ftand erhalten Helfen mug, dann ift es beffer, feine Ubr lauft ab, und 
widtiger als Behandlung ausgebrodjener Srantheiten. Dem- das Wild verfallt dem Sehidfal der Bernicjtung, dem es ja tro Miz- 
entipredjend ijt Den Sjegern dringend gu empfehlen, die Aufmertfamfeit turen und Pulver bom geweiht bleibt. Sn dem von Olt und mir ver- 
auf die Giitterung des Wildes unter voller Beriidfidtigung der etwa  fagten vorgenannten Lehrbuc) habe ic) Oberlander erwidert, dab feiner 
erforderliden Mineraljtoffzufake gu ridjten. Auffaffung bei vorurteilsfreier Wiirdigung der Gachlage nicht gu- 

Das vorgenannte Mertblatt handelt zunddjft von den in der Natur geftimmt werden fonne. Denn wenn der Menfeh fiir fic) das Recht in 
vorfommenden Galzen als Nabhritoffen im allgemeinen, ihrer Be-  Anjpruc) genommen habe, in die Lebensverhiltniffe des Wildes in einer 
deutung fiir den regelredhten Ablauf der Rorperverridjtungen und von  Weife eingugreifen, dah fie nad) manchen Ridtungen hin ein Berande- 
den Folgen des Mangels einer oder mehrerer Galgarten in der fung. rung gum ungiinjtigen erfahren muften, fo erwadjt dem Menfdjen 
Befonders wird darauf hingewiefen, dah audy die ehemals oft iiber-  daraus entfdieden die Pflicht, auf Mittel gu finnen, um den nadteiligen 
jehene Wirtung der Gefamtbheit der lebenswidtigen Galze von gréfter  Wirfungen derartiger durdy die Kultur der Walder und Felder be- 
Bedeutung fiir die Wildkygiene fein fann. Alsdann behandelt die  dingter Lebensverbhaltniffe entgegenzufteuern. Cin Stic Wild, das in 
Drudjdrift die biogenen Mtineralfalze im eingelnen, namentlic) Rodj- der herfimmlidjen Weife gefiittert worden ift, hat beftimmt nidts von 
falze, Raliumfalze, Ralziumfalze und Phosphor. Id) veriudjte, die feiner Cigenart als freilebendes Lier verloren, aud) wenn der dar- 
Sager iiber eine grundfablid) feblerhafte und iiber eine ridtige Cin-  gebotenen Nahrung Stoffe zugefekt wurden, die weder im Walde nod 
ftellung der Mineralftoffzufagke zur Wildajung aufzuflaren, foweit dies auf dem Felbe gewadfen find. Sm iibrigen haben fdjon feit fangen 
nad) dem gegenwartigqen Stande der Wiffenfdaft und Praxis angangig  Sahren Manner, denen man ,,waidmannijdes Hodhgefiihl’ wohl nicht 
erfdjien. Die Befiirchtung, dah dem Wilde nadteilige Mineralftoffe  abjprechen durfte, ihr Wild zeitweife mit gewiffen gubereiteten Stoffen 
angeboten werden, ift nidjt iibermapia grof. weil folde erfahrungs-  verjorgt in der ldblidjen Ubfidht, ihe das einigermafen 3u erfeken, 
gemaf injtinttiv verweigert werden. Die facymannijden Indifationen was ihm aus wirt{dafilidhen Griinden entzogen werden mupte. Darum 
einer Berabreidhung gewiffer Mineralfalze habe ic) auf Grund eigener datf die Anwendung von Mineraljalgleden feinesfalls grundjaglid) ver- 

» langjabriger Crfahrungen fowie des Studiums der einfdjlagigen Vite-  worfen werden. 
ratur am Gejlup des Blattes furgz gufammengefabt. Die notwendige - Gebeimrat Dr. Strife, 
tritifche Literaturzufammenjtellung geftaltete fic) etwas fdwierig, weil aus dem Sniftitut fiir Jagdtunde, Berlin-Zehlendorf. 
das wertvolle, jehr reide, wiffenfdaftlihe Sehrifttum weit zerftreut ift. 2 

Als fider darf gelten, dah die wiffenfdafilidhje Erfenninis des Erfennungsmertmale des Sdmaltieres im Sommer. Serr Bind- 
Wertes von Wildleden durdy neuere Forfdungen in abjehbarer Beit  feil gibt in Nr. 32 Jahrgang 1935 von ,Wild und Hund” ein Rezept 
eine wefentlidje Mnderung nidt erfahren wird. gum fideren und rafden Wnfpredjen eines Stiides Rabhlwild im
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ifnen nidjt, abends heimgufommen, dann geben fie Nachtfongerte, dah Se a oS 
die Nachbarjdaft nicht feplafen fann. Wn Futter brauden die Ragen So ae “<7 ie oe 
nur wenig, dazu feine Steuer, man fonnte fic) aljo nod) mere = OE © 2 2 eee 
Ragen halter. — ee ae oe is S 

Auj dem Lande ijt es etwas anders. Bwar ift aud) dort die = = —. = =e. ae 
Hundefteuer unfogial genug. Cin Hund fojtet beifpielsweije an Gee | & cs — ae 
Meindejteuer 15 AM und RKreisiteuer 5 RN, alfo 20 Ku jahrlidh. Das - i uals 
mogen fid) mit ein paar Ausnahmen die Dorfbewohner nicht (eijten. = oe” a 
Gin Hund ijt fiir fie aber aud) nidjt abjolut notwendig, felbjt fiir | ee a ES fo ge 8 
alleinjtehende Perjonen nidt, jolde gibt es auf dem Lande aud) taum. (a eee A ——>_  — 
Wenn nun aud) die Hundejteuer fir die Land- oder Dorfoewohner g ——_ 
jchon unfozial genug ijt, fo muf man es ihr dennod) lajffen, daf fie bee eed a 
fich anbderfeits aud) fogial ausgewirft hat. Denn wenn man vordem oe " - (lS eS 
in ein Dorf wanbderte, fo war es fraglid, ob man mit heilen Hofen Po = y <. . eee 
wieder hinaustam. Faft in jedem Haufe befand fic ein Hund, meift = Pees ger Ae ag ig 
Riter iibelfter Gorte. Dod) mas jage ih? Mein, nicht im Haufe, re a 2. 
fondern auf der Strage {ungerten die Hunde herum, denn Saus- und oe ea Po Gees Mees 
Hoftiiren ftehen ja meijt offen, und den SHunden gefallt es auf der | Poe >. Va | 
Strafe viel beffer als im Haufe, denn die Dorfbewohner tiimmern oe he ad ee esa 
fic) um igre Sunde nicht. Der Hund fauft da nut Herum, befommt =| ge ee oe | _ 
bochjtens ab und ju einen Tritt, wenn er_ungefdidt in die Quere | i. - fa 
fommt, und auf der Strafe fliegen ibm Steine aus Bubenhinden Le Se a fo 
nad). Was Wunder, wenn dann aud) die Hunde fehr unfreundlis) | ee ee Rea ag werden. Go waren jeinerzeit die Dorfhunde im Ort felbjt fdon eine be = a . x ig a ee 
Plage, und auferhalb des Dorfes ai es i) {dlimmer. Denn die. Bo wee eG ee 
unbeauffidtigten Sunde, namenilid) die Gchdferhunde und deren : = : 
Baftarde, jogen su Felbe und ridteten dort nod) mefe Unheil an.  feoy'e. G. Wows a5 2, 1094 Carat vow Galtemmenr, Seno Oe DSS Die Polizei? Id) mus offen geltehen, dafh die bejte Polizei die er- 3601 — ,wWolfeangels Cita”, SLDD. 4863, D.G.StB. 3127). Je 1. Breis Devb- 
eae war. Denn daraufhin wurden die Hunde meiftens Seaeectine, Sob Seer es heeueepralig Neubrandenburg und Hegewald- 
abgejda : udtprifung Breslau 1935. 3.: Fabritant RX. Gommer, Langental, Schweiz; Bef, 

aan a den Dorffagen! eet eine gwedmapige peleuering Abr. u. F.: Revierforfter B. F. Kohn, Berni bei Neutlofter. (Phot. Bernhard) 
der Dorfhunde fic) fogial auswirtte, fo ijt es vermunderlidh, daR man § : 3 : 
ein fo wirffames Mittel gegen die geradezu verheerende Rakenplage ie ich fommen und begann die Behandlung, die darin beftand, in auf dem Lande nod) nicht allgemein angewandt hat. Sn jedem Saufe einem angemdrmten Teeldffel sweimal tiglid) die Fliiffigteit in die 
werden Ragen gehalten, 3wei, fiinf und noc) mehr, wo fdjon eine Gehirgange gu bringen und dann etwas 3u fneten. Mad etwa drei 
fiir den angebliden Méaujefang geniigen wiirde. Sn einem Falle  Wocjen war mein Hund ohrwurmfrei. Bis heute, nad) iiber drei 
fonnte fogar feftgeftellt werden, daf eine Grau acht Ragen ihr eigen Vabren, ijt die Krantheit nicht wieder aufgetreten. Lediglid) reinige 
nannte! Infolge diefes nidjt 3u iibertreffenden unfoziafen Unfugs i dem Hunde von Beit gu Beit die Gehirginge mit etwas an- 
ift die Sayratic et der Sie ae Dorfgarten pol tome aus: getpdrmtem Sefenbranntwein. B. Weyer, Berncajtel-Cues. 
gerottet. er nicjt nur in den Garten wirft fic) diefe Rakenplage = “ 
verheerend aus, fondern aud) im elde und damit in der Niederjagd. rip Su: Sell Pee ae a: Sh ives ines toate 
Sahr um Sabr wird im Dorf ein Heer von Ragen erzeugt, ergient Mt gutem Erfolg mit Sun % ife un obae uae encreme be= 
fic mit immer frifhem Nadfdhub in die Garten und Felder, um fide Hana ip Laat phe ee bf es Fle Pepaniung it ee 
dort in maflofefter, unjogialfter Weife auszuwirten. Cine Redugierung eke Ton ey er nt 9 ii nee see sh er} Oe oath ; - 
der Abfdjubgrenge von 3800 auf 200 Meter abjeits vom Haus fommt i Bormtejepuns fiir eine nt poe ratfeb, pe i ann ab 
& die Garten iiberhaupt nidt in Betracht, und gum Sdube der ioe APY i Cue NATE pace aomeelee etbad (100 g se aa : 

iederjagd ift fie ganz bedeutungslos. Welden Ginn hat auch die rf eer 0 babel alee) von 30 Grad Reaumur etwa eine Biertel- 
Ubfchupoejtimmung, wenn ihr auf der andern Geite eine fo un- i e oe aon et und dabei mit Sunta-Geife tiichtig abgefeift, fo dafs 
erhérte, dauernde Maffenproduftion gegeniiberjtehi? Warum, fo dt Da grindlid) gereinigt und weid) und pords wird, um Hernad) die 
frage ich, auf das eingangs ermahnte Stadtbeifpiel 3uriidgreifend, foll Parotl a sulncoien fue _Sernac) wird der Hund gut 
die Dame fiir ihre dret Ragen nicht aud) eine wenigitens angemeffene °?9* aioe St ms reibt man die Barafitencteme mit der Sand etwa 
Gteuer gablen, wenn der altere einfame Herr fiir feinen fleinen Hund er bi panne dong Hib tig in Die Haut ein. Dieje Progedur wird 
eine fo unfogial hohe Steuer zahlen mug? Sjt unter den angefiiprten oe feilt te NEE sane e wa drei- bis viermal wiederholt, und der und 
Gefichispuntten die Cinfiihrung einer angemeffenen Ragenjteuer auf a aepei - Wahrend der ganjzen Behandlung ijt auf grdpte Reinlidjteit 
dem Lande etwa unmiglidj? Das wir’ geladyt! es Lagers gu adjten. Dieje dubere Behandlung wird swedmabig Wilhelm Siffen durd eine einfade Blutreinigungstur unterjtiigt. Diefe befteht darin, 

e y 5 is dak dem Lier wahrend der Behandlungszeit nur reiglofe Koft und in 
Rejerent und Preffewart der Jager des Rheingautreijes. diefer regelmafig eine Beigabe von Lebertran verabreidjt mird. MM. 

Bu: ,Bom Obrenzwang* (Nr. 24/1935). Herr Forftmeifter Hen- rer = 
rici empfieh{t bei Uuftreten von Ohrenzwang oder Oprwurm auj Grund | = | 3 ; 
feiner Crfahrungen die Trodenbehandlung, alfo die Behandlung mit co - Poe 
Puder. Dies mag in vielen atuten Fallen ridtig fein, ob jedod) in -* ee ee ad ee 
Gronifdhen Fallen, modte id) auf Grund meiner geringen Crfahrung | = ~~ llr 
ay weralet co a eon) aud rit ie Bettgchend _ ‘e oe we a 
ind wie die des Herrn Forjtmeijters Henrici, fo glaube ich doch, agen =  # | , “Gee So ee 
gu fdnnen, daf meines Cradtens in dronifden Fallen mit der rc . a  . oS 
Trodenbehandlung eine nidjt geniigende Liefenwirtung ergielt wird, = = 4 Og 
aud nidt, wenn man den Puder einblajt. Die Méglichteit, dab die eee a8 ree ee 
eingelnen Sjunde auf die angewendeten Mittel verfdieden reagieren, Ca aS Looe ee 
modjte id) jedenfalls befonders unterjtreidjen. Hierbei fube ic) auf Lo Aa So ~Y = 
folgendem: Im Sabre 1931 bot mir ein befreundeter Gebraudjshund- ee ee SoS 
fiihrer einen Deutfd)-Drahthaar an, der fehr gut fei, den er aber nit (ae ee 3 we Neat te 
verfaufen finne, weil er Ohrengwang habe. Diefer Herr, der gewifs ee as a ee ee 
geniigende Erjahrung befijt und aud) auf die Trodendehandlung ee Ss : 4 m ee ‘ {dwort, fonnte den Ohrenzwang nicht befeitigen, glaubte aber, dah er = ee eons Be AA 
niedergubalten fei und id) dadurdy einen guten Gebraudshund habe. oe A ee oy Yi 
Da er mir den Hund febr billig iiberlies, befdlob id, den Hund gu |. 7 Ot a See ort, we ie 
erwerben und Miihe und Koften der laufenden Behandlung in Rauf | » oa rae be PU GS arc eA * 
gu nebmen. Gs gelang mir aud), die Rrantheit fiir den Reft des Sabres ae oa me 1, Be ed BA ies ho 
und den Winter hindurdy bis 3um Friihjahr niedetzuhalten, dann aber i OEE RS Lr ; 
wurde es fo fjlimm, dap ich ernftlid) erwog, ob ic) den Hund erfdiehen 2 ae bop ee SO aS Cas . 
laffen follte. Cinen Berjucy madte icy noc) mit Ballijtol, der aber auch : 
feblfchlug. Der Hund war mir ingwifchen fo fieb und unentbehrlic Deutfh-Orahthaarriide n Bosco vom Hubertushof”, St.D.D. 9204. Gew. 11.7, 
geworbden, dah id) es — auf Borfdjlag des vorerwahnten Herrn —° 1934 ae pone Be oe ek 3703 ~ -Seffa vom Saare nod) mit ,€do-Dprmurmmeg”, Herfteller Wilhelm Genfdow, vet.- at se 41, D.G.St.B. 4223). Se 1. Preis Verbands-Jugendpriifungen Ditren, 

4 ee i : igen, Elfen und Mors fowie Berb.-Gebraudsprifung Mrs 1935 (Mannfsarfe 
pharm. Labor., Berlin, verjudte. Gir Hronifde Faille fojtete die nfebe gut”). 3.: Revierforfter Seidel, Forfth. Stigheide bei Neu-Sdwente, Grengmart; Glafdhe 8 NM, fiix atute Fille (jogenannte Borbeuge) 4 KM. Exjtere Vel: Peter Vongarts, Duisburg-Beed; F.: Werner Bongarts
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SALT REQUIREMENTS OF RABBITS 

By George S. Templeton, Director, United States Rabbit Experiment Station 

Section of Fur Resources, Division of Wildlife Research 

In a study of the food of domestic rabbits at the United States Rabbit 

Experiment Station, Fontana, Calif., an experiment was conducted during 12 

months to determine the quantity of salt necessary to maintain health. The 

animals used were 10 mature New Zealand herd bucks and 43 New Zealand does 
with their litters (until weaned at 8 weeks of age). Tho herd bucks and dry 

does were given daily one-sixth of a pound of a concentrate consisting of 

equal parts by weight of whole oats, barley, grain, sorghum, wheat, and a 
pelleted plant-protein meal. The does with their litters were full fed the 

same mixture, except that two parts of the protein supplement meal were used 
in it. The bucks and dry docs were given one-fourth of a pound of alfalfa 
hay daily, but the does with their litters had hay before them at all times. 

Small quantities of green feed were fed once a day to all the rabbits, and 

water was continuously available. 

Small blocks of white salt were placed in the hutches so that all the 
animals would have access to them at all times. The blocks were removed once 
a month and weighed to determine the quantity consumed. The 10 mature bucks 
consumed on the average 0.088 pound of salt each during the year; their yearly 
salt consumption was 0.88 percent of their live weight. The 43 does and their 
litters each consumed on the average 0.195 pound of salt during the 12 months. 

The records showed a marked difference in the individual requirements 

for salt and a variation in the salt consumption of individuals from time to 

time. This would suggest that there may be a distinct advantage in self-feed- 

ing salt, or in always keeping a block of salt in the hutch, so that each ani- 

Mal might have opportunity to satisfy its needs from day to day. The rabbits 
will not eat too much salt unless they have previously received an insufficient 

supply. If such is the case, it would be advisable to let them have access to 

the block of salt for only a short time each day until any unusual craving is 

satisfied; then it will be safe to keep salt before them continuously. 

In large rabbitries, it would be troublesome to keep blocks “of salt avail- 
able at all times in all the hutches; it is much more convenient to incorporate 

salt in the ration. In mash feeds or pelleted rations it is easy to incorporate 

the necessary quantity of salt. In whole grain rations it is advisable to put 

the plant-protein meal into pellet form and add the necessary quantity of salt 
previous to pelleting., On the basis of the data collected from the experiment, 

one-sixth of a pound of salt added to each 100 pounds of concentrates will sup- 
ply the salt requirements of the rabbits.
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In February, 1933, Walt Wetzel and I made a trip from Missoula 
to Mooze Creek and return (123 miles) on skiis. We found that 
many fawns were dead or down and all the deer were thin. There 
were no old “gummers”’ because the previous winter had eliminated 
them. When I returned to the area in May the numbers of dead deer 
in evidence were not as great as the previous May, but there was a 
good sprinkling of deer that had died apparently in the prime of life, 
and seeing a live yearling was an event. 

Winter observations by men especially detailed for that purpose 
for the past three winters have indicated that elk and deer 
are feeding on the same kinds of brush and browse on the same 
hillside, and that elk are able to navigate deeper snow, reach higher, 

- and paw deeper. The winter of 1935-36 was slightly harder than 
normal and deer losses were moderately severe. Because of the 
presence of numerous scavengers such as coyote, eagles, ravens, etc., 
it was found that if a man did not cover an area every other day, it 
was impossible to pick up evidence of more than half the losses, 
whether by predator, disease, parasite, or starvation. 

The game observers also found that as food became more scarce, 
deer became easier prey for predators. Hunger often caused a deer 
to quit his band, where numbers gave protection, and to seek food 
alone, away from the bunch, and was thus easily killed by coyotes. 

If this particular area alone had lost deer while elk increased, the 
meager evidence offered might rightly be challenged; but in Yellow- 
stone Park, where observation has been the most intensive in the 
United States, previous counts of game showed many deer. Elk have 
increased to the point where their winter range is a serious problem 
and deer are steadily decreasing. 

The Use of Salt in Sparing Winter Range in the 
Selway 

By 
GEORGE CASE 

U.S. Forest Service, Region 1 

T= question of whether salt may be used effectively to hold elk 
off winter range, except during periods of extreme weather, 

has long been considered. Recent experiences in the Selway preserve 
indicate that skillful salting programs may be of real value in 
sparing winter range and in producing better distribution of elk. 
These experiences and the conditions which lead to artificial salting 
in the Selway are reported in this paper. 

On the Clearwater Forest of northern Idaho, prior to the coming 
of the white man and for some time afterwards, game depended 
upon salt content of dry licks and from water of mineral springs. 

Bulletin No. 8, School of Forestry, University of 
Idaho, Moscow, December, 1938, pp. 27-29.
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Apparently game did not get more than their minimum require- 
ments. Analyses of various mineral springs have revealed that 1,000 
gallons of water contain less than 1 pound of salt. Furthermore, dry 
licks were of minor importance because of their scarcity. 

About 15 years ago it was first noticed that big game would 
forsake natural licks for the salting grounds of domestic stock. 
Accordingly, some hardy soul recommended to and finally prevailed 
upon the State Game Warden to authorize the purchase and placing 
of 2 tons of salt upon known game ranges. It was placed mostly near 
the natural licks on Moose Creek, Indian Creek, and Bear Creek in 
the Bitterroot Forest, because no domestic stock was permitted 
within these areas. 

The results of this initial placement were so gratifying, from the 
standpoint of immediate consumption by game, that the department 
continued and gradually increased its yearly purchases and place- 
ments. The U.S. Forest Service became interested in this program 
and forest employees assisted in the transportation and placement 
of the salt. Transportation, incidentally, is the most costly part of 
the salting programs. 

Four years ago the salting policy was basically revised as a result 
of past experience. Heavy losses had been suffered among deer 
during the winters of 1931-32 and 1932-33 due at least in part to 
the salting program. It was found in general that the salt which had 
been placed in natural licks on winter range tended to hold game on 
the ranges in the immediate vicinity, in summer as well as in winter. 
The winter ranges, as a consequence, were severely overgrazed and 
much of the winter food supply destroyed. Furthermore, it was 
believed that heavy concentrations on these overcrowded ranges 
facilitated the spread of diseases and parasites. The revised salting 
policy called for the placing of salt entirely on summer ranges. 
Subsequently, this revised policy has been further supported on the 
basis of observations on the influx of elk on salted cattle ranges. At 
Iron Mountain at the southwest corner of the Clearwater drainage, 
for example, cattle have been salted on summer range for some 20 
years. Twelve to fifteen years ago, an occasional elk drifted onto 
this range and this drift has increased despite heavy hunting until 
the present numbers approach 60 head. Similar conditions were 
observed on Pete King Creek and Clear Creek on the Nez Perce 
Forest. Furthermore, it was observed that where salt remained on 
the summer cattle ranges, elk returned at the earliest possible date 
in the spring. 

Thus the accepted practice today is to place all salt on the summer 
range and provide only a small quantity at each station. This 
practice results in far more even distribution of the game animals. 
Furthermore, in the spring elk will travel over as much as 10 feet 
of packed snow to reach a favorite salting ground. 

It is believed that through further study, particularly by men 
familiar with the local problems, this salting program can be
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further improved. It would seem logical, for example, to attempt 
by means of salting to draw game to areas not now used, where 
winter range is available. It may also be possible to combat disease 
with medicated salt, since our studies have shown that salt is used 
even mixed with sulphur, tobacco, bone meal, or with sheep dip. 

In short, planned salting of the Selway elk and deer herds has 
already aided materially in reserving range for winter use. It is my 
belief that through careful investigation the usefulness of salt as a 
game management tool can be greatly enhanced. 

The Use of Controlled Hunting in the Selway 
in 19387 

By 
JESS ROBERTSON 

State Game Department 

and 

A. B. HatcH 
School of Forestry, University of Idaho 

Me Parsell and Mr. Case have shown that inadequate winter 
range is the most important problem in the Selway. Three 

conditions exist: (1) the winter ranges of the less accessible 
areas are heavily overused; (2) those near roads which are utilized 
by elk that migrate long distances from inaccessible areas are like- 
wise heavily overused; and (3) the winter ranges which support 
only those elk from areas which are heavily hunted (because of 
accessibility by roads) are now not used to capacity. Examples of 
these three conditions are, respectively, Moose Creek, the Dead- 
man drainage of the Lochsa, and the lower Selway River. It is 
evident that to reduce the number of animals on the overused 
ranges, hunting should be increased. Similarly, to increase the 
game on the understocked winter ranges (lower Selway) hunt- 
ing should be decreased. It happens that these overstocked and 
understocked areas lie in close proximity to one another. It follows 
that hunting should be so planned as to cause migration from the 
overstocked area to the understocked and thus avoid the necessity 
for an excessively large kill. 

In 1937 the special hunt in the old Selway game preserve had 
as its objects both the reduction in number of animals on the 
overcrowded Moose Creek ranges and the scattering of these 
herds to surrounding areas where winter range is not yet com- 
pletely utilized. Furthermore, the closure of the understocked, 
heavily hunted lower part of the Selway River drainage, pro- 
viding thereby a temporary sanctuary into which elk from the 
overstocked Lochsa might drift during the hunting season.
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COMMON SALT AS A CURATIVE FOR CANNIBALISM AMONG 

GAME BIRDS IN CAPTIVITY i/ ; 

By Ralph B, Nestler, Biologist 

ee : : Contents : 

a ; aes Page 
Preliminary studies . ....e 1 Value of salt for young game 

Recommendations for quail Binds cas 4-4 6 Ge eae 2 

held through winter. .. .« ® Dorthor research . . 6 s # « « 2 

A very serious problem with many game-bird breeders is that of can- 

nibalism among their charges. Although this vice is most prevalent in 
young growing stock, nevertheless it is manifested by birds of all ages. 

Pecking at the beak, head, back, and toes, feather-pulling, and occasion- 

ally, but very scldom, disombowoling, aro manifestations of cannibalism, 

Preliminary studies 
} 

Preliminary studies made at the Patuxent Research Refuge, Bowie, Md., | 

on cannibalism among adult bobwhites indicate that a deficiency of common 

salt in the diet is one of the factors, if not the main factor, leading 

to the vice, Outbreaks of tocepecking occurring among maturo quail on 

diets containing no salt to 0.5 percent salt, were stopped in 24 hours by 
an increase of the salt content to 2 or 3 percent. Even fighting, which 
differs from cannibalism in many respects, was checked by raising the salt 

content to 5 to 6 percent for several days. Salt levels of 4 or 6 percent 

apparently have no deleterious cffects on mature quail held during the 

; winter, even when fod for several months. 

| 1/ This leaflet is basod on information obtaincd from investigations 

: at the Patuxent Research Refuge carried on jointly by the Bureau of Bio- 

| logical Survey, U. S. Department of the Interior, and the Burcau of Animal 

Industry, U. S. Department of Agriculture, under the supervision of Mr. 
Nestler with special research funds provided by the Bankhoad-Jones Act 

of Jyne 29, 1935.



Recommendations for quail hold through wintor 

On tho basis of present information the addition of 2 percent of 
salt to the maintenance diet is suggested for quail being held through 
winter, Thus, if an all-mash diet is fed, 2 pounds of salt should be 
thoroughly mixed with 98 pounds of the mash, or if grain is fed with mash 
in equal quantities, 4 pounds of salt with 96 pounds of tho mash, If can- 
nibalism occurs regardless of this precaution, the salt content may be 

raised to 3 or 4 percent for several days, It is important that the 

salt be free from lumps. : : 

Valuc of salt for young game birds 

Although tests have not been conducted with growing quail, there is 
no reason why the addition of salt to thoir dicot would not give the same 

results as with the adult birds, Likowisc, since recent observations on 
chicks of the domestic fowl indicate the value of common salt in 
combating cannibalism, it is highly probable that an increase in the 
salt content of the dicts for all gallinaccous birds, including pheasants, 

wild turkeys, and grouse, may have tho same benoficial offect,. 

se Further research © 

Further research on the problem is planned by the Department of the 
Interior in collaboration with the Department of Agriculture, Meanwhile, 
to make available a finding of such vital importance to the game-bird in- 

dustry, the Biological Survey will be glad to roceive information fron 
other investigators concerning their experience with salt in the dict 

as a curative for cannibalisn, 

2
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rit in the Gizzards of Game Birds 

HAT grit of some sort is essen- tained a greenish quartz from the 
tial to the health of all birds, THE EDITOR Assynt region, but since then a num- 
with the exception of some of the ber of ptarmigan have been examined 

smaller insectivorous kinds, is well means of the grit by a process simi- from Wyvis and elsewhere, all of 
known to all bird rearers; but it may lar to the manner in which mill- which contained white quartz similar 
be of interest to rearers of game and stones crush wheat, and it is to be to that found in the grouse. Seven- ; 
poultry to learn that, if allowed to noted that all birds select the grit teen grouse gizzards were reported 
do so, both game and poultry show most suitable to their particular food. on from different districts in Scot- 
a preference for certain kinds of Thus, in the gizzard of the Great land and Wales; in the Scotch grouse 
grit. If the contents of the game Northern Diver are tound large peb- was found clear quartz, pink, and 
birds of any locality are examined bles; the gizzards of the insect-feed- white felspar, quartzite, and garnets 
it will be found that they invariably ing waders contain chiefly sand; (one grouse had seven garnets), with 
select the hardest kind of grit that while the large fruit-eating pigeons} a little granite. In the Welsh grouse, 
they can pick up in that locality. A of New Guinea only swallow ot white vein quartz was the principal 
collection of grits made in England large pebble, which, by constant use,! grit, with a few grains of darker 
several years ago by Dr. H. Ham-_ becomes round and polished. A curi- grit. Black game, both from Scot- 
mond Smith, contained the contents ous example of the manner in which land and Devonshire, were examined, 
of eighty-two gizzards, which were birds can, under certain circum- the Scotch birds containing quartz 
examined geologically by Mr. R. H. stances, do almost entirely without grit similar to the grouse, while the 
Rastall, of Christ’s College, Cam- grit is shown in the collection men- Exmoor birds contained vein quartz 
bridge. The object of the collection, tioned; in the gizzards of two pheas- and quartzose very similar to the 
which comprised the gizzards of all ants shot early in the season in Wales Scotch birds. 
sorts of game birds, was to find out very little grit was found, but the 
what sort of grit was preferred by gizzards were full of the seeds of ner in order come the pheas- 
the various game birds when in a_ the wild rose; the birds were feed- ants, of which forty-five speci- 
natural state. ing on the rose berries, and the seeds mens were reported on, and in speak- 

Now, the part played by grit in were sufficiently hard to grind up ing of the birds obtained from Scot- 
the natural economy of the bird is the soft pulp of the berries. land, Mr. Rastall says: “These 
the same as that played by the teeth Having shown the purposes for pheasants contained practically the 
in most animals, for the bird, hay- which grit is taken into the gizzard same rocks and minerals as the 
ing no teeth, requires some hard sub- by the bird, and also that birds do grouse and black game from the 
stance to break up the grain of the exercise a process of selection in the same locality. It would be impos- 
vegetable matter it consumes, so as choice of grit, we can now proceed sible to detect any difference be- 
to allow the juices out of the giz- to endeavor to find the grit pre- tween the species of birds by in- 
zard to act upon it and enable it to ferred by birds in a wild state. Out  spection of the gritty contents of their 
become digested. The gizzard, or of eight-two gizzards examined by gizzards.” The same remarks apply 
stomach, being an exceedingly strong, Mr. Rastall, fifty-seven were found to the pheasants from Devonshire 
muscular organ, with a very tough, to contain quartz; only two ptarmi- and Wales. Up to this we have 
fibrous lining, grinds up the food by gan were examined, and both con- (Please turn to page 121) 

Game Breeder & Sportsman, Vol. XLIV, No. 7, July, 1940, 111 
pp. lll, 1l2l-2.
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= "Now lela for only ($3/50=— ence to the natural grit found in the eral land uses. We should not be 

THe nt nee Was Be a wood, and thrive upon it; and, again, “one-track-minded” either on forestry, 
fievig? scld fea tae? volume) and | ea) Cighiene It_ Is known that, in a wild state, game, erosion control, agriculture or 
$15.00, is now available in one volume at the | | birds, especially grouse, will go long other land uses. That foresters want 
attractive price of $3.50. distances from their feeding grounds zoning ordinances to eliminate agri- 

Describes every zee and See ae in search of the quartz which is so culture from wild areas, while game 
ee ee ee ee ee essential to their health and well-be- men desire a certain amount of culti- 

ing; it has been found In the giz- vation in the same area, does not 

GAME Breeder & Sportsman zards of grouse on low-lying moors mean that the two viewpoints can- 
205 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y. where the quartz is to be seen on pot be reconciled. That foresters 

the ground. build roads into formerly inacces- 
Lice It may be asked at what age do sible country, doubling or tripling the 

/ Sie young birds require grit; and with patrol burden of the local conserva- 
One-Spot Fleas regard to this I can say I have had tion warden, means that certain ad- 
aera Sate an opportunity of examining young justments are needed. In_ present- 

bel OSL h rouse not forty-eight hours old, and ing the game aspects of certain clean 
— Crab Lice g eGle esse z : & : : a 

Me es asian Potato Bugs have found quartz grit in their giz- forestry tendencies, this publication 
ot ee CabbageWorms zards, showing that they require it merely seeks to bring recognition of 

ee aN ONE ca pee ee ae to assist in the mastication of their the fact that problems do exist, and 

250 eve Dog Boskiei food almost as soon as they are that an acceptable position, serving 
hatched. all viewpoints should be found. 
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Te : Tayne Tidyman and Jim Beer(the boys with me 
last summer) are working on an article about the substitution 
of hard seeds for grit. We have data from the following 
cirds(mumbers in pareathesis the approximate number of stomachs); 

Blue Grouse (125) Huns (100) 
Raffed Grouse (50) Bob-Wnite (12) 
Franklin's Grouse (10) Valley Quail (50) 
Ptarmigan (4) Crow (37) 
Pheasant (125) 

Tacy find that the grit drops with the increase 
in seeds or hard shell such as Rosa, Cractegus, and Amelanchier. 

Sinceyély 
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THE SUBSTITUTION OF HARD SEEDS FOR GRIT 

James Beer and Wayne Tidyman 

In connection with our food-habits small, angular, hard seeds, which answer per- 

studies of the Blue and Ruffed Grouse. fe¢tly the purpose of the gravel. 
respectively, we noted a relationship, This observation indicated a complete 

between the volumes of grit and of hard resort to other grinding material in 
seeds found in the birds’ stomachs. Ma- winter when grit was unobtainable. 

terial from several other species being However, gravel was readily available 

available, a more detailed study of the in the areas from which our birds were 
subject was made. The stomach con- obtained and its lack does not appear 

tents of 323 birds of nine gallinaceous to be the explanation for dependence 

and one passerine species were exam- upon hard seeds. 
ined as follows: Analyzing the stomach contents of 

Species Number of Stomachs 

Blue Grouse Dendragapus obscurus 112 

Blue Grouse Dendragapus fuliginosus 3 

Ruffed Grouse Bonasa umbellus 39 
Bob-white Colinus virginianus 9 

California Quail Lophortyx californica 25 

Pheasant Phasianus colchicus 48 

Franklin’s Grouse Canachites franklini 13 
White-tailed Ptarmigan Lagopus leucurus 4 

Hungarian Partridge Perdix perdix 33 

Crow Corvus brachyrhynchos 37 

The study indicates a definite supplant- twenty-nine Sharp-tailed Grouse shot 
ing of grit by hard seeds in the first six in late October, Swenk and Selko (1938) 

of the ten species listed and a possible found that grit made up only 0.82 per 

replacement in others. cent by weight of the gizzard contents, 

Complete substitution has been re- while rose seeds constituted 31.33 per 
corded but little has been written con- cent. 
cerning the partial process. Thompson Use of grit for grinding is presumed 

_ [Ernest Thompson Seton] (1890) wrote to be necessary to gallinaceous birds in 

in reference to the Sharp-tailed Grouse making the most efficient utilization of 

(Pedioecetes phasianellus) : their food. Some seeds, however, also 

On the Big Plain, stones of any kind are Seem satisfactory for the purpose. 
unknown and in nearly all parts of Manitoba Table 1 records the occurrence of the 

gravel is unattainable during the winter; so hard seeds that were considered to have 

adh tie nde i at en lied a aia forty 
as were it not that ‘the friendly rose also nine Broups of birds studied. 

supplies this need; for the hips, besides being In determining the seeds that were 
sweet and nutritious, contain a number of thought capable of replacing grit, spe- 

70
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cial attention was given to hardness as_ Ruffed Grouse, California Quail, and 

well as shape. Hard seeds were not Pheasant. 
found crushed in any quantity, even A chemical analysis, made in order to 

Tasie 1 

STOMACHS EXAMINED * 

._ | Ring- White-| Hun- 
Blue |Ruffed poy ae ncoked Franks polled garian| Grow Oceur- 

‘ouse?| grouse} white * eas-| ar ar rences 
bis rE quail Bart erouse seen rides 

No. of stomachs 115 39 9 25 48 13 4 33 37 323 
No. containing: 
Grit 113 34 yi 25 44 13 4 33 35 308 
Rosa 19 11 3 2 28 2 65 
Symphoricarpos'} 16 10 26 
Smilacina 15 3 2 20 
Prunus 14 3 3 9 29 
Arctostaphylos 8 2 10 
Pinus 6 1 z 
Lithospermum 5 5 
Crataegus 2 2 24 1 29 
Convolvulus 6 6 
Cornus 6 1 2 27 36 
Rhus 2 1 34 36 
Disporum 1 ll 
Solanum 3 3 
Unidentified 9 6 2 17 

1 Classed here when there was a very low grit volume combined with a high volume of 
Symphoricar pos. 

2 Includes two species. 

though grit may have been present. The determine if the hard seeds could fur- 
grit-replacing seeds may appear worn, nish calcium, established the presence 

however, just as grit does when it has of that element in the seed-coats. Thus 
been used in grinding. Seeds of Rosa when hard seeds are substituted for grit, 
and Prunus were found most frequently their coats may be of some aid in sup- 
as replacements for grit. plying calcium, even to birds whose 

Besides the mechanical function, stomachs contained some gravel. The 
hard seeds may serve in another ca- calcium of the hard seed-coats probably 

pacity. McCann (1938) suggested that occurs in the form of a pectinate, an 

a turnover of grit is necessary in order organic compound, which, presumably, 

for the birds to obtain an adequate would be more available for assimila- 
supply of calcium. His experiments tion than the calcium of grit. Quartz, 

with the Ring-necked Pheasant and the _ being silicon dioxide, could not supply 

Bob-white Quail indicated that quartz calcium and a test of several grit 
grit did not supply this mineral but that samples for calcium gave negative re- 

glacial gravel was satisfactory in fur- sults. 

nishing calcium. Most of the birds in PROCEDURE 

our study had taken quartz; this was All calculations used in this paper are 
especially true of the Blue Grouse, based on dry volumes. That type of
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measurement was used as more nearly Franklin’s grouse 
representing conditions within the giz- Crow 

zard, although a water-displacement Buvur Grouse 
measurement might have given more 

accurate net figures. (Dendeagapus of becuruaand 
= The grit: hard-seed proportion was Dee 

found to be substantially the same in The two species of Blue Grouse were 
both adult and young birds. The data considered together because of their 

for young birds were weighted so that similarity in habitat and their close 

they are directly proportional to those taxonomic relationship. One hundred 

for an average adult. and twelve stomachs of D. obscurus and 

In the construction of the graphs three of D. fuliginosus were analyzed 

(Figs. 1-6), the birds were grouped ac- for grit and hard seeds. The birds came 

cording to the volumes of grit in their from several sections of Washington 
stomachs; the volume actually plotted and represented a period of about four 
is an average for the group. When hard months in the late spring, summer, and 
seeds were present, their average bulk fall. 

was calculated and plotted beside that Tables 2 and 3, and Figure 1, present 
of the grit. Thus, ready comparison of the data from 115 stomachs. A very 
the volumes of grit and hard seeds is definite trend toward the substitution 

possible. of hard seeds for grit is apparent. The 
The ten species of birds may be di- grit volume varied from about sixteen 

vided into three groups; one in which cubic centimeters to one-half cubic 

substitution of seeds for grit occurs (six centimeter. As it decreases, that of hard 
species), one in which little or no re- seeds increases, beginning when the 
placement was found (two species), and grit averages about twelve cubic centi- 

one in which the process is questionable meters. The averages for hard seed 
(two species). It is possible that use of volume do not follow a straight-line 
hard seeds in lieu of gravel may occur tendency when graphed, but rise 

at times in most species of granivorous Sharply when the average volume of 
birds. grit is less than four to five cubic centi- 

The three groups mentioned are as meters. It is thought that reduction in 

follows: the abrasive action of the grit upon the 
: hard seeds may in part account for this 

eeesEnDD abrupt increase. When seeds are present 

ee aa, blue grouse ie eo tite ve ee a 
Soorbincernice passing of the grit from the gizzard. 

Ruffed grouse The trend shown in Figure 1 is 
Bob-white toward a much lower volume of grit 
California quail when the bulk of hard seeds is high. For 

wane a oa example, when the average quantity of 
White-tailed ict cars grit is below one cubic centimeter, the 
Hungarian partridge volume of hard seeds increases to an 

Is questionable in: average of about eleven and one-half
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TaBLe 2 

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF GRIT AND HARD SEEDS 
IN CUBIC CENTIMETERS 

Blue Rufied Bob- | California | Ring- 
grouse grouse white quail mecke! TO 

pheasant 

ec. gr:,.|,.200}. grec | Bd. |gr.--|-sd.—|epr ed sde-|-fers- he sdaa|--ge | ied: 
© Gal 4 78 9 5 4 0 1 15 5 8 6 3 
i= 1 5 8 ll 4 5 4 23 9 14 3 13 9 

1.1—2 3 5 7 4 0 2 12 ll 14 1l 
2.1- 3 4 2 6 5 0 3 9 5 2 4 
3.1- 4 3 4 3 8 2 2 1 3 
4.1-5 cd 4 2 3 4 8 0 4 
5.1- 6 12 0 0 2 0 4 0 0 
6.1-7 13 2 1 2 1 1. 0 0 
7.1= 8 15 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 
8.1- 9 16 J 0 0 
9.1-10 16 0 0 0 

10.1-11 3 0 0 0 
11.1-12 6 3 0 0 
12.1-13 3 1 0 1 
13.1-14 1 1 
14.1-15 2 2 
15.1-16 1 0 
16.1-17 1 1 

231-24 0 I 

TaBLe 3 

VOLUMES OF GRIT AND HARD SEEDS IN 115 BLUE GROUSE STOMACHS 

Grit Seeds | Grit Seeds Grit Seeds Grit Seeds Grit Seeds 

16.1 0 9.4 0 8.3 0 6.6 0 4.7 0 
15.2 0 9.4 0 8.3 0 6.5 5. 4,2) 0 
14.4 0 9.4 0 Sal 4 6.4 0 4.2 1.2 
14.2 4 9.2 0 8. 0 6.4 3 4.1 11.5 
13.8 0 9.2 0 7:9 0 6.3 0 4, 5 
12.7 0 9.2 0 Ce 0 6.2 0 3.1 8.1 
12.3 0 9-2 0 7.8 Re 6.1 0 3.1 0 
12.1 0 9.2 0 7.8 EL 6.1 e ns 4 
12. 0 9.1 0 14 0 6. 0 2.5 6.2 
11.8 0 9.1 0 Tt 6 6. 0 2.4 4, 
11.5 0 9. 0 7.6 4.2 5.9 0 2.3 5. 
11.2 0 8.9 0 7.5 0 5.9 2. 2. 0 
11.2 0 8.9 0 7.4 0 5.8 0 1.4 14.2 
tied io 8.8 0 7.4 1.6 5.8 0 1.3 6.9 
10.6 3.5 8.7 0 7.3 0 5.8 0 re 1.4 
10.6 0 8.7 0 7.3 1.8 5.8 3.1 8 16.8 
10.4 al 8.6 0 7.3 ce 5.6 0 5 4.9 

P 10. 0 8.6 tt 7.2 0 5. Gus 0) = 13.1 
10. 2.4 8.5 0 is 0 5.6 7.8 oe 14.2 
10. 0 8.5 3.8 (6 4.1 5.1 0 ? 11.6 
10. 0 8.4 0 6.8 0 5. 0 t? 23.4 
10. 0 8.4 L6 6.6 0 5. 2.5 0 11.5 

. 9.8 3 8.3 0 6.6 0 4.7 0 0 12.3 

1 Dendragapus fuliginosus. 
2 Trace.
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cubic centimeters. When the average mile. Pits resulting from windfalls were 

amount of grit is more than eleven cubic abundant enough to be available to all 
centimeters, the hard-seed volume is grouse. The bunchgrass meadows, 
approximately zero. which were also popular dusting sites, 

The extreme right bar of the graph provided another possible source of grit. 

(Fig. 1) represents the volume of hard The substitution tendency is evident, 
seeds (14.7 cc.) when the grit volume is however, despite the ease with which 

reduced to a trace or less—which is grit could be obtained. 

almost complete replacement, a condi- 

tion noted in four of the Blue Grouse Rurrep Grouse 
gizzards. In this curve, trend toward (Bonasa umbellus) 
substitution of hard seeds for grit is The stomachs of thirty-nine Ruffed 

well shown, probably because the num- Grouse were examined for the grit and 
ber of specimens was sufficient to give hard-seed content. They represent dif- 
representative data. ferent sections of Washington and ad- 

The results are all the more interest- jacent Idaho and were taken over a 

ing because both hard seeds and grit period of six months, from June through 

were readily available in the habitat of December. Probably, therefore, they 
most of the Blue Grouse. Grit was ac- constitute a fairly representative, even 
cessible to all birds that could get seeds. though small, sample. 

Some birds did not have a very plentiful Tables 2 and 4 and Figure 4 show the 

supply of hard seeds but had abundant _ tendency for hard seeds to replace grit 
grit. Some of the plants that furnished in the grinding material of the Ruffed 
hard seeds made up a considerable part Grouse. As with the Blue Grouse, the 
of the ground cover. Our field notes for _ trend is toward an increasing volume of 
the summer of 1940 record the grouse as hard seeds with a decreasing bulk of 

using Symphoricarpos, Prunus, and _ grit. The average amount of seeds in- 

Rosa cover extensively. On the other creases rapidly when the average quan- 
hand, dusting places, where grit could _ tity of grit is less than four cubic centi- 
easily have been obtained, were very meters. The average volume of seeds 

numerous. Six dusting places were seen increases from zero to almost four cubic 

in a cattle trail within a quarter of a centimeters and the average bulk of 

TaBLe 4 

VOLUMES OF GRIT AND HARD SEEDS IN 39 RUFFED 
GROUSE STOMACHS 

Grit Seeds Grit Seeds | Grit Seeds Grit Seeds Grit Seeds 

65 0 2.8 2 T5 ae. iy 4 i 46: 
5. 2 2.6 2.4 1.5 1.5 a 4.5 0 3.3 
4.4 0 2.5 4 1.2 3.5 ea Wel 0 2.3 
3.8 0 2.4 3.4 Ie 6.6 ol 6 0 3.6 
3.6 0 2. 4.4 4 6.1 1 2. 0 Bet 
3.2 aa 2. 2.1 3 1.6 a 0 0 4, 
3. wi. 2. 5.6 -2 3.6 t 4, 0 3.1 
2.9 2.2 1.6 2.8 2 1.5 0 4,
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grit decreases from about six and one- Stoddard (1931) states that the 

half cubic centimeters to zero. The amount of grit taken by Bob-whites is 
average volume of seeds is thus thirty very variable. He found that grit de- 

times greater than that of grit when this creased when hard seeds were eaten in 

is less than one cubic centimeter. In quantity. 
stomachs that averaged more than four TaBLe 5 
cubie centimeters of grit, the hard seed SN a EASTER Cee 
substitution was negligible. The average 

amount of grit was almost twenty-four Grit Seeds Crit Reots 

times greater than that of hard seeds Sualiat des Teal B LAUT Deve a 

when the grit was between four and five 3 "3 t 3. 

cubic centimeters per gizzard. Complete s ‘ ic i f an 

substitution of hard seeds for grit oc- “ ‘8 : 

curred in nine Ruffed Grouse (Table 4)__§_—@—_————?— 

as compared with but four for the Blue Catirornia Qua 

Grouse (Table 3). Loph, li ¥ 

The Ruffed Grouse were most often (Lophortyx californica) 
found in an Aspen-Rosa-Prunus asso- Of the twenty-five California Quail 

ciation. Both seeds and grit were readily examined, thirteen were adult and 
available over all of the habitat and twelve immature. All were obtained 
there was a well-marked tendency during a period of three months in the 

toward the substitution of hard seeds summer. Many of the hard-seeded fruits 
for grit. Rasawnivs were not available at that time, yet a 

: re as substitution tendency was indicated. 

(Colinus virginianus) Figure 5 and Table 2 show the degree of 
Data from only nine specimens of the replacement of grit by hard seeds. The 

Bob-white were available for study. rate of replacement is not so rapid in the 

Seven of these are from Tennessee and California Quail as in the species dis- 
the other two from southeastern Wash- cussed previously. The volume of seeds 
ington. Figure 2 and Table 2 based on increases from an average of about .02 

the findings from these specimens show cc. in a stomach containing .67 cc. of 
that a substitution for grit is recogniz- grit, to .22 ec. with .15 ce. of grit. This 
able even in these limited data. The increase is about eleven times the mini- 

average volume of hard seeds is only mum volume. The rate of increase of 

0.1 ec. when that of grit is 0.6 cc. When the bulk of hard seeds with decrease in 

the average bulk of gric is below 0.1 cc., the amount of grit is very gradual. Grit 
that of seeds has increased to 2.7 cc. was present in every specimen exam- 

The amount of seeds in a stomach con- ined (Table 6) and no instance of 100 
taining less than 0.1 cc. of grit is about per cent substitution occurred. 

twenty-seven times greater than in one Lack of data may account for the less 

having over 0.7 cc. grit. Nearly com- pronounced substitution found in this 
plete substitution of hard seeds for grit quail. During the season when these 

occurred in three stomachs (Table 5, birds were obtained, grit was more 

Fig. 3). readily obtainable than hard seeds. It
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TABLE 6 

VOLUMES OF GRIT AND HARD SEEDS IN 24 CALIFORNIA 
QUAIL STOMACHS 

Grit Seeds Grit Seeds Grit Seeds Grit Seeds Grit Seeds 

+74 od 5 0 4 t 3 t 2 -2 
a t 5 0 4 0 3 0 15 al 
64 eas 45 2 4 t 3 0 14 -25 
-56 t 43 t .38 04 .28 0 .04 5 
5 t 4 0 31 ut +25 0 

is believed that a greater grit replace- grit is less than 1.0 cc. seeds average 
ment may occur when seeds become 2.7 cc. The Pheasant is much like the 

more available during fall and winter. Ruffed Grouse in that the volume of 

Rung: Nacwens oda wan hard seeds taken, after reaching a cer- 

: c tain point, tends to level off despite the 

(Phasianus colchicus) decreasing grit volume. This is shown in 
The fall hunting season furnished the Figure 3, an average seed bulk of 3.1 

forty-eight adult Pheasants examined. cc. occurring with an average grit 

With but four exceptions all the birds volume of 1.4 cc. However, the average 

were from Whitman County in south- quantity of hard seeds is but 2.7 ce. 
eastern Washington. Tables 2 and 7, when that of grit is zero. A possible 
and Figure 3, summarize the data which _ explanation for this finding may be that 

indicate a tendency toward substitution all of the birds were collected in the 
of hard seeds for grit. Such seeds appear same habitat and over a short period of 
in appreciable volumes when the aver- time (about two months), when a maxi- 

age amount of grit is less than five cubic mum substitution point may have been 
centimeters. The bulk of hard seeds reached for the birds as a group. 
tends to equal that of grit when the Hard seeds are generally more avail- 
latter amounts to two or three cubic able than grit during periods of deep 
centimeters. With an average grit con- snow, hence if data for winter were 
tent of 6.2 cc., there is no appreciable available, they would probably show a 

seed volume, but when the amount of greater replacement of grit by seeds. 

TABLE 7 

VOLUMES OF GRIT AND HARD SEEDS IN 48 PHEASANT STOMACHS 

Grit Seeds Grit Seeds Grit Seeds Grit Seeds Grit Seeds 

6.1 0 2.8 4.7 6 4.5 9 2.6 +23 4.7 
4.7 0 2.3 0 1.4 Le, a) 2.8 +2 0 
4.4 2. 2.3 2.1 io) 5 8 1.8 ay 5.4 
4.3 1.2 2.3 6 1.3 5.4 ae 2.8 0 0 
4.2 2.1 2.2 1.2 1.3 2. of 0 0 2.8 
3.9 Ted 2.1 0 1.2 0 al 2.6 0 4.1 
3.5 2. 1.9 3.5 a 6.1 6 0 0 4.1 
3. 0 1.8 2.6 a 4.4 4 7.2 
2.9 5.9 1.8 1.3 J. 4.6 3 +2 
2.8 5.2 1.8 5. es 1.8 3 2.
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This conjecture is substantiated to some Although the limited material in our 

degree by the work of Fried (1940), who _ possession does not indicate a substitu- 

found that the Ring-necked Pheasant tion of hard seeds for grit with this 
took fruits and berries (the source of species, it seems probable that such a 

hard seeds) in the greatest proportions change would occur at times in areas 

during December, January, February, where hard seeds are available. 

and March. 
Crow 

FRANKLIN’s GROUSE (Corvus brachyrhynchos) 

(Canachites franklint) Material representing a passerine spe- 
The thirteen stomach contents of the _ cies is reported upon in addition to that 

Franklin’s Grouse examined showed no for the gallinaceous birds. It consisted 

tendency toward the replacement of grit of the stomachs of thirty-seven crows 

by hard seeds. This species lives at taken during the winter in Tennessee 

TABLE 8 

VOLUMES OF GRIT AND HARD SEEDS IN 37 CROW STOMACHS 

Grit Seeds Grit Seeds Grit Seeds Grit Seeds Grit Seeds 

7.5 9 As, al 1.4 1.5 6 43 3 2.8 
3.7 3.4 1.6 -3 1.2 DS . 6 1.4 +2 21 
2.2 1.5 1.5 1.9 Pa iF 4 1.4 o2 4.9 
25h 4.4 1.5 -06 dL 0 4 1.8 ill 3.2 
2. 1.8 1.5 roe. <3 3.4 4 7.6 ee 0 
reg 1.5 1.5 2.2 ee: ae 3 a! an 2.3 
1.8 6 1.5 2. ae: ve 3 3 on Led 

0 9 
0 4.7 

rather high altitudes during the summer (Wing, 1940). Tables 2 and 8, and 

where plants with hard seeds are not Figure 6, based on analyses of these, 
generally available. On the other hand, indicate that there is some tendency 
grit is very plentiful. toward the substitution of seeds for grit. 

According to Judd (1905), bunch- It is, however, neither so uniform nor so 

berry (Cornus canadensis), juniper, and marked as in the gallinaceous species. 
bearberry (Arctostophylos uva-ursi) are Replacement is indicated in the ex- 

foods of the Spruce Grouse (Canachites tremes of Figure 6. Thus, when the 

canadensis). The Spruce and Franklin’s average grit volume is 7.5 cc. that of 

Grouse are so closely related that the hard seeds is only 0.9 cc., but with an 

food habits of the two would presum- average grit quantity of 0.4 cc. that of 

ably be similar. The plants mentioned hard seeds increases to 2.0 cc. Zero 
would furnish hard seeds capable of re- volume of grit occurred only twice and 
placing grit. Table 1 lists Arctostaphylos cannot be considered representative of 

as used by the Blue and Ruffed Grouse, the group. It is difficult to fix a point at 
and Cornus by the Ruffed Grouse, which the hard seeds begin to replace 
California Quail, Pheasant, and Crow. the grit, but it would seem to occur
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when the average volume of grit is less of this species hard seeds substitute for 

than 3.0 ce. Below that point, the bulk grit except under unusual conditions, 
of seeds exceeds that of grit. There isa as few such seeds are available in 

tendency to reduce the volume of both Ptarmigan habitat. These birds are 

hard seeds and gravel in grit groups found among massive rocks above 
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Fig. 6. Grit:hard-seed relationship as based on one ce. groups of grit. 

3-4, 2-3, and 1-2. The quantity of hard timberline where the ground cover is 

seeds instead of increasing with the de- generally scanty, consisting mostly of 

creasing volume of grit, decreases Carex and of a few small perennial 

slightly as compared with the next herbs. Unless the Ptarmigans were 

lower bulk of hard seeds. driven from the mountain top into the 
For these crows, according to Wing timber by severe weather, there would 

(1940), “Corn, Dogwood, Dwarf Su- be little chance of their finding hard 

mac, and Poison Oak were the principal seeds that could substitute for grit. 

food species.’’ All of these plants except 

corn furnish grit-supplanting seeds. It Hunearian Parrripes 
is possible that more complete extensive (Perdix perdix) 
collections would show a greater tend- The Hungarian Partridge specimens 

ency toward grit replacement. used in this study were taken in south- 
Wate: Tis Deena eastern Washington during the hunting 

season. An examination of thirty-three 

(Lagopus leucurus) gizzards failed to reveal any substitu- 
Only four specimens of the White- tion of hard seeds for grit. The food of 

tailed Ptarmigan were available for the Partridge in this area seems to con- 

study. It is doubtful whether in the diet sist mainly of cultivated plants, as
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wheat, oats, and barley and does not in the crops of the birds—an indication 
include species that would furnish seeds that the supply need not be constantly 
suitable for replacing the easily-ob- replaced but that it may be retained in 

tained grit. the gizzard. It is possible also that the 

pressure created by the hard material 
Discusston on the walls of the gizzard may help in 

In considering all of the birds here regulating the volume. 
reported upon, as a group, it would ap- In areas where only quartz grit is 

pear that availability may be one factor available, seeds might furnish the most 

in the substitution of hard seeds for readily-available supply of calcium. 

grit. In the case of the Ptarmigan, it Grit may become relatively unavailable 

may well have been the principal factor. during the winter because of snow, and 

The relatively greater availability of at this time the seeds would appear to 

seeds in winter may be important in be most important as substitutes. The 

many areas where deep, lingering, fruits of Rosa, Prunus, and Cornus 

snows prevail. This possibility was generally are not rendered unavailable 

noted in the discussion of the Pheasant. by snow and provide a food supply, a 

When hard seeds and grit are equally grinding agent, and a source of min- 

obtainable, the situation is changed and _ erals. 

explanation of differential use by rela- Our data indicate that specific food 

tive availability is barred. The Blueand habits may influence grit substitution. 

Ruffed Grouse, Bob-whites, and to a Apparently this was true in the case of 
lesser degree the Pheasants examined in the Hungarian partridges that seemed 

this study, all had easy access to both to prefer cultivated grains (which were 
items, yet all showed a substitution plentiful) and took very few hard seeds. 

tendency. This finding suggests that Such seeds were available, as they were 

when both grit and seeds are readily found in pheasants taken at the same 

obtainable, it is possible that the food time and place. However, the partridges 

item would be given preference. Nelson showed no tendency, and the pheasants 

(1938), in reporting upon analyses of a well-defined tendency, for substi- 

107 gizzards of the Ruffed Grouse, tution. 
stated that gizzards with a lower than The single passerine bird studied 
average quantity of gravel showed a showed some tendency toward the re- 

higher quantity of hard seeds than did placement of grit by seeds. It is possible 

gizzards with a more than average sup- that other non-gallinaceous birds may 
ply of grit. It may also be that seeds, share this trait at certain times of the 

when in small quantities, are acted year or under certain conditions. 
upon to a greater extent by the grit The tendency to substitute hard 
than when in large amounts. seeds for grit is of some practical sig- 

The volume of hard material (grit nificance in management. Generally 

and seeds together) within the stomach upland game birds are not handicapped 

remains fairly constant which would _ by a lack of grit, but in some regions, at 

ndicate that it is under control by the certain seasons it is desirable to supply 
bird. Only in a few cases was grit found grit artificially. If a plentiful supply of
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plants that furnish hard seeds were erence to Their Breeding Habits 
readily available, that measure might ane Baer Bhs . Heh Mus. Spec. 

ul. Quls as Je 
prove unnecessary. pore 

SumMARY 1940. The Food Habits of the Ring- 

: E necked Pheasant in Minnesota. 
The bulk relations of grit and hard Journ. Witpiire Management 

seeds were studied, using 323 specimens 4: 27-36. 

representing nine species of gallinaceous JUDD, S. F 

and one of passerine birds. pra ro OES eens 
; of the United States, and Their 

Some seeds, because of their shape Economic Value. U. S: Dept. of 

and hardness, are substituted for grit. Agr. Biol. Surv. Bul. 24: 1-55. 

The volume of grit is inversely pro- McCann, L. J. 
portional to that of hard seeds. 1988. Studies of the Grit Require- 

Species in which hard-seed substitu- eam cuprates 
2 Birds. Journ. Witpuire Man- 

tion took place were: Blue Grouse AGaiminige gi 

(Dendragapus obscurus and D. fuligino- Nutson, A. L. 
sus), Ruffed Grouse (Bonasa umbellus), 1938. Early Winter Food of Ruffed 
Bob-white (Colinus virginianus), Cali- Grouse on the George Washing- 

fornia Quail (Lophortyx californica), ERAGE USE 
e Z of Agr. Cire. 504: 1-37. 

and Ring-necked Pheasant (Phasianus Nysripr R. B. 

colchicus). Of this group, all but the 1939. Feeding Requirements of 
California Quail showed substitution in Gallinaceous Upland Game Birds. 
degrees varying up to 100 per cent. Yearbook of Agr. 1939: 893-924. 

No substitution for grit was found in SW®N®; M. H. anp Sexxo, L. F. 
he White-tailed Ptarmigan (Li a 1938. Late Autumn Food of the 

the 18 gORUS Sharptailed Grouse in Western 
leucurus) and Hungarian Partridge Nebraska. Journ. WILDLIFE 
(Perdix perdiz). ManaGemeEnt 2: 184-189. 

Franklin’s Grouse (Canachites frank- Stovparp, H. L. , j 
lint) may substitute hard seeds for grit poesia’ pop eben Qual its 

. Bins Habits, Preservation, and In- 
under certain conditions. orahea’ Now Work: 

One passerine bird, the Crow (Corvus % fs oo 
b cs CHMIDT, HRANKLIN J. . 

ea He , showed a tendency to 1936. Winter Food of the Sharptailed 

Wee CSU DEN tons ed Grouse and Pinated Grouse in 
Hard seeds aid in the grinding of the Wisconsin WileieBule 480181— 

food, and may also be a source of cal- 203. 
cium. Tuomrson, E. E. 

The availability of suitable seeds is a 1890. The Birds of Manitoba. Proc. 
j © re U.S. Nat. Mus. 13: 457-643. 

factor in substitution, but the food pref- Wind) Ladowant 
erences of the bird also may be impor- 19400 Study of Wintering Ten- 
tant. nessee Crow Specimens. Journ. 

Literature Crrep Tenn. Acad. Sci. 15: 358-370. 

Brnpire, CHARLES aes 
1892 Life Histories of North Department of Zoology 

American Birds, with Special Ref- paren Washington ape
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Serstell, R. P. “Winter Feeding", Bull. 3, Pa. Game Comm. 1947 

f Starvation Experinents 

Pheasant, meaeeeite Holgate Weather 

‘ ome ood eager 1% 22-h8% at death 

(captive 1 yr.) 35 42% (13 still alive) worse than lot A 

Mild Turkey 
A 2 wild birds 8 25% Chamber O°F, wind 

jimmie oR ms a. 
Bobwhite, Game farm, young 

; ‘ 29 quail singly, wind 2 Hh, tuashor 7, wind 

ita e 328 qaber OP, sth 

Juffed Grouse, Game farm, various ages 

A 2 dirds (pair) 6=7 25% Chamber O°v, wind 
B 2 dirds (pair) 8 nig Chamber O°F, no wind 

Rungarian Partridge, Gaue farm, young 

3 i pair os wos Ghesber OF, oe aint 
Mallerd, scrub, various ages 

> pire oe bee Guaher OF, oe wid 
Horned Owl, wild trapped 

6 diras 1le17 (12.8) 29-33 (31%) Chamber O°F, wind 

Bed. Shoulder, captive reared 

2 birds 6-11 22% Chander O°F, wind 

UT Deer, 10 mo., captive reared 

Ldeer m4 29% 11-58° ¥ 

Gottontail, wild trapped 

3 3 mn: at 8 8 Seuss ae eink 
CG 5 rabbits, outdoors 57 (527) 3723 (238) outdoors



: 2 

Survival, Weight Weather 
days loss 

Gray Fox, wild trapped, captive reared, 10 mos. 

A 1 fox 7 26 O° Chamber, wind 

B 1 fox, outdoors 13 30% 

Muskyat, wild trapped 

A 2 rate 2 136 0° Chamber, wind 
B 2 rats 4 21% 0° Chamber, no wind 
CG 2 outdoors & 30% 

Siounkg, males, mixed origin 

A 5 skunks 623 (15) 20-54 (37%) O° Chamber, mo wind 
B 3 skunks 1-51 (37) Sue outdoors 

Qpessum, wild caught 

A lL mile, 5 femle 17 (13) g-4 (33%) 0° Chamber, wind 
3 2 feusies foes (ir) Sans (hop) outdoors 
Hoosen’ 96a oroduction Starved lot delayed 10 days in egg-laying. Wo significant 

erence in ferti + wut higher hatchability than controls. Total egg production 
Gane. 

Bobwhite. Starved lot regained weight tut died at laying season. 

Mhitetail deer. Malnutrition followed by excess females and reduced fawn crops. 

oak Gritless pheasants lived up to 70 days, lost no more weight than controls, 
Contained as mich grit as controls, but ate less food. Gritless quail meh 

the same. Above true on both artificial grain and weed-seed foods. 

Pinter Hater, | Thessants survived 79 waterless days without loss. Weight 
ir lusive. Quail, however, lost weight and some died on a waterless 

diet. Skunks, and coons, like quail, died without water. 

cc Digest book 
Pheasant (food) box 
Bobwhite (food) box 
water folder 
grit folder 
starvation folder



A Salt Requirements (Pass. Pigeon) 

From "The Passenger Pigeon in Ontario" by M. H. Mitchell, p. 96: : 

(Qnoting from another writer) "I have also observed that the Pigeons 
have a special fondness for the kind of soil which is much mixed with common 

salt; this soil serves them as food, as a spice to blend with the food, or for 
its medicinal properties--I do not mow which. At the Salt springs of Onondaga, 
in the tribe of the Iroquois Indians, where the soil is so strongly mixed 
with salt that the ground during a severe drought becomes entirely covered with ¢ 
it and as white as frost, making it impossible for plants to grow, I noticed with 
astonishment, in the month of August, 1750, how covetous the Pigeons were of this 

kind of soil.” 

\



Salt & Mineral Requirements ,— 
Hawks & Owls 

Extract from "The Role of Enviroment in the life of Birds" by S. Charles Kendeigh. 

SAIS SA II id RI i cicisictersntnnsetacnnniscccemenceiinintaniieaenitnanmtianaginntioene 

"Recent studies of Hou (1928, 1929) are of interest in this regard, since he 
connects the presence and use by birds of the preen gland (glaniule uropyzialis) 
with the proper effect of irradiation, Birds preen their feathers with droplets 
from this gland, and mch ofl is left between the barbs and barbules at the surface 
of the plumage, Later, after exposure to the sun, these ofl droplets are rubbed off | 
by the bill of the bird and swallowed, A chemical analysis showed that this oil 
from the preen gland contained a large amount of cholesterol, which contains 
ergosterol, and a large amount of this same substance can be removed from the 
feathers, If this concept is eventually proved to be true, this will go far towards 
explaining how birds are successfully irradiated by the sun, and how they may obtain 
the anti-rachitie vitamin so necessary for health, Hon found that experimental © 
removal of the preen gland from adult birds produced in some (fowl and duck) a marked 
disturbance of the plumage and an impairment of general health ani in others 

: (pigeons) only a slight disturbance of the plumage. Removal of the preen glanis 
from young rachitic or normal fowls produced permanent rickets in spite of subsequent 
normal feeding, environment, and sunshine, Rowan (1928), in supporting this concept, 
gives further evidence indicating that in some species of hawks and owls, feathers 
must be fed to the young during growth in order to prevent rickets."
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Coo by 
Kurz erwahnt feien noch gefdloffene Gatter, die Kulturen, Feldb- Gebiet der- Theorie und Bermutung begeben. Nachdem die Deutfde 

fluren oder dergleidhen gegen Wild friigen follen. Hier fommen  Dagerfdaft erjt fiirglid) amtlic) erflart hat, dah die Wildmarfen- 
logifcerweife nicht Cinjpriinge, jondern Ausfpriinge in Frage, deren forfdung auf ermeiterter Grundlage fortgefiihrt wird, Ddiirjte der 
Biwed und BWirkung fo Har ijt, dab ic) bavon nicht weiter gu fpredhen  Strojefde Vorjehlag feine Yusficjt auf Berwirklidung haben. Man 
brauce. fann Ddiefe Stellungnabme der amtlidjen Sagdorganijation nur voll und 

So weit itber die Auswirtungen der Ginfpriinge unter verfdiedenen gang begriifen. Bit dod nur durd die Wilbmarte die Gewahr_der 
Verhaltnijjen. Ohne eine bericht dariiber gu haben, ijt natiirlic)  Befchaffung einwandfreien Bergleidsmaterials und damit der Ron- 
jede3 Sichergehen in jagdrechtlihen Dottrinen — wie Miefling in trolle aufgeftetlter Behauptungen und Theorien gegeben. Gerade auf : 
Heft 32/1934 fo trefflicy jagt — gwedlos. Brwedlos auch, wenn die jagdfundlidjem Gebiete ,ijt das fehr notwenbdig. 
Baragraphen unbeugjamen Hauptes vor dem Willen des Gefeb- Ubrigens fdeint mir die Bezeicnung ,Ohrmartenforfdung” nidt 
gebers durch die lebendigen, vielgeftaltigen, Heiligen deutidjen Jagd- gut gewablt gu fein, meil fie mit der Waidmanns{prade fdledt in 
gtiinde jpagierengefiifrt twerben. Wenn bda3 Gatter und der Cine Ubereinftimmung 3u bringen ijt. Gewif fonnen wir uns namentlid 
jprung fich nicht unmittelbar auf der Sagdgrenge befinden, dann ijt in wiffenfdjaftliden WAbhandfungen nidjt immer jtreng an die alten 
e3 Unfinn, gu unterjuchen, wo fid) der Wedel bes einfpringenden  Bezeidungen halten. Go fpredjen wir 3um Beifpiel von Blutlinien 
Hirjdhes befindet, wenn der Windfang den Cinfprung pajfiert. Dann und anderen, vom Gtandpuntte der Waidmannsfprade betradhtet, nicht 
fonnen gur Beurteilung des Falles nur die Fragen aufgeworfen gang forreften Begriffen. Man follte fie aber foweit wie miglid) ver- 
werden: Oft bas Geldnde sivifchen Gatter und Grenge ein felbjtandiges meiden. Das laft fic) in dem vorliegenden Falle ohne Sdywierigteiten 
Revier? Wie wirken fic) die Cinfpriinge auf diefes Revier aus? Bit madden, wenn wir diefelbe Bezeidmung wablen, die feit 30 Sahren 
diefe Cinwirtung ftdrfer als ber normale UAbjduf in diejem Brwifden-  iiblich ft und bisher wohl nod) nie 3u irgendwelden Bweifeln Anlah 
fener? Rann dem aieber Dee ee anateraenen peer Hod- gab: Wildmarfenforjdung. 

wildvevieres gugemutet werden, dah der, Gatterreviermbaber ein Dann nod) einige Bemertungen gur Sache felbft. Daf das geftedte 
gine Beteneitnes: ungegattertes Revier mit Hilfe von Cinjpriingen Biel erreidt ae nevalite ib. Rein uh Moro oe die 
laujend entleert? es ee : wertvollen Urbeiten des Snijtituts fiir Sagdtunde auf dem Gebiete der 

Gs paft nidt mehr in die Beit, in diejem und anderen Fallen Altersbeftimmung verfennen. Wir wollen den Bejtimmungs|cliiffel 
gu unterfuden, binter twelcjem Buchftaben eines Paragraphen der  feineswegs ablehnen, fondern ifn auf Grund von einwandfreien Tat- 
Ginjprunginhaber oder jein Nachbar jich verjchangen fann. Der viel  jachen nur verbeffern, damit er allen Berhaltnijjen Redmung tragt und 
gitierte Wille des Gefeggebers liegt durd) die ganze Art ber neuen  falfcye Scagungen fo weit wie miglid) aus{dliebt. 3 

Sagdgejebgebung auc) im diejer Frage tar und einbdeutig felt, bevor Gs ift nit zutreffend, daf nur Wildmartenuntertiefer des Reh- 
fie lett Darin eine endgiiltige, formulierte Regelung ee wildes bis 3u 8/2 Sahren vorhanden find. Sm einer demnadjt er- 
gefunden hat. : SrbH lic. ponte Arbeit werbde id) auch dlteres Material veroffentliden. 
Satis bane Sut ee aS — aa ean ud) die itbrigen Unterlagen fonnten vervollftindigt werden. 

. mochte 1 ent etn eu 0} en uritiel de: errn Orjintet|ter: TOD . ait it eft i 3 

ftgenbes Sepa hnguigen, Jn Meaenburg belt em [oe gutet gy, RAS ie Sue bes, Belimnngstiels ef 
Beger und Sager etn eines Revier mit einem Wald unb Bujd) von jtitut fiir Sagdtunde ridtig beftimmt wurde. Sd) Habe auf diefen Puntt 
geringem Umfang. Durd) forgfaltig gewahrte Rube und taglice liebe- {chon vor 3mei Sahren in der ,Deutfden Saiger-Seitung” hingewiefen 
volle Giitterung war e8 ihm gelungen, einen fleinen, jejten Beftand Damit will ich teinesmegs beba ten, dah 90 Yo der Seahungen eens 
bon Gauen in der Starke von etwa gwilf Stiid gu halten. GCinige febrt find, fondern Wie ceca das bie Semmeichur ene i , ‘i gen erbheblidjer 
andere Gauen wedhjelten hin und her. Bur Sreude des Heger3 war fein tonnen, als vielfad) angenommen wird 
ihm diefe enthaltung3volle Hege einige Gahre gelungen. Da will es g : 8 ae z 

: das Unglid, dah eine3 Tages gwei grofere twildernde Hunde an diefe Ultersgruppen find auf Grund der Wildmarfenforfdhung wohl 
Stammtotte tommen. Gie heben jie hin und her, und endlich ent- suerft von mir fejtgelegt (ngl. Uuswertung der Wildmarfenforjdung, 
{cliefen fic) die verdngitigten Gauen, da3 Waldjtiic gu verlajfen, und G. 40 bis 45, Berlag Aligemeiner Deut{dher Iagd{dubverein, Berlin). 
nehmen bas frete Feld-an. Fenfeits auf ettoa 500 m verfpridt eine Die im-der fpdter herausgegebenen 10. Wuflage oes Rehalter-Mtert= 
buntle Walblijiere Rettung. Dort ftofen jedoch die Gauen auj einen blattes angegebenen Altersgruppen entipredjen faft genau meinen 

Baun, wedjeln an diefem herunter und finden einen Ginfprung, den Borfdlagen. Z : 
: fie benugen. Gie waren in einen ting3um umgdunten, grofen Forft Der an Scajen durdgefiihrte Fiitterungsverfud) ijt fraglos rect 

gératen. Die Rotte ijt natiirlic) auf Nimmerwiederjehen verjdrounden, — intereffant. Es fragt fic nur, ob man das. Ergebnis des einen Berfuchs 
und die Freude und die Opfer des guten Hegers twaren gerjtdrt und _ als fo bemeistraftig bezeidjnen fann, daf er fiir alle Verhaltnifje Giiltig- 
umfonft. Derartige Falle mit Einfpriingen erlebt man gar nicht felten. _feit Hat. Bon mir eingeleitete, aus Beitmangel aber nod nidt 3um 

Sreiherr von Dungern. AUbfehluk gebradjte ahnlide Unterfudungen jfdeinen gu einem etwas 
anderen Ergebnis 3u fommen. : Bieger. 

Bu: ,jujammenfajfung der Urheifen iiber Zahnalfer des Wildes.“ Bemerfungen gu vorftehendem Artitel. Meine 
Wenn id) 3u den Strofefden Uusfiihrungen (,Deutfche Jagd” Mr. 38, von Forjtmeijter Bieger fritijierte WArbeit begieht fic) lediglid) auf die 
1934) GStellung nehme, fo gefchieht das hauptfadlicd, weil der [ebte  Zabhnaltersforfdungen. Ihr Sehlubjak fann unmiglid) fo gedeutet 
AUbjak beim bejten Willen nidjt unwiderfproden bleiben darf. Strofe werden, wie es feitens des Herrn Bieger gefdjehen ijt. Fiir nod) aus- 
Halt es namlid) fiir geboten, die fogenannte ,Obrmartenforjdung’  ftehende jagdwirtfdaftlic) widjtige Studien auf anderen Gebieten der 

{ endlich einguftellen. Sd) habe es nicht fiir miglid gehalten, dah der  Wildbiologie fowie dem Gebiete der Hfologie fann auf das Marfieren — 
Leiter eines wiffenfdaftlidjen Injtituts eine folde Forderung ftellt von Wild felbftverjtandlidy nicht vergidtet werden. Dadurc, dah die 
und damit das eingig ficjere Bergleidjsmaterial ablehnt! Weih Strife  leitende Stelle der Deutfden Sagerfdaft das Marfieren in die Hand 
nicht, dab fic) nur durd) die Wildmarfe der Wandertrieh des Wildes, genommen hat, werden die Febler vermieden werden, die meines Er- 
das durchfdjnittlidhe Wbfdubalter, die Wild-, Gehirn- und Gemeih-  adhtens eine einwandjfreie Zune der Marfengebiffe fiir bie Bahn- 
entwidlung, die Raffenbdilbung und andere Fragen flaren lafjen?  altersforfdung nicht geftatteten. Biegers Anjidht und die von mir ver- 
Str. fcheint aud) vergeffen gu haben, dab die von ihm felbjt gugegebenen _tretene weidjen infofern voneinander ab, als id) der Meinung bin, dah 
Sebler der erjten Bejtimmungsfdliiffel fiir Rehwild nur durd) die wir jekt das UAlter der in Betradjt fommenden Wildarten mit einer 
Wildmarten feftgeltellt werden fonnten. Cr hat anfcjeinend auc nidt fiir die Prazis der Hege jzunachjt ausreidenden Buvérlajfigteit be- 
bedadt, dah die Beftimmungs{dliiffel fiir Rot- und Damwild, die jtimmen fonnen, wahrend Bieger glaubt, die Babnalterslehre durd) | 
wohl ihre Entftehung gum Teil abnlicen theoretijden Crmagungen weitere Studien auf dem fdjon vor Sahrgelnten vom Generalfefretariat 
verdanfen wie beim Rehwilde, aus Mangel an Wildmarfenmaterial des AD.I.B. hefehrittenen Wege vervollfommnen 3u follen. Die | 
nod) nicht auf ihre Quverlaffigteit gepriift werden fonnten. Wenn Hier  Deutfde Iagerfdaft hat gu diefer Frage nit Stellung genommen. | 
aud) das Cidmannfde Verfahren einen Erjav liefert, fo ijt dod 3u Geheimrat Dr. Strife. / 
bedenfen, dab nod) die Ultersbeftimmung des Cloj-,-Sdwarg-, Muffel- pee ea 
wildes und anderer Arten der Kidrung bedarf. Wenn ferner die « Kiimmerndes Shmalreh oder Ride? Bu dem Artifel ,,Gezeidnete 
Behauptun 9 aufgeftellt wird, bab theoretifdy der Sjirtegrad der Ride“ in Nr. 34 ,Deutfde Sagd” von Pauly fann ich folgendes be- 
Sahne und damit die Abnugung itberall sjemlich gleidhmapig ift, fo ift ridjten. An 3. November d. 3. {chop id) nacjmittags aus einem Sprung é 
damit nod) lange fein Beweis dafiir erbradt, dah aud) die Ab- Rehwild ein auffallend geringes weiblides Sti Heraus, das mein 
nubung in der Prazis iiberall einheitlid) erfolgt. Auch die individuelle Reviervermalter und id) als ftiimmerndes Semalreh angefprodjen E 
Beranlagung {pielt Hierbei wie beim Menjden und, wie mir von batten. Um das bifden Wildbret nicht nod) mehr gu entwerten, jdoh 
Sacverjtindigen mitgeteilt wird, bei den Sejafen eine Rolle. Diefe id) das Std auf den Hals. Die Dede war fehr ruppig; Gewidt 
Fragen laffen fic) nur durd) die Wildmarte flaren, die mit entipredender 22 Pfund aufgebrodjen. Der abgetocte Untertiefer zeigte, dab nach 
Abainderung aud) in anderen Sweigen der Wiffenfhaft mit Erfolg der Lehrtafel von Geheimrat Dr. Strife es fid) um eine iber zehn 
Anwendung findet und gu ganz guverlajfigen Crgebnifjen namentlid) Jahre alte Ride handelt. Der Kiefer ijt vorn hocjporss, redjts fehlen 
dann fiihren muf, wenn fie in grdperem Umfange als bisher Ber-' die Sdneideziifne. Der Bacentnoden ijt haudpdiinn und bridelig. Die 
wendung findet. Es mare nach meiner Anfidht ein auferordentlider Tract enthielt swei Embryonen; das hatte eine {chine Nadzucjt ab- 
Riidfehritt, wenn man dem Strofefdhen Borjdlage folgend die Wild-  gegeben! — Bemerten midhte id) noch, dah wir den Sprung b3w. das 
martenforjdung aufgeben wiirde. Wir wiirden damit das fidere Sti in flarer Herbjtfonne iiber 30 Minuten durch Binoctar 7X50 
GSundament der Tatjacyen verlafjen und uns auf das unguverlajfige  beobadjtet, es alfo an Gorgfalt nidjt haber feblen faffen. 2, Br.
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Beim Cinwedfeln 3 Bon W. Arnold 

/ : uw 3 ( Das Gefhledhtsverhaltnis!? 
Bon Otto Freiherr von Oungern, Gaujdgermeffter 

ie haben giweijellos ganz recht, jehr verehrter Gegieher jet. Dieje Anficht ijt jedoch total abwegig. Gs fann gar fein Biweifel 
der ,,Deutfhen Jagd", wenn Sie denfen:  ,,Diejes  dariiber herrjchen, daf.ein Rehboc eine gange Wngahl Ricken evfolg- 
perdammte Gefdlechisverhaltnis! Wie oft ift die reich bejchlagen tann, dafy er trobdem bei guter INfung gut jehiebert 

Srage nun jon durchgefaut, evirtert und beftritten? Und mm wird, und ferner, dah er tropdem feine Grbmajje gut an fommende 
foll e8 wieder losgehen!” Nein, mein fehr Verehrter, e3 joll nicht  Generationen weitergeben wird. Uber died alles ift bet der Cnt- 
wieder losgehen, Dem die Frage der Regelung de3 Gejehlechts-  jcheidung nebenjachlich. Ste wurde aus ganz andern Grinden getroffen. 

verhiltnijjes bei den Cerviden ijt Langit offisiell getlart, und die Bundchft mitfjen wir ung dariiber Har jein, dafy dad natiirlide 
Verantwortungsteiiger im Der Deutfehen Fagerfchajt haben dahin-  Gejelechtaverhiiltnis in einem von Menjehen unbejagten Revier 
gebend ihre 2hnveijungen erhalten. eta 1:1 ware... Latfichlich gibt 8 folche grofen Gebiete, die 

Tropdem muss hierzu noch einmal da3 Wort ergriffen werden, — nicht bejagt werden, und wo diejes Gefehlechtsverhialtnis jraglos 
und sivar aus folgenden Griinden. Auf der einen Seite werden — hefteht, vielleicht jogar ein folches von 144: 1. Wenn man mm 
flix die nunmehrige Regelung des Gejchlechtsverhattnifjes foabwegige inmerhalb der lebten Sabrzehnte durch den ,Gehirnhunger’ der 
Grinde im den Vordergrund geftellt, anderjeits werden manch- Féager von diejem nattirlicen Gejchlechtsverhiltnis abgefommen ift 
mal von den Gegnern jo unjinnige Griinde fiir die mafigeblice und fich vielfach eine Degeneration der Rehbeftinde im Mérper 
AUnficht unterge|choben, daB hier noch einmal fir lingere Zeit und im Gebhirn gegeigt hat, jo mu man fich itberlegen: Liegt 
endgiiltige Mlarheit gefchafjen werden mup. das vielleicht an diejem unnatiirlichen Verhaltnis innerhalb der 

Da fieft und Hirt man immer tvieder, dak mit groper Cin-  Gejehlechter? Yeh muh hier fiz jenen ganz unjinnigen Beweis 
dringlichfecit darauf Hingewiejen wird, dak ein Nehbod niemals  de3 Deckhenagftes und Bullen beriihren, trobdem eS eigentlich jedem 
Schaden leiden wiirde, wenn er 5 oder 6 oder 10 oder noch mehr Har fein miifte, dab man Hierauf nicht hinweijen follte. Cin Henaft 
Ricen befehlagen wiirde. Cr witrde trogdem im ndehften Jahr fahig wird in der Deckgeit bejonders jtark gefiittert, wird an jeine Stuten 
fein, ein ebenjo ftarfes Gehirn gu jchieben. Da wird womiglich auf “herangefiihrt, erledigt den Dectaft einmal und fehrt von dort aus 
Huchthengite oder Bullen hingewiejen. Cs werden Veifpiele genannt, an fein iippiges Freffen gurie. GSollte e8 jich Herausjtellen, dap 
die beweijen, da} cin Rehboct in einem Gatter eine grofe Anzahl die Stute nicht tragend geworbden ijt, fo wird fie ihm nach etnigen 
NRicen gur Verfiiqung hatte, und dah er trobdem gut jehob. Nurz, Tagen erneut gugefiihrt. Chenjo geht e3 mit dem Bullen. Cine 
Der ganze Schwerpuntt wird falfchlicherweije allein auf die Gehirn- devrartige gefehlechtliche Betitiqung foun man natiirlich in fener - 
bildung gelegt, und auj einmal fieht e fo aus, al3 wenn die Regelung  Weije mit einem Rehboe oder einem Hirjch vergleichen, die dauernd 
1:1 oder 1:2 nur im Hinblic auf die Gehirnbdiloung entjtanden Tag und Nacht.neben dem brunjtigen meiblicjen Tier ftehen. 

Deutfche Jagd Nr. 31/1935 3 3 : .



562 Deutjdhe Fagod : Nr. 31 

Natiirlich rwitrde ein durch die Brunft gefehlechtlich ftarf mit  mibglichft weit jprengt. Von anderwéart3 werden hoffentlid) andere 
genommener Bock oder Hirjch in der fommenden Baftperiode ftarfe Bice dortige Giinglinge heritberjprengen, und fo entfteht 
feblechter jchieben, denn er hatte jehr viel Beit notwendig, teilweije eine Dauernde Vermijchung, welche die Natur unbedingt will, 
fogar in der Periode des MWjungsmangels, um fich forperlich wieder Wein hie und da einmal ein Bod geforfelt wird, fo ijt das 

aufgubayen, che er iiberjchiiffige Krajte gum Sehieben des Gehirn3 fein grofe3 Unglite. G3 gibt eine Menge Leute, die, weil fie gern 
oder Gewweihes hat. C3 ijt aber durchaus nicht erwiejen, recht viel Bade jchiefen mdchten, warnend ihren Beigefinger erheben. 
da cin Bod, dev eine Micke treibt, fich gejdhlechtlid) weniger Aber, bitte, wo ift denn in Deutfchland fcyon der Notfehret gehsrt 
fivapaziert, al menn ex in der gleichen Zeit mehrere Hiden worden, daf eine Wngahl geforfelter Bice herumlag? Der Rehbock 
treiben wiirde. Die Kraft, die zum Gehdrn- oder Geweihjchieben — ft viel 3u gewandt und gejchickt im WAusweidjen, alS dah die haufig 

gur Verfiigung jteht, hangt erwwiejenermafen mit dem gejchlechtlichen — gejchihe. Gch perfinlic) farm aus meiner Kennti3 der grofen 
Organismus gujammen. Aber wie gejagt, inwwieweit dev gejdjledt- Gebiete mit einem Gefehlechtsverhiltnis von 1 bis 114: 1 ver- 
fiche Apparat jtrapagiert wird, Hangt nicht unbedingt mit dem — fichern, daf man dort in der Rehbrunft auf feine geforfelten Reh- 
Gejehlechtsverhaltris gujammen. Dieje gejehlechtliche Bean-  hicfe ftieh. Die Kampfe werden mit hervorgequollenen Lichtern, 

: fpruchung ijt alfo nicht maggebend fiir die Wahl des Gefchlechts- mit verbiffener Ausdauer des Herzens, der Lunge, dev Musteln : 

berhiltnijjes. ausgepautt. Sft aber cin God mit feiner Kraft fertig, jo macht 
Auferordentlich fehwerwiegende Gritnde fiir die Cntjcheidung — er eine blibjehnelle Wendung und fegt davon. Bei diejer Wendung 

flix da8 natitrliche Gejdhlechtsverhaltnis find aber folgende. gibt e8 oft noch einen Buff auf die Keulen oder in die Flanfe. Der 
Se weniger Bide ich prozentual im Redier ftehen Habe, defto Boe it aber leicht und die Decfe feft, und fo fommt e febhr felten 

mehr ijt Der Kampf ausgejchaltet. Diefen Kampf fonnen wir bei gu lebensgefahrlichen Verlegungen. Beim Hirjch ijt dieje Wendung 
dev Buchtausleje aber nicht entbehren. eh wiinjehte, die Anhanger viel gefabrlicher, ex ift fchmerer im Berhiltnis sur Fejtigheit jeer 
der Ricenmengen wiirden einmal wirtlich Gelegenheit haben, Dede. Der Hirjch tommet auch leichter gu Fall bei der Wendung 
eine Rehbrunjt in einem grofen Gebiet mit einem Gejehlechts- und bet dem gefahrlichen Stof bejteht dann natiirlich Hichfte 
verbaltnis von 1:1 mitzuerleben, damm wiirden ifnen die Augen  LebenSgefabr. 
gedffnet werden! Sn einem fo gegliederten Rehrevier ift in der Sehr haufig hort man auch ploplich nach langem Disput ein 
Rehbrunjt ein ganz anderes, ich mbchte fagen ,,fehaumendes Leben”, Argument, das iiber die wirflichen Iriebfedern der Anjichten einige 
alg in jenen Harems mit dem Ricenreichtum. Den gangen Tag Slarheit jehafft: ,3a, was habe ich denn davon, tenn bei diejem 
fieht man treibende Rehe, und gwar find e3 hier faft ausjdjliehlic)  Gejchlechtsverhilinis meine Bide gum Nachbarn weebjeln oder 
Bide, die fich gegenfeitig jprengen. Und diejes Durcheinander- gejprengt werden?” Da liegt der Haje im Pfeffer! Man modchte 

rithven der Bererbungsmajje im der VBrunfizeit — das will die gern recht viele Micen haben, die die Bice vom Nachbarn heriiber- 
Natur, und wir fonnen e3 nicht enthehren! Cs ift durchaus un- giehen, hat aber in angeborenem Cigennub die Vefiivehtung, dah 
natiirlich, wenn ein SpieBbod immer wieder jeine Mutter oder auch mal einer von den eigenen tiber die Grenge twechjelt. Cigen- 

feine Schweftern gemittlich befehlagen fann. Gs fehlt die WMusleje uiigig und dumm! Denn wenn das Gefehlechtsverhaltnis durch- 
der Kraft und der Robujtheit. C3 feblt die nattirliche Durcheinander-  gehend gevegelt wird, jo wird man ebenjojehr der Gebende wie 
mengung der Vererbungslinien. Bei einem jejlechten Gejchlechts- der Empfangende fein. Nebenbei fei bemerit, daf da3 Sagen und 
verhilinis ijt eime dauernde, unfontrollierbave Sngucht vorhanden. Waidwerfen in einem Revier mit naturgemafem Gejehlechts- 
Gu unfjerem Kulturland fehlt die Buchtaugleje des heenden Raub- verhaltnis unendlich viel reigvoller ift alS in den Riclenvevieren. 
wildes. Bon unjerer Lajfion fiir ftarte Gehirne und Geweihe Gm erjteren folgen Wbercafchungen und Wufrequngen wie Berlen an 
getrieben, nahmen wir jahrzehntelang aus unjern Beftinden immer einer Kette. Qn den Ricfenvevieren aber jagt eine Cnttaujehung die 
die beften Bererber heraus, und die fehlechten Bererber fonnten andere, immer twieder Ricen, Rien und mal ein junges Boechen. 
fich durch ein jehlechtes Gejehlechtsverhalinis im ftirfitem Mage Wir Menjehen wollen fehr haufig ungeheuer Flug jein und 
vererben. ©8 famen aljo gwei Kapitalfehler gueinander. Wir pfujehen dann nach unjerer furgficjtiqen Weisheit in der Natur 
miiffen wieder erreichen, dak dex an Mirper und Gehirn ftarfe herum. Die grifte Weisheit wird immer fein, dah wir gu forjchen 
Bot jeine Region, in der er Herrjchen will, von Sdhwachlingen  verjuchen, wie e3 die Weisheit der Schipfung urjpriinglich wollte, 
faubert. Dieje Sauberung wird fich auch auf junge Bide erjtrecen. und day wir verjuchen, trog der Bivilijfation moglichft dicht bet diefer 
Das jchadet aber gar nichts. G8 ijt gut, wenn ex die jungen Bide — tiberirdifehen Weisheit zu bleiben. 

Ql oy , , oi Uke: u , 

uf Brunfthirfhe in Mumanien frither und fev 
Bon Georg Biper 

8 gab einmal einen fleinen Strei3 paffionierter Yager, die ménien, den die ungarijden oder gar Hfterreichifchen Gagdgebiete 
den Cntbehrungen und grofen Strapazen, denen man auf . twaren jehon damals ftarf iiberlaufen und nur mit viel Geld oder Pro- 
der Jagd in abgelegenen Gebieten unvermeidlich ausgejest —teftion gu erpachten. Hier in Ruminien herrjchte dagegen noc) villige 

ift, mit innigem Vergniigen entgegenjahen, weil fie wuften, dab fie  Antereffelofigkeit und UntermMis gegeniiber den jagdlichen Schaben 
gottliche Freuden dafiir eintaujchten. Von dem Wahn, al3 grofe der urigen Wildnifje des Landes. Die Zujtinde waren alfo fiir die 
Sager gu gelten, mit ihren Crfolgen gu prahlen und moglich{t jehnell  wenigen Jagdidealijten — ideal! Sabrzehntelang bot der Staat in 
damit an die OffentlichEcit zu treten, waren fie frei. Sie fannten den amtlidjen Verordnungsblatten fee mafjenhaften Sagdgebiete 
jene unvergleicjlichen Reize einer vollig jungjraulichen Natur mit ju unglaublich geringen Pachtpreijen an. Welcher auslandifce Jager 
ihren angejtammten urigen Wildgeftalten. itr den wirflichen 108 und beachtete aber joldye Kundgebungen? Wenn ich, um nur ein 
Waidmann war und ijt dag ftille Geniefen herrlichen Watdwerkes eingiges Beijpiel aus den Staatsrevieren zu nennen, fir das Dem 
in grofartiger Urwaldsigenerie das Hochfte, nicht aber die franfhajte  fdntglichen Haus refervierte, riejengrofe und wildreiche, allerdings 
Gier und Sucht, irgendiwelche Reforde in Qualitat oder gar OQuantitét ganz untwahricheintich abgelegene Bergjagdgebiet ,,Balea Vladutni“ 
aufftellen gu wollen. jabrlich 10 Let (gleich 25 Pfennig) Pachtjumme zahlte und der 

Die Breije fiir Jagdpachtungen, foweit fie itberhaupt in Betracht  Cinfachheit halber die Gejamtjumme fiir die zehnjahrige Bachtperiode 
famen, waren bor ettwa 30 Qabren lacherlich gering. Dad heifstin Ru-  — alfo 100 Lei (gleich 2,50 RM) —fogleich im boraus erlegte, 
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Department of Genetics 
October 24, 1936 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Old Entomology Building 

Dear Aldo: 

Herewith I am returning the paper on "Breeding 
Experiments with the Whitetail Deer" by Richard 
Gerstell, which I have read with much interest. 
While of course as the author recognizes, it is 
impossible to make direct application of results 
obtained under these experimental conditions to 
animals in the wild, the experiment does nevers 
theless appear to have established some facts 
rather definitely. The fact that one male can ; 
successfully breed so many does when confined with 
them in an area of this sort would seem to indicate 
that the same thing-should be physically possible 
under natural conditions. If, when there is an 
excess of females in the wild, some of them are 
not bred, it would appear, therefore, to be due 
to some other cause. 

iI was under the impression that someone had 
suggested that when there was a disparity in the 
sex ratio of the adults there was also a disparity 
in the sex ratio of fawns produced. The experiment 
reported does not, however, indicate any disturbance 
in the sex ratio of fawns born. 

I have also just received your note relative to 
changes made in the manuscript prepared for the 
Science Inquiry and am glad to note that you have 
eliminated the detailed budget display. I have 
confidence that the other changes you have made are 
satisfactory. 

Many thanks for calling my attention to the 

Gerstell paper. 3 

Sincerely yours, 

L. Tea 
Professor of Genetics 

LIC :m
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During every deer season, state deer men take measurements on 
several thousand antlers for the purpose of keeping a check on 
the ages of the bucks that are killed. Through a previous cor- 
relation, a system has been developed whereby the age of a deer 
may be determined from the diameter of the antlers just above the 
burr. The buck in the picture is four to five years old. Antlers 
as fine as these should be entered in the Free Press Deer Contest, : 
which will be open all during December. Use the entry blank ony® 
this page. rd 
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’s Antler Charts Check State’s Antler Charts Chec 

Age Classes, Revealed by Caliper Method, 
Indicate Highly Important Figures 

Like a doctor who watches close-|sirable sires in the deer herd. It 

ly the temperature charts of his| 7oes show, however, that the num- 

\natients, Michigan’s deer men are] ber of older bucks is gradually di- 

‘keeping a# careful check on the} ~inishing in the most heavily- 

charts ‘ich reveal the age classes | unted counties. 

in wil deer are killed every year. Antler measurements, on which 

Forsthe doctor, temperature charts |‘he charts are based, are usually 

an@ a valuable index to the health] taken at the Straits and at a few 
his patients. For deer men.| oints in the Lower Peninsula. 

deer-antler charts help to indicate] This year, a great many antlers 

the condition of the State’s deer} were calipered’ at the Baldwin 

herd. Headquarters of the Conservation 
Charts which reveal the age| Department, to get a chart of the 

classes in which deer are killed| various age-classes of the deer in 

have been kept by the State’s deer|that area where the buck law has 
men for the past five or six years. |not operated before due to the area 

As long as the number of bucks’ — —_ 
killed by hunters shows a rather 

constant percentage of young, 

medium and old bucks, there is no 
reason to fear that the sex-ratio 
of the deer herd is being upset by 
‘he one-buck law. But if there 
should be a sudden dropoff of 
young deer, it would certainly in- 
dicate that the fawn crop was 
failing and would be cause for 
alarm. 

Young Deer Killed Increase 

During the years the charts have 
been kept, the percentage of 
younger deer killed has gradually 

increased, while the percentage of 
deer in the older age classes has 
decreased proportionately. This | 
has been a gradual change anc | 

|does not indicate any lack of de- |



Age Determination 

(Quail) 

From Texas Cooperative Wildlife Service 
Activity Report, February, 1937 

An interesting and perplexing fact concerning quail also came to 
light this month, As is well known, the two outermost primaries 

in birds under 18 months old are supposed to be pointed, while in 
individuals over 18 months old they are supposed to be rounded. This 
method of telling age was not fully satisfactory. There is much variation, 
and some are betwixt and between. Theoretically all unbanded birds on 
Area III should be immatures hatched in the summer of 1936, since there were 

no known bobwhites there when introductions were mde in the spring of 1936, 
and all that were liberated were banded. One banded quail trapped this month 

on Area III had very pointed primaries, but the records show it had been 

liberated on the area in April 1936. This individual mst be at least two 
years old. Obviously, age determination by means of the two outer primaries 
cannot be altogether relied on.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE y 
RESETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATION 5 hw 
Black River Falls, Wisconsin. eae 

February 16, 1937. 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 

Division of Game Management, 

College of Agriculture, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Enclosed is a duplicate bird banding card recording the 

first prairie chicken that we have banded. The No. 7 

Wisconsin Conservation Department band seemed to fit per~ 

fectly. I thought that we might have some trouble getting 

the band to fit around the feathered tarsus, 

Three and one-half hours after we had put the trap out we 

had our first bird. Corn was used as bait in and about 

the trap, but a hopper close by contained mixed grain, in~ 
eluding buckwheat, sunflower seed, corn and some wheat. 

We are hoping that another cold snap will arrive shortly to 

again bunch the birds. They are contimally shifting now 

and have been since banding operations began. Most of them 

seem to be on the drainage ditches where aspen and birch are 

prevalent. Pinnates are rare on Site II and we do not anti~ 
cipate banding any of these birds. 

It may interest you to know that we have a covey of eight 

quail on the area (Sex ratio 6:2), undoubtedly drift birds 
ok from farming country to the west. One cock and two hen 

{yo eS pheasants are also being fed at one of our feeding stations, 

Sur {ip and these too are in all probability drift birds. I doubt 

Aw whether these birds would survive the winter if a feeding 

pr R station were not available for them. If possible, we expect 
Dp Ak pe to band these birds and keep a close check on them. 

Fj 

Very truly yours, 

— Se pedis 
Silas J.(Kmudéen | 
Senior Admindataasihe fot thant 
Lend Utilization Division “°° 

By: Fred R. Zimmerman 

Assistant Project Game Manager 

FRZ*S 
FOR THE PROJECT GAME MANAGER



J. Ulrich Duerst - Sauerstoffschwankungen derAtemluft in 
ihrer formbildenden Wirkung bei Mensch und 
Tier-Paul Haupt, Bern-Leipzig, 1937 

(From typewritten copy of excerpt sent by Dr. Wm. F. Petersen, 
College of Medicine, 1853 West Polk Street, Chicago, Illinois) 

Sex Ratio 
Finally the oxidative potential is in some way bound up with the 

epigamic determination of the sex of the animal, at least as one of the 

factors. In a provisional fashion Duerst mentions that he has observed 

the sex ratio in some 1,038 animals of five different species for a period 

of 14 years. 

It is an old rule among the farmers of the mountainous cantons that 

cows which are fertilized at the time of feeding at the high altitude usually 

produced male animals, and cows which are kept in warm micro climates of 

the barn throughout the entire year produce 22% more male animals than do 

corresponding cattle kept in pasture. Preliminary observations of this 

sort were published in r1g20'°2, At the time it was found that, by means of 

intoxication, one could willfully produce total blindness (malformation) in 

25 generations with approximately 400 animals, and by means of inbreeding 

this could be increased to 60%, but could again be bred out in three 

generations. At that time we noted that the malformations could be produced 

in the pregnant mother only if a suitable poison, in this case naphthalene, 

was administered in the times when presumably the anlage of the particular 

organ was being formed. 

We turn now to study whether or not similar observations could be made 

in relation to the sex ratio and by means of injecting endogenws nornonae 2? 

or by means of exogenous sean ~ at about the time of the presumptive 

anlage of the sex organs, we could produce either increased or decreased oxidation.



When we reduce oxidation we obtain approximately 70% male to 30% female 

animals. When we increase oxidation we produce 87% females as compared to 

12% males. The chief difficulty arose in the termination of the proper 

time to intervene and the danger to the mother because of the toxins that 

were used. We then examined another epigamic factor, that of diminished 

wintu’ in other words, limiting the food stuff in proportion to the 

oxygen quantity. In this fasion we could produce up to 91% males to 9% 

females. 

It would seem that nature here follows a broad law, that the propagation 

of the species is associated with the increase (?) in general metabolism, 

thereby there is a more rapid development of those individuals which are best 

adapted to their environment, and that with them there is an increase in 

the number of females. 

On the other hand, a change in metabolism (anoxia) associated with 

continued undernourishment, or diminution of the oxygen supply, is always 

associated with lessened development, anatomically with the production of 

more resistant and “kampfbereit" male types, to bring about a proper balance. 

If we therefore survey the various methods of adaptation that we have Geese 

it seems that an almost unsuspected degree of function and form are associated 

with the oxidative balance of the air, and that in this sense the name which 

was originally given by Lavoisier is most appropriate, the "vital air."



Yacksnipe Sex and Weights, 1938 

Riley, Oct. 21, 1938 (before storm; 50 birds seen) 

Ho. Sex Weight Hotes 
1 F 1? grans Very fat 
2 r 1 " Ho fat (lean) 
3 r no. ( Slightly fat 

F 14 = " " 

Riley, Set. 22, 1938 (during storm; 75 birds seen) 

¥ 126 " 4 Ci 

; 2 u 16 ©6«# Pat 
7 u aye CO Very fat 
8g u 105 # Lean 
9 F 111 * 

10 x 137 Very fat 

2 iY ms 
3% male Oct. 21-22 : 

Riley, Oct. 24, 1938 (after a storm; 35 birds seen) 

1 F 120 grams No fat 
ik o 1h Very fat 
9 M 166=C Thin 

u 106 «* Wo fat 
17 u ue" No fat 
18 Mu ios * No fat 
iy x 1223 =” Fat 
20 7 wo OU Very fat 
21 xu a Cf 
22 i 15 =° : 

2 : i To fat 
“tae 

Shack, Oct. 28, 1938 (24 birds seen). (Carl Leopold) 

25 u ? Slightly fat 

Shack, lov. 5, 1936 (during Storm; 30 birds Seen). (Carl Leopold) 

26 Mu 109 grams Fat 
27 F 143 =«*S Very fat 

Riley book 
Jacksnipe 
Sex ratio“



Supplementary Jacksnipe ; 

Killed at Riley, Nov. 10 and 11, 1938, from a group of about 20 
birds localized on Thompson's pasture, where corn had been fed to cattle 
by throwing the stalks down on a wet sod. Only 2 birds were seen else- 
where and these may have been "scatters" from this spot. 

All these birds were very fat. 

Ho. Sex Weight, grams Remarks 

1 Fr 133 
2 F 137 
3 ? 132 

K x : i 
xu 132 

7 M 137 
g Fr 133 
9 M 125 

10 MN 125 

Aldo Leopold
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TAGKSNIPR BRIGHTS @ SaxeS ~- 1939 

SI a sciiilliniliinniai IN aici iit cat lacalts 

Oetober 9 Fonale 109.0 Hook Leke, Wane Co. Shot 
ied $32 and sexed ty Carl Leopold. 

Male 90.8 
Male 102.5 Fat 

Oetober 17 Female 130.2 Hook Leke. Shot and sexed by 
; Male 7h Garl Leopold. 

Suns 1 3 a . 
Female a 
Male 99.7 

Ostebder 20 Yale gh.4 Hook Lake. Shot by Carl 
Penale une Leopeld, sexed by Paul Danner. 
Female 0 
Kale 69.5 

Oetober 22 ? 92.5 Near City Point, Junsau Co. 
Shot by Carl Leopold. 

Getober 26 Wale 48-5 Riley. Sexed by Alex Yorman 
Female 106. and Bruce Stollberg. Shot by 
Pomale 114.6 Acks 
Male 102.2 

Sovenber 5 Fonale 104.6 Shot by Welss, sexed by 
Female el Stollberg. Riley. 
— 3 

* PB 
dale 120.0 

? 125.7



ee Copies for: Kirkpatrick Age criteria ~ 
A Hamerstrom Quail 

Buss Pheasant 
‘ Hochbeun Chukar partridge 

Extract from letter from Starker Leopold, June 4, 1939: : ; 

3s SUE 0 tne Sones SiS Whe lees wots oe eee 
the rest, all the juvenal greater upper coverts are retained for 
a year. In cases of premature replacement, however, one or several 

ee ee ee ee ee eee ee cen cae 
distal members, mum’ 8 or 9. And oddly enough the proximal members, 
1 to 3, which are shed first in normal molt, sean also to be retained. 
The normal condition, however, is the retention of the whole series. 

"I would bet my hat that the series is retained in pheasants and 
grouse, too, for Dwight brought out long ago that the two outer primaries 
are held over in all quail and grouse, and I would expest it in pheasants, 
too, as well as a retention of the g.u.p. coverts. I found it in chukar 
partridge and some (mt not all) of the Old World quail. The catch with 

: many suites $0. See Se Sita) sak anes ee, SS eee ; 
so you cannot tell anything from skins. I established that nitely 
for ruffed grouse and blue grouse. However, a close scrutiny of those 
coverts of known age pheasants and grouse might reveal differences which 
could be used. By dyeing the whole wings of some young pheasants you could 
soon tell whether the molt was incomplete. I imagine the post-juvenal 
molt in pheasants would be in process by six or eight weeks. The juvenal 
plumage is a very transitory affair." .



@ arprele hal ene 

—— x deol? 

THE STRIAE METHOD OF AGE DETERMINATION IN WATERFOWL Gnet 

Dr. Claud B. Ticehurst, editor of the Ibis, organ of the 

British Ornithologists' Union, has published in Volume II, Number 4 

(October, 1938) an article titled "On a Character of Inmmaturity in 

the Anatidae." The character he describes is briefly this: young 

ducks have "striae on the tip of the nails of the bill;" old ducks 

do not. According to Ticehurst, in young ducks, "The surface (of 

the nail) is smooth, but the appearance under a low power is that 

of a number of more or less vertical darker lines on lighter ground, 

as if, perhaps, the horny layers “were of a different density in the 

striae and the interspaces, respectively." 

The author concluded, after examining the nails of the 

bill in 20 species of ducks and geese, thatstriae are present in 

all newly-hatched ducks and geese. He then studied 350 specimens 

to determine at what age the character was lost. In this study 

he concluded that "these striae on the nail are present during the 

time that the juvenile dress is held--in most cases rather longer, 

as many birds show it still in December." Exceptions were found, 

however, where birds known to be 12-17 months old still had striae 

and one former captive pintail 10 years old still had striae, 

The Illinois Natural History Survey,during the 1938 

duck-hunting season, collected a large series of duck heads, From 

this collection 100 mallard heads were taken at random, and the 

striae character was tested. The technique used was as follows: 

strong scissors were used to cut off the tip of the bill, including 

the nail, With forceps, this piece of bill L was held lower side up, 

in front of a bright light, preferably a ee or spotslt. light. 

—_—
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In some cases, a small stiff brush was used to cleanse the outer 

surfaces of the nail. 

Results (100 nails examined): 

Males Females Ratio 

Striae present (young) 32 24 57 

Striae absent (adult) 26 —— _ 45 

58 42 100 

Of the 100 specimens examined, 15 gave trouble in assign- 

ing to one group or the other, Striae were present, but very faint 

or short. These specimens seemed to be intermediate between young i 

and old birds, but since striae were present, they were classed as 

young birds, in the above comparisons. 

Arthur S. Hawkins 
Game Technician 
Illinois State Natural History Survey 

Urbana, Illinois 
October 4, 1939
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Old Is That G Bird? OWER oe ! Ow Ss at ame DIG .. . ty cARL GOWER, of the Game Division 
i 

OST PHEASANT HUNTERS like to situation with regard to the other game * a 
M believe that the big cock bagged is birds of Michigan is just about the same oo s oes is 

an old one. This is human nature, as that in the case of the pheasant. ai 
for the implication of “old” is that older rges mendments : 
birds require more hunting or shooting What to Look For Cosstireri0 nar amendments th atta 
ski ao GEE Hig This is 3 seas é are to wae than younger birds: This aS The ideal character for determining age would insure use of all fishing, hunting 
true not only of pheasant hunters, but ap. i 7 . - ey _ x Fi : . e z : + . S. and trapping license fees for conservation OS 7 rtridge, sharp-tail, and must be something simple and easily dem: 7 

aE Seely so Lael a Faas a onstrated, and it must be universall resent purposes were urged by resolutions of the i 
< Laas eican ante ne ete pare roe fs se: s ses bird: a iveranil nee ia Northern Michigan Sportsmen’s association and no doubt wis x gels pear eean ase ia Joung, piras ‘and universally absent in meeting for its twenty-first annual conven aa 

Tien eey BUS uments  VeEveen | DUnEnE com old” birds. In other words, its mHEEe “DEES” tion at Newberry. Linked with the proposal 
anions as to. whether the bird’ just, based ence or absence is the important thing, and to earmark conservation funds for conserva- 
is an old or young bird. Arguments usually not its size, color, shape or consistency. The tion wees is another Which ures that ae 
brought forth on such occasions refer to the see i = a a hrick es Sea Since Of the Chinn ostent OE anOuIL CeCHEE bursa (technically the bursa of Fabricius) present structure of the Conservation De- 

iz ay i A es ree nea Hoey se completely fulfills these requirements. It is partment be constitutionally established at color, etc. As can readily be seen, these char- s e . 
acters are all subject to human interpreta- a small, blind pouch connected with the the same time. 
tion—which means that most of the argu- rectum, and is found between the rectum and Closing of Cusino game refuge areas to 
ments are never settled. the back. It is sometimes partially imbedded deer hunting led the upper peninsula con- 

5 in fat, but is easily found by pulling the servationists’ game proposals. Establishment 
“Bird of the Year” rectum to one side after the bird is opened of a game experiment station in connec 

es By ey - ; 5 s illustration). It looks very much like with the Cusino refuge was suggested. Other 
A “young” bird at the time of hunting (see il x : a * ne + 

season is a bird of the year which, in Michi- the end of the little finger cut off at the Same recommenda vons urged, Ha Dlantnes Tone sae not foi ae + s grouse, with capercailzie as second gan, means it is anywhere from three to six first joint. The bursa is present in all young : i. 3 
i i ‘ oo . * choice, for better game bird shooting above months old. All theories to the contrary, birds in the fall, but is completely gone by Hie ateaite. nde establishment Sony de 

there is no.external character that is com- the time the bird becomes sexually mature refuge at anuscon Bay wah Pederal cas 
pletely satisfactory for determining the age in the spring. The only disadvantage in us- spercaon nee He Pitan eberteon! act. 
of birds in the fall. It is true that there are ing the bursa is that the bird must be opened. Construction by the ie hway. department Ge 
eomaisb ind sin esbeciall ya svuen> shee Galion At the time of the Michigan hunting season, a causeway that would raise the water level the season, that are unmistakably young, a bird of the year would always have a : pa < i 
3 asilve identi mGueHe eee = s in the Munuscong swamps four to five feet and can be easily identified as such. How bursa, while a bird more than a year old Pie ereedutad ref fis. protect 
ever, there are many young, of early broods, would never have one. All that is necessary TEE BEE Sie oetadee ever stone nae soal ee that have assumed almost complete adult to demonstrate the bursa is to open the bird _ For the betterment of upper peninsula 
characteristics by the time of hunting season. and pull the rectum to one side. It applies fishing, proposals for establishment of a 
Taking the pheasant as an example, it would equally well to males and females, and to hatchery on the Anna river in Alger county 
be found that many of the young cocks all game birds in the State. ; and the propagation of commercial fish with 
would so nearly equal the weight of, their Federal assistance were endorsed. Study of 
spurs so nearly approximate the size and the otter and birds that prey on fish was 

degree of hardness of, and the moult so recommended also, with a view to control. 
nearly equal the completeness of the old Cock of the Wood Planting of rainbow trout at other times 
birds, that it is very doubtful whether even . than during the open season, and the open- 
a trained observer could come anywhere ls Biggest Grouse ing of Floodwood lake (T 44 N, R 30 W) to 

ear 100% in estimating their age. Th ike fishi anglers’ resolu- meri 1007e tus estline ting then Bene [ule CAPERCAILAIE is the largest mem- fy a ee ber of the grouse family and one of the The Grihems epoxismeh aciead 164. a ee 
Fhotegraph showing, the bursa (arrow) in young Teeresl peme Dinds “that ie nown. Tip” asa waking protection ef beaver in tie tyes heasant. The breast and most of the viscera have males are three to four feet long and weigh poses’ sD q. nu se pheasant. je bre 4 Re, : a 

. seve) 7 e, . Superior watershed, with the live-trapping of been removed and the rectum pulled to one side. seven to 17 pounds. The female is much beaver fr ts where they had become : ‘ c smaller, weighing only three to seven pounds. Denes) rom SEO eae arity 
ee ie a | The sexes differ also in appearance. The oa Oe and (tbeln tie DSO Oecd 

y Cd j 7 at, ae cock is generally dark grey or black in color flowing streams. z 
Wy ks eg : oe with dark brown wings. A white spot oc- The delegates at Newberry, who repre- 7 * é 5 q . x = curs on the shoulder. The tail feathers are sented 25 conservation organizations having 

i ie ee 2 2 7 ee “4 = also tipped with white spots as are many of a membership of more than 2,000, went on 
oS Me | ae ewe. |. ee - the feathers on the flanks and belly. Crim- record favoring contact of the schools by 

: es ie. ped a 4 “a son combs occur above the eyes and the heavy conservation officers at least once each month. 
Ce % meg ‘ ' ma hs ed bill is yellowish-white in color. The hen, on By another resolution they also proposed 
ad ay | ‘ Pe Gf the other hand, is reddish-buff and brown printing of the proceedings of the Conserva- 
, a e * . ee with a broad band of reddish-brown color on tion Commission in “Michigan Conservation.” 

oe A , mt 4 a ‘a cane es the breast. Reelected at the September 28 meeting was 
a * a PN O wal CS a c This bird, which is also known as the Cock the organization’s veteran president, Peter 
a) ee i Fo gj re. of the Wood and the Giant grouse, is a native Trudell, Jr., of Negaunee, along with John J. 
a a i ae aS Pee of Europe and Asia where its range extends Hauserman, of Negaunee, secretary, and A. 
f a ae Fy 4 . a YN bey a a north as far as Siberia. ©. Richards, of Marquette, treasurer. In 
a . as 4 ae: Le fati oT Bye 38 City. 
aa » et 1 es , a i , ie A number of attempts have been made to 1940 the association will meet at Mass City. 

“es i a ¥ oe aa 3 i introduce this species into the United States. = = 

fF ie i v, a ay Ee In 1904, 43 and in 1905, 58 birds were re- released on the Litchfield farm near Big 
Ee P 7 aN Wl 3 ae leased by the Cleveland Cliffs Iron company Tupper lake in the Adirondacks. This plant- oe | 4 a en fe ale near Grand island, Michigan. Twenty-eight of ine. vani thin a wenn Tome ; ee Ae Sa 4 [a } alee 3 5 . =e % g vanished within a year or two. The most 
SERS TT Smee | foe Cr) Qe these birds came from Ulm-Donan, Germany sent importation of record occurred in 1930 
ee. oe i) ure oh De ee but the source of the others is not given. cee EE EBT Gee oe ee 
| uy Geis | ee These birds gradually disappeared and no when a dozen capercailzie were shipped 
ie) io Y 2 ee trace of them was found after 1913. In 1906, from the Zoological Station at Suvenniemi 

: a — 5 | : ine i ae t, 25 capercailzie were imported from Copen- and released in the Black Hills, South Da- 
z Pie ie, ae % a. aia hagen and liberated on Vancouver island and kota. The birds arrived in. poor condition 

Oe 2 Es oe ed on the mainland in British Columbia. Noth- having been 37 days in transit. The fate of 
j is a vd ee : r ing was heard of this planting after the this planting is unknown to game men of the 

‘fe i y oe fas. year 1912. It is possible however that a few | Department of Conservation. 
MS ‘ 4 1 a ‘ i ce ae of these birds survived because reports of The suggestion that Michigan try import- 

ey ee 5 ae ae oS TR WAS their existence on Vancouver island have ing this species is frequently made but in 
: . qo — 8 been received this year. There is some doubt view of past experiences in introducing them 

Bg ed if . \ however concerning the identification of the into the country, the odds appear to be de- 
tie 5 i) — birds reported and they may not have been cidedly against the success of such importa- 
My «a i iy — capercailzie. In 1900 a few capercailzie were tion. 
oe ay Ai ioe a 
a y , a ee 

eh a NANA 6 Ry -
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Edo Leopold 

THE USE OF THE BURSA OF FABRICIUS AS AN INDICATION 
OF AGE IN GAME BIRDS 

W. Carl Gower 

Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michigan 

Game investigators, vrnithologists, taxidermists, and laboratory 
workers are often called upon to estimate or judge the age of birds 
when preparing them as specimens or performing autopsies or other 
examinations. While the estimate is usually limited to determining 

whether the bird is a ‘‘bird of the year”’ or an ‘‘adult,’’ it is not very 
easy, especially for those workers who are not technical ornithologists, 
to always judge with surety the age of the bird. The accuracy and 
exactness of the determination is too often dependent upon individual 
interpretation of qualitative characters such as plumage, skull ossifica- 
tion, ete. In some species of birds, and especially up to the moult into 
adult plumage, the young are easily distinguished from adults, but 
in other species (such as the ruffed grouse) this is not so easy, and in 
fact, very difficult unless the individual is very familiar with the 
species in question. 

A number of different characters have been used to judge age, chief 
of which are plumage characters and skull ossification. Plumage is 
perhaps the most universally used of all the characters, for it is the 
most obvious, and is about the only one that can be used unless the 
bird is dead. It is, without doubt, very good, and reasonably accurate 
in most eases, but still leaves much to be desired. In ducks for ex- 
ample, age determination by plumage depends to a great extent upon 
personal interpretation of the quality of various markings, and such 
would inevitably lead to discrepancies in the determinations of two 
different workers, especially if they were not equally familiar with the 
species. Plumage characters as age indicators, in general are rather 
complicated, require considerable taxonomic knowledge of a given 
species, and do not lend themselves to simple instructions. The use 
of skull ossification is even more complicated, and may be used with 
certainty only during the time the bird is so young other characters 
are more obvious and equally reliable. An ideal character must be 
purely objective and of such a nature that no interpretation is 
necessary. 

The bursa of Fabricius, a small sac-like diverticulum lying dorsal 
to the large intestine and opening into the cloaca, seems to fulfill these 
conditions. Its use is limited, but during the time when it can be 
used, it is purely objective, and is as nearly constant as a biological 

character can be. It is universally present in young birds, as far as 

426 

Trans. 4th North Amer. Wildlife Conf., Detroit, 
1939, pp. 426-430.



Bursa Fasricius as AN InpDicaTIon or AGE 427 

is known, and is never present in adult birds (except the ostrich). 

The structure was first described by Fabricius in 1621, but it was not 

until the researches of Jolly (1915) and Boyden (1922) that the organ 

was very well understood. While at the present time the anatomy 

and embryology of the bursa is pretty. well worked out, the function, 

at least in part, is still a matter of speculation. According to Jolly, the 

bursa reaches maximum size at the time when the sex cells are just 
beginning division, and by the time sexual maturity is reached it has 
disappeared. It has been surmised from this and other indications that 
its function is, primarily, of endocrine nature and very closely asso- 
ciated with sex. That it is composed of lymphoid tissue, and serves 
in a haemopoietic capacity is known, but these are probably secondary. 

In using the bursa as an age character, only two factors need be 
considered: (1) its location and appearance, and (2) its span of 
existence. The bursa (Figures 1 and 2) is located dorsal to the large 
intestine in the extreme posterior region of the body cavity. It is 

attached to the dorsal body wall by a mesentery, and, in position, 
lies close to the small intestine. It opens into the cloaca posteriorly, 
and of course, is closed at its anterior end. Externally it resembles 
the proventriculus in appearance, but is very different from that organ 
structurally. If cut open, the walls are found to be relatively thick 
and folded longitudinally into long, thick folds. These folds contain 
much lymphoid tissue, and are covered by epithelium. Very often in 
a healthy bird, the bursa may be almost completely embedded in fat, 
so that a reasonable amount of care must be exercised in looking for it. 
The only organs with which it might be confused are the shell gland 
in a female or the penis in those birds in which this structure is found 
(Anatidae). The shell gland being a part of the uterus should be 
easily distinguished, and the penis in males, having been seen once, 
is easily identified. 

Jolly has shown that the bursa reaches maximum development in 
chickens at about 4 months of age, and is possible of gross demonstra- 
tion up to about 8 months of age. Over a period of 4 years, I have 
found the organ to be easily seen in ducks through December, and in 
all but a few cases through January. After the first of March, however, 
it is not present. During two seasons, with the aid of fellow workers 
in the Game Division, I have been able to check the presence of the 
organ during the hunting season, and in some eases later, in the 
followirg birds; ruffed grouse, sharptail grouse, prairie chicken, spruce 
grouse, ringreck pheasant, hungarian partridge, woodcock, coot, and 
several species of ducks. At the time these birds were examined 
(chiefly in October) the bursa was relatively large in all of the species 

listed above, and it is logical to assume that it must be present for
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FIGURE I. BURSA OF FABRICIUS ATTACHED TO THE CLOACA AFTER 
REMOVAL FROM A PHEASANT APPROXIMATELY SIX MONTHS OLD.
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FIGURE 2. BURSA OF FABRICIUS IN PLACE, WITH LARGE INTESTINE 
PULLED TO ONE SIDE. SAME BIRD AS FIGURE 1.
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about the same duration that it is in chickens and ducks. If this is 
proven correct by further research, the bursa may be used as a posi 
tive age character throughout December, and possibly into January 
for all the above species. Work is being done at the present tiie to 
determine the exact length of existence in pheasants and hungarian 
partridges, and probably in the future work will be done on enough 

‘ species of different families to formulate a more or less definite rule 
for the use of the bursa. 

At the present time the chief disadvantages to the use of the bursa 
are that it may not be safely used beyond January first, thus leaving 
a period of 4 or 5 months until the next breeding season in which 
birds of the previous year cannot be told from adults. The fact that a 
bird must be dead for the bursa to be demonstrated is obviously limit- 
ing. However, in spite of the handieaps, and within its scope, the 
bursa is a much more objective than any of the plumage or other 
qualitative characters. It is hoped that more work will be done on the 
organ in the near future, and that its use in this capacity will be of 
value to workers in the field. 

SuMMARY 

The bursa of Fabricius is an organ located on the dorsal surface 
of the large intestine of birds, opening into the cloaca. It is present 
in game birds in Michigan during the fall hunting season, and may 
be used throughout December as an objective character to separate 
the birds of the year from the adults. It is especially valuable in 
birds such as the ruffed grouse in which there is little plumage 
difference. 
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Delta Duck Station 
il Delite, Manitoba 
‘ October 14, 1939 

UrsrArthur &. Hawkine ° 
Tlliinois Yatural History Survey : 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Arthur: 

ein Thank-you for your recent letters concerning the bag telly. 
‘ Ihave not answered these earlier because I wished to have the chamce 

to go over some of the pointe ~« have ben considering more ‘ 
carefully. me os os * - iy ccs Pah oe. a hee 

We used the spot'ed bil! character you mention last year, 
but found with pintsils that by late fall many of the young females 
have heavily blotched bille that are difficult to distinguish from 
the adult. The character Lyte so however, with blue-winged teal, 
green-winged tesl, shoveller gedwall. We found aleo that it is 
not a constant sex character. In 11 youn gadwall drakes we found 
one bird with a spotted bill and we have found spots on the bilis 
of young bluc-winged teal drakes. I would not a on this 
character alone for either sex or age in the late fall. - ¥- i Be 

I wae glad to get, your review of the “striae” method of 
eging birde. Professor “eopold sent me a note on this last 
summer and we have looked at the character in » good many birds. 
We found that, while clear-cut in many birds, there was no small 
number in whieh it wae difficult to place the bizd ae an adult 
or juvenile. I note that you had the same experience and the 
author himself points out that the character may remain for several 
yeare with adultes bearing the juvenel strinse. %e found also that 
it wae diffioult to fairly judge thie character under the 
conditions in the field examinetion of bags. 

When I laet wrote I told you thet we were using the cloaca 
in determining the sex of questionable birds. In going over this 
character carefully we found thet it is not only an index of sex 
but an excellent age character. Since the searon opened we have 
checked thie charsoter carefully in over 400 male birde of 
thirteen species and with the captive birds of known age. In 
every case it hae been clear-cut and hae checked 100% with the 
other age characters - tail ee Tae coverte-and records. 
It was some time before we deve oped a technique for handling 
females. This we have done in the last tro weeke and have checked 
thie with over 200 birds. 

The technique for using thie character is as follows: 

yele'= Hold the bird belly up and tail away, with the 
thumb of each hand on either side of the vent. Prees gently with 
the thumbs and at the same time pull them apart, opening the vent



Be 

The mele organ will pop out of the vent for easy inepection. In 
the juvenile birds the orgen ie » ema) ,flesh-colored or gray 
appendage on the wall of the clonos. It is about 1 m. in diam, 
end 5 - 10 mm long with a curl at the base. In the adult the organ 
and its sheath nearly fille the cloace and the large white tip of 
it only onn bem seen when the vent is preened open. It ie usually 
white or light nig and there ic no chance of ooeeenett, the tro. 
Further inspect of the cloaca with = blunt probe will revenl , 
in the juvenile bird, the opening of the burena which lies csudal 
of the opening of the lerge intestine and which ie separated from 
the ee intestine by thin membrane. In the juvenile this opening 
of the bursa is resdily apparant and the probe mey be exeily placed 
in the bemmm opening and forced into the buren. In the sdult the male 
orgen so fille the clones that the burea or large intestine can seldem 
be seen. Examination with the probe will revesl the opening of the 
buren which ie emall and clogged with mowbrane. 

Thies investigation of the burer ie not eseontiel in determining 
the age of the male bird. In some birde you will find «mall worms 
atteohed to the wall of the cloaca ee these sre present care 
must be taken not to confuse them/theroraen of the young bird, for 
often one worm will be forced out ehead of the organ may be 
misteken for it when both bird and worm heve been dend for some time. 

~ Hold the bird as rith the male. With the fore-finger 
and me, left hand ip the left wall of the closea and 
with a blunt probe in the rig hend opeh the closca, stretching the 
parte until the opening of the lerge intestine may be ecen. ( A slit 
will make inepeotion much ensier snd will not be noticed by the 
gunner.) Now run your probe down the left well of the closca from 
your thumb to the opening of the lerge intestine, omelets it 
carefully. in the adult the epeuane of the oviduct may be found 
eesily and mey be examined with the ee Tn the oe bird the 
4 i of the oviduct is cloted with « thin seabyake, f opened 
the oviduct will be found blocked with tiesue. In femmles it is well 
to examine the buren, the opening of which ie large ‘unobstructed 
in juvenile birde end emell ond filled with tiseue in edulte. 

All of thie my sound a bit compliceted but Pete and I are 
making thie routine in the examination of all birde. I heve 
inoluded some hasty ‘a of theee parte but I ad vise you 
do collect some birds before the seeeon starte to make yourself 
nore familier with these cheraeters. If you are in Medison 
Professor heoreee or Lyle can ehow you hor we gu about it,for 
they are familiar with the sex character. After examining « few 
birds you will find it to be a simple operation. amd 

At present there is no sign of any change in theee characters, 
and they remain obear.cut in nll birds, I auppore the change comee 
in late winter or early epring and we will watch for thie in the 
captive birds. I wondered if non-bresding would heve any influence 
on these parte in second-year birds. We have checked second-year 
captive malee which have no’ bred, however, and the parte are the 
fame ae in all other adulte. I have not had a chenee to do this 
with females.
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I am convinced that thie ie the moet reliable index to age 
and hope that you will give it a try. Believe me, it certainly 
comes in hendy with mallarde end pintaile. 

We are having e good season and heve examined over 1000 
birds wince the seseon opened. f[ am folleving Closely an outline 
euch 26 you heve prepered for your study and 4 think we will be 
able to make some erent eee comparisons. I wondered ,though,if 
= had considered the classifiertion of your bage according to 
he type of hunting. There are indiestions here thet thie hae an 
importent bearing on the sex «retio of the bag. We found that 
the bag of mallarde shot over decoye was made up largely of adult 
males and juvenile birds of both sexes, while jump shooting 
produced bage of adult females. The aif ficulty with ue thie year 
ie, with rough weather and north winds throughout most of the 
early season, almost all of the pe soabe hae been over decoys in the 
marsh. Cheoking with laet year when,rith a mild early season most 
of the mallerde ae ee we can make on interesting compsrison, 
however. The 1°38 lard bag for the firet three wee of shooting 
wae very heevy in females. ie year with the birde shot over decoys, 
males predominate. 

tT have not had time to organige an outlive of the wing charact- 
ere but will do #6 af soon eer Tn anewer to your question 
concerning the Blue~winged teal, we believe the ee coverte to 
be a good sex character. In the fliale the first néhea/greater ueuelly 
show all white below the line of the median coverte. In some males, 
however, these first nine greater coverts may be marked with dark 
#pote which,when preeent,are found only on the side of the shaft 
towards the body ~- never on the outside of the sheft. In forales 
the greater coverte sre dark on both sides of the shaft wk with one 
or two white bare and a white tip. In eome females the coverte may 
show more white than dark but the derk ie always on both sides of the 
eheft. We have checked thie with 60 birde. 

1811 keep in touch with mbk you as the season develops. 

Best wishes,
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: UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

A BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL, SURVEY 

Pus ts 
ee Lacessine Migratory Waterfowl Refuge ae 7 

Lake Arthur, Louisiana re Ke 
February 11, 1940 

pane U Wo 
%. Utero | 

Mr. Aldo Leopold Atumar te 
University Farm Place $ 
University of Wisconsin Soy be 
Medison, Wisconsin ee 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I want to thank you for your continued courtesy 
in keeping my name on your list to receive reprints, 
your News Letter etc. I have been very interested in 
following the waterfowl studies of Hockbaum and Soules 
et Delta and Hawkin's work in Illinois. Did Art repeat 
his survey work in Illinois this past season? 

I made a very interesting survey during the past 
: season on some 13,000 ducks killed near this refuge. 

I secured the cooperation of the manegers of four large 
commercial clubs. These fellows and their guides 
really know their ducks, but as a check, my two refuge 
patrolmen end I checked 2000 ducks. I compiled our 
results separately from each of the commercial clubs 
and tested the results of each statistically against 
my dete. I found no "significant" difference and there- 
fore used all the data. Field data included species 
by sex and number of hunters for each day of the season. 

Percentage Composition & Sex Ratios 
Metlard Pinteail G.W. Gadwall Texas Ringneck Baldpate 

Teal Dusky 
72.0% 17.4% 6.1% 0.9% 0.6% 1. 9% 0.4% 

4424:552 53:47 56:44 52:48 58:42 55:45 --- M:F 
More than 95%0f of the data is from shooting in 

fresh water marsh over decoys. 

In my opinion, the wintering esreas should yield 
the most accurate results from sex ratio studies of 
duck populetions. The populations are stable by December, 
ell sexes and ages of each species are together. For 
this reason I believe my data eceurately portrays sex 
ratios prior to the 1940 nesting season. I am very sure 
of the mallard data since I have checked it against sex 
ratios obtained in trapping for banding, however I haven't 
trapped enough of the other species to give significant 
results, How does the Delta data compare with mine? 

I believe I will be able to attend the Wildlife 
meeting in Washington, D.C. in March end am looking forwerd 
to more of the enlightening conversations that I enjoyed 
so much last yeer while at Madison. 6 ~ ‘ 

LUA | KAA COV |



424 University Farm Place 
February 15, 1940 

Mr. Harl L. Atwood, Jr. 
Lasassine Migratory Waterfowl Refuge 
lake Arthur, Louisiana 

Dear Barls 

Yes, Arthur Hawkins covered many more ducks than 
usual in Illinois, and Hochbaum got the usual tally in 
Manitoba, Both will have their figures in print before very 
long and both will be interested in your figures, so I am 
routing your letter to them. 

By the way, Hawkins thinks you cannot use trapping 
as yielding a dependable sex ratio, The males entered the 
traps much more readily in Illinois. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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sows ~ sxx natro’>? oy nucKs Ox WHR ILLINOIS RIVER - SPRING OF 1940 

Sex Ratio Delta Kege Iineoln Count?” Kel theany Count ‘2? 

Species Bo. Tallied (male:femle) He. Retio ie: Ratio a Ratio 

*“Mallera 2TT4 “97243 267 «5642 21,958 56uh 3. 50:50 

Pintail 1395 6or.k2 156 © Gosko 10,067 63:37 23.67% 66:54 

Canvasbeck 3924 79221 118. 56244 353 64:36 

Redhead 2056 69:32 Si «64236 

Lesser Seeup ohk6 87213 4,077 65:35 8,356 7Or30 

Ringneck 6,116 77223 

Bluewing Teal 6,027 4236 

16.595 “eS eS as 

“trapping ratio on 123 mallards was 96:42. 
(1) Lineola, Frederick 6. Do drakes outmuaber susies? Awer. Game, Vol. 21, Ho. 1, Jan.-Feb., 1932, pp. 3-4, 16-17. 
(2) WeTlhemny, %. A. Sex retio in wild birds. Auk, Vol. 57, damary, 1940, pp. 85-93. 
(3) See ro Genst. ‘the sex ratic in wild birds. Amer. Naturalist, Vol. 73, No. 745, Mar.<Apr., 1939, 

PP. e



IN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

_-Pab-l ee UNITED STATES 
one ae DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL. SURVEY 

WASHINGTON 

April 18,1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
* 424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisc. 

vear Aldo: 

In reply to your letter of April 11 I may say that the two 
titles "Do Drakes Outnumber Susies?" and "The Sex xatio of Banded 
Ducks" refer to the same paper which was published only once, 
namely, in American Game, Vol. 21, January-February, 1932, pp. 3-4 
and 16-17. I gave this paper before the A.0.U. at the Vetroit 
meeting on October 20, 1931, and it is listed on the program which 
was published in The Auk, Vol. 49, Page 58, January 1932. 

Its appearance in American Game is, however, its only publi- 
cation. 

It is my belief that the extensive interest in this subject 
that has been manifest in recent years may be traced directly to 
this paper. Incidentally, when I submitted it to American Game 
it carried the title ‘The Sex Ratio of Banded Ducks" and I believe 
you may imagine my amazement when 1 first saw it in print under 
the title of "Do Drakes Outnumber Susies?", Seth Gordon was then 
president of the association and I believe responsible for a good 
part of the editorial work on American Game. 

With best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

F. C, Lincoln, In Charge 
Distribution and Migration of Birds 

Division of Wildlife Research



4o4 University Farm Place 
April 11, 1 940 

Dr. F. ¢. Lincoln 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Fred: 

I am confused about the proper reference to one 
of your early papers on sex ratio in ducks, and I wonder if 
you can straighten me out. 

I have the following paper in my library: "Do 
Drakes Outnumber Susies?", American Game, Vol. 21, No. 1, 
Jan.-Feb., 1932, pp. 3-4, 16-17. This, as I remember it, is 
a popular summary of a preceding technical paper which is 
given in the bibliography of "Game Management" as follows: 
"The Sex Ratio of Banded Ducks," The Auk, Vol. XLIX, No. 3. 
This reference mst,however, be a mistake, since you have 
no paper in the Auk as cited. I remember, however, that 
there was such a paper. Can you give me the correct refer- 
ence to it? 

I suppose there would be no such thing as reprints 
at this late date, but I would like the proper reference 
since my students are doing a good deal of additional work 
on sex ratios and would rather refer back to your technical 
paper than to you popular one. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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SEX AND AGE RATIOS IN DUCKS cippor” 

Most waterfowl authorities subscribe to the belief that the most efficient 
sex balance in breeding ducks is about a 50-50 ratio. 

If this belief is correct, the sex ratio of ducks which pass through 
Illinois is somewhat out of balance, according to Arthur S. Hawkins, Illinois 
Natural History Survey Wildlife Technician. In 1939, an inspection of 8,000 mal- 
lards killed by hunters showed a drake-hen ratio of BT Go 43. During the sane 
period the ratio in 3,700 mallards caught in traps was 7), to 26 in favor of drakes,. 
Observations made by L. K. Sowls, junior biologist of the Netural History Survey, 
during the spring flight of 19,0 showed a preponderence of drakes in all species of 
shoel-water ducks end an even greater preponderance of drakes in deep-water ducks. 
Flocks of lesser scaups and canvasbacks were at the ratio of from three to four 
drakes to one hen. 

| Perhaps the most nearly accurate method of measuring the success of 4 | 
breeding season is to determine the ratio between young and old birds in the | 
hunters! kills, Hawkins says. Another method, less satisfactory, is to ascertain 
the age ratio of trapped birds. About 5,500 bagged ducks and nearly 3,000 trapped 
ducks were inspected for age by Illinois Natural Mistory Survey technicians during 
the fall of 1939. The young-adult ratio of mallards shot by hunters was 5, to 6 
in drakes and 66 to 3, in hens, The young-adult ratio in trapped drakes was 43 to 
57. Trapped hens were not aged because of teclmical difficulties. 

i} otis } | 4 4 Oo.



Gowbird Sex Tally for Dr. ole 

Date gale female 

4/20 1 1 : 
[20/40 1 1 

) 40 
5/5 1 

i 3 
2 i ; 

a i 1 
pee 0 

1 pe 

: = = 

5/1718 2 1 
1 1 
4 1 
3 0 
; 0 
2 1 
2 1 
5 3 

A i ~ 

5/24 2. 2. 
1 1 

+ 8 | 
6/2 : 3 0 , 

ss .. 2 
2 1 

6/9 ue 0 a : 3 1 : 

Total ™ 32 iy : 
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REPORT FOR DR. COLE ON SEX RATIO OF COWBIRDS SEEN ¢ 

LEOPOLD SHACK=FAIRFIELD TOWNSHIP-SAUK COUNTY-1941 

April 19 Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 

4 1 ‘ 40 a4 
(Carried fwd) 

} 2 1 Apr 27) 3 1 a 
| 

a as ¥ 1 
y 7 3 : 

x 1 
April 24 4 2 8 3 A 

¥ 2 May 4 2 2 

April 25 2 2 y 2 : 

1 % 2 1 

oe . : i 1 

2 i 1 1 : 
10 1 

3 2 : N 

1 z May 3101 1 
1 8 

sc sicko 
April 26 2 1 y 2 5 

3 ‘ decile rl 

: TOTAL 62 36 
2 1 

PSR CENT 634 37% 
1 1 

1 1 

3 1 

F 3 3 i 

he uke 

i 4o oh ie



cc pheasant folder 
sex ratio folder, 

May 13,1944 

Extract from letter from B. W. Cartwright to Aldo Leopold, May 13, 1944, 

++e"Pheasants spread into southern Manitoba several years ago from 

North Dakota. It was an advancing army of cock birds with very few 

females observed at all. Some observers told me that the sex ratio 

was about 50 to 1 males to females. However, the sex ratio speedily 

was reduced and last year Archie Blackie = a very reliable observer, 

stated that the sexes appeared to be close to parity whereas the i 

previous year he considered males in excess of females, 3:1. This 3 

is rather good evidence of a spiralling sex ratio and the 

calculation mane this is to be expected. I think you will find your 

60:40 female to male ratio will remain constant only so long as the 

popiiation is holding its own but any change in population levels in 

relation to the carrying capacity of the land will probably reveal 

a change in the sex ratio."
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Age Criteria 

A. Criteria applicable to live birds 

1. Males and females 

a. Presence of juvenile wing primaries 

b. Degree of ossification of- 

1. Keel, particularly posterior 
portion 

2. Pubic bones 

c. Elasticity of windpipe (satisfactory 
for waterfowl; questionable for upland 
forms) 

2. Males only 

a. Size and shape of spur (satisfactory 
for domestic chickens; questionable 
for game birds) 

B. Criteria applicable to dead birds or skeletons 
one RGR 

1. Hardness of skull in determining (sex) rt 
(mentioned because of possible bearing) 

a Dasrpeootrn, (82 ru clnnele ben )
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Date Species (Sex) Depth in mil imeters i \ 

10/28 R Grouse (ai) 25 

10/28 R Grouse (M) 15 

10/<8 R Grouse (Ff) 16.5 

10/28 R Grouse (F) le 

10/z8 Blk. Duck (ii) Ly 

10/28 fallerd (F) 24 

Ti/2 R Grouse (if) 1.5 

11/2 R Grouse (F) 6 

11/z R Grouse (F) 9g 

1i/e R Grouse (F) 9.5 

11/% R Grouse (M) Bee 

il/e R Grouse (if) aS 

11/2 Pheasant (if) 14 

11/8 Mallard (F) 15 

11/8 Blk. Duck (iM) “Be 

11/38 Blk. Duck (M) 30 

11/8 Mallard (F) 30 

11/8 Mallard (F) 38 

11/8 Mallard (M) el 

11/s R Grouse (M) A325 

11/8 R Grouse (fF) 20 

11/8 S.T. (mM) a 

11/8 Mallard (M) Ane 

\ 11/8 Mallard (f) 16 

Q 11/8 Mallard (F) 15



Sex Ratio - Ducks 

From "The 1935 International Wild Duck Census" More Game Birds in Americe. P. 56. 

During recent years, the statement has frequently been made that male ducks 
outnumber females to a great extent. This subject is of interest, for an excess 

- of drakes over females would affect the rate of reproduction of the total breeding 

; stock, 

Observers in the field were asked to report on the situation in their respective 

localities, but the breeding season was too far advanced to obtain reliable answers 

to the question, Adult ducks in the agricultural area were in eclips® plumage { 
and only occasionally was it possible for those acquainted with their color changes 
to distinguish males from females. ‘The presence of almost mature young birds made 
the work even more difficult. Some ducks were identified as drekes by their calls. - 
The matter of sex determination, however, was ruled out this year. Investigations to 

determine the relative proportion of sexes should be conducted early in the breeding 
seasone :



Sex Ratio 

CROSS REFERENCE 

See "Sex Ratio in Captured Rabbits," pp. 64-66, booklet 

Man versus Rabbit, University of London Animal Welfare Society. 

Filed in Rabbit Box.



Piles Weights | 
Grusing Radius — 
Sex & Age Ratios 1“ | 

Xi Traps 
Fill Ratio | 

See “Idve-Trenping Michigan Whitetail Deer” by Mo Ml. Bartlett, . 

Papers of the Michigan Academy of Selenee, Arts and Letters, Vol. XVII, 1932. 

Published 1933. (Tiled in Deer Box.) 

: : 4 

| 

|



Pile Sex Ratio folder ~ 
Weasel folder 

Extract from "The Weasels of New York" by W. J. Hamilton, Jr. The American 
Midland Naturalist, Vol. XIV, No. 4, July, 1953) Bp. 300. 

In large mmbers of M. noveboracensis as raw pelts and carcasses, the males 
outnumber the females approximately 3 to 1, In the smaller cicognanti, the 
males outnumber the females 2 to 1. It must be remembered, however, that about 

95 per cent of the weasels taken by trappers are caught in steel traps set for 
skunk, and the diminutive female of the Bonaparte seldom brings enough pressure 
on the pan of the trap to spring it. ‘The small animals, when caught, are 
usually taken about the middle, and not by the foot, indicating it was the 
weight of the entire body that sprung the trap. If the animals are caught in 
box traps, the sexes are more nearly equalized. Indeed, Mr. C. J. Rulison, at ’ 
Clay, N. Y. caught six weasels in two weeks trapping with box traps. One was 
a male noveboracensis, while five were the little females of cicognanii.
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File Sex Ratio 

(Extract from "Song Sparrows and Territory" by Margaret Morse Nice, 
The Condor, Vol. XXXVI, No. 2, March-April, 1934, p. 53). 

"Each year I find about twice as many survivals of males banded 

as nestlings, as of females, showing that the latter, as would be 

expected, cannot return as faithfully to the vicinity of their birth 

places as do the males."



Sex Ratio of Elk 

See M. P, Skinner's "Report on Roosevelt Elk, Olympic Peninsula, Washington, 

for Boone and Crockett Club, April 20, 1934. Page 12.



Sex Ratiouw 
Physiology 

i Ohio 

- CROSS REFERENCE 

"Individtal and Sexual Variations in the European Starling" 

by Lawrence z Hicks. Bird-Banding, Vol. V, No. 3, July 1934, pp. 103- 

118, (Reprint filed in Ecology box.)' 

- \



5 ; Sex Ratio / 

Extract from Twenty-Two Years of Banding Migratory Wild Fowl at Avery Island, La, 

by E, A. MeIlhenny. The Auk, Vol. XL, No. 3, July 1934, pp. 330-331. : 

"Of Lesser Scaups I have banded 6,159, and the males exceed the females 
2-1/2 to one. Of Pinteils I have banded 7,067, and the males exceed the females 

1-2/3 to one. Of Ring-necks I have banded 913, and the males exceed the females 
: 4-1/2 to one. Of Blue-winged Teal I have banded 992, end the males exceed the 

females as one. Of Canvasbacks I have handled 461, and the males exceed 
the females 4-1/2 to one.”



Sex and Age Ratios . 

: (Moose) 

j See p. 28, "The Moose of Isle Royale” by Adolph Murie. University of 

Michigan Museum of Zoology, Misc. Publ. No. 25, July 7, 1934, Filed in 

Moose Box, :



Sex Ratio 

See Bird-Banding, Vol. V, No. 4, October 1934, General Notes, 

"Sex Ratio in the House Sparrow! by J, T, Nichols, New York, 

N.Y. Page 188.



Sex Ratio’ 
Longevity 
Louisiana 
Waterfowl 

Extract from Bird-Banding, Vol. V, No. 4, October 1934, p. 195. 

BANDING PAPERS 

“Twenty-two Years of Banding Migratory Wild Fowl at Avery Island, 
Louisiana,"-- HE, A, McIlhenny, ‘The Auk, LI, 328-337. This interesting 
paper summarizes results from banding 21,996 water-fowl of 19 species, 
2116 recoveries have been reported--9.6 per cent. An impressive map 

shows that bands "have been returned from a territory covering the 
breadth of the land from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean, and from the 

Arctic to the Tropics." Homing experiments were made on a mumber of 
ducks trapped in Louisiana, Of 276 liberated on the Pacific Coast 40 
were retaken in the Mississippi Valley and 9 along the Pacific Coast. Of 
164 liberated on the Atlantic Coast, 30 were "retaken from the Mississippi 
Valley and two from the Eastern Route, showing that the great majority 

of the birds sent out of their home range return to the migration route 
from which they were taken," 

One of the most umsual returns was that of a Pintail (Dafila acuta tzit- 
zihoa), banied at Avery Island February 14, 1930, liberated on the Potomac 
River near Washington, D, C,, and killed in California, November 2, 1932. 

Three birds lived to be at least 10 years old--a female Lesser Scaup 
(Nyroca affinis), a male Ring-neck (Nyroca collaris), and a Louisiana Heron 
(Hydranassa tricolor ruficollis). : 

As to sex ratio, McIlhenny has found a great preponderance of males, 
the ratio of males to females being as follows in five species: in oe 
Lesser Scaup, 2=1/2;1; in 7067 Pintails, sel 3834 in 913 Ring-necks, 4~1/2:1; 
in 992 Bluewinged Teal (Querquedula discors),4+1/5:1; and in 461 Canvasbacks 
(Marila valisineria), wife. : 

|



Sex Ratio 

Extract from "Learning How to Produce Game Birds on the Davison Ranch" by 
Verne B. Davison. National Waltonian, November, 1934. Article field in 
Prairie Chicken folder. : 

"The hen (prairie chicken) lays her clutch of eggs, sets, hatches and 
rears her brood with no companionship of the cocks, no protection except her ' 
own smart maneuvers with what nature has afforded in shrub growth. Old birds 
banded in 1932 are still Living and raising young.. In 1933, the banding 
records showed a ratio of 140 cocks to 100 hens (only the young birds being 
considered). From a series of 412 young birds, the 1934 records show 146 cocks 
to 100 hens."



; Sex Ratio folder 

Sex ratio of Great Horned Owls caught at Moon Lake Refuge, winter of 

1934-35, sent by Frank Hopkins. (Filed in Horned Owl folder)



Filet Sharptail 
Prairie Chicken 
Canada : 

Geniaing aoahes 
Solmiat 

Extract from letter from ?. A, Taverner, Ottew, Gonada, Jan, 7, 1975: 

“You note aleo (in "Game Management") with reservations that the fligut 
of migrating Sharp-tailed Grouse is largely or entirely composed of females 
while the residue] wintering groups are males, 

“You probably know of the extraordinary flight of this apecies inte 
the more southern sections of northern Ontario and Quebec the winter of 1932 
end 1933. We received some twenty or so specimens from this flight from 
the eouthern edge of the main body. Of these all were females but one, Of 
gourse the mystery is why wach « wide mread and intensive planting of this 
gpeeies did not make gome persanent settlement, which in no case as far as I 
know oceurred, It may be that thie lack of melon is the answer,"



Sex Ratio 
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See sex ratio of Greet Horned Owls caught at Moon Lake, winter of 1934-35. 

Attached to letter from Frank Hopkins, 4/15/35. Filed in Horned Owl folder.



File: Census 
Sex ratio - 
Whitetail 
Weights 

Extracts from 19 Ade Report, iS ashen Hattons) forest (L. §, Gross Supervisor). 
(Filed folder on Forest Service Reports of Game Killed.) 

Pe : The Deer Herd 

Census figures indicate that there are approximately 31 deer a 
1,000 acres or nearly the same as was reported last year,... The bes 
available information indicates that proper stocking should be 20 deer 
per 1,000 acres. “The actual figures on the drive areas show the number 
of deer per 1,000 acres to vary from zero to one hundred and forty-two, | : 

& which indicates that there is a sizeable problem in bringing about proper 
distribution of deer on the Forest, Checks show that the overbrowsed 

- gondition of certain areas on the Forest varies directly with the number : 
of deer per 1,000 seres, The weighing of 439 deer during the 1935 hunting 
season showed a direct correlation between the weizhts of deer and the : 
number of deer per 1,000 acres. Jor example, on the Sugar Run area, where vai 

: there is an average of 16 deer per 1,000 acres, the average dressed weight =~ 
of buck deer was 126 pounds, and over 33% weighed 140 pounds (dressed 
weight) or over; on the Salmon Oreek area, where there is an average of — 
76 deer per 1,000 acres, the average dressed weight of buck deer was 111 ; 
pounds and only 7% weighed 140 pounds (dressed weight) or over, 

The figure of 16,837 ‘deer killed includes the following: to : 

2 pe on the highways by motorists ‘ 

~ by farmers (property damage) 
: 350 - natural causes 4 4 

14,887 - by Imnters during the open deer séason i 
: (antlered 4,211, antlerless 10,666) : 

These figures, other than the hunter kill, are estimates,.... Pgh eae 

“There were two antlerless deer killed to every antlered (buck) deer. a 
; the seagon on antlered deer was opeti for eight days and for antlerless 
pe deer, three days. Census figures after the hunting season gave a sex ratio eee 

for the Forest of one buck to five does. The season'on antlerless deer — ae 
was badly needed; it not only reduced the size of the herd, bit improved — 

' the sex ratio. pares ae i 3 

... Correlations based upon the 1934 deer population figures corroborate ° 
: the census and kill figures for 1935. With a sex ratio of do five 

last year, there would have been some 22,000 doe deer. If Bot of these 
deer fawned on the accepted ratio of one and one-half, the total increase — 
would be some 16,500 or about equal to the total estimated loss from all : 
causes during 1935. : t : . : 

p. 15, Deer Weighing and Measuring 

During the big game season (December 2-14), 439 deer and 7 bear 
were weighed and measured. Of this muber, 240 were legal male deer, 
120 mature feusle deer, and 79 inmature male and female deer. Antler 
measurements taken were in accordance with the standard set up by the : 

New York Zoological Society. ‘The weights were of dressed deer (viscera 
removed), the total live weights being computed by using Dr. W. T. 
Hornaday's forma: ; ; tA Dad ‘
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"The dressed weight being given in pounds, add to it five 
ciphers, divide by 78,612 and the result will be the live 
weight in pounds". 

seceseecceceecessetnese data definitely show that the deer are larger on 
the more normal stocked areas, The uncertainty of the age and relatively 
few immature deer weighed is not sufficient evidence to prove the theory 
that the average fam in over-stocked areas is permanently stunted during 
the first winter. ‘the data obtained, however, do seen to indicate that 
growth of fams is impaired during the first winter."
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Summary of Quail Sex Ratio Tally 
From Hunters' Tallies, North Central States, Collected by Aldo Leopold 

Year 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1935 1936 Total 

Cocks 629 850 719 760 1361 269 203 4791 

Hens 607 751 628 811 1158 198 136 4esg 

Total 1236 1601 1347 1571 2519 467 339 9080 

Cock: Hen 

Ratio 5i:49 53:47 53:47 4g:52 5lbs 46 58:42 60:40 53:47 

Number of 

Hunters 14 27 20 28 34 g 10 

Bag per 
Hunter 88 59 67 56 7 58 34 
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INVESTIGATION OF SEX RATIOS IN BIRDS / ore 

COWBIRD i 

The sex ratio of the Cowbird is of special interest because of its parasitic 

habits. A great disparity has been claimed for adults in some species--as great as 

2 males to 1 female. The undersigned will appreciate assistance in securing suitable 

data. 

The Secondary sex ratio is that of birds at hatching. To secure this, eggs 

or newly hatched young should be brought in to the Genetics Building or left with one 

of the men at the Genetics Barn. Eggs will be put into an incubator and the young, 

when they hatch, preserved for sex determination. Eggs from each nest should be kept 

separate, if possible, and the following records will be appreciated: Date collected, 

locality, name of host species, number of Cowbird eggs, number of eggs of host in 

nest, name of collector. Cowbird nestlings of any age will be helpful, so long as 

identification is certain, If incubation is well advanced the eggs will stand some 

jarring but it should be avoided as much as possible. A collecting box with cotton 

wool will help to keep them warm. Forms for recording the data will be supplied if 

desired. 

Tortiary (adult) sex ratio. Counts of the numbers of males and females in 

flocks or in definite areas are desirable, Such counts are commonly difficult to 

make with accuracy and the conditions under which count or estimate is made should 

be stated. 

RED-WINGED BLACKBIRD 

For the Secondary ratio young nestlings or eggs near hatching are desired. 

We shall, however, be glad to get full sets of eggs or of nestlings of any age, 

since older nestlings will help determine the rate of mortality and whether it is 

selective as to sex, All the eggs or young from oach nest can be wrapped separately 

in a piece of cheesecloth and should be brought to the laboratory as soon as possible. 

Special note should be made of any eggs that have not hatched. Pertinent data should 

be kept for each nest lot. 

MOURNING DOVE 

Mourning Dove eggs or squabs (nestlings) are acceptable at any time. These 

are given to foster parents to rear in the laboratory and the birds are used in 

breeding experiments. 

Leon J. Cole | 
: Department of Genetics | 
$2339 |
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2 Winter 1925-1926 

A Dicest oF SNOW REMOVAL AND SNOW PROELEMS COMPILED ‘FROM 

DATA COLLECTED FROM H)GHWAY OFFICIALS OVER THE SNOW AREA 

OF THE UNITED STaTES BY THE SNOW REMOVAL SECTION OF THE 
¥ Diviston oF CoNsTRUCTION q 

Reporteo BY H, G. McKeLvey, Associate HiGHWay ENGINEER, 

a Diviston oF CONSTRUCTION, BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS. 

FOREWORD ; e 

OPEN ROADS FOR WINTER TRAFFIG HAVE GROWN CONSIDERAGLY IN 

POPULARITY, AND ACTIVITY IN SNOW REMOVAL HAS INCREASED SINCE THE 

LAST REPORT ON SNOW REMOVAL WAS ISSUED BY THE BUREAU OF PUBLIC 

RoaDS, ENTHUSIASM FOR WINTER MAINTENANCE HAS AUGMENTED TO THE 

STAGE, TO QUOTE A COUNTY ENGINEER FROM CENTRAL NeW YoRK, WHERE THE 

TAXPAYERS DEMAND OPEN ROADS THE YEAR AROUND REGARDLESS OF THE COST, 

AND WILL HAVE SNOW REMOVED FROM THEIR MAIN HIGHWAYS EVEN IF THE ; 

FUNDS REQUIRED FOR THAT PURPOSE CURTAIL THEIR SUMMER ROAD CONSTRUC— : | 
% A 

TION PROGRAM. HIGHWAY OFFICIALS OF THE THIRTY-SIX SNOW STATES HAVE j 

REPORTED THAT 62,165 MILES OF HIGHWAYS WERE KEPT CLEAR OF SNOW DUR- 

. * | ING THE WINTER oF 1924-25 BY THEIR MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENTS, WITH - 

$1,826,800 ExPENDED FOR SNOW REMOVAL WORK, AND ALSO THAT FOR THE | 

WINTER OF 1925-26 THE ROADS CLEARED WERE INCREASED TO 93,000 mites, 

with $3,757,660 ExpENDED. THIS SHOWS AN INCREASE IN MILEAGE CLEARED 

3 OF APPROXIMATELY 50 PER CENT, AND THE SAME OFFICIALS REPORT A PRO— 

GRAM OF OPEN ROADS FOR THE SNOW SEASON OF 1926-27, AGGREGATING 

$3 92,765 MILES, WITH DATA FOR COUNTY PROGRAMS OMITTED. IN SOME INSTANCES. 
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IN FORMER YEARS SNOW REMOVAL PROBLEMS WERE GIVEN CONSIDER- 

ATION BY RURAL COMMUNITIES ONLY TO THE EXTENT OF THE REDUCTION OF 

HEAVY DRIFTS HERE ANO THERE ALONG THEIR MAIN ROADS, OR THE APPLI- 

CATION OF THE HORSE-ORAWN SNOW ROLLER OVER SECTIONS WITH DEEP SNOW- 

FALL FOR THE BENEFIT. OF SLEIGH TRAFFIC, AND THE OPENING OF 

THOROUGHFARES IN THE SPRING BY HAND SHOVELING. PAVED ROADS, , 

EXCEPTING TRAFFIC=BOUND GRAVEL, WERE RARE AND AUTOMOBILES, MOTOR 

TRUCKS AND TRACTORS, FEW, EXTENSIVE EXPORT OF FARM PRODUCTS TO 

THE CITIES WERE DISCONTINUED DURING THE WINTER MONTHS AND NECES— 

SARY COMMODITIES WERE PROGURED FOR USE AND CONSUMPTION BY THE 

RURAL PEOPLE DURING THE FALL OF EACH YEAR. THE GENERAL STORE 

MERCHANTS, ESPECIALLY THOSE DOING BUSINESS ANY DISTANCE FROM A 

RAILROAD STATION, WERE COMPELLED TO STOCK UP BEFORE THE’ FIRST ! 

SNOW STORM HAD OCCURRED AND CARRY THEIR MERCHANDISE INTO THE 

WINTER AND SPRING MONTHS WITH THE RESULTANT HEAVY FINANCIAL IN 

VESTMENT AND HOLDING COST. THIS STATE OF AFFAIRS CONTINUED UNTIL 

THE RURAL PUBLIC BEGAN TO CALL FOR IMPROVED ROADS, AND MOTOR VEHICLES 

WERE GROUGHT INTO GENERAL USE. 

FIGURES COMPILED FROM TIME TO TIME SHOW THAT IN 1904 THERE 

were 129,990 MILES OF PAVED RURAL ROADS IN THE THIRTY-SIX SNOW 

States; IN 1914 THE2E Were 191,405 MILES; ae In 1921 a TOTAL OF ‘ 

273,856 MILES. IN THE SAME AREA THERE Was IN 1914 A TOTAL OF 

1,533,500 moroR VEHICLES REGISTERED, AND IN 192] THE REGISTRATION 

was 8,728,835. THE SUILDING OF THE NETWORK OF PAVED ROADS, AND THE 

me at
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ADVENT OF THE PASSENGER AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR TRUCK, REVOLUTIONIZED 

RURAL LIVING CONDITIONS THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE UNITED STATES, AND 

CHANGED VILLAGE ANO URBAN ASPEOTS AS WELL. |T BROUGHT RURAL COM— 

MUNITIES CLOSER TO THE CITIES WITH THEIR MANY ADVANTAGES AND 

hnnir ree CITY RESIDENTIAL SECTIONS TO EXPAND INTO THE coun 

WITH ITS FRESH AIR AND SCENIC BEAUTY. -THE IMPROVED ROADS AND THE 

MOTOR TRUCK PROVIDED MEANS FOR THE FARMER TO TRUCK SEASONABLE 

PRODUCTS TO THE CITY MARKETS AND SUPPLY HIS OWN FARM AND HOUSEHOLD 

WITH NECESSITIES WHEN REQUIRED. Ir PERMITTED THE MEDICAL PRO- 

FESSION TO WIDEN OUT ITS PRACTICE FOR THE BETTER HEALTH OF ALL, 

AND WITH OTHER NUMEROUS BENEFITS MADE POSSISLE THE CENTRAL! ZED 

SCHOOL FOR THE HIGHER EDUCATION OF THE YOUTH OF OUR AGRICULTURAL 

: COMMUNITIES AND UNDER MORE SUITABLE CONDITIONS. 

FoR THE STATES IN THE HEAVY SNOWFALL AREA, HOWEVER, THE 

MANY ADVANTAGES MADE POSSIBLE BY PAVED ROADS AND MOTOR VEHICLES 

WERE NOT CONTINUOUS DURING ALL SEASONS OF THE YEAR}; THEY WERE 

INTERRUPTED DURING THE WINTER PERIOD, RANGING FROM A SHORT TIME h 

IN SOME LOCALITIES TO FROM ONE-QUARTER TO ONE-THIRD OF THE YEAR 

IN OTHERS. AFTER THE FIRST HEAVY SNOWFALL, THE DWELLERS ALONG 

NUMEROUS ROADS WERE "SNOWED IN" UNTIL THE SPRING THAW; THEIR 

PAVED HIGHWAYS WERE BLOCKED AND MADE VALUELESS FOR WHEEL TRAFFIC; 

THE MOTOR VEHICLES WERE STORED FOR THE SEASON, AND WHEEL TRAFFIC 

STOPPED UNTIL APRIL OR gin THIS WAS A CONDITION, HOWEVER, WHICH 

OUR PROGRESSIVE RURAL POPULATION, WITH THEIR VAST INVESTMENT IN
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GOOD ROADS AND MOTOR VEHICLES, COULD NOT AFFORD TO TOLERATE, AND 

THEY CAME TO REALIZE THAT IMPROVED ROADS WERE NOT YIELDING ONE 

HUNDRED PER CENT ON THE INVESTMENT UNLESS THEY WERE OPEN TO TRAFFIG 

DURING THE ENTIRE YEAR} AND ALSO THAT THE COSTLY MOTOR VEHICLE 

WITH NO ROADS TO SUSTAIN IT, WaS ONLY OF PART TIME VALUE. 

IN THE THIRTY-SIX SNOW STATES DURING THE PAST FIVE YEARS, } 

1921 to 1925, INCLUSIVE, THREE AND ONE~QUARTER SILLION DOLLARS WERE 

EXPENDED ON HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT AND MAINTENANCE, AND IT WAS ESTI- 

MATED THAT ON JaNuaRY |, 1926, THERE WERE NEARLY Pee Coa ress 

OF A BILLION DOLLARS. AVAILASLE FOR CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF 

QURAL ROADS FOR THAT CALENDAR YEAR. IT HAS ALSO BEEN ESTIMATED 

FROM VARIOUS SOURCES THAT THE MOTOR VEHICLES REGISTERED IN THE SNOW 

AREA IN THE YEAR 4925 INVOLVED A PURCHASE COST OF APPROXIMATELY 

FOURTEEN AND ONE=HALF BILLION DOLLARS AND THE AMOUNT REQUIRED FOR 

THEIR UPKEEP, TIRES, GARAGE AND FUEL, AGGREGATES CLOSE TO FOUR 

BILLION DOLLARS ANNUALLY. SHOULD FIRMS OR CORPORATIONS WITH LARGE * 

SUMS OF MONEY INVESTED IN THEIR BUSINESS BE COMPELLED TO SHUT DOWN 

THEIR PLANTS DURING SHORT OR LONG PERIODS EACH YEAR, DUE TO oB- 

STACLES THAT COULD BE AVOIDED BY CAREFUL STUDY AND WELL DIRECTED 

EFFORTS, THEY WOULD BE CHARGED WITH POOR BUSINESS ABILITY IF THEY 

DID NOT MaKE EVERY EFFORT TO OVERCOME THE O@8STACLES, THIS LINE OF 

REASONING MAY ALSO BE CONSIDERED IN CONNECTION WITH SNOW REMOVAL 

FROM RURAL HIGHWAYS. THE TAXPAYERS OF THE THIRTY-SIX SNOW STATES 

HAVE INVESTED ENORMOUS SUMS OF MONEY IN THE IMPROVEMENT OF THEIR
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PORTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES SYSTEM OF, HIGHWAYS, A HIGHWAY SYSTEM 

UNEQUALED BY ANY SIMILAR SYSTEM IN THE WORLD'S HISTORY. THE SAME 

TAXPAYERS OF THE SNOW STATES OW 66 PER CENT OF ALL MOTOR VEHICLES 

RECISTERED OVER THE SURFACE OF THE GLOBE AND REQUIRE THEIR ROADS 

KEPT FREE FROM OBSTACLES IN THE FORM OF SNOWDRIFTS OR ICE RUTS AND 

IN A SUITABLE CONDITION FOR USE DURING AS MANY DAYS OF THE YEAR 

AS POSSIGLE. CONFRONTED WITH THESE FACTS AND FIGURES, THE HIGHWAY 

OFFICIALS OF THE SNOW STATES, AND THE LESSER UNITS INVOLVED, SE- 
, 

LIEVE THAT THEY ARE NOT SERVING THE PUSLIC IN THE BEST MANNER 

POSSIELE UNLESS THEY MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO KEEP THE HIGHWAYS UNDER. 

THEIR CHARGE OPEN FOR TRAFFIC DURING THE ENTIRE YEAR FOR THE BETTER 

HEALTH OF THE VARIOUS COMMUNITIES, AS WELL AS FOR EDUCATIONAL AD-— ; 

VANTAGES AND BUSINESS GENERALLY. 

\kITH OPEN ROADS MAINTAINED DURING THE SNOW SEASON, PROTEC 

TION FROM FIRE 1S AFFORDED THROUGHOUT THE YEAR; THE PHYSICIAN CAN 

VISIT HIS PATIENT WITH NECESSARY FREQUENCY AND THE RURAL GENERAL 

MERCHANT CAN KEEP HIS STORE STOCKED WITH MERCHANDISE AT A MINIMUM 

CARRYING EXPENSE. THe UNITED States Post OFFICE DEPARTMENT HAS 

SUPPLIED THE INFORMATION THAT 31,600 RURAL FREE DELIVERY VEHICLES 

use 869,390 MILES OF ROADS YEARLY OVER THE THIRTY-SIX SNOW STATES 

AND SeRve 21,296,400 paTRONS. ALL YEAR OPEN ROADS PREVENT INTERRUP~ 

"TION IN THI FLOW OF MAIL AND HAS MADE POSSIELE WINTER ATTENDANCE 

AT THE CENTRALIZED SCHOOLS SCATTERED OVER THE SNOW STATES FOR BOTH 

PRIMARY AND HIGHER GRADE PUPILS.
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THE UNITED States BUREAU OF EDUCATION HAS SUPPLIED THE 

INFORMATION THAT DURING THE SCHOOL SEASON 1925-26 moRE THAN 

500,000 pupILs WERE TRANSPORTED IN MOTOR SUSSES OVER RURAL ROADS 

To THE 15,500 consoLipaTeD RURAL SCHOOLS LOCATED IN THE FORTY- 

EIGHT STATES AND PROBASLY AS MANY MORE WERE TRANSPORTED TO THE 

SAME DESTINATIONS 8Y OTHER TYPES OF VEHICLE. FOR THIS PURPOSE A 

TOTAL OF aBoUT 48,000 VEHICLES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS WERE USED AT 

A YEARLY EXPENDITURE oF $30,000,000. OF THESE ToTaLs 4,300 

CONSOLIDATED SCHOOLS WERE LOCATED IN EIGHT OF THE SNOW STATES, 

with 585,000 pupiILs TRANSPORTED AT AN EXPENSE oF $15,800,000. 

THE BuREAU OF EDUCATION STATES THAT "THE BEST WELFARE OF THE 

SCHOOL DEPENDS TO SUCH AN EXTENT ON GOOD ATTENDANCE THAT EVERY 

EFFORT MUST 3E MADE TO MAKE IT POSSISLE TO GET THE CHILDREN TO 

SCHOOL REGULARLY AND IN THE SE ST POSSIELE MANNER," 

Figure | SHOWS A ROADWAY CLEARED THROUGH MaRQUETTE CoUNTY, 

' MICHIGAN, A FEW HOURS AFTER THE TERMINATION OF A SNOW STORM OF 

BLIZZARD PROPORTIONS. THE STORM COMMENCED DURING THE FORENOON OF 

\ ONE DAY AND RAGED THROUGHOUT THE AFTERNOON AND PART OF THE NIGHT ' 

WITH SUCH FURY THAT A PASSENGER MOTOR BUS, SEVERAL TRUCKS AND AUTO- 

MOBILES WERE STALLED AND ABANDONED FOR THE NIGHT. THE VIEWS WERE 

TAKEN THE NEXT AFTERNOON AND SHOW A ROADWAY CLEARED TO A WIDTH OF 

20 FEET. THE OCCUPANTS OF THE HOUSE SHOWN IN FIGURE | ARE NOT 

SNOWED IN, 8UT CAN VISIT THEIR NEIGHBOR, OR THE COUNTY SEAT OF 

THEIR COMMUNITY AT WILL, WITH ALMOST THE SAME EASE AS DURING JULY 

or AuGusT.
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Ficure 2. A HEAVY "V" SLOW WITH TRACTOR MOUNT CLEARING 
SNOW FROM A STATE ROUTE IN MARQUETTE COUNTY, 
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Figure 3, A ORIFTEC ROAD CAUSED BY A TIGHT SOARD FENCE.
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SNOWFALL 

THe "AtTLas OF AMERICAN AGRicuLTuReE, SecTIOn A" PUBLISHED 

BY THE UNITED States WEATHER BUtEAU, SAYS THAT MORE DR LESS SNOW 

yoCURS IN ALL PORTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES, EXCE=T IN SOUTHERN 

FLORICA ANC AT THE LOWER ELEVATIONS IN SOUTHWESTERN ARIZONA AND 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNI +, THE HEAVIEST SNOWFALL OCCU7S ON THE WEST 

SIDE OF THE SIERRA NEVADA AND CASCADE RANGES, AT SOME POINTS 

AMOUNTING To aS MUCH aS 300 INCHES OR MORE IN A SEASON AND AT ONE 

2OINT 692 INCHES HAVE SEEN RECORDED. To QUITE FROM THE WEATHER 

3UREAU PUBLICATION -— "East OF THE ROCKY MoUNTAINS THE RESIONS OF 

HEAVIEST SNOYFALL ARE TO SE FOUND IN PORTIONS OF THE UPPER PENIN- 

SULA OF MICHIGAN WHERE THE AVERAGE ANNUAL AMOUNTS REACH 120 INCHES 

OR MORE, AND AT PLACES IN THE ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS IN NEW YORK WHERE 

150 INCHES Of MOE OCCUR ON THE AVERAGE. THERE 18 ALSO AN AREA OF 

HEAVY SNOWFALL OVER THE CENTRAL SECTION OF THE APPALACHIAN MOUNTAINS, 

INCLUDING WESTERN MARYLAND AND PORTIONS OF WEST VIRGINIA WHERE FROM 

80 to 100 INCHES ARE RECEIVED ANNUALLY ON THE AVERAGE. FROM THESE 

HEAVY SNOWFALLS IN THE NORTHERN GORDER STATES AND MOUNTAINOUS RE 

GIGNS THETE IS A RAPID DECREASE SOUTHWARD TO ABOUT 20 INCHES IN 

CENTRAL VIRGINIA AND THE SOUTHERN PORTIONS OF OHIO, INDIANA AND 

ILLINOIS, AND THENCE A LESS RAPID DECREASE TO THE GULF STATES WHERE : 

THE AMOUNT OF SNOWFALL IS USUALLY NEGLIGIGLE, OVER THE GREAT PLAINS 

THE AVERAGE ANNUAL SNOWFALL RANGES GENERALLY FROM AGOUT ONE INCH IN 

CENTRAL TEXAS To asouT 20 INCHES IN NORTHERN KANSAS WHILE FARTHER 

NORTH FROM 20 To 30 INCHES aRE RECEIVED."
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A MAP INSERTED AT THE END OF THIS REPORT: SHOWS BY CONTOUR 

LINES THE AVERAGE ANNUAL SNOWFALL IN INCHES, THESE CONTOUR LINES 

WERE DRAWN FROM THE WeaTHeER BUREAU RECORDS. EAST OF THE ROCKY A 

YDUNTAINE THE LINES ARE PLOTTED aT |—-INCH, 5-INCH aNnD |O-1NGCH 

DEPTH FOR THE SOUTH REGION WITH LIGHT SNOWFALL; aT }O-INCH INO 

TERVALS EXTENCING TO THE GREAT LAKES REGION AND aT 20-INCH INTER- 

VALS FARTHER NORTH. WEST OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS SNOWFALL CONDITIONS 

fARE TOO VARIED TO PERMIT PLOTTING OF LINES AT UNIFORM INTERVALS 2F 

SMOWFALL DEPTH. THE VAST VARIANCE IN DEPTH OF SNOWFALL THAT OCCURS 

BETWEEN THE SOUTH COAST OF CALIFORNIA AND THE MOUNTAINOUS SECTION 

OF THAT STATE, AND ALSO BETWEEN THE WESTERN SLOPES OF THE CASCADES 

AND THE LEEWARD SIDE OF THAT RAN3ZE HAVE BEEN QUOTED, AND IN VIEW 

2F THESE FACTS NO ATTEMPT HAS SEEN MADE TO DRAW LINES OF UNIFORM ~- 

SNOWFALL CEPTH FOR THE WESTERN STATES. FOR THESE REGIONS, THE 

LINES HAVE SEEN GENERALIZED AND AVERAGE ANNUAL SNOWFALL DEPTH SHOWN ; 

NUMERICALLY WHERE PRACTICABLE. A MAP OF THE UNITED STATES REPRO- 

DUCED THROUGH THE COURTESY OF THE WEATHER BUREAU, WHICH guaws THE 

AVERAGE ANNUAL NUMSER OF DAYS WITH THE GROUND COVERED WITH SNOW, 

FOLLOWS THIS PAGE.
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TASLE |, SNOWFALL DATA COMPILED FROM RECOROS OF THE 
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» DEPTH OF INDIVIDUAL SNOWFALLS ARE OFTEN GREATLY EXAGGERATED. 

AT THE ENC OF. A STORM WE VIEW THE IMMEDIATE LANDSCAPE WITH ALL 

: QSUECTS COVERED AND SNOW EVERYWHERE IN SIGHT AND CONCLUDE THAT EIGHT, 

TEN OR TWELVE INCHES OF SNOW HAS FALLEN, WHILE AS A MATTER OF FACT 

PROSASLY LESS THAN HALF OF THOSE AMOUNTS ACTUALLY FELL. TaBLe | 

SHOWS SNOWFALL DATA AS RECORCECD AT A NUMSER OF WEATHER BUREAU 

STATIONS SCATTERED OVER THE EASTERN UNITED STATES IN THE HEAVY SNOW 

AREA. THE STATIONS WERE SELECTED MORE OR LESS AT RANDOM GUT CARE 

WAS EMPLOYED T2 AVOID MOUNTAINOUS REGIONS, THE DATA INCLUDES THE 

MONTH OF DECEMBER, JANUARY AND FEGRUARY OF EACH WINTER, OF COURSE 

: IN SOME LOCALITIES COMPARATIVELY HEAVY SNOWFALL OCCURS EARLIER AND 

LATER THAN THOSE MONTHS, BUT MOST OF THE SNOW ACTUALLY FALLS DURING 

THE PERIOC USED. THe D«éTA INCLUDE THE WINTER SEASONS FROM THE 

WINTER OF 1922-23 To LAST WINTER, OR THE SEASONS DURING WHICH THE 

BuREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS HAS COLLECTED SNOWFALL INFORMATION, THE 

SNOWFALLE OF VARIOUS DEPTHS GIVEN IN THE FIRST COLUMNS DO NOT NECES-— 

BSARILY MEAN CONTINUOUS STORMS} FOR INSTANCE A SNOWFALL OF 8-INCH 

DEPTH MAY HAVE 2CCURRED OVER A PERIOD OF TWO OR THREE DAYS AND 

; INTERMITTENTLY. JT 18, HOWEVER, CHARACTERISTIC OF HEAVY, INTERMITTENT 

STORMS THAT THE GREATEST QUANTITY FALLS DURING ONE PERIOD, THAT 1S 

A FEW LIGHT STORMS OCCUR, THEN THE HEAVIER SODY, AND LASTLY ONE OR 

MORE STORMS OF LIGHTER NATURE BEFORE THE AIR CLEARS AND PRECIPITATION 

STOPS FOR THE TIME BEING. 

j
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THE WEATHER BUREAU CLASSES SNOW AS DRY AND MOIST, AND THE 

KIND WHICH FALLS DEPENDS UPON THE TEMPERATURE OF THE ATMOSPHERE 

NEAR THE EARTH. ANOTHER CLASS OF PRECIPITATION IS SLEET. SLEET 

1S PRECIPITATION THAT OCCURS IN THE NATURE OF MORE OR LESS FROZEN 

RAIN AND USUALLY MELTS SHORTLY AFTER it FALLS. 

ROCHESTER 18 PEPORTED AS HAVING THE HEAVIEST AVERAGE ANNUAL 

SNOWFALL OF ANY CITY IN THE UNITED STATES, WITH A POPULATION OF 

ONE HUNCRED THOUSAND OR OVER}; AND MARQUETTE, MICHIGAN, HAS MORE 

SNOW PER ANNUM THAN ANY OTHER CITY OF ITS ALTITUDE. BUT FROM A 

STUDY OF TaBLE | IT 1S SEEN THAT DURING THE FOUR SEASONS NOTED 

ROCHESTER EXPERIENCED SUT ONE SNOW STORM WITH A DEPTH GETWEEN 7 

AND 9 INCHES AND GUT THREE STORMS WITH SNOW GREATER THAN 9 INCHES, 

DURING THE FOUR WINTERS RECORDED ROCHESTER EXPERIENCED 8UT ONE 

STORM ae SNOW 7 TO:.9 INCHES IN DEPTH DURING A 24-HOUR 

PERIOO, AND 8UT ONE SIMILAR PERIOD WITH SNOW FALLING TO A DEPTH 

OVER 9 INCHES. LIKEWISE, FOR MARQUETTE, IN THE HEAVIEST SNOWFALL 

AREA OF THE UNITED STATES EAST OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS IN NON- 

MOUNTAINOUS REGIONS, SUT FOUR SNOWFALLS BETWEEN 7 AND 9 INCHES 

OCCURRED DURING THE FOUR SEASONS MENTIONED, OR AT AN AVERAGE RATE 

OF ONE PER YEAR, AND SUT FOUR STORMS WITH SNOW FALLING GREATER FEN 

Q INCHES, FOR THIS CITY DURING THE FOUR WINTERS AT NO SINGLE PERIOD 

OF 24 HOURS DID SNOW FALL To A DEPTH BETWEEN 7 aND 9 INCHES, AND ON 

ONE OCCASION ONLY DID IT FALL TO A DEPTH OVER 9 INCHES. CONSIDER- 

ATION OF THE TWELVE STATIONS RECORDED, DISREGARDING SNOWFALL LESS 

a i
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THAN 2 INCHES DEEP, INDICATES THAT 6Y FAR THE GREATER NUMBER OF 

STORMS DEPOSIT SNOW BETWEEN 2 aND 3 INCHES DEEP OR SETWEEN 3 AND 

5 INCHES DEEP, WITH THOSE FALLING 5 aNnD 7 INCHES DEEP MATERIALLY 

FEWER IN NUMBER AND STORMS WITH SNOWFALLS OVER 7 INCHES DEEP, 

COMPARATIVELY INFREQUENT. OR, IN TERMS OF PERCENTAGE, 33 PER CENT 

OF THE STORMS DURING THE ENTIRE FOUR SEASONS DEPOSITES SNOW 2 TO 

3 INCHES DEEP; 29 PER CENT CEPOSITED SNOW 3 To 5 INCHES DEEP; 22 

PER CENT DEPOSITED 5 To 7 INCHES; 8 PER CENT seusattda i a9 

INCHES; ANC 8 PER CENT GREATER THAN 9 INCHES CEEP. Ir IS REALIZED 

THAT NUMEROUS FALLS OF SNOW WITH INDIVIDUAL DEPTHS BELOW TWO INCHES 

QCCUR DURING WINTERS AND.CONSIDERASLE SNOW ACCUMULATES FROM SUCH 

STORMS, SUT THESE LIGHTER STORMS ARE OMITTED HERE FOR CONVENIENCE 

OF ILLUSTRATION, 

IN CONNECTION WITH SNOWFALL IT MAY SE STATED THAT IT WOULD 

3E AN UNUSUAL shee FOR SNOW TO FALL AT A RATE GREATER THAN 

ONE INCH PER HOUR, ANO 10 INCHES OF SNOW EQUALS APPROXIMATELY ONE 

INCH OF SIMILAR DEPTH PRECIPITATION IN TERMS OF RAIN. THERE ARE 

EXCEPTIONS TO THIS RULE, BUT IT MAY BE USED FOR GENERAL COMPARISON, 

FIGURE 2 SHOWS THE EFFECT OF A SNOWFALL THAT OCCURRED, IN NORTHERN 

MICRIGAN DURING THE LaTTER PART OF FEBRUARY, 1926. FROM THE AMOUNT 

OF SNOW OSSERVED AHEAD OF THE PLOW, IT MIGHT BE ESTIMATED THAT THE 

SNOW FELL TO SOME CONSIDERASLE DEPTH, GUT THE RECORDS OF A NEARBY 

U. §. YeaTHER BUREAU STATION CARRY THE INFORMATION THAT BUT 5.2 

INCHES OF PRECIPITATION OCCURRED IN THE FORM OF DRY SNOW FOR THIS 

PARTICULAR STORM, THE STORM SEGAN FesRuaRy 25 at 7:45 a.m. AND
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ENDED DURING THE EARLY MORNING OF THE DAY FOLLOWING. FIVE INCHES 

OF THE TOTAL. DEPTH FELL THE FIRST DAY AND THE REMAINDER THE NEXT 

MORNING. WIND WITH HIGH VELOCITY PREVAILED THROUGHOUT THIS SEC— 

TION ON THE DATES MENTIONED. 

DRIFT PREVENTION 

IF SNOW WOULD ‘LIE AS IT FALLS, LITTLE EFFORT GENERALLY 

WOULD BE Pool ecany ¥ REMIVE IT FROM THE ROADSEDS AND KEEP HIGH- 

WAYS OPEN THE YEAR ROUND FOR THE EVER INCREASING TRAFFIC. WITH 

SNOW FALLING SUT RARELY TO A CEPTH GREATER THAN NINE INCHES IN 

NON-MOUNTAINOUS REGIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL STORMS, WE?E IT TO nine at 

UNIFORMLY ON FIELD AND ROAD AND REMAIN IN THAT STATE, THE ONLY 

“EQUIPMENT NECESSARY FOR ITS REMOVAL WOULD SE THE SIMPLY CONSTRUCTED 

AND LOW PRICED STRAIGHT BLADE PLOW, USED WITH HIGH SPEED TRUCKS, OR 

THE ORDINARY MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT INCLUDING ROAD GRADERS AND TRUCKS, 

3uUT, UNFORTUNATELY, SNOWFALL 1S USUALLY ACCOMPANIED SY HIGH WINDS 

WHICH GUFFET THE LIGHT SNOW GRYSTALS ASOUT, AND WHERE OSSTACLES ARE 

ENCOUNTERED ALONG THE HIGHWAYS TO BREAK THE WIND CURRENTS, CAUSE 

ORIFTS TO FORM ON THE TRAVELED WAY. TO PENETRATE THESE DRIFTS IS 

A TASK REQUIRING PERSEVERENCE AND ENERGY AND UNLESS QUICK AND WELL. 

DIRECTED EFFORTS ARE MADE WITH THE LIGHTER TYPES OF SNOW REMOVAL 

EQUIPMENT, THE HEAVIER TYPES OR HAND SHOVELING MUST SE RESORTED TO. 

SNOW DRIFTS aRE CAUSED BY OSSTACLES IN THE PATH OF SNOW LADEN AIR 

CURRENTS, THESE O8STACLES GREAK THE FORCE OF THE WING} REDUCE ITS 

VELOCITY; FORM POCKETS OF STILL AIR’ TO THE LEE OF THE OBSTACLES; 

AND PERMIT THE SNOW FLAKES TO FALL AND REMAIN UNDISTURBED. WHEN THE
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OBSTACLES EXIST ADJACENT TO OR WITHIN THE RIGHT OF WAY, THE ORIFTS | 

FORM ON THE HIGHWAY, BUT WHERE THE OBSTACLES ARE MET AT GREATER ‘ | 

DISTANCE FROM THE ROAD, THE POCKETS OF STILL AIR COLLECT THE LOO se 

AND FALLING SNOW AND PROTECT THE TRAVELED WAY FROM DRIFTS. HEDGES | 
eee 

_NEAR THE ROADWAY, TIGHT OR PARTIALLY TIGHT FENCES, AND IN SOME 

LOCALITIES, PLANK GUARD RAILS, OFTEN PRODUCE DRIFTING, AND QUITE FRE- | 

QUENTLY STANDING WEEDS AND OTHER VEGETATION CAUSE THE SAME TROUBLE, 
et 

Figure 3 SHOWS A TIGHT BOARD FENCE CLOSE TO & HIGHWAY THAT HAS CREATED 

A DEEP DRIFT. OFTEN THE SNOW REMOVED FROM THE HIGHWAY CONSTITUTES A 

BARRIER WHICH CAUSES DRIFTING, LONG SHALLOW CUTS COLLECT QUANTITIES 

OF SNOW AND THERE ARE MANY TOPOGRAPHICAL CONDITIONS THAT ARE CONDUC! VE 

TO SNOW DRIFTING. OS8STACLES WHICH PROTECT THE ROAD WHEN SUFFICIENTLY 

FAR FROM IT ARE FIELD DIVISION FENCES EXTENDING PARALLEL TO THE ROAD, 

TREE STUMPS, SHRUBS, BUSHES, STANDING TIMBER, AND CORN STALKS LEFT 

UNCUT DURING THE WINTER MONTHS. OSVIOUSLY, IN PREPARING A ROAD SU8— 

JECT TO DRIFTING CONDITIONS FOR THE WINTER PERIOO, ALL CAUSES THAT 

TEND TO BRING SN THE DRIFTS SHOULD BE ELIMINATED WHERE POSSIBLE, AND 

THE BENEFICIAL WIND BARRIERS MAINTAINED AND AUGMENTED TO THE FULLEST | 

EXTENT. A STUCY UF THE ROAD SHOULD GE MADE AND WHERE SNOW USUALLY 

PILES UP, ALL WEEDS AND OTHER VEGETATION SHOULD BE CUT AND REMOVED 

FROM THE CONFINES OF THE RIGHT OF WAY; TIGHT BOARD FENCES SHOULD BE 

| DISMANTLED AND REPLACED WITH WIRE FENCE WHERE FENCES ARE NECESSARY, 
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AND CAGLE GUARD RAIL INSTALLED aS SMON AS FEASIGLE AT SECTIONS 

QF ROAD WHEE THE PLANK TYPE IS TROUBLESOME, AS A PREVENTIVE 

MEASURE AGAINST SNOW DRIFTING, A NUMSER OF HIGHWAY ORGANI ZATIONS 

li) DESIGNING NEW IMPROVEMENTS, ARE AVOIDING SHALLOW CUTS TO A 

LARGE EXTENT, ANC ELEVATING THE GRADE OVER LEVEL STRETCHES WHERE 

PISSIGLE. WHERE NATURAL ANDO TOPOGRAPHICAL FEATURES THAT INTERCEPT 

THE AIR CURRENTS AND PREVENT DRIFTING ARE ASSENT, STUDIES MUST GE 

MADE OF THE SECTIONS SUSJECT TO DRIFTING AND ARTIFICIAL STRUCTURES 

ERECTED. STRUCTURES SHOULD 3E ERECTED IN SUCH A MANNER AS TO FORM 

EDDIES ON THE WINDWARD SIDE OF THE SECTION OF ROAD TO BE PROTECTED 

AND AT A SUFFICIENT CISTANCE AWAY TO PERMIT THE SLOWING SNOW TO BE 

OEPOSITED CETWEEN THE STRUCTURES AND THE ROAD. SUCH STRUCTURES 

ARE TERMED SNOW FENCES. SNOW FENCES OF ONE KIND OR ANOTHER ARE 

USED IN ALL SECTIONS WHERE SNOW DRIFTING 18 PREVALENT AND WITHOUT 

EXCEPTION THIS METHOD OF PREVENTION IS FAVORABSLY REPORTEO. 

SNOVFALL, OVER NEARLY ALL OF THE EASTERN UNITED STATES, 19 

GENERALLY ACCOMPANIED 8Y WINDS FROM THE NORTHEAST. JHERE ARE, 

| HOWEVER, EXCEPTIONS, ESPECIALLY IN THE A>?PALACHIAN REGIONS AND CLOSE 

TO THE GREAT LAKES. FOR VARIOUS LOCALITIES, THE DIRECTION OF THE 

STORMS VARY, ONE SECTION FROM ake DUE TO LOGAL TOPOGRAPHY, 

CLOSENESS OF MOIETURE SEARING CONDITIONS ANO TO OTHER CAUSES; BUT FOR 

INO! VICUAL LOCALITIES SNOW STORMS MAY GE EXPECTED FROM THE SAME GEN~ 

ERAL DIRECTION, THIS UNIFORMITY OF WIND DIRECTION SIMPLIFIES THE 

SELECTION OF SNOW FENCE PLACEMENTS. IF SNOW DRIFTS ALONG A ROAD AT 

CERTAIN SECTIONS DURING ONE STORM IT WILL SE QUITE LIKELY TO SRIFT 
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AT THE SAME PLACES DURING THE NEXT AND SUCCEEDING STORMS AND IN 

A SIMILER MANNER. TO LOCATE THESE DRIFT LADEN SECTIONS OF HIGH- 

Ways, AND STUDY THE PREVALENT DIRECTION OF WIND AND THE TOPOGRAPHY 

IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO THE TRAVEL@D WAY, ARE THE MAIN PROSLEMS 

ENCOUNTERED IN THE CONTROL OF SNOW ADJACENT TO RURAL ROADS. DRIFT 

PREVENTION SURVEYS HAVE SEEN REPORTED FROM A NUMBER OF COUNTY AND 

STATE ORGANIZATIONS DURING THE PAST WINTER, OFFICIALS OF THE 

STATE OF MICHIGAN AND ALSO ONONDAGA County, NEW YORK, HAVE MADE 

SPECIAL EFFORTS TOWARD SURVEYS OF THIS NATURE. THE LOCAL ENGI- ; 

. 
NEERS OF MICHIGAN CONTEMPLATE VISUAL AND HAND LEVEL SURVEYS OF 

DRIFTING SITES AND FROM THE RESULTANT DIAGRAMS ANO FIELD STUDY, 

DETERMINE THE MOST EFFECTIVE POSITION FOR THE SNOW FENCE FOR THAT 

AND OTHER SITES OF SIMILAR CROSS SECTIONS. SNOW FENCE IS PLACED 

From 50 To |50 FEET AWAY FROM THE ROAD ACCORDING TO LEVEL TOPO- 

GRAPHY OR RISE OF THE ADJACENT LAND. FOR CONVENIENCE THE FENCE 1S 

USUALLY ERECTED ON A LINE PARALLEL TO THE ROAD BUT IN SOME INSTANCES 

1S PLACED OBLIQUELY TO THE ROAD UT PERPENDICULARLY TO THE WIND SWEEP, : 

WHERE THE FENCE 1S SET PARALLEL TO THE ROAD, ONE LINE 18 USUALLY 

SUFFICIENT, BUT IN SOME CASES TWO LINES ARE INSTALLED. Ficure 4 

SHOWS ONE LINE OF HEAVY TYPE OF SNOW FENCE SET PARALLEL TO THE ROAD 

AND APPARENTLY DOING VERY GOOD WORK. 

THE ELEMENT OF TEMPERATURE MUST 8E TAKEN INTO CONSIDER- 

ATION IN CONNECTION WITH SNOW DRIFTING AS WELL AS PREVAILING 

WINDS, IN THE COMPARATIVELY WARMER PARTS OF THE COUNTRY d 

FREQUENT THAWING SETTLES THE SNOW AND WITH ALTERNATE FREEZ~ 

ING FORMS A CRUST WHICH REDUCES THE TENDENCY TO DRIFT WHILE 
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Fieure 4, END VIEW OF SNOW FENCE WITH RESULTANT ORIFT. 
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IN COLDER REGIONS THE SNOW FALLS IN A ORIEX STATE, AND 1S MORE 

EASILY DRIFTEC, FOR REGIONS OF RELATIVELY MOMERATE TEMPERATURE, 

AFTER THE SURFACE OF THE SNOW HAS SECOME CRUSTED FOLLOWING A 

STORM, NO FURTHER TR2UZLE FROM DRIFTING NEEC 8E ANTICIPATED} BUT 

FOR HEGIONS WITH LOW TEMPERATURES OCCURING, AS FOR INSTANCE NORTHERN 

WioHt GaN, THE TROVELE IS NOT YET OVER. JN THIS CLIMATE & STORM 

MAY TERMINATE ANO THE SURFACE OF THE SNOW SECOME CRUSTED, BUT IN 

THE ACVENT OF SEVEE COLD WEATHER OCCURRING LATER, PROsABLY 10 

DEGREES SELOW ZERO, THE CRUST MAY SEGOME DISINTEGRATED AND THE WIND 

AGAIN SWEEP THE GRANULAR SNOW CRYSTALS ASOUT AND OVER ROAD AND 

FIELDS, NeW JERSEY, WITH AN AVERAGE YEARLY SNOWFALL OF 31.8 INCHES, 

AND AN AVET AGE WINTER TEMPERATURE OF 31.3 DEGREES, REPORTS THAT SUT 

| 13 MILES OF ROAD ON THEIR SNOW REMOVAL PROGRAM 18 SUBJECT TO DRIFT- 

ING ANC GUT LITTLE SNOW FENCE 18 REQUIRED OVER THE ENTIRE SV@TEM. ‘ 

FOR THE STATE OF MINNESOTA, WITH AN AVERAGE SNOWFALL OF 38.7 INCHES, 

ANG AN AVESAGE WINTER TEMPERATURE OF 12.4 pEeREES, oveR 800,000 

LINEAR FEET OF THE LIGHTER TYPE OF SNOW FENCE HAS SEEN PROCURED AND 

$3,000,000 LingaR FEET OF SNOW FENCE CONTEMPLATED FOR THE ORIFT PRE= 

VENTION PROGRAM. CONSIDERAZLE SNOW FENCE 18 ALGO USED IN THE UPPER 

PENINSULA oF Michigan, MARQUETTE COUNTY EM®LOYS THREE MILES OF THE 

RAILROAG TYPE, 2,000 FEET GEING INSTALLED IN ONE CONTINUOUS SECTION. 

Faure 5 16 A VIEW OF THE LIGHTER TYPE OF SNOW FENCE. IT IS : 

MANUFACTURED IN 4, 5 ano 6 FEET HEIGHTS, SUT THE 4 OR 5 FEET DESIGNS 

ARE MORE GENERALLY USED. It 1S OFTEN MOUNTED ON POSTS IN THE FORM 

°F GALVANIZED pipe PROTRUGING 8 oR 10 FEET OUT OF THE GROUND; AND 

ae : ;
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THE PIPE 1€ NOTCHEO IN SUCH MANNER AS TO FORM CLEATS ON WHICH THE 

FENCE 1S HUNG. IN THE FALL THE FENCE 1° HUN? ON THE POSTS WITH 

THE SOTTOM OF THE FENCE A FEW INCHES FROM THE GROUND, AND CURING 

THE WINTER, AS THE ORIFTS RISE T2 THE TOP OF THE FENCE, THE FENCE 

1S RAISEC TO HIGHER NOTCHES ON THE POSTS, THE PICKET WIRE WOVEN _ 

TYPE OF SNOW FENCE COSTS Az0UT 9 CENTS PER LINEAR FOOT ANO ABOUT : 

S$ CENTS PER FOOT TO SET UP AND DISMANTLE. A CaRLOAD BQUALS. ROUT | 

» $0,000 Feet. Ficure 6 18 A VIEW OF THE HEAVIER OR RAILROAD TYPE 

OF SNOW FENCE, SET O2LIQUELY TO THE ROAC BUT PERPENDICULARLY TO 

THE DISECTION OF THE WIND, THE VIEW WAS TAKEN ON A WYOMING FEDERAL 

AID PROJECT. THE PROYECT HAS 6,400 FEET OF THE FENCE WITH THE 

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PARTICIPATING IN ITS COST. THE FENCE WAS CON- 

STRUCTEE IN 16 FOOT PANELS AND Cost 88 CENTS PER LINEAR FOOT. 

WITH THE ROAD EXTENDING IN A DIRECTION PERPENDICULAR TO THE PRE 

VAILING WIND, THE FENCE WAS PLACED PARALLEL TO THE ROAD AND |.00 

FEET DISTANT FROM IT. THE PANELS WERE ARRANGED TO ALLOW ONE FOOT 

OF SEPARATION SETWEEN THEM, WITH TNE 20AD EXTENDING MORE WITH THE 

WIND, GROUPE OF THE PANELS WERE SET IN WING FORMATION, THE INOIVI- 

SUAL WINGS SET OSLIQUELY TO THE ROAD SUT SQUARE WITH THE WIND 

OIRECTION AND 100 Feet APART. THE WING IN THE PICTURE 18 MADE UP 

OF FIVE PANELS aNC 1¢ SET at NEARLY A RIGHT ANGLE TO THE ROAD. 

THROUGH SHRUe of SRUSH COUNTRY, OR FOREST? WITH EITHER 

SMALL OF LARGE STANDING TREES, SNOW DRIFTING DOES NOT OcoUR. THE 

STANDING TREES aNnp sausH APPEAR TO GREAK THE WIND SWEEP BEFORE IT 

REACHES THE ROACSED, AND DRIFTING 18 PREVENTED. OVER THE Upper 

|
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PENINSULA CF MICHIGAN, THE STATE 1S ACQUIRING RIGHTS OF WAY 400 

FEET WIDE THROUGH WOODED LanD. THE TREES AND 3RUSH WILL TE LEFT 

STANDING WHEN THE HIGHWAYS ARE IMPROVED, TO ACT AS DRIFT PREVEN- 

TIVES AND ALSO TO AOD SCENIC SEAUTY TO THE HIGHWayYS, 

VAINTENANCE MEN IN SOME INSTANCES SET ROWS OF EVERGREEN 

3QUGHS TO THE WINDWARD OF THEIR ROADS TO ACT AS ARTIFICIAL WIND 

SARRIESS WITH GENEFICIAL RESULTS; ANC IN HOUSHTON CouNTY, MICHIGAN, 

SNOW SLOCKS ARE USED FOR THE SAME EFFECT. Ficure 7 1S A VIEW OF 

THE SNOW GLOCK TYPE or WIND SREAK, ONE MAN CAN CUT THE 3LOCKS AND 

BUILD ONE-QUARTER MILE OF THIS FENGE PER PAY AT A COST OF SETWEEN 

THREE AND FIVE CENTS PER RUNNING FOOT. MoRE SLOCKS aRE CUT AND 

THE FENCE IS %AISED AS THE SNOW ON THE LEE SIDE ACCUMULATES. 

Asout 1,080 mILes oF THE PICKET WIRE-WOVEN TYPE OF SNOW FENCE Was 

REPORTED AVAILABLE OR IN USE OVER THE SNOW 3ELT OF THE UNITED StTaTESs 

SURINS THE PAST WINTER; 195 MILES OF THE SO-CALLEC RAILROAD OR 

HEAVIER TYPE} AND 50 MILES OF MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. 

PROGRAMS FOR WINTER MAINTENANCE 

IT 18 IMPORTANT THAT THE FEEDER ROADS SE CLEARED oF snow As 

WELL A® THE TRUNK LINES, AS OTHERWISE THE WORK WILL 3E OF NO VALUE 

TO THOSE OFF THE MAIN HIGHWAYS. EACH YEAR THE TAX PAYERS ARE CLAMOR- 

ING FOR MORE EXTENSIVE PROGRAMS AND IT 1S ONLY A MATTER OF A FEW 

YEARS, UNCOUSTECLY, WHEN ALL PAVED ROADS IN THE UNITED STATES, AND 

THETR CONNECTING SECTIONS, WILL SE KEPT OPEN FOR YEAR ROUND TRAFFIC} 

SUT UNTIL THAT TIME ARRIVES THE ROADS WHICH WILL GENEFIT THE GREATEST 

NOMSER OF PEOPLE MUST 3E SELECTED ANDO THE PROGRAM MUST SE IN HARMONY 

a
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Ficure 7. B8tock TYPE OF SNOW FENCE SHORTLY AFTER BEING 

ELEVATED acouT 3 FEET. NoTE PORTION ON 

RIGHT SIDE WHICH HaS NOT BEEN RAISED, 
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FiguRE 8. A DISPLACEMENT PLOW FOR TRUCK MOUNT. ONE OF 
MANY DESIGNS SUITABLE FOR EFFICIENT WORK, 
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Figure 9.0 "V" pow wit . J H TRUCK MOUNT IN TANDEM FORMATION 
USED By RAMSEY CouNTY, MINNESOTA.
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WITH THE FUNCS AVAILA7LE ANS THE EQUIPMENT AT HAND. THE MAIN OR 

INTER-CITY HIGHWAYS CAN SE SELECTED FROM THE AMOUNT AND NATURE OF 

TRAFFIC USING THEM DURING OTHER SEASONS OF THE YEAR, WITH THE By 

EXCEPTION OF TOURIST TRAVEL, A ROAD WHICH 1S USED TO A CONSIDERABLE 

EXTENT CURING THE SUMMER WILL GE USED CONSIDERASLY DURING THE WINTER 

IF THE ROADWAY 1S OPEN AND SERVICEASLE, FOR INTER=COUNTY AND ' 

LATERAL ROADS, THE DENSITY OF POPULATION OVER THE TERRITORY TO SE 

SERVED MUST SE GIVEN CONSICEXATION; ALSO, THE ASSENCE OF ADEQUATE 

ZAILROAD FACILITIES; EXTENT TO WHICH HORSE-ORAWN VEHICLES ARE AVAIL— 

ASLE$ LOCATION OF CONSOLIDATED SCHOOLS; RURAL FREE DELIVERY AGcCOmMMO~ 

DATION; ANC SOURCES OF MECICAL AID MUST SE GIVEN CAREFUL. STUDY, IN ‘ 

SELECTING ARTERIAL HIGHWAYS RADIATING FROM THE CITIES OR VILLAGES, . 

THE CONTROLLING FEATURES APPEAR TO SE, CONVENIENCE FOR MILK DELIVERY, 

EXPORT OF SUPPLIES FOR RURAL COMMUNITIES, TRANSPORTATION OF STOCK 

FROM WHOLESALE CENTERS To RURAL MERCHANTS; AND AID GRANTED 8US CoM 

PANIES. THE 92,765 MILES OF ROADS TO SE KEPT OPEN DURING THE WINTER 

OF 1926-27, EmsRACE aS A RULE SUT STATE AND COUNTY ROADS, NUMEROUS 

THICKLY POPULATED aND WEALTHY TOWNSH!PS, HOWEVER REMOVE SNOW FROM Mi 

THETR ROACS; SUT AS THE EXTENT OF THE WORK CEPENDS UPON APPROPRIA- 

TIONS GY TRUSTEES OR OTHER OFFICERS IN THE FALL OF EACH YEAR, ADVANCE 

Beeeeey ARE WMrossicte. THe Map oF THE UNITED STATES ATTACHED aT 

THE ENC OF THIS REeORT SHOWS THE MAI!, ROUTES PROPOSED TO GE MAINTAINED 

FOR WINTER TRAFFIC IN THE WINTER i 1926-27, FoR LOCALITIES WITH 

NUMEROUS Roacs To oe CLEAREC DIVERGING FROM CITIES OR VILLAGES; OR 

STATE on COUNTY ROADS EXTENDING IN PARALLEL DIRECTIONS AND IN CLOSE
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SROXIMITY, NONE 3UT THE MAIN ROADS ARE SHOWN DUE TO THE SCALE OF 

THE MAP. 

EQUIPMENT FOR SNOW REMOVAL | 

EQUIPMENT USED IN THE REMOVAL AND ©1SPOSAL OF SNOW REMAINS 

ESSENTIALLY THE SAME AS EMPLOYED DURING RECENT WINTERS. THE STRAIGHT 

SLADE ANC THE MEDIUM size "V" SHaPE PLOWS MOUNTED ON HIGH SPEED 
8 

TRUCKS ARE USED QUITE EXTENSIVELY, ESPECIALLY WHERE THE WoRK JS 

STARTEO SHORTLY AFTER THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE STORM, AND KEPT UP 

UNTIL THE SNOWFALL STOPS AND THE SECTION 1& CLEARED. FOR HEAVIER 

WORK, IN OPENING CRIFTED OR PACKED SECTIO™\S OF ROADWAY, OR FOR 

WICENING CUTS ALREADY MADE, THE MORE POWERFUL DISPLACEMENT PLOWS 

WITH TRACTORS ARE USED, OR DIFFERENT TYPES OF ROTARY PLOWS ARE 

EMPLOYED. WHILE SOME ENGINEERS IN THE HEAVY SNOWFALL AREAS BELIEVE 

THE TRACTOR PLOWS DEST ADAPTED FOR OPENING ROADS DURING AND FOLLOW-— 

ING STORME, THE MAJORITY IN GOTH LIGHT AND HEAVY SNOWFALL SECTIONS 

sELIEVE THE STRAIGHT 2LaDE AND "V" SHAPED TRUCK PLOWS THE MORE 

EFFICIENT AND ECONOMICAL. THE HEAVY TRACTOR PLOWS ARE CAPASLE OF 

MOPENING ROADS" FoR WINTER TRAFFIC, SUT THE LIGHTER HIGH SPEED TRUCK 

“LOWS CAN KEEP THE ROADS OPEN DURING STORMS WHICH IS THE RESULT 

DESIRED, NeW JERSEY, WITH AN AVERAGE ANNUAL SNOWFALL OF 31.8 INCHES 

AND A PROGRAM OF asOUT 1,270 MILES OF ROAD TO 3E KEPT OPEN, USES 

THE STRAIGHT 2LADE PLOW WITH TRUCK MOUNT ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY. THIS 

STATE Has a VERY CAREFULLY PLANNED SNOW REMOVAL ORGANIZATION AND 

WERE A SNOW STORM To PREVAIL OVER ITS ENTIRE AREA DURING ANY PERIOD 

ii! :
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3F TIME, A LARGE NUMSER OF MACHINES WITH A PERGONNEL OF 400 MeN 

COULD 2E PLACED IN OPERATION, IN GoGETIG CoUNTY, IN THE UPPER 

| PENINSULA OF MICHIGAN, WITH AN AVERAGE ANNUAL SNOWFALL oF 99 

INCHES, THE TRUCK PLOWS ARE CONSIDERED THE MORE EFFICIENT FOR 

WINTER MAINTENANCE. THIS COUNTY KEEPS OPEN 125 MILES oF STATE 

AND COUNTY ROADS AND EMPLOYS GOTH STRAIGHT BLADE aNc "Vt sHapep 

TYPES, ALL 36 INCHES HIGH, WHICH TRAVEL THRIUGH ORDINARY DEPTHS 

2F SNOW AT THE RATE OF 10 MILES PER HOUR AND CLEAR WIDE TRAVELED 

WAYS QUICKLY AND CHEAPLY. THE CUTS MATE ARE LATER SROADENED FOR 

THE DISPOSAL %F FUTURE SNOWFALLS WITH TRACTOR ROTARY PLOWS. 

THE CoUNTY ENGINEER 2F ONONDAGA COUNTY, IN CENTRAL NEW 

YORK, A LOCALITY WITH CONSIDERASLE SNOW, TELIEVES THAT LIGHT "YI 

PLOWS EMPLOYED WITH TRUCKS ARE THE MOST SATISFACTORY FOR OPENING 

“PRELIMINARY CUTS DURING STORMS. THE TRUCKS caRRY "V" >sLows IN 

FRONT, ANC AUXILIARY tae ATTACHEC T) ONE SIDE T? WIDEN THE CUTS, 

FIGURE 8 SHOWS THIS TYPE OF PLOW, THIS TYPE OF EQUIPMENT HAS TEEN 

PSSERVED IN ACTION WHILE KEEPING A ROACWAY OPEN DURING A RATHER 

SEVERE &TORM TO A WiotH OF AS0UT ‘L2 FEET, THE OUTFIT TRAVELED 3E- 

TWEEN 10 ano 12 mMiLes PER HOUR. THE ENGINEER FOR THIS COUNTY 1S 

VERY ENTHUSIASTIC OVER THE TRUCK PLOW UNIT, ESPECIALLY WHEN EM-= 

PLOYED IN CONJUNCTION WITH A ONE-WAY PLIW, THE ONE-WaY PLOW 18 

SUILT SOMEWHAT AFTER THE DESIGN OF A STRAIGHT 3LADE AND IS ALSO 

MMMM TH A TRUCK, SoMe OF THE "V''pLOW UNITS CARRY THE Wing 

ON THE RIGHT AND SOME ON THE LEFT SIOE IN ORDER THAT THE TWO UNITS 

MAY CLEar a RIAC WHILE TRAVELING IN THE SAME DIRECTION.
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THE MINNESOTA HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT, ANC ALSO CERTAIN COUNTIES 

IN THAT STATE, USE THE LIGHTER TYPE OF EQUIPMENT IN THEIR SNOW RE- 

MAVAL ACTIVITIES. IN SOME LOCALITIES TRUCKS ARE EMPLOYED IN TANDEM 

FOIRMATICN; THE FORWARD TRUCK CARRYING A "V" sLoW AND THE REAR TRUCK 

HAS A WING ATTACHED 71 ITS WIGHT SIDE. THESE OUTFITS TRAVEL [2 

ithe PER HOUR WHILE GLEARING |2 INCHES OF SNOW. RamMSEY CouNTY, 

MINNESOTA, EMPLOYS THREE 9F THESE OUTFITS AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 9. 

LAST WINTER THESE THREE PLOW UNITS CLEARED THE COUNTY'S ENTIRE 256 

MILES OF SNOW PROGRAM IN THREE CAYS AFTER A STORM. 

MILWAUKEE QouNTY, WISCONSIN, WITH AN AVERAGE ANNUAL SNOWFALL 

2F AZOUT 47 INCHES, ALSO USES THE TANDEM FORMATION OF TRUCK PLOWS 

WITH SATISFACTORY RESULTS. THIS COUNTY ALSO MAINTAINS HEAVIER 

EQUIPMENT FOR ORIFTS AND EMERGENCY WORK. ENSINEERS IN LOCALITIES 

WITH TRUCK PLOWS IN OPERATION CONTEND THAT IT TAKES A FAST MOVING 

SNOW REMOVAL OUTFIT TO KEEP AHEAD OF A HEAVY SNOWFALL AND THAT 

STORMS ASE SELDOM EXPERIENCEC OF SUCH VIOLENCE AS TO SNOW-IN A 

T3UGK PLOW UNIT WHEN EFFICIENTLY HaNDLEC. A GUS COMPANY OPERATING 

UT OF MATERTOWN, NEW YorRK, A LOCALITY HAVING AN AVERAGE YEARLY 

eo OF 99.6 INCHES, GIVES Alo IN KEEPING 800 MILES oF HIGHWAY 

9PEN DURING THE WINTER MONTHS. THIS SUS COMPANY CONSIDERS SPEED 

As one FINST ESSENTIAL IN CLEARING ROADS OF SNOW, THE COMPANY HaS 

EQUIPPED NUMEROUS oLD sus CHASSIS WITH "V" TypE PLOWS asoUT 3 FEET 

HIGH AND oTHERS WITH COM:INATION "V"-sTRaAIGHT GLADE PLOWS. THIS com- 

SINATION TypE of PLOW CONSISTS OF A MOLD GOaRD atouT 20 INCHES HIGH 

AND 5 reer MONG, SENT aT ITS RIGHT HAND END TO FORM A PARTIAL NV
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WHICH EXTENCS PROSASLY TW) AND ONE-HALF FEET FURTHER TO THE RIGHT, 

MAKING THE OVERALL LENGTH OF THE SLADE 7 oR 8 FEET. THE @LADE 1S 

MOUNTEG CETWEEN THE FRONT AND REAR WHEELS OF THE CHASSIS. FoR 

d2oINARY STORMS ONE "V" UNIT AND ONE COMGINATION UNIT WoRK TO- 

SETHER. EACH UNIT I€ MANNEC 2Y A DRIVER ONLY. THE "V" plow BREAKS 

THE TRAIL AND OPENS A 2ass 8 FEET WIDE, AND THE COMBINATION PLOW 

FOLLOWS WIDENING IT 4 FEET ON ONE SIDE. ON THE RETURN TRIP THE 

NY" PLOW WICENS ON ONE SIDE AND THE COMZINATION PLOW ON THE OTHER, 

MAKING A PASS 20 FEET WIDE, FoR A 9 INCH SNOW THIS OUTFIT WILL 

CLEAR 5 MiLES OF TRAVELED WAY IN ONE HOUR, FiGure 18 18 a VIEW 

oF ONE OF THE "V" PLOWS USED BY THE BUS COMPANY. WHILE THIS com- 

PANY USES TRACTOR PLOWS FIR EMERGENCY WORK, THEY CONSIDER ‘THEM TD0 

SLOW aS A RULE FOR ORDINARY USE, TRUCKS WITH PLOW MOUNTS CAN 

TRAVEL AT GOOD SPEED WHILE CLEARING THE ORDINARY SNOWFALL SETWEEN 

DRIFTS AND THEN SUCK THE DEEPER DRIFTS, SUT A TRACTOR CAN MAINTAIN 

SUT A COMPARATIVELY SLOW SPEED EVEN WITH LITTLE OR NO SNOW ENCOUNTERED, 

FOR TRACTORS OF THE CRAWLER TYPE, LONG CLEATS ARE ESSENTIAL TO PRO- 

VIDE TRACTION, NECESSITATING TRAVEL AT LOW SPEED WHICH USES UP CON~ 

SIDERATLE FUEL, i 

OPERATING COSTS ARE LOWER FOR TRUCK PLOWS THAN TRACTOR PLOWS, 

IT REQUIRES PRACTICALLY THE SAME NUMBER OF MEN TO OPERATE TRUCK PLOWS 

THAT IT DOES To OPERATE TRACTOR PLOWS, 3UT WITH TRUCK PLOWS A SAVING 

'S MACE IN MAN-HURS REQUIRED FOR THE SAME VOLUME OF Work. WITH 

TiUCk PLOWS WoRKING SINGLY TWO MEN ARE USUALLY ASSIGNED TO EACH >LOW 

FOR EMERGENCY PURROSES, 3UT WHEN THEY OPERATE IN PAIRS OR IN TANDEM
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FORMATION, BUT ONE MAN, THE DRIVER, 1S ALLOWED FOR EACH PLOW, 

WHEN TRACTOR PLOWS ARE EMPLOYED, AT LEAST THOSE WITH ONLY ONE WING 

WIDENER, TWO MEN ARE USUALLY REQUIRED; AND SINCE MORE THAN ONE 

TRACTOR 1S SELDOM AVAILASLE ALONG A SECTION OF ROAD WHERE TWO 

TRUCK PLOWS WOULD GENERALLY BE EMPLOYED, THE NUMBER OF MEN REQU!RED 

FOR THE WORK IS EQUAL, 

THE MOST DIFFICULT AND HAZARDOUS PART OF SNOW WORK !S THE 

REMCVAL OF DEEP ORIFTS. THE LOCATION OF THE ROADSED 1S NOT ALWAYS 

CLEAR, WITH THE CONSTANT DANGER OF DITCHING THE OUTFIT IN SOFT, UN= 

FROZEN GROUND, FOR TRACTOR PLOWS WITH ONE OR TWO SIDE WINGS, WHERE 

CEEP DRIFTS EXIST THE WINGS MUST BE RELEASED OR ADJUSTED AND THE 

ORIFT BUCKED UNTIL A PASSAGE IS CLEARED. THIS REQUIRES TIME aAND 

OFTEN ONE OR MORE EXTRA MEN OTHER THAN THE DRIVER OF THE TRACTOR 

AND HIS USUAL HELPER} WHEREAS THE EMPLOYMENT OF TRUCK PLOWS, PROPERLY 

MANIPULATED PREVENT THE OCCURRENCE OF DEEP DRIFTS DUE TO THE POSSI- 

SILITY OF QUICK AND FREQUENT ATTACKS, AND THEREIN LIES THE HIGHER 

EFFICIENCY OF THE TRUCK PLOW OUTFIT, WITH THE TRUCK PLOW ABLE TO 

TRAVEL AT A RATE OF PROBABLY 12 MILES PER HOUR AGAINST THE TRACTOR 

PLOW SPEED oF 3 OR 4 MILES PER HOUR, THE FORMER OUTFIT CAN TRAVEL 

UP AND COWN THE SECTION ALLOTTED TO IT AND PREVENT THE ACCUMULATION 

OF DEEP DRIFTS. 

THE VARIOUS DESIGNS OF PLOWS aS NOW IN USE ON TRUCKS ARE CON- 

SIDERED SUITABLE FOR THE WORK REQUIRED OF THEM, 8UT A PROBLEM TO BE 

SOLVED 1S THE LENGTH OF SECTION TO SE quieres TO ONE OR TWO OF THE 

UNITS FOR EFFICIENT WORK. THIS DEPENDS UPON TWO FACTORS: FIRST, THE
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aMOUNT OF SNOW AND ITS TENDENCY TO ORIFTING; AND, SECOND, THE i 

NUMBER OF PLOWS AND TRUCKS AVAILABLE FOR USE. THE PLOWS COST ! 

BUT NOMINAL SUMS, BUT THE TRUCKS ARE COSTLY AND THE NUMBER AVAIL— 

ABLE FOR SNOW REMOVAL MUST BE THE DOMINATING FACTOR IN DETERMINING 

THE LENGTH OF SECTIONS FOR THE UNIT OF WORK. THE SNOW STATES AND 

COUNTIES REPORT 3,940 TRUCKS AS AVAILABLE FOR SNOW REMOVAL WORK, i 

AND IT APPEARS THAT THE SECTIONS FOR TRUCK WORK NEED NOT BE UNDULY 

EXTENDED. NEW JERSEY USUALLY ALLOTS TWO SINGLE TRUCK PLOWS TO 

EACH 13 MILES, AND IN MICHIGAN THREE TRUCK PLOWS ARE NECESSARY. TO 

CLEAR 50 MILES OF ROAD WITH ONE HEAVY TRACTOR PLOW TO WIDEN THE 

CUTS AND PROVIDE ROOM FOR THE SNOW OF FUTURE STORMS, NeW JERSEY 

REQUIRES NO WIDENED CUTS OTHER THAN THOSE NECESSARY TO ACCOMMODATE 

TRAFFIC; THE SNOW OF ONE STORM USUALLY MELTS BEFORE ANOTHER FALLS. 

NEARLY ALL OF THE STATES REPORT THAT NEWLY FALLEN SNOW TO 

A DEPTH OF NINE INCHES, ANO SHORT BECTIONS OF RECENTLY ORIFTED SUT 

NOT PACKED OR CRUSTED SNOW TO o DEPTH OF 36 INCHES, CAN BE EFFICIENT— 

LY REMOVED WITH TRUCK PLOWS, TaSLE | SHOWS THAT SNOW FALLING TO A 

DEPTH GREATER THAN NINE INCHES 18 OF RARE OCCURRENCE, AND OF THOSE 

THAT WERE EXPERIENCED CURING THE FOUR YEARS REPORTED BUT A VERY FEW 

OF THEM FELL WITHIN A 24—-HOUR PERIOD. brome OF SUCH SEVERITY MUST 

SE TREATED aS EMERGENCY CASES. ALL AVAILASLE EQUIPMENT MUST 6E 

PLACED IN USE. FROM A STUDY OF THE SAME‘TASLE IT MAY ALSO BE OB— 

SERVED THaT SNOW FALLING BETWEEN 9 AND 7 INCHES DEEP AVERAGES: LESS } 

THAN ONE STORM PER WINTER, ANDO SNOWFALLS AS LIGHT AS BETWEEN 5 aND 7 

INCHES DO NOT OCCUR WITH ALARMING FREQUENCY. IT IS TRUE THAT SNOW 

; | :
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FALLING TO DEPTHR BETWEEN 7 AND 9 INCHES, OR EVEN BETWEEN 5 aND 

7 INCHES, WHEN ACCOMPANIED &Y HIGH WINDS WHICH IS USUALLY THE 

caSE, CREATE DEEP ORIFTS IN UNPROTECTED SECTIONS OF ROADWAYS; 

aut ALL SNOW REMOVAL ORGANIZATIONS SAY THAT DRIFTING CONDITIONS 

ARE PREVENTAGLE BY SNOW FENCES AT STUDIED LOCATIONS AND BY THE 

ELEVATION OF GRADES FOR NEW IMPROVEMENTS AND CAREFUL ATTENTION 
i 

Tol ALIGNMENT. 

\ THE HEAVIER DISPLACEMENT PLOW AS WELL, AS THE TYPES OF ROTARIES 
{ 

ARE ESSENTIAL DURING EMERGENCY STORMS FOR CLEARING THE INITIAL CUTS 

AND FOR WIDENING CUTS FORMERLY MADE WITH ANY TYPE OF PLOW AND ALSO 

FOR THE OPENING OF SUCH ROADS IN THE SPRING THAT WERE NOT DEEMED 

OF SUFFICIENT IMPORTANCE FOR INCLUSION IN THE REGULAR WINTER PROGRAM. 

THE yan tous STATE AND LOCAL ORGANI ZATIONS REPORT 500 HEAVY DISPLACE— 

weNT PLOWS ON HAND, AND 99 ROTARIES, 35 OF THE ROTARIES BEING IN 

THE STATE OF MIGHIGAN. FoR SERVICE IN CONNECTION WITH THE HEAVY is 

a: 
EQUIPMENT THE VARIOUS WINTER MAINTENANCE PLANTS INCLUDE |,350 

TRACTORS FOR SNOW REMOVAL WORK. TRACTORS IN RARE INSTANCES ARE ALSO 

USED AS MOUNTS FOR STRAIGHT SLADE PLOWS. 

ALONG WITH OTHER NUMEROUS LIGHT AND HEAVY OUTFITS, MINNESOTA 

EMPLOYS a RATHER UNIQUE TYPE oF PLOW IN THE SHAPE OF A WING WIDENER 

~YSED FOR EXTENDING THE WIDTH OF CUTS MADE WITH OTHER PLOWS. THE 

MIDENER IS a TRAILER ARRANGEMENT ‘SUPPORTED BY HEAVY RUNNERS AS 

SHOWN IN FicURE II, ANDO 18 USUALLY HAULED 8Y ONE |O-TON AND ONE 

S-ton TRACTOR. THE PLOW ATTACKS THE SNOW BANK WITH THE FORWARD 

SLADE, PASSES THE LOOSENED SNOW TO THE REAR SLADE WHICH FORCES IT 

WARD AND ROLLS IT TO THE SIDE AND OVER THE TOP OF THE ADJOINING SHELF. 

1
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i THE HIGHWAY Deen ean con OF TRON COUNTY IN UPPER MICHIGAN , 

EMPLOYS EXTENSIVELY A PLOW WHICH 18 A DEVELOPMENT OF THAT STATE. 

THE PLOW 1S CONSTRUCTED OF WOODEN FRAME WORK BUT WITH STEEL PLOW 

AND WING WIDENERS. THE FRONT OF THE FRAME 1S SUPPORTED ON WOODEN 

} 
RUNNERS. FOLLOWING ee RUNNERS ARE STEEL "V" FORMED MOLD BOARDS 

asoutT 30 INCHES HIGH A i 7 FEET WiveE. Back or THIS "V" TRack 
2 vel 

| 
BREAKER, ONE ON EACH Sipe, ARE STEEL WINGS 2 FEET HIGH AND 3 FEET 

LONG} AND &TILL FARTHER| ack 18 A PATR OF ADJUSTABLE WIDENERS 

3 FEET SY 6 FEET. THE REAR wines CaN GE ADJUSTED TO A WIDTH OF I6 

\ | i 

- FEET. THE PLOW HaS AN OVERALL] LENGTH OF 20 FEET, It 1S HAULED BY 
‘ 

A TRACTOR INSTEAD OF SEING MOUNTED ON ONE WHICH 1S USUALLY THE CASE, 
| 

Figure 12 1S a VIEW OF THIS TYPE OF DISPLACEMENT PLOW, TO THE REAR 

1 

OF THE PLOW A CAGIN ON RUNNEHS 1S HAULED TO CARRY SUPPLIES AND TO 

PROVIDE OCCASIONAL WARMTH FOR THE MEN, FIGURE 3 ILLUSTRATES A . 

SECTION OF ROAD CLEARED SY THIS EQUIPMENT. THE |RON COUNTY PLANT i 

ALSO INCLUDES TWO ROTARY PLOWS OF THE LATERAL TYPE. OFTEN A ROTARY 

> i | LOW 1S MOUNTED ON THE TRACTOR HAULING THE oe PLOW, AND 

80TH ANE EMPLOYED WITH THE ONE TRACTOR PROVIDING THE MOTIVE POWER. 

THIS UNIT 1S USEFUL IN OPENING UP ROADS IN THE SPRING THAT HAVE NOT 

SEEN PLOWED OR USED DURING. THE WINTER, : 

MaRQUETTE COUNTY, IN THE HEAVY SNOW; BELT OF NORTHERN MICH- 

"GaN, HaS EXTENSIVE SNOW REMOVAL EQUIPMENT} AND SIMILAR TO ALL 

COUNTIES IN THAT STATE, KEEPS THE ROADS OPEN IN A VERY DESIRABLE 

MANNER , THE EQUIPMENT JNCLUDES ONE PULL PLOW OF THE TYPE ILLUS— 

qT 
RATED By FIGURE 12, ANOTHER PULL PLOW OF STURDIER BUILD, A LARGE
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ty pLOW FOR TRACTOR MOUNT, ONE ROTARY PLOW, ANO NUMEROUS LIGHTER 

PLOWS, TRUCK AND TRACTOR. Fieure 13.18 a FRONT VIEW OF THE MaAuvoR 

PULL PLOW OPERATED BY THE COUNTY. THIS PLOW 1S BUILT SOMEWHAT ON 

THE SAME PRINCIPLE AS THE ONE SHOWN SY FIGURE 12, AND IS ALSO SUP- 

PORTED ON RUNNERS, THE DEVICE CARRIES A SMALL "V" plow IN FRONT 

AsOUT 24 INCHES 6Y 6 FEET AND BACK OF THIS EAR-SHAPED WINGS ARE 

ATTACHED ON GOTH SIDES, AND SEHIND THESE ARE LARGE, ADJUSTABLE 

WING WIDENERS, THESE LARGER WINGS ARE ABOUT 7 FEET HIGH we 8 FEET 

WIDE, AND WHEN OPEN WILL CLEAR A PASSAGE 30 FEET WIDE. FicuRE | 

SHOWS A ROADWAY CLEARED 8Y THIS PLOW, SUT NOT QUITE TO THE MAXIMUM 

WIDTH OF 30 FEET, THE PLOW 1S HAULED BY TWO TRACTORS AND CAN 

TRAVEL AT THE RATE OF APPROXIMATELY FIVE MILES PER HOUR. THE OUT- 

FIT CARRIES A CAGIN FOR NECESSARY SMALL TOOLS AND ALSO A STEEL 

BARREL WITH AN EXTRA SUPPLY OF GASOLINE. THE HEAVY TYPE, TRACTOR 

MOUNTED DISPLACEMENT PLOW OPERATED &Y MARQUETTE COUNTY 18 SHOWN 

SY Ficure 2, 

THERE ARE AT LEAST TWO TYPES OF ROTARY PLOWS IN USE} THE 

_* TYPE WITH THE ROTORS REVOLVING IN A PLANE PARALLEL WITH 

THE LINE oF TRAVEL, AND THE FRONT TYPE WITH THE ROTORS REVOLVING 

NA PLANE PERPENDICULAR TO THE AXIS OF THE PLOW, THE LATERAL TYPE 

'S UsuUaLLy MOUNTED ON A 10-TON TRACTOR, WITH THE ROTORS REVOLVED 

*Y Power TRANSMITTED FROM THE TRACTOR ENGINE AND SEPARATE CONTROLS 

a EACH ROTOR, THE PLOW IS ADAPTED BOTH FOR WIDENING WORK AND 

he PRELIMINARY OPENING OF CUTS.
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Fraure 13. A STURDY DISPLACEMENT PLOW OPERATED BY 
Marquetre County, MICHIGAN. 
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Fioure 14, A REAR VIEW OF THE SAME PLOW AS SHOWN BY 

Fisure 13. 
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Fioure 15, A ROTARY PLOW AT WORK,
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ALL TYPES OF SNOW PLOWS DURING WINDY WEATHER CAST MORE OR 

LESS OF A SNOW CLOUD ASOUT WHICH MAKES IT EXTREMELY DIFFICULT aT ‘ 

TIMES FOR THE OPERATOR TO SEE AHEAD AND FOLLOW THE LINE OF THE 

TRAVELED WAY. TO OVERCOME THIS DIFFICULTY THE MANUFACTURERS OF | 

THE LATERAL TYPE OF SNOW PLOW SUPPLY DEFLECTORS WITH THEIR PLOWS 

AND IN SOME INSTANCES THE LOCAL OPERATORS EQUIP THE PLOWS WITH 

PERISCOPES FOR THE SAME PURPOSE, NEITHER OF THESE DEVICES FOR 

PREVENTING OS8TRUCTION TO THE OPERATOR'S VISION WERE ENTIRELY 

SATISFACTORY, AND ONE MANUFACTURER HAS PERFECTED A DEFLECTOR WHICH 

HE CLAIMS WILL PRACTICALLY ELIMINATE THE OFJECTION OF SNOW SLOWING 

8Y HOLDING ovER 9O PER CENT OF THE LOOSENED SNOW BELOW THE OPER- 

ATOR's VISION. : 

Figure 16 ILLUSTRATES A ROTARY PLOW WITH THE ROTORS IN 

A PLANE PERPENDICULAR TO THE AXIS OF THE LINE OF TRAVEL. THIS 

PLOW IS CESIGNED FOR EXTRA HEAVY WORK. THE PLOW 1S MOUNTED ON A 

HEAVY, LEFT-HAND ORIVE TRACTOR, BUT THE ENGINE OF THE TRACTOR 1S 

NOT DEPENCED UPON TO FURNISH POWER TO THE ROTORS. THE PLOW He) Na 

PARRIES ON ITS LEFT SIDE aA 100 HP: MOTOR TO REVOLVE THE ROTORS 

AND ON THE RIGHT SIDE a 150 GALLON TANK FOR GASOLINE. THE OUTFIT 

EFLECTS THE LOOSENED SNOW TO THE RIGHT SIDE ONLY AND 18 OPERATED 

nya ORIVER AND TWO HELPERS. ALTHOUGH THE PLOW 1S VERY POWERFUL, 

MANUFACTURERS HAVE DESIGNED ONE STILL MORE STURDY. THIS PLOW 

_ ALSO MOUNTED ON A POWERFUL TRACTOR SUT THE PLOW 1S EQUIPPED WITH 

*ILtary TWIN MOTORS, ONE ON EITHER SIDE, TO DRIVE: THE RESPECTIVE 

Mees A Lance TANK 18 CARRIED BETWEEN THE MOTORS IN THE REAR OF 

: ;
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THE PLOW FOR ADDITIONAL GASOLINE SUPPLY. Fieure |17 SHOWS a VIEW 

oF THE NEWLY DESIGNED PLOW ANG ITS PRINCIPAL MEMGERS, 

CLEARING SNOW 1S A VERY ARGUOUS AND NERVE-RACKING TASK AND 

REQUIRES THE GREATEST AMOUNT OF HARDIHOOD IN THE CREWS ACTUALLY 

ENGAGED IN THE WORK, ALONG WITH THE BEST TEAM WORK POSSISLE AND 

CONCENTRATION OF EFFORTS. ‘THE MEN ARE CALLED TO WORK AT ANY 

TIME NECESSARY DURING THE DAY OR NIGHT, AND ALWAYS FOR PRELIMINARY 

WORK WHEN THE WEATHER 1S AT ITS WORST. THE COLDER THE DAY OR NIGHT, 

OR MORE VIOLENT THE STORM THE MORE URGENT THE NEED FOR THEIR SERVICES. 

UNLESS A NUMEROUS, VELL TRAINED PERSONNEL 1S AVAILABLE FOR DAY ANDO 

NIGHT SHIFTS, THE CREWS ARE COMPELLED TO WORK LONG HOURS WHICH, IN 

CREDIT TO THE MEN, THEY ARE GENERALLY WILLING TO 00. THE LARGER 

SNOW REMOVAL UNITS AT LEAST, WHILE IN OPERATION AGITATE THE SNOW 

WHICH, AIDED BY THE ACCOMPANYING WIND, ENVELOPS THE PLOW IN A CLOUD 

OF SNOW AND MAKES THE WORK VERY STRENUOUS AT TIMES IF NOT ACTUALLY 

DANGEROUS. DUE TO THE LACK OF UNIFORMITY IN PRECIPITATION FOR 

OIFFERENT WINTERS IN THE SAME LOCALITIES, PERFORMANCE OF THE WORK 

CANNOT SE PLANNED WITH THE SAME PRECISION AS FOR OTHER RANCHES OF 

THE SERVICE; AND OTHER CAUSES MAKE THE WORK ARDUOUS ANO SEVERE, 

Errect oF SNOW REMOVAL ON SPRING MAINTENANCE 

| THE EFFECT THAT SNOW REMOVAL HAS ON SPRING MAINTENANCE HAS 

SEEN WATCHED WITH GCONSIDERASLE INTEREST. IN THE COLDER STATES 

SEFORE THE DAYS OF SNOW REMOVAL, FOLLOWING OPEN WINTERS, ENGINEERS 

ANTICIPATED MOTE SERIOUS DAMAGE TO MACADAM AND SIMILAR PAVEMENTS 

FROM SLOW-OUTS IN THE SPRING THAN THEY WOULD FOLLOWING WINTERS WITH 

\
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Figure 16. ROTARY PLOW DESIGNED FOR HEAVY WORK. 
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Figure 17. FRONT VIEW OF THE NEWLY DESI3NEO HEAVY TYPE 

OF ROTARY SNOW PLOW. 
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CONSIDERAGLE SNOW. THIS Was evncaren, DUE TO THE GREATER DEPTH 

OF FREEZING IN THE ABSENCE OF THE PROTECTING BLANKET OF SNOW, 

HoWEVER, mae WINTERS WITH EXCESSIVE AMOUNTS OF SNOW, GREATER 

SATURATION OF THE ROAD OCCURRED DURING THE SPRING THAWS WITH — : 

SOFTENING OF THE FOUNDATION TO GREATER DEPTHS. NUMEROUS ENGINEERS 

HAVE FAVORED US WITH THEIR OPINIONS REGARDING THE SUSJECT, AND 

WHILE A NUMBER OF THEM SAY THAT THE REMOVAL OF SNOW FROM RURAL 

ROADS MAY CAUSE DEEPER FREEZING WITH SOMEWHAT MORE OPPORTUNITY 

FOR SLOW-OUTS IN THE SPRING WHERE FLEXISLE PAVEMENTS EXIST, THEY 

ALSO CONTEND THAT PERMITTING THE SNOW TO REMAIN THROUGH THE WINTER 

CAUSES MORE SATURATION AND DEEPER SETTLEMENT OF THE SUSGRADE WITH : i 

THE neuen DISINTEGRATION OF THE SURFACE, AND OF THE TWO EVILS : 

SELIEVE THE SATURATION Pease e THE MORE INJURIOUS, AND THEREFORE % 

ADVOCATE SNOW REMOVAL. 

To CITE OTHER VARIENT OPINIONS! ONE COUNTY ENGINEER IN 

WesTERN NEW YORK MAINTAINS THAT SNOW REMOVAL TENDS TO DAMAGE THE 

PAVEMENTS TO MORE OR LESS EXTENT, WHILE ANOTHER ENGINEER IN THE 

SAME SECTION REPORTS THAT PAVEMENTS CLEARED OF SNOW WITH THE SNOW 

PUSHED WELL BACK FROM THE METALLING SEST WITHGTAND THE SEVERE 

eee ANOTHER ENGINEER OF A COUNTY SITUATED BETWEEN THE TWO 

COUNTIES AGOVE MENTIONEO, HOLDS THAT NO PARTICULAR DIFFERENCE 18 

NOTIGEAGLE IN SPRING MAINTENANCE BETWEEN PAVEMENTS KEPT CLEAR OF i 
\ 

SNOW DYRING THE WINTER SEASON AND THOSE LEFT COVERED. THIS ENGI- 

NEER BELIEVES,. HOWEVER, THAT IN CLEARING THE ROADS, WIDE CUTS SHOULD 

 3E PROVIDED. THIS HE CONSIDERS NECESSARY IN ORDER THAT TRAFFIC MAY
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HAVE PLENTY OF SPACE TO TRAVEL OVER DIFFERENT SECTIONS OF THE 

PAVEMENTS ANC ALSO MAKE POSSI3LE FREE DRAINAGE TO THE DITCHES. 

IN STILL OTHER INSTANCES THE ENGINEERS FIND IT DIFFICULT TO 

DETERMINE WHETHER SNOW REM@VAL 1S INJURIOUS TO PAVEMENTS OR OTHER- 

WISE, DURING SOME WINTERS THE CLEARED ROADS APPEAR BENEFICIAL TO 

THE SURFACING WHILE IN OTHER YEARS, WITH SIMILAR CLIMATIG CONDI- 

TIONS, THE OPPOSITE APPEARS TD 3E THE CASE. 

MAINTENANCE MEN IN SOME LOCALITIES STATE THAT OPEN ROADS 

INVITE A HEAVIER TRAFFIC DURING THE WINTER AND SPRING MONTHS WHICH 

INCREASES MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS, THEY CONTEND THAT THE SURFACES 

ARE SUBJECTED TO ADDITIONAL WEAR QUE TO THE FACT THAT THE PAVEMENT 

1S EXPOSED TO THE DIRECT IMPACT OF TRAFFIC OVER A GREATER PERIOD 

OF TIME, THAT MIGHT SE EXPECTED. TRAFFIC 1S NOW DEMANDING OPEN 5 

ROADS THE YEAR ROUND, AND IF THE EXISTING PAVEMENTS IN THE SNOW 

REGIONS ARE NOT ADEQUATE FOR WINTER USE, MORE SERVICEASLE TYPES 

WILL PROBASLY GE DESIGNED. 

By SOME, SNOW REMOVAL IS REPORTED AS CAUSING DAMAGE TO PAVE 

MENTS DUE TO THE INCREASED TRAFFIC EQUIPPED WITH NON-SKID CHAINS. 

DURING THAWS, WHILE THE SNOW JS SOFT, THE SURFACES BECOME RUTTED 

AND THE PAVEMENT GARE IN SPOTS, RESULTING IN DAMAGE, NOT ONLY TO 

THE FLEXIBLE BUT TO THE MORE RIGID TYPES OF PAVEMENT. OTHER 

ENGINEERS CLAIM THAT THE NON-SKID CHAINS ARE USED MORE OFTEN ON 

ROADS WHERE SNOW IS NOT FEMOVED THAN WHERE IT 1S, THEY SAY THAT 

THE FIRST WHEELED VEHICLE THROUGH FORMS A RUT DOWN TO THE SURFACE ' 

OF THE PAVEMENT WHICH THE SUBSEQUENT TRAFFIC FOLLOWS, AND AS CHAINS 

aad
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ARE GENERALLY NECESSARY UNDER SUCH CONDITIONS, THE PAVEMENTS ARE ; 

SUGJECTED TO CONSIDERABLE DAMAGE. THE COMMENTS MADE GY THE DIF- i 

FERENT COUNTY ENGINEERS IN RELATION TO DAMAGE TO ROAD3EDS AND : 

PAVEMENTS FROM CLEARED ROADS DO NOT NECESSARILY MEAN THAT THOSE 

MAKING THEM ARE OPPOSED TO SNOW REMOVAL GUT ARE OFFERED ALONG WITH 

OTHER ITEMS OF INFORMATION IN RELATION TO THE SUGUVECT. THE 35 

NEW YORK COUNTIES SUPPLYING US WITH DATA ON THIS CLASS OF WORK 

REPORT 493 TRUCKS OR TRACTORS ANDO 472 SNOW PLOW UNITS AVAILABLE 

FOR WINTER MAINTENANCE, aND THaT $590,742 was EXPENDED FOR THAT 

PURPOSE LAST YEAR. FROM THIS IT APPEARS THAT THE PEOPLE OF THE 

State oF New YORK ARE FULLY AS ENTHUSIASTIC FOR OPEN ROADS FOR 

WINTER TRAFFIC AS THOSE OF OTHER STATES. 

STATE HiGHWAY OFFICIALS GENERALLY HAVE FURNISHED INFORMA- 

TION REGARDING SPRING MAINTENANCE SIMILAR TO THAT SUPPLIED BY THE 

COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS OF NeW YoRK. MICHIGAN ENGINEERS HAVE GIVEN 

THE SUBJECT CAREFUL STUDY, AND SELIEVE THaT IN MEMOVING SNOW FROM 

ROADGEDS, WIDE CUTS ARE NECESSARY; AND THAT WHEN THE SNOW JS PER- 

MITTED TO PILE UP ON THE EDGE OF THE PAVEMENT, OR ON THE SHOULDER, | 

THE INSULATING EFFECT OF THE SNOW PREVENTS THE FROST FROM GOING . 

AS DEEP UNDER THE EQGE AND SHOULDER AS IT DOES IN THE CENTER. AS 

THIS FROST THAWS OUT IN THE SPRING, THE CENTER 1S HEAVED CONSIDER- 

ABLY HIGHER THAN THE SIDES, RESULTING IN MORE OR LESS DAMAGE OF 

THE SURFACE. THE MELTING ICE AND SNOW RUNNING DOWN THE SHOULDER 

PRODUCES BAD WASHOUTS AND SOFTENS THE SHOULDERS. |F THE SNOW 1S 

MOVED ENTIRELY OFF OF THE ROAD THE RUNOFF 1S MORE NEARLY CONFINED
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TO THE DITCHES ANC A LARGE AMOUNT OF THIS DAMAGE IS ELIMINATED, 

THE OFFICIALS OF A NORTHERN ATLANTIC STATE HOLD THAT NO DETRIMENTAL. 

EFFECTS ON PAVEMENTS ARE NOTED RROVIDED THE SNOW 1S PUSHED WELL 

BACK FROM THE PAVEMENT. If THE SNOW IS NOT PUSHED WELL BACK, HOW- 

EVER, SERIOUS DAMAGE MAY RESULT. FROM A NORTH CENTRAL STATE WE 

LEARN, THROUGH THE OPINION EXPRESSED BY ONE OF THE OFFICIALS, THAT 

THE COST OF SNOW REMOVAL IS SAVED MANY TIMES OVER ON SPRING MAIN- 

TENANCE ON EARTH AND GRAVEL ROADS, AND THAT SPRING GREAK-UPS ARE 

NOW A THING OF THE PAST FOR ROADS THAT ARE CLEARED. ANOTHER NorTH 

CENTRAL STATE CONTENDS THAT LESS DAMAGE IS DONE 8Y FROST ACTION 

THAN THROUGH THE MELTING OF SNOW LEFT ON THE ROADWAY WHERE SNOW 

REMOVAL 1S NOT PRACTICED. A SouTH ATLANTIC STATE WITH MOUNTAIN 

ROADS ADVISES THAT SNOW REMOVAL UNQUESTIONABLY REDUCES THE COST 

OF SPRING MAINTENANCE ON MACADAM ROADS. WITHOUT THE CLEARED ROADS 

DEEP RUTS ARE FORMED WHICH WHEN FOLLOWED WITH ARMORED WHEELS 0O : 

CONSIDERABLE DAMAGE. FROM ALL SECTIONS OF THE SNOW AREA THE TREND 

OF OPINION SEEMS TO SE THAT CLEARED ROADS CAUSE DEEPER FREEZING, i 

SUT THIS CAUSE OF DAMAGE 1S MORE THAN OFFSET SY THE BETTER ORAINAGE 

PROVIDED. ALSO WHILE SNOW REMOVAL MAY INVITE TRAFFIC USING NON- 

SKID CHAINS WHICH IN SOME INSTANCES DAMAGE THE PAVEMENTS, MORE 

SERIOUS DAMAGE JS CAUSED GY CHAINS WHERE THE ROADS ARE :NOT CLEARED 

FOR WINTER TRAFFIC. 

IN KEEPING ROADS CLEAR, CUTS OF GENEROUS WIDTH ARE ESSENTIAL3 

THEY ARE NECESSARY TO PROVIDE A ROADSED FOR TWO-WAY TRAFFIC} MAKE 

ROOM FOR THE O}SPOSAL OF THE SNOW OF SUCCEEDING STORMS WHERE
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DISPLACEMENT PLOWS ARE USED ANC ALSO FOR UNINTERRUPTED ORAINAGE 

OF MELTED AND SURFACE WATER TO THE DITCHES IN ORDER THAT THE DRY- 

ING OUT PROCESS MAY SE HASTENED AND QUICK MAINTENANCE ACCOMPLISHED. 

IN THROUGH CUTS OR LEVEL COUNTRY, THE CLEARED CHANNELS SHOULD 3& 

WIDENED OUT TO EMBRACE THE OUTSIDE DITCH LINES WHERE posSISLE. THE 

INITIAL CLEARING IN MOST CASES PROVIDES A PASS SUFFICIENTLY WIDE 

FOR TWO WAY TRAFFIG ANDO THE WIOENER GENERALLY CLEARS MUCH OF THE 

SHOULDERS IN HEAVY SNOWFALL SECTIONS, SUT TO GO FARTHER TO THE SIDE 

1S OFTEN DIFFICULT, HEADWALLS OF CULVERTS, GUARD RAIL, AND OTHER 

O3STRUCTIONS, ARE ENCOUNTERED AT TIMES TO PREVENT EFFICIENT WIDEN- 

ING, ANC IF THEIR LOCATIONS ARE ieee BECOME COVERED WITH 

SNOW AND ARE THE MEANS OF CAUSING SERIOUS DAMAGE TO EQUIPMENT. 

IN SOME LOCALITIES LATERAL OBSTRUCTIONS ARE MARKED IN THE FALL 

WITH SLENDER POLES, 6 To 8 FEET IN HEIGHT. THE TOPS OF THE POLES JN- 

DICATING HEADWALLS ARE PAINTED RED THAT THEY MAY SE QUICKLY LOCATED 

DURING THAWS AND THEIR WATERWAYS CLEARED SY HAND SHOVELING. RoAD- 

WAYS EVENLY CLEARED OF SNOW TO A GOOD WIDTH AS A RULE DO NOT REQUIRE 

THE USE OF CHAINS, SUT THEIR USE MAY SECOME NECESSARY AT TIMES AFTER 

THAWS FOLLOWED BY FREEZING TEMPERATURE WHEN THE SURFACES BECOME RUT— 

TED AND COVERED WITH ICE. USE OF THE CHAINS, HOWEVER, CAN SE REDUCED 

TO THE MINIMUM BY PROPER TREATMENT. IN SOME LOCALITIES COARSE SAND 

IS STOCKED ALONG THE ROADS IN THE FALL FOR APPLICATION ON THE SLIP- 

PERY SURFACES AT DANGEROUS SECTIONS ANE AT OTHERS THE OSJECTIONASLE 

RUTS ARE REDUCED SY ROAD GRADERS. THE GRADERS ARE HAULED BY TRUCKS 1
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aND CAN ELIMINATE SHALLOW RUTS AT THE RATE OF AZOUT 18 MILES PER 

HOUR. IN THIS MANNER A ROADSED CAN 3E KEPT TO AN EVEN CROSS-— 

SECTION AT SMALL EXPENSE, 

RELatTive Cost oF SNoW REMOVAL 

THE SELATIVE COST OF SNOW REMOVAL HAS EEN GIVEN CONSIDER= 

ASLE STUDY, SUT DUE TO VARIASLE CONDITIONS RELIAGLE DATA ON THE 

SUSJECT HAVE NOT YET SEEN REPORTED OR DETERMINED, ONE OF THE MANY 

CONTROLLING FEATURES NECESSARY FOR CONSICERATION IN ATTEMPTING TO 

ARQIVE AT COST CaTA 18 THE RELATIVE EFFICIENCY OF THE PERSONNEL 

ENGAGED; WHETHER EXPERIENCED, FIRMLY KNIT ORGANI ZATIONS ARE PRO- 

POSED Of THOSE HASTILY ASSEMSLED WITHOUT FORMER TRAINING; ALSO, 

WHETHER OR NOT ADEQUATE AND SUITASLE EQUIPMENT 1S AT HAND 18 AN 

ITEM OF NO SMALL IMPORTANCE. THE FREQUENCY, GENERAL DIRECTION, 

AND STRENGTH OF THE PREVAILING WIND STORMS ARE ALSO IMPORTANT 

FACTORS THAT MUST GE GIVEN CONSIDERATION. ONE COUNTY, OR AREA OF 

A STATE, MAY 3E IN SUCH A TOPOGRAPHICAL POSITION AS TO GE PROTECTED 

FROM HEAVY WINDS, OR ITS MAIN ROACS MAY EXTENO PARALLEL WITH THE 

GENE AL DIRECTION OF THE WIND, WHICH WOULD P?ECLUDE DRIFTING ANDO 

KEEP THE COST OF SNOW REMOVAL TO THE MINIMUM; WHILE ANOTHER COUNTY 

OR AREA MAY BE SITUATED IN MORE OPEN COUNTRY, wien vee MAIN ROADS 

EXTENDING PERPENDICULARLY WITH THE GENERAL WIND CIRECTION, CAUSING 

CONSEQUENT CRIFTING AND A AESULTANT INCREASE IN THE COST OF SNOW 

REMOVAL. WHETHER THE SNOW 1S MOIST OR DRY, AND THE TEMPERATURE OF 

THE ATMOSPHERE DURING THE STORMS, ARE OTHER FACTORS OPEN TO STUDY.
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We HAVE SHOWN THAT STORMS, EVEN IN THE HEAVY SNOWFALL REGIONS, 

RARELY REACH CERPTHS GREATER THAN NINE INCHES, FOi;? SNOWFALL OF 

SUCH DEPTHS, WITH THE MATERIAL FALLING ORY, LITTLE DIFFICULTY 

SHOULD GE EXPERIENCED IN KEEPING A TRAVELED WAY OPEN WITH THE 

MACHINERY NOW IN USE, AND WITH A TRAINED PERSONNEL. WITH SNOW 

' FALLING IN A MOIST STATE, GREATER EFFORTS ARE REQUIRED WITH 

RESULTANT HIGHER Costs. WHEN MOIST SNOW FALLS OURING COMPARATIVELY 

HIGH TEMPERATURE, AND FREEZING TEMPERATURE FOLLOWS BEFORE REMOVAL, 

THE COST OF CLEARING 1S NATURALLY INCREASED. EFFORTS HAVE SEEN 

MADE TO ARRIVE AT RELATIVE COSTS OF SNOW REMOVAL PER INCH MILE 

WITH VARYING RESULTS, IN THE EVENT OF SNOW FALLING TO A DEPTH OF 

7 INCHES VITHOUT WIND, 30TH DURING ITS FALL AND IMMEDIATELY AFTER- 

WARD, AND ITS REMOVAL GEFORE THE SNOW HAD SECOME SETTLED, OR PACKED i 

BY TRAFFIC, ITS REMOVAL COSTS 7UT COMPARATIVELY LITTLE. !F SNOW IS 

LEFT ON THE ROADGED UNTIL IT SECOMES CRUSTED OR UNEVENLY PACKED 8Y 

TRAFFIC, OR PREVAILING WINDS CAUSE IT TO ORIFT BADLY, THE COST FOR ; 

ITS DISPOSAL PER INCH MILE IS MUCH GREATER. 

CONCLUSION 

THE BUREAU OF PUuaLIc RoacsS IS NOT ACTUALLY ENGAGED IN SNOW 

REMOVAL VORK OTHER THAN MINSR ACTIVITIES IN CONNECTION WITH THE 

CINSTRUCTION ANG MAINTENANCE OF CERTAIN NATIONAL FOREST ROADS IN 

THE WESTERN STATES. IT IS, HOWEVER, IN A POSITION TO GIVE FAVORABLE 

CONSIDERATION TO REQUESTS FOR FECERAL AID FOR SNOW FENCES ON FEDERAL 

AlO PROJECTS. ATTACHED 18 A TASLE OF SNOW REMOVAL DATA COVERING 

THE PAST FOUR WINTERS WITH THE EXCEPTION OF ONE, THE TALE, ALONG
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WITH OTHER INFORMATIGN, 31VES THE NUM3ER OF THE VARIOUS TYPES OF a 

EQUIPMENT AVAILA@LE FOR USE OVER THE SNOW STATES DURING THE PAST a 

a 
WINTER ANC THE FUNDS EXPENCED FOR SNOW REMOVAL WORKS AND ALSO THE ah 

MILEAGE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO 2E KEPT OPEN FOR WINTER TRAFFIC DUR- a 

ING THE APPROACHING SNOW SEASON, FOLLOWING THE TASLE 18 A MAP OF i 

THE UNITED STATES WITH THE MAIN ROADS INDICATED WHICH ARE PROPOSED a 

FOR ALL YEAR TRAFFIC THROUGH THE HEAVY SNOW STATES DURING THE a 

WINTER OF 4926-27, ; 4 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGAICIUZURE 

Bureau of Public Hoads - Division of Construction 

| COMPAHATIVE SNOW ARLOVAL DATA 
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‘ + : . 2 : : ' t 3 ‘ : : + + ' : : : ’ 4 : teers. New Hampshire + == 1,768 165.1 to 94.01 State & 3 13; 5 + 6 + SE 1 = + 16 Trucks + S$ + 8B y 105.5 1§ 6,000;468.00 ; © 5 68.2 + * + * 4 552; 96.1 ; 28,241:y51.15 +: 552: Data for winter 1925-26 covers part of State 
. ' : Towns i: ' : ' : + 41 Tractors: : 1 4 t : a t : : : : : : + only 
s ' + 1 + 2 ' : ’ 6 Graders + 2 : : ' : + : ' ‘ : s + + L 
+ : 1 ’ + ’ : ’ : ’ : 2 ' + ' ’ : 1 ’ + ' : ‘ $ Vermont + 3,067 163.6 to 110.6; . fate A at en es . 1 * f= 105) AGT EG ORR Eh: ee RRs (SPR eee ad Pane ge SOTO eh Pena <e 

/ : . : 2 ’ 1 1 1 i : ' 1 ' ‘ 1 : 1 + . + : : ' ’ 
* ‘ ' ' t ' t ' ' : : t ' : : : ' : 2 : t : ‘ ’ : : : 5 : : ' : : : : : : : : : : : : : i ‘ ' 

_ | Massachusetts + 1,529 145.4 to 61.5 : State i OURS biog a gh A ee EY 94 Trucks ; <. 2800 5 97.8 aa eran 9 2)000 ¢° 29a ee 7 + 1,547; 51.8 : 100,000: ° + %,500: State provides equipment - town removes snow, : x + Townships + 1 2 t 1 : 14 Tractors: * : : 2 1 $ $ : ‘ 1 ‘ : : : + wl00,000 used by State on equipment. Wo data + : : Private =; ’ ' ' : t t i + ’ ’ + + + + + + ’ t : + On uctual snow removal costs. 
$ ’ ' ’ ' : ’ + ’ + 1 + ’ 1 ’ ’ : : + : $ + ' ' Rhode Island ; 407 124.1 to 47.0: State # 82s - s - 5 6 + = ¢ 60 Trucks - t 366: 48,4 ; 58,856;160.80 , 406; 14.4 5 18,172; 44.60: 408; 24.8 + 66,165:162,22 1 408: Snow removul work by townships not recorded. 
‘ ’ + Townships + ’ : 3 s ’ 7 Tractors: 4 : ’ t + + * ‘ ’ 3 : : is ' + + ' : 1 ' 3 ' : : : : : 3 : : : 1 : ‘ : : : : 
’ : ' : ' : ' : : + ‘ t ' t ' : + : : + + : ‘ ‘ Connecticut : 1,725 140.3 to 75.6 1: State $1 y = 5 > 1 4 4 Sg MOR Brnoks =; 20 41,508: 75.4 5 175,022;109.00 ; 1,822 : 25.0 4 70,455; 59.75: 1,900; 42.8 + 200,192:105.01 : 1,900: Townships remove snow in some instances, but ' + + 2 ’ : ’ ’ ' 4 Tractors: ’ t ' ’ + ' ’ 2 ‘ ‘ + + + + definite information not available, 5 ’ + : 1 1 . : ’ 1 : 1 : t 1 1 + : ; ’ t 1 2 1 + 

5 : + : : + ' ' + ? : ‘ ’ + ‘ + + L : : : ' + : ? lew York 1 9,626 $28.8 to 141.4: Counties ; 1511141 : 16 : 159 : 25 4 321 Trucks ;¢ 291 1: 6,824; 85.2 : * 4 58,00 1: 4,865; 67.1 1: 590,000: 39,00: 9,173: 82.1 + 590,742; 43.00 + 5,053; Data for winter 1925-26 collected from 35 i ; : + Towns : 1 = ’ 1 + 172 Tractors: ‘ t : ' ’ 3 1 4 BO) V4 + + + to : + Counties out of 4 total of 57 rural counties 
’ ' : Private ; ’ ’ 1 3 ’ ’ ’ ’ 3 ’ 2 ’ ’ + 105.00 ; ’ ’ 2235.00 5 + for the State. 2 : ’ t : : : 1 : : : : ' : ' : 1 1 : : ' : : : : Wew Jersey =: 1,782 s14.4 to 54.4; State é ; 156: - 1 36: 7 : 2 + 156 Trucks ; - + 698: 46.5 + 225,909:520.77 : 816; 24.4 : 225,118; 275,55 : 1,272; 27.9 + 522,960:295.30 ; 1,272: average cost per mile high due to extensive : : + Counties ; : ’ : t : 42 Tractors: ‘ ¥ : t s 3 % + ’ : : : ' + and carefully planned organization with all ' : 1 : : : : ' ' : 1 : : : ' : : + : : : + : + overhead computed, : + t : + + ' : + * 2 ’ + + + 2 + : ' + : : + : Pemsylvania : 7,656 124.7 to 92.2 ; State 1 2963107 + - + Be : 3 + 609 Trucks ; LOL: 2,850: 48.0: 91,494; 49.40 2 4,240; 42,1: 415,170: 97.92 : 5,061: 55.0 + 754,751:109.09 + 6,540: Total cost includesy652,114 snow removal work, : : 1 t 2 3 i : + 104 Tractors: : : : t $ : : : : : : : : : with remsinder for handling snow fence, cinders 1 : : : : 3 : : + -22 Graders ; 1 : : : : ' : : : + ‘ : : + on dey hills, bund shoveling, ete. } ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ : ’ + ' ’ 1 : ’ : : at : + $ ’ ' : : o | Delaware ’ 506 216.7 to 22.9 : State s Ms 2 4 - : Bi = 2 26 Trucks 1; Hone + 150; 166 + % + * + S801 10,0 : 4,940; 15.00; 550: 14.5 : 7,062:128.00 : 550: Data for 15 miles of road cleared by lew Castle uw : : ' : : : : : : 5 Tractors: necessary + : ' ‘ : : : : : : t : 1 + Comty not recorded. bE ' t : : : : 1 : : 1 3 : : : t ' t : : : 3 jee 1 : = : 1 ' : * ‘ : 1 : 1 : : : t ; : : : : : : i : : | Maryland + 2,ae9 115.9 to 69.4 : State + 84; - + = ¢ = 5 1 5 Gh trucks 3 1B: 2,000; 25.0 5 20,000; 10.00 ; 2,247: 27.2 : 49,500: 22,25 ; 2,450: 59.2 + 68,000: 25.67 ; 2,650: 

oO + : + : : + + ' : 1 Tractor : . : : ‘ : : t : ' : ' : + : : j= 1 ’ 1 : ' ‘ : : \ 5 Graders ; t : ‘ ‘ : 3 : : 2 ‘ ' : : : 
eS t : t : : : + t ‘ t ‘ + t : e + 5 : + ' : : : t Z | Vireinta + 3,560 47.5 to S54, Stated : 10: - 45 10 3 = 3 = + 50 Tracks 3 2 42,000, © Ff Ft 4625 2 945s 46,000; 10,00 + 5,000: 19.7 : 30,000; 5.00 +: 5,000! Duta on snow removal by local authorities not 5 s 1 + Local t : : : : + 50 Tractors: t ‘ ' : : : : eto 4 ‘ : ' : + recorded, E : : ' : : : : : + 100 Graders + : : ‘ : ' : : + 15,00; + : : : : i< : : : Dine fee coe : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : (@ | West Virginia; 1,263 $8.8 to 101.0; statee +: Ibi - : 13 =- ¢ = + 46 Drucks 1 - s Mone ; 21,6 ; None : Kone ; 4503 28,6 ; 2,885; 8.24; 422; 62.3 4s 9,055; 25.55 1; 699: Snow removal activities cover sections in | : 1 + Counties : ' : : : : 16 Trectora: : : t : $ : : : t s i : t i northeastern part of State only. | 1 : : 2 : : : : : $4 Graders ; : : ‘ + : : : 1 : : : : ‘ : 

| ' + 2 ’ : t : + ? + + : ' : ane : : + ‘ : : : : : Ohio 2 9,502 316.8 to 454.8; State@ +: 155: 16 : 2 ; 8 3 22 + 166 Trucks + 2 + 450: 24.0 ; 2,650: 5.40 + 2,475; 25.4 : 21,049: 7.68: 4,970: 59.6 + 95,755: 19.26 : 4,970: Ulleuge of roads cleared and costs include | s ’ + Counties ; t ' 1 ’ 1 32 Tractors; ’ 3 3 $ ' ’ t + $ 3 2 2 ’ + State work only, 
} ' : ’ ’ : ’ ’ 8 : 68 Graders : : ’ ' ’ ’ ' s ’ : 4 : ' : 

| : ' 2 ' : : ' : + a + : ' + ps : ' : t : ' ee . | Indisna + 5,860 115.6 to 61.3 : State s 81 = 4 - + 2s = 4 686 Trucks 1 - : 600: 20.7 ; 5,000: 6.20 + 5,000: 17.9 + 15,826: 5.56: 5,000: 57,8 1 17,157: 5.71 + 4,600: Counties and tomships do limited amount of | + + t : : : ’ + + 54 Tractors: + ' 3 t + : : : ' : : : 3 + snow resioval work not recorded here. | : : : ‘ : : : : : Wood Plows 5 + : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
| : + + ’ : . 1 ’ ¢ t + 8 ' a 4 3 : 3 $ 2 : + ' % 1ilinois + 4,168 211.6 to 39.4; State 4185s Lg = 5 =) y= 4g BS tracks ; - : None + 14,8 ; Hone : None + 4,675: 15.0 3 44,154; 50.90: 2,595: $0.5 + 155,102: 50.54 : 5,700; Mileage cleared 1925-26, total cost of work : 3 1 Counties ; : : : t : 32 Tractors; : : : : : : : t : ‘ t ' 5 3 and 1926-27 program includes State work only, : : + Town : : : : : + 30 Graders ; : : ‘ t : : t : : : : : : : : 3 : t : : : : : ‘ : $ : : : : t : : ' : : : ' Kichigan 1 6,026 138.5 to 121.4 1 State 1 $65: 56 ; 47 ; 87 ; 3B 5 411 Trucks ; 91 22,118: 75.8 : 87,155: 78.00 : 2,580; 46.6 ; 120,568: 22.52 ; 11,205; 75.2 1 514,550: 44.88 + 5,220; 1925-26 program includes State and county work. : t + Counties ; t : : t : 184 Tractors: : : : : : 3 : : : : i : and ¢ : Total cost snow removal includes State & Co. work : ‘ + Townsuips : : : : : + 208 Graders ; 3 : : : t : : : : : : 218.25: + 1926-27 program proposed for State work only. 

: : : + 2 : + t : t + $ t $ Eaead 3 z : 3 : : ? : © | Bisconsin + 7,976 124,9 to 78.5 : Counties : S54: 18 : 10 ; 21; 2 3 14 tracks 3 BG: 412; 61.0 6 6 * 4290.00 1,600: 28.6 : * 8: © : 2,892; 56.2 3 81,587: 24.64 ; “Gh9BO: uileage and cost of township snd private snow foie t : : Toms & + : : 1 t 115 Tractors: Seg ‘i 4 2 : . ‘ ‘ + + 4 $Wndo-t—"-—--pamoval wore not recorded. _ y Private + : : : 1 1912 Gradsre-p— ys : : : : : : : : : : + 40.60; : 1 t 2 : : ' : t + 1 ¢ ’ 3 : : 3 i $ ' : : : : : sinnesota 2 5,979 124.0 to 54.4; State,com 4: 21 : - +: 7 + = + 50 Trucks ; 2W5 : -700s 4405s :15,000;150,00 + 500; 28.4 + * + * + 5,600: 37.0 + 152,617: 40.00 : 7,000: Total cost includes y12,000 for srow fence var 8 % + ties,Towms; t 2 ’ ’ ’ 10 Tractors: ‘ . 2 : 2 + ’ ’ : s 3 ' + + does not include cost of work by counties, ete. EA + : 1 & Private 1 1 : 5 ’ + Horse Plow ; + + ‘ t t 1 2 : 3 + 2 : a + Mileage cleared includes Stute,counties & towns, ‘ ' : 1 1 1 i 1 t 1 5 : : : : t ' 2 : : : : : : ES) toma + 5,029 121.2 to 36.1; Stute $ se 60 s 2 4 12 3 B 3) 208 Trucks ; 2000: * : SLB 2 % 5 © 3 66605 19.7 + © +4 * ¢ 6,675: 4146 + 284,864; 45,00 ; 6,675: County and towmship snow renoval work not recoré z : ’ 1 Counties + : 5 : : : 141 tractors: : : 1 : : : : : 1 : 3 : : ted. w ' : 1 Tomships : : : : : : 167 Graders : : 3 : 2 : ‘ : : : : : : : : 
2 + : + . : + + : + + + + : + t : 2 + + : : : + 7 I | wissourt + 2,602 : 6.7 to 54.2 1 State 4 Pig Ve wg ee kes) AB eronke fs . :Wone ; 5.5 +s None : None ; 7,420; 11.9 : Patrol? * 1: 5,500: 24.6 + 50,000: 14.00 : 5,500; e + 3 ' 1 1 3 : ' 1 8 Tractors: 1 : ' : : : s fund + i : 1 : : 3 o 1 1 : : : : : t : 10 Graders : ‘ : ' : : : :only : : + : : : z : : : : 1 1 : ‘ t ' : : : 1 : : : 3 2 : : ' : : North Dakota + 803 $25.0 to 45.25 State Nei ein Boe ess Lahr ee - : - Wy ge Bay RRR Sra OR reas A PEN 4 RE a ROS) oo ae GL 500: - + 2,600: Ko serious snowfall during past three yours, : ' : : : : ‘ : ' ' ' 1 : : : : : 1 : 1 ; ‘ ' 1 1926-27 program will be mintained by patrol- 1 ‘ 1 ' ‘ : : ' : t i : ‘ : : : : : : : ' ‘ : i men if necessary, ‘ ' ‘ : ' : ' ‘ ‘ : t : ‘ : : : : : : : : ' : t South Dakota 1 2,025 118.7 to 97.7 ; Counties, 1 9; 2 5: 1: 13 = ¢ 66 Trucks ; SB: % 5 458: % 4 1,800: 54.0 17,995: 44.96 : 2,516: 59.4 + 45,560: 17.50 : 4,450: Work is performed by counties under control of $ ’ 2 State : : ' ' : + 64 Tractors; : 1 t : : : : : : 1 : : ' : State Higtway Comaission, County equipment is + : : Control ; 1 : : : : 464 Blades 2 : : : ‘ : t t : : ' 1 : + used on cost plus basis. ' : : : ‘ : : ‘ : : 1 t ' : : : : : ' ’ : : $ : Webraska + 1,682 + 4.0 to 72.4; State fC Pea ER EE rps S45 ROO rane ¢ 200: 2,086 : 25.0 : 350,445; 15.00 + 5,000; 29.9 + 353,600: 20,00: 5,000; 40.8 + 100,000; 20.00 ; 6,000; : : : 1 : : ' : + 100 Tractors: ' 3 ' : : : : ee a : : : : : 

3 ’ ' : ’ : 1 ’ ’ Graders ; ‘ ‘ 3 : : : ’ + 36,00; ’ 3 : ’ ’ : ‘ ' : ‘ : : : : : : $ ‘ : : : : : : : : ‘ 1 : Kansas ' 965. 16.8 to 29.2 1 Stute + 2; 12 4 35 3 45 + = 4 150 Trucks : 6 1: % 5 48 + * 4 © 4 © 4g WB + © + * 420,000: 20.6 + 175,000: 5.00 + 6,000: 1925-26 program includes State & county roads. ’ : : Counties 4 : : : : + 225 Tractors: t : : ' ' : : : 2 : 1 ee ert 2 2otal cost snow removal includes State & Co.roads 4 : + Townships 1 ' ‘ ' ' : 750 Graders ; : t : : : : : : : ' : 7100.00: : 1926-27 program includes State system only. ‘ ' ’ : : : : : : 1 + : ' : : : : : : 1 : : 1 t Montana : 859 115.5 to 270.9; Comties + * 1 * 2 * + * 3 = 3 . : = s 8 3 828 + & 6 & § & 6 816 + * £ & 4 5 3 Met % 4 * 4 © 4 Countios heretofore depended upon to keep min ' : + 1 + ‘ ‘ + : ‘ t : t + : : 3 ' : : : : 1 + roads open, State expects to control work + : ' : 1 + : : t 1 t : : ‘ 1 : : 2 : : ‘ : : during winter 1926-27, 
: ' ’ EE + + ' + ' + t + + + + t ’ t + : + : a ' Wyoming ' 802 1 9.2 to 219.7 s State Gia Giese gp tg OT ge 5 Tractors: Ws % 4 Mh 4 * 5 % 4 None s 555 5 © ¢ © + 428; 59.5 + 15,058: 51.15 : 4163 During winter 1926-27 snow will be removed from : : + : ’ + s 3 ’ : : 1 ' : : 1 : : 4 ' + : + main roads as required, 
+ ' ' . ' ' ‘ ' + + 1 ' : ' + . rf + : + a + + : 
’ ' : : : ' t ' + ' ' ' 1 + t : + + : ' : i ‘ee : Colorado ¢ 5,457 #12,8 to 276.5 ; Comtios 1 * 1: * 5 * 3 * 3 *% 3 ss ' wos 8 4 BBS 6s * 6g Fg 4187s 6742s 61,762, * «=: «= 997: = 9042 t 50,915; 61.07 + 1,500: Part of program kept open all winter. Mountain 1 : ‘ : + . ’ : s + ‘ + ‘ ‘ : 1 : : : : . : ‘ 4 passes and adjacent roads cleared of snow in : : : + ‘ 1 ‘ ’ ’ 1 : ' ‘ 1 : : ‘ + : 3 ‘ 1 : + spring only 
: : 1 + + ' : + ’ + : s 4 : : : 1 : : : + s + ’ Hew kexico =: 1,616 1 5.5 to 158.4 + Stato 1 None s Kone s None s Kone s Home + Maintenance s one : 767; 24.2 ; 5,770; 7.00 ; None + 21.8 ; None + - sone + 35.6 s = + = 1% None + Light snowfall usually experienced is handled ' 1 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 1 ' 1 Equipment + ’ ’ ' 1 . ' 4 Removed; sRemoved; : : ’ + by State without special equipment, lio snow ‘ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ' i. ’ ’ ' ' ’ ‘ : ' ’ ‘ ‘ ’ : ' + program necessary. ‘ 1 1 ‘ + ’ 1 1 1 1 ’ + ’ 1 1 2 : ‘ : ‘ + ' ‘ : o arizona ' 1,455, # e& to 85.0; State eG were gray a ae § 10 Trucks +: : ’ 62, 29.4 3 © eit ' OT dy DAG aka? e8 ‘ 40; 15.2 ¢ 800: 17.00 + 201: Snow removal work confined to Coconino County Ww ’ ‘ + County . 8 1’ ' ’ ’ 4 Tractors: ’ ' s ' ‘ “I ’ + : 2 : s and 3 + only. E ‘ + : ' : + 1 + + 10 Graders 5 ' 1 ’ 1 + : : 1 : ’ ’ + 30,00 + : 

< ’ ' ’ 3: ’ ' 1 ’ ’ ‘ ’ * + rs fT rs + t + : + : : on Utah ’ 1,058 + 5.0 to 155.1 ; State ’ 26 tt se Os OE Se 20 Trucks 15 Ls 418s 85.5 6+ «67,903; 16.90 : 615: 675 4 * s ¢ 1 1,246; 33.2 4 25,000: 20,00 +: 1,246: 
' ' ' ' ’ : ' ‘ + 10 Tractors; ' ' ’ 1 ' ’ ’ 1 : : ‘ : ‘ ' z ' . ‘ ‘ ‘ ' ’ ' ' ' ' ‘ ' 1 : ’ i ‘ ' ' 1 ‘ ' : ii + + ' : ‘ + ¢ ’ ’ + + ’ ’ ' : : ' 1 + : 1 : 2 : = devada . 874 + 26 to 87,0; State s None ; None ; None ; Nome: 1 ¢ 25 Trucks + eis 34s 32.2 = 11,052:530.00 ; None ; 50.8 ;: No soe ’ Ba 18.5 + 690:178.00 + Ba: o ' : ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 5 Tractors: ' ' + ' ' : + expense; ' ' . ' + : 

w ' : ' ' ' ' ' : ' ’ + + . + 7 + ' 7 : 7 : + + = ' ' ‘ ’ 1 1 ’ ' ’ : ! : 1 . ' 1 ' ‘ ‘ : : ’ ‘ : : idaho ‘ 2,196 4 1,0 to 207.0 s State ’ ie tele e ek 8’ 47 Trucks + 4 1 1650; 60.9 + 6,000; 40.00 ; 444; 57.5 4 9,366; 21,10; 65: $2.5 + 2,525; 20,00 ; 200: Three rotary plows and additional mold board ' + + Counties 4 ’ ‘ i‘ 1 + 20 Practorss : + ’ + + + 1 ‘ ’ 1 1 t and 1 and "V" shaped plows purchased for 1926-27 ‘ 1 ’ ’ ' ' ’ ' ’ 15 Graders 5 ' ’ ’ ' : ’ ' ’ + : 1 + 40,00 + + work. 
’ . ' ' ' 1 ' + s 1 + ' ' + : 1 ? : : 1 : + 1 + Washington : 2,542 1 5.8 to 252.3 5 State 8 O65 24d a = sl Roe 16 tenes: 2 12,9905 66.8 + * 4 * 4 Approxe S52 4 12,919; 17.65 1, 936: 28.0 + 11,494; 12.28 ; 956: In some instances county and tomnship roads ’ ’ ’ ‘ ’ ' s s ' 6 Tractors; ' ‘ ’ ' 4 1,250 : . eae ' . rs ' ’ + are cleared but data covering the work is ’ ’ . ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ‘ + ' ‘ ‘ ' + + : ' 1 ’ + unavailable. 1 + ’ ‘ v ‘ ’ 1 < + ’ : + ‘ ’ ’ + ’ ‘ ‘ 1 ' ' ’ Oregon ’ 3,008 + 1.4 to 558.6 5 State he ee Stes ABs eee ey 50 Trucks + 8 + 688 : - 46.8 ¢ 11,500; 16.71 : 1,200; 54.8 ; 61,555; 50.00: 2,740: 14.9 + 47,000; * + 2,740: Organisation perfected for extensive program 1’ ’ ' ' ’ ’ 1 1 ' 20 Tractors: 6 ' ’ . . ’ ’ ’ ‘ ‘ ’ ‘ ’ * but Qctual clearing necessary over only 270 ' ' ' ’ ' ' ' ’ ' 50 Graders ; ' ' 1’ ' ‘ ' : ' + ' 1 : : + miles due to light snowfall. ’ + ' ’ ’ ’ ' ’ ' ' ' : 7 + ' ' : ' : : ' : California 1: 3,363 1 1,0 to 785.0 1 State Pe Oe hs 91 wh paae 8 trucks + - § BBs 100.2 4 4,400; 75,86 : 109s O5e4 + 5,541; 49.00: 1561 72.8 +: 6,755: 50.06 ; 155: The comparative aml mileage and oxpense of ' 1 4s Countios +5 ' ' 1 1’ ‘ 7 Tractors: ’ 1’ ‘ ’ ‘ ' ‘ ' : + ' 1 , + snow removal by counties, towships and private ' ’ ' ' ' ' + ' ' 4 Graders + ' ' ’ 3 ’ ' ‘ ' ' ' 4 * ' + is not recorded 

be + kj + ’ ‘ ' ’ ’ ‘ + 3,945 Trucks + ' ' ‘ ' ’ ' . ‘ ’ ' + ' . ’ TOMALS: + 106,598 1 1 42,109 : 437 ; 206 4 498 ; 99 41,548 Tractors: 1,327 127,096 + 49762,159; 162,167 + $2,826,613; 1 95,006; $3,757,663; 2 92,766: 

* asterisk indicates accurate information not available. ** Double asterisk indicates data estimated, \ 

, Note; The above data is compiled from reports of the States in answer to questionnaires submitted by the U.S, Bureau of public Roads in 1925, 1925 and 1926, Snowfall figures compiled from U, S, Weather Bureuu records, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

LAKE STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

spenees Rene TO UNIVERSITY FARM, 

AND REFER TO 
ST. PAUL, MINN 

RSZ 

April 30, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 

404 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of April 28. 

In the period from 1906 to 1916 there were several 

brief articles written by foresters in this country about 
the planting of trees along railroad right-of-ways where 

pr they would serve as snow breaks and for other purposes. 
VY In the proceedings of the Society of American Foresters, 

g Volume 11, page 248, for 1916, you will find an item by & 
Pearson on the "Effect of Roadside Trees" on the accum- 
lation of snow. 

; The Pennsylvania Railroad probably did more of this 
5\ Yearly planting than any other one organization. But, , 

Ay V ‘While there are several references to the amounts, methods 
yw and costs of the planting, we do not find anything recent 

as to the results and success of these plantings. 

In 1906 there is a reference in the Forestry Quarterly, 
Volume 4, page 349, to the planting of 100 miles of the 

a\ right-of-way of the Canadian Pacific Railway to trees between 
ee Winnipeg and Calgary. Very possibly you might obtain some 

information as to the success of these plantings from the 
Forestry Department of the C. P. R. or from the Canadian 
Forest Service at Ottawa. 

There is considerable literature in Russian and in 
sane of the European countries in regard to the use of 
trees for snow breaks, but I am not sure whether this would



Mr. Leopold 

be of help to you, if so, please let me know, 

Very sincerely yours, 

Director.
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FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION 

MINNEAPOLIS U.S.A. 

Charles L Horn, President 

May 1, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
4Ou Univ. Avenue, 
Nat'l. Bank Blig., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 4 

I have your favor of the 
28th instant and was glad indeed to have your letter about 

right of ways. 

Of course you must remember, 
Mr. Leopold, that these men do not know how to plant. I appre- 
ciate that probably the railroads do not have forestersand at 
the present time they are lucky to have business so they can 
run the engines on the rails. 

You must remember they burn 
off this grass evry year and it might be well for us to get 

them working. I do not think they can afford to plant these 
right of ways as extensively as we would like. They do consti- 
tube a fire hazard and they have no money to waste at the present 

time. 

If you can developea reasonable 

plan I think it would be a good thing. What do you think? 

Yours wry truly, 

FEDERAL un 1H CORPORATION 

/ 
CLHorn: DW President
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Foe 

FOREST SERVICE 

ADDRESS REPLY TO a 

THE FORESTER eS eS 

AND REFER TO Prrwent os nen 

ER May 2, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Geme Survey, 

404 University Ave. Nat'l Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have received your letter of April 28. 

I regret exceedingly that I know of no 

published information on this subject. Thinking 

that the Bureau of Public Roads may have or know 

of some publications, I am sending a copy of your 

letter to Mr. Bishop of that Bureaus 

Very truly yours, 

rare ae We “Oana” 

T. W. NORCROSS 
Chief Engineer



_ WATERTOWN CHAPTER 
NO. 42 OF WISCONSIN DIVISION re 

Izaak Walton League of America Goer 
WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN 

<e 

May 2, 1931. : 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Room 404 
University Ave. National Bank Bldg. : 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

This is to acknowledge receipt of the book, entitled: 
"@ame Survey of the North Central States", Please accept my sin- 
cere thanks for same. 

I have not read all of it as yet, but expect to absorb 

every line in the book because of it's thoroughness in covering 

the game question in this territory. 

This splendid book should be’ in the hands of every sports- 
man and conservationist and I shall refer my brother sportsmen to 
the American Game Association for copies of this book. 

I will write you again after reading the book complete and 
will then inform you as to what the boys say in regard to your 

game management plan. 

Yours very truly 

M.A. Oa oa, 
Watertown Chapter Izaak Walton League.
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YALE UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY 

NEW HAVEN : CONNECTICUT 

May 2, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

- My dear Leopold: 

Replying to your letter of April 28 

about snowbreaks: The only references that I 

have been able to find regarding the use of 

live vegetation for snowbreaks along railroad 

rights-of-way are indicated in the enclosed 

memorandum. Probably you already have these 

references but I send them along for what they 

are worth. 

Very sincerely your 

HSG/MIc 
enclosure
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Publications on Trees Planted as Windbreaks along Railroads. 

Bates, Carlos G. Windbreaks: their influence and value,p.43. 
(U. S. Forest Service, Bulletin,no.86. Washington, 1911.) 

rs Trees protect Canadian Pacific tracks from 
" snowdrift. | 

(In Forest leaves, October 1928,p.167.) | 
. 

Watkins, Clayton W. Living snow fences, new tree planting | 
possibilities demonstrated by railroad. 

(In American forests & forest life, February’ 1930,p.99.) 

Winegar, B. M. Tree planting as snow shelter. 
(In Illustrated Canadian Forest & Outdoors, December 1927,p.675.) 

F. B. (6/e/an) 

:



t UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

IN YOUR REPLY PLEASE 

REFER TO FILE noes 

May 4, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, : 

404 University Ave. Nat'l. Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

In response to your letter of April 28, we are forwarding, 

under separate cover, a copy of our snow removal report containing 

information on the use of trees and other vegetation as snow breaks. 

Very truly yours, 

— 

H. S. Fairbank, 

Highway Engineer,



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

LAKE STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

Nee ie UNIVERSITY FARM, 

AND REFER TO 
ST. PAUL, MINN 

RSZ 

May 4, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 

404 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Reference is made to Zon's letter of April 30. 

Since that letter was written we have noticed an 

item in the Forest Worker for March, 1931, in regard to 

the plantations along the right-of-ways of the Chicago, 

Burlington and Quincy Railroad in Nebraska for the pur- 

pose of snow fences. If you have not already seen it 

you may be interested in looking at this number of the 

Forest Worker. The item is on page 7 and you could 

doubtless obtain more detailed information either from 

the railroad company or from Extension Forester, ©. W. 

Watkins. 

Very sincerely yours, 

RAPHAEL ZON, Director. 0 

By [thre dkyx 
Acting.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE wv 

FOREST SERVICE 

CENTRAL STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION qe 

seDIRECTOR >, Bi olerreiC rere 
AND REFER TO = COLUMBUS, OHIO 

R- cS 
Z May 5, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 

404 University Ave. 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

McCarthy has referred your correspondence of April 28 to me 
for an answer. I know of no specific references giving information 
on the success or failure in using trees or other vegetation as 

snowbreaks along roads or railroads. It is my impression that the 
agricultural experiment stations of Montana, South Dakota, and 
Wyoming are more active than others in experimenting with various 
kinds of trees for windbreak purposes. I am endeavoring to secure 

copies of such publications as they have issued and in case I find 
any references to such use of tree growth, [ shall inform you of it. 

The copy of "A Game Survey of the North Central States" is 
received. I am very much impressed by the size of the report which 
you have made on this territory. Although I have not yet had a 
chance to read it, I am looking forward with a great deal of antici- 

pation to reading it at my first opportunity. 

Again thanking you, I am 

Very truly yours, 

L. F, Kellogg 
Associate Silviculturist 

x
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FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION 

MINNEAPOLIS, U.S.A. 

Charles Lorn, Resident ss 

May 8, 1931 

Wr. Aldo Leopold 
404 university 4v 
City Bank Sldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thought, you might be interested ina copy of 
letter I just received from Mr. Waller. Again here is 
an example of where people make too many statements 
without knowing what: they are talking about. 

Yours very truly, 

CLHorn/ BA FEDEKAL CAKTRIDGE CORP. 
Gnec. 

O bawloe & Mes & 
: President



way 4,1951 

Mr. G.L.Horn 
Federal Vartridge Corp. 
Minneapolis, Minn 

My dear wr. Horn: 

I amreturning herewith copies of correspondence 
sent on by you recently, with regard to making the right-of -way 
of railroads a sort of a winter feeding ground for game birds. 

This item was put into our Game Vonservation News as 
being of interest and possibly being worthy of consideration 
on some particular stretches of railway, although manifestly 
it could not be done on all railroads, and the fire hazard feat-— 
ure is of great importance. 

I think your suggestion of evergreens is good, and 
in the northernrailroads the use of evergreens for cover might 
possibly be combined with the idea of snow fences. It would be 
impracticable to even make the wildest suggestion without seeing 
the right-of-way. However, it does seem to me that if the right-— 
of-way is turned over to farmers without cost to the railroad, 
with instructions that it should be cleaned up, as ir. Gray has 
said, it might also be part of this contract that one row of 
standing corn be planted and left. The stalks need not be too 
close together, and | do not believe that this in itself would 

constitute a fire hazard. On the other hand it would constitute 
very fine winter feeding where quail are prevalent. whether or 
not pheasants and hungarian partridges could use it is something 
I do not know. However, the suggestion is offered for what it is 
worth. 

Most sincerely yours, 

Thewiet : Waller, Jr. 
Director of Conservation 

See Hrrington's report on the use of standing corn as winter 
feed in Wisconsin.
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os On AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 
GEORGE D. PRATT FOUNDED 1875 | 

Tl SI 

GEORGE 0. VASS 1727 K STREET N.W. WASHINGTON, D:G, 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 

OVID BUTLER 

FORESTER © 

G. H. COLLINGWOOD 

BUSINESS MANAGER 

FRED E. HORNADAY 

DIRECTORS 

4. AUDRED—NeW YORK | 
PENNSYLVANIA WATER AND POWER COMPANY 1 

i mee hy | WR. BROW—NEW HAMPSHIRE “4 
CHAIRMAN, NEW HAMPSHIRE FORESTRY COMMIS 
stot sled ndheni 
DIRECTOR, HARDWOOD MANUFACTURER'S INSTI 4 

‘TUTE , 

HENRY SOLON GRAVES—CONNECTICUT 
DEAN OF YALE FOREST scHOOL 

WILLIAM B, GREELEY—WASHINGTON Mr. Aldo Leopold 
WEST COAST LUMBERMEN’S ASSOCIATION 

WB, GREELEY—NEW YORK 404 University Avenue 
canons National Bank Building 
ceca | Madleon, Wacenain 

PRESIDENT, CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASH- 
IneroM 

{ov woRToK ILLINOIS 
cist Rhay aaneicTo > & My dear Aldo: 
GEORGE W. SISSON, 38.—NEW YORK 

AMERICAN PAPER AND PULP ASSOCIATION 

touts 3. TaseR—oito 
‘MASTER, NATIONAL GRANGE 

|. D. TY! re THERH FORESTRE CONGRESS Ovid turned over to me your letter asking for 
WILLIAM P, WHARTON-~MASSACHUSETTS 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON sociETIES references to the use of trees or other live vegetation 
ae as snowbreaks. Enclosed is a bibliography which I 

eis wine asus secured from the files of the Forest Service. I am 
Ae ere tee eta) also enclosing a Government bulletin on windbreaks which 

Deane neces ween iy ay will help to supplement this other material. 
(AGRICULTURAL EXPLORER, UNITED STATES 
DEPARTHENT OF AGRICULTURE 

ae ee I wish you might errange to be at the annual meeting 
JAMES R. GARFIELD—OH10 in Asheville next month. It looks more and more as if we 

‘CHAIRMAN, COMMISSION ON CONSERVATION OF 

‘THE PUBLIC DOMAIN are going to have a highly successful get together and it may 
ALLEN HOLLIS—NEW HAMPSHIRE 

PRESIDENT, SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NEW mark a real turning point in the forest acquisition program. 
HAMPSHIRE FoRESTS 

MRS. MERBERT HOOVER—DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA If you can possibly arrange to be there, I hope you will. 
POSEY N. HOWELL—MississiPPt 

MISSISSIPPI FORESTRY COMMISSION 

‘STAFFORD KING—MINNESOTA 
AMERCAN LEGION 

R.A. LONG—MISsoURT | 
pace oxy-eintavely sours 

WWRS, J. WILLIS. MARTIN—PENNSTLVANIA oN ’ 
GARDEN CLUBS OF AMERICA \ 

{ACK MINER-—ONTARIO, CANADA 4 
rt WILD LIFE PROTECTOR 7) 

mre) eon DREGTOn, UAITED STATES BIOLOGICAL AI M0 inc 
ai SURVEY At . 

a = GS Ge hewood eet | PETER NORBECK—SOUTH DAKOTA ° , 9 
cua UNITED STATES SENATOR 

STRIOP!|  soscen nro aart—nonTH CAROL. A Forester. 
ay NORTH CAROLINA FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 

’ va ARTHUR H. VANDENBER6—MICHIGAN 
that UNITED STATES SENATOR 

“N| “aim ocitinmee wns | GHC /y 4 PRESIDENT, 
Fi tl 

ae i PvE, ae, enOTER ‘TIMBER COM- Enclosure 

< v4 WILLIAM M. WHEELER—CALIFORNIA Rg 
ie i it Peet CALIFORNIA FOREST PROTECTIVE By 

LAU wes.revcise. wn.ey—own bie 
GENERAL FEDERATION OF WOMEN’S CLUBS Ms” Ai 

Fe eenwenac ec eos 
I rciwaecniae 0 7 E RR A 

f Ba Zin Ph fe i. 4, 2 

LTT PHAR NA Bk DAA gah Ah f Rie UPA eH LA Zi fu ; els fhe wad! 4e Publishers of AMERICAN FORESTS 
GE) Via Dy : oA f Wa L AM ai \akmcccal Raye ma Oe 
pe TT TTA TLS Ss EE Oana Ai sta eae CETL Ths Mala



BIBLIO! HY ON SNOW -FENC: 

Clothier, George L. - A "snowbreak" for protection of plantations, 
FORESTER, March, 1901, V. 7, pe 61-2. 

Drought, R. A. ~ Possibility of natural snow fences 
AMERICAN CITY, April, 1928, V. 38, No. 4, 
pe 114. 

Faukhauser, Franz - Ueber lawinen und lawinenverbau 
SCHEWEIZ ZEIT F, FORSTCO, Beiheft, No. 2, 
1928, pe 13-46 

FORESTRY ALONG THE RAILWAY 
ILLUSTRATED CANADIAN FOREST AND OUTDOORS, 
Now. 24, V. 20, No. 11, p. 682. 

Highway snow fences a wood outlet 
AMERICAN LUMBERMAN, May $8, 1926, No. 2660, 
De 35-6, 546 

Living Snow guards 
ARBOR, August, 1904, V. 35 p. 695 

Long, J. E. Evergreen snow fences 
Canadian Forest Journal, Feb. 1918, V. 14, No. 2; 
Pe 1549 

Nordquidt, Magnus Nagot orn snoskarmar 
(Something concerning snow screens) 
SKOGEN, Dec, 1916, Vol. 3, No. 12, p. 320-2 

Palmer, W. C. Controlling snow by tree planting 
AMERICAN FORESTS, Jan, 1918, Vol. 24, No. 289, 
Pe 38-49 

Palmer, W. C, Tree Planting to Control Snow and Wind 
Sci. Amer. Suppl., June 8, 1918, V. 85, p. 356-7 

The red cedar for snow guards 
ARBOR, June, 1903, V. 2, p. 252-3 

Tree planting to serve as railway snow fences 
ENG. AND CONTR., Mar. 17, 1920, V. 53, No. 11, pe 308-9 

Trees as snow guards 
CONSERVATION, Aug. 1916, V. 5, No. 8, p. 30.
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Watkins, Clayton W. Living snow fences; new tree planting 
possibilities demonstrated by railroad 
AMERICAN FORESTS, Feb. 1930, V. 36, No. 2, 
Pe 99. 

Williams, L. 0. Evergreen snow breaks 
NEBRASKA FARMER, Jan. 11, 1906, V. 47, No. 2 4 

Winegar, B. M. Tree fences to block snow and sand 
CANADIAN FOREST JOURNAL, April, 1920, V. 16, No.4, 
pe 147-9 

Winegar, B. M. Tree planting as snow shelter 
; ILLUSTRATED CANADIAN FORESTS AND OUTDOORS 

Dec, 1927, V. 23, No. 12, p. 675-6 

Wood snow fences keep roads clear 
AMERICAN LUMBERMAN, Oct, 2, 1926. No. 2681.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

IN YOUR REPLY PLEASE 

nares ro ratte. P= 

May 11, 1931 

Mr, Aldo Leovold, 
Game Survey, 

. 404 University Ave., ( 
Nationel Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of Avril 28 addressed 
to Mr. T. W. Norcross of the U. S. Forest Service, and referred 

to me, asking for information relative to vublished data on the 

success or failure of using trees or other live vegetation as 
snow breaks along railroad rights-of-way or highways. 

As you lmow, one of the generally edonted methods of 

snow drift orevention is the installation of snow fences along 
highways at points where heavy drifting is likely to occur. 
To accomplish the desired result these fences must be placed 
at a sufficient distance from the highway to insure that the 
snow drift will not reach the road. This distance varies from 
50 to 300 feet. 

Of course, hedges or other similar zrowth would serve 

the same purpose. The difficulty is, however, the necessity 
for obtaining additional right-of-way for such vermanent in- 
stallation which usually renders the cost prohibitive. The 
following publications contain articles on this subject: 

: North Dakota Highway Bulletin - November, 1930. 
Published by the North Dakota State Highway 

Devartment. 

American Forestry and Forest Life - February, 1930. 

"Living Snow Fences Planted by C. B. &Q. R. R. along 
its line for Snow Protection." 

Public Works - Aust, 1929. | 
Published by the Public Works Journal Corporation, : 
310 &. 4Sth Street, New York City. 
"Natural Snow Fences - Plant Trees and Shrubs to 
Prevent Snow Drifts."



ee 

The American City - April, 1928 
Wiz - Uth Avenue, New York City 
"The Possibility of Natural Snow Fences." 

Michigan Roads and Pavements - December 2, 1926 
Published by the Michigan State Highwey Department, 
Lansing, Michigan. 
"Trees by the Wayside." 

Very truly yours, 

Division of Construction 

Chief of Division
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CANADA J , 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

A YOUR FILE 

ZZ Porat Serrure, 
war /ae Oldacwa, Way 12, 1991. 

Dear Sir, 

I have your enquiry of May 5th in refer- 
ence to particulars of the planting of one hundred 
miles of right of way on the Canadian Pacific 
Railway between Winnipeg and Calgary. For infor- 
mation on this project, I would refer you to the 
General Tie Agent of the C.P,R. at Montreal. 

Yours very truly, 

fd gael ‘ucla % 
een 

' Director of Forestry. 

Aldo Leopold, Esq., 

In Charge, Game Survey, 
404 University Ave., Nat'l Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A. 

PREVENT FOREST FIRES—IT PAYS
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May 29, 1931 : 

In Reptr Rerer ro E8n 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 

404 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir; 

Your letter of May 5, 1931, relative to the experieme of 

the pennsylvania Railroad with live snowfences has been referred to 
the undersigned for reply. 

In recent years we lave planted several thousand trees to 
serve as live snow fences alorm our lines in Western New York and 
Northwestern Pennsylvmia. Norway Spruce, White Spruce, European 
Larch, and White Cedar are the species which have been used. ‘The 
trees are set out 6-ft. apart in a staggered row whi ch is located 

from D to 100-ft. from the tracks, depeniing on tle available space. 

Cedar is used only where the minimum distance from th track is 
available and trees of this species are planted 3-ft. apart. Where 
space permits two rows 85 and 100-ft. from the track are used, which 
provides the most effective protection against drifting snow. 

As these plants were only set out in 1927 it is too soon to 
determine their real effectiveness against mow. 

; Yours truly, ‘ 

Forester. :
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WISCONSIN HIGHWAY COMMISSION 

STATE OFFICE BUILDING 

MADISON 

&pril 12, 19354 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, 
New Soils Bldg., 

: Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

On receiving your letter of March 28th, 
I had quite a detailed study made of the subject 
of your letter, and for your information I am en- | 
closing a copy of a report by Mr. William Hoenig, 
our Maintenance Engineer. | 

Trusting this is the information you 
desired, I remain 

Yours very truly, 

WISCONSIN HIGHWAY COMMISSION 

By kh, bE Xfm 
Wm. E. O'Brien, 

Chairman. 

WEO'B:LL



April 4, 1934 

SUBJECT: Mowing of Highways. 

In reply to your memo, we wish to state as follows: 

We do not believe that due to the mowing of our highways 
that we kill or disturb any birds because during the summer months, 
starting about the middle of June in some parts of the state, we mow 
our highways to the ditch line only. Then in the fall - some time in 
October, we cut the weeds and other growth to the fence line to prevent 
drifting of snow.» During the summer when we do our shoulder mowing 
we do not believe that any birds build their nests along the shoulder 
that is mowed because it is too close to the automobile traffic on the 
highway. We usually find birds' nests along the fences and the trees 
and shrubs close to the fence but not on the shoulder to the ditch line. 

In the fall when we clean up our right of way it is at a time 
when most of the birds are migrating south and have left their nests. ; 
The same applies to the burning of weeds and grass on our highways. if 
any of this is done in the spring of the year, it is done before the 
birds build their nests and again in the fall when most of the birds are 
gone. In fact, we have issued orders to our Division Offices and to 
the counties that, due to the dryness of the past two years, no burning 
of weeds, etc. on our highways is to be done unless it is carefully watched 
in order to prevent the spread of the fire or causing of forest fires. 

About a guard with reference to warning the birds ahead of the 
sickle. This matter of using guards for that purpose was experimented 
with and tried our many years ago, and it was found that on highway 
mowing where we have all kinds of wires, tin cans, and what-not to con- 
tend with, the guard is a nuisance and merely clutters up the mowing 
operations. This guard may work out all right in the farmer's field 
but not on highway mowing. 

This same matter of destroying birds has been brought up and 
discussed for the last fifteen years, and we have made some observations 
along the lines outlined, and we find that it is practically impossible 
to find a bird's nest any where on the shoulder of a highway, at least 
to the ditch line, that is on ehe State Trunk Highways, due to the traf- 
fic on the same. On some of the town and county roads where the sur-. 
facing is only ten or twelve feet wide and hardly any traffic, no doubt 
birds will build their nests closer to the traveled way. Furthermore, 
we keep our shoulders up to the ditch line mowed so that the grass and 
weeds at no time are very high end thst is another reeson why birds 
will not build their nests on the shoulder. Obnoxious weeds which the 
statutes require must be cut are cut by hand with a scythe and by hand- 
ling the work in this manner, we do not believe it disturbs or kills 
any young birds. 

(signed) W. Hoenig, - 
Maintenance Engineer.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Bldg., 
University of Wis., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: 

In response to your letter of June 22 we are enclosing 
herewith a copy of our instructions on cutting of roadside | 
vegetation. 

Mitr e H. Root, 
Maintenance Engineer. 

| 
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Chapter I - Page 6 

/ Maintenance Instructions, C-15 

June 12, 1934 

ROADSIDE VEGETATION 

This letter supersedes and replaces Instructions, Be2k 
together with its supplements. 

Roadside vegetation falls into three classes: 

1 - Vegetation which is desirable and which should be 
preserved. 

! 
2 - Vegetation which is not particularly harmful but 

which should be kept cut for the sake of the 
appearance of the road and in order to prevent snow 

drifting. 

3 - Vegetation which is classified by law as noxious / 

and which should be destroyed. f 

Class 1 Vegetation 

This class of vegetation which we wish to preserve 
includes native trees, shrubs and flowers. 

The sentiment for roadside development is fast gaining | 
momentum and all of us should give more attention to this phase of 
the work. There is no question but that in the past some of our 
men have been careless about cutting trees and shrubs which were in 

no sense harmful to the highway but which were a thing of beauty. 

We want everyone in the Maintenance organization to keep this matter 

in mind at all times and endeavor to preserve natural roadside beauty 
whenever possible. 

Class 2 Vegetation 

This class of vegetation is what we usually consider weeds 

although it also includes grasses and clovers which are far less 
objectionable than the ordinary weed. 

It is our policy to keep such vegetation closely cut on the 

road shoulder and partially down the inside slope of the ditch. On 

a paved road this usually requires from two to three rounds with the 
ordinary mower. Such cutting should start in the spring and should 
continue until frost. At no time should the vegetation be allowed i 
to grow high enouga to be unsightly. Rye which has been planted on | 
the shoulders for 2 nurse crop should be kept cut and not allowed to 
go to seed. j 

This class of vegetation from the ditch line to the right—. 
of-way line should be cut once or twice during the summer. The 
Commission has agreed with the Fish and Game Commission that the 
first. cutting will be delayed until after July 10. The cutting of
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this vegetation prior to July 10 is apt to destroy the nests of game 

birds. This July 10 regulation should not be construed to prevent 

the cutting of weed patches which are objectionable and which are apt 

to mature seed prior to July 10, neither will it interfere with the 

destruction of weeds under Class 3 vegetation. 

In the cutting of Class 2 vegetation we should keep in 

mind that the purpose is to destroy the weeds. Where we have a good 

crop of alfalfa, bluegrass, alsike or other harmless vegetation 

such vegetation should be allowed to mature and reseed itself. In 

the fall a general clean-up of this class of vegetation should be 

made, especially where such vegetation is liable to cause snow drifts. 

On heavy cut and fill slopes or in other locations where drifting 

is not pertinent we should attempt to leave some vegetation, - 

particularly sweet clover, alfalfa, etc., as a winter refuge for game. 

Under no circumstances should the patrolmen be allowed to 

promiscuously burn off the highways. We have had numerous damage 

claims due to the fact that fires started by patrolmen have gotten 

out of their control, also numerous accidents have occurred due to 

the fact that smoke from roadside fires has obstructed the view on 

the highway. We are not ready to say that no burning of rubbish is 

permissible on the highway right-of-way but such burning should 

certainly be reduced to an absolute minimum. Where it is necessary 

to burn heavy weed cuttings or brush in order to facilitate future 

cutting or to obviate snow drifting these materials should be care—- 

fully raked in piles and burned only under the strictest supervision 

of the Division Maintenance Engineer. No fires should be started 

by the patrolmen except with the full consent and knowledge of the 

Division Maintenance Engineer. 

Class 3 Vegetation 

The law provides that noxious weeds along the primary roads 

must be destroyed by the Highway Commission. Noxious weeds listed 

in the law are Canada thistles, sow thistles and quack grass. 

You should retain in this instruction Bulletin No. 3/7 

issued by the State Department of Agriculture and opinion of Attorney 

General dated May 25, 1931; both of which were a part of Instruc-— 

tions, B-24. You should, also, retain plueprint showing typical . 

spray outfit which was a part of Instructions, Beek, 

We expect at all times to wertid a stock of weed killing 

chemical in Ames. For the season of 1934 a stock of Atlacide has 

been purchased. Atlacide should be mixed with water at the rate of 

14 pounds to 2 pounds per gallon and the noxious weeds should be 

thoroughly wet down with this solution. It takes about 1 pound of 

Atlacide per 100 square feet to make 2 good kill. The first treat— 

ment should be made when the plant is in blossom. This ordinarily 

is in June or July. In most cases a second treatment is necessary. 

This should be made in the fall when the plants approach their 

second blooming period.
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Sour Dock | 

While the law does not specifically provide that we must 

destroy sour dock on the highway right-of-way we believe that where 

our tights-of-way are pretty well sodded over except for occasional 

sour dock you should destroy the weed. The eradication of this sour 

dock will improve the appearance of the highway, and I am sure will 

be appreciated by the adjacent landowners. 

We have talked this matter over with the Farm Crops 

Department and they advise us that if the sour dock is cut off from 

4 to 5" below the surface of the ground after a few seasons it will 

disappear or if the ground is soft it can be loosened with a spade 

and pulled. The latter, of course, is the most effective way of 

getting rid of it but the first method is ordinarily cheaper and 

quicker. A 

W. H. Root, 
Maintenance Engineer.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

DISTRICT 3 

152-G-36 ; 

G January 8, 1915. 
Cooperation, 

Biclogical Survey. ‘ 

INFORMATION ae 

Forest Officer: 

The controllable naturel agencies afiecting the 

usefulness of Nationel Forest resources are, in general, 

of tvo classes, harmful snd beneficial, ‘ 

In the harmful cless are included fire, erosion, | 

injurious insects, fungus tree-diseases, predatory animals, : 

injurious rodents, end poisonous vlants, The importence of 

. these harmful agencies has come to be very well recognized 

by the Service, and to a certain extent even by the public 

at large, and at least a start has been made in studying, 

combeting, and controlling the damage done, Forest officers | 

have cuite genereslly been the first to plant progressive 

iceas on the subject of these harmful agencies in their res- 

pective communities. Had they not éone so, our present ef- 

ficiency in combating fire, for instance, would be serious-— 

ly impaired, It is not logical, however, to entirely con- 

fine our efforts to combating harmful egencies, to the ex- 

clusion of similar efforts toward encouraging agencies 

beneficial to the usefulness of National Forest resovrcess 

There are many natural agencies beneficial to the 

| 
| 
3 

c 
| 
| 
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G January 8, 1915. 

Cooperation, 
Bicilogical Survey. 

INFORMATION 

Forest Oificer: 

The controllable naturel agencies afiecting the 

usefulness of Netionel Forest resources ere, in generol, 

of trvo classes, harmful end beneficial, ; 

In the harmful cless are included fire, erosion, 

injurious insects, fungus tree-diseases, predatory animals, ‘ 

injurious rodents, end poisonous nlants, The importence of 

these harmful agencies has come to be very well recognized 

by the Service, and to a certain extent even by the public 

at large, and at least a start has been mede in studying, 

combeting, and controlling the damage done» Forest officers 

have cuite generslly been the first to plant progressive 

ideas on the subject of these harmful agencies im thelr cress 

nective communities, Had they not done so, our present ef- 

ficiency in combating fire, for instance, would be serious-— 

ly impeired, It is not logical, however, to entirely con- 

fire our efforts to combating harmful agencies, to the ex- 

elusitun of similar efforts toward encouraging agencies 

peneficial to the usefMdddi# of Matoronel Forest resourcess 
FYNLINOINOV AO LNAWLYVdad SALVLS GaLINN 

There are many natural agencies beneficial to the
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usefulness of Forest resources, but in the present state 

of our scientific knowledge, only two may be properly said 

tn be more or less under human contrel, and these are hene- 

ficial insects and birds. The control of the former can 

hardly at present be considered as 2 practicable proposi- . 

tion on areas as large as the National Fcrests, However, 

on the effectiveness of properly directed efforts towerd pro- 

tecting ene increasing beneficial birds even on areas as large 

as the Netionel Forests, is conceded by all authorities on 

the subject. It is the purpose of this letter to call to the 

attention of Forest Officers the ways in which they mey be in- 

strumentel in plenting in their respective communities, pro- 

gressive ideas on the subject of enconYaging enc increasing 

beneficial birds+ 
4 

It is the experience of ornithologists that the 

most effective means of increasing yeneficial birds ere to 

enforce the laws which protect them, to provide nesting 

places in spring for certain species, end to provide feed 

. an wincer for certain otherSs 

Sufficient Fmds ere not availeble for use In; pre= 

viding nesting places ana winter feed on 2 lerge scele, put 

it is beiieved that by previdling nesting places and feed on 

administrative stations on a small scale, the idea in time 

will spread to en extent which will materially affect the 

supply of peneficiel birds» When it is sonsidered that 

ae 3
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during the nesting season many birds consume each day 

their own weight in injurious forest insects, there is 

no room for doubt as to our efforts in this line being 

worth while. In fact prominent scientists have announced 

that in th® absence of birds, the entire earth would be 

stripped of all vegetation and become uninhabitable within 

five years, 

The question arises as to whether nesting places 

end winter feed can be provided on the awerage administra-— 

tive stetion for e reasonsble expenditure of money, time and 

effort, This question is best answered by an exemple. With 

thirty pounds of wheat, a few waste bread crumbs, and a little 

suet, one Porest officer in this district hes fed daily about 

200 birds of 15 species for an entire winter, and by a few 

hours work hes constructed, using en old snag and a few nails 

for material, nesting places occupied annuclly by ten pairs 

of birds of 5 species. = m 

The next cuestion is just how should this be done 

to insure success? Methods which have been successfully used 

in this:District and which are based on the directions of the 

best authorities, modified to meet conditions in the Southwest, 

are given in some deteil in the following pages. They are il- 

lustrated with drawings. I hope that all Forest officers per- 

manently loceted at administrative stations will put up a few 

SB
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boxes before next spring, and in localities where considerable 

snowfall occurs, will practice feeding this wintexe This is 

& suggestion, not an instruction. This office, however, con- 

§ siders the matter important, and will be pleased with any 

success achieved by Forest officers in this work. Supervi- 

sors are authorized to approve reimbursement accounts for 

expense for grain, suet, and box-construction material not 

| to exceed $1.50 per station for the fiscal year. Charges for 

time end money involved should be made against “Insect control” 

and tree diseases’? 
' In conclusion, Forest.officers may ve interested 

to kmow thet in the edministration of Germen Forests, lerge 

- gums are apvropriated for. the construction of Bird-boxes es 

“hone Ot <bhs no st economical protective measures sg¢einst insect 

devretetions, an’.in some ceses.the snread.of Dorers has been | 

: ' eflectively chécked solely by attracting lerce numbers of 

: woodpeckers with especielly constructed nesting pl=ces, In . 

our Forests ve have, 2* course, enougn Cead trees to make 

sneciak nesting places. 10r .voodpsckers unnecessaryy 

Sdacor Bending of Birds 

In general, winter feeéin: ny be successfully 

undertaker wherever it is coic enuveh for snow to lieyon 

. the ground for periods %f one cay or more, 

| Selecting a Feeding Flasve 

A permenent feeding place should bo selected end 

s4S
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adhered to. When birds once find a feeding vlace they will 

return with almost clocklike regulerity from dey to dey end 

year to year, and they will bring other birds with them. The 

feeding place should be a sunny south exposure, preferably 

protected from wind. The south side of a house is excellent, 

and has the additional advantage of allowing of easy observa- 

tion from the window, There should be a few bushes for a 

quick refuge from natural enemies; if there are none, cut 

some brush end by sticking the butts into the ground make a 

small clump to one side of the feeding place. There should 

be a tree or two near for placing suet; if there is not, 2 

post or snag set up is almost as good, : 

Kinds of Feed to Use, | 

: Grains: Wheat is best, Cracked grain of any kind 

is good, Sunflower seed is excellent but of course generally 

not availeble, Hay seed refuse from haymows is relished by 

the verious native sparrows, Whole oats is not good, Whole 

corn. is uneconomical for the reasons that only the 1s reer birds 

can est it and dane will carry. off an unlimited quantity and 

Teache’ it. Keffir corn, milo, etc. ere good. Grains ere 

eaten by most species present in winter. ‘ 

Table Scraps: Dry crumbs are the only kind of table 

borers thet ere good, hae nee excellent for all small species 

present_in winters 

: oR aa ;
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Suet: Beef suet is best. It is the only fped 

(exceps nuts and acorns) which will attract Woodpeckers, 

Nuthatches, Titmice, and Chicadees ~ all particularly bene- 

ficial birds. It is alse relished by certain species of 

JaySe 

How and When to Put Out Feed. 

‘ Grain, seed of eny kind, and crumbs should be : 

scattered on the bare ground. If there is snow, a small 

area 9 fet feet wide should be cleared, These feeds should 

be put out early in the morning and only in such quentity 

as the birds clean up during the day, otherwise rodents will 

be attracted by the excess feed. m 

Sues, and esr-corn if corn 4s used, shovld be at- 

tached tc trees near the feeding plece in the mannir indi- 

cated in the drawing. Chunks helf the size of the hand are 

, about right, One of these will generelly last a wek, if 

placed in agcordance with the drawing So as to prevat wast— 

ing oe jays. If aesirea, a cocoanut shell or other shallow 

ens) may be placed ks eitet the suet crumbs as indated 

in es drawings .These arumbs are especially attractie to 

another way #5 put out suet which is very god, 

especially for small deat like o@shatches, chicadees 

titmice, etce., is to simply rub the suet into the rough 

park of the tree, Zt will lodge im the cracks «f the baik
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and last a long time, 

Feeding Boxes. 

another fairly good way to put cout winter feed 

is by means of a "Feeding Box’. This ig an ordinary box 

closed at the top but open on both ondigand” i 8° perch- 

inz rail fitted parellel with the onen side and about 6" 

from its bottoin edge. It is mounted a few feet above the 

ground on a tree or post. A more elaborate form is mounted 

on a vivot set in the top of.a post, end each end is fitted . 

with horizontally projecting wind venes “hich keep the open ‘ 

side turned avay from the wind on the same principal as a is 

weather~vane, The feed is pleced in the bottom of the box, 

This method has the edvantege of keeping out rodents and n 

‘ doing away vith the snow-shovelling necessary for feeding a 

on the groud, It is very successful after birds have be- i 

come tamed by feeding them on the ground, : 

esting Places for Birds e 

With the settlement of 8 country certain. species ae 

of birds, for reasons only partially understood, come to be i: 

holly or in part confined to the vicinity of the habitetions a 

of men during the nesting sesson, in those narts of the 

United Stetes which hate been babeled for a long period, the , 

habits of at least « dozen species have become modified in : 

this way; In the West, several species are in process of a 

Similar modification of habit. It is obvious that under
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these circumstances it is highly desirable to pravide 

sufficient nesting places near humur heviteticus for such 

specter @S will accept them, 

In the West, at least on the Natioual forests, 

artificial nesting places are umuecessa:r, aid as a rule, 

not successful, except for Wrens, Bluebirds, Phoebes, Hause 

Finches, Cliff Swallows, and Barn Swallows, 

Wren Boxes 
Wrens will accept almost any kind of a nesting box 

provided it is not too big, is inaccessible to rats and mice, 

end, where English Sparrows occur, the opening or hole is - 

small enough to exclude the sparrows. A hole of 1" diameter 

will exclude English Sparrows and allow easy passage to all 

species of wrens» The box may be constructed of lumber, a 

hollow snag, a small box, or a can with a wooden end, An 

sasy way of making a number of boxes out of an old snag or | 

a tube of lumber is shown in the diagram accompanying this _ : 

letter. It is desirable to add 2 smali perch under the hole, 

as indiceted in the diagrem, It is best to heve the box not 

over 6" deep below the opening, ana to add a pair of 4" ven- 

tilating holes, one on each side just velow the roof or cover, 

which should have a pitch to shed watey. An ideal wren box 

has a hinged bottom ss that the old nest can be removed at 

the end of each season, but this is not essential since the 

wrens will themselves remove at least a part of the old 

nest before building a new one each years Wrens generally
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return to the same nesting place from year to year, con- 

sequently they do not clways establish themselves prompt-— 

iy, but once established they generelly return each year, 

They will accept, or even prefer, boxes placed on dwellings. 

They do not like a high location; the box should not be over 

12% from the ground. Wrens are not only exceedingly destruct- 

ive to noxious insects, but their constant singing and greet 

tameness make them additionelly desirable in the vicinity of 

humen habitations. 4 box similar to a Wren-box, constructed 

of e section of hollow snag and pleced in a tree not too near 

houses is also attractive to Chicadees. 

Bluebird Boxes 
Bluebirds ere more particular than wrens Dut ani 

ecually desirable bird near human dwellings. They are afraid 

of a deep box; consequently the box should not exceed 43" in 

depth below the opening. The hole may be 1 - 5/8" or largere 

In the West, they ere particularly afraid of rodents; conse- 

quently the box should be mounted on a pole in case chipmunks 

or squirrels are very numerouSe It should not be close to 

doors or windows, since pluebirds are a little shyer than 

wrens, Snag boxes are best. Bluebird boxes are elso suite- 

ble to the House Finch or Linnet. House Finches are not 

warticular as to location: 

Phoebes 

Phoebes generally nest under pridges, or on small 

so-
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natural shelves of rock on the face of cliffs. They readily 

accert an artificial substitute corsisting of a board shelr . 

about 4" x 6" placed under the eaves on the unfrequented side 

of a house or barn. They are a very useful bird, 

Cliff Swallows 

These are the birds that plaster their colonies 

of mud nests against the walls of cliffs or large barns. 

They may be encouraged by a long nerrow cleat (about'2" stuff) 

nailed horizontally on the outside walls of berns. They gen- 

erally recuire to be at least 18" from the grounds. These are 

exceedingly useful and beautiful birds,,and always nest in 

colonies, returning from year to yeare. ; 

Barn Swellows ly ge ‘ 

Barn Swallows nest on rotabrs inside of barne where 

the open door of a heymow or similar opening ellows them to 

enter. They mey be encoureged by long shelves not over 4" 

wide etteched to the horizontal timbers of heymows.s Barn 

swallows ere among the most useful end graceful of birds, 

Tho most favoreble lucacions for attracting swel- 

lows ere thos> on open ground in the vicinity of meadows, 

Other Birds 

Chicadees, certain Joodpeckers. Martins, certein 

Flycatchers, Robins, Screech Owles, oodducks, certain Titmice,. 

and e few other species may under certein conditions occupy 

artifieial nesting places, bus as a yule they ere more 

eae
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difficult to attract than the foregoing species. 

References 

} Farmers Bulletin No. 609 entitled "Bird Houses 

ona How to Build them"; which may be obtained from the 

Superintendent of Documents et Washington, Di C. for 5¢, 

gives good general directions on the subject. Necessarily, 

however, this bulletin epplies to the United States as a 

whole, while this letter applies particularly to the South- 

westa 

mn (Signed) A. 0. Waha 

Acting District Forester. 

Mislasures: 

’ ais : t i
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don'ts 

For Success in Sucouraging Veefit Fires 

1. Don't expect success while keeping © bira- bunting cates 

2. Don't allow nesting of English Sparrows. 

Os Dor? t place e bluebird box (in pleces where redents are 

very plex tiful) on enything but a slender pole, © 

4e Dos't bore a wren-box hole over 1” in diameter where 

Emlish Sparrows ere found, 

5. Da'tt plece feed on 2 north side of a building. 

6, Datt place bird-weter near ground cover, and don't use 

a deep vessel, 

7, Im't place a wren-box on 6 south wall in a hot climetes 

8, Im't meke deep boxes except for woodpeckerSs 

9, tm't expect birds to nest in boxes freshly painted or | 

ssained, nor painted with bright colors, es 

“10. Jon't make boxes of bright plened lumber without soiling 

saem with thin mud, inside end out, so as to take off the 

' ‘newness.’ ay 

11. tontt forget to bore 2 small ventilating holes in vren 

‘ >oxes in 2 hot climate. i ; . 

12.6 font expect success unless boxes are up before Apri 1. 

13, Don't feed whole corn ‘or whole oats (Only jeys eat nae . 

14, Ton't forget to attach suet firmly, (Jays will waste it), | 

15, Don't plece bores within 100 feet of each other except 

on opposite sides of a houses
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: ' aoe Why Build Bird Houses? oy ® 
By SIDEL B. SWENSON 

HERE are several answers to the above ques- and trees which would make approach by their 
tion—any one of them is sufficient for the deadly enemy, the house cat, easier. If poles or 
trifling cost to us. The birds that accept this posts are used, they should be guarded by pieces 

proffered hospitality. are always ready and willing of tin, as shown in Figure E. The only cat that 
to make repayment to us either in song, service or will not kill birds, except a dead cat, is the cat that 
flashing form of beauty. The plaintive call of the cannot possibly get his claws on one. 
bluebird, the diligent chatter of the wren, the early Bird-houses should have entrances which do 
morning warble of the martin and the evening angelus ot face the direction of prevailing storms, and should 
of the robin strike a most welcome note of harmony pe provided with ventilation so that the young birds m oe re of Ge mieee h are not over-heated during an excessive warm spell. 

They are a vigilant police force, working hard 3 : ee 
to free our lawns, gardens, shrubs and trees of in- ._ rhe entrances should be protected from driving . : * rains, and the entrance hole bored with an upward 
this able ee peste enue ue rohta As iin slant so that, if rain should drive in, it would be ‘sty, will occasionally help himself to a berry - = . or two, but what’s a berry or two between friends? ce out of, and not into, the nest cavity. ; To the shut-in, to growing children first be- _ Birds have no particular color sense—a gaudily- 
ginning to note the mysteries of nature, what is Painted house will have no appeal to them. Good of more interest than the swift development of a White paint is best for an exposed house, it will reflect 
pearl-like egg into the feathered flashing jewel that back the intense heat rays of the bright sun; in will travel thousands of miles in a few months, only sheltered places a dark stain will do nicely. 

e to return next spring to enjoy the hospitality of its Entrance ferenes are unnecessary except pos- 
birth-place? sibly in wren houses; lack of them has a tendency __In tempting these birds to make their home to discourage English sparrows from usurping them. 
with us there are a few fundamental rules to _be Do not put windows in a bird-house—its a eee connection with the making and placing  yseless waste of time. 
of bird-houses. 

. Always put the entrance hole at or near the top They must be easily opened in order that last of the cavity—otherwise the nestling may crawl year’s nest_ may be cleaned out and also the nests out prematurely and fall out of the nest to certain o ae pesky ae) the Bnei ee This death. 
ird is noisy, quarrelsome, filthy and our native Birds; nreran hi . Soe - . . 2 ‘ prefer houses with certain depths and 
ele beta associate with this shanty type of area and with certain sized entrance holes; from 

They should be placed away from shrubbery (Continued on Page 27) 
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S? to the deer. The bullet does not penetrate, but WHY BUILD BIRD HOUSE injects the drug on the hypodermic principle. 
(Continued from Page 23) Conservation and park suingaaes cr the county. 

are watching the experiment in the hope that. it experience the following table shows the preference may furnish a solution to an increasingly trying of different varieties. i . problem now facing game restoration projects in a f pane pee Dismoter eehe several parts of the country. 5 : k ane ane, foe entrance, ground, While most of the country is confronted with inches inches inches _ inches eet shortage or actual extinction of big game, 
5 che ss inck fi hortag’ tual extinetic teal game, other ce vee Butt ese le eae eee ea penny aay, ponuone pr Michigan, Nuthatch... 9) 4x4 8-10 6-8 1 «12-20 ¢ Kaibab National Park in Arizona an P ume es pen 6-8 1-6 7/8 6-10 of Yosemite National Park, are losing thousands Tree Swallow... 5x5 & Tee oe pee of deer yearly from overcrowding and starvation. Ra At oe ieee Ve 213 6-20 Heretofore shipping deer from one region to Robin.......) 6x8 All sides open—shelf only 6-15 another for a more even distribution has been found Phoebe...... 6x6 All sides open—shelf only 8-12 impractical because of the expense of trapping them, See ee ee att an and the fatalities resulting. The above figures Pe anes aUMStEaVitOns, are The drugged bullet “if it. will enable hunters reproduced from Farmer’s Bulletin No. 1456, the Ae ject and’ Baba Diet yataclecphraae best and cheapest investment that any lover of birds ee Ree EAD Heke : vi ; ao TORE could make. Copies may be obtained at five cents supply ang cote ned css Tapa ne each from the Superintendent of Public Documents, Wide restoration of big game. Washington, D. C. by remitting by money order efor Marner oN 3 hy Ce for Farmer’s Bulletin No. 1456, “Homes CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 

Figure “A” is a rustic blue-bird house, made Advertisements will be serenied from Fesppinible from thin slabs of wood with the bark left on. The fe ad, benzos for insertion under this headi < at front_is removable by unscrewing two screws. No advertisement for less than $1.00. Cash with Figure “B” is a shelf which can be placed under order. 
the eaves of any house and will be appreciated by 
either robin or phoebe. If you see a robin starting ANDREW T. OXTRA, Taxidermist. Specimens 
a nest, put out short pieces of string or yarn and mounted true to life, at reasonable prices. Write. note how quickly it will take advantage of your Ponsford, Minnesota. offer to help. “Cut the pieces short—sometimes 
birds have been snared by pieces too long to handle. GIANT WILD RICE SEED—for Ducks, Muskrats Figure“C” is a home made in imitation of the and Fish. Write for special price for prompt natural home of the woodpecker family. A log ‘ delivery. | MeGregor-Dennerly, Aitkin, Minn. split down the center, the cavity gouged out, the : i : two pieces hinged together at the bottom and fastened FOR SALE—World’s Longest Steer Horns. Polished at the top with the cap piece. Always leave an inch and Mounted. Lee Bertillion, Mineola, Texas. ee iye of small chips or saw-dust in this kind of a FOR SALE Desirable Shoreline Land on the North- 

fey 4 Fi i 5 west Angle on Lake of the Woods. uitable for eee Da the type liked by wrens. A Dee agricultural or summer cottage purpose and in the is used so that the tiny bird will have good fone heart of the best fishing, hunting and trapping coun- in pushing in the twigs which it uses for the nest Se i eo e ie ss a . - try in Minnesota. Prices reasonable. T. J. Welsh material; the entrance is made wide for the same Go sWaeoan ONG purpose. The wren has an abundance of energy 2) apt zi and will fill up several boxes besides the one in which 
the nest is placed. 

The houses outlined are enough to give anyone 
a good start in this fascinating and instructive pas- SUBSCRIPTION COMBINATION 
time—make yourself a promise to erect at least American Game Protective Association, one this year and do it soon, so that it will be ready 2273 Woolworth Building, for the first prospective tenant. New York City, N. Y. 

PD’ DEER FOL GAetoo inthe Amsocation including pubacrigmee™ she it 0c DEER FOR RESTOCKING , "AMERICAN GAME” and “PINS, FEATHERS Drugged bullets, producing sleep instead of AND FUR.” death, may solve the problem of how to capture (Combination deer in overcrowded sections of the country for is Abees Bek Price i r sect 2 r r M hip in Am. Game Pro. Assn. eno gto other sections and states where deer Subacripnin ol AMERICAN cae {$1.50 
Major Barnett Harris, African big game hunter es ie ‘ Fa ae and inventor of the drugged or hypodermic bullets, you are already a subscriber to “FINS, ba established headquarters at Alpena, Michigan’ |] EATERS" END Rt atti aan waiting for the first heavy snows to drive the deer please mention that fact. 

into their yarding grounds so that he can test the Add 50 cents for Canadian postage; 1.00 for bullet’s effect on these animals, according to reports foreign postage. to the American Game Association. 
_ His experiments will be carried on under the Namie aciy teres Teta) eee a direction of the Michigan Conservation Department. 
Major Harris has already tried his invention dd successfully on big game in Africa. His tests in the i Neg se eeaa oe cr Michigan area of heavy deer concentration during 

the yarding-up period will be directed toward ascer- Dike serene ree taining the type and amount of drug necessary to bring temporary insensibility without serious injury ——————
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PREPARE FOR THE BIRDS 
AS SPRING comes on, and the winter bird- 

visitors begin to return to their northern Sp pP*B, a. 

nesting grounds, our familiar birds grad- cA V) ie if Rp et he 
ually appear, and we are faced with the Va 7 y XN \ NN 2 Hee Vs 

problem of helping them in their nesting. brscsey WE N ee Naas N fg a 

The preservation of as many natural nest- y t 4 N 4 N \ i ly S aS ff ey 

ing places as possible is urged most vigor- a Y N mS NN i ON Bea ed nt 

ously. If a large dead tree happens to stand ® L ee 2 oe N N ee) || oe Ea TSH 

nearby, do not, unless unavoidable, cut it ! i y \ wey N Ly S i ee aa 5 lO) a 
down. ‘There are many species of birds | i BN NN je N ES eee) 

which prefer to use dead trees as nesting Hi } A N fe NN is N fer ee Hee i 

sites. BH} ANE NN N BS) Va fi i 
While some of us prefer natural nesting { y N i NN e \ ES eas HI i 

sites to man-made boxes, the birds quickly Di. wll \ Ss NN i N eS Ue t fi 
adopt these houses even when many natural L) eS G N <S NN fe Ne ze | uy 

sites are available. Rustic boxes are chosen 4 fesse MeN Bees NN Ges N &s We) |i i! 

by most birds in preference to others, how- y oe) BN ea NN Wey N ES Ae | | beet dowd 

ever. Successful houses for Purple Martins WS Bowe N y NN BS YAS peed A Ws 
Wl seed N NN camo Ne BE Se IN ity s 

may be very ornate, and any degree of re- te LA} ‘ 14 N NA Ny" eas Ona SS 

finement and decoration does not seem to dis- ge 1 S wb ESS zi 

please them at all. On the other hand 3 aa 3 

Martins often accept the most humble sort 
of house if the environment satisfies them. DE OT OF ED BO MADE HAD HS ergs Ou anne 
Boxes for Robins are often put up at the 1. Diagram of box showing position of nest. 2. Front half of log hollowed out, show- | 

present time, but Robins do not seem to have ing entrance. 8. Back half of log hollowed out, showing groove and holes for wire 

any difficulty in finding nesting sites. Also fasteners. 4. Finished house, showing sloping roof and added base. 5. Complete plan. 

it seems a doubtful kindness to furnish ee, Entrance. s, Screws. wf, Wire fasteners. 
woodpeckers with finished boxes where old 

trees are available. It is no hardship for a 
woodpecker to make its own nesting cavity, edges of the roof should protrude as eaves, birds from using the boxes, or will cause 

and perhaps it is wiser to allow them to der which ventilating holes should be alterations of one sort or another during the 
build their own cavity than to provide it drilled to make the nest cooler in summer. nesting season. 

for them. The interior of boxes should not be planed — Although houses of one kind or another 
A few general rules should govern the off, but should be roughened so to allow the have been used and may be selected by many 

- making and placing of bird-houses. For young birds to clamber about with ease. For species of birds for nesting sites, the species 
Bluebirds, Chickadees, House Wrens, and Bluebirds, House Wrens, and others it may listed above seem to appreciate and use 

other species, old nesting cavities of Downy, be wiser to place the box on a pole or iron boxes most extensively. 

Hairy or Red-headed Woodpeckers, with a Pipe in the open in a more or less sheltered Boxes for Bluebirds should be in place 

rain-proof roof and securely fastened to a Place rather than on a tree trunk; but in about March ist as they may begin nesting 

tree or post, will often be successful. any event a belt of tin should be placed quite early. In fact all boxes should be in 

‘A section of tree trunk sawed lengthwise, bout the post or trunk to prevent cats from place in early spring in the hope of attract- 

hollowed out, drilled with proper entrance climbing up. This tin should be wide enough ing the earliest arrivals. 

hole, and then fitted together securely and and at a sufficient distance from the ground = The United States Government Printing 

placed in a suitable situation will admirably to prevent cats from reaching or jumping Office has some excellent bulletins and pam- 

meet the needs of Woodpeckers, Bluebirds over it. phlets on bird house building, giving com- 

and other species which use cavities. All If many bird-houses are to be erected, plete specifications for many types of houses. 

boxes should be roofed carefully to prevent care should be used not to place them too If you are a bird lover you should possess 

the entering of rain, and if possible the near each other, since this will keep some these by all means. | 

aR ee ee ees



Pile: Census me 
Songbird Management 

See "A Census of House Martins and Swallows near Manchester, 1933" | 

by S. Cramp and J. H..Ward.. Jour. Animal Ecology, Vol..3, No.1, 

May, 1934. Pp. 1-7. / tea 

. : | 

|



Songbirds — 
Food & Cover : 

Extract from Schorger, A. W., “Notes on the Distribution of Some Wisconsin 
Birds, II, Brewer's BlackBird," Auk, Vol. LI, No. 4, October 1934, p, sl, 

"It is of special interest that in Wisconsin, at least, Brewer's Blackbird 
; nests in dry marshes from which the previous year's growth has been burned. 

The species is noted throughout its range for adaptation to a wide variety 
of nesting sites, but in a review of the literature no mention of a burned 

area was noted. The Belleville colony was established in a turned area 
‘ of approximately five acres that contained a few isolated spots, five to ten 

feet in diameter, that the fire had not touched. I assumed that the nests | 

would be situated in the cover afforded by the unburned places, but the most 
careful search was fruitless. In the burned area, however, the nests were 
found, entirely devoid of cover."
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Verinéerungen im Siedlungsgebiet der Hcohlenbriiter. 

Die Besetzung der kiinstlichen Nisththlen , die seit 1934 auf etwa 

Bleicher Hdhe geblieben war, erfuht durch die langere Zeit andauernder 

KAlte wahrend der Hauptbrutzeit einen unerwartet starken Riickschlag. 

1934 3959 1936 1937 1938. 

664 568 664 658 Bea ur be 

Besonders stark wurden naturgemdss die friihbriitenden Standvégel,wie 

die Meisen tetroffen.Selbst das schlechte Meisen — Jahr 1937 ,dessen 

Riickgange wir z.2. auf eine Verdringung durch Trauerfliegenschnapper 

zuriickfiihrten,hatte eine um 50% starkere Meisenbesetzung als das Jahr 

1938: 

1934 2935 1936 LOST 1938 

378 366 422 pe Bess! ; 

Ju Beginn der Brutzeit liess sich die Nistkastenbesetzung reeht gut \ 

an,wie auch die herbstlichen Nistkastenkontrollen erwiesen.Verlassene 

Gelege und Jungvogel werden jedes Jahr angetroffen.1938 erreichten ye 

sie einen erschreckenden Hochststand.Im Gegensatz zum Vorjahr,wo nur 

50 verlassene Héhlen mit Hiern und Jungen festgestellt wurden,stieg 

ihre Zahl auf 
f 

177 Nester mit 763 verlassenen Eiern 

- 31 Nester mit.verlassenen Jungvogeln 

70 Nistkisten mit beginnenden Nestbau. 

Fiigt man die Zahl der verlassenen Eier und Jungen den erfolg-— 

reichen Bruten hinzu,so erhalt man einen Wert,der den Besetzungsver— 

haltnissen der Vorjahre entsprichts (195867) -52997: 658 — 1936 66 

Ausser den Meisen erlitten aber auch alle tibrigen Htéhlenbriter eine 

petrachtliche Binbusse, und es wird eine unserer Aufgaben sein, 

adie Wiederaufflillung des Siedlungsgebietes zu verfolgen. 

Die im Herbst 1937 in Angriff genommene Forschungsaufgabe tiber 

die Siedlungsbiologie heimischer Hohlenbriiter in verschiedenen Typen 

des Oberlausitzer Waldes wurde mithilfe der vorliegenden Ergebnisse 

langjahriger Beringung in Verbindung mit neuen Untersuchungen iiber 

die Rolle der Nistkisten als Schlafstatten wnd die wirtschaftliche _ 

Bedeutung der winterlichen Meisenschwirme zuende gefiihrt.Sie liegt 

non 

j : ‘i
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; 3 Aldo Leopold and Lloyd H. Shinners (not for publication)° i pe fe 
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SECONDARY PLANT SUCQG@HQIMMN IONS IN WISCONSIN / 746 
University of Wisconsin 

- oa 3 
A 

2 | Sipe eidccnetn— ae ee ee ee ee f K —— =Semtral sp ick pak iclomeerees  eaccan A fe ape POR eee Se Se 

: : : : WISCONSIN : : 23 ; : 3 : Te oe con eee, ae 
STAGE OAK-HICKORY : UPLAND PRAIRIE : LOW PRAIRIE :RIVER BOTTOMS SOUTHERN HARDWOODS PEAT BOG 3 JACKPINE_OAK 3 WHITE @ RED PINE : CEDAR SWAMP (4 : HEMLOCK-HARDWOOD 

: lesser ragweed W : lesser ragweed W twater smartweed W twater smartweed W : » Ldens * sandbur * poverty oats ; 3 
Weea t (yellow foxtail) "3 (yellow foxtail) i(lamb's quarters) ?sandbur 3 eEgS ter smartweed W? poverty oats 3 : : 
(annuals) * horse weed t daisy fleabane W tbdidens tbarnyard grass Wi: s ant ragweed F? horse weed ; 3 : 

? rough cinquefoil * pepper grass ‘barnyard grass W ‘lesser ragweeé@ Wi: wou | : + Pursh plantain : : 3 
: : tacnida : : : re ? Arabis lyrata : : : 
: : teyperus : 2 : i Draba caroliniena : : : 

: (hoary vervain G + (cak-hickory weeds tIdatris pycnostachya :(sheep sorrel : | i inging nettle F? (sheep sorrel : (sheep sorrel t (white clover Se GQwbdte clever: ) eee mae 
FORB : (mullein) G % pr. goldenrod tswmap loosestrife ‘evening primrose : i s re weed F: Liatris scariosa ? bracken 3 fire weed F : fire weed F 
(perennials: evening primrose t pr. clovers tmt. mint tbirdfoot violet : When disturbed ; epye weed + spiderwort > (orange hawkweed) + bull thistle G ? bracken P 
& biennials) Helianthus i pr. asters trosin wood tpink penstemon : the oak-hickory ¢ + pin'weed . : fireweed F: Buropean nightshade t sweet cicely 

:  strumosus : 3 : : stages come in + Monarda punctata + pearly everlasting 3 : asters 
oe t goldenrods : compass plant ‘tall meadow rue tmarsh milkweed : | + flowering spurge S : cud_weed : ? goldenrods 

| : bergamot : rattlesnake master tMich, Jily ttall meadow rue : i - * hoary puccoon : : : 
: : gray headed coneflower:white ladyslipper ispiderwort : u : : : 
: (Kentucky bluegrass) Gi: turkey foot one :Scribner panic S$: | edtop) + leptiloma io ioe «= gem ~S”:~*~*C*~«C*C a ee penaneny 

GRASS : quack grass : Indian grass tturkey foot tswitch grass : ‘ lemagrostis $ Scribner panic § : Kalm's brome 3 (redtop) : wood sedges 
Y =: (Canada bluegrass) : prairie drop seed tIndian grass tAgrostis hyemalis ¢ | s Mna grass i pr. June grass + mt. rice $ Calamagrostis 3 

3 : side oats grama ispartina : : | ¥ dges + sand dropseed + purple oat grass Cinna latifolia 3 
: : tswitch grass 3 : | : tton grass : needle grass 3 : sedges 3 

i : tsedges 3 ¢ | } regrass : Carex pennsylvanica : : : 
t hazelnut t lead plant tprairie willows tsandbar willow : | d dogwood S : sweet fern : raspberry 3 alder ? beaked hazel 

SHRUB : wild plum : prairie roses tprairie roses tsilky dogwood : ; g birch + sand cherry ‘ 3 blackberry 3 mt. maple Bt mt. maple B 
(see alsoi: sumacs : prairie willow imeadowsweet tmeadowsweet : / atherleaf i New Jersey tea Bt hazelnut > red dogwood B? raspberry 

understory): wild grape SW : New Jersey tea ye tbittersweet : brador tea + dewberry + chokecherry : raspberry ag = 
: Dlackberry : : ¥ tearrion flower 3 Bi le laurel + low(juneberry S : Canada juneberry § : bush willows : 
t_thornapples saat : tmoon seed : anber: : : : i_highbdush cranber: 3 
t bur oak (1) pe De 2 tred birch t sugar maple f marack : jackpine t white pine 3 Arbor vitae B : hemlock B 

TREE or : white oak 47 5 W 3 : y tsilver maple t basswood ' pek spruce (3): BLACK OAK W: red (Norway) pine : balsam fir ? sugar maple 
CLIMAX : i : : tAmer, elm t red oak ite pine : Hill's oak Wt paper birch F : white spruce (4) : yellow birch 

t shag-bark hickory W : without fire trends ‘without fire trends ‘swamp white oak : white oak J d maple edge ? bur oak (shrub) + aspen F: red maple B: basswood 
+ red oak W  % toward oak-hickory ‘toward willow, elm, ‘cottonwood : white ash } der ; pinbherry * balsam poplar F + black ash 2 balsam fir — 
? black oak W 3 * ash, cottonwood tred ash : Amer. elm ) fpen Fi: 3 jackpine F : aspen F : white pine 

t_aspen 3 =3 % 3 ; x : 3 3 paper birch Fi: red oak 

t gray dogwood Soe 3 igray dogwood $ : hop hornbeam ' ison sumac W : blueberry : blueberry 3 yew B : red-berried elder y 
UNDERSTORY : prickly ash oo : tprickly ash G@ : blue beech jj Sider ~ + bearberry bunchberry eurrants : hop hornbeam | 
& GROUND : May asp. : : tpoison ivy  arrowwood okeberry ? reindeer moss $ clintonia + bunchberry + red maple B 

COVER : tick trefoil Wit : tnannyberry + white trillium ex verticillata? moccasin flower * trailing arbutus } starflower : leatherwood 3B 
(see also : wild geranium : : , tIlex verticillata * hepatica f hagnum 2 pyrola 3 wintergreen + gold thread + Maple-I. viburnum 
shrub) + tall yellew ladyslipper : ; ibladder nut + rue anemone cher plant : ladies’ tobacco * pyrola 3 clintonia : Canada honeysuckl B 

3 3 : iwood nettle i _maidenhair fern nm overt byoopodiuns 2: reowedtoma! gee | = m : 
‘ote
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egg 

Meee ee PEAT BOG JACKPINE_OAK : WHITE @ RED PIN : CEDAR SWAMP (4 : HEMLOCK-HARDWOOD STAGE 3 OAK-HICKQRY 3 UPLAND PRAIRIE 3 LOW PRAIRIE :RIVER BOTTOMS 3 SOUTHERN HARDWOOD = ~ 1 . + : : : : : : o : : : ¢ : . : . : ody peat + Trends : without disturba&ce white pine ? Lycopodiums 3 + upland silt loams speaty meadow soils ‘ epee . . &E, Wis.) : toward : trends toward hemlock-hardwood : Solomon's seal SOILS & ° 3: : : oe : red pine : : : twinflower 
i. : = —— ; ; ‘ ‘ ; 

REGION : + without distfubance oak-hickory becomes southern hardwood ex: o Sen ‘ ; : welkiy vielnd tupland loams 3 : : i fkely to form : Sandy soils (Coloma : Better sandy soils : Woody peat $ white trillium 
: a : (Old Carrington and (Clyde, Waukesha, :(Alluvial sands : (Miami and ~- : , . i ? 
(Miami and relate : ( oe cL band aaieeea danieg).. tdbiged PeomlGnious  seieisd serene ussock bogs : Plainfield & related : (Vilas, Plainfield & : : maidenhair fern : series) eee : tand Plainfield : as k arex stricta) : series) Cent. &N, : related series) tN, & B, Wis. : partridge berry : , : tagrieal : -_ 3 Wis. : Cent. &N. Wis, : 2 upland sandy loams iS. &W, Wis ; S. & W, Wis +8, B. Wis. : ; 5. @ 2. Wis. | 3 i : : : i and silt loams (Kennan, Colby = z 

; 
: & related series) LEGEND (parenthesis) exotics escaped to the wild W especially valuable for winter food 6 ARIATIONS : (1) on gravel knolls stands are thin, short. Red oak drops out, red cedar, or, N. & B, Wis, underlined charactéristic species s ie . "summer food : Teniper, 4 pasiae Slower cone ae ee, species induced by fire B " " " winter browse = 5. (2) on blows and tree stage drops out: Linaria canadensis, Specularia perfoliata, Hudsonia tomentosa come in, Bie BSaunea vy ietaniee Te (3) black spruce drops out in southern Wisconsin & SP 

(4) on heavy poorly drained soils (Colby & Cable series) white spruce occurs with hardwoods and balsam fir. : (5) river-bottom types are so variable that one is selected as an example. 
ONOTE: This table omits many variations and minor types. We solicit suggestions for improvement. om ‘. 
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Introduction 

: This handbook is directed to Wisconsin farmers and sportsmen who are interest- 

ed in improving wildlife conditions on stream-banks. It is published in the hope 

that it will be useful to farmers, rod and gun clubs, Boy Scouts, 4-H Clubs and 

other conservation minded individuals and organizations. : 

The writer is indebted to the following authorities for their helpfulness, 

recommendations and friendly criticism in the preparation of this manual: 
. William F. Grimmer, Supt. of Game Management, Wisconsin Conservation Department; 

Aldo Leopold, Professor of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin; 

G. William Longenecker, Professor of Horticulture, University of Wisconsin; 
George B. Rossbach, Game Biologist, Food Habits Research, Wisconsin Conservation 

Department; L. H. Shinners, Soils Department, University of Wisconsin; Dr. S. A. 

Wilde, Professor of Soils, University of Wisconsin. i
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here. Soil erosion has been reduced. The farm 
landscape has been beautified. Wildlife 
has moved in, The stream will now support - 
trout. 
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STREAM-BANK IMPROVEMENT FOR WILDLIFE 

Changes in Wildlife Habitats 

With the deforestation of northern Wisconsin, as a result of early lumbering practices and ’ 

fires, came lower water tables and a quick run-off creating soil erosion and the loss of i 

vegetative cover in many areas. Today, soil erosion in the Driftless Area of southwestern 

Wisconsin and wind erosion over the Wisconsin Central Plain destroy vegetation necessary for the ‘ 
existence of upland game birds and animals. Almost all pasturage lands along many streams in 
southern Wisconsin now are devoid of game food, trees, and shrubs. It is also evident that t e 

stream feeders and springs are decreasing in number and size, having an adverse effect upon ) 

trout environment. 

Utilization of land for animal husbandry and grain farming in central and southern Wisconsin Le 
is another factor which has contributed to changing the natural environment for wildlife by the 

removal of habitats and food. The wildlife crop is found for the most part on agricultural land, 
upon which is located more than 65% of Wisconsin's potential huntable area. The production of 
farm products has been the first consideration in the use of this land. The occurrence of wild- 
life has been accidental. Clean farming, grazing and drainage projects have denuded potential 

ranges to the detriment of a large variety of birds and animals. As a consequence, the existence 

survival and reproduction of wildlife is now dependent upon this unsatisfactory environment, unin- 

tentionally created by the land user. 

Stream-bank Improvement 

The practice of streamside planting lends itself well to the improvement of these undesirable 
conditions where land use has ignored wildlife management. Pasture lands (more than 10,000,000 7 

acres or one-fourth of the land area of the state) naturally border most streams. The elongated | 

areas along streams are of less value to the farmer than crop lands. Planting on such sites may 7 

be undertaken while the more valuable lands may be saved for crop production. Planting game food, 
trees and shrubs along these banks will furnish a more suitable environment for song birds, 

pheasants, quail, rabbits, muskrats and other farm game species and at the same time bring about 

conditions resulting in soil protection and windbreak values. Wildlife management on these | 
farm areas will dovetail satisfactorily with farm management.
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Trout Stream Improvement 

Streambank planting also plays an important role in meeting the requisites for a good 
trout stream--pure water, suitable cover, adequate spawning beds, ample food, and cold aereated 
water. In pasturage lands where cover is completely or partially absent, trees planted along 
stream-banks aid in soil anchorage, thus reducing erosion, help retard the rapid run-off, and 

provide shade. Gravel spawning beds, formerly buried under sand and silt, again appear. | d) 
» Springs and additional shade contribute to the ideal water temperature. Over-hanging branches 

afford terrestrial insect food for fish life. 

The Natural Growth of Cover | 

Many kinds of trees and a great variety of shrubs grow along our streams and rivers. 

Woody plants are not indiscriminately mixed but are assembled into distinct grounings or asso- 

ciations through their adaptation to the environment in which they grow. Trees and shrubs have 

a definite range and within that range grow in certain kinds of places. The reason for this is 

that the different species are not alike in their requirements of soil, water, and light. What 
may grow well in northern Wisconsin may not do well in the southern area because of different 
soil and temperature. Also the growing of trees and shrubs successfully on one stream—bank 

may fail on another. One may find Sand-bar Willow and Dogwood doing well on a sandy shore while 

on a lowland peat bank Tamarack, Black Spruce, or White Cedar may thrive. On well drained soil 

r thriving plants may be Sumac, Gray Dogwood, Nannyberry, and Hazelnut. | 

In preparation for planting a particular stream bank one should look over a similar bank | 
with a good growth of natural cover. The dominant species having the same conditions are indica- { § | 
tive of what other species would do if grown in the same place. In other words they indicate the tS 

natural plant cover for similar sites. It is necessary, therefore, to plant the stock which is 

comparable with the environment and the specific soils at hand. | 

Cooperating agencies from which help may be obtained are the County Agents, Soil Conservation | _ 
Districts, the College of Agriculture Department of Horticulture, and College of Agriculture ae 
Office of Wildlife Management, High School Vocational Agricultural Instructors, and the Wisconsin ' 

Conservation Department.
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The Streamside Association 14 

(moist-tolerant plants) { 

Trees ; Shrubs Vines 

Aspen Alder Bittersweet 

Balsam Fir Arrowwood Clematis 

Basswood Bladdernut Grape 

Black Ash Buttonbush Woodbine 

Black Cherry Chokeberry 

Black Spruce Dogwood 

Black Willow Elderberry 

Box Elder Hazelnut 

Bur Oak High Bush Cranberry 

Choke Cherry Honeysuckle 

Cottonwood Juneberry 

Elm Mountain Holly 

Hackberry Nannyberry 

Hawthorn Ninebark 

Hemlock Poison Sumac 

Pin Cherry — Pussy Willow 

Red Maple Sand Bar Willow ., 

River Birch Sumac 

Silver Maple Swamp Rose 

Swamp White Oak Wahoo 

Tamarack Winterberry 

White Ash Witch hazel 

White Birch 

White Cedar : 

White Spruce 
Wild Crab 

: Wild Plum — ; 

Planting 
In Wisconsin there are more than 100 species of evergreen and deciduous trees and shrubs of 

native origin. The plants hereafter described are limited to a number suitable for bank planting 

and having mltiple values although little is known of their nutritive qualities from a food
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standpoint. A mixed planting is suggested since a variety of species provide a better balanced 

environment for birds and wildlife during the various seasor of the year. Mixed plantings are 

also more disease and insect~pest resistant than pure stands. 

Planting Willow Cuttings 

Willows are well adapted to all stream-banks but require care in planting. These plants 
have their requirements the same as other species. Failures have resulted on some northern 
streams where conditions were unsuitable. Cuttings planted in some southern marsh areas have 

been smothered. They should be made 3 to 5 feet in length and at least 3/4 of an inch in diameter. 
Strong 1 to 2 year old branches of large willows not infected with disease or insect pests should 
be used. Cuttings from small or dwarf species are not desirable. The basal cut should be made Le 
square below a bud to insure good root development. The top cut should be made square a short 

distance above a well developed bud and care should be taken to prevent splitting the wood or 
damaging the bark. A sharp knife should be used to trim off all branches to provide the necessary 
nourishment for the establishment of the tree. Bundles of 25 to 50 (butts all one way) should 
be wrapped in wet moss or gunny sacks and taken immediately to the planting site. Use a bar or 

hoe handle for making the hole for the cutting. Place the butt 6 inches to 1 foot in the damp 
soil and pack firmly with the heel. Cuttings should be made in the spring and planted as soon 
as the frost is out of the ground. 

At the planting site where the grass is long and thick, cuttings should be of such length 

as to prevent smothering. Willows have an extensive root system. Planting too close to the 

stream in some situations may sometimes choke the stream channel and divert the current. As a 

result, harm to other plantings and greater erosion may result. Planting should be done at sites 

where there will be no under cutting. 

For methods of planting seedlings and transplants refer to the Forest Planting Handbook 

issued by the Wiseonsin Conservation Department. Additional information on planting and main- 
tenance can be procured from available federal and state bulletins. See "Publications." 

The Need of Protection 

Fire 

All plantins should be protected from fire. The burning of plant cover destroys nesting 
places and often destroys eggs, young birds, and animals as well. Fire destroys valuable organic 

| 
| 
!
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matter necessary to maintain the fertility of the soil, and often increases the run-off or erosion. 
Fencing may be ruined as a result of uncontrolled burning. 

" Rabbit and Mouse Damage 

Every fall and winter, and particularily during severe winters rabbits and mice cause con- 
siderable damage to game food and cover. Almost all of the trees and shrubs herein listed have 
been found damaged by these rodents. 

The cottontail favors Sumac, Black Cherry, Wild Plum, Apple, and Juneberry. He prefers a j 

newly planted pine and may wipe out the young spruces. A snowshoe hare will eat the seedlings 
of both conifers and hardwoods. Rabbits make a single, chisel-like angled groove larger than the 
sear made by a mouse. ; 

Mice damage varies from year to year. Injury to plantings occur during the peak of population 

cycles which happen at 4 year intervals. When over abundant, heavy losses, particularly of fruit 
trees, occur as the result of barking and girdling. Mice may climb and girdle plants from the ; 

base to the tip. Double grooved gnawings at the base of the tree generally indicate mice. Look } 

for mice droppings. Mice leave finer tooth marks and do a neater job than rabbits. | 

Species quite free of rabbit and mice damage are Red Cedar, Dogwood, Grape, Woodbine, and 7 
Elderberry. 

Newly planted stock must be protected to insure proper growth and survival. Injury may 
be prevented by the use of various kinds of repellent washes. A cylinder wire netting of 1/4 inch 
mesh encircling the tree to a height of 18 inches or more and set 2 inches in the ground will 

prevent damage to the bark. The guard should protect the tip of the plant if not out of reach, 

otherwise the plant may be killed. The rodent eating hawks and owls hold down the mice populations. 
Those kinds beneficial to the farmer should be protected. 

Livestock damage 

Cattle are destructive to the soil, young trees, ground cover, and wildlife. Cattle will 

clean out all water cress. Although some trees are browsed only under heavy grazing (Shagbark 

Hickory, Dogwood, Black Walnut and Hawthorn) all of them may be destroyed by rubbing and trampling. 
All stream-bank plantings in pasture land must be fenced. A fence within a pasture is more 
subject to livestock damage than a field boundary fence, hence the need for a 4 strand barbwire 

"horse high, hog tight and bull strong" to enclose the planting area. A fenced in bank should
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: be at least 25 feet in width. A strip 3 feet wide along the inside of the fence will be worthless 

for planting since cattle will browse everything within their reach. Provision must be made for 
- cattle crossings and watering places. 

A pasture stream—bank fenced from livestock, undisturbed by fire, the plow, and mower and 
left alone, WILL IMPROVE ITSELF in time. The natural succession usually is weeds, grasses, 

shrubs and trees. 

Native Food and Cover Plants Suitable for Streamside Planting 4 

Characteristics 

The plants on the following pages are described briefly. Other native plants of recognized 

value to land and wildlife will be added to these groups. Conifers and trees described as tall 
are those having an average height of 30 feet or more; small trees are those with an average 
height of 15 to 30 feet; tall growing shrubs: 8 to 15 feet; medium shrubs: 5 to 8 feet; small 
shrubs: less than 5 feet. ; 

Tolerant trees are those species which will endure shade or competition from other trees. 
Intolerant trees are light demanding. Hardiness is the ability of trees and shrubs to withstand 

cold, alternate freezing and thawing in the spring, drought and dry winds. A sucker is a shoot 

arising from underground roots. 

pH indicates soil reaction whether acid, neutral or calcareous. A soil with a pH of 7 is 
i neutral. A pH of less than 7 indicates an acid or sour soil. An alkaline soil has a pH of over 73 

pH's listed herein are the optimum limits for tree and shrub growth. Organic matter and soil 
texture are also factors to be considered in fitting the trees to the soil. (Contact your county 

agent regarding soil tests). 

: '
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* Wative Food and Cover Plants Suitable for 
Ps Streamside Planting 

CONIFEROUS TREES* 

* Natural Distribution, Growth, Habits : 

Name os Tall: Average height 30 feet or more Wildlife Values, 

Small: Average Height 15 to 30 feet Other Functions 

Red Cedar Evergreen-medium height~common in southern part-found Excellent winter cover and 

(Juniperus virginiana) on light, lime soils-dry locations, but thrives in food-dark blue berry like 

_Many kinds of soil-very hardy-drought resistant-not a cone favored by birds-fence 

livestock browse-rabbit proof-alternate host of cedar posts and ties-wood also 
apple rust-not to be planted closer than 1/2 mile to an used for chests & lead 
apple orchard-intolerant--pH 6.0-8.0 pencils. 

Tamarack, American Larch Not an evergreen-sheds its leaves each Fall-tall- Summer cover~posts, ties, 

(Larix laricina) thin foliage-fairly common throughout most of state- fuel, and locally for 

chiefly in bogs-prefers wet soils and cold swamps- lumber 
appears to avoid alkaline soils-intolerant--pH { 
5.0-6.5 

White Spruce Evergreen-tall-occurs in northern part of state- Excellent winter cover- 
(Picea glauca) moist locations-(not to be confused with the Norway superior to the Pines for 

spruce, a cultivated species)-grows slowly at first, shelter as lower limbs last 

quite rapidly later-requires a moist but well drained longer and leaves are denser- 
soil-very tolerant--pH 5.0-6.0 for woodlot planting and 

windbreaks-Xmas trees 

White Pine ; Evergreen-tall-natural range is the northern part of Winter cover-unequalled 
(Pinus strobus) state-occurs on sandy soils-for acid moist situations- as a lumber producing tree- 

generally slow growing for the first few years after farm windbreak or living 

planting-often fast growing-intermediate tolerance-— snowfence. 

pH 4.5~6.0
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CONIFEROUS TREES* (Cont'd) 

Natural Distribution, Growth, Habits ; 

Name Tall: Average height 30-feet or more Wildlife Values, 

Small: Average Height 15 to 30 feet Other Functions 

White Cedar, Arbor Vitae Ivergreen-medium height-along streams and in swamps Winter cover and browse- 

(Thuja occidentalis) often forms dense pure stands-suitable for low staple winter deer food— 
bottomland-thrives in any good soil-limbs hang close farm windbreak-fence posts 
to ground for many years-easily moved-tolerates short and ties 

period of flooding-very tolerant--pH 6.0-8.0 

* Do not prune evergreens as low hanging branches make the best winter cover. For maximum cover plant conifers in 

groups. Plant the kind growing in your area. White Pine should not be planted if Currant or Gooseberry bushes 

occur in the same locality. White Pine Blister Rust, a serious disease, may infect then.
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Native Food and Cover Plants Suitable for E 
Streamside Planting 

DECIDUOUS TREES 

Name Natural Distribution, Growth, Habits Wildlife Values, 
Tall: Average Height 30 feet or more Other Functions 
Small: Average Height 15 to 30 feet 

Box Elder, Ash-leaved Maple -Tall-common on rich soil along streams-fast growing- Furnishes dense shade- 

(Acer negundo) often considered a weed tree-possibility of taking food for squirrels, 

over farm woodlots-fruit often persisting throughout pheasants, and many birds 

the winter-reproduces easily-hardy-fruit: a pair of 

winged seeds similar to the fruit of the maples- 
tolerant--pH 6.0-8.0 

Red Maple, Swamp Maple Tall-common northward, local southward-found on silty loams A valuable shade tree 
(Acer rubrum) of river bottoms, and in swamps with other hardwoods-hardy- for trout streams-browse- 

quite rapid in growth-prefers wet soil-tolerant--pH 6.00 winter deer food-fuel- 
8.0 considerable curly maple 

is produced from this tree 
and is extensively used in 

: making furniture 

Silver Maple, Soft Maple Tall-along low, rich river bottoms-usually in a dominant ° Shade-summer cover-food 
(Acer saccarinum) position with other river bottom species-common, especially for squirrels and other 

southward-prefers wet soil-rapid grower-—intermediate wildlife-occasionally used 
tolerance--pH 6.0-8.0 for fuel-curly maple 

occasionally is produced 
from this tree for furni- 

Z ture k 

Suguar Maple, Hard Maple Tall-in rich moist soil-associated with White Pine and Same as above-staple food 
(Acer saccarum) other hardwoods-often pure stands-deep rooted-thrives in for deer-an important 

any good soil-hardy-fast growing-dense foliage-early in hardwood in Wisconsin-it 

leaf-very tolerant--pH 6.0-8.0 furnishes the "Bird's Hye" 
maple and curly maple for 

F flooring-many trees tapped 
in the spring to produce 
maple syrup-autumn colora- 

: tion
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i DECIDUOUS TREES (Cont'd) 

Natural Distribution, Growth, Habits 
Name Tall: Average Height 30 feet or more Wildlife Values, 

Small: Average Height 15 to 30 feet Other Functions 

Fe UP ee rn ae ee treeless | 

Alder, Speckled Alder, Tag Alder, Tall or a small tree-common along streams in river Cover and browse-grouse 
Black Alder bottoms, and swampy hardwoods-prefers moist soil- and quail eat buds, leaves | 
(Alnus ineana) thicket forming-suckers-easily transplanted-hardy- and flowers-an inferior 

intolerant--pH 5.5-6.5 deer food-used by beaver 
: where Aspen is lacking 

River Birch, Red Birch Tall-ragged growing when young-short lived-fast growing- Cover and browse-fuel- 
(Betula nigra) found in flooded river borders-rarely damaged by for bank protection 

rabbits-late to leaf out-for alluvial soils-intolerant 

Shagbark Hickory Tall-common in southern part of state on rich, damp Browse and fruit-for 
(Carya ovata) : but well drained soils and hillsides-grows with upland agricultural implements 

; prairie hardwoods-wood very heavy, tough and strong- and tool handles-excelle nt 
leaves fall early and late to leaf out-does not for smoking meats-this is 
transplant easily-(plant nuts)--pH 6.0-7.0 a commercial hickory-nuts 

have a commercial value 

Hackberry Tall-found in rich bottom lands-in mixture with other Fruit a hard, dry drupe 
(Celtis occidentalis) hardwoods-not found in swampy places-thinly scattered- often eaten by birds- 

F late to leaf out but hang late-subject to Witches Broom, shade-farm windbreak-makes 
a fungus disease-tolerant--pH 6.0-%.0 good firewood 

Hawthorn, Thornapple Generally low, wide spreading trees or thorny shrubs- Winter cover-pheasant and 
(Crataegus species) many species-common southward-readily adapt themselves grouse food-thickets 

to all conditions-dense foliage-drought resistant- valuable for erosion 
fruit of some species often abundant and persistent- control-very ornamental 
pH 6.0-8.0 

White Ash Tall-common throughout state-in rich moist soil-along Summer cover-browse-for 
(Fraxinus americana) stream banks-grows rapidly-shallow root system-sparse woodlot planting-farm | 

: foliage-leaves fall early-will grow in poorer sandy windbreak-oars, handles, 
soils-fruit: a winged seed common to all the ashes- farm implements 
intermediate tolerance--pH 6.0-8.0
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DECIDUOUS TREES (Cont'd) 
Natural Distribution, Growth, Habits 

Name Tall: Average Height 30 feet or more Wildlife Values, | 
Small: Average Height 15 to 30 feet Other Functions | 

en ee ee ee 
Black Ash Tall-common throughout state along stream banks- Summer cover-fence posts— 
(Fraxinusni gra) seldom found mhigh ground-prefers wet soil-not a for low woodlot planting 

fast grower-intermediate tolerance--pH 5.0-7.5 erosion control 

Black Walnut Tall-southern Wisconsin-adapted to any soil that Browse and fruit-one of the 
(Juglans nigra) will grow corn-leaves appear late and fall early- most valuable timber trees- 

epen canopy-a spece demanding tree-few shrubs will for furniture and gun 
grow under it-does not transplant easily—(plant nuts stocks-nuts of commercial 
with other hardwoods)-—pH 6.0~8.0 value 

Wild Crab, Prairie Crab Small~occurs in southern part of state-thrives in any Cover-winter food for 
(Malus ioensis) good soil-slow in growth-prefers well drained soil- ruffed grouse, fox, and 

intermediate tolerance--pH 6.0-8.0 deer-juice of small yellow 

green apples sometimes used 
for making vinegar i 

Wild Plum Small-often found in rich, moist soils, low stream Summer cover-food for 
(Prunus americana) banks, thicket forming-suckers-quite rapid growth- pheasants, prairie chicken, 

; heavy yielder of fruit-thrives on any good soil-hardy- quail, and songbirds-fruit 
intolerant--pH 6.0-8.0 used for preserves and 

jellies-for gully planting 

Pin Cherry, Wild Red Cherry Medium-common in northern cut-over land-occurs Summer and fall food-cover- 
(Prunus pennsylvania) throughout entire state-fast growing-short lived- fruit used in making 

will grow on dry soils-suckers freely—drought jellies 

resistant--pH 6.0-8.0 

Wild Black Cherry, Rum Cherry Tall-largest of the cherries-grows throughout the Cover-very good bird food- 
(Prunus serotina) state-grows well on rich bottom lands-requires good utilized by pheasants, grouse 

soil drainage-quite rapid growth-intermediate skunk, coon and probably fox- 
tolerance-~pH 6.0-8.0 edible fruit-one of the 

‘finest woods for furniture- 
for farm windbreak ;
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DECIDUOUS TREES (Cont '4) 
Natural Distribution, Growth, Habits | 

Name ‘ Tall: Average Height 30 feet or more Wildlife Values | 
. Small; Average Height 15 to 30 feet Other Functions 

lien i a Ai i a ae a a 

Choke Cherry Small-found throughout the state in open woods, Food for ruffed grouse and 
(Prunus virginiana) thickets, and along fence rows, moist slopes, and prairie chicken-a deer 

stream borders-suckers-adapted to moist but well- browse-edible fruit 
drained soils-heavy yield of fruit--pH 6.0-8.0 

Willows Common throughout state along streams, ditches and For quick results-cover ‘ 

(Salix species) marsh borders-about 20 species-hybridize frequently- and browse-trout stream 
fast growing-good rooting systems-contrary to popular shade-fuel-some varieties 

opinion few of them will stand very wet planting used for windbreaks and 
sites-hardy-intolerant--pH 6.0-3.0 erosion control-basket 

willows have been grown 

commercially in state 

Mountain Ash Small-slender-occasionally occurs southward-with A fruit producer-fall 
(Sorbus americana) Hemlock along the Wisconsin River-thrives on any good food for songbirds-preferred 

well drained soil—cannot withstand drought-early in winter food of ruffed grouse 
leaf~bright red or orange fruit persisting until a preferred deer browse- 
December-slow of growth-intermediate tolerance fruit makes good jelly-one of 

our most beautiful trees 

Basswood, American Linden Tall-common throughout state-rich soils-fertile Stream shade and summer 
(Tilia americana) bottom lands-in mixture with other hardwoods-fast cover-fruit not much eaten 

growing-dense foliage-thrives in any good soil- by wildlife so far as is 
3 little vegetation will grow under it-very tolermt— known-a timber tree-used 

pH 6.0-8.0 for wagons, boxes, etc. 

American Elm Tall-occurs throughout the state-found on rich soil Stream shade—browse- 
(Ulmus americana) and river bottoms-shallow root system-easy to transplant- used for boats, barrel 

rapid growing-thrives in any good soil-very tolerant-- hoops, agricultural 

pH 6.0-7.5 implements and sometimes 

for furniture-for wodlot 
planting
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Native Game Food and Cover Plants 
for 

Streamside Planting 

: SHRUBS 

Natural Distribution, Growth, Habits 
Name Tall Shrubs: 8 to 15 feet Wildlife Values, 

Medium Shrubs: 5 to 8 feet Other Functions 
Small Shrubs: less than 5 feet 

Juneberry, Serviceberry, Shadbush Tall shrub or a small tree-dense and bushy-common Refuge cover-good summer 

(Amelanchier canadensis) throughout state-found along streambanks, in swamp food-a browse plant-strong 

hardwoods, open woods, and pastures-quite rapid growth- close grained wood used for 
very hardy-prefers good soil-dark red or purple berries handles, canes & cabinet 
are plentiful-intermediate tolerance--pH 6.7-7.0 works-wood (under the name 

of lance-wood) used for 
fishing rods-edible fruit 

Black Chokeberry Small-occurs along the Wisconsin River-found in Cover-fall and winter food- 
(Aronia melanocarpa) Tamarack bogs and swamp hardwoods-prefers a sour wet eaten by ruffed grouse, 

soil-abundance of fruit-intermediate tolerance-- pheasants, rabbits, deer, song 

; pH 5.0-6.0 birds and prairie chicken 

Buttonbush, Snowball, Honeyball Medium growing-grows along the Wisconsin River-found Cover-waterfowl and shore 
(Cephalanthus occidentalis) on low wet grounds, margins of swamps and edges of bird food-seeds frequently 

sluggish streams-adapted to moist sitvations—fairly eaten by mallards and wood 
rapid growth-intermediate tolerance--pH 6.0-8.0 ducks-a good bee plant. 

Red-osier Dogwood, Red Dogwood Tall-abundant throughout the state-occurs in peat Cover-food for many varieties 
(Cornus stolonifera) swamps, bottom lands, and stream borders—-thicket of birds-numerous records 

forming-suckers—hardy—quite rapid growth-prefers of pheasants eating its white 
moist soil-very tolerant--pH 6.0-7.0 berries-winter browse-deer 

f browse 

Winterberry, Northern Holly Medium growing-not common in southern Wisconsin but Cover~a fruit producer- 
(Ilex verticillata) abundant northward-occurs in Tamarack swamps and low fall food for ruffed grouse, 

grounds-fruit (clusters of bright red berries) quail, and songbirds-branches 
persistent in some areas-very hardy-slow growing~ with bright red berries often 
prefers a moist soil-intermediate tolerance-- sold in flower shops 
pH 5.0-6.0
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SHRUBS (Cont'd) 

Natural Distribution, Growth, Habits 

Name Tall Shrubs: 8 to 15 feet Wildlife Values, 

Z Medium Shrubs: 5 to 8 feet Other Functions 
Small Shrubs: less than 5 feet : 

: Ninebark Tall-wide spreading-found on stream banks-thrives in Cover—food value not known 
(Physocarpus opulifolius) any good moist soilerapid growing-fruit; a small dry 

seed capsule-very hardy-very tolerant--pH 6.0-7.5 

Staghorn Sumac Tall shrub or a small tree-the largest of the Sumacs— Cover-fruit producer-winter 
(Rhus typhina) occurs throughout the state-common in well drained or fruit commonly eaten by 

dry soils-along roadsides and edges of woods-hardy- birds-shade-browse-for gully 

fast growing-suckers freely-thrives in most. soils— planting-attractive fall 

late to leaf out-intolerant coloration ‘ 

Swamp Rose, Wild Rose Medium growing-common throughout state in wet Cover-hips (fruit) and browse 

(Rosa palustris) situations-will grow in swampy places-thicket utilized by upland birds- 
forming-hardy-quite rapid growth-tolerant--pH 6.0=-8.0 furnishes grit-for gully 

planting 

Pussy Willow Tall shrub or a small tree-distributed generally on Excellent cover for game 
(Salix discolor) low wet land or stream banks-prefers moist locations- birds-browse-for gully 

easily planted with cuttings-intolerant--pH 6.0-8.0 planting and stream bank 
erosion control 

Sandbar Willow Tall shrub or a small tree-common on alluvial soils- Same as above-a good soil 
(Salix longifolia) thicket forming-suckers freely-frequently flowers a binder 

second time during season~easily transplanted and 
planted with cuttings--pH 6.0-8.0 

Common Elder, Elderberry Tall-wide-common on rich, moist soil along streams, Summer cover-browse-heavy 

(Sambucus canadensis) fence rows-profuse berrying habit-fast growing- yielder of summer berries- 
prefers moist goil-drought resistant-suckers freely- more than 100 species of birds 
planting by cuttings is probable-very tolerant—- known to eat fruit-excellent 

pH 6.0-8.0 shrub for trout stream shade
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SHRUBS (Cont'd) 

Natural Distribution, Growth, Habits . 

Name Tall Shrubs: 8 to 15 feet Wildlife Values, 
Medium Shrubs: 5 to & feet Other Functions 

Small Shrubs: less than 5 feet 

‘ As CE EERE: Deel Hse ROME DEARE Oe cece CT sc Sia alae 

Coralberry, Buckbrush, Indian Currant Small-densely branched-found sparingly in southern Cover-food for upland 

(Symphoricarpos orbiculatus) part of state-thicket forming-leaves hang late-will game birds and songbirds- 

grow in most types of soil-suckers freely-possible effective for planting 

weed shrub-for dry situations-tolerant--pH 5.5-7.5 banks to prevent soil 

washing 

Arrowwood Tall-cccurs in southern Wisconsin and along the Cover-fall and early 

(Viburnum dentatum) Wisconsin River-edge of oak woods-thrives best in winter game bird food-small 

moist but well-drained soil-dense foliage-abundance black berries eaten by 
of fruit-tolerant songbirds 

Nannyberry, Viburnum Tall-scattered throughout the state-slow growing- Cover-shade-fruit utilized 

(Viburnum lentago) found in dry and moist woods, pastures, and bogs by pheasants-for gully , 

_ will grow well in any good soil-bluish black fruit border planting-may be | 

sometimes persistent-hardy-suckers freely-tolerant planted for a snow fence- 
edible fruit 

High-bush Cranberry, Viburnum Tall-common throughout the state except in the Grouse-pheasant and song- 

(Viburnum trilobum) central sand areas-usually found in low ground- bird food-shelter and escape 

hardy-prefers moist soil and swamps-most persistent cover-excellent shade shrub 
fruit of the Viburnums-thrives in any good soil- for trout streams-bright red 

tolerant-~pH 6.5-7.5 fruit is quite acid and often 

used as a substitute for 

cranberries—a soil erosion 

x control plant-adapted for a 
thick growing hedge
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Native Game Food and Cover Plants for 
Streamside Planting 

VINES* ; 

Name Natural Distribution, growth, habits Wildlife values, 

; Other functions 

SN me EE PRED No PP Co Sn Re eee srs Ba ine ele De ffenestr me tntnennt oe ere ieee rere ae enc neice ee 

American Bittersweet A high climbing vine-found on the better soils-quite Coversfall food for ruffed 

(Celastrus scandens) rapid growth-prefers a rich soil-will entwine more than grouse, prairie chickens, and 
a Bittersweet-fruit: clusters or orange berries, inedible-- songbirds-fruit collected 

pH 6.0=8.0 in fall for winter indoor 
: decorations 

Virginia Creeper, Woodbine, Ivy A climbing or trailing vine~found throughout the state- Cover-fall and early 

(Parthenocissus quinquefolia) a roadside and fence row straggler=thicket forming» winter food 

may strangle young trees-grows on any common soilerapid 

growth-fruit: clusters of small blue berries, inedible-= | 

pH 5.0-7.5 2 

Greenbrier 
(Smilax species) Climbing vine-common along fence rows, riverbanks-fruit A fruit producer eaten by 

persists on dead stems above the snow-fruit: clusters of pheasants, grouse=browse 

bluishblack berries, inedible i 

Riverbank Grape, Frost Grape A climbing woody vine-will overspread small plants-common Excellent food and cover 

(Vitis vulpina) throughout the state-abundant in Southern half-~fence row in summer and winter-for 

thickets-quite rapid growth-dependable yielder of fruit pheasants, quail and fall 

may encircle and strangle young trees=will not tolerate food for raccoon and song-~ 

shade-fruit: clusters of bluish-black berries=—pH 6.08.0 birds<should be included in 

: all wildlife planting 

: * 411 vines provide good escape cover for birds. They are also soil binders and prevent destructive soil washing. 

For best results plant vines around log tangles, brush piles or stone heaps placed on sheltered banks with 

i southern exposure. Do not mix with other plantings. ‘
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Sources of Planting Stock* 

TREES State Nursery (1) Commercial ~ Qut of doors (3) 

Nurseries (2) 

i ga ea 
Apple, Wild Crab x x 

Ash, Black x x 

Ash, Mountain x x 
Ash, White = x 

P Basswood i x 

Birch, River : x 
Box Elder = x 
Cherry, Black = = 
Cherry, Choke x x 

Cherry, Pin x x 

Cedar, Red x 
Cedar, White x x 
Elm x x 
Hackberry z x 
Hawthorn x x 

Hickory 2x x 

duneberry x 
Maple, Red x 
Maple, Silver x : 
Maple, Sugar x x 
Pine, White = x 

= Plum, Wild x = = a 
Spruce, White ee = 4 
Tamarack ay x x 
Walnut, Black z x 

SHRUBS 

Alder x 

Arrowwood x = 

Buttonbush xs = t 
Chokeberry x * 
Coralberry : =
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‘ Sources of Planting Stock# (Cont'd) 

SHRUBS (Cont'd) State Nursery (1) Commercial Qut of doors (3) 
eR citer me : Se Nurseries (2) 

Cranberry, H. B x x 
Dogwood x x 
Elderberry x 
Nannyberry x 
Ninebark x - es 
Rose, Swamp x = 
Sumac x : 
Willows x 
Winterberry x = 

VINES 

Bittersweet. x = x 3 
Grape x x 
Greenbrier bof oe 
Woodbine x x x 

* These sources are provisional: supplies at nurseries are not constant and available stock varies. 

(1) State nursery stock is sent out as seedlings and small transplants. 
(2) Commercial nursery trees and shrubs are sold according to height. 
(3) Trees and shrubs collected in the wild are subject to state regulations which are administered by the 

Department of Agriculture. A permit issued by the state entomologist is required if one desires to 
collect plants from other than his own property. i 

American Bittersweet cannot be removed from public highways, public property, or property of another 
without permission of the owner. 

When collecting native wild plants, sélect small specimens as small stock transplants more readily and 
is» easier to handle.
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PUBLICATIONS 

The following bulletins and circulars are suggested’ as sources of additional 

information. 

Publications by state and federal agencies 

Material which may be obtained by writing to the Wisconsin Conservation 

Department, State Office Building, Madison, Wisconsin, 

Wildlife Conservation on the Farm (Reprint) 
Forest Planting Handbook f 

Game Food and Cover Species Available for Wildlife Planting 
Forest Trees of Wisconsin, How to Know Them 

Wisconsin Forest Tree Nurseries 
Living Snowfences for Wisconsin Roads 

Publications issued by the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C. 

Improving the Farm Environment for Wildlife 
U. S. D. I. Conservation Bulletin 12 1942 10¢ 

Plants Useful in Upland Wildlife Management 
U. S. D. Ie Fish and Wildlife Service, Conservation 
Bulletin 7 1942 1lo¢ 

Groups of Plants Valuable for Wildlife Utilization and 
Erosion Control 

U. S. D. A. Bulletin 412 1936 5¢ 
Game Management on the Farm 

U. S. D. A. Farmers Bulletin 1759 1936 5¢ 
Wildlife Management Through Soil Conservation on Farms 

: in the Northeast 
U. S. D. A. Farmers Bulletin 1868 1941 10¢ 

Game and Wild Fur Production and Utilization on Agricultural 
Lands 

U. Se D. A. Cire 636 1942 1o¢ 
: Growing and Planting Hardwood Seedlings on the Farm 

U. S. D. A. Farmers Bulletin 1123 1932 5d 
Glowing and Planting Coniferous Trees on the Farm 

U. S. D. A. Farmers Bulletin 1453 1925 : 5¢
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Publications issued by the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C. (Cont'd) 

Care and Improvement of the Farm Woods 

’ U,. S. D. A. Farmers Bulletin 1177 1939 10¢ 

Grape Propagation Pruning and Training 

U. S. D. A. Farmers Bulletin 471 1932 5¢ 

Basket Willow Culture 

‘ U. S. D. A. Farmers Bulletin 622 1925 5¢ 

Black Walnut for Timber and Nuts 

U. S. D. A. Farmers Bulletin 1392 1933 5¢ 

Prevention and Control of Gullies 

U. S. D. A. Farmers Bulletin 1813 1939 log 

Legumes for Erosion Control and Wildlife 

U. S. D. A. Misc. Pub. 412 1941 65¢ 

Fruits Attractive to Birds-Northeastern States Region No. 4 

U. S. D. A. Bureau of Biological Survey Leaflet BS-l 1936 

Some Common Birds Useful to the Farmer 

U. S. D. A. Farmers Bulletin 630 1926 5¢ 

Food of Some Well-Known Birds of Forest, Farm and Garden 

U. S$. D. A. Farmers Bulletin 506 1922 5¢ 

Rabbits in Relation to Crops 
| 

U. S. D. Ie Conservation Bulletin 11 1942 10¢ 

Mouse Control in Field and Orchard : | 

U. S. D. A. Farmers Bulletin 1397 1930 5¢ | 

University of Wisconsin Publications (Free upon request) | 

Plant List According to Size, Use and Soil 
| 

College of Agriculture, Dept. of Horticulture 

Plents Listed As to Type and Form 

College of Agriculture, Dept. of Horticulture 

Native and Other Shrubs Common to Wisconsin Cir. 138 

Native Plants for Home Ground Planting Cir. 165 - 

The Farm Windbreak Cir. 267 
College of Agriculture, Ext. Service 

Shelter Belts for Wind Blown Soils Cir. 287 (revised) 

College of Agriculture, Ext. Service 

Soil Erosion Cir. 311 

College of Agriculture, Ext. Service 

Pruning Fruit Trees 236 
College of Agriculture, Ext. Service



; mele 

Forestry Club 4H Work, Cir. 4-H 20 
College of Agriculture, Ext. Service 

Pruning Ornamental Shrubs, Cir. 68 1939 (revised) 
College of Agriculture, Ext. Service 

How to Save Girdled Fruit Trees 
Woodland Improvement Cir. 305 

; College of Agriculture, Ext. Service 

Additional Publications 

Wisconsin Agriculture, Climate and Land Use Bulletin 238 

Wisconsin Dept. of Agriculture, State Capitol, Madison 

. Pests and Diseases of Trees and Shrubs, Bulletin 213 
j Wisconsin Dept. of Agriculture, Madison 

Books Available at Public Libraries 

| Game Management 
Leopold, Aldo 

Native Woody Plants of the U. S., Their Erosion Control and 

Wildlife Values 
U. S. D. A. Mise. Pub. 303 1939 

Plant Ecology 
Weaver, John and Clements, Frederic ET, 

‘Trees and Shrubs of Minnesota 
Rosendahl, Carl Otto and Butters, Frederic K. 

jtg 
12/9/44
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

TULAREMIA, AN ANIMAL-BORNE DISEASE ' 

The disease "tularemia" has assumed such proportions in the 
United States that it appears desirable that the Biological Survey 
issue a statement summarizing the available information and the 

| procedure that may be recommended by field representatives of the 
\ Bureau in their work with the public. The information here pre- | 

sented has been endorsed by the Surgeon General of the United States 
Public Health Service, and the recommendations made are concurred | 
in by him. | 

NATURE AND HISTORY OF THE DISEASE; 

Tularemia is a plague-like disease of rodents transmissible . 
to man, It was originally discovered in ground squirrels in Calif- 

ornia in 1910 by Dr. G. W. McCoy, of the United States Public 

Health Service. Later (1919) it was found in jack rabbits in Utah, 
in the work of Dr. Edward Francis and his assistants of the Fublic 
Health Service, and was definitely established as the debilitating, 

disabling, and frequently fatal disease locally known as "deer- 
fly fever," which was affecting residents and visitors locally in 

certain country districts in Utah. Of 500 human cases reported in yo 
the United States, 20 have terminated in death. 

Positive diagnosis of the disease, isolation of the causa- 

tive organism Bacterium tularense, and development of a successful 
culturel technique were important steps in the history of tularemia 
and of investigations of wild animals as carriers of this disease, 

Later work has disclosed human cases of the disease in all States 
except Washington, Wisconsin, New York, Delaware, and the New 

England States, twenty-five States having been added to the list 

in the two years 1925 and 1926, and four in 1927. The disease has 

also been definitely established as identical with the rabbit- 

| borne disease in Japan, kmown as Ohara's disease, which affects 

1 people there. i 

Discovery of tularemia has cleared up many puzzling cases 

of illness that in the past have doubtless been wrongly diagnosed 

as "flu," septic infection, blood poisoning, or other kindred dis- 

eases, because of a superficial resemblance of the symptoms at some 

stage of the disease. Human cases have been traced to rabbits 

or other animals in the locality or to shipments of diseased ani- 

mals sold in the public markets. This specific knowledge lays the 

foundation for intelligent action in maintaining essential safe- 

guards and in protecting the public in the use of important game 

animals. 

y
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Among game animals tularemia occurs in nature in jack rab- 

bits, snowshoe rabbits, and cottontail rabbits, and is responsible 

for some of the periodic epizootics that kill them off locally in 

great numbers, This provides a reservoir for infection of both | 

wild animals and human beings. In the Western States the disease 

is carried from animal to animal and to man by the bites of infect- 
ed deer flies and ticks, and ticks also transmit the infection to ‘ 

man in the Southern States. Ticks carry the infection through the | 

winter, and the females transmit it through the eggs to the next \ 

generation. Man also becomes infected by handling rabbit carcas- r 

ses, as in dressing them for the table or cutting them up for such 

purposes as feed for dogs, hogs, foxes, or chickens, or as bait 

for fish or such carnivorous animals as coyotes. In the Eastern 

States direct contact in dressing the carcasses is the common means 

of infection. : | 

SYMPTOMS OF THE DISEASE IN MAN: ‘ | 

Tularemia is likely to manifest itself first by pain, ten- 

derness, and swelling of lymph glands draining the region where the 

infection occurs, as those of the elbow or armpit when infection 

has occurred on the finger. These symptoms will probably occur 

within two to five days after infection, An inflamed and painful 

: ulcer may soon appear at a point where an insect bite occurred, or f 

at an abrasion in the skin where the infection has gained entrance, 

This may be accompanied by sudden onsets of headache, aching pains, 

chills, prostration, general weakness, and fever. In some cases 

no external lesions are found, 

SYMPTOMS IN WILD RABBITS: ‘ 

In wild rabbits a spotting of the liver and spleen with 

yellowish or whitish flecks is one of the most characteristic and 

easily recognized symptoms. Stupor or evidence of sickness in a 

; rabbit should be regarded with suspicion, especially if an epi- 

zootic disease is prevalent. Diagnosis is made by inoculating — | 

guinea pigs or other susceptible animals with spleen or liver of { 

a suspected rabbit or other wild animal and then examining a cul- 4 

ture isolated after the animals used in the experiments sicken or 

die. ' 

OTHER ANIMALS KNOWN TO BE SUSCEPTIBLE: 

In addition to wild rabbits and hares, the California ground 

squirrel, Columbia: ground squirrel, Utah ground squirrel, desert 

ground squirrel, pine squirrel, yellow-bellied chipmunk, pocket go- 

pher, woodchuck, opossum, cat, porcupine, house mouse, deer mouse,
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meadow mouse, wood rat, and the coyote have all been found suscepti- 
ble to tularemia in a fatal form. The extent to which other rodents, 
important fur-bearers, and predacious animals and such valuable game 
birds as grouse are susceptible to the disease is being investigated, 

Domestic rabbits also are susceptible under laboratory conditions, 

but no cases of tularemia have yet been recognized in commercial rab- 
bitries. Care should be exervised to avoid its introduction into 
such places. There is no danger of contracting tularemia from eating 

‘ rabbit meat if it is thoroughly cooked, even though the animal may 
| have been infected. 
} 

PROTECTIVE MEASURES: 

No protective vaccine has thus far been determined nor has 

any treatment with serum or drugs been found effective against tul- 

aremia, Care should be exercised when in the open to avoid so far as 
possible bites of deer flies, ticks, or other known carriers of the 

infection, particularly in an area where an epizootic of tularemia 
is known to exist. The use of rubber gloves when handling or 
dressing rabbits, or when skinning other animals that may be in- 

fected with the disease, in order to avoid contact with the blood 
or the visceral organs, is the best known protection against human 

infection. This is not an absolute protection, however, as skilled 
laboratory workers who maintain the most careful precautions when 
handling carcasses and entrails frequently become infected. The 
same precautions should be followed in handling fresh skins. It is 
unlikely that skins that have been thoroughly dried over a period 
of three or four weeks will continue to carry the infective organ- 
ism. One attack of tularemia confers immunity to man. Immunes, 

therefore, should be employed where possible in occupations involv- 

ing risk of infection. 

QUARANTINE: | 

In many parts of the country there is much interest in liber-~ 
ating wild rabbits to restock hunting areas, and these animals have 

: been obtained from States where tularemia is now known to have been 
| prevalent periodically. Where such importation for restocking pur- 

] poses appears desirable, it is important that effective quarantine 
be maintained to prevent introduction of diseased animals into lo- 
calities where tularemia is not present or in which there is no mani- 

festation of the disease in epizootic form. Present information in- 

dicates that maintenance of a quarantine of wild rabbits for at least 
ten days is an essential safeguard. Infected wild rabbits are likely 

to die within a period of five or six days, although they may not 
invariably do so. Rabbits that die after capture, during shipment, 
or while held in quarantine should be carefully examined by persons 
capable of recognizing tularemia or other diseases, in order that the 

exact cause of death may be diagnosed. 

Het 

|
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Mr. Albert C. Klancke, i 
Asst. Commissioner of Game and Fish, 
St. Paul, Minn, 

Deer Mr. Klancke: : 

This letter is in reply to yours of 
Februsry 18th, When I suggested that the @epartment supply me 
with prairie chickens snd Hungarian partridges for testing their 
susceptibility to tularemia, I did not realize that these birds 
would have to be trapped. Not understanding the situstion I sup- 
posed there were some available in small yards at the game farm, 
and thst some extra males might be utilized in this work. I also- 
do not sonsider it nesessary to take for this purpose Hungarian 
partridges which have been liberated. If it seems of sufficient 
importance to you, however, I would be glad to test out the sus- 
septibility of prairie chickens to this @isease. If they are found 
to besusceptible, this information will be furnished to Dr. H.H. 
Perker, of the United States Public Health Service Laboratory at 
Hamilton, Mont., and he would then carry out experiements in the 
natural transmission of this disease to prairie chickens by means 
of infe ctive ticks. 

$e RT ee 

Se bite—Speoie. peep eines me for 
tesking ruffed grouse three have been taken to date. One of these 
wes given an intramuscular injection of the bacillus tularense from 
one of the human cases of tulsremia oscurring in Minnesota last 

; summer, The partridge was taken near Park Rapids where the case 
oceurred. The blood of the partridge was examined for immune bodies 
against bacillus tularense, previous to the injection, and the in- 
dications were thet this particular partridge had never had a tula- 
remic infection. This partridge died on the third day following its 
inoeulstion ané@ organisms were obtained from four @ifferent regions 
of its body, showing that bacillus tularense had prod@uced the dis- 
ease in the partridge¢ The second partridge was inoculated with 
a small dose subcutaneously. Although this partridge is apparently 
ill with the disease, it is still alive on the third day. The 
third partridge taken I have shipped to the Spotted Fever Labora- i 
tory, at Hamilton, Mont., for Dr. Parker to attempt infection by 
means of an infective tick. I would like to ship Dr. Parker at 
least two more ruffed grouse for his part of the experiments. 

I em extremely interested in bacillus 
tularense from a bacteriological viewpoint. It is very peculiar 5 
in that it is able to profuse infection in such widely divergent 
groups of animals. Its power of producing disease seems to be great- 
ly modified by the animal in which it resides. The organism com- 
ing from a,human being is apparently only slightly pathogenic for 
other human beings. Coming from rabbits it is very pathogenic for 
human beings. I wish to find out wheat its properties are when 
coming from birds. ; - 

I trust my interest in this matter has 
the approval of the Department, and I will be more than glad if 
any information I obtain will be some of some value. 

- Very truly yours, 

Signed. 2° G/ GREEN Z



UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 
CO-OPERATING WITH 

WISCONSIN STATE BOARD OF HEALTH 

BUREAU OF COMMUNICABLE DISEASES 

MADISON September 7, 1928 
Dear Doctor? 

Stop! Look! and Listen! A new disease, tularemia, has come 
into the state and the lowly rabbit is now the agent. While the 
disease is new, the warning is five thousand years old. Read 
Leviticus, Chapter 11, verses 4 to 8; "The flesh of the hare 
shall ye not eat, and its carcass shall ye not touch; they are 
unclean to you." Well cooked, however, such flesh is harmless, 

The disease was first discovered in the ground sqitirrel in 
Tulare County, California, in 1910, by a representative of the 
U. S. Public Health Service, then extended to the jack-rabbit and 
the cotton-tail; transmitted by these animals to man; has advanced 
eastward steadily until forty-two of the forty-eight states are 
now invaded. Six New England states, at present, have had no 
cases reported, It is also found in Japan but in none of the 
other countries. Of the six hundred fourteen cases reported in 
man, twenty-three terminated fatally. 

In California, it is spread by the tick, the deer—fly and 
rabbit louse. Farther east it is spread by tick and rabbit louse}; 
in Wisconsin, it is spread by the rabbit louse. This louse 
is peculiar to the rabbit. It is fatal to all rabbits attacked, 
Where the disease is prevalent, at least 1% of the rabbits are 
afflicted. 

There were two known cases of tularemia in Wisconsin. It may 
be contracted in the human being through an abrasion of the skin 
or from eating flesh not well cooked. A temperature of 133 F. 
kills the infection. Rubber gloves afford complete protection 
to those who must touch wild rabbits, The rabbit that a dog or 
cat has caught, or a boy has killed with a club, is probably a sick 
rabbit. Sportsmen should only shoot fast running rabbits; pick no 
rabbits that are not good runners and that are not at least twenty— 
five to forty yards distant, 

This disease starts with a little sore at the place of in— 
vasion, extends along the lymphatics and seriously involves the 
whole glandular system. Persistent sores found on individuals 
who handle rabbits should be given special consideration as to 
the possibility of the infection being tularemia. Sickness in man 
is of long duration from this infection. Prevention is the key—note 
of modern medicine. Keep your bare hands out of a wild rabbit. 
Sportsmen should take notice that only vigorously active rabbits are 
brought home and the goodly housewife should see that the flesh is 
thoroughly cooked. It has been said that tularemia may invade the 
healthy skin although an abrasion usually forms the point of in- 
vasion, 

Very t ra i ours, 
=. 

COLLABORATENG” HP1DAUTOROGLErZAND 
STATE HEALTH OFFICER
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RABBIT FEVER OR TULAREMIA 

By WILL C. BARNES 

Own Thanksgiving Day, 1927, a United disease is an interesting chapter in medi- 

States naval surgeon, well known in cal research. 
medical and social circles in the city In 1907 the late Dr. Ancil Martin, of 

of Washington, accompanied by his Phoenix, Arizona, had a number of 

brother, visited the family farm in cen- patients who were suffering from some 
tral Virginia for a holiday rabbit hunt. eye trouble quite unlike anything he 
Rabbits were fairly plentiful and the had ever seen. Down that way tra- 

two men had several very successful choma is a very common disease of the 
days’ sport. ; } eyes, especially among the Indians. Dr: 

Soon after his return to Washington Martin was an expert on that trouble, 

ue nee ee ine to the U. S. su but Ms << a Sera gave negative 
ospital suffering from severe head- results. e found the symptoms very 

bas apie mare a is tempera- isan to typhoid fever but with ulcers 

ure and chills, with terrific pains in on the eyes and hands. The cases ran 
eyery part of his body. Also, the glands for from four to six weeks, one for three 

in - arm pits ge seit ae Ae - more. ne gradually recoy- 
and very sore. In spite of all that ered. The history of every case showed 

medical science could do he died within that the patients had been handling the 
fifteen days. common western jack-rabbit (Lepus 

oe Lee nea ee aes californicus). There was at that time, 

e same symptoms, had been taken to 1907-8, a bounty on jack-rabbits due to 

be ale in ee sche their inroads upon the alfalfa fields of 
where he was a very sick man for sev- the farmers near Phoenix. Farmers 

eral weeks but eventually recovered. were unable to raise any crops at all on 
The sickness was diagnosed by Naval a strip several hundred feet wide along 

Hospital surgeons as rabbit fever, or the line of the desert. The hungry 
tularemia, a comparatively new disease jacks took every green thing growing. 
to the medical fraternity, considered as }fence rabbit drives were very common. 
some of low fever and treated ‘Thousands of these long-eared speeders 
ee 7 ni coe were rounded up and driven into pens 

te nab a t oa pepe bce te or corrals like sheep and cattle, there to 
eoenhk a eae ee set rad be killed by clubs. Many of the ani- 
Pe, ey ee eee 100 malsywere skinned: and’ used for home 

the first time that there lurked in the . 
: ee Be consumption and more commonly as 

body of little old ‘‘Peter Rabbit’’ the ‘ ‘ food for hogs. For want of a better 
germs of a disease for which to date : 

name for the new-found disease, Dr. : 
there has been found no cure and from  . . rahe * = + 9s 

i See Martin called it ‘‘rabbit septicemia, 
which the death loss is big enough to aah @ ab thatti nd 
challenge the best ability of the medical ie Nine Maeenicg conten art aaa 
world to discover a remedy. RODEO OTE AIS TD: Sone 3 : 

Pursuing his investigations into this 

History or THE DIsrase peculiar disease, Dr. Martin wrote to a 
The history of the discovery of this well-known authority, Dr. Novy, of Ann 

new and in many respects mysterious Arbor, Michigan, describing the cases.
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The letter, a copy of which recently scenting a possible natural ally in their 
came into the author’s hands, is in part extermination, sent two Public Health 

as follows: Service surgeons, Drs. G. W. MeCoy 

Phoenix, Arizona Territory, and c. MW Chapin, Cet to South: 
Sept. 19, 1907. ern California to investigate and report 

Dr. FREDERICK G. Novy, on the rodents’ misfortunes. These 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. men found the squirrels being deci- 

Daeh Dacion : mated rapidly by some, to them un- 
4 There have been during the summer several known, bacterial disease. ‘They worked 
individuals in this locality who have suffered mea Hl : 

from an infection as a result of skinning and Out its progress through captured squir- 
dressing wild rabbits. They were of the so- els and finally isolated a new causative 
called ‘‘Jack’’ variety. Three of these per- organism. \ This they called ‘‘Bacterium 
sons have had their primary lesions in or about Tularense’’ from the fact that the re- 
the eye. Small abscesses formed on the lids . eee 
and on the bulbar conjunctiva as well. gion of greatest infection seemed to be 

At the onset there were chills, profuse sweat- Upon the bed of the reclaimed lake 
ing and an elevation of temperature of from which, due to the presence of thousands 
two to five degrees with rapid pulse lasting 7 acres of the reed or bulrush called 

Son cns cease Re ROE ““Tules’? by the early Spanish settlers, 
itivci, At hatun: was called ‘‘Tule Lake,’’ also the county 

.  ‘*Tulare.’’ Hence they coined a brand- 
These cases reported by Dr. Martin jew word ‘Tularense’’ and frstened it 

are absolutely the first on record for the on tothis new bacterial pest. 
discovery of this disease | in human At that time they knew nothing of 

beings and the organism isolated and py, Martin’s discoveries of several years 

studied. before. The medical world was not in- 
formed of the Arizona cases until some 

THe NAME TULAREMIA voarsilater: 

The scene now changes to Southern ~ 
California in the year 1910. At that Smau ir Be CaLLep Marrin’s Disease? 

time California was engaged in a war of MeCoy and Chapin published the re- 
extermination against the common ‘sults of their investigations early in 

ground squirrel of the Pacifie Coast, 1912. Several years later, Dr. Edward 
believed to harbor and transmit to man Francis, also of the U. S. Publie Health 
bubonie plague by means of fleas found Service, looking around for a name for 
upon the animals. Besides this, their this new peril to the human race, a: 

raids upon the farmers’ crops were esti- cepted Surgeon MeCoy’s name and 
mated to destroy annually fully twenty called the disease ‘‘Tularemia.’’ 

million dollars’ worth of California At the meeting of the Arizona State 
farm products. On both counts they Medical Association, on April 26, 1926, 

were ‘‘persona non grata’’ in the high- Dr, Martin read a paper on ‘‘Tula- 
est degree. remia’’ in which he gave the foregoing 

These ground-squirrels were espe- history of his cases, dating back to 1907, 

cially numerous in the vicinity of the long before the investigations and dis- 
once great Tulare Lake, in Tulare coveries of McCoy and Chapin. He 
County, California. In 1910 men at quoted a personal letter from Surgeon 
work in that region reported the squir- Francis written in April, 1925, which 
rels to be dying in large numbers from _ said in part, ‘‘Your case reported to Dr. 

some fatal epidemic. The surgeons of Novy in 1907 places you in the position 

the U. S. Public Health Service who of being the ‘Father of Tularemia.’ ’”’ 
were fighting the ground-squirrels, At a meeting of the Southwestern Medi-
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DR. EDWARD FRANCIS 

OF THE UNITED STATES PuBLIC HEALTH SERVICE TO WHOM THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 

RECENTLY AWARDED ITS GOLD MEDAL FOR HIS ‘‘THOROUGH AND IMPORTANT SCIENTIFIC CONTRIBU- 

TIONS TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF TULAREMIA.’?
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cal Association, held at Dallas, Texas, in Utah studies and determined beyond 

1926, it was proposed to call it ‘‘Mar- all doubt that the disease was tularemia 

tin’s’’ disease after the original discov- and that it was due largely to handling 

erer of its causative agent in 1907. wild rabbits. They tried all sorts of odd 
experiments, did those surgeons. Many 

Tue Disease ELSEWHERE of the Utah sufferers claimed they be- 
In 1919 reports came to the Public came infected by the bites of deer flies. 

Health Service in Washington of a new They captured a number of these flies 

and peculiar’ disease in the state of and by careful handling caused them to 
Utah known locally as ‘‘deer fly fever,’? bite a number of captive rabbits and 
“‘tick fever,’’ etc. guinea-pigs, that as far as could be | 

Dr. Francis was sent to Salt Lake to determined were perfectly healthy. | 

investigate. In southern Utah he found Within five or six days these bitten rab- 
a large number of people suffering from hits and pigs began to die. Dissection | 

some unknown cause, followed by a showed every symptom of tularemia. | 

number of deaths. The local doctors They reversed their experiments by 
had been treating the patients for blood taking fluid from one of the dead guinea- 
poisoning, ulcers, septic infection, ty- ,pigs and placing a few drops of it on 

phoid. Nearly all the patients com- various parts of live rabbits. The rab- 
plained of: severe pains in the back, bits began to die in a few days and 
swollen glands, terrific headaches. again dissection showed the presence of 

Many had huge repulsive ulcers, gen- the deadly bacilli tularense. 
erally on their hands, sometimes at other Their research work took the surgeons 
places. No progress whatever had been of the Public Health Service all over the 

made in curing the sick ones. Nothing country. In Montana they found a 
seemed to help. farmer suffering from a bad ease of in- 

A review by Francis of a large num- fected eyes. His blood showed bacilli 

ber of cases proved that the majority of tularense. Then he recalled one day 
the persons suffering had been handling when he was harnessing his horses he | 
jack-rabbits previous to their sickness. picked several large ‘‘ticks’’ from their | 
They were mostly farmers and Indians shoulders. Later he remembered he ' 

who had taken part in jack-rabbit rubbed his eyes with his fingers. There 

$ drives, then a popular outdoor sport in was no doubt as to the means of his in- 

that region. feetion and thus a new source of danger 

z From a man suffering from ulcers was found. Tick fever turned out to be 
and other symptoms, Francis took some tularemia. Fifteen hundred miles dis- 
blood with which he inoculated some tant, in Cincinnati, Ohio, a Public 
guinea-pigs brought with him from Health surgeon, Dr. Wherry, found a 

Washington. white butcher and a colored cook suffer- 
These at once showed all the symp- ing from what local physicians had 

toms of being infected with Bacterium diagnosed as ‘‘glanders,’’? a very dan- 
tularense. Most of them died within a gerous communicable disease, generally 
few days after their inoculation. Worst confined to horses, but occasionally 
of all, Dr. Francis himself came down found in humans. He promptly proved 

with the disease and suffered from all it to be tularemia in its worst form. 
the symptoms he had been observing in The. butcher had handled rabbits in his 

others. Leaving further investigations shop and the cook had dressed them in 

to his assistants, he went back to Wash- the kitchen. 
ington and into the Naval Hospital a The disease is now fairly prevalent in 
very sick man. Others carried on the every state of the Union except Wash-
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ington, Wisconsin, Delaware, New York demanding that a bounty be paid by the 

and the New England states. It will state on the speedy pests as well as the 
‘| doubtless eventually be found in all of holding of jack-rabbit round-ups every- 

them. The opinion has been expressed where. Before this could be done their 

that it is already in them but has not as numbers were reduced to a point where 
yet been definitely. located and diag- repressive measures were deemed un- 

nosed. neeessary—all these reductions without 
In 1925, Japanese surgeons reported any outward signs or reasons. Biolo- 

it as prevalent in that country due to gists now feel that the reduction in 

infections from rabbits. numbers was unquestionably due to 
The odd thing about it is that, al- tularemia, which in some manner be- 

though the disease was discovered and came epidemic among the rabbits and 
diagnosed among the ground-squirrels cleaned them out, one of Dame Nature’s 
in California as early as 1911, not a odd ways of meeting a difficult situation. 
single case in a human being has as yet One wonders why it would not pay 

been reported from that state, accord- the authorities in Australia to import a 
ing to Dr. Francis, who is an authority few thousand American bunnies and see 
on the disease. Is it the climate of the what effect it would have on the im- 

Golden State acting in a new réle? mense numbers of rabbits that cause 
such heavy losses to farmers and stock- 

A Case or Causr anp Errecr men down that way, even after the ex- 

For many years the unaccountable penditure of millions of dollars, year 
ebb and flow in numbers of the wild rab- after year, in various ways calculated to 

bits in several localities has been ob- discourage large families and long life 
served by biologists and sportsmen, among rabbits in that country. Per- 
For a few years cottontails will be-very haps here is the cure for their troubles. 

plentiful. Then suddenly, for no known 

reason, there is a notable searecity of Deatus FROM TULAREMIA 

them and hunters return with empty A large number of cases of tularemia 
game bags. in humans have been reported from 

On one of the national forests in various parts of the United States. Out 

a northern state, snowshoe rabbits were of five hundred listed cases, where the 
: becoming so numerous and so far- disease was diagnosed with certainty, 

reaching were their ravages on the twenty died—a 4 per cent. loss, which is 
young pine seedlings which the goyern- a sufficiently high death-rate to classify 
ment foresters were nursing along tularemia as a serious matter. 

towards saw logs that a campaign of If the suffering, expense and loss of 
elimination was about to be inaugurated time is taken into consideration, it be- 
in order to save the trees. About that comes even more serious. Few recover 

time the forest rangers began to note an quickly. It is generally a matter of 
unaccountable scarcity of these rabbits. from four to six weeks away from work 
As the seareity became more and more or business. Out of a family of four, 

evident the foresters thanked a kindly Dr. Francis reported that three died. 
providence for some unknown influences Out of 311 cases investigated in one 
that saved them from the thankless and year, 235 were males, seventy-six fe- 

decidedly unpopular task of killing the males. Out of 420 reported cases from 
rabbits off. various parts of the south, only eighteen 

In several western states the long- were Negroes. Out of these 420 cases. 

legged, long-eared jacks accumulated in seventeen, or 4 per cent., terminated 
such vast numbers that the settlers were fatally.
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Sources or INFECTION Once Sick AtjAys IMMUNE 

While the large percentage of cases It has been proven conclusively, how- 

have come from handling wild rabbits, ever, that sufferers who recover are 
which is far and away the most danger- always immune to future infections and 
ous source of infection, a number of can handle diseased rabbits without 

infections have come from other ani- danger. Nevertheless, Dr. Francis and 
mals. his assistants in the Public Health Lab- 

Nearly all the squirrel and rodent oratory who have nearly all contracted 
families have been found guilty, while tularemia take no chances in handling 

it occasionally has been definitely traced the hundreds of rabbits and guinea-pigs 
to the bites of some of the common they have there in various stages of the 

domestic animals, such as dogs, é¢ats disease. So far, the trouble is confined 
and, in one case, a hog. These animals, wholly to wild rabbits. No cases have 
however, undoubtedly became infected ever been reported among tame rabbits, 
in their mouths through eating diseased such as Belgian hares raised in rab- 

rabbits. bitries. 
Francis reports only one known case Spreap or DISEASE 

of the transmission of the disease from A study of the development of tula- 

human to human. This was where 4 yemia indicates rather clearly that it has 
mother dressing an ulcer on her son suf-  syread with considerable speed all over 
fering from tularemia accidentally the country. In all probability its ori- 
pricked her thumb with a pin, thus gin will eventually be traced to the 

carrying the infection to her own blood. evound-squirrels Of the Racine coast 

Practically every investigator who has From there it has probably been earried 
studied the disease and made examina- },y shipments of diseased rabbits to dil- 
tions of diseased rabbits or guinea-pigs ferent parts of the country, alive and 
through post-mortems has contracted it. qeaqd. The wild jacks captured in 

No deaths have followed among them. ¢oyntless numbers by drives all over the 
however. 2 west have been shipped to various sec- 

It was believed at first that rubber tions of the country as food, for both 
gloves were a satisfactory safeguard. },ymans and animals. 
The trouble has oceurred, however, when ‘Again, great numbers of the ordinary 

rubber gloves and every other preeau- Gottontail rabbits are shipped con- 
tion were taken against it. stantly from such western states as 

The insidious nature of the infection kansas and Nebraska to almost every 

. can be best understood when it is known eastern state to restock hunting areas, 
that a few drops of fluid from an in- farms and estates for sporting purposes. 
fected rabbit have been placed on the Qyer fifty thousand cottontail rabbits 

/ palm of a man’s hand on which there eye imported into one single eastern 
was no observable injury to or break in state from the west in 1927 to stock such 
the skin and the man came down with areas. Quite as many more were sent 
tularemia inside of a week. ‘ to the same state for feeding foxes on 

To date, no protective vaccine or jayee fox farms. Is it any wonder the 
serum has been discovered, nor has there aivance Has spread? 

been developed any drug that is of use 
in alleviating the sufferings of victims Many Rassrr Hunters 

of tularemia. It seems to be a disease The state game warden of Pennsylva- 
in which man is practically helpless and nia recently stated that of the six hun- 

nature must be allowed to work out her dred thousand licensed hunters in that 
own unchecked processes. state probably 80 per cent. were rabbit
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hunters. In the southern states, where It is but fair to explain, however, that 
little Peter Rabbit is a welcome addition only a small percentage of the rabbits 
to the family menu, the percentage is offered for sale in the public markets are 
undoubtedly even higher. affected by tularemia. For example, 

? Dr. Francis examined the livers of one 
ae Begone tae DIsnsse thousand rabbits offered for sale at the If you are anxious to see whether or various markets in the city of Washing- 

not a certain rabbit has tularemia, ex- ton and only found nine, or slightly less 
amine its liver and. spleen., If these than one per cent., infected with the dis- organs are covered with small white ase At the same time, out. of twenty- 
specks about the size of a pinhead, it two local patients suffering with tular- 
had tularemia. These spots are the one emia every single one had handled or unfailing test of the disease. Lacking dressed wild rabbits shortly before his 
them, the rabbit is probably perfectly sickness. 
healthy. Rabbit meat when cooked may It will be hard to wean our people 
be eaten without any danger, while rab- away from the use of rabbit meat. 
bits infected with the disease if held in Millions will ‘‘take a chance’? and use 
a frozen state for thirty days are per- jt, More's the pity; they will doubtless fectly harmless when cooked and eaten. be the poorer classes, ignorant of the 

“Most of the eases among humans,” danger they are running and who also 
according to Dr. Francis, “are self can ill afford the loss of time and the inoculated. A market man skins and expense due to sickness. 
prepares rabbits for his patrons. A 
wife or servant dresses one for the fam- A Few Don’rs 
ily meal. A hunter kills one and cleans Don’t touch or use a wild rabbit that 
it right on the spot. A farmer pulls an seems dull, dopey, glassy-eyed, slow- 
infected tick from his horse, then rubs moving or with rough, ragged fur. 
the finger in his eyes. These are the Don’t fail to shoot such rabbits or 
common means of infection.” those that won’t run from you on sight. 

Bedbugs are known to have caused When killed, either burn or bury them, 
the disease in guinea-pigs. Doubtless, lest dogs or cats contract the disease by 
they would also transmit it to humans. eating the careass. 

| Taking it all around, this disease Don’t use a rabbit or handle one 
| seems to be one that is here to stay. It caught or killed and brought home by 
| probably has been with us for many the children or family dog. They were 

|| years, but until recently was not reeog- probably too sick to run from them. 
yl nized in its true character. Don’t handle or touch a wild rabbit, 

Millions of cottontail or jack-rabbits unless with rubber gloves. Even then, 
are killed as food every year and the loss carefully disinfect your hands after- 
to the public, if they are not to be eaten, wards. 
will run up into large figures. And finally, if you have been doing 

On the other hand, the losses to the any of these ‘‘don’ts’’ and a few days 
individual that follow the attack—the later, out of a clear sky, suddenly de- 
losses in time, and costs of doctors’ bills velop a frightful headache, are racked 
—will far overrun the loss of meat. with pains in every bone, your tempera- 
The worst of it all is that a young ture is high, with frequent chills, there 
cottontail properly cooked is just about is a huge swelling under an armpit, and 
the most toothsome morsel in the way of you feel sick and miserable all over, go 
game that the average American can to bed and send for the doctor. Ten to 
secure. one he will find you have tularemia.
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* WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO June 26, 1929, 
EI-Z 
Epizootics 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of June 17th is at hand. Owing to the fact that 
knowledge of the oceurrence of tularemia throughout the larger part 
of the United States is comparatively recent it is doubtful whether 
State health departments generally are in a position to make posi- 
tive diagnosis of tularemia in dead cottontail rabbits. Some of them 
may have mastered the technique. This is particularly likely to be 
true in those States where a considerable number of cases of tulare- 

c mia have occurred among the people. Much of the final verification 
of such diagnoses is made by the Hygienic Laboratory of the United 
States Public Health Service. The spotted condition of the liver and . 
spleen is quite characteristic. In cases which are suspected of tul- 
aremia the liver and spleen should be immersed in neutral glycerine, 
It can then be kept for many weeks and cultures made from it will re- 
tain their virulence for use in inoculating test animals such as 
guinea pigs in making the final positive diagnosis of the disease. 
The greatest care should be exercised in removing the organs from the 
sick animal to avoid infection. ‘The use of rubber gloves is recommend- 
ed, although this may not afford absolute protection, The Public 
Health Service states that anyone who works for any considerable period 
with tularemia is almost certain to become infected in some way or an- 
other. Because of this health departments may hesitate somewhat in 
undertaking sampling work such as you suggest. g 

We are inclosing herewith a mimeographed circular entitled 
"Tularemia, An Animal Borne Disease", which we issued sometime ago 
and which summarizes briefly some of the essential facts and recon- 
mendations applicable to this disease. Should you desire more de- 
teiled information on the matter I would suggest that you write Dr. 
Hugh 5S. Cumming, Surgeon General, U. S. Public Health Service, Wash- 
ington, D. C., for advice. Your statement regarding the somewhat 
local character of this epizootic among rabbits is in harmony with 

: |
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our own information and we are of the opinion that you will find 

' that the same applies very generally to occurrence of the disease 

among snowshoe rabbits. The evidence indicates that even in Alas- 
ka these epizootics are much more local in character than has us- 

ually been considered, 

Very + yours, 

Ghee = 
Paul G. Redingtgh, ; 

Incl, A-15381. : Chief. 

| 
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University of Minnesota ow 

The Medical School pe 
Minweapolia Ae 

DEPARTMENT OF . Aw 
BACTERIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY 

July 13, 1929 

Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

This letter is in answer to yours of July 9th. 

I am very much interested in the question which has been 
discussed by you and Carlos Avery concerning the annual testing of 
rabbits to determine whether special precautions should be taken by 

hunters to prevent their contracting tularemia. Certainly I do not 
know at the present time just how one could conduct a practical test, 

in the state of our present kmowledge, to determine the situation. 
That is one of the issues which is being considered by the cooperative 
work now taking place between the Department of Bacteriology, the Minn- 
esota State Board of Health and the Minnesota Department of Game and 

Fish. If sick rabbits were picked up and brought in for examination 
and were found to be dying of tularemia, it would settle the question 
of the presence of active tularemia in that vicinity, but just what 
that means, again, as to the denger of contracting tularemia, is still 

a question. 

The average State Hbard of Health could easily be equipped 
to test rabbits for the presence of tularemia. Such work, however, 
would require very special laboratory facilities and animal rooms which 
could be used for no other purpose. The danger of tularemia is great 
enough so that it should be carried out only with very special precau- 
tions. Miss Wade and I have determined that, at ordinary temperatures, 
material older than three days is unfit for active diagnosis. 

Yours very truly, 

R. G, Green GS 
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they perpetrate their deeds back off the)that the sockeye salmon is the better 
mainly traveled thoroughfares where they | fish for their purpose. The former sel- 
believe deputies will not find them—Jdom, it is claimed, reach three pounds 
Walter B. Sellmer. in weight in Montana waters, and so 

far no practical way has been discovered 
as ee Re Fehn S Bes ‘ to secure thee cess igor peplantines inva 

‘orce has been effective in staying | number of the Montana lakes where the 
the hands of the greedy and unprinci-| sockeye salmon have been planted, they 
pled. Those, for instance, who will not|have made a good growth and. have ( 
be moved by appeals for the conservation | proven a real asset. They take a trolling 
of game because of its inspirational and|spoon or fly and when hooked, put up | 
recreational values, must be brought into|a grand displa; imes leaping out 
line by laws that command and threaten. | of the w: ree or four feet. 
However, for those who possess that 
obedience which yields to an enlightened TULAREMIA IN SIBERIA 
understanding, fines and punishments are |/ Tularemia, one of the new diseases 
not altogether appropriate remedies. Inj which until now has been apparently 
an attempt to reach every type of indi- jimited to this country, has just appeared 
vidual and to make conservation popular |in Siberia. A short time ago it was recog- 
with everyone, a county game warden | nized for the first time in Japan. Now a { 
in Washington places the following sign |specimen of blood serum from a guinea { 
in a conspicuous place while on patrol | pig was recently received by the Hygienic 
when conditions do not prescribe secrecy | Laboratory in Washington with a request } 
or concealment. to examine it for tularemia. The exami- 

“The Whitman County Game Depart-|nation was made and showed that the 
ment is making every effort to furnish Peon came from an animal infected with 
plenty of good sport for every good | the disease. 

sportsman, whether he be local or tran- The specimen had been sent from the 
sient. We ask you to play the game| Sanitary and Bacteriological Institute of 
square. Respect our game laws, especially | Sverdlovsk (Ekaterinburg) in the Ural 
bag limits, and by all means respect |region of Asiatic Russia. 
the rights of our landowners and lease-| Tularemia was recognized in this 
holders. Do not shoot near or in the} country only during recent years. It 

direction of any live stock, nor toward| made its appearance first in the west. 
any farm buildings. Don’t be a game|unters and others who handled rabbits 
hog. Bring only good sporting blood into | were suffering from a strange new illness. 
the field. Assist us in keeping this a|py, Alec Francis, one of the U. S. Pub- 

good place to hunt, you may wish to come |ji¢ Health Service, discovered that the 
back some day. disease was caused by an organism found 
SOCKEYE SALMON SUCCESSFULLY in rabbits or other rodents which trans- 

INTRODUCED ferred t to men by their bites. Also, 
r dling the infected animals, as 

Efforts to stock a number of land-|™e™@y Aan ; pe 
locked lakes in Flathead County, Mon- Hie ary Cogn ae Ateeine rabbits, 
tana, with sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus ;: c i 

nerka) have proved successful, according Until the report of a case in Japan a 
to the February number of Montana few pont H ae ore ane me not oc- 
Wild Life. Initial plantings were made|Curred, or at least had not been recog- 

in Here! The parent stock were land- | nized, outside of the United States. Dr. 

locked sockeye salmon acclimated to a arene ake has done all ne aie ah 
Jake in Washington. These fish had | W0rk on tularemia and is an authority on 
adjusted themselves to fresh water con-|the subject, thought the disease was 
ditions and were propagating. Some traveling from west to east. The New 

200,000 eggs constituted the original ship- | Hngland states have not had any cases so 
ment to Montana. far and it has only very recently ap- 

It is reported that 30,000 eggs were |Peared in New York state. Whether it 

secured in the fall of 1928 by Montana|has jumped clear over to Siberia in its { 
fish cultural operators from fish in the par conn or jwhemen, it rae always { 
south end of Flathead Lake. It is ex-|been there, though unrecognized, is a } 

pected that with improved equipment question, 

and better knowledge of conditions that A single chance remark, dropped by 

next year the number of eggs secured will | Leon Trotsky in one of his articles now 
reach a higher figure. being printed in a number of American 

Experiments with the true silver sal-| newspapers, has given a hint to American 
mon and Chinook salmon have proven | public health authorities of the possibility
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of a widespread and severe epidemic of] there is not one single law on the statute 
tularemia, or “rabbit fever,” in Duropean | books of their states. 
Russia. Speaking of the desolation of the Conservation is a matter of public 
countryside near Kursk, where the train |sentiment. If public sentiment is for it, 
bearing him into exile was held up for a | it will become a fact. If public sentiment 
number of days, Trotsky said, “Crows and| is opposed to it, all the king’s horses and 
ravens came in flocks to feast. There | all the king’s men can’t haul it into actual 
were no hares, because all had died of a | existence. 
terrible epidemic during the winter.”— Public sentiment is swinging to con- 
Science, March 8, 1929, servation of our outdoors. Of that there 

BEAVCOIRERIVESTIN CORMER is no doubt. It means the salvation of 
our game birds and animals while there 

RANGE: Vedado a opRee yet is time to save them. It means that 
In the early trapping days the greater | we will do more for those that come after 

part of the Mississippi Valley was swarm- | ys than those who preceded us did for us. 
ing with beaver. Beaver skins were al-| Which, after all, is largely the funda- 
most the only important item in the|mental law of civilization—Hwaminer, 
trapper’s catch; other furs were of little Bartlesville, Oklahoma. 
value and were only taken incidentally. 
The beaver, like the buffalo, were swept BIG GAME COUNTED FROM 
away by commercial greed. Having been AIRPLANE 
restored to certain limited areas in north- The value of the airplane has again 
ern Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan, | been demonstrated—this time as a means 
they are gradually, under protection, ex-|of counting and observing big-game ani- 
tending their range again. mals. On a recent flight over the Big 

A number of beaver were liberated last | Delta region southeast of Fairbanks, 
fall on the upper Mississippi River Wild | Alaska, according to one of the game pro- 
Life and Fish Refuge near Wabasha, | tectors of the Alaska Game Commission, 
Minnesota, and they have since been ob- | an official of an Alaska airways company 
served to have erected lodges and col-|saw about 500 caribou and 9 moose, and 
lected food for use during the past winter. | three days later near the Toklat River 
The favorite food of the beaver in that | counted 20 moose, 12 of them in pairs, 3 
region is the bark of the aspen or poplar | in one bunch, and 5 in another. The re- 
and willow, an abundance of which is | actions of the moose and of the caribou 
found along the bayous and sloughs |to the airplane and its noise, says the 
bordering the Mississippi in the refuge. | protector, were quite opposite. The moose 
It is the belief of Superintendent W. T.|paid practically no attention to the 
Cox that the bottom lands being so well strange machine, lifting their heads now 
timbered and watered are well adapted to | and then to look at it but usually not be- 
the restoration of beaver—Game and| coming frightened. The caribou, however, 
Fish Oonservationist, Richmond, Va.,|became considerably alarmed and ran 
March-April, 1929, away. The tracks and trails of the ani- 

mals were plainly visible from a consider- 
ee SENTIMENT AND able height. It is illegal to hunt game 

ONSERVATION a Ses a . 
= i animals of any kind in the Territory from 

All of the remedies for the decreasing an airplane, and persons so doing are sub- 
fish and game that have been printed ject to fine or imprisonment, or both— 

would stock a library. The magazines are | rj¢ Official Record, United States Depart- 
full of them. We speak about conserva- ment of Agriculture, April 11, 1929. 
tion, we urge law after law for this 
purpose. We want bag limits, we want |IT TAKES FOUR YEARS TO PRODUCE 
game farms and fish hatcheries. But most ONE POUND OF TROUT 
of all we want laws. It requires four years to produce one 

What good will laws do us? Not one | pound of trout. These figures have been 
bit of good. The salvation of game and | arrived at by experts in the fish division 
fish in this country rests squarely on the | of the Michigan Department of Conserva- 
sportsman. If the sportsmen of this | tion, who are giving their best efforts to 
country do not want conservation, will|keep the supply of fish in Michigan 
not practice conservation, then all of the | streams at the point where it will equal 
laws in Christendom would do not one|the demand. The next time you sit down 
bit of good. to a dinner with five pounds of trout as 

We can not legislate game back, nor|the principal item on the menu, try to 
can we legislate more fish. But if the |realize that it took Mother Nature many 
sportsmen really want conservation, they | years to provide the delicacy. While the 
can have it, and they can have it even if | growth of fish varies greatly as to species 

5—68604 i"
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DAILY BULLETIN 
No. 29-210 U. S. Forest Service September 18, 1929 

Southwestern District 

Rumblings Of The Camp~Boss: I+ takes steam to run the bottler, logs to feed 
the saws, and forests to fill the mill pond. 

Tularemia In Birds: The question whether tularemia occurs as a natural in- 
fection of anc Sirds hac been the subject of recort scientific investigation 
and has bee: widely discussed in various publications rela ting to wild ani- 
mal life, The possibility that tularemia infectio2 might be the causative 
factor in ovidomics that affect native species of game birds in various sec— 
tions of tho United States has been suggested. ‘Tne results of the studies 
conducted so far by the United States Public Health Service have not been 
completed. It has been shown, hoover, tmt quail are susceptible to the 
infection of tularemia and that they my suffer from the disease. Two human 
cases of tularemia have been reported (one in North Carolina, the other in 
Tennessee) which indicate that the source of infection may have been quail. 

(D4 Daily News) 

Some Cures That Were Not So Good: “Among the pnoducts which receive fraud 
orders,” says Mr. W. G. Campbell, director of regulatory work for the Depart— 
ment of Agriculture, “were an alle ged consumption cure, consisting of turpen— 
tine gum, flavored with cinnamon; a tuberculosis tcure! made up of a number 
of worthless mixtures, marketed by one wholly ignorant of the disease; a so- 
called cure for cancer through the use in part of 2 bread and milk poultice; 
a rupture 'cure's and a height-increasing scheme. Sale of the following, 
among others, was discontinued on affidavit: A pernicious—anemia tcuret 
consisting largely of ground granite; two imported sirups similar in composi-— 
tion to New Orleans molnsses, cle imed to cure all ailments of the kidneys; 
and Epsom-salt diabetes 'cure's and a thryoid obesity remedy," 

U. S. D. A. Press Reloase 

News From District 1: On September 14th the "bulletin board" at Missoula 
indicated that about one-half of the District 3 men had been released and 
were either on their way or ready to leave. The fires had quieted down and 
most of them were on a patrol basis, The D-3 men remaining were held chiefly 
on the Selway, Flathead, Kootenai and Kaniksu forests where, altho no fires 
were reported uncontrolled, there still existed considcrable fire and a lot 
of mopping and "hot spotting" work to be done. The big fire on the Selway 
had been controlled entirely by man power and some 39 miles of trench was 
built to surround it. No rain to amount to anything had occurred. On Sept- 
ember 2 the Blackfeet Forest had a good rain and on the higher mountains snow 
fell, This rain also extended in a lesser degree to the Flathead and 
Kootenai, This rain together with the cold nights kept the fires from 
crowning so that the crews could work close in and aided very greatly in re— 
ducing them to a patrol basis. J.D. de 

Field: Shoemaker (Lincoln); Lang, Randles (Apache); Long, Kerr, Hussey 
(Gila); Wilson (D-1); Cheney (Prescott) 

Acting: Mullen
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SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION | 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, ' | 
421 Chemistry Building, | 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. . 

My dear Leopold: ’ 

From "Science" of the issue of October 4, 1929, | 
I quote the following for your information: 7 

"Tularemia, newly discovered disease of rabbits, | 
rodents and men, may also affect cats, muskrats, | 
pigeons, ring-necked pheasants, grouse and quail, it 
appears from studies reported to the American Public | 
Health Association by Dr.R.G.Green and E.M. Wade, of 
the University of Minnesota and the State Department 
of Health. This new disease which has caused much : 
concern in public health circles, is acquired by men ; 3 
who handle infected animals. The fact that many more 
kinds of animals may have the disease greatly increases 
the danger to human beings by increasing the possible 
sources of infection." 

W/P L.W.T.WALLER, JR.--ASSISTANT DIRECTOR' 

uli ss ui a eA SL uN Soe tase S :



a Tularemia Contracted from Coyote.--In the Public Health Reports (Vol. 45); 007"9)->: | 
of February 28, 1930, the case is detailed fully of a white laborer contracting tularemia t 
in Lincoln County, New Mexico. The patient had cut his left index finger slightly with an 
ax, after which he disposed of the carcass of an adult coyote he had killed and skinned the 

evening before. As he wore no gloves he undoubtedly contaminated the cut at that time. The 
AG olood serum tested at the Hygienic Laboratory confirmed the diagnosis of tularemia. ‘itt 

Ns ree conclusively establishes the coyote as a definite source of infection for this disease. 
AS Only one previous case of tularemia contracted from the coyote has been reported in liter- | 

ature. That case, occurring in Montana, resulted from the bite of a coyote pup." The 
foregoing is of sufficient interest to leaders to warrant sending additional warnings to 
predatory~animal hunters to exercise the utmost care in skinning coyotes, 
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\\ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, | 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing a newspaper clipping referring 
to Tularemia in Russia which I thought might interest 

you. 

I am also returning papers which were attached 
to your letter of September 6th, which I intended to 
give you in New York. 

I am sorry that we did not have more time to 
go over matters in New York. 

With all the many busy weeks I have had in New 
York in the past I found this last one exceeded anything 
heretofore experienced. The Foundation matter is pretty 
well up in the air. I do not know what will be the 

outcome. 

With kindest regards, I am 

Yours very truly, 

/ Nice President 
J.M.Olin:W 1
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| Repeated Epidemics Indicate the se 

a Disease Is Widespread. 

a The Journal of the American Medi- ee 

y cal Association notes the occurrence ce 
Y | of tularemia in Russia, as follows: ee 

t “Repeated epidemics in the Union Ss 

f of Socialist Soviet Republics indicate ee 

‘| that tularemia is widespread in Rus- Be 

4) sia. It has been sn ea ateg since Ba 

* | 1927-28 by the plague section of the} ES 

5| government epidemiologic and mi- eS 

° | crobiologic institute at Saratov. A fe 

>| thousand and seventy-six cases have es 

“|been reported in four centres, as ee 

compares with 700 cases in Amer- 
ca. a 

il “In a report to the Health Section el 

| of the League of Nations by Rouba- ee 

| kine, attention is called to the fact 2 

| that turalemia in rodents has been i 

1 confounded with plague and that Fa 

;|symptoms in men have been con- oe 

;|fused with sodoku. Differential diag- ES 

| nosis, especially between turalemia, oe 

+|a benign disease, and a serious con- oa 

i|dition, such as plague, is impor- be 

}| tant. Both diseases are thatlainitted Re 

t| through rodents, both form buboes, oe 

<\and both are found in similar sec- ee 

a| tions of Russia. be 
s|. ‘The interesting fact was noticed oe 
e| by Francis and by Alice Evans that i. 

animals immunized against the or- ee 

ganisms of turalemia develop in Fe) 

their blood agglutinins for Bacterium C 

te | tularense, Brucella abortus and Bru- LS 

cella melitensis. The Russian inves- eee 

@/tigators believe that there are no eee 
ys|grounds for classifying Bacterium Pe 

he | tularense in the melitensis group but ae 

Ley that a far greater analogy exists be- Hees 

fj tween Bacterium tularense and Yer- Bees 

ing | sin’s bacillus because of their trans- ee 
1or-| mission by rodents with insects as nee 

+ to | the intermediary. ee 

ttes- “McCoy and Chapin immunized a Pe 

guinea pig against plague and inocu- ay 

ity— | lated turalemia; the animal died, ex- ee 

tive. | hibiting the typical symptoms of roe 

like- | tularemia. Immunization against 
dog- | plague evidently affords no protec- oe 

opting | tion against tularemia. American 4] 

uries | investigators. have not discovered S 

. If|any specific serologic treatment of oe 

and|the disease, and immunizing experi- #e5 
ytism | ments were not carried out by the : 

stant ! Russian .authors.’’ i 
eee eee cement 2 
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? r ALL AGREEMENTS ARE CONTINGENT UPON STRIKES, FIRE, FLOOD, ACCIDENTS,OR OTHER 

( CONDITIONS UNAVOIDABLE OR BEYOND OUR CONTROL 

é ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO THE COMPANY. 

s K COMPANY ee 
‘ MANUFACTURERS yi 

WESTERN AMMUNITION “ye 

far, | 

EAST ALTON, ULL. 

October 31, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building (U. W.), 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Please note the attached October 
15th issue of Ohio Health News containing a 
small notation with resbect to rabbits which Mr. 
Comeaux has brought to my attention. 

I think it would be an excellent 

thing if you can bring this to the attention of 
some intelligent people in Ohio and try to have 
the impression created by the publication modified 

or offset as far as is possible. 

Yours truly, 

au President 

v 
J.M.O1lin:W
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HE LINE O’ LIGHT OHIO HEALTH COMMISSIONERS’ 

Say it with’ Christmas Seals to protect health and save life. ANNUAL CONFERENCE 

i Wert S EVERAL outstanding speakers on subjects of great 
Smallpo: continues to hang a weekly necklace of yellow beads importance in the realm of public health are on the 

around the otherwise fair throat of Ohio. ‘ 
j so program of the Eleventh Annual Conference of Health 

Pofid seems to be going into a decline, which is one form of Commissioners with the Ohio Department of Health, 
reddced vitality for which all may be thankful. which will be held at the Neil House, Columbus, Tuesday 

—o— to Friday, November 18-21 inclusive. A wide range of 
‘The Health Commissioners’ Conference, barely a month away, topics will be discussed in the formal sessions; there will 

j§ at once a required duty and a glorious opportunity. be a thorough inspection of departmental laboratories, 
—o— following a session at Ohio State University ;and a Mater- 

Medical science may be the greatest factor in modern civilization, nity Institute will be held for Public Health Nurses, 

but public health service is the choicest flower of its growth ‘Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. 

through the centuries. Conduct of the conference, which is mandatory, and 
—O— presentation of topics, will be more largely in the hands 

Circulation of O. H. N. passes the 3800-mark with this issue of local health commissioners than ever before. ‘The 

which means that the power of each item is multiplied more than Ohio Society of Sanitarians will hold sessions Thursday 

3800-fold-as~a~factor_in. public hee afternoon and Friday morning, and will sponsor a dinner- L 

( Molly Cottontail has been having a glorious time during the peg ig ace one address ‘Thursday evening. 

\ summer and fall and is now ready to pass on her accumulate Hon, Dean Stanley, Lebanon, president of the Warren 

GY 0 ee ae poate ew County Bar Association, will present the “Legal Aspects 

The tourist camp record for 1930 is made up; but the evil of Public Health”, a subject which is engaging the atten- 

wrought by the unapproved camp (like all the evil men do),. lives tion of both health officials and law-makers to an oe 
afiae tery enmetne HEA andtevednitics ing degree. Another legal phase of public health will be 

magic outlined before the Sanitarians, Thursday afternoon, by 

All health commissioners must work for their people in order to Hon. L. P.. Mooney, member of the General Assembly, 
make good; but happy is the H. C, who has the faculty of the from Hocking County, whose topic will be “Mechanics 
written and spoken word in driving home the truths of public Behind Public Health Legislation”. 

health. Registration of health commisisoners and public health 
aw nurses will begin at 9 o’clock Tuesday morning, Nov. 18, 

Faith, said the Great Apostle, is the substance of things hoped at the entrance to the Neil House Ball Room. At 11 

for, the evidence of things not seen: And to buy Christmas Seals o’clock Dr. C. A. Neal, director of health, will call the | 
is putting Faith to work for results to be attained through un- session to order and make his annual address. Other 

counted years. features Tuesday will include the initial session of the 
—o— Nurses’ Maternity Institute, with an outline by Miss Anita 

If the lessons of this year’s Child Health Day are not still Jones, R. N., of New York, and a report and discussion 

illuminating the homes of Ohio, it doesn’t mean very much that of the recent Ohio survey of tourists’ lodging houses, by 
the dawn-light of next year’s Child Health Day is beginning to Dr. W. J. Smith and Major Charles S. Slade, of the ‘ 
tint the horizon. Department. 

. ‘ Pat peer shiitake _ Dr. I. C. Riggin of New York, former health commis- 
ewer people are dying in Ohio every month, in spite of efforts sioner of Lorain County, will discuss heart’ disease and 

of automobilists to maintain the status quo, which demonstrates its control measures Wednesday morning, and phases ot 

the high degree of efficiency to which public health work in the the milk problem, with results of an Ohio survey, will be 

state has attained. ren outlined by Mr. C. L. Blackman, Ohio State University, 

To one who has had smallpox, it looks like Northwestern showed - uP C. E. pr ae specialist of the U. S. Public 

more devotion to sport than to sportsmanship in playing a scheduled cat Service, n the afternoon, following a luncheon 
football game before announcing the necessity to be vaccinated atthe “University, there will be addresses by wee 
peban@ut i cave ainonatthe plapede: Charters, Ph. D., and President George Rightmire of the 

Bigait University, and the health commissioners will be con- 

This O. H. N. publication week also is Sanitation Week in Ohio, ducted through the departmental laboratories by Chief , 
with water purification men in Columbus and sewage treatment Of Laboratories Leo F. Ey. } Te 
men in Dayton, to take stock of this year’s accomplishments and Thursday morning will bring swimming pool regula- 
plan solutions for next year’s problems. (Continued on page 2.)



Copy to Mr. Olin 

Nov. 3, 1930 

Mr. B. L. Wieklif’ 
Chief, Researeh Bureau 
Conservation Department 
Columbus, Ohio : : 7 

Dear Mr. Wickliff: , 

The following squib appears in the October 15 issue of the “Ohio 
Health News," issued by the State Department of Health at Columbus: 

“Molly Cottontail has been having a glorious time during the 
sumer and fall and is now ready to pass on her accumlated 
stock of tularemia to the unwary hunter." 

May I make the personal suggestion to you that this kind of loose 
talk about tularemia on the part of health departments is disturbing 
to game adwinistration without being helpful to populer education in 
public health matters? 

License sales in a good many states were a good deal affected by 
general seare-head stuff on tularemia in the last two or three years. 
Nobody could take exception to pablie information on tularemia to the 
extent that this tells the public the truth about a disease affecting 
public health. In the present instance, however, the publie is clearly 
given an impression which is anything but the truth. This item implies 
that all cottontails have tularemia all years. As nearly as I under~ 2 
stand the facts, this is not true. It seems to me about time for some 

: state game official to suggest to state health officers that they 
actually determine the condition of the state's rabbits with respect 
to tularemia each year and let the public know their findincs, if any. 

Hunters would be much more likely to avoid contact with rabbits 
if warned about tularemia where it is local. On the other hand, my 
recent contact with thousands of hunters convinces me that general 
warnings repeated from year to year without any determination of local 
facts have convinced hunters that the whole business is a false ery 
of "Wolft", to which they expect to pay no further attention. 

In your capacity as head of the fact-finding bureau, you might 
want to “eall" the Ohio health people on this particular item. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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pe "Beware the 500th Wood Tick!"—-With this ominous warning begins an article on the in- 

Pal vestigations of tularemia being carried on by Dr. R. G. Green, professor of bacteriology in 

C the University of Minnesota Medical School and cooperator of the Biological Survey in a study 

of the infectious diseases of fur animals, in a recent issue of Minnesota Chats, published 

by the university "for the parents of students." Doctor Green reports, says the article, 

that "two-tenths of one per cent of the wood ticks in Minnesota woodlands" are carriers of 

tularemia, which he feels certain is the disease that has decimated the numbers of the rab— 

bits and ruffed grouse of Minnesota from time to time. 

"To reach a determination of the probable extent of tularemia infection in the Minne— 

sota woods," continues the article, "Dr. Green and his assistants took a rambling sample 

of ticks over an area of 20 square miles. An extract prepared from the insects was then in- 

jected into guinea pigs on a plan of geometric progression. Twenty samples, each made from 

one tick, were injected into 20 pigs. Twenty samples made from 10 ticks each were injected 

into 20 other pigs, and 20 more samples, each made from 100 ticks, were injected into a third 

group of 20 guinea pigs. Obviously the disease would have to be more prevalent if the 

guinea pigs began catching it frum a single tick than if they caught it from the remains of 

some one among 100 wood ticks. So tremendous a number of instances were formed by the pro— 

gression thus produced" that it took an entire year to perfect "the tables of probabilities | 

that showed the actual likelihood of infection. The result came out as two-tenths of one per 

cent." Doctor Green says that "tularemia is so infectious that any laboratory worker who 

= 33 — 
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By R. G. GREEN, University of Minnesota 

ULAREMIA must now be considered a disease ruffed grouse. Tularemia is carried by a number of 

| of muskrats as well as of rabbits. The known biting insects. Before we may hope to control, by 

oecurrence of two human infections with tula- either direct or indirect means, the expensive de- { 

remia in Montana and three in the state of Minnesota, struction of wild life by tularemia, we must have \ 

following the handling of muskrats, indicates that more facts concerning this disease. The cooperative } 

tularemia at times may be wide-spread among these University Bureau of Biological Survey investigation { 

animals. of wild life disease in Minnesota, is a pioneer in studies } 

Tt has been evident for some years that musk- of epidemic disease as a factor in wild life conserva- { 

rats suddenly disappear in large numbers from natu- tion, It has discovered many important, facts con- | 
ral marsh areas. This has been accurately observed cerning tularemia. The cooperation of the Depart- 

in fencéd enclosures as well. Occurring at times of ment of Game and Fish is invaluable to this work. 

abundant food supply and other favorable conditions, When Warden J. A. Lingle brought in a dead quail 

it has appeared most proable that epidemic disease for study, he made it possible for us to discover that 
was a major cause of such wide-spread destruction. tularemia is a natural disease of birds as well as of | 

The occurrence of disease in wild animals is_being animals. Lf 

studied in a cooperative investigation of the Bureau It must be realized that the problem of tularemia 

of Biological Survey and the Department, of Bac- is a general one, involving many species, and its \ 

teriology, University of Minnesota. This investiga- occurrence in one species is at least indirectly related 

tion, collaborating with the State Board of Health, to occurrences in others. We are therefore dealing \ 

found in 1927 that musxrats were very susceptible with a problem that at the same time directly con- 

to tularemia, and reported that a most violent and cerns the sportsman, the trapper, the out-of-door 

fatal infection resulted when muskrats were inocu- vacationist, the forester, the Pieetaemier: and the 

lated with the disease. Shortly afterward,in Montana, guardian of public health. 

two railroad laborers developed tularemia at the same Because of the apparent decrease in the number 

time, ‘after having worked together in skinning a of muskrats in the state and the occurrence of human 
muskrat they found dead. As they had handled no tularemia infections from that animal, the coopera- 

other animals, it was concluded that they obtained tive disease studies of the Bureau of Biological Survey 
the disease from the muskrat. During the past year and the Department of Bacteriology are now being 
three men have contracted tularemia in Minnesota directed specifically toward the muskrat. An at- 

from skinning muskrats, which proves beyond doubt tempt is being made to discover to what extent dis- 

the prevalence of the disease among these fur-bearing ease is responsible for decreases in muskrat population 

animals at the present time. and to what extent tularemia is aaneerned: 

One aspect of the problem of tularema is the 
protection of humans from this disease. It is un- 
doubtedly fortunate for a number of individuals, ANOTHER FORWARD STEP 

who otherwise would be trapping muskrats this . ‘ 

spring, that the season has been closed. Inasmuch A step further towards the ultimate completion 
as most human infections are contracted through the of the Gopher Ca npfire club’s plan to afford wide- 

hands, a large degree of protection could be afforded et wild life sanctuaries along the banks of the 

against tularemia by the wearing of surgeons’ rubber row river as permanent breeding places for water- 
gloves while skinning muskrats. However, I feel fowl and other birds, was taken very recently 

quite sure that the trappers with whom I am ac- when the club purchased about two acres on both 
quainted would not use rubber gloves, even though sides of the river in the lower refuge from John 

they appreciated the danger of infection. The prob- Anderson. 

lem of personal protection is being carefully studied, With the acre recently purchased from F. B. 

and we have reason to hope that wecanevolvesimple Moede and the two acres donated to the purposes 

methods which may be used easily and er euy of the plan by Rack nase Ons be Spupars ae 

. . * now has a tract of five acres including the river bot- 

We are also concerned with tularemia as a dis- tom as a start in its conservation plan. 
ease of wild animals, and the loss to the state through : & c 

the destruction of muskrats and other forms of wild The land will be fenced in, stock and dog tight, 

life. We have long believed that wild animals are andgwill be permitted to lapse permanently back to 

always healthy, because they live in the “out-of- its natural jungle-like state to afford breeding cover 

doors” where we seek health. This is not true. They for all wpe of wild life in years to come, and thus 

have their disease carriers, and at intervals plagues bring back to this community some of the resemblance 

stalk among them as they stalked through the human of the olden days when thousands of wild fowl nested 

race before we learned to protect ourselves. The 1 this community. — | 

most potent factor in the development of wide- The first of this week Stanley Walker donated { 

spread epidemics is over-population. When this his services to the’club and surveyed the newly } 

occurs, the basis is laid for an epidemic, and it will acquired land. 

develop regardless of abundant food supply, favorable As more funds are available the club will pur- j 

weather or fresh air. There are other disease factors, chase more land above and below the dam for sanc- 

of course, but over-population is fundamental. Cycles tuaries and convert them into their natural habitat 

of disease appear primarily because it takes time to for wild life, and it is also hoped that in the future 

build up a population big enough to support a de- the state will acquire permanent, possession of land 

structive epidemic. and further the plan. Thus the refuges can be devoted 

It now appears that tularemia is a disease which perpetually to the propagation of wild fowl, through 

occurs in many wild life forms. It is known to occur the game and fish department, making the lands a 

n rabbits, squirrels, mice, gophers, muskrats, opos- part of the permanent game refuges of Minnesota. 

sums, coyotes, and quail. It is suspected of afflicting —Hutchinson Leader.
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Rarl L, Atwood, Jr,, State orest Hursery, Wisconsin 
Wis., reports finding many half-grown rabbite (eottontatl) dead in 
woods, many "dopey," Few adults. Grand Rapids Township, T22NR6E 
(Wood Co.) . 

Copies? Grange ; 

? Cottont. 
Seoeen” ; 
Wood Co.
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TULAREMIA, AN ANIMAL—BORNE DISEASE 

By W. B. Bell, Principal Biologist, Chief, Division of Wildlife Research and ; 

J. E. Shillinger, Senior Veterinarian, In Charge Section of Disease Control 
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Introduction 
€ 

~ The disease tularemia has assumed such proportions in the United States 

ae that the Biological Survey is constantly receiving requests for information on 

2 its nature and on the procedure recommended by field representatives of the 

Bureau in their work with the public. Such information is summarized in this 

leaflet. The information on human infections presented and the recommendations 

made have been endorsed by the United States Public Health Service. j 

Nature and History of the Disease j 

Tularemia is a plague-like disease of rodents and is transmissible to 
man. It was originally discovered in ground squirrels in California in 1910 by 

Dr. G. W. McCoy, of the United States Public Health Service, Later (1919) it 

was found in jack rabbits in Utah, in the work of Dr. Edward Francis and his 

assistants of the Public Health Service, and was definitely established as the 
debilitating, disabling, and frequently fatal disease locally known as "deer—fly 
fever," which was affecting residents and visitors locally in rural districts in 

Utah, 

Positive diagnosis of the disease, isolation of the causative organism 

Bacterium tularense, and development of a successful cultural technic were im- 

portant steps in the history of tularemia and of investigations of wild animals 

as carriers of this disease. Later work has disclosed human cases of the dis-— 

ease in all parts of this country, as well as in Canada, Europe, and Asia, and 

it has been definitely established as identical with the rabbit—-borne malady 

Known as Ohara's disease, which affects people in Japan. 
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Discovery of tularemia has cleared up many puzzling cases of illness that - 

in the past have doubtless been wrongly diagnosed as "flu," septic infection, . 
blood poisoning, or other kindred diseases, because of superficial resemblances 2 
of the symptoms at some of its stages. Human cases have been traced to rabbits ’ 
or other mammals or to birds in the locality or to shipments of diseased animals 
for sale in the public markets. This specific knowledge lays the foundation for 
intelligent action in maintaining essential safeguards and in protecting the 
public in the handling of important game animals. 

Among game animals tularemia occurs in nature in jack rabbits, snowshoe 
hares, and cottontail rabbits, and is responsible for some of the periodic 

| epizootics that kill them off locally in great numbers. This provides a reser— 
voir for infection of both wild animals and human beings. The disease is carried 
from animal to animal and to man by the bites of infected deer flies and ticks. 
Various species of lice also are capable of spreading the infection among ani- 
mals. Ticks carry the infection through the winter, and the females may transmit 
it through the eggs to the next generation. Man also becomes infected by hand- 
ling rabbit carcasses, as in dressing them for the table or cutting them up for 
such purposes as feed for dogs, hogs, silver foxes, or chickens, or as bait for 
fish or such carnivorous animals as coyotes. 

Symptoms in Man 

Tularemia is likely to manifest itself in man first by pain, tenderness, 
and swelling of lymph glands draining the region where the infection has entered, 
as those of the elbow or armpit when infection is through the finger, or those of 
the face and neck when infection is through the eye. These symptoms will probab-— > 
ly appear within 2 to 5 days after infection. An inflamed and painful ulcer may x 
soon develop following an insect bite, or at an abrasion in the skin where the 
infection gained entrance, This may be accompanied by sudden onsets of head— f 
ache, aching pains, chills, prostration, general weakness, and fever. In some 

cases no external lesions are found, 

Symptoms _in Wild Rabbits 

In wild rabbits stupor or evidence of sickness should be regarded with 
suspicion, especially if an epizootic disease is prevalent. A spotting of the 
liver and spleen with yellowish or whitish flecks is one of the most character— 
istic and easily recognized lesions in rabbits. Diagnosis is made by inoculating 
guinea pigs or other test animals with the spleen, liver, or other tissues of a 
suspected subject and then examining cultures isolated after the animals used 
in the experiments sicken or die. 

Other Animals Known to be Susceptible 

In addition to wild rabbits and hares, the California ground squirrel, 
Columbian ground squirrel, Utah ground squirrel, desert ground squirrel, pine 
squirrel, yeliow-bellied chipmunk, pocket gopher, prairie dog, woodchuck, opos-— 
sum, porcupine, house mouse, deer mouse, meadow mouse, wood rat, skunk, muskrat, 
gray fox, ruffed grouse, sharp-tailed grouse, quail, the coyote, and domestic 
cats and sheep have all been found susceptible to tularemia in a fatal form. 
Studies are being made of the extent to which other rodents, important fur and 

=—2--



predatory animals, and such valuable game birds as grouse are susceptible to the 

disease. Domestic rabbits are known to be susceptible to tularemia under lab— 

oratory conditions, but no case of the disease has been recognized in commercial 

rabbitries, and care should be exercised to avoid its introduction into such 

places. There is no danger of contracting tularemia from eating rabbit meat if 

it is thoroughly cooked, even though the animal may have been infected, Fatal 

cases, however, have resulted from eating wild-rabbit meat that was insuf- 

ficiently cooked. i 

Protective Measures 

A protective vaccine has been developed but has not yet been extensively 
used, Care should be exercised in the open to avoid so far as possible bites 

of deer flies or ticks, particularly in an area where an epizootic of tularemia 
is known to exist. When handling or dressing rabbits, or when skinning other 

animals that may be infected with the disease, the use of rubber gloves is 

recommended in order to avoid contact with the blood or the visceral organs. 
This is the best known protection against human infection, but it is not com— 

plete, as skilled laboratory workers who maintain the most careful precautions 

when handling carcasses or laboratory cultures frequently become infected through 
other channels. The same precautions should be followed in handling fresh skins. 

It is unlikely that skins that have been thoroughly dried over a period of three 

or four weeks will continue to carry the live infective organism, One attack of 

tularemia confers immunity to man, Immunes, therefore, should be employed where 

possible in occupations involving risk of infection. 

; | 
In many parts of the country there is much interest in liberating wild 

‘ rabbits to restock hunting areas, and in some instances these animals have been 
obtained from States where tularemia is now known to have been prevalent periodi- 

cally. Where importations for restocking purposes appear desirable, it is im- 

portant that effective quarantine be maintained to prevent the introduction of 
diseased animals into localities where tularemia is not present or where it is 

not manifested in epizootic form. Present information indicates that maintenance 

of a quarantine on wild rabbits for at least 10 days is a reasonable safeguard. 

Infected wild rabbits are likely to die within a period of 5 or 6 days, although 

they may not invariably do so. Rabbits that die after capture, during shipment, 

or while held in quarantine should be carefully examined by persons capable of 

recognizing tularemia or other diseases and of diagnosing the exact cause of 

death. 
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RICHAR ERSTEL Bldo Leopold y Phe 
Deeks the past few years a number cooking, it is impossible to contract tula- 

of cases of human tularemia have 5 remia from the meat of infected animals. 
been recorded within the Commonwealth of e There is constant demand to know how to 

Pennsylvania. The occurrence of these discover the presence of tularemia in ani- 
ee a ees ies mals, particularly rabbits. Tularemia does 

aroused a general state of fear of the dis- produce spots on the liver, but the liver of 
ease among a great number of hunters, ; the great majority of rabbits is for one or 

particularly those who prefer to shoot rab- [| = 2. more reasons “spotted” and the same is no 
bits rather than other of the various game f= fm _ ~~  @efinite indication that the animal is suf- 
species. i _ _ | 2 s ot oo | fering from tularemia. Practically the only 

Although tularemia is a very serious dis- | A re oe 2 : definite means of determining whether or 
ease and every effort should be made to as - CS |» not an animal or human suffers from tula- 

prevent and control it, there does not appear | = == gue, = 9 Sl remia is by taking a sample of the blood 
to be true ground for the exceptional and | | 2 ,"@ + * ~~ and making agglutination tests. The same 
general state of fear of the affliction which - 4 eee) e . is a rather complicated laboratory procedure 
has recently arisen. Also, it is felt that a wv . which can be carried out only by trained 
few words relative to the disease will give 7 a 4 om 7. technicians. 

the acre public a better mod eeeraine of 2 a rAN a ete, As to the prevalence of tularemia in Penn- 
conditions as they actually exist and thus : — 2s ee ; ‘ 
will help curb what is fast becoming a gen- is Wy oN ) pyiveniny ty pe erone ble tual ue lex aut OF 
eralized state of uneasiness regarding all tome al a 3 the infection eons the rabbits, squirrels 
contacts with the ever-popular cottontail rh “4 ». and other species is quite limited. The 
rabbit. e oe : Game Commission records show up to June 

Tularemia was not discovered until 1911 )@ ao 1, 1985 a total of 44 cases of human tula- 
when Dr. George W. McCoy of the United e , “ remia, recorded within the Commonwealth. 

States Public Health Service noted the dis- _ . Of the total, 23 cases are definitely known 
ease in a California ground squirrel. Its : 7. to have been contracted through the han- 
name is derived from the fact that it was $ 4 y* - dling of dead rabbits shipped into Pennsyl- 

first noted in Tulare County, California. . es _ . vania from western states for market pur- 
Tularemia is a bacterial infection of the -.. | \ [/~ poses, while 19 cases have been contracted 

blood stream caused by the presence of num- 4 pe 4 Z ee iL. through the handling of rabbits shot in the 
bers of the causative organism, Bacterium ed 7 ole o+ wild within the borders of the Common- 
tularense. It is primarily a fatal disease | ae yg”. fae 7° + 4, wealth. By far the greatest majority of 

Raia oe ae a ae par et Oe (i 7% the cases contracted from native rabbits 
: PEER A ieLlaa om Ge oe ce « , ~ 4 : oe have occurred in the southern counties, but 

forms of life by various blood-sucking in- | [/ ima #87. eB a few cases have occurred in the northern 
sects and by actual contact with the internal | ¢ = [ie Sart of the State. 
organs or the body fluids of infected ani- ee ea og OS The Commission records undoubtedly do 
mals. Occurring in rabbits (cottontails, not contain every tularemia case which has 
snowshoes and jacks), chipmunks, ground- HIS FIRST RABBIT occurred within the Commonwealth, but the 
hogs, gophers, ground squirrels, grouse and Our youth of tomorrow may paucity of cases on record indicates that 
possibly Dheasants, the disease is spread never know the thrill of the hunt only few of our native rabbits can be in- 
from animal to animal and occasionally if landowners continue to post fected with tularemia, because the gunners 
from animal to man by the bites of ticks, their property. of the Commonwealth each year kill and 
lice, fleas, deer files and) horse files. Man handle between two and three-and-one-half 
most comInOnIy, | DOWever,, (LOMLtAGie eLUIEs! lta! Tower! forme probably almost with illion rabbits and with such = remia by handling infected specimens of the Probably Almost without | uiwion tabbisyand with such) general han- various apectos! ubjece to ane diccnse! exception fatal, the fatality in human beings dling we should in eight years expect to have 

runs only about 10% of the total number of far more than twenty-five cases of tularemia In humans, the first symptoms of the af- persons infected. if the rabbit lati ¢ the St 

fliction usually appear about three days To date there has been no vaccine or 4g, ie in Perea ruin te er, 
after the infection has been “picked up.” .erum developed which has proven to be a sen aca 
They are: headache, chills, vomiting, gen- preventative or cure for tularemia. It ap- 2° ate, tularemia has, so far as is known, 
eral aches, severe pain and fever. Any one, ears, however, that having once suffered C@USed the death of four persons in Penn- 
all, or any combination of the symptoms from the disease, both humans and animals ‘YIvania. In three cases the infection was 
may occur to a greater or lesser degree. jocome immune reinfection. contracted from dead rabbits shipped into 
Also, it has been found that at the site of The chief means of treatment for the the State for market purposes, while one 
infection, usually a cut or scratch on the qisease lie in actions designed to conserve death was the result of infection from a 
prs e ae Aer Ba eeal bial in every possible way the strength of the native rabbit. 

velops into an ulcer. i: : " 
Frequently. the lymph glands, particularly ing of the lymph slands, surgery is some. ,,4%*'esdy stated, tularemia is a serious those at the elbow and under the arm, be- times resorted to. disease which should be combated in every 
come greatly enlarged, tender and quite sore. Prevention of the disease lies almost P0SSible way, but the information given 

The period of acute illness lasts usually wholly in keeping the bare hands away herewith should, by giving a true picture 
for about three weeks, but the convalescing from the exposed flesh and fluids of the rab- Of the disease and its prevalence within the 
period drags out over several months and bit, particularly if there are any wounds Commonwealth, help curb the ever-increas- 
full strength is usually not recovered in a whatsoever on the hands. All persons dress- ing and in many ways unwarranted fear 
time shorter than four to six months. Al- ing rabbits and preparing them for the table recently aroused and help in checking the 
though tularemia is in rabbits and other of would do well to wear rubber gloves. After spread of the disease among human beings.
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ieee ee A. M. M. Neg. No. 63172, Dr. Edward Tielra aie 

RP ee oles in arm pit of Tularemia infection of hand. de ae 

: a 3 

ae oo ee — ' 
a 

ee te a 

\ a ae : 

a ae | 
oo ' ee By E. W. GIVEN, M.D., F.A.C.S. * 

Reprinted from ‘American Rifleman" | 

| 
Eprror’s Nore: Few if any cases of tularemia have ever occurred 
in Pennsylvania, nevertheless hunters should use caution when handling f ‘ 
apparently sick or diseased animals. never be permitted to attach themselves to the back of the neck, or in 

the margin of the hair line, and to be thoroughly squashed thereon, 
fie PURPOSE of this article is not to unduly alarm or frighten, when their bite or pinch becomes especially annoying. The feet and 

but to caution, to protect, to advise and counsel, and above all to biting parts of flies and ticks which have been feeding on an animal 
EDUCATE the thousands of woodchuck hunters, varmint shooters, host of Tularemia, are smeared with germs after leaving the source 
and rabbit gunners, so that they may not inadvertently contract of infection. Their body juices, germ laden, are an active agent of 

Tularemia. infection. Hence the desirability as well as the practical necessity of 
For many years the author has been an enthusiastic woodchuck CARE in keeping one’s self apart from such insect life in Tularemia- 

hunter. He has traveled thousands of miles at a time, simply to hunt, infected areas becomes apparent. 

study, shoot and photograph Mr. Monax. He likes rabbit, bird and On the other hand, while it is known in the medical profession that 
squirrel hunting. He has been privileged for years to have medical Tularemia produces a fairly high death rate, nevertheless no man 
supervision and care of the hundreds of contestants at the annual —— 
encampments and tournaments of the Eastern Small Bore Rifle * Surgeon, Eastern Small Bore Rifle Association. 
Association. 

Sportsmen and himself, therefore, have much in common. Possibly 
he may be privileged to discuss Tularemia therefore, both from the ae eer Ne Sores, SPeiak en eee on: Benes ane. indoles 
standpoint of the physician and of the sportsman, and be understandable shown as separate and also blending irregularly circular spots dark in the 
to both. middle with light fuzzy edges. Such lungs show entire animal is diseased 

Mens ‘ . 2 and no part fit to eat. To handle with bare hands such meats would at once 
Tularemia is comparatively a new disease. It afflicts small game and transmit the disease. 

varmints and may be transmitted from them to hunters and others by 
means of living carriers such as flies, ticks and fleas. It was first Eo 236 
definitely recognized in 1911 by Dr. McCoy. It was then prevalent hee oe 
among ground squirrels in Tulare County, California. Dr. Francis ‘ es we : oS 
named it Tularemia in the same year. a mG cy at 7 ~ 

Today it is common in many sections, among varmints, rodents, and ch a a Se 

other small fry of the fields, wood lots and fence corners, from whom dee ead’ % Sy peek 
it may readily and quickly be contracted. The disease is readily com- fy me eae ¥ . . LR. a i . eh ee F b municable and much on the increase among those who handle, dress ae 3 a : 
or eat diseased small game. It has been reported from all states except i Lo € A + OO Fi ee ea ae 4 
three, Maine, Vermont and Connecticut. Se ke vy. a 

It is most likely to be contracted by rabbit and varmint hunters or 4 Fos ; oe ea ets ee 
farmers who pick up and handle the unknowingly Tularemia-infected es ee - aut «9 ba ts ed eat 
animals or their internal organs. Those also susceptible are handlers ee Oe Sa a | Pn LY pe Sat @ 

of fresh furs and dressers of pelts from diseased animals. > at Gs aoe. > ye 
Tularemia is never epidemic by transfer from man to man, Every 5 ee eS Pd ee) *a a ak 4 

case, no matter how many develop, is an individual, personal infection ge : Nt A. a eon 
from contracting: 1. The diseased animal. 2. By being bitten by an ys Pa og ws wy. 4 
infected blood-sucking fly, tick or flea, which has fed upon or 2s as ri Aig ee ee» |, " ae 
been attached to the body of an animal suffering from Tularemia. 3. eo Cs ea ah ee F ae ' >. ] 
By smearing or crushing the body juices of an infected fly or tick on eg So OS. f ed ns fw * 2) : 

the hunter’s skin, even though the skin be unbroken. Please under- . feath anh 4 a dae oA " oP Ea “4 : 
stand this thoroughly, Tularemia may be gotten by slapping a fly on ae 3 a ~ ae Mi es . g — 
the skin without breaking or abrading the skin. li A at Shad rahe ' : 
When afield, try to avoid bites from deer flies, or of fleas, ticks and a ff SASS . adi *t c~ 4 

other vermin which may have fed upon, or have just come off the - Ls * Py he vo he. i: ~~ a 5 i Fi ae : hh ph : 
bodies of rabbits, woodchucks, ground squirrels or other game or a ‘aa h | ‘3 36 Ch ae ae 
varmints susceptible to Tularemia. ae : i“ i ey “2 ee 

You have all heard of house flies which travel from table to toilet, q ie C*] ‘ * es + Sei ‘ . ae. 
back to table, and food thereon, and therefore spread disease. In 3 : , 4 a? rs ) 

much the same manner is Tularemia spread to people from infected a a | WORD Fy Se 
animal life but by different types of carriers. It is not only a matter 4 ee a 
for thought that rabbit hunters and their families may be individually : /: - na 3 
infected, but any persons who may be bitten by or have squashed on " : 
their bodies deer flies or other carriers traveling from animal to man. 5 
Disease is no respecter of persons. Deer flies or ticks should therefore S
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Neck of patient of Dr. W. M. Simpson, Dayton, Ohio. ee £4 
A. M. M. Neg. No. 47740. Shows small papules which oe A 
develop after infection-carrying fly has been smashed ’ F 
on neck, or hand carrying same infection rubbed across. : el 

fe 

Dae pe eae 
ees oe | 

i mw 

a srr 

}. = 4 Ce 

ae 

who has recovered from the disease has ever contracted it again the requested official form. A hunter shot a few rabbits in Montgomery 

because an attack confers fortunate immunity against subsequent County, Maryland, about November 15, which he skinned—the evening 
infection. of the same day. Soreness at a point on the right index finger de- 

e veloped and thinking that it contained a briar he picked the place with 
eRe ON eee Jute ave fetes te oa ost a needle and later in the night felt the onset of the disease, November 

erect Bia at Fe ENS) DEODeL pias © : 16. Ten days later a swab from the finger ulcer which had formed was 

The following is a typical history of a hunter infected from wild sent to Dr. Francis at the National Institute of Health who “injected 
game and permitted to be included herewith through the courtesy two guinea pigs.” Tularemia germs were recovered “from their heart 
of Dr. Edward Francis, of the National Institute of Health and the blood.” 

U. S. Public Health Service. Credit for same is extended here and The above is descriptive of all such infections, varying according to 
under A.M.M. Neg. 63173. Dr. Francis has done a remarkable location. To describe more would take needed space. Please study the 
amount of earnest, intensive, original work on Tularemia and deserves photos with this text. These views are permitted to appear from 

the eee of cal small ae aud cae ae Attention is an official source for your protection. 

Rempees vauvlted’ fou 4 /(Stucy gobs Mem pnotos re play ere sabpearing: if In man, there are four recognized groups, each showing symptoms 
within about 3% days from the handling of the infected animal, receiy- 

A. M. M. Neg. No. 63173 from Dr. Edward Francis’ collection. This photograph ing a bite from a blood-sucking fly or tick or from having an insect 
deserves much study by small-game and rodent-vermin hunters. It shows all carrying the infection squashed upon the body of the person infected. 
typical local signs which warn infected hunter to go to bed and call doctor. 

A. The entire disease may develop in man, almost at one and the 
: a: i ‘ same time. E. g., the pimple within a very few hours makes its change . 

et | SE eee : to ulcer, high fever, rapid pulse, prostration, headache, and enlargement 
Se ye Bees eth of the glands draining the ulcer. These may be the glands under the 

. Che ee arm pit. Tenderness is along the path from the ulcer to the enlarged 
5 ee ae ae glands which are likely to very soon soften and contain pus. If the 
ee a he pimple at site of original infection softens and breaks down to ulcer 

ee ess dy 6 : without it having been surgically opened it is apt to have a somewhat 
ee os ve 4 heaped up edge and a comparatively flat pus floor. Vomiting may ; 

: bh ene . f z occur. The patient feels sick enough to be (and always should be) in 
2 a ene 7 : bed. Doctor should be called upon first symptoms. 

: ee et a a B. The eye may be infected direct, resulting from the germ—the : 
as a 4 name is Bacterium tularense, carried on soiled hands rubbing the inner 

5: ee B - side of the eyelids, resulting in early and rapidly developing inflamation 
: Le - of the lining of the inner side of the lids and the outside of the eyeball. ' 

. — The small pimple, if it forms, very soon develops into an ulcer and 
oe _ | : forms usually on the edge of the eyelid. This local disturbance of the 

: 3 a re eye usually is followed by enlargement of the glands taking drainage 
a : oe” , 4 from the poisons of the eye and above mentioned body symptoms 

i " ge develop. 

i ug C. Without findable bite, sore, or ulcer, the hunter or farm hand 
ie tae or field worker suddenly becomes decidedly sick with high fever, and 

E : ear ae above-noted general symptoms. Infection of this type is usually the 
om eee | result of swatting a deer fly and of rubbing in the body juices, or those 

a ees ° eee oe of a tick. It may be seen therefore, that not only rabbit hunters, but 

" bi ee chuck hunters, berry pickers, those who gather daisies and other field 
i ie eee ee rae or woods blooms may be almost equally exposed to infection from 

ne Loe ee Tularemia, if the disease be present. None are immune from the 
" 4 te co é a a possibility of being bitten or of becoming infected as mentioned. 

: ee < Do not misunderstand! In no sense is this intended to suggest, or 
% Fad to leave the thought with the reader that all chuck shooting, rabbit 

ae hunting, flower gathering activities should be banned or shunned. Far 
i o 4 from it! The thought which should be left is this—watch your step! 

Le Be as careful as possible! Don’t think you have to spread the blood 
of every deer fly that bites, all over your hands or neck. It does not 

suggest that you should smack a tick with a blow that can be heard 

| (Continued on Page 30)
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Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo; 

I have gone over your letter of December 11 very care- 
fully and discussed the situation with Evans. He meant to give 
the impression that in Minnesota it was safe to handle cottontail 
rabbits in midwinter. This is, of course, only true for Minnesota 

and other northern states. I now look upon the seasonal occurrence 
of tularemia as follows: 

In central Canada the disease is at its maximum only 
during midsummer. Farther south, in Minnesota, the disease has 

two periods of maximum occurrence, the spring and fall. It is 
apparently almost entirely absent during the winter months and 
during the hot months of midsummer. It seems as one progresses 

farther south, the main occurrence of the disease in wild animals 

is late fall and early spring and that still farther south, it is 
a winter disease. 

The presence of tularemia in wild animals is related to 
its occurrence in man only by variable conditions of contact. In 
central Minnesota the greatest occurrence of tularemia among rab- 
bits is during the spring months, but no one handles rabbits at 
that time. However, wood ticks and deer flies do transmit the 
disease to humans during late spring and early summer. In the fall 
tularemia is at maximum again during the month of September. It 
is in rapid decline during October when the hunting season opens. | 
Human contact with tularemia in Minnesota has been lessened greatly | 

by changing the opening of the hunting season from September 16 to 3 
about October 10. | 

The same situation as regards the occumence of tularemia 
does not hold for Ohio. Here, it seems to me that the disease 

makes its greatest appearance in October and November, and, as the 

hunting season is later than in Minnesota, human contact with the 

disease in that area is very great. |



Dr. Aldo Leopold -2- December 15, 1939 

We have little data on the occurrence of tularemia in 
the winter in the southern states, but I had no difficulty iso- 
lating the disease from ticks found on rabbits in February in 
southern Georgia and Alabama. 

I trust that this information will make clear the ideas 
that we have here. I greatly appreciate the other information 
that was contained in your letter. 

The cards on tularemia requested in your letter of 
December 13 are being sent under separate cover. 

Sincerely yours, 

obert G. Green 

RGG:AE 

Enc. 1 
Sep. cov. 6 cards 
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EPIZOOTIOLOGY OF TULAREMIA IN MINNESOTA 

Minnesota Medicine, vol. 19, p. 484, July, 1936 \ 

Prevention of human infections of tularemia depends upon an 
understanding of the occurrence of this disease in animals and the con- 
trol of human contacts with the animal infection. 

Among animals, tularemia is transmitted almost entirely by 
intermediate hosts, and the disease varies from a mild, symptomless | 

infection in some species to a violently fatal disease in others. In the 

cottontail rabbit tularemia is an acute, highly fatal disease and occurs 

as local epizootics devastating to this species. In snowshoe rabbits 
tularemia is a relatively mild infection and does not produce an appre- j 
ciable mortality. Epizootics of this mild infection develop in snowshoe 
rabbit populations each spring with the advent of ticks from hibernation. 
Upon epizootic spread of tularemia among cottontail rabbits, the infec-~ 
tion in ticks increases. With the spread of tularemia among snowshoe 
rabbits, no appreciable increase in tick infection occurs. Grouse appear 
to be more susceptible to tularemia than the snowshoe rabbit, and indica- 

tions are that natural infections in this bird are not uncommon, | 

Wood ticks in Minnesota occur during late spring and early 
summer and vary greatly from year to year in percentage infection with 
tularemia. The highest rate of infection found in Minnesota has been 
0.25 per cent. The infection in wood ticks is obtained principally from 
small rodents and not from rabbits. 

While tularemia is generally quiescent in the winter months, 

it may be found in snowshoe rabbits in midwinter as a chronic pulmonary 
7 process. Tularemia may occur occasionally in cottontails from transmis- 

sion by fleas which remain active all winter. yj 

The greatest hazard of human infection with tularemia in Minne- 

sota is from wood ticks during the months of May and June, and from direct 

animal contact during the months of September and October. The incidence 

of tularemia in both wild animals and ticks is at very low ebb during the 

months of July and August. In the absence of ticks from November until 

March tularemia is of rare occurrence among wild animals. 

j
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Tularaemia The Question whether tularaemia occurs as a natural infec- 

in Birds tion of game birds has been the subject of recent scientific in- 

vestigation and has been widely discussed in various publications 

relating to wild animal life. The possibility that tularaemia in- 

fection might be the causative factor in epidemics that affect na- 

tive species of game birds in various wections of the United States 

Lopd has been suggested. The results of the studies conducted so far by 

co the United States Public Health Service have not been completed. 

It has been shown, however, that quail are susceptible to the in- 

fection of tuloraemia and that they may suffer from the disease. | 

Two human cascs of tularaemia have beon reported (one in North | 

Carolina, the other in Tennessee) which indicate that the source ) 

of infection may have been quails (Press, Auge13.) pan 
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‘ Tularemia from Coyotes .--The following interesting case of tularemia in coyotes was 
was recorded in the Journal of the American Medical Association for November 1: "In 
June, 1925, Garberson of Miles City, Mont., encountered a case of serologically con- 
firmed tularemia in a man who had been bitten by a coyote puppy (Canis lestes). ... Careful 
investigation did not reveal any other probable source of infection. Parker decided 
to investigate the susceptibility of the coyote to tularemia. Three young coyotes were 
fed with the tissues of guinea pigs and Belgian rabbits just dead of tularemia. The 
coyotes died on the thirteenth, twenty-second, and fifty-third days, respectively, after the 
infectious material was first fed. Emulsions of tissue of the dead coyotes were injected 
into guinea pigs. The guinea pigs died. ... More recently, Kunkel has reported a case of 
typical ulceroglandular tularemia in a man who had killed and skinned an adult coyote. ... 
While the wild rabbit constitutes the important reservoir of infection for other animalsand 
man, recent reports of new animal hosts and transmitters (woodchuck, opossum, muskrat, 
European water rat, sheep, and quail) and new insect vectors (wood tick of California, 
Dermacentor occidentalis Newmann) indicate the ever-widening spread of the infection to | 
other forms of animal and insect life. This situation is almost certain to result in the 
perpetuation of the disease among lower animal forms and thus increase the possibilities 
for the development of the infection in human beings." ‘ 
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o ~ Si i + and nesting places of game birds and animals, 

/ New Diseases of Ancient % and the use of 2500 acres is thus lost for this 

Knowledge 4 purpose for several years to come. 

: sas : The recreational, hunting and fishing possibili- 

Much has been written and read in the last, ties for a goodly number of people have thus 

few months about Tularemia or “rabbit disease.” been impaired, if not entirely destroyed. The 

Scientists tell us that it is responsible for the § total amount of damage for which these two 

plague that has depleted the rabbits and has also | fishermen are responsible totals many thousands 

attacked the ruffed grouse or partridge. We are of dollars, in addition to the other losses which 

told that it was first discovered in a county in cannot be computed in monetary values. The 

California, Tulares, from which it takes its name. serious aspect of this incident is not the loss to . 

It is a disease that is communicable to man and these two irresponsibles but the loss to all other 7 

from which its victims frequently die. recreationists who faithfully guard their camp- i 

It certainly is inadvisable to subject oneself fires. 
} 

to infection, either by dressing rabbits or coming What are you other sportsmen going to do 

into contact with them by handling them. But about it? ‘ 4 

we wonder if it is of such recent origin. Thous: ee 

ands of years ago a great sage and law giVer (Gasssaasssssosssoscsssssssoonononoonnoonce EG 

said to his people, as may be found in Leviticus, 5 q 

Chapter 11 verses 4 to 8. {| FISHING, HUNTING, OUTBOARD MOTORS, |f 

“4. Nevertheless these shall you not eat, of f BATHING BEACH, BAIT, FISHING LICENSES, |f 

them that chew the cud, or of them that divide jf RUNNING WATER, ELECTRIC LIGHTS 4 

the hoof: as the camel, because he cheweth the {f ° e 4 

cud, but divideth not the hoof: he is unclean un- jf P k Pp t R t 4 

to you. rl 1 e om esor 4 

“g. And the hare, because he cheweth the cud, q p % q 

but divideth not the hoof: he is unclean to you. |f On Gull Lake Tenstrike, Minn. 5 

“7. And the swine though he divide the hoof, g 5a hi Ms 4 

and be cloven-footed yet he cheweth not the cud: jf guupielied <Uotiages lheltging Betty ee i 

he is unclean to you. f MR. and MRS. H. C. RICHARDSON f 
“3 Of their flesh shall ye not eat, and their jf Proprietors : 

Bry shall you not touch; they are unclean to % Phone Hines, Minn., 4F616 

We moderns who are wont to scoff at the mo- 

saic laws and of their performance by the Jews 

are apt to find that perhaps they are not fads 

but rather founded upon sound scientific prin- oe Reel Sport 
; e 5 TR ————————————— 

Disastrous Forest Fire in Pine ect LOO nee SN 
3 on “Highway No. 

County Game Refuge Joe’s Place seivesn tats tae ant tema 
The carelessness of two fishermen started a LODGE and DINING ROOM—HOUSEKEEPING LOG CABINS 

fire in the Pine County Game Refuge that burned __ Fully Equipped and with Electric Lights 

over 2500 acres, destroyed timber and reproduc- Bathing Beach, Gamp Ground and Store . sone 

tion valued at about $8,000 and was responsible Cues FOR cee ponte Pike Fishing 

for an unknown amount of damage to the nesting all equipment furnished, i 

and feeding grounds of the birds and animals in Cabins bulletcn winter Weather and Duck Hunting 

the area, particularly ruffed grouse, sharp-tailed J.C, PARENTEAU, Box 11, BEMIDJI, MINN. is our specialty. 

grouse and deer. 
The fire started June 2nd and men from the 5 

Forest Service were forced to fight the fire for 5 SKSNSKNKN NNN NNN NHN 

two days and nights before it was finally brought % ¥ 

under control. ¥ % 

The timber destroyed in this fire would have % % 

furnished sufficient lumber to have built many ¥ Bemidji’s Leadi ¥ 

homes, and the young reproduction would have # emidji’s Leading Hotel % 

produced valuable timber for the children of to. 100 Rooms—40 With Bath ¥ 

day. The game, for whose protection the refuge ¥ Highest Grade Cuisine % 

was established, has suffered to an unknown ex- % % 

tent; as the fire came during the nesting sea- & LYCAN & CO. ¥ ’ 

_son, thousands of nests of eggs must have been 4 POPLIN eer a ¥ 

destroyed. Forest Rangers picked up one fawn % i and 27 Cottages j 

that was in danger of being burned, but it is 4 Birchmont Beach Hotel i neaclovenees ¥ ‘ 

unknown how many failed to escape. ¥% All Kinds of Outdoor Sports % { 

The fire will indirectly damage the fishing in % Swimming, Bathing, Fishing x } 
% Tennis, Archery % 

the many trout streams throughout the area, as # 4% 

ashes and debris will be washed into the streams % WONDERFUL 18 HOLE GOLF COURSE Z 

and the St, Croix River. The dumping of wood ¥ Northern Minnesota’s Famous 4 

ashes into streams results in a chemical reaction % Summer Resort 4% 

very disastrous to fish, especially young fry. ¥% Send for booklet. EARL M. BYER, Mgr. 

The forests furnish and protect the feeding ¥xxs EXKKKEKKKKANKK KAKI NNN



Water Requiranents 

Extract from "The Role of Environment in the Life of Birds" by S, Charles Kendeigh, 
(Filed in Ecology Box.) Page 319, 

; "In the experiments on the survival time of English sparrows without food, 
no water was offered the birds during the starvation period becamse it was 
desirable to keep the birds in the dark. In order to determine if this lack of 
drinking water would appreciably affect the survival time of birds without food, 
another experiment was tried of keeping two sets of birds without food but in the : 
light and at a constant tenperature of 67°F. (19.U°C.). No water was allowed 
seven birds which served as controls, while small dishes of water were placed in 
the cages with nine experimental birds. ‘The controls without water lived 26.7 
hours while the experimentals with water lived only 23.6 hours. The experimental 
birds mst certainly have been aware of the presence of the water, since they had 
jumped in and out of the dish and spattered water over the cage. Hither the loss 

; of water from the body did not induce a thirst craving in the birds, or, if it was 
consumed, it did not increase the length of the survival period. Though English 
sparrows do drink water under natural conditions, particularly during hot weather, 
many birds probably obtain most of the water that they require from the food which 
they consume. This is particularly true of insectivorous species."



Water Requirements 

Extract from "The Role of Environment in the Life of Birds" by S. Charles Kendeigh. 
(Filed in Ecology Box.) Page 387. 

"In the arid southwestern part of the United States, rainfall is of considerable 

importance in affecting the reproduction of quail and other game birds. According 
to Grinnell (1927), broods of young California quail, Lophortyx c. californica 
(Shaw), mist be within walking distance of drinking water within a few hours after 
hatching, if they are to survive. During years of drought, few young are raised, 
adult birds tend to remain in flocks, and there is little development of the gonads. 

On the other hand, years with high rainfall show exceptionally high reproduction 

of birds (Grinnell, Bryant, and Storer 1918). A similar relation between amount 
of precipitation and reproduction apparently holds true also in Tunis, where 
Lavanden (1927) found that in years of extreme drought partridges do not nest and 
their gonads remain undeveloped. Likewise in Queensland, similar reports occur 
(Berney 1928). Drought is, therefore, especially serious with birds in desert 
and semi-desert regions. Nice (1933) suggests the possibility that even with a 
passerine bird in a humid region an unusually dry summer may curtail nesting and 
hasten molting. Schneider and Schneider (1928) found in other regions that the 

‘barn owl, Tyto alba (Bonaparte), raises more broods during dry seasons, that favor 
the breeding of mice, than during normal years. Apparently the effect of 

a precipitation upon the amount of reproduction is indirect through regulating the 
amount of available food."
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EE Water Requirements 

CROSS REFERENCE | 

See section on Drink, p. 49 of book "Perdix the Partridge" by 
Leslie Sprake,
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W he Bobwht | ater Requirements of the Bo Me oF 

Quail ooo 
By Herbert L. Stoddard, Field Assistant, U. S. Biological Survey. le ) 

N a communication published in Science*, Dr. requirements of quail, as well as because of in regions destitute of surface water, if a 

| Joseph Grinnell, eminent ornithologist and di- | numerous inquiries, it seems an auspicious time favorable vegetation occurs, lies in the fact 

rector of the University of California Mu- to present data bearing upon this point in the that they are present in more or less abundance 

seum of Vertebrate Zoology, advanced the possession of the Cooperative Quail Investi- upon offshore islands or points extending for 

theory that the decrease of quail in parts of gation, now near thé end of its fourth year of miles into salt water. 

California might be laid to the drainage of field work in the Southeastern States. Bobwhites living in the vicinity of ponds are 

many of their former watering places and to This subject has been given careful study frequently attracted to their margins by the 

the utilization at times of even the smallest from the first, and it has become evident that berries of the smilax, or “cat brier,” which 

surface trickles for irrigation purposes. After while the bobwhite is not averse to drinking fruits heaviest with its roots in wet ground, 

outlining present conditions affecting the water sparingly from a puddle left by a shower or and coveys persistently haunt the borders of 

supply of the quail and the inadequacy of the from other water conveniently at hand, and re- creeks and “branches” in country having an 

theories generally advanced to account for their quires water when confined in barren inclosures jmpervious subsoil, for the reason that the 

decline in certain localities, Doctor Grinnell unless a substitute is provided, it is in no way Jeguminous plants, which furnish an important 
went on to say, “There is, I believe, a critical dependent upon such a supply for its existence part of the birds’ food, thrive best on the well- 

distance, which, rain or dew falling, is the ab- in a wild state at any season or age. The mois- drained slopes. Acorns and other favorite low- 

solute limit a quail’s nest may be located from ture required is normally drawn from dew, suc- Jand foods may also temporarily attract a por- 

safely accessible water and result in a ma-  culent leaves of low-growing plants, wild fruits tion of the quail population to swamps and 
tured brood. I estimate, from an accumulation of a wide variety, and insects, all of these being “hammocks,” all conditions frequently misin- 

of impressions (I grant) of my own, that maxi- foods that show on analysis a high percentage terpreted as movements to a necessary water 

mum distance to be 400 yards. If a pair of of water, in addition to the seed diet of lower supply. 

quail cannot find suitable cover and safety for water content. Dews are of surprisingly reg- In the study of the effect of the elements 

-its nest within that distance from water which ular occurrence in the southeastern quail terri- upon the quail supply, the Cooperative Quail 

will be accessible ‘by the newly thatched young tory, even in dry times, though fully to appre- Investigation has been most fortunate during 

on foot, either the attempt is abandoned or the ciate the fact, a person has to be afield early the nesting seasons in the past four years in 

nesting is destined to failure. The common in the day. Quail of all ages regularly drink experiencing extremes of weather. The most 

observation that few quail are raised in years the dewdrops suspended from-grass tips in the intensive wotle has* been carried on in thes1e= 

of severe drought supports this idea. . .” morning. If this Supply” fails, as sometimes gion between Thomasville, Ga., and Tallahassee, 

This interesting article might be quoted fur- _ it does under certain conditions of wind or at- Fla,, with field headquarters halfway between. 

ther'to advantage if space permitted. Though mosphere, berries and green’ matter-are eaten’ 1. Thomasville station of the U. S. Weather 
I am not personally familiar with conditions in greater quantity to make up for the defi- Bureau records an average annual rainfall of 
in California, it seems probable, considering ciency. Ripe berries are found in the stomachs 5271 inches over a period of 32 years. The 

the evidence presented and Grinnell’s ability and of quail from a day old upwards. years 1924 and 1926 both had an exéess above 

wide experience as a field naturalist, that the In controlled experiments to test the mois- iis figure of about 10 inches, while 1925 had 

lessening water supply has had a great deal ture requirements of these birds, adults have nearly as much below, and the period from 

to do with, and may well be the most important been kept in perfect physical condition for sev- Qctober 1, 1926, to October 1, 1927, was the 

single factor in the decline of the California eral months at a time in the driest weather driest in the 35 years for which records are 

quail, for this bird’s partiality for the vicinity experienced, in 30 ft. by 50 ft. pens containing  ayailable, only 32.36 inches being recorded. 

of water has been frequently mentioned by a nominal amount of succulent vegetation, and If any doubt remained as to the sources of 
chroniclers of its life history. The theory ad- with no moisture other than that supplied by the bobwhite’s water supply they were dis- 

vanced by Doctor Grinnell has, as might be the dew, vegetation, a limited abundance of in- pelled during this period, when more than once 

expected, awakened much interest among sports- sects, and an occasional handful of berries. during the nesting Seseon Rondiiens became. 

men and bird lovers the country over, and the Several broods of bobwhite quail chicks have alarmingly dry. Field crops and other vegeta- 

essence of the article has been given wide pub- been reared under the same conditions, with tion that furnish the greater portion of the 

licity by outdoor | magazines and newspapers, neither water nor clabbered milk, but with a quail’s food supply were saved only by an oc- 

many of them of national circulation. Some regular fruit supply. casional shower at critical times,.| Ponds, shal: 

editors and many sportsmen of the eastern and Further evidence that bobwhites can thrive low lakes, and-watercourses dried up, ents 

southeastern parts of the country have ex- many a eqiare mile of heavily stocked quail 

pressed apprehension that the same conditions ground without surface water. Many days in 

might be operative in the southeastern quail tia ageregate spent in observation blinds near 

terrvory, apparently overlooking the fact that Photographs Wanted the only remaining water holes for large areas 
Doctor Grinnell’s article dealt with the Cali- failed to reveal a single bobwhite, young or 

— bas — - fa Ae ne American GAME always wants old, approaching to drink. If these birds de- 
Ps ee tah ne ee good photographs of live wild ani- _ = aries oe Ss 

in its natural range living under different con- mals, birds, and fish, striking out- Fe He a Sucuig di Pai ee 

ditions. door scenes, illustrations of conser- ee ey nes aes a oe ae is 

Because of the fact that drought has re- vation activities and other views drink, pore in the evenings. 
cently prevailed in parts of the South and on suitable for illustrating its pages. Through the cooperation of others in point- 
account of this awakened interest in the water Members and other readers are ing out quail nests, a total of 356 were studied 

a 3 urged to keep this in mind. during the 1927 season, and concentrations ap- 

* Grinnell, Joseph. A Critical Factor in the Existence proaching one nest to the acre over limited 

i a ee a ee Me creeniediect 2e7es 2)
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WATER REQUIREMENTS OF BOB- birds upon limited areas, our game fields should father, L. C. Hawley, is chief game warden, | 

WHITE QUAIL be kept continually productive by intelligent in charge of the entire warden force. 
(Continued from page 45) management and a thought for the future as Mrs. Hoffman declares she gets more joy 

well as for the present. out of life through her work in law enforce- ' 
areas were noted as far as three quarters of a toes ment than in any other way. She has a | mile from water, while many were well over a reputation for never letting a violator escape, 
mile from a usable supply. Although no rela- WOMEN IN CONSERVATION WORK once she has the goods on him, She has a keen 
tion between the locations of the nests and (Continued from page 42) sense of humor, which is one of the best as- 
available surface water could be detected, it is prehending violators there have been many ex- S¢tS of an enforcement officer, and does her 
significant that the majority were not far dis- citing Gneidentecand come ritical situations but Work without rousing resentment, Mrs. Hoff- 
tant from a supply of ripening blackberries. Mrs. Stukel says ino one has ever eel eeeetna is a keen sportswoman, a good wing shot 
A great many broods matured under these con- sisted arrest, compelling her to use force. On and an ardent camper and outdoor woman. 

; ditions as successfully as at any time during ‘one ottasion a rough-neck violator threatened Women have proven their adaptability and 
the study. touthrowsheryia the Jake) ..She told him, he skill as wardens in a number of other states. 

A condition was encountered during May, could probably do it, but if he did they would Mrs. Anna Goetchies of White Pine, Mich., 
however, that indicated what might happen dur- both go into the anche together. He didn’t try has brought many big game violators to book. 
ing a severe and long-continued drought. Eggs it. By the way, Mrs. Stukel, se Silom Miss Mary Arnold, a New Jersey warden, se- 
in exposed nests on ground that had dried out Probe bee DOEbeAlE erent aan of aieraneal cured evidence which resulted in securing pen- 
to a depth of a foot or more, frequently be- physique and able to give a Bond Appeab A: tar: alties of $600 for selling ducks. Mrs. Sellmer, 
came too hot to hold in the hand comfortably. eae ina seule. a California warden, patrols a territory em- 
Germination was prematurely started in large On another occasion she broke up a band of bracing the marine district near San Francisco 
numbers of eggs in such nests before the birds forty Indians who had wandered from their 424 has jurisdiction over Mt. Tamalpias, where 
finished laying, and in consequence the eggs reservation and were operating nets for game she has succeeded in reducing violations ma- 
rotted or hatched at irregular intervals. For- fish and sent them scurrying home. It required terially. In Florida, Mrs. Jessie S. Goode, 
tunately this period of intense heat and drought the arrest of only a couple of the leaders of known as “The Mother of Melbourne”, a pion- 
was of comparatively short duration in this the band to break up the party which had al- ©&" resident, has recently been appointed game 
region, and though thousands of eggs in the ready caught several hundred pounds of Fak, warden, 
aggregate must have rotted, the loss was more Mis. Sure accomplished wane in her a 

than offset by otherwise favorable conditions, territory by talks to schools, farmers’ clubs and NEW PHEASANT FOR CALIFORNIA the most important of which was an unusually others eatherines and al eset een Two years ago Dr. W. Rector Smith of 
heavy breeding stock from the preceding year. ries ¢ . . Shanghai, China, formerly of California, made . } . : ganizing a number of game protective clubs in hipment of bamboo pheasants destined for | Judging from the experience of this season, her district, Calif : EDO OF: a 5 é | é alifornia that did not survive the journey. severe and long-continued drought, such as It is unfortunate that the pages of American Recently a second shipment was made by Dr. | parts of the South have experienced during the Game can not be devoted more to entertainment Smith consisting of 100 birds which came 
past two years, might be expected to prove of our readers, but space is so limited that eee! and arrived in San Francisco | 
disastrous 2 the season's hatch as well ae to practically all must be used for the main pur- De srt is an enthusiastic sportsman and { that part of the quail’s food supply from which poses of the publication. Otherwise it would pronounces the bamboo pheasant one of the | its moisture is drawn. With few insects and fe possible to relate many thrilling incidents finest game piids Ns shot, iully cane | i y i : . . in game qualities to the California valley quail. rade ee el ee in the cea work of courageous women active They Bork well to a dog and the doctor be- 

4 : ie in game law enforcement. One of the most ef- —tjeyes they will thrive in ‘California’s climate pelled to move out or perish. Such conditions ficient game officers in the country, male or and environment. are fortunately most unusual in the Southeast- female, is Mrs. Caryll V. Hoffman of Sioux —— 
ern States. Two or more unfavorable breeding Falls, S. D. Mrs. Hoffman does not follow WARDENS IN UNIFORM 
seasons in succession from this or any other this work as a necessary means of a livelihood, One raten Se iene of A econ Mas ie i i . in handsome forest green uniforms on May Ist. Pe iigte to ee ee but because of her love for it. She has been an States which have eel uniforming their ee 

& Po! ee ee z active warden on the regular force of the game and forest officers have found it resulted in an cause of the short “life expectation” of this department of her state for six years. Her improvement of the service. 
bird in a state of nature. Seasons of average or 

slightly below average summer rainfall and 
moderate temperatures are the most favorable { 
to the increase of bobwhites in this region and - i 
probably everywhere, and either excessive rain- Choice Books { 
fall or drought is.unfavorable in varying degree. 9 | 

I wish to urge upon preserve owners, and FOR THE SPORTSMAN S LIBRARY | 
upon all others utilizing bobwhite for sport, | 
the vital importance of Preserving an ample By special arrangement with the author we are enabled to offer the two 
breeding stock where possible for this very OU following attractive volumes by William B. Mershon, the Nestor of Ameri- tingency, for recovery from the effects of disas- can Sportsmanship, to our members 
trous breeding seasons is very rapid with a i = a 3 
heavy stock, though painfully slow with one : The Passenger Pigeon—The only authoritative single book devoted to 
that is depleted. A safe “rule of thumb” pro- this species, illustrated by colored plates and halftones. f 
cedure is to shoot lightly if at all when birds Recollections of My Fifty Years Hunting and Fishing—A rich store- | appear to be scarce and hard to find, reserving house of information of the former marvelous game and fish resources of j liberal indulgence for times of plenty. America. Handsomely illustrated. | 

The gray partridge of the British Isles Bound in ‘cloth, gold lettering. | parallels our bobwhite in a surprising number Price $3.50 per volume, net; postage 15 cents. | 
of important particulars of life history, and 
in spite of the oft-cited heavy bags there, this 

bird has been maintained in abundance by con- Order these books from | 
structive management and restraint in the e ° e e 
shooting following bad seasons. Though in this American Game Protective Association 
country of so vast an acreage there is little 
necessity of inviting disease and deterioration 233 Broadway, New York City 
by crowding large numbers of upland game
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DO SOUTHWESTERN QUAIL REQUIRE 
WATER? 

PROFESSOR CHARLES T. VORHIES 
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 

Iy Science Grinnell has discussed the diminishment of 
California quail on certain areas of southern California 
with which he is familiar, checking off the various possi- 
ble or probable responsible factors, and concluding that 

the water factor is the critical one. He stresses the prob- 

ability that this factor is most vitally active ‘‘in a very 

short segment of the life cycle of our quail. Briefly, a 

brood of newly hatched quail must find itself within 

walking distance (walking distance, be it emphasized, for 

the little quail) of water to drink by them, within a few 

hours of hatching. Anticipating this need, the old quail 

seek nesting sites accordingly. For without water the 
young are doomed to perish, if the time of hatching hap- 

pens to fall within a rainless or dewless period of 
weather.”’ ‘ 

While hesitating to question the theory of so eminent 

an ornithologist as Dr. Grinnell, I feel that certain more 

or less general observations in southern Arizona and my 
own conclusions based thereon should be set forth. The 
writer would not presume to speak for the particular 

areas of southern California known to Grinnell and not 
to himself, but in the article referred to the theory is 

extended to a generalization for the arid southwest. 

During more than ten years I have carried on work in 

this region which has taken me afield at all seasons of 

the year; and I have been much interested in the matter 

of water requirements of our so-called ‘‘desert’’ animals. 
Much work has been done on the Santa Rita Range 

Reserve, a fifty square mile area of regulated grazing 

range thirty to forty miles south of Tucson, Arizona. I 
1‘*A Critical Factor in the Existence of Southwestern Game Birds.’ 

Grinnell, Joseph, Science, Vol. Ixvi, 1927, pp. 528-29. 
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am. fairly familiar with all parts of this range and with 
the locations where water is available and have a detailed 
familiarity with much of it. Watering places for that ’ 
portion of the reserve on which quail are chiefly found 
are but six in number, one of these at a ranch, and these | 

represent not a decrease in available water, but an ac- 

tual increase, since water is piped for long distances to 

most of them. On the other hand, this water is not avail- 

able to little quail and scarcely so to adults, except if and 

when there is leakage or splashing to form muddy, cattle- 
trampled pools. Such pools are perhaps generally avail- 

able—let us assume that they are always so. Even so, 

one can certainly locate many areas which are two miles 

or more from water and probably some areas are as \ 
much as three miles distant. Quail occur all over this 

range; and I am sure that on many areas elsewhere in 

southern Arizona they are found several miles from 

water. State Game Warden Doze, of Kansas,: says*: | 

‘Our quail live in the sand hills of the southwest four or 

five miles from water for long periods of time. It is so | 
: dry in these sand hills that there is no dew in the grass j 

yet the quail and prairie hen seem to exist and increase.’’ 
But to confine ourselves to the range reserve, the quail 

population there is a large and flourishing one and seems f 
to be fairly evenly distributed so far as availability of 

water is concerned. Suitable ‘‘cover’’ (from birds of | 

prey), shade and food supply cause to some extent a | 

localized grouping. Further, one may spend days on this 

area without seeing a covey of quail in flight, unless they 

are flushed, and flights are then short. Grinnell definitely 

implies flights of quail to water. Such flights do not 

oceur with Lophortyx gambeli or Callipepla squamata. 

If they either flew or walked to water regularly a most 

noticeable massing of the birds would necessarily occur; 

but much massing does not occur. The same reasoning 
applies to jackrabbits, which are never found congregat- 

2 Doze, in Bulletin of Amer. G. P. A.; quoted in New Memwico Conserva- 
lionist, Mar., 1928.
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ing about water holes. Doves on the other hand are 

very dependent upon water supply and one notices not 
| only their massing at water holes and seepages, but their 

flights to and from water. 

To say with certainty from what food sources quail se- 

cure sufficient moisture to maintain life is perhaps not 
possible. Results of the Biological Survey investiga- 
tions* on the food of our two species are meager. Fruit 

is a very small item in the food of Gambel quail as re- 

ported (twenty-eight stomachs), yet I am reasonably cer- 

; tain from cursory examination of crops in hunting season 

that at that time fruit is taken in larger percentage than 
reported. Leaves and plant shoots (succulent material) 

form 63.74 per cent. of the food, indicating the probable 
source of water. I have watched scaled quail eat heartily 
of stinging ants as the latter fared forth in droves at sun- 
set, and we find (loc. cit.) (forty-seven stomachs) that 

they eat more insects and less succulent vegetable matter 

than the Gambel quail. 
While the proportions of fruit, insects and succulent 

vegetable matter in the diet of the California quail (601 

stomachs) differ from both Gambel and scaled quail, it 

seems doubtful that a significant difference as regards 

their need for water could be deduced therefrom. There- 
fore, no such analysis will be attempted. 

Nothing is known of the food habits of very young 
quail. It may well be that a much larger proportion of 

insects is taken, or, it may be that the greater success of 

the young in favorable years is due to the greater abun- 
dance of succulent vegetation furnishing necessary water. 

T have known of Gambel quail in the arid foresummer 

| of a ‘‘bad year’’ concentrating on a field of small melon 
| plants to such a degree that a shotgun guard was 

stationed to repel the invaders, and, under similar con- 
ditions, of destruction of young cotton plants. The ob- 

vious need was succulent vegetation. These occurrences 

8 Judd, Sylvester D., ‘‘The Bobwhite and other Quails of the United 

States in their Economic Relations.’? U. 8. D. A. Bur. of Biol. Survey. 

Bull. No. 21.
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were right in the normal breeding season, though I am 

not informed whether young were present. I have just 
had a male Mearns quail (Cyrtonyx montezwmae 
mearnsi) which with a female reached me in November, 

1927. At that time these quail were in juvenile plumage, 
. but practically full grown. They were placed for obser- 

vation in a small cage on my own back lot. Water was 

provided at first, but they appeared to be oblivious to it, 

and after a few days the pan was removed. From then, 
say December 1, until February 15, 1928, those quail had 

no water supply. The winter season had been one of low | 

precipitation and no water whatever remained on the | 
ground or in the cage after the infrequent rains. They 

throve and assumed adult plumage on a diet consisting | 

mainly of seeds (wheat, sunflower, cracked grain, cactus | 

seeds and a very few acorns), with occasional locusts in | 

December, and, at intervals, not daily, boiled egg or bits 

of apple. On the latter date the female (during a snow- | 

storm, and in my absence) perished. Shelter was avail- 

able, and cause of death a mystery. Certainly lack of 

water was not the cause, for the best water supply of the 

period was then available. This species, it may be re- 

marked, was not included with the other two because its 

habitat is at elevations where water is more frequently 
available. The male lived and thrived under the same 

conditions until March 31, when it was placed in the uni- 

versity aviary. 

Now as to nesting, while observations on this are not so 
numerous as on the coveys of adults, there does not 

appear on this range reserve any reason to believe that 

nests are congregated about water supplies. Were that 

the case, then an abundance of adult birds should be 

noted in restricted areas during the nesting season and 

such is not the case. I once saw on August 11 a scaled 

quail’s nest in one of our experimental enclosures on the 
reserve, a location at least two miles from water in any \ 

direction. Not even in the rainy season do pools remain 
for more than a few hours after a rain on the natural sur-
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faces. (In borrow pits along roads water accumulates, 
but quail were there before roads.) It is wholly unlikely 

that newly hatched quail travel two miles or one mile to 

water—and again, one doesn’t find them so congregated. 

I believe from observation that a given covey of quail 

keep, normally, to a certain somewhat limited range, : 

feeding out in one direction in the morning, resting in ; 

thick shade during the middle of the day, and back in the 

afternoon. If the entire breeding population of quail 
on the fifty square miles of the Santa Rita Range Reserve 

were concentrated in the nesting season about the half- 
dozen stock watering places, I doubt that men or cattle 

could avoid stepping upon the nests; and I believe a num- 

ber of biologists and ornithologists who have done field 

work there will bear me out in my deductions. 

Further, dew is not the answer for this question. For 

a few nights following a rain dew occurs, but during most 

of the spring nesting season it is chiefly notable for its 
absence. <A series of humidity records from a recording 
hygrothermograph bears this out. 

Failure of many quails to nest in the normal spring 

breeding season following extremely dry winters has : 

been remarked by myself and other observers. However, 

| Ser the stock watering places are then functioning—kept so 

yw by the efforts of the cattlemen. The problem is expli- 

ye \rr cable in my opinion, on absence of succulent vegetation, 

which results, we believe, in marked decrease of breeding 

ee in jackrabbits (whether a vitamin lack or purely lack of 

1 water we do not know). Following a spring season of 

this type, if summer rains are normal and green vegeta- 

tion springs up, July and August nesting of quail (and 

breeding of jackrabbits) occurs. Under such circum- 

stances was the August 11 nest noted; and in such years 

the hunters find many quail too small for hunting on the 

opening date, October 15. 
On April 6 I took the trouble, since the nesting season 

was near at hand, or already begun, to investigate three of 

these watering places on the Santa Rita Reserve. Water
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was available on the ground for even young quail at all 

three tanks. At the first, the originally scanty cover has 

been trampled out by stock until there is scarcely a pos- 

sible safe nesting site within four hundred yards of the 

water. Not one quail was seen or heard near by. About 
the second tank (established two years or less) there is 

still considerable brush cover within the four hundred 
yard radius. Further, this tank is located (on a pipe 

line) on a wash which I have known for several years as 

good quail hunting ground. Within the four hundred 

yards I found exactly two quail—probably a pair. Some- 

what further distant were two more. The third tank 

visited has been in use for stock as long as I have known 

the reserve (ten years), is situated in the bed of a very 

large and deep wash offering fine winter shelter for stock 

and birds and the area has been in the past very badly 

trampled. Few stock are watering there now. Up and 

down this wash for a long distance has been good quail 

ground, but on the date mentioned I saw two quail at the 

water, and estimated from glimpses of birds and calls 

heard not to exceed a dozen within four hundred yards. 

On following down the wash three-quarters of a mile 
rather numerous quail were glimpsed or heard, and while 
eating lunch three-quarters of a mile or more from the 

water, quail were heard abundantly. That most of the 
quail seen on that date were in pairs indicated prepara- 
tion for nesting, but there was no evidence of a competi- 

tion for sites near the watering places. During the course 
of not less than twenty miles of driving in the reserve or 

immediately contiguous and similar territory quail were 

seen, as usual, well scattered over the country. 

Lastly, let us see whether by analogy with domestic 

fowls we may shed some light on this problem. I am 

informed by our poultry authorities that it is common 

knowledge and regular practice among poultrymen to 
ship just-hatched baby chicks without either food or 

water for periods of seventy-four hours—three full days. 

The postal regulations allow ninety-six hours for such
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shipments. Our department of poultry husbandry ~ 
found last year that chicks would live eleven days with- 

out either food or water. Yet the ancestral jungle fowl 

comes from a less arid country than Arizona, and under 

domestication they are well provided with water! In 
view of these facts the field observations and deductions 
seem almost superfluous. 

As a hunter myself, I shall have to say that in my 

opinion hunting (legal or illegal) is, or has been (perhaps 

years ago) the chief factor delimiting the quail popula- 

tion in the arid southwest.
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Tentative Table for Chap. XI, Legend 
"Game Management," by : X - Published Reference 
Aldo Leopold @- Opinion 

MINIMUM WATER REQUIREMENTS FOR UPLAND GAME 

None Dew Water From Every 2-)| | Every *Nursing 

ae 

water) Vegetation 
or Insects * 

Bobwhite Quail. ]}.....{.X and X (Stoddard) , 
WML Ley Quake oie SEN e's: GB ee ata ee. ety ee. gle X (Juvenile, Grinnelf) 

Gambel Guall >=. < }. so as be ws abe Ke ¥ennias) 

Seated Qoaid 609305 3. os hss. Slsck CVermtes) 
Ringneck Pheas. «|. . os «ele ZX. oe x 

Bungarian Part, <|. . ... « </e @). eae 

Ruffed Grouse 

Blue Grouse | 

Pinnated Grouse 

Sharptail Grouse 

Sage Hen 

Miitew ag eve; ¢|c G4 os ele wea es s&s hs @). - or -&)(vorhies) 
Mourning Bove «= +|- 23 5 co s|e 0 op 6 ss eds se eo G+ © Cheopold, Voruves 
Wid Parmar. fe be ee lee ee whee es els itotinns) 
Merriam Turkey 

ec centadl ose das oi. scale. ee -(&) (arizona race, Vorhies) 
Pagwanoe Rawnt6 <a 6 <6 we Sie ses ea ee ee ee as ea 

Fox Squirrel 

Gray Squirrel 

Whitetail Deer: «fs «6 2s ele eo es iad ga Ss: Ve | Rie) eo olbba el Qiagws genes 

MOT BLUOEE sire. or Cherie. aye -& SS. eae (X). . or - & 

Blacktail Deer 

Elic 

Moose 

Caribou 

7 Mie BBGMp) 6 625) Tells << 2 tbe se t 

Desert Mt.Sheep «|. « « . + «fe « « « y 

Mt. Goat ; 

Antelope .... a) a ay eee Wie Sofie t : 

American Bison 

Black Bear 

Grizzly Bear 

* Daily or oftener-than-daily water required for females during lactation.



May 17,1930 

Dy. Chas. T. Vorhies 
University of Arigona 
Tucson, Arizona ' 

Dear Dr. Vorhies: 

I am trying to write a book on gam@ management, in } 
connection with which I am et a Glassification of game 
species from many aspects, including thet of minimum water require- 

‘ ments, 

In this connection I renember with interest my dis- 
cussions with you & long time ago, and thought you might be will- 
ing to Classify some of the species on the attached table, eapec- 
dally the desert species, by placing an "X" after them in the class 
to which you think they belong. If the classification is based on 

ee opinion as distinguished: from matured conclusions, put a circle 
around it as per legend at the top of the page. 

I will appreciate any help along this line that you 
can give me, Tf of course realize that in the case of many species 
I will have to leave them unclassified because no one knows enough 
about them, 

With vest regards, 

Yours sincerely, ; 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
: In Charge, Game Survey 

Dictated by Mr. Leopold, 
but signed in his absence 
to avoid delay. : 

V.i. i 

Fi



rae. |} 

June 3, 1930 

Dr. Chas. 1. Vorhies 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arisona 

‘ Dear Dr, Vorhiess 

Thanks very much for teking the pains to fill out 

tay outline, I am particularly glad to have your suggestion 

about the addition of insects to the category of succulent 

foods. I think your point is well taken. 

IT can understand your reluctance to be quoted on 

éven an opinion in connection with mule deer and shall omit 

your name in accordance with your wishes, 

With kindest regards, 1 

Yours sincerely, : 

‘“ALDO LEOPOLD
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE f G hy 

FOREST SERVICE ) ¢ 

INTERMOUNTAIN DISTRICT Wwe 

ADDRESS REPLY TO ot mice 

DISTRICT FORESTER reece eee 

G(L) - 
Fish & Game July 3, 19350. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of June 4 which 

bid received while I was on insect control work in Wyom- 

ng: 

Sage hens have been observed by me in localities 

where it is very improbable if visits to water were made. 

However in late summer when the young are traveling con- 

siderable thére seems to be a very definite restriction 
of these birds to the vicinity of water. I have had very 

little personal contact with sharp tail grouse. In view 

of the difference in seasonal requirements I find it 

somewhat difficult to indicate on your sheet just what 

the requirements will be for the different species. 

Specific observations were made,after the receipt of your 

5 letter, on Grays River and I observed nests where it is 

49 very improbable that the mother birds left to fly or 

cho | travel the distance of not less than one-half mile to 

“; | water. Since frost and heavy dews were common it is 

quite probable tiat these would enter into consideration. 

It is my opinion that the same thing occurs regarding 

a Ghee? sagehens. We have areas in Idaho heavily used by nest- 

J Kae ing birds where it would certainly seem improbable if 

visits were made to water. As a matter of opinion I 

would say that the ruffed grouse and blue grouse during 

ye the nesting season could depend on dew, succulent vegeta- 

rAweyy tion, or insects for water but later were limited in 

PRs their distribution by a specific water supply. With the 

mule deer there ts a very similar seasonal variation. 

It was a surprise to me to find that for a good part of 

the summer season deer within the Kaibab were quite



Mr. A. Le 

independent of a direct water supply. As I remember, Hall 
in his observations found that nursing does had a tendency 

| to concentrate within reasonable reach of water holes. 
The situation there changes very definitely as soon as the 

. forage plants become frosted in the fall. At that time ; 
there is a very definite dependency upon water supply and 
a concentration in the vicinity of springs or water holes. 

, Observations at the deer traps indicate that at that sea- 
I son deer water approximately every three days. It is 

quite possible that I may be able to obtain some specific 
information regarding the antelope but at the present time 

| it is my understanding that these animals are limited in 
| their distribution to areas where water is available. 

| There are probably certain seasons of the year when this 
' is not so definitely a determining factor. 

In the area on Grays River where we were working 

. on insect control there were, I believe, more ruffed 
grouse than on any similar section in the West with which 

I am familiar. A rather interesting observation there was 

that within a distance or 3 or 4 miles along the river 

there were at least three goshawks' nests. There is an 

excellent opportunity there to determine for this particu- 

lar section the relationship between predatory birds and 

the grouse SUPPEY, acca t before leaving I saw one brood 

of young birds'W iin 300 yards of the goshawk's nest. 

Arrangements are being made for the assignment of 
a biologist or associate biologist to the Great Basin Ex- 

; periment Station and tentative arrangements are being 
made for me to take this position. There is a little dis- 

cussion at present regarding the designation of the posi- 

tion, as to whether it will be associate or full biologist 
basis. So far it seems the Biological Survey desires to 

hold these positions to not exceed the associate rating. 

In general your assumption regarding the positions which 

I might be interested in is correct. However there might 

be advantages other than salary which would make certain 

assignments desirable at less than the figure you are tak- 

ing as a standard. 

The table is being returned and although I have not 

entered anything on it, you are free to use the information 

I have given as a basis for entries as far as you see fit. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Regional Forest Inspector. 

-“2-



(Tentative Table) X - Published ref. 
(Z)- Opinion 

Minimun Water Requirements for Upland Game 

Water from 
None Dew Succulent 

(metabolic Drinkers Vegetation lvery Every *Nursing 
vater) ortnsects 2-4 days Dey ater 

Bobwhite. ....... . X (Stoddard) & X (Stoddard) 
eee a ee ee et 

Grinnell) 
Sterns tiers) ss ee 
te te ae | 

Ringneck 
PNR OSS ke Bie er ewe i , 
Hungerien ne 
Partridge. ...... @..6.. «(@® (Grange) 

Ruffed Grouse 

Blue Grouse 
Pinnated 

Grouse 

Sharptail 
Grouse 

Sagehen 

Wetboutng Bowe cp ce. eos tos ee ee te De soe tienen) 
Mourning Dove . 2 2. 6 ee et et et te we we we « ok (Leopold, Vorhies) 

Wild Parmey. ee ee eee ew @ (ateceara) 
Merriam Turkey — 

Fox Squirrel. 
Gray Squirrel 

oe ee OS a aes Oe ee ae eRe ea 

WM s ss caeiscdvasans Cie. @ 
Blacktail Deer iat 

Elk 

Moose 

Caribou 

Mt. Sheep 

Desert Mt. Sheep . 

Mt. Goat 

Antelope 

American Bison 

Black Bear 

Grizzly Bear 

Cottontail .............. «(® (Arizona race, Vorhies) 

* Oftener-than-daily water for females during lactation.



Faly 10, 1930 

My. 8. B. Locke 

Ogden, Utah 

Dear Locke: 

: The information about water requirements which 
sent me on duly 3 is exeellent and I am inigbte! to you for it. 

ete 0,0 Matmonay Sill nam and tah pou axe tatahine commtang a man are 
the assigment. YT uash qundens Ont os tee ay efteria te aon 
up something for you have come to nothing, mostly because I cannot 
find anybody willing to start in on your present salary rate. 

me posted as to plens. In event, ; 
to maka then oo 20 fatten! the propose pestine of mune, rove-reh 
worlerg in conjunction with the Game Conference in New | 
York next Desenber, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
: In Charge, Game Survey 

i |
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JOHN B. BURNHAM o 

: ; Essex, New York e 

July 9, 1930 eg 
wollgye/ 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 4 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of July 1st reached me 
this morning, 

You have brought up a hard question to 
answer, I know of no published data on the subject, All I can do 
is to give you some sketchy information from my owm experience, 

Of course there is a wide difference 
between the water requirements for animals of the same species, de- 
pendent upon their environment, Horses and mules in desert countries 
will get along without water under conditions where eastern horses and 
mules whith had been accustomed to being watered at least several times 
a day, would perish, 

Take the case of antelope. My first ex- 
perience with antelope was in Wyoming in 1886, There the antelope would 
go to water at a regular time each forenoon, and I would say they were 
dependent upon water daily, But in the Salada Desert of Lower California 
there are = or were - a good sized band of antelope which had learned to 
go without any water whatever. 

The only water in thet country is at Tres 
Posas, where the wells are dug vertically to a depth of 12 or 15 feet, 
and while we found cougar and coyote tracks around this water supply, 
there were no deer or antelope tracks. 

The only other water in the whole country 
was at tenakas back in the mountains, entirely out of the antelope range, | 
and at these we also never saw any antelope tracks, Tle mule deer m gh 
have occasionally gone to them, although we saw no deer tracks. i eae 

Iam told that there are times when four __ 
years pass without rain falling on this desert, which lies east of the Be 
Pinals, the back-bone range of the peninsula. Weither did any dew fa Ld 2 
during the month we were inthis neighborhood, This desert is said to Tite. 
be one of the few in the world where dew does not fall, When we had an 
opportunity to wash our clothes, we would throw them out on bruch to dry 
and in the morning you could rub your hands over them and they would be 
as dry as if they had been in an oven, There was not enough dew certainly 
to be able to note by rough methods, and certainly also the vegetation 
could not be called succulent, Therefore, this antelope should be included 
in the column headed "None", This would apply for all seasons of the year, 
except for the time when the Colorado River was in flood inthe spring, 
when water does reach the neighborhood of this bunch of antelope.
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2 
lp, Aldo Leopold 

The requirements of the mule deer of 

the country for water are similar to the antelope, though they might 
have occasionally gotten water from the tenakas, As stuted before, 

however, we saw no evidence of this. Q 7 

We did see evidence that thé mountain sheep 
of this desert country occasionally come to the tenakas/ for water. 
The country, however, is so infested with mountain laylbs and they are 
so often around the tenakas, that I think the sheep at times go for days 
without going to water. At each tenaka, however, we found remains of 
sheep, which had been killed by mountain lambs, which I think proves that 
sheep in desert country require a certainsamount of water, We never 
found the remains of antelope or deer, which would equally have fallen a | 
prey to mountain lambs, had they been in the habit of watering at the 
tenakas. So far as I have seen,the characteristics of other desert sheep 
are similar to those of cremnobates. I believe it is a fact that no sheep ? 
are found an any but arid or sémi-arid country. They are certainly not 
found in humid regions. They probably should be clessed in the column 
headed "Every 2-4 Days." And I should place the mle deer in the same class, 

From my experience, I would say that moose 

require more water than any of the other Cervida. They frequent marsh 
areas all summer long and when not molested, spend most of their time in 

the water. In winter they undoubtedly take large quantities of water, 
even though it may be in the form of snow, 

Next to moose in its requirements for water, 
I should place the caribou, When they are not on the mountains, they are 
in the swamps. Even when the bogs and lakes start freezing up, they fre- 
quent them and crossand re-cross dead water streams when the ice is not 

- strong enough to bear their weight. They seem to enjoy breaking through , 
the ice and are thoroughly at home in deep water or fathomless mud. 

Next to caribou as a water loving game animal, 
| I should place the white tail deer, I think the white tail requires 

water every day; even in the arid country they do not get far from streams. 

J Next, probably comes the elk. While elk 
7 might occasionally be able to get along without water for several days, 

I feel sure it is their habit to drink once or more every day. The American 
bison would be classed along with the elk, The old records show that they 
went to water daily juast as the Wyoming antelope did but they no doubt 
could also go several days, if necessary, without water. 

Black tail deer, where they occur in semi-arid 
regions, so far as my experiance goes, always drink daily. 

Mountain goats are as a rule found in regions 
of considerably greater rainfall than the areas frequented by mountain sheep, é 
though very occasionally they overlap, as in Alberta and on the Slim River 
in the Yukon territory, They undoubtedly require more water than sheep.
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8 
Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Black grizzly and brown bears require 
a lot of water. All these species like to wallow in the mud at times 
and seem to be morecoppressed by heat even then human beings. I do not 
believe that any of the bears could go without water forcmore than a day 
under natural conditions, 

I see you have gambel quail as. not dependent 
upon water. I never found them in a desert country where there was no 
water, but always around water, and my experience with them was in water 
time when conditions were at‘the best, 

Very sincerely yours, 

l 
JBB/il 

SA 
py 

en - 

Oe age 
qui :



/ MILTON P. SKINNER 

JERGINS TRUST BUILDING 

i LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA 

July 10, 1930. 

: Mr. Aldo Leopold, In Charge, 
Game Survey, 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter dated the first has been received. 
It seemed to me that your question was so important that 
I have spent two days looking up my publications and 
notes pertaining to minimum water requirements of various 
mammals. I am not returning your table, but I am writing 
out my notes. You can then mark out a table for your- 
self, All these publications and notes refer to 
mammals in Yellowstone Park. I have been particuiar 
to separate my data from my beliefs. Where either 
heading is omitted, you will understand that I have 
nothing to say on the subject. 

Publications; "In winter, they [prong-horns] : 
eat snow in preference to hunting up the scarcer open 
water, When they do seek water, they are as apt to 

i do so at noon as at any other -time of day." Skinner, 
M.P. The Prong-horn. Journal of Mammalogy, Vol 3, 
No 2. May, 1922. Page 97. Belief; Prong-horns 
like water when they can get it easily, and drink 
daily; but they can go without water for two or three 

/ days without discomfort, if necessary. 
See White-tailed Deer Formerly in the Yellow- 

stone Park, by M.P.Skinner: Journal of Mammalogy, 
Vol 10, No Bs May, 1929. Page 112. 

J 

\ i Notes by M.P,Skinner; unpublished as yet; 
Mountain Sheep; Data: I have seen the same sheep 
drinking on successive days for weeks at a stretch. 
Belief: They drink regularly at least once a day. 
Wapiti: Belief: As I seldom see them drinking, I 
eink their dependence on water is largely modified 
by the amount of juices and dew they get with their 
food. DAta: They eat snow at frequent intervals 
in winter; at times they search out salty and alkaline 

2 waters by preference to fresher supplies. 

) Mule Deer: Data: They need water regularly and drink 

once or twice each day. They eat snow in winter. 

bike Appear to prefer cooled hot-spring-water con- 

taining carbonic acid, lime, and other minerals 
Pine Squirrel: At times drink greedily of fresh water, 

Black Sears Belief: While I have seen black bears 

drink greedily in warm weather, I believe that ordinarily 
they get enough water with their food. 

|



A.L. Page 2. 

Grizzly Bear: Belief: Grizzly Bears do drink occasion- 
ally; and, when they do, they are more apt to search out 
clear, fresh water than the Black Bears are. Ordinarily 
they get enough water with their foods. 

I am afraid that this is not much for yor 
purpose; but such as it is, I hope it will be of value 
fier you. I think the paucity of published material 
is very likely to be Seen hSe the extreme difficulty of 
knowing just what wild, actually do, day after day, in 
their natural environment. 

If I can help any more, please do not hesitate 
to let me know. 3 | 

Yours truly 

LAIR Slo me | 
M.P.Skinner. | 

wre i 

ae 
wi 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
MUSEUM OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY 

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 

duly 11, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

In Charge, Game Survey, 

421 Chemistry Bldg., . 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I think the attempt you are making to classify animals on the | 

basis of minimum water requirements is an excellent one. I have, as you 

will see, annotated the blank, which is returned herewith. 

Mr. Ward C. Russell, one of our assistants who is studying the 

~ California Gray Squirrel, tells me that it certainly does not drink for se- § 

Sy veral months during the year. I urged him to write you about the matter, and 4 

I presume he will in due time. 

I feel certain you could get definite information about the water 

SR, 7) requirements of Desert Mountain Sheep from Mr. Carl Reich, Game Warden, 
re Coaldale, Nevada, via Arlemont, Nevada. In that same region there is a 

Mr. McNett, Sr., who once gave me a full account of the antelope of his 
valley (Fishlake Valley). I remember his telling me that he regularly ob= 
served these animals when they came to drink at ea spring near his house. 
I doubt not but that he could give definite information as to how often 

69 p> these animals came, since toward the last there was a band of only about a 
Ques dozen left. 

Mr. E. Re Sans, In Charge, Predatory Animal and Rodent Control 
work of the State of Nevada, perhaps is as good an authority on the ante- 

“. 4 lope as anyone, and doubtless could furnish the desired information as to . 
Pr, phot their water requirements. His address is Box 805, Reno, Nevada. In case 

; \ woo you write to him, it probably would be doing me a personal favor if you 
should mention to him that I had spoken of him as the person most likely to 

give the information you need. 

If the animals are, as you say, classified according to an ascend= 

ing order of water requirements, I should be inclined to transpose the squir- 
rel and the bear. I have no definite information about water requirements of 

bears, but do know that weasels and coyotes, even in extreme desert regions, 

take considerable water. By analogy, I suspect that bears too need water. 
Squirrels, I think, could live for many months without water, even without 

that from succulent vegetation. At least that is the case with the Fox Squir- 

rel, and Mr. Russell is sure the same is true of our California Gray Squirrel.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold -2- 7-11-1930 | 

As I dictate this, Mrs. Bogaert, our stenographer, calls my attention to the 

fact that an Antelope Ground Squirrel (Ammospermophilus ) which we have in 

captivity, never takes water, although water is regularly provided in its 

Cages 

Your implication as to my knowledge of deer, although quite flat- 

tering, is not exactly correct. I spent one summer on the Kaibab for the Bio- 

logical Survey, but have had only a limited opportunity of studying deer 

elsewhere. Joe Dixon is many more times familiar with deer in California 

than I. 

With best wishes for the continued success in your work, I am 

Sincerely, 

E. Rogmnond 
Curator of Mamnals 
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Tentative Table for Chap. XI, Legend 
"Game Management," by : X --Published Reference 

Aldo Leopold __ @= Opinion 

MINIMUM WATER REQUIREMENTS FOR UPLAND GAME 

Water From -) ‘Nursing .f > None Dew Every 2-4 | Every 
(metabolic |Drinkers| Succulent Days Day ,,, Water 

Species watee) Vegetation 
or Insects 

Bobwhite Quail .].....{.X and X (Stoddard) : 
Vel ey Gusts 64s ois. «fede ees ch ee X (Juvenile, Grinnelf) 

Gambel Quail. .].....{... of. X (Vorhies) 
Scaled*qnatl 4/0. 2. lf oe 85 fe EC Vorntes) 
Ringneck Pheas. -|. . .-- «[- Xe of- X | 

Bongarian Pertyoel. 2... «fs @). a -&)(Grange 

Ruffed Grouse 

Blue Grouse 

Pinnated Grouse 

Sharptail Grouse 

Sage Hen é 

Mhitewing Doves o% 5 SGP ces ns ah Me @). - or -(&)(Vorhies) ; 
Mourning Dove » -]- - + +s «Jesse fe ee ee fo se f . X (Leopold, Vorhies SO 
Wild Parkeys es fi. +s bw ee Fong. -|- seurmmel, (X)(Stoddard) eo 
Merriam Turkey u ae 

&) Bruch |< --- «bw. faGOtHot) x 
Cottontail -..4.....4{4.. - «{.(X)(Arizona race, Vorhies) $ 
Snowshoe Rabuit - [0.2 2s 5 she 24 gebeeee, « <9 seus e lelaesmdes ot pas « 

OE oti online. poy ff Conn /1 ae 
® Fox Squirrel ------ -@G g ea vob . a) : > 

Gray Squirrel : Se | 

Wiltetald Deer... [23 spe WE es ee) ale eet sy Wic ; 5 Wiis Week O55 foes ums Gtr @ X (Wether (Plakiace, Mull) 
Blacktail Deer : se ae ies ia 

‘ Elk a5, 
Moose eae 
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x Desert Mt.Sheep «|... 2 2 [ee ee | Pond --[-- X Grete tf The 9 Mile’ Hien tivte 
| : Mt. Goat : 

Antelope.... Cea ease 8. oem t 
American Bison 

Black Bear 
: 

Grizzly Bear 
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* Daily or oftener-than-iaily water required for féhales during lactation. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

Jackson» Wyoming 
July 15, 1930 

Mre Aldo Leopold 
In Charge» Game Survey 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison» Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Replying to your letter of July lst» I regret that . 

I can not refer you to literature on the minimum water requirements 

of game. Furthermore» I have no very definite opinion. I am planning some 

experiments on elk to begin this fall and this is one of the questions 

I am planning to answer if possible, although most of the projects 

outlined have to do with diseasee My guess is that elk can probably 

go quite a number of deys without waters possibly quite long periods» 

if their food is of a certain kind. I have kept rabbits indefinitely 

on green foods without any water being furnished. I have shipped mice 

repeatedly by mail and express without water» but have given them an 

apple or a potato. Last year I shipped a box containing three Rocky 

2 Mountain jays and one Steller Jay to the Zoo in Washington» probably 

a5 days trip from here» and had kept them here about two days. They arrived 

in good condition. No water had been furnished all this time» but I 

gave, them berries, apple» moist bread and bacon for food. 

These facts may suggest something to yous but unfortunately I nang 

can give you nothing definite. We have so much to learn about our game animals. 

Sincerely yours 

O.§.- Wore 

Biologist 

| 

|
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‘ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE | 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

Ee ee ee ea) SURVEY July 19, 19390. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of July 1, inclosing a 
table in which an attempt is made to classify game species according to 
an ascending orier of water requirement. Your request for additional 

information on the subject is noted. 

The qwstion of water requireme nt for game and other animals has 

interested me for many years on account of its obviously important bear- 

ing on game production. 

It seems to be rather difficult to present this information in | 

tabular form owing to the wide range of conditions which must alter the habits 
of animls in accordance with the season or the character of their food at 

different times, and other modifying conditions. In other words what may be 
true at one season of the year may not be true at another, and there are many 

species concerning which our information is undoubtedly very limited. I am 

returning the table in accordance with your request, but have made few entries 
as you will note, and it is doubtful whether these are very exact. In regard 
to published information there have of course been some publications scattered 

through the general literature in the past, but I do not seem to remember just 
how to locate them. You are probably familiar with the discussion by Vorhies 

and Grinnell regarding the water requirements of quail, 

In travelling through lower California the impression I got was that 
{ valley quail at least in dry weather or dry seasons are rather closely restricted 

to the vicinity of water, and might be expected to visit the water every day. 

They were found within a mile or two of water so habitually that seeing quail 
came to be recognized as sign that there was weter near, Ganbel's quail frequents 
the bottomlands along streams where food is apt to be more abundant in the desert 
region, am may frequently visit the water when it is easily accessible, but on 

i the other hand I have found them at times at such long distances from water that 
it seemed apparent they were not dependent upon it. Scaled quail on the other 

: hand are birds of the desert mesas and apparently do not ordinarily resort to 

i water to drink, 

ae 

5 2) ie A ee
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I do not know much about the watering of grouse, but in thinking 
of the blue grouse in particular, I recall that I have seen them in many 
places far fran water, and do not recall ever having seen them watering, 
In regard to sage hens I have found them watering every day at certain water 
holes during dry weather, but whether the same sage hens came every day or 

not, I do not know, I have also noted that after a rain the sage hens no 
longer visited such places, and were evidently obtaining sufficient moisture 
elsewhere, It appears therefore that under ordinary circumstances at least 

sage hens visit water at short intervals, although not necessarily every day. 

Both the white-winged and mourning doves may be found far from water 
but they are strong fliers and may be seen watering very extensively, and it 
seems probable that the same ones come in ewery day or possibly every other 

day, at least in the desert regions, Wild turkeys usually inhabit well watered 
regions and I have found their tracks about the water in so many places that I 

think Merriamts turkey and the wild turkeys of Mexico at least visit the water 
at frequent intervals, possibly every day, or every two or three days, As in 

many other cases, I think the frequency with which they visit the water may 

depend upon the character of their food at a particular time. When feeding 
upon grasshoppers for instance it seems reasonable to suppose that they would 
require less water than when feeding on dry nuts. | 

Passing to the cotton-tail it is probably difficult to generalize 

accurately because there are so many species living under widely different | 

. conditions, They are often found far from water in desert regions, and it | 
seems probable that in the main they are able to exist on water derived from 

succulent vegetation, but it seems to me that I have found others that came | 
to water, although I cannot now recall just where. Tree squirrels in general 

are often found at considerable distances from water, and I do not recall ever 

having seen one drink, 

i White-tailed deer are of course well know to be frequent visitors to 
water, but how often they drink I do not know. My own observations have 

indicated that mule deer are little attracted by water. A few tracks may be 
seen near water, and they probably drink at times, but I have also found them 

| in places where there was evidence that sufficient water was derived from 
succulént vegetation. Black-tailed deer are generally found in well-watered 

territory, but I do not know how often they drink, Elk go to water of course 
put I do not know how often. Rocky mowtain sheep visit water holes to drink, 
but. not every day, and I believe the frequency with which they visit the water 
would depend upon weather and food conditions, About the same remarks apply 

to antelope as to sheep, All I know about American bison is observation on 

some of our reservations which are generally well-watered, and the water is
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frequently visited by the buffalo. On second thought, I remember that in 
Houserock valley, Arizona, observations indicated that while the buffalo 
came to water, they did not come every day. Apparently several days elapse i 

depending upon conditions. 

Your letter directs attention to an important subject concerning 
which our information is very incomplete. As I have already pointed out 

* my own observations have indicated that one should be careful in mking 
definite statements as the water requirenmts of the same species un- 

doubtedly vary at different times and wider different conditions, 

Sincerely yours, 

CO Folaura— 
E. A. Goldman, Senior Biologist. 

Inclosure - B14755.



Tentative Table for Chap. XI, Legend 

"Game Management," by : X - Published Reference 

Aldo Leopold @)- Opinion 

MINIMUM WATER REQUIREMENTS FOR UPLAND GAME 

None, Saw. Water From | Every 2-)1 | Every *Nursing 

: 

jpecies water) Vegetation 

or Insects 

Bobwhite Quail. J .....i).X and X (Stoddard) : 

ValIS yaa SUS goa e: obs verte ee Pe eres X (Juvenile, Grinnel{) 

Gambel Quail’. 2 «4 os | =» « ols % (Vorhtes) 

Scaled Ghasl o/c dues We wip s « sabe GYorites) | 
Ringneck Pheas. -|. . + + + «[- Xs. of- X | 

Hungarian Part. «|... + + «le (©: . -&)(Grange 

a Ruffed Grouse | 

Blue Grouse 

Pinnated Grouse 

Sharptail Grouse 

Sage Hen 

Wil owine Dove=.c is pooteee ste oe cH es che (She @). . or -@)(vornies) 
Mourning Dove « «|+- <- 3 «[2 + 6s bess se fees « + d » X (heopold, Vornies 

Wild toveny, OR oy Ns ce Hits ee. see). eRe Caeodnansy 
Merriam Turkey 

Cottontail ... ee eras os ee .(&) (arizona race, Vorhies) 

SAcwanoe RADDLE 616 @ ose Sle sole Bis 6 cS) See ete eS a ok 

¥ox Squirrel ‘ 

Gray Squirrel 

Wiecereel DGOr,. sibei< 6 3 ses om ee od tes, eee wis iy eee Mrmr ae id 

Mule Dear «ss: ele, 6s SS afew 6 « @): .0r - &) 

Blacktail Deer 

Elk 

Moose 

Caribou 

Mt cumaBGD: 6 «s+ 1s 6 Ge eee oes ? 

Desert Mt.Sheep «|. - s 2 © ofe « oo *® © 

Mt. Goat 

Antelope ....- des. bok he AQ TL) 

American Bison ; 

Black Bear 

Grizzly Bear 

* Daily or oftener-than-?aily water required for females during lactation.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ee 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY ¥ wee 

IN REPLY REFER TO 450 Gazette Bldg., (AR Aw | 
P.O. Box 805, v yw 
Reno, Nevada. 

July 31, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

In Charge, Game Survey, 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter with the chart showing "Minimum Water Requirements 
for Uvland Game" receivede 

On the Sheldon Antelope Refuge in northern \/ashoe County Nevada, 

from which place I just returned yesterday I noted on July 26th, 460 

antelope scattered over an area of less than one mile square. In the 

last seven or sight years which I have been interested in antelope, I 
have noted that they come in to water during the hot summer months at 

least once a day. If it comes along a cool period they some times go for 

. two days. During the lanbing season I have noted them to come to water 

‘\ twice a day generally along about seven to nine o'clock in the morning, 

feeding slowly back to their fawns while they allow them to nurse then 
oe feed slowly back in the neighborhood of the springs and lie down for 

ee several hours getting up and going to the water and then going back to 

nurse their fawns. Qf the some 75 or 80 young antelopes which I have 
raised in captivity I noted that they drank at all times of the day and 
many times during the day. . 

™he Mountain sheep in Nevada happen to go longer periods without 

water than the antelope. I had occasion to get some specimans for the 

State of Nevada some five years ago and a certain spring where I was 

looking for the sheep there were about 80 head of sheep watering and 
closely watching this spring I noted that some times for two days no sheep 
happened to come in to water and the third day the entire bunch would come | 

va in to water, fill up on water and lay around the spring for three or four | 
hours and then scatter back into the mountains. As this was the one spring 

in miles around it was reasonably sure that these mountain sheep watered 

regularly at this watering place. 

Very truly yours, 4 

EA Sano 

8. R. Sans, 

ERS :EH - Leader, Predatory Animal Control.
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Tentative Table for Chap. XI, "Game Management." ‘Legend: X = published reference 
Aldo Leopold. Revised July 20, 1930 @> opinion, unpubiiahed 
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t (- = te ee ee tee ee tee ee te ~~ t- ®~t - - - - t+ Burhan (Lower Cal. 

1 : : : t : 
| ascted Quaid Lael tater cite eile Ae ler nic REN Gute yt) SPRBIA. ©) pele galt Rete A Reged mctaead se nYod eee CL sen) 
t Gem frie icin teiemicie to aG)e nies os tee ete wo wim = = = at Goldman (100.7) 

t : t t : : : : 
| Siumiees Pheaaenk tee eet @-- 1 -@-- -t- - - te tee et ee eet 
t t : : : : : : : 
t Hungarian Partridge:- - - - - - 1 - @- - :- -@- - -1- - - = t+ - - -1- - - -1- - - - -1- Grange (™is.). (Clipped birds 4h large pen) 
t t t t t t t t ' wyo > 
: Ruffed Grouse - - :- - - --- 1 - @- ~ :- -@(sumer)- ant—(tettertrosk)- - - -1- Locke (Hanae) 
t : : : : : : : : 
t Blue Grouse (~~ t= = ~~ -- 2 - @- - 1- -QYlumer)- ond @aster-trost)- - - -1- rocke (8h) " 
: (- tee - ee ee ere Qe - - 2 et - et - - - - t+ Goldman (1oc.?) 

: : : t t t : t 
i Pinnated Grouse - -:- - - --- 1 - @- -:- -@- - -:- - - - 1+ - - -1- -- -1 - - - - 1+ Gross & Schnidt (Mis.). Nests over 1/2 mile 
1 t t t t t : t ' from water. 

e t : : t t : : : : plac ices 2 joe ae a), oa ~@- ~ r8e = = tw te eo ote > - ot Tock (tists 1), Nesting neerly mile from water. 
t : : ' : : : : : fdake 
Sagehen (- -t------31- @--1- -@---: --- t+ 2 - 1+ - - -1- - - = -1- Locke (100.1) : eae ey IO Ors test ae er Be 

: : : : t : : oy : 
t Waitewing Dove - - t------1---- 1-----1--- 1-@-or-@-: -- - = :- Yornies (ariz.). Goldman (1oc.?) 
: : : : : : t : : 
3 Mourning Dove = - :------%--- = te---- t----2---3-X-2---- tH Leopold (1. Mex.). Condor, Vol. XXIII (1921) 
: : t t t : : t 1 
4 Wild Markey (--1------3---- 1-----1----1-® or- t - - - - t+ Goldman (ariz.) 
: (2-2 - eee ee ete ee te - 2 F- -1- &e i - - - -1- Stodaara (Ga.) 
: : ' t : : : : : 
# Cottontail (~~ :-->---2---- 1--@)--t----2- -- 22 -- =: - -- - 1+ Ban, brush rabott (¢o1,) 
t (- -1-- @t---- or---- Jn = te ee te wt - = - - - = t- Goldman (desert recions) 
: (-- 2 - Se - - -  - -]--: - -- ee -- 2 - - -- 8 Vorntes (Arizona race) , : : : t : t : : : 
t Snowshoe rabbit ~ -: t : : : : ' t 
: : : : : : : : : 
$ Fox Squirrel -- 1 - -@?---- or---- @- :----:--- 1 -- tee te See eae fox squirrel (Ga.). Hall : : : : : : : t t (Kansas), fall. 
: : : : : : : t t 
3 Grey Squirrel -- 1 ----- 1 ---- t-- @--1----2----1---: ---- t+ massell (cal.) 
: a : t : : : : : 
APR ista th Dem a a Petr Stee a Sey sik a fe kane (Yel iaeetaed] one, Minis VBI.20, ¢ : t + : t t ® : t _ Mo. 2 (1929). 

ait eb eee Pen e Pee eee see ste este t= o. - t Burnham e : (--b oe 2-5 bene e pee eee een ~~ 2-2 - ®~ 2 teopota (reno), my : : : : : : : : : 
1 Wale Deer Paces b==-- t= -@(sumer) -nnd-(@) (after frost) - - -1- Locke (Kaibab,ariz.). In fell, water every : tata : t : : : : t 3 aya, : (--2--2------- or------- or @-:--- : -- ~~ t+ Burnham (Lover Cal.) 
’ (--4---- No abe rigs 2h MOS A past a ole Oe MN aN : eee : : ' t ' : : free Yol. 16, Wo. 2, p.119 (1930). : Spiess ete een tee eb ate = So ge ee rt re - B- t- madd (Rastad, Aris.) Gals + Vol. 13,No. | Minakiall Deer 2 a ey ets ete ee Aaa : : : : t t : t 1 Elk fo mito Bit ais Fat oe os leh US = cies hn te eae 1 teeter sre hen aie be Bee Sy 2 5 oO 5 ietaner ((retiiomtone)\\ marde (Yellowstone), : ' : : : : Vili : MOON wie Fae Ae oe go eS iy SS 6 aie a alale pe ee : : : : : Asti Vai cis a nies finial es he aie = Sy ool ate 1 pee : : : : : : : : : i + Mt. Sheep (--2----- t---- 2--xX.and X(tenalos) X (mates) t- + - t= MeLean (Inyo,Cal.) Cal. F &G, Yol.16, Wo. 1, t uae : : : 1 t : 1p. 62, (1930) ' Neat 2 eee ast Sey Meee } - - = + t Skinner (Yellowstone) er tee ene tee ee pee. -@ or f-5-t--- = t Barnham i Fone eat oS. eee Oe nascar 
ie a : t yi! : t ' : t 7 3 Mts Shiigics cele ee ee aed ear ene ea were ee ee pies apc eet eee ect: na sy oe alee) Z 1 Qo tee ae eee See eee testo - te Sinner (Yellowstone), JourmMes. Tol. 7, : ; : bo ' 2 : t : ' 3 + _ Mo. 2. (1929) : Meta G@)--1 Sees pas scn to. pent 221-20 ts pues (Batata Deserta, tower Gail)e 3 i ‘ : : : : ; 1 dew, probably no susculence. A Mees one Poon pane boned asp @h tao t= - 0 t dobdnan (iaservee Yaltey, Arise) | 
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4 * Daily or oftener than daily water required for females during lactation,
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Augast 14, 1930 

Major Ti. A. Goldman 
Ue S. Biological Survey 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Major Goldman: 

I sent Dr. Curtis an advance copy of the letter, so 
that no harm came of the delayed receipt of the original. 

Obviously your uneasiness about the mixing of sub- 
species under a single head is well taken in the ease of the gray 
squirrel. I have changed this to lum all squirrels and let the 
loeality indieate the species or sub-species. 

Tn the case of mile doer the ab-species is definitely 
indicated umfer "Remarks" because in that aase I could be sure of 
the identity. Many other valuable observations, however, cannot 

be definitely tied to any certain sub-species. Hence I thought 
pet ale Teg eon ae Angee pte Bag Daneel May Re 4 mallee 
species without definitely claiming its esreful identification, 

; Of course this is not a finally satisfactory way of 
presenting water requirenents. Somebody ought to make a real job 
of this. Yor my purposes, however, I mst present the matter very 
briefly and at the same time asa truthfully as possible. 

: Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

; In Charge, Game Survey



J. STOKLEY LIGON, Proprietor \ Ay 

BREEDER OF GAME BIRDS FOR’ 
[PROPAGATING PURPOSES | 

Garlsbad, New Mexico 
Aug +23 ,1930. ff A 

nll : Mr. Aldo Leopold, ue! 421 Chemistry Bldg., pr \ eye 
Madison, Wis. A " 

Dear Leo: 

After unavoidable delay,I am sending you a state- 
ment relative to ability of desert dwelling game to live without 
water. This is little more than a rather general introduction 
to the subject, but in my opinion is of interest. I think some ft 
of the thoughts are orginal. You are welcome to use this informtion, 
and I shall be glad to assist you in any way I can, however, in case 

the material does not fit into your manuscript, 1 may wish to use 
it later. 

There is little doubt in my mind regarding the 
duration of time the Merriam turkey can, or rather does go without 

\ water. I know they can survive for extended periods without water, 
but in extremely dry times I think they seek water. Of course, 
these birds do not live on what we term arid range, and, therefore, 
plants, buds, fruits and berries, high in water content, are usually 
available to them. 

I trust all is going well with you. 

Sinserely, 

P. S. : Your last letter went to Pairview. ¢ ;



| WILD LIFE IN ITS RELATION TO WATER IN THE ARID SOUTHWEST 

J. Stokley Ligon 

Through ages of adaptation to meet the extreme climatic 

conditions imposed by nature, several species of game animals and 

birds are able much of the time to live and thrive in the arid 

southwest regardless of the total absence of water. This adapta- 

tion is marked by two outstanding characteristics on the part of 

species long confronted by the stern necessity of living without 

this precious fluid known to us as water: (1) resorting to succulent 

plant life which serves as a substitute for water, and (2) so con- 

ducting their daily lives as to reduce to a minimum their water re- 

quirement. 

Fortunately, during the long hot summer period when 

water or a substitute for it is most needed, water-séoring plants 

which are sought by these species for the quenching of thirst con- 

tain the maximum quantity of water. Many of the desert growing 

plants, as agaves, yuccas and cacti, have the very important function 

of storing amd conserving water regardless of the annual rainfall. 

The agaves and yuccas especially are high in water content while 

not only the leaves but also the fruits of cacti are eaten by most 

species of game animals and birds. 

Altho desert mountain sheep, antelope, mule deer, pecsaries, 

| jackurabbits and Mearns and scaled quail, as well as other species, 

do drink during the dryest and hottest periods when water is available,
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they can and do live on oes lands without water. In humid 

regions many animals, during the cooler periods of the year, may 

live imdéfinitely withoutiwater, other than that supplied by 

; sucaulent food, but the ability of desert dwelling forms to survive 

without water during the dryest and hottest times is most remarkable. 

In recent years denuded range lands, as result of ex- 

cessive grazing by domestic animals, have reacted seriously against 

the welfare of wild game in many sections. Desert dwelling species, 

however, have been but little affected in this respect due to the 

fact that scareity or total absenee of water phnehabes the grazing 

of domestic animals, thus permitting, so far as plant life is scon- 

cerned, almost natural conditions to prevail. Furthermore, the arid 

mountainous regions for the most part are characterized by such 

rugged topography as to render them of little value for grazing. 

Favored by these natural fortifications against intensive utiliza- 

tion by man and his beasts, remnants of rare and valuable species as 

desert dwelling mountain sheep have been able to exist here and there 

in spite of the inclination on the part of many hunters to kill to 

the last individual. Such species would have been exterminated 

long ago had it not been for this natural protection. . 

The existence of the hardy dwellers of our inhospitable 

lands is no doubt dependent as much upon daily conduet of the 

animal as upon water substituting plants. Y puring the dry, hot | 

summer days animals and birds alike retire to the shelter of caves, 

over-hanging ledges, sanyons or dense cover of various shrubs where 

in complete retirement in dense shade the consuming rays of the sun 

are avoided. 

In the range of the desert dwelling mountain sheep al- 

most iavesaly are to be found caves of considerable extent in
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whish the sheep spend the days, not venturing forth until tempted 

by the long inviting shadows of late afternoon. In such retreats, 

by pawing, clawing or scratching the various species come in con- 

tact with the cool, soothing earth. In sheep caves, damp spots 

| and sometimes even traces of seeps are encountered and used by 

the sheep. 

Jack rabbits furnish a good example of the persistence 

of desert inhabitants in clinging to shelter against the rays of 

the sun. Though remining in comparative open spaces where escape 

from enemies is possible, they scratch out their formsin accordance 

: with the morning shadoweast by some sheltering shrub and shift their 

position with the change of the shade, winding up the day on the east 

side of their retreat. Cottontails are even more earthly, generally 

( remaining in burrows during the day. 

Peccaries, like the desert dwelling sheep, are fond of 

i idling away the day in caves or, in the absence of these, under 

dense growth of spreading mountain shrubs- Ample cover to in- 

sure protection against the direct rays of the sun is also a range 

; | requirement of scaled and Mearns seth They, too, seek cool spots 

in the shade and are never seen abroad in the heat of the summer day. 

Current food of practically all resident desert dwelling 

i game, excepting doves and pigeons, which because of swiftness and 

ease of flight drink regularly, hag a direct bearing on water re- 

quirements. Doves and pigeons are largely consumers of dry seeds, 

but since they can and do go to water, there is no reason for seasonal 

shange of diet to obtain a substitute for water, however, pigeons do 

eat green seeds and watery fruits and berries extensively in season.
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I have, unknown to the animals, watched mountain sheep avidly 

eating the thick watery filling of the large prickly pear leaves, 

which evidently served the purpose of a drink of water. The 

prickly pear is available practically everywhere in the arid south- 

west. 

The prairie hen or pinnated grouse and the bobwhite of 

the semi-arid regions exemplify benefits derived by birds through 

ability to adapt themselves to the absence of water by change of 

diet. During the fell and winter period, when the prairie hen feeds 

largely on grain and other dry seeds, they are free to shift about and 

usually find sufficient water to meet their requirements, whereas 

during the breeding period, when the heat is excessive, often intensi- 

fied by prolonged drought, the prairie hen is to be found contentedly 

| located remote from water, In fact, in this age of land utilization 

by man, these birds must generally move to range apart from permanent 

water in order to find necessary cover - grass and other plant life - 

for their breeding needs. At this season the birds drink little or 

no water but exist on a vegetarian and insect diet, Protective 

covering is of far more concern to them during this period than 

water. 

Although days in the arid regions may be extremely hot, 

the hights, except at low altitudes, are invariably cool. The 

clorious nights serve to mitigate effects of the torturousy tid it 

is reasonable to assume contribute to the ability of the various 

forms of wild life to live without water, Dew is practically unknown 

| during extended periods of drought throughout the arid regions of 

the southwest. Cool nights are no doubt a faetor of no little 

importanee in making these lands habitable for wild life ana,
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incidentally, highly beneficial to the plant life upon which mammals 

and birds are so dependent.



Sept. 3, 1930 

i Mr. J. Stoldley Ligon 
Tigon Game Farm 
Carlsbad, New Mexico 

Dear Stokley: 

I was much interested to receive your paper on water 
requirements. 

T have entered a summary of your conclusions on the 
chart, tut I certainly do not want to borrow the privileze of civ- 
ing original publication to your detailed evidence. I strongly 

urge you to gubait this for publication to the Condor. ‘the few 
words of summary which I have borrowed for the chart will not injure 
it in the least for this mrpose. , 

I of course appreciate your generosity in offering me 
the original use of this material. If the Confior hesitates to take 
it beeause of the material on mammals, I would like to help you re= 

; vise it in form suitable for Beology. In any event, I urge you to | 
make your observations available to conservationists. by publishing 
then. . 

I am keeping the original, not for publication purposes, 
but simply for reference in keeping my own summary of your conclusions } 
straight. I hope to hear from you as to your plans for publishing. 

With kindest regards to Mrs. Ligon and yourself, 

Yours as ever, : 

|
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r : CORNELL UNIVERSITY e 
a i LABORATORY OF ORNITHOLOGY N y \ue | 

- MCGRAW HALL, ITHACA, N. Y. 

August 30, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Im Charge, Game Survey, | 
421 Chenistry Building, : 
Madison, Wisconsin | 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I certainly owe you an apology for not answering your letters | 
of July Sth, and June 2nd before this tim, but this summer with | 
the Summer School work and the Audubon Society and the grouse, 
and so forth, I was certainly swamped. | 

First let me thank you for the list of research projects 
which you so kindly sent. At Mr. Avery's request I have offered 
to organize so far as possible the game bird end of it for the 
National Gare Conference in December, although I should much 

prefer to have you do it. I have in mind to write to the 

various individuals whom you list asking them if they ean 
attend the conference, or if not, submit a brief outline of 
their project, any progress that they have made, and any assis- 

tance which they would like, with a view to building up a | 
spirit of mtual helpfulness. 

oe In your list you do not mention the U. S. Bareau of Animal 
phen Industry, and I do not personally know just what projects they 4 | 

have under way except that Miss Cram has been working on mema- 
tode- parasites of grouse and other birds, and certainly Dr. 

Parker at the Spotted Fever Laboratory at Hamilton, Montana, 
has been doing some work on tularemia. 

I am glad to have Gardiner Bump listed under Cornell | 
University as he is still a graduate student here working under | 
my direction, but perhaps the Conservation Commission would | 
prefer to have him listed under the State Conservation Commis- | 
sion. I should be glad to have my own work in charge of . 

: the National Groise Investigation, and financed by private | 
Y ah contributions through the American Game Protective Association, | 

listed under Cornell University. | 
If I unearth any other projects in writing to the | 

different conservation commissioners I shall be glad to forward | 
them to you. | 

With regard to the water requirements of the ruffed grouse | 
and other game birds I find it rather difficult to state 

exactly what the requirements are, particularly for the ruffed 
grouse. All of the grouse coverts with which I am familiar 

have water available within flying distance, but I do se know 

that, in captivity, when they have sufficient range and green 

stuff, they go for days without touching tle water in the drink- 
V ing vessels or apparently missing it after these go dry. At 

the same time ame frequently sees them drinking. . y : 
vv The young grouse in captivity when given plenty of insects . 

Wak do not get very thirsty, but without then, or without milk curd



CORNELL UNIVERSITY 

: LABORATORY OF ORNITHOLOGY 

MCGRAW HALL, ITHACA, N. Y. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold #2 

they do a great deal of arinking ./ 

It has been my experience that Ring-necked pheasants 

require mre water than grouse, but they do not visit drinking 
places with any such regularity as the Mourning Doves or the 

Valley Quail. The other species I am not sufficiently 

familiar with to make observations worth anything. 

With best wishes. 

Sincerely yours, 

AAA: MP Professor of Ornithology iad 

7 

| 

|



i : Copies to: Mr. Carlos Avery 
Mr. R. T. King 4k 
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Sept. 9,1930 - 

Dr. Ae Ae Allen 

Laboratory of Ornithology 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, N.Y. 

Dear Dr. Allent 

I certainly owe you an apology for omitting your project 
from the tentative list of research projects. I need hardly explain ! 
that it was not absent from my mind. It shows on the tentative map 
that was meant to go with it and probably was on the list originally | 
but got lost in the process of seratching and re-copying. Thank you p 
very mich for calling my attention to the matter. 

I have added the Spotted Fever Laboratory an@ the Bureau of 
Animal Industry in accordance with your suggestion. ; 

I have also added to my table your opinion on water require- 
ments of ruffed grouse, since it agrees with that of all the other 
observers on grouse as a whole. 

Mr. King is preparing a paper on the need for historical 
studies of cycles which I would recommend be presented either at the 

' proposed research conference or the main Game Conference. It will 
not be technical and hence will be suitable for the main conference 
if you and Mr. Avery want it. I am sending Mr. Avery a copy of this 
letter simply as advance information that King is working on the paper. 

I had a very pleasant visit with Mr. Bump at Toronte and 
formed a high opinion of his attitude and ability. I was also pleased 
with the painstaking care he took in presenting his findings graphically 
in order to make them more clear. 

With kindest regards, 

: Yours sincerely, 

SLDO LEOPOLD 
| ‘i c In Charge, Game Survey
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kaa7N@q GOOD deal has been written about wild game in and stranded on sand bars after a storm has subsided. Ii, bey ve a forest fire, and about wild game in flood time; therefore, the beginning of summer is deficient in rainfall, Braces 4 but comparatively few observations have been re- these game birds do well, But they do not prosper in an ZEN corded concerning the situation in which birds and interminable drought. 
animals find themselves during a period of prolonged One of the first and most interesting observations on wild drought, such as many of our states have lately experienced. game that I made in the parched forest was on wild turkeys. Because our water supply practically failed, and because Walking up a dusty trail early one morning, I heard some I happened to know something of the mountain sources of loud splashings in a pool formed by the valley’s principal our water, I had occasion to spend nearly a week in the spring, then nearly dry. I thought at first that some one might heart of a State Forest, cleaning out springs and opening be in swimming. But then I distinguished the beating of up channels to encourage the flow of the failing water. wings upon the water. Creeping as stealthily as I could During this time I had an excellent opportunity to observe through a thicket of young birches, I came to a sight to | how the wild things were standing the great drought—a_ thrill the heart of any woodsman, The rising sun was just dry spell that made even the most stalwart forest trees lose striking the pool, dappling it with dancing shadows. In their leaves, and made the entire growth of underbrush the middle of the pool, partly shaded by the fragrant, dusky so much brittle tinder. The deep woods were so arid that shadows of ancient hemlocks, an old wild turkey hen lay, every step one took was a crackling one. At such a time  luxuriating in an early morning bath. As the thermometer there is a natural concern and curiosity among all lovers had stood above 90 all night, this early swim must have been of wild life as to how their friends are faring. As droughts grateful. 
are commonly coincident with summer, when, because of 
the heavy foliage and the presence of venomous snakes in "TURKEYS do not often wash in water, preferring dust the woods, observers are handicapped and discouraged, it baths. But the conditions of the weather fully war- is always hard to do much sight-seeing of forest game in ranted what this old bird was doing. Ranged around her the summer. On this late expedition I was aided somewhat by in the shallower water there were seventeen young birds, the fact that many leaves had fallen, and also by the withered about one-third grown. They were drinking, lolling on the drooping of most of the others—conditions which rendered submerged rocks, preening themselves, “loafing at ease and visibility rather good. On the other hand, I could not move inviting their souls,” as Walt Whitman says. Because they without making a lot of racket that i themselves had been making so much startled the game. However, they ¢ x noise, they did not hear my approach, made as much as I did, so that I was if ¢ a so that I was watching them from a always warned of the approach of ei 4 L By distance of only about 30 feet, from a a deer or turkey. In a sere time, me LB bank considerably above the pool. an old gobbler sounds like a man e ss us ie Sime But dry birch twigs are brittle; and marching through the woods. rs oo > PERU sy Be when I snapped one, in trying to In considering the effect . of Sire ¢ me eS A . se crawl a little nearer, the whole flock 
drought on game, perhaps the first Seite oe WS He he Wi in concert floundered somewhat thing to be remembered is that a ' ae A 4 1! f awkwardly and sleepily out of the dry hatching season is what is most — j\y"/) es am fy) om water, and, climbing in a shadowy, desirable . for quail, pheasants, ith nn a 2 wi a dodging fashion the opposite bank, grouse, and _ turkeys. ine tact, \ wit 5 | eka | Wy yp fe! were soon lost to sight in the forest. drought during May and June will \ i Wiis + fs a But long after I could no longer see be likely to insure a fine increase a YN eit ices them, I could hear them tramping in these birds. Wet weather is es- XQ yar ee A VINO away, until at last that particular 
pecially hard on young wild turkeys; 4 Lee i E Pn Wy My We sound was merged in the wide mur- like their domestic cousins, they "AQ iY fA Ne 'm i cee murings of the forest. 
easily become draggled, get under 2 NY ll Sif These birds were evidently not par, and then fall victims to some Se ( fy Se 2 aT] suffering from the drought. Per- disease. Sometimes little grouse A hy UV Wally } i haps they were uncomfortable from and quail, caught on a slope during g | ty dee Wi i) the heat, and for that reason did not | a torrential downpour, are swept 4 Ma 4. Ay wait until noon to drink and to | away in the raging torrents. I have ae yas wash, as is generally their custom. found these young birds drowned An unerring instinct takes a deer to water But they evidently knew about this
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stream and this pool, and no doubt paid it a visit at least once by wild game has a heavy percentage of water in it; this 

a day. Wild creatures have a far more intimate knowledge is especially true of the summer ration. Fruits of all kinds, 

of their ranges, I believe, than we give them credit for hav- berries, grass, leaves of succulent plants—even the insects 

ing. They appear to recognize certain rocks, trees, path- that the birds devour—all these have some power to allay 

ways, lookout posts. Their sense of direction is infallible, thirst. I knew of a covey of quail that haunted a black- 

their homing instinct profound. When a flock of wild tur- berry patch in a swampy place through three weeks of in- 

keys, such as the one I have described, gets thirsty, the birds tense heat and drought.. As there was no water available, 

do not search wildly and at random for water. The old not even any dew (that these birds often drink from low- 

mother says (in her own language): ‘‘Come on, hung leaves and grasses), the 

children, Iet’s go down to old Rocky Spring and J birds evidently received from the 

get a drink; then we can bathe in Hemlock Pool.” Le) Pie aitkeysfind berries a sufficient amount of 
These wild things identify localities and the details of 4 water holes and water. The grouse that I saw in 

them; we name everything to assist our memories. y tad aldo. in Pee the drought-afflicted forests ap- 

They perform the acts of recognition and of memory ss their usual dust peared not to be suffering. Birds 

without naming anything. But who knows? Perhaps Aa Bee ought not to suffer like other crea- 

they have a nomenclature of their own for all their vine, tures; they have their wings. But 

beloved haunts. If we consider a certain tract of eae, non-migrating game birds do not 

woods, we shall discover that the deer in it know it ES usually have much of a range; 

far better than the hunter. And this knowledge is A a and when food or water fail in 

handed down from one generation to another. As a = aoe Fix, their home haunts, they are 

rule, a deer run and a deer crossing that were used eR TEE not quick to 

200 years ago will be used now, if the general char- Ma, GEE Le move. Though I 

acter of the country has not too greatly changed. Most {24 Se oe > ranged the 

of our highways, especially through mountainous coun- ie By, EZ FZ: ey, mountain at a 

try, follow ancient game trails. he ee) Oe. a NO: distance of a 

‘ 4 I i ioe - \BaZ tit. mile from the 

I MENTION this familiarity of wild game with their j 3 Sy) ET EBS 5, ty . stream, I never 

habitat in order to show that in a drought these Ce ee fats OS: say flushed one of 

creatures do not get panicky, as some towns do when ‘ eee pith ap these woodland 

the water supply begins to fail, and when not even the SI * ah 

head of the water company seems to know where the le = s a 

water is supposed to come from. Nature’s children £ za WD a — 

know all the rooms in her sweet, old, gigantic green ®t i wv ry Gp = 

house; in heavy weather they know the old shelters sys ‘Man. 14 Vj Qa 

under which they can keep dry and warm; they know Ty 7 5 é ; WR ) 

the leeward sunny places where the harsh winds never Ii [ MH) | lh WS, 

blow; and, when thirsty, they go trooping confidently F lit, I NNN NF i if \h CORR 

to one of the old crystal-gushing springs deep in the \i i tt \ "4 \ & i Ma 

heart of the hills. In short, they know their own woods; 223 =. ' fol ie 

and as a result they can take far better care of them- caer oe . 

selves in difficult times than we might imagine they could. a 

As is well known, the white-tailed deer is a lover of 

water, and he prefers to bed down for the day princes; but close to the stream there were 

somewhere near it. I have often observed that as GQaaii, many. Unobserved by them, I came upon 

a buck will sometimes, partly for purposes of f oe CE two having a royal dust bath under some 

strategy, wade across a pond and then lie nse & birds get blight-resisting chestnut sprouts. They 

down on the other side, this leaving a gap ‘A ‘) ant oad were almost buried in the mealy soil; and, 

in his trail to baffle any pursuer. Along the bi nts from berries when they did make me out, they ran across 

stream that trickled down this forest valley fee. the trail in a bored fashion, as if resenting 
that I was investigating, I found many deer BY es my intrusion. The old cock had dust all 

signs. I found where an old stag had been Rai nict be over him, and in the middle of the trail 

pawing out a spring; where a small herd had a ( eet. he stopped to shake this off in a perfect 

been cropping the succulent tops of spike- WOSUN aS oS cloud. With the temperature close to 

nard, apparently ¥ Mae Ke 100, and with no rain of any appreciable 

without touching \ ANN ZR Laie & amount for nearly four months, these birds 

anything else in the ws TW MANS seg At were going ahead with life’s routine. I came 

neighborhood; and } fedex Ss SAN SSW across a mother with five young, nearly 

where a good many as 2) / er bs y| ee NY grown. They were under some cool tea- 

deer had been lying ef LA % ‘ha ES a , berry bushes near a gurgling rivulet. 

down in cool fern Yj Z, eet pds > 8 
beds. In ordinary (EX ee ee NX WV ATE may happen in Africa, 
summer weather they NAILS - - en [—<A24 PS or in our own West, death from 

lie higher on a aaah YS bh (x drought in our Us is, I believe, an ex- 

mountain, in thickets a S cessively rare end for any wild creature, 

of rock oak and ae Pa unless it is wounded or trapped. But dry 

laurel. But in a weather may occasion certain adjustments. 

drought they seem to harbor close to the stream. Being For example, I found that raccoons had been abroad in 

capable, without much effort, of traveling great dis- the daytime, contrary to their habits wherever they are 

tances, and being naturally great roamers at night, deer hunted. I found fresh raccoon tracks on the dry rocks of 

will troop out of their regular haunts in very dry weather the stream bed; the imprints were yet fresh. What lured 

if the water supply fails, going to larger streams and rivers. the ’coons forth in the broad daylight was not thirst, prob- 

It is no unusual thing for a deer to travel, in all, 15 miles ably, but the exciting chance to capture no end of crawfish 

in a night to search for tender browsing; and he will travel and little trout that were almost stranded and helpless in 

much farther if necessary. An old woodsman once said to the fast-failing water. I could tell by reading their tracks 

me, “A deer can jump as high as he has to, and will run what these raccoons had been after. If wild game may be 

» as fast as he has to.” And I often think he will travel as considered to include game fish, there can be no question 

far as he has to, whatever the cause of his journey may be. | that they are the worst sufferers from a prolonged drought. 

When we are burning up in the cities and the open valleys, They meet the same crisis as we should if our atmosphere 

we have a right to think of the deer in their mountain fast- should fail. 

nesses as faring well, general conditions considered. I found one spring that was nothing but a mudhole; but 

We must remember also that much of the food consumed the depression was damp, and the (Continued on page 82)
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anyone, and at cost of $17 to the taxpayer presence of so large a proportion of Bio- catch the odor of the water. They have | 
—a result of the work of these irrespon- logical Survey men on the committee pre- a sense of smell that really works. 
sibles who are riding on the backs of an vented specific criticism of that bureau in 
uninformed, tax-burdened people; wantonly the report, but the three remaining mem- i WAS a simple thing, to open that dis- 
destroying our second greatest resource— bers issued a supplementary report, like- couraged spring, choked and muddy an@ 
the common property of those whom they wise printed in the same journal (Novem-  perishing; but I had a lot of fun doing 
are being paid to serve. ber, 1928, pages 357-358), in which the it, and my pleasure was increased when 

R. S. Oaxes, activities of the bureau against predatory I saw what it would mean to the humble 
Secretary-Manager, A. T. A. animals are severely criticized. wild natives, which ask little else of the 

world than natural food and pure water. 
Protests From NaTuRALISTS AND Scten- THE Harm Far More WipesprreAD THAN Unquestionably, wild things can go 

TIFIC ORGANIZATIONS THE OPERATIONS OF THE BroLocicaL longer without water than human beings. 
QUHER strong and repeated protests SuRvEY They are also usually smarter about find- 

have come from the scientific men in- 7 VERY serious feature of these poison- ing it. I was considerably heartened by 
terested in the study of our native animals. ing operations of the Biological Survey my experiences with them during the 
In April, 1924, the American Society of is that that bureau, not only by setting an worst drought that the region in which I 
Mammalogists, which includes many of the example and by personal instruction of live has ever known. Of the three prime 
most distinguished naturalists of this coun- farmers and stock raisers by its agents, but menaces (after man) to wild life—flood, 
try, after a lengthy discussion, to which also by published directions and appeals, fire, and_drought—fire is by all odds the 
several representatives of the Biological is encouraging farmers, fruit growers, and worst. Floods do less drowning than dis- f 
Survey were sent and presented their case stock raisers to take up the occupation of persing and misplacing. I have fre- 
in the strongest way, passed resolutions poisoning the wild life of the regions they quently been abroad over flooded country 
here quoted in part, condemning the course live in. That unskilled and amateurish in the far South; and I seldom found 
of the Biological Survey in exterminating efforts will usually result in killing even a anything drowned except domesticated 
predacious animals*: much greater percentage of harmless and creatures. All wild things swim natu- “Whereas, Active propaganda for the useful creatures and fewer really harmful rally and valiantly. And when the reverse 
destruction of so-called ‘vermin’ and ones than those conducted by the Govern- condition appears to menace them—when 
predatory mammals is being carried on ment employes is self-evident. The broad- a drought parches even their hemlock- 
throughout the country, therefore cast scattering over the country of poisons, hung, fragrant retreats—they seem, as far 

“Be it Resolved, First, That the Amcr- Specially those which kill only after such aS my observation extends, to be able to 
ican Society of Mammalogists, which is a ¢Xtteme suffering as arsenic and strychnine render an excellent account of themselves. 
professional society of international mem- ¢@use, which in the case of arsenic poison- They, possess the high, and, in their case, 
bership of students of wild life, including ing is often greatly prolonged, is a shame- the, indispensable, art of living sanely, practically all field naturalists who are in- ful and abominable practice and a tre- optimistically, and resourcefully. 
terested in mammals, points out the danger ™endous factor in the destruction of game which lies in such propaganda. a wide in eereral, which needs ae 

“Gecond: That ther ist ea- ful regulation and restriction, instead o . 
son for a aditch dae Pept hinted indiscriminate encouragement and promo- Battery Geese on Currituck 
siruction of predatory animals, and that ton by the Government. Certainly before (Continued from page 31) 
this is particularly unwise because it fur- @Mything of the kind is conducted at public 3 i nishes a pretext for hunting out of season, ©XPeuse, proofs, not mere assertions, should found the eighth duck, which must have 

“Third, That copies of these resolutions be given that it is necessary, and to just been a cripple. However, when we re- 
be forwarded to other interested organiza- What extent and in what places it is so, turned there had been’ gathered six nice 

tions, game protection associations, and to and beyond this it should not be permitted. fat boobies and a blackhead. I then fob 
all Federal and state agencies concerned.” The claims of damage to live stock by in the battery, and Dad took my place in aS Camnittee was’ ales anpeinied ts cane predacious animals made by the Biological the tender, r 
sider the subject, and its report is printed Survey are grossly and preposterously ex- ‘You are right, son, they are hard tomuts 
in the Journal of Mammalogy for Novem- Gggeraiedy and the important natural func- T missed a lot of the little rascals,” he ber, 1928, pages 354-357. In spite of the joujcr tices uumals am Heeping downsin- calledias the: boat startediaway. ‘ fact inate Bi he ave members of the Jrlous rodents is ignored. | “Your gun's too long and choked for 
commuteeuwere On the sia of the Bio. Valuable fur-bearing animals are being this shootin’, try mine next time, and 
logical Survey, it reported strongly against ruthlessly and wastefully destroyed, also see if you don’t do better,” answered Mr. 
wholesale extermination of predatory ani- valuable insectivorous, ‘seed-eating, and Dan'l. He referred to his shaky old Rem- mals and recommended the preservation game birds. ae ington automatic, and handed it to me in 
of the larger species in the national parks Large appropriations, aggrandizement of the battery, soit would be there when 
and, when necessary to prevent their ex- the bureau, and political expediency have ed tobe Bis ext tien, hicre 1 much termination, in other areas of the public supplanted scientific truth and accurate in- to commend the use of a battery by two 
lands “set ‘aside deliberately to give cer- vestigation of the facts as the basis of the men alternately. Time is given to stretch 

tain of these large species additional pro- policies of the Biological Survey, which is your legs and to see how the other end tection under scientific supervision.” ‘The losing its claim to be a scientifically con- is carried on, to talk over the matter with 
ducted bureau. the bay men, enjoy a smoke, and learn 

= Remember that you yourself are being various interesting and useful things about 
*Editorial Note:—At its last meeting, on May made a party to this wholesale poisoning the game. 

24, 1930, after a debate on the question partici- of our wild life through being forced to i bated is Py merabere of ie Bigaio suey support it with your taxes, oa boat had gone only a couple of 
an prominent members of the American undred yards when a single booby Seca Ot Momma peat, the society adopted came up from behind, taking me so by sur- 

‘Whereas, The Anterican Seclem of Mamie . ees prise that there was time for only one hasty 
ogists, a group of over 1,000 naturalists, is Wild Life in a Drought shot, which of course went wild. I knew 

vitally concerned with the welfare and preserva- toe those in the boat could see that perform- 
tion of all kinds of wild mammals; and, eo acay mvpaee 1s) ance, and settled sheepishly back, swear- 
Whereas, We heartily approve the stated long grasses in it were green. After ing vengeance at the next opportunity. I 

Pe See richene henna we about an hour’s work, I had the spring had not long to wait, for a bunch of half 
to carry control measures to the point of exter. D4 clean, and a good flow of icy water a dozen scurried past at 40 yards and, 
mination, and hope that field practice will Started. Then I sat down to rest and aiming at the leader, I was afforded the 
conform strictly to this policy; and, to wait for the spring to clear. While satisfaction of seeing two fall out from 

Whereas, Nevertheless, many valuable mam- thus sitting still, I heard several sounds wear the rear of the line, several feet be- 
mals have been destroyed by the methods of near me. No fewer than five gray squir- hind the duck aimed at. “Accidents count 
control now being used bythe ee Survey rels came up toward the spring to drink. too,” I thought. 
a ed Tine obi aie heel Once I heard a heavier tread. It was a A light, misty haze was beginning to 
tion of predatory mammals should be con- found hog, that had his home_under an drift in from the ocean, and suddenly 
ducted only in those localities where scientific ancient pile of sawmill refuse. Last came things began to happen in earnest. A 
study has shown that such control measures a grouse, stepping daintily. This had evi- change in the weather was imminent, and 
are necessary for the general public welfare and dently been their regular spring. Judg- the ducks seemed the first to realize it, 
ae pt ne, iar benefit of some special ing from the number of tracks in the dry- as the whole air was filled with boobies, 
Dee aint the hes of polon for the cont 205. mud that I had noticed before I had in flocks, pairs, and singles. _ It also ap- | 

deol eke pkedadars aianmals should be chan- begun operations, they had been coming peared that nearly every one in the Sound 
doned, except in cases of absolute necessity, 1 vain to quench their thirst. But they was intent on rushing past my position, | 
such as might arise during an outbreak of Were trying again; it is possible that with every bit of the speed at the com- 
rabies in coyotes. some of them had been close enough to mand of his rapid little wings. Shots | 

J
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IN REPLY REFER TO P. 0. Box 805, Reno, Nevada. a 
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June 27, 1951. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, In Charge, 

Game Survey, 421 Chemistry Bldg, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mre Leonold: - 

Your letter of June 22 received. During the 

middle of October 1925, was the date that I was ob- 

serving the mountain sheep at Silver Peak, Ysmeralda 

Gounty in Nevada. It is pessible during July and August : 

the mountain sheep would water every other day. 

Very truly yours, 

EV ang | 
3. Re Sans, 

ERS :hbl Leader, Predatory Animal Control. ;
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| MUSEUM OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY 

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 

June 29, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 
905 University Avenue, 4 
Madison, Wisconsin. : 

My dear Leopold: ~ r 7 | 

I think your "Water or Geme" is fine. 

I have indicated a few corrections, and suggested alterations 
in lead pencil on pages 1, 8, and "14" of the copy returned here- 
with. 

been at %. 

, Your statement. ompage 11 about ".. . the reluctance of most 
: eo naturalists to supplement their observations by quantitative scienti- 

fic procedure" caused my mane to rise a little, but when I set out 
to pick the statement to pieces, I couldn't find any holes in it, 
so accept the indictment as one does a bitter pill that is good for 
what ails him. ' 

I hope you will be equally as frank to express facts relative 
to the over control of predatory animals, in so far as it bears 
directly on game management. In this connection, I urge that you 
take into consideration ideas to which I have given expression in 
a short article to appear in the next number of California Fish and 

Game, 

Are you dealing with the wild fur supply in connection with 
your "game studies"? The two fields are so close that you certainly 
cannot ignore one when you deal with the other, whether your treat- 
ment be from the economic point of view, from that of the desire to 
"satisfy the impulse to kill" or from that of the desire to perpetuate 
animals as an objective for study, and for recreational and esthetic 
activity. 

On the subject of these small game animals, fur bearers, I in- 

vite your consideration of views set forth by me in the lower half of 
the middle colum of page 62 of the May,1931, number of Outdoor Life. 

Sincerely, | 

e Mees £4 
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R duly 6, 1931 

Mr. ZB. Raymond Hall 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 
University of California 
Berkeley, California L 

Dear Mr. Halls 

Thanks for going over the material on water requirements. 
I am using all your changes and wish you had made more of them. 

My statement about "the reluctance of most naturalists" 
probably sounded a lot more pointed than I intended it. What I was 

particularly driving at was the game farmers who have had stock in 
confinement and could have easily conducted experiments to determine 
water relations, but have not done so. ‘The same thing would apply to 
zoo0logical gardens. Your own field work I would rate as more quanti- 
tative than that of most field naturalists. It is for that reason 
that I bothered you with the job of reading and criticising my mater~ 

jal. 

I am not covering fur animals in my book, because I have no 
particular competence in that field, 

You may be sure that I read Linsdale's article with intense 
interest. ¥ 

I have not seen the new Kaibab report, but I am writing for 

a COpye 

You are right in assuming that I am a personal friend of 
Redington's, but it does not follow that my personal views on predator 
control should carry any more weight with the Survey than those of 
many others. My own view is that neither the Survey nor its critics 
are as yet at the bottom of the question. I will have to defer explan- 
ation of this assertion until my book comes out and until this winter's 
publications of the fellowships are available. 

With kindest regards, and thanking you again for your help, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



Mater Requirements of Game 

Sources of Water. Animals obtain water from four sources, which may be 

f labelled for purposes of game management as follows? 

1. Drinking Water. This means surface water in the ordinary sense 

of pools, springs, brooks, ete. As nearly as is known, all game 

animals utilize drinking water when it is available, whether or 

no they are dependent on it. Snow is included in this category. 

2. Dew Water. Many birds drink dewdrops, or water condensed from 

fog, when it collects on vegetation. 

3. Succulence. This means water contained in plant food of high 

moisture content, such as fruits, berries, green leaves, sprouts, 

and the interior pulp of fleshy plants like cacti, It also 

includes water contained in animal food of high moisture content, 

such as insects. : 

4, Metabolic Water. Some species (including many rodents and 

insects) are now known to possess the ability to convert the 

Y carbohydrates eaten as food, or the reserve body fats, into 

water. Such internally manufactured water is called metabolic 

water. 

No American game species is definitely known to manufacture 

metabolic water. The species which do so,commonly convert and excrete A 

the body wastes as insoluble seamen 4 rather than as soluble uric acid, X 

thus further reducing the physiological water requirement. 

- ane Water and Management. The watering habits Non ses water 1§ plentiful, 

I ve | and its real requirements when water is scarce, are tw different things. 

fo see a species drinking is not proof that it must drink. To prove that 

it must drink under one condition of food and weather is not proof that it
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mast “7 under any and all conditions. The test of its minimum 

requirement rm the maximum deprivation which it will survive without 

injury. Game managers, to select and develop land for refuges, preserves, 

plantings, and other management ventures, need two kinds of information 

about water: 

i. The kind and distribution of vater-}sources optinum for pro- 

ductivity under various conditions. 

2, The minimum kind and distribution of water-sources necessary 

for survival under various conditions. 

3. The controls necessary to meet the second, and if possible, the 

firstCwknen , 

Reliable information which differentiates these two points for 

the various game species under various conditions is scarce and hard 

to interpret, and not generally available. A review of the best avail- 

able evidence will therefore be attempted. Controls will be discussed 

later. 

Minimum and Optimum Requirements of Game Birds. Stoddard (1928) reports 

a satisfactory crop of bobwhites in Georgia during the drouth year 1927, 

in localities where water other than dew and succulence was absent dur- 

ing the nesting season. Many nests a mile from usable water were success- 

fully hatched. During this period water holes were watched from a blind, 

but no quail came to drink. He concludes that “although no relation be- 

tween the locations of (356) nests and available surface water could 

be detected, it is significant that the majority were not far from a 

, supply of ripening blackberries." Adults in large pens survived this 

drouth on dew, vegetation, limited insects, and an occasional hagfful
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of berries. Chicks were reared under the same conditions, with neither 

water nor milk, but with a regular fruit supply. 

Stoddard (p. 500) quotes Starr as finding an abundance of Texan 

bobwhite "miles from water" during a September drouth when there ws no 

dew, : 

Ligon (umpublished) writes: "Althouch Mearns and scaled quail 

drink during the hottest dryest periods when water is available,they can 

and do live on arid lands without water." He implies that they live 

without dew, but not that they live without succulence. 

‘ Vorhies (1928) asserts that gambel and scaled quail on the Santa 

; Rita Range Reserve in Arizona thrive on succulence alone, seldom have dew, 

and nest as far as two miles from _ water, and show no concentration of 

nests near it, nor visible flights to reach it. He confined two Mearns 

quail for over two months in winter without water, and with no succulence 

except a few insects and bits of apple. Drinking water offered at the 

first was ignored. 

Gorsuch (unpublished) finds that apparent concentrations of gambel 

quail around stock water in Arizona were induced by food (mesquite beans 

in cattle mamre) rather than the water itself. 

Grinnell (1927) writes of California quail: "There is, I believe, a 

critical distance, which , rain or dew failing, is the absolute limit a 

quail's nest may be located from safely accessible water and result ina 

matured brood. I estimate . . that maximum distance to be 400 yards." 

MeLean (1930) finds the mountain quail of California confined to the 

vicinity of water, even in winter. He quotes ranchmen, however, as finding 

F the gambel quail as far as 30 miles from drinking water. 

The available evidence on the various quails may be summed up in
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this way: ‘Their minimm requirement seems to be succulence, except in the 

case of the California quail which seems to require dew (seldom available) 

or drinking water, and the mountain quail, which seems confined to drinking 

water. Dew as well as succulence seems necessary for juvenile bobwhite. 

They all use drinking water when available, but bobwhite populations approach 

ing optimum occur on dew and succulence alone. 

Surprisingly little is known about the water requirements of grouse. 

Ligon (unpublished) writes: "During the fall and winter, when the prairie 

hen (of Texas and eastern New Mexico) feeds largely on grain and other dry 

seeds, they are free to shift about and usually find sufficient (drinking) 

water to mect their requirements, whereas during the breeding period, when 

the heat is excessive, often intensified by prolonged drought, the prairie 

hen is to be found contentedly located remote from water." 

Doze (1928) says of Kansas: "Our quail live in the sandhills. . 

four or five miles from water for long periods of time. It is so dry. . 

that there is no dew in the grass, yet the quail and prairie hen seem to 

exist and increase." 

Gross and Sghmidt tell me they found the pinnated and sharptail 

grouse in Wisconsin nesting at least half a mile from drinking water. 

S. B. Locke writes me of finding sharpteil nests in Idaho half a 

mile from drinking water. It is his opinion that sagehens, sharptail, 

ruffed and blue grouse in that region nest successfully on dew and succu- 

lence alone, but that in late summer after the young become mobile they 

seek the vicinity of drinking water. 

Goldman writes of blue grouse: “I recall that I have seen them in 

many places far from water." 

A. A. Allen writes of ruffed grouse: "In captivity, when they 

have sufficient range and green stuff, they go for days without touching the
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water in the drinking vessels, or apparently missing it after these go dry. 

At the same time one frequently sees them drinking. The young grouse in 

captivity, when given plenty of insects, do not get very thirsty, but with- 

out insects or mild curd they do a great deal of drinking." 

The Grouse Report (p. 92) states that the evidence on the water 

requirements of red grouse in Britain is conflicting. Young broods survive 

in captivity without drinking water, but in the wild in late summer the 

grown birds frequent the vicinity of water, and seem to move away from dry 

range. Incubating hens commonly seek water when they -leave the nest. 

The information on grouse is weak in being almost devoid of con- 

trolled experimental evidence, It indicates that all American grouse prob- 

ably nest successfully on dew and succulence, and that the western arid-land 

pinnated grouse nest on succulence alone. ‘There is a strong tendency for 

the grown young of most species of grouse to seek the vicinity of water in 

late summer, but whether out of choice or necessity is not know. Undoubt- 

edly the optimm grouse range should offer frequent drinking water. 

The eastern wild turkey is assumed by all writers to require drink- 

ing water, but none of their voluminous testimony seems to differentiate 

between minimum and optinwm conditions. Ligon says of the Merriam turkey 

of New Mexico: “I imow they can survive for extended periods without water, 

but in extremely dry times I think they seck water." We may conclude that 

the minimum requirement of the western race is succulence, or at most 

succulence and dew. Possibly the mininmm requirement of the eastern turkey 

is greater, i.e. he may require drinking water. Undoubtedly the optimum 

turkey range for all races should offer frequent watering places. 

The pheasant one umst approach with trepidation, considering the | 

widely differing Asiatic habitats of the various species comprising our 

present hybrids. Allen says: “Ring-necked pheasants require more water
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than ruffed grouse, but they do not visit drinking places with any such 

regularity as the mourning dove or valley quail." 

Maxwell (1913) says: “The provision of water on dry soils is 

essential to the welfare of the birds." By “dry soils" he evidently means 

English ranges devoid of natural drinking water. Wight (1930) says of 

Michigan: "Water does not scem to be a factor of importance in the choice 

of the nest site. . during the excessive heat of late July and early 

August, 1930, . pheasant flocks were in some instances found close to 

water and at times actually in it." Locke says that in the arid parts of 

SS hb i ie eee 

nF emceeiiniriereee ease pene aamnemnincaoessinnen Re RRSET even 

I conclude that pheasants are like grouse: ‘They can nest on dew 

a . and succulence, but bat summer tend to seek water either out of choice 3 

or necessity. Optimus pheasant range should offer frequent drinking 

water. 

As to Hungarian partridge, Grange kept wing-clipped birds all | 

summer in a large pen which was waterless but for succulence and dew. 

Maxwell (1911) is inconclusive. He says of the ideal English 

partridge manor, "The ground is fortunate in being well watered by a number 

of springs and streamlets, afd a dry summer can be faced with equanimity." | 

I conclude that Hungarians are like grouse and pheasants? They 

nest on dew and succulence, but in late summer tend to seek water either 

out of choice or necessity. Optinum partridge range should offer frequent 

drinking water. 

All observers seem to agree that doves require drinking water 

daily. By analogy with other game birds one might infer they could exist 

on dew, but I have no evidence of their doing so. In the arid west, where
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there is no dew, the evening water-flights of the mourning and whitewinged 

doves are especially conspicuous. In New Mexico they persist in this daily 

flight even on rainy days when water is available everywhere (Leopold,1921). 

To sum up: Ali American gallinaceous game can nest on succulence 

and dew except the eastern turkey, the mourning dove, and the California 

and mountain quails, In pinnated grouse there is evidence of nesting on 

succulence alone. Grouse 4s a group seek and may require drinking water in 

late summer. Pheasants and Hungarians may require it in drouths. 

Optinum and Minimum Requirements of Game Mammals. Skinner (1929) says 

of whitetail deer in the Yellowstone: "They seemed to need water regularly, 

and presumably drank at least once or twice a day." 

Rutledge (1930) says of the eastern states: "Deer will troop 

out of their regular haunts in very dry weather, if the water supply fails, 

\ going to larger streams and rivers," , 

Burnham says: “Next to caribou as a water-loving game animal, 

I should place the whitetail deer. I think the whitetail requires water 

every day. Even in the arid country they do not get far from streams." 

Newsom (1926) says: “While a deer enjogs playing around water 

and must have it, he can do quite well with a little." 

Lantz (1916) says of whitetail in enclosures: “A good supply 

of running water mst be provided." 

Seton (1929) says the mrsing whitetail doe waters daily, usually 

at noon. | 

The mule deer differs from the whitetail. Locke writes of the 

Kaibab: "For a good part of the summer season deer . . werequite independ- 

ent of a direct water supply . . The situation chanzes vesy defindtely as 

soon as the forage plants become frosted in fall. At that time there is a 

|
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very definite dependency upon water supply and a concentration in the 

vicinity of springs or water holes. Observations at the deer traps ia ett 

indicate that at that season deer water... every wdiimeadliaiecs 

Hall (1927) says of the mile deer ieee HOKE Th summer: "Does 

with fawns usually remain within two miles of water. The bucks, barren 

does, and yearlings . . may occur far from water . . Does bearing fawns 

concentrate in areas near water and drink at least once and usually twice 

each 24 hours. In the first week of July, at which time it rained daily 

on the Kaibab, does with fawns were found as far as five miles from any 

lake or spring, but before and after this rainy period none were found 

further than two miles from. . water." 

MeLean (1930) and Hall, in studying the burro deer in Lower 

California in December, say: “We saw little if any evidence of places 

were burro deer had come to water. Most of the 'tanks' . . showed no 

evidence of having been used by deer." 

Seton (1929) says of the Southwest: "There can be little 

doubt that the mle deer or burro hones like the whitetail, the sheep, 

and the antelope, dispenses with water altogether . . where there are 

neither springs nor pools, but where cactus abounds." 

Ligon (unpublished) writes: “Although desert mountain sheep, 

antelope, mule deer, peccaries, (and) jackrabbits . . do drink during 

the dryest and hottest periods when water is available, they can and do 

live on arid lands without water." 

I conclude that whitetail deer require drinking water. MWurs- ! 

ing does seem to require it daily. In spite of Seton's inference to the | 

contrary, I suspect these findings hold true of the western races. They
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‘did not occur in the more waterless mountain ranges of Arizona and 

New Mexico, possibly for this reamn. 

Mule deer can subsist and fawn on succulence alone. Where water 

is available, however, does show a strong tendency to seek it during 

fawning, and all deer after frost kills the succulence. 

I have no evidence on the Columbian blacktail. It might be 

inferred to follow the water requirements of the mle deer. 

Optimum range for all includes drinking water. 

Moose and caribou inhabit well watered country and seem to 

drink daily. 

Elk geem to parallel mule deer in their requirements. 0. J. 

Murie is conducting experiments to find out. 

Skinner (1929) writes me it is his belief that "prong-horns 

(antelope) in the Yellowstone like water when they can get it easily, 

and drink it daily, but they can go without water for two or three days 

without discomfort if necessary. ‘They eat snow." 

E, R. Sans of the Biological Survey writes me that in Nevada 

antelope water daily in hot weather and every two days in cool weather. 

Nursing does seek the vicinity of water and water twice daily. TFawns in 

captivity drink at all hours of the day. 

Ligon's opinion that antelope in New Mexico can and do live on 

arid land without water has already been quoted. 

Burnham writes that “in Wyoming . . antelope would go to 

water at a regular time each forenoon . . but in the Salada Desert of 

Lower California there are--or were--a good sized band of antelope. . 

without any water. The only water is at Tres Posas, where the wells 

are dug vertically to a depth of 12 or 15 feet, and while we found cougar 

|
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and coyote tracks, there were no deer or antelope tracks. Dew does 

not fall . . water does reach this bunch of antelope when the Gofrado 

River (is) in flood in spring.* 

I conclude that antelope are like mile deer: They drink 

regularly when they can, especially does at fawning time, bat they sub- 

sist and reproduce on succulence alone where occasion requires. 

Inquiry about mountain sheep was confined to the desert species, 

since the others inhabit range well provided with both succulence, water, 

and snow, 3 

Ligon's opinion that sheep in New Mexico can and do live on 

waterless range has already been quoted. He says: "I have watched 

mountain sheep avidly eating thethick watery filling of the large prickly 

pear leaves, which evidently served the purpose of a drink." e 

Sans watched a spring in Nevada where 80 sheep were watering 

in » 1925, and found they came in to water every three days. 

Burnham says of the Salada Desert: We did see evidence that 

the mountain sheep . . occasionally come to the tenahas for water. ‘The 

country, however, is so infested with mountain lions . . that I think 

the sheep at times go for days without going to water. At each tenaha 

we found remains of sheep killed by mountain lions (but) never of 

antelope or deer, which wuld have equally fallen a prey to lions, had 

they been in the habit of watering." 

MeLean (1930) says of sheep in the Inyo Mountains of California 

in October: "Lambs do not always come to water with the ewes . . The 

ewes apparently come to water about once every seven days, whereas the 

rams come every two to four days." 

Skinner (unpublished) has seen the same sheep drinking on success-
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ive days for weeks at a stretch in the Yellowstone. He believes they 

there drink regularly at least once a day. 

I conclude that the desert races of mountain sheep are much 

like mule deer and antelope: “They drink periodically when they can, 

but they subsist and reproduce on succulence alone where occasion requires. 

Skinner (unpublished) believes Yellowstone bears, both grizzly 

and black, ordinarily get enough water with their food. He has, however, 

seen them drinking. 

The game rodents may be safely assumed to subsist on succulence, 

Classification of Requirements. The apparent trend of the foregoing 

evidence is summed up in Table 31, It should be understood that these 

classifications are of unequal validity as between species, and that 

GMaaaph Ce 
bead represent the minimum, not the optimum, requirement, under normal 

conditions of food and weather. ‘The special effects of extraordinary 

drouth are covered in the next caption. 

The deficiencies in our dependable knowledge of the water require- 

ments of game present a large opportunity for controlled experimentation 

of the Kind performed by Stoddard for bobwhite. ok experiments . 

nave ap Sen nadestaien oven in species susceptible of continenent,ea a 

which a vast amount of unchecked field observation has been expended, 

cacti ectanms ao Sans AR nani 

Extreme Drouth. The species listed in Table 31 as subsisting on dew and 

succulence do not necessarily retain that ability during seasons s0 

dry that there is no dew and little or no succulence. During such



Table 31. 

Tentative Summary of Water irements of Upl. & Big Game 

Species Succulence Dew Drinking Remarks 
Water 

Quails 
Bobwhite ..... X ... . A(javentle)? Adults do not need dew 
Wet nw kc ee ) 

Wee 62s ke es | ) Juveniles do not need dew 
Des 2 ce ) 
Gelifermia . - eee sew oe Be OH ~. RZ Both need dew or water 
MER 2 ee te Ke eee eee SZ Confined to near water 

Grouse 
Pinmnated ..... X ? ) Move to water in late 
Gharotedl.««.. «xz ? ) summer after young 
Sattes. os 4. 4% a ees ) are grown, especially 
OE ese ee wae oi oe ) if on dry feed 
Saemion .. « sss EX - on. E ; 

Pheasant .......X. .and. .x } 

Hungarian Partridge . .X. .and . X ) 

Turkey 
Ne a ee ee a | 
Merriam’. ..5s. kK. Qe +s 

Doves, Mourning & White-wing.....+.++. X 

Deer 
MiSGOMEND sk + kw o 0 Ole 4 wo Cee ee ZS 
Mees as eee & ) 

ee ea ) Nursing does seek water, 
) and all individuals 

AA «x. oe ns ok ) after frost kills . 
) succulence, if available 

Desert Sheep ....-X ) 

Beare -.6 xs > oe wo Z 

Moose and Garibom «. «++ oh te ne tne EZ 

Rabbits, Hares & 
Sqnittelw ss .-s . . Z
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extreme drouth the bad effects of water-deficiency are also accentuated 

and obscured by at least two additional sources of direct or indirect 

mortality: 

1, Food shortage 

2. Drying out of eges 

The bad effects of fire and overgrazing are also suddenly accen- 

tuated during extreme drouth, 

It 1s, of course, well known that eges lose moisture during incu- 

bation, ia that the loss mst not exceed a certain amount, lest the 

shell become too hard to pip, and the chick too weak to accomplish his 

release. The temperature and immidity necessary to bring about a normal 

rate of moisture-loss are a specific character for each species, This ' 

character is know for poultry, but not yet for game species. 

Leopold and Ball (1931), in investigating the quail shortage 

; coincident with the drouth of 1930, encountered frequent reports of 

“addled eggs" in the states whose weather records showed the most 

abnormal heat and dryness, but none elsewhere. This "addling" may 

heave been induced by hot dry air and soil. While these states of extreme 

drouth showed a 30-90 per cent shortage in the quail crop, the adjoining 

states to the northweard showed a decided increase in many localities, 

evidently confirming Stoddard's conclusion that a moderatély dry summer 

is the most favorable. 

Henry P. Davis found that the quail of the frouth year near | 

Batesville, Mississippi, weighed 6.17 ounces, whereas on the same ground 

during the preceding normal year at the same date they had averaged 

6.24 ounces. ‘There is every probability that the curtailment of the food 

supply by the drouth was responsible for this é¢ecreased weight, which was
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doubtless accompanied by a corresponding decrease in vigor. 

It has already been pointed out that the southwestern species 

of quails often fail to pair and nest during years of extreme drouth. 

The modified behavior and special cover of desert animals in 

regions of perennial drouth will be deseribed under cover in the next chapter. 

. 

) 

|
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MILTON P. SKINNER ' 
FIELD NATURALIST Ni, 

f 5840 JOHN AVENUE 
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA 

June 29, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave., 

’ National Bank Bldg., 
Madison. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I appreciate very much indeed your courtesy 
in sending me separate copies of your "A History of 
Ideas in Game Management," and your “The Role of Univer- 
sities in Game Conservation." I enjoyed reading them, 
and I deem them a valuable addition to my library. 

I have read over very carefully your "Water 
Requirements of Game," carbon copy returned herewith; 
and I find nothing in it to criticize or to change. 
I found it very interesting indeed. 

Yours truly 

M.P.Skinner.



File Water Requirements 

Extract from letter from Earl Fry, June 29, 1931 

"IT am in receipt of copy of your letter sent Mr. Locke relative 

to the water requirements of pheasants in arid regions. I do not have 

any definite knowledge of this, and do not believe there is any particular 

district in this part of the country that would offer a good example, as 

practically all of our pheasants in this section are found in the 

irrigated or watered lowlands. . i , 

"The nearest approach to this is the Hungarian partridge which 

we find during the day in the scab rock districts; but if observed 

closely will be found to fly long distances toward dusk down into the 

i lower valleys. I will endeavor during the next few days to obtain de- | 

tailed information along this line, and upon receipt of same will forward ~ | 

it to you." Y ‘



1 Carlsbad, New “exiso, 
, July 8, 1951. 

Dear Leo: 

I almos$ completed a letter to you two weeks ago, soon 
after receiving the sopy of your survey report; was interrupted, 
as usual and never finished the letter. While + have not “Se 
had the time to go over the report thoroughly, I have read quite 
a bit of it and like it very mueh. In my opinion the report came 
out at ea very opportune time; I gm preesiate very mueh the auto- 
graphed eopy. : 

In reply to your letter of the 26, I regret to state that 
I have not had the notes you refer to published; in fast I have 
been unable to find time for writing singe satrting this propo-~ 
sition; both my wife and 1 have been slaves to the work during 
the last eighteen months and we do not see prospeet of anything 
else until the ené@ of the present breeding period. We are really 
earrying out many experimets here that should be the duty of the 
S tate; but, as things transpired it seemed we eould do nothing 
else. However, after this year I paln to shift some of the im- 
portant responsibilities to help and devote attention again to 
game work If Perry and the Hdueational Committe get their 
work undef way in good shape by fall, I have promised that I 
would let him run my Southwestern Life Histories in his Maga- 

| zine, serially, with the understanding that later I ean have 
them published. It is my p&an to use the notes to which you 
refer in sonneetion with these histories. You are at liberty 
to quote my notes as you like. Your eonslusionsrelative to the 
notes, as quoted on the returned sheet, I believe aré correct. In 
my experience saves are used most extensively in the destert 
ranges where winet storms are never very serious. However, there 
is so little we really know about life histtries of the sheep, 
as well as many other species, that we must be conservative in 
our statements whish it seems to me you are. My conelusion is 
that but few af any of the resident speeies of the arid South- 
west are really dependent upon drinking water, although some at 
times may suffer as result of not having it. As you will note, 
Irather question your referense to whiter requirements of South- 
western white-tail; otherwise, I sonsider the shapter good and 
it should stand up under more thorough researsh. Any time that 
you feel that I m&ght be of assistanse to you do not”hesitate 
to call upon me. 

Some days ago I reseived from you reproduetion of my 
antelope distributional map, copied from my report, however, - 
no letter came with it. Have been wondering if you intended 
to make some enquiry relative to the map. In the future I will 
endeavor to be a little more prompt in my replies. 

4tegards from both Mrs.Ligon and iyself, 

Sineerely, i
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Water and Cover. It seems probable that the minimum water requirement 2 

of many animals varies not only with the available food but with the 

available "cover." I am permitted to quote the following unpublished 

observations of J. S. Ligon on the game of arid New Mexico: 

"During the hot, dry sammer days animals and birds alike retire Ne 

to the shelter of caves, over-hanging ledges, canyons or densp cover 4/7) 

of various shrubs where in complete retirement te~déemse=skade the con- 

suming rays of the sun are avoided. : : 

"In the range of the desert dwelling mountain sheep almost in- 

variably are to be found caves of considerable extent in which the sheep 

spend the days, not venturing forth until tempted by the long inviting - 

shadows of late afternoon. In such retreats, by pawing, clawing, or : 

scratching, the various species come in contact with the cool, ‘soothing 

earth. In sheep caves, damp spots and sometimes even traces of seeps. 

: are encountered and used by the sheep. 

“Jack rabbits furnish a good examples of the persistence of 

desert inhabitants in clinging to shelter against the rays of the sun. 

Though remaining in comparative open spaces where escape from enemies ir 

is possible, they scratch out their forms in accordance with the 

morning shadow cast by some sheltering shrub, and shift their position 

; with the change of the shade, winding up the day on the east side of 

their retreat. Cottontails are even more earthly, generally remaining 

in burrows during the day. S 
"Peccaries, like the desert dwelling sheep, are fond of idling 

away the day in caves or, in the absence of these, under dense growth 

of spreading mountain shrubs. 
“Ample cover to insure protection eeajnst pe direct rays of 

the sun is also a range requirement of scaleay&nd earns quail." 

It has long been kmown that the desert forms of mountain sheep 

resort to caves, where their remains are frequently found, but it has 

usually been supposed that,they sought shelter from winter storms 

rather than from summer heat. Ligon's observations now indicate that 

caves are a special factor for sheep, and probably control their distri- 

pution in the waterless portions of their range where scant succulence . 

~ . okt x = % 

is their sole source of supply during dry periods. 3 5
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duly 6, 1932 | 

4 

Mr. J. Stokley Idgon : 
Ligon Game Tam 
Carlsbad, New Mexico 

Dear Stolleyt ; 

Thanks very mech for going over the water mamscript. 
I especially appreciate your permission to quote this even though 

you are going to publish it later. I hope that your publication 

will be in such detail that my brief quotation will not interfere. 

Your notes on the Pecos whitetails are conclusive ani I | 

have changed the paragraph in question, F 

The antelope map was sent you simply for information. TI 

hai it re-draw simply to make it clearer for purposes of repro= 
duction. You are of course at liberty to use my map. 

I am delighted to hear about the plan for your series of 

life histories to be published fn a journal edited by Perry. 

You might have some use for a copy of ny chapter, so I 

em returning the one which you returned. : 

Yours sincerely, . 

ALDO LEOPOLD . 

In Charge, Gane Survey “ 

s 

4, ARE 
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JOHN B. BURNHAM 
ESSEX, NEW YORK 

July 3, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
805 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have derived a very considerable 
pleasure from reading your chapter "Water 
Requirements of Game." Your conclusiéns are, I am 
sure, sound. The only change I would suggest is 
on page 7, where you are quoting me with reference 
to the water requirements of white-tailed deor, At , | 
the stert of the paragraph, I would add the word al MLA 
"moose", making the sentence read, "next to moose and WY 
caribou = ", 

: Very sincerely yours, 

nmr 

JBB/M |
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: UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ‘ : oo Ne 
). wy 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 0 ) wh 

IN COOPERATION WITH THE \j "al 

INTERMOUNTAIN FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION n 

OFFICE OF THE BIOLOGIST 

OGDEN, UTAH 

BI-Z 
Birds July 6, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
4ou University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of June 22, and also to the 
draft of your chapter on "Water Requirements" under date of June 25, 

I have reviewed this and have the following comments to make. 
On page 4, regarding my reference, it should apply to blue grouse in= 

stead of sharptail, and if you desire you could add, at approximately j 
7,000 feet elevation. On page 6, I presume you have left it blank pend 
ing information given in reply to your letter of June 22, I might be | 
quoted as saying "that nesting of pheasants in Utah and Idaho is confined 

yl to well watered areas, but during the hunting season in southern Idaho 

the pheasants spread to sagebrush areas several miles from water." Dur- 

ing the coming trip into Idaho I may be able to obtain some additional 

information from careful observers in the vicinity of Twin Falls and if 

anything worth while is found out I will pass it on to you. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Associate Biologist.
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Sherwood Plantation, De + ee i 

Thomasville, Ga., J i 
July 7, 1931 1 at 4 

Mr. Aldo Leopola, 
a 

Room 404, University Ave.,Bank Bldg., i" 

Madison, Wis. i 

Dear Aldo; ¥ 
} 

Your article on Water Requirements of Game has been received and i y 

went to congratulate you on a most excellent and interesting article. As you 

ask for advance criticisms, I will point out a few things that occur to me 

in connection with bobwhite; none of which are very important, and maybe given : 

on authority other than the Quail Investigation. ; 

i For instance on Page 4 you say “dew as well as succelence seems an. 

‘ necessary for juvenile bobwhites. This would mean that bobwhites would require _ 

dew to live in the presence of an abundance of suceelent material, which in ee 

contrary to our findings here, which are well summarized in the following ie 

quéted from our report “Bobwhites of all ages regularly drink the dewdrops h 

suspended from grass tips in the morning. Ig the supply fails,es it sowetimes =~ 

Adbt ier pectin, S000 Us ties ee rae berries and green matter = | 
are saten in greater quantity to make for the deficiency.,.." I have underlined 

the part that I condider of vitel importance, ie, thet while they regularly drink 

wew when available they are not dependant on it in the presence of suitable 

succelence. This would require a change, in my opinion, in the table where 

: you have given dew as a requirement of juvenile birds also. { 

y On page 7, second paragraph, the mourning dove is spoken of as a ; 

gallinaceous bird, but belongs bo a different order. I have always thought 

that the doves drinking habits were logical considering that they are among 

the most powerful flyers of all. They can go to water e,sily, which is not 

the case of many species of gallinaceous birds, so they can not well be 

compared . As far as I mow all members of the Order Columbiformes are strong 

flyers and can easily visit distent water holes, in striking contrast to the 4 

Galliformes. 
tH 

I wonder also whether you are correct on page 12 is implying that 4 

shell of egg is harder to pip under conditions of drought than when moist. I ie 

suspect that it is entirely the wealness of the chick that presents emergence. 

But these minor points are of no importance and are only mentioned because you ~ 

invite it. Please do not think me critical, for I well realize that any HW 

dam fool can criticise while it takes real intelligence and hard work to (im 

write an article of merit.Your article should be of great value in encouraging | 

further study of this interesting subject, and it surely summarizes what is " 

at present mown about it. While intensive study is bound to modify the 

conelusions somewhat, they are, I fully believe, the pest that can be drawn 

under the circumstances. I hope that you are having a better season than a 

we are here. Zt is very hot, and June was the dryest june in the 53 years | 

of local record, We are heaving irregular hatches and many addled eggs afield 

: while red ents are giving the quail the dickens on certain soils and locations. \, 

I am studying nestson Forshala with Mr. Campbell; we have taken data on over i 

150 to date. In spite of treating ant hills within a fifty foot radius we 4 

\ are losing over ten persent of the nests; what it would amount to without this L 

treatment I hate to consider. Some are orgenizing to combet the ants near ei ,
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¢ nests that can be located, but the season is so far advanced that only a 

comparatively few can be located. I am enclosing @ form letter that I just 

gent out to our membership ( Cooporative Quail Study Association). This is ’ 

just for your ow information, as I do not want to be quoted until I have more 

definite data. j q 

I hope that you are well and practicing up for your bow and arrow hunt } 

with me next winter. A couple of the boys dow hore are showing a little a 

interest; maybe you have started something . I get much pleasure with the bow you | 

sent; luckily I only have to step to the door when I want to shoot a few arrows. ye 

Write when you cen. With kindest regards to you and your family, I an, Pit 

eh Zp i f , iy 

| 

‘ 
e 

eae



Water Requirements 

Gordon, S, (1934). "The drinking habits of birds." Nature, 133, 436-7. : 

A discussion which raises interesting problems about the water require- y 
ments of wild birds. There are a few field observations as well (gannets, 
golden eagle, ege stealers such as the hooded crow, etc.). 

a



Water requirements 

Extract from "Learning How to Produce Game Birds on the Davison Ranch" by Verne 
HE, Davison, National Waltonian, November, 1934, Article filed in Prairie Chicken 

folder, Y 

"Water requirements (of prairie chickens) do not exceed that secured from 

insects and vegetation though some birds use it when easily available. Winter 

water requirements are more likely to be advisable, although many birds live 

without. it the whole year." |



File: Prairie Chicken ; 
Water Requirements, ~ 

Extract fmm Ggneral Notes, Wilson Bulletin, December, 1934, pp. 262-63. 

Chanzes in the Habits of the Prairie Chicken.--In a former note the 
writer cand a ae.f ; at ai nie-2 i g birds of resting in the 
shade of fence posts during extremely hot weather. This last June (1934) 
while in western North Dakota, Prairie Chickens ani Sharp-tailed Grouse 
were found on numerous occasions resting behind telephone poles along the 
country roads. ‘The average pole casts a shadow just about as wide as the 
width of the sitting bird and here they were found during the worst heat 
of the day, Several times as many as eight and ten birds would be found 
in the shade of conseentive poles, and although they were located only 
a short distance from a slowly moving car, they would not budge’ from their 

places,



; Water Requirements t 

CROSS REFERENCE 

i See "Conservation of Water by the Rodent Dipodomys" by A. Brazier Howell 

and I, Gersh. Jour. Mammalogy, Vol. 16, No. 1, February, 1935, pp. 1-9.
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CONSERVATION OF WATER BY THE RODENT DIPODOMYS 

By A. Brazier Howe. anp I. Grrsu 

* The ability of a number of desert mammals to dispense with free water has 

i excited interest for many years, yet the subject has received but scant atten- 

tion from physiologists. Babcock (1912) pointed out in comprehensive 

‘ fashion the réle which may be played by metabolic water, mostly in the case 

) of insects. Some individuals have erroneously assumed that desert mammals, 

by some sort of alchemy, can manufacture more metabolic water than can 

their cousins of a more humid habitat. 

It is common knowledge that many of the smaller desert mammals live 

miles from any water supply, where no rain may fall for more than a year. 

It is doubtful if some of them can obtain even drops of dew for months at a 

time. Even the larger inhabitants of such a region economize on water. 
However, the dearth of water in desert regions is probably a less serious prob- 

lem than many suppose. Bailey (1923) has clearly shown that all over our 

arid regions there is available a wide range of succulent foods in the form of 

cactuses, juicy tubers, and roots, of which full advantage is taken by the local 

! mammals. Hence it is very doubtful whether such mammals are ever reduced 

to a strictly air-dried diet. The mountain sheep nibble cactuses and must 
come to water every other day or so during the hot months, and the reputa- 

tion of the camel is founded for the most part on the idle tales of travellers. 

{ The basis for the latter cireumstance is the fact that the camel is less exacting 

in its water requirements than any other domesticated mammal, based sup- 

posedly upon the presence in its stomach wall of cells for storing water, and 

its fat-storing hump, which is the potential source of much metabolic water. 
During cool weather, when not working, and on succulent food, it can go for 

weeks without a drink, as can many ungulates of arid regions; but when work- 

ing in high temperatures on dry food there is evidence (Marsh, 1856) to show 

that in Arabia a dromedary will exhibit signs of distress on the third or at 
least the fourth waterless day, although under such circumstances the animals 

1
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of northern Africa are reputed to be more tolerant, to the extent of one or 

two days. 
Some of the Heteromyidae are probably able to withstand a greater degree 

of desiccation than any other North American mammal, but within the family 

there is much variation in this ability. Howell has kept many individuals of 

several species of Dipodomys on a diet of dry rolled oats, without water, for 

various periods of time up to three months, by which time they have usually 

lost a little weight and are fairly ravenous for moisture when they sense its 
proximity. Bailey (unpublished manuscript) attests to the fact, however, 

that members of this genus will lose condition if kept on such a diet and will 
die in a few weeks. Bailey (1923) has also reported that small, silky pocket 

mice (Perognathus flavescens perniger and P. fasciatus) will also lose condition 

after a few weeks of dry diet, and Benson (MS) states that P. xanthonotus will 

suffer if deprived of water for a week. On the other hand Stephens (1906) 

has reported P. fallax to have lived for three years exclusively on dry barley, 

and Benson that P. penicillatus will apparently do the same. Howell kept 
an individual of P. fallax pallidus for more than a year on a fare of dry rolled 

oats, at the end of which time it was in good condition, but was accidently 

killed. 
It seems established then that at least some pocket mice can dispense en- 

tirely with both free water and succulent food. Not the least surprising fact 

in the above evidence, however, is the ability of such animals to survive for 

long periods in good condition on a diet of rolled oats, a food so incomplete 

as to prove fatal in a far shorter space of time to a white rat, even with access 

to water. 
Additional interesting facts may be learned from animals in captivity. For 

two years C. P. Richter (MS) has studied certain aspects of two sorts of heter- 

omyids in the laboratory. He has found that Dipodomys ordii columbianus 

consumes free water, in addition to a bit of lettuce once a week, to an amount 

varying from 2 to about 10 cc. per day. Strangely enough, the rate of con- 

sumption does not vary much in any particular individual; one will drink 2 to 

2.5 cc. day after day for weeks, while another animal will consistently drink ' 

8cc. Young white rats of equal weight regularly drink more than the above 

maximum, or 10 to 12 ce. per day. The activity record of Dipodomys is quite 

variable, according to Richter, but individuals may run on an exercising 

wheel as far as 16 miles per night. The palm for restlessness must be accorded 

to Perognathus fallax, however. This species will not drink an appreciable 

amount of water at any time, Richter’s records show, but it will run as far as 

22 miles per night, an astonishing distance for such a rodent, particularly as 

such a small species must expend energy to turn the wheel; or, in other words, 

the animal is running uphill all the time. 
After a Dipodomys has been on an air-dried diet for some time its behavior 

is noticeably different only in a few ways. It will reach back to receive the
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fecal pellets as they are deposited and nibble these to pieces, so that it is im- 
possible to determine the amount excreted. The bladder seems never to be 
completely emptied in micturition, and urine is voided only a drop or two at 
a time, but at fairly frequent intervals. It will not, apparently, consume its 
own urine as this leaves the urethra but will lick it from any surface that may 
be moist. And it will become considerably excited when it smells succulent 

food, such as apple. Whether activity actually decreases when the animal is 
on dry diet we are unable to say, but it appears to sleep more soundly. 

When placed on an air-dried diet an adult white rat will survive an average 

of 5 days (Richter, MS), although an occasional individual may last a day or 
two longer. If moisture in some form be given before the ninety-sixth hour 
the animal will usually recover, but if withheld beyond this time it will usually 
die—a finding which is suggestive of the thesis that after the fourth day of a 
dry diet its system has frequently suffered some irreparable injury. At the 
fourth day it is obviously in some distress, with increasingly faltering gait 

) and lethargy, so that it becomes less excited at the smell of moisture. It too 
‘ nibbles its feces, and in addition will nibble its toes; Dipodomys has not been 

observed to do this. 

f METABOLIC WATER 

Basal metabolism is the rate of oxidation of the tissues when an animal is at rest. 

It is increased by any sort of expenditure of energy. Asin all oxidation the temperature 

(of the body) indicates the rate, but this is greatly augmented by activity. One of the 
products of oxidation is water, and this is referred to as metabolic water in animals. 

It is not formed from food directly, except from such slight putrefactive action as may 

take place in the intestines, but from oxidation in the body tissues. The quality of the 
food consumed can not affect it except indirectly in that carbohydrates or fats help 

build different substances in tissue. The digestive ability has nothing to do with it, 

and a desert mammal can secure no more metabolic water from its tissues than can an 

aquatic mammal, the body temperature of the two being equal. 
The oxidation of proteins, fats, and carbohydrates, says Babcock (1912), produces a 

quantity of metabolic water nine times the weight of the hydrogen present. In table 1 

is given the composition of 100 grams of air-dried rolled oats, asstated by Atwater (1906), 
and the maximum amount of metabolic water derivable therefore by any and all sorts 

‘ of mammals, 
Factors intimately connected with the rate of metabolism include rate of respiration, 

body temperature, and activity. It is obvious that the increase of any one of these, 

, to secure more metabolic water, also increases the rate of water loss from the body, and 
a sort of vicious circle would then ensue. On the whole it would seem that an animal 

on a dry diet gets along better with a slow rate of living, and hence lower metabolism, 

than one that has to sacrifice much water by loss from the body concomitant to high 

metabolism. Hence, metabolic water is a critical factor to be accepted thankfully, 
like free water in the food, but its increase proves too expensive an undertaking to be 

practicable. 
The elimination of the waste products derived from protein appears to cause the most 

difficulty for a mammal on a dry diet, for these are poisonous and can not be utilized. 

In the case of insects, reptiles, and birds this is done by the excretion of semisolid uric 

acid, but in mammals the end product is urea, When the end product is uric acid ap-
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proximately 53 per cent of metabolic water is obtainable from nitrogenous oxidation, 

while with urea only 42 per cent is thus obtainable. The facts above set forth would 

suggest that a mammal on a diet low in protein would fare better than when on food high 

in this constituent. It would accordingly be expected that a desert mammal would be 

inclined toward a diet of an essentially non-nitrogenous character, for it would require 

less water to eliminate the end products. 

Carbohydrates are able to furnish approximately 55 per cent (more or less in accord- 

ance with their hydrogen content) of their weight in metabolic water. Hence a desert 

mammal would be expected to prefer a diet high in carbohydrates. 

The function of fats, or at least some of them, in the diet as they affect water require- 

ments is a subject imperfectly understood. Thus it was found by Burr and Burr (1930) 

that white rats on a fat-free diet required almost twice as much water as animals fur- 

nished 10 drops of lard per day, although the excess water was not eliminated through 

the kidneys. Fats can furnish more than their own weight of metabolic water, and 

desert mammals might be expected to be partial to fatty foods. 

Brief mention should here be made of Rubner’s law, which is to the effect that basal 

metabolism does not vary with the body weight but with surface area. This is caleu- 

lated by the formula of Mech, utilizing a constant, k, which must be determined sep- 

arately for different sorts of animals, a difficult or almost impossible undertaking in the , 

case of a mammal as small as Dipodomys. The latter, with its chunky proportions, 

particularly when at rest, may be assumed to have a smaller surface area than a white 

rat of equal weight. This approach to the present problem, however, may be futile, 

for it was only meant to apply to laboratory animals with entirely comparable rates of 

metabolism. The latter is dependent upon thyroid action and many other factors, so 

that consideration of the surface area in an isolated case, such as in Dipodomys, might 

be very misleading. 

WATER CONSERVATION BY MAMMALS 

Water is given off from the body in three ways: (a) by water vapor from the lungs 

during respiration; (b) from the body surface; and (c) by excretion from the kidneys 

and in feces. If a mammal is to survive an air-dried diet for long periods it will have 

to conserve what it has in some or all of these ways. (a) An important method for 

reduction of water loss by respiration may be correlated with the effect of environment. 

The animal then presumably will be inactive during as large a proportion of the time 

as it can manage, so as to reduce the rate of respiration, and pick for its periods of 

activity the coolest, most humid part of the day. It will travel leisurely and no farther 

than necessary. It will have a burrow where the soil is as moist and cool as can be 

found, and will plug the burrow close to the nest chamber, so that the moisture of its 

breath will not be dissipated more than necessary. It will sleep curled up with its nose 

buried in its fur so that a part of the moisture expirated can be recovered at the next 

breath. At the same time there may be a lowered rate of metabolism, with a lower rate 

of breathing and reduced body temperature. 

Most of the above details are regular habits of the Heteromyidae, although one can- 

not be sure that the rate and amount of activity while foraging are reduced when mois- 

ture is scarce. The rate of respiration in undisturbed Dipodomys on a moist diet was 

found to vary from 80 to 106 per minute, with an average of 93.7 (40 tests). After being 

on dry diet for 10 days the average was 53 (extremes 40 to 63); and after 17 days the 

average was 44 (extremes 25 to 72). The same individual was then put on moist diet 

once more and after 17 days of this the respiration rate, four hours after disturbance, 

averaged 130 per minute. This does not absolutely prove, but is good evidence for, a 

lowered rate of metabolism under arid conditions.
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It was found, by keeping animals in small cages on precise scales and correcting for 
defecation and micturition when such occurred, that over an eight hour period two 

white rats on wet diet lost 2.5 and 2.6 per cent, respectively, of their initial weight. 
The percentage for 3 Dipodomys on wet diet was 2.68, 2.3, and 3.3; while for two animals 

on dry diet for 81 days the figures were 1.00 and 1.43 per cent. Not enough individuals 

were involved for these figures to be conclusive, but at least it suggests that heteromyids | 
on dry food are successful in reducing the loss of water from the body surface and from 

the lungs. No attempt at separation of these items was made. The reader should 
also realize that the above figures include the carbon dioxide lost in respiration, which 

is doubtless greater than the water vapor given off. 

The intraperitoneal temperature, taken immediately after the animal had lost con- 
sciousness under anaesthetic, proved to be too variable to be of much value in the 

present connection. White rats on wet diet varied from 89 to 95 degrees, and temper- ! 

atures of Dipodomys on both wet and dry diets varied within the same limits to almost 
an equal extent. This merits further investigation with a more precise method. 

(b) Loss of water from the body surface may be controlled by the environment in 

the same ways as for respiration and by curling the body while inactive so as to expose 

as little of the surface as possible; and by the reduction or elimination of sweat glands, 

TABLE 1 
eA rs Aa eet aes 

CHEMICAL MAXIMUM POTEN- 
ANALYSIS TIAL WATER 

grams grams 
Breowaben rae eee ae uue tet eeueecee Nee aee Gd, 4% 

tO lel any cicah nities gi tRUA cen iia Aaiestoymnias Semel! gph 16.7 6.9 

PGS ea minlcatch buh 2h hemeusls ateqaetleieturiie dolstertiaia bia. 7.3 7.8 
Carbohydrates fais us Weighs « saiea ee mandecbeanle ae 66.2 36.7 
BSBA. deel Si waaait sinth ap) ainsdciee det vel wes tarieiec ed 2.1 

100.0 59.1 

development of an oily skin exudate, a suitable quality of pelage, and by reduction of 
metabolic rate, including temperature. 

Rodents are supposed to lack sweat glands, although it is quite possible that there 
are a few, restricted to small areas. Even without them there occurs what is termed 

insensible perspiration, this being the loss of moisture by any surface not perfectly dry. 
f The amount varies with the environment as well as bodily condition, such as temper- 

ature, and depends upon such factors as humidity of the air and air currents. The 
pelage of Dipodomys, and particularly of the more hispid pocket mice, does not impress 

one as being adapted to the retardation of evaporation from the skin; and yet the quality 
is rather peculiar in both, its unusual laxness in the former being essentially the same 

as in the Old World jerboas. Oily exudate of the skin is not strikingly characteristic, 
but when deprived of sand baths the animals take on an unkempt appearance, with 
matted hair, indicating that such an exudate is present. 

(c) Water is lost in exeretion by the alimentary canal and from the urinary bladder. 

Reduction of water lost with feces is a physiological adaptation so easily contrived that 

it merits no discussion. | 
One unit of the mammalian kidney is the glomerulus, involving an arterial capillary 

network which deposits in Bowman’s capsule an exceedingly dilute fluid. This passes 

through the proximal convoluted tubule where some concentration takes place by re-
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sorption, through the loop of Henle and distal convolution where great concentration 

takes place, and then through the collecting duct system, where again there may be 

some further concentration accomplished, Even in an individual (man) the quantity 

and quality of this fluid and of its subsequent concentration varies within wide limits, 

depending on particular foods ingested, water intake, blood pressure, and a number 

of other factors imperfectly understood. This resorptive capacity of various segments 

of the nephron is definitely augmented during dehydration of the animal, and Gersh 

has found that increased resorption in the dry-fed Dipodomys actually takes place in 

the ducts of the renal papilla. 
There remained one other possibility in this connection. In birds and reptiles water 

is resorbed from the walls of the cloaca. When exposed to dry air frogs take up water 

from the structure that functions as a urinary bladder. During the dry season some 
species of Australian anurans, such as of the genus Chiroleptes, drink and absorb large 

quantities of water which is stored in the bladder and resorbed as needed (Sweet, 1907). 

Resorption of water from urine in frogs is not otherwise known, however, except under 

unusual experimental conditions, and the latter statement applies to the bladder of 

mammals as well. But Gersh has found that there is such resorption, to a very efficient 

degree, by the walls of the bladder of dehydrated Dipodomys. 

RECORD OF EXPERIMENTS { 

Certain aspects of the experiments undertaken are of sufficient interest for discus- 

sion. They will be divided into two parts, the first involving the work done by Howell 

on Dipodomys mohavensis kindly furnished by W. H. Burt and Luther Little. EH. K. 

Marshall generously made urine and blood analyses of these. The second part concerns 

the work done by Gersh. 
Series A. The term dry-fed as here employed means that a Dipodomys has had 

access to no free water and only air-dried grains for a period of at least two weeks, and 

in the case of a white rat, for at least three days. A wet-fed animal has had all the 

moisture it needed, usually in the form of water but at times in the form of fresh apple 

or melon rind. 
In weighing the animals over an 8 hour period to determine loss of weight, readings 

were made every half hour, and any excretion that occurred was promptly weighed 

separately and the results calculated so that they are the same as though no excretion 

occurred. In examining the results by means of graphs of these tests of the loss of 

weight occurring in wet-fed and dry-fed Dipodomys it was found that the greater part 

of the disparity between the two groups almost always occurred during the first hour 

and a half of the experiment; after that there was little difference in the weight lost. 

Similarly it was found that the rate of respiration in a wet-fed animal segregated in a 

small cage was at first always much higher, to the extent of approximately 30 per cent, 
than an hour and a half later, while in the dry-fed animal this initial increase was not 

marked. These facts indicate that although Dipodomys is particularly docile in cap- 

tivity, yet wet-fed animals are more excitable, with consequent increase of metabolism, 

than dry-fed individuals, so that the latter, by their phlegmatic attitude, conserve 

their energies to a greater degree. 
After an animal has been on dry diet for a couple of weeks there is marked irregularity 

in the respiration. Not only may the rate be double what it was the minute before, 

in spite of no increase in activity, but the slower rate is often characterized by several 

quick breaths followed by a long pause of two, three, or even four seconds. When the 

slower rate is followed the animal is usually if not always awake, while the animal 

appears usually to be asleep when the rate mounts above 60 per minute. It should be 

pointed out that a lessened rate of respiration in these animals is not absolute proof 

of a markedly lower oxygen consumption, for the breaths may be deeper, but it is pretty 

good evidence of this thesis. :
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The determination of the amount micturated by a kangaroo rat on dry diet is subject 
to considerable error. The method employed was to confine the animals, weighing 
from 54 to 60 grams, in wire cages 4 by 4 inches, with a sheet of cellophane beneath. 
Usually only a very small drop was voided every hour or two. Constant watch was 
kept and as soon as a micturition was observed the urine was drawn into a capillary 
pipette and then deposited in a glass tube in which had been placed 2 drops of toluene, 
for preservation. The tube was kept in ice water. The delay in recovery could not 
have averaged more than a couple of minutes but there was an element of error intro- 
duced by a small proportion of the urine adhering to the wires of the cage, and in two 
instances a part was projected beyond the edge of the cellophane. Experiments later 
made with drops of water indicated that loss in recovery might have run as high as 
33 per cent. The amount actually secured in this way from three animals on a continu- 
ous test for 40 hours totalled 1 cc., or an average of 0.2 gram per animal per day. Al- 

lowing 33 per cent error the figure is 0.27 gram. For the determination of urine urea, 

percentage analysis was made by E. K. Marshall on smaller amounts of urine recovered 
at the instant of deposit. No 24-hour test of the amount of urine deposited by a Dipod- 
omys on wet diet was undertaken, and an 8-hour test, with deposit of 2.08 cc., was too 
short to be trustworthy. 

A young white rat (63 grams) on wet diet was tested for 24 hours, during which time 
it drank 15 cc. of water and micturated 7.2cc. A test of this length is inconclusive for 

TABLE 2 
ee eS eS PSEA ae REBT 

BLOOD UREA URINE UREA 

per cent per cent 

Dipodomys on dry diet 3 weeks..............0....0005 0.083 19.7; 17:2; 13.2 
Dipodomys on grain and apple...................0..4. 0.08 1.43 

White rat on dry diet 4 days............ 0000.2) 00 0.065 12.5; 9.2 
White'raton grain and water!::..00.0....0. eel ccs eee 0.022 0.95 
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this animal, however, for we have had an individual go for 8 hours without voiding a 

drop, and then deposit 4 ce. of urine. It should also be mentioned that the feces of a 
white rat on wet diet may consist of one-third water. 

A young white rat (50 grams) on the fourth day of a dry diet voided 0.51 cc. of urine 
in 24 hours. This need not indicate a greater loss of water (by drawing on the reserve 

of fatty tissue) than could be furnished by the ultimate metabolism of its daily food 
supply. 

The percentage of blood urea and of urine urea of the animals on test was found by 
Dr. Marshall to be as shown in table 2. 

It is seen from these figures that whereas urea occurs in the urine of some individual 
kangaroo rats on dry diet in greater concentration than appears to have been reported 

in any mammal, in other individuals it is not markedly higher than in the white rat on 

dry diet for a much shorter time. The significant point, however, is that in the dry- 
fed white rat the blood urea is actually lower than in the comparable Dipodomys, al- 

though the difference may well be within the limits of individual variation. In neither 
animal does the urea content of the blood mount to dangerous proportions. Hence 
one must believe that in the elimination of poisonous body wastes the kidney of the | 
kangaroo rat is not definitely more efficient than that of the white rat. 

Series B. The experiments undertaken by Gersh were designed to determine the 

chief sites of urine concentration (resorption) in dry-fed and wet-fed Dipodomys agilis
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in contrast to the white rat, during which 10 animals (55 to 60 grams) were utilized. 

To be conclusive they must be repeated on a larger number of animals. 

A wet-fed Dipodomys and a white rat (60 grams each) under ether were injected intra- 

venously with 0.15 cc. of a 10 per cent solution of sodium ferrocyanide. After 10 min- 

utes the kidney was removed and a slice frozen in liquid air. The tissue was dried in a 

low vacuum at —30°C. in order that, while frozen solid, the water should be removed, 

leaving the ferrocyanide in situ very nearly in the place occupied by it during life. 

The material was then embedded in paraffin and sections cut. These were tested on 

the slide for ferrocyanide, which was demonstrated as Prussian blue. 

The resultant picture is very similar in both animals to that described by Gersh 

and Stieglitz (1934) for the rabbit; ferrocyanide can be observed in the glomerular space, 

in a slightly more concentrated form in the lumen of the proximal convolution, and still 

more concentrated in the loop of Henle, distal convolution, and duct system. In other 

words the ferrocyanide is eliminated in wet-fed Dipodomys and white rat, as in the 

rabbit, by the glomerulus and is concentrated in the same way, to some extent in the ‘ 

proximal convolution and duct system, but chiefly in the loop of Henle. 

Having established the normal sites of resorption of water in the kidney two series 

of experiments were performed: 

1. Four animals, a dry-fed and wet-fed Dipodomys and similarly treated white rats, 

were anesthetized with ether and 0.1 cc. of a 10 per cent solution of sodium ferrocyanide ‘ 

was injected into the femoral vein. After ten minutes the left renal artery and vein, 

and the ureter, were ligated close to the kidney, the latter was removed and a slice 

of it was frozen in liquid air. 

Paraffin sections of this material showed the following: The wet-fed Dipodomys and 

white rat showed no ferrocyanide in the glomerular space and only a small amount in 

the lumen of the proximal convolution, while concentrated masses were present in the 

loop, distal convolution, and duct system. The dry-fed white rat showed no ferro- 

cyanide in the glomerular capsule, a very slight increase in concentration in the proxi- 

mal convolution, but a very pronounced concentration in the remaining portion of the 

nephron, which is typical of the rabbit and the dog under similar circumstances. 

In contrast to the above, the dry-fed Dipodomys showed no ferrocyanide in the 

glomerular space, the same concentration in the lumen of the proximal convolution 

and the loop of Henle characteristic of the wet-fed control, and a very marked con- 

centration of ferrocyanide in the large ducts of the papilla. Since ferrocyanide is dis- 

solved in the urine but is not itself resorbed it follows that concentration of this sub- 

stance in particular portions of the nephron indicates a similar concentration of the 

urine in those segments; hence resorption of water there. In other words the dry-fed 

white rat concentrates its urine in the kidney by utilizing its normal mechanism to an 

augmented extent, while the dry-fed Dipodomys, in addition to utilizing its normal 

mechanism, brings into play a greater resorptive activity by the larger ducts. 

2. The second series of experiments was planned in order to see if the bladder, to- 

gether with the duct epithelium, might play some part in urine concentration. The 

same technique was employed for the removal of the left kidney; then the right renal 

artery and vein and the ureter were ligated close to the kidney. The bladder was ex- 

posed and emptied by pressure. The external urethra was ligated and 0.25 cc. of a 

standard solution of phenolsulphonephthalein was injected into the bladder, after 

which the abdomen was closed. After 90 minutes the bladder was examined and it 

was found that there was no appreciable concentration of the bladder contents or re- 

duction in its volume in the case either of the wet-fed Dipodomys and white rat or of 

the dry-fed white rat. But the bladder of the dry-fed Dipodomys was practically empty 

and free of phenolsulphonephthalein. In other words water and phenolsulphoneph- 

thalein are very quickly resorbed from the bladder of a dry-fed Dipodomys but not from 

that of the others.
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It is suggested as a result of these experiments that water in the urine may be con- 
served for re-utilization by the dry-fed Dipodomys by means of the methods of resorp- 

tion common to the kidney of other mammals, supplemented by a marked increase in 

the resorptive powers of the large ducts of the renal papilla, and by a resorption of water, 
and possibly of some crystaloids, in the bladder. This mechanism appears to be es- 
sentially similar in action to that of birds, which are also faced with the problem of 

water conservation. It may well be the critical factor in the physiological adaptation 

of desert rodents to an arid habitat. There are, however, many obscure angles to the 
problem, such as the part that hormones may play, which will involve a great deal of 

exceedingly specialized work if they are ever to be solved. 
In summary it may be said that desert mammals probably obtain more succulent 

food than many realize. Some sorts can survive indefinitely with no moisture except 
that contained in air-dried food, and metabolic water, no more of which can be obtained 

by one sort of mammal than another. The rate of metabolism determines the total of 
the latter kind of water available over a period of time. Loss of water from the body 

takes place from the surface of the body, from the lungs, and by excretion. Condition 
of the body surface, habits and environment, as well as rate of metabolism, can control 

water loss from the first two sites. Habits and environment are favorable to such con- 

{ servation in Dipodomys. In excretion water is conserved especially in the dry-fed 

\ Dipodomys, but not in wet-fed animals nor in white rats, by resorption of water in the 

ducts of the renal papillae and by the walls of the urinary bladder. 
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Water. 
: Rabbits : 

Extract from "The Florida Marsh Rabbit" by W, Frank Blair (Jour, Mamnalogy, 
Vol. 17, No, 3, August, 1936, p. 20%): 

Length of Survival Without Water--Ten of the caged marsh rabbits were given 
no water, All were fed on the sorts of green vegetation that they liked, 
None of them lived longer than 9 days, and two of the animals died within 3 
days, The 10 rabbits survived for an average of 5.8 waterless days, Autopsies, 
however, showed no localized cause of death, except in the case of two 
individuals that had lesions in the lungs that may have been due to pulmonary 

disease. 
One of the rabbits used in this experiment had been in captivity for 15 weeks, 

At the end of that period the water pan was removed from its cage, and its 
accustomed foods were continued. Six days later it was dead,



File: Deer \ 
‘ Water Requirements ~~ | 

=a 

Extract from Activities Report, Texas Game, Fish and Oyster y 4 
Commission, Div.'\of Res. & Education, Pittman-Robertson Project 1-R, : 

Deer migrate some 20 to 25 miles to natural water, or overflow es 

tanke rather than drink at windmill tanks. It seons that hidden - 
water for deer 1s essential for their best welfare. Rain has fallen a 
over the region thus alleviating dry conditions which have prevailed a 
for several months. . 

Work is being done on the establishment of watering places for : | 

deor during the dry periods in this section. The Pfaff ranch in Frio : { 

ae: sounty hes equipped one well where the overflow runs into a small creek. ' 

This area was inhabited by acer during the entire drouth whereas adjacent t 

sections without water had no deer. 2



4ug. 25, 1939 : 

Yator a8 Related to Stability of Pheasant Releases 
Stoddard tells me that releases of artificially propagated quail 

mst be "hardened" to accepting suceulence in place of water. If this 

is not done, extreme instability may result, especially in dry, dewless 

periods. 

Quail are hardened by moving the wire-bottomed pens over stands of 

Mexican “clover” (sp?) and withdrawing water. The birds learn to pluck 

the succulent clover through the wire. 

Is this a factor in the stability of pheasant releases? 

What wild succulence is acceptable, and grows during dry Augusts? 

What teme suceulence is acceptable, and could be grown, for August 

use in hardening pens? 

Do the recorded returns from pheasant releases show correlation with 

water, drouth, and succulence? 

What experimental procedure would throw light on this question? 

Whe could experiment with it in 1940? 

. Abe 

File: Water / 
Pheasant 
Survival Study 
Quail 

|



Digest of 
Robinson, Gyril 5.: 

a ng oe % ce ode May . 

Pp. 2-3. Census data. End of 1934, ast........+.60 
Bad of 199%. coves no 0 sss 
Bad OF 1958.00. sccesescere 

Pp. 7. Food Habits. Shrinkage of cattle industry reduced food. 

p. &. " " . Ate deer killed by lion. (Possible that lion 
control has reduced available food.) 

p89. poe auto kills of jackrabbite and dogs may have increased 

Pp 9,10. Hater. Needed daily. Bathe. 

p- 10. Predation. Coyotes, bobcats, and cougars may kill condors at carcasses. 

p- ii. en ee eee en lee S oe at Oe cans 
colony of the largest birds that fly over America, is 

definitely laid at the door of a hailstorm. The mountain tragedy was 
discovered by Sam Kosub, Forest Service foreman, at Sunset Valley 
Camp, when he was sent into the Peach Tree country with several CCC 
boys to leok for lightning fires. They came across the carcass of 
a horse and nearby a dead condor, while a second bird lay some distance 
away. <A third condor, apparently badly injured, flew away. Hail still 
lay piled in surrounding gullies to a depth of from two to three feet, 
some of the hailetones as large as walmts. Post mortem by Mr. Rett 
showed that the backs of both birds were broken." 

p-. ll. Agcidents. Killed by of] at waste pools. 

p 12. .» Not likely to be important because of ease of tation 
, eetien of strychnine in carcasses. (Other petaonaty 

pe 12. Sex display. Strut like turkeys. 

ce Rare Species folder 
Galifornia 

Aecident folder 
Digests 
Water —



| : Qua. 13, 1948 
S Ate water told, 

Berstell, R, P. “Winter Feeding", Bull. 3, Pa. Game Comm. 1947 

Starvation ixperinents 

survival Weight Weathe Pheasant — ve r 

. ev farm pheasants 14 22-48% at death 
trapped pheas. 

(captive 1 yr.) 35 42% (13 still alive) worse than lot A 

Mila Turkey 

A 2 wild birds 8 25% Chamber O°F, wind 
B 2 wild birds 1l-16 (13) ba Chamber O°F, no wind 
G 2 outdoor pen birds oe Outdoor pen 

Bobwhite, Game farm, young 

A 10 quail singly, wind 2 uu Chamber O°F, wind 
B 10 quail singly, no wind 2.5 Chamber 0°F, no wind 
GC 10 quail huddled ¥.1 32% Chamber O°F, wind 

Ruffed Grouse, Game farm, various ages 
A 2 dirds (pair) 67 25% Chamber O°F, wind 
B 2 dirds Geir} 8 31% Chamber O°F, no wind 

Hungarian Partridge, Game farm, young 

A 1 pair hos Chamber O°F, wind 
sh ah 3 ti 40% Chamber O°F, no wind | 

Mallard, scrub, various ages | 

A % pairs 12 Chamber O°F, wind 
B 4 me 9.4 eo Chamber O°F, no wind 

Horned Owl, wild trapped | 
6 birds Al-17 (12.8) 29-33 (31%) Chamber O°F, wind 

Red Shoulder, captive reared 

2 birds 6~11 22% Chamber O°F, wind 

XE Deer, 10 mo., captive reared 

1 deer Bu 29% li-s6° F 

Gottontail, wild trapped 

A obit ° Chamber, wind 
3 8 rabbits v's) $33 {238} Satins oe oe 
CG 5 rabbits, outdoors 5-7 (507) 37-23 (23%) outdoors |



2 

Survival, Weight Weather 
days loss 

Gray Fox, wild trapped, captive reared, 10 mos. 

A 1 fox 7 266 0° Chamber, wind 
B 1 fox, outdoors 13 30% 

Muskrat, wild trapped 

A 2 rate 2 138 O° Chamber, wind 
B 2 rats 4 4 0° Chanber, uo wind 
C 2 outdoors 8 30% 

Sunk, males, mixed origin 

A 5 skunks 6-23 (15) 20-54 (37%) O° Chamber, no wind 
B 3 skunks 11-51 (37) ahs outdoors 

Opossum, wild caught 
A lmle, 5 female 317 (13) 9-41 (33%) 0° Chamber, wind 
B 2 females 10-24 (17) 52-45 thon) outdoors 

Taree rent ee. Starved lot delayed 10 days in egg-laying. Wo significant 
‘erence ertility, but higher hatchability than controls. Total egg production 

same. 

Zobwhite. Starved lot regained weight but died at laying season. 

Mhitetei] deer. Malmtrition followed by excess females and reduced fawn erops. 

ee Gritless pheasants lived up to 70 days, lost no more weight than controls, 
Contained as much grit as controls, tut ate less food. Gritless quail mech - 

the same. Above true on both artificial grain and weed-seed foods. | 

AEE Pheasants survived 79 waterless days without loss. Weight 
x inconclusive. Quail, however, lost weight and some died on a waterless 

diet. Skunks, and coons, like quail, died without water. 

ec Digest book 
Pheasant (food) box 
Bobwhite (food) box 
water folder 
grit folder 
starvation folder



Commerce De wee 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 24GRICUDTURE F dor 

WEATHER BUREAU Yet 

MADISON, WIS. March 24, 1941 

Prof. Aldo “sopold, 
Old Entomology Bldg, U.W. 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Dr. “eopold: / 

The date of the "blowdown" was October 22, 1938. The 
depth of snow ranged up to 20 inches( in Sawyer Co.) The 
snow froze onto trees, wires etc, and was followed by a northeast 
gale that broke down not only trees but poles and wires, and 
blocked roads and put electric light plants out of business. 
The area around Trout Lake was hard hit. Faculty members 
who have cottages there lost most of their large trees. 

Your "Wisconsin Wildlife Chronology" is greatly appreciated. 
UI notice a few additions on hastily glancing over it.- 

The "big sleet" in 1922 was on Washington's birthday, and not-_ 
in March. There was severe drought and intense heat in July, 1916. 
The drought of July, 1901 was restricted to the southern ‘part of 
Wisconsin, the central and northern parts having ample rainfall. 

Enclosed is°a copy of our table of opening and closing of 
lakes, brought up to a year ago. 

Yours very truly, 

Eric R. Miller ; 
Official in Charge.
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A HUNTER'S NOTES ON DOVES IN wHE RIO GRANDE VALLEY. we 

Aldo Leopold. : 

Since 1917 I have kept a record of weights, food, 

silent habits, and percentage of squabs of about 400 mourning 

doves killed during the hunting season in the central Rio 

‘ Grande Valley near iidiaabage: New inies, The data ha been 

plotted to show percentage of squabs killed at weekly intervals 

from August 16 to Dacember 15, and also the average weight, old 

birds and squabs separately, for the same period. The data is 

ae yet dneuffioient as 2 basis for smoothed curves, but it is , 

sufficient basis for tabular expression as follows: 

Date Percentage Weight, eight, i 
§ of Squabs old birds Souabs. 

Aug. 16 10% é 
: Eee 15 : 

Sept. 1 55 4.4 02. Se7 O26 
Ne 60 4.3: 3.6 ; : 

\ SES 50 4.2 3.5 
Mas 50 4.8 34 

The table shows first of all that there are few 

squabs abroad on the shooting grounds until September, and that 

therefore the 01a opening date of August 16 was too early. It ; 

shows that the present opening date of September 1 is biologi- 

; cally correct. The expjanation of the rapid increase in squabs | 

: about September 1 appears to be as follows: ‘The main crop of : | 

squabs stays near the nests in the cottonwood bosques and in the 

foothills, until well grown. ‘The adults, however, make long 

‘flights to wheat stubble, where most of the August shooting used 

“to be done. whis August stubble shooting was sacekin, hwnd Ray 

: .
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| 
_ killed mostly birds with dependent young. , ‘ 

‘ whe tablé shows secondly that after the main squab 

crop has-issued forth, the young birds are just as numerous, 

or slightly more so, than the adults. ‘he yearly increase is 

therefore about 100%. whis conclusion is nearly inescapable, 

because there are no other factors that I know of which would 

: prevent the proportion of squabs in the bag from pretty accur- | 

ately reflecting the proportion of squabs in the whole dove 

population. ‘the only possible sources of a differential propor- 

tion of squabs would-be: (a) selection in shooting. Nearly 

all these birds were killed in pass and jump shooting, and the , 

young birds are practically as hard to hit and to kill as the 

- 01d ones. (b) Wildness. The squabs may "lay" a little better 

than the old biras, but on the usual clear days in normal cover 

_ both lay good enough to prevent an abnormal percentage of squabs 

in the bag.. (c) Distribution of young and old birds. ‘the data 

; covers a wide variety of sites, seasons, hours, feeds, ete., and 

there could be no differential from these sources. (da) Differ- 

ential migration. ‘the general accuracy of the conclusion above 

stated could be impaired only by assuming a differential migra- > 

tion of young as eompared with 01a birds. ‘here is some evidence 

to show that the grown squabs of the main crop go south before the : 

: late pucks and old birds (see décrease in average weight of squabs 

and pereentage of squabs during September). However, to admit 

i this as material to the question of yearly increase would raise - 

*  vathér than lower the estimated annual increase of 100%, and it’ 

. Fi Rene is



seems nearly incredible that a bird which lays only two eggs 

could more than double its numbers cach year. In fact, even 

the 100% increase implies a high percentage of second broods 

and re-nestings. That second broods and re-nestings are common 

4 is etrdngly indicated by the evidence aradishle. For instance, I 

found a dove brooding eggs near Tucson, Arizona on September 1, 

1916; have also found numerous eggs and fledglings near Albugquer- 

on in August. Many very small squabs are killed very late in 

- the Season. : 

; The table shows that the weight of old birds decreases 

slightly after September 1. This is probably accounted for by 

“food habits. As already stated, the old birds congregate on the 

wheat stubbles in August and there fatten rapidly. But these 

war stubbles are generally plowed under about September ee at which 

time the birds move to the doveweed patches along the foothills, 

_ mesas, and other sardy ground. The seed of the doveweed( Psoralea, 

Sp.?_) is preferred above all other food, except poahahiy-wndet, 

and beeweed (Peritoma serrulatum and P. breviflorum). However, 

‘ during backward years the doveweed seed is often not matured by 

September, and the birds must seek the hottest banks to find mature 

seed. In any event, feeding on doveweed requires more work and 

longer flights to water, which probably accounts for the loss in 

weight. During the winter the few birds that remain are found in 

wild sunflower patches, where they eat sunflower seed, or around 

014 strawstacks, where they pick up waste wheat. During pifion 

: years doves are very fond of pinon nuts. J. F. Mullen counted | 

60 nuts in one crop and H. B. Hammond counted 72 in another. Pinon 

eae i 
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nuts occur only at three or four year intervals. 

The decreasing average weight of squabs shown by the 

table is plainly due to the fact that as the birds grow scarcer 

in September, the hunter must seek his birds instead of waiting 

on a flyway or flush-shooting a doveweed patch. In doing this 

he hunts groves and trees, thereby killing many small late squabs 

not yet big onnneh to migrate. Such few big squabs as are killed 

during the later part of the season weigh nearly as much as the 

old birds; in fact by November squabs are mostly indistinguishable. 

The dove has several habits, as a game bird, which I : 

*‘ have never seen described in print. High, fast flying birds, es- 

pecially on’a stormy day, may often be induced to pitch down — 

and light by firing a shot at them. A dove merely winged will . 

fall down and walk away, but will not seek cover like other 

wounded birds. A dove with body wounds will not even walk. A 

certain kind of wound (probably lungs) results in the bird fly- 

: ing away and alighting on the ground or in trees in a nearly nat- 

ural manner, but when found the bira is stone dead. ‘This manner 

of death is much commoner with doves than with any other game 

bird I know of. Many hunters to not watch their "missed" birds 

carefully, and this accounts for the large number of dead doves 

‘ found on the shooting ‘grounds. Head shots tower spirally, with 

sudden collapse, like quail. ‘ 

What are the doves' natural enemies? I do not think 

they have aS many as quail, - else they could not double yearly 

on two eggs, but. 1 think hawks get quite a few. On November 43, 

“4 aN 
. \



1919, near ‘rome Hill I saw a Sharpskin catch an apparently 

; healthy grown dove in a cornfield. I killed the hawk, and found. 

the fresh blood and dove feathers on his claws, but could not 

find the dove. Two or three marsh hawks wheeling over a dove- 

weed patch will sometimes flush many birds and cause them to 

4 flee to trees, but one marsh hawk does aes worry them much. I 

never -saw @ marsh hawk actually pursue a healthy bird. 

The dove is a sentevensalel bird. On certain days 

they do not feed, but gather in trees and just sit around. On 

Such days all birds show a decreased weight, doubtless directly - 

due to empty crops. When seattered over the open mesas feeding 

on doveweed, a rainy day interferes with their feeding. They \ 

simply sit around under the lee side of bushes, keeping dry. : 

Nevertheless they make their regular evening flight to water 

although it would seem easy to gather the necessary water off 

the stems and leaves of plants. On such days the birds killed 

on the flyways to water show decreased weight due to empty crops. 

: a The daily flight to water generally starts between 

3:00 P.M. and 4:00 P.M. and reaches its height just before dark. 

Sometimes, where long distances must be traversed, the birds do 

not atrive at water until after dark. When the wind parallels 

‘the water flight, the flight going and coming will be at differ- 

ent levels; for instance with the wind blowing toward water, the . ~— 

birds going to water will fly high and with tremendous speed, while - 

the birds beating their way back against the wind will fly so low ( 

: as to be nearly hidden by ordinary sagebrush. Some hunters take 

advantage of this and shoot only theeasy birds beating into the wind. 

- 5 =



the dove's choice of watering places is peculiar. 

In the hills they like springs, stock tanks, and open sandy 

creeks. On the Rio Grande bottoms they use waste wader spilled 

along open roads, grassy vegas provided the cover is short, and 

ponds with bays shores. It is generally supposed that they seek 

freedom from covef which mightharbor natural enemies, but if this 

is the main factor governing their choice of watering places, 

then the shallow rills on the big open sandbars of the Rio Grande 

ought to suit them exactly. But I have. never wank dove light 

in a river sandbar. Here is an iuterdsting prebies to solve. 

Many doves are killed yearly in New Mexico but no 

‘ decrease in numbers is noticeable. ‘The area adapted to doves q 

is so enormous that the total population is probably very little 

3 effected by localized shooting. ’ 

-6- y
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Eiloo Leopold j 

Reprinted from JourNaL OF MAMMALOGY 

Vol. 10, No. 2, May, 1929, pp. 149-152 

WEIGHTS OF SOME NEW YORK MAMMALS 

By W. J. Schoonmaxer 

It is widely believed that the members of a species or subspecies may 

vary considerably in weight and measurements in different parts of 
its range. In the case of game and fur-bearing animals, the belief 

is often based on the judgment of hunters and trappers rather than on 

definite studies. Only by building up considerable masses of data can 

we arrive at any understanding of this matter, and the following notes 

are presented in tabular form as a brief contribution to the subject. All 

localities are in the state of New York. 

m 
5 e 

LOCALITY | DATE | SEX | a2 | S | | 5 | REMARKS 

aa seem |). Boone We 

Black Bear (Huarctos americanus americanus) 

mm.|mm.| mm. | tbs. 02. 
West Township, Al- |10-18-1927) @ 375-0 | Weight taken 

Dany Comer e eats. after being 

bled, not 
drawn 

Johnsburg, Warren Co. |10-26-1927, & 475-0 | Weight after 

being drawn, 

385 pounds 

Raccoon (Procyon lotor lotor) 

Stamford, Delaware | 
Coverite pees 7k -e2 Tool orn? 737) 248) 118) 10-4 

De Freestville, Rens- 

selaer’Co. 0.8 ? 90) A juvenile 

taken in 
i spring, 1927, 

weighed alive 

Sept. 24, 1927 

Fisher (Martes pennanti pennanti) 

Roger Mt., Essex Co. | 4-2-1926 | 3 jos) 380] 130| 11-0 |



150 JOURNAL OF MAMMALOGY 

ects 8 EN IE NS RUBLE aL UY 

g & 
= 

LOCALITY DATE bax 28 2 : 3 REMARKS 

BMA e oe 
ce i pe eae el ee ee 

Mink (Mustela vison mink) 
Cee PA SNE Sr eee ee ee 

mm.|mm.| mm. | lbs. 02. 

North Chatham, Col- 
umbia Co............| 1-15-1928} &t 555) 195) 64) 2-0 

Skunk (Mephitis mephitis nigra) 
DESIR AEE FG SGA AR IES SUS ASE a eee 

Rensselaer, Rensse-{|11-16-1927, o& 675) 250) 62 | 8-12) 

laer Co.............|| 4-16-1927, o 620) 230) 65 | 4-4 

Malden Bridge, Col-/| 4-19-1927) & 592) 240) 64 | 3-2 
umbia Co...........|| 4-22-1927, g 603] 230) 64 | 5-9 

Little Falls, Herkimer 
Co...seeeseee sees es] 9-80-1927] | 641) 280| 67 | 4-11 
OES SC AML oe 

Red Fox (Vulpes fulva) 
As D1 AS RE, Sa 

Ephratah, Fulton Co...| 5-16-1927] o juv.| 699] 248) 127) 3-8 

Couse, Rensselaer Co. .| 3-18-1928) # yg. | 990) 370) 155) 8-0 
Selkirk, Albany Co....| 11-5-1927) @ 5-0 | Large abscess 

on lower jaw 
REIN RBI IN fA ZI RNAI 5S Ue 

Gray Fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus cinereoargenteus) 
LAD Tf ci ADRAC AR LE RN pe Se ee 

Canajoharie, Mont- 
gomery Co...........|10-23-1927)  o& 986] 360} 145] 10-8 

Albany Co.............|10- ?-1927 2 972) 330) 130} 9-0 

Nassau, Rensselaer Co. do a 943) 304) 130} 9-8 

Slingerlands, Albany 
COs eee secees ss Lee Loan hh oF 9-0 
a hi lal te 

Wildcat (Lynx rufus rufus) 
Ag ea aaa Ee Spee 

West Stony Creek, 
Warren Co...........|11- 1-1927,  @ 955) 175) 180) 31-11 

Gilboa, Schoharie Co...|12-14-1927; 9 934) 165] 180! 26-8 

Berlin, Rensselaer 
WO. AN 26.5 |E2=18=1028] ot? 890} 165) 165} 20-0 

2-1-1928} of 862| 140] 158) 26-0 | Kept in cap- 
tivity nearly 

Arden, Orange Co. ... a year; unus- 
ually fat 

2-28-1928} of 920} 145) 165) 21-8 
SA Se YL S28 RUE Te AU ee ec
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Fs 
8 5 LOCALITY | DATE | SEX Al f | | g | REMARKS 

s*|/ 3/128 e 
& a Be e 

Woodchuck (Marmota monax rufescens) 

Nassau, Rensselaer |. To eres | ae dee 
CO... ee eeeee eee ee eee] 4-18-1927] 2 561| 124) 79 | 6-0 | Four well- 

developed 

embryos 
Malden Bridge, Col- 

umbia Co............| 4-20-1927, @ 607] 136) 83 | 7-8 

De Freestville, Rens- 
selaer Co.:...........| 7-28-1925) 2 635) 152) 89 | 10-0 

East Schodack, Rens- {| 8-2-1927) @ 635) 152) 83 | 9-0 

selaer Co... 0, do 2 610] 127] 76 | 8-0 
do g 610] 127) 76 | 8-0 

Stamford, Delaware 9-18-1927} of 552) 121) 89 | 5-8 

Gor manec ne ies do a 546) 114) 83 | 5-8 

do dS 540} 140) 83 | 5-4 

Fisher’s Chipmunk (Tamias striatus fisheri) 

Heart Lake, Essex Co.| 7-30-1926] 9 248) 98 | 36 | 0-3.7| Six 17-mm. em- 
bryos 

Allegany State Park, 
Cattaraugus Co......| 9-1-1926) @ 247) 99 | 37 | 0-3.1 

Red Squirrel (Sciurus hudsonicus loquax) 

Heart Lake, Essex co ae d | _ “I 47 | a 

Gray Squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis leucotis) 

Slingerlands, Albany 

CO. eee cens sules csinee|L0-28-1927| ? 518] 250) 67 | 1-4 

Valatia, Columbia Co. ./10-28-1927, 463/ 190] 60 | 1-0 

Stamford, Delaware { do 9 | 510] 231] 70} 1-9 
Ori hare aeaive do a 496| 223) 69 | 1-44 

Nassau Lake, Rens- 

selaer Co............|10-16-1927,  @ 487) 220| 40 | 1-3 
East Nassau, Rens- 

selaer Co............./l1- 2-1927} of 432) 193) 62 | 1-4 
Rensselaer, Rensse- 

laer Co............. {11-12-1927 2 510) 230) 65 | 1-6 
10- ?-1925) e 1-8 | Weighed by Dr. 

Stamford, Delaware 8. C. Bishop 

CON ant ahaes do a 13 do 

do a 16 do
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Eg & g i 
LOCALITY DATE SEX oe ity gS REMARKS 

Bree lor a] & 

i Muskrat (Ondatra zibethica zibethica) 

mm. | mm. | mme | lbs. 02. 

3-24-1927] 9 | 642) 286) 83 | 3-8 
do g@ | 597] 260] 86 | 2-10 

De Freetsville, Rens- do a 597| 245] 79 | 2-10 

solaer: Cor. ie aoe sse do J 540} 242) 79 | 1-10 

do is 558} 251] 79 | 1-12) 

Schuyler Brook, {|10-22-1927, o& 541} 251) 83 | 1-14) 
Albany Co.......... do a 533] 227| 85 | 1-11 

3-19-1927 2 24 

Rensselaer, Rensse- do a 2-6 

Wner CO. reo. dee do o 3-4 
do a 2-2 

Porcupine (Erethizon dorsatum dorsatum) 

Floodwood, Franklin 
COs saps iain Cues sn eee e Lali Io 16-0 | Albino 

European Hare (Lepus europaeus) 

Rensselaer, Rensse-| 
laer Co..............| 12-56-1927, ot 648] 76 | 159| 8-4 

New York State Museum, Albany, New York.
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I 

Just before the explosive evolution of genetics during 

the opening years of this century, the study of variation 

i was growing with a promise of becoming a major subfield 

of zoology. ‘This development of variation studies then 

became obscured, in part only apparently because of an 

overshadowing shift in biological attention, but largely 

in fact. The promise of a new field (an allurement in 
itself), the greater satisfaction in the newer experi- 

mental as contrasted with the older circumstantial evi- 

dence which had been gained in biometry, the greater 

definiteness of individual over population analysis—such 
factors attracted biologists from biometry into genetics. 

And with the natural pride and satisfaction in their 

epochal progress, the geneticists developed a feeling 

which often approached scorn toward the variation 

studies of the preceding generation. 

The field of variation, following the principle of the 
phylogeny of animals, has continued to exist on, as an 

evolutionary strand during the flourishing rise of the 

derived field of genetics. Perhaps a new progressive 

evolutionary movement may sometime arise from the 

generalized relict. 

In certain fields and for special purposes, the popula- 

tion analysis of biometry was not, or could not be dis- 

placed entirely by the individual experimentation of 

genetics. In human heredity, for example, genetic ex- 

periments have been inhibited by the slow breeding if not 

the unwillingness of the possible subjects, and recourse 

must still be had to the eruder, less efficient tool of ob- 

servational statistics. 

115
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In the new systematics, likewise, genetics can not re- 
place variation investigations. This is not because 

genetics does not broaden the general biological view of 

the systematist, nor because genetics may not offer him 

detailed data of actual value in his systematic interpreta- 
tions—but because systematic groups are populations, 

and must be investigated by population analysis. 

It has been in large part the increased use of statistical 

methods and the development of a statistical sense, in 

species and subspecies and local race discrimination, 
which has caused systematic zoology—I speak particu- 

larly for systematic ichthyology—to make distinct prog- 

ress during the last half-century. To be sure many 
biologists (unacquainted with the systematic field, cer- 

tain physiologists and geneticists for instance, still dis- 

play their ignorance by insisting that no advance in 

systematics has taken place since the days of Linnaeus. 
I hold the view, perhaps in extreme contrast, that much 

the same order of difference exists between the fish 
systematics of so excellent a last-century ichthyologist, 

as for example Giinther, and that of the coming if not of 

the present school, as contrasts the heredity of Galton 
with the genetics of Morgan. Not only is it becoming 
increasingly the habit of the systematist to search the : 

exterior and even the interior of his animals for possible 
distinctive features, but he is also coming to consider 

distribution, habitat, habits and life history, and the 

characters of the young and even of the germ cells. But 

experience is clearly teaching the systematist that even 

such refined systematic analysis may only formulate his 

problems: to determine whether the observed differences 
are consistent he is often forced to obtain a much larger 

series of specimens than his predecessors would have 
considered accumulating, and to analyze statistically the 

variation in the characters of his many specimens, 

whether they be internal or external, of bone or of flesh, 

3 of anatomy or of color. 

In the analysis of the local races of fishes, the variation
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studies often become of such importance as to take a 
leading place in modern fisheries research, and of such 

: general biological interest as to attract the evolutionist. 
Much indeed can often be accomplished by the critical 
application of the statistical method. The ichthyologist 
may by this means go far toward analyzing the local ra- 
ciation within species of fishes; the range and movements 
of each stock; the characteristics of each; the individual 
variation within each racial unit, especially as these may 
be correlated with varying temperature, salinity, tur- | 
bidity or other environmental factors operating at the | 
critical period of development, or with such biological 
factors as early parasitization. By such means he may 
be able to obtain some estimate of the relative importance 
of racial and environmental factors in determining the 
characteristics of fish population, an important point 
now that it has been learned that all of these factors may 

alter, sometimes greatly, the structural and meristic 

characters of the individual. 
An appreciation of the effect of environment in de- 

termining the characters of the fish (or other kind of ani- 
mal) will no doubt often lead the student of fish races ; 
into a realization that again his problem ‘is rather formu- 
lated than solved. A new and surer research tool should 
be used, namely experiment. A fine example of the use 
of experiment in race analysis is the work of Sumner 
(1924, 1926, 1932, ete.) on American mice of the genus 
Peromyscus. 

The intrusion of the experimental method into system- 
atie zoology I look on as a pioneering act of paramount 
significance in the certainly approaching revolution in ' 
systematics. An actual field of experimental systematics 
appears to be in process of organization. 

Experiment in race analysis ought not to be regarded 
as a substitute for statistical analysis, any more than sta- 
tistics can rightly (or effectively) be regarded as a sub- 
stitute for non-mathematical systematics. Rather it is 
an additional tool. The analysis of natural populations
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by the statistical study of samples will remain a virtual 

necessity. 

Some fishes—tropical eyprinodonts form a notable 
example—are highly suited for experimental systematic 

research, since they breed so readily and rapidly in labora- 

tory aquaria that they have been used even in genetic re- 

search. In others, as the salmonoids, easily propagated 

in hatcheries and reared in ponds, racial constancy and 

the effects of altered conditions of development may be 

followed by marking the artificially propagated fry on 

liberation, and then observing the characters of the 
adults on recapture. The integrity of populations may 

be tested by tagging young to adult fishes caught in na- 

ture, and tabulating the returns. So also may the spawn- 

ing grounds and seasons of each unit be determined. 

This is a very important point, for racial segregation 

tends to be most intense during reproduction. Simple 
transference experiments, with or even without indi- 

vidual marking, will no doubt often be of real aid in ex- 
perimental race analysis. The testing of the assumed 
hybrid nature of species-intermediates found in nature, 

by resources to such controlled matings as we are now 

making with American Centrarchidae and Poeciliidae 

(Hubbs and Hubbs, 1932a and 1932b), will no doubt be- 

come an important phase of experimental ichthyology. 

The introduction of experiment into variation investi- 
gations, and the wide-spread use of statistics in genetic 

work, should bring the two fields somewhat closer, at 

least as far as methods of research are involved. 

II 

After this brief view of the present status of our 
knowledge of racial and individual variations, with a 

limited attempt at envisioning the near future, a brief 

abstract of some of the work already accomplished in 
this field is perhaps in order. The literature on varia- 

tion in fishes will be chiefly discussed, but some mention 
may be made of similar work with other types of animals.
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A considerable amount of attention has been given to 
the analysis of variations in the shells of mollusks. An 
outstanding contribution in this field is that of Adams 
(1915) who analyzed the remarkable downstream in- 
crease, in heaviness and spinosity, in the shells of the 
genus Jo. Mr. Calvin Goodrich, a specialist on the fresh- 
water gastropods of North America, finds that in many 
species of related genera, the same variational trend is 
apparent. No one really knows, however, whether these 
great differences are actually genetic. Fresh-water 
mussels, similarly, tend to become more globose in larger 

waters (Ball, 1922), but again the observed differences 
may not really be racial. The excessive raciation under- 

gone by the little land-snail Partula, in correlation with 
colony-isolation in tropical Pacific islands, is the subject 

of elaborate monographs by Crampton (1917, 1925, 

1932). Variational studies of mollusks by European in- 

vestigators are reviewed by Rensch (1930). A general 

paper of interest is Boycott’s (1928). 

Among crustaceans, the Cladocera show the most re- 
markable variations, both locally and seasonally. Many 
papers have been written on these points, but space for- 
bids reference to them. The contributions of Wesen- 
berg-Lund (1926, ete.) and Woltereck (1932, ete.) are 
perhaps the most important. The modification of marine 
relicts among higher Crustacea has been discussed by 
Ekman (1919) and others. 

The most extensive variational analysis in insects is 
perhaps that of Tower (1918), whose spectacular results 
on the experimental evolution of the beetle Leptinotarsa 
have been looked on with much distrust. Perhaps if all | 
the energy which has been spent in condemning Tower’s | 
work had been combined in a repetition of some of his 
experiments, biology in general and experimental system- | 
atics in particular would be farther advanced. Work | 
on variation in insects (also in amphibians and reptiles) 
is reviewed by Rensch (1929). | 

Most of the variational studies with birds has been 
done as a mere accessory to subspecies discrimination, 

| 

j
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and has been unsatisfactory from a statistical point of 
view. Some of this work, however, has proved for the 

purposes of taxonomy and distribution to be of fine char- 

acter; witness such studies as that of Chapman (1926) 
on the birds of Ecuador. Perhaps the best race analysis 
of birds, from a bionomic standpoint, is Linsdale’s recent 

(1928) study of variations of the fox sparrows of west- 

ern North America. Rensch (1929), in his book on geo- 

graphical variation in animals, naturally emphasized 

birds, as the author is an ornithologist. 
; Pioneer work on geographical variation, with particu- 

lar emphasis on variational gradients correlated with 
climatic changes, was published by Allen (1871 to 1877), 

who worked with both birds and mammals. Much of the 
variation work done on warm-blooded vertebrates 

i toward the end of the last century was based on Allen’s 

foundation. The contributions by Miller (1909) on the 
differentiation of mouse deer in (supposedly) similar 

environments, and by Osgood (1909) on the subspecies of 

American mice of the genus Peromyscus, over an area of 

high climatic contrasts, may be mentioned. The out- 
standing investigations on the variation of mammals in 

recent years is the splendid work of Sumner (1924, 1926, 

i 1932, ete.), also with Peromyscus. He has proved con- 

clusively, among other points, that many of the fine dis- 

tinctions used to distinguish subspecies in mice, and 

often correlated closely with climatic conditions, are 

genetically fixed. These Peromyscus investigations are 

being extended by Dr. Lee R. Dice (1932, and papers to 

follow). 

Other work on variation in the higher vertebrates is 

referred to by Osborn (1927), who has given a general 

discussion of ‘‘speciation.’’ 

Til 

One of the first zoologists who gave evidence of critical 

interest in variation within fish species was Heincke, for 
as early as 1880 and 1883 he (on the latter date with 

Moébius) discussed the differences distinguishing the 

Baltic and North Sea races of certain fish species. In
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this work Heincke observed that the differentiation of the 

brackish types of unrelated species had been parallel. 
; Several American zoologists worked on variation 

within fish species before the close of the nineteenth cen- 

tury. We may refer to Higenmann’s work (1895) on the 

geographical variations in number of anal rays in 

““Leuciscus’’ balteatus; to Moenkhaus’s papers (1894, 

1896, 1898) on the darters and to Rutter’s study (1896) 

of Gasterosteus. 
A great advance in the study of variation in fishes 

came with the appreciation of the importance of race 
analysis in fisheries biology. In fact, the real foundation 

of race investigations in fishes is the classic work of the 
pioneer Heincke (1898), on the herring of Hurope. Many 

other investigators have since worked on this species, for 

example Johansen (1919, 1924), Lea (1919, ete.), Hhren- 

baum (1929), Strubberg (1930), Schnakenbeck (1931) 

and others. Thompson (1917), Hubbs (1925), Fujita 

and Kokubo (1927) and Rounsefell (1930) have made 

similar investigations on the Pacific herring, and several 

Russian ichthyologists are now publishing racial studies 

of both forms. These authors have carried the analysis 

of herring races into significant detail, but many ques- 

tions remain debatable. 
European investigators have analyzed the variation in 

other species of commercial importance. The literature 
is large, but much of it has been reviewed by Redeke 

(1902, 1912, 1915). The work of Duncker (1900, 1913, 

ete.) on flatfishes is among the best, but this author’s 

most elaborate variational study (1908) was based on a 

pipefish, Siphonostoma. Fage, to mention only one 
other, has studied variation in Mullus (1909) and in 

clupeoids (1911, 1920). 

A splendid example of parallel raciation was found by 

Taning (1918), in statistically comparing the several spe- 

cies of lantern fishes in the Mediterranean and the At- 
lantic. Ege (1930) obtained similar results in comparing 
the races of two species of Paralepis in the same region, 
as did Chabanaud (1929) with a sole. 

That the remarkable homing habits and consequent
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stock-isolation in the Pacific salmon is correlated with 
marked structural differentiation is suggested by the 
work of McGregor (1924). This investigation should be 

extended, because of its biological interest as well as its 
economic significance. 

The most extensive and best known race investigations 

with fishes are those of Johannes Schmidt (1917 to 1930) 
on Zoarces and other fishes, continued also by Kirstine 

Smith (1921, 1922). Schmidt’s results are too well 

known to require much review. The analysis of thou- 

sands of specimens of Zoarces showed that this relatively 

stationary fish exhibits marked local variations, which 

are inherited though slightly modifiable; that the varia- 

tions are correlated with hydrographic conditions, but 
not perfectly so correlated; and that the variations show 

\ annual fluctuations. Schmidt also obtained valuable re- 
sults with individual modifications and inheritance in 
Lebistes and Salmo. In a more recent work (1930), a 

masterly investigation on the variation of the cod in the 

North Atlantic showed so strikingly the correlation of 

structural characters with water temperatures that the 

author placed more emphasis on this correlation than 

previously. In his Zoarces investigation, Schmidt made 

a rather strained effort to minimize the relation of the 
environment to the racial characters. 

In the work done in my laboratory (Hubbs, 1918 to 

1929; Hubbs and Whitlock, 1929; Schultz, 1927, etc.), we 

have stressed geographic and climatic trends in varia- 

tion; parallel raciation; the correlation between rate of 

development and meristic characters; the probably indi- 
rect, adaptive significance of most racial distinctions; the 

parallel but presumably unrelated racial and individual 

modifications, especially those determined by tempera- 

| ture acting during development; the great modification 

of characters by such factors as early parasitization and 
siltiness of water. We are continuing our investigations 
along these lines. 

A large number of papers on variation in fishes are 

now being published each year by the Russian ichthyolo- 

gists, unfortunately in the Russian language.
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Interest is growing in the correlation between the 

variations exhibited by fishes and the physico-chemical 
environment in which they develop: witness such papers 
as these: d’Ancona (1927), Johansen (1928), Schnaken- 

beck (1931), Mottley (1931) and Parr (1932). Signs are 

not lacking that the study of variation in fishes and other 
animals is being rejuvenated into a live division of zool- 

ogy. This study may well assume such a position, if it is | 
prosecuted not as an end in itself, but as a tool to be used 

in solving problems in systematics, economic zoology, 
zoogeography and evolution. 
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WINTER WEIGHTS OF GOLDEN-CROWNED AND FOX SPARROWS 

By JEAN M. LINSDALE and E. L. SUMNER, Sr. 

During the 1932-1933 winter season, we gathered facts to supplement those 
already reported (Univ. Calif. Publ. Zool., 40, 1934, pp. 309-320) concerning vari- 
ability in weight in the Golden-crowned Sparrow (Zonotrichia ccronata). From 
September to May, inclusive, 1422 records of weight were obtained for this species. 
These involved 286 different birds, trapped and banded on the University of Cali- 
fornia Campus at Berkeley. 

Weights of Fox Sparrows (Passerella iliaca) trapped along with the Golden- 
crowned Sparrows were studied also. In all, 711 records were obtained from 91 birds 
at Berkeley, during the 1932-1933 winter season. These birds were not identified as 
to sex or subspecies; they belonged, however, to the assemblage of races which nests 
along the coast of British Columbia and Alaska. Some study of variation in weight 
in Fox Sparrows has been made already (Univ. Calif. Publ. Zool., 30, 1928, pp. 
309-315). 

Table 1, Summary of weight records (in grams) of wild Golden-crawned Sparrows trapped at Berkeley, California, in the 1932-1938 winter. 
Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb Mar, Apr, May Number weight records......... 2 19 201 50 55 810 542 228 15 Average weight in morning...29.85 27.89 28.58 28.27 80.50 28.34 28.41 80.44 «88.88 Number dirds.ccccccnne 1 4 48 17 6 55 90 57 6 Average weight at noon... 27.08 29.69 «29.95 80.81 «80.04 «29.50 81.28 88.08 Number birds... 4 39 9 20 46 79 26 5 

Average weight in afterncon.20.80 29.55 29.77 80.06 ~—««81.82 80.82» 80.85 + 81.70... : Number birdscececnnennnne 9 38 19 21 58 77 aes Average all weights...........29.88 28.57 29.27 29.86 81.22 29.58 29.52 80.94 8b.d7 Minimum weight...00000029:80 22:65 28.00 24.40 «27-10 «11.95 21.15. 2210 «29.10 Maximum weight 29.85 88.20 35.60 85.25 85.80 «87.05 «36.50 «42.15 * 41.80 

Table 1 was arranged primarily to determine if these records reveal any change 
in weight that can be correlated with advance in season. To counter-balance as much 
as possible the uneven representation of individuals and time of day, the average 
weight of every individual bird was computed for each month, and morning, noon,
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and evening. These individual averages then were used to determine the values shown 
in the table. Each of the six series of weights shown may be examined for indications 

of seasonal trend in weight. Without considering September, which has only two 

records, there are two evident peaks, one in January and one in May. The latter is 
the most clearly marked, and it seems to represent beyond any doubt a distinct weight 

increase which comes just before the spring migration. 
Another way to test the records for seasonal change in weight, is to trace the 

trend of a single bird. The twenty-two readings for one individual (no. C161330) 

from March 18, to May 9, indicate (table 2) a pronounced gain in the last part of 

April and in early May. Other examples show weight changes similar to those of 

this bird, but usually in lesser amounts. 

Table 2, Weights of one Golden-crowned Sparrow (no. C161830) in the spring of 1933. 
9:00a.m. 1:00p.m. 5:80 p.m. 9:00a.m. 1:00p.m. 5:30 p.m. 

Mar. 18 ee 29.95 eo, Apr. 1 ee oe 28.10 
Mar. 19 eae 27.95 28.50 ‘Apr. 2 24.90 Bes (sk 
Mar. 20 25.50 ae Ra Apr. 8 26.35 wee 27.95 
Mar. 21 25.15 es 27.90 Apr. 4 25.90 —— ces 
Mar. 22 ne 26.50 27.70 ‘Apr. 23 jes —. 32.20 
Mar. 23 ae 26.80 26.20 May 3 29.59 nae i 
Mar. 24 24.60 25.60 26.80 May 9 tem 36.85 oa 
Mar. 31 els ee 28.50 

Table 8. Weights of a Golden-crowned Sparrow (no, 161238) recorded near 9:00 a. m. through 
the spring of 1933. 

February March April May 
day grams day grams day grams day grams 

8 29.25 1 26.95. 3 28.80 3 30.80 
15 29.10 4 27.15 19 30.60 4 80.80 
16 28.55 5 27.25 21 28.90 10 81.55 
19 27.20 6 27.65 22 29.70 12 32.20 
20 27.05 8 28.15 28 29.00 15 84.05 
22 28.20 4 27.95 24 29.00 ss ae 
23 21.16 18 29.00 26 29.10 i ae 
25 28.20 20 28.80 28 29.75 ie paul 
26 26.95 21 28.55 a jets i eae, 

28 28.65 a a5 ee eee. tt ame 
Av. 28.07 ‘Ay. 27.88 Ay. 29.36 Ay. 31.54 

The long series of weights of a single bird, taken at the same hour each day, 

and shown in table 3, indicates relative uniformity of the day to day fluctuation, as 

compared with the seasonal change. Again, a sharp increase in weight just before 

the time for migration is evident. 
From the weight records made by E. Lowell Sumner, Jr., in 1928, at Clare- 

mont, California, and supplied to us, nine Golden-crowned Sparrows in January 

averaged 30.56 grams (25.3 to 33.5), and eighteen in February averaged 29.78 grams 

(23.0 to 34.9). Out of twenty-four weights of Golden-crowned Sparrows, from his 

records for April 13 to 29, 1932, in San Mateo County, California, six were above 

40 grams. The dates with the readings above 40 grams are as follows: April 13, 

42.1; April 18, 40.5, 41.0, 41.3; April 25, 46.4; April 29, 41.0. The average for 
the twenty-four weights is 37.0 grams; extremes, 31.0 and 46.4. 

Weights of Golden-crowned Sparrows close to, or on the breeding grounds in 
British Columbia have been given to us by Mr. and Mrs. T. T. McCabe. Five males 

taken in 1932, weighed as follows: May 15, 35.4 grams; May 29, 29.92 grams; 

June 17, 29.50, 33.07 and 36.18 grams. Average for the five is 32.81 grams. Records 

from the same source in 1933, were as follows: Three females from Bella Coola, 

April 29 and May 5, weighed 33.71, 34.88, and 36.50 grams; three from Calvert 

Island, May 16 to 19, weighed 28.73, 32.09, and 32.86 grams; average of all six, 

33.13 grams. Seventeen males from Bella Coola, April 22 to May 3, averaged 34.95 

grams, extremes 29.70 and 39.29. Three immature birds from Chezacut, September 

16 to 28, weighed 29.10, 32.02, and 32.32 grams, average 31.14.
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Table 4. Summary of weights (in grams) of Fox Sparrows trapped during winter of 1932-1983, 
at Berkeley. 

Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May 
Number weight records... 7 33 108 26 46 270 163 48 10 
Average weight in morning.82.73 81.46 82.58 38.82 31.97 81.49 80.55 «83.12 35.73 
pecien Dar WENA ss 3 5 17 7 10 33 21 q. 2 
Average weight at noon.....29.40 81.40 82.62 83.82 «82.64 «82.13 82.82 © 88.82 «85.48 
PATER | WO Siac ose ene 1 8 20 5 15 84 16 4 2 
Average weight in afternoon.82.95 82.72 82.98 84.45 34.47 82.41 «82.97 84.04_—-85.78 
Number birds.cpeccccccnenennen 2 7 13 8 12 39 19 4 fi 
Average all weighis...........82.25 81.88 + 82.69 «88.95 83.05 «82.08 «81.82 83.42 85.64 
Minimum weight.......00-2040 27.80 26.15 28.80 26.85 «25.25 21.70 27.65 «81.25 
Maximum weight. 84.70 89.80 40.80 89.35 © 40.85 © «42.10 88.55 «36.85 89.85 

Turning to the Fox Sparrows, seasonal change in weight is again the main 
object in our study of the records. Table 4, was made up in the same way as table 
1, and it shows that Fox Sparrows also fluctuated through the winter in weight 
averages. The first peak came earlier than in the Golden-crowned Sparrows, being 
in December rather than January. The highest monthly average was for May, but 
a distinct weight increase came in April just before the departure of the birds for 
their northern breeding grounds. These tables doubtless reflect the weight trends 
through the winter, for the two kinds of sparrows at Berkeley, but so many factors 
influence weight, that many individuals fail to conform to the normal program for 
their species. 

We have selected two Fox Sparrows, whose individual records are numerous, 
and which, we think, but cannot demonstrate conclusively, represent fairly the nor- 
mal weight changes for the species during the winter. Table 5 shows the mid-winter 
peak, and table 6 illustrates the late-spring increases which the averages for all the 
birds indicate. 

Table 5. Weights of one Fox Sparrow (no. C102064) in the winter of 1932-1933. 
9:00a.m. 1:00p.m. 5:80 p.m. 9:00a.m. 1:00p.m. 5:80 p.m. 

Nov. 6 ee 82.55 ser Feb. 17 ea 29.40 ioe 
Nov. 7 pre 82.15 pate Feb. 18 30.00 SE 30.95 
Nov. 9 cng elle 84.95 Feb, 19 ee 80.40 eae 
Nov. 15 81.90 aie =e Feb. 20 29.45 29.70 29.76 
Nov. 16 ee 38.20 oa Feb. 21 ap 29.90 31.00 
Nov. 21 30.30 aes an Feb. 22 29.75 29.85 30.65 
Nov. 22 ei 81.65 32.25 Feb. 23 stl 82.80 30.15 
Nov. 23 81.15 gas See Feb. 24 oe 29.30 29.65 
Dec. 1 alle ee 36.40 Feb. 25 ee 29.75 30.60 
Dec. 2 82.05 cae 38.35 Feb. 26 28.45 30.45 29.10 
Dec. 38 35.95 viva ees Feb. 27 aL, 28.05 es 
Dec. 8 fice pee 82.90 Feb. 28 28.20 28.60 28.60 
Jan. 12 meesce 38.00 aieoees Mar. 1 28.10 28.15 aban 
Jan. 14 ae! ae 87.55 Mar. 5 os es 32.80 
Feb. 6 eo 30.85 ae Mar. 6 30.90 32.10 ies 
Feb. 8 30.70 31.75 ee Mar. 7 ge 31.00 31.50 
Feb. 9 30.10 30.55 esis Mar. 8 31.50 31.45 32.05 
Feb. 10 29.00 pare 80.40 Mar. 9 ie 29.95 gts 
Feb. 14 ae 29.95 80.75 Mar. 14 38.10 31.65 82.75 
Feb. 16 80.85 ea ak 

Table 6. Weights of one Fox Sparrow (no. C161818) in the spring of 1933, 
9:00am. 1:00p.m. 5:30 p.m. 9:00a,m. 1:00p.m. 5:80 p.m. 

Mar. 19 ees ee 85.90 Apr. 23 80.85 avi ica 
Mar. 23 3145 Bos 33.45 Apr. 24 31.50 Bo aaa, 
Mar. 24 ae 81.55 81.45 Apr. 25 31.70 see ee 
Mar. 29 ua Be 32.05 Apr. 26 31.50 ane oe 
Mar. 30 29.40 29.25 a Apr. 27 32.65 ee a 
Mar. 31 30.60 29.35 81.00 Apr. 28 32.10 oe a 
Apr. “1 29.65 81.30 80.80 Apr. 30 31.10 pal eae 
Apr. 2 27.65 30.00 — May 1 31.80 a Ley 
Apr. 3 29.20 80.10 30.40 May 38 31.75 aie ad 
Apr. 4 29.45 30.40 31.40 May 4 31.25 abana. acca 
Apr. 18 er 32.50 38.50 May 9 aay or 36.80 
Apr. 19 29.55 ae ols May 10 ee 36.00 ee 
Apr. 20 81.85 Lae ed May 11 noes ae 35.25 ‘Apr. 21 80.80 ie es May 14 84.15 Ress vere 
‘Apr. 22 30.95 oe ae May 15 (ek 38.80 care | 

Weights of Fox Sparrows obtained near the coast in British Columbia, by M1. 
and Mrs. ‘T. ‘T. McCabe, have special interest, when compared with records made 
during early stages of the spring migration. Eleven males from Bella Coola, April
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22 to May 2, 1933, ranged in weight from 33.05 to 42.35, average 36.82 grams. 
Weights of eight females from the same place, April 22 to May 9, ranged from 28.94 
to 45.33, average 35.83 grams. 

These figures, as well as the comparable ones for Golden-crowned Sparrows, bring 
the suggestion that the weight increase which comes just before the spring migration * 
is maintained, in both species, throughout the actual migration. This tends to contra- 
dict the notion that the migration is an activity of more than ordinary exertion. How- 
ever, we still believe that the migrating birds are subject to extraordinary strains and 
that if a high weight is actually kept, it results from an altered metabolism, and is 
made possible in spite of, or even to meet, the emergencies which surely accompany 
a long flight. 

Table 1 also shows some evidence which helps to clarify our understanding of 
the change in weight which takes place in each bird during the day. Times of weigh- 
ing the birds were principally clustered about the hours of 9 a. m., 1 p. m., and 5 
p. m. In the winter months these hours fairly represented morning, noon, and eve- 
ning, but, of course, some foraging was done by the birds before the morning weights 
were recorded. However, we think that the records serve satisfactorily to gauge the 
amount of correction of weights necessary to allow for differing time of day of cap- 
ture, by field collectors, of birds of this type. 

Fifty or more records were made for each month beginning with November and 
running through April. In each of these months, the average noon weight was greater 
than the average morning weight, and the average evening weight was greatest of 
the three. These values confirm those already determined for captive birds. 

One golden-crown (no. C161122) sweighed 34.65 grams at 5 p. m. on March 
21. The next morning at 9 a. m. it was in the trap and weighed only 27.60 grams. 
It had lost 7.05 grams or 20 per cent of its weight the evening before. Its weight 
on four later mornings at the same hour was as follows: March 23, 28.40 grams; 
March 24, 27.50 grams; March 31, 29.45 grams; April 2, 29.60 grams. We interpret 
this record as meaning that the bird reéntered the trap on the evening of March 21, 
and that it had little or no food before its weight was taken the next morning. Also 
it apparently did not immediately regain its former weight. 

The greatest loss of weight for a single individual as well as the minimum for 
any Golden-crowned Sparrow was recorded for no. A181228. This bird was first 
trapped on November 4, 1932, when it weighed 27.20 grams at 5:15 p. m. Its maxi- 

mum weight, 32.05 grams, was recorded at 5:30 p. m. on January 18, 1933. On 
February 24, at the same hour it weighed 26.65 grams. At 9:30 a. m. on February 
26, it weighed only 11.95 grams (reading checked three times) and was so emaciated 
that it obviously was dying. It was never recaptured. In forty hours this bird lost 
55 per cent of its weight. 

Table 7. Extremes and ranges of weights (in grams) of all Golden-crowned Sparrows trapped 
ten or more times. 

Minimum. Maximum, 
BandNo. —_No, Records Date Weight Date Weight Range 
A181354 31 Apr. 4 27.50 May 38 33.45 5.95 
A181228 18 Feb. 26 11.95 Jan. 18 32.05 20.10 
A181224 29 Feb. 19 24.95 Mar. 6 33.15 8.20 
C102031 18 Mar. 9 23.03 Nov. 5 28.90 5.60 
C102043 16 Nov. 14 27.35 Jan. 9 32.55 5.25 
C102019 13 Nov. 23 22.90 Nov. 6 25.80 2.90 
102048 11 Nov. 14 27.30 Mar. 29 34.05 6.75 
161001 22 Noy. 25 24.75 Dec. 2 28.80 4.05 ‘ 
C161182 21 Apr. 1 26.90 Feb, 21 31.90 5.00 
C161152 20 Feb. 23 23.55 Feb. 8 32.85 9.30 
A180823 18 Mar. 4 25.20 Mar. 30 31.10 5.90 
A181217 26 Feb. 28 27.60 Feb. 20 33.30 5.70
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C161037 18 Feb. 6 29.20 Apr. 18 * 39.60 10.40 
C161060 25 Feb. 22 21.50 Feb. 2 30.10 8.60 
C161080 62 Apr, SL 24.90 Mar. 18 30.25 5.35 
C161095 34 Mar. 9 25.45 Feb. 16 30.55 5.10 
161120 52 Apr. 28 26.90 Feb. 15 84.35 TAB 
C161122 21 Mar. 24 27.50 Mar. 14 34.65 7.15 
C161129 20 Feb. 11 27.05 Feb, 14 35.20 8.15 
0161124 22 Mar. 22 27.05 Mar. 18 33.95 6.90 
C161117 12 Mar. 19 28.40 Nov. 29 34.05 5.65 
C161203 11 Mar. 1 29.65 Apr. 18 36.05 6.40 
C161205 13 Feb. 22 29.65 Mar. 19 35.25 5.60 
C161207 10 Feb. 6 25.80 Jan. 14 31.25 5.45 
C161226 33 Mar. 20 23.50 Mar. 17 28.50 5.00 
C161227 12 Feb, 11 25.50 Mar. 22 29.15 3.65 
C161232 18 Feb, 22 28.20 Mar. 29 35.75 7.55 
C161233 43 Feb. 26 26.95 Mar. 8 38.15 11.20 
C161242 27 Mar. 21 23.25 Mar. 30 36.20 12.95 
C161298 11 Mar. 31 28.05 Mar. 29 32.20 4,15 
C161306 18 Apr. 25 28.15 May 1 34.60 6.45 
C161111 18 Mar. 19 22.20 Mar. 24 29.20 7.00 
C161326 12 Apr. 4 26.15 Mar. 30 30.60 4.45 
C161330 22 Mar. 24 24.60 May 9 36.85 12.25 
C161333 24 Apr. 4 24.95 Mar. 18 30.30 5.85 

Obviously, it is impossible to measure the coniplete seasonal change in weight 
for every individual trapped in the wild. Table 7 shows the minimum and maximum 
weights, the dates for those records and the range for each Golden-crowned Sparrow 
trapped ten or more times. These incomplete records for thirty-five birds show sea- 
sonal ranges in weight from 2.9 to 20.1 grams, averaging 7.05 grams. These amounts 
seem large in comparison with the small average range for one day. However, they 
help to emphasize that body weight is a widely variable character in these birds. 

_ Table 8. Extremes and ranges of weights (in grams) of all Fox Sparrows trapped ten or more 
Hae. Minimum Maximum 

Band No. No. Records Date Weight Date Weight Range 

C102096 23 Mar. 24 30.00 May 1 39.35 9.35 
A181364 19 Oct. 4 29.00 Mar 2 35.40 6.40 
A181359 20 Oct. 2 32.30 Feb, 17 36.90 4.60 

: A181358 ue) Oct. 9 31.20 Nov. 22 87.35 6.15 
101970 53 Feb. 19 28.10 Nov. 6 36.10 8.00 
C102064 66 Feb. 27 28.05 Dec. 2 38.35 10.30 
102097 38 Nov. 17 30.25 Mar. 30 38.00 7.75 
C161005 10 Nov. 21 26.80 Nov. 9 35.10 8.30 
C161048 21 Feb. 9 29.60 Feb. 4 36.80 7.20 
C161186 13 Jan. 13 27.50 Jan. 17 32.85 5.35 
C161049 A) Noy. 28 30.30 Dec. 8 33.75 3.45 
C161044 17. Nov. 17 29.75 Mar. 7 38.45 8.70 
C161191 LY. Feb. 24 27.90 Feb. 10 35.60 7.70 
C161192 16 Mar. 14 28.20 Mar. 7 36.15 7.95 
161213 21 Feb. 18 26.95 Mar. 14 34.40 7.45 
C161221 10% Feb. 25 25.25 Feb. 3 31.70 6.45 
C161206 Ud: Feb. 20 26.95 Feb. 14 34.60 7.65 
C161235 39 Feb. 28 29.95 Mar. 29 37.20 7.25 
C161064 16 Feb. 21 26.95 Feb. 15 40.80 13.85 
C161259 10 Feb. 22 25.45 Feb. 17 30.65 5.20 " 
C161262 24 Mar. 24 21.70 Mar. 17 27.85 6.15 
C161318 43 Apr. 2 27.65 May 9 36.30 8.65 

Table 8 shows for the twenty-two Fox Sparrows trapped more than ten times 
each, the extremes and dates of their recording. The indiyidual seasonal ranges for 
these birds ran from 4.6 to 13.85 grams, average 7.49 grams. 

_ The fact that maximum weights of individuals are not always in the seasons 
indicated in the earlier discussion as ones of high body-weight cannot be taken as
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denial of the first implication. The individual birds are not represented by complete | 
seasonal records. Certain individuals, also, failed to gain when the averages showed 
a high peak for the whole population. 

The records we have studied affect our evaluation of single weight readings. 
We now believe that each reading should have with it locality, date, time of day, i 
and, if possible, sex. Records without this accompanying information appear to us 
to have less value than we thought at first; records with it we considet of more 
value than we did formerly. That is, it has been impressed upon us again that weight 
of a bird is not a static quality but is one of continuous and ordered change. 

The amount of fluctuation exhibited by individuals is great. The daily change 
seems to be much smaller than the normal seasonal change. The daily change is, 
obviously, mainly the result of the normal intake and outgo of food. The seasonal 
changes are, we think, mainly the result of the internal changes in the birds’ metabolic 
activities which accompany the rhythm of the breeding cycle, including migration. 
But there is also weight change which is sometimes great and which comes from 
external influences. Possibly the early winter peaks in weights of the two species we 
have considered resulted from external factors favorable to the foraging or the 
nutrition of these kinds of birds. 

‘The material contained in this report along with that in the two papers already 
cited appears to show the nature of the variations which occur in body-weight in 
the Golden-crowned and Fox sparrows. How generally the trends pointed out apply 
also to other kinds of birds we cannot say. However, analyses of weight in the House 
Finch (Carpodacus mexicanus) by Partin (Condor, 35, 1933, pp. 60-63) and of 
the Chaffinch (Fringilla coelebs) by Groebbels (Der Vogel, 1, 1932, pp. 636-637), 
where they are comparable, exhibit remarkably close parallels with the records of 

f the birds we have studied. Other species in a different family studied by Groebbels 
(loc. cit.) show an entirely different type of seasonal rhythm in weight change. Thus 
it appears that records must be obtained for many more species before general conclu- 
sions may be drawn concerning variations in bird weights. 

Summary.— Winter weight records (numbering 1422) for 286 Golden-crowned 
Sparrows and half as many (711) for 91 Fox Sparrows trapped at Berkeley in 1932- 
1933 show that both species reached one peak in weight in mid-winter and another, 
considerably higher one just before the spring migration. Supplementary records from 
other sources show the validity of the spring increase and indicate that high weight 
is maintained until arrival on the breeding grounds. The records confirm previous 
determinations that, on the average, weight increases during the day. Seasonal devia- 
tions in weight seem to be greater than other kinds which affect a single bird. 

Museum cf Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley, California, January 19, 1934.
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VARIABILITY IN WEIGHT IN THE 

GOLDEN-CROWNED SPARROW 

BY 

JEAN M. LINSDALE anp E. L. SUMNER, Sr. 

(Contribution from the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of California) 

THE RECORDING of weights of birds seems to us worth while even if the sole 

object is merely to determine the average and extremes for each species. But 

interest in this subject, once aroused, soon leads to inquiry into the many types 
of modifications which occur and the factors which influence them. If, as re- 

cently made analyses of bird weights appear to show, weight may be taken as 
an index of progress in a bird’s annual cycle of physiological activity, there is 

urgent need for a better understanding than we now have of its variability. 

Huxley pointed out (1927, p. 461) in an analysis of the relation between egg 
weight and body weight in birds that “accurate weight-measurements should 

be as much a matter of systematic routine as accurate length-measurements 

or colour-deseriptions.” In the United States, Bergtold (1917) emphasized 

the absence of adequate records of weights of birds. 
Field naturalists usually agree on the desirability of knowing a bird’s 

weight, but they disagree over the practicability of recording weights of speci- 
mens taken in the field. Much of the prejudice against taking these weights 
arises from a conviction, aside from inconvenience to the collector, that the 
daily range in weight of any bird is so great as to offset or diminish the value 
of a single record of weight. 

All specimens preserved in recent years in the Museum of Vertebrate 

Zoology of the University of California have weights recorded on the labels. 
The only records of the golden-crowned sparrow (Zonotrichia coronata) are 

of winter-taken birds from California, far from the breeding grounds of the 

species. Hence they offer no opportunity to consider the variation caused by 

differences of geographic location. 

Several circumstances favored the choice of the golden-crowned sparrow 
for the present undertaking. An important circumstance was the availability 

of this species for trapping in large numbers at Berkeley. The recording of 

weights of one lot of fifty-three birds trapped for other purposes could be 

done with little inconvenience. These birds were weighed at the time of cap- 
ture in March and April, 1932, and again at the time of release in June and 

July. Unfortunately, sex could not be determined. 

Still a third group of facts presented the weights of four birds that were 

kept in captivity for a two-month period. For the first part of that time (April 

[309]
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16 to May 20, 1932) weights were recorded three times daily, at 8 a.m., 1 p.m., 

and 6 p.m. For the remainder of the period each bird was weighed once each 

day, at 1 p.m. These four birds were kept in one small cage (17 by 11 by 18 

inches). At first they were undisturbed except at the time of weighing; later, 

the cage was placed inside the much larger cage containing the large group 

of birds previously referred to. Food for both these lots of captive birds con- 

sisted of chick feed, lettuce, lawn clippings, apples, boiled eggs, and raw ham- 

burger steak. A supply of chick feed was kept in the cage all the time so that 

the birds always had opportunity to eat. Water was supplied constantly. 

TABLE 1 

Weicuts IN Grams or Zonotrichia coronata IN THE MUSEUM OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY 

Cee ee eee eee ee eee 

Month Male Female Both sexes—Totals 

No. Av. Min. Max.| No. Av. Min. Max.| No. Av. Min. Max. 

Septenibers:!.c.0.Ab aaiiael keg) danelts 819208) 27.9 30.5 | 3 29.3 27.9 30.5 

QOetober.cccsccsssseeeeeeenee| 12 81.7 26.5 35.4] 6 30.1 26.8 382.2] 18 31.2 26.5 35.4 

November. caccaccl ie ee sae | 8 eee, 20 Bla 8) 2a2 26.6) She 

December..........| 7 83.6 30.8 37.2] 4 82.2 27.5 37.0] 11 33.1 27.5 37.2 

Tanuary.....ccccccc| 3 80.8 28.6 32.1 1 32.5 32.5 32.5] 4 30.8 28.6 32.5 

February...ccccc| 2 35.7 33.9 37.6] 1 32.0 32.0 32.0] 3 34.5 32.0 37.6 

Marchi sce |b O UBB OBR OM ly cuca) aus a| Ub Bolo | as0) aoe 

Apri cserssessecreeesseensseereof 2 OBA BBQ BOB Yan cee sess gyre 2 36.4 33.2 39.6 

WIRY cc sraienteneiin| ie tata cspiael eee |e eee Zan. 33.0} 4 29.3 24.5 33.0 

Summary..............] 27 32.85 26.5 39.6 | 22 30.82 24.5 37.0 | 49 31.71 24.5 39.6 

The records of weights obtained from Museum specimens are summarized 

in table 1. This shows the number of birds weighed and the average, minimum, 

and maximum weights for each sex, and the two combined, in each month from 

September to May, inclusive. The table gives some indication of the nature 

and extent of seasonal change in weight and of difference between sexes. Hx- 

amination of it suggests that there is a gradual but marked gain in weight 

during the winter. This may be due partly to increase in age of the birds, to 

increasingly favorable food supplies, or to some physiological rhythms which 

affect the birds’ weights. The records are too meager for more than this slight 

suggestion. 

In the twenty-seven males of this series the weights ranged from 26.5 to 

39.6 grams, or 13.1 grams. This range is approximately 40 per cent of the 

average, 32.85 grams. The twenty-two females ranged in weight from 24.5 

to 87.0 grams, or 12.5 grams. Average weight for this lot of females was 30.32 

grams; this is 92 per cent of the average for the males. The combined weights 

of all the birds ranged from 24.5 to 39.6 grams, or 15.1 grams. This range is 

47 per cent of the mean weight for all the birds (31.71 grams). It is plain that 

the great variability is for the most part due to factors other than difference 

between sexes and that they affect the two sexes about equally.
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Figure 1 represents weights of the large group of sparrows that were kept 

in captivity until after the normal time of the spring migration and then 

released. These birds were weighed at time of capture, on dates ranging from 

March 1 to April 13, 1932, and again at time of release. Some were liberated 

on June 12 and some on July 22. The heavy line on the chart indicates dis- 
tribution of weights at time of capture while the shaded portion indicates 

weights at time of release. It is evident that the birds as a group increased in 

weight during the time they were caged. All but two individuals gained. In 

one of these the loss was .35 gram and in other 4.4 grams. Both were in the 
group liberated on July 22. 

4 1 

S. Hit (iin Meese 

COA A 
2 aa Ngee hoa 
Y Y Vii 
Y 7 VV Vi 7} 

i) OW) DA OA ee a a 
AA AMMA 

25 26 27 28 29 30 37 32 33 34 35 36 37 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 grams 

Fig. 1. Diagram showing weights of birds kept captive during the spring of 1932, at time 
of capture (in solid lines) and at time of release (in dotted lines with cross-ruling). Figures 
at tops of columns show number of birds in each weight class. 

Of the birds mentioned above, the averages (table 2) indicate that the 

second lot liberated (July 22) had lost weight before that date. The average 

of this lot of twenty-five birds was 3.16 grams less than the average of the 

twenty-five individuals liberated from the same cage on June 12. This loss of 

weight may have been partly due to the advance in season. There are reasons 

to suspect that, on the average, birds undisturbed on the breeding grounds 

would weigh less on July 22 than on June 12. (See Linsdale, 1928, p. 309.) 

Conditions in captivity, however, probably modified the effects of the advanc- 

ing breeding cycle long before June 12. If so, then other factors would become 

more important for the physical condition of the birds. We think it probable 

that the loss in weight after June 12 was chiefly due to average higher tem- 

perature after that time. (See p. 316.) 

This entire lot of birds demonstrated a gain in weight which occurred dur- 

ing the spring of 1932 in the golden-crowned sparrow population in the vicin- 

ity of Berkeley. A computation, in chronological arrangement, of the average 

weight of all birds captured shows that birds trapped at later dates in the 

spring were heavier than birds caught about March 1.
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The four birds whose weights were recorded daily or more frequently 

between April 16 and June 18 furnished many interesting facts which confirm 

or supplement those already recited. All four birds were examined on the date 

of last weighing. Number A181237 (referred to hereafter as no. 37), a female, 

was in the poorest condition of any bird in the lot, and in the most ragged 

plumage. Number A181266 (no. 66), the other female, appeared more nearly 

TABLE 2 

Summary or WeieHt Recorps (IN GRAMS) OF FIFrTY-THREE GOLDEN-CROWNED SPARROWS 

Kept In Captivity AT BERKELEY DURING THE SPRING or 1932 

Particulars of weights ee et |) verses! | acieiinuee | outta 
birds 

Weights of birds trapped between March 1 and 
WaT 10 oii asicasvcccoschosacecohescooacasessssuerneesste sey ctasshcsseassse| (28) 28.70 25.00 34.10 

Weights of birds trapped between March 28 and 
PAPE B35.) inaramniaiioenmennacanreinuurienatiecran! 2D) 32.81 27.50 38 .05 

Weights of all birds trapped between March 1 and 

Weights of birds trapped which were weighed at 
hime of release: wath ee EA GL B® 30.76 25.00 38.05 

Weights of birds released on June 12, at time of cap-| 
HATED scicie sh seahidensascce eats sieseelbrdacei mot Abtantiivsretecal | 0 31.08 25.05 37.60 

Weights of birds released on June 12, at time of re- 
CARON eatveeldisltianterlcc iit operaneeduaetettaatiserted coettaege uaterdl cee 39.58 33.95 46.85 

Weights of birds released on July 22, at time of cap- 
MUTT ie ctireescanstussnapianeeieascid msc wtli. ueeastsaneee ethic ceoutdndssceaseonna || 30.43 25.00 38.05 

Weights of birds released on July 22, at time of re- 
NBARO I ien ce hen i nuey cite asic nmenttauntniccmcn| ae 36.42 27.60 44.20 

Weights of all birds when released.........000..ccccen| 50 38.00 27.60 46.85 

Gain in weight of birds released on June 12................]. 25 8.50 1.90 17.35 
Gain in weight of birds released on July 22................| 25 6.00 | —4.40 13.05 

Gain in weight of both lots of birds..........cccccc| 50 7.24 | —4.40 17.35 
Loss in weight of birds released on July 22................) 2 2.37 35 4.40 

normal, although it did weigh less than at the beginning of the test. In com- 
parison with no. 37, its ovary showed considerably larger ova and its plumage 

was in better condition. Number A181267 (no. 67), a male, died on June 18. 
Its plumage was in poor condition. The testes were shrunken to three milli- 

meters in longest diameter. The fourth bird, number A181235 (no. 35), also 

a male, was exceptionally fat and was well covered with feathers. Its testes 

measured eight millimeters in longest diameter. 

The most striking revelation of figure 2 upon first examination is the con- 
trast in trend of the records of one bird, no. 35, and of the records of the other 
three, nos. 66, 67, and 37. It seems peculiar that no. 35 should, in spite of its 

great range of weight through the whole time, maintain a weight far above 

that of the three other birds. Only once did its weight fall as low as any record 
for another of the four: on only one day was its weight less than at the time 

of capture.
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Fig. 2. Chart of daily weights (1 p.m.) of four golden-crowned sparrows kept captive in 
the spring of 1932. Light line shows maximum daily temperatures for same period at the 
Oakland, California, station of the Weather Bureau. Figures on the left indicate grams, 
figures inside the chart indicate individual birds, and those on extreme right indicate tem- 
peratures in degrees Fahrenheit. 

The fact that three of the four birds in the small cage consistently lost 

weight during the time of captivity while nearly all the birds in the large cage 

gained heavily suggests that size of cage was an important factor in determin- 

ing the welfare of the birds. Possibly no. 35 may have so domineered the three 

other birds and prevented their feeding that their nutrition was impaired , 

even though sufficient food for all was available. Except the possibility of in- 

fection by parasites, conditions in the two cages were practically identical.
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In fact for a part of the time (after June 1) the small cage was placed inside 
the large one. It is also possible that the frequent handling of the birds in the 

small group caused their poor condition. If so, one of them must have been 
unaffected. Moreover, for a four-day period, beginning June 1, during which 

the birds were not handled, each made a considerable gain in weight. 

TABLE 3 

Dar.y RANGE In WEIGHT ofr Four GOLDEN-CROWNED SPARROWS 

Date 181235, A181266 A181267 181237 

ADTWAG cases eaeentnaecd 2.10 3.00 2.95 dined 

A DUMLT cutie elanint m ease ented -80 1.55 60 1.70 

PAPA EGE, MIN 5 Fotsb da eoaNc ce med 2.70 75 1.80 -30 
PAYEE 20 tease steicactavsss coarse atu 1.20 55 -40 70 

PAOTMR DA Heche Me Ca caeystl heeds eetatnsbeedl 1.85 95 80 -30 
AOE 2a ak coins wy .90 1.20 .60 1.15 
MASP abi es stern csdacdisdc sachet sevavaiaseioess Hoeuievaae 1.50 -50 15 -20 

APT Pa heat iccss i ctoocs dasemnnsetcasy irate 1.75 45 -90 50 
ADEM DE cite trrecccecngantrsrr oie 2.30 .80 1.50 1.05 

BADER OO aaa AN eh a Md 3.50 1.60 1.85 1.80 

Peete 1W72 SINE AI HEM ege ng) Co DHUO ent 2.25 1.25 1.20 95 

PAD IR Ose ciseyssscerncstrsrstiacona rin rutcsrnsted 1.70 -80 15 1.10 
ADEM AO Cael athe eign ee UNL ley RESO 1.00 .30 1.00 
ERs Mite so tasterssstystaesttest scratorsseetins cot 1.70 1.10 90 1.85 
Maines dea Mela ctuncin dt Mala fag any .20 .40 .20 
IE ees cet ests ccrcigcavtovers oe ptrrareeeessoee 90 1.45 1.05 1.60 
Magid eee ee uae 60 80 2.20 1.30 
RY Oi ieesircccssskeststasctsetiosancerteetnsottashecseed 2.50 1.80 2.00 2.30 
ERY, 1G aca ca sigpencaceesstc ar isuteranveesll 1.10 85 1.20 1.35 

Mayer cn chic e iL a eGR 35 1.15 .60 
Wai cists iecaicsisseensse esr 1.50 75 -90 1.40 

U7 7A TSA TE RANT AERO TA a 1.90 65 85 1.15 

11129, 00 LIPASE ny lee a HEU By -60 -80 -40 60 
Mae dd ler randeud nance 65 .20 20 45 
Mav OAL OCC inne uty .30 75 .70 85 
Mays ee a, 65 1.45 1.10 AB 
hey A oe ea ae 60 2.85 1.25 70 
DRY AB el nrossrosecsactucsnrans canines :70 1.15 1,20 75 

Des: SSG Sta Geni LUNG .60 1.35 1.00 1.35 
ERG AT ibis coestpstsonceenmroneiiee 1.40 -70 1.55 2.70 

MMs Sissi bith wah Achy! Deal i -60 -70 1.30 1.35 
Mn yiLOe OS LAN ct nye ianaa de dieipeal 40 1.50 1.10 85 
MAS 20K es cai rel ian dai anak 15 70 85 -80 

AVOPAGO. allo ya. aneery anoint 1.39 1.03 1.08 1.00 

Mieselba ED oy castes ceasreriaesneesstiieeies 3.50 3.00 2.95 2.70 

Average of all—1.12
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Because of the obvious effects of captivity upon the birds in the small cage 
no attempt is here made to interpret the significance of the fluctuation in 
weight over the whole period. It seems, however, that the daily fluctuations 

would be less affected by these abnormal conditions. If they do vary from flue- 

tuations which occur in the wild the amounts, we think, would probably be 

greater. Hence it is thought that the records merit some attempt at analysis. 

It was mainly to test the possibility that daily fluctuations in weight might 
offset the value of single records of weight that we decided to record the 
weights of this small group of caged individuals several times daily over a 

reasonably long time. It was hoped that the group of facts obtained would 

serve as a standard by which the error involved in single records of weights 
might be judged. They should show how much allowance needs to be made, in 

considering single weights, for daily fluctuations caused by intake of food or 

excretion of waste. It seems obvious that the total capacity of the digestive 

tract would be too large to be used for this purpose. It is rare that birds of this 
type are collected with digestive tracts either completely empty or completely 

filled. What is needed, then, is a measure of the actual fluctuation found 
through the day—not the possible or supposed one. 

As an illustration, suppose that a golden-crowned sparrow is collected in 

the field and found to weigh 30 grams. If the materials here used are repre- 

sentative the expectable daily range in weight for this species is a little more 

than 1.1 grams (see table 3). If the 30-gram weight happened to be the aver- 

age weight of the individual for the day, other weighings are likely, on the 

average, to be between 29.44 and 30.56 grams. When two individuals differ 

in weight by more than 1.1 grams, it is presumed that the difference is prob- 

ably due to season, body dimension, or sex, but not to amount of undigested 

food contained in them. 
Also interesting is the determination of the time of day when birds are heav- 

jest (see fig. 3). In this weight record of the four sparrows, fifty-nine times 

the evening weight was greater than either of the other two; four times the 

noon and evening weights were the same, but greater than the morning one; 

forty-nine times the noon weight was greatest; nine times the noon weight 

was least; twice the morning and noon weights were equal, but less than the 

evening one; once the noon and evening weights were equal, but less than the 

morning one; seven times the morning weight was greatest and the evening 

weight least. Five of the seven weights last mentioned represent weighings on 

the first two days after capture. 

Table 4 gives a summary of the three daily weighings of each of the four 

birds for the thirty-five-day period and of the noon weighings for sixty-one 

days. The records show that for each bird the average evening weight was 
larger than the average morning weight and, by a smaller amount, than the 

average noon weight. 

Detailed examination of the trend of weight from day to day (see fig. 2) 

demonstrates that apart from contrast between no. 35 and the other three 
birds there is close agreement in changes; that is, all four birds showed in-
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creases on the same days and de- 

creases on the same days. These oF 66 ef ae 

simultaneous changes in one di- > ee Pe 

rection occur too often to be the PS inex oR on 

result of chance. Some one ex- | ~~ ar ipo “— 
ternal factor seems to have influ- | ~~ aN en Sr 
enced the weight of these birds ae aN sae om 

much more markedly than any on Deer We a 

others. From field observations eo AG ee by 

of the behavior of this species, we | ~_ oe on ee 

suspected that weather records ian ea py De 

might furnish a clue to the expla- poe eo, ee 

nation. Comparison of curves of ne 

weights and of weather records a eae Log va 

of Oakland reveal that every well Ce ape oa ae 

marked drop in weight was coin- | ~~ -_— ey, — 
cident with or within a day or | ~~ ie a ee 
two after a day of especially high pe pee eu au 

temperature. Conversely all four ea es ya Le 
birds tended to gain weight dur- es oy 

ing cool weather. Preliminary me ii oll 
tables of correlation suggest that a eo ae Leaelh 

the highest negative correlation | ~~ ene a lees 
of weight records is with the max- a Pt see ee 

imum temperature reading of a ao ea Ze: 
two days previously. The exact 

amount of this correlation has vill wll = peg 

not been worked out because we 

consider the facts now available | —_ ao rae Mea 
not quite adequate to justify such hoa 7 ar ~S 

extensive analysis. We offer them, | ~~ ane Se pee 
however, for possible use in out- | —™~ a nies acl 
lining critical tests of causes of ee oe Pat i 

daily fluctuation in bird weight. ~, oa or ne 

A further suggestion derived | ~_ noe ae ee 
from figure 2 is that such records 
may have significance for the dis- ie ae ae oil 
tribution and migration of these or ae iis en, 

sparrows. If, as appears from | ~~ ee ea ee 
this chart, high temperatures— 

or some atmospheric condition ac- Fig. 3. Chart showing daily trends in weight of 

companying them—eause a loss fot captive golden-cowned sparrows, Hath 
of weight in golden-crowned spar- number at the top. Horizontal rows represent 

rows it seems likely that birds in Teughte am eto dey, beginning with Apr 30, 
the wild would move from areas _ tions between three daily weighings.
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TABLE 4 

SuMMaRY or MorninG, Noon, AND Eventne Weicuts or Four Captive GoLDEN-CrowNED Sparrows Kzpr av BERKELEY DuRING SPRING or 1932 : 

ee eS Se ee 

8 a.M. lp.M. 6P.M. = 
No. Se SS eee ee S| or | 6 ea % 

Band No. Sex days = = < 8a.M. lp.M. wR 
Av. Min. Max. Av. Min. Max. Av. Min. Max. = 

oe ee ee ee Se SS SSS eS 
= 

BISIQOD citer] oO" 35 35.96 27.55 40.80 36.46 30.40 42.30 37.04 30.70 42.05 1.08 -58 BS 

OL Bae 3] Gi 2] Sane Sf OOsBE |. OOO | SAN SO | oan ee lea cere = 
g 

BISIOGG = cena ¢ 35 24.66 21.70 28 .20 25.12 22.45 26.75 25.22 22.50 26.90 -56 -10 < 

Gl le nt ence] See | AE | Sots s | Bao -| ee ee = 

AISEGi os acoacsone| <0" 35 27.80 25.45 31.65 28.51 26.40 30.65 28 .58 26.30 30.50 -70 07 = 

Chest Sen cl earatc SeOt. 02S | obAOR | O0eON | re ae |= eee Q 

BISIOU rae cecminen| GS 35 24.82 23.05 28.00 25.27 23.40 27.15 25.65 23.80 28.00 -83 -38 = 

Ss 

a ee ee Se Se eee eee eee 
& 

Summary. ca 35 21.70 40.80 22.45 42.30 22.50 42.05 = 

es eee ete oe Eee =| bare pe ae eee are a pee ee Se See ae 3 
= 

61 5 eae cence Sor Bae 19.10 42.30 sacle ee saree § 

wo 
Be 
xq
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of high temperature to areas where they are not unfavorably affected. This 

assumes that loss of weight signifies circumstances not favorable to their phys- 

ical well-being. Possibly the heat of late spring days may have some influence 

upon time of departure of this species for its northern breeding grounds. We 

have noticed a shift in habitat during winter months, apparently in response 

to heat. In cool, cloudy, or even clear weather the flocks on the sides of the 

canyons on the upper campus of the University of California may be seen on 
open slopes, but on hot clear days they all move to shady places. Again, this 

points to the conclusion that heat affects individuals of this species directly 
and unfavorably. 

It may be that studies of the effect of varying amounts of heat upon birds 

as revealed by changes in weight will give important results for interpreta- 

tion of geographic distribution. Possibly the changing physiological cycles 

oceasion different types of response at different seasons. The records kept by 

us in spring may represent a season when the birds are especially responsive 

to weather conditions. 

To summarize : Four hundred and sixty-four records of body weight of the 

golden-crowned sparrow provide the basis for analysis of the types of varia- 

tion that affect body weight. We offer the following tentative conclusions, 

mainly for their possible usefulness as indicating lines of inquiry concerning 

bird weights which are certain to give valuable results. 

Females in winter are consistently lighter than males, but modifications of 

weight due to other causes are considerably larger in any series than the dif- 
ference due to sex. 

Throughout the spring, preceding migration, there is a progressive increase 

in weight of the individual birds which spend that time in the vicinity of 

Berkeley. 

Records of captive birds suggest that only a small allowance (less than 

4 per cent) need be made for daily fluctuation in their weight due to exchange 

of materials through digestion. 

Birds of this species tend to be heaviest, during daylight hours, in late after- 

noon, but almost as often reach their greatest daily weight about midday. 

Weight records, as well as observation in the field, indicate that heat in 

excess affects golden-crowned sparrows unfavorably, causing loss of weight. 

There is a suggestion that weight measurement offers a means of gauging 

response of birds to heat and of determining possible relation of this factor to 

limitation of range or to initiation of migration in spring. 

Transmitted October 1, 19382.
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SIZE AND WEIGHT OF ADIRONDACK DEER 

Many Adirondack guides and hunters believe that individuals of the white-tailed 

deer, Odocoileus virginianus borealis, taken in recent years are not as large as those of 

earlier days. Accurate weights and measurements recorded by observers over a long 

period may aid in a better understanding of this subject. 

Seton (Lives of game animals, vol. 3, pp. 232-233, 1927), gives the live weights of the 

following large male deer from New York State: 375 pounds, Franklin County, 1877; 

400 pounds, Warren County, about 1896; and 400 pounds, Saratoga County, 1890. 

The live weights of the largest bucks of which I have records are as follows: 326 

pounds, Ulster County, 1927; 355 pounds, Ulster County, 1928; and 386 pounds, Franklin 

County, 1932. A buck that I weighed at a slaughterhouse in Rensselaer in 1932 was 312 

pounds dressed and 390 pounds live weight. I did not learn the locality in which this 

specimen was killed. The largest deer that I recorded weighed 318 pounds dressed or 

397 pounds entire. It was taken in Greene County, 1933. 

The following summary of the sizes and weights of deer is arranged with regard to 

age and sex. 

Live Weight.—Adult male: ‘‘Spike horns’, with spikes not less than 3 inches long, 

usually weigh 125 to 150 pounds. The smallest I have recorded is 113 pounds and the 

largest 160 pounds. Prong horns, or 4 point bucks, usually weigh 160 to 170 pounds, 

although I weighed one which was only 125 pounds. Larger bucks have weighed as 

follows: 6 point, 180 pounds; 8 point, 187, 205 pounds; 9 point, 185 pounds; 10 point, 

175, 386, 397 pounds; 12 point, 250, 326 pounds; 14 point, 279 pounds; 15 point, 390 pounds; 

16 point, 355 pounds. 

Adult female: Usual weight from 130 to 160 pounds. The smallest I have weighed 

was 125 pounds and the largest 165 pounds. The average of 8 individuals was 145 pounds. 

Young at the age of about 6 months weigh 95 to 106 pounds. 

Size.—Adult male: Total length, 61 to 76 inches; tail, 9 to 12 inches; hind foot, 19 

to 21 inches; ear, 7 to 8 inches; height at shoulder, 33 to 41 inches; depth of chest, 14 

to 18 inches. 

Adult female: Total length, 60 to 69 inches; tail, 9 to 11 inches; hind foot, 18 to 19 

inches; ear, 7 to 8 inches; height at shoulder, 33 to 39 inches; depth of chest, 14 to 18 

inches. 

Young about 6 months old: Total length, 57 to 60 inches; tail, 10 inches; hind foot, 

17 to 19 inches; ear, 6 to 7 inches; height at shoulder, 27 to 34 inches; depth of chest, 12 

to 13 inches. 

After surveying the available material, I believe that the white-tailed deer of New 

York are as large now as they were in earlier days and that the following reasons may 

account for the contrary belief: Guides and hunters usually remember the exceptionally 

large deer and base conclusions on their recollections. The smaller and less impressive 

deer are not remembered for long. The number of hunters has increased steadily and 

the annual kill probably is greater than in earlier days. It is possible therefore, that 

many deer which might attain a record size are killed before they are fully grown. 

Small, young deer are more numerous in the fall and more easily killed than wary old 

bucks. The proportion of small deer then killed would be very much greater than the 

proportion of large deer.—W. J. Scoonmaxmr, New York State Museum, Albany, New 

York. 
|
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| AND WATERFOWL A SMALL body covered with a thick the average weight, according to my rec= | ca layer of feathers cannot weigh very  ords, is two and one half pounds. | 

NADA GOOSE much, yet it is indeed surprising to find 
HIS great waterfowl, whose wing that teals weigh so little. The green- YELLOW-LEGS 
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and fourteen ounces but I still feel that Still I feel that the weight of this bird approximately fourteen ounces. The coot someone’s pet decoy went to the happy will be of interest to sportsmen. Drakes or mud hen averages one and one quarter 
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A pair of fox squirrels, male and female, are now held in 

captivity. The male was caught December 1, 1936 

A number of squirrels, 21 grays and 11 fox, have been weighed 

and measured. Most were mature, but some were younger. The average 

weight of the gray squirrel was 430 grams ( mimimum 250, maximum 525); 

average length, 396 millimeters ( 376 - 425); average tail length, 199 mn. 

(186 - 205); average foot 59 mm. ( 51 - 68). Similar measurements of the 
fox squirrel: average weight, 771 grams ( mimtimum 500, maximum 917); 

average length, 509 millimeters ( 472 - 586); average tail, 243 (158 - 254); 
average foot 64 ( 63 - 75). 

Division of Chemistry Analyzes Squirrel Feed 

Through the cooperation of Dr. G. S. Fraps, Chief of the 

Division of Chenistry, Texas Agriculturs1 Experiment Station, a sample 

of acorns of the willow oak ( Quercus phellos) which is much used for food 
by the fox and gray squirrels was analyzed. The scorns were collected by 

Phil D, Goodrum on the Trinity Bottoms, 17 miles southwest of Trinity, 

Texas, Scptember 19, 1936. The results of the analysis follows: 

Protein - - -sm*- - - - - 4.22 

ert ah) Sa ete ie eS BO 
Crude Fiber - w-'- - - 6.90 

Nitrogen 
Free Extrect- - - - - - 64.52 

Weter ---+---+-+5 5.23 

Ash -----+-7-- 1.93 , 
100.00 

Samples of seeds of Bumelia, Panicum, Helianthus and Sesbania 
have been submitted to the Division of Chemistry for analysis in connection 

with Lehmann's study of quail foods.
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WD0 Leopold MOO S€OPOlO “Tin WEIGHTS OF UPLAND) "avs feb autho ssl ols as scales 3 Sy as 

NS GAME BIRDS killed in 1903. : 
| As a usual thing, these birds will 

WE an old cock pheasant fans weigh from 5% to 6% ounces and average 

h the breeze it certainly does look about 6 ounces. This refers to the Eastern 

big but it has never looked like seven quail. The Texas quail will go slightly 

pounds of bird to me. Yet, I was told under those figures; while the Florida 
by a hunter that he bagged two ring-  hird is even smaller. 

necks which together weighed 14 pods 

| and, when weighed singly, each tipped the 

| scales to an even seven pounds. Well, if WOODCOCK | 

that’s true they were some birds and if Te bill of the woodcock, which 

| it is not true, he’s some weigher. measures from 2% to three inches, | 

The largest cock ringneck that I ever adds to the total length of the bird but 

| weighed was exactly 4% pounds and he does not add greatly to its weight. It, is 

measured 37/4 inches from the end of his not surprising then that an 11-inch bird 

bill to the tip of his tail. The lightest weighs consistently less than half a 

male pheasant that I have recorded was pound, The male woodcock is the smaller 

2¥ pounds. Therefore, according to my and weighs usually five to six ounces, 

records, the weight of male ring-necked while the female steps the indicator up to 

c 5 from six to eight ounces. An 834-ounce 

A By i i] fe female is the heaviest bird on my list. 

i rt f r Fi) Upland birds—zveights 
; 6 Bd Grouse, Ruffed 1-134 pounds 

. a i / PA Partridge, Hungarian 34-1 pound 

4 Pe a Pheasant, Ringneck 2%4-4¥% pounds 
: Pi : rs f ; Quail, Eastern about 3% pound 

oe f Woodeock—Male Hewett 
a ae ' Bg Woodcock —Female : BY “| 

Pe Se a ie —WALTER J. SCHOONMAKER — } 

ee: ae 

oe ' a an 
eet oe ae a 

a ae i ox ror 
po ee ae ee 
eS oe ee ee 

| ee es Ae a 
| Se eee ee MES Cae 
| Photo by Louis Mysse 

Caught in the act—of drumming 

pheasants is between 2/4 and 4/2 pounds 

and the average, based upon all of my 
figures, is three pounds and one ounce. 

Probably the weights of many of our 
upland game birds are not well known, 

even by those who hunt them and for that 
reason it may be well to consider the 
weights of some of the more common 
game birds. 

RUFFED GROUSE OR PARTRIDGE 

Ee the most talked of bird in bird- 
dom, this ruffed grouse. It’s wise; it’s 

fast—but what does it weigh? One hunter 
swore that he bagged a 214-pounder, And 

I didn’t challenge his statement. No sir! 

He was big and I’m small! But I’m tell- 

ing you, folks, if you ever get a 2/2-pound 

Eastern ruffed grouse, weigh it care- 

fully; measure it; picture it; take it to 

a notary and have the affidavit signed, 

sworn to and sealed, because you will not 
get many such birds. : 

Actually, the average weight, based 

upon all of my records, is 114 pounds and 

my figures include birds from one pound 

to one pound and 11 ounces. Personally, 

T believe that the one pound and 11-ounce 

bird is very unusual. Its length was 18% 

inches—and that’s some bird! 

7 QUAIL—BOB WHITE 

eee has been much discussion 
relative to the weights of quail in 

various sections of the country. This is 

particularly true of old-time hunters who 

claim that the birds of the old days were 

much larger than at present. While there 

have been claims of quail that weighed 9 

or 10 ounces, I have never found any that 

went over 6% to 7 ounces; although I
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SNOW-KILLING OF THE BOB-WHITE 

BY THOS. G. SCOTT* 
Reports of ground-roosting birds imprisoned by snow or sleet 

may be found in various ornithological publications, and occasionally 
popular articles with illustrations appear relating to birds killed by 

exposure to the weather. However, convincing evidence that snow im- 
prisonment occurs and actually results in death to the prisoners is 

scarce. 

The data included in this paper may provide conclusive evidence 

that, at least in one instance, reasonably strong Bob-whites (Colinus 

virginianus virginianus) were imprisoned and killed by drifting snow. 
In addition, it will be pointed out that other birds of the same covey 

met death by exposure to severe weather in spite of apparent physical 

fitness and the protection of normally acceptable cover. 

The notes supporting this paper were incidental to observations 

upon emergency feeding practices. However, the notes are detailed 

*Iowa State College Extension Service, Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Iowa Conseryation Commission, and U.S. Bureau of Biological Survey Codperating.
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enough to be significant and are adequately warranted by photographs. 
The writer is indebted to Dr. H. H. Knight of Iowa State College for 

the accompanying photographs. 

The covey of Bob-whites under observation was located on the 
Little Wall Area by Mr. Robert I. Simpson and the writer during a 
preliminary survey to prospective emergency feeding operations. This 

inspection was carried out on the twenty-eighth day of January. The 

birds were using a plum (Prunus) and willow (Salix) thicket as a day 

roost. The thicket was growing upon a slight embankment immedi- 

ately to the northwest of a marsh which in that region is largely grown 

up to river bulrushes (Scirpus fluviatilis). The embankment and 
thicket provided excellent mechanical protection from the prevailing 

northwest winds, and the skyward branching of the thicket insured 
the birds against the attacks of winged predators. At that time there 

were approximately twenty-one birds in the covey. It may be of in- 
terest to note that both Bob-whites and Pheasants (Phasianus colchicus 

torquatus), in apparent tolerance of each other, were using this thicket 

almost to the exclusion of one or two available willow thickets which 
were, if possible, more exposed to the wind. The birds were not fed 

during this visit, but later, on February 2, shelled corn was placed in 

the thicket by emergency feeders. 

On February 8 the most severe blizzard of the season occurred. 
The writer, interested in its effect upon wildlife, drove to the Little 
Wall Area to observe the birds already mentioned. Under protected 
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Fic. 2. The thicket. The snow-prison was at the writer’s feet, and 
the highest level of the drift is being indicated upon the willow clump.
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Fic. 3. This shows the night-roost group and the approximate posi- 
tions of the single birds collected on the same day. 
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Fic. 4. A close up of the night-roost group. The singles, probable 

victims of exposure, have been placed near the night-roost group for 
comparative reasons.
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conditions the temperature was 15° below zero, but it was probably 

ten to fifteen degrees lower in the face of the thirty to forty mile an 
hour gale which was blowing. Although but three inches of snow fell 
during the day, there was enough of it in the wind to make visibility 
very low and to cause extensive drifting. The visit was made at 10 
A. M., and at that time the snow was drifting rapidly. The Bob-whites 

and Pheasants were both at the thicket, but the cover was proving 

inadequate to the test. A part of the Bob-whites were in a night-roost 

formation, and the others were scattered throughout the cover. Iced 

snow was seen upon the head and upper neck of a few Pheasants and 

Bob-whites. Two of the Bob-whites, weakened by the weather and 

encumbered by an incasement of snow and ice upon their heads, were 
noticeably helpless. Without difficulty these birds were collected by 

hand, and the others flew into the bulrushes. The eyes and nostrils of 
the captured birds were sealed with iced snow, but the mouth was 

clogged with neither ice nor snow. Although helpless and decidedly 

subject to predation in the face of the blizzard, these birds revived 

hurriedly once within the car. The car was unheated, hence served 
only to break the wind. The wind undoubtedly carries snow to the 

head of a bird, but, what is more important, keeps it there. As the 

roads were rapidly becoming impassable, the writer was forced to 

leave the field. 

It was impossible to return to the area for three days. On Feb- 
ruary 11 the roads were again passable, and a trip was made to the 
thicket to view the results. Upon approaching the thicket, one live 

bird was seen to make a reasonably strong flight away from the oppo- 

site side. The cover was drifted with from four to eight feet of snow, 

and there was but little sign indicating that live birds were using it. 
After a short search, one dead bird was found with its head projecting 

above the snow. It was facing into the blizzard, as were all Bob-whites 
found dead through exposure in this covert. The drift was too exten- 

sive to attempt shoveling to the birds which were possibly somewhere 

within, so an intensive watch was kept upon the drift as soon as melt- 

ing began on February 23. 

The notes concerning each member of the covey accounted for 

may possibly be handled to the best advantage as follows: 

Bob-white I—Male; taken alive February 8; weight 176.2 grams. 
Bob-white I—Male; taken alive February 8; weight 194.2 grams. 

Note: Bob-whites I and II were the specimens taken during the 
blizzard. Although the weights indicate reasonably healthy birds
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(Errington 193la), they were extremely susceptible to predation and 

would undoubtedly have died from exposure. These birds were kept 

in captivity at the college, and their weights were taken again on 
March 6. Bob-white I—181.5 grams. Bob-white II—197 grams. 

Bob-white I1I—Male; found dead February 11; weight 185 grams. 
The crop of this bird was empty, but the stomach contained corn. The 

weight again indicates a reasonably strong bird. 

Bob-white IV—The lone living bird seen three days after the 
blizzard. Its flight was strong and vigorous. 

Bob-white V—Female; found dead March 8; weight 135 grams. 

This was one of the first birds to appear after the melting began on 
February 23. It was found approximately four feet below the highest 

level of the drift. The snow was pushed or melted back from the 

body of the bird on all sides for about four inches, thus forming a 

small compartment and indicating that the bird may have lived be- 

neath the snow for a short time. 

Bob-white VI—Male; found dead March 8; weight ? It was 

not considered of any particular value to weigh the bird in that its 

head was gone. The breast contour and stomach analysis would indi- 

cate a bird of about 180 grams. Later the head was found a few 

inches lower in the snow leaving evidence that the attack had occurred 
during the blizzard. Circumstantial findings indicated that the preda- 

tor was a mink (Mustela vison). 

Bob-white VII—Male; found dead March 15; weight 175 grams. 

Bob-white VIII—Male; found dead March 15; weight 182 grams. 

Bob-white IX—Male; found dead March 15; weight 118 grams. 

Note: Bob-whites VII, VIII, and IX are the birds pictured in 

Fig. 4, just back of the covey group. The weights of VII and VIII 

would signify strong birds. From the fresh appearance, lack of snow 
compartment and findings by stomach analysis it is quite likely that 

they perished from exposure. The weight of IX indicates a very weak 

bird. A snow compartment was not seen about the bird, but that may 

have been due to untimely observation. The low weight and stomach 
analysis would indicate death through trapping beneath the snow. 

Bob-white X-——Male; found dead March 15; weight 104 grams. 

Bob-white XI-—Male; found dead March 15; weight 96 grams. 
Bob-white XII—Female; found dead March 15; weight 120 grams. 
Bob-white XIII—Male; found dead March 15; weight 116 grams. 

Note: Bob-whites X, XI, XII, and XIII are the birds composing 

the night-roost group in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. These birds quite ob- 
viously met death through imprisonment. The difference in outward
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appearance may readily be seen by comparison with the three birds 
in the background. Notice the droppings and the steamed or drenched 

appearance of the birds in the night-roost group. The body weights 

are all below that which commonly deeds a Bob-white the right to 
live in the wild. The stomach analysis tends to clinch the argument 
that the birds perished through imprisonment. It is interesting to 

note that Bob-white XIII was heavily infested with lice (Goniodes 
ortygis Den.). Imagination might conceive of these lice moving from 

the dead or dying birds to XIII as the last living bird. 

STOMACH ANALYSIS 

ee aes eh ae eS eight of | Weight of | Weight or | Food an Sods 
white | Sianisct inlay | ae | Soa | “Grit | ones | Weights 

Material 

V | Dark green 7 4.83 1.25 92 135 
VI Green 8.35 5.2 127 1.88 i 

VII Green 9 5.8 1:15 2.05 175 
“VU Green el, 4.87 1.01 1.22 182 

Ix Black 6.55 4.72 1.00 83, 118 
De Black 5:2 3.85 15, -60 104 
me Black DiS esl ear site: 64 3 96 

XII* Black 6.03 4.21 97 85 120 
XUl* | Black Bg HA tes eae wel del ieee eal 

{See Bob-white V note. 
*Night-roost group. 

The quantitative stomach analysis denotes that the imprisoned 
Bob-whites of the night-roost group died in much poorer condition 
than did those birds which died from exposure. Birds V and IX, for 

which former circumstantial evidence implied death by imprisonment, 

also show a tendency to be poorer than the exposed birds, but still 

not so poor as the night-roost group. Color of the stomach lining 
may or may not be of importance, however, the darker colors seem to 

be associated with the imprisoned birds. The comparatively small 
amount of grit found in the stomachs of the night-roost group and 
the lack of food provides evidence to the fact that they must have 

remained alive in their snow-prison for some time. The birds in the 

night-roost group probably died from a combination of starvation and 

suffocation. The exposed birds presumably died from a combination 

of suffocation and cold. 

Nine of the original covey are unaccounted for, but this is not 

an entirely unusual happening. Frequently entire coveys of birds 

disappear from their chosen coverts only to be found by diligent 
searching in open corn fields many yards away. (Errington, 1936). 
Perhaps this entire covey would have done the same thing had not
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part of them been unable to leave due to death or imprisonment. The 
accounted-for birds may have moved into the bulrushes where the 

drifting was less severe and without the characteristic crust found 
where the wind was able to play upon the surface of the snow. The 
Pheasants did this very thing and came through well except for those 
birds which remained too near the embankment. The embankment 
provided a break for drifting, and the wind froze a crust over it for 
some yards out into the marsh. One male Pheasant was seen to break 

its way up through this crust and escape after three days of imprison- 
ment. The crust at this point was strong enough to support a man’s 

weight. 
Although drifting and undue cold is an infrequent occurrence, it 

appears worthy of the game manager’s attention, especially in the pro- 

vision and strengthening of cover. Cover which encourages drifting 
may be perfectly acceptable during the greater part of the year, but 
it certainly fails in the face of the final test. The primary purpose of 
good cover is that of offering protection from predators. Cover, 
drifted full of snow, fails in this respect and often becomes a trap to 
birds trusting in its protection. Future research into management 

practices should include the effect of drifting upon normally accept- 
able cover and the possibility of controlling it. 

A great many ideas for controlling the drift may enter one’s mind. 

But are they practicable, and if so, are they inexpensive and simple 
enough to be practiced by the ordinary landowner? 

SUMMARY 
1. Reasonably healthy Bob-whites may perish through imprison- 

ment by drifting snow. 
2. Exposure to cold, high winds and snow may kill reasonably 

healthy Bob-whites. 
3. Cover, subject to heavy drifting, is not ideal. 

4. Research into management practices should include work 
upon the effect and control of drifting snow. 
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WEIGHTS OF SPOTTED TOWHEES 

By JEAN M. LINSDALE and E. L. SUMNER, Sr. 

The weights of birds are useful for several purposes, among them the interpre- 

tation of geographic variation in body size and as indicator of seasonal change in 
physiological behavior. It is necessary, however, in using them to make proper allow- 
ance for the several kinds of influence which affect weights under various circumstances. 

In order to learn something about these influences for certain fringillid species we 
kept records, in 1932-33, of weights of Golden-crowned Sparrows (Zonotrichia coro- 
nata), Fox Sparrows (Passerella iliaca subsps.) and Spotted Towhees (Pipilo macula- 
tus falcifer) trapped on the campus of the University of California at Berkeley. 

Reports on the first two species have been printed (Univ. Calif. Publ. Zool., vol. 
40, 1934, pp. 309-320; Condor, vol. 36, 1934, pp. 107-112). Although fewer records 
are available for Spotted Towhees, we consider them worthy of summarizing be- 
cause this species is permanently resident while the other two are migratory; we were 
able to distinguish sexes in the towhee, but not in the other two; and the inconvenience 
involved in trapping and weighing this bird makes it unlikely that anyone else will 
provide this information. 

Table 1. Weights of a male Spotted Towhee (no. A 283839) in the spring of 1933. 
Date 9am, 1pm, 5:30pm. Date 9am, 1pm. 5:30p.m, 

Janel O, ieee at ray TOO hae (Mar. (4cee eee 40,00: 42105 
a need Ae renee oe tel cerca Bate 41.95 Mar, 30.5 seeeeente 40:99 Senet discrete 

FebR docs oh ena UO SO.0N os. ApS 22 ey can. | 40.35 
eB 8 eee ee eter 80570103740 ApEn e880. uk... 39,70 
Reb 2 6 ct eel AL 2Otoa yea ene (Apried fees rast 40,05) <5 cect (oleh 
RD 28 eur os Seta Pes ce A160 IADIY eBie ease SB O0l, cnc.) 9 tee 
Mar. 472222. 4010 Fela eases Mays Bivicrcnsssteeteerns. 40105 eas, 40.90 

Mari 62a ee nares ee Ua OR LIBS, Mayr Omeemertan en SB105. 0) ctraesin cs asters 

Table 2. Weights of a male Spotted Towhee (no. A 283838) in the spring of 1933. 

Date 9am, 1pm, $:30p.m. Date 9am. 1pm. 5:30 p.m, 
janet Soe 2h. 30/70). Aree om 800 Bee 2e meee S698. te: 13050 
Fara ees eSB On et lies A Cs Ae SUBD, a eee ce 
aris LY see caes al capes Oe AO ces CIS), AS) SE St OI YA ie sae To nee 
ROD ccsetrestecwccccscscs the aeieae 40.20 ‘esseated career ea fe tees cetoasst fi accaees sessttee 36.85 

GB 6). eudececstnn tat aes AUNT Be cae Meira O ers cs... 30/10. 64) Sane eeenn ata 
Bebyay 20h ee el S8 178) 9 eee 00 Moariatd estate oe ESO OUN Eft. 
RODS eee he 8 catia oe 38.25 WEB Eh Z Olen nee tas an Stan 37.05 eee 

REDiHO eeceeet er site att hon 37.90 een MAT 22 lystrtatinc too 60150) S130. eoseeae 

Feb: dO tase sese-o) S470 837,050. 042.05) MBE 2a sete 8 7078 (pO OO Mn tics 
Febyeldercct tetas aves a OB SSIMU ans Maree 23 ict. S810 8.5 G0 85. 
FOB, 15 tersecsssccstseesscrcses? 30109. 38.85 Bcsasasel Mies 24 oe cccestansenatse noseotes 39.40 38.05
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Table 3. Extremes and ranges of weights (in grams) of male Spotted Towhees trapped ten 
or more times. 

No. Minimum Maximum 
Band No. Records Date Wt. Date Wt. Range 
28306 Vasco sss cssssoreeeas 10) Jan. 13 34.85 Jan. 9 42.90 8.05 

PA POBSBSB, 22 com ergs OS Feb. 10 34.70 Feb. 10 42.05 13S 

Av 283830! 40-20) Feb. 22 37.10 Mar. 14 42.05 4.95 

AC283840 2s eto Mar. 20 34.30 Feb. 28 38.55 4.25 

Table 4. Summary of weights (in grams) of male Spotted Towhees trapped during the winter 
of 1932-33 at Berkeley. 

Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May 
Number weight records............--- 1 4 8 5 18 44 24 9 3 
Average weight in morning...................-. 40.10 42.05 40,00 38.53 38.48 38.22 39.58 39.65 
Number. bitds: 2s ech stunt ents. 2 3 1 5 5 4 1 1 
Average weight at noon...............--.---38.10 37.65 39.90 40.37 39.18 39.32 38.16 35.58 .... 

Number: (birds 20 eee easiness 1 1 is 3 5 8 3 ee Rees 
Average weight in afternoon................. ... 39.90 45.80 36.45 39.57 39.11 38.18 38.39 40.90 
Nuimbet Dir .i.ccoc3 sarasccsctscscecseercecneie 2 Sass 1 1 1 4 ¥ 4 3 i 

Average all weights...........--1:::---+--38.10 39.44 41.66 39.51 39.06 39.03 38.19 38.07 40.28 

Minimum weight.......0.......-.-----1--------+---38.10 37.55 36.15 36.45 32.95 34.70 34.30 35.20 38.65 

Maximum weight............-..--11-e----38.10 42.65 45.80 42.10 44.30 43.80 42.05 41.05 40.90 

In general, the 116 records of weight of male Spotted Towhees summarized in 
tables 1 to 4 show the same sort of variability already described for Golden-crowned 
and Fox sparrows. The male towhees, though, do not show the peak reached by the 
other, migratory species just before their migration in the spring. 

Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley, California, August 5, 1936.



i sidiadl) Weights - Project No. 394 -I - A Survey of the Wildlife Resources of Kerr County folder 

Through the cooperetion of the Texas Geme, Fish and Oyster 
Commission, Trrleton F, Smith, Waco, Texas, was given ¢ temporary 
appointment to continue work on this Survey. Smith begnn work November 15. 
Teylor made a trip to Kerrville with him November 17 and 18. Conferences 
took place with William 0. Harwell, Menager, Kerrville Chember of Commerce; 
T. W. Hillin, County Agent, and J. J. Dent, Stete Geme Werden. Teking } > 
advantage of the deer serson, Smith, up to November 29, had secured LU Cckle 
live weight records from 7 deer, dressed weights and entler measurements | 0 
from 25; live weights from 2 wild turkey, dressed weights from 18 more. 
Food samples from the crops of 2 turkeys end the paunches of 7 deer 

also were secured. This material will be used for further studies of 
food habits, Smith also is getting specimens of winter birds ond 
memmels for the Texes Wildlife Research Collection. 

Monthly Activity Report 
Texas Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, College Station, Texas 
November, 1937 

oe



Whitetail Deer ‘ 
Weights 

B. GC. Park, U. S. Forest Service, in a paper at the 1938 Wildlife 

Conference, wid the Seltening formila for converting dressed weights into 

live weights: ; 

Dressed weight (drawn) plus one-quarter equals the live weight. 

f He also stated thet the weight of the lungs and heart is one-fifth : 

the weight of the intestines. ! 

Aaks ce 
: ; 2/ 19/38
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March 5,1958 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Just received your order for my book, "Bobwhite 
History,” mailed today to above address, Thanks, 

After you have read the book, I will appreciate 
any sugzestions to better my next edition. The 
book was made possible by my customers and I 
hope to include facts of local application in my 
next issue that will be of practical benefit. 

Universal and Paramount News made movies of my 
operations soon to show in all theaters, possibly 
now showing in New York, showing trapping,culling, 
sanitation, conditioning for thirty to sixty days, 
and showing 25,000 birds now on hand etc. 

All my birds niw come from Coahuila,Mexico, since 
3 no other wild trapped birds are available. The 

|. Coahuila birds are the largest in Mexico, about 6.00 
\ p | ounces. The conditioning process is necessary before 

sending them on because of the conditions of delay in 
getting them out of Mexico. 

I am glad to hear from you again and trust to hear 
from you more often, Meridian,Mississippi, 1950, I 
think was the last time I saw you. 

Sincerely, , 

MEB : eo made



While Meditating the Selection of the Best Specie of Game Bird to 
Restock Your Shooting Preserves, Consider the Following in 

Reference to the Old Reliable Native Bob White: 

Bob white are native to America. A very significant and important 
point, the more apparent after mature deliberation. A thoroughly ma- 
tured knowledge of the many contributing reasons that your selection 
should be bob white revolve around the fact that they are native. It has 
taken many centuries for the great scheme of nature to evolve a game bird 
equal to the task of surviving the varied adverse conditions common to the 
existence of birds that must live only upon the ground, ground roosting 
and ground nesting. Bob white is nature’s final and most perfected gift to 
the American gunner. No other specie has stood the test, many of them 
becoming extinct shortly after the advent of the unnatural demands of the 
gunner, although all the while bob white has weathered the brunt of Amer- 
ica’s gunning and even yet they remain America’s most plentiful game bird. 

These innate abilities are equaled by no other game bird; the lack of 
any of such inherent abilities would also prove fatal to their existence 
under the many varying conditions in America. Bob white are the most 
prolific and persistent egg layers, promptly laying again and again in 
new nests when broken up, thus they are the most rapid and abundant 
in reproduction of all game birds. 

When hatched or liberated, their normal range is within the immedi- 
ate vicinity. When bought for stocking purposes, the fact that they stay 
“put” and are not apt to wander off their protected range is a very im- 
portant point, which is not true of any other released game bird. 

Bob white are the cheapest available game bird in first cost, and de- 
cidedly cheaper in the long run because of their proven advantages. 

Why experiment with less hardy, less prolific, untried, higher priced 
foreign species? Nature has never produced the equal of our own familiar 
native bob white. 

It is reckoned that under usual conditions in America that 90% of 
game birds go to satisfy the greed of their natural enemies, leaving scarcely 
10% for the gunner. Under such conditions it is easy to reason what 
becomes of less able species. 

Put your dollar in old reliable native bob white. Your money will be 
wisely spent and your judgment unshattered. Good shooting will be your 
reward to the extent of your successful elimination of bob’s natural ene- 
mies. You take care of the enemies and bob will care for himself to far 
better advantage than any other game bird. You will get the enormous 
supply of birds that has been going as prey to the vast horde of bob’s 
natural enemies, dependent upon your ability to eliminate such enemies. 
In this manner bob white will maintain a normally balanced, abundant 
supply, allowing splendid annual shooting. But even bob white will not 
stand the unequal strain of all his uncontrolled natural enemies and good 
shooting in the bargain. No man has the right to free shooting—to con- 
tinue to take without an obligation to give in return. 

Moral: “As ye sow, so shall ye reap.”
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The Effect of Shock Disease on the Weights of Snowshoe Hares , 

Normal Weights bhi ‘ : 

Grange (Journal Mammalogy, 13, 11, 1932) placed the average 
weight of snowshoé hares in’Wisconsin’ (Lépus americanus phaeonotus)’ be- 
tween 100 and 1600 grams, but does not state the number of animals on 

which this average is based. He cited a hare of 1,733 grams as the uy 
largest observed in his studies, and classified a hare weighing 1,038 - 
grams as below the limit of normal weight. Seton (Lives of Game Animals, 

vol..4,.part 2, 609-734, 1929; Doubleday, Doran and Co., Inc., Garden ~ 
City, New York) gave.the weights of snowshoe hares (L. a. americanus) : 
collected near Carberry, Manitoba. The average for seven females was 
1,417 grams and for 2 males, which he considered smaller than average, 
was 1,020 grams. The largest female weighed 1.587 grams. The average 
weight of snowshoe hares (L..a. virginianus) in Pennsylvania was re- 

corded by Oves (1917, in Seton's (1929) Lives of Game Animals, vol. 4, | 
part 2, 609, Doubleday, Doran and Co., Garden City, New York) as 1,956 © 
grams. i ; Uri : " 

In arriving at the average weights of normal hares on the 

Lake Alexander Area wo have selected a period of the year when the : 
differentiation of adult and young hares would be least subject to 
error. The months of February to June, inclusive, were solected on the 

basis (1) that it,takes.a snowshoe hare approximately 5 months to reach 
maturity (Grange, 1932, above), (2) that the earliest date recorded for 
pregnancy in a.snowshoe. Hare in Minnesota is March 24 (Spencer, 1934, 
referred to by Aldous, Journal of Mammalogy, 18, 46, 1937) and (3) that 
the season of reproduction is practically ended at the end of August 
(Minnesota Wildlife Disease Investigation, vol. 3, p. 80,°1937). All ' 
hares born in the period, February through June, then would lack almost 
2 months, at the least, of being adults at the end of the period and 
therefore should be easily differentiated from adults; and‘all hares ; 

taken in February.and most. of March, the first two months of the period 
selected, would have attained maturity. : : 

Further restrictions placed on the selection of hares to be 
considered of normal weight are the inclusion of only animals collected © 

by shooting and considered normal at the time,of collection, the elimin- 
ation of pregnant females, and the elimination of hares infested with 
multilocular tapeworm cysts or large numbers of thilocular tapeworm cysts. 

One hundred nineteen male snowshoe hares and 3+ female hares 

falling within the narrow confines of the above limitations were clas- 

es 

|



sified as normal. Many pregnant female hares had to be eliminated. The 

average weights of these hares are presented in table 22. As a means 

| 

Table 22.--Weights of normal.hares and of hares which died of, shock 
eae disease, thee ween : ATTN ed i 

Male hares Female hares Both sexes __| Lowest|Highest | 

Condition|No. of |Average No. of |Average|No. of |Average}| weight| weight 

of hares Janimals|weight pnimals{weight janimals|weight | in in 

‘ in grams in gms in gms.] grams | grams 

Normal 119. 1368. She wb OeO), 1 | had 1402 1000 | 1900 

Shock d 

_disease 118 1166 125 118 243 [12 BOOM eTOeE 

of assaying the. significance of the figures giver, we have prepared | 

graphs to show: the distribution of weights of hares. For convenience, ~ 

the weights were, given in terms of the nearést Hundred grams. In cases 

in which the weight was some multiple of a hundred plus 50, the nearer ’ H 

one hundred. was considered to be the lower, figure for even multiples —_ 

of a hundted; and the Higher for odd numbers, The fact that the curve 

depicting the distribution of weights of male hards, (grap 1) approached 

the form 6f the "probability curvo", .with a large majority of the ‘ 

weights grouped near the mean, was considered an indication of accuracy f 

in calculating the average. | Sener em si pe bil 

The average weight for normal fenjalds wa$ based’ on only 34” 

anirials and ‘therefore probably should not be considered accurate. The 

distribution of weights on the curve (graph 1), however, is evidence “ 

that the true average weight of female hares is not less than that of" ° 

male hares... The average weight for 153 normal hares of both sexes is s 

1,402 grams (graph 2)... ie Pee ee he ) 

Effect of Shock Disease on Weights nite # LE BO: Gore ghee 

MN ‘The’ stipulations as to elimation of pregnant females ‘and : is 

of hares infested with multilocular or unilocular tapeworm cysts ap- ~~ 

plied to the designation of normal hares were also applied to theses. 9s 

lection of Hares with shock diseasé: The hares'in this group, how" * 

ever, were not shot, but died of shock disease in*the course of live- § . 

trapping or later during shipment or in captivity. “The data obtained 

show a considerable decrease in average weight ‘of hares having shock 

disease (table 22; graph 2). , E ee eee ; ‘ 

An average difference of 16 per cent in weight between sick 

and normal animals is observed: males with’ shock’ disease weighed 14.8 

per cent, and females 21.9 per cent less than normal hares. The dis- 

crepancy in weights betweén normal and diseased hares cannot be due 

to a greater susceptibility of young hares to shock disease, as the 

method of sélection eliminates this possibility, neither can it be , 

correlated with lack of food, for most of the sHock disease hares were 

‘captured on ‘the Lake Alexander Area’ in’1936 and 1937, when abundant 

rainfall, had resulted in a more luxuriant vegetation than in the years 

immediately previous. The loss of weight must, therefore, be caused 

py some fault of metabolism which involves primarily the carbohydrate 

stores of the body and results in wasting. 

D3:



Distribution of Weights 
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Sex Distribution of Hares Dying of Shock Disease 

The sex ratio of 399 hares dying from shock disease during 
the summér season has been found to average 45.4 males to 54.6 females. 
The components of this ratio are within the allowable range and indicate 

that both sexes were affected equally by the disease. 

We have determined the sex ratio for 228 hares dying in traps 
during the winter trapping operations. These hares, which evidently died 
of shock disease, showed'a ratio of 53.1 males to 46.9 females, a pro- 
portion that denotes an equality of involvement of both sexes in the ; 
winter, also, as these figures are within the limits of variability it 
calculated for 228 hares. © 

The above evidence that the mortalities in both sexes are 
equal is affirmed by the mortality rates of each sex in the trapping 
periods. Four and six-tenths per cent of all males and 4.6 per cent of 
all females trapped died of shock disease. Furthermore, a ratio of 
50.9 per cent males to 49.1 per'cent females was seen in the winter of 
1935~36 when shock diseasé was most active, and when any inequality of 
susceptibility should have been apparent if it existed. This figure 
was based on the examination of 462 hares (see June, 1938, report, p.43, 
table 17). 

The consonance of results from calculating the mortalities of 
sexes by the two methods given above is believed to be sufficient evi- 
dence that shock disease does not affect one sex more than the other, 
and that an imbalancé in séx ratio does not rest from the presence of 
this disease. i id 

Although the sex ratios for, each year's population should be 
considered separately, because the population in each year may have been 
subjected to different factors from those which preceded or followed it, 
we have taken the averages of all ratios over the entire period of in- 
vestigation to show that no wide variation in proportions becomes ap- 
parent even when the extremes of standard deviation are narrowed by con- 
sidering larger numbers of animals. 

In two instances the percentage of males does fall outside 
the range of standard deviations. Of. 505 hares shot in summer (see 
June, 1938, report, p. 43, table 17) 43.6 per cent were males, whereas 
the allowable range for this number of hares permits a deviation to . 
only 45.5 per cent. Of 4924 hares’ trapped in winter (ref. cited above), 
52.8 per cent were males, while the allowable range has an extreme of 
51.4 per cent. In each case the deviation from the extremes is less 
than 2 per cent and is not considered by us to be of importance. It is 
evident from the figures presented, that even when such non-selective 

methods of capture as shooting and trapping are used, examination of 
a few hundred specimens does not furnish sufficient data from which to 
determine the actual proportions of sexes in a population of wild ani- 

mals. 

56. 
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Pathological Report on Miscellaneous Specimens 

Red hepatization of almost the entire lobe of eaca lung in 

two young blue geese, nos. 21691 and 21692, constituted pathological 
evidence that pneumonia was the immediate cause of death of these : 
birds. The pneumonia was probably also the primary cause of death, 
as the birds became sick suddenly and died after a very short illness, . 
and no evidence of another disease could be detected at necropsy. A 
species of Salmonella was obtained in pure culture from the lung of 

one of the birds. Injection of lung tissue from this bird into a ‘ 
normal mallard duck failed to reproduce pneumonia. ‘ 

Table 23.-~-Pathological report on miscellaneous specimens received . 
from various counties in Minnesota, July, 1938. — ; 

Animal County and Trans- Diag- 

number Species Source Collector Necropsy .__ Mission nosis 
21691 Blue. Died Grant, . Lungs:red hepatiza~ Lung to Pneu- 

goose at ' Warden tion. Liver:hemor-. duck, monia 
“pird Randall rhages on anterior Neg. 

: farm um wa purtace. ,Cultunss , F 
7 ... ..  §almonella sp.* 

EARS SED align | aohal nig "" .° Tungs: red hepatiza- None Pneu- 
whl ; ; tion.* _monia 

21695 Robin Found Hennepin, .Coelom:. an. old hema- None ~ Para- 

: etek, Mitton toma. Muscles: trau- fo ee ey 
4 : died Thompson. matized on back just : due to 

: in cap-. . above sacrum.Lungs: eects UDPSr 
tivity ~~ old hemorrhage.Colon: motor .. 

distended at rectum, neuron 

appears to have been lesion 
paralyzed; much fecal from 

Ys ‘vous a) op MAberial present. * trauma. 

21705 Mallard . .. Chippewa, Livertsurface pitted. None None 
ue Lyle  Lungstedema and. con- 

” Tweet gestion. 

21706 Muskrat Found Palo Blood.vessels about Spleen, None 

vi Dead Alto,Ia. the neck seemed muscle, . 
zi P. Er- rather distended. ‘Neg. | 
pi __rington “Ascoli test, Neg. 

“Specimens of organs taken for section. ; / 

An immature robin, no. 21695, found sick in Minneapolis was - 
turned in to the Minneapolis Public Library Science Museum ani later ; 
was forwarded to us. Complete spastic paralysis of the logs of this 
bird was ascribed to some upper motor neuron lesion. the diagnosis 
was confirmed.at necropsy two days later, when a traumatic lesion 
was found just anterior to the sacrum. An old hemorrhage in the lungs. 
was probably also caused by trauma. The cloaca was enormously dilated 
from loss of sphincter control. ' A 

Oi « ‘ |



No diagnosis could be made in the case of a mallard deck 
no. 21705, received from Chippewa County, Minnesota, since. the carcass 
was autolyzed when received and the lesions seen at necropsy were not 
specific for any disease with which we are familiar... beiipee 

‘ Liver, spleen, and muscle tissue from a muskrat , nO» 21706, 
found dead in Palo Alto County, Iowa, were sent to us in glycerine in 
order that a test for the presence of Pasteurella tularensis might be 
made. An Ascoli thermoprecipitin test on an extract of the tissues, 
was negative for Pasteurella tularensis, as was also a test inoculation © 

into a guinea pig. : ‘ meat: i a 

Lake Alexander Studies eee) 3s : 

Pathological Report on Snowshoe Hares Collected on the Lake Alexander 

Area i i / . 

. Three. young and two old hares comprised the sampling for the : 
month of July. The only lesions found in hares of this group were en- 
largment of the spleen, noted in three animals, and tapeworm cysts ~ ; 
found in the jaw muscles of.anather. _ The significance of the hyper- 
trophy of the spleen has not been determined. gg 

Table 24.--Pathological report on sampling of snowshoe hares, July, 
1938, Station-on-Alexander. ( ' 

Animal Weight Total 

number in Age Sex . no. Necropsy Transmissions 
grams ticks 

21699 so Y M 435 Spleen: slightly 200 ticks, Neg. 
enlarged.* Liver, spleen, Neg. 

BL7OL.) LOOO Y M 765 Spleen: slightly 200 ticks, Neg. 

enlarged.* Muscle, Neg. 

21703 600 Y M 648 Normal.* 200 ticks, Neg. 
Muscle, Neg. 

21709 1250 O M 774 Spleen: enlarged.* 200 ticks, Neg. 
Muscle, Neg. 

21711 1650 0 F 563 Normal. Tapeworm 200 ticks, Neg. 
cysts on left side Muscle, Neg. 
of jaw. Two embryos.* 

*Specimens of organs taken for section. O.- Old hares. 
637 - Average number of ticks per hare. Y - Young hares. 

Occurrence of Tularemia in the Snowshoe Hare 

Pasteurella tularensis was not present in any of the hares 
of the sampling, as was proved by the injection of tissues from the 
hares into guinea pigs. 

58. +



Occurrence of Ectoparasites during July 

Ticks were the only ectoparasites, found on the hares in the : ; 

sampling. The average infestation was 637 ticks per hare;. the indi- : 

vidual infestations are given in table 24. Contrary to the findings. ~~ 

in 1936 and 1937, the average tick infestation this year was lower in 

July than.in June. However, the samplings were rather. small and there- 

fore the data.obtained are not conclusive.. DBAS wee oe, 

Occurrence of Infection inthe Rabbit Tick = +7 ie ah 2 chy ° 

Pasteurella tularensis was not. demonstrable in ticks ‘re- 

covered from snowshoe hares shot in July. 

Tapeworm Cysts : Peo ee, oat 

A multilocular tapeworm cyst was imbedded in’the jaw muscles " 

of 1 hare in the sampling group. : 

The Occurrence of Tularemia in the Wood Tick, Dermacentor variabilis, 
on the Lake Alexander Area es ave : wor 

The continued low incidence of Pasteurella tularensis in ~ 

wood ticks collected from the Lake Alexander Area was demonstrated: by” 

the injection of 111 ticks in samples of 100, 10 and 1 into guinea ] 

pigs. None ,of the animals injected died of tularemia. Siidi hls Seniesa 

59. -



Weights | 

keh University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management December 2, 1938 

Dr. Sigurd Gunderson 
Gunderson Clinic 
LaCrosse, Wisconsin 

Dear Sig: 

It was thoughtful of you to send me the mallards. I have delayed 
reporting back because I was waiting for the return of my graduate student who | 
has been in Canada all summer studying duck plumages, ani I wanted him to pase 
on the hybrid drake. 

He confirms what was my opinion, namely that the dark drake is not a | 
hybrid black duck-mallard, but rather an ordinary mallard drake moh delayed in 
getting his full winter plumage. ‘The weight of the dark drake is 1244 grams. 

nl Sen NS SOS TES Ge OF Hole senate. This ie o very 
large bird and you will not often got them larger. I imagine you have heard, as 
I have, of 4-pound moliards, but I have never mot one except in one ease where 
I suspect the mallard originally came out of a farmer's back yard. This duck 

was killed by my brother and I am writing him for the weight and will send it 
to you when I get it. 

Thanks again for remembering me. | 

Yours sincerely, | 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S, Hochbaum, my student, says that all the detailed characters of the dark 
bird (1.¢., characters other than the general darimess) suggest «a cross with 
barnyard duck rather than black duck. ‘The double white bar on the speculum is 
a mallard character; the black has only the outer bar. The absence of white 
neck ring is, to be sure, suggestive of black duck but is also frequent in barn- 
yard birds. ‘The short bill and heavy body suggest barnyard. ‘The feet and bi11 
had changed color too mech to be considered as evidence. 

Anent the big greenhead: Hochbaum weighed 300 in Manitoba this fall. The 
heaviest was 3 pounds, 10 ounces. 

Ale 

ae
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DESKS AND OFFICE FURNITURE 
Sul ane 6) Ae PRUE, 9.00) ; Lisi 

December 8, 1958. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
2222 Van Hise Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your copy of letter to Dr. Sigurd 
Gunderson at LaCrosse. Arthur Hawkins has the exact 
weight of the green-head that I showed you this fall. 

5 eS the scales we have at the Club, he balanced at 

ga’! S-1bs., 3-02. 
oft ew || 

Qe Cee Ly Later on in the season, another green-head 
co gS | Lee weighed in at 3-lbs., 12-oz. 

Arthur has the complete tabulation of all 
weights taken at the Club this year which I think 

covers something over 500 ducks. I did not have time 

to make up a copy of this data, but expect Arthur will 
give me the compilation of the figures when he gets 
around to it. 

os Yours very truly, 
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Deer Weights . 

(From Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, Vol. IV, No. 2, February, 1939, p. 44) 

: Sawyer Deer 

Guy Bonner reports shooting an 18=point buck during the last season 
that weighed 253 pounds dressed. The deer was taken in the Chequamegon 
National forest, near the Brunet river in Sawyer county. The deer was 

weighed before two witnesses after it was brought home.
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, SAGKSMIES WRIGHES & SONS ~ 1959 | 

OI ccnnissiamstitatanlAAM ican ntiges AA aici iiliiiili 

Getober 9 Fonale 109.0 Hoole Lake, Gane Ge. Shot 
ne wae and sexed wy Carl Leopold. 

Male 50.8 
Male 102.5 vat 

Geteber 17 Fonmale 130.2 flook Lake. Shot and sexed by 
Male 109.7 Gari Leopold. 

a Ri 3 ° \° 
Famale 3.5 

Male 99.7 

Oetoder 20 Hale 4.4 Hook Lake. Shot by Carl 
Vemale ed Leopold, sexed by Paul Danner. 
Female 104.0 
Male 69.5 

October 22 ? 92.§ Near City Point, Juneau Co, 
Shot by Carl Leopold. 

Getober 26 Hale $08.8 Riley. Sexed by Alex Yormen 
Female 106. and Brace Stollberg. Shot by 
Fonale 114.8 Asks 
Male 102.2 

a RNR Ne AAS Arlt A NN AN OT RN AL A RN ERNE RRR ERR EER EERE A NT RR COR A EES 

Sovember 5 Fomale 104.6 Shot by Welee, sexed by 
Female ae Stollverg. Ailey. 
Female 132. 
Fouele 97.3 
hind e 126.9 
' 125.7 

He nae RetND sh ante atm treme tint BI RARE ANE AACA RRO A SE ROO AAR «An nr ne BA =A Et AR ES RRR



1939 PENNSYLVANIA GAME NEWS ey £939 21 

HERE ARE DEPICTED THE VERY POOR DEER CONDITIONS WHICH 
EXIST IN CERTAIN PARTS OF NORTHEASTERN - PENNSYLVANIA 

RY ET A aR LSI ERE Nae 
A Milage i Oe gia We We ak 

7) | : . 
: j ‘ ' 

Hl 7 
< i 

| oe se WMA Ad = cee cae main 9 be? 
tht ; sh Ve por Ns 

Clipe NI iy 
Pe Mea ffs Vie 

1. Part of a herd of over 100 deer which a Feds ie eae ys j 

had to be fed constantly during the winter. oN e age 

The Commission’s photographer said they ae a 

reminded him of so many “bags of bones.” { A 

2-3. These two photos show a pronounced \ a 
“deerline” which is noticeable through We 
most of the northeast section. | i P ea } 

| i y 

a LEX oy 

: i |) ee eee 

ae BON Aa et) |i: | RRR 
vr Gs Ls yi aes BS ee i BScx ce. po es ’ 

se et eS Led i t F i i) hes ar 

Ok i oe Ae eee 
Wiese ra . 4 ) te: ‘ ; - is S yi es a 

b Mea ee “ Te ‘ Paper EN a ok 4. Close up of emaciated deer. Many 
a vA A Pa 4 Ree ae of them died as evidenced by the scene 

‘ , ee RACY Pe in Fig. 5. Lack of natural food for the 

: 4 i et | y 4 ei size of the herd is responsible. 
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Y ’ More Grouse weigtis | The Best Fishing is 
O U N G S WE didn’t know the country had quite so. 

many grouse hunters until we started re- 

ceiving replies a couple of weeks ago in In Your Memor 

CHAIN OF CAMPS answer to the item, “Got Any Bigger?” ane 

on LAKE OF THE WOODS, are among which appeared in these columns last | | 

he Facet eauioped ang best located cane month. We have had a whale of a lot of gia 

3abaskong, Whitefish, Miles, Stevens, Crow letters from grouse hunters since, and we } * ae 

Lake, Cameron Lake, etc.—all teeming with think some of them are very interesting. | J : £ 

ee ee acer isicete nice inat For instance, Mr. Karl Foster of Great : ~ 

riminat- : etna tt 3 : 

mp upecternen from practically every State op) arrmetom, Tsay atte On _ October ' 
n the Union. 5 23, 1915, I killed two partridges in one of 

taree, contr eeu ce cabing, cen- 4| our local covers. In my notebook of that 
fi . exce ‘ood, innerspring beds, be i 2 
factory skiffs, canoes, motors, cruisers and year I find the weight of one of these birds 

efficient service. given as two pounds and 2 ounces and the 

Tee ie Weer ee Base, Geer: other marked simply ‘large bird’ I was . 
men— e a real treat. in ay ani G e ti s 1 wy 
Detober our Salmon Trout fishing is unex- 19 years old at the time and was getting to ra ied 

celled. be rather a nut on partridge shooting. 5 P= 5 A 

pate punters are ee glory, with “T also have another notation of two 4 Fay | al pt 

miles of wild rice grounds, and the country po aa oe he ee yee Gn} 
Tiorde epcellent hundng for Deer, -Macee pounds, even, as the weight of another bird aA Bre. BS: yal 

and Bear. shot the same season. During the past sea- cused 4 ee. 

Easily accessible by auto or train, Write son my largest bird weighed 28 ounces and " ae 2 > 

for details. had been feeding extensively on wild bar- Sage s 

YOUNG'S WILDERNESS CAMPS berries. I found last season that my birds os 

Crow Lake P. 0., via Fort Frances, Ontario ran very close to a 24-ounce average, which Enjoy the thrill of tight line 

| i's about as usual. I have an idea that in the and arching rod in Wiscon- 

P= PR I Z E old days the birds were larger on an aver- and in sin’s world-famed waters. 

A » age because they fed extensively on chest- l 

. nuts, which we do not have here today.” 

r m u & A i E & ! A Virginian, Mr. Carroll Felts, explains : 

ih “Mr. Lytle has it on me slightly, but in 
P More Prize Muski if . aN ee 

/ 5 een S Caats fea eter oat 1938 I killed a grouse weighing 29% 

ee ee oe ence cam | ounces: spread 25 inches, length 21 inches. 

Lei Marvelous Bass, Trout and Pike fishing. | During 1934 I killed two grouse, both 

& _ Ree al Oe ee i weighing 28 ounces, spread 2534 inches, 

BE Lf ceoronable, Modern Nateatosr ond oe 74 length 2134 inches. Incidentally the 29¥2 @ The fishing hole of your 

| LL esc fen ai ence trips out- =“ ounce bird had an empty crop, whereas the childhood days is a great place to 

b Calvert's Camps ? lighter birds’ crops were full. I thought it dream about. And fishing trips of years 

= SAINYS RIVER id DORTARIORI strange that the lighter birds had more A 

i ae one! ” ago become more glorious year by 

i ul” ne spread and length than the large one. > ‘dl 

o\y' wae And a neighbor of his, Mr. W. W. Hurt | year as time mellows the memory an: 

8/00 ee SLAKE OF of Belle, West Virginia, intimates that we imagination enlarges the catch. You 

\ ee THE woops’ were, perhaps, a little conservative in out can find great fishing in the pipe smoke 

me fen lhe statement that a good average weight for as you dream of angling days long gone. 

ASS TRE sKkY grouse is 24 ounces. He wrote as follows : i y : d 

' — ruc “T have killed many grouse weighing 26 But if you want to catch em insteat 

i ounces, a few weighing 28 ounces, and one of dream about ’em, come to Wisconsin 

SANADA'S, BEST FISHING FAMOUS GEORGIAN BAY weighing 30 ounces. I consider a 22-ounce where world-famous waters are kept 

comforts with Hotel service. Ex- Sede és , 
wrt indian guides, Good Motor Foads: bird el a gull erOWEe ene ae well stocked by the world’s greatest 

onnmdnione va Meals. Wished meas || grow bigger. down here in Virginia and | fh propagation program. Come for 
PHIL GRISE, Prop. & Mar. OS). 1) West Virginia than they do up East. muskellunge, king of all fresh water 

ROYAL HOTEL eS OS u MBS 

oney Harbour Ontario, Canada_ “2% 45. Giant Killer game fish, for brook, rainbow, pres 

Ss : or lake trout, for black bass, walleye 

LAKELAND LODGE Ir 13-year-old George Mays of Monticello, andl friiiers cike a done po Prroie 

wae Fishing and Hunting Camps z Florida, lives to be 100 years old and hunts cepa 
ahnapitae Lake, Sudbury District, Northern Ontario Se i the many varieties of pan fish 

Excellent, accommodations. Outfitting for Camping Trips every day of his life until then, the chances P % 

Mola tettnal“hahige fr simon, vera apd [| 276, O06 MANY, re a ee By all means bring the family whee 
tntain trout, June for pickerel (doré) and trout. July, || much d stuff. cou come. You can have any type o 

poet rare aoeae es ee poe gy For, despite his age, George has already Peeters ened eee wad 

“te for folders, maps and references to cut a niche for himself in the hunting field. Pealiaeank ul y d d 

id Lodbe; eee eee BNGS Ontario, Canada || Last fall he had’ the distinction of shoot- een A Caress sa conttnideet 

p ; si Sco 

Beilhart’s Lodge, Patton Lake o~ indicates. 
$9 miles east of S00, Ontario, 23 miles north of Bruce dy 
Mines—amid vir; t, lakes. Bath- - is il 

ee ae ame ¥, Me fel thc pocket of lserabare that 
Brook Trout—Lake Trout—S. M. Black Bass ! Sone for the packet of literature thai 

Pike and Pickerel qe ost aN will help you plan and enjoy 

Boats on_all lakes. Furnished housekeeping cottages WH a your Wisconsin trip. 

for rent. Room and Board. Good food, reasonable rates. « 4 aKa 

For information write ‘ wa Laivs te ev Ae 

W. BEILHART, POPLAR DALE, ONT., CANADA — D 2 Ca Set IN E wpe 

iy : 
OBABIKON BAY CAMP Nn 

LAKE OF THE WOODS 
. 

announces new auxiliary camp on Whitefish Bay. P WISCONSIN CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Spring Lake Trout Fishing—Bear Hunting | [geass pooren RECREATIONAL PUBLICITY DIVISION 

2 area ee ae ee - ee ROOM 19, STATE CAPITOL, MADISON, WISCONSIN 

‘emote locations—A-1 equipment—attractive re oe ee a Please send me, FREE, your packet of illus- 
log fleeping ite neler ae Re Ae ae ea rs proves leesatire about Wisconsin fishing and 

Write ARTHUR J. MILLER, MORSON, ONTARIO George Mays and his first bear - = 

Na Until (May t=Ralny_River, Ont. 
a ing a 340-pound bear on a Florida hunt. Se 

SILVER BIRCHES ae The bear was shot on a drive, and 

We eater to the Sportsman and is family who appreciate George used a shotgun to turn the trick. 
Real Fis! in sant ‘oundings. Plan this year S ii i y ‘ADDRE} 

See eae ree eat das || ot took tree loads to bring, the “critter eee 
Virgin Fishing Grounds. Open May 1. Motor right to || to earth—which, we believe, is to George’s 

the door. Folder and full information on request, distinct credit. Had we been in George’s 520 AE Se a Se ae 

riearaa a M. SANDERSON stale shoes, and of George’s years, we figure we oe iets 

jenview ve., oronto, intario, anada 
" 5 ” f would have plumb forgot about the second 

Atti 1 15th. Address Honora, Ont., Can. a i 
save de ee ee barrel, let alone the job of reloading. RELAX IN W Exo EA 

17
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Meats Wan ng eal " ha d | 

i. Peek as f te ; Library of 

Ha : . Ve Edo Leopold | 

tee a eae ee ey ag 4 

me aie re 
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ge  - * Duck hunters who wish to brag about their kill should remember that 

- waterfowlers should not. A l-pound fish is something to crow about; presumably it 
ie is large because it outsmarted other englers If you should bag a |;-pound mallard, 

better keep mum about it for it almost certainly was raised in someone's barnyard. | 

ee eee During the hunting seasons of 1936 and 1939, technicians of the Illinois 

Natural History Survey weighed 1,000 ducks on accurate scales. hese technicians | A 

have ye t to weigh their first l-pound mllard, despite the proud claims of x umerous | i 

— duck hun’ ers that they have bagged birds that larget In fact, only seven of the 4 
4,000 mallards hed attained a weight of 3.5 pounds. Hallard drakes averaged 267 | My 
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ea U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR \Ars 
Fish and Wildlife Service ‘ 

Washington 

May 1, 1941. 

MEMORANDUM FOR BIRD BANDING COOPBRATORS 

Re: Weights of Birds 

“For many years the Fish and Wildlife Service has collected records on the 

weights of birds. It is now proposed to compile this material for publication 

and for the information of all who may be interested. 

The work will be done by Miss Phoebe Knappen, a biologist of the Wildlife 

Research Division stationed at the Food Habits. Laboratory, Patuxent Research 

Refuge, Bowie, Maryland. 

It is known that many bird banding cooperators have been interested in 

the weights of birds and that at some stations long series of such data may 

be available. The purpose of this communication is, therefore, to request all 

those who have such information and who, in order to make the work more com- 

plete, are willing to supply copies of their records, to communicate with Miss | 

Knappen and advise her of the number of weight records they will be able to 

furnish. Miss Knappen will provide such cooperators with an approximate! 

supply of forms like the attached sample for preparation of copies of their 

weight data. 

F. C. Lincoln, In Charge, 
Distribution and Migration of Birds, 

Division of Wildlife Research. 

Attachment



) SHE’. Wee ch mer Manto 
WEIGHT on Pe eee nC et Tea eG PUN eee ot ee ar 
LENGTH Weubnct ie totes) 2 ee 
RENGTHIDE FOLDED WING 20 -totects  ete 
TR anne tec ceceieee een ehemee dene deeienenereneten sesiaesesmntainanininamieanmentaety 
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Weights 

CROSS REFERENCE 

See partridge weights on p. 98 of book "Perdix the Partridge" 
by Leslie Sprake, 

. |



4 

Weights 

See weights of quail in reprint "Game Research in Ohio" by BE, L, Wickliff. 

Filed in Bobwhite box.



Weights folder,~ 
Quail Wt. Paper 

Extract from "The Role of Environment in the Life of Birds" by S. Charles Kendeigh. 
(Filed in Ecology Box.) Page 363, 35% 

"In view of the data presented in Tables 6 and 7 it would seem probable 
' that only the heaviest, largest, and most resistant individuals of any species 

would be found along the northern boundary of the bird's range, The work of some 
of the earlier ornithologists substantiates this idea. Baird (1866) proposed a 
law as follows: "North American birds of wide distribution in latitude, whether 
migrant, or residents, will be found to be larger the higher the latitude of their 
place of birth." Allen (1871) accepted and gave additional proof of Baird's law 
that birds, and also mammals, decrease in size at lower latitudes and altitudes, 
and stated thatthis decrease in size may amount to as much as 12% to 20%. European 
scientists have likewise recognized this decrease in size of birds southward 
(Rensch 1931) and dignify the phenomenon as "Bergmann! sche Regel."



Weights 

From "The Life History of the Rufescent Woodchuck" by W. J.-Hamilton, Jr., p. 91 | 
(filed in Rodent Box): 

ne : 
“the effect of climatic conditions, such as droughts, mild winters, etc., must 

play some part in the animal's existence. The late summer of 1931 was noticeably 
dry, indeed a drought threatened the crops and did considerable damage in central 
New York. It was noticed, when averaging figures for a study of the rate of growth, 
that young collected in September of 1931 averaged consistently somewhat lighter than 
in those animals collected a year. later, when copious rains and a good growing season 
combined to make for rank growth of the food plants commonly used by this species, 
The average weights of nine young collected during September of 1931 averaged four . 
pounds, nine ounces, while a like number, collected over the seme period a year later 

averageé five pounds, fourteen ounces," .



File: Weights 
4 . Crusing ‘Radius 

; Sex & Age Ratios 
: Traps 

; Kill Ratio 

See "Live-Trapping Michigan Whitetail Deer" by Ilo H. Bartlett, 

Papers of the Michigan Academy of Science, Arts and Letters, Vol. XVII, 1932. 

Published 1933. (Filed in Deer Box.) © 

: : \



File Weights 

(Extract from "Song Sparrows and Territory" by Margaret Morse Nice. ‘the 

Condor, Vol. XXXVI, No. 2, March-April, 1934, p. 50.) 

"In winter Song Sparrows do little mt eat weed seeds (on Jamary 16 | 

from 8:00 to 9:00 a.m. 50M spent 54 mimtes eating), and consequently mst | 

of them gain in weight, some of them mech, The average weight of females 

throughout the fall and spring is about 20 grams; in winter some reach 23 to 

25 grams. Males average about 22 grams in fall and spring; but many weigh 

from 25 to 28 and one even 30 grams in winter. The birds are never fat in | 

fall, the gains not appearing until December. 

"Other species of birds that winter here and which I have opportunity 

to weigh frequently do not show appreciable gains--the Slate-colored Junco 

(Junco hyemalis), Tufted Titmouse (Baeolophus bicolor), and Carolina Chickadee 

(Penthestes carolinensis). All these are much more active and range much 

farther than do the Song Sparrows." - 

|



Weights of Game 

CROSS REFERENCE 

See article "Qualities of Incubator-Brooder Pheasants, " 

by M. 0, Poyner. Proceedings 1934 Game Conference. 

Filed in Pheasant folder. é



| 

3/3/34 

Note for Subject Tolder "Weichts of Game": ‘he monthly reports of Dr. 

Green on "Minnesota Wild Life Disease Investigation" contain weights of 

grouse and rabbits examined, in grams. Where these are animals shot for 

sampling, the weights should be usable as normal weights. 

ALL. | 

Copies for Ruffed Grouse 
Prairie Chicken 
Snowshoe 
Cottontail



; Weights 

: See "Some Measurements and Weights of Live Birds" by Mrs. 

Kenneth B, Wetherbee. Bird-Banding, Vol. V, No. 2, April, 1934, 

pp. 55-6h.



Weights of Game 

From "Report on Roosevelt Elk, Olympic Peninsula, Washington, by M. P, Skinner. 
For the Boone & Crockett Club. April 20, 1934. Page 6, 

"The Roosevelt Elk are large, fully a quarter heavier in weight than the 
Rocky Mountain variety. Where a Rocky Mountain male would weigh 600-700 pounds, 
the Roosevelt Ell weighs over 500 pounds. Where a Rocky Mountain female might 
weigh 400-500 pounds, the Olympic females do better than 500-600 pounds. At 
the same time that the body is heavier, it is not so chunky, and the legs are 
longer, so that the whole animal is in better proportion, and carries its head 
higher,"



File: California 

i ‘ Deer Kill 
Weights & Antler Classes 

See "Seven-year Record of Deer Kill in California", California 

Fish & Game, Vol. 20, No. 2, April, 1934, Between pages 174-175,
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File: California 
Weights —— 

See by Jean M, Linsdale 
and HE, L, Sumer, Sr, The Condor, Vol. XXXVI, No. 3, May-June, 1934, pp. 107-112,



File Bobwhite Quail Bran 
Weights of Game ~~ 
Pennsylvania 

Item in Pennsylvania Game News, Vol. 5, No. 10, January 1935, p. 5: 

RECORD BOBWHITE QUAIT. 

On November 26 the office received from Division Geme Protector 
Frank Myers, of Division "D", the head of a bob-white quail which 
weighed, after pki, 12 ounces, This quail was killed in Cumberland 
County and publi weighed. This is the heaviest bob-white on record, 
Many full-grown grouse are no heavier, 

\



Weights 

Extract from A Comparison of Winter and Summer Territories and Seasonal 
Variations of the Tree Sparrow, By A, Marguerite Heydweiller, Bird- 
Banding, Vol. VI, No. 1, Jamary, 1935, pp. 9-10. ; 

Seasonal Variation in Weight 

A series of weighings throughout the year displays an interesting 
, curve which correlates strikingly with the activities of the bird. My 

figures are still incomplete for some of the cycles, but I shall attempt 
to sketch briefly the high lights. 

At the age of two weeks we find the young, with tails half grown, 
balancing the scales evenly with their parents, and the fully fledged ° 
juvenals throughout August average slightly heavier. The adults during 

July and early August are at their lowest ebb, averaging 17.3 and 16.5 
grams for males and females respectively. The abrupt decrease in weight 
of almost twenty per cent for the males and ten per cent for the females 
with the advent of the young is followed by an equally startling increase 
as soon as the youngsters begin to shift for thenselves about the third 
week in August, , 

Some of this weight is lost in the subsequent migration, and. 
maximum figures are not attained again until just preceding the spring 
departure during the first two weeks in March, At this time the males 
average 21,23 grams, the females 20.2 grams. Both males and females 
of late March and throughout April are some ten per cent lighter, Again 
the question arises whether this phenomenon is due to an influex of 
younger birds or to the hardships of migration. 

| 
‘ , 

]



Weights 

Jamary(?) 1935 
From the Madison 
State Journal 

HUGE WILD TURKEY KILLED 
ST. JOSEPH, Mo,—(U,P)—The larg- | 

est wild turkey reported killed in - s thé Ozarks this season was shot by 
John Bender, a member of the City 
Health board. The bird weighed 27 
pounds. The largest turkey reported 
killed last year weighed only 20 
pounds. 7 
a



File: Census 
Sex ratio 
Whitetail 
Weights vad 

Extracts from 1935 Wildlife Report, Allegheny National Forest (L. S. Gross Supervisor). 

(Piled folder on Forest Service Reports of Game Killed. 
t 

p. 6, The Deer Herd 
7 

. Census figures indicate that there are approximately 31 deer per 

1,000 acres or nearly the same as was reported last year.... The best 

available information indicates that proper stocking should be 20 deer 

per 1,000 acres. The actual figures on the drive areas show the number 

\ of deer per 1,000 acres to vary from zero to one hundred and forty-two, 

which indicates that there is a sizeable problem in bringing about proper 

distribution of deer on the Forest. Checks show that the overbrowsed 

condition of certain ereas on the Forest varies directly with the number 

vs of deer per 1,000 acres, ‘The weighing of 439 deer during the 1935 hunting 

} season showed a direct correlation between the weights of deer and the 

number of deer per 1,000 acres. For example, on the Sugar Run area, where 

there is an average of 16 deer per 1,000 acres, the average dressed weight 

of buck deer was 126 pounds, and over 33 weighed 140 pounds (dressed 

weight) or over; on the Salmon Creek area, where there is an average of 

76 deer per 1,000 acres, the average dressed weight of buck deer was 111 

pounds and only 7% weighed 140 pounds (dressed weight) or over. | 

The figure of 16,837 deer killed includes the following: | 

900 - illegal 
ad - on the highways by motorists 

0 - by farmers (property damage) 5 
350 - natural causes 

14,387 - by hunters during the open deer season 
(antlered 4,211, antlerless 10,666) 

These figures, other than the hunter kill, are estimates....« 

There were two antlerless deer killed to every antlered (buck) deer. 

The season on antlered deer was open for eight days and for antlerless | 

deer, three days. Census figures after the hunting season gave a sex ratio | 

for the Forest of one buck to five does, The season on antlerless deer 

was badly needed; it not only reduced the size of the herd, bat improved 

the sex ratio. | 

Correlations based upon the 1934 deer population figures corroborate 

the census and kill figures for 1935. With a sex ratio of one to five 

last year, there would have been some 22,000 doe deer. If Bor of these 

deer fawned on the accepted ratio of one and one-half, the total increase 

would be some 16,500 or about equal to the total estimated loss from all 

causes during 1935. 

p. 15. Deer Weighing and Measuring 

f During the big game season (December 2-14), 439 deer and 7 bear 

were weighed end measured. Of this mamber, 240 were legal male deer, 

120 mature female deer, and 79 immature male and female deer. Antler 

measurements taken were in accordance with the standard set up by the 

New York Zoological Society. ‘The weights were of dressed deer (viscera 

removed), the total live weights being computed by using Dr. W. Te 

Hornaday's formula: i



} 

‘ -2- i 

"The dressed weight being given in pounds, add to it five 
ciphers, divide by 78,612 and the result will be the live 
weight in pounds", 

ceccccccoeerceeceetnese data definitely show that the deer are larger on { 

the more normal stocked areas. ‘The uncertainty of the age and relatively ; 

few immature deer weighed is not sufficient evidence to prove the theory 
that the average fam in over-stocked areas is permanently stunted during 
the first winter. ‘The data obtained, however, do sean to indicate that 

growth of fawmms is impaired during the first winter." 

1



Weights ~ 
Bobwhite Quail 

Extract from mimeographed report of the Texas Cooperative Wildlife Service, 
December, 1936, pp. 3-43 

Trapping and Banding Quail on the Experimental Areas Continues 

During December Siegler, in charge of the Quail Experimental Areas 
in Walker County, trapped 60 quail, including 32 retraps. All birds taken for 
the first time were banded and observed carefully in connection with the quail 

hybridization study. Weights were taken of 25 quail. Fifteen were weighed once, 
8 twice, and 2 were weighed 5 times. The average weight for the 25 was 173.8 gm. 
with a maximum and minimum of 185 gm. and 157 em. The results bore out the 
experience of investigators in Wisconsin (Schmidt, deceased, and Hawkins), 
viz. that the weight of quail varies from one day to the next. One female's 
.weight chart reads thus: 

December 11 170 gm. 
December 16 165.5 gm. 
December 17 171 gm. 
December 19 167.5 em. 
December 25 174.5 gm. 

This shows a range of nine grams in nine days.
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Extract from Biennial Report of Board of Game Commissioners, Pennsylvania, 1935-36, : 

p. 46: 

"The average weights of grouse and male ringneck pheasants taken during { 

the 1935 open season were found to be 1.35 and 2.87 pounds respectively." 

AS .



File: Wolf 
\ Weights .— 

Extract from Notes and Observations, Canadian Field-Naturalist, Vol. LIT, 
February, 1938, p. 29: 

"On Saturday, 13th November, 1937, a large wolf was killed at Dacotah, 

Manitoba, twenty miles south-west of Winnipeg, Manitoba, by W. & J. Rasmussen. 

The animal was an extremely large male, weighing gek pounds and measuring ' 

68 inches." ; : ,
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REFERRED Ty Don bil ed a | 

PRESERVATION OF NATURAL AREAS IN THE NATIONAL™ | 

FORESTS?* ‘ | 

G. A. Pearson 

Fort Valley Experiment Station, U. S. Forest Service 

Biologists and those interested in allied lines are familiar with the move- 

ment launched by the Ecological Society to secure the preservation of so- 4 
called natural areas where plant and animal life and natural features in gen- : 
eral may remain undisturbed by human activities. In seeking such conditions 
one naturally turns to localities remote from established communities. The | 

National Forests hold out much promise because they contain large sections 1 
which as yet are but little affected by industrial development, and because | 
they are under Federal control. The writer has been requested by the chair- | 
man of the “ Committee on Preservation of Natural Areas” of the Ecological | 

Society to list the National Forests of Arizona and New Mexico as areas 

which will remain at least in a semi-natural state. 
Within these two States are 15 National Forests, whose combined area is 

nearly 22 million acres. Vegetation zones range from desert or semi-desert 
at from 3,000 to 4,000 feet in elevation to alpine conditions above 12,000 feet. 

With rising altitude, the plant associations pass successively from desert grass- 
lands to brushlands, woodlands, yellow pine forest, Douglas fir-white fir | 
forest, Engelmann spruce forest, and finally to treeless areas above timber- | 
line. The two extremes of desert and timberline do not often occur within | 

the boundaries of the same forest, although this is the case in several instances. 
It is of interest to consider in what measure the National Forests under 

the existing methods of management will answer the requirements for “ Nat- 
ural Areas.” The general policy governing the handling of National Forests 
is that of highest use to the public. The primary purpose is the production 
of timber. This implies that when a forest crop is mature it will be harvested. 
Associated with timber production is the utilization and development of 
grazing, agriculture, water, mining, recreation, and other resources. 

Cutting disturbs natural forest conditions in a degree which varies with 
the type of forest and with the method of management. Under all systems 
of management practiced in the Southwest, natural reproduction is the first 
consideration. Mature and over-mature trees are removed unless needed for 
seed production, shelter to seedlings, or to control streamflow and erosion. 
Between the seedling stage and the mature stage are considerable numbers of 
thrifty young trees which will be ready for cutting before the seedlings reach 

1Read before the second annual meeting of the Southwestern Division of the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science, 
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maturity. Under no circumstances is removal so heavy as to destroy what 
may be termed forest conditions. Cutting does, however, disturb the natural 
balance prevailing-in the virgin forest. This results, at least temporarily, in 
abnormal development of herbs and shrubs as well as of the trees themselves. 
Under proper management, the trend of development after cutting will be 

toward restoration of the virgin conditions. In what measure this end will 
actually be attained, however, can not be foretold. 

Next to cutting, the most important factors are fire and grazing. The 
devastation of vast areas, as exemplified by old burns in the high mountains, 

is not likely to be repeated. Fires can not be entirely eliminated, but records 

show that during the past ten years an average of only two tenths of one 

percent of the area in the National Forests of Arizona and New Mexico has 
been burned over each year. In the past grazing has in many instances 
altered the character of forests by destroying forest reproduction and herba- 
ceous cover. Under forest management these abuses will be practically elimi- 
nated. Even under scientific regulation of grazing, however, the composition 
of herbaceous plant associations will probably not be the same as would be 
the case if no grazing took place. A strong argument in favor of moderate 
grazing is that it assists in the control of fires. 

With reference to wild animal life, both grazing and human occupancy 
have a disturbing effect. Each class of stock more or less repels (or some- 
times attracts) certain wild species, and each class of stock changes the habits, 

j food supply, and abundance of predatory animals and hence the balance of 
non-predatory species. Man, by hunting on the one hand, and by control of 

predatory species on the other, has a separate effect on the habits and abun- 

; dance of each species, predatory and non-predatory, but under proper man- 

agement the net result will probably be an artificially sustained balance in 
favor of game on most areas. 

Road building, which is to a large extent associated with industrial de- 
velopment, stimulates tourist traffic. The effect on vegetation is unimportant 
excepting in so far as it may increase the prevalence of fires. Wild animal 
life is subjected to greater disturbance than is plant life. Lawful hunting 
has less serious consequences than indiscriminate shooting of roadside ani- 
mals, particularly birds. 

Although the general administration of the National Forests safeguards 
them against destructive exploitation, it does not assure that any areas will 
be kept in a natural state unless specific provision is made to attain that end. 
It is true that extensive areas, because of inaccessibility, will remain com- 

paratively immune from exploitation for many years; but this is merely a 
temporary condition which unforeseen developments may terminate at any 

time. The only way in which the preservation of natural conditions can be 

assured is by formal withdrawal of specific areas under specific provisions as 
to future care.
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This is not a revolutionary idea among professional foresters. The prin- 
ciple of highest use which is the keystone of our National Forest policy 
recognizes that although the forests as a whole should be devoted primarily 
to timber production, specific areas may serve the public better in other ways. 
Certain tracts may be regarded as chiefly valuable for watershed protection ; 
others may be regarded as chiefly valuable for purposes of recreation. Often 
these special uses are combined with timber production, but this is not always 
the case. A plea for special recreational areas is voiced by Leopold in an 
article, entitled “The Wilderness and Its Place in Forest Recreational Policy,” 

in the November (1921) issue of the Journal of Forestry. Leopold would 
set aside one relatively large area in each State to be maintained in such a 
condition that it could be truly characterized as a wilderness. Other foresters 
have expressed a need for reserving typical areas which would remain as 
examples of the primeval forest after the mass of virgin stands has dis- 
appeared. 

It is too much to expect the Forest Service to set aside separate areas to 
satisfy every individual taste, but if all of these interests can be harmonized, 
there is reason to believe that they can be met. To the true lover of the 
outdoors, relative inaccessibility by modern modes of travel and the rigid 

: exclusion of all things artificial may seem essential requisites; on the other 
hand, the scientist who goes into the woods to study rather than to play 

would welcome a few modern conveniences. Those who are interested pri- 

marily in animal life demand large, continuous areas in order to permit the ‘ 
natural movement of animals; those whose chief interest lies in vegetation 

would prefer a larger number of relatively small areas so distributed as to 
represent all conditions of altitude, topography, soil, etc. The sportsman 
wants hunting and fishing; but certain types of nature lovers would protest 
against the killing of any wild life. 

On some points the various conceptions would be wholly incompatible, 
but on others a comprorhise would not call for serious sacrifices. The advo- 
cates of the “ wilderness” idea should be allowed to realize the essential fea- 
tures of their scheme in at least one area in the Southwest. Such an area 
would also serve most admirably the interests of a large body of scientific 
workers. A compromise on the road question might be reached by choosing 

a location well off of main routes of travel, but accessible by roads of the 
type that can be covered by automobile, though not sufficiently good to attract 

tourists. Without such transportation facilities, fire protection would be 
exceedingly difficult. As for hotel accommodations and other modern con- 
veniences within the area, the scientist could reasonably be expected to 
forego them. 

Views differ as to how far restrictions on hunting and fishing should go. 
Those who would absolutely prohibit these sports probably represent a very 
small minority who can find the realization of their ideal in National Parks
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and Game Preserves. Hunting with modern methods of game management 
is probably just as favorable to game preservation as no hunting and no 

management, if not more so. 
One or two areas, even though of large size, would probably not represent is 

a sufficient variety of conditions to satisfy foresters and botanists. Their 

needs could be met by selecting small supplementary areas of from 80 to 
640 acres.
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Mr. Austin Carey, 
c/o Forest Service, : 

; Washington, De Ce 

Dear Mr. Carey: 

It is always pleasant to receive an i 
appreciation of an article, and it gives me 
special satisfaction to know of your approval 
of the" Wilderness Policy’proposed in the liovem- 
ber Journal. 

: The idea has already received more 
recognition than I had hoped for. Col. Greeley : 
personally advised me to publish my idea, imply- q 
ing a certain degree of personal sympathy with .” 

Ir it; Major Kelley plans to briefly mention ana 
recognize it in the new Road & Trail Manual, ; 
and the District Forester is willing to enter- 
tain proposals for its application in the road ’ 

. and trail plan of the Gila Forest where I hope 
to work it out incidental to inspection this 
summers I quite agree with you that it is a. 
matter best covered by a quiet and gradual agree- 
‘ment rather than by loud publicity. 

I hope I have an opportunity to see ; 
, you again one of these days. 

Very sincerely yours, ; : 
P.S. Will furnish you with any Mis 

further material on this ° Leanola, 
subject. ©
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Improvement, September 21, 1922. 
Comprehensive Road ‘ 
& Trail Plan. Ria 

L 
Recreation. y 

Memorandum for the District Porester: 

The purpose of this memorandum is to record the 

informal endorsement of the Wilderness Area idea on the head f 

waters of the Gila by the Executive Committee of the Silver 

City Game Protective Association. | 

The proposal was also formally and unanimously en- | 

dorsed by the New Mexico Game Protective Association conven- | 

tion at Albuquerque, September 16. | 

te 
Copy sent Gila and Datil 

. 

J
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON OUTDOOR RECREATION 

Report or THE CoMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS 

I.— CITIZENSHIP VALUES 

1. That outdoor recreation furnishes opportunity to gain abound- 
ing health, strength, wholesome enjoyment, understanding and love of 
nature, good fellowship and keen sportsmanship and, above all, has a 
direct beneficial influence on the formation of sturdy character by de- 
veloping those qualities of self-control, endurance under hardship, re- 
liance on self, and cooperation with others in team work, which are so 
necessary to good citizenship. 

Il.—FEDERAL LAND POLICY 

WHEREAS, it seems desirable to express the opinion of the Con- 
ference regarding the primary function of the two major governmental 
agencies naturally touching the field of recreation, namely, the National | 
Park Service and the National Forest Service, be it | 

1. RESOLVED, That the Conference express its approval of the | 
- historic and popular belief that the National Parks system consists of | 
permanent national reservations protecting inviolate those wonderful 
or unique areas of our country which are museums representing the 
scenery and principal natural features of the United States available in 
our great heritage of animate and inanimate nature. 

2. That these Parks must be protected completely from all eco- 
nomic use; that their scenic qualities should represent features of na- 
tional importance as distinguished from those of sectional or local sig- 
nificance, and that they must be preserved in a condition of unmodified 
nature. 

3. That laws should be provided which will furnish an adminis- 
tration as nearly uniform as possible throughout the National Park 
system. 

4. That the Conference express its approval of the statement that 

National Forests are areas set aside to protect and maintain in a per- 

manently productive or useful condition lands unsuited to agriculture 

but capable of yielding timber or other general public benefits; and 

that all resources of National Forests, including recreation, should be 
developed to the greatest possible extent consistent with permanent 

productivity in such a way as to insure the highest use of all parts of 

92 
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the area involved. 

5. That the Conference respectfully calls to the attention of the 

President’s Conference the fact that recreation in the National Forests 
may be better served by such adjustment of both state and federal laws 

and of responsibility for their execution that the Forest Service can 
administer effectively the wild life of the forests, and protect isolated 

gems of scenery such as may naturally fall within the forests. 

AND WHEREAS, in the judgment of this Conference valuable 

recreational resources in the public domain are rapidly being lost to 
public use: Therefore be it 

6. RESOLVED, That the attention of the Federal Government 

be called to need for a careful survey of all available resources of the 
publicly owned lands in order that we may secure adequate information 
regarding recreational facilities of such areas. 

7. That the Federal Government be requested to give considera- 
tion to the administration of such areas of publicly owned lands as are 

found to have special importance by reason of their availability for rec- 

reational purposes. 

8. That the President’s Conference respectfully call to the atten- 
tion of the Federal Government the fact that in determining the adminis- 

tration of recreational areas on publicly owned lands it is desirable to 
recognize the possibility of transfer of such lands to National Park 

Service, Forest Service, or to the States concerned, provided the specific 

areas fit themselves properly to use of these agencies. 

9. That the Conference recognize the desirability of setting up a 

continuing body, perhaps of the Commission form, centered as now in 

the President’s Cabinet, and having as its function the investigation of 

problems of Federal land policy so far as they relate to recreation, and 
the consideration of measures to secure in practice that continuity and 
harmony of policy in the administration of Federal lands for recreational 

purposes which is the desire of all the interests concerned. 

III.—STATE PARKS AND FORESTS 

1. We urge upon our governments, local, county, state and na- 

tional, the acquisition of land and water areas suitable for recreation, 

and preservation of wild life, as a form of the conservation of our nat- 

ural resources, until eventually there shall be public parks, forests, and 

preserves within easy access of all the people of our Nation, and also to 

encourage the interest of non-governmental agencies and individuals in
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acquiring, maintaining and dedicating for public use similar areas. 

2. The enactment of legislation, including adequate appropriations, 

and the adoption of policies which will insure cooperation between the 

Federal Government and the States and will promote the practice of 

forestry in its broadest sense and make the growing of timber by the 

private land owners safe and profitable. 

IV.—SURVEY AND CLASSIFICATION OF RECREATION RESOURCES 

1. That there should be a complete and comprehensive survey and 
classification of all recreational facilities and resources, both public and 

private, for the entire country. 

; 2. That in the development of public reservations of recreational 

importance adequate systems of roads and trails connecting these reser- 

vations be provided. 

V.—PLANTS AND FLOWERS 

1. That we recognize that the education of school children and 

popular education through the press and other publications, and 

through churches, colleges, and in other ways, offer the surest means 

of protecting wild plants and flowers; and we heartily commend the 

work of the volunteer organizations which have already exerted much 

influence and proved the effectiveness of popular education. 
2. That every city and town should possess, as part of the nature 

study equipment of the public schools, and for public recreation, a wild 

park in which the native vegetation is absolutely protected. 

3. That laws to uphold private owners in the protection of such 

plants as dogwood, mountain-laurel, holly and other valuable native 

vegetation should be enacted by all the States. 

4. That we recognize the great need of a National Arboretum 

and Botanical Park and we urge that in this institution, when estab- 

lished, special consideration be given to the protection of our native 

plants and to the development of an adequate knowledge of their care 

and propagation for purposes of public education and recreation. 

VI-—BIRDS 

1. That the greatest problem in connection with wild bird con- 

servation today is the provision of an effective system of education on 

a scale greater than any hitherto attempted and the enlisting of the
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assistance of all available agencies, including the press, the screen, and 

the radio. 

2. That the principal practical problems of the immediate future 

are better endorsement of existing laws, strengthening the statutes in | 

certain states and constant watchfulness against loss of ground already 

won. 

3. That the importance should be emphasized in the administra- 

tion of bird laws of basic surveys and inventories. 

VII.—GAME AND FUR BEARING ANIMALS 

1. That effort should be continued for the preservation of game 

animals through propagation, refuges, public shooting grounds, preven- 

tion of destructive practices, non-sale regulations, bag limits, licensing 

systems, special funds and other methods. 

2. That special emphasis should be laid upon improvement and 

development of methods through non-political state game commissions 

with trained personnel, long tenure of service and broad administrative 
power; through conservation and reclamation of natural breeding or 

feeding grounds; through statistical surveys; and through efforts to 

obtain greater cooperation between state and private organizations in- 

terested in game. c 

3. That campaigns of extermination against predatory animals 

should be discouraged, except as authorized by experts under State or 

Federal control. 

WHEREAS, the efficient administration of wild life depends upon 

a detailed and accurate knowledge of the animals concerned: 

4. RESOLVED, That all sportsmen should cooperate with mu- 

seums or other scientific institutions and so far as possible, make the 

results of their hunting available for study, research and permanent 

record. 

WHEREAS, the decrease of hunting grounds, the rapid increase 

of hunters, liberal killing privileges and other destructive influences 

are now operating to diminish and exterminate game birds, animals 

and fishes. 

5. RESOLVED, That steps should be taken promptly to secure 
reductions in bag limits and open seasons, which will reduce the annual 

volume of game killing, both migratory and non-migratory, by large 

amounts where necessary. ae
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“ 6. That the wild life on unreserved public lands should be ad- 
ministered where possible by the Federal Biological Survey. 

VIII.—FISH 

WHEREAS, Fisheries and aquatic resources are of very great 

importance as a source of food supply and as a means of providing 

health-giving recreation to all classes of citizenry; and 

WHEREAS, these aquatic resources have been dangerously de- 
pleted and are further threatened by stream pollution ; 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED: 
1. That scientific investigation, furnishing a sound basis for the 

administration of all fishery resources, be further encouraged by Fed- 

eral, State and private agencies. 

2. That propagation, stocking and rescue operations in public 

and private waters be greatly encouraged and enlarged. 

3. That legislation is urgently needed, especially with respect to 

the uniformity of State laws, boundary waters, and anadronous fishes, 

such as salmon, striped bass, shad and sturgeon. 

4. That Federal legislation should be secured stopping the inter- | 
state sale and shipment of black bass. 

5. That recognition should be taken of the fact that Federal and 

State appropriations for fisheries work have not kept pace with the 

growing needs of the country. 

IX.—POLLUTION AND DRAINAGE 

WHEREAS, increasing industrial expansion results in the exceed- 

ingly dangerous and destructive pollution of rivers and coastal waters, 
thereby rendering them uninhabitable to aquatic life of all useful kinds, 

seriously impairing shore bathing, and materially restricting possibilities 

for recreation through the accumulation of oily wastes; and 

WHEREAS, the menace from fire hazard, from floating oily 

wastes extends beyond the control of the Nation and involves also the 

high seas; be it 

RESOLVED: That solution of the problem must be sought first, 

by educating public opinion to bring about cooperation of all corrective 
influences ; second, by securing detailed information concerning the ex- 

tent, sources and nature of pollution; third, by encouraging technical 
investigation of exact conditions and means for transforming noxious 

into harmless substances; and fourth, to secure the adoption of correc- | 

{
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tive measures by National and State authorities; and 

WHEREAS, the United States possesses 80,000,000 acres of 

swamp and overflowed land important for equalizing stream run-off by 

holding rainfall, and in many instances serving as the breeding grounds 

of fish and wild life; be it 

RESOLVED: That indiscriminate drainage is to be deplored as a 
source of conspicuous waste, and that careful investigation should be 

made in advance of all drainage operations to determine resultant bene- | 

fits and injuries. | 

| 
X.—INTERNATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 

1. That the Federal authorities be requested to enter into negotia- | 
tions with nations constituting the Pan-American Association and others | 

adjacent to the United States, looking toward the formulation of con- : 

ventions to protect migratory wild fowl and insectiverous birds whose | 

habitat exists jointly in these countries and the United States; and 

2. That we recognize the value of international athletic competi- 

tions as a means of promoting ideals of sportsmanship, mutual under- 

standing, and respect among nations, and we appeal to all Government, 

Civic and voluntary agencies for encouragement and support of the rep- 

resentatives of our country in these international competitions ; and 
3. That the Consular Service be asked to effect exchange of infor- 

mation with foreign countries concerning governmental and municipal 

experience in developing physical training, playgrounds and outdoor 

recreation; and 
4. That, in American institutions offering courses in recreation, 

special provisions be made for foreigners wanting to study American 

methods for use in their home countries. 

XI,—FINANCIAL ENCOURAGEMENT OF OUTDOOR RECREATION 

That the matter of financing the Outdoor Recreation Movement 

be referred to the Permanent Organization which it is hoped will suc- 
ceed this Conference. 

XII.—VALUE OF OUTDOOR RECREATION TO INDUSTRIAL WORKERS 

1. That the President’s Conference should emphasize the benefits 

which accrue from the provision of permanent outdoor recreation facili- 

ties within the reach of industrial workers and their families.
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2. That the Conference should urge industries and mercantile 

establishments to provide, as opportunity offers, additional facilities for 

organized games; and to support municipal provision of wholesome, 

outdoor recreational facilities. 

3. That the conference should call attention to the fact that activi- 

ties of this kind require just as much thought, care, planning and super- 

vision as any other phase of business, and that good intentions not 
founded upon knowledge, not guided by experience and training, have 

led to disappointment and failure in the past, as they have in operating 

departments. 

4. That the Conference call attention to the value for agricultural 

workers of all types of informal recreation and organized games which 

develop team play, quickness and bodily skill, and to the value for city 

dwellers, especially those of mature years, of such recreations as fishing, 

hunting, boating and camping, which involve a complete change of 

environment. x 

XIII—MUNICIPAL PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS 
That in view of the massing of our population in cities and towns, 

which, so far as foreseeable will increasingly continue: and in view of 

the helplessness of children and youths to determine their own environ- 
ment, and admitting their inherent right to a place in which to play; 

the Conference recognizes that it is the duty of every community to 

provide and operate, either by public or private means, adequate space 

for play and recreation and that at least ten per cent of the area of a 

community should be regarded as the minimum requirement for this 

purpose, so distributed as to give all sections, as nearly as may be, equal 

accommodation both as to location and area. 

And to this end in new city additions of ten acres or more this 

provision should be made a condition of such additions’ acceptance by | 

the municipalities. 

And recognizing further that recreation, aside from its pleasure- 

giving object, is an important element in fostering good citizenship, it 

is the duty of the community to furnish on its playgrounds organized 

recreation under executive leadership of high character. 

That the President’s Conference on Outdoor Recreation looks with | 

approval on those agencies and institutions seeking to give specialized 

professional training to workers in the various fields of recreation. 

XIV.—EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM 
1. That the Conference endorse Nature Study in Schools and the 

extension of the Nature Study idea to every American school and family.
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2. That provision be made in the curricula of all Normal Schools 
and Colleges for the training of the necessary teachers and leaders in 
Nature Study. 

} 3. That the establishment of Museums of Natural History in 
National Parks will increase the educational and recreational value of 
the Parks, 

XV.— OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL NEEDS OF CHILDREN 

1. That the Conference believes that the basic recreational needs 

of all children are the same and urges the value of a statement of average 

outdoor standards for children, based on a thorough study. Such a 
statement will serve as a minimum which may be freely exceeded, but 
which we shall first endeavor to make universal. 

2. That in view of the fact that 400 cities and towns of 8,000 or 
more are reported not to have a single playground or play leader, the 

Conference urges that these communities and all others take up the 

study of the outdoor recreation needs of their children, with the purpose 

of immediate action. 

3. That the recreation needs of the country’s 15,000,000 rural 

children should be studied and provided for in connection with the 

schools and in cooperation with agencies promoting helpful social activi- | 

ties as a means of enriching country life and counteracting! the lure of | 

the city. 
4. That the Conference urges the basic importance of training 

leaders for recreational activities. It also calls attention to the need of 

recreation institutes with traveling instructors. | 

5. That the growth of our cities and communities has been such 
that inadequate provision has been made for the recreational needs of 
their people, and land within the corporation limits of such communities 

is costly. Very definite cooperation should be sought with cities, towns 

and rural communities looking towards the acquisition by gift, or pur- 

chase by public funds, of tracts of land generally unsuited for cultiva- 
tion, but well adapted for outdoor recreation, within reasonable distance 

from the centers of said cities, towns or communities, with the object of 

developing such areas as may be selected for general recreational centers 

open to all citizens and their families under regulations to be determined 

by said cities and communities. 

6. That commercial housing enterprises be urged to consider the ; 
setting aside of a certain proportion of land for the purpose of meeting 

the needs of the children for small interior playgrounds.
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Amherst, Mass, 
Nov, 8, 1924 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Forest Products Laboratory 
University of Wisconsin 

: Madison, Wisconsin 

; Dear Leopold: 

I am greatly obliged to you for 
a copy of your very fine article, "Gon- 
serving the Covered Wagon," This is the 
kind of thing I like to read, I hope you 
will keep up this campaign , and I even 
hope that I can join now and then at some 
point. 

I wish we could get together once 
in a while and have a good visit. There is 
a lot I would like to learn from you, 

With best wishes, I am 

a yours, 

Frank A, (Meiegl? 

1
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Democracy versus Bureaucracy 

Secretary of State Hughes, 
speaking before the English Bar 
Association in London, in July 1924 
said: 

q 

"The spirit of the common law is ‘ 

opposed to those insidious encroachments 

| upon liberty which take the form of an un- a 

controlled administrative authority - the 

modern guise of an ancient tyranny, not the 

more welcome to intelligent free men be- 

cause it may bear the label of democracy, 

It is doubtless impossible to cope with the . 

evils incident to the complexities of our 

modern life, and to check the multiform 

assaults of organized cupidity, by the 

means which were adapted to the simpler 

practices of an earlier day, but we have 

an instinctive feeling that there is no 

panacea for modern ills in bureaucracy. ; : 

x * 7 i aida f
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2 

There is still the need to recognize the 

ancient right - and it is the most precious 

: right of democracy - the right to be governed 

by law and not by officials - the right to 

reasonable, definite and proclaimed standards ' 

which the citizen can invoke against both j 

malevolence and caprice, We of the common 

law respect authority, but it is the author-— 

ity of the legal order, We respect those 

who in station high or humble execute the 

law - because it is our law. We esteem q 

them, but only as they esteem and keep with- { 

in the law," 

‘ E 

: ; 

\, 
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Wn fered 
For Mr. Gill May 23,° 1925 
Service Bulletin 

The Pig in the Parlor 

In the May 11 Bulletin there is an item teen D-6 

which says in effect that the ‘wild-life enthusiasts" need 

not fret about the invasion of wilderness areas by roads, 

because in Germany there is a mile of dirt road for every oe 

105 acres of forest, and a mile of hard road for every 220 

; acres of forest. Germany, it says, spends up to 35 cents 

per acre per year for forest roads, and because we have not 

attained sucn beatitude we need not worry yet about overdo~ 

ing the road game. 

In short, the wilderness area idea is assuused to 

be an anti-road idea. The assumption is incorrect. It is f 

just exactly as incorrect as Rdi tor Abbot's assumption that a | 

recreational development is anti-forestry. My plea is that 

the wilderness idea be not condemed, especially by foresters, 

without first acquiring at least a rudimentary understanding 

of what:it is all about. 

I do not know of a single "enthusiast" for wild-~ 

erness areas wio denies the need for more forest roads. It. i 

is not a question of how many roads, but a question of dis- 

tribution of roads. The wilderness idea simply affirms that 

a well-balanced plan for the highest use of National Forests 

will exclude roads from certain areas so that the un-motorized 

farms of public recreation will not be left high and dry, just



as summer homes are excluded from certain areas so that the 

camper will not be left high and dry. The only difference is | 

that where a public camp ground requires a forty, a public 

wilderness area requires a few owns ips. 

Roads and wilderness are merely a case of the pig 

in the parlor. We now recognize that the pig is all right-- 

for bacon, which we all eat, But there no doubt was a time, soon 

after the discovery that many pigs meant much bacon, when our 

ancestors assumed that because the pig was so useful an in- 

stitution that he should be welcomed at all times and places. | 

And I suppose that tne fir st "enthusiast" who raised the . 

question of limiting his distribution was construed to be un- 

economic, visionary, and anti-pig. 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

| 

| 
i 

. 
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without their host and that it is not permiss- and other economic resources shall be allow— 

ible at all, TI, myself, am a permittee on ed within the area. 

the Forest and I know the regulations and I This seems to line up with the Fo. 

know what difficulty those of us who live on ester's ideas and certainly appears to be the 

the Forest and comply with the regulations proper way to handle these areas. 

have with the people who are not willing to Fortunately on this District the tracts 

take any responsibility to use the forest in designated as "wilderness Areas" are in the 

a proper manner. I believe, also, in protect- high and more rugged parts of the Forests | 

ing the miner who locates a claim, if he uses where the timber for the most part is of low | 

it for mining purposes and in good faith commercial value but does have, a high re- | 

possesses it for that purpose but the man who creational value and is more valuable stand- 

attempts to use it for recreation or for busi-~ ing on the ground than for the lumber which 

ness purposes or for any purpose other than it might produce... - George Miller, D. #5. + 

as that defined by the regulations and the 

law, forfeits his right. JI know that there i eee 

is a prevalent idea that a miner may locate a 

claim and if he finds a little stain of ore, Reference is made to Colonel Greely's 

can hold the land against all. the world and request in tue SERVICE BULLETIN for October 

the Government itself. They will have to 18, for comments on wilderness recreation 

get away from that because, unless they areas. 

really Qiscover. ore in some fair quantity With an ever increasing population - 

and are prosecuting the development work in a foregone conclusion ~ "isolation" is des- 

good faith, they have no right to posses- tined to be much sought after and increas~ 

sion as against the Government and they must ingly difficult to find. The characteristic 

yield to the Government or to some other per- "isolation" once supplanted by its competitor, 

son who will take the initiative and pros- "accessible to the mob", is annihilated never 

pect it according to law."—- District 3. to return. 

Isolation should be the dominant char- 

acteristic of a wilderness area, The per- - 

COMMENTS ON WILDERNESS RECREATION AREAS sonnel involved in a timber sale or a graz- 

SIR AGUG eee T SR |, PASEO LAM BA OTONOS & ing permit are usually confined to a relative- 

I have read the Forester's article on ly small territory and ordinarily do not in- 

Wilderness Recreation Areas in the October 18 terfere with the dominant purpose of a wilder- 

Service Bulletin, and believe his viewpoint ness area, provided the intensity of grazing 

"that the wilderness program does nor require or cutting is within. reason. A band of 

exclusion of economic uses and contemplates sheep with a herder and camp tender can oc- 

dealing with them in the most common sense cupy but a small portion of their allotment 

way under each set of local conditions" is at one time. A logging outfit employs more 

the way we have all felt in regard to these men, but the larger its force of men, the 

areas. sooner it must move. 

The Acting Secretary's recent Land With the trend away from horse travel, 

Classification Orders bring this out very it would seem that trail development should 

clearly. He says "these lands are not only be no drawback to a wilderness area. The 

of value for timber production and stream key to isolation is therefore "lack of roads." 

flow protection but also they comprise natural Dana Parkinson, -— District 4. 

resources susceptible of many public uses 

which should be conserved and developed for 

use." "That old smell of pine and spruce 

Again he says "a proper and orderly and black smoke goes down to the grave with 

utilization of timber, forage, water power, those who have ever had even a sniffle." 

I
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MERRY CHRISTMAS \ 

Did you ever stop to think how largely our Christmas a 

customs are traditions of forest living and forest loving 4 

races-the yule logs, the evergreen trees, the mistietookh 

and holly ? Itis not a sad thought that we have a hand A 

, in growing things needful for these traditions, Let's % 

i conserve too the Christmas spirit which goes with Ines a 

: Merry Christmas toall good folks in the crest acl ay 

: Service , which means everybody . wh fe : 
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FACETS OF THE WILDERNESS JEWEL bo “ 

_ +. This is’ out wilderness mmber. In it you will fina presented the 
opinions of various preminent men who are giving their time end thought 
to.the country's recreational problems. My. Kneipp sent them copies of 4 

the BULLETIN containing Colonel Greeley'’s wilderness article. and these. 
are their replies. ; f ; Bao 4 : 

: : From Dr. John C.. Merriam, President - y : : 
mrad oe of the Carnegie Institution of Washington ; aN. 

Member of Conihittee on ihe Relation of the State to Recreation” 

Regarding the importance of wilderness recreation areas under super- 
vision of the Forest Service, my thought has been in a state of almost, con- 
tinupus change in’ the last few'years, duc. to a better understanding of the 
facts as to, importance of recreation and regarding the possible agencies 
Which may direct such activities, I have no doubt concerning the outstand- 
ing importance of the National Forests as recreation areas. The great ex- 
tent of territory offering opportunity for outdoor life and many foms of., 

/ sport should furnish one of the principal cpportunities in the United oe 

States. I realize that'such utilization -of National Forests can be possi- 
ble only under certain restrictions, among which fire protection’ is an 
absolute essential. © - eine ia : ; 

a Among the areas which will inevitebly be available and under protec- 
tion it is, I believe, essential that certain large tracts be maintained. 

-din their primitive “condition largely for recreational use With the expec- 
tation that they will also make important contribution’ in other' ways, as, 
for example, in protection’ of watersheds. Hew 

I must confess that I have never been able to obtain 2 definition 
or interpretation of the feeling that primitive nature furnishes physical 
and mental stimilus not derived from regions which man has modified to suit 

-., his purposes, ‘Nevertheless, I am quite.certain that such & relation exists 
. between primitive areas and modified or cut-over timbérlands, vied ; 

he: To review the point dust mentioned, I recall that Younghusband, the 
. Mount Everest explorer, stated that nature is seen at its best under two 

types of conditions: {1) primitive nature. without touch’ of human influence, 
and (2) landscapes representing expression of the highest human effort in ~ 
building them into works of art. Le : Lae 

The second aspect of nature Younghusband thought would be represented 
by some of the older and more beatiful country places of England. I would 
agree fully with him. I might even agree that the highest expression of 
landscape art may correspond to the highest levels of art in other foms, 
and that it may be difficult to prove that primitive nature is ever more 
beautiful than art in man-planned landscape. 

wee



Even if the man-created landscape were more beautiful than primitive nature, we would, I think, still be compelled to recognize that an element of peculiar interest is expressed in the wilderness - an element that we do not find clsewhere. I+ has perhaps to do with a feeling that we are . I here dealing with Something that Concerns the sweep of creation, and that We are in a sense privileged to see what nature or its creator accomplishes. It probably involves also the satisfaction of curiosity, which is always a dominant factor in the mind of the individual who goes as an explorer into an unknown land. I feel that there are clements here with.which we always reckon, but which we rarely attempt to interpret. : 

Of the several types of agencies that may organize or control units or areas to be described as wilderness dedicated to recreation purposes we are limited mainly to National Parks, Netional Forests, and State Parks. Of these agencies Netional Parks will always have certain considerable re- gions including forested areas thet will be retained in primitive state, befinition and fenction of National Parks are, however, such that we can : never expect to see large areas of forests set aside purely for recreation- al purposes within limits of these Parks, National Parks will naturally and properly represent foatures outstanding for their scenic beauty and im- Pressive representation of regions having educational and inspirational | value. 
; 

. , State Parks will probably develop to large areas with forests among other types set aside solely as playgrounds or recreational regions. In general, the States will have a rather narrowly limitca opportunity for se- curing wilderness areas. The State Parks will in many cases be land spe= cially forested for such use. ate 

National Forests have available among the greatest possible opportuni- ties for preservation of untouched regions favorable for recreational use. Many of these regions will be Characterized by exceptional scenic beauty. Sthers, which might not rank in any sense with Nationel Parks in scenic beauty, would have great value for recreational purposes including camping, fishing, tramping, and mountain climbing. I doubt whether the principle of Preservation of wilderness areas for recreation, sometimes known as play- ground purposes but with an additionel emphasis on educational and spirit- ual value, can be carrica out as effectively at the present time by other | means as is possible through exercise of the ‘g00d offices of National For- ests, 
: 

I appreciate fully the Possibility discussed by Colonel Greeley of having two types of areas: one in which the region will be kept in a state of wilderness but not in its primitive state; the other, the typical wilder- ness area mot touched by human influence. I sincerely hope that the Forest Service can utilize both plans. I trist that it will be able to set aside certain considerable regions in which the merchantable timber of the highest type may be of relatively small importence, and preserve them as nearly as Possible in the state of nature. I+ is to be assumed that such areas in 

~4-



general would have other functions than-that of recreation 4s, for ex- 

ample, watershed protection. I believe it desirable to preserve.other 
large areas in which a considerable part of the timber may be harvested 

from time to time. ‘These regions would probably have among their most 
important recreational functions the -furnishing.of opportunity for fish- j 

ing: and hunting. In these, areas: the -timber alone the, streams would be 

protected. Much of the timber wold be harvested. Large portions: of. the 

area would for many. decades.pass without timber harvesting operations and 
thesé regions, under restrictions, would be available for. use of the publics 

I would urge that so far as possible the Forest Service consider 
the protection of considerable areas under the first group, nomely,.re- 

gions in Which:the primitive conditions would be maintained permanently. .: 

The’ argument that this would withdraw from use considerable regions Cov=— . 
ere& by valuable merchantable timber might, I think, be met by the state- 

7 ment that reforestation programs by. national. and private agencies will take 

up'the slack and cover the economic loss due to non-utilization of merchant- 

. eble timber in wilderness areas. ‘he fostering of such reforestation plans 

by the Governrent ond through other means will in the course of time make 
available through private agencies sufficient areas to cover the loss f 

through setting aside of wilderness areas by the Forest Service. 

Die aueodnl ae tes pecan meee ij é 

pees - From Theodore Roosevelt 0 14 , f 
hy wie ce a Oyster Bay, Long island’: -° i 

: It so happens that I. know'a certain amount about the problem, par-'- 

ticularly in connection withthe Superior National Forest in Minnesota, ~ 
‘Iwas in Minnesota this year’ond addressed the sportsricn:in the audito-.. 

rium.in Minneapolis. .One ofthe topics I spoke on then was this Forest. 

‘ I heartily agree with the stand the Forest Service is taking. We : 

should preserve under sane regulations some of the fragments that are 
left: of our.great wilderness. ‘This country so preserved will give incal- 

Gulable pleasure and benefit to thousands of Amcricon citizens. 

. + I believe most’ strsfgly in outdoor recreation-of all types, in ‘auto- 

mobiling.and automobile picniés and’ camps, but the recreationists of-our — 

country mst not be selfish. It would be wrong: for those who love the Y 

wilds and forests to insist that no roads were built anywhere. -It is. “ 

equally wrong for those who like automobiling, camps, and hotels, to de- 

- mand that-211 of our forests be adapted to this purpose. Both interests 

can:and should be served in the country. Neither should insist on their 

type of pleasure to the exclusion of the other. ~ Ar f sa 

- I-want. to reaffirm how heartily I endorse thé policy you are pur- « 

suing. ‘ 
weenie ee 

‘nia



| From Barrineton lloore, Member of tho Executive Committee of the National Gonfo rence on Outdoor Recreation, 
| 

id cow ate e ee Aves, Wow York City 
| 

——— ee Rew fork City 
last summer on the Coordinating Committee trip in the Yosemite I haa | 

an Opportunity of discussing this subject with Colonel Greeley, and I think We Were in acrecment on the essentials, His statement may not meet the &pproval of alj Bdvoentes of the Wilderness Policy, but it seems to me to 
represent a practical Working ioutiOL the hore important features of such a 
Policy, , 

One of the first duestions is: Where does the wilderness area fit 
into the genera} Scheme of Notional Forests and National Parks? If the Na- 
tional Parks are kept in their original condition; what is the function of . 
the wildernass @ror? Tt would certainly not nece to hare the scientific 
and educational value of a natural area on which the faune and flora may : 
be found undisturbed by outside agencies, as understood by the Ecological ‘ 
Society in iis movement for the Presesvatioi of natural areas. ‘the protec— 
tion of nat “al Conditions is & funerten orl the National Parks and, to a 
certain: extent, of the Natlonel Bose sg in preserving representative tracts 
of virwrin forest Which must ge rye the purrsse of check Picts Sor futare 
Silvicel studies, 48 a natter’ of fact, most people who talk 9. wilderness 
&reas are not so much interested in the scientific aspects of undisturbed Plant or animal life as they aro in finding sone Place where they can get 
away from the crew, For this teason, it seems to mo that accessitility, or rather inaccessibility, 

is of more imporcance than use of the Feo OULrCeS« 
4n area which was dogged over beriodically end then left undisturbed be= 
tween cuttines would be of far more value as a wilderness area than 2 sim- 
ilar sized tract On which no cutting is sllowed but which had 2 motor road Yunnins through it, While logging was g0ing on the area would not be of so 
much value for recreation; yet, even then it would be better than the motor- 
ized park in that there would be fewer tourists. This would, of course, 

9 apply to forests logeed by railroad rather than to those requiring permanent 
‘ roads for development of tho timber, 

‘ The Principal difficulty with the wilderness policy is the small nun— 
ber of Feople who would use the area. ‘The minute it is used by many it no i 
longer is a wilderness, It may perhaps be possible to solve this aspect of 
the problem by Considering the recreational function of -, wilderness area 
&S secondary and Subordinate to the utilization of resources Since, as has 
been showm above, the utilization of resources does not destroy the essen 
tial feature of tho wilderness, 

: 
Grazing may interfere more with the wilderness area than timber 

cutting, However, so icng as there is enough feed left for the g&eme, the 
Presence of scattered cattle or a fow bands of sheep will not seriously 
detract from the value of the country for wilderness recroation, at least 
nothing like as much aS a motor road in othe rwise’ undisturbed country. 

G4,



Bg In carrying out the plan I would recommend selecting certain Na- 
.y | tional Forests or portions thereof where game is abundant (as, for ex- 
I ample, the headwaters of the Gila River in New Mexico), which can be 

adequately protected without motor roads, ond‘ keep such areas free from 
roads, hotels,. summer cottages and the. like. ‘ t 

ci eee el) eee 

From C. Sheldon, Member of the Executive 
Committee of the National Conference on Outdoor Recreation 

I have carefully read end considered Greeley's article on wilder- 
ness areas in SERVICE BULLETIN for October 18. For a long time I have 
given thought to this very subject with the result of conclusions clearly 

-., outlined in Greeley's article.. It gives, in my opinion, the correct first 
' step toward practically realizing a wilderness policy for the future, be- 
cause it is sane... An effort based on a more extreme ‘plan would only de- 

-, feat, or delay indefinitely, the object. Any such'policy mst be carried 
step by step, cach step bringing the public to a better sense of comparas 
tive values between the recreational and economic usess I do not see how, 

.at present, the Forest Service could consistently and wisely go any far- 
ther in the matter than the suggestions of Greeley. The time may come in 

. the future when the public may demand more extreme measures. ‘Should that 
. time come, the problem can then be more intelligently dealt with. It 
; would be unwise now to anticipate this future ‘judgment.’° Naturally I wish 

to see wilderness areas. dedicated .exclusively to recreation. That is a 
personal view. But I recognize that any wilderness policy must depend on 
& much broader point of view ~ that ‘of adjusted intérests of the whole pub- 
lic, and that action must be based upon it. Greeley*s view seems to me 
sane and well balanced toward achieving that end. 

apa 

From Arthur Ringland, Executive Secretary of 
National Conference on Gutdoor Recreation, Navy Building, Washington, D.C. 

1. find myself in complete accord with the four principles defined by 
the Forester. The Forest Service administers the National Forests for the 
development of their economic assets and more particularly their material 
resources. Recreation is an asset and it is one that can be developed on 
the well-established principle of coordinated use. Wilderness recreation 
is but one form although it demands restricted treatment in administration. 
No one can foresee in the years ahead to what extent such restricted use 
of the Forests must be curbed to permit the legitimate- development of theo 
material resources. ‘the policy, therefore, mst be one of adjustment fron 
time to time to meet changing conditions. Until such conditions must be 

=e
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met the so-called wilderness policy may well be applied to 2 number of re- 
gions within the National Forests and pre-development through the construc- #*” 
tion of roads or summer resorts avoided. The Middle Fork of the San Joaquin . 
River, to which Colonel Greeley refers, is a specific case in point. If i 
this region, for example, is set aside as a wilderness recreational area, I 
see no rwason for its inclusion within the Yosemite National Park and I have 
so stated in an opinion filed with the Coordinating Commission oh National 
Parks and National Forests, 

ccncchch eal sraliieasieiabe 
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From John B. Burnham, President } 

American Game Protective and Propagation Association, 
Woolworth Building, 233 Broadway, New York City 

‘ ; qi | 
i it have reed with interest and profit the very able statement of Col- | 
onel Greeley on Wilderness Recreation Areas. Token in conjunction with the | 
ection by the Service with regard to the Superior National Forest, I think: } 
the country is to be congratulated. While a very practical and able execu- 
tive, Colonel Greeley has real vision and the strength which ‘comes from a 
broad-minded view, as ey yeh: f 

_I personally an very strongly in favor of leaving considerable areas | 
of National Forests in an unimproved condition, particularly where there is. | 
not an,economic necessity for development. I believe in small areas and to | 
a much more limited extent. The timber itself should be untouched so thet ~~ | 
we will have type examples of the original forests. I heartily upprove of : | 
Colonel Greeley's action in setting aside that great area in the Superior Na- | 

? tional Forest for development other than lumbering. 3 ‘ ‘ | 

dl ‘ 4 soprtecitecesses 

From Henry S. Graves, 
Yale University, School of Forestry: . ; 

_ 2,1 am,-of course, greatly interested in the problem that has come up ‘ 
in regard to wilderness recreation areas. “As you mow, I have been asked to 
serve on the committee to try to get at some of the basic principles behind 
the national and state forest policy. This committee is composed of John 
Merriam, Herbert Hoover, Judge Payne, and myself. I have been giving a good 
deal of thought to that question, and naturally the problem: of wilderness 
recreation areas is pertinent to it. ! 

' The fact is that certain interests are trying to develop a rew kind, 
of public reservation with a certain-type of recreation in mind and adapted 

to a certain class of people. ‘ ! 

ae Hi! 
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The demand mst, of course, be regognized and met in some way, but 1 

‘ do not Tike the idea of developing a new. kind of recreation which is sort of 

“ “8 cross between a public park and forest,;; 1.doubt very much whether a real 

“wilderness aréa can be maintained.end at the same time lumbering and the 

: development of other resources, carried on; the, two things cre incompatible. 

In the long run this problem mist be worked out in connection with the 

_ Whole system of public reservations. The National, Park is, of course, the 

“appropriate, type of reservation for.a,natural area. At the same time I rec- 

ognize that it would jeopardize the basic principle of National. Parks to set 

agide wilderness areas thet do not also have scenic features which would 

,.. otherwise justify their establishment as National Parks.:.It is probable 

““"" that at the present time it will be necessary to handle the situation on a 

more or less makeshift basis, and it seems to me that Colonel Greeley's sug- 

., gestions are about as far as the Borest Service, Can go. “Phe difficulty is, 

““ of course, that the advocates of great wilderness areas have a very’ laudable 
a ee a in mind, but they are asking too mich. - : 

‘os e-"< **" There is, of course, a scientific aspect of the: problem of setting 
aside natural areas. I am personally more interested in this than in the 

great wilderness area idea. I-think that it is of importance that we set 
aside for scientific study, areas representing different vegetative’ types. 

“-" I'think that this.is already teing.done inthe National Forests, but I do 
not have at hand the information of how far it has been extended. - The prob- 

Asm is, of course, a very simple one. because the areas would be relatively 

~ small ‘ ; : : 

- nanan nffennmnnn 
"Ee qo * : mee : Wy Ay . : r 5 . 4 ? 

eed se ss **) CANOTHER VOICE FROM: THE WILDERNESS ~ ' ee 
Neg L. F. Kneipp 

: _, During the past ,two or three "years there has been increasing expres- 
“ “sion ofa. desire to have certain typical: and relatively undeveloped areas 

‘in the United States permanently maintained as nearly as possible in a state 

of umodified nature. ‘The subject is most frequently referred to as the 

“wilderness” plan or policy andjas such has been discussed at a number of 

_important gatherings. It, makes a strong :sentimental. or emotional appeal, 
awakening latent instincts and desires which are the common heritage of all 
humankind. A j 

“| But in its generally: accepted dimensions’ this conception of « fom of 
larid ‘Service, hitherto unique in the ‘economics ‘ofthe United States, “is no 
trifling matter for it contemplates the practical closure not of hundreds 

or of thousands but of hundreds ‘of thousands of’ acres’ of land to the foms 
““~" of use and occupancy, now: generally regarded a&' requisite to the nation's 

'’ “social, caltural,.and economic growth. : Fix’ @- limit: of one hundred square 
miles and the idea-either breaks. down:or is devitalized; ond cannot be wild 
within an hour's walk, or even a half-day's walk, of the comforts of civil- 

ization. And the idea does not readily-permit of compromises, 

aga



A subject like this lends itself to 211 sorts of abstract discussion. It can be anelyzed as = problem in lend ©conomics; as a problem of constitu- tional goverment; as a question of the rights of minorities. But one ap- broach to its consideration is an enumeration of the classes who will bene~ fit or suffer by the adoption of such a policy: on a large scale. Apparent~ ly these ere; 

The scientist, to whoa virgin areas are essential in the detemina- tion and demoristration of the natural laws of plant and animal growth and . succession. 

The educator, who needs concrete means to demonstrate and interpret the findings of science. : 

; The serious-minded student of nature, not a scientist but interested | in science; not an educator, but interested in education; inspired by seri- ous and constructive purpose to verify by personal observations in the * field the findings of science and the declarations of the educators exercis- ing a definite cultural influence of first importance. 

The victim of the strains and worries of modern existonce who, for _ Purposes of mental and physical recuperation, necessarily must isolate him- self from the exhausting influences of his normal environment. 

‘The seeker after the prestige of accomplishing the difficult, who, possessing peculiar qualities of hardihood, endurance and skill, demands opportunities to command the appreciation which such qualities deserve. 

fhe seeker after exclusiveness to whom certain classes, races, or forms of recreation axe distasteful or abhorrent and Who, therefore, demands conditions which tend to exclude that which is distasteful to him. 

The individual omer of lend within the proposed wilderness area, whose use or enjoyment of his property depends upon the Cooperation of asso= Ciated landowners in forms of de ve lopment which tend to make the properties more accessible or productive or valuable. 

The resident Citizen, whose material and cultural welfare depends upon the existence and growth of industrial, social, and economic institv- tions within his environrent, 

The industrial, commercial, and professional institutions of the re- gion dependent for treir continued existence upon a normal, constrictive utilization of its naturel resources, 

) The minor political unit, towm and/or county, dependent upon the avail ability of productive taxable resources for its continued existence and for the de velopment of better facilities in promotion of social, cultural and Spiritual progress. . Frequently endowed by Congress with certain legal or 
: 
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equitable rights to Feferal aid in road construction, educational work, | 

etb., rights which could not be fully exercised if a wilderness area en- 

praced part or all of the mit.or its supporting territory. 

The major political unit, the State, which more remotely but never- 

theless directly shares the. needs. and responsibilities of its constituent 

parte ; ’ ’ : : ; : 

The consuming pubdlic,, sooner or leter affected by any curtailment 

of lend use or resources which will reduce supplies or increase prices. 

The physically disqualified, the very ‘young, the very old, the un~ 

trained who, being unable to meet the rigorous demands of wilderness travel, 

necessarily are excluded from the enjoyment of the recreational opportuni- 

ties afforded by wilderness areas. 

Here, then, are the elements of the problem, the factors which must 

be included in the equetion if the final answer is to be a correct and a 

just one. In no two cases will the same factors be of the same magnitude or 

the same value. Some of them are concrete; others intangible, in fect im- | 

ponderable. The return from the wilderness area frequently is a state of 

amind, e psychological condition, for which no accurate. standard of evalu- 

I ation has as yet been devised... The wilderness recreation value of a given 

area may depend largely upon whether it is- an eight-hour or an eight-day 

canoe journey ffom railhead or raadhead, ~~ ; 

But the problem should be worked out project by project and be dis- 

posed of according to the answer derived. ‘The gain of one group should be 

weighed against the loss of the other. There should ‘be no abstract en= 

dorsement of the wilderness idea, nor abstract rejection of it. There are 

places where it can doubtless be justified over a long period of time as the 

highest form of social servige which the perticular area can render; there 

are places where its attempted application, while-meeting a present demand, 

would result only in ultimate failure with consequent confusion and waste 

of effort and resources; and there are places where its application would 

be destructive of our best ideals and traditions. It cannot be considered 

as a generality; it can and should be considered as a special and peculiar 

form of land use or service, which in some few limited areas would yield | 

the highest return in public welfare, but it should not be given practical 

application until that fact has been determined beyond question by a care- 

ful coordination and weighing of ell the factorse i 

-- a , ‘ “ " 

te A NEW WRINKLE é 

4& New ‘York conpany is widely advertising "living Christmas trees" 

(Norway spruce) 18 to 24 inches high, potted and specially crated, for 

$3.95 each. ‘They lay great stress-on the conservation feature of the living 

tree. 

ene 
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THE FORESTER 

The man who makes two blades of grass 
To grow where one blade grew before 
Has long been praised with soundings brass 
In books and other learned lore, 
But there's another man I imow, 
For whom the drum I'd like to thump, 
The man who makes a sapling grow 
Beside a stump. 

' We don't need hay, we do need trees, 
So he's the man I'd like to praise. 
Im for the forester, for he's 

| The one who's serving future days. 
He's doing mach, he's doing more, 
Who plants a seedling now and then 
Than all these other planters for 
His fellow men. 

The man who makes a tree to sprout, 
Where some one else has Chepped one down, 

; Is doins more to help folks out 
To serv his land and state and town. : 
We need some grass, no dcant of that, 
But what about the pine and fir? 
4nd so to him take off your hat - 
The Forester! 

' Douglas Malloch 
' in American Lumberman. 

aot, 

: READ IT ! ; 

The Forestor's annual report is to be released on the 17th. Copies 
have been sent to all Districts ond Supervisors. Unfortunately the limit- 
ed supply forbids sending a copy to cach Ranger, but each Forest copy could be passed from hand to hand. Here is an interesting and readable account of the state of ovr common business. Not to read it might lend 
one in + similar situation to that of the Forest officer's wife who once inquired of the Forester (not the present one) if he, too, was in the Sorv- ice. 

-~---------__- 
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ELLDERNESS CONSERVATION 

sudo Deopo1d 

It has become a truism, at lenst among conserv- 

ationists, that the future outdoer opportunities of the 

average eitizen depend# not so much upon the promotion of 

outdoor recreation as upon the conservation of the natural | 

resources which mike such recreation possible. 

In fact reereation, as such, has in many ineteneces 

bemover-promoted. For the present, at least, it might be 

a healthy thing tc lay it on the shelf and forget it. It is 

increasingly apparent that people do not have to be urged to 

play outdoors, and the best way to teach them how to play 
outdoors is to provide them some outdoors te pley ine 

Looking e@ long time shead, whet are the chmees | 

that outdoor things will be provided? Which outdoor things 

will tend to be provided eutomatieslly, and which will be 

perpetuated only through deliberste forethought end setion? 

It seems to me thet we have failed to clearly foresee the 

answer to these two questions. 

In the first place, we need not waste « single 

minute worrying about the men-meade things like ronds, trails,



end the other facilities for mintaining people in the open 

and moving them about. The supply of such things responds 

almost instently te demmd-in fact often anticipates it in 

| & rether disconcerting manner, thenks to the modern (but 

not very gentle) art of advertising. Guantitatively these | 

minemade facilities com automatically; quelitatively they 

sometimes leave much to be desired, but even their quality 

is in some degree responsive to the educational level and 

physical needs of the people that use theme. For each 

such level the laws of economies tend to supply eppropri- 

ate facilities. 

Then there is = second estegory of God-mde but 

man-fostered things like forests, weters, scenery, and 

wild life,--things for whieh there is in general both an 

economic and sesthetic dgmani. However great the lag be- 

tween demend end supply, and however discouraging the in- 

mediate outlook for conservation, even « forester like my- 

self must admit that there is a basic tendency in economic 

lew to perpetuate these things, to raise them as econtnuic 

erops. [ven should we feil te turn e finger to conserve 

them, the blind unguided processes of economies would some 

day @o so after a fashion. ‘That fashion might fail to 

maintain any equelity of opportunity in their enjoyment, 

bat the crops would be produced. For instances, we could 
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reise a splendid erep of non-migratery game today by the 

simple expedient of mking it the legal property of the lent- 
owner, end by thus eneoursging him to sell te the highest 

bidder, release powerful commerciel ineentives te gene pro- 

duction. fo be sure, we would in so doing saerifice the 

very existence of the “unprofitable” especies, the migratory 

species which do not attach to eny ome piece of land, and 

all consideretions of democracy in hunting privileges. 

These sserifices have already been made in Surope, and he 

! who runs may read the result. 

Agein, we could raise foreste and make money at 

it by the simple expedient of waiting long enough and for- 

' getting about the intervening shortage ani its effecte on 

e& democratic standard of wood-use. 

likewise we could cleanse at least part of our 

waters by the simple expedient of waiting till pollution 

_ makes them a mensee to life and an economic boomerang to 

the industries thet pollute but must use then. 
I say we Gould do it this way, wut of course we 

shell not. We still rightly insist thet the average Ameri- 
een is entitled to these things as e privilege of citizen- 

ship, rather than ag chance crumbs from the economic table. 

But the fact remsine that there is an economic law working 

te supply at least crumbs. 

We come now to a third and vital entegory of out- 

door things which are Godemade, tat absolutely self-destructive



under any unguided econoale aystem. These things may be 

collectively desi gested ac “wilderness”, ani are the parti- 

gular eubject of thie peper. 

Wildernees is the fundemental recreationel re- 

source. It is the foul, and all the other things are mere- 

ly the ealt snd spices wrich give it sevor and variety. 

Wilderness, ond the instinet for coping with end enjoying 

it, existe in some degree in ell outdcer play. There are 

certain important forme of outdoor play whose very nature 

demands a high degree of wilderness environment. “hen wild 

or neerly wild pleces disappear, these forme muet disappear 

also. Cenoe travel end packhorse travel are familiar ex- 

amplese 

the wiléernese is not s crop. Unguided economic 

‘laws work relentlessly end irrevoonbly toward ite progressive 

and complete destruction. Its conservation therefore aif- 

fers radically from conservation of the crop--resources like 

forests and geome. Conservation of the wilderness must be 

accomplished by arbitrary exclusion of hostile econemic > 

processes, by defying inetead of cooperationg with economic 

laws. Wot being a crop, md not being reproducible, wilder- 

ness must be conserved in edvance of the onsleught of econom 

i¢ processes, or not at all. ; 

It 1s possible, of course, to argue thet the forms 

of play which depend on wilderness teke too much room, ere 
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"inefficient," and ere therefore doomed anyhow. It is pose 

sible to srgue thet the men and women who depend on then 

had just as well trensfer their affections eleewhere--had 

Just es well motorize their souls by choles as by necessity. 

But there are those of us who fee] in our bones thet it is 

as great @ social sin to arbitrarily prescribe a man's cute 

oor affections ae to arbitrarily prescribe those other 

fundemental choiees that we have learned to cell inslien- | 

able rights. The mental forees thet draw us to the wilds | 
are encient and fundemental. That they are atrophied in | 

some is #11 the more reason why they are entitled to re- 

spect in others. } 

In short, I am asserting that those who love the 

wilderness should not be wholly deprived of it, that while | 

the reduction of the wilderness has been a good thing, its 
extermination would be « very bed one, and thet the con- 

servation of wilderness ie the most urgent and diffieult 

of all the tasks that confront us, because there ere no 
economic laws to help end many to hinder its accomplishment. 

So much for the wilderness theery. If we accept 

the principle that humen welfare is to be measured in sten- 

dards of living retier then im millions of population, and 

that the privilege of teking « vaention in the real wilde 

is one of thoge standards, then the wilderness theory is 
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irrefuteble. But evolving a wilderness policy end put- 

ting it inte practice is a more difficult matter then 

gustifying euch © policy in theory. There are meny chan- 

ees for error, for clumsiness in dovetailing the thing 

withour existing industriel system and social fabric. 

There ig no blinking the feet thet exch errer mde will 

cause delay and cut down the chances of ultimte suecess. 

It in axiomatic, of course, that if we are to 

retain any wilderness erens it must be done largely by 

, the federal government, on federal lands of low economic 
value. It has been aesumed by some people that thie means 

3 & new king of federal reservation, or some refieal change 

in one of the existing kinfls. There are numercus reasons 

why this is both impossible and undesirable. It is im- 

Possible beeause there are no wild fetersl Lends left 

; cuteide the Parke and Foreets. It is undesirable be- 

cause our wilderness areas should be of at leart two 

Kinds, one kind in the National Parke devoted te the gun- 

lese type of wilderness trip, another kini in the Netion- 

al Forests deveted to all types of wilderness trips in- 

clufing hunting. Wildermers erens, therefore, shoulé 

not be « new kint of feferel erea, mt & specialized 

form of land use within our existing or prospective 

Forests end Parke. 

a 2 | 
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It so happens thet some people go inte the wilder- 

ness accompanied by hired guides, large pack-trams, and 

other expensive trimmings. ‘The ill-informed tend te jump 

* to the conclusion that this is the sort of thing the wilder- 

nees iden seeks to perpetuate. They arc exactly wrong. ‘The 

man who ean afford these expensive trimmings, and prefers 

to have them, can also afford to go te ends of the earth 

where there is still lots of wilderness left. He, for the 

present at least, need eause ue no concern. Ne is not be- 

ing deprived of anything; when the near-home wilderness ig 

allowed to disappear, he simply has to trevel a bit further 

te find enother one. It ie the other kind, the man who 

cannot afford to travel further, and whe must seek his 

wilderness near home or not at 211, whose standard of live 

ing is endengered by the impending motorization of every 

inet nook and corner of the continental United States. 

There is another error which arises from the 

sam feilure to remember that it is the man of moderate 
means whose opportunities are at stake. It consists of 

the assumption that the establishment of a few wilderness | 

areas in the Northwest, where opportunities are still rela- 

tively numerous, constitutes ea wilderness policy. ‘ few | 

sreas have been tentatively esteblished there. They are ; 

a splendid etert, tut efter all there are many people who | 

Gannot reach them. The very same reasons that necessitate 
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the establishment of additional Parks ani Foreste in the 

Kast, Borth, end South necessitate the dedication of parts 

of those Forests end Parke to wilderness recreation. 

Of eourse it will be difficult or impossible to 

establish in these regions wilderness ereas as large cr as 
| absolute as in the West, md thie brings up enether probable 

| error--the essamption that en ares is either wild or not 

wild, that there is no place for intemediate degrees of 

wildness. 

All land-planning muet deal in intermediate de- 

grees and especially in the skiliful devetailing of many 

uses in a single area. If this were not true, even the 

generous proportions of America would be slready outgrown 

as a container for thia nation. The wilderness idea is 

merely a proposition in god land-plenning. 

What, now, would the lend-planner de to supply 

Sew fnglend with wilderneres? All absolute wilderness 

areas of large size hove disappesred long ago. The suail 

remaining wild spote should be kept eas such, tut sould 

; not a larger area be devised by skillful combination with 

other uses? I think so. I understand that in northern 

Maine there is a really large region still free from motor 

reads. The timber is utilized by driving the rivers. It 

is still a delightful plece for a semi-wilderness trip, in 

spite of the timber operations. I suppose that moter roads 
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will soon invade it, but thie could readily be averted by 

aequiring it as a National Forest end deliberately excluding 

such roads from the parte te be kept as wilderness. The 

timber use could, by reason of the rivers, contime forever, 

end so could wilderness recreation. ‘This is merely one 

example of how skillful dovetsiling of lend uses ean often - 

attein e reseonable recognition of each without extermi- 

nation of any. 

There is another probable ‘error: it is often 

assumed thet only mountein lends are suitable for wilder- 

ness areas. Why notewamps, lekelends, river-routes, and 

deserts cleo? ‘Surely our sons are entitled te see a few 

such samples of primeval America, and surely the few nickels 

which exploitation would put inte their pockets are less 

importent then the fundamental human experience which 

would be taken out of their lives. 

There is opposition te the idea of « wilderness 

policy, tat the reel danger of failure lies not in oppe- 

sition tut in delay. Those who de not travel continuously 

in the hinterlands ¢an have no idea of how rapidly the 

larger wild pleces ere shrinking into non-existence, and 

it will do no good to act after they are gone, As to oppo- 

sition, the signs are multiplying daily thet thie country 

is losing confidence in the purely quantitative conception 

of growth end progress. That conception is the only one 
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on which opposition can legieally be based. 

Whe should sponsor a national wilderness policy? 

I can think of no more appropriate organization than this 

one. The task is one that touches all the various fields 

of conservation without being the exclusive or even pri- 

mary concern of any one of them. It is a task of correl- 

ation and long-time planning. Its performance will be 

a test of whether our netion actually contains within it- 

self the capacity to shape its own environment, or whether 

its powers for self-betterment ere limited to merely push- 

ing or pulling « little at things that are going te happen 

anyhows ; 
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WILDERNESS RECREATION AREAS fade away before it. We have made many pro- 

By W. B. Greely. nouncements, first and last, as to the ulti- 

mate value of the physical resources in the 

I confess to considerable fogginess National Forests when they are fully devel- 

of mind in the past regarding the wilderness oped. We have used this as an argument on 

idea in National Forest administration. The many occaSions to States and counties im- 

conception of retaining sections of coun- patient for more revenue. 

try which cannot be penetrated by the auto- Our discussions of the wilderness 

mobile and which offer opportunities for policy have, at least in my own thought, been 

rugged and manly recreation through travel predicated on the supposition that a wild- 

by canoe, horseback, or afoot is appealing. erness area requires per se the permanent 

On the other hand, the dedication of National exclusion of all forms of economic develop— 

Forest lands in substantial quantities to ment. We have become accustomed to the 

a perpetual exclusion of economic uses, where wisdom of restricting or modifying customary 

commercial resources of large intrinsic val- forms of commercial use within reasonable 

ue are present, brings us face to face with limits for the protection of recreation and 

cold facts. We can not ignore the indus- the natural conditions conducive to recrea- 

trial and community relationships of the Na- tion. We leave roadside strips in cutting 

tional Forests and the responsibility we timber or at least mark more conservatively 

would assume in undertaking to withhold eco- in them; we leave natural conditions around 

nomic resources from use for all future time. lakes and camp grounds and in canyons popu~ 

t : We now have many large areas that lated by summer homes; we preserve beauty 

are still wilderness of the most approved spots; we restrict grazing where it would 

sort through accidents of topography or interfere with camping and other forms of 

remoteness. At the same time we are dealing recreation and set aside meadows for saddle 

in the main with regions of expanding pop- and pack horses. Such adjustments, seldom 

ulation, of growing community needs, of involving large areas or large curtailments 

timber resources which are being depleted in the economic utility of the National For- 

in the zones hitherto regarded as accessi-— ests, we believe desirable in promoting the 

ble, and of general needs for industrial greatest public service. A "wilderness", 

and social expansion. We know that timber however, means something big. The with- 

and water and forage which were regarded as drawal of wilderness areas, of proportions 

inaccessible fifteen years ago are now in commensurate with the term itself, from the 

demand or actively used. We know that this customary forms of economic use is neces— 

widening demand will flow back farther and sacily a step to be taken only with a great 

farther into the National Forests and that deal of consideration. For the time being 

existing conceptions of inaccessibility will and even for many years to come, such with— ; 
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drawls can freqently be made without sacri- where the ultimate development of small re- 

ficing economic development. But in my servoirs to supplement irrigation and power 

discussions with field officers during the storage at lower elevations should be per— 

last few months, about the deliberate reten- mitted when there is a demand for them. . 

tion of wilderness areas, I have found them They cannot materially change the wilder- 

principally concerned by doubts as to the ness character of the region. Prospect— Ary 

wisdom of attempting to settle now the fut- ing should be permitted to continue. if 

ure policy of the Service regarding the eco— large mining developments should even-— 

nomic use of large stretches of National tually materialize, then and then only will “7 

Forests, and by hesitancy to dedicate large the character of the country be really 

areas .to the permanent exclusion of econ- changed. In that event the "wilderness" will 

omic uses in the face of expanding communi- have to step aside in favor of a form of 

; ty and industrial needs. economic development undoubtedly of greater 

As is so often the case, a general public moment. For the present, the For- 

problem of this nature is clarified by spe- est Service may properly call this a wilder- 

cific instances. Two of these have come ness area, which means no road building, no 

within my own work during the past summer. permits for recreational structures, and 

The first of them has to do with the head any further adjustments of grazing that the 

of the Middle Fork of the San Joaquin River recreational use may necessitate. 

in the Sierra National Forest, one of the 

proposed additions to the Yosemite National The second illustration is still 

Park. This is high mountain country with clearer. This is our policy affecting about 

fine scenery - a bit of alpine wilderness one-half of the Superior National Forest, in 

in all practical aspects, reached only by northeastern Minnesota. The Supervisor has 

trail. It contains no timber of commercial designated as wilderness areas several large 

value. Its predominant use is for recrea— sections of the Forest containing the best 

tion. This predominant use is slightly, if of the water routes, fishing grounds, and | 

at all, interfered with by the grazing of a opportunities for canoe travel and camping. 

few thousand head of sheep. Considerable They aggregate approximately 1000 square mi- 

prospecting has gone on for years, in places, les. These areas can apparently be protec— 

without destroying the wilderness aspect of ted without building roads into them. Here 

the country. The most valuable economic re-— again no permits will be issued for summer 

source in the long run is probably several homes, hotels, or other recreational struc— 

lakes and other sites where small reservoirs tures. BUT the timber will be utilized 

can be established, - a use which the local under our plans of forest management and 

people and State Engineer believe will be the main purpose in the creation of the Su- 

necessary in the course of time. perior National Forest thus maintained. r 

The common-sense policy in adminis- In cutting the timber, lake shores and camp } 

trating this area to me is perfectly clear. grounds will of course be protected. | 

It should remain a wilderness area to the With these specific instances in mind, { 

extent that no roads should be built by the perhaps a sound wilderness area policy on the \ 

Government and no permits issued for summer National Forests can be defined roughly in 2 

homes, hotels, or other structures. Its the following terms: 

recreational use should be protected by the (1) The selection of areas, as part 

further curtailment of grazing if and when of our recreational program, naturally ad- 

that is fonnd necessary. In the interest apted to camping and allied forms of recre— 

‘ of recreational use and scenic preservation, ation in connection with canoe, horse, or 

probably two or three small lakes and water-— foot travel, which can be protected adequa-— 

falls of exceptional beauty should always be tely without the building of roads. There 

retained in their natural condition. Else- need be no standard of size. They can be 

i |
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small or large as topographic factors, pro- WHY IT HAPPENED IN DISTRICT I 

tection requirements, or other considerations 

may dictate. Nor need there be any stand-— : By H. T. Gisborne 

ard of frequency. Ordinarily every Na- Northern Rocky Mountain For. Exp. Sta. 

, tional Forest will have several. There sho-— 

: uld be enough of them to provide types of The Service Bulletin of September 6, 

recreation away from the beaten paths in 1926, carried an excellent description of 

reasonable proportion to the provision for "What Happened in District I" during the 

motorized recreation, past fire season. Some of the causes of 

(2) In such areas the Service will this effect stand out rather clearly in the 

build no roads and will issue no permits for veather records obtained at the Priest River 

summer homes or other recreational improve— Experiment Station, which was all too close 

ments, Probably no recreational permits of to the 18,000-acre Quartz Creek fire on the 

any kind should be issued. The wilderness Kaniksu Forest. | 

area should be an open country. No snow on the ground on March 15, 

(3) In wilderness areas recreation 1926, gave the season a flying start com- 

will be recognized as a highly important, pared to the normal of nine inches at that 

if not dominant, use; and the usual pro- time. April, with only 36 per cent of nor— 

tection will be afforded camp grounds, mal rainfall, and a mean temperature 5.3 

forage required for saddle and pack stock, degrees above normal, further hastened the 

spots of special beauty, and the like, Sub- development of high inflammability, and pre- 

ject to such restrictions, the use of tim- vented the heavier fuels from soaking up a 

ber, forage and water should ordinarily take good supply of moisture to last into the 

its normal course. summer. By the end of April these fuels 

(4) The utilization of economic re- were far drier than at the same time in 

sources may in time require the construc— 1925, as shown by the following comparison: 

tion of transportation facilities as a 

y necessary incident, That feature of a par- Outside Inner 2d 

ticular situation can only be dealt with at + inch to 3rd 

the time. with the Service keeping its hands wood inch wood 

free to dea] with it in the most common- Last week Full layer from from 

sense way, while maintaining its recrea- in April of duff Slash windfall windfall 

tional policy in so far as essential needs EIR LT NOR PIA RCE Oe nL te ee a 

in the use of economic resources will permit. Moisture Content in Per Cent 

The policy boils down to outlining 1925 320 Wie 150 137 

areas where the Service will build no roads 1926 114 20 42 37 

and issue no recreation permits. The methods 

of administration in other respects will doubt- May brought almost normal weather, 

less vary as between different areas, with but a normal May on the Kaniksu does not 

the general conception that the wilderness make wetter fuels, as shown by the fact 

program does not require exclusion of econ- that on June 1 the full duff had only 10 

omic uses and contemplates dealing with them per cent moisture content, slash had 14 per 

in the most common sense way under each set cent, outside half inch wood on a windfall 

of local conditions. This is about the view-— 25 per cent, and the inner wood 30 per cent. 2 

point that I have arrived at. I would like Dead weeds, twigs, and the top layer of duff 

to get a general expression of Service op- were highly inflammable by that time. : 

inion as to whether this line of thought is These conditions marked the beginning 

on the right track. Let us hear generally of a 77-day fire season, with only 3 days 

from the readers of the Service Bulletin. when fire would not spread freely on the 

: open and cut-over areas, and with only 10
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? days when there was no danger of spread lished in the Service Bulletin of Agust 

on the fully timbered lands. From June 25 7, 1922, and the Hofmann-Osborne bulletin 

to August 16 there were 53 consecutive days "Relative Humidity and Forest Fires". Mr. | 

of uninterrupted danger of rapid spread on Cecil described the summer of 1922 as one 

all exposures. During this period the of the worst fire seasons. ever experienced : | 

average maximum temperature was 86.0°F, the in District 6. Hofmann and Osborne pub- ey 

average 5.00 p.m. relative humidity was 4 lished the temperature, humidity, and wind 

26.6 per cent, and the average wind velocity data for a seven-day period of that season, f 

from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. was 6.7 miles per during which "there was probably more acre- > 

hour. age burned over and greater damage sustained 

From June 25 to July 5 the final fac-— than during the entire balance of the sea— 

tor in Ganger -- the causative agencies -- son", 

was missing, however, and the Kaniksu sold The records for this seven-day peak 

timber as usual. In so far as number of in D-6, and the recent seven-day peak in 

fires was concerned this was a period of no D-1, compare as follows: 

danger. On July 5 and 6 came thunderstorms, 

expected by the Experiment Station the Average wind 

afternoon of the fourth, and predicted by Ave. maxi- Relative Humidity velocity 

the Weather Bureau the morning of the sixth, mum tem- Ave. mini- Ave. at 6 a.m. 

causing over 60 fires on this Forest. A perature mum 6:00. p.m. +0 Bop. an. 

total of 0.09 inches rain was recorded at 

the axperiment Station. For the next seven D-6 80.9 19.0 25.3 5.8 

days the average maximum temperature was 4 

93.4°..5400' -p.m:-. humidity <27 6. per. cent, D-1 85.1 LY <0. 18.4 1059 

and 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. wind 5.4 miles per 

hour. All fires were on a patrol basis the Following July 19, 1926, there came 

morning of July 12, with only one or two of a general let-up in D-1, with only a few 

the 60 over 10 acres in size. bad days, as follows: 

Then came July 12 with its entirely ; 
unpredicted and unprecedented electrical 

storm. Only 0.04 inches of rain fell at the Maximum 5:00 p.m, 6.8, sbO.26 xp. 

Experiment Station, and over 200 fires were temperature Rel. Humidity average wind 

started on the Kaniksu. At about midnight of July 26 88 26 10 2 

the 12th, the electrical display was suffi- et 80 23 Ly 

cient to permit the driving of cars without 5 Sle ey. 28 1S. 

headlights. And they were not cloud-to- Aug. 4 80 23 ASE 

cloud flashes. 9 84 36 dd. q 

For the next seven days the average ) 

maximum temperature was 85,1°, average 5.00 Several of the larger fires were 1 

p.m. humidity 18.4 per cent, and average permanently corralled, even under these ! 

6 a.m. to 6 p.m. wind velocity 10.9 miles conditions, and on August 17, 18 and 19 4 

per hour. The peak was reached on July 18 heavy rains did the rest. 2 

when the airplane survey reported every un— 

rs controlled fire "blowing up". There was a 

16-mile wind most of the afternoon that AN AFTERNOON AT THE DISTRICT 2 TRAINING CAMP 

day, the minimum humidity was 13 per \cent, 7 Roy Headley, Washington 

and the maximum temperature 82°. To -indi- 

cate the severity of the seven-day peak, it A good natured bunch of young fellows 

_ is interesting to cite Geo. H. Cecil’s left the camp after noon and wandered off thro- 

article, "D-6 In Its Hour of Trial" pub- ughthe beautiful pine woods on the gentle slope x
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Mr. Thompson's Wilderness 

Aldo Leopold, venenh Products Laboratory. 

In the May 14 Bulletin Mr. Manly Thompson of D-4 

demolishes the wilderness policy. He does it so effectively 

that I am led to wonder whether the resulting corpse was alive 

to begin with. Some of its original attributes,as discerned 

by Mr. Thompson, make me think not. 

First and most important, Mr. Thompson discovers | 

that wilderness areas are at bottom semi-private preserves, 

to be kept for the benefit of the few who have the time and 

money to travel in them. 

This imputation of an unholy alliance with Wealth we 

can best be checked by observing the users of our going areas, 

such as the Superior or the Gila. 

* I have seen fellows who looked wealthy, preceded 

by a safari of guides, putfing over the trails of each, but 

they didn't look as if they owned the wilderness. 

I have also seen fellows who I know were wealthy 

on our Forest Highways, but nobody has yet condemned our 

good roads policy on these grounds. 

Secondly, Mr. Thompson wonders whether a self- 

respecting wilderness enthusiast would really want to play 

\ ina wildernessmarked out and protected by a paternal govern- 

ment. | 

| 

| 
| 

( -
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It all depends on what is self-respect. Would 

a self-respecting athlete-play at a game rather than wait 

for a real battle?. Would a self-respecting boy fish in a 

wash-tub? Maybe,- if he has to. The capacity for illusion 

may not be self-respect; enthusiasm for half-loaves may be 

bogus; but the world continues habitable by reason of these 

failings. 

But these matters are all details. They are not 

the issue. The issue is whether any human undertaking as | 

vast as the National Forests can be run on a single objective 

idea, executed by an invariable formula. The formula in 

question is: Land + forestry = boards. We need to use it 

more than we do. But cm we run the National Forests by it 

alone? 

Many big moves have gone on the rocks trying to do 

the like. Ours will survive to the extent that we realize | 

that it, or any other phase of the social order, is necessarily 

an intelligent compromise between conflicting principles, as 

distinguished from the complete dominance of the one most 

recently re-discovered. 

Whether we like it or no, National Forest policy 

/ is outgrowing the question of boards. We are confronted by 

issues in sociology as well as silviculture,- we are asked 

to show by our deeds Seek" sz think human minorities are worth 

bothering about; whether we regard the current ideals of the 

majority as ultimate truth or as a phase of social evolution; 

-2- 
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whether we weigh the value of any human need (like recreation) 

wholly by quantitative measurements; whether we too have for- 

gotten that economic propperity is a means, not an end. 

These issues do hot often come up in running a 

real estate office or selling shoes. They always come up 

in founding a State or an industry, or in pioneering any 

great and new departure in human affairs. The National 

Forests are such. The wilderness idea is a small but sig- 

nificant outgrowth of the idea of National Forests. Its 

importance is that of a test case. The decision, in my 

opinion, will indicate whether the U. S. Forest Service 

is tending to become a federal bureau which executes the ; 

laws, or a national enterprise which makes history. 

To Mr. Thompson and to any forester of like mind 

I would say what Voltaire said to his scoffing friend: 

"It is the duty of a man like you to have preferences, but 

not exclusions." 

y -3- 
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interest in and championship of timber grow- Dear Mr. Shannon: 

} ing. In short, there must be more interest 

by the public in the timber grower, and more It has given me great pleasure to 

interest by the forest land owner in growing sign the certificate as Practicing Forester { 

timber for public needs. which you have earned through the courses of } 

special study and training under Mr. Rut- 

As at its inception, the Forest Serv- ledge's direction. I congratulate you most 

ice holds before it the goal of having all heartily on receiving this certificate, the 

lands throughout this country primarily suit- first one issued by the Forest Service. I 

able for timber growth produce timber. To~ know that it stands for a deal of earnest { 

ward this goal are also directed the efforts work on your part; and it also stands as an 

of State forest departments and of other pub- example to other men in the Forest Service | 

lic and private agencies, in increasing nun of encouragement to utilize their opportuni- | ‘ 

bers, working effectively, both directly and ties for greater mastery of forestry. 

in cooperation, within their respective fields, With warm wishes for your future work hos 

There can be-no question that the public will and success, 

sustain this common effort to break down the Very sincerely yours, 

obstacles which keep so many millions of our (si GREELEY 

forest land acres unproductive. Fores i 

There must be a united determination 

throughout the country that National and State A CALL FROM THE WILDS | 

forest policies be built up which will pro- { 
vide continuously for the wood needs of the By Manly Thompson, D. 4. | ‘ 

public, for the control of erosion and floods, ‘ 

for a pure and bountiful water supply, and Question: What makes the wilderness 

for the health and recreational benefits af- wild? 

forded by properly managed forest lands. Answer: Exclusion of the hoi polloi. 

Such policies are essential to sustain in a Question: How can we exclude said 

prosperous condition the industries, labor, hoi polloi? 

and communities dependent upon our forest Answer: Keep the wilderness inacces— 

resources. gipley | 

Not one half of one per cent (volume | 

measurement) of our recreation customers have ie 

A NEW RECOGNITION OF SELF—-TRAINING any hankerings whatsoever for a real primeval | 

wilderness area. And something seems to tell | 

Forest Ranger Claud C. Shannon of the us that if we could get at the real feelings 

Targhee has the distinction of receiving the and desires of about 75 per cent of this small Ki j 

first certificate issued by the Forest Serv- minority we would find nothing more nor less ’ 

ice for courses of special study and training substantial than the desire for a semiprivate | 

and demonstrated skill in forestry work. hunting or fishing preserve. 

This certificate, which conveys the title of If this is true, it would seem to fol- L 

Practicing Forester, is worded as follows: low that the Forest Service is going a long ! 4 

"This certifies that Claud C. Shannon way afield when it undertakes to make careful 

: is entitled to receive this certificate of plans looking to the permanent exclusion of \ 

PRACTICING FORESTER, having saisfactorily 9934 per cent of the public from large areas ¥ 

completed a course of study prescribed by of our publically owned forests. -That effect — z 

the District Forester, and having demonstra will certainly be created if we mark out 

ted unusual proficiency in the handling of definitely any present inaccessible area of 4 

forest resources." forest land with the intention of holding it | 

The certificate was signed by District for the benefit of the few who have the time, 

Forester Rutledge and Colonel Greeley. Ac- inclination, and money needed to travel in 

companying it was the following letter: such an area. 5 

a
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In our opinion the proper way to handle We believe this hardy perennial is in reality | 

the wilderness area problem is to drop it a wilderness area expert in disguise. } 

| entirely out of our work plan, as such. We We do not mean by this to disparage 

should consider individual cases when they the wilderness enthusiasts or to say any- 

| arise, of course. There is no dodging them thing that would tend to discourage them. 

| then. But until that time arises, let nature We realize the latter is hopeless anyway. 

\ take its course. We think the wild men should All we do say is that if the wilderness en- 

( havé the wilderness in its pure and unpol- thusiasts are such hardy specimens of the 

luted state only so long as there is no sub~ genus homo as they appear to be, surely they 

Stantial demand for it by more and better are hardy enough to find their own wilder- 

qualified users. When that time comes with ness. The question arises as to whether a 

respect to any given area, we believe tho self. respecting wilderness enthusiast would 

wilderness experts should, with good grace, want to play in a wilderness that has been 

do what others of class have done before them marked out and protected for him by a paternal 

- oither lay aside their blankets and be Government. Does this not smack too much of 

civilized or else find a new wilderness. coddling and babying to square with his 

It seems to be against the natural character? 

| order of things for the Forest Service to What is a wilderness anyway? As we 

} undertake non-development of certain lots, understand it and are concerned with it in i 

pieces, and parcels of land as wilderness the Forest Service, it means an area of un- | 

areas on a permanent basis. eaten we improved ground in its natural state, of 

will have to yield if and when there is a which no use is made by man. Any use of this 

public demand for the use of this land. In land whatsoever by man tends to defile its 

this view why spend time and money considering purity as a wilderness, and this defilement } 

the matter, except as it arises incidentally tends to be in proportion to its use, It is : 

through other problems. If we are watchful the object therefore of the wilderness en- 

{ to guard against the development of wilder- thusiasts to keep the use of their playground 

} ness areas when there is no need for it, down to a minimum, the rallying cry being | 

which of course is a waste of Government funds, "preserve nature." This is all right as far 

we practically solve the problem. as it goes, but it rather ignores our old | 

The wilderness area question has por- tried and true friend "the greatest good for | 

haps already received a great deal more con~ the greatest number." We have the. feeling 

sideration than it would otherwise, due to that the preservation of certain areas as 

the vociferousness of its exponents. However "wilderness" areas, by an affirmative act on 

else we may classify them, we certainly can- the part of the Forest Service will lend it- | 

not say that they are strong silent men of self to a somewhat selfish use of such areas 

the great open places. As a matter of fact by a very small group of people, and a pre- ) 

we believe most of them are permanent resi- cedent of this nature may hang like a mill | 

dents and workers in the big cities, who are stone around our necks for a long timo to 

so satiated with seeing nothing but tin can come. ) 

dumps and advertising sign boards that they We suggest that development or lack of 

have come to believe the whole world is fast development on any given area take place as 

going to the dogs through overdevelopment. conditions may justify, the Forest Service 

This is the natural reaction to these con- neither going ahead of public needs nor hold- : 

ditions. Each year, as regularly as we get. ing back after the needs have arisen. It 

the newspaper story about the total loss of seems to us.wasteful to do otherwise. In the 

the peach crop through early frost, we read meantime we suggest the dropping of the wil- f 

- about the (city) man who went into the forest derness area question, so far as it may con—- 

naked, lived a month on nuts and berries, and template an affirmative policy of non—devel- ; 

clothed himself in the skins of animals he opment of any forest land under the control 

caught with his own hands. The Tarzan idea. of the Forest Service. i 

A
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No. 28-803 U. S. Forest Service February 29, 1928 

; X-Action Iten Southwestern District 

KWhat Forest Claims This Money: The District Fiscal Agent has received 
& money crder in the amount cf ¢2.90 from syne Jose E. Grilegss of Madrid, 

Ne Me ads the remittance is unaccompanied ‘by letter of transmittal, will 

the forest concerned plense furnish sameo 

Grazing Values: The spring and fall removals,from The Crook this year, 

ef cattle totaled 16,882 head which is not bad any way you look at ite 
For one thing considering it as an annual income which capitalized at * 

5% interest gives a valuation fer the Crook gress of $13,505,600.00. 

We will now hear from the Jincoln. (The Crock) 

Paper Clips Vigure In The Economy Program: "°° The Genera Supply Com- 
mittee instexd of buying piece-meal, made a definite quentity purch2se of ‘ 

peper clips- those rather indispensable desk convconicnces- siving $3,280. 

If we can supplement that with a crusade to limit the use of these clips 

te the purposes intended, and use less fer bovbed heir holders, pipe 
cleaners, watch chains, car reamers, shirt--sleeve adjusters, Ford repair 
farts, tooth picks, bacheler buttons, cuff links, and toys to use while 
telephoning, we can add sorething to that saving, °°" (From Director of 
the Budget dord's address at the meeting of the business organization of | 

the gcvernment.) | 
——~_, 

Wilderness Idea Endorsed By Men Of National Prominence: The 1927 report 
of the National Forest Preservation Commission, published as Senate Doc- | 
ument No. 12 cf the 70th Ccengress, first session, and just received in | 
this office, surmarizes the work of the Commission te date and discusses 

the administration of the lands acquired by purchase in the cast and the 
lake states, The rccrcational use of the forcsts is discussed at length, 

including the types of use such as public campgrounds, surmer heme arcas 
and wilderness conditions. The rcport says: 

"Teg some, intensive pity park developments seem suitable and on the 
ether hand there are those who scek solitude and would keep the imprcve- 

f ments down tc a minimum, and not destroy the last vestiges of primitive 
conditicns, They would travel by trail, or in the Superior Forest in 
Mimessta by canoes The Forest Service recognizes the so-called 'nvilder- 
ness idea" and is striving te retain primisive conditions and is refrain- 
ing from building roads on certain areas wnere the economics of the sit- 

uation mke the adoption of such a pelicy temble. 
"The Forest Service must in the administration of the forests have | 

| a well-balanced program to provide for the needs and so far as possible 
meet the ideals of those who scek the NMatioml Forests for rest, recrea- 
tion and the development of sturdy qualitics of citizenship.” 

; The commission represented by this report consists of the Secretary 
of War, the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of agriculture, 
Semtor Keyes of New Fampshire, Senator Overman of North Ceroline, Con- 

gressmin Hawley of Oregon and Congressman McReynolds of Tennessee. Re- 
pert was transmitted to the United States Senate and referred to the Com 

mittee on Agriculture and Forestry. This seems to give the wilderness 
movement an official recognition. 

Fiela: Hussey {Tonto}; Shoemaker (Jas Vegas) 
Acting: Jones
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SECRETARIES OF AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCE CON- estry and the public interest in forest con- 

GRATULATE WEST COAST LUMBER MANUFACTURERS servation for a position of leadership in the 

ASSOCIATION ON ENGAGEMENT OF COLONEL GREELEY future work of your association. Successful 

forestry in the United States depends largely J 

Secretary of Agriculture Jardine and upon the stability and permanence of the for- 

Secretary of Commerce Hoover have telegraphed est industries. It includes sound industrial 

congratulations to John V. Tennant, President organization, sound merchandising of forest 

of the West Coast Lumber Manufacturers As— products and effective utilization of raw 

sociation, Longview, Washington, on the en- material no less than commercial growing of 

gagement of Col. W. B. Greeley, Forester of timber. These are all phases of the develop— 

the United States, as secretary and manager ment of the lumber industry in its adjustment 

of that Association. to modern economic conditions. There is no 

Both Secretaries view Col. Greeley's portion of the United States where all of 

new work as affording an extraordinary op— these progressive developments are more es— 

portunity for constructive work in private sential from both industrial and public stand- 

forestry. : point than in Pacific Northwest where our 

The telegrams follow: principal remaining supplies of softwood tim- 

Secretary Hoover — ber are largely concentrated. It will be a 

"I profoundly regret to hear of remarkably fine industrial achievement to 

Colonel Greeley's resignation as Chief for- work out the many problems which confront you 

ester but I congratulate the West Coast Lum- in the northwest from the conversion and mer— 

bermens Association on securing his services. chandising of your present timber holdings ; 

It represents a step in constructive handling through to their replacement by commercial 

of forest problems which will mean much to reforestation so as to attain a thoroughly 

the whole lumber industry." sound and permanent industrial structure. ' 

Secretary Jardine — This development is matter of public concern 

"I am very glad to learn of the no less yital than its concern to your own 

consolidation of the associated interests and industry. I believe that you have done wisely 

activities of the West Coast Lumber Manu- in selecting to aid you in this accomplishment 

facturers with view to more effective market— @ man who brings to it training and experience 

ing of your products and bettering conditions in many phases of forest utilization problems 

your industry. I also believe you have taken from standpoint of public interest. The pub— 

a constructive course in selecting Colonel lic interest in the effective solution of 

Greeley who has long been identified with for- these problems is identical with the permanent
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welfare of your industry and I regard Colonel and effective way, the challenge of modern 

Greeley's work with you as an admirable ex- life to traditions and characteristics that 

tension of his work for many years in the De- have endured since the days of colonial set- 

partment of Agriculture. I wish for Colonel tlement. Should some of them be preserved, 

Greeley and your association all success in or shall they all be reduced to a common level 

this very significant and important under- with the other scenic areas in which the pro- 

taking." cess of modernization has been carried to its 

logical conclusion? 

There is no off-hand answer to this 

THE PLACE OF WILDERNESS AREAS IN OUR NATIONAL query. The predominant public demand is for 

LIFE the modernization of its outdoor playgrounds. 

The great majority of recreation seekers lack 

By L. F. Kneipp, Washington the qualities requisite to the thorough en-= 

joyment of unmodified nature. To this class 

The National Forests contain the last the existence of highways and other means of 

frontiers of the United States. Within their transportation, and of a wide array of util— 

limits exist many areas still in much the ities, conveniences, and supplemental means 

same state as when the first waves of settle- of entertainment is necessary for recreation. 

ment extended into the West. They embrace The great majority of outdoor recreationists 

many of the mountain ranges and peaks that in will seek the areas with the greatest number 

the early days served not only as landmarks of high speed highways, modern resorts, im- 

to the pioneers but as spiritual symbols of proved campgrounds, etc., and will shun areas 

a new world and a new life; which reflected purposely retained in an unimproved condition. 

and expressed all the moods of nature with On the other hand, there is a numeri- 

which man must struggle for his material and cally large and growing element of our popula— 

spiritual advancement. For these reasons the tion of which exactly the reverse is true. 

pioneers and their descendants have regarded They do not ask from nature the pleasures and 

these rugged peaks and wild areas with a well- conditions typical of modern life, but seek 

nigh religious veneration. rather pleasures and conditions that nature 

We are now conquering and subduing alone can provide. Their desire is not for 

these wild areas by motor highways, by mechan- high-speed movement over wide territories, but 

ical modes of transportation, and by the con- rather for the opportunity to contemplate the 

gregation of great numbers of people who will workings of nature in leisurely and undisturbed 

bring with them all the social and mechanical ways and to pit their strength and skill a~ 

devices developed by civilization. In so do- gainst the obstacles of nature. To this class, 

ing, we destroy in large degree the attributes modernization of wild areas is destructive of 

which make these areas unique of their kind the charm and attractiveness originally pos- | 

and cause them to command the love and vener— sessed and deprives them of the chief essen- 

ation of men. The question as to how far the tials of outdoor recreation. | 

extension of this process is socially“or econ- It cannot be contended that the de- 

omically wise is now up for decision. sires of this numerically smaller class should 

As they now exist, these areas can be deprive the great mass of people of the forms 

visited and enjoyed only through the exercise of outdoor recreation most desired by them 

of individual initiative and effort, of qual- and best adapted to their needs. But, as a 

ities of skill, hardihood, and ‘endurance. In matter of fact, there can be no such result 

this fact rests largely their capacity to in- because by far the greater part of the areas 

spire human thought by their solitude, by adapted to outdoor recreation has been made 

their manifestations of unmodified nature, and thoroughly accessible to motorized travel and 

by the sense of individual accomplishment. As supplied with all the facilities requisite to 

they exist they meet, in a singularly peculiar the popular forms. of outdoor recreation. 

J
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The real issue is whether the smaller class The only way in which effectively to 

which most keenly desires the forms of out- settle this question is to study it in detail 

Coor recreation obtainable only in areas where in its relation to specific areas, with the 

natural conditions are unmodified shall be purpose of deciding whether, all factors con- 

deprived of the enjoyment of such types of sidered, there is social and economic justifi- 

recreation by the modernization of the com— cation for permanently retaining some unmodi— 

paratively few areas within which they can be fied natural areas within the National For- 

i found. There is a strong possibility that ests, offering opportunity for the forms of { 

( this may happen unless present tendencies are exploration, study, contemplation, and physi- : 

checked in some localities. cal activity requisite to the best recreation 

/ A study of this issue involves more of physical and mental faculties, and per- | 

than individual tastes and inclinations, for manently dedicated to preserving the traits A 

the issue bears upon the broad problem of and characteristics which marked the American 

future social welfare. The preservation of people during the most vital stages of their 

untouched areas here and there will promote national development. 

the perpetuation of certain basic qualities In undertaking this task the Forest 

hitherto possessed by the American people which Service, unfortunately, does not have avail- 

have always been regarded as commendable; will able any tried and tested procedure for rating 

serve as a balance to social changes too rapid or weighing the relative desirability of the H 

and radical, It will retard the trend away various forms of use to which an area may be - 

from normal and natural modes of life, by adapted but which conflict with one another. 

creating opportunity for habits of life which No accepted formulae exist by which accurate— 

will revivify desirable national traits and ly to determine the relative importance of 

‘chafacteristics. To this extent the subject conflicting future public needs, or the stand- 

y passes from the strict field of land or com— ards of economic value which in time will pre- 

mercial economics into the broader field of vail. The problem can be approached only by 

social economics. a process of trial and error, based upon the 

However, the unmodified preservation analyses of social and economic trends made 

of areas of outstanding scenic, inspirational, available by recognized authorities on such 

or educational value may prove in time to be subjects. 

sound business economy as well as sound social Suggested conclusions which should be 

economy. They are few in number and unique reached in making a study of this problem are: 

of their kind; the qualities which contribute 1. The specific parts of the area 

to their attractiveness cannot be imitated or which, from the broad standpoint of highest 

cuplicated and if destroyed cannot be re- social service, should be maintained per- 

placed. Their inherent capacity to recreate manently in a condition of unmodified nature, 

“ physical and mental powers, to give pleasure and dedicated to inspirational, scientific, 

i and inspiration, to preserve national charac— and educational purposes exclusively. 

teristics and traditions, to advance science 2. The specific parts of the area 

and knowledge, all will combine to draw to which permanently should be maintained as in 

them large numbers of people, who will support the preceding category, except for an ex— 

a widely diversified industrial and commercial tension of the means of transportation, and 

structure and contribute generously to the the kinds and locations of the additional 

welfare of the local population. The fact forms of transportation which should be pro- 

that under wise regulation the use of such vided or allowed. 

areas may continue indefinitely and in large 3. The specific parts of the area 

éegree without impairment of their chief util- within which, under properly coordinated plans 

ity gives them a permanency as sources of of management, certain restricted uses of land 

local support afforded by but few other forms or of its material products, with appropriate 

of land service. extension of transportation facilities, should
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be allowed, indicating the nature and extent Mrs. Si Soliloquizes on 

of the forms of use believed to be allowable 

without undue detriment to the other major "Spring Snow." 

values involved. 

4. The specific parts of the area 'S funny - it was rainin' 

within which the use of land or of its mater- "Bout an hour ago, fi 

ial products, or the extensionof transporta-— An' now the rain is turnin' 

tion systems, properly may be allowed with- Into a soft, still snow. 

out restrictions other than those normally « 

prevailing in National Forest management. Flakes as big as feathers, \ 

5. The specific steps which should be Fluffy, - white as down 1 

taken to most appropriately realize the scien- Fallin' soft as cat-steps } 

tific and educational values of the areas Over all th' town. 

within which such values are believed to be 

preeminent. It only seems ten minutes 

6. The specific steps which should be Since the world all looked so bare, 

taken to make most completely and permanently But now a fleecy snow-cuilt 

available to the people, and yet adequately Is a-layin' everywhere. 

Conserve, the inspirational, spiritual and 

recreational values existing within the area. There's pearl massed on the clo'esline, 

7. The specific restrictions which (No wind to make it stir) 

should be imposed upon uses of land, or of An' th' garden fence is trimmed up 

products thereof, for individual, commercial With soft white kitten-fur. 

or industrial purposes, within the areas where 

such uses are believed to be permissible. I stand an' watch th' snowfall 

8. The degree to which agencies other Leavin' my work undone 

than the Federal Government appropriately may Fer I know that, like all beauty 

be asked to cooperate in or share the respon- This too will soon be gone. 

sibility of carrying out the program proposed 

herein, with an indication of such agencies So clean, so white, so silent - 

and the features of the program in which they Its beauty stills all pain. 

should cooperate or for which they should as- An' it brings a breath o'springtime 

sume part of the responsibility of execution. Because 'twas born o'th'rain. 

By Mrs. Fred Stell, Wife of Rahger Stell - 

FERSONNEL CHANGES; Montezuma. From D. 2 Bulletin. : 

Herbert B. Herms, Deputy Fiscal Agent 

in Accounts Office here will be transferred NEW CLARKE-MCNARY LAW INSPECTION DISTRICT < 

to a similar and newly created position at } 

Washington, D. C, in District 7, effective An inspection district under the 

March 1, 1928. His vacancy will be filled Clarke-McNary law has recently been estab— 

through the promotion of Percy H. Harley, lished in the Central States, the headquarters 

Principal Clerk of the Coconino Office, who, of which will be at Louisville, Kentucky, with 

in turn, will be succeeded by Robert J. Mr. E. M. Bruner as District Forest Inspector 

Albers who resigned as Senior Clerk on the in charge. The District will include in ad- 

Sitgreaves December 31, 1926, whose rein- dition to Iowa the States of Missouri, Illi- 

statement is being recommended to the Secretary. nois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, and Tennessee.
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Authorization of local grazing | stabilizing range use, which it is seek- boards with a majority of their mem- ing to put into effect. 
bers selected by the permittees, to co- 
operate in administering the act and RECREATION AND GAME to decide appeals from decisions of The number of people usin sa eT ae Fees ; g the na- Zonest itieerss Subieqt is eee ee an tional forests eae ere ate in 1925 
ue nual casessby the Seenp S . was one-third greater than in the pre- Negara gettek ee 7 ceding year, and five times as great The Forest Service believes, eee as in 1917. This form of use repre- word, that grazing may properly be sents in the aggregate a very large Tee ee i) nee Beye. Cane * service obtained by the publie from Denmanent, form, of .use-of theonationals |) (7 11- Ce onutned. 0¥. ithe. buble forests, subordinate to and correlated pteaeee POPE A 2 ne Aes Die 
with their major purposes of timber importance of this by-product ‘is of production and watershed protection. tip’ too" mateelal once: encanto be. Such a legal recognition will bring cer- ignored, even though neat ee shout tain advantages of assurance and sta- mainly through free exercise by the bility to the livestock interests which eople of their right, fo enter upon utilize these resources and should con- ae Pi baGia tag ee Chepena ton il tinue to utilize them. At the same pro oe ‘aaa jawtni purposes That time, if adequate provision is made HAE nenidcner be a eairicted eat for the administrative control and reg- urgent reason; it should rather be ulation of grazing, such a course will, reconnived administratively and ap it is believed, be in harmony with and ertise provided, for in Seah ne pay 
ig De FileRa COnUEAEY #0 Snap Bacented are necessary to enhance its value and. nee unelay 9 ae WAL ee Con- facilitate its enjoyment. Hence the he ret BE eee fr need for a national forest recreation gress closed without enactment of any policy, 

lemislasion on SRAZIngy huts by srnenla- That policy rests upon two cardinal tion of the Secretary of Agriculture principles—the right of the public Drow son wasiqnade fom: lecalgnazing, || ir. ang law to use the forests for boards of review made up of giodianen this purpose, subject to the rules and 
selected by the permittees an lis regulations prescribed by the Secre- Forest Service official. Decisions 0: tary of Agriculture, and the duty of 
these ganda, tpg ibe Peysewiea by: the the Forest Service to obtain from the Secretary of Agriculture. forests the largest possible net total Immediately on the issuance of this of public benefits, or the “greatest regulation all permittees were circular- good of the greatest number in the ized by each forest supervisor urging long run.” Previous reports have 
that the necessary elections be held. pointed out the problems inyolyed, the In a large number of forests the ad- general course that is being pursued, visory boards of the livestock associa- and the urgent need for a moderate tions refused to call the elections, stat- outlay to lessen the hazards arising 
ing that the present procedure for | fom. large recreational use. These appealing from decisions of local forest hazards are of two kinds—hazards to officers was satisfactory and no change which the public properties are ex- seemed desirable. To date only one or | posed through lack of adequate fire two such boards have been organized control, and hazard to the public in the 160 national forests. No cases | health through unsanitary conditions. have as yet been before them for As has been repeatedly pointed out action. , before, the primary requisite to meet Ten-year permits had been in effect | this hazard is improved camp grounds, for some time previous to the Senate made fire-proof, supplied with pure committee hearings. In 1926 over 50 water, and provided with sanitary toi- per cent of the permits outstanding | jets and means for garbage disposal. are for the 10-year period. The cost of such improvements is rela- The question of grazing fees has tively small. The appropriation for been given a thorough and independent | this purpose was $40,000 as against review by Dan D. Casement, whose | $25,000 for the fiscal year 1925. The report is now before the Secretary of | Forest Service also received many co- Agriculture. The Forest Service is operative contributions of funds, ma- not committed to any particular sched- terials, and services for the same pur- ule of fees, but believes that the pose. All told, 148 additional camp principle of fair compensation for the grounds were at least partially equip- value of the forage utilized is an es- ped during the year, increasing the sential part of the entire program of | number to 599.
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There remains a shortage of very | eral policy can be applied; specific 
, necessary facilities upon approxi- | situations must be weighed individu- 

mately 1,000 heavily used areas. The | ally, considering in each case the rela-° 
Federal Government should not allow | tive values involved and the general | 
its immunity from local sanitary regu- | obligation to protect and administer d 
Jations to partially nullify State laws | the national forests in ways yielding | 
and thus relieve it from compliance | the largest net results in public { 
with the requirements to which pri- | welfare. : 

vate landowners are subject for the In working out this policy it must 
protection of the public health. Im- | be recognized that certain forms of 
mediate improvement of enough } economic use, such as the moderate 
camping places to accommodate the | grazing of livestock or water storage } 
present public use would cost approxi- | that does not materially change 
mately $250,000. In comparison with | natural conditions, may not neces- { 
the protection that would be afforded | sarily interfere with maintaining the \ 
the public properties and the health | wilderness aspect of a region as far { 
of large numbers of people who con- | as it relates to modes of transporta- } 
gregate on small areas without proper | tion and forms of recreational use. { 
facilities the outlay involved is trifling. | The same applies to the harvesting of ( 

For some years the Forest Service | mature timber under proper regula- { 
has cooperated with State health au- | tions and an assured continuity of { 
thorities for the determination and | forest cover. The “wilderness” idea, | 
enforcement of necessary sanitary pre- | as applied to national forests, will be 
cautions, The cooperation of the | greatly promoted if in its application 
United States Public Health Seryice | to individual areas reasonable flexi- 
has also been obtained. Study by a | bility is allowed in providing for 
member of that organization of the | really urgent needs of the State or 
sanitary requirements in the national | local communities. 
forests of the southern Appalachian Annual estimates are made of the 
region is under way. The United | amount of game on each forest. That 
States Public Health Service feels | of December 30, 1925, showed a con- 

that specific sanitary problems which | tinued upward trend in the numbers 
are purely intrastate in character | of deer and elk. The total for deer 
should be worked out in cooperation | was 10 per cent greater than in 1924 
with the State health authorities, but | and for elk nearly 20 per cent greater. 
its cooperation will greatly aid the | Of the more than 600,000 deer 227,000 
Forest Service in determining the | are on the national forests of Cali- 

vl requirements. fornia, while Arizona,’ Oregon, and 
One consequence of the increasingly | Idaho have more than 50,000 each. 

intensive use of the national forests The two greatest herds of elk are 
for recreation is a growing sentiment | in the Yellowstone region: From their 
in favor of the preservation of wilder- | respective locations they are known as 
ness areas; that is, areas maintained | the northern or park herd, and the 
as nearly in a state of nature and | southern or Jackson Hole herd. Both 
as free from highways, summer-home | are in a perilous situation. fs 
communities, resorts, and forms of in- The’ Jackson Hole herd was first 
dustrial occupancy and use asthe | counted by forest officers in 1916. It 
minimum requirements of national | then mumbered over 20,000. An un- 
forest protection and management will | usually hard winter in 1919-1920 left 
permit. The Forest Service is sympa- | only 9,320. At the close of 1925 the 
thetic with the general conception of.| number had risen to over 25,000... The 
preserving within the national forests | calf crop for the spring of 1926 is 

a numberof areas especially adapted | estimated at about 6,000 head, so that 
to the wilderness form of recreational | approximately 30,000. animals — will Ee fob 
use and wild-life propagation. The | enter the winter of 1926-27. 
idea has merit and deserves careful As has been repeatedly pointed out 
study, but its correlation with the | in previous reports, the limiting factor 
other obligations and requirements of | on both the Yellowstone elk herds is 
national forest administration must be | winter feed. Deep snows.in the moun- 
carefully worked out before definite | tains. foree the animals. down | the 
steps are taken to give any areas a | valleys, where ranchers and grazing 
wilderness status. It is inapplicable | of domestic livestock on private and 
where the limitation of road construc- | open public range lands have severely 
tion and other forms of development | curtailed their natural food supply. | 
or utilization of forest resources |The larger the herds the greater the ‘ 
would be unjust_to dependent local | danger of heavy losses from starvation 
eormimunittes or to the States. “NO-Ben= | in hard seasons. | 
Seen eee ne ean 

| 

\ 

]
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For a number of years, to supple- ; narrow strip along the Yellowstone 
ment the forage purchased by the | River, just north of the park, as winter 
game commission of Wyoming, the | elk range. An act approved May 26, 
Biological Survey has maintained a | 1926, places this strip within the Gal- 
hay ranch at Jackson to provide hay | latin and Absaroka National Forests, 
for the elk in years of need. To en- | authorizes the Secretary of the In- 
large this ranch the Izaak Walton | terior to accept donations of lands 
League undertook to buy additional | within the area, or of funds for their 
land. My report of last year specified | purchase, and also authorizes acquisi- 
as available for purchase 4,900 acres. | tion of private holdings through ex- 
Of this the Izaak Walton League has changes of national forest land or 
acquired 1,760 acres. There is no | timber elsewhere in Montana. Steps 
present prospect of further purchases. | are now being taken to work out a 

The situation still leaves the Gov- | plan of acquisition whereby the lands ermnent without assured means of | necessary for the elk will be acquired, 
maintaining the southern elk herd at | partly through private donation and 
its present size. In fact, it is doubt- | partly through exchanges. 
ful if all the forage resources locally Here again the most fundamental 
available could carry the present num- | matter is to determine how large an bers of elk through a severe winter. | elk herd can be sustained with the for- And the yearly increase in numbers is | age resources available. Eyen though 
bound to continue in: fayorable sea- | the winter range is extended and re- sons. The logical procedure is to fix | served for the use of the elk, the herd the maximum size the herd should | should be held at a number safely 
reach, based on the available winter | within the capacity of the range. 
range supplemented in severe winters | Systematic’ utilization of the surplus 
by the hay available, and then annu- | above the established limit should be 
ally dispose of the surplus. Other-'| provided for instead of letting the elk wise another winter will| come like | multiply, only to die in large numbers 
those of 1910-11 and 1919-20, when through starvation, 
the elk starved by thousands. In The Sun River herd in central Mon- 1919-20 the Biological Survey ex- | tana has increased to the limit of the 
pended $36,000 and the State of Wyo- | available range. In 1910 this herd 
ming $35,000 for hay to save the elk | numbered less than 300. In 1925 it 
in this herd, but with limited success, | contained over 3,500 and the increase 
as the count in the year following during the spring of 1926 was very proved. large. Fortunately in 1924 the Mon- Such a method or lack of method of'| tana Legislature lengthened the open 
game management is deplorable, and'| season on elk from 10 to 30 days, 
an unnecessary waste of a natural re- | which considerably increased the num- 
source. The Forest Service is anxious | bers removed by hunters in the fall 
to cooperate with other agencies to | of 1925. Nevertheless, there is. still 
end this unfortunate ‘situation. A | an annual net increase of about 10 
carefully designed plan, calculated to | per cent. The range is now carrying 
hold the elk herd at stable numbers | every elk it can without overgrazing, 
through good years and bad by re- | and enlargement of the game preserve 
moving all or a portion of the natural | is impracticable. 
increase is needed. An increase in The future management of these 
the number of elk allowed each hunter, | three large elk herds on sound lines 
a somewhat longer hunting season, | is being sought through correlated 
and possibly a lower fee for nonresi-'| State and Federal effort, based on an 3 
dent hunters are among the remedial’) accepted common policy. 'The first es- 
measures called for. These aré mat-| sential is determination of the size 
ters fixed by the Wyoming game laws. | at’ which each herd shall be main- 

A similar condition exists with the | tained. This involves a decision as to 
northern or park herd, and to a cer- | how far domestic livestock produc- 
tain extent with the third largest herd'| tion should be restricted to allow place 
of Rocky Mountain elk, known as the | and forage for elk. The next step 
“Sun River” herd, in the Lewis and | necessary is to bring into balance the 
Clark National Forest of central Mon- | natural increase of the herds and the 
tana. For the northern Yellowstone | factors making for their diminution, 
herd the most pressing need is the | in some less violent, catastrophic, un- 
acquisition by the Government of cer | intelligent, and unhumane way than 
tain tands lying in a comparatively | periodic widespread starvation. In
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the main this means careful adjust- | avert a probable heavy loss by starva- 
ment of hunting to keep the utiliza- | tion in the near future. 
tion equal to the natural but somewhat The mule deer of the Kaibab, num- 
fluctuating increment, so that the | bering probably 30,000 animals, com- 
herds may neither be unduly cut | prise one of the most distinctive and 
down nor enlarged beyond the carry- | valuable herds of wild life in the 
ing capacity of the land. United States. It should always be 

The Federal Government owns most | preserved as an outstanding feature 
of the land on which the elk feed, and | and resource of this region. But its 
the States through their game laws | preservation from the inroads of sud- 
regulate the utilization of the product. | den starvation can not be assured un- 
The Forest Service has sought and | less a rational plan for holding the 
will continue to seek, a solution of | herd down to what its ranges will ae 
such game problems, as they arise, on | support is speedily put into effect. 
the basis of cooperation with the Hitherto no estimates of the number 
State game departments. of beaver on the national forests have 

In Arizona a somewhat similar situ- | heen published. The reports for 1925 
ation has been created by the increase | show over 114,000, exclusive of Alaska. 
of deer on the Kaibab National For- | Probably half as many more are out- 
est, which was made a Federal game | side. the national forests. Under pres- 
preserve by act of Congress in 1906. | ent methods of protection the beaver 
Authority was conferred at that time | are increasing markedly. 
upon the Department of Agriculture The value of the beaver is not only 
to regulate the taking or killing of | as a fur producer. Their effect upon 
game animals. Legal steps have ap- | irrigation can not be overlooked. 
peared necessary to determine the | During recent serious droughts in 
scope of the Secretary’s jurisdiction | Colorado farmers, by opening beaver 
under the law, through an application | dams in the mountains, poured millions 
for an injunction to prevent interfer- | of gallons of water down the stream 
ence by the State with the killing and | beds and out through the irrigating 
removal of deer under Federal permit. | ditches upon their thirsty lands. On 

Previous reports have set forth the | one stream in Colorado crops valued 
salient facts regarding the serious- | at over $15,000 were thus saved. The 
ness of the situation. Efforts to ob- | States are obtaining a very satistac- 
tain the consent of the State game | tory revenue from the pelts taken by 
authorities to an increased bag limit | licensed trappers, who capture the sur- 
and reduced cost of hunting license | plus animals when the fur is in prime 
to nonresidents so as to encourage | condition.. Under proper regulation 
more hunters to visit the region have | excellent returns can be obtained per- 
been unsuccessful. The summer of | manently. without decreasing the 
1926 has resulted in a fine fawn crop | supply. 
and the deer will go into the winter of Table 11 shows in detail the esti- 
1926-27 with a large increase in num- | mated number of big-game animals on 
bers to take their chances of suryival | the national forests in each State at 
on a range already overcrowded with | the close of the calendar year 1925, ex- 
deer and depleted of forage. In Penn- | clusive of buffalo, of which there were 
sylyania a somewhat similar situation | 181 on the Wichita National Forest in 
was met promptly by State game au- | Oklahoma and 2 on the Pisgah Na- 
thorities through the creation of a spe- | tional Forest in North Carolina. The 

cial open season in addition to the reg- | number of black or brown bear, deer, 

ular deer season, allowing the killing | elk, and moose all show imcreases in 
of both sexes, free license to landown- | comparison with last year’s figures. 
ers, and a special fee of but $2 to all | A large apparent increase in the num- 

others. It was estimated that this | ber of antelope resulted from a count 

would result in the removal of about | on a different basis from that of pre- 
3,500 animals, which would reduce the | vious years, when antelope not oceu- 

deer to reasonable numbers. Similar | pying the forests for the major part 

action by the Arizona authorities would | of the year were left out of the tally. | 

| 
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advance, prepare thoroughly. If you don't q And last, but not least, don't in- 

have time to prepare, don't talk if you can flict on your audience any more "errrs," 

avoid it. "aahs," coughs, wheezes, et cetera, than you 

And then after the speech is all pre- just absolutely have to. It's a fine mental 

pared, comes the time (unless previous speak- relaxation for the speaker to indulge in 

ers use it all) for you to deliver it. Your those ciphers of speech, but it's hard on the 

name is called (or you butt in), and you audience, and, remember, you aim to please 

"rise to your feet." It is well to "RISE even if you have to suppress some of your 

TO YOUR FEET" AND STAND ON THEM. Don't drape favorite gutterals. 

yourself over the back of a chair or lean 

against the wall, or hang one leg over a Probably you older readers have at-~ 

table, or double up so as to show the pain tended "experience meetings" in church, and 

you feel (you probably are not in any more confessed your sins and weaknesses that others 

pain than your audience). The "first movement" might profit thereby. That's where I got the ] 

is to get up squarely on both feet and stand idea of writing this. I have all the faults 

straight up and throw out your chest. It's mentioned above, as many Bulletin readers | 

your job to buffalo the audience into think~ know, and a lot more that I can't tell you 

ing you've something to say that they should about now. But I'M NOT PROUD OF THEM. - 

hear. You can't do that by trying to make Taken from D. 1 Bulletin. 

yourself inconspicuous or insignificant or | 

appearing to be all beat down. And don't 

get the idea that you look better that way. THESE TAME NATIONAL FORESTS 

Most people will disagree with you. 

All right. It's time to shoot your By L. F. Kneipp, Washington | 

stuff. (I almost said "spill it," which | 

would have been all wrong, because what you The "wilderness" discussion was at | 

want to do is shoot it, NOT spill it.) What's its height. The Forester became curious. 

the idea? It is to get over to each and Just how far have the National Forests been 

everyone of the suckers in your audience invaded with joy-riding highways, polluted 

something that you want to tell them. It is with the malodorous fumes of burned gasoline, 

NOT the idea to just get rid of a lot of strewn with the egg shells and other luncheon 

words. That won't accomplish your purpose remains of careless and selfish throngs of 

unless your "listeners" listen, and follow tourists, degraded with the modern types of | 

your thought. They are not so likely to do resorts catering to a depraved taste for jazz, 

that if you fix your near eye on a crack in bathtubs, bridge and dinner clothes? He 

the far corner of the ceiling and assume an asked the Chief of Lands to find out. With 

expression of yearning or self-enrapture. his customary skill, said Chief passed the 

"Keep your eye on the ball," is a good motto. puck to Engineering, whose capable guide de- 

In this case the audience is the ball. "Pick cided that Miss Mary M. Murphy possessed the 

up" the eye of each one in turn as often as requisite qualities of accuracy, capability, ‘ 

you can — don't let them get away if you can patience, and good nature and sentenced her 

help it. And when you speak remember that to the job of digging up the facts. 

it will do no good to anyone who doesn't hear One of Engineering's chief treasures 

or doesn't understand. It is your job to is its set of "quarter inch maps" upon which 

talk to EVERYONE in the room. Think of that is recorded each Supervisor's wildest flights 

and make each listen and hear and understand. of fancy as to the ultimate road and trail 

Of course, you can't usually get them all, system for his Forest, with a graphic re- 

but you should "go after" each one just the cording of current progress in construction. 

same. - Carry in your mind the consciousness This was adopted as the basis for the study. 

that each one who doesn't pay attention to what The question arose as to whether the study 

you say represents just that percentage failure should be based upon the present and proposed 

‘ on your part and you are likely to do your best. Forest Road system, or whether it should
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include any and every road which the maps think of to date have been constructed there 

showed as existing or as ever having existed. will still be approximately one-fifth of the 

The latter principle was adopted so as to gross area of National Forests in roadless 

minimize the possibility that some hardy soul areas of 10 townships or more. Nobody who 

Pr might some day lay an accusing finger upon a owns a good pair of shoe packs or a riding 

certain part of the map and assert that he had saddle need throw them away because of a fear 

driven his car to that point. It is, of course, there will be no place to use them; nor is 

true that cars sometimes are driven over in- there any danger that Forest officers will 

conceivably bad roads into unbelievable wholly lose the use of their pedal extremities. 

places, but the wildest possible margin of 

safety was desired. 

The next question was, what is the ‘ LIABILITY OF TIMBER OPERATOR FOR 

minimum size of a real "wilderness" area? It EMPLOYES NEGLIGENCE. 

was decided that 10 townships, 360 square 

miles, 230,400 acres, was the smallest area By E. S. French, D — 3. 

deserving of consideration. 

So Miss Murphy set to work. The road The case of the. United States vs 

map of each Forest was subjected to almost Saginaw & Manistee Lumber Co. just decided by 

microscopic examination. The merest sus- Federal Judge Jacobs, arising out of fires on 

picion of the existence of a road disquali-~ the Tusayan and Coconino, Arizona, during the 

fied an area. The outlines of areas 1924 fire season, is of unusual interest to 

meeting all requirements wore traced out on the entire Service by reason of the important 

transparent overlay sheets, the acreage was legal precedents established, 

computed, and records made by which the class-— Three fires were involved. One of the 

ification and definition of each area may be fires was discovered immediately after the 

checked. It was no easy job; single areas some— passing of the Company's logging train. No 

times extended into 4 Forests, or two States one saw sparks emitted. The engine was burn- 

or two districts, and careful coordination ing oil, and by the terms of the timber rights 

was essential. Careful rechecks were made agreement under which the Company was operat— 

io minimize errors. Then a list of the areas ing a spark arrester was required only when 

was made and totaled. fuel other than oil was being burned. (Note: 

The results were surprising, At present Recent timber sale agreements require spark 

there are 74 areas, ranging from 360 to 10,859 arresters under all circumstances.) The Com- 

square miles in extent, which so far as can pany contended that it was not liable because 

be determined are without roads. The grand sparks had not actually been seen to come from 

total area is 85,750 square miles, or an av~ the engine and to ignite the Forest cover, 

erage of 1,159 square miles per area. If the also that so long as operating the engine 

proposed Forest Road System, as at present did not violate some requirement of the tim 

conceived, were 100 per cent completed, there ber rights agreement there was net and could 

would still be 61 areas ranging in extent not be negligence. The case for the Govern— 

from 360 square miles to 5,000 square miles, ment was rendered more difficult because in 

with a total area of 52,920 square miles and Arizona there is no statute as there is in 

an average of 868 sections per area, These some States, making the discovery of a fire 

figures are exclusive of Alaska. along a railroad right of way after the pas- 

The situation is not so bad as some sage of a train prima facie evidence that tho 

had feared. At present one-third cf the gross fire started from the locomotive and result— 

acreage of the National Forests, exclusive of ed from negligence. The Government contended 

Alaska, is in roadless areas of more than that sanding flues on an upgrade, under heavy 

230,000 acres inextent. After all the roads load, in a strong wind (as was done ) was 

our ingenious field officers have been able to negligence, although admitting that sanding 

; | 
|
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‘Wild to K | 
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By FRANK A. WAUGH 

Professor of Landscape Architecture, Massachusetts Agricultural College i 

| 0 MAKE LOVE properly re- Nature or their own hearts. As life and glacier are touched upon their fronts. 

quires solitude. This prin- becomes more complicated and harder to And Hudson’s Bay, Saghalien, and the | 

ciple belongs in fundamental biology and understand, the opportunities for under- Antarctic lands are not permitted to wait 

holds good whether one is making love standing should be enlarged, not dimin- for state roads and hot dog stands. They , 

to the wild flowers or to the compara- ished. The more people crowd into cities are already reached by airplane. i } 

tively tame young flappers of the town. the more they need to be alone. } 

Social artists, who delve into the slums Now those hundreds of thousands of eee First loud protest which I | 

and try to fix things there, say that more persons who have long cultivated the heard came from Aldo Leopold, \ 

peace and privacy are required for court- love of nature—who like to go fishing or a forester then in the government service 

ing, and that this is one of the elementary —_ botanizing or camping—who like to get at Albuquerque and especially interested 

issues. And the abstract poet who spoke away by themselves—have lately begun in game conservation. But when Leo- 

for those “who in the love of Nature to fear for the future. Nature has be- pold’s trumpet call rang through the 

hold communion with her visible forms,” come too popular. There are no unfished forests, echoes came back from every 

evidently had in mind the delights of streams, no unclimbed peaks, no untrod © quarter. Thousands of foresters and hun- 

solitary contemplation. Others remem- trails, anywhere. There are camps’ and dreds of thousands of common nature \ 

ber that the Teacher who recommended gasoline stations and advertising signs lovers felt the same way about it. 

the closet for prayer went himself apart instead. The remotest camp ground is Leopold made a definite proposal. It 

into a desert place—that is, into a wilder- already littered with empty corned-beef was that certain territories of considerable 1 

r ness—when he was hard beset by stupid cans When they get there. size and blest with sufficient natural { 

humans and had to make life-and-death It is easy to see that the automobile inaccessibility, be reserved as “wilderness 

decisions. has brought a large part of the change. areas.” All automobile roads, public 

: That is why it seems highly necessary At the behest of this six-lunged monster, campgrounds, Swiss chalets, and barbecue 

today to preserve some competent wilder- universal roads have been built, so that stands would be vehemently excluded. 

ness within reach of those who still want every forest is latticed, every stream is Everything else which could be remem- 

to think or pray or look deeply into paralleled, every lake and hill and cave Continued on page 151 
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Continued from page 146 that they are as deep as the famous Grand develops the brighter colors, somewhat 
bered to restore and preserve the facies Canyon, justly accepted as the criterion as it puts a terrific sun-tan upon the 
of primitive nature would be done. Im- of all; and as they are much narrower, it delicate face accustomed only to drug- 
provements would be prohibited. Instead follows by plain principles of geometry store cosmetics. Whatever the explana= 
of “opening up the country to tourists” that they are steeper. It likewise fol- tion, the floral display is too obvious and 
~—the popular pastime of this generation lows from the fact that these regions are too gorgeous to be passed by anyone. 

. the processes would be directly seldom visited, that the trails are scant Even the sheep herders and the hardboiled 
reversed. Tourists would be kept out. and far from luxurious. The ordinary pioneers fleeing from the rabble into the 
Travel would be handicapped. Only the Main Street variety of schoolma’am rid- far wilderness areas, have to remark that 
hardy perennial nature fiends’such as ing a Santa Fé mule down Bright Angel Nature is certainly wonderful. 
were serious enough to go in on foot or Trail into the Grand Canyon finds the way 
by pack-outfit, would ever see the insides narrow and crooked, finds the overhang- Nec THE LAKES and 
of those “wilderness areas.” ing precipices fearsome and wild. What streams are full of trout. That 

It is an appealing idea and naturally would be her thrills coming down the . is one way a primitive area ought to differ 
has received heartfelt attention amongst meagre sheep trail in Hurricane Creek? from everything within reach of an auto- 
the official personnel of the Forest The comparison is valid and suggestive. mobile highway. There is wild game in 
Service. Extended study and criticism It suggests that this is a primitive area. the country, too—bears, elk, deer, and a 
have refined the first suggestion and have Up well to the top and in the center few rare mountain sheep—the only ones 
clothed it with forms suitable for realiza- of the area is a country known as the left in Oregon. A naturalist recently ex- 
tion on government lands under existing Lakes Basin. The general level here is ploring there found a nesting family of 
administration. A considerable number of about 7000 feet, while Eagle Cap and the harlequin duck, a species so rare a whole 
areas throughout the western national Matterhorn rise abruptly more than 2000 chapter ought to be written about it. 
forests have already been tentatively feet higher. Here are dozens of lakes, There are mosquitoes, too, around those 
delimited and have been put under study large and small. They are mostly deep, alpine lakes, and though they are far from 
with a view to giving them a definite blue, cold with the immediate drainage wild they are genuinely primitive. 
status as “primitive areas’—this term of glaciers and perennial snow banks, full But I did not set myself to advertise 
being now usually preferred to Leopold’s of pictures of inverted forest, mountain the Wallowa primitive area. The more 
“wilderness areas.” Under either name and snow-field, and also reasonably full of _ it is advertised the less primitive it will 
may the wilderness be just as primitive. uncivilized trout. The man with his fly- become. I wanted only to illustrate the 

rod and the woman with her Kodak are idea and to assure the lovers of the 
alee GET a more concrete view of equally captivated. wilderness that something is being done | 

the primitive area I took a trip The mountains themselves are unques- to check the ravages of the gasoline 
into the Wallowa Mountains where a  tionably impressive. Any heart which tourist and the tin-can picnickers. There 
tract of some quarter of a million acres thrills to mountain majesties will find are still broad tracts of native country 
has been tentatively sketched for this here a new shrine at which to worship. where the state roads have not yet pene- % | 
form of dedication. The Wallowa Moun- There are great outstanding walls of trated and where, we may now hope, they 
tains stand in a semicircle around the marble and granite like those in Zion will never be admitted. 
Wallowa Basin, a fine upland irrigated Park. There are toothed peaks like those Two cautions may well be considered 
farming district in northeastern Oregon. of Switzerland. There are hanging cir- by everybody. If this wilderness idea is 
The drainage, however, is not all into this ques, sometimes with small glaciers and _ to stand and thrive it must have the sup- 

2 basin, but much of it goes out easterly nearly always with steep walls of snow, port of public opinion. The attitude of | 
into the Snake River, boundary between whence in early summer break away many _ all citizens is therefore important. 
Oregon and Idaho. a wild snow and land slide, often run- First of all the primitive areas ought 

These Wallowa Mountains stand some- ning all the way to the bottom of the not to be hunted out and ruined by mere 
what by themselves. They are not at all valley a mile below. curiosity seekers—those who are looking 
related to the Cascade range in western Then there is the circumstance that for something novel and different, but 

Oregon. They are said to be much older. these mountains are near. They have who are not prepared to understand and 

Perhaps they constituted a presentable to be looked up to. Pike’s Peak can be appreciate the wilderness when they get 
island in the old Pacific Ocean, ages be- admired from fifty miles out on the plains there. Decent respect for other people’s 

fore Mt. Hood, Mt. Ranier and the Cas- when the atmosphere is clear, but no one privacy would keep such intruders out. 
cade range rose from the depths. Stand- can view Pete’s Point from a distance of But most of all it will be necessary to 
ing as they do in a single group instead of 59 miles, not even by airplane. This get- withstand the popular tendency toward 
in a long mountain range, they are more ting right up to a big mountain, being inti- development, toward exploitation. A 

broken, the valleys radiating in every mate and personal with it, is something wilderness area can’t be advertised, 
direction. They are real mountains, too, like taking lunch with the King. popularized, exploited, without being 
the main peaks rising to very respectable Of course there are the usual mountain ruined. The modern doctrine of road- 
elevations, for example: meadows. Visitors are always happy over building, to mention only one phase of 

Matterhorn 3 ¢<000sie's6 sss « «9800 feet, the mountain meadows, especially if they our American obsession, has such momen- 
PANETOIU'- sajesiae eer ee vive eesaas/00 1eek. have the luck to arrive early, soon after tum now as to be almost irresistible. 
Pete’s Point.........++++.++.-9,700 feet the snow has melted and the riot of wild Is there anything lovely and delectable 
Eagle Caps... +s0eeeeee +++ +9675 feet flowers has broken out. The flowers are anywhere? Build a road to it! Prefer- : 
On the eastern boundary runs the Snake of such profusion and such vivid color- ably a double-track cement road, with | 

River canyon over a mile deep. The ings that the savants have worked nights abundant parking places. This is a per- 

gross differences of elevation within the and holidays trying to explain the phe-  fectly good doctrine, up to a certain point. 
area of the Wallowa National Forest are nomena. Some say that, owing to the The point where it stops is where the 

approximately 9,000 feet. There are more shortness of the season and the scarcity wilderness area begins; or preferably 23 

than 20 canyons exceeding 1000 feet in of insects, the flowers are bidding hard miles short of that. Now it requires some 
depth. At least three or four are more for pollination. Some say that the clear- stamina to stand against progress and i 

than a mile up and down. That means ness of the rarefied atmosphere directly the building of roads anywhere, or against 

i
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424 University Farm Place 

Division of Game Management une 35, AS 

Mr. Kenneth A. Reid 
Izaak Walton League of America 
Merchandise Mart 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Reid: 

I agree substantially with Bob Marshall on the question ! 
of statutory vs. regulatory wilderness areas. 

Neither device holds out much promise, because neither 
administrators nor voters have, as a rule, any deep grasp of the 
implications of the wilderness idea. That is to say, they harbor 
Se philosophies without knowing it. When the conflicts | 
even y come to the surface, it is the wilderness which usually 
gives ground. This is the origin of what Bob calls "sneaked ameni- | 
ments of boundary." The adjective is accurate in the sense that 
the losses sneak upon us unawares. 

There is one respect in which statutory areas would be 
eee ge penta ele gt eagle Bent dprmel Aen gel tay 
lecal. But national sentiment is also entirely Espkheats and 
would be in danger of discrediting the whole idea baked | 
proposals. You know yourself that the average Waltonian would | 
Glamor for any area, and the further away the less discriminating 
would be his attitude. 

The only real assurance we have is the promotion of 
friends of the idea to high administrative positions. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

;
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IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 
222 North Bank Drive 

i , CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

4 . lhe A» af? ; 
he dime 10, 1988 

Myr. Robert Marshall 
Us Se Forest Service 
Washington, Dp C» 

Dear Mr, Marshall: 

\ Your letter of June 7 brings up a very interesting 
angle with a our well intended resolution 
urging legal for wilderness areas as a protection 
against future encronchuent. 

I appreciate your writing mo in such detail, and 
, assure you that we will give tho matter very therough 

consideration before taking es action along 
this line. Our interests in matter are identical, 
and we certainly don't want to take any action that 
would be inimical to those interests. May I express 
again my appreciation for your splendid article, "The 
Wilderness on Trial” in the March issue of our publicae 
tion, OUTDOOR AMBRICAs 

Anytime you have a similar article on your chest 
' I wish you would let me see its 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth Ae Reid 
General Manager 

‘ Copy of this letter sent to: 

Mr. Leopold, Mr. Doering, Ur. Radcliffe 
and Judge Hillis



UNITED STATES IEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

WASHINGTON, De Co 

dune 7, 1938 

Mre Kenneth A. Reid, 
General Manager 

: Izaak WaltonLeague of America, 
Merchandise Mart 
Chicago, Illinois 

, Dear Mr. Reid; 

I was very much interested in the resolutions passed by 
the Izaak Walton League concerning setting up wilderness areas 
by statutes Theoretically, I think the idea is excellent. 
Practically, I see serious difficulties. 

it is a relatively easy matter for an administrative 
officer to create a wilderness areae Opposition to such 

Pp . administrative action is usually mild, even by those oppoging 
2 the wilderness, compared to opposition to a lawe The very advantage 

of a law thet it is hard to change also creates bitter opposition 
to so tying up lands Consequently, I honestly believe, on the 
basis of considerable evidence from efforts to establish new 
National Parks end a Quetico-Superior Wilderness Area, that very 
few wilderness areas would be established by Congresse If, 
however, such congressional procedure were carried out for just 
a few areas, the general public sentiment would be that those 
merely established by administrative order were not of much 
Consequence and could be changed on the slightest provocation. 
Consequently, I believe you would find it much more difficult 
under those circumstances to hold wilderness areas approved by 
the Secretary of Agriculture, and the number of those made more 
permanent by congressional action would be so small that it would 
not balance the loss of permanence of the present type of 
wildernesse 

My own feeling is that the solution to this problem lies 
in requiring at least 90 days* notice before any wilderness 
boundaries are changed, with the additional provision that if 
anyone desires a public hearing, such hearing shall be callede : 
This type of reguletion would make it impossible to sneak through 
a change in wilderness boundaries, which it seems to me is the 

: E great thing which friends of the wilderness have to fear. With 
an opportunity for free publicity, I think most wilderness areas
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cen be helde I say this not only as an administrator but 
even more so as a person who is exceedingly eager for the 
preservation not only of existing wilderness areas but also 
a considerable number of additional onese 

I would like very much to have an opportunity to discuss 
with you, either in Chicago or Washington if you ever get 
here, the whole wilderness problem. I expect to pass through 
Chicago late in November on my way back east from a field trip 
and perhaps we can get together at that time. Unfortunately, 
on my trip west this month I do not come closer to Chicago 
than St. Louis. 

O With best wishés, 

Sincerely yours, 

(Signed) Robert Marshall 
Chief, 

Division of Recreation & Lands



LEGISLATIVE DESIGNATION OF \/TLDERNESS AREAS 

VHEREAS - there have been considerable areas within 

the National Forests designated as wilderness areas upon 

which uses destroying wilderness values are definitely 

restricted, ’ 

WHEREAS - the designation of these areas by executive 

action leaves them undesirably open to modification under 

pressure for development, 

THEKHFORE BE IT RESOLVED - that the Izaak Walton 

League recommends the designation of such areas by federal 

legislative action which will give a more definite and 

secure reservation of such areas in a wilderness condition. 

ABOVE RESOLUTION PASSED AT 
SIXTELNTH NATIONAL CONVENTION 
IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 
APRIL 23, 1938, Chicago, Illinois
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i sige ye “ee National Association of Audubon Societies og 

For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals 

1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 

August 4, 1939. 

Me Professor Aldo Leopold, 
er 424 University Farm Place, 
= <2{ Madison, Wisconsin. 

NY Lgl 
wii / Dear Aldo: 

Fi in Vg The application of Pittman-Robertson is a very important “ Negin- matter for us to consider. 

yl a Since receiving your letter of July 7th, I have seen Gab- aN rielson and I discussed whether it might be possible to get substantial proportion diverted to the buying of sanctuaries for rare and non-game species. 

‘ The Survey people are entirely sympathetic to the idea, Under the set-up, as Day wrote you, the initiative must PEA I come from the state conservation or fish and game depart- fee !\ ments and therefore our apparent only avenue of gaining 1s Bee 5+! this end now would be to induce said departments to make See such application. 
SSS 
 SFRS I do not think we are ready to do so in a highly intel- fh li ‘ bw ¢ gent, well-considered manner; our proposals now would “7 be apt to be somewhat haphazard. Perhaps you will say Pa iia that as a practical matter we would have to concentrate effort on those few departments where we feel there would naturally be the greatest degree of Sympathy, and provided always that that geographical location coincided Bp, with a specific need for protection of some rare or non- Oo game species. 

@ Ci Most of the staff are on vacation at the moment. I will ee discuss this matter with thi later this month and see — if we can't start someth &// Thanks for writing. 
~ nem 

As 

John H. Baker, JHB: F Executive Director. 

iw 
| 

|



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
O latw 
low ) 

ADDRESS REPLY TO ty 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO ; tol 

vv 
FA-Z May 29, 1939." 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of May 23. 

The purpose of the Pittman-Robertson Act is to restore 
wildlife through acquiring and developing lands, and conduct- 

ing research of an applied nature. That is the yardstick by 
which we measure the approvability of all projects which the 

: State Game Departments select and submit. 

To date the projects submitted by participating States 

have been concerned primarily with benefiting the sportsmen. 

However, in our opinion, projects designed to permit ecological 

studies and the protection of rare species of wild birds and 

mammals which do not have any hunting value would be worthy of 

approval under the wildlife restoration program if State Fish 

and Game Departments should elect to sponsor them. 

Very truly yours, 

Albert M. Day, Chjef, 
Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration.
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42h University Farm Place 
November 27, 1939 

Mr. Jay N. Darling 
c/o Register-Tribune 
Des Moines, Lowa 

Dear Jay: 

I am sorry to hear about your illness. 

None of us had any knowledge of the start you had 
made with Gabrielson and the Biological Survey to inventory 
the existing and prospective wilderness aress from the view 
point of particular animal species. It is welcome news that 
such a project is under wy. and it immediately occurs to me 
that if the U.5.B.5. already has it in hand, our best bet is 
to stand at their elbow rather than to try to take over the job. 

In order that Kenneth Reid and Mr. Doering may be 
informed, I am taking the liberty of sending them copies of your 
letter. 

I am alse suggesting that Mr. Reid get in touch with 
Gabrielson in order that he may learn exactly how far the U.S. 
B.S. has gotten with this job. 

With personal regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management , 

| 

cc Doering | 
Reid 

|



Honorary President President Vice-President Vice-President Vice-President 
Jay N. Dariine Davin A. AyL.WARD Wituiam L. Finizy Cues P. PLumMMER Corin M. REED 

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION 
NORMANDY BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS YOUR REPLY TO: 

November 23, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am not the least bit quarrelsome 
about the policy to be pursued on the problem of wilder- 
ness areas. I wish I might have been present when you 
met with Reid and Otto, for the benefit of my own educa- 
tion. 

Without knowledge of all the angles 
of discussion which took place at the meeting, and for 
fear one item may have been left out of the discussion, 
I am going to repeat a suggestion which I made at the 
former conference when the directors were gathered to- 
gether in a Chicago meeting. 

I suggested at that time that Gabriel- 
| son be requested to dig up the file of maps which I had 

made aie my administration, covering the wilderness area 
| project. inaugurated this study in order that we might 

| have a picture before us of the areas needed thruout the 
i United States, so that none of the major species (including 
| the etry bear) might be neglected. I showed that map to 
{ the President and received a thoro and enthusiastic endorse- 
| ment of the program. I felt at the time that the study of 
| the most desirable areas had not been adequate but the idea 

| of setting up a wilderness area program to shoot at still 
| seems good and quite convincing. As national programs go 
1 it didn't seem an extravagant or impractical ideal. 

My suggestion included the proposal that 
Gabrielson be requested to prepare a large key map, on which 

he should designate those areas which came under his juris 
diction and which might best be designated as permanent 
wilderness areas. He was to submit this key map to the 

Forest Service, National Park Service, Public Land & Reclama- 
tion Bureau and any other government agencies which might 
have potential wilderness regions under their jurisdiction. 

Organized for the purpose of restoring and perpetuating the natural resources of this Continent through an aroused and enlightened opinion among the people of this nation. 

Sponsors of National Wildlife Restoration Weel.
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The bureaus were to use their own best 

judgment as to the areas which might be set aside, without 

serious conflict, but were also to make a secondary recom~ 

mendation of areas which might be desirable if conflicting 
influences could be overcome. 

Having been over most of this ground 

in a previous study of the same problem, I was personally 

convinced that we would best get voluntarily from each 

bureau its own selection and thereby accumulate a pretty 

extensive nucleus on which we might base our immediate 
program and to which might be added additional wilderness 
areas by special acts of Congress when and if the battles 
were won. 

I later talked with Gabrielson about 
this program and he agreed, both as to the policy and the 

practicability of the method. He also agreed to begin at 

once the preparation of the key map, designating the areas 

under his jurisdiction which should go into the category 

of permanent wilderness areas, and he was then to submit 

it to the other bureaus. That was in early October and I 

will check up with him to see how far he has progressed 

with the making of the key map. 

I can see no harm in his carrying out 
that preliminary step, even tho it may turn out that a 

comprehensive wilderness area act of Congress is not de- 

sirable. If, on the other hand, there comes out of this 

voluntary designation by the bureaus, a fair nucleus of 

wilderness areas, it may have some bearing on our future 

activities. 

I am just out of the hospital after a 
two weeks' session, which is going to curtail my activi- 

ties for some little time to come. The limitation of my 

physical activities, however, has not diminished my inter- 

est or enthusiasm. 

When I was a boy my father taught me 

that if I had to split a log the best place was to begin 

at the knot, and when I think of the wilderness program 

I have a feeling that we will waste a lot of energy chip- 

ping away at the log without any great progress toward a 

final solution if we do not establish the principle of 

wilderness areas in the beginning, even tho it be a small 

acreage. 

I'11 check up with Gabrielson and see 
whether or not he has made any progress with his contacts 

in Washington, and of course any other program which you 

folks decide on will be as welcome to me as my own sugges= 

tions and I am for the idea that will work the best. 

At a recent meeting of the eastern 

leaders of the Institute and Federation, they decided to
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hold the convention in March and in Washington, D ©. For ob- 

vious reasons, this decision makes it necessary to postpone 

any thought of a Short Course School in Conservation until 

another year. I still think the Short Course idea is a good 

one and perhaps will be improved by ripening until the 1941 

session. | 

s gees sincerely, 

wd oe 2 

LO —“ J DARLING 

DS



424 Univeraity Farm Place | 
Rovember 21, 1939 

Mr. Jay N. Darling 
e/o Register-Tribune 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Deer Jay: 

Otte Doering, Kenneth Reid, and I hed a session November 18 for the 
purpose of going over wilderness situation. I wes asked to report our con 
clusions to you. In one respect they depert from yours. 

There are, we concluded, three jobs te be done: 

1. Decide on the Legal Exanemor for areas. (Should areas 
be set aside by statute or proelamationt) 

2. Set up “watehdoge" to prevent and forestall "nibbling" 
(gradual lose of areas throvgh road, power, resort and 
other developmente). 

3. ers for pertiauer wildlife oases (vig., grizsly bear) 
which n dernes@ areae to survive. 

Legal Frame. Wilderness arene are a radicel deverture from pioneering 
tradition. It will take a long time for the peblie to understand and aceept 
ell the implications of a wilderness policy. ven the conservationist who says 
he is "for" them may waver as these implications develop with time. | 

Most wilderness aress now on the mep represent not a unanimous 
conviction, but a temporary “balance of power" between pros and antis. Some 
of them sre in fact "stalemates" induced by purely temporary sconomic aceidents | 
such as the fall of stumpage rates or livestock prices. 

Should an attempt be made to convert such areas to a statutory (as 
distinguished from a proclamation) basis, the latent oppesition would be stirred 
up. The net result would de a radical shrinkoge in the totel ares. 

Time, presumably, will tend to strengthen the pro-wilderness forces. 
If the issue is called now, each case mist be fought out on our present strength. 
On the other hand, if the issue is deferred, each case can be fought out on our 
future (and presumably greater) strength. A statute would precipitate the issue 
now. It might be possible to pass such « statute, but only at the cost of a 
large loss in areas. It therefore seoms wiser not to press for a general 
statutory basis for wilderness areas at this time. 

This need not preclude particular statutes for particular cases where 
the pro-wilderness strength is sufficient to assure success.
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Watehdogs. The Wilderness Society has a system of local representatives 
who are supposed to keep a weather eye on "nibblings." Its weakness is that 
they report only by mail; they do not mest each other to discuss techniques; 
they are vory diverse in skill and experience; the Society lacks mass strength. 
The I.W.L.A. might gerve as a peethig ice for such a corpse of "watchdogs", 
and as a cooperator and supporter of the Wilderness Society. | 

| 

It was decided to confer with RK. $8. Yard to discuss this possibility. 

Plans for Species. Despite the rather large area (14 million acres) 
now withdrawn, the history of animal species dependent on wilderness shows a 
contimued shrinkage. In the case of the griazly bear this shrinkage is radical 
and dangerous. There is, as yet, no such thing as a planned system of strong- 
holds for the grizzly, or for any other wilderness species. 

wo defects in administration lie behind this. One is the lack of | 
inter-burean cooperation. (To take care of a species, joint action between U.S. 
F.8., U.S.B.5., W.P.S., and often $.0.5. and Indian Service, is often called 
for.) The other defect is that no bureau (to my knowledge) hes 28 yet used 
land exchange or land purchase facilities to clean up and round out its wilder- 
ness holdings. 

There may be legal inhibitions behind this. (Is a clean-up of 
alienations in a wilderness ares a proper purchase of H.F. landt) 

The only way to smoke out the reasons for this failure is for the 
public to insist that inter-bureau planning for partioular species be done, 
and if it is not done, to ask why. But for the public to get down to cases, 
it mast be represented by somebody equipped by experience and training to 
analyze cases. 

This leads to this thought: Should not the conservation associations 
(1.W.L.4., Memal Society, A.0.U., Zoological Society, etc.) have a joint com 
mittee on wilderness with an executive elticer to do actual work? Might not 
the I.W.L.A. organize and help finance such a joint group? 

Quetico-Superior Area. We discussed how the foregoing conclusions 
might apply to the Qnetice-Superior, which by common consent is the special 
charge of the I.W.L.A. 

It was egreed that the key move toward any future course is an | 
appropriation bill to clean up interior alienations. Reid has asked the Forest 
Service for data on which to base such a bill. 

The present legal status of “roadless area” cannot even be changed 
to "wilderness aren" until the area has been freed of private land. 

I em sending copies of this to Kenneth Reid and Mr. Doering, and 
request that they send a copy to Bob Yard if they think proper. 

With best regards. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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Prof. Aldo Leopold 
JATIONAL DIRECTORS ‘ aot be nm. a 42h University Farm Place 

W. J. P. ABERG, MADISON, WISCONSIN fi i n Wi ns i 
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DR. W. R. BAGLEY, DULUTH, minnEsOTA 
FRANK A. BARNES, Los ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
FRANK T, BELL, wAsMiNoTon, 0. o- , 
DR. B. €. BENSON, FLANDREAU, SOUTH DAKOTA Dear Professor Leopold: 
WARD C. BETZER, LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 
FRANK BRADY, ATKINSON, NEBRASKA 
B.C. BULSON, Trimiono, coLonano OSCAR BURKARD, nome, new von« 1 . 5 Mi ae 
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The 16th Annual Convention of the Izaak Walton League passed the following 
resolution: : 

WHEREAS - there have been considerable areas within the National 
Forests designated as wilderness areas upoh which uses 
destroying wilderness values are definitely restricted, 

WHEREAS ~ the designation of these areas by executive action leaves 
them undesirably open to modification under pressure for 
development, 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED - that the Izaak Walton League recommends 
the designation of such areas by federal legislative action 
which will give a more definite and secure reservation of 
such areas in a wilderness conditions 

ABOVE RESOLUTION PASSED aT 
16TH NATIONAL CONVENTION 

IZAAK WALTON. LEAGUE OF AMERICA bs 
APRIL 23, 1938, Chicago, Illinois 

In our follow up on this resolution we received the following pertinent 
comments: Letter of June 1, 1938, from F. A. Sileox, Chief of the Forest 

Service - 

"I appreciate certain of the desirable aspects of establishing 
wilderness areas by legislative action. Nevertheless, I fear that if 
such formal action were required to establish wildernesses, it would be 
be very difficult to get any set up and those which were set up would 
cover a much smaller area than would be the case were they established 
by departmental order. Many persons who would not object to a depart- 
mentel order would feel that congressional action would be almost irrevoeable 

e2bie and consequently, if they had any doubt about the need for a road, even 
though it were at some vague and distant date, or had other interests at 
stake, they probebly would fight bitterly such establishment, 

"I believe the danger of modification, whieh you so correctly 
state, would be much reduced if provision were made for hearings on pro- 
posed changes in boundaries of wilderness areas. Through such hearings 
all interested would have full opportunity to present their side of the 
case." 

(iote - the above safemard has since been adopted. K. A. Re) 

Letter from Robert Marshall, Chief of the Division of Recreation and Lands, 
U. S. Forest Service, June 7, 1938: 

"It is a relatively easy matter for an administrative officer to 
create a wilderness area. Opposition to such administrative action is 
usually mild, even by those opposing the wilderness, compared to opposition 
to a law. The very advantage of a law that it is hard to ehange also creates
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bitter opposition to so tying up land. Consequently, I honestly believe, 
on the basis of considerable evidence from efforts to establish new 
National Parks and a Quetico-Superior Wilderness Area, that very few 
wilderness areas would be established by Congress. If, however, such 
congressional procedure were carried out for just a few areas, the general 
publie sentiment would be that those merely established by administrative 
order were not of much consequence and cwuld be changed on the slightest 
provocatione Consequently, I believe you would find it much more difficult 
under those circumstances to hold wilderness areas approved by the Secretary 
of Agriculture, end the number of those made more permanent by congressional 
action would be so small that it would not balance the loss of permanence 
of the present type of wilderness. eccceecceces 

"I say this not only as an administrator but even more so as a person 
who is exceedingly eager for the preservation not only of existing wilderness 
areas but also a considerable number of additional onese" 

Letter from C. M. Granger, Acting Chief of the Forest Service, February 2, 1939: 

"Je appreciate the sentiment of those who desire something stronger than 
a departmental regulation to preserve wilderness arease Nevertheless, what 
appears to be strongest on paper often is weaker in actuality. The proposal 
to establish any considerable area of wilderness areas by congressional ection 
might readily be strongly opposed by organized groups with special interests who 
would not want to permit a law which would close the door to all future economic 
USC. 

"In other words, there is the psychological effect of such a seemingly final 
Gedication to be considered. It is always easier to prevent a lew from passing 
than to get it passed. -Strong pressure might be organized behind the creation 
of a few wilderness areas of special significance but would probably not be 
possible for the bulk of the 50 or more wilderness areas which we plen to 
establish by order of the Secretary. However, if only a few of our wilderness 
areas received congressional sanetion, the general feeling about the others 
would be that Congress had considered them and had turned them down for that 
status and therefore an administrative fiat issued by a department refusing 
to permit construction of roads or logging in such areas would not be very 
effective, Without going to Congress for authority to protect our wilderness 
areas, all of them have equal statuses" 

Letter from Aldo Leopold, June 15, 1939: 

s “I agree substantially with Bob Marshall on the question of statutory 
vse regulatory wilderness areas. 

"Neither.device holds out much pranise, because neither administrators 
nor voters have, as a rule, any deep grasp of the implications of the wilderness 
idea. That is to say, they harbor contradictory philosophies without knowing 
ite When the conflicts eventually come to the surface, it is the wilderness which usually gives ground. This is the origin of what Bob calls “sneaked 
amendments of boundarye" The adjective is acourate in the sense that the
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losses sneak upon us unawares. 

"There is one respect in which statutory areas would be superior: 

national sentiment would tend to have more weight then local. But national 
sentiment is also entirely reckless, and would be in danger of discrediting 
the whole idea by half-baked proposals. You know yourself that the average 
WaltonianswWould clamor for any area, and the further away the less discrimi- 
nating would be his attitude. 

"The only real assurance we have is the promotion of friends of the 
idea to high administrative positions." 

Letter from Aldo Leopold, November 2, 1939, in reply to follow up of recanmend- 

ation of September 30, 1939, National State Officers’ Meeting: 

"This is a reply to your letter of October 25 and also Mr. Doering's 
of October 26. 

"I thinktthere is a change to do some good by setting up an informal 
small joint committee represanting I1.W.L.sAssWilderness Society, and the 

federal bureause 

"This committee might meet yearly at the I.W.L.A, convention, provided 
you are in a position to be its executive officer. ° 

"It might begin with an inventory of areas. This, however, is a big 
physical task. Maybe the Resources Board could furnish some help, or even 
some private donor. Some kind of inventory might be made without help. 

"It should not begin with any new lewe Any lew not initiated by the 
Bureaus would be useless, I fear. The question is not that simple. 

"I would gladly work informally with such a.group. I can't, I fear, 
undertake any committee chairmanships or other formal commitments. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold. : 

Professor of Wildlife Management 
P.S. My hunch would be for this committee to work quietly, without publicity. 

For your further information there is attached a summary of the status of 
wilderness areas established within our National Forests. 

¢ 

for Ae Reid , 
General Manager



An Outline of Wilderness and Wild Areas of our National Forests- 
their location, agreage and administration as of February 1939. 

State Gov't. Owned, ecres State - Private Total Acres 
Owned, acres 

Arizona -R-3 
7 areas 3909281 1,493 3915774 

California -R-5 
18 areas - IV 1,924,727 104,556 2,029,283 

Colorado -R-2 
12 areas -II 821,978 21,342 846.320 

Ideho -R-4 

3 areas -III 300k, 566 9120 34013686 

Minnesota -R-9 
*1 area 5564150 2305134 786,284, 

Montana ~R-1 
10 areas -V 1,748,120 14.7, 880 1,896,000 

New Mexico -R=3 

5 areas -III 927,783 12,128 939-911 

Qregon ~R-6 
5 areas -II 52h 4h3 4,620 5299053 

Utah (Re) 

1 area <I 2434957 none 2434957 

Washington -R-6 
3 areas ~III 1,162,470 none 1,162,470 

Wyoming -R-4 
8 areas -VI 244294299 668 2,429,967 

Totals 

Wilderness - 30 11,272,613 2275453 11,500,066 
Wilda - 42 Stent ie 257684639 

72 areas 1397365764 312941 14,268,705 

Symbol note: R-3 designates Region 3; Roman numerals denote number of "wilderness 

areas" in total of "wilderness" and "wild."
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*Note: The one area in Minnesota is the "roadless area" of the Superior 
National Forest which is under special administration and does not 

have full “wilderness area" status in that timber cutting is permiss~ 
ible. Please note also that nearly one third of this area is in 

State y private ownershipe 

Size of areas for visual comparison: 

Average wilderness area, 383,335 acres or 596 square miles, or a square 
2hé miles on a side. 

Average wild area, 58,670 acres, or 92 square miles, or a square 9g miles 
on a side. 

Largest wilderness area, (S@lway, Bitterroot), 1,870,000gcres, or 2922 square 

miles or a square 54 miles on a side. 

Smallest wild area, 5000 acres or 8 square miles, or a square 2 3/h. miles on 

a sides 

These areas are located in 11 different states, all west of the Mississippi River 

in the Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast region, except for Minnesota. The combined 

area of all 72 "wilderness" and "wild" areas, including the Superior Roadless area, 

is 21,463 square miles, which could be encompassed by a square 145 miles on one 
side or an area slightly greater than that of New Hempshire and Vermonte FPercentagely 
this totel area represents: 

6-3/4% of National Forest areas 
7/10 of 1% of the land area of the United States. 

The administration of "wild areas" and "wilderness areas" is identical. The difference | 
is merely one of size - over 100,000 acres is a "wilderness area"; under 100,000 acres 

is a "wild areae® 

Creation of Wilderness Areas 

Wilderness and wild areas are establisfed by administrative order of the Secretary 
of Agriculture. While they lack statutory protection their permanence is no longer 
subject merely to the pleasure of the Secretary of Agriculture. Before an existing 
area can be abolished, the boundaries changed or the protective regulations modified, 
public notice must be given, public hearings granted and 90 days must elapse, am 
the Secretary of Agriculture must approve. 

Regulations and Administration 

1. lumbering completely prohibited in all. 
2 Grazing permitted in some; prohibited in others» 

3. Public roads of any sort - prohibited. 
4. Hotels and resorts - prohibited. 
5. Private cottages - prohibited. 
6. Large dams for power and irrigation discouraged, and when roads necessary for 

eonstruction, banned.
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The data in this analysis are as of January 1939. The Forest Service 
plans call for additions of four to five million acres to wilderness and 

wild areas which would bring the totel up to approximately 18 million acres. 3 

' 

mneth A. Reid : 
General Manager : 
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Let Them Alone! 
By KENNETH A. REID 

HE controversy that has raged over the proposed The idea seems to be that unless all the resources of the 
| establishment of the John Muir-Kings Canyon Na- forest are made available for maximum utilization—and that 

tional Park, and which is bound to come up in the includes recreational values—that they are going to waste 
future in similar cases, makes it increasingly clear that Between the utilitarian uses, the mass type recreational de- 
neither a National Park nor a National Forest ts the correct velopments, and the recent orgy of road building for fire 
answer to the desire of an ever growing number of our protection and administration, real wilderness areas of our 
people for the enjoyment of a wilderness type of recreation. National Forests have shrivelled alarmingly during the 

The principle on which the Forest Service was founded last decade. 
was for the maximum use of the renewable natural resources The wilderness areas established within National Forests | 
—not their preservation in their original state. The use or are indeed a step in the right direction and have been the 
harvesting of these resources is, of course, to be done on a__ best answer to those who urge the preservation of roadless 

sustained yield basis, but the areas for the enjoyment of 
resleralaat note in the Forest wilderness type of outdoor rec- 
Service policy, in accordance HABITAT DESIRED reation. However, it must be 
with the intent of the statute I borne in mind that these wil- 
creating the Service, is ase and £ I should build me a gypsy camp derness areas have no legal 
utilization — not preservation. I'd go where the land was clean— standing as such and are, in | 
The primary purposes of Na- | Where the foot of many had never trod fact, rather strange children to 
tional Forests are for growing And the air blew fresh and clean. be under the care and protec- 
and utilizing timber and for- tion of a Bureau that was 
age, sche protection, de- Whether in forest or desert sands founded for an entirely differ- 
velopment of water for power My camp would be mine alone ent purpose, namely, material 
and irrigation, and other utili- For there I would clear me a piece of ground utilization of the natural re- 

tarian uses of natural resources. And there I would have my home. sources—not their preservation. 
Wildlife, recreation uses, and There is no assurance that an 

aesthetic values were not a part Humanity massed is a hateful thing, one of them or all of an 
of the consideration that estab- Despoiling the fair green earth; might not be abolished as they 
lished our National Forests. And God sends His rain to wash it clean were created — by administra- 

And give it a fresh new birth. tive decree. They exist by 
Recreation a Forest Asset P sufferance and administrative 

Tn, recent years. the) impor. The moon through a forest—a start-lit lake policy—not by law. 

tance of these values fob: a Sa Ere c ngs ROLE Gr CC The “creation” of these wil- 
broad public standpoint has Ol ithe bwiord bo lead {an dhis wove toward man derness areas in sections of our 
become increasing! P Since this earth of ours began. National locke : | 

Sly apparent, Nationa Forests looks quite 

and the Forest Service has S. my gypsy camp will my temple be impressive on paper with a 
modified its administration to Rewellasia hometome— total area of some fourteen 
give them recognition. This is Where I may learn of the ways of God million acres. When we con- 
as it should be but it does not Fr fl d bird and sider, however, that this total } om flower an ird and tree. : 
alter the fact that these uses are HELEN LOUIS BROWN is less than 7% of the Na- 
modifications of fundamental ~~ . tional Forest areas and _ less 
administrative principles, and than three-quarters of 1% of 
as such are not in a favorable position when a conflict arises the area of continental United States, it is not so impressive. 
with utilitarian uses. That is why wildlife often suffers from The idea that wilderness areas have been “‘created” is i 
intensive grazing, why fishing often suffers from power and erroneous. Man cannot create wilderness. The Forest Serv- 
irrigation development, and aesthetic values generally may ice has merely designated as such a few of the more remote 
be seriously impaired or destroyed in the development and areas that have so far escaped the development mania. 
utilization of natural resources on National Forests. It also Meanwhile they have built an unprecedented mileage of roads 
accounts for the network of roads and by-lanes which has and “truck trails" in the much larger area that is not so 
impaired the wildlife and aesthetic values in many of our designated. The net result for wilderness is as Aldo Leo- 
forests because from a purely utilitarian standpoint of timber  pold so aptly puts it, “A paper profit and a physical loss.” 
production, utilization and protection, our saw-log forestry 
mentors consider such elaborate road systems essential. Purpose of Parks 

While the Forest Service has definitely recognized recrea- National Parks are in a different category and founded 
tion as one of the assets of a forest, even though distinctly for a different purpose. Here the governing objective is 
secondary to utilitarian uses, its concept of recreation is one preservation in the natural state of outstanding examples of 
of mass use requiring various so-called improvements to primitive America. Utilitarian development and use of natu- 
make the forest easily accessible to the largest number of — ral resources have no place in National Parks. Preservation 
people. Roads, graded and marked trails, swimming pools, ‘7 the natural state is the dominant note and this extends 
elaborate picnic grounds, camp grounds with fireplaces and even to the wild animals, for no hunting is permitted. On 

iron grills, shelters, etc., to say nothing of far too many the other hand, in order to make these great outdoor mu- 
private cottages and other private concessions, are amongst seums readily accessible to the largest possible number of 
the recreational developments. people, they have been rather plentifully supplied with 

|
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WE Br NT.” SG 3 Forests would be prevented by barring 
a NS TESS ., Be its og ee private cottage leases; over-crowding 
ra Ps sid Ze pte i %< Sts by hordes of tin-can tourists would be 
Re. § Gee x spi igdey averted by the simple and wholly in- 

Be ee ames 7. “SB " ~ a aS expensive method of simply not build- 
Heer ae ire S75 a Oa Ss e | ing roads, public camp sites or any 
cree bea ce ie 1 A Ea) other similar improvements in the 

Wicca us | SA 5 S13 . ys | t E area. 
Ue a i a => Hunting and fishing would be per- 

t PN ee mitted under regulations that would 
al os i ~nee pet IE hs a assure a continuing supply. Hunting, 

a eo eee “— _ a fishing, camping, nature study, and 
Ph ie iad Arnis ; = ee eee awa §6so on would be available to all who 

Rf te ng argh ano : pe wish to enjoy them by primitive means 
a a Sane ne of travel, cack as pie horse and 
ea aa ae oa . Shia ales als = pean Wey = canoe. Guides might or might not 
eS saul me, Cee me eats = co ae be aailebte but they would not be 

a Frage a pen pre) Sis Ie ieee 2 required. 

ae A ance aR eae ice ee BY PAZ Such areas might or might not con- 

A wilderness setting that answers man’s craving for solitude. tain valuable timber ; they might or 
might not embrace virgin areas. A cut- 
over or even a burned-over area that 

roads, hotels, and lodges, and in order to compensate private is now abandoned and which is not now accessible by auto- 
concessionnaires for their rather considerable investment in mobile may have a much stronger wilderness appeal and 
these accommodations, National Parks are widely advertised supply a much more satisfactory answer to the hunger for 
and are provided with entertainment features encouraging solitude than the grandest primitive areas of our National 
mass attendance which are not in harmony with the primary Parks with their roads, hotels and crowds of people. 
purposes for which the parks were established. This over- . . : . 
crowding with rubberneck tourists who have no real appre- Such areas would be a veritable “No Man’s Land” for 
ciation for the glorious natural beauties of our National the use and recreation and enjoyment of all who want to 
Parks, and who merely rush through them with idle curiosity, get away from mechanized civilization and are willing to 
ort in order to say on their return home that they have enter it by primitive means. They would be entirely free 

“done” this or that National Park, has detracted a great from the elaborate systems of “truck trails’? for fire pro- 
deal from the appeal of these splendid areas for those who tection of our National Forests with their spawn of private 

seek real wilderness and solitude. cottages, and from the private commercial concessions and 

It is true that there are sizeable back areas in some of our Scenic highways of our National Parks. 
National re a again there is oe nk Whether any utilization of material renewable natural 
mentation involved if one wants to go in with his own pack : : , 
outfit or without guides. Also if inating is one of thi ob. eesoutces suchas Coe and forage woud pa peu 
tos of such wtrin we is/definitely out, be debatable, but in any event their value would be con- 
Ie P y sidered secondary to the biological and recreational values, 

So we find that the utilitarian uses in National Forests, and would be permitted only where compatible with these 
the ban against hunting and other restrictions in National primary purposes. The keynote of administration for such 

ee a io Le re Oecalled development of thet areas would be to Jet them alone, and the cost of adminis- 
and National Parks towar -€2 dev: ; : 
recreational resources to encourage maximum use by crowds fone would ar low for Seat there would . need ee 
of people, seriously impair or destroy the very qualities of limited amount 0 protecsonyand) supervision incre wouldibe 
wilderness and solitude, intangible though they may be, one whatever for improvement” — that expensive and 
which are being sought after by an increasing number of shortsighted mania of present bureaus which has well nigh 
people each year. ruined much of our finest outdoor country. 

Is There Need For Third Land by ES P34 BP a AL Rt bse BE 

Classification? ay aS PE. ea } BR aati Ce = F | a mek 

The conviction is steadily growing [Bey Pearce > Somes RN Py “E i, | r {A oe ae oa 
that neither National Forests nor Na- ya SRR sd PRCT De ee fy fie 
tional Parks are a perfect answer to aioe ease eI Td x ree A e 4 Py G 

this demand. Perhaps there should be Bite ee re Yaa he Kk re Ih ay | & | ee 
a third federal land classification a pes ts 3 fc " wey | Fes. | ' eit 

administrative purposes in which the ey me 4 he “ 

key note of ace Gea would be EN oy 2 4 ih ws j=: - 
to let it alone. Development, use, ex- q 3 a fy Pa a 

ploitation, or whatever you want to . ts ey iy Prac Bo i 
call it, of material natural resources ie ae os sed ‘ . te 

destructive to wilderness values would ae 2 Pe 
be forbidden by statute; private recrea- Pe x ei ei = 
tional use which has marred public in ae =z ee ree ai, 
values in so many of our National ee eememnetl nana 

A gypsy camp where many have al 2 pe Be = f 1 analog 
never trod. i eee aie | 

(Reprint from Outdoor America, Official Publication, Izaak Walton League of America) . | 

| 
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Forests and Recreational Policies in New England. j 

1. Forest Parks. 

Areas having qualities suitable for Forest Parks are those areas of primary 

importance for recreation, on which by contrast to ocean beaches, forests are a 

major recreational element. The forest cover alone seldom justifies park status 

for lack of large old growth whose preservation might be desired. Forest cover is 

an important adjunct only. Park features of greater importance are lakes, rivers, 

and mountainous or other scenery, without which few forest areas in New England 

can ordinarily be considered as having park quality. 

Natural parks, as contrasted to improved parks and playgrounds, depend on 

relatively unaltered natural features for recreational attraction with improvements 

limited to rendering these areas accessible and providing improvements for render- 

ing necessary personal services to patrons. Such areas, whether seashore or forest, 

may be entitled to park status when their use is so intensive or their quality so 

rare as to require the exclusion of all other uses of the land or its resources. 

By far the greatest public use of park-like areas for recreation is intensive, 

even crowded in character, as on ocean beaches. Direct use is largely confined to 

roads, trails, and water margins. Hikers are greatly outnumbered by picnickers or 
auto tourists and the hikers themselves seldom leave the trails. 

Our conclusion is that for intensive park recreation over most of New England, 
small, carefully selected state parks will fill the need adequately on the plans 
pursued in Connecticut, New York, and elsewhere, and that such recreational needs 
do not call for the segregation of large forest and mountain areas similar to that 
of the Adirondack Park in New York, or their dedication solely to recreational use. 
The preservation of forest cover on roadside strips within national and state 
forests, and as far as possible on private lands, is a measure of outstanding 
importance for scenic and recreational benefits. 

\ 2. Wilderness Areas, 

| Quite in contrast to the intensive use for which forests and other parks are 
| intended, and to which they must be subjected, are the objectives of wilderness 

| areas. The ideal set up by the advocates of such areas is complete exclusion of 
\ intensive commercial uses, and in addition, the prohibition of all modern means 
‘of access such as auto roads and of modern accamodation for guests. Travel is to 

be by primitive means, and substantially pioneer conditions are desired. Granting 
the benefits of such recreation where it can be obtained at not too great a sacri- 
fice of human economic welfare, New England has no typical wilderness areas of 
sufficient extent to qualify for such a purpose, except in northern Maine. 

Experience in this Maine wilderness indicates that its use is, as usual, con- 
fined largely to canoe routes, with but little scenery other than lake and river 
views, and that this use and enjoyment has not proved incompatible with lumbering 
and forest production on this vast area, which contributes one of the main sources 
of living for the State's population. 

We therefore conclude that the benefits of this wilderness area in New England 
do not require the sacrifice of any essential economic land use, nor the acquisition 
of such large and low use areas by public agencies solely for the purpose of recrea- 
tion, unless and until, under private ownership, the wilderness character is threat- 
ened with invasion by private "development" of the intensive brand of recreation. 
There exists, however, a real need for the reservation of smaller public areas in 
order to preserve natural conditions of plant and animal life against destructive
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or disrupting influences caused by human activities such as lumbering or intensive 
land use for any purpose. Such natural preserves can be located in national 

forests, or in state parks or forests and must be formally set aside for the 

primary purpose, not of intensive recreation but for preservation of these natural 

conditions. 

3. Large Scenic Mountain Parks. 

The White Mountains have remained as the focus for tourists without diminution 
or impairment on the whole, regardless of lumbering, for the reason that the 

scenery is enjoyed for the most part from above timber line. However, clear-cutting 
on steep spruce slopes has in the past caused temporary eye-sores, and logging 

operations lower down, with the resultant slash, have in places and for short 

periods offended the eye cf the tourist. 

With the placing of these areas in public ownership as a national forest, 

protection of upper slopes and recreational areas, and selective logging of areas 

not used intensively by the public, the recreational uses of this large area have 

been fully conserved, including intensive development of skiing, and this without 

sacrificing the welfare of the residents, communities and industries dependent on 

the forests for raw materials. A total of 35 per cent of gross income from these 

national forests goes to local towns and for roads, This would be lost to these 

towns under national park status. 

The historic policy for this area has been to retain these coordinated land 
uses for the maximum good of all, and to resist all efforts either by individuals 

or by federal bureaus to change its status to that of a park, federal or otherwise. 

We do not want this area either over-developed as a park or segregated as a wilder- 

ness, but prefer to maintain the sane balance of land uses now governing its manage-~ 

ment as a National Forest. 

Even partial change in status through the establishment of a National Monument 

to include the Presidential Range area will result not only in divided administra- 

tion of a natural unit now being handled to the satisfaction of the users, but as 

indicated, in other and recent instances, will merely serve as an entering wedge for 
agitation to secure full national park status for the region. 

Since this outstanding recreational area does not in our opinion demand park 

status the same reasons apply to areas of lesser importance or significance, namely, 

the Green Mountain areas, now successfully managed for both summer and winter 

recreation under state and private ownership and in a National Forest, and the 

Mt. Katahdin wilderness in Maine, part of which the State now owns. Continued 

propaganda by Federal agencies to secure such objectives we regard as inimical to 

the interests of the region. 

The overwhelming opinion not only within New England as a whole but in each of 
the states affected is that no extension of national parks is desirable or necessary 

in these states, and that the land use adjustments required by recreational needs 

for access and use of scenic, mountain and forest areas can be made more efficiently 

and adequately and with a greater total of economic and recreational benefit by 

continuing the present policy of national forests, state parks and state forests 

and private initiative and enterprise, and by preserving the Maine wilderness area 

through the exclusion of public roads, and not by its acouisition in whole or in 

part for national parks.
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The establishment of additional national parks in New England might to an 

extent divert and concentrate tourist travel onto such areas but would probably 

not inerease the present tremendous volume of this travel. 

The great bulk of New England forest recreation fits into the rural economy 
of the forest and hill towns and farms. It is and should remain widely dis- 

tributed as a source of additional income to local residents and communities, 

supplemented and emphasized by the existing system of public reservations. 

4. Public Hunting Grounds. 

Hunting is an outstanding recreational activity, prohibited in parks, for 

which public forests fill an ever-increasing need. In the thickly settled 

states of southern New England, the right of access for hunting is being con- 

stantly restricted. Public forests offer this outlet, and this use goes far to 

justify the acquisition of additional forest land by the states. The fulmer Act 

of August 29, 1935, if implemented by adequate appropriations, would aid the 

states in acquiring these additional public areas for free hunting, as well as 

fishing where available. This same use is applicable to national forests, but 

not to national or state parks. In the wilder regions, as in Maine, hunting 

seldom requires large public ownership but is as yet possible on private lands. 

The hunting season does not interfere with other recreational uses of state or 

national forests. 

5. Day Use for Picnicking. 

A very large use can be, and in the southern area of New England is being, 

developed in public forests for summer picnicking especially where streams and 

lakes are present. In forest stands, there can be developed numerous fireplaces, 

tables, and benches, concentrated for caretaking and sanitation, yet giving to 

each unit a sufficient sense of isolation or privacy. On the whole, the use may 

amount to enormous figures yet it is seldom that this simple use of the forest 

requires segregation of such areas as miniature parks. Parking charges in areas 

requiring a caretaker may often defray this expense. Supplementary to these 

developments are small roadside picnic areas, as typically developed by the State 

Highway Department in Connecticut. These roadside picnic parks have proved to be 

one of the most appreciated and heavily used recreational developments and should 

be adopted in all of the New England States. Preferably, on account of small and 

scattered areas, their care should be given to the state highway departments as | 

part of their landscape divisions, 

6. Leased Summer Homesites. 

New England, with exception of iassachusetts, has consistently opposed the 

leasing of national or state forest or park areas to private individuals for the 

erection of permanent summer homes, as is done in Pennsylvania (but not in New 

York) and on national forests in the West. Here all our public forests have had 

to be reacquired for the general public use by purchase or gift. We consider that 

such leasing for summer residence is in effect a betrayal of this policy and of 

the public interest in favor of single persons, who inevitably thus acquire rights 

of possession against the public which are very difficult to terminate. So far, 

this sentiment has been respected, in this region, by the U.S. Forest Service. 

Summer homes should be confined to private lands in New England.
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7. Swiamary of Policy. 

In order that a national forest policy should contribute most effectively to 
recreational uses in the New England States: 

A. Small state parks rather than large national parks are needed. 

B. The national forest purchase program for the White and Green Mountains 
should be completed and their status as national forests retained, 

C. The Maine wilderness should remain undeveloped and can be left, for the 
‘ present, largely in private hands. 

b. State forests should be extended by implementing the Fulmer Act of 
August 29, 1935 by providing appropriations for national purchase of such lands 
as contemplated in the Act. 

#. Public policy should continue to recognize that private initiative and 
enterprise, through individual, corporate, or community effort, is able and 
desirous of rendering part of the services and facilities in forest recreation ! 
in New England. 

i 

| 

|
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THIRD LAND CLASSIFICATION 

WESREAS - Our nation's Wilderness Areas have no definite Federal designation for 

maintenance in their primitive or natural state, and 

WHEREAS - The principal intent of the statutecreating the National Forest Service 

was the maximum use of the renewable natural resources - use and utili- 

zation - with no mention of pr:servation of these areas in their natural 

state, and 

WHGREAS - The Izaak Walton League recognizes the aesthetic value of our primitive 

areas and the ever increasing number of people who prefer the wilderness 

appeal and solitude in recreation to the grandest spots of our national 

parks with their vast roads, expensive hotels and noisy crowds, and 

WHEREAS - Neither the National Forest Service nor the National Park Service are 

assuring sourees or ageneies for the protection of the natural state of 

uel areas, and since these two services lend no definite assurance 

of such protection and perpetuation of this primitive state of existence 

of these areas, it is apparent that a third land classification is 

necessary in order to guarantee a natural existing state for wilderness 

areas; therefore 

BE IT RESOLVET - That the Izaak Walton League of America in convention assembled | 

this 30th day of March 1940, favors the creation by congressional enact- 

ment of a third land classification, the primary purpose of which shall 

be the protection and preservation in their natural state of outstanding 

national primitive areas, and that game and fish management be given 

consideration in such classification with hunting, fishing, nature study 

and camping privileges available to those who prefer this form of recreate 

ion, and that such wilderness areas be made available only by primitive 

means of travel, such as hiking, pack horse and canoe. | 

Adopted by | 
18th Annual Convention, Izaak Walton 
League of America, March 39, 1940



ROADS AND WILDERNESS 
‘ 

WHEREAS - Wilderness, the fundamental outdoor reereational asset, is 

destroyed by the advent of roads, and 

WHEREAS - Construction of roads into roadless areas has been greatly acceler- 

ated during the past few years under the stimulus of unemployment 

relief, forest administration, tourist travel, and scenic accessibil- 

ity, with littlo or no regard for the wilderness qualities destroyed 

thereby, and frequently without any real public eoonomic justifica- 

tion, with the result that the remaining area of wilderness has been 

greatly reduced, and 

WHEREAS - These wilderness areas have become increasingly valuable as their 

“area has been diminished before the economic onslaught so that they 

are presently inadequate to properly accommodate the admitted minor- 

ity urging their preservation, with the result that increasing numbers 

of Americans who can afford it annually go to Canada and elsewhere to 

find that quality of wilderness and solitude which has been and is 

being so wantonly destroyed in their own country, and 

WHEREAS - The additional mileage of scenic highways that might be built into 

remaining roadless or wilderness areas would be ohly a drop in the 

bucket as compared with the vast mileage of similar roads now avail- - 

able, while the loss to wilderness valucs would be great and irrepar- 

able, 

BE IT RESOLVED ~ That the Izaak Walton League of America oppose in principle 

the further extension of roads into roadless areas, and demand that | 

before any further extension into such areas be authorized, that all | 

values be given due consideration from a truly public standpoint, 

Adopted by 
18th Annual Convention 

Izaak Walton Leugue of America | 
March 30, 1940
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UNITED STATES ee ila 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

ADDRESS ONLY WASHINGTON 
‘THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

October 1, 1940. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

424 University Farm Place, 
Wadison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

With reference to your inquiry of September 28, your article 

on ‘Wilderness Values" is scheduled for publication in the 1941 
Yearbook——Park end Recreation Progress, which will appear next 

spring or early summer. 

You will recall that we asked you to contribute an article 
for the 1940 Yearbook, last year, but you were unable to do so. 
We then requested you this year to contribute an article for the 
1941 edition, which you did. It is this article, "Wilderness 
Values," which is scheduled for the 1941 Yearbook, as requested. 

neerely Ghana 

. { 
Conrad L. Wirth, 

Supervisor of Recreation 

and Land Planning.



424 University Farm Place 
; September 28, 1940 

Mr. Conrad L. Wirth 
National Park Service 
Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Mr. Wirth: 

I notice that my article, "Wilderness Values," 
did not appear in the 1940 Yearbook, and I accordingly i 
assume that you have no need for it. Since I spent 
considerable time on it, I would appreciate your 
returning the manuscript so I can revise it for placement 
elsewhere. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Alde Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

7
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WLLDMRIESS VALUES 
Aldo Leopold 

The social value of any experience is determined by the number 

who participate times the intensity or quality of their participation. 

In measuring the value of recreation, we are so obsessed with the 

numbers who now participate that we have forgotten all about the intensity 

or quality of their experience. This obsession is especially prevalent 

in the land~owning bureaus, which justify their mounting costes and expand- 

ing domain ty their mounting public patronage. What the public gets 

from the parks and forests 1s assumed to be sufficient. Is it? 

Wilderness is valuable becmese it enhances the quality of what the 

public gets. But wilderness shrinks as motorized recreation expands. 

This is the wilderness problem. 

Wo man is wise enough to say at just what point the loss in quality 

of rotreation outweighs the gain in quantity, but any man with helf an 

eye Can See on which side of the scale official leadership shoulé throw 

its weizht. ‘the parkward hegira of the landless needs no prodding; 

whether we will or no it ig upon us, like an army with banners. From now 

on it is quality, no quantity, which needs the attention of far-seeing 

administrators. 

To think straight on recreational quality, an histories) perspective 

is essential. let me suggest that every park superintendent and every 

forest supervisor read a recent novel by Conrad Richter called “The Trees. “ 

It deseribes the life of a pioneer family in the virgin wilderness of 

Ohio. This family was literally sosked in a wilderness environment of a 

richness unknown to us, yet that wilderness narrowed rather than widened
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their minds. Why? I do not know the whole answer, but I can see at 

least two ressons. One is that there was no contrast; no alternation of 

Sociality ani solitude. The otheré is thet there existed at that time no 

perception of the wilderness as an organic process. Wilderness has 

aequired a value not only because it has become scarce, but also becunse 

we Can get in ani at of it, and because we can (1f we take the pains) per- 

ceive & little of its inner workings. 

The value inherent in contrasting environments is too obvious ta 

need discussion. { need only remark that the whole trend of wilderness 

use and administration is to break down the rich contrasts between wilder- 

ness and city life. The recreationist arrives in the wilds draped and 

festooned with gadgets, each tending to destroy the contrast-value of his 

Vacation. I am not such a purist as to disdain all of them, tat I do 

Claim that the presence or absence of gndget-inhibitions is a delicate test 

of any mon's outdoor education. Most tourists have no gadget-inhibi tions 

whatever. Witness now the rubber boat for fishing the last virgin trout 

hole! 

In the same category are the sign-boarded trail, the synthetic fire- 

place, the piped spring, the pink and green map, and the conducted tour 

which the well-intentioned administrator sprinkles in the *wilderness" 

path. Again I do act disdain all of these facilities; I simply claim that 

the prevence or absence of facility-inhibitions 1s a delicate test of 
administra tor-education. 

Gadgets, however, are of slight consequence. What matters is our 

ability to see the land as an organism. Most civiliged men do not realise 

that science, in enabling us to see land as an organiem, has given us some-
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thing far more valuable than motors, radios, and television. It is the 

intellectual exploration of land, including aboriginal lend or wilderness, 

that constitutes the frontier of the present century. Unless we can see 

the full gamt of landscapes from wild to tame, we lose a part of our 

explorer's birthright. 

Columbus surmised that it might be only = few days' walk across the 

continent to the riches of the China seas. iis successors, the pioneers, 

took 350 years to break through to the Pacific. When they got there they 

found that the riches were not in the China seas at all, but on the con- 

tinent they had explored en route. 

Just so do we, the forerunners of ecological explorstion, surmise 

thet a few clasces in "nature study" will lead us scross to the riches of 

perception. Our successors, I hope, may find it a longer task. When they 

at last break through, they may find that the riches lie not at their des- 

tination, but en route. 

The modern ecologist with a flair for history, for drema, and for 

esthetics, perceives perhaps only a hundredth as much as he might. The 

average tourist, I fear, perceives close to nothing. The quality of 

recreational experience, then, brackets a wide range of values. The 

problem is how to raise the bracket. Better administration of wilderness 

Will become possible only as a higher level of perception is achieved. 

One dead weight which depresses perception, is the false belicf that 

higher perception means studies rather than sports. We adiinistrators do 

our best te perpetuate this fallacy by delegating educational functions to 

non-sporting people. As a matter of fact there is no higher or mre 

exciting sport than that of ecological observation. If anyone doubts this, 

let him read Fraser Darling's "Wild Country.” "Naturalist on Rona," or 

"A Herd of Red Deer."
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This seme false cleavage between studies and sports explains why the 

Ratural Ares Committee of the Heolegical Society does not cooperate with 

the Wilderness Society, though both are asking for the perpetuation of 

wilderness. "Serious" ecological studies of a professional nature are, 

of course, important, and they of course have a place in wilderness areas. 

fhe fallacy liee in the assumption that all ecology must be professional, 

and thet wilderness sporte and wilderness perception are two things rather 

than one. Good professional research in wilderness ecology is destined 

to becone more anjhore a matter of perception; good wilderness sports are 

destined to converge on the same point. A sportsman is one who hae the 

propensity for perception in his bones. Trigger-itch, wanderlust, and 

buck-fever are simply the genetical raw materials out of which perception 

is built. 

The most convincing proof that ecological perception has not yet 

spread beyond the self-erected walis of science lies in the fact that 

there is as yet no expression of ecological drama in art st. literature. 

Peattie's novel, "A Prairie Grove," is preof that ecology may, some day, 

escape into the common life of common people. 

An administrator of public lands containing remnante of wilderness 

should be aware of the fact that the richest values of wildernese lie 

not in the days of Daniel Boone, nor even in the present, but rather in 

the future. ‘The administrator has a double responsibility: to keep some 

wilderness in existence, and to cultivate its qualitative enjoyment. 

Keeping wilderness in existence is a task beset with subtle and 

unexpected difficulties. Defense of the wilderness was once coacaived 

to be defense against frontal attack from road-tuilders ani promoters 

of recreational cipherage. I am impressed w the fact that many of the
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recent splittings and chippings of wilderness areas have been induced 

net by sotor-minded promoters, but by mismanaged herds of deer and eli. 

Deprive a herd of dias of ite cougars and wolves and you reduce 

all wilderness covenants to seraps of paper. Deprive it also of natural 

winter range, ond then lock it up in a refuge or park, and you have a 

sure-fire explosion in the waking. No executive proclamation or even 

law of Congress can protect a wilderness thus set up. | Tue! prekcheny 

/entaal hunter thus unwittingly takes rank vith the homesteader and the 

q promoter of tourist roads as the natural enemy of wilderness reservations. / 

. T am likewise impressed by the fact that while many administrators 

have acquiesced in the establishment of wilderness aress, few have exerted 

ingenuity in making them serve ss msny purposes «8 possible, nor hove 

the land-ovning bureaus cooperated to such ends. Vor evidence I cite the 

precarious status of the grizzly bear, who has no sure citadel for the | 

future, despite the millions of acres of forests and parks dedicated to 

wildlife conservation. What wildlife? Is it too much to ask that the 

buresus get their heads together and map out some really adequate wilder- 
tite thse nos 2 

ness ranges for threatened speciosf, r to spend a few dollars to consoli-~ 

@ate such ranges and clear them of alientaficns? Why not substitute some 

inter-bureau planning for the present inter-bureau wars? 

One of the symptoms of immaturity in cur concept of recreational 

values is the assumption, frequent among administrators, that a small perk 

or forest has no place for wildernese. Wo tract of lani is too smell 

for the wilderness idea. It can, om perhaps should, flavor the recre- 

ational scheme for any woodlot or backyard. Cf course, such small wild ; 

places nck the scarcity value of large ones, and should not constitute 

an excuse for sacrifice of large ones. Small areas are not wild in any
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strict ecological senses, but is may nevertheless add much to the 

quality of recreation. We all have, or ought to have, that aptitude 

for illusion thich enables eamell boye to fish in wash-tubs. 

One of the most discouraging aspects of many pxrke and forests 

recently developed by relief labor iv the wholesale anf needless sacrifice 

of wild spots and wild elements in the landscene. To many sensitive minds 

the worst fate that could befall a favorite recreation or study area is 

its incorporation in a park or forest. If this seems too jaundiced an 

arraignment, let me tell of = “wild" river bluff which until 19%5 harbored 

a falcon's syrie. Many visitors welked s quarter-mile to the river bank 

to pienie and te watch the falcons. Comes now some alphabetical builder 

of “county parks." and dynamites » road te the river, all in the name of 

"recreational planning." ‘The exeuse is that the public formerly had no 

right of access, now it has such a right. Access to what? Not secesa to 

the falcons, for they are gone. Just eo dows the quality ofMilderncss 

fade before the juggernaut of mass recreation. If forestry ond recreational 

engineering are entitled to professional status, has not our employer, 

the public, a right to demand of us some degree of skill and resourcefulness 

in preserving the quality of wild areas despite mass use? 

eg
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y's July 16, 1940 

WELDMRIESS VALUES 
Aldo Leopold 

The social value of any experience is determined by the number 

who participate times the intensity or quality of their participation. 

In measuring the value of recreation, we are so obsessed with the 

mumbers who now participate that we have forgotten all about the intensity 

or quality of their experience. This chsession is especially prevalent 

in the land-owning bureaus, which justify thelr mounting costs and expand- 

ing domain by their mounting public patronage. What the public gets 

from the parks and foreste ia assumed to be sufficient. Is it? 

Wilderness 16 valuable beemee it enhances the quality of what the 

publie gets. But wilderness shrinks as motorised recreation expands. 

This ie the wilderness problem. 

No man is wise enough to say at just what polat the loss in quality 

of recreation outweighs the gain in quantity, but any man with half an 

eye Gan See on which side of the scale official leadership should throw 

ite weight. The porkward hegira of the landless needs no prodding; 

whether we will or no it is upon us, like an army with banners. From now 

on 4t is quality, no quantity, which needs the attention of far-seeing 

administrators. 

fo think straight on recreational quality, an historical perapective 

ie essential. Let me suggest that every park superintendent and every 

forest supervisor read a recent novel by Conrad Richter called "The Trees." 

It deseribes the life of a pioneer family in the virgin wilderness of 

Ohio. This femily was literally sonked in » wilderness environment of a 

richness unknown to us, yet that wilderness narrowed rather than widened
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| 
their minds. Why? I do not know the whole answer, but I can see at 

least two reasons. One is that there was no contrast; no alternation of | 

sociality and solitude. The otherg is thet there existed at that time no | 

perception of the wilderness as an organic process. Wilderness has 

aequired a value not only because it has become scarce, but also becmse 

we can get in and mt of it, and becease we can (if we take the pains) per- 

ceive a little of its inner workings. 

The value inherent in contrasting environments is too obvious to 

need discussion. I! need only ramuark that the whole trend of wilderness 

use and administration is to break down the rich contrasts between wilder- 

ness and city life. The recrentionist arrives in the wilds draped and 

festooned with gadgets, each tending to destroy the contrast-value of his 

vacation. I am not such a purist as to disdain all of them, mt I do 

Claim that the presence or absence of gadget-inhibitions is a delicate test 

of any man's outdoor education. Most tourists have no gadget-inhibitions 

whatever. Witness now the rubber boat for fishing the last virgin trout 

hole! 

In the same category are the sign-boarded trail, the synthetic fire- 

Place, the piped spring, the pink and green map, and the conducted tour 

which the well-intentioned administrator sprinkles in the "wilderness" 

path. Again I do not disdain all of these facilities; I simply claim that 

the presence or absence of facility-inhibitions is a delicate test of 

administra tor-education. 

Gadgets, however, are of slight consequence. What matters is our 

ability to see the land as an organism. Most civilized men do not realize 

that science, in enabling us to see land as an organism, has given us some-
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thing far more valuable than motors, radios, and television. It is the 

intellectual exploration of land, including aboriginal land or wilderness, 

that constitutes the frontier of the present century. Unless we can see 

the full gamt of landscapes from wild to tame, we lose a part of our 

explorer's birthright. 

Columbus surmised that it might be only a few days' walk across the 

continent to the riches of the China seas. His successors, the pioneers, 

took 350 years to break through to the Pacific. When they got there they 

found that the riches were act in the China seas at all, but on the con- 

tinent they had explored en route. 

Just so do we, the forerunners of ecological exploration, surmise 

thet a few clasees in "nature study” will lead us seross to the riches of 

perception. Our successors, I hope, may find it a longer task. When they 

at last break through, they may find that the riches lie not at their des- 

tination, but en route. 

The modern ecologist with a flair for history, for drama, and for 

esthetics, perceives perhaps only a hundredth as much as he might. The 

average tourist, I fear, perceives close te nothing. The quality of 

recreational experience, then, brackets a wide range of values. The 

problem is how to raise the bracket. Setter edministration of wilderness 

will become possible only as a higher level of perception ts achieved. 

One dead weight which depresses perception, is the false belief that 

higher perception means studies rather than sports. We adminietrators do 

our best to perpetuate this fallacy by delegating educational functions to 

non-sporting people. As a matter of fact there is no higher or mre 

exciting sport than thet of ecological observation. If anyone doubts this, 

let him read Fraser Darling's "Wild Country," "Naturalist on Rona," or 

“A Herd of Red Deer."
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This same false cleavage between studies and sports explaine why the 

Hatural Ares Committee of the Reolegical Society does not cooperate with 

the Wilderness Society, though both are asking for the perpetuation of | 

wilderness. "Serious" ecological studies of a professional nature are, | 

of course, important, and they of course heave a place in wilderness areas. 

The fallacy lies in the assumption that 411 ecology must be professional, | 

end thet wilderness sports and wilderness perception are two things rather i 

than one. Good professional research in wilderness ecology is destined 

to become more anjhore ® matter of perception; good wilderness sports are | 

destined to converge on the same point. A eporteman is one whe has the | 

propensity for perception in his bones. ‘Trigger-itch, wanderlust, and 

buck-fever are simply the genetical raw materials out of which perception | 

is built. | 

The most convineing proof that ecological perception has not yet 

spread beyond the self-aerected walls of science lies in the fact that 

there is as yet no expression of ecological drama in art,of literature. | 

Peattie's novel, "A Prairie Grove," is proof that ecology may, some day, | 

escape into the common life of common people. | 

An administrator of public lands containing remnants of wilderness | 

shovid be aware of the fact that the richest values of wilderness lie | 

not in the days of Daniel Boone, nor even in the present, but rather in 

the future. The administrator has a double responsibility: to keep some 

wilderness in existence, and to cultivate its qualitative enjoyment. 

Keeping wilderness in existence is a task beset with subtle and 

unoxpected difficulties. Defense of the wilderness was once scacclved 

to be defense against frontal attack from road-builders and promoters 

of recreational cipherage. I am impressed by the fact that many of the
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recent splittings and chippings of wilderness areas heve been induced 

not by motor-minded promoters, but by mismanaged herds of deer and elk. 

Deprive « herd of rininante of ite cougars and wolves and you reduce 

all wilderness covenants to scraps of paver. Deprive it also of natural 

winter range, and then lock it up in a refuge or park, and you have a 

sure-fire explosion in the making. No executive proclamation or een 

law of Congress can protect a wilderness thus set up. sna! yoctateny 

animal hunter thus unwittingly takes rank with the homesteader and the 

promoter of tourist roads at the natural enemy of wilderness reservations. 

I am likewise impressed by the fact that while many administrators 

have acquiesced in the establishment of wilderness areas, few have exerted 

iagemity in making them serve as many purposes as possible, nor have 

the land-owning bureaus cooperated to such ends. For evidence I cite the 

precarious status of the grizzly bear, who has no sure citadel for the 

future, despite the millions of acres of forests and parks dedicated to 

wildlife conservation. That wildlife? is it too meh to ask that the 

burems get their heads together and map cut some really adequate wilder- 
Dike Hn Prien fey? 

ness ranges for threatened speciest Or to spend a few dollars to consoli- 

date such ranges and clear them of alionfatione? Why not substitute some 

inter-bureau planning for the present inter-bureau wars? 

One of the symptoms of immaturity in our concept of recreational 

values is the aseumption, frequent among administrators, that a small park 

or forest has no place for wilderness. No tract of land is too small 

for the wilderness idea. It can, ani perhaps should, flavor the recre- 

ational scheme for any woodlot or backyard. Cf course, such small wild 

places lack the scareity value of large ones, and should not constitute 

en excuse for sacrifice of large ones. ‘Small areas are not wild in any
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strict scolocical sense, but they may nevertheless add mich to the 

quality of recreation. We all have, or ought to have, that aptitude 

for illusion which enables amall boys to fish in wash-tubs. 

ne of the most discouraging aspects of many parks ond forests 

recently developed by reliaf labor is the wholasele and needless sacrifice 

of wild spots and wild elements in the landscape. fo many sensitive minds 

the worst fate that could befall a favorite recreation or study aroa is 

ites incorporation in a park or forest. If this seems too jaundiced an 

arraignment, Int me tell of a "wild" river bluff which until 1935 harbored 

a falcon's eyrie. Many visitors weliked a quarter-mile to the river bank 

. to plenie and to watch the falcons. Comes now some alphabetical builder | 

of “county parks." and dynamites a road to the river, ell in the neme of 

‘recreational planning." The excuce is thet the public formerly hed no 

right of sccess, now it has such a right. Access to what? Hot access to 

the falcons, for they are gone. Just so does the quality ofwilderness 

fade before the juggernaut of mass recreation. If foreatry end recreational 

engineering are entitled to professional status, has not our employer, 

the oublic, a right to demand of us some degree of skill and resourcefulness 

in preserving the quality of wild arenas despite mass use? 

te



42h University Farm Place 
July 17, 1940 | 

My. Conrad L. Wirth 
National Park Service 
Department of the Interior 
Washington,D. C. | 

Dear Mr. Wirth: | 

Here is the paper on “Wilderness Values" which . 
you wanted for the Yearbook. You perhaps wanted a longer | 
paper, but this includes all the new things I have in mind 
at this time. 

I understand the difficulty about separates. | 
Perhaps somebody will ask you for permission to reprint. | 
If so, will you tell them I'd like some separates? Meanwhile | 
I'11 secept your kind offer of a few extra copies of the | 
Yearbook. | 

When do we have another chance to show you the 
Arboretum? I was out of town last time you were here. If 
you ever pass through Madison, I'd like to show you the 
present works. I think we have some pretty good things under | 
way, and we are getting excellent support from Mr. Tripp. 

Yours sincerely, 

} 

Aldo Leopold 

enol Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Yard | 
Longenecker 

Gallistel 

f



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 
ADDRESS ONLY 

THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

dune 8, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 

College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, 

424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of June 4 in which you accepted our 
invitation to write an article entitled "Wilderness Values," for 
the 1941 Yearbook-——Park and Recreation Progress. 

The question about obtaining reprints has arisen before and 
we found that the Government Printing Office cannot reprint material 
and sell it direct to individuals. It would be necessary for you to 
make a donation of funds to the National Park Service and for the 
Service to requisition the printing, paying for it with your donated 
funds. This would involve a formal acceptance of your donation by 
the Secretary of the Interior and a certain amount of accounting to 
transfer the funds from the Secretary to the Service and from the 
Service to the Government Printing Office. 

It is suggested that you probably could have the reprints made 
as cheaply and much more quickly by a commercial printer. The Gov- 
ernment Printing Office can make no promise as to when it could de- 

NL liver the job. We would be pleased, however, to furnish you with 
ten additional copies of the Yearbook without cost. 

Conrad L. Wirth, 
Supervisor of Recreation 

and Land Planning.
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f 42ah University Farm Place 
July 22, 1940 

Dr. Conrad lL. Wirth 
National Park Service 
Department of the Interior 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Dr. Wirth: 
. 

May I ask you to strike out, on page 5 of my 
manuscript, "Wilderness Values," the last sentence of the 
first paragraph, which reads: 

"The paid predatory animal hunter thus | 
unwittingly takes rank with the homestoader 
and the promoter of tourist roads as the . | 

natural enemy of wilderness reservations." | 

I have decided this is too sweeping a statement 
and had better be left ot. | 

If you prefer, you may also strike out the last | 
sentence of the second paragraph, which reads: y . 

"Why not substitute some intertreau planning | 
for the present inter-bureau wars?" | 

This is a positive rather than a negative criticism, | 
and I had just as soon leave it in, tut you may prefer to 
strike it out. 

. 
Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

ADDRESS ONLY WASHINGTON 

THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

July 20, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 

424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Thank you very much for your early preparation and submis— 

sion of the paper on wilderness values, which reached us this 
morning. I have, as a matter of fact, just started to read it, 

but want to acknowledge it and thank you for it without further 

delay. | 

Mr. Wirth is now undertaking a rather extensive trip in 

the field, but I am sure if he has a chance to make a call at 
Madison, he will do it. That goes for me as well, whether the 

excuse is to see the arboretum or to see you, both of which I 

consider perfectly excellent excuses. 

With best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Herbert Evison, 

Acting Supervisor of 

Recreation and Land Planning. | 
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been eee ee i a have the ee of “a land now almost beyond | 

a enty years ago. the aid even of a miracle”. 
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ro yo? ILDERNESS, LTD. | 

vi One of the most i rte atures * | 

VU yl wild life Saati ie eweniys of hiss been possible. But wilderness flees be- } 
s ver- or ine eee i ee 

looked. It is the protection of the wilder- o a enous on acres | 

ness spirit portation bus and the urban type of hotel 

The es Sushila eesetes oP the 2a) ee the lie to further claims that the wil- 

Sai Soe le enjoy- erness is still supreme. 
ment of some of our outdoor landsca li ae aes pes lies Auto r es . a 

in the fact that, when passing through and ae a ato an ie = 
se - S rests and into the 

enjoying them, one is easily led to believe heart of i nes i 

inten qethe drat oud’ only visitor there - : the wilderness. And the tin-can 

The virgin charm of the woods pervad : eG Lene’ Basses Ouek tiem Lo uee 
S ‘vades e landsce: i a 7 : 

all. The chaste, quiet beauty of the forest caapeson ee 

permeates every view. This spirit is . ° 
present in many of our practicallyunkenown ; ao elusive quality of outdoor 

National Forests. There is a great quan- ane re les es See ee 

tity of it in our country. And to preserve ae ee DECR ei seas 

it has been one of the thoughts in the minds th oe rural landscapes) Unis } 

of those who have ardently worked for and ounce valueble ne Sauer Re Cac n | 

supported our National Parks. a it is the hardest to preserve. 

Bats the parkel haverbeenl dimer e protection of this quality in county, 
A parks have been improved to state and national parks and forests lies in 

andle great crowds of people wherever it the keenest sort of planning. It is a prob- 

PRidtiivvis2seve. -- 
| 

lem of creating or rather preserving the much to the wilderness effect. 

atmosphere of the wilderness and still use Finally, there must be the family of 

that area to be preserved. forest dwellers, the elusive wood folks, the 

Such planning must look first to the land- tribes of fin, feather and fur all about, for 

scape effect. The landscape then must give there can be no real wilderness without 

the effect of being undisturbed even if these native inhabitants of the forest. 

there has been harvested therefrom thou- Wilderness “reserves”, if it is possible to 

sands of board feet of timber. establish and preserve them, will be of in- 

Second: That landscape must be pre- estimable value a century hence. The 

sented from a fairly pure type of wilder- modern forces of auto travel, of hundreds 

ness travel and associated therewith. These of thousands of travelers seeking such 

forms of transportation are found in the places and insisting that city comforts be 

canoe, on horseback or afoot and have installed there, the commercial organiza- 

served the courriers de bois, the explorer, tion of transportation, residence and other 

voyageur and trapper. An auto in a wilder- tourist service companies are all working 

ness is an incongruity. Not so much as a towards subduing the spirit of the wilder- 

tram car would be but still entirely out of ness. If the wilderness, the wild life spirit ’ 

place. is to be preserved, it will take sober, active , 

And, third, there must be the minor plant concerted effort on the part of all people 

life in such an area—flowers, shrubs, interested. It is a most important feature 

mosses and ferns, all of which contribute of wild life protection.
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The Wilderness Idea and the Forester 
By F. W. REeep ; 

VAST solitude! Range upon range of forest- for “improvement.” He would have given of his time | 

A clad, unexplored mountain slopes, capped with and of his money to the preservation of the forests, ( 

snowclad, unscaled peaks, the home of the the conservation of natural resources, to the exten- 

bounding deer and the sure footed mountain sheep; sion of the National Parks, and now lastly to the pre- J 

mile upon mile of unmapped, winding stream, with servation of a few remmants of the fast disappearing ( 

leaping trout, cataracts to be carried around, rapids wilderness. 

to be shot with daring skill, lakes whose shores are As it was he was afflicted with the curse of Adam. ) 
fringed with the primeval forest, and whose quiet is His brow must sweat that he might eat. To satisfy ( 
disturbed only by the crash of the moose as he breaks his soul and his stomach simultaneously, he turned pro- 

through to the lilypads. A country preserved forever fessional and became a forester. The game was in- 
from the prostitution of civilization, so vast in its ex- teresting; it gave a sense of usefulness, that he was 
panse that only the hardy adventurer—he who knows helping to conserve by wise use, to assure the Nation 

the diamond hitch and the secrets of the dutch oven, its future supply of timber, and to keep her streams 
or can pole his canoe through the treacherous shoals, from drying up. He schooled himself to think in eco- 

can win to its heart. A region where such a man may nomic terms, to weigh forest values in dollars and ’ 

wander for days and days, intimate with all that is cents, to figure in a practical way whether the land 
primitive, and out of touch and out of memory with would yield more in timber or potatoes, to see in the ) 
the taints of civilization and the comforts of home; trees the feet board measure which they contained, 
a land giving to every man, according to his nature, and to plan developments and improvements which 

an opportunity to be an intellectual savage for a would most cheaply deliver to the consumer these 

few brief weeks. same feet board measure, for a home in the suburbs 

This is the “Wilderness Idea” which has been ad- or a barn on the farm. 

vocated with such skilful argument, and with which But always the thing that held him to the task 

many otherwise practical persons have such strong was the chance it gave to go, and see, and live, where 

instinctive sympathy. Nature could still do as she would, before she should J 
A man’s attitude toward a question of public policy be “conquered” by modern mechanical genius. While 

is influenced mainly by the background of his exper- his reason might be planning for economic develop- 
ience, his habits of thought, and hi’ personal tastes; ment to the greatest good of the greatest number, and 
it is seldom guided by cold logic based on concrete his intellect was appraising the forest, its trees and \ 

fact. With their background of forest life, one would running streams, with financial standards, still his in- 

expect the Wilderness Idea to appeal strongly to stinctive love for the primitive was being satisfied, or 
foresters. Why is it many of them do not support it? at least bribed into temporary silence. 

There is a forester who has loved the wild places Now comes the Wilderness Idea, and its frank ad- 

ever since he was first old enough for his father to vocates, lovers of nature, who are still amateur, who 

take him trout fishing, and deer hunting. He con- have not traded their souls for daily hire. His in- 
tinued to seek them out, not so much for the pride of  stinct rises up to join with them. He knows better { 
a full creel, or of bringing down a buck with many than others how far the wilderness has disappeared, 
points, but far more because the quest would lead him and how fast the remainder is shrinking. He would \ 
to where things were primitive, and only those would welcome any move to retain a small part of what is 
follow who were equally keen to forsake the softness left. His reason however, with which he has earned \ 
of the city with its artificial hardness. As he grew his living, holds him back; it tells him there is no 
older the longing for the wild places grew stronger, money in preserving primitive conditions, no develop- 

All of his brief vacations were spent among them, ment, no progress and no production; the natural re- { 
He revolted at the encroaching “progress,” with its sources are too badly needed to build hogpens, and to \ 
railroads, highways and automobiles that the lovers supply the weekly glut of Sunday Supplements; it 
of ease, with their irreverence and their banalities, does not cater to the recreational wants of the over- 

might come and desecrate those wild places. whelming majority who would ride to the extreme { 

If he had been of independent means, with leisure corners of the earth in their plushlined Fords, and 
to indulge his fancies, he would have become an ama- who must find at the end of the journey the ubiquitous 
teur nature lover, searching always further afield for chicken dinner, electric lights, bridge whist, dancing, 
the mountains and the lakes and the woods that were and all the other amenities they left in town; the in- 
still as God had made them, and were not yet marked finitesimally few who delight in Nature as God made ( 

712 (Continued on Page 750)
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Christmas—No Official Work 
(Continued from Page 715) 

all an unreal nightmare now. How long he wandered sleeping quietly now—the fever had broken. Doc’s medi- 

Mike doesn’t know. Some time toward morning he cine or Mike’s care had won out, for by evening the \ 

found himself in a clump of tangled spruce that he re- Ranger was teaching a very weak but contented Paula \ 

membered was only a short way below Lars’ cabin. He the mystic delights of cat’s cradle. Beneath the stove 
fired his automatic twice in a kind of desperate hope, the pup lay curled, probably dreaming of chipmunks 

then skirting the spruce, made his way up the slope. and rabbits. 

A muffled yap and something soft struck against his Well, there’s little more to tell. Soren disappeared that 

knee and looking down Mike saw Paula’s mongrel dog. spring, to the entire satisfaction of everybody. Paula’s 

“Hard to tell who was gladdest,” he later said. “I at the Ranger Station now—to stay. / 

suppose he had heard the gun or it’s possible he was Yes, one thing more. Not long ago I was down at ( 

lighting out to camp after help. At any rate he ploughed the Forest Supervisor’s and like a curious old lady 

on just ahead of my snowshoes and in two minutes he’d couldn’t resist looking at Mike’s official diary for those i 

led me proudly to the cabin. two days. I remember the entries word for word. 

“On the floor Paula lay, so cold I thought it was too December 24—Scaling logs near camp. One half day. 

late. I put her back in bed and heaped on blankets, then In evening went to Soren’s. 

lit the fire. That cabin was like ice. All night she December 25—Christmas. No official work. 

lay in delirium. Once she opened those big eyes of That’s all. Only I can’t help thinking that whatever 

hers and said, ‘But you’re not Santa Claus.’ ” clerical angel may have been keeping tab over the north- 

“T’m the best little proxy you'll find within ten miles,” ern Rockies those two days—well, I like to think he 

I told her and piled on an extra blanket. made a somewhat more substantial entry in the Diary \ 

Christmas dawned and still the storm raged. Paula was of Eternity. | 

Fifty Years of Forestry 
(Continued from Page 724) 

drastic measures to prevent forest destruction. trially as it is publicly and socially. No industry and no 

No less important is the need to discover more ade- nation can survive on the waste of natura! resources. The 

quate means to awaken the industrial and financial world public cannot alone assume the burden of forest renewal } 

to the evils of destructive forest exploitation. An un- nor can it permanently accept the steadily increasing 

stable and migratory industry, abandoned communities, wastes of denuded forest land as the price of its lumber ) 

and wasted land are the fruits of this exploitation. We supply. Here then is the problem on which all forest { 

have lately heard much about the menacing exhaustion agencies, from the private owner to the Government, \ 

of soil fertility in America. For decades the forest soil must unite with a renewed energy and intelligence. The | 

of America—one-fourth of all our land—has been un- time is ripe for a large extension of industrial forestry. } 

dergoing a more complete, a more insidious, and more It is not a matter for sentimentality and words, but for | 

menacing sterilization. Industrially considered our for- a hard, stubborn, realistic grappling with the technique { 

ests are by and large still treated as “wasting assets.” of saving our forest lands from further waste. 

Yet this policy is as shortsighted and disastrous indus- 

The Wilderness Idea and the Forester 
(Continued from Page 712) 4 

her are hopelessly outnumbered, and are impractical militant minority had waited until its basic facts were 

sentimentalists anyhow. Logic and the will of the complete and irrefutable, and its logic was pure and 

majority are overwhelmingly against the Wilderness without fallacy, it would still be only theorizing. As 
Idea, and it has no chance. it was it acted on instinct (or sentiment, if one pre- 

It is a common fallacy, fostered by the professional fers) and accomplished results that are right. 

pallcione. wnat ie wl pl is major) always Bre Perhaps then, with the Wilderness Idea, instinct and 
vails, and the majority are always right, because they ~ 2 . . . . 
are influenced solely by cold infallible logic based on sentiment are a surer guide than hastily built up logic 

irrefutable, economic fact. In actual practice it usually that is weak with fallacy and based largely on aoe 
is the will of an organized, militant minority which sumed allegations. It would seem ee that the mi- | 
dominates, and the dear public are ruled far more often nority should organize and become militant to make 

by sentiment, or even sentimentality, than by keen the idea an acomplished fact, before the doctrines of | 

analytical reasoning. If we had waited until the will material progress and engineering efficiency __ shall 

of the majority should prevail, there would be no have reduced our manner of living to one dull drab of ) 

National Forests or National Parks to this day; if the standardized utilitarianism.
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Circular 38 August 20, 1934. 

THE WILD FLOWER PRESERVATION SOCIETY, INC. 
National Headquarters, 3740 Oliver St., Washington, D. C. 

LIST OF DEALERS IN NATIVE SEEDS AND PLANTS! 

The following list of dealers who have stated that they propagate 
at least 25% of their native stock, or are collecting only abundant 
species, or from land to be soon cleared, is tentative and will be added 
to as additional informatio is received, or names removed if evidence 
is sent us and investigation demonstrates that they are not following 
this plan. ‘ 

Dealers from whom orders received has shown it to be poorly pre- 
pared, or packed for shipment, or whose stock when received has a 
considerable proportion wrongly named will not be included in this list. 

Herbaceous Plants 
Fred M. Abbey, Gardenside Nurseries, Shelburne, Vt. 2 
A. S. Alberti, Box 1, Oceano, Cal. = 
D. M. Andrews, Box 266, Boulder, Colo. P 
H. B. Belcher, Rocky Mt. Evergreen Co., Evergreen and 

Brook Forest, Colo. SP 
Mrs. Neva C. Belew, Harmon, Okla. P 
W. A. Bridwell, Forestburg, Tex. P 
Will C. Curtis, Garden in the Woods, So. Sudbury, Mass. id 
Mrs. W. D. Diddell, 333 East 7th St., Jacksonville, Fla. Pe) 
E. B. Drake, Alpine Gardens, Lakebay, Wash. Pp 
Carl S. English, 10505 Ist Ave., Seattle, Wash. Pp 
Ferndale Nursery, Askov, Minn. ie 
Mrs. N. P. Gale, Wildwood Garden, Rt. 1, 176 Gates Rd., 

Portland, Ore. Py 
Arthur Hemphill, Ballston Spa, N. Y. — 2 
Hopedale Nurseries, Hopedale, III. 12 
F. H. Horsford, Charlotte, Vt. P 
Mrs. Alice E. Hyde, 242 Henry St., Brooklyn, N. Y. S) 
Harlan P. Kelsey, East Boxford, Mass. gz 
F. G. Knowlton, Barksdale, Wisc. PR 
Mrs. N. C. Larson, Bovey, Minn. B 
Theo. Payne, 345 So. Main St., Los Angeles, Cal. Si 
Rex D. Pearce, Merchantville, N. J. Ss 
Carl Purdy, Ukiah, Cal. ip. 
H. E. Reed, Wild Life Nurseries, Box 71, Oshkosh, Wisc. ey 
E. C. Robbins, Ashford, N. C. iP 
Lester Rowntree & Co., Carmel, Cal. S 
Drew Sherrard, Rockspur, Oreg. SP 
D. H. Snowberger, Payette, Ida. Pp 

5 Ms puen Sree Duncan, B. C., Canada Si 
_A. Toole, Baraboo, Wisc. Bi 

. Joseph J. White, New Lisbon, N. J. ey 
Wild Flower Preservation Society, 3740 Oliver St., Washington, D.C. S 

Trees and Shrubs 
Conyers B. Fleu, Ross and Montana St., Germantown, Pa. Ss 
Otto Katzenstein & Co., Atlanta, Ga. S 
Harlan P. Kelsey, East Boxford, Mass. 12 
E. C. Robbins, Ashford, N. C. P 

Dealers in Seed of Foreign Wild Plants 
H. Correvon, 50 Avenue Petit Senn, Geneva, Switzerland 
Rev. J. Farnsworth, Glen Hall, Leicester, Eng. 
G, Ghose & Co-, Town-end, Darjeeling, India 

The Following Will Exchange Native Seed 
Buffalo City Hospital Botanic Gardens, Buffalo, N. Y. 
Marsh Botanical Garden, Yale University, New Haven, Conn, 

S=sreds. P= plants. 
1Single copies of this circular will be mailed for 5e, 10 for 25e;
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 1532 University Avenue 

October 16, 1937 

Mr. John T. Curtis 
Biology Building 

Dear Doc: 

We have put you down on the program for the ~ 
Midwest Wildlife Conference for the subject "Research 
Opportunities in Wildflower Management" (15 min.) as 
part of the general session Saturday morning, November 13. 

I thought possibly you might have some exhibit 
material, such as orchids or rare flowers, that could be 
shown at the conference. These can be put under glass 

cases and padlocked. Please let me know about this. 

If these arrangements are agreeable to you, 
kindly confirm your acceptance by return mail. 

Yours sincerely, 

Wl «cle 

Douglas E. Wade, In Charge 
Program Arrangements 

Gum, Ent. $hhe, 

leg Weck a; 
vad Seoppotd C1 
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December 15, 1937 

Dr. Be J. Bujak 
Museum of Zoology 
University of Michigan 
4nn Arbor, Michigan. 

My dear Dr. Bujaks 

I am sorry thet I am unable to supply you with a copy 
of my talk on wild flower management. I expect to publish an 
article on the same subject in the near future and when it comes 
out I shall be happy to send you a reprint. 

Sincerely yours, 

JTC sJK John T, Curtis
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; Copy to Prof. W. McNeel | 

1532 University Avome 
‘ Jamary 21, 1938 | 

Jan 24 1938 eS 
Prof. W. W, Clark 
104 Agricultural Hall 

Dear Professor Clark: ; 

At some appropriate faruers' meoting, such as Fermers' 
Week, I would like to suggest that John ?. Curtis of the Botany — 
Department be put on some suitable program to speak on the subject 
of wildflower management. 

I have heard Curtis on several recent occasions, and | 
his speaking ability as well as his subject matter is improving 
80 rapidly that I now recommend him without hesitation as able to 

j handle an address to farmers on this subject. Tho talk should be 
illustrated. 1 think you would find this an entirely novel 
subject and one in which many farmers and many farmers' wives 
would take « great interest. ‘his is the only university in the | 
country, other than Vassar, which has developed any material on 
this subject. . 

If you approve of the idea, would you Kindly hand thie 
memo es @ reminder to whatever individual or committee will de 
handling future programs? 

; Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold } 
vh Professor of Game Menagement 

ws Nicest, 

w\ \ : . Gis 
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E. SYDNEY STEPHENS, CHAIRMAN se WILBUR C. BUFORD, SECRETARY 

COLUMBIA, MISSOURI ASE JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 

A. P. GREENSFELDER, VICE-CHAIRMAN . BS Ste lal i. JOHN F. CASE, MEMBER 
MERCHANTS-LACLEDE BUILDING a A Seg UE WRIGHT CITY, MISSOURI 

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI Z| FA): a 

OTT 

s STATE OF MISSOURI 

THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
J. F. RAMSEY, ACTING DIRECTOR ® 

Qs" Ve JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 

bh " 
Mar. 16,1938 

Mr. Douglas Wade 
1532 University Ave., 

Madison, Wisce 

Dear Mr. Wades 

We have been having sane difficulty in 
propagating some of our more desirable trees and 
shrubs that are valuable for wildlife. 

Mr. W.0. Nagel at the University of 
Missouri instructed me to write to you and ask for 
a copy of the material that was given on plant propa- 
gation by one of your mene If copies of this paper 
are not available will you please send me a list of 
the necessary ingredients that go into the butric acid 
compound that is so successful in starting root growth 
on hardwood cuttings. 

Thanking you for any information that you 
can give me on this subject and hoping to see you at 
the regional meeting next fall, I am, 

Very truly yours, 

KlarrG Ub JoriP 
Harold V, Terrill, 

t/j ield Biologist 

J ohn 

£ sent Terrill a letter stating that I was forwarding his letter — 
to you. Will you see that he gets the proper information? 

Thanks, Doug Enlcosed is copy of quail article.
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WISCONSIN PRISON FOR WOMEN 
AND 

WISCONSIN INDUSTRIAL HOME FOR WOMEN 

ELIZABETH B. PRESCOTT, SUPERINTENDENT 

VISITING DAYS TAYCHEEDAH, WISCONSIN PHONE: FOND DU LAC 496 

IGHT XPRESS OFFICE mieproo TO 4:00 8.M. April 4, 1938 eee PEEBLES, Wa. 

Dr. Curtis 
Botany Department 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Dr. Curtis: 

Professor Leopold mentioned that he sent my letter in 
regard to the ledge at the institution on to you. I do hope 
that you will be able to stop at the institution, so that you 
can look the ledge over, even if it has to be a hurried visit. 
If you find that you are coming this way at any time, do not 
hesitate to call by phone and reverse the charges, as I should 
like very much to be here; and in making a stronger plea for the 
protection of the ledge, since the State already owns a portion 
of it, I would like to point out the wild flowers thet are rare, 
if we have any, and other important and interesting information 
concerning the ledge. The rocky part of the ledge has been pro- 
tected from stock for a number of years. 

We are looking forward with much interest to your visit 
to the ledge and the institution, and thank you for whatever help 
you can give us. 

Very truly yours, 

eh Bel? Teel cot 
EBP :MRE Superintendent
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WISCON I A splendid piece of conservation is being car- SS SSS SSS See 

S N ried on by Aldo Leopold, John T. Curtis and oth- 

G ers who are working to save our “Wild Flower PARADE OF : 

L \ RICULTURIST a as — —— —— The WEEK 
and Farmer last month. statement made in 

and FARMER that article should be repeated often: “Wildflow- 

Owned, Edited And Published In Wisconsin. er corners are easy to maintain, but once gone, By Cliff Gregory 
Se ae they are hard to rebuild.” 

- Published Every Other Saturday = 
ERS ee We would like to see the 35,000 boys and girls ; 

DANTE M. PIERCE, Publisher in Wisconsin’s live 4-H Clubs take for one pro- 1 i 
CLIFFORD V. GREGORY, Associate Publisher ject the pleasant task of bringing back native Fair Prices 

ACS pee wee flowers along the 82,000 miles of roadsides in — heart of the farmer’s problem is the price 

VOL. LXVI. NUMBER 15 this state. of his products. The only way he can operate 

Ee ee How about it, 4-H leaders? Wouldn’t that be his business successfully is to get a price that 
a job worthwhile for the next 10 years? will pay his costs and leave him a little profit. 

EDITORIAL STAFF Some of us do not realize what such a project Unless he gets that kind of a price, he cannot buy 

eae Sack Lo ere ne Bs Sree would mean to us, to our grandchildren, to our = much from the cities. And unless the farmer is 

LOIS JOHNSON HURLEY, Woman's Department tourist friends. a good, steady buyer of city goods, unemploy- 

F. J. Fritchen, Veterinary “Lucile,” Personal Affairs Let’s give attention to Wisconsin wild flow- ment and hard times in the cities will continue. 

ae Le i ee ers! They are well worth notice. oe ae 

Wisconsin Farmer (Est. 1849) and The Wisconsin Agricul- The chief thing that is the matter with busi- 

Fe Eee eee ere a oak once “at ness is lack of customers. The chief thing that 

Racine, Wis, under the-act ‘of March 3)°1878. And Why Not ? is the matter with city workers is lack of jobs. 

nies. i Ee The principal reason why city business is not 

liable. We guarantee subscribers against loss through S: speaking on the subject of milk bars, getting enough customers, and why city workers 

Seiberntas saiadionss wer aa Bee yeas agraee ene the co-operative fluid milk sales units now at do not have enough jobs, is that farm prices are 

Fe ae ees ie Peer amet errs work on all of the leading metropolitan markets so low that farmers cannot be what they would 
pares rere only, ee & gubacriber ea eae oe in the middle west, who are already federated like to be—good customers of city business men. 

Heat and, te, subeerier must Dave entigned Wigs. more or less, could just as well handle this grow- Bo 
All complaints must be reported to us within 60 days ing business themselves. 5 5 
aiter the transaction causing the dissatisfaction. zs Zi a Those facts are so simple and so obvious that 

. ae ae: 5 nai Sc ar ae it would seem that everyone ought to understand : 
y the co-operati nd setting up mi : 

RACINE, WIS., JULY 29, 1939. bars under the control of the federated dairy i eee oe 

operatives handling fluid milk, we might de- oral in talking about getting decent prices for 
velop a business of real proportions. Moreover, ‘farm products. They profess great sympathy 

Heil’ Milk B ¥ he Cee wait awhile they will see the for farm folks, and suggest a multitude of things 

: s L ars large chain corporations engaging in the same that might be done for them, but they are against 
lucrative business, and find out too late that an- doing anything to raise farm prices. 

Wo neither Governor Heil nor any other outlet for profits has been allowed to get ee 

individual citizen can alter the prevailing away. Stat 

price paid for milk, and it is short sighted for We have spent too much time already grumb- When dairy farmers complain about the low 

anybody to criticise the governor for engaging ling dver lost power and vanished opportunity. price of butter and cheese and milk they are told 

in a real effort to publicize and dramatize dairy- Why not seize this chance to incorporate inter- to get a better bull. It is true that every farmer 

ing by means of attractive public milk bars. He state fluid milk co-operatives so they can handle ought to farm just as efficiently as he can, and 

is taking the lead in establishment of several the milk drink trade direct. There are plenty of most of them are trying hard to increase their 

Z such milk dispensaries in Milwaukee and wants pretty farm girls to serve the customers, if that’s efficiency and reduce their costs. Recent studies 

one put in the rotunda of the capitol. _____ _all we need to put it over, ___ a= ei by the University of Illinois show that a group of ——_ 

"Tt ig high time that somebody did this, as we Here’s a chance for the Twin City. and the central Illinois farmers whose operations have 
have often pointed out how England began sell- Milwaukee co-operatives to start something, and been studied, have increased their efficiency 25 
ing milk at bars on street corners and in public then branch out to Des Moines, Omaha, St. per cent in 10 years. I doubt if city efficiency 
buildings three or four years ago, and how the Louis and Detroit, tying all these active farm as increased that rapidly. I doubt if the profes- 
idea swept across the channel to France. Not units into a corporation to handle milk bars ex- Sors and others who talk about better bulls as 

F only stationary bars but movable motor bus bars clusively. the remedy for low prices have increased their 

are seen-in all parts of England. ‘ own efficiency 25 per cent during the 
iin eciunidcmulk coheamipliome tere A TE ST EG s 

has steadily increased while ours toes 

has declined at many major markets. It is a good thing to farm as well 

Governor Heil is doing a good Ong o t g G2 arkmer as we can, and to produce as cheap- 

thing and we endorse his enterprise 4 ly as we can. But that is no remedy 

and persistency. Our own farm for low prices. As a matter of fact, 

folks might ,well borrow his ideas I TOOK one look at that Fair and I wired to the hired hand to sell ah may ese meee we HIBLIPE 
too, for a count taken at a recent another cow and send the money here for us to spend. That World’s worse. The principal way in which 
country ball park showed 30 cases Fair is so big and wide I knew there wouldn’t be no hide upon my feet we can lower the cost of producing 
of pop and 18 cases of beer con- within an hour if I walked round on my own power. We didn’t git so milk is to increase the output per 

sumed and not a glass of milk for see very far at seein’ it in cow. That would be a fine thing if 

sale. It would seem that some of oe ‘VY ~ 4 \f our own car, they made at the same time we reduced the 

cur small towns could use a few _ > ee park so far away it number of cows. But the folks who 

more milk bars to advantage, and | a ey we Le ae tell us to get a better bull fail to 

our rural picnics need to emphasize | A \\) moved up from iorasts say anything about that. Their ad- 

dairy products more than they do. oS where -we start to. see vice seems to be for us to make all 

So we expect to see the milk bars Le © the Fair. So we got us our cows produce more milk. 
prove successful, not as any real 5 ¥ a little cart, a feller a 

3 ore ww i ri 
power in themselves alone to eut vg b * y, e pushes se If we do that, prices will go down 
down surplus milk, but to remind us ; ANY : eae eastae-tiancwe can cod th 

that we should patronize home pro- S P De i REE Se eee the sights in ae a Se ee re 
qaetign: ¢ a\ Ky epee ae : cy comfort, though, by gee, costs of production. It is a big 

yr .T N Le a it costs us just a buck an help to reduce the cost of milk pro- 
: ee | S ae hour to travel round by duction if prices stay up. But they 

Flower Lanes A Al) yy) oy noi as c costs by producing more. We may 

wees) % 5) ash re a= ao a wor produce milk more efficiently, but 
SEK fie ON eo Ne price, for when your se 2 

TATE conservation takes in a RZ! as 7 MabeESN = fect are hurtin’ you, you at the same time we will go broke 
S number of projects. Conserving pS —s can’t enjoy the sights, more efficiently. 

and preserving our game fish, fur \ | it surely does | annoy a Pewee 

bearing animals, timber resources N Ka € ) feller when his bunions The only solution for the farm 

and the soil itself—all are impor- . Vo 2 ae oo ee ee problem is to get fair prices for 

tant. iN oe > <i eae wee tis shone farm products. And the only way 

One side of this important work Vm, eer) ae >) fic nee oe SEL to get fair prices is to refrain from 

has to do with the saving of Wis- es » 1 have a good time any- producing and marketing any more 
consin’s native flowers. Of the 200 : cos how, and if we’re broke than the public will buy at a fair 
species of beautiful wild flowers when we git back we’ll live a while upon a snack. But while we’re price, That is the policy followed 

“found here in abundance 50 years here we'll have some fun and not be stingy with our mon, we'll take by industry and labor, and it is the 
ago, too many are scarcely scattered ae _ we eens wee is, and if the folks at home, gee ae could see only policy that has ever worked to 

iptity << Several of the fed one us by the Perisphere they’d all pack up and join us here! waititain fair prices; If we santte 

these are facing extinction. —E—EE (To Page 23)
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tax rates is opposed by many mem- any control program.” (Obviously 
bers and is apt to be defeated, but a no state law on price-making for but- 

=a A P E Cc tate two cent per package tax on cigarettes ter or cheese would work as easily as 
is certain to be included. state laws to stabilize local fluid mar- 

fii,T [ of e. Raising money to meet state ex- ets.) 
1S Wid tfai penses and extraordinary relief needs Dairy Promotion Check-Off = i ay TS has been no snap job, but so far the The fate of the long-delayed pro- S r | ° 3 7 ] | he} g foca of a sales tax has been gram to levy a statewide dairy in- 

G BNATE coalition leaders (Demo- 7°24¢¢ off. dustry assessment on producers to Cc O As a A crats and Republicans) set Tues- Another Milk Control Bill pay the cost of advertising and mak- 
day of this week as the time for tak- ing studies of milk sales expansion is Why do more farmers buy PAPEC ing up their agreement on a revised Finally certain that this session still in doubt. Although Iowa has Cutters than any other make? It’s be- | pay bill, but readers may be sure the Would not pass any amended milk long since enacted a 2-cent levy per ee Papec offers the most cutter | 4041 will not be finished on schedule control bill and none too sure it would pound of fat and Minnesota has al- or the money! You get a bigger, gD Ss. Z W. A. Frechof’ poady raised. (G tab paenines sturdier easier-running machine that | because the legislature wants to at- pass any, Senator W. A. Freehoff, ready raised its quota by subscription, PUTT Ey is guaranteed to do more - tend the state fair. An adjournment Waukesha, has got permission to put Wisconsin legislature has refused to and you getit for $25 to $75 for a day or so in the midst of the in a short bill that merely continues go along. But the latest move is in PER HOUR Fees money. struggle to enact financial revenue is the period of operation of the present Senate Bill No. 550. It calls for a The non-clog Papec withitsimprov- | likely. : state milk control law until December statewide levy of one-half cent per ed self-feeder cuts silo filling costs As adopted in private conference 1, 1941. pound of butter fat produced in Sep- 

to the bone: It also makes haysilage, | and ‘proposed for passage without Forces are rather evenly divided tember, 1939, and in each month of chops hay into barn or stack, stores hearings, the new tax bill in the on the issue. Up-state producers of June thereafter—except the product straw direct from the thresher or after 4 5 > : . d farms. In case the test ii combining, shreds fodder and even | Senate would raise enough revenue, it manufactured milk contend that the used on et est 18 elevates feed grains, With a Papec | 18 believed, to bring the budget within fluid milk control and price-fixing, unknown the rate is fixed at four per 
Meade You are equipped to handle three to five million dollars of balanc- with reports from’ dealers on sales, cent on milk and 382 per cent on 

allyourfeed andbedding at | ing. To make up the deficit the Heil has no effect in raising their own Cream. No shipment of milk or cream POWER #& big saving in time, labor | forces must exert efforts to curb ex- prices for butter and cheese, and some ™ay leave the state, the bill says, and space. penditures by state departments. are inclined to openly oppose ‘con- Until payment or guarantee of pay- Papec knives and other parts cost less “We have really brought forth a  tinuing this privilege for milk shed ment is filed with the state. and are quickly obtainable for any | regular Progressive type of income groups. The Council of Agriculture Despite arguments for the inter- model no matter how old or where | tay proposal,” declared one senator and all of the bargaining agencies for State dairy industry advertising cam- pocated: Sce your dealeror send postal | 45 this paper’ By this he meant that mill co-operatives are urging mem- Paign which this money would sup- fot Bae och Moe Front er. || ha proposal’ wouldsbroaden (the: tax bers to adopt it. port by numerous authorities includ- cre.” Gives valuable information on ee i ae ae A + John Brandt of Land O’ Lakes. MTT EM making and feeding hay si- base so as to catch a large number of The bill to continue the law has ing aah eee y lage, stacking chopped hay, | Persons who escape income taxes passed the senate and faces a close _ it is still a dubious proposition in the CLOGGING Fiennes eer upright | through exemptions, which is, after battle in the assembly. It is No. light of sentiment in the legislature. ‘ silos, handling straw. 74 pictures. No | all, in line with the federal tax plan 552-S, in case anybody wants to write However, the smaller levy now pro- obligation. Papec Machine of Senator Bob LaFollette. Besides their representative. posed and the fact that Wisconsin Co., 648 E. Main St. gf increasing the revenues possible from “Federal forces in the next congres- Would suffer a black eye if it backed Shortsville, N, Y. 3 ger regular normal income taxes by bring- sional session should tackle the prob- down when adjoining states are ready Lg ok. ing in some 100,000 persons hitherto lem of handling manufactured milk to go may get the law enacted. : e ZS a untaxed, the plan intends to retain the on some plan like the price-guarantee i ri = Li é teachers’ retirement surtax and also and market stability program now in audly eee . Z Be re = replace the 60 per cent surtax for old force on interstate markets for fluid Another desperate effort is being eae Se oe ny age pensions with a new set of rates milk,” said Mr. Freehoff. “The lack made in behalf of Bill No. 925-A, re- 5 I Dwrcsreer er a pe running from one and a quarter per of protection similar to what the fluid lating to improvement in quality of [amy et) cent on the first $1,000 to seven per milk producers receive has hurt the Wisconsin dairy products through om Re eis] a on = oe son et — sapere which Ee BP afer come eranced ee and Sane ae ie pe ee Be i e recen an to levy higher liquor rom manufactured milk regions to oard 0: griculture is supporting it. = i= a ore ee ee : e . It calls for $80,000 a year to pay 
| eae ee 2 grading and inspection costs. Herman MORE IN USE THAN Ihde, chairman, and his fellow mem- rN hd OTHER MAKE 2 bers on the board, are desirous of 

de W ‘ doing all things possible to reduce in- SEE 1 es ower " anes ferior raw material so that the path 
ete 

toward greater and more uniform con- & eon No. 38 Of A Series Of Talks Broadcast Over WTMJ, Milwaukee Journal sumption will be smooth. nae a . ew{so . s Station, By F. B. Swingle, of Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farmer. These an 
~ DE : Ede Broadcasts Will Be On The Air At 10:30-10:45 A. M. Every Other Saturday . \\ ceminehay TILE gy Good Cookin’ iI BAU cs acai es folks, we want to talk for a near the highway, at the edge of the- OO OO in ) hae el few minutes on the Farm Round- woods, partly shaded, was the place 
— up program today about the wild to which we liked to go. A brook ran [ ae This I eolslelt kM stele) 9 | flowers of this state. Perhaps they across it and into the timber. There By John Turnipseed 

A A are more important than some of us was spread out a flower-lover’s Para- NE day when I was out fixin’ a ye Drainage may think. Perhaps they might be dise. Along the brook were the O fence with my boy Johnnie, he 
made more important than they seem. golden marsh marigold or cowslip says: Dad, do you s’pose I’ll have me Peeks ade te nee book on Of course, we all like flowers, and blossoms. On the banks buttercups, a wife when I grow up? 

without cost... This book is so thorowsh, admire them. Even those who have daisies and shooting stars were thick. There ain’t no law on the question, ands of ‘copies Have Deon noid ‘Tet phous | | no idea of how to take care of flow- A little further back toward the woods I says, and the government ain’t goin’ 
eee and alert ee oe ers, or to preserve their growth for the brilliant blue of violets gleamed. to see that you’re supplied with one. fa many lealing Hie tee a future years, really do like to look at Still farther into the edge of the tim- But you prob’ly won’t be satisfied 

% ; them, pick them and wear them. They ber we found armfuls of trilliums, : without one, on tion ue aE eae Se ee are all beautiful. _ g wild geranium or cranes-bill and yel- 1 account I ain’t this’ company. “Tile Drainage” shows But today we’d like particularly to low lady slipper. sae never seen a man In''sood" years and bad, “How to“increase talk about the wild flowers of Wis- There used to be a scramble to see | fa ~~ yee tat was any 
Der aere yield; lowering production costs; consin. There are a few facts about who would find the first lady slipper. {|(@g&s we good at sewin’ on Soil conditioning’ “these, ase ‘but a tow of these native flowering plants that we We literally rolled in wild flowers on |} eM | buttons. 
bre wetle Eeueits Ming's “book Helps you all should think about. The main those childish forays. We were not | QvA*G)9) = It ain’t so good 

es = point is that many of these native taught to be careful in our gathering | Lh 3 for the stomach Wie ees See ie eee varieties of flowers are becoming of handfuls and basketfuls of beauti- oe oD fryin’ your own 3 copy of King’s book. Address this Com- searce. They are vanishing with each ful blossoms, most of which were Al be do | potatoes, either, I pees 208 -penison Bide sy Mastay iy, passing season. wilted before we reached home. Prob- CaN SN | vs and most 
ably the girls were more careful, but [Macy [em boardin’ house Denison De-Aired Drain Tile is hard ER EEG He ee ths huge bunches picked by : cookin’ ain’t all it 

Disrean one tle finest Ole. sii siatae gree Years ago, when we were children the boys never did reach home. We’d John Turnipseed could be. you extra years of service and to guard - 2 Were a : ‘your inv stment. Get full details today. in the old Rock County district school, like to see some of those wasted blos- : Besides that, it 
‘| | as a special treat for Friday after- soms today. 2 ay ne pie ae, ee nove till 

7 noon, in summer, we would be allowed -Now, folks, why are we telling this? you e fallin’ in love, and that’s a 
bl Ae ald tat ae to go out to the woods to pick flow- Just what is the point of taking valu- disease there ain’t no cure for except MASON CITY,IOWA b | ers. able time to present such a simple matrimony. But if you’re smart, I 

: There was a certain place, a mile episode as wild flower picking in our Says, you'll sample the girl’s cookin’ 
x or more from the schoolhouse, which old school days? Does anyone care oe commit se . want 

7 we always liked to visit on these about it? you should marry for love, but it’s 
MAKE YOUR OWN JOB flower-picking trips. A little glade (To Page 17) Just as easy to fall in love with a WITH THE Aa—an girl that’s a good cook, and your love NEW GEHL =r rh M a es wall lant as lotslengerar phere leet ae Oot en Se ee oe nS or the eee burned. : y y oy ° ’s easier to git married than to ESCA" Ge pel motor eaten bt irwk ad mila In This Issue git unmarried, even if lots of folks "Sir ortta terms to responsi prtce Wetctor poaioae ; a oe a GEHL BROS. MFG. co. 312 Water St, West Bend, Wis. Dairy Exhibit Outstanding (Page 1) lot of trouble to hunt cy ee wifes 

and it ain’t so easy when you git Sas SS 4-H Choruses Compete (Page 5) older and the rheumatiz start both: 
Subscribe for Wisconsin Agricul- Palate Pleasing Pickles (Page 16) erin’ you. So the thing to do is pick S ‘ =! out one that will last, and good cookin’ turist and Farmer—two years for a How They Make Cider And Vinegar (Page 18) will do a lot to make the union perma- 

dollar. gt
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WILD FLOWER LANES today, though they are native to our ll the wild flowers native to different 

state. I know of one farm in Racine counties and sections. Flowers would 

(From Page 4) : County where there are a few of the grow there if given a chance. Nea BO EA 

Well, we'll tell you, with no more showy orchis. But if askedeto find a Would they have a chance? Who 
delay. The important fact is, folks, pink lady slipper growing wild, it would be willing to help in such a ON Cit es 

that the native wild flowers in that would mean. a long search, even project? It is our firm belief that if a <= ‘@ 
particular spot which we remember though it is the state flower of Minne- Wisconsin’s native flowers are to be FARM... MIs 

so well are gone. Our ruthless snatch- sota. protected and saved, the boys and : pai SEA 

ing of the blossoms there, followed Wisconsin years ago had many girls of the state will have to become THE GENERAL Co ai ms) 

by the same careless picking and native species of lady slipper. Be- interested in their growth and pro- $ Al Bae Gh 

wasting by other boys and girls since Sides the yellow variety, there were tection. Not only the young people 595 Ely oe pg 

that time, has left the glade by the the small white ones, the ram’s head of the farms, but the young people £.0.B.Cleveland ZF, 

brookside a weedy waste. Nobody fad piers that ue ees ana ere fee oe meee be ee the ie 

stops now, to admire. today. It’s a sad fact that these wi sults of conservation an ie opposite 2 

ee Memorial Day, I planned to flower queens are rapidly becoming results of carelessness and destruc- Ps oe oe 

take a walk along thatoartain road, lost to Wisconsin. tion of the native plants. Pee Cas y; $875 

to see whether the flower glade was _ Our American lotus, once common The actual work of propagation and | i y= S£.0.8.Cleveland 

still there. Leaving the main high- in the lakes and rivers of a dozen care, though, would naturally be in frau Lae 0) 

way bus at this certain road, the Southern Wisconsin counties, was the hands of the rural boys and girls. Mere Ale ees Ait | 

spot was found. The tiny brook still hunted and picked so ruthlessly that What a project this would make for eee : AL 

yan across the road into the same few years ago the state legislature 4-H Clubs and their leaders! Such “eRe meas 

woods, now grown to trees of larger passed the law checking the gather- a project carried on by the 35,000 alert OUR local Cletrac dealer wants 

size. But the wild flower glade with ing and sale of lotus from public and active club members during the Bg ‘ou to try both of these tractors 

its brilliant display was gone. waters. A fine of $100 or imprison- next 10 years would leave its lasting ¥ 
‘ play g = a y : : 5 —on your farm—under your own soil 

ment in the county jail for six months mark on the highways of Wisconsin. aicticcon coaditians (ier you jadee 

None Found Today were the stiff penalties imposed. In We are quite in earnest about this,| ¢. Sir ekt oh neater ae ee: 

There were no yellow marigold blos- Consequence of these drastic meas- for we believe something should be S ee 
iaotieearv the brook, rio buttercups on ures, the lotus is seen to be increas- done to keep our heritage of flowers.| THE GENERAL is. a rubber-tired wheel a 

the bank, no violets to be seen at the ne. ee he help? 5 - s tractor with a four cylinder high 4 

_ edges of the timber, no shooting stars aking inquiries about such work| compression engine capable of pull- 

for wild geranium, not even = hardy dete Nop enaen carried on by our 4-H Club leaders,| ing a 16-inch plow; plants and culti- 

daisy in sight. There was no need to What, then, is the answer to the W® learn that a few of the clubs have| yates two rows...eight width adjust- e 

go back farther into the woods search- problem? How shall we save them? become interested. Because it has) ments from 48 to 76-inch centers on 

ing for yellow lady slipper. It was Must the early flowers like cowslip not been considered a commercial or| rear wheels, Planters, cultivators, 

plainly to be seen that none would and cranesbill, the dog tooth violet 9” economic project, the wild flower! mowers and other mounted tools 8 

be found. and the Dutchman’s breeches, the rte nee not sroused = ee Be are available for the General. 3 

You see, friends, this is not just fepatica and the honeysac ean poet plore ce ee ES ELETRAG MODEL H is the only crawler = 
one spot there over in Rock County. 3" the-pulpit and Johnny-jump-up, Vowel be. inheeated toe ffered 3 bl 

It is typical of thousands of other the lady slipper, the prairie Pasque th oh th i, = 4 e a ee Goce. a Bee ee 5 
flower glades in other townships of flower, the spring beauty, the wild oug: a at 4-H leaders an . nee with a rubber-tired wheel tractor. 3 

other counties of Wisconsin. When Sstrawberry—all be crowded out of are working now on a new plan that} Pulls two plows... plants and culti- § 
i Wisconsin? will be of interest to scores of other| yates two to four rows..-high clear- 3 

our grandfathers settled here 80, 90 Wiscousin (clus They'll bh: A a4 

- i * v ave it} ance for row crops...two tread © 
or 100 years ago, the woodlands, Shall our fall flowers, too, be cut eady to put before us very soon, and ; 7 i a 

lowlands and prairielands were ablaze and pulled and plowed and pastured \, oles Balbir wou ctolks. of the widths, a —$875; 68”—$895..- 8 

with native flowers—millions of acres until they no longer brighten the towns Gulia aoe Peps eal) | sone eee crawler tracks...com- § 
eee Fi , , 2 

of them. There were 200 varieties of view? Keeetaces hear a You'll Se ane ti plete visibility for the operator..-easy . 

these beautiful blossoms. We'll all agree that these native pe paren cto 2 °| to service .. .economical to operate. 5 
s : part in it, for no one has ever 

No one then, or even 50 years ago, flower friends are well worth saving. aig to us that the saving of Wiscon-| THE CLEVELAND TRACTOR CO., CLEVELAND, OHI0—> 
could have believed that such a sea They are valuable to us, not only from in’s native flowers was not worth- 
of wild flowers could ever become the viewpoint of sentiment, but also hile, CLETRAC TRACTORS 

searce or rare. Do you know that from the more commercial standpoint 

some of the finest of these plants and f tourist attraction. 
flowers are near to extinction today? We'll all agree that stringent legal = 

detrei guafactasDonyeuscare?:« ‘ protection for all wild flowers is a, evens A M. aw I/F} G: TPo A PIII AIT 

One of our most active conserva- scarcely the answer. Such laws 

tionists, Prof. Aldo Leopold, warns might be resented, if passed to forbid 
the people of Wisconsin: “Wild flow- all picking of flowers. 

er corners are easy to maintain, but What, then, can be done? Is there DAIRY NATIONAL 

once gone, they are hard to rebuild.” some plan that will help conserve and 

It’s true that the violet, Wisconsin’ protect native flowers? You may 
choice for state flower, is still Sea know that some of this ‘work. is being CATTLE BELGIAN 

nearly everywhere, but not in such done by conservationists at the Uni- 

lavish abundance as found 40 years Versity of Wisconsin and by other CONGRESS ia SHOW 
ago! It’s true that the wild rose, state conservation agencies and in- 

second choice of voters for Wiscon- terested persons who are concerned x 

sin’s state flower, is still found in all about this matter. Added Attractions! 

counties; but not as plentifully as it The three groups classed as prairie 

was a generation past. The trailing flowers, woods flowers and bog flow- + International Waterfowl Show * American Poultry Congress 

-arbutus and the native white water ers are being studied and treated by * 4-H Club Heifer Show % Mid-West Industrial Expo. 

: lily, third and fourth choice for state conservation florists who are work- C lete W. sD Gard. d Fh Sh 

flower, are still quite common, but ing for their protection and hoping * Complete Women’s Dept. * Garden and Flower Show 

not to the extent known three decades for survival. 7 % Dairy Products Show %& Spectacular Circus 

ago. Of course, the advance of agricul- 
Scarce Varieties ture in field cultivation and pasture 

: e grazing cannot be stopped. No one EVER SINCE the gates closed last year plans have been under- 

The laws of Wisconsin have been would think of doing that, just to save way to make the thirtieth annual show the greatest ever 

strengthened to provide protection for fowers and ferns. staged at Waterloo. More buildings have been added, more 

several of our most beautiful native But there seems to be no reason jand purchased, more premium money offered, more exhibits 

flowers, but it is true, nevertheless, why wild flower eorners cannot be arranged. : 

wae a ne eee maintained, increased and protected. 

SF itinactacthae Torte pees eee ee EVERY FARMER will find attractions to pack his days at the 
Those rare and beautiful members ‘And then there are the highways. Dairy Cattle Congress from morning to night. Twenty-two 

of the Orchis Family, the showy You may say that there on the roadside major buildings filled with champion livestock, ingenious and 

= orchis and the lady slipper, have been is the poorest place to expect or hope educating exhibits, and a continuous array of programs and 

hunted down and picked so closely for flower protection. Well, let’s see! demonstrations. 5 

that they cam scarcely be found here How about the railroad right-of-way? 
You know that the strips of unused FOLKS who visit the show yearly will tell you that this nation- 

—_—_—_—_———— land along many miles of our rail- ally known exposition has a tradition of dependability. from 

Z ; sped ae eee eh eee which it never wavers. Come to Waterloo and make Sept. 25 

f» Dick Ss eee twill baeienilethes coupon to Oct. 1 the biggest week in the year for you and your family. 

Doin’s Bigs Fee eee ENTERTAINMENT, YES, a big circus and saddle horse show in 

— = : D Flower Lanes the mammoth Hippodrome every afternoon and evening. Make 

=. ay All right! How about our 83,000 it your vacation week. 
— ; B miles of Wisconsin highways? Do 

Oo yy yon know that there are around 500,- THE MIDWEST’'S GREATEST 
co acres of land laid out in these e 
Pa Day roads through the state? Yes, there Farm Machinery Exposition 

are six to eight acres of land to every 

Sum is always tryin’ to help. He mile, according to whether the road Write for THRILLING PROGRAMS TWICE DAILY IN Ample Lodging 

wuz afraid his brother’s pig didn’t is three rods or four rods wide. Information . MAMMOTH HIPPODROME Accommodations 

grow fast enuf for the show at the Of this half a million acres, prob- 

fair, so Sum gave it a lot of that ably one-third lies unused for many WATERLOO 

plant booster stuff. The pig was years. These long lines of roads and i) = Pp a7 Pi yw) i a O CT a | IOWA 

awful sick, but I gess it will live. Janes are natural home ground for



August 3, 1938 | 

J 
Messrs. Longenecker, Sperry, Curtis: 

I ran across the following reference in the Journal of Forestry: 

"Collecting and Handling of the Seeds of California 
Wild Plants," by N. 7. Mirov and G. J. Krasbel. California 
Forest and 94 Exp. Sta. Research Note 18. 27 pp. 
(Mimeographed.) Berkeley, Calif. 1937. 

Leopold



f m UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 42k bic ty Farm Place 
f D b Division of Wildlife Management or hie 

Dr. John 7. Curtis 5 
Biology Building 

Dear John: 

Justice George B. Nelson, 822 Miami Pass, 
is mch interested in ladyslippers and has in his 
possession a considerable quantity of showy ladyslipper 
seed from Door County. He offered this seed to you if 
you can use it. I told him that I knew you would be 
interested, but that this year your illness might prevent 
you from planting the seed at the proper time but that in 
case I would let you know. Will you let Judge Nelson 
know directly whether he should hold the seed for you? | 

Sincerely yours, | 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management 

|



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ” 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS February 23, 1939 

Mr. John T. Curtis 
Biology Building | 

| 
Dear John: | 

I am running a series of monthly articles on | 
wildlife conservation for farmers in the Wisconsin Agri- | 
culturist & Farmer. Attached is a reprint which will give 
you the general hang of the thing. 

For the May issue I have promised an article on 
"Wildflower Corners" or some similar title, the idea being 
to incorporate in brief form the advice that we are ready 
to give to farmers interested in wildflowers. I would 
like to have you write this story, but in order to maintain 
the contimity of the authorship and connect it up with the 
rest of the series, you and I might sign it jointly provided 
you are willing. 

We ought to hand it in some time during March. 
Mr. Jorns of the Agricultural Journalism Department will make 

a drawing to go with it. 

I want to invite you to participate in this series 
whenever you have anything that you want to get to farmers. 
After your name has been run once, I think you can thereafter 

sign by yourself. 

Yours sincerely, 

y Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management 

| 

|



Reprints From Fall Issues Of 5, 

AC SCONSIN 

and FARMER E 
Racine, Wisconsin 

e e Hungarians, but the danger is that which they “rustle” for themselves. 
as 5 5 e spreading will cease in bad weather It takes a tenth of an acre of corn 
re. ‘ when the birds need it most. to support a good stand of game on 

ee onpervation On the farm The poorest way to feed is to force Wisconsin farm. 
an the birds to visit the b&rnyard. Dogs Snbatilates For Cont 

es and cats harass the birds. In quail = 

: @ 4 5 this may be fatal, especially if the Soy beans, small grains, or foxtail 

eee eee oes eee ie caaily Grape Dans les covey fails to reassemble before and ragweed seeds gathered under 
provided but cover is often scarce, , A gtape tangle can be grown in a night. ane shredder are all good winter food. 
This tells how winter cover may be single season, and will house more How. Much? Weed seeds must be dried, else they 
improved. game per square rod than any other eo See eee are best fed 

: = = : In a hard winter a quail eats half a 1 Shocks or stacks. 
aia pice One way to build a tangle is to pound of corn per week, a Hungarian Winter feeding is good for people 

will not hury iy and thick enous to 10d, tee with a vine inats! top: Fell three-quarters of a pound, a pheasant as well as birds. It is no small satis- 
protect birds from weather and the tree, but don’t cut the vine. Leave oy prairie chicken two pounds, a rab- faction, when blizzards howl, to know 
Ghee: the stump high, with the butt resting hit one pound, a squirrel two pounds. that your birds have fuel. in their 

Young evergreens, grape tangles ne The vine soon converts the down This is over and above the wild foods  stoves——Aldo Leopold. 
2 BS, tree into a dense tangle. 

and bushy marsh are the three kinds Another way is to finda grape tangle | ‘ i 
of cover dependable in all weathers. sprawling on the ground. Build over ! % ae : fag A caspl 

it a “teepee” of stout durable poles. y vn foil Prine iene — | pe ff ip/aeals Bushy Marsh fi : ¥ yidar th fe eu ee py My). Cpe asa] 
Wrap the teepee with discarded wire. dS i : ag ’ AY eek Nea, 

Nothing excels a bushy marsh as Pick up the vines from the ground a eo I oe agg a aa eel) 
winter cover, especially for pheasants and lace them into the superstructure. rae i i | Rees oe eae Nee eee = 
and quail. After snow and ice x.ave The vine soon covers the whole struc- : iN i: Ny My \" aa) aa 4 fle see 
flattened down all grass and weeds, ture with dense growth. a eet see WA? NYA Teh ieee 
the bushes still stand up. Willow, Grape tangles, to grow vigorously, es go 3 tS nf = Ca eee 
red dogwood, and alder are good must be in full sunlight. They must be ky Kaz gee ee ; ooo 

bushes. be protected from live stock. oes Se ae a ea 

All marsh tends to grow bushes if Evergreens eee & oa 7 : ee = 

protected from fire, grazing, and ete ee ee So Sae Reece 
mowing. Marsh cover, then, is a These are best planted in spring. . aay sa 

matter of leaving part of the marsh Special directions will appear in a 5 . . . . 

unburned, ungrazed, and uncut. If spring issue. Brushpiles, and down Conant Wie Duskcots Or pus Un ops spikes seek ort ony oe 
the marsh is drained, ditch banks are tops of oaks felled with the leaves 
a good place to leave bushes. on, are good temporary covers while 

To hurry the natural process of waiting for evergreens or grape 
growing bushes, plant cuttings. This iengles to row: sDrachailcs an more - 
is best done in spring. a effective if topped with corns S or FE d | h S B d is 

Uncut cattails, slough grass, or marsh hay. j ce L ong Ir S 
sweet clover are valuable to reinforce eae as cles oo Smee: By Aldo I. 1. Uni “1 OF Wi j 
the bushes and to serve as roosts, but = ope 0 Leopol. niversit 1SCONSIN 
are not weatherproof in themselves. fences may gente seal birds than » nee oy 

se new laws.—Aldo Leopold. Were you like to sit at your temporary shelter. 5 
) SN GY south window and watch cardi- Success in attracting winter birds 

SHES . nals, chickadees, nuthatches, juncos, is largely a question of persistence. 
f Lie ; : tree sparrows, bluejays, and wood- If the birds can count on finding 

Weds Hae eS : peckers eat breakfast? food, you can count on their coming - 
og oat 2 agg LT gpm It is easily arranged. after it, and each new year adds more 

ie) Wie PRR aoe SS oe EME thy, First, keep a piece of suet tacked birds of more kinds. 

eh if i Ci E ee = fee on some nearby tree. This is for the Success in attracting ordinary 
bY Jal Le 2 om Ti Fa Se : chickadees, nuthatches, and wood- birds soon whets the appetite for ex- 
a i pps fin ay iy Wal: pe mee? baa ae ee 4 peckers. If the jays carry away too traordinary ones. A mountain ash 
BAL ep Mn UM Ky ee fo oe he FE y much of it, cover it with wire mesh. in the yard may bring cedar wax- 

abe fe) by Me iri lipy lig We MOTE Ge. a, Second, erect a feeding tray; any wings, or even the rare Bohemian 
Y Cea hdd llldillaaar sisi tl heii, alles masini nome oe flat surface set on a stump or post waxwing. A box elder tree may 

eatiaes - so as to discourage cats. Keep this bring evening grosbeaks. Faithful 
A grape tangle protects game clear of snow and sprinkled with feeding of suet may bring the uncom- 

cracked corn, sunflower seed, and mon redbreasted nuthatch. A south- 
eS weed seed saved from the corn shred- facing hollow snag wired into the top 

THe recipe for wintering game is order to hold quail and pheasants on der. Sunflower seed is particularly of a dense evergreen may add the 
corn and cover. As in other uplands. If no corn is offered until good bait for cardinals, eracked screech owl to your list_ of guests. A 

recipes, success depends on where, the winter storms actually start, your acorns and nuts for chickadees and good fence row, judiciously baited 

when, and how “the makings” are birds are likely to drift to some dis- woodpeckers. : with corn, may lead quail or pheas- 
put together. tant marsh and you may never see If dogs or poultry interfere, fence ants out of the fields into your door- 

them again. them out by erecting a temporary yard. 
Where? fence. If starlings or English spar- A good feeding station is the best 

‘ How? rows get too thick, thin them out. ef classrooms for learning orni- z 
For quail, put your corn on the s Nearby evergreens, vines, or thick thology, and one of the luxuries for- 

leeward (south or east) side of the _ The best and simplest way to feed pushes help to hold the birds. Dis- bidden most city folks. You will 
thickest cover, preferably on the is to leave some shocks or standing carded Christmas trees are good enjoy it quite as much as the birds. 
sunny side of a south-facing bank. corn in the field. If shocks are used, 
Quail dislike to feed in the open. new bundles should be erposes from Z 

st + * time to time in winter. ion’t worry %, yh i = 

eee eck ees about birds learning to remove husks. 5 ees iE Le part .¥ Gs 

in woods or brush. Grass or weeds ven quail become expert at this. The ov i Bh ile oe ie, % : By 54 
nearby are good but not essential. next best way is to put corn ears in @)\lGuly NF est, SY: SS br AT fo 

For pheasants it doesn’t matter 2 Wire basket or impale them on RD [|_ AS a # a 
where corn is put, provided there is SPikes in a pole (see drawings). Nee od SSeS *n A i 
plenty of it. Shelled corn is best fed 5 a ae Wye - = 4 E oe - ZO E a = 3 

Wastage by squirrels is serious Pe! but the hopper must be roofed (@/s === ns """" ¢ = iy 
when ar is ‘eft in or nea woud. over, else rain or melting snow will ey oe =F = 

A brush patch, marsh edge, or fence ¢!0g it with ice. Where squirrels are ma Ne ee [ay =z 
row is therefore a better place than Present, the tray of the hopper should i, mg ; OAD fT : 
a woodlot to feed quail or pheasants, be covered with wire mesh to reduce | \' NTF 7 Se Zz © 

Start early, preferably by Novem- Wastage. . - 
ber. This is especially important in The manure-spreader is a good Winter table set for the birds 

feeder, especially for pheasants and
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: "2h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management June 29, 1939 
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Mr. Henry Wollin . 
Lake Mills : 
Wisconsin 

, Dear Mr, Wollins 

Mr. Hooper tells me that the impression has gotten around 
that the university is delaying the completion of the leases in your 
neighborhood. 

Mr. Hooper also mentioned that a botany class, supposedly from 
the university, had entered your woods without permission and dug wild 
flowers there. I doubt whether this was a university class, but if it 

“~—>> += was I have no apologies to offer for them. 1! will see to it that 
Aye university groups, including my own, do not from now on enter your woods 

without permission to do so. i 

Ever since I last saw you I have been trying to find the funds 
for the proposed leases. These, of course, are not part of any university 
appropriation, but rather a proposed private donation to the university 
for wildlife conservation work. I have not been in a position to hurry 
this donation. I still have hopes that it will be made. Should the 
project be abandoned I will let you know promptly so we can call the whole 
thing off. In any event I want you to know why I have made no further 
move. 

I strongly advise you and all other local owners to post 
against wildflower lmnters. No university representative would object 
to first asking permission before entering the woods. 

/ Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

a
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FARMER and PAN! 
RACINE, WISCONSIN 

September 13, 19359 

Prof. F. A. Aust 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

- Dear Prof. Austs 

For some time we have been wishing we 
might be of service in helping to preserve many 
species of Wisconsin native wild flowers, which 

are becoming more scarce with each decade. Pos- 

sibly you may take time to read the enclosed, 
which describes our attitude fairly well and gives 

some of the aims which we have in mind. We have 
the hearty support of Wakelin McNeel and Verne V. 
Varney, who are also interested in this important 

project. 

To further this aim we plan to publish | 
through the coming year a series of short articles, 
each illustrated with one of the native wild 
flowers or plants; also giving some information re- 
garding its propagation and care as these plants 

differ greatly in the treatment best for each. 

So, Professor Aust, we are writing to 
you asking for suggestions which may be helpful 
to us in arranging such a series. Possibly you 

, may know where we can get illustrations of the 
plants and flowers and where practical informa- 

tion on their planting, their habitat and care 
can be secured. If you can think of certain ways 
to help in this project we know that it will be 
highly appreciated by our readers and all who love 

the native flowers. 

Sincerely, ; 

SOL a 
Editor 

F. B. Swingle 
Plic
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wisconsin Agriculturist and Farner Gye 
Raine, Wisconsin Yoo 

duly 29, 1939 Yi 

Mr. Andrew W. Hopkins, Editor t 
Gollege of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Friend Hopkins: ! 

We are writing to thenk you for the interest show in the idea of m,' 
flower lanes along Wisconsin highways. We have been thinking of this for a 
long time and sincerely hope that something ean be done to preserve and pro- 
pagate heative wild flowers Sey cteuntins we ta ean ee The promptness 
with whieh you took up the idea encourages us to that there my be a 
good chance that this idea may be worked out, so we are writing Aldo Leo- 
oe Oe ee eet eee ee a ee oe eee 

ity medium and assuring then, of course, that we would not presume to 
encroach upon their work but merely to encourage them, if they can see fit, 

: to make wild flower lanes a part of the 4H project work here in this state. 

As stated before, it would alse prove to be an added attraction | 
for tourists if carried on through several years. If onge well started, we | 
are sure that the interest would be permanent. Of course, there would be a 
let of grief connected with such a project, such as the destifuction by van~ | 
ene Oe Sameer Wereeiaes evn Seeen, Vor eros mene ee Weer ae ee 

folks, but we are willing to ‘to space during future yoars to carry on 
such a pilan and help to make it of personal interest to every citizen of 
Wisconsin. 

Sincerely, 

/s/e/ Fs Be Swingle 
Raiter 

Fe B. Swingle 

Pulo 

| 

| | 
| 

|
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

‘ COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE September 20, 1939 

Professor J. T. Curtis h 
Botany Department 

Dear Curtis: 

Enclosed is a letter from the Editor of Wisconsin 
Agriculturist & Farmer. After you have had time to go over the 
same, I wish you would call me so that we might get together and 

discuss this project further. 

As Secretary of the Wisconsin Friends of Our Native 
Landscape, I can say that our organization is very much interested 
in doing everything it can to further the conservation and preserva~ 
tion of the wildflowers and I believe that every effort should be 
made for the University to assist our various publications in every 
way that we can. Perhaps Dr. Fassett will have some suggestions. 

There will be a meeting of the Board of Directors of 
the Wisconsin Friends of Our Native Landscape on Thursday of this 
week at Lex Vobiscum, Memorial Union. I would be glad to have you 

as my guest for that occasion if you can find the time to join us. 

We meet at 12:00 and adjourn at 2:00. 

Sincerely yours, 
ue 

ates 
Lt 

FAAsrme
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September 20, 1939 

F. B. Swingle, Editor 
Wisconsin Agriculturist & Farmer 
Racine, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Swingle: 

In reply to your letter of September 13, I wish to say 
that the writer is very much interested in your program for the 
preservation of wildflowers. I am sending your communication to Professor f 
J, T. Curtis, Botany Department, since he has been doing a great deal 
of research work on ways and means of having our wildflowers established. 
I am suggesting that he prepare for you, if possible, an article on 
the propagation and care of these plants. 

I am sure that Mr. Diemer's fine collection of the native 
flowers of Wisconsin would furnish an excellent source of material 
for your publication. Professor Curtis likewise could give you valu- 
able information on the aptitude and care of the various species. I 
would be glad to collaborate with Professor Curtis and share with you 
some of my personal observations and some of the experiences which my 
friends have had, especially with the naturaliszing of the showy pink d 
ladyeslipper. a 

Would it not 'e well to solicit from your readers the ex- 

periences that they msy have had in the naturalizing of certain species‘ 
Mrs. Elizabeth B. Prescott, Wisconsin Industrial Home for Women, Taycheedah, 
Wisconsin, has done a very fine piece of restoration cf the native flora 
on the rock escarpment which passes through their property. The interest 
which the people of this institution are taking in this project is out- 
standing, and I am sure that Mrs. Prescott would be glad to share this 
with your readers. I am sending a copy of this letter to Professor ; 
Curtis and will be glad to hear further from you in the meantime. 

Yours very truly, 

Franz A. Aust 
FAA: rme Assoc, Prof. of Hort. (Landscape Design) 

j



Crivitz, Wisconsin 
January19, 1940 

Profe Ae Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Dear Sir, 

After reading your articles in the Wisconsin Farmer and 

Agriculturist, I have taken the liberty to write to you, because I am 

greatly interested in wild flewers and wild flower conservation. I am 

not a 4-H member, and can not join their clubs, but I would very much 

like to do something to nelp conserve our vanishing wild flowerse 

I have been studying nature study, and especially wild flowers, 

trees and shrubs for about 10 years. I have expermented with wild flower 

gardens, and have very successfully transplanted even the showy ladyslipps, 

(Cypripedium hirsutum) and the yellow ladyslipper (C+ parviflorum}. I 

have a small tree nusery and have raised elmns. maples, pines, catalpas, 

and locusts from seeds. Now I am experment ing with raising various viburnums, 

and other shrubs from seed. Here in the Northern part of the state there 

is still an abundance of wild flowers, even of trilliums and others, 

rarer in the south. The trailing arbutus and the native water lilies, 

however are being destroyed by ruthless picking despite the laws against 

their destructione It would be a wonderful thing if these flowers could 

be saved so that future generations could enjoy their beauties. 

On our farm there is an abundance of trailing arbutus because we fllow 

certain ideas. When we wnat some in the house we always cut the blossoms | 

with a sharp scissors so that the roots are not destroyed. Then they keep 

on growing and bloominge 

Any advice you can give me on how I could help with the wild 

flower projects, will be very greatly appreciated.e 1 am a high-school 

graduate, at present home and umemployede 

Yours sincerely, 

( Prnio ) Vane Barlow



42h University Farm Place 
Jamary 22, 1940 

Miss Merie Barlow 
Crivits 
Wisconsin 

Dear Miss Barlow: 

I am very glad to be in toveh with you and to 
know of your interest in wildflower management. 

I am sending your letter te John Curtis of the 
Botany Department who is leading our group interested in 
this subject. It might be that he could drop in on you sone- 
time to see your experiments, and there might be experiments 
that he would want you to try out. 

I am putting your name on my mailing list to re- 
Seive material published on this subject. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



( Madison, Wisconsin 
f May 15, 1940 

Aldo Leopold 

Wisconsin conservation will suffer a defeat when, at the end 

of this week, 75 cattle will be turned to pasture on the Faville Grove 

prairie, long known to botanists as one of the largest and best remnants 

of unplowed, ungrazed prairie sod left in the state. In it grow the white 

ladyslipper, the white fringed orchis, and some twenty other prairie 

wildflowers which originally carpeted half of southern Wisconsin, but most 

of which are now rare due to their inability to withstand cow or plow. | 

Thirty miles away a C.C.C. camp on the University of Wisconsin 

Arboretum has been busy for four years artificially replanting a prairie 

in order that botany classes and the public generally may know what a 

prairie looked like, and what the word "prairie" signifies in Wisconsin 

history. This synthetic prairie is costing the taxpayer twenty times as 

much as what it would havo cost to buy the natural remnant at Faville 

Grove, it will be only a quarter as large, the ultimate survival of its ) 

transplanted wildflowers and grasses is uncertain, and it will always be 

synthetic. Yot no one has heard the appeals of the University Arboretum | 

Committee for funds to buy the Faville Grovo prairie, together with villi 

romnants of rare native flora, and set thom aside as historical and 

educational reservations. Our educational system is such that white 

fringed orchis means as little to the modern citizen of Wisconsin as it 

means to a cow. Indeed it means less, for the cow at least sees something 

to eat, whereas the citizen seos only three meaningless words. 

In preparation for the hoped-for floral reservation at Faville 

Grove, the Botany Department and the Department of Wildlife Managomont 

of the University have, during the last three years, mapped the location
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of each surviving colony of rare flowers, and each spring heve counted 

the blooms. It was hoped to measure agninst these data the response of 

the flowers to completo future protection. The data will now serve to 

measure the rate at which destruction by grazing takes place. It is 

already known that with the possible exception of ladies tresses, all 

the rarer species succumb to pasturing. That is why they are rare. 

Few of them succumb to mowing, hence the past use of the Faville Grove 

prairie ha haymeadow has not greatly injured its flora. 

In my opinion no individual blame attaches to the owner of the 

Faville Grove prairie for converting it to pasture. The public taxes him 

on the land. It is not his obligation to provide the public with free 

botanical reservations, especially whon all public institutions, from the ’ 

public school to the federal land bank, urge him to squeeze every possible 

ponny out of every possible acre. No public institution over told him, 

or any other farmer, that natural resources not convertible into cash 

have any value to it or to him. The white-fringed orchis is as irrelevant 

to the cultural and economic system into which he was born as the Taj Mahal 

or the Mona Lisa. 

John Muir, who grow up amid the prairie flowers in Columbia 

County, foresaw their impending disappearance from the Wisconsin landscape. 

In about 1865 he offerod to buy from his brother a small part of the 

meadow of the family homestoad, to be fenced and set aside as a floral 

sanctuary or reservation. His offer was refused. I imagine that his 

brother foared not so much the loss of a few square rods of pasture as he 

foared the ridicule of his noighbors. 

By 1965, when the rarer prairie flowers are gone, the cultural 

descendants of John Muir's brother may look nt a picture of the legendary 

white fringed orchis and wish they could see one.



ANNOUNCING THE SECOND WISCONSIN ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE 

The Wisconsin Roadside Development Council and The Wisconsin Friends of Our Native Landscape extend to your organization a cordial invitation to send represent- atives to the second Wisconsin Roadside Development Institute to be held Saturday, July 13, at 9:00 in the Hotel Wausau, Wausau, Wisconsin. 

The Purpose: 
This, the second Roadside Development Institute to be held in the State of Wis- consin, has several worth while objectives, The most important is to bring together those persons interestec in roadside development. Another is to exchange ideas and to discuss methods and practices which will conserve, restore, and extend the natur- al beauty of the countryside along our highways. 

The Cooperative Quests 
The Wisconsin Friends of Our Native Landscape are cooperating with the newly formed Wisconsin Roadside Development Council in this educational program. The Council is the result of an expression of interest on the part of a number of state- wide organizations that have recognized the need for a more enlightened approach to roadside development in order to undertake a@ more comprehensive and effective pro- gram. The Institute which we are sponsoring jointly is the beginning of an educa- tional program designed to inform the public of the present activities and problems in this field so that our efforts in meeting these problems may be brought into harmony and our common objectives achieved. Wausau has been chosen because of its central location. 

Attendance: 
Those interested in roadside development and allied problems are welcome to at- tend and to take part in the discussions, We particularly urge that you send repre~ sentatives to take part in the meeting and to bring back to your organization the points of special interest to it, 

The Registration: 
Registration will take place at the Hotel Wausau and there will be no registra-~ tion fee or other fees, The purpose of rcgistering is so that those attcnding may reccive a published report of the proccedings and deliberations of the Institute and so that we may build a mailing list of persons and organizations active in this field. Mimeographed copics will be available. 

Meetings: 
All meetings will be held at the Hotel Wausau unless otherwise designated. The attached program will cive you a comprehensive picture of the subjeets which will be presented. 

Luncheons 
The luncheon will be served in the hotol dining room. In order to make reser- vations, it is necessary to know who is planning to attend the luncheon. Would you please send your reservations to I. S. Horgen, Supt. of Parks, City of Wausau and Marathon County Park Commissions, Wausau, Wisconsin, who is the Chairman of the Gen- cral Arrangements Committce. Thc charge for the luncheon will include a small cover charge to defray local expenses, 

Franz A. Aust, Sceretary 
Wisconsin Friends of Our Native Landscape 

nw



Tentative Program 
SECOND WISCONSIN ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE 

2% 
Wisconsin Roadside Development Council, 

Wisconsin Friends of Our Native Landscape cooperating 
HEE 

SATURDAY, JULY 13, 1940 

Morning Session Chairman, A. C. Schmidt 
President, Wis, Friends of Our Native Landscape 

9:00 Registration, Hotel Wausau 
9:30 Address of Welcome 
9:40 "History of Roadside Development".,,.Prof. Franz A, Aust, Dept. of Horticulture and Roadside Development Committee, National Research Council 10:00 President's Address, Colonel Roy L. Farrand, Wis. Roadside Development Council 10:30 "County Planning and Roadside Development"........M. W. Torkelson, Director of 

Regional Planning, State Planning Board 11:00 "Highway Location and Design in Relation to Roadside Development",.A. T, Bleck Chief Construction Engineer, State Highway Commission of Wisconsin 11:30 "Roadside Parks and Highway Timber Strips"..¢. L. Harrington, Supt. of Forests 
and Parks, Wisconsin Conservation Commissior. 

12:15 Luncheon, Hotel Wausau 
1:00 Introduction of guests and representatives of the affiliated organizations, 

Afternoon Session Chairman, Col, Roy L. Farrand, 
President, Wis. Roadside Development Council 

1:30 "Financing Our Highways"...A, J. Thelen, Executive Secretary, Wisconsin County 
Boards Association 

2:45 "Shelter Belts and Living Snow Fences",,.Prof, F. B. Trenk, Extension Forester 
University of Wisconsin 

3:15 "Roadside Development Activities"... .R. L, Williams, Landscape Engineer, State 
Highway Commission of Wisconsin 

3:45 General Discussion 
4:15 "Summary and Future CORIO CCI TN ge ib ul Mula ila bbls MO) igen tea Roy L, Farrand 

SATURDAY EVENING AND SUNDAY 

The Wis. Friends of Our Native Landscape extend to all those attending the Road- side Institute, as well as their friends, a cordial invitation to attend the Picnic Supper and meeting around the Council Fire Saturday evening. An interesting program has been arranged, Lodging reservations may be made at the Hotel Wausau or, for tour— ist camp accommodations, through the Secretary, Franz A. Aust, 119 Dept. of Hort. U, of W., Madison, 
Sunday morning there will be a Tour of the many interesting scenic places of Marathon County, The City of Wausau and Marathon County Park Commissions will be hosts to The Wis. Friends of Our Native Landscape and the guests of the Roadside De~ velopment Council, All are invited to join the cavaleade. Dinner will be arranged for at the Rib Mountain State Park, Details will be announced later,
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. NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL | 

j ¢ 2101 Constitution Avenue, Washington, D. C. ! 

August 12, 1940 j 

Prof. Aldo Leopold j 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin ; 

My dear Leopold: 

I have read with great interest from time to time mimeographed notes 
of your department which you have been good enough to send mee One this spring 
which was entitled "Exit Orchis" touched me in particular. I very much hoped 
that publication of your notes saved the situation but I did not have leisure f 

at the time to write you about it. It appears to,me that possibly the National : 
Research Council's Committee on the Bcology of Grasslands consisting of: 

Paul B. Sears, Chairman Be 0. Tharp 
Oberlin College University of Texas i 
Oberlin, Ohio Austin, Texas | 

Je He Bodine Ce Te Vorhies j 
State University of Iowa University of Arizona | 
Iowa City, Iowa Tucson, Arizona i 

Herbert C. Hanson’ - Je E. Weaver 
Alaska Rural Rehabilitetion Corporation University of Nebraska 
Palmer, Alaska Lincoln, Nebraska 

K. Me King Ae O- Weese ~ 
Entomology Laboratory University of Oklahoma ; 
University of Saskatchewan Norman, Oklahoma 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada 

V. E. Shelford Chairman of the Division, 
University of Illinois ex officio ) 
Urbana, Illinois 

: and the Committee on the Preservation of Natural Conditions consisting of: 

He E. Anthony, Chairman Charles C. Adams j 
: Anerican Museum of Natural History New York State lMiuseun r 

New York City Albany, New York 

Henry I. Baldwin Re E. Coker 
New Hampshire Forestry & Recreation Dept. Univeristy of North Carolina ; 
Hillsboro, New Hampshire Chapel Hill, North Carolina 

William 5. Cooper Edward Ae Preble 
University of Minnesota 3027 Newark Steet | 
Minneapolis, Minnesota Washington, D. C. 

; ‘a 

i} : ‘ ‘i



"National Research Council -2- 

Herbert C.- Hanson Ae He Wright 

Alaska Rural Rehabilitation Corp. Cornell University 
$ Palmer, Alaska Ithaca, New York 

Ellsworth Huntington Chairman of the Division 
Yale University ex officio 
New Haven, Connecticut 

might perhaps help in similar situations. I wonder if you would put these 
gentlemen on your mailing list. If at any time there arose a situation where 
the prestige of the National Research Council would be of any help, I am sure 
these committees would throw what weight they could into the balance. 

With best personal regards, I am 

c Yery truly yours, 

Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 

New York Office . 
Engineering Societies Building, _ 
29 West 39th Street 

: eemeeee mt | al



Sugust 30, 1940 

Ur, Philip 3. Miler ’ 
122 Rast Washington Averme 

‘Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Phil; 

The state's move on the Faville Grove prairie has now bogged 
down entirely. John Curtis and I leoked at the area a couple of days 
ago and found the greased pasture largely ruined, but the remaining un- 
graged tract belonging to Lynn Faville is in excellent shape. Remember- 
ing your interest in a possible contribution, I have asked my man on 
the ground to approach Lynn Faville on the subject of prices. I have 
also ascertained that if we could pry loose the lynn Paville tract as 
a private contribution, there might be a chance of reviving the state 
project as a public contribution. I will keep you posted. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S. Since writing the above, I have ascertained that Lyan Faville 
will sell the 60 acres of remaining unpastured prairie meadow at $17.50 
per acre, total cost $1050. This is the appraised price which an 
appraisal committee of the Federal Land Bank placed on these lands two 
or three years ago, and I consider it a fair price. The Conservation 
Department's effort to buy the pasture failed because Mr. Stockel, the 
owner of the pasture, asked $25 per acre. I mention this to indicate the 
general range of prices. 

If you are still interested, I would like to talk over details 
with you promptly, because Lynn Faville has a mortgage coming due in 
September, and I have an idea that his willingness to sell is greater 

now than it will be after the mortgage date has passed. It might even 
be that he would come down some more. 

A.L. 

cc McCabe | 
Curtis”
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4a University Farm Place 
September 11, 1940 

Prof. Franz Aust, Friends of Our Native Lendscape 
Mrs. Alfred Kieckhefer, State Federation of Garden Clubs 
Col. J. W. Jackson, Madison and Wisconsin Foundation 
Mr. George F. Sieker, Ridges Sanctuary 

Last April about half of the Faville Grove prairie was converted by 
the owner from haymeadow to pasture. 

In an eleventh-hour effort to save the prairie flora in this pasture, 
we sent out the attached "Rxit Orechis.* In response the Conservation 
Department attempted to buy the land, but the owner asked $25 per acre, 
which was too high a price. By this time the cattle have spoiled the 
flora, and the Department has given up the project. 

We now want to call your attention to two facts: 

(1) An adjacent tract of 60 acres remains unpastured, contains 
almost as good flora as the pasture formerly did, and is 
available at $17.50 per acre, or perhaps less. A federal 
land bank appraisal, made two years ago, valued this land 
at $17.50. ‘This is the sole remaining piece of good prairie 
vegetation at Faville Grove. 

(2) We have the promise of a private donation of $400 or $500 
for this purchase, provided the $500 or $600 needed to 
complete the purchase can be found. 

The owner will not divide the tract, 1.e., he will sell all or none. 

Would your organization be interested in attempting the completion of 
this purchase? If so, we would be glad to hear from you. 

The donor for whom we speak is willing to convey title to the University 
or some other public institution, provided there be an agreement to hold the 
land as a wildflower sanctuary. Should title be lodged in the University, 
the sanctuary could be a sub-station of the University Arboretum. 

No costs for custodianship or maintenance are involved as long as we 
maintain a graduate student at Faville Grove, as we now do. ‘The student 
will donate his services as custodian. The Botany Department could use 
the sanctuary as a study area in connection with its new courses in Plant 

Ecology and Wildflower Management.
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We would be glad to show the land to anybody interested. 

The owner has a mortgage coming due, 80 that prompt action would 
probably yield better terms than delayed action. 

Yours sincerely, 

Professor of Wildlite Management 

enel 
Tustruetor in Botany



September 10, 1940 

' fo All Students: 
This memo is for action by McCabe and Stollberg and for information of | 

other students. 

: From now on the wildlife management group will undertake a study of the 
yield of wild foods. This will be a joint project with Botany. Contributions 
to this general subject which can be made without interference with prior 
commitments will be welcomed. On the Riley and Faville Grove areas we should 
revive the recording of mast yields. This was begun several years ago but 
dropped. 

Instead of gathering and counting mts and acorns, it is now suggested 
that we gather and count cups and hulls, these being less likely to disappear 
through consumption by rodents. At Faville Grove it was agreed with John 
Curtis to start the following annual mast yield measurements: 

(1) pucligeana Pasture. A base line 1/8 mile long is to be laid out 
in the Smith lot marked with blazed trees and metallic mumbers at each end. 
Counts of hulls are to be made on quadrats of one square yard each at intervals 
of five yards along this base line. The counts will be made either after all 

mast has fallen, or it can be made currently as the mast falls, the hulls being 

thrown out of the quadrats at each count. For hickory the hulls will be 
divided by four to get the number of nuts. 

There may be a difficulty due to cows eating bur oak acorns, hull and all. 

(2) Pooh tat frees. Select ten hickories and ten bur oaks and count hulls 
on quadrats of one square yard each, circling the tree halfway between the 
trunk and the periphery of the crown. There should be four or five quadrats 
to each tree. Trees in pastures will be easiest counted provided the difficulty 

with consumption by cows does not interfere. 

(3) Ungrazed Woods. Lay out a base line 1/8 mile long and count same as 
in oak-hickory pasture. The difficulty here will be the hiding of hulls by 
falling leaves. It may be necessary to lift the leaves on the quadrats in 

order to get at the hulls. 

At Riley there may be an opportunity to find some isulated walnuts to be 
included in Item 2. 

Curtis will see Longenecker about a supply of metallic mmbers for permanent 

marking of trees. 

A yearly record of the mast count should be filed with Botany, with this 

office, and in the ares atlas. 

Aldo Leopold
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September 20 1940 U 

Miss Mary Jones 
Jones Dairy Farm 

Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 

Dear Miss Jones: 

One of the purposes of this civic development or- 

ganization is to work in close cooperation with the 

University of Wisconsin in all that it undertakes to 

do for the broader interests of our State, In that 

capacity we have to assist materially the acquisition 

and development of the University of Wisconsin Arbore- 

tum, Wild Life Refuge and Forest Experimental Preserve. 

Just now we learn that the University is highly 

desirous of securing title to a tract of approximately 

60 acres near Lake Mills, close by what is known as 

Faville Grove, upon which much of the original Wis- 

consin prairie flora is still growing. This is an 

original unplowed, ungrazed spot of prairie sod which 

still produces the now rare wild orchids and other 

beautiful Wisconsin flowers. 

It has occurred to me that you might personally 

like to know of this opportunity which comes to us to 

help the University acquire and preserve this little 

plot of Wisconsin lend, possibly as an outpost of the 

Arboretum. If you believe you would find a bit of 

happiness in doing that, may I suggest that you write 

me personally or direct to Professor Aldo Leopold, 

Sincerely yours, 

THE MADISON AND WISCONSIN FOUNDATION 

Peat Director 

Copy to Prof. Leopold. 

Dear Aldo: I have just gotten a tip on this, and that 

she is much interested in that Faville area. 

Hope it develops. 

JW.d. 

IWI We



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

42h University Farm Place 
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT September 26, 1940 

Dr. John T. Curtis 
Biology Building 

Dear John: 

Frang Aust has a Friends of Our Native Land- 
scape meeting at Shawano October 5 and 6. He wants you 
or me to be there and to present Faville Grove prairie, 
and he thinks he has prospects. Can you take this on? 
I am just back from a speaking trip and can hardly take 
on another so soon. If you can do it, will you get in 
touch with Aust? If you cannot, will you get in touch 
with me 80:we can talk over alternatives? Possibly 
George Sieker could act for us if neither you nor I can 
go. 

We are now lacking only about $600 and Colonel 
Jackson has dug up one possible prospect, so the thing 
seems worth another try. j 

Sincerely yours, j 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Wisconsin Wildflower Refuge Committee . | 

: The undersigned committee is prepared to receive and administer gifts 2 

of funds or lands for the preservation of the native flora of Wisconsin. 3 

; The objective is to acquire and preserve samples of original prairie, a 

bog, marsh, and woodland containing rare native plants or plant formations, 4 

and to encourage research for effective methods of restoration. a 

The committee will function not as a new conservation agency but as a 4 

Clearing house for cooperation among arencies already established. It will q 

: purchase only such lands as cannot be purchased by official agencies. It 2 

: will not administer lands, but rather delegate administration to selected local 3 

agencies. The committee will undertake an anmal inspection of all purchased : t 

areas to assure itself of their satisfactory administration. 5 « 

The committee will operate without overhead expenses. : ee 

We hope to help create a system of wildflower sanctuaries spread over the 3 

state and representing each important rare plant or plant formation. Most of 

the sanctuaries will be small. Ordinary recreational use will be permitted ’ 

only where sefe. Some will be refuges for animals as well as plants. Title : 

will lodge in the nearest public institution which can care for the area with : : 

dhe Leask suety Mer Rebearelty trtareten, ths Senercabins Mae 3 

sone nearby college will probably hold most of the title. While ownership ‘ 2 

will be diverse, administration and purpose will be unified by inspection ve ! 

and by suitable cooperative agreements. : : ‘ 

An anonymous donor has started the work of the committee with a gift “ 

of $_____. The Conservation Department has just completed the purchase, @ 

as a wildlife refuge, of the Faville Grove prairie in Jefferson County, : 

whieh will be aduinistered by the Departuent unter agreement vith the sumitten, © | 

as Unit No. 1 of the proposed statewide refuge system. : 

University of Wisconsin . ee. 

: Milwaukee Public Museun a 

Conservation Department oe
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Wisconsin Wildflower Refuge Committee ee gh a ae 

= 
The undersigned committee is prepared to receive and administer gifts q 

of funds or lands for the preservation of the native flora of Wisconsin. - 

The objective is to acquire and preserve samples of original prairie, 7 

bog, marsh, and woodland containing rare native plants or plant formations, a 

and to encourage research for effective methods of restoration. 3 
‘ ce 

The committee will function not as a new conservation agency but as a 4 a 

Clearing house for cooperation among agencies already established. It will 4 

purchase only such lands as cannot be purchased by official agencies. It 3 4 

will not administer lands, but rather delegate administration to selected local  =—_—_ 

agencies. The committee will undertake an anmal inspection of all purchased q 

areas to assure itself of their satisfactory*admini stration. : 

The committee will operate without overhead expenses. 

: We hope to help create a system of wildflower sanctuaries spread over the fs 

: state and representing each important rare plant or plant formation. Most of = 

: the sanctuaries will be small. Ordinary recreational use will be permitted 4 

only where safe. Some will be refuges for animals as well as plants. Title : 

“will lodge in the nearest public institution which can care for the area with 

the least cost; the University Arboretum, the Conservation Department, or ¥ 

some nearby college will probably hold most of the title. While ownership 4 

will be diverse, administration and purpose will be unified by inspection : : ; 

and by suiteble cooperative agreements. ae 

An anonymous donor has started the work of the committee with a gift | a 

te loth thas, we Kot : t oe 
of $5700 fhe Censervation-Department-has just completed the purchase, 

elit le at, nevacrnclin of Ta ‘ 
as a wkidlife refuge, of the Faville Grove prairie in Jefferson County, 5 

BROS oS 
which will be administered by the Department ,under agreement with the committee, Oo © € 

ovel ag Unit No. 1 of the proposed statewide refuge system. 4 : 

University of Wisconsin =| 
‘ Milwaukee Public Museum ; ia 

: _s«Gonsorvation Department a
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Octeber 3, 1 

Mr. Lynn Peville 
Lake Mills 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Faville: 

This is an offer of purchase for your haymeadow, consisting of about 
60 seres, lying in Section 19, Town of Milford, Jefferson County. The 
description is as follows: 

See Ten RL4n 4O aeres 
Be} Section 19, TSN R14 B sores 

aerer 

I am offering you $500 for this land, subject te the following conditions: 

1. The deed to reserve for you haying privileges on.all 
wut 10 of the 60 acres for a period of 10 years. 
The 10 seres to be reserved from haying are to be 
designated by purchaser. 

2. The deed to stipulate that the land be used as a wild- 
flower reservation and wildlife refuge, and for 
educational and scieatific work in wildflowers and 

wildlife. 3 

In making this offer, I am acting for Mr. Philip H. Miles, who has seen 
and approved this letter, and stends ready te make a down payment immediately 
upon receipt of your acceptance, the balance to be paid upon signature of 
the deed. 

I would appreciate hearing from you as to your acceptance of this offer. 

: Sineerely yours, 

Alde Leopold



Mr. Lynn Faville i } 
Lake Mills 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Faville: 

This is an offer of purchase for your haymeadow, consisting : 
of about 60 acres, lying in N B ¢ of Section 19, Town of Milford, ; 
Jefferson County. f 

I am offering you $500 for this land, subject to the following : 
conditions: 

1. The deed to reserve for you haying privileges on all tut 
10 of the 60 acres for a period of 10 years. The 10 acres 
to be reserved from haying are to be designated by the 
University. 

2. The title to pass to the University, with the stipulation 
: that the land be used by the University as a wildflower 

reservation and wildlife refuge, and for educational and 
scientific work in wildflowem and wildlife. 

I have informal assurance from the Departments of Botany and 
Wildlife Management that they would recommend acceptance of title, under 
the above conditions, by the University. 

I would appreciate hearing from you as to your acceptance of 
this offer. .
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424 University Farm Place 
October 10, 1940 

Mr. lynn Faville 
Lake Millis 

Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Faville: 

Bob McCabe tells me that three points are botheri 
about the prairie hay meadow: (1) the cost of the sbetract, (2) the 
length of the haying period, and (3) what to do in a wet year. 

Since talking with you I happen to have received a small 
donation to be used for a wildflower reservation. It will just suffice 
to cover the abstract and other legal costs, hence I can definitely 
offer to assume these for you. 

I am willing to recommend to Mr. Miles that your haying right 
be extended from 10 to 15 years. Whether this will prove acceptable 
to him I am unable to say because he is out of town for the present. 
I think there is a good chance that he might accept this change. 

During a yoar too wet to cut hay, you would not be forced 

under the contract to cut it. I think we all assumed from the outset 
that during certain years it might be too wet to do any haying. The 
haying, in short, is to be your privilege but not your obligation. 

I suggest you let me know whether these modifications are 
acceptable to you, and if they are, I will then take them up with Mr. 
Miles. 

With best regards, 

' Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Oct. 1, 1940 

Dear John: 

I would like to talk with you about this. 

Leopold 

romagernents Llnabrabid unt Dolio, 90 router, 

Qo thot 
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Study of the Yield of Wild Foods 

Oak Hickory Pasture 

Favile Grove "Smith Lot" Grazed woods Oak-hickory pasture--220 yard 

strip. Count made at S-yard intervals. Quadrant--1 square yard. 

Noe Acorns Hickory Nuts Total _ 

le z 0 1 

20 2 0 2 
3e 0 0 0 

4. 0 1 1 

Se 0 0 0 
6e ef 0 1 

Te 1 0 1 

Be 0 Q 0 : 

De 2 1 3 

10. 1 0 1 

ll. a 0 i 

12.6 0 0 0 

13. 1 2 3 

14. 0 0 0 

15. 0 0 OU 

166 ui 1 8 

17. 15 0 iS 

18. 19 0 19 

19. 18 0 19 

20. T 2 9 

al. 8 a: 2 

2260 a Bi 3 
236 0 0 0 

a4. 0 0 0 
25. 1 0 1 
26. 4 0 4 

27. 10 aL 11 

286 2 iL 3 
296 2 0 ; 2 

30. 2 0 2 

31. 0 0 0 

32-0 0 0 0 

33. 1 0 sk 

34. 8 0 8 

35. 2 0 2 

366 2 0 2 
37. 5 0 5 

33. 3 oO 8 é 

39: 1 1 2 

|
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Study of Isolated Trees -- Hickory . 

Noe Location Approximate Count per Date Crop Interference © 

ca ee ere IG eg eR ee 

H MOR ay Bie. ie Ws pig so ee ae 
| 

112 Favile farm-- | 

east of cowbarn 50 £6.36 ft. 15 92.10 116 © 10-4-40 light little 

113 Fave farm--40 yds. 
SeE. of 112 40 30 27.24 46 17 sid x medium to heavy 

114 Fav. farm--70 yds. 
east of 113 45 34 Oe ee ie . very lt. little 

115 Fav. farm--40 yds. 
east): of 114 45 a7 toe Bala = to 0 ? ! 

116 Fave farm--60 yds. 

south of 114 60 42 OQ aOes OB e "to 0 z . 

117 Field south of © Lob] 
Smith lot lane 60 4Q 100 SS * medium 

118 Same field--50 : 

yds» B.o. of 117 50 42 130 88 67 82 . heavy , 

119 Same field--100 

yds. SE. of 118 50 36 A 8 Oke fe Light little 

120 Same-i50 yds. 8.E. 
of 119 60 48 1 20. 32 17 * light nedium 

121 Same--50 yds. NE. ; 

of 120 50 21 47 48 35 43 in . : little



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE MO 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE Cpe 4 .) 

Ca 
: Washington, UL. ©. 

October 22, 1940 

ir, Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

Your note was much appreciated and I was glad to know that the 

paper on oaks proved to be of interest to someone! As soon as I get 

the reprints, enough will be forwarded for your graduate students. 

In all sincerity after I finished writing the paper on the 

utilization of oaks I began to wonder what difference it made after 

all. I have similar data on all the other native woody plants and 

have often discussed with various people the advisability of con- 

tinuing to file new material as it comes out. We find in our planting 

program that whether a plant is utilized a great deal or only a little 

by wildlife,if it is adapted to grow where we want it to grow it will, 

but, if not, in spite of the knowledge we may have about its wildlife 

values there is little use in planting it. 

As you know the maintenance of a large index on food habits is 

guite a task and while I have not let any publications slip by that 
contain data, 1 am still wondering whether it is really worth while 
continuing an index of this kind since application of the collected 
knowledge seems to be, to say the least, impractical. 

When you have the opportunity, I would much appreciate having 
your point of view with respect to the value of this type of infor- 
mation. Perhaps my dismay at the tremendous amount of material that 
has to be sifted to uncover the data I want prevents my seeing the 
subject as clearly as necessary. At any rate, a frank expression of 
your opinion would be gratefully received. 

Sincerely yours, 

Dh a a ela 
William R. Van Yersal 

Acting Chief, Biology Division



j Proposed Symposium on Wildlife Management and Orni thology 

Wileon Club ~ Minneapolis - Nov. 22, 1940 

I. ¢ What is ites net effect on ; 
a ed t aah Line 18 es tf people? (d) the landscape? 
How can the conservationist discriminate between good and bad 
Maiagenent? 

The Game Preserves of the Southeast - Herbert L. Stoddard 

The Farmer Cooperatives of Ohio - Lewrence 8. Hicks 

The Farner Cooperatives of Wisconsin - Aldo Leopold 

The Soil Conservation Districts - Hott, Van Dereal, or Davison 

Wildflower Management - John fT. Curtis 

Waterfowl Hanagement in Canada ~ B. W. Cartwright 

Mansgemeat Possibilities in 
Rare Coastal Birds - Pough? (for Robert Allen) 

I. of present characteristics ond future probabilities an 

Note: Bach speaker is to have 20-30 mimtes. Wee of slides to 
illustrate talks is encouraged. Wo formal manuscripts are 
required, since only a summary of the symposium is to be published. 

|



UNiveRsity OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT ey University Farm Place 

March 4, 1941 

Mr. John T. Curtis 
58 Biology Building 

Dear John: 

Mr. Miles wants to have the Faville Grove prairie tract 
surveyed within the next couple of weeks, and requests that 

you make known in what part of the tract you want your exper- 

imental ten acres,which are to remain unmowed, staked off. 
He prefers to have a definite part marked by stakes. Hence, 
will you please say whether you want your ten acres in one 
corner as a square, as a strip along one side, or how. 

Yours sincerely, 

de Or YW: 
Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



w UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT yok University Farm Place 

March 6, 1941 

Mr. John T. Curtis 
58 Biology Building 

Dear John: 

Here is a revamping of my "Exit Orchis" which attempts to 
comply with the attached request of Mr. Ricker of the Wildflower 

Preservation Society. 

I would appreciate your either correcting and revising this or 

rewriting it for our joint authorship. I think it would be 

much more suitable if it contained a little of your technical 

material. Hither course of action will be acceptable to me. 

I am sending a copy of this to Dr. Ricker so that he will know 
that his request has not been forgotten. 

I also call to your attention his request in the attached letter 
for a description of your new wildflower conservation course. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

f



; WILD FLOWER BLOOMING CBSERVATIONS FOR VOLUNTEERS 
American Philosophical Society's 

Committee on Education and Participation in Science 
104 South Fifth Street 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

March 15, 1941 
WHEN DC CUR SPRING FLOWERS BLOOM? 

The obvious answer, of course, is in the spring. Actually, however, scien- 
tists are seriously interested in the exact flowering dates of our early—bloom- 
ing wild plants. f 

Much remains to be discovered concerning the behavior of even the commonest 
native species and again an appeal is being made to amateur scientists to carry 
on observations, acting as volunteers. The Committee sponsors other research 
programs for leymen in climatology, radio and zoology. 

HOW TC MAKE CBSERVATIGNS. 

the Log 

The attached log, or chart, contains the names of forty familiar spring 
plants selected primarily for observation within a thirty mile radius of Phila— 
delphis. These are arranged in epproximate order of the opening of their flowers. 
The accompanying sheets ot line drawings heve been prepared to aid in the recog— 
nition of about a third of the species on the list. Whenever doubt concerning 
identification arises, the observer will do well to collect a representative por- 
tion of the plant end submit it, by mail, to Or. John M. Fogg, Jr., Department of 
Botany, University of Pennsylvania, 38th end Woodlend Avenue, Philadelphia. (Dr. 
Fogg is Consultant in Botany to the Committee on Education and Participation in 
Science). 

Beside the nemes of each plant are spaces for entering the dates of open 
ing of the first flower emshedding of the pollen. The latter observation may 
be difficult to meke, but with a little care the observer will soon come to know i just when the anthers are shedding their pollen. In the case of wind-pollinated 
Species, the mere shaking of the flower will release 2 small cloud of pollen 
grains. In other plants a pocket lens or magnifying glass will reveal the fact 
that the anthers have split open and are liberating the pollen. 

In the columns headed "weather conditions," ail that is desired is a simple 
statement such as "cold, clear," "warm, cloudy," etc. Temperature data are, of 
course, desirable when available. 

LOCALITIES FOR CBSERVATION 

It is to be understood that the observer needs to make at least two visits 
to the plant or group of plents of each Specics being studied. also, it is 
quite permissible to observe plants at several stations or localities, but this 
fact should be indicated on the chart. If time is limited, dates of only « few 
Species will be welcome. Observers are urged to keep 2 duplicate chart in order 
to muke their own record so that a comparison of blooming dates may be made over | Several seasons. Duplicate charts cen be obtained from the Committee on Educa— 
tion and Participation in Science, The American Philosophical Society, 104 South 
Fifth Street, Philadelphia, Penna. A similer list of cultivated plents has been ~ prepared and can be secured upon request.
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COMMITTEE CN EDUCATICN AND PARTICIPATICN IN SCIENCE -— 1941 

LOCALITY UNDER OBSERVATION: 

NAME OF OBSERVER: 

Name of Plant Petals Weather Pollen Weather 
open conditions shed conditions 

Symplocarpus foetidus 

Acer saccharinum 

Acer rubrum 

Sanguinaria canadensis 

Hepatica americana 
Trailing arbutus 
Epigaea repens 

Spring Beauty 
Cleytonia virginica 

Grape Hyacinth 
Muscari_ botryoides 

° _Benzoin eestivale 
Quaker Ladies, Bluets 
_iioustonia caerulea 
Toothwort 
Denteria laciniata 

fue Anemone 

Anemonella thalictroides 
Common Blie Violet oe 
Viola papilionacea 

Common Yellow Violet a a 
_Viola eriocarpa ‘ 

¢ Saxifrage virginionsis 
Dogtooth Violet, Trout Lily ea ee 
Erythronium americsenun 

Star Flower aa 
Trientalis americana 

Outchmen's Breeches ae 
Dicentra Cucullaria 

Wood anemone, Windflower a Ce 
Anemone quinguefolia 

=. ek Nepeta hederacea 
Karly Buttercup { 
Ranunculus eabortivus i 

Dwarf Ginseng ! 
Panex trifoliun | 

Moss Pink 
© Phlox subulata 

Jack-in-the-Pulpit i 
Arisaema triphyllun |



Lo . 

Name of Plant Petals Weather Pollen Weather 

open conditions shed conditions 

Cardamine bulbosa | 

Asarum canadense 

Uvularia sessilifolia 

Uvularia perfoliata i 
Mertensia, Lungwort ae a 
Mertensia virginica 

Flowering Dogwood ng 
© Cornus florida 

Wild Geranium, Cranesbiil ee 
Geranium maculatum ; 

Jacob's Ladder i 
Polemonium reptans 

Wild Lily-of-the-Valley ia | 

Maianthemum_canadense | 
Star of Bethlehem ae | 
Crnithogalum umbellatum | 

Waterleef | 
Hydrophyllum virginianum al | 

True Solomon's Seal Pd | 
Polygonatum biflorum ) asthe} 

False Solomon's Seal a i 
Smilacina racemosa es 4 

Columbine ae, 
Aquilegia canadensis | 

Podophyllum peltatum ' 
Yellow Star Grass oe 
Hypoxis hirsuta A : ; 

a 
{
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UNIVERSI “2 PENNSYLVANIA 

PH hebrigt IA 

THE COLLEGE 

Botanical Laboratory 
38th St. and Woodland Ave. 

March 23, 1941 

Dr./ J.T, Curtis, 
Dept, of Botany, 
Univ. of Wiscorin, 
Madison, Wisc, 

Dear Dr. Curtis: 

Thanks a lot for your letter con- 
cerning my phenological projects, I have delayed 
my reply until now because we have just completed 
the mimeographed sheets which we are distributing 
to our volunteer observers. Under separate cover 
ZL am forwarding you a sample of the type of thing 

we have prepared this year, If you wish extra 

copies of it let me know, 

Last year we got out a log on na- 

tive spring plants and another one for summer-flow- 

ering species, This year we have amplified the 

spring list and I have added a list of about 151 
cultivated plants in an effort to get some work out 

of the garden club people, It would certainly be 

interesting to have someone in your area fill in 

these data to compare with the dates which our ob- 

servers establish here, 

The Penna. Flora work is advancing 

well, We are looking forward to a busy season in 

the field, Pohl, who sends you his best, has abandoned 

Andropogon and is going to work on the genus Panicum 

in Penna, for his Dr's problem, 

Sincerely yours, 

ee ey ae 

hn M, Poge, Jr.



424 University Fara Place 
Warch 2h, 1941 

Mr. Gordon MacQwarris 
Milwaukee Journal Office 
Milwaukee, ®isconsin 

Dear Gordon: 

Yes, by all means let's look at the Faville prairie together 
when the flowers are in bloom. About June 1 would be a good 
time for the white ladyslippers and July for syiphium and lMiatris. 
I am asking my student at Payille Grove, Beb McCabe, to let me 

know a week ahead of the peak of the white ledyslippers, se If can 
drop you « line. 

I need not tell you that flowere are hard to photegraph for 
newspaper reproduction, so don't set your photographic expeet- 
ations too high. 

I would like to have John Ourtis go along, because he could give 
you a lot of interesting botanic! slants, and perhaps Philip Miles 
sould also be induced to ge. } 

With best rogards, ‘ 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



I i " 
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424 University Farm Place 
April 2, 1941 

Mr. Harold Pabst 
Pabst Farms 
Oconomocow, Wisconsin 

Dear Harold: ' 

I am glad to hear from you again, mat I am afraid I can | 
recommend neither wild flowers nor feod plants that you would 
invest a lot of time, labor, and possibly cash, in without 
seeing the ground. You would be safe to plant everything that 
grows in the best ungrazed woods in your vicinity on land of 

i similar quality. \ 

It occurs to me as barely possible that Professor John Ourtis 
already knows your woods and might be able to make suggestions. 
I am sending him your letter, and if he has something to say, 
he will write you. 

I will be in your vicinity sometime soon to look at Mr. Green's 
farm, and that might give me an opportunity to stop for a brief 
look at your set-up. I am sorry to disappoint you, but it is 
literally impossible for me to recommend plantings, sight un- 
seen. 

| 
Yours sincerely, | 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Managemant ’ 

*)



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

; 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT yah University Farm Place 

April 10, 1941 

Mr. John T. Curtis 
58 Biology Building 

Dear John: | 

Ordinarily I would jump at the chance to make a joint trip 

to look at the Harald Pabst place, but for the next two weeks | 

I am tied up hand and foot with tree plantings on the various 

areas and on my own place. 

If your own further trips happen to be postponed until after 

that time, be sure to give me a ring, as I would like to go 

along. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo iSepna 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

| 

|



“a Oe Pay 

ib April 5, 1941 

Mire Harold Pabst 
/ Pabst Farns 

Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 

Dear Mre Pabet: 

Professor Leopold hav referred your letter concerning 
re~catablishnent of wild flowore to mee I visited your farma this 

ny morning while on a fleld trip to Waukesha Gousbys In your absence, 
“rng I was directed to lire Doyle, who told me something of tho nature of 

the proposed refugee From his account, the area seens eminently 
emia, suitable for sugh e restorations The woods could, 20 doubt, support 

mt, wany of our native orchids, while the open spots would do best if 
planted to some of the original prairie flowers However, in order 
to advise more definitely, I should like to look over the ground in 
persone | 

Aa T have occasion to visit Waukegha quite frequently, I 
would be glad to call again, on any Saturday or Sunday convenient 
to you, or at any time duriag the week of April 20th to 27th. 

Sincerely yours, ? 

ITC? K de Te Gurtia 

| 

)



HOLSTEIN CATTLE 

nome PABST FARMS —— 
(NOT INCORPORATED) 

OCONOMOWOC, WISCONSIN 
ie. A. 

April 10, 1941 

Prof. J. T. Curtis, 
Department of Botany, 
Biology Building, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Prof. Curtis: 

Thank you very much for your letter 
of April 5th. I am sorry I was not here when you came. 
Any time during the week of April 20th to 27th except Tues- 
day, the 22nd would be convenient to have you call. Would 
suggest that you drop me a card a day in advance in order to 

avoid the possibility of delay in meeting you after you ar- 

rive. 

Thanking you very much, I am 

Sincerely yours, | 

Aheraie. ebeb 
EP.AW Harald Pabst “f—



| 

May 14, 1941. | 

; Oconomowoc, Wis. 

Prof. J.T.Curtis 
Dept. of Botany 

Biology Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professors | 

Since your visit to the farm, I have been waiting anxiously , 

; to hear from you regarding plantings for the woodlot we looked at. 

As I would like to plant as much as possible this summer, I was 

wondering whaler you couldn't send the list as soon as possible. 

The trilium have been ise see for almost ten days. We have | 

about twenty that I have seen so far, which is cor@inly a big 

improvement over the lest few years. They seem to be much hardier 

than any of us had expected. ‘ - 

Hoping to hear from you in the near future. 

3 Sincerely, 

_ 

Be 7 
F



: May 17, 1941 

Wire Harald Pabst 
Pabst Farus 
Ogononowoc, Wisconsin 

My dear re Pabst: 

I am sorry that I have not written you earlier regarding your wild 

flower plantings, but I have just returned from a field trip to Kentucky which 
has bose me very bupye 

Im Gine with our recent discussion, I submif e list of plants for the 

two types of habitet -~ the low saucer or depression in the woods, and the open 

hillside on the east edge of the tract. 

Wooded areas 

Interrupted fern -- Oamunde Claytonki 
Meidentair -« Adientum pedetum 1 2 
Virginia Grape fern -~ Botrychium virginianum 1 
Lady fern «= Athyrium oem 
Tloriet fern -- Dryopteris spinulosa 2 

Flowering herbs: 

Large-flpwered trillium -- Trillium grandiflorug 2 

Jack=in-the-pulpit -- Arisaema tripayilua 
Hepatica =~ Hepatica acutiloba 1 
Bloodroot -~ Sanguinaria canadensis 1 
Bellwort «~ Uvularie grandiflora 
Dogtooth violet -- Srythronéun americanum 1 

Wood anemone «+ Anemone quinquefolia 1 
Rue anemone ~= Anemonella thalictroides 1 
Columbine -- Aquilegia cenadensis 
White baneberry ~~ Actea alba 
Blue cohosh -~ Caulophyllum thalictroides 

Wild gorunive -- Geranium maculatun 
Jacob's Ladder -- Polemonium reptans 
Large Yellow Ladyslipper -~ Cypripedium pubescens 
Rattlesnake Plantain -- Goodyera pubescens 
Spring Beauty -- Claytonia virginica 1 2 

’ Wild ginger ~~ Asarum canddense 1 2 

Those marked with the number 1 are small plants which would be 

needed in quantity, while the others are larger and more showy as individuals, 

hence not so many would be needed. Those marked with the number 2 need 

relatively moist conditionse They should be planted near the botton of the 

depression at first and throughout the woods later =~ after the windbreak 

becomes effectives



~2- May 17, 1941 

To: Mrs Harald Pabst 
Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 

Open or prairie area: | 

Pasque flower ~~ Anemone patens + 
Puccoon +~ Lithospermum canescens 
Bird's foot violet -~- Viola pedata 1 
Shooting star -~ Dodecatheon Meadia 
Plumed avens ~~ Geum triflorum 1 
Vielet weed sorrel ~ Oxalis violaces 
Orange milkweed -~ Asclepias tuberosa 
Wild lupine -« Laybane perennis 1 
Gulver's root -+ ‘eronica virginice 
Blazing star -- Liatris squarrose 1 
Prairie goldenred ~~ ae rigida 
New England aster +- Aster kaye 
Purple cone flower ~~ Fohinacea pallida 
Blue stem grass ~- Andropogon scoparius 
Purple Prairie clover =~ Petalostemum purpurevm - 

The firat six of these bloom in the spring, the others in late 
summers Maay of then can be collected along roadsides and railroad rights of 

way, particularly in Ottawa and Megle townships. If purchased, they probably 
should be obtained from a Wisconsin dealer, in order to be hardye 

A list of shrubs which might be planted in the woods foliows: 

Shadbush -~ Amelanchier canadensis 
Hawthorn «= Crataegus Crus-galli (or other shiny leaved species) 
Highbuah cranberry -~ Viburnum Opulus 
Snowberry ~~ Symphoricarpus albus 
Chokecherry -- Prunus virginiana 
Wahoo -- Evonyman atropurpureus 
Tponwood -- Ostrya virginiana 

If I can be of any further immediate aid, please letme knows May 

is my busy month, but during June and the remainder of the susmer I shabl 
have more free times [I should like to lemrn of your progress or problems in the 

restoration of the areme 

Very sincerely yours, 

STCeK Je Te Curtis 

Pp S+ I am forwarding under separate cover complimentary copies of 

two of our publications which may be of value to yous 

Je Te Ceo



HOLSTEIN CATTLE 

ronsme PABST FARMS “ne 
(NOT INCORPORATED) 

OCONOMOWOC, WISCONSIN 
U.S. AL 

May 22, 1941 

Prof. J. T. Curtis, 
Department of Botany, 
Biology Building, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Prof. Curtis: 

Received your letter and books for which I wish 
to express my thanks. It occurs to me that the flowers you recommend 
for the open or prairie area are for the most part on the noxious weed 
list so that in this particular case it would be a bad policy, I think, 
to use any prairie flowers as we have crop land immediately adjacent to 

the wood area. 

We are fencing off the area now and find that al- 

ready we have quite a variety of young growth coming along so that I 

think we shall not have any trouble at all to restore the lot. 

Thanking you again for your kind letter, I remain | 

Si ly y' ’ 

BP.AW PABST ; ;



Soar ar May 21, 1941 p- 

Conservation Opportunities Near 
Genesee, Waukesha County | 

Aldo Leopold | 

This summarizes suggestions made to the land owners at a meeting held on 

May 17 at Howard Greene's house, and in the field during visits to various farms. 

The purposes of ownership, and hence the motives for conservation, are here | 

very diverse. They are, briefly: utility, esthetics, and increasing real estate 

value. No attempt is here made to segregate motives for the various practices 

recommendeds 

" Ae Gravel Moraines i Y 

Timber: Many gravelly hill-pastures are losing their oaks, probably through 

the combination of overgrazing and drouth. I recommend the widespread planting of 

red cedar, which will shortly become available at state nurseries. No other ever- 

green will thrive on these batty 

For utility as fenceposts, plant closely in contour furrows, about. 6" x 6%. 

For landscape, plant in irregular groups. Stock 12" - 18" is best. Cedar does 

not move easily, hence plant only in spring (April 20), insist on good roots, avoid 

long storage. 

(Cedar fencepost plantations are also a goad bet on tillable land. Check row 

5* x 5° and cultivate like corn for 2 or 3 yearse Will make posts at 15 - 20 years.) 

All cedar plantings are excellent bird cover and yield winter berries for song ; 

birds. 

Do not plant cedar near valuable orchards. 

Cows do not browse cedar; a fair survival is possible without excluding cattle. 

Wildflowers: Gravel moraines are the natural habitat for pasque flower, puccoon, 

and other prairie species (see Prairie). Where held for esthetics, a good stock of 

these flowers would add value.



a F ae 

Be Uplands 

Timber? Drouth losses of oaks are worse here than on the moraines. The best 

and cheapest treatment is: 

1. Exelude cows 

2. Plow contour furrows 6' apart 

3. Stamp in acorns and nuts every 2' 

For upper slopes use a mixture of white oak, red oak, black oak, bur oak, hickory 

and butternut. 

For richer soils add black walnut and black cherry. 

White oak must go in just as the acorns fall, because they sprout at oncee The 

other species can go in any time in the fall. 

The success of such seedings is inverse to the prevalence of rabbits. In brush 

rabbits can hold down the oaks for yearse Squirrels may dig up the seedse The only 

remedy is to plant thicker so they miss some. 

On cley soils sugar maple may be planted, preferably as an understory in existing 

woods or brushe Spots can be found where wild seedlings can be pulled by thousands. 

(I.didn't find any, buk I'm sure such spote exist.) 1 

On most north slopes basswood should be added to the seeding, or planted as 

seedlings. 

Elm is coming in as a weed in some woods. As excess of elm may be cut if small, 

girdles if too large to cute 

Where it is inconvenient to exclude cows for long periods, walnut, butternut, 

black cherry and hickory may be seeded in furrows without oaks. The first three, on 

good soils, should get above cows in 3 or 4 years. | 

The above general procedure will work even better on old fields, provided there ; 

is no quack, and provided other grasses are first thoroughly subdued. 

Wildflowers: Ung azed woods held for real estate or esthetics should be stocked 

with trillium and the ordinary woods flowerse Nuclei on each quarter-acre will soon | 

Spreads



F i y 3. 

Oak Openings: Open woods with bushy-topped oaks can, by excluding cows, be 

converted to a plant association of great historical and-esthetic interest; the 

“oak opening". (see J. F. Cooper's novel, "Oak Openings"). For procedure see 

"Prairie". : 

C. Marshes and Swamps 

Hardwood swamp: No treatment is necessary except to keep cows out and subdue 

elm reproduction in favor of nore useful species. 

Tamarack swamps: Tamarack will shortly become available at the state nurseries 

and is highly recommended for ell lowlends not too\wet. Red dogwood is a good 

indicator of where tamarack belongs. _ Many marsh hay meadows could be converted, in 

such part as may be desired, to tamarack. Tamarack is highly useful as posts, and 

is unbeatable for landscape. There is, of course, risk of sawfly epidemics, but 

such risks attend all tree plantings and all crop plantings. 

Many dogwood thickets would reseed themselves to tamarack if given a few seed 

trees, and if the established seedlings are liberated from too much crowding. 

Once established, tamarack is the natural nurse-crop for pink moccasin flowers 

and many other bog plants of high esthetic value. It is unbeatable as winter bird 

covere 

; Marsh Prairie’ Many wet pastures and hay meadows can be converted to marsh 

prairie by excluding cows and re-introducing the prairie plants. Small white lady- 

slippers and fringed gentian are examples of such plants. 

i De Birds and Mammals | 

Wood duck: Near ponds and streams there is an excellent chance to induce wood 

ducks to nest by erecting nest boxes» Design and directions from the Illinois 

: Netural History Survey will be sent Mr. Greene. 

Wood-cock: Owners of brushy spots in ornear swamps should be able to encourage 

woodcocks by properly regulating open spots for the “sky dance". (See my descriptive 

sketck shortly to appear in "Wisconsin ‘fee dintce and Farmer"). Managing woodcock
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range is too lengthy a subject to be denarii’ in detail, but I'11 be glad to look 

at prospective sites and advise verbally. 

Duck refuges: We did not discuss this, but ell ponds, natural or artificial, 

present a chance for a good show during migration, and for wild sb etbanil (See ny 

sketch in "Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farmer" reprint "Wildlife Conservation on the 

Farm, about to be issued). i 

f E. Technical Service 

Advisory service on forestry problems can be had from Mr. Trenk and myself. 

Advisory service on birds and mammals can be had from mee Planting stock, where 

needed, is (or will shortly be) aveilable. 

Prairie: On prairie projects, however, planting stock does not exist and will 

have to be grown locally as needed. Advisory service bd be had from John T. Curtis, 

Botany Department. If there is to be a call for his services, the interested land- 

owners should pool their activitites, and proceed under Curtis' guidance to operate 

a nursery and let him guide their plantings. It will take several years to produce 

the needed stocks Techniques have been worked out on the University Arboretum under 

Curtis’ direction. 

' Woods Wildflowers: Professor Curtis is also an expert on woods wildflowers, and 

those lendowners desiring his guidance could get it through the pool. 

; F. Significance 

I am struck by the fact that the Genesee group is a mixture of city and country 

people. This fact greatly adds to the carrying power of any conservation practices 

successfully carried out. I hope that some of the local farmers will find the 

purely esthetic ventures worth their while, and conversely that some of the "estates" 

will find some of the utilitarian ventures worth their while.



EVERY EVENING AND SUNDAY 

MILWAUKEE 

. 

Thursday, June 5. 

Dear Dr. Curtis: 

If you will look this over, offering criticisms, 
suggesting something in or out, I will as I said before, 

appreciate it no end. Doing up a piece like this 
after a few hours in the place and without a background 
such as I would like to have, is pretty risky. I am relying | 

upon you to keep me from making a jack ass out of the 

paper. Let me thank you for everything--including the 

typed information on the succession of flowers. 

I think I know how you feel about this place, and 
what it signifies to you, and I do want to get that over. 
So go to it. By the way, I looked into those Havighurst 
books. They are marvelous. The lumberjack stuff 

4s the weakest, albeit the most entertaining. Want to 

thank you for steering me to him. He is like so many of 

those Swedes or Norwegians. Give them a pencil and paper 

and they can work up a splendid jag and be miles from 

a bottle cork. When it comes to firing the mind, those 

Secandahoovians are the tops. Picked up Giants in the Earth | 

years ago one night and read it until daylight.



The pictures are all right--both black and white and color. 
Ty,ink we will’be using this within two weeks. Quicker you can return 
it the better, eugeadares / 

Will return the Hopkins paper to Bob McCabe. 

Meany thanks, 

te fos i : Bi r Gdfton Mac Cuarrie 

|



i A UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT yeh University Farm Place 

June 11, 1941 

Mr. J. T. Curtis i 
Biology Building 

Dear John: 

Melvin Peckarsky of my wildlife ecology class as 

his class project built’ a fence around a group of tall yellow 
lady slippers, situated about three miles south of Verona 
east of highway 69. 

The exact location is known to Keith Miller of Verona, 
who will be glad to show you the plot at any time. He 

helped Peckarsky count the blooms and they found there 
were 18 blooms this year. I thought you might have some 
use for this fenced patch as a study area. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Wildlife Management



CoMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND PARTICIPATION IN SCIENCE 
UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF 

Tue AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY 
Committee on Organization INDEPENDENCE SQUARE Executive Staff 

Epwin G. Conxuin, Chairman Q Roranp S. Morais, Chairman 

Anton J. Carison PHILADELPHIA Rocer Conant, Zoology 

Kart K. Darrow Joun M. Foae, Jr., Botany 

Luter P, E1seNHART Serce A. Korrr, Physics and Astronomy 

C. E. Kennetu Mees Epwarp E, Witpman, Education 

Oscar RippLe 

Hartow SHAPLEY 
Gr a 

Gee eee W. SrepHen Tuomas, Executive Secretary 

Epwarp L, THORNDIKE 
Office 104 South Fifth Street 

Haron C. Urey 
Philadelphia 

Roranp S. Morais, Ex-officio 
Telephone: LOMbard 3280 

July 15, 1941 

Dr. J. T. Curtis 
Department of Botany 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Doctor Curtis: 

We are very much obliged to you for the blooming 

date records which we received some days ago. This is the first 

series of observations from Wisconsin. Although our chief concern is 

with the Philadelphia area, we are most interested to use your dates 

to check against our om. You will be glad to know that several 

hundred persons have taken part in the work this spring. We are proud 

that you have made a contribution. 

Sincerely yours 

aN Caer Tamron re aii 

ic rep Lo /) howard 

W. Stephen Thomas 

WST:JW Executive Secretary
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424. University Farm Place 
October 7, 19a 

Miss Jessie R. Wheeler { 

Franklinville, New York / 

Dear Miss Wheeler: 

I am glad to hear from you and to know of your interest r 
in wildflower conservation. The subject is still too new { 
to be provided with a literature of its own,although much | 
research work preparatory to such a literature is being done. 

In this University the man in charge of the work is John 
Curtis, Botany Department, Biology Building. I am sending 
your letter to him since he might like to have your mame on 
his mailing lst. 7) 

The only thing I have written which might conceivably be of 
use to you is contained in the attached pamphlet. 

Doubtless you are in touch with the magazine called "Wild 
Flower! which is published quarterly by The Wild’ Flower 
Preservation Society, 3740 Oliver Street, N. W., Washington, , 
DC. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

cc Curtis ; 

¢
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Wild flower blooming observations 

Locality: Dane coe, Wisconsin | 

Observer: Jv Ts Surtis Botany Department, University of Wisconsin, Madison 

Skunk cabbage -- April 16 

Silver maple -~ April 10 

Red maple «- April 14 

Bloodroot =~ April 13 Additional coumon flowers: 

Hepatica <= April 13 Carex pennsylvanica =~ April 14 

Rue anemone -~ lay 8 Anemone patens «~ April 20 

Yellow violet -- May 19 Caltha palustris -~ April 26 

Dogtooth violet -- April 20 Oxalis violacea +- May 

Star flower <-- May 8 Viola pedata -- May 8 

Dutehman's bree ches =~ April 20 Phlox divaricata <~ Way 10 

Wood anemone =~ April 25 Trillium grandiflorun -~ May 11 

Barly Buttercup -- May 7 Cypripedium pubescens -- liay 12 

Jack-in-the-pulpit -- May 12 Phlox pilosa -~ May 13 

Wild ginger -- April 20 Lupinus perennis -- May 24 

tttijiV—Umsnhs 
er? 

Wild geranium -- May 7 Aplectrum hyomale -~ May 25 

Jacob's ladder -~ May 11 Polygala Senega -~ May 30 ; 

Waterleaf =~ May 20 

False solomon's seal += May 24 

Solomon's geal -~ May 24 

Columbine -- May 13 

May apple =~ May 12 

Yellow star grase -~ May 10



‘ % For American Forestry ? 
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6 Wildflower Management 
A Virgin Field for Conservation Research 

Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 

Next time you see a sign “Annual Convention, Federation of Garden Clubs," 

walk in, seat yourself in a corner where they won't notice your lack of a badge, 

and listen. 

You will hear, like as not, little or no talk about gardens. ‘They 

are waxing indignant about the disappearance of the ladyslippers from some 

marsh, the rape of trilliums in some State Park, the decline of Dutchman's 

breeches in some woodlot, the shrinkage of fringed gentians on some lakeshore, 

There are resolutions and committees on buying land for wildflower sanctuaries, 

for passing prohibition laws on wildflower-picking, for teaching conservation 

in schools, and a dozen other symptoms of cerebration on that baffling question: 

Why is everybody wanting conservation and nobody getting it? 

If you are a "practical" conservationist you will walk out of this 

talkfest with a slight upward tilt of the nose and a slightly patronizing 

remark to yourself about sentimental uplift. 

But if you are one of those impractical fellows who insist on looking 

underneath the surface of human behavior, you may say to yourself: Here is 

still another group of volunteers in that strange rebellion of the spirit called 4 

the Conservation ‘Movant: Here, despite the inadequacy of their ways and means, 

is the group which sees an end. Somewhere, somehow, these people have seen a value , 

in "venerable woods, rivers that move in majesty, and the complaining brooks 

that make the meadows green." By some intuitive ear they have heard "a live oak 

uttering dark green leaves." By some means as yet unfound they, or their children,
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will one day "plant companionship as thick as trees along all the rivers of 

America." Here, despite the superficial trappings of uplift, is a real 

aspiration. These are people who genuinely wank’ soueeeas: but right now 

they are fumbling around for ways to get it. 

5 Let us not stop to define what it is they want. Unless you know 

without being told, you will never know anyhow. Let's just do a little 

thinking-out-loud on ine available ways to get it. 

What about these sanctuaries and prohibitions, parks and preserves 

for conserving plants? Was there not a time, only a decade ago, when the 

bird-lLovers were saving the game birds by these same means? And after a 

decade of hard work, what resulted? Two things resulted: first, a few little | 

spots on a map which you can see if you know where to look, and second, a new 

idea, The new idea was that the way to save birds is to interest the landowner 

in their welfare. Then, to make a new spot on the map, you do not have to buy 

it as a public reservation. After all, there is a bottom to the money-bag, 

And if we can interest farmers in the building habitat for game, we can plaster 

spots all over the map aytiwat any expense. We called this idea game management. 

But this, like every other new idea, encountered new obstacles to 

impede its realization, We found that despite our groaning shelves of books 

on birds, that nobody knew much about what habitat any given bird required. ; 

We were faced with the job of telling a whole continent of farmers something 

which we did not know ourselves, So we started to find out how to crop geme by 

repairing habitats. We called this game management research. We are still E 

researching, but we have at least a few indications that when we have learned 

how to build gme populations by repairing game range, farmers will be willing to 

listen, y 

Back now to wildflowers. Is it not a reasonable conjecture that our ; 

present-day garden club program is the sanctuary stage of wildflower management?
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With it goes the same tendency to catch the remnants and put them in pens 

for preservation--with about the same results. Soon we will find that public 

sanctuaries, in and of themselves, are not enough. A conservation system that 

stops with a few conserved spots is too modest. If it is worthwhile to keep 

our flowers at all, why not do it on an adequate scale-~if possible on at least 

a small part of every farm? But here we encounter the same obstacle as in 

birds--we don't know how to repair habitat for wildflowers. We know too little 

of what each species requires, 

Yes, I am aware of the flower-lovers catechism: Don't pick, don't cinta’ 

don't burn, It fits a good many species, tut it is more than probable that | 

some species it does not fit at all. I kmow a sandy valley covered each spring 

with millions of crowfoot violets, growing in the burned stubble of the grasses . 

woich later cover the land. If this valley were not burned I think it would come 

up to timber and thus lose its violets. The vegetation of any spot, if let ‘ 

alone, goes through a definite sequence of changes called the plant succession. : 

|



; Wiséonsin widd@flowers in need of protection 

w Jack-in-the=pul pit Twin flower 
Water Arum » Cardinal Flower 

“Trillium - all species Blazing Star , 
» Wood Lily New England Aster 
 Turkseap Lily ~ Purple Cone Flower 

Wild Leek 

“Dwarf Itis i 
“Orchids - all species 
~ Ladyslipper 
Fringed Orchié 

Grass Pink 
“ Arethusa 

WaterLily 
wv Lotus 

Hevatica 

Columbine 
Baneberry 

»~ Monkshood 
- Pasque Flower i 
Blue Cohosh 

 Twinleaf CN 

Bloodroot 
Dutchman's Breeches b 

- Pitcher Plant 
Long-plumed Avens | 

~ Lupine 
Prairie Clover 

~ Fringed Polyzala : 

w Senega Snakeroot 
« Bittersweet 

Great St.John's Wort 
Birdfoot Violet 
Meadow Beauty - 

» Ginseng . 

Ericads - ahl species , | 
» Arbutus 

Bearberry 

Wintergreen ; ! 
Shinleaf | 

- Shooting star | 
Dwarf Primrose 

» Fringed Gentian 
Bottle Gentian 

“ Butterfly weed J 
Dowmy Phlox 

Wild Blue Phlox 
Purple gerardia 

V Painted cup
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| INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF FOR! (STENCIL 781) 

A, Map 4" = mile 

1. Enter on the map plantation boundariese 

2. Location and size of wildlife areas within plantations. ~ 

(Encircle wildlife areas with blue erayon).e 

3. Number each WL. area within the sections 

Be Collection of Supplementary Data 

For sach site (dry or moist) within cach area reserved for wildlife 

determine the following: 

1. Plantable acroagoe ; 
2e Topography = Abrupt; rolling or flate 
3. Drainage = Poor, woll.or imperfectly underlaid by hardpan 

or claye 

4, Soil texture = vog. and woody peat, mack, sand, loamy sand, 

sandy loam or clays 
5. Ph Reaction - 586, 6=7 or 7=7.5. 

6. Fortility - High, moderate or low. 
7 Crown density - Heavy, modium, light or open 

(Include troes, shrubs and largo herbaccous plants . 
to dotermine degree of donsity). 

C, Trocs and shrubs rocommonded for plantings 

From the above data detormine game food and cover plants adapted to 
site (Uso game food and cover planting chart.) Two spocics recommended 

for cach site’ 6'x6' spacings ‘ 

Scnd duplicate copy of complotcd form to Supervisor's Officce
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OBSERVATION CF BLOOMING DATES OF CULTIVATED PLANTS 
Prepsred by Dr. John M. Fogg, Jr., Consultant 

American Philosophical Society's 
Committee on Education and Participation in Science 

104 South Fifth Street, Phila., Pa. 

Nature of the Project 

Much information is needed concerning the blooming dates of our 
commoner cultivated plants. An appeal is hereby made to the garden-makers 
and flower—-lovers in the Philadelphia area to study the plants on their owm 
properties and record their observations on the attached list. No equip— 
ment or special training are necessary; the only requisites are a knowledge 
of the more familiar garden plants and a few minutes of daily leisure. The 
data which can thus be accumulated will aid materially in enabling us to 
understend the tianner in which our plants respond to seasonal factors and 
will serve as a valuable basis for comparison with their behavior in other 
sections of the country. 

The List 

The accompanying "log" includes the names of three classes of plants: 

(a) A few of the more familiar cultivated trees which bean attractive 
flowers. No attempt has been made to include conifers or trees with 
small, inconspicuous blossoms (such as oaks, maples, lindens, etc.) 
although information concerning them is welcome and the observer is 
invited to add them to the list if he so desires. 

(b) Some of the more widely grown shrubs which produce showy flowers. 
Again, as in the case of trees, others may well be added. 

; ' (c) The commoner early-flowering perennials of the rock garden and bor- 
der. A few biennials (such as Sweet William, Foxglove and Hollyhock) 
have been included, but for obvious reasons the list contains no 
annuals. : 

Probably no one garden will contain all of the 151 species which appear 
on the log. This should not discourage the observer. Data concerning only 
a fraction of the entire list will be gratefully received. On the other 
hand, many « garden will have in it plants not listed in the log. In all 
cases in which the observer is certain of the identity of these species, he 
is urgently requested to add their names to the list and fill in his obser— 
vations on their behavior. 

Observations 

The essential facts which are desired in this project are arranged under 
four headings. (1) The date of unfolding of the first leaves. In some 
species this precedes the opening of the flowers; in others it follows them. 
(2) The date of opening of the petals on the first flower of a given species 
or veriety. (3) The date on which the plant may first be seid to be in full 
bloom. This may be difficult to determine accurately, but most gardeners 
have learned to record such dates and a little experience should aid in forming
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the proper judgement. (4) The approximate date on which a plant may be ob- 
served to have finished blooming. Some species have a second period of 
flowering and this, when it occurs, might be noted also. Cbviously, a com- 
parison of the data under the second and fourth headings will reveal the 
duration of the flowering periods of each species observed. 

Omissions 

The omission of many familiar names from the list or the fact that 
certain genera are followed by the symbol "sp" (singular) or "spp" (plural), 
is due to the fact that it is frequently impossible to know just what specics 
are in cultivation. This is especially true in such genera as Clematis, 
Delphinium, Forsythia, Iris, Narcissus, Philadelphus, Prunus, Pyrus, Rosa, 
Syringa, Tulipa. Many garden forms are hybrids; others are of uncertain 
origin and identity. Any observer who knows accurately just what his species 
in these and other genera are will do well to append them to the list.



COMMITTEE CN EDUCATION AND PARTICIPATION IN SCIENCE - 1941 
Cultivated Plants for April, Mey and June 

LOCALITY UNDER CBSERVATIGN: 

Nave OF OBSERVER: 

Name of Plant Leaves First Plant in Flowers en~ 

unfold petals open full bloom tirely gone 
Adonis vernalis on 
Spring Adonis 

Aesculus Hippocastanum i 
Horse Chestnut 

Aesculus carneus a 
Red Buckeye 

Althaea rosea a 
Hollyhock i 

Alyssum Saxatile ae 
Golden Tuft G 

Amelanchier oblongifolia ee oa 
Shadbush, Service—berr, 

Bastard Indigo 

Star of Texas 

Dropmore Anchusa 

Chinese Forget-me-not 

Windflower 

Common Columbine i | 

Short-spurred Columbing 

Long-spurred Columbines 

Mountain Cress 

False Indigo 

Blackberry-lil 

Early Saxifrage 

Japanese Barberr; sy 

Po a eR Sweet Shrub 

Carpathian Bellflower 

Peach Bells ! 

Catalpa, Indian Bean 

Snow-in-—Summer
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Name of Plant Leaves First Plant in Flowers en- 

unfold petals open full bloom tirely gone 

Redbud, Judas Tree 

Japanese Quince 

Fringe Tree 
Chrysanthemum Keni AM ey ’ 
Pyrethrum 

Shasta Dais 

Clematis 

Lily-of-the-Valle 

Tickseed 

Red-Osier Cornel 

Flowering Dogwood 
| 

Cornelian Cherr: 
| | 

English Hawthorn 
' 

Cloth-of-gold Crocus 
| 

Early Crocus 
} 

Daphne 
Daphne Mezereun a 
Mezereum 

| Delphinium spp. oe 
Larkspurs 

Deutzia gracilis ae 
Deutzia 

Deutzia 
Dianthus barbatus oe | 
Sweet William 

Dianthus deltoides ee 
Maiden Pink 

Dianthus plumarius | 
Garden Pink 

Dwarf Bleeding Heart 
Dicentra spectabilis aa] ee | 
Bleeding Heart 

Weigelia 

Foxglove ‘
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Name of Plant Leaves First Plant in Flowers en- 
unfold petals open __ full bloom tirely gone 

Doronicum caucasicum 
Leopards Bane Hl 

Eleagnus angustifolia 
Russian Olive Mail Wh 

Enkienthus campanulatus 
Bellflower Bush BEN 

Eranthus hyemalis 
Winter Aconite . th 

Euphorbia cyparissias 
Cypress Spurge DNV i 

Exochorde racemosa 
Pearl Bush i ar 

Filipendule rubra ed 
ueen-of—the-—Prairie 

Forsythia sp. 
Forsythia iy ‘ 

Gaillardia cristata 
Blenket Flower Pecorino aR 

Snowdrop 
Gypsophila paniculata 
Baby's Breath yall 

Helesia carolina 
Silverbell Tree Sait 

Hemerocallis flava ae 
Yellow Day-lily 

Hemerocallis fulva is 
Grange Day-lil MOOS LE 

Hesperis matronalis ne 
Dame's Rocket 

Heuchera sanguinea ad 
Corel Bells 

Hyacinthus orientalis on 
Hyacinth 

Iberis sempervirens ee 
Candytuft. 

Iris cristata | 
Crested Iris 

Dwarf Iris 

Bearded Iris 

Kerria japonica ee 
Kerria 

Kolkwitzia amabilis | 
Beauty Bush 

Everlasting Pea 

_Fetter—bush 

Madonna Lil 

Blue Flax
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Name of Plant Leaves First Plant in Flowers en- 
unfold petals open full bloom tirely gone 

Lonicera fragrantissima ees ee 
Early Honeysuckle 

Tarterian Honeysuckle 

Lupine 

Caledonian Cross 

Mullein Pink 

Plume Popp 

Cucumber Tree 
Magnolia Soulangeana oe 
Tulip Magnolia 

Early Japanese M. | 
Magnolia tripetala em ! 
Umbrella Tree | 

Cregon Grape | 
Malus spp. | 
Crabapples 

Mertensia virginica 

Lungwort, Va. Cowsli: | 
Muscari botryoides ee | 
Grape Hyacinth i 

Narcissus, Daffodil 

Neillia 
Ornithogelum umbellatum og ee 
Star of Bethlehem 

Peon 

Tree Peo 

Iceland Po 

Oriental Popp 

Empress Tree 

Beard Tongue 

Mock Orange 

Early Blue Phlox 

_Moss Pink 

|



abe 

Name of Plant Leaves First Plant in Flowers en- 
Tate unfold petals open full bloom tirely gone 

American Pieris 

Japanese Pieris 

Balloon Flower 

Jacob's Ladder 

Cowslip Primrose 

Cherr; 

oa ee : Apple 
i 

Lesser Celandine 
| 

_freiling Buttercup 
Rhododendron calen- 

Flame Azalea 

Azalea 
Rhododendron indicum ae ee 
Azalea 

Rhododendron Schlippen- 1 
bachii 

i 
Azalea 

Rhododendrons 

Jetbead 

Golden Currant | 

Rose Acacia 

Black Locust 

Cla Locust 
Rosa spp. 

Blue Sage 

Rock Soapwort 
Scilla nonscripta 
Squill, English Bluebells 

Rowan, Mt. Ash 

Bridal Wreath



-6- 
Name of Plant Leaves First Plent in Flowers en- 

unfold etals open full bloom tirely gone 
Spiraea Vanhouttei 
Van Houtte's Spiraea oe 

Sea Pink, Thrift 

Lace Shrub 

Cornrlowcr: Aster 

Snowber: 

Coral Ber 

Lilac 

Tamarisk 

Globeflower 

Tulip 

Greek Valerian 

Hoary Speedwell 
Veronica longifolia oe oe 
Tall Speedwell 

Spiked Speedwell 

Korean Viburnum 

Nanny berr 

Cranberry Bush 

Japanese Snowball 

Periwinkle 

Horned Violet 
Wisteria floribunda ae | 

Japenese Wisteria 

Wisteria sinensis en a | 
Chinese Wisteria
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